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PREFACE

As was stated in the preface of the first volume of the translation

of Maathir-ul.Umara, the printing of the translation of this work by

the late Mr. Henry Beveridge was started in 1911. 3 double fascicles

of 200 pages each were issued uptil 1914, and the printing of the

first volume dealing with bibliographies up to the end of letter 'L'

was concluded in 1941. It has taken 1 1 years for the second volume

to be printed. While apologizing for the great delay in the comple~

tion of this work, it has to be pointed out that this was due to the

Second World, War and its aftermath. Further, owing to my leaving

Calcutta for Banaras in 1942 and later transfer to New Delhi, I, in

view of my more urgent official duties, found it impossible to spare

any time for this work. In 1945, however, I again took up the work

seriously, and the completed manuscript was sent to the Society for

printing about the end of 1947, The delay in printing was due to

various reasons. After the typescript consisting of 1,187 pages had

been revised by Dr. Hari Ram Gupta of the Historical Section of the

Ministry of Finance, who very kindly undertook this work at the

request of the Society, it was sent to the press on 30th January, 1950,

and it has taken nearly 3 years for the press to complete the printing.

It has thus taken 46 years since the late Mr. Beveridgee started the

translation of this important biographical dictionary of the Moghul

period in 1906. Here it may not be out of place to mention that the

printing of tr~nslations of the two Persian works which the late Mr.

Beveridge carried out for the Society extended over very many years,

and in neither case was completed before the death of the author on

8th November, 1929. The translation of the first work, the Akbar

nama, took over 20 years, and was completed in 1921, when Mr.

Beveridge was 84 years old, but the last volume of this work was not

published till 1939, ten years after his death. '* No mention is made

* See Lord Beveridge's India Called Them, page 367, footnote (London, 1947)'
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and the Epilogue referred to above, are included in the two v()lumes of

this work. This number differs from that given in the preface to the

table of contents by the son of the author, as is discussed in a

foot-note by Mr. Beveridge on page 32 of the first volume of the

translation.
At the end I have included an index of names:ls arranged in the

three volumes of the text with the correspondin~ numbers and pages

in che two volumes of the translation. This should enable scholars

to refer to the original text and the translation» without any difficulty.

With reference to the general format of the translation I have

nothing to add to what was detailed in my preface to the first volume

of the translation, but it is necessary to add that the completion of

this volume involved a great deal more of time and labour, as not

only a great part of the manuscript had become illegible, but many

biographies were missing. It was, therefore, easier to include new

translations rather than try to complete the incomplete manuscript.

The names in the contents and the Text Index are given as in the

tt:"anslation. In spite of all the care taken in correcting the proofs a

number of mistakes have remained uncorrected, and for these I crave

the indulgence of the readers.
In conclusion, I have to offer my thanks to the Council and

Officers of the Society for the interest they have taken in the

completion of this work. I have also to record here my thanks to

the successive General Secretaries whose interest made it possible for

the work to be completed.

BAINI PRASHAD
50A, Theatre Road,

. Calcutta, 16.

4th November, 1952 •
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of the translation of the Maathir-ul-U mara in the admirable biography

of his parents entitled "India Called Them" by Lord Beveridge, but
this work, as has been noted above, was started in I 906, and though

its printing was started in I 9 I 1 it has taken over 40 years for the

work to be completed. While this is unfortunate, I am glad to have

been able to complete this work and even at this late date to make it

available to students of Indian History.

The first volume dealt with 361 biographies, up to the end of the

letter 'L', while the present volume consists of 370 biographies. As

there are two biographies of Ni?am-ul-Mulk Apf Jah (Nos. 49Sa
and b), only one of these is included in the above number. The

Epilogue (No. 72 sa) is also not included in this calculation. The

numbers for the different letters are as follows ;-

11 )

Total 370

In the Appendix are included 10 biographies which had b. d . . een
omltte 111 the earlier printed account either through oversight or

th~ author probably wanted to include these under some other letter.:vIth rega.rd to the number of biographies, as will be seen from the

ll1dex to thIS volume, 731 biographies excluding the one in duplicate
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The Maathir=ul=Umara

MADHO SINGH HARA l

(Vol. III, pp. 453-456).

He was the second son of Rao Ratan. In the first year of Shah
Jahan's reign he was confirmed 2 in his earlier rank of 1,000 with 600
horse. In the second year he went in pursuit of .Khan Jahan Lodi,
and in-the 3rd year, after the arrival of the royal retinue in the Deccan
he was in the army commanded by Shayista Khan. Later he was
appointed, along with Saiyid Mu~affar K.han, to pursue Khan Jahan
Lodi who had left the Deccan and gone towards Malwa. As they

pressed on in pursuit of the bewildered fugitive, they came up with
him, and he was obliged to dismount from his horse. In the fight
Miidhii Singh, who commanded Ma~affar Khan's vanguard, struck"
him with a spear. For this good service his rank was raised to 2,000
with 1,000 horse, and he was granted a standard. When his father
Rao Ratan died in the same year, the Emperor increased his rank by
500 with 500 horse, and granted him the parganas of Kotah Bilatha4

in fief. In the 6th year he accompanied Sul~an Shuja' to the Deccan,
and after the death of Mahabat ~han, the governor of the Deccan, he
was appointed by Khan Dauran the governor (Subahdar) of Burhanpiir.

At this time the disturbances of Sahli Bhonsle took place in the
neighbourhood of Daulatabad. Khan Dauran at the head of a

1 Hiida in the text is a copyist's error for Hiira, the Rajput tribe inhabiting
Haravati or Harouti which "comprehends two principalities, namely, Kotah and
Bcondi" vide Todd, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan (1914 ed.), II, p. 354.

2 Biidshiihnama, I, p. 184. 3 Biidshiihnama, I, p. 350.
4 Taken from Badshiihnama, p. 401, where it is K6tah and Palaitha; the

Kota and Palatiah of Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p. 275. They were two
large parganas in Sarkar Ranthambh6r. K6tlh is a State in Rajpiitana, see
Imperial Gazetteer, XV, pr. 410-424.



detachment went out to chastise him and Madhii Singh was left to

defend Burhanpiir. Later, in the 7th year he was appointed with

Khan Dauran to punish Jujhar Singh Bundela, After coming to

Chanda on the day when Neknam the uncle of Bahadur Khan Rohila

fought and lay wounded in the field, Madhii Singh gallopped 1 forward

to Neknam's right and killed some of the rebels and put others to

Right. Afterwards in company with Saiyid Mu1}ammad, the eldest

son of Khan Dauran, he overtook the foe, who were on the act of

performing the johar2 (sacri6ce) of their family and killed several of

them. After coming to the Court his rank was increased to 3,000 with

1,600 horse. In the 9th year when Burhanpiir was adorned.by the

arrival of the victorious standards (of Shah Jahan) and three armies

wer~ a~pointed to chastise Sahii Bhonsle, and to devastate the country

of 'Add Khan, Madhii Singh went off with Khan Dauran. On his

return .when he waited (on the Emperor) in the loth year, his rank

was raised to 3,000 with 2,000 horse. In the I I th year he was

deputed to Kabul in attendance on Sultan Shuja'. In the 13th year

he accompanied Prince Murad Bakhsh to Kabul. On the Prince's

return in the 14th year his rank was graciously increased to

3,000 with 2,5°° horse. In the 16th year he had an increase of
500 horse. In the 18th year he was sent to assist Amir-ul-Umara

('Ali: Mardan), governor of Kabul, who had been ordered to conquer

Badakhshan. Afterwards he went to Balkh in attendance on Murad

Bakhsh. When that prince left the country and Sul~an Mu~ammad

Aurangzlb was nominated to succeed him, Madhii Singh, for a time,

was appointed to guard the fort of Balkh, which service he performed

faithfully. When the late prince according to the orders of his father.

restored the country to Na4hr Mu~ammad ruler of that are1 and

returned, Madhii Singh after reaching Kabul was ordered to leave the

Prince, and in the 2 I st year h~ returned to the Court and obtained

leave to go home. After some time he died in 10573 A.H. (1647

I Badsbiibnama, I, pt. 2, p. 113. 2 Ibid., p. 115.
3 Todd, op. cit., p. 409, states that '~Madhu Sing was bom S. 1621 (A.D.

1565)" and that he died in S. 1687 or 1630 A.b., and left 5 children.

Madhii Singh Kachwaha

I See Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 460, 461.

2 Akbarnama, Text 1I1, pp. 492, 510, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 745,
778, and note 2. Beveridge remarks that according to Badayiini (vide Lowe's
translation of Vol. II, p. 366) Madhii Singh was at Ohind or Und some 15
miles above Attock on the west bank of the Indus, and not at Langarkot.

3 Jahangir in Tuzuk-i-Jabangiri (Rc-gers & Beveridge's translation) I, p. 17,
speaks of a Madhii Singh who was nephew of Raja Man Singh, and so also in
the Akbarniima, Text III, p. 833, Beveridge's translation III, p. 1249, note I,

and Biidshiihnamll I, p. 305. But on p. 56 Jahangir mentions Midha Singh as the
brother of his wife (who was a daughter of Bhagwan Das-see Blochmann,
op. cit., p. 353\' while in the A'in, op. cit., p. 460, he is called the son of
Bhagwan Das.

MADHO SINGH KACHW AHA1

(Vol. Ill, pp. 321, 322).

ul-Umaral

He was the son of Raja Bhagwan Das. Madhii Singh was in

attendance on Emperor Akbar when 111 the 17th year he rushed off to

chastise Ibrahim tIusain Mirza, and fought a battle with him at

Sarnal, a town in A1}madnagar province. He always followed the

Emperor. In the 30th year when an army under Mirza Sha:hrukh

was despatched to take Kashmir, and a battle took--ptace with Ya'qiib,

the landowner of that country, Ma:dhii Singh displayed great courage

and was commended. In the 3 I st year when Saiyid tIamid Bokhiri

was killed in Peshawar, Madhii Singh, in accordance with the King's

orders, accompanied his father's army and went2 from thana Langar

(Langarkot) which belonged to him, to 'Ali Masjid where Kanwar

Man Singh was .stationed. In the 40th year he had the rank of

1,500, and in the 46th year his rank3 was 3,000 with 2,COO horse.

His son Satar (Chatar) Sal about the end of Jahangir's reign held the

rank of 1,500 with 1,000 horse. In the first year of Shah Jahan's

reign he was confirmed in that rank and was ordered to accompany

Khan Jahan Lodi, the governor of Malwa, who was sent to chastise

A.D.). A separate account has been given of his SOil Mukand

Singh Hira.

[Maathir-Madhii Singh Hira



c.

Jujhar Singh Bundila who had raised his he d . I I ha 111 revo t. n t e 3rd
year, when the Deccan was the I h dS' I . raya ea quarters, he and Raja Gaj
~ng ~ we~e appoll1ted to devastate the country of Ni?am-ul-Mulk.

nddt e
l

ay of batt~e, as he WaS stationed in the rear and the enemy
su en y attacked It he l and h'Sin h b .' . IS two sons Bhim Singh and Anand

gravely laid down their lives in the service of their master
Another son Ugar Sen obtained suitable rank2. •

I Badshahnama, I, p. 305, and id. I, t 2 0- - .
the son d Madh- S' h h p. , p. 3 -,. Satar Sal IS there called

_ u mg w 0 was the brother's son of M-n S' h
2 Badshahnama I P 306 and 'd I a mg., ,. , t pt 2 h h'

as 800 with 4
00

horse Th .' .' . , p. 314, were IS rank is given
. e name IS wntten there as Ugar Sen.

3 He ctmld only have been in h' h
he died in the 12th year of J h- I~ ,teen~,as. e was only 32 years old when

Y
_ k' _ _ a anglr s reign 111 1026 A.H. (16 AD)
f4ZU -t-lahangfri (Rogers & B 'd" 17 " -see. even ge s translatIOn) I, .

.4 For details of the fighting see Akbarnama Texr II~77'
vendge's translation III pp I' , pp. 808,

80
9, Be-, . 1212-1215 n the latte kthe variou 1 I:' . r wC'r notes are added on

s oca .tIes.
5 Akbarnama, Text III, p. 839, Beveridge's translati....n IIIv , p. 1257-

(RAJA) MAHA SINGH

(Vol. II, pp. 174-176)

He_was the son of Raja Jagat Singh S011 of K
K I h

an", ar 1Jan Singh
ac lwa a. After his father's death 11e>h succeeded him and had

c .arge of the government of Bengal. In the 45th year of Akb '
reign when the B -I Af h- ar s

8 enga g_ans created a disturbance he was still
young, and Pratap Singh brother of Raja Man Sin h~ I .
manager-wa' g w 10 was IllS
Af h- s easy gOing and careless, and fought a battle with the

. g_ans near Bhadrak. He was defeated and many R-' -
killed and M h- S' h aJputs were, a a mg was unable t I'd I .the th _ 0 conso I ate liS position. In

47 year when Jalal Khiikarwal and Qadi M-" .std' h . . u min stmed up
I e In t e provl11ce (Bengal) he showed bravery'!' .' hI h In replesSll1g t em

n t e 50th year his rank was 2,000 5 with 300 horse. In the 2n~

5Mahabat Khan l;laidarabadi

I See Yuzuk, loco cit., p. I I I.

2 Tuzuk, loco cit., 'Pp, 144, 145·
3 See Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p. 157· In 110te 9 on the same page

. he identifies it with Banda in the United Provinces, Imperial Gazetteer, VI,

pp. 347'356.
4 Tuzuk, loco cit., p. 297. I) Tuzuk, loco cit., p. 377'
6 Maathir-ul-Umara. (Text Ill, 568-577; English translation vol. I, p. 73

1
-

734.7 For Abul Hasan Qu~b Shah or Tana Shah see !5.hafi Khan, II, pp. 3°9"3 I 3

and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, IV, pp. 322-386.
8 Saiyid Mu~affar became the Prime Minister after Saiyid A1}mad when

Abul ~asan was crowned King of Golconda in 1672. He was, however, soon
superseded by his Brahman factotum Madanna who was given the title of Surya

Prokash Rao, ~ee Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 333, 334·

He was known as Mu~a111mad Ibrahim qamar baz (the gambler).

He was a Persian by birth. He became an A mir in the time of
Abul Hasan Qu~b 5hah1 the ruler of Telang (Golconda). When
Saiyid "Mupffar, who had long~ been the Prime Minister, was dis-

year of Jahangir's reign he was appointed 1
to the Bangash campaign,

and in the 3rd year a marriage present of Rs. 80,000 waS sent and
his sister entered2 the royal harem and Raja M an Singh presented
sixty elephants as a part of the dowry. In the 5th year he received
a flag, and in the same year he was appointed to chastise Bikramiijit
the landholder of Biindhii,3 who had rebelled. His rank was raised
in the 7th year by 500 foot with 500 horse. After Man Singh's
death, as Jahangir made Bhiiii Singh the head of the dan, he granted
an increase of 500 foot to Mahii Singh and sent him a robe of
honour and a decorated dagger, and gave him Bindhu as a fief. In
the loth year he was granted the title of Raja, and was honoured
with the gift of a kettle-drum4 • In the 11th year he had an increase
of 500 foot and 500 horse, and in the 12th year, 1026 A. H.
(161 7 A.D.) he died at Balapur in Berar". His son is Mirza Raja

Jai Singh6 of whom a separate account is given.

IvlAHABAT KtlXN l;lAIDARABADI

(Vol. III, pp. 62 7-632)
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the assistance of Sikandar with his large hordes, and that he (Abul

J:Iasan) should be ready for battle with 40,000 cavalry under the

leadership of Khalil Ullah Khan Palang I:Iamla. It will then be seen

on which fronts Aurangzib will be able to meet and repel his enemies.

This enraged Aurangzib, who said "We had postponed the gripping

of this sugaNelling, monky-Ieading lutanise, but now that the hen

has begun to crow, we must not delay any longer." In' spite of the

prolongation of the Bijapiir campaign Prince Shah'Alam Bahadur and

Khan Jahan Kokaltash were ordered, in the end of the 28th year,

to chastise Abiil J:Iasan. Khalil Ullah Khan with Shaikh Minhaj, who,

while in the Bljapiir service, had slain by guile Khi4r J<han Pani, had

joined Abul I:Iasan, and acquired a great name-as well as Rustam Rao

the cousin of Madanna-encountered the Prince, and fought against

him several times, and gave proofs of their courage. One day they

attacked J<han Jahan in such large numbers that,he was nearly driven

off, but a furious 2 elephant of Raja Ram Singh broke its chain and

rushed forward among the enemy's troops. Many horses of the

leading officers reared up, and two of the riders were thrown down,

and so great a confusion was caused that it resulte'd in their defeat.

On another occasion the battle with the Prince lasted for three days,

and many of the imperial officers were wounded. At last the Teling

troops, which were defeated, took to flight. The Prince halted and

did not pursue them. This improper delay in spite of the exertions

of the Prince during the battle displeased Aurangzib, and a farman
of censure was issued. The Prince sent a message to Mul;1ammad

IbrahIm, the general, to the effect that in consequence of the forbear

ance with which he (the Prince) had treated him, he had been cen~

ul-Umara] .[Maathir-Mahabat Khan J:1aidarabadi6

1 FOl Miidanna see Sir Jadunath S' ·k '
the br th . , al aI', op. CIt P? 352 Tho er IS gIven as Akna in Khafi Kl _ ." -355· e name of
Jadunath. ~- lan II, p, 292 and Akkana by Sir

2 jg}Jlil Ullah-the friend f G d '
3 See Maathir-;-'Al _ _ 0 0 -IS Abraham's title.

4
H-'b . ~. am;!,trt , p. 260.
• all IS frequently used in th ka b d A' e wor , and apparent!m assa or. ccordll1g to the M - h;' . , _ _ _ . y means an envoy or

f B"- _ aa~.} -1- Alamgtrt h
o IJapur, Mu!)ammad Ma'siim and M h ' \' 25? t ere wei"e two envoys

. u. ammad Ja far In the Prince's Camp.

t Maa!E.ir-ul-'Alamgiri, p. 261, the words are y,.,i Ji~j in place of

j')'~ J~ The phrase in the Text is J)i ui~~ 111 Maathir, and

is translated above as sugar-selling.

2 ~afi Khan, II, p, 2~.



sured. If he would surrender the parganas Kohir 1 and Siram, which

are on the borders of the province of Bidar, he (the Prince) would have

something to show as the reason for his interceding for Abul I:-Jasan.

Ibrahim listened to this proposal, and assented to it, but Rustam Rao

and other ignorant men said that they had tied these parganas to the

points of their spears, and were prepared for war. There was a rene

wal of hostilities. One day there was such an onset that the eneniy

had driven before them the elephant on which Rai" Bindrahan, the

Prince's Divan, was riding. Saiyid 'Abdulah .Khan Barah, in spite

of receiving a wound from a rockee 011 his lip reached the Divan and

rescued him from the enemy. On that day the wife of Ghairat Khan

the Prince's Bakhshi was killed by a rocket in the howdah of an ele

phant. The battle raged from morning till evening. Next day the

Deccanis in their pride sent a message that the just course was that

the armies on each side should stand still and that the leaders should

fight with one another. The Prince replied that though there was

little gain in this proposal on his side, in view of the fact that the

Deccani"s were practised in sword-play and in lance-throwing, yet he

was agreeable to it provided they put chains on the legs of their

elephants, so that the Deccariis in the end might not run away-an

act which is regarded as disgraceful with the imperialists, but is

considered as clever by the Deccanis. The Deccanis replied that they

do not fight with chains on their legs. The Prince replied: "Nor

do we fight and run away." At last the animosity which had existed

from old times between the foreigners and sons of foreigners and the

Deccanis, manifested itself. Abul I:1asan' s force dispersed and went

off to Haidarabad. The Prince (Shah 'Alam) pursued them. The

Deccanis made Abul I:1asan SUSpiCIOUS of .Khalil Ullah Khan's

9Mahabat Khan Khan-Khaniin

MAHABAT KHAN KHAN-KHANAN

COM MANDER-IN-CHIEF

(Vol. III, pp. 385-409)

His name was Zamana 3 Beg, and he was the son of ggaiyiir Beg

Kabuli". They were Saiyids of the Raslavi family. Accordingly his

son Kban Zaman in his history has given the genealogy up to

tIaslrat Imam Mi.isa-al~Rasla. His ancestors were all regarded as

~reat men and possessed of influence. Ghaiyiir Beg came from

-Shiraz to Kabul and settled in one of the districts there. He was

enrolled as one of the cavaliers of Mirza Mul;ammad I:1akim. After

fidelity and ascribed the defeat to him. Miidanna, who had no love

for the Mughals, impressed upon Abul J:-Iasan that Khalil Ullah Khan

wanted to enter the imperial service, and that he should be imprisoned.

Consequently K...halil Ullah near I:1aidarabad, in the 29th year, joined

the Prince, and on his recommendation received 1 the rank of 6,000

:ll1d the title of Mahabat Khan. In the same year he paid his respects

to Aurangzib at Sholapiir, and received a present of RS'50'ooo etc.

In the 30th year, after the conquest of Bijapiir, on the death of I:Iasan

'Ali Khan Bahadur 'Alamgirshahi, he was appointed governor of Berar.

After the conquest of I:1aidarabad he, in the 3 I st year, received an

increase of 1,000 foot and 1,000 horse. In the same year he was

made governor of the Panjab. In the 3znd year he died. The

words "Mahabat Khan" give the date 2 of his death. Mu~ammad

Man~iir his grandson arrived from Iran soon after Mahabat Khan had

joined the royal service, and was appointed to the rank of I~OO foot

and 500 horse, and given the title of Makramat Khan.

uL-U maraJ
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Mahabat I<han I:-Jaidarabadi8

I Parganas Siram ~nd Ragir in ~afi Khan, II, p. 296, but Siram and Kir
p. 301 where the details of the message sent to MuJ:1ammad Ibrahim the Com
mander-in-Chief of l;Iaidarabadarmy are alse- given.

2 It was the stick of the rocket, ,.,l 1 "" ....,,,"" which struck him; 1('.1-<hafi..., I..J') , . oJ" t~

!Q!an, II, p. 304.

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 269.

2. 1099.A.H., r688 A.D. See LViaathir-i-'Alamgiri p. :)8" where an account
of Ius appemtment as governor of Lahore etc. is given.

3 The b~ginning.of the b!ography is translated in Elliot, VII, p. 190 et seq.
A summary IS also 111c1uded 111 Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.),
pp. 358, 359 in the account of IQan-Khanan Mirza 'Abd-ur-Rahim.

1
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year he was appointed governor of KabuP on the transfer of Shah

Beg Khan. Owing, however, to the predominating position and

influence of himad-ud-Daula, who was not on good terms with hill1,

he wanted to go from Kabul to 'Iraq. Consequently he received a

cordial invitation by letter from Shah'Abbas Safavi. But J(Hinazad

Khan 1< han Zaman managed cleverly to scare away his men and so he

had to give up the idea.

When in the 17th year at the instigation of Nul' lahan Begam

there was a disagreement between Jahangir and the heir-apparent

Prince Shah lahan, and this resulted in an open war, the task of

conducting the campaign against the Prince wa's assigned to Mahabat

Kban who was summoned from Kabul. At first owing to his dislike

of Begam he did not agree, but after being reassured 2
, he came to the

Presence, When 'Abdullah K~an deserted" the royal vanguard and

joined Shah lahan's forces, lahangir in view of his distrust of A~af

Khan, the commander of the army, summoned him and Khwaja A.bul

Hasan to the Presence. There was a great commotion in the camp,

and Mahabat ,Khan divining the marks of the success of Shah lahan

(in the struggle) sent offers of loyalty to him through 'Abd-ur-Ra~im

:Ki:!an-Khanan. He also represe~ted that if he was pardoned and

his safety assured, he would render faithful service. At the moment

his advice was that the Prince should recall his army and roll up the

carpet of strife, and himself proceed to Mandli, where he would

receive a grant (sanaa) restoring to him his former fiefs under laban

gir's seal l
• The Prince, who was always anxious to please his revered

father, resolved at the llstigation of Khan-I<hanan to turn back.

Later when Sultan Parviz arrived from Allababad, Mahabat Khan. -

Sha Beg Khan, Kh fm Datll'an was transferred as the Governor of Jhatha,
and Mahabat Khan appointed to Kabul and Bangash, see Tuzuk-i-Iahtmgiri

(Rogers & Beveridge), I, p. 397.

2 lqballlama-i-I'lhangiri, p, 195; !}.J!ah ~an, I, pp. 23 2 , 233·
3 Iqbalnama-i-Iahallgiri, p. 202; see also Beni Prasad, History of Jahangir,

p, 354> and Banarsi Prasad, History of Shahjahan, p. 45·
4 This double dealing of Mahabat Khan is not detailed in any of the works,

the Mirza's death he succeeded in entering Akbar's service and distin

guished himself at the siege of Chittor. Zamana Beg while young

entered the service of Prince Salim as an A9adi, and rendered such

good service that he quickly obtained a suitable man~ab1 and was made

Bakhshi of the Shagird-pesha (ministerial servants).

When the Ujjainiya Raja (the Raja of Bhojpur) came to Allahabad

after concluding a treaty with MU'~pm Khan Fad/purl (Bayazid)

and waited on the Prince, he had a large retinue which filled the city

and the neighbourhood. \Vherever he went, whether it was public

or private, the place was full of his men. This annoyed the Prince,

and one night he privately said: "What should be done to this boor

(Gawar)?" Zamana Beg replied, "If an order is passed, I will finish him

off this very night". On receiving approval he starred with one

attendant, After midnight he came to the Raja's lodging where he

was lying drunk and asleep in his' tent. He left a servant at the

entrance, and sent out the Raja's men saying that the Prince had sent

a secret message. He entered the tent and cut off the Raja's head.

This he wrapped in a shawl and came OUt, and told the men that no

one must enter till he brought back an answer, He threw down the

head before the Prince. At once an order was issued to plunder the

Raja's camp. His men coming to know of this order dispersed. His

cash and goods were confiscated, and Zamana Beg received the tide of

Mahiibat Khan. In the beginning of Jahangir's reign he received

the rank of 3,000
2

, and was appointed to the expedition against the

Rana. The expedition hac\-- not advanced very far, and he had only

after fixing up the posts (thanas) in the outer range of hills started

to advance into the inner hills, when he was recalled to the Court, and

was ordered to accompany Shah Jahan to the Deccan. In the 12th

10

Tuzuk-i./ah'mgiri (Rogers & Beveridge) 1, p. 24, and Iqbalnama-i-Iabangiri,

p. 4. In the latter work the name of the father is wrongly given as Ghafiir Beg.
2 Accord;ng to Khafi Khan I, p. 259, he received the rank of 3,000 with

2,000 horses. For a detailed chart of Mahabat Khan'5 offices see Banarsi Prasad.
History of lahangir, p. 195, nc,te 25.



[ Tiizuk-i-!'fhangiri (Rogers & Beveridge!, II, pp. 258, 259; lqbalnama-i

fahimgiri, p. 204; K.hafi Khan, I, p. 337.

2 This account DE htIahabat Khiin's campaign agaillSt Shah Jahan in Maathir

ul-Umara is somewhat confused, and the sequence e-f the events is not accutate.
For cDnnected accounts see Beni Prasad, op. cit., pp. 351-386, and Banarsi Prasad,

op. cit., pp. 40-52.

3 lqbalnama-i-Iahiingiri, pr· 223, 224- The name of Malik 'Ambar's agent
was 'Ali Sher f:labshi. sec also Kh3.fi k):-han, I, pp.H7.)48.

r
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[ Tiizuk-i-/ahangiri (Rogers & Beveridgel II, pr. 294-2~; Iqbalniima-i

!ahiingiri, pp. 232-324; K!:!afi Khan, I, pp. 352, 353. In the above works it is
'Abdullah Khan and not 'Abdullah Khan Zakhmi who led Shah Jahan's horse
away from~the battlefield. The battle -;;k place at Damdama near the junction of
the Tt>ns and the Ganges in 1624 AD., see Cambridge History of India, IV,
p. 173. A legendary account of the battle and Raja Bhim's death is given in Todd,

Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan (I914 edn.) I, pp. 294, 295·
2 Battle of Bhatiiri, see Maathir-ul-Urnarii, Text 1, p. 140, and Beverid?;c's

translation, p. 26<). In Iqbalnama-i-lahangiri the battle is described on pp. 236,
237, but the name tlf the place is not given; it is only £tated that it took place at
a place 5 kos from Al:ul1adnagar. !).J:1'ifi l\!Jan, I, p. 348, also follows Iqbalnama's

account. TIle chronogram gives the f:lijri year 1034, which correspcnds to 1624-25
AD.; but lqbalnam'll (op. cit.) includes it in the 19th year of the reign, and
lS.hafi Khan (op. cit.) and Beveridgc (loc. Cit.) definitely describe it as in 1033

Prince Shah Jahan on account of the small number of his troops did

not consider. it advisable to risk a pitched battle, but the exaggerations

and importunities of Raja Bh1m, who was one of the royal confidants,

caused to happen what actually did bappen. When the situation

became critical, 'Abdullah Khan Zakhm1 (the wounded) 5eized Shah

.Jahan's reins (horse) and by urgent importunity led him away from the

battlefield 1 •

It so happened that Malik' Ambar grew suspicious of the alliance

of 'Adil Shah with the royal army and marched from K[~irki with

Ni-?am-ul-Mulk. He left his family and goods at Qandahar, and came

to the borders of Qu~b-ul-Mulk' s territory. He exacted from him the

fixed annual subsidy for the expenses of the army. Then he_suddenly

attacked the city of Bidar, plundered it and lllarched to Bijapiir. 'Xdil

Shah shut himself up there and sent couriers to summon Mulla

.lvIuhammad Liri, and wrote to Mahiibat !<han requesting that the

royal troops should also hdp him on this occasion. Mahabat Khan,

who was at Allahabad, instructed Sarbuland Rai to depute Lashkar

Khan with Jadii Rai, Udaji Ram and all the officers of Balaghat. Malik

'Ambar hearing of this vainly complained that he also was a royal

servant, and had committed no crime for which he should be punished.

He requested that he should be left alone to deal with his enemy. No

one listened to him, and he was obliged to fight 2
• .lvfullii Mul),ammad

[MaatiJir-
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with the help of other opportunists made most of the occasion,

and induced the King to march to Ajmer 1
, and\Jo appoint

Sul~an Parviz under the guardianship of Mahabat Khan to the

pursuit of the Prince. The latter went from Mandii to Burhan

piir and from there resolved to proceed to Bengal through Telin

gana. Mahabat Khan in company with Sul~an Parviz came to

Burhanpiir, and addressed himself to the task of arranging the

affairs of the Deccan. Meanwhile an order was received 2 that they

should, setting their mind at ease about the administration of the

Deccan, proceed immediately to Allahabad so that in case the governor

of Bengal was unable to check the Prince's (Shah Jahan's) advance,

they must be there to oppose him.

Mahabat Khan in a short time through his exertions made the

Deccan princes join the circle of the loyal and devoted adherents of

the Kingdom. Malik 'Ambar again sem his agent" p-oposing that

he would make his son a servant of the State, and would wait on him

at Dewalgaon and requested that the affairs of the province be made

over to him. But as 'Adil :Khan Bijapiir, who had always been at

variance and war with him (Malik 'Ambar) sent Multi MU~1ammad

Lari" his Prime Minister with 5,000 cavalry so that they might serve

continually as the King's faithful auxiliaries, Mahabat Khan gave up

the idea of an alliance with Malik 'Ambar, and left Multi Mul),ammad

Lari and Rio Ratan Hara also called Sarbuland Rai at Burhanpiir, and

himself started with Prince Parviz in the height of the rains and

traversing the clay and mud of Malwa reached the province of

Allahabad. The armies opposed each other for some days near Tons.



A.H. As the battle took place in 1633, it must have taken place in the first half
of the year. BeI1l Prasad, op. cit., p. 382 gives an account of the battle but does
not give its date. '

I Iqbalnama-i-Iabangiri, p. 245.
2 The SO? and heir of Mahabat Kh an. His name was Amm Ullah, but he

~ecel:ed the tItle d K~anzad ~an. when he ~as appointed as his father's deputy
1I~ Kabul. Later 111 Shah Jahan s reIgn he received the title of !Shan Zaman. For
hiS account see Maa thir-ul-Umara, Text I, pp. 740-748, Beveridge's translation,

pp. 212-219.

1 According to lqbiilnama-i-Jahiingiri, p. 248, 'Arab Dast s;iliaib was sent to
take ovec the elephants captured by Mahi:bat !Q,tia and for auditing the accounts.

2 In lqbiilnama-i-Iabangiri, p. 252, only 4 te, 5,000 Rajpiits are mentioned.
According ttl Todd, op. cit., p. 295, note I, "It was with the Seesodia Rajpoots and
Suktawuts that Mohabat petfotmed the most daring exploit in Mogul hiswry,

making Jehangir prisoner in his own camp."
3 There is no mention of the plan in Iqbiilniima-i-lahtHlgiri or ~afi ~an.

~han) appointed 'Arab Dast Ghaib, 1,000 Af:/tdi soldiers to bring

Mahabat Khan to the Court. Mahabat Khan was consequently

obliged to leave Burhan~iir. Sul~an (Parviz) accompanied him as far

as Serai Bihari. Mahabat Khan wished to take some 'ma'n~abd4rs

with him, but Fa4il Khan the Divan of the Deccan showed a farman

stating that as he was guilty, he was forbidden from taking anyone

with him. Mahabat Khan said: "The Court secretaries have given a

wrong advice, the Sovereign, (they shall see) will in the end repent of

this summons." After his arrival at Ranthambhore he began' to take

precautionary measures. The Rana also gave him 1,000 good troopers

to accompany him. It is said that 'Arab Dast Ghaib l also arrived

at this place, and that Mahabat Khan said to him: "I know the

business for which you have come. I am going. You need not make

any speeches." He started with 6,000 horses2 of whom 4,000 were

Rajpiits and 2,000 Mughals, Saiyids, Shaikhs and Afgbans.

As the King was preparing to go to Kabul, it was reported that

Mababat Khan had arrived. He sent him a message that he could

not be allowed to pay his respects until he had satisfied the King's

demands and had explained his conduct towards the Bengal fief-holders

whose lands he had taken possession of. He also heard that A~af

Khan had made a plan for imprisoning him3
• He had arranged

that on the day when the encampment was on the bank of the Jhelum,

and after the whole Jrmy and the camp had crossed the river, and

the King with his bodyguard alone was left on this bank of the river,

and when Mahabat 1<han would come to pay his respects, the King

would take his hand, put him into the boat and take him with him.

The bridge would then be broken down and his men would, therefore,

ul-Umara
lMaathir-14

w~s~ccident~lly killed and Jiidii Rai and Udaji Ram turned away

without exertmg themselves. T wentyfive leaders of 'AdiI Shah's army.

alld the J:oyalforces with the exception of Khanjar Khan, the governor

of A1}madnagar, and Jan Sipar Khan, the Faujdar of Bir, who with a

few of their men managed to escape from the field and reached home

safe all other offic~rs, numbering 42 including Lashkar Khan and Mirza

M~niichihr, were taken prisoners, and remained for a long time in

pnson at Daulatabad. .

: TbQ cbronogram of the event is 'A mbar fa t~ ,kard (, Ambar was

victorious, 1°34 A. H., 1624 A.D.) It is said that when Malik

'~mbar,. who had no literary background, heard this chronogram,

said : "Where is the point, even a child knows that "Ambar was

victorious". Both he and 'Adil Shah wrote sever;tl times to Shah

Jaban ~egging ~im to come to the Deccan. He returned from Bengal

and with Maltk 'Ambar's army and Ya'liit .Khan J:Iabshi besieged

Burhanpiir. On bearing of this disturbance in the Deccan Mahabat

:Khan according to orders, rapidly returned from Bengal with Sul~an

Parvlz. When he reached Sarangpiir in Malwa,Fidii'i Khan l showed

hi~ a farmiin stating that Khan Jahan from Gujarat hadken appoint

ed to place of Mahabat ~.han, and directing that the latter was to

re~1ain as the governor of Bengal. Sul~an Parviz did not agree to

thiS arrangement and separation'. Another order was received that it

Mahabat :Khan was not willing to go to Bengal he should return to

the Court, and Khanazad K.han 2 who till then had been his tather's

deputy i~ Kabu~ was recalled and sent to Bengal to take charge of

the provmce. A~a( Khan on account of his enmity (with Mahabat

j! !
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be unable to accompany him. At the stage of Shahabad Gajpat Khan

the Superintendent of Elephants came to his quarters and communi

cated to him the order that he should make over the elephants that he

had captured up to that time. Mahabat .Khan kept back some wcll

known elephants and made over the rest to him. Gajpat .Khan said:

"Khan Jiu (my Lord Khan), for what day are you keeping them; the

boat of your life has sunk! If your sons survive, they will (even) be

in want of barley bread". Mahabat Khan smiled and said I: "On

that day you will not help them. I shall present these (those that he

kept back) elephants. Now, you go away quickly, for these Rajputs

are rude people and they mayan account of your unnecessary talk

misbehave themselves". [n short Mahabat Khan was convinced

by this langU1ge that owing to the malice of his enemies his life was

not safe. He set his mind on dying, and giving advances to the

soldiers made them renew their oaths of fidelity.

When the royal army was encamped2 on the bank of the Jhelum,

A~af 15.11an, in accordance with the plan, crossed the river with the

whole army, including the King's personal servants, by the bridge and

halted without taking any measures for security. Mahabat Khan, who

was waiting for such a God-sent opportunity, regarded it as a great

boon, and sent 1,000 cavalry to guard the head of the bridge. He

himself rode rapidly to the quarters of Shahriyar, and Dawar Ba~l!sh

and took them with him. He broke open the entrance to the en
closure (guBal), and entered the King's apartment. He stationed his

own men at the entrance and waited upon the King. He said:

"When I saw that there was no safety from the enmity of Apf Khan,

[ committed this audacity. Whatever punishment I deserve I should

receive it from your own hands." It is said that when the Rajputs

I Perhaps alluding to the fact that he will be killed before that time, The

name in the text is written >JJI.;.. ""'~~ but c:Jti.. w..-"'sP in lqbalnama etc.
2 Mu'tamid Khan's detailed account in lqbaln"ama-i- !tlhangiri 253-267,

of Mahabat Kh~n's cc'Upappears to be the most reliable, and has been mainly
followed by Bent Prasad, op, cit" pp. 393-41 r, It differs from the account in
the Maathir in several respects,

fearlessly entered the Ghusulkhana (private parlour), Muqarrab Khan

because of his old acquaintance with Mahabat Khan said: "Leprous

one, what disrespect is this?" Mahabat Khan replied: "When they

were apportioning the wife and daughters of a certain person l
, you

could not say a word". He struck Muqarrab Kban 2 on the forehead

with a short stick that he had in his hand. This produced a scar-like

wound and blood began to Aow. Meanwhile the Emperor overcome

by wrath, twice put his hand on his sword hilt. Mir Man~ur

Badakhshi said in T urki, "This is an occasion when one's courage is

being put to a test" (or when one should be discreet). After this

Mahabat Khan represented that as the commotion was over, their

going out riding for a hunt' appeared the right course. He constrained

the King to ride his elephant. Gajpat Khan brought forward a female

elephant, which was reserved .for royal use, and himself acted as the

mahout, while his son rode in the rear. Mahahat Khan said, "This is

the day when my sons were to beg for barley-bread", and he made a

sign to the Riijputs who killed both of them with the sword, He took

the King to his own lodgings, and placing his children round him he

made numerous offerings and gifts. As he had forgotten about Nur

Jahan, he again made the King ride an elephant, and brought him to

the quarters of Sul~an Shahriyar. Meanwhile the Begam had escaped.

Mahabat Khan greatly lamented this carelessness. The Begam in

perplexity and confusion crossed the river, and greatly chided and

abused the officers, and set about preparing the army for a battle. As

the bridge had been burnt, she on the next day without enquiring

into the possibility of fording, plunged into the river. As there were

four deep places in the stream and the enemy placing elephants in

front made an attack, the (imperial) army fell into confusion and many

lost their footing. Everyone on whichever bank he reached, sought

I Is this a reference to the possible fate of Mahabat Khan's family or Nur
Jahan's marriage? Most probably it means that things had come to such a pass
that his enemies were already apportioning his wife and daughters,

2 This fact is not mentioned in Mu'tamid Khan's account or in Khafi
J<iliiin, but the wound on Muqarrab Khan'~ forehead-is reem-ded.

3
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to save his life. The Begam returnee! and entered her tent. A~af

Khan hurried oft to the fort of Attock \vhich was in his fief and then

entrenched himself. The other officers after securing promises of their

safety waited upon :tvIahabat Khan and endllled 1 all his foul language.

Mahabat J<han himself went to Attock, and by promises and oaths

got possession of ApE Khan with his son Abu Talib and l'hali:l Kh31~

the son of :tvllr Mi6in. He took the political and financial adminis

tration into his own hands and assumed supreme powers. He

appointed the Rajputs in the hall (as guards), and no one coulcl

make any remark or criticise.

When the King was encamped in Afghanistan a quarrel arose at

his (Jahangir's) instigation between a number of A &adis and Raj puts

about the grazing ground. By chance an A&adi was killed. All of

them attacked the Rajputs and a hot engagement took place. Many

ot the heretics and their leaders were killed. Every Rajput who had

gone out to forage was killed by the villagers, and some were taken

prisoners and sold. Though !vfahabat .Khan himself rode out to their

assistance, he could not maintain his ground in the tumult. He

returned and sought the King's protection. Though Jahangir sent the

Kotwal to quell the disturbance, and to pacify Mahabat .Khan some

of the A&adis were made over to him, but his old supremacy dis

appeared. He was also spending his days in a state of great suspense.

At last during the return journey from Kabul at Rohtas, Hoshyar

Khan, Nur Jahan's eunuch joined with 2,000 c;bvalry from Lahore in

accordance with the Begam's orders. A review of the army was

suggested, and the order was issued that the old and new servants

should come armed wearing their cuirasses.

When there was an encampment on the bank of the Jhelum,

which was the place where Mahabat Khan's supremacy had begun,

a message was sent to him that a review of the Begam's troops would

be held on the following day, and that he should march ahead lest

there should be a dispute among the Qalquchis resulting in a general

I lirerally:· carried away on their bodies.

disturbance. In view of his growing suspicious he went a stage in

advance. It happened that at this time Prince Shah Jahan thought that

owing to the growillg power of Mahabat Khan it would be best that

he should be near at hand, and so he advanced from Nasik to Ajmer.

But as men did not assemble (round bim) as the Prince had expected,

he proceeded to Thatha. Accordingly an order was issued to 11ahabat

Khan, who was overcome by fear and agitation, tbat he should imme

diately pursue by the Jaisalmer 1 route to Thatha Prince Shah Jahan,

who had come from the Deccan to :tvlaiwa and from there to Ajmer.

Mahabat Khan released A~af .Khan after making him take oaths and

his promising (not to oppose him), and started. It so happened that

after the Prince had halted at Thatha for eighteen days, he received,

a letter 2 from Nur lahan to the effect that it was probable that Mahei

bat J<han on hearing the reverberations of the Prince's approach might

do some harm to the Prince's children, who were in attendance on

their grandfather. On this account the Prince thought it best to

return to the Deccan. Also the news of the death of Sul~an (Parvi~Y'

was received, and then Shah lahan fell ill. On 18th ~afar 1036 A.H., he.

started, and in 424 days traversed, via Gujarat, 260 kos, ~nd reached

Nasik. Mahabat Khan was obliged to encamp at P6karan 40 kos on

this side of Jaisalmer and as a force had also been sent against him by
the King, but though it could not encounter him, he gave up all hope

and sought refuge with the Rana. The latter did not treat him cordially ..

and 11ahabat Khan was, therefore, compelled to enter the country of

the Bhlls, between Gujarat and the Rana's territory, with 2,000 Rajputs

who had never forsaken him. He sent his expression of penitence,

and apologies for his presumption to Prince Shah Jahan, who in those

1 State in Rajputana, see Imperial G<lzetteer, XIV, pp. 1-9.
2 This letter is not mentioned in Iqbalnama-i-/ahangiri or by !S:ha±i ~~Il~
3 Parviz dKd at Burhanpiir on 6th ~afar 1036 A.H., 28th October, 1626

AD., uide Beni Prasad, op. cit., p. 418; but in Iqbaillama-i-lahangiri, p. 279. the
year is given as 1035 though the date is 6th ?afar; the year in Khafi Kh;n, I,
p. 382, is also 1035 A.H. ---

4 In 40 marches and ten halts Khafi Khan, I, p. 383'
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days at the request of Ni?am Shah had proceeded fr6m Nasik

to Junair. Junair had been founded by Malik 'Ambar

a~d was noted for its good climate and its buildings. In accordance

wIth a summons from the Prince, Mahabat Khan on 2 I S f_ .3 ar, 1037
A.H~ (22nd October, . 1627 A.D.) came by way of Rajpipla and

Baglana and offered his homage at the Prince's threshold and was
graciously received1. '

At this time _ the u_navoi~able ev.ent of Jahangir 2 (his death}

occurred, and Shah Ja~a~ with. a View to securing the sovereignty

proceeded by way of GUJarat to AJmer. It is said that when he visited

the shrine of MU'in-ud-Din Mahabat Kha-'n placed a k k,_. ' _ eepsa e-copy
of the Qur an with amulets on the tomb and said: "My desire was

that you should become the King. God be praised, that desire has

been. fulfilled. If in accordance with the pact my offences have been

fo~g,ven, please swear by the Qur'an, and make the Great Khwaja a

witness or grant me leave immediately to go to Mecca. Otherwise

A~af Khan is c~ming _tomorrow, and there will be a judgment (fatwa)
f~r my ~eath. Shah Jahan assured him of his protection, and after

hiS accessIOn gave him the title of Khan-Khanan Sipahsalar, and the

rank of 7,000 with 7 ,~oo hor.ses3
• He also gave him a present of

4 lacs of rupees, and app0111ted him governor of Ajmer. In the samc

year Mahabat Khan was appointed governor of the Deccan, and his

son Khan Zaman who had recently been made governor of Malwa was

I According to Biidshiihniima, I, p. 75 Mahabat Kl-an had b . 'J d
only f d b of B - - . '.' . .......:.: cen leconCI t:

a ew .ays e ore anal'si arnved With the news d Jahangir' dol d
B - - fir . f d' scat 1, an as

anarSI st In orme him about it he rushed to Sh-h J h- d b k tl. ' a a an an ro c lC

news of hiS father's death, and produced Yamin-ud-Daula A-saf Kh-' .ring. ' .' _~an s signet-

2 According to Beni Prasad, op. cit., P 423 J'lhangir died t R-' ..
hSf' " a aJaun on

27 t . a ar IO~7 ~.H~ 28th Ocrober, 1627 A.D., but in lqbalniima-i-!ahiingiri,
p. 293, and Badshahnama, I, p. 69, the date is given as 28th Safar. In Khiifi

!Q!1in, I, p. 388, the date is given as the end of Safar' (' • " B-~'
" . . )AJ) I'" j~') ut In

Banarsl Prasad, HIstory of Shah,'ahan P 56 the d t' . tl .. , " a e IS COlrec y given as 29th
October, 1627 A.D.

.3 Biidshahnama, I, p. 11]-

nominated as his deputy. In the 2nd year when Shah Jahan went to

the Deccan in pursuit of Khan Jahan L6di, Mahabat Khan was nomi~

nated as the governor of Delhi. In the 5th year on the transfer of

A'?am Kqan, he was again appointed governor of the Deccan
l

•

It is said that during the thirtY' or forty years many governors can1¢

to the Deccan and returned as they experienced setious difficulties at

Balaghat, and ')wing to the scarcity of corn even though there was no

fighting. No one had been able to find a solution for this problem.

The first arrangement that Mahabat Khan made during his tenure of

the government (of the Deccan) was !:hat he conciliated the Banjaras
2

of India by presents of elephants, horses and robes of honour, and won

them over so completely that there was one head of the Banjaras at

Agra and Gujarat and the other in Balaghat. He ordered that

whether corn was cheap or dear, they would supply it at the rate of

ten seers to the rupee.

When Sahli Bh6nsle joined 'i\dil Shah and engaged himself in

taking of Daulatabad from Fad; K~an the son of Malik' Ambar,

Fat~ Khan, finding that the officers of Ni~iim Shah were in a

vindictive mood against him, wrote to ~v1ahabat I<han that there ate

no provisions in the fort. If you come quickly I will make over

the fort to you and become a royal servantO. Thereupon Mahabat Khan

hurriedly sent the advance force under .Khan Zaman, and himself

started on 29 Jumada II of the 6th year from Burhanplir. Khan

Zaman came down by the pass of Khirki and fought a severe battle

with Sahli and Ran Daula Khan and pursuing them for six kos put

their troops to the sword. The Bijapliris were frightened, and made

overtures for peace with Fat~ Khan, as a result of which he broke his

promises (to Mahabat Khan) and fraternised with them. Mahabat

Khan, who was at ~afarnagar, was, therefore, obliged at the end of

Sha'ban to leave Khirki and to join Khan Zaman and to set about

the siege of the fort. In the beginning of Rama4an, he distributed

Op. cit., I, p. 424.
2. Ftlr Banjiiras the grain-<;arriers sc:c: Irvine Army of the IlIdiiltl jV1oghuls,

p. 192. 3 Biidshiihuama, I, p. 497.
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1 Sark'-4b-i-hi~~iir probably means a height commanding the fort. The
narrative is apparently based Oil Bad,fhahniima, I, pp. 496-531.

..: Biidshiihniima, I, p. 525.

. . h' fi d 0 tower and aboutthe son did not arnve, l' e m1l1e was re. ne

IS yards of the wall were blown up. The daring inv:d~rs entered

the fort, and erected batteries there. When Fat~ Khan saw the

brave deeds of the heroes, he gave up further resistance and to save

his honour sent his eldest son'Abdul RasiiJ,1 expressed his penitence

and begged for pardon. He also requested for assi~tallce in, the

matter of expenses and a week's respite for taking out hIS belongmgs.

The Commander-in-chief gave him two and a halF lacs of rupees and

sent elephants and camels for transport purposes. Fat~ .Khan

delivered the keys of the fort on 19th Phul .f:Iijja I °42 A .H. (17 th
June, 1633 A.D.) and after a siege lasting three months and some

days this strong fortress was captured.

Verse~ .

fll-U marii]

A fort the like of which no one has seen,

It was the fort of Daulatabad, and that is all.

The chronogram is Nawab bafat~ Daulatabiid amad (the Nawab

came to Daulatabad with victory. 1042A.H.,I633 A.D.). Mahabat

Khan left Khan Dauran with Murta4a Khan Saiyid Ni~al11,

~he son of- Miran Sadr Jahan of Pihani, 111 the fort

and took with him Fat~ Khan together with the young Ni?am-ul

Mulk, and set off for Burhanpiir. After reaching ?afarnagar, he

threw overboard his promises and oaths, and imprisoned Fad! Khan

and Nizam-ul-Mulk, and confiscated all their property for the govern

ment. They say that Fat~ Khan in his folly sent a message to the

Bijapiiris that the army with Mahabat I<han was small in numbers,

and that they should attack it in force, and set him free. Or perhaps

I Of. cit., I, p. 527.
2 Ten lacs and 50 thousand rupees according te. Btidshahnama, Of. cit ..

p. 5
2

7. . b H-·· .... ,r h I J-3 This is only the first of the fonr verses WrItten y . aJl lV!U. ammac an
Qudsi on the occasion, see Biidshiihniima, I, pp. 530, 53 I. For a e~nneeted

account c·f Mahabat !ihan's campaign against A~madnag-ar see Bar arsl Prasad,
Of· cit., pp. 139'145.
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h b . . nd 'Issigned the guns and culverins to his second sonl' e atterleS.1 ..

L h - and decided to attack the fort from a point commanding!a rasap, ".
it, viz., a high hill, on which lies the village of Kaggaz1wiira. Khan

Zaman continually fought with courage, and Khan Dauran exerted

himself with skill and bravery, and there were frequent fights for

forage and corn with Sahii and Ran Daula Khan and Bahlal Khan

Bljapiiri. Besides there were some severe contes~s. On every occasion
the royal troops were victorious.

After the capture of 'Ambarkot (at Daulatabad) they addressed

themselves to the seizure of Mahakat. The galtison for want of

provisions had to live on carcases, and when they saw that imperialists

were successful every day, .Khairiyat Khan the uncle of Ran Daula

Khan and some others of the 'Adil Shahls asked for peace, and

secretly let themselves down at night by means of ropes, and after

waiting on the Khan-.Khanan went off to Bijapiir.

After the mine reached as far as the foot of Mahakat, Fad~
.Khan sent his family to Kalakat, and Murari Pandit, who was the

factotum of the Bljapiir State, and all the 'Adil Shahis and Ni?am

Shiihis came to Ellorah, leaving Ran Daula Khan and Sahli to

oppose Khan Zaman, who was in Kagbaziwara, and with ¥aqiit .Khan

l:Iabshi attacked the .Khan-Khanan. A great battle took place. The

enemy Red, and during the pursuit ¥aqiit Khan l:Iabshi was killed.

The fight was extremely fierce. It is stated that few such battles

have been fought in the Deccan. :ivfahabat Khan returned victorious,

and went over to the mine of Sher l:Iaji of Mahakot, and Was about

to set fire to it. Fad! Khan heard of it, and sent a message to

the effect that, as he made a compact with the 'Adil Sahis not to

conclude a peace without their consent, it was requested that the pro

ceedings be postponed for that day. Mahabat Khan said that if he

was speaking the truth he should send his son as a hostage 2 • As
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happened that one day .Khan Dauran with Saiyid Shuja'at .Khan and

Sayid Khan Jahan Barah had gone foraging, and .when they started

after loading the straw, the enemy took possessIOn of a defile an~

started firing rockets. The straw caught fire from these rockets, an

many elephants, camels and bullocks were burnt, and the whole plain

was filled with flames and no way of exit was possible. They say

that 30 ,000 quadrupeds, and 10,000 men were burnt, besides a num

berless multitude who were half burnt. The officers stood on a

height a'nd watched with bewilderment the jugglery of the heavens.

After the flames were extinguished the enemy made an attack and

pressed hard the imperialist force. Mahibat Khan cam: to the~i' assis

tance, and the enemy dispersed. From that day Khan Dauran held

his abusive tongue. They say that this affair took place at Mahabat

Khan's instigation. In spite of the fact that Sidi Marjan the governor

of the fort and his successor 0halib, who rook up the post on behalf

of 'Adil Shah, were both shot, victory did not appear to be in sight,

and all efforts and exertions were fruitless. At last the rainy season

approached, and the officers out of their dislike. for Mahabat ~han

joined together in pursuading the Prince to retire (from the siege).

This he did in spite of the objections of Mahabat Khan.

As no transport was available in the camp bullocks were bought

from the Banjaras at a high price. It is said that on the day of the

march the Banjaras closed the way and represented to Mahabat Kban

that relying on his assurances they had brought g~ain, and now there

were no means of transporting it. He asked what Its value was. They

replied, it was worth two lacs. He immediately paid them the amount

from his own treasury and told them to carry away whatever they could

and to burn the remainder. Shah Jahan sent a letter of censure to the

Khan-Khanan for this retreat, and summoned the Prince to the Court.

When-Mahabat Khan reached Burhanpiir he ceased to rely on the

Rajpiits who on the day of the foraging had le~ themselves ~e kille~

and said: "They know why they fell." He sent hiS Dtva~ ~a!ka P~ndlt

to Agra to enlist 10,000 troopers from among the Sa'y,ds, Shalkhs,

Mughals and Afghans in order that next year he should not need

Mahabat Khan Khan-.Khanan- -ul-Umara]
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Mahab:lt Khan did this on account of Fat~ Khan's haughtiness,

because when the drums had sounded for beginning the march and

Mahibat Khin was waiting mounted on his horse Fat~ Khan was

still asleep. Or perhaps it was for political reasons. Anyhow Maha

bat lC-.hin broke his engagement without sufficient excuse.

When he reached Burhanpiir, Shah Jahan as a reward for his good

service ordered a present of five lacs of rupees to be given to Mahibat

Khan. The latter enquired from the imperial clerks as to how much

money had been spent on the affair (of Daulatabad). They

replied that it amounted to 20 lacs. Mahabat Khan paid 25 lacs of

rupees into the Royal Treasury, and said that for three years he had

not paid any tribute (peshkash) to the Emperor and his peshkash was

Daulatabad. Mahabat Khan also begged that one of the Princes

might be sent with him so that with a fresh army he might conquer

Bijapiir. Shah Jahan sent Shuja' his second son. The Commander

in-Chief addressed himself to the task of taking the fort of Parenda

which was one of the famous forts of the Deccan and was then in

the possession of the'Adilshahis who had taken it from the Ni~am

shahis. He sent Khan Zaman ahead and engaged himself in distri

buting the batteries and in making other arrangements for the siege.

Daily engagements took place. When Mahabat I<han and the Prince

arrived within three kos, the 'Adil-Shahis and Sahii with a number

of . Ni~am_ul-Mulkis appeared, and made attacks, sometimes on the

foragers and sometimes on the batteries. One day, a foraging party

LInder Kban-Khanan was attacked by the enemy. The Rajpiits gallop

ed forward. Though Mahabat I<han recalled them, they obstinately

stood firm and many were killed. Mahabat Khan kept his ground

and made every effort possible to stem the attack. They say that

such a battle had not taken place in the Deccan for a hundred years.

Khan-Khanan was saved from sure death by Khan Dauran who came

from his quarters and drove off the enemy.

As Khan-Khanan and Kban Dauran were not on good terms the,

latter frequently said in assemblies that he had saved the life of Kban

Khanan. Mahabat Kh:in heard about it, and was annoyed. It so
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auxiliaries, and that his own army might be sufficient for the conquest
of Parenda.

At this time the disease of bahakandar1
, which is a special sore,

and which had long affiicted him, became acute. He was also vexed

by his unsuccessful return (from Parenda) and by the departure of

KQan Zaman, who had gone off to the Emperor because of his bad

treatment. He took no precautions whatever, and would say: "I

have learnt from astrology that I won't survive this illness." In this

condition he continued to hold his Court. He marched out of Burhan

pur with the intention of taking Parenda and encamped on the bank

of the Mohan stream, so that it might be on record that so long as

life lasted, he did not show any slackness in the Emperor's service.

He distributed four thousand a.9hrafis inside and outside (i.e., to his

household and outsiders) and prepared an inventory of his possessions.

He said to his wife, whom he had married later than the mother of

the .f5:.han Zaman, "The very pebbles of India 2 are my enemies, and

so do not conceal even one rupee of my property." He sent the

inventory along with a report to the Emperor. He called the Rajput

Sardars and said, "1 gained fame through your help. I have made an

inventory of whatever I possess, and sent it to the Emperor, and left

no room for finding a fault. After my death the imperial clerks will

not confiscate my goods and will not call my clerks to account. Carry

I .~e dise~se is bahaq of the Arabs and appears to be leprosy. In Elliot, VII,
p. 45, It IS d:scrl~ed as. fist~la, and this is followed by Banarsi Prasad, op. cit., p. 163.
T~e. tra~sl~tlon In Elliot IS of Badshahnama, I, pt. 2, pp. 59 et sec., and in the
o~I~Inal It .IS stated that the Arabians call it Nasur, which according to the Arabic
dictIOnary. IS fistula. Perhaps bahakandar meant internal leprosy or gangrene.

2 Hlt~dus0n pro~ably means Upper Ind;a. Mahabat Khan apparently wanted
to warn his Wife agamst any attempt at concealment of his property after his
death. The reference is to the Mughal institution bf the reversion of all pro
perty on the death of the nobles to the government. See Sir Jadunath Sarkar,
Mug~al 4dmjnjs~ratjon, pp. 163-180. Mahabat Kban meant that he had so many
enemies m Deihl that even the very pebbles cried Gut against him and an

, Y
attempt at concealment of the property after his death m;ght lead to serious
consequences. It was for this reason also that he drew up an inventory of his
goods and forwarded it to the Court.

~
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my bier to Delhi and bury it at the Qadamagah of the Shah-i-Mardan

(the Prince of men, i.e., 'Ali), and make over all my property, whether

moveable or immoveable, to the government." He rolled up the

carpet of his life in 1044 AH. (1634 A.D.). The chronograms

of his death are: rZamana aram girift (Zamana is at rest) and

Sipahsalar rafta (The Commander-in-Chief is gone).

The Riijputs, in accordance with his testament conveyed his body

from Burhanpur to Delhi. All due respect was paid to it, and

salutes were offered ( on the way) as if he was alive. Shah Jahan

gave back all his property to his sons except the elephants. They

say that he did not possess much cash. His income was a kror of

rupees, but he used to spend it all. He was magnanimous. One

day he said, "Khan Jahan Lodi was not liberal (Bakhshish nada9ht)."

Someone replied, "There was no additional 2 income in his govern

ment." He replied, "What is that? A (successful) man makes

money in every possible way and spends it." His special wardrobe

did not cost five rupees. He also spent very little on food. As he

was very fond of elephants, he used to feed them with lotus-rice

and Persian melons. Pomp and show had no part in his life. Kettle

drums were not beaten during his march, but drums and trumpets

were used at time of starting. He had no religious learning ('Nm),
but was skilled in astronomy and astrology. He had on the tip of

his tongue the genealogies of every tribe and family. He was fond

of the company of Persians, and used to remark that they were the

cream of creation.

They say that originally he had no religion, but at la~t el11b~~ce~

Imamiya religion. He had the names of the holy Imams (A tma

1 Zamana Beg was his name, and so the ~e.aning is th~t he has gone to ~est:

2 Faroghi nabud is rather obscure. A Similar expressIOn ),,) l Jib uC-,j"

. v occurs in the notice of Abul Fa41 (Maathir-ul-Umara Text II, p. 620),
J -,"~J )D.r . .

which Blochmann translates as "absence on the part ~f his servants, d.ld ~ot eXIst
in his household" (translation of A'in, I [2nd edn., pit], but see .Bev~nd.ge s trans
lation of Abul Fadl's biography, p. 126, No. 3, where the expression IS dlscus~ed at
length, and absen'ce on the part of servants adopted as the correct translation.
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Mahabat .!5l!an Mirza Lahrasp ul-Umarii] Mahabat Khan Mirza Lahrasp

Next to J5.han Zaman Bahadur5 he was the most famous of the

sons of Mahabat Khan Khan-.Khanan Sipahsalar6
• In the beginning

MAHABAT .KHAN MIRZA LAHRASP

(Vol. III, pp. 590-595).

Ma'~umin)-peacebe upon them! -engraved upon costly jewels and

wore them round his neck. He was not strict about fasting or

saying the prayers. His ferocity and cruelty were notorious through~

out the world. He was very assiduous and meticulous in-attending

to imperial business, and entirely neglected his own affairs. He

was generous l
• If he was fond of anyone he allowed nothing

to influence his regard or intimacy with him, even if he committed

a thousand faults 2
• He com.posed verses at times, but hated to

make a display of them. This verse is his:

Verse.

My heart's pride longed for Paradise

Hell is my lot, may it not be my longing

Separate accounts are given of his sons Khan Zaman Amani3

and Lahrasp Mahabat K1}an 1
• But Mirza Diler Himmat, who

was by nature an oppressor and slack in attending to his work, and

Mirza Garshasp who was the son~in~law of Ilahvardi .Khan, and the

Mirzas Bihroz and Afrasiyab went to the Silent Land without

attaining any distinction.

of Shah lahan's reign he was given the rank of 2,000 foot and 1,000

horse. In the taking of the fort of Daulatabad under his father, he
rendered good service. After his father's death, in view of his being

a Khanazad (houseborn one) he was favoured at the Court and was

made Mir-Tuzuk. Later, he was appointed Faujdar of Bahraich
l

in

the province of Oudh, where he set the affairs in order. After that

he was fiefholder of Biana. He several times served the highly

respected princes in the Qandahar expeditions, and in the 24th year

his rank was 4,000 with 3,000 horse and he was appointed Mir

Btlkhshi It1 place of Khalil Ullah Khan. In the 25th year he had an

increase of 1,000 foot and 2,000 horse and had the rank of 5,000,

with 5,000 horse, while his title was changed from Labrasp Khan

to Mahabat KlJan. On the death of Sa'id Khan he was appointed

governor of the province of Kabul. In the 3ot h year an order came

to Prince Aurangzib that he should proceed to Bijapiir as the 'Adil

shahis had raised to the throne an unknown person by the name of

'Ali, and make an end of the affair in a manner which may consider

rigbt. To Mahabat Khan also an order was sent that he should leave

his province and proceed to the Deccan. Mahabat Khan after captur

ing the fort of Bidar proceeded by the Prince's orders, to devastate

the neighbourhood of Kalyani 2 and Gulbarga, and several times fought

bravely against the Bijapiir leaders, and drove them off. During the

siege of Kalyani3 Mahabat Khan one day went for getting forage to

Panhata" Shahjahanpiir (?) which was five kos off, and a large body

of the enemy suddenly appeared and attacked him. Rustam Khan

Bijiipuri attacked Ikhla~ Khan and the rear, and Khan Mul:ammad

."t,

~l.) Yft ..:s -"l~~ would literally mean: had a fat1 The expression
side.

2 For Mahabat 1).han's character and attainment see also Beni Prasad, op. cit.,
pp. 135, 136.

3 The name in the text here is given as Khan Zaman Amani, but see note
2, p. 14 ante for his correct name and references to his biography in
Maathir-ul-Umara.

4 Madthir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 5<)0-595. Its translation immediately fullows
this acctJUnt on pp. 27-31.

5 !ihan Zaman Bahadur Mirza Aman Ullah, Maathir-ul-Umara, I, pp.
740-748 and Beveridge's translation, pp. 212-219.

6 Maathir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 385-409 and translation pp. 9"27 ante.

I Bahraich is a district in the United Povinces,see Imperial Gazetteer, VI,

pp. 205-212.

2 Kalyan in the text is Kalyani, a town in the Bidar District of I:Iaidarabad.

Imperial Gazetteer, XI, p. 34.
3 For Mahabat Khan's campaign against Bijapur and the siege of Kalyani in

1657 see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Auramgzib, I, pp. 242-2 5°.
4 Variant Paitha or Paithan town in Aurangabiid district, I:Iaidarabad

(Imperial Gazetteer, XIX, p. 317) ap~ars to be more correct.



Khan, who was one of the powerful leaders, attacked Rao Satrsal.
There was a hot engagement. At this time the sons of Bahliil attacked
I~aja Rai Singh Slsodla and fought so strongly that the Rajpiits set their
hearts upon dying and dismounted and strove with their hands and

arms. Mahabat Khan like a powerful tiger attacked the centre and
drove away Af9al Khan who led the Bljapurls.

After that strong fort was taken, but before things had been pro
perly finished, the news came of Shah Jahan's illness and Dara Shikoh

who at this time had the control of affairs, sent an order to Mahabat

Khan not to wait for obtaining leave from Prince Aurangzlb but to
return to the Court as quickly as he could with the other Mughals.
He was obliged to comply, and without informing the Prince (Au~'~ng
zlb) started posthaste for the Court. In the end of the 3 I st year, 1068

A.H. (1658 A.D.) he again went to Kabul, but in the 5th year of
Aurangzlb's reign he was recalled, and returned to the Presence. He

was appointed to Gujarat in place of Maharaja Taswant Singh. His

rank was 6,000 with 5,000 horse, of which 3,000 were du-aspa (two
horse) and sih-aspa (three-horse). In the I Ith year he came to the

Court from Gujarat and was again sent to Kabul. In the 13 th year
he was transferred and returned to kiss the threshold at Agra.

As at that time Shivajl's disturbance had reached such a height
that he had attacked and burnt and plundered the forr of Siirat1 ,

Mahabat Khan
2

Was sent off to the Deccan with a well-equipped force
to chastise him. He made great efforrs to subdue the Marathas.
Afterwards there was a disturbance by the Afghans in the hill-country

and Mul;.ammad Khan Amin was routed in the Khyber Pass. Maha
bat Khan in view of his experience of handling the hill rebels was re
called from the Deccan, and sent in the 16th year to administer Kabul.
But he, by reason of his wariness and long experience did not during

. 1 This was the second attack by Shivaji on Sural' in 1670, see Sir Jadunath
Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, IV, pp. 184-189.

. 2 For Mahabat.r~hln's appointment in Supreme Command of the Deccan and
h~s campaIgn, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, IV, pp. 195-197 and
his Shivajt, pp. 187-1~.

I Compare Manucci, II, p. 202; see also Maa!l2ir i-'Afaragiri, p. 229.
2 He died on 4th Shawwal, 1085 A.H. (2nd. Jar.marf' 1675 A.~.), seeM~at~ir

i.',4Iaragiri, P.141 Amanabad is probably Emmabad m the GUJranwala dlstnct,
Panjab.

3 Maa!l2ir-i-'Alaragiri, p. 2~.

his march forward to Peshawar interfere with anyone, overlooked 1 the

punishment of the turbulent and saying "We are well, and you are
safe" proceeded to KabuL This policy was not approved, and in the

17 th year the King came to tIasan Abdal, and a force was sent against
the disturbers. Mahabat Khan came to the Court and was sent to

chastise Bir Singh the grandson of Raja Bhiipat Das Gar. When he
came to Amanabad in the Panjab in 1085 A.B., in the beginning2 of
the 18th year, he died. He resembled his father in arrogance and

daring. He behaved presumptuously to Aurangzlb who had a jealous
and choleric personality. It is well known that Aurangzlb in order to

observe the law of the Sharl'at entrusted the issue of most of the
legal orders to Qa9i 'Abdul-Wahab Gujara6, the Qa9i-ul-Qu9at, who
had a great influence over him. His authority was S'o great that the
leading Amirs were afraid of him. When Shivajl's insolence went

beyond bounds, and Mahabat I<J1an was to be deputed against him,
Aurangzlb in open Divan mentioned some of his tyrannical acts and
turning to Mahabat Khan said, "It is necessary for the protection of
Islam that this bandit be extirpated." Mahabat Khan at once replied

"It is not necessary to appoint an army, a proclamation of the Qa9i
will be sufficient." The King was greatly displeased and ordered

Ta'far .Khan to tell Mahabat Khan that it was not proper to jest in
the Presence. His son Mlr Tahmasp, who was married to the daugh
ter of Sa'id I<han Zafr Tang died. After his death Bahram and Farjam
received suitable ranks and the tide of K1.1an. Bahram .Kha: n3 was

killed by a bullet at the siege of Golconda. None other of this
family attained to eminence.

3° Mahabat I<han MIrza Lahrasp [ M aiitlJir- ul-UmaraJ Mahabat Khan Mirza Lahrasp
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I The variants in the :Text are Batali and Betali, bur the name of the fort
10 Badshahnama, I, pp. 526, 527, whence the account appears to be taken, is

Nabati. It is ~} ITirmuk in Khafi Khan, pp. 486, 487, and "Trimbuck"

(more correctly Trimbak in the Nasik district, Bombay) in Grant Duff, History

of the Mahrattas (1921 edn.) I, p. 87. The story of Mal:aldar Khan's offer to
Mahabat Khan and at the latter's instigation the capture of Shahji Bh6nsle's
family is given. The wife's name is given as Jeejee Bye (Jija Ba'i, the mother of
Shivaji), and the author adds in a footnote "but I cannot find that she had a

daughter." See also Kincaid & Parasnis, History of the Maratha People, p. 15,
The capture took place in 1633 A.D. during the siege of Daularabad, but Khafi
Khan includes it in the account of the year I041 A.H., which would correspond ...
to 1631-32 A.D.

2 Sahli in the text, but it was Shahji Bh6nsle the father of Shivaji.
3 Bai<;Japlir was 24 kos from Aurangabad, see i11.aathir-ul-Umara, III, p. 71

0
.

He Was the son of Ma~aldar Khan Circassian who rose to power
and influence in the Ni~amshabi Kingdom. As he had lived long
in the Deccan, he became known as the De~cani. After his death
Ni~am Shah granted his title to the son and made him a Sardar.
In the 6th year of Shah Jahan's reign when Mahabat Khan was
besieging Daulatabad, he by the guidance of his good fortune sent a
message to the Commander-in-Chief from Tiyali I , now known as

N'mataba:d an1 a dependency of the Sarkar Galna, that he would
make over the place to whomsoever it was desired, and that he himself

would wait upon Mahabat Khan. Though his words appeared to be
sincere, Mahabat I<han in order to demonstrate Ma1:aldar Khan's
loyalty and zeal to everyone said that the families of Shahj12 Bonsle

and Ran Daula .Khan Bijapuri were in Bai4apur,3 if he could bring
about their capture by his exertions, he could not produce a better
testimonial for receiving royal favours. Ma~aldar Khan with(Jl1t

hesitation attacked the town. As fonune favoured him, it so happen-

b .. J -' the Poona district, Bombay; see1 Junair in the Text, ut It 15 unnar In

Imperial Gazetteer, XIV, p, 239'" _ .
G I the Nasik district, Bombay; see2 Kalna in the Text, but It IS a na In

Imperial Gazetteer, XII, p. 124.
4 5 Badshahnama I, pt. 2, pp. I, 14, 140, __

~ W~s he the Dilawar Khan f::Iabshi, the commandant of the fort of, Kal~am
I 'I G tt XIV p 324) who SO bravely defended the fort In Bldar( mperza aze eer, " f th f h A gust

d' . . 6 and who after delivering the keys 0 e art on 1 It u.Istnct In 1 57" 'S' J d I
nted a robe of honour and allowed to depart co BiJapiir; see, Ir a unat 1was gra

Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, I, pp. 248-25°.

33Mal:aldar Khanflt-Umara]

ed that the wife and daughter of Shihji Bhonsle, who about this ti~e

with a large amount of money and goods had come tbere from Jun_alr

(Junnar)1, fell into his hands. Ne~rly ~oo borses, 1,5°,000 huns

and a lot of uther property of Shahli Bhonsle, and nearly 12,00.0

huns in cash and goods of Ran Daula Khan were looted. Mal:al~ar

Khan was the recipient of much approbation., In acc~r~ance With
the Commander-in-Chief's instructions the family of ShahJl was, made

J 'far Beg the governor of the fort of Galna2
, and he hImselfover to a , 3 I d

joined Mahabat Khan. In the be?in~ing of the 7th year he lastene
from the Deccan to Agra and paid hIS respects to the Emperor. He

received the rank of 4,000 foot with 2,000 horse and a present ~f

Rs. 20,000 and other royal favours, and the Sarkar of Monghyr 111

Bihar was granted to him as a fief.
As he was distinguished above all other officers of the Deccan for

his ability and sagacity, in the same year he received ,a flag and ,kettle-
d 'd Fau}'dar of Gorakhpur4

111 sw:ceSSlOn todrums an was appoll1te
, h' . L he wasMukhlis Khan and allowed to proceed to IS temtory. ater ,

- . - f h D 5 d as engaged 111enrolled among the auxiliaries 0 t e eccan, an w. , .'
I · h k f the State Though he was of Clrcasslan ong1l1,furt ler1l1g t e wor o. , , h

he had settled down in the Deccan, and established relationshIps ~ _ere.

Accordingly he gave his daughter in marriage to the son of, ?Ih~'a~

Khan 6 the Abyssinian, whose father also was one of the NI~amshahl

officers.

•

[Maathir-

MAI:IALDAR KHAN

(Vol. III, PP'4 I 9-42 I ).

Ma9-aHir Kban32

5
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34 Mahesh Das Rathor [Maathir- u/-UmariiJ 35

MAHESH DAS RATHOR

(Vol. II, pp. 445-447)'

He was the son of Dalpat, the brother of Raja Suraj Singh1
• At

first he was in the service of Mahabat Khan Khan-J(hanan2 and acquir

ed a name for valour. After Mahabat Khan's death he entered3 the

service of Shah Jahan in the 8th year of his reign, and got the rank

of 500 with 400 horse. Then he went with Prince Aurangzib who

had been appointed to support the army sent to put down Jujhar Singh

Bunde-la. In the 9th year he was appointed along with Khan Dauran

to Nande-r. In the 11th year his rank was increased to 1,000 with

600 horse 4
, and in the 15th year he had an increase of 400 horse and

was exalted with the gift of a flag 5
, and accompanied Dara Shikoh to

Qandahar. In the 16th year his rank was raised to 2,000 foot with

2,000 horse and he was granted the pargana of Jalor as a residential fief.

In the 19th year he received an increase of 500 foot and accompanied

Prince Murad Bakhsh in the expedition against Balkh and Badakhshan.

Afterwards his rank became 3,000 with 2,000 horse, and he was

granted the privilege of using the kettle-drums.

When, after the arrival of the Prince at Balkh, and the flight of

Nadhr Mu!).ammad its ruler, Bahadur Khan and' A~alat Khan were

appointed to pursue him, he in his zeal accompanied them without

the permission of the Prince. In the 20th year he came to the Court

in obedience to the summons. In the same year, 1056 A.H 6
• (1646

A.D.) he died. He was an experienced soldier, and the King placed

I Maathir-ul-Umara, Text II pp. 17~I83'

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text III, pp. 385-409, translation PP' 9-27 ante.
3 Badshahnama, I, pt. 2, p. 68.

4 Op. cit., p. 136.
5 Badshahnama, II, p. 294·
6 Badshahnama, II, p. 635' His death is stated to have occurred on 9th ?afr,

1057 A.H., 16th Ma.rch, 1647 AD. The above account is adapted from
Badshahnama, loco cit. The distance of the bench from the throne is given as
ten and not two yards; while during riding he followed at twice this distance or .

twenty yards.

."

great reliance on him. In the audience hall he used to stand behind

the throne by the side of a bench (sanda/i), which was placed at a

distance of two yards for the royal sword and quiver. During riding

he followed at a fair distance. His eldest son Ratan, who was in

Jalor and had the rank of 400 with 200 horse, Was the beneficient

of royal mercy by receiving the rank of I ,500 and I,SOO borse. He

came from his home and having gratified himself by kissing the royal

threshold was appointed with Prince Mul:ammad Aurangzib Bahadur

to Balkh. When the Prince restored that country to Nadhr Mulp

ml11ad irs ruler, and returned, he distinguished himself by fights with

the Almanans on the way. In the 22nd year he went vvith the same

Prince to Qandahar, and was deputed with Rustam Khan to fight

against the Iranians. In the 25th year he was exalted by the grant

of a standard, and accompanied the Prince a second time, and on the

third occasion he was deputed to accompany Prince Dara Shikoh.

In the 28th year he went with the learned Salad Ullah Khan 1 to pull

down Chittor. In the 30th year he went to the Deccan to Prince Mu

l:ammad Aurangzib Bahadur, and distinguished himself by performing

valuable services in the battle with the 'Adilkhanis. As a reward his

rank was increased to 2,000 and 2,000 horse. Afte~wards he fought

bravely at Ujjain 2 in company with Maharaja Jaswant Singh, and fell

under the swords of Aurangzib's army.

(SAIYID) MA~MOD I5HAN BARAH

(Vol. II, pp. 375-377)'

He was the first person of this clan (Saiyids of Barah), who rose

to the position of a noble man under the Timiirid Dynasty. Originally

I Salad Ullah Khan was, in view of his learning, known as 'Allami Sa'ad
Ullah.~an, for his ?iograp~y see. i'vlaath!r-ul-Umara, Text II, pp. 441-449. His
expedItIOn to demohsh Chlttor IS mentIoned on pp. 447, 448; see also Beni
Prasad, History of Shahjahan, p. 320.

. 2 Battle o~ Dharm:t, 26th Ap:ril, 1658, some 14 miles south-wett of Ujjain
In Central IndIa. See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, II, pp. 348-367'
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he was a servant of Bairam I5.-.han1. In the 1st year of Akbar's reign
he was sent with 'Ali: Quli: Khan Shaibani to put down Hemu Baqal

who, after the defeat of Tardi Beg Khan 2
, had out of pride collected

a large force and started from Delhi. In the 2nd year he was appoin

ted3 to chastise 1:Iaji Khan, a slave of Sher KJ1an Sur, who had taken
possession of Ajmer and Nagar (Nagaur), and was showing signs of re
bellion. In the 3rd year he was deputed to capture the fort of Jitaran\
which he conquered from the Rajputs. When Bairam Khan's affairs

were upset, he joined the King's service, and received a fief near Delhi.
In the 7th year whan Khan-K-.hiiniin Mun'im Beg becoming frightened
at the murder of Shams-ud-Din Atka, started a second time for Kabul,
Saiyid Ma~mud Khan, who was in his fief, recognised him (while he
was passing through that area) and conducted him with all respect and
honour to Akbar5

• In the 17th year he went to Gujariit in attendance
on .Khan Kalan". Later he was sent in pursuit of Ibrahim Husain
Mirza. Afterwards when the King turned his personal attention to
this affair, and immediately recalled the officers who had been sent, the
said Khan swiftly joined him near SarniiF, and distinguished himself.
When the Mirza was defeated and retreated towards Agra, he with
other officers was appointed to pursue him. In the 18th year he was
sent in advance with a number of officers to Gujarat, and when the
King during his march reached Mirtha,8 he was gratified by rejoining

r ~kbarn~ma, Text II, p. 33, Beveridge's translation II, p. 54, where Mal)mud
Khan IS descnbed as a follower of Bairam Khan.

2 Op. cit., Text II, pp. 30, 31, Beveridge's translation II, pp. 48-5°'
3 Op. cit., Text II, p. 46, Beveridge's translation II, p. 72.
4 Op. cit., Text II, p. 66, Beveridge's translation II, p. 103; the name of

Mal)m~d Khan_~s omitted from the translation. Jitaran is in Jodhpur, see Jarrett's
translatIOn of A in, II, p. 276.

5 Op. cit., Text II, p. 180, Beveridge's translation II, p. 279.
6 Op. cit., Text II, p. 372, Beveridge's translation II, p. 541.
7 Sarnal a small town tlll the bank of Mahindri or Mahi river in Gujarat;

see Lowe'.s ~ranslation. of Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, II, p. 146.
8 This IS Merta 111 Jodhpur; see Imperial Gazetteer, XVII, p. 308. Here

according to Akbamama, Beveridge's translation III, p. 63, Akbar was joined by

a number of officers of the advance army.

the royal party. In the battle with Mu~ammad J:1usain when Akbar
and a few men formed the reserve, Saiyid Mal).mud took his place
with a number of officers in the centre,l and during the conflict advanc
ed courageously beyond the centre, and fought bravely. In the end of

the same year he with other Barah Saiyids and Saiyid Mu~ammad

Amraha led an expedition against the territory of Mudhkar, 2

and reaching there conquered it by the force of his sword. About this

time corresponding to 980 A.H.3 (1572-73 A D.) he died. He had

the rank of 2,000.
Barah4 is a term applied to twelve villages in the Duab, between

the rivers Ganga and Jumna and near the pargana of Sambhal". The
Khan was a man of family, and after entering the King's service he
acquired a reputation for bravery and benevolence. He preferred
simplicity. They say that when Akbar deputed him against Mudhkar
Bundlla and he teturned victorious, after performing outstanding deeds

of valour, he reported to the King that he performed such and such
feats of valour. Apf J<han remarked, "Miriinji! this victory was due to
the good fortune (Iqbal) of the King." Saiyid Ma~mud believed that
I(lbal was the name of one of the royal officers and replied, "Why do
you tell untruths. Iqbal was not there, it was I and my brethren

who wielded the two-handed swords." The King smiled and favoured
him with the bestowal of gifts of all kinds. One day someone made

I Akbarnama, Text III, p. 47, Beveridge's translation III, p. 66.
2 Akbarnama, Text III, p. 77, Beveridge's translation II\', p.~08. Mudhkar

was Raja Mudhukar Bundila of Undchha O'r Orchcha State in Bundelkhand,
Cemral India, Imperial Gazetteer, XIX, p. 241. Also see De's translation of

Tabaqat-i-Akbari II, pp. 634, 6355, Note 4·
3 According to Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 424, he died a year later

"in the very end of 981."
4 See Blochmann, op. cit., p. 425, for a discussion of the various explanations

advanced in reference to the word Barah. He adopts Barha in preference to Barah,

but the latter is the generally accepted prtJlll\.l1ciation, and is followed in this
translation.

5 Sambhal in Moradabad district, United Pro;:inces, Imperial Gazetteer,

XXII, p. 18. '



I Khan Zaman 'Ali Quli Shaibani and hi~ brother Bahadur ~han were .kiIl~d

in the battle of Sakrawal later named Fatl),piir m 974; see Akbamama, Bevendge s
translation II, p. 434, note I.

2 This part of the account is taken from A kbarnama, Text II, pp. 340-342,
Beveridge's translation II, pp. 499-501. For Kalinjar see Beveridge, loco cit.,

p. 498, note 1. ., .
3 Text has Thatha, but it is Panna State 111 Centr,al IndIa, Impe~al Gazetteer,

XXIII, p. 250.
4 Akbarnama, Text II, pp. 370, 37 1 , Beveridge's translation II, p. 538.

Zaman l and his brother were killed, Majnun Khan waited on the King's
stirrups and performed deeds of valour. In the 14th year he was
deputed to besiege Kalinjar 2 which was one of the famous forts of
India. Raja Ram Chand, the ruler of Panna,3 had at the time of
the downfall of the Afghans purchased it for a large sum of money
from Bijli Khan the adopted son of Bahar Khan. When the capture
of Chittor and Ranthambhor was bruited abroad he surrendered the
fort to Majniin J<han and sent the keys of the fort on 29th ~afr 997
A.H. (7th January, 1589 A.D.). Majniin Khan was appointed
in charge of that fort by royal command. In the 17th year he
accompanied I<han-I<--hanan Mun'im (Khan) for the relief of Gora·
khpiir.

It happened that in the same year at the beginning of the Gujarat
campaign Baba Khan Qaqshal when in attendance on
the Emperor had an altercation4 with Shahbaz ,Khan, the
Provost Marshal, and was punished. A false report sprang up
in Mun'im I<han's camp that Baba Khan, Jabbarl, Mirza Mu~ammad
and other Qaqshals had killed Shahbaz Khan, and had joined the
rebel Mlrzas, and that the King had written ordering Majnun Khan
to be imprisoned. Majniin Khan with all other Qaqshals left Mun'im
Khan on the march, and though the Commander-in-Chief endeavoured
to soothe them, and assured them about the report being false, he was
unsuccessful. Later when the news came from the Court that Biiba
Khan and Jabbiirl had received favours as a reward for their good
;ervice, Majnull Khan felt ashamed of his behaviour, and rejoined

Majnun Khan Qaqshal

a significant remark and enquired as to how far did the genealogy of

the 13iir~h Saiyids extend. Immediately he walked into the knee-deep
fire wl~ICh barefooted faqirs were accustomed to keep alight at night,
and said, "If I am a Saiyid, fire will have no effect on me, but if I am
not, I will burn." He stood in the fire for about an hour, after which
pe~ple induced him to come out. He was wearing velvet slippers,
wl~lcl: were not burne. His sons were Saiyid Qasim and Saiyid
Hashim, a separate account 2 of whom has been included.

MAJNON I<HAN QAQSHAL ~

(Vol. III, pp. 2°7-211 ).

He was one of the great courtiers and district officers. In
Humayun's time he had the fief of Narnol (Narnaul)4. When that
King died, !jajl Khan, who was one of the chief officers of Sher Khan

besieged ~ith ~ large force Majnun Khan in the fort, and pressed-11in~
har~. Raja Blhara Mal Kachwaha 5

, who at that time was with
!ja~1 Khan, behaved with humanity and gentleness, and took Majnun
Khan honourably out of the fort and allowed him to depart for DeIhl.

~hen Akbar ascen~ed the throne, Majniin Khan received Manikpur6

In fief. When Khan Zaman and his brother rebelled he firmly
opposed them, and the spring of his loyalty smothered the thorns and
dust of the zeal of the opponents. In the battle in which Khan

I Th~ translation given above is a. I.iteral rendering of the text. Apparently
the amhol meant that though the SalYld was wearing only velvet slippers, his
sock~ even were not burnt. TIle story is included in Blochmann's account of the
Sa!yld, op. cit., pp. 424, 425.

2 Mallth ir-ul-Umara, Text n, pp. 409, 410. .

3 For an account of his life see Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.),
pp. 399, 400.

4 ~arnauI in Patiala State, Imperial Gazetteer, XVIII, p. 380.

5 Blhari Mal in Blochmann, op. cit., pp. 347, 348, where an aCCGunt of his
life is given.

6 In the Allahabad $uba, see Jarrett's translation of A'in, n, p. 90.
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I Akbarnama, Text III, p. 650, and Beveridge's translation III, p. 10000.
2 Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 422.
3 Raja Gajpati was the most important Zamindtir 0'£ Bihar, see Blochmann,

op. cit., p. 437. See Akbarntima, Text III, pp. 16<), 170, Beveridge's translation

III, p. 241. "
4 Akbarnama, Text III, p. 169, Beveridge's translation III. p. 542.

6

He was the brother of Sa'id Khi'in Chaghta:'i. When Akbar made

his rapid march to Gujarat he sent Sa'id Khan who was the governor

of Multan to that country, and took Makh~u~ Khan along with him.

In the 2 I st year he was appointed to go with Shii.hbaz Khan on the

expedition against Raja Gajpati. 3 In the 26th year when Prince

:rv1urad was sent with an army to Kabul to awaken Mirza Mu1:Iammad

I:Iakim to a sense of his duties, Makh~u~ Khan was in the left wing.

Afterwards when the King himself went to Kabu14 and pardoned

Mirza I:fakim's offences, and then moved repidly to Jalalabad where

the main camp was, Makh~ii~ I<han accompanied him. In the expe

dition to Orissa, which was managed by Raja Min Singh, Makh~u~

MA!<H.?O~ KJ-::LAN2

(Vol.III,PP·3 24,3 25)

country, and made proper arrangements for Its government. About

this time he died. His rank was 3,000; the author of the Tabaqat
writes that it was 5.000, and adds that he had also employed 5,000

troopers of his own. Al:ter his death his son Jabbari served for some

years with ability and diligence, till the altair of the branding occurred

and the Qaqshals becoming alarmed showed signs of rebelliousness.

Jabbarl also joined them. After murdering M upffar IS:han T urbati

when the rebels were successful for a time, each of them was given

a title; the title of Khan Jahan was added to the name of Jabbari.

When this crowd separated from Ma'~um Khan Kabuli, they were

treated leniently, but after his reappointment Akbar kept Jabbari l

for a time in prison by way of chastisement. In the 39th year he

showed signs of repentence and was released.

ul-Umara]

'I

Majnun Khan Qaqshal

Mun'im Khan on his return after the conquest of Gorakhpur. After

that he accompanied Kban-J(hanan I in the conquest of Bengal and

Bihar, and rendered excellent service. In 9t)2 A.H. (1574-75 A.D.)

Bengal was conquered by the !<han-Khanan's skilful campaign.

Da'ud Khan Karani fled to Orissa, and Kalil Paha~, and Sulaiman

and Bilbu Mankli to Ghoraghat2
• Khan-Khanan took up his quarters

at Tanda which was the capital of the country and sent the victorious

troops in various directiom to clear the country of the muck of the

enemy. Majnun !<han with a force was sent to Ghoraghilt. Qaqshals

distinguished themselves by their courageous deeds in battles, and

collected much booty. Sulaimiln Mankli who was the ruler of

Ghoraghat was killed, and the Afgban families were taken prisoners,

and that well cultivated country came into the possession (of the

imperialists).

Majnun Khan married the daughter of Sulaiman Mankli to his

son Jabbari, and divided the country among the Qaqshals. In the

same year-which was the 20th Hahi Year-Khan-Khanan went off

to the Ganges to chastise Da'ud, and Babu Mankli and Kala Pahar,

who had fled to Kuj (Cooch Behar)3, joined the sons of Jalal-ud-Din

Sur, and renewed disturbances, and attacked the Qaqshals. The

latter without any regard for their self-respect did not attempt to

maintain their ground and retired to Tanda. Majnun Khan through

the friendship of Mu'in .Khan stayed in Tanda for some time waiting

for Khan-Khanan. The Commander-in-Chief after making peace

with Da'ud Karani returned quickly, and again sent a force to Ghora

ghat under the command of Majnun Khan. He again delivered the

I The account is apparently adapted from Akbarnama, Text III, pp. 119-13°,
Beveridge's .translation III, pp. 16sl-186.

2. Sarkar Ghoraghat is mentioned in A'in, Jarrett's translation II, pp. 123, 135,
and III note 6 on p. 123 the author states that the name is probably to be
identified with Rangpiir, but it is apparently the ruined city in Dinajpiir district.
Imperial Gazetteer, XII, p. 236.

3 See Akbdrnama, Text III, p. 131, and Beveridge's translation III, p. 186.
Kiij or Cooch Behar is certainly a lapsus calami for Ghoraghat.
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Khan rendered efficient service l
• Later he was appointed to serve with

Prince Salim, and in the 49th year was promoted to the rank of 3,000.

He was living in the beginning of Jahangir's reign, but the date of

his death has not been recorded. He was annoyed with his son

Maq~ud, and after Jahangir's accession when Sa'id Khan begged for

an appointment for him, the King replied2 that one, whom his father

did not like, could not be fit for Divine favour or for royal patronage.

MALOJI and PARSOn

(Vol.lII,PP·5 2 °-5 2 4)·

They were the brothers of Kheluji Bhonsle who was one of the

chief Ni~am-Shahi officers. In the beginning of Shah Jahan's reign he

(Kheluji) entered the imperial service and was'attached to Khan Zaman

the son of Mahabat Khan Khan Khanan, and who w~~ then th~
governor of the Deccan, including Berar and Khandesh. His rank

was raised to ,5,000 foot with 5,000 horse and a congratulatory letter

was sent to him along with a robe of honour, a decorated dagger, a

flag and a drum, a horse with a gilded saddle and an elephant. He

was enrolled an~o~g t~e Deccan auxiliaries and was a zealous royal

servant~ _H~ dlstll1gUlshed himself in the early part of the sieege of

Daulatabad ll1 the company of Khan Khanan, and was able to estab

lish his loyalty by having several encounters with the enemy. When

through the exertions of all brave men the capture of the fort of

Daul~~~bad, {."hich was the capital of Ni~am~Shahis, was approaching,

KheluJl because of the fear that after this fort was taken, the Nizam

Shahi dominion would be injured, like Yaqlit Khan the Abyssi~ian,
ran away and took service witn 'Xdil Shah, and several times encount

ered the imperial forces. But he got nothing but discomfiture.

They say that his wife went to Godavari3 to bathe and was made a

I Akbarnama. Beveridge's translation III, p. 937.
2 This seems to be another versl'on of remark tt 'b d Jha n ute to a angir III

Price's Memoirs, p. 22.

3 ...J.-),( in the Text; but it must be the river Godavari.

prisoner. Mahabat Khan guarded her honourably and sent a

message to Kheluji that his honour was at stake, if he sent a lac of

huns, she would be restored to him with honour. He perforce sent

the money, and Mahabat Khan sent back the wife with all respect.

When later 'Xdil Shah submitted to the King's commands and

made a compact with the imperial officers, he sent away Khelliji.

He for a long time carried out raids on the imperial territories.

Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib captured him in the 13th year, 111

the beginning of ,his governorship, and gave him the punishment for

his deeds.
Maluji and Parsuji, his younger brothers, were distinguished

among the Ni~am-Shahi officers for bravery. When Khelujl went

off to 'Adil Shah, they did not join him, but came to Mahabat

Khan and made promises of fidelity. Mahabat Khan showed favour

to them, and promoted the first to the rank of 5, 000 foot and 5,000

horse and the second to 3,000 with 2,000 horse, and being fortun

ate in the imperial service they received the drums. They always

behaved prudently and cleverly and pleased all the governors of the

Deccan. Maluji was possessed of some urbanity and gentleness,

and as he was faithful in his friendships, which is a characteristic of

the Deccanis, he was always on good terms with them.

In the I Ith year when Prince Mul:ammad Aurangzib resolved to

conquer Baglana, Maluji was appointed l to that duty with 3,000

men along with Mu~amad Tahir Vazir Khan who was one of

Aurangzib's trusted servants. Miluji properly performed the duty

assigned to him and returned successful. Afterwards in attendance

on the governors of the Deccan he performed with alacrity whatever

service was necessary. During the period of the government of

Murad Bakhsh when Shah Nawaz lChan ~afavi led an army against

Deogarh, he was in the fore-front of the Deccan officers. In the 29th

year Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib appointed Mirza Khan, the

governor of Berar, and Hadi Da:d, the governor of T elingana, for...

I Khan Khan, I, p. 562.
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collecting the tri bute of Deogarh, the payment of which was being

deferred by the Zamindar of that plac e on flimsy grounds. Ma:lujiI

was accompanied by a number of Deccan officers. After performing

this service, he in the 30th year joined the Prince who was

besieging Golconda. At this time for some reason, the mind

of the Prince became alienated from the two brothers.

About this time the Prince was ordered to lead a campaign against

'Adil Shah of Bijapiir and an auxiliary force was sent from the Court.

The two brothers were summoned from the Deccan, and reaching Delhi

they kissed the threshold. In the same year they received the fief of

Irij Bhander and some parganas in that neighbourhood. When Maha

raja ]aswant was sent with a strong force to Malwa they were among

the auxiliaries, and at the battle of Ujjain2 they were appointed to guard

the Maharaja's camp which was near the battlefield. In the heat of the

battle, Murad Bakhsh, who was on Aurangzib's right wing, fell upon

the camp and plundered it. Maluji and Parsuji could not make a

stand, and fled to Agra. Later in the battle3 with Dara Shikoh

they were on the left wing with Sipihr Shikoh. After

the victory they joined Aurangzib, and owing to the circumstances of

the time were favourably received.

But as Aurangzib still cherished resentment against them, both of

them in the 3rd year were removed from office, but in view of their

long service-they had spent their whole lives in the service of the

state-Maliij! was granted an annual pension of Rs. 30,000 and

Parsiiji Rs. 20,0004
• Maliiji died in the 5th year in 1072 A.B. (1661

62 A.D.). Both founded quarters in Aurangaba:d which are still

known by their names. Maliijipiira is outside the city and Parsiijipiira

Op. cit., p. 745.
2 Battle of Dharmat, 26th April, 1658; see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of

Aurangzib, II, pp. 348-367' Ma!uji and Parsuji with Dcvi Singh Bundila w~e

in charge of the camp; loco cit., p. 359.
3 Battle of Samugarh, 9th June, 1658. Sec Sir Jadunath Sarkar, o£,. cit.,

pp. 388-40 5.
4 'Alamgirnama, p. 594·

is inside the fort. They say Parsuji in his mode of life followed the

Mugbal customs; He had purchased the Zamindari of Jalgaon in

Berar for Rs. 80,000.

MA'MOR KHAN MIR ABOL FAQL MA'MORI

(Vol. III, pp. 503-508).

He was a true Saiyid and an excellent man, and had developed

powers of discernment and comprehension. In Shah ]ahan's time he

obtained the rank 01: 500 with 200 horse, and was long attached to the

auxiliary forces in the Deccan. Owing to his good fortune and amia

ble disposition every governor, who was sent to that $uba, liked him

and made him his confidant. He was able and courteous, and was

unique in the constancy of his friendships. When Prince Mu~ammad

Aurangzib became the viceroy, he owing to his sagacity, foresight, long

service and loyalty, became his favourite, and was always a recipient

of royal favours. When the Prince started l towards the Capital to make

his bid for the empire, and by successive marches reached the bank of

the Narbada, he gave Ma'miir Khan the rank of 1,000 with 400 horse.

In the battle with ]aswane he was with Prince Mu~ammad Sultan in

the van. After the victory he was granted the title of Ma'miir I5"han 3

, and the rank of 1,5°0 with 500 horse. After the battle with Dara

Shikoh4
, Aurangzib encamped at Agharabad Garden near Delhi also

known as the Shalamar Garden. It was decided by the astrologers

that Friday 1st Phul Qa'da, 1068 A.H. (21st July, 1658) was the

auspicious day for the enthronement5
, but as there was no time to

I Aurangzib started from Aurangabiid to contest the thronc and reached
Burhanpur on March 1st, 1658. After halting there for more than a month he
moved on to Mandwa, and fron~ there in seven marches reached Akbarpiir on the
bank cf the Narbada which he crossed on 14th April; see Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

History of Aurangzib, I, pp. 344-347.
2 Battle of Dharmat, 26th April, 1658.

3 'Alamgirnama, p. 77·
4 Battle of Samugarh, 8th June, 1658.
5 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., II, p. 446; also 'Alamgirnama, p. 145, and

Maathir.i-'Alamgiri, pp. 8, 9.
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carry out the ceremony in the customary way, Aurangzib sat on the

throne in this garden at the auspicious moment.

It happened that at this timel Najabat Khan2
, the Commander-in

Chief who had greatly distinguished himself in a number of battles

and dangerous undertakings and who, while he was the principal

officer of Shah Jahan, had espoused the Prince's cause, and though he

had received the rank of 7,000 with 7,000 horse, the gift of two

lacs of rupees and the title of !5-ban-Khanan Sipah-Salar, out of folly

and greed, was not at all bashful in being dissatisfied with royal

favours as a reward for his v<lluable services in the cause, and confined

himself to his house. Ma'mur Khan, who in view of his service and

ability, was a favourite o~ Aurangz'ib, and was also on intimate terms

with Najabat !\han, was ordered to go immediately and convey cer

tain messages and orders to him. Although he tried to give as a friend

harsh and correct advice he was not successful. Najabat Khan in whose

case pride and conceit had undermined foresight and natural caution,

made improper demands, brought up useless discussions, and started

using abusive and insulting language. Ma'mur Khan, who had more

regard for his salt and allegiance to the Empire than for personal

friendship, repeatedly tried to check him, but it had no effect. At

last in (Qnsideration of regard for both he rose up to depart. Najabat

15han thinking that his conduct would be reported, struck him from

behind with his sword, so that his head was severed from the body, and

his corpse was thrown outside. Although guards were sent against him,

he prepared for battle, and except that he was deprived of his rank and

I This statement does not seem to be correct. The murder is not described
in 'Alamgirnama or the Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, but is incidentally referred to in th~

two wurks on p. 230 and 32 respectively. According to ~afi ~an, II, PP' 46,
47, the murder took place a few days before the solar weighment for Aurangzib's
41st year, which was after his return from the pursuit of Data Shik6h from nefr
Mulmn early in January 1659 The murder is also described in the account of
Najabat Khan Maathir-ul-Umara, Text III, PP. 825, 826, but the twO accounts
do not agree in details (see for details in the notes under Najabat Khan. .

2 Najabat I}.han was the third son of Mirza Shahrukh. the ruler (,of
Badakhshan. For his biography see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text III, pp. 821-828.

....

title, ~o redress for . th~ unjust murder was secured. That poor man

took ,hiS unfulfi.lled deSires for advancement with him to the grave, and

the Hower of h~ hopes died without bloomino-.

His
l

son Mir 'Abdullah was. a distinguished man of a firm disposi

tIOn. He was a master of calltgraphy. For some time he was the

Bakhsh'i of th~ army .of Firuz Jang. His son owing to unemployment

became ~ darv1sh. HIS daughter was the wife of Ja'far Khan Khurasal1i,

w~o. earher h.ad acquired fame owing to his being the son-in-law of

J:Iatl~ ~eg K1fay~t Khan. In Aurangzib's time he was appointed as

the DtVan of BiJapur, J:Iaidarabad, and Bidar, and Bakhsh'i of the

army of Khan Firuz Jang. In the end he was in straitened circum

stance~, and he died in the beginning of the reign of the present

sovereIgn (Mul}ammad Shah). She (the wife) passed her days in the

mort~ary. garden of her father and grandfather in Aurangabad.

Nothl.ng IS known about the other children of Mir Abul Fadl Ma'murl'.

But hIS sister had many children. One of her grand~hildrenwas

Fakhr-~d-Din 'Ali Khan Ma'miiri, who was full of energy and

enterpnse, but unfortunately not one in a hundred of his ideas

su~ceeded. ?therwise he would have accomplished great things.

HIS father Mlr Abul Fatl} resigned the royal service and carried on

trade and shipping business at Cuttack in Orissa.

, The Khan in question (Fa~hr-ud-Din) was appointed Bakhsh'i and

recorder. of Sangamner in the Deccan. In the time of Bahadur Shah

l~e was l11-charge of the fort of holy Sural'. In the reign of Farrukh

slyar he was dismissed, but he refused to hand over to his successor

and ~repared to fight. He was censured by the King and lived for

a whde at Al}madabad, (Gujarat). When J:Iusain 'Ali Khan Amir

ul-Umara. came ~o. the Deccan, he, owing to the acquaintance of his

father With SalYld 'Abdullah Khan Barah, attached himself to him

a:1d was appointed Faujdar of Bijagarh2 on the banks of the Narbada.

I The remainder of the note is only a rambling account of th f
Ma'miir Khan. and is not of much historical interest. < e progeny 0

2. Sarkar Bijagarh was also called Sarkar Kherga6n, see Khafi !'i:han, II, p. 852.,



and Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, pp. 204-206. Bijagarh was the old capital of
Nimar in Central India for which see Imperial Gazetteer, XIX, p. 106.

I Raja Shahii, the grandson of Shivaji, who ruled from 1777-1810.
2 Probably the Bhils.
3 There are notices of Raja Man Singh in Stewart, History of Bengal,

pp. 180-191, Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 361-363 and Azad;
Dm'bar-i-Akbari (1939)' pp. 535-566. In Tod, Annals and AntiqUities of Rajas
than (1914 edn.)', p. 286, note 2, it is stated that Raja Bhagwan Das had three
sons; apparently he was an adopted son of Raja Bhagwan Das.

49Man Singh

and close connection (with the King), he was at the head of the

A mirs and nobles of Akbar. Through his great loyalty and devotion

he received the tide of Farzand, and was sometimes called the Mirza

Raja. In the end of 984 A.H., he was appointed to chastise Rana

Kika, and in the beginning of 985 A.H., a great battle took place at

Goganda1 which had been established as a city after Chittor. Raja

Ram Sah of Gwaliyar and his sons were killed. In the engagement

the Rana and Kunwar Man Singh came face to face with each other;

the Rana and the former were wounded and Red. Raja Man Singh

stayed in his palace, and sent to the Court the famous elephant Ram

Sah2 along with other spoils. But, as it was alleged that he had

strictly forbidden the soldiers from devastating the Rana's lands, the

King censured him and recalled him to the Court; and for a time

did not allow him to pay his respects.

\Vhcn the post of the Commander-in-Chief of the Panjab was

entrusted to the Raja Bhagwan Das, the charge of defending the

districts bordering on the Indus devolved on the Kunwar:l. In the

30th year, 993 A.H. (1585, A.D.) Mirza Mu~ammad J:Iakim, half

brother of Akbar, who was the ruler of Kabul, died, and the Kunwar

was ordered to hasten to Kabul. He reassured the inhabitants and,
with the deceased sons Mirza Afrasiyab and Mirza Kaiqubad and

their relations and dependants and retinue returned to the Court.

Akbar went as far as the Indus, and honoured Kunwar Man Singh by

appointing him as the governor of Kabul. He by his bravery and

courage punished 4 the Raushnis, who owing to their plunderings and

7

I See Akbarnama, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 244, 245, aCCl::lrding to
which the battle took place at "Khamniir which is the mouth of the Haldi defile
and is a dependancy of Goganda." The battle is usually styled as the battle of
Haldighat, and a good account is given by Badayiini (Lowe's translation of
Muntakhab.ut-Tawarikh II, pp. 236-239), where it is stated that it took place in
the first half of Rabi' I, ~4, and Blochmann, op. cit., p. 460, note 2, states that
it took place on 21st Rabi' I; 19th June, 1576 AD.

2 In Akbarnama, loco cit., p. 247, the name of the elephant is "Ram
Pershad." 3 Op. cit., 493.

4 Op. cit" P' 734; the Afghans were defeated at 'Ali Masjid.
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On account of

high position

Man Singh

(RAJA) MAN SINGH3

(Vol. II, pp. 160-170)'

He was the son of Raja Bhagwan Das Kachwaha.

his high intellectual attainments, abundant courage,

But for variOUS reasons he did not prosper, and in distressed

circumstances went from the Deccan to the Capital and from there

to Bengal. Although he tried hard in every way, he did not succeed

there also, and so he returned to J:Iaidarabad via Orissa. Mubariz

Khan, the governor, in view of his earlier relations treated him

courteously.

When the governorship of the Deccan was transferred by the

Court to Mubariz Khan, he appointed the said Khan as the governor

of Berar. Later as Mubariz Khan could not take possession of the

government and was killed, the said Khan went away to Slirat, and

undertook new enterprises. Owing to his misfortune he was plundered

by the enemy (the Mahrattas), and taken before Raja Sahli1
• Though

he tried to stir up the Raja, and did his best to make him disturb

the peace in the Deccan, he did not succeed. When A~af Fad:

Jang took the parganas appertaining to Chanda out of the possession

of the I1ma2
, who were a tribe from T e1inga, he waited on him.

Apf Jah, out of consideration for his experience, thought of giving

him a job, but death dId not allow this to happen. He was buried

in the same place. He was closely related to the author. There

was an exhuberance in the disposition of the deceased such as the

author has not seen in anyone else.
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highway robberies were a stumbling block on the Khyber route.

When Raja Birbar1 fell in Swat at the hands of the Yusufza'is, and

Zain Khan and tIakim AbulFatQ were recalled to the Court, this

business was also entrusted to Man Singh. When Afghanistan was

made over to Raja Bhagwan Das, and he after crossing the Indus

became mad, the government of that place again reverted to the

Kunwar2
• In the 32nd year when it appeared that the Kunwar was

being worried by the cold climate, and that injustice was being prac

tised on the peasantry of Afghanistan by the Rajputs and that the

Kunwar was not paying any heed to the oppressed, this country was

taken from him, and a fief was granted to him in the Eastern districts3
•

Meanwhile he was employed in chastising the Raushnis. In the same

year when Bihar was assigned to the Kachwaha clan as their fief, the

Kunwar was sent off to protect that country. In the 34th year when

his father died, he received the title of Raja4 and the rank of 5,000.

After reaching Bihar he carried by assault the dwelling of Puran Mal

of Gidhaur,5 who had become very presumptuous, and captured many

places. Puran Mal could not save his fort and begged for quarter.

From there he proceeded to attack Raja Sangram, who submitted and

presented elephants and rarities of his country. The Raja returned to

Patna and attacked Ranpat6 Choruh, and obtained much plunder.

When he had disposed of the refractory malevolents there, he in

the 35th year 7 we"nt to Orissa by way of Jharkhand with a large army.

Orissa has always been governed by independent rulers. Previously

it was for a time ruled by Pratap Deo. His son Bar (or Nar) Singh

Deo wickedly rose against his father, and finding an opportunity

lOp. cit., pp. 730-732. It was in the Balandari Pass that Birbar was killed

on 16th February, 1586. ()I"..... in the Text is what is now generally known

as Swat.
2 Op. cit., p. 745. 3 Op. cit., p. 790. 4 Op. cit., p. 863'
5 Op. cit., p. 872. Gidhaur in Monghyr district (Imperial Gazetteer XII,

p. 237) is 4.0,.~ in the Text.

o Ranpat CheriiJl, of the Text is Anant Ceruh in Akbarnama.

7 Op. cit., pp. 933-937·

poisoned him, thereby acquiring eternal death for himself!. About

this time M ukand Deo came from T elingana, and entered his service.

He was enraged by Bar Singh's wicked act and determined to be re

veng~d. He gave out that for wife was coming to visit him (Bar Singh).

In thiS way he sent litters (doltS) filled with arms, and, with a tribute

of silk cloths carried by 20 brave 2 and experienced men, entered the

fort. As a parricide does not last very long, he was soon disposed of.

He los~ his authority. It was not the custom for the Raja to take

posseSSIon of the treasures hoarded by his predecessors, but he broke

the locks of 70 old treasuries, and took possession of their hoards.

Though he displayed generosity, he was not a just and wise ruler, and

gave himself up to sensual gratification. Sulaiman Kararani, who

had taken possession of Bengal, sent his son Bayazid by way of Jhark

hand to conquer that country, and sent with him Iskandar Beg Ozbeg,

who had rebelled against Akbar and taken shelter. with him. The

eas.e-Ioving Raja appointed two armies under the commands of Jhapat

Ral and Durga Tej to oppose him. These men, unfaithful to their

salt, intrigued with the officers of the army, and turned against their

master. A hot engagement took place. The Raja submitted to his

misfortune and waited upon Bayazid. With his aid a great battle was

fought, and both the Raja and Jhapat Rai fighting bravely were killed.

The government reverted to Durga Tej. Sulaiman by guile called him,

put him. to death, and took possessIOn of the country.

Durmg the viceroyalties of Mun'im Kban Khan-Khanan and Khan

Jahan T urkman much of the country was annexed-.- As a res:lh of

the dispersal of the Bengal officers Qutlu Lohani took possession of the

country (Orissa). When the Raja in this year came to this country,

Qutlu prepared to fight. Though the royal army was defeated3
, the

Raja remained firm (in his resolve). Suddenly Qutlu, who was ill,

So in the Text; it apparently means a retribution fur patricide.

~ According to Akbarnama, loco cit., p. 933, note 3, 200 and not 20 men
carned the presents.

3 Jagat Singh son of Raja Man Singh was defeated in this battle.



1 The conquest of Orissa is described in Akbarnama, loco cit., pp. 878-880.
2 The account of the temple of Jagannath at Piiri is adapted from the A'in

(Jarrett's translation) II, pp. 127-129. nle three images are of Krishna, Balbadhra

and Siibhadra.

died, and eisa, his minister, raised his young son Na~ir Khan to power

and made peace with the Raja. The Raja included in the crown-lands

the temple of Jagannath and its appurtenances, and returned to Bihar1
•

Jagannath is a famous place of worship among the Hindus, and is

situated in the city of Purush6tam (Puri) on the seashore. Near

(inside) it are erected the statues of Kishan (Krishna) and his brother

and sister, made of sandalwood.

They say that over four thousand years ago Raja Indraman 2
, the

ruler of Nllgar Hills, at the instance of an enlightened one, who stated

that this place was very dear to God the Creator, had founded a big

city there. It was revealed to the Raja in a dream one night that

on a certain day a piece of wood 52 fingers in length and l1'i cubit

broad would arrive. This was the special figure of the Deity, and he

was to take it and place it in his house. He was to watch over it for

seven days, and with whatever shape it assumed, It was to be put in

the place of worship. It so happened when he awoke, and he gave it

the name of Jagannath. They say that when Kala Pahar, the servant

of Sulaiman Kararani, conquered this country, he Rung this piece of

wood into the fire. It was not burnt. Then he Rung it into the sea,

but it came back. It is said that the image is washed six times a day,

and is dressed anew, and waited upon by 50 or 60 Brahmans. Each

time large banquets are spread before the image, and some 20,000

people can partake of this food. A car with 16 wheels is prepared

and the images are set upon it, and it is believed that whoever draws

it is cleansed of all his sins, and does not suffer any ills in future.

They narrate wonderful things about it.

In short, so long as eisa, the minister of QutIli, lived, he observed

the rights of the treaty with the Raja. After him J5...hwaja Sulaiman and

Khwaja 'Uthman, the sons of Qutlli, broke the treaty, and raised the

head of disturbance. The ~aja, in the 37th year, addressed himself firm-
1 !i!!alifabiid in Eastern Bengal; it included Bakarganj, Jessore etc.; see Jarrett,

op. cit., ppt. 123, 134.
2 Akbarnama, Beveridge's translation III, p. 999.
3 Op. cit., pp. 1042, 1043; see also Imperial Gazetteer, V, p. 179.
4 Op. cit., p. 1068.

ly to the task of extirpating them and conquering that country. Sa'id

Khan, the governor of Bengal, also joined him. In great battles they

(the two Khwajas) were defeated: and took refuge with Raja Ram

Chand who was a leading Zam"indar of the country. Although Sa'id

Khan returned to Bengal, the i{aja did not cease to pursue them, and

besieged Sarangarh which they had regarded as their asylum. They

were obliged to wait on the Raja. They received a fief in the Sarkar
Kh allfabad 1 , and in the year 1000 A.H. (1591-92 A.D.) Orissa

became part of the imperial dominions. In the 39th year, 1002 A.H.

(1593-94 A.D.), when Sul~an Khusrau was raised to the rank of

5,000 and given Orissa in fief, the Raja was appointed his guardian,

and was permitted to go to his fief in Bengal and to protect that

area 2
• By his excellent arrangements and the might of his sword,

the Raja took much territory from the countries of the Bhati and other

Z m"indars, and included it in the imperial dominions. In the 40th

year, 1004 A.H. (1595-96 A.D.), he selected near Akma~l a place

where there was less danger of attack by boats. Sher Shah had also

approved of this place. The Raja founded a city there as the seat of

government and called it Akbarnagar3
• They aiso call it Rajmal:al.

In the 41St year Lachmi Narain, the Zam"indar of Klich (Coach Behar),

,a populous country to the north of Gh6raghat, 200 kos long and 40
to 100 broad, submitted and had an interView with the Raja. He

gave his sister in marriage to the Raja d
•

In the 44th year, 1008 A.H. (1599-1600 A.D.), when Akbar

was going to the Deccan, and Prince Sallm was appointed to the

Ajmer $uba to punish the Rana, the Raja through still holding the

government of Bengal, was commissioned to accompany the Prince.

As at that time 'Isa, who was the great landowner in Bengal, died,

the Raja thought that it would be easy to manage the country, and
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I The appointment of Prince Salim to Ajmer and the rebellion III Bengal
are described in Akbarnama, lac. cit., pp.. I 140, 1141.

2 Akbarnama, lac. cit., p. I ISS,
3 In Akbarnama, loco cit., p. 1257, the rank is given as 7,000 with 6,000

horse.
4 Mirza Shahrukh son of Mirza Ibrahim was married to Akbar's daughter

Shukr-un-Nisa Begam. For his account see Blochmann, op. cit, pp. 326, 32 7.
5 For Kban A'zam Mirza 'Aziz K6ka son of Atka Kban see Blochmann,

op. cit., pp. 343-347·

sent his eldest son Jagat Singh there. Jagat Singh died on the way,

and his son Maha Singh, who was still young, was sent to Bengal.

In the 45th year Khwaja 'Uth~an, the son of Qutlu stirred up

strife1
• The Raja's men considering the affair to be an easy one

came out to fight, They were defeated. Though Bengal Was not

lost, but extensive areas were taken possessIOn of (by the enemy).

Prince Sul~an Salim, who in self-indulgence, drinking and evil company

had spent a long time in Ajmer, left for Udaipur. Before he had

settled the affair there, he became presumptuous, and wanted to leave

for the Panjab. Suddenly the disturbance of the Afghans in Bengal

became serious, and Raja Man Singh suggested to the Prince to go

there, but at the instigation of opportunists he started towards Agra.

Maryam Makani came out of the fort to advise him, but out of shame

he turned back when he was within four kos of the Capital, and started

by boat for Allahabad2. Th:: Raja separated from the Prince, and went

off to chastise the Bengal rebels. Near Sherpur he defeated them in

a battle. Mir 'Abdur-Razzaq Ma'muri, the Bakhshz of Bengal, who

had been captured, was found in the field in chains and with a collar

round his neck. When the Raja had settled the country satisfactorily,

he returned to the Court, and was exalted to the rank of 7,000 with

7,000 horse3
• At that time no Amir had risen higher than 5,000,

but later Mirza Shahrukh4 and Mirza 'Aziz Kaka5 also received this

rank. At the time of Akbar's death the Raja and 'Aziz Kaka were

plotting to raise to the throne Sul~an Khl,lsrau whom people considered

the heir apparent. But Jahangir won him (the Raja) over by conhrm-

5SMan Singh

Apparently 60 of his wives burnt themselves on his pyre.
Only five out of the fifteen are enumerated.

1 ~afi Khan, I, pp. 233, 234, Beni Prasad, History of lahangir, pp. 72, 73.
2 Tiizuk-z-lahi:tngiri, (Rogers & Beveridge), I, p. 148; and Iqbalnama-i

lahangiri, p. 34.
3 Tiizuk-i-lahiingiri, lac. cit., p. 266, note 1. He died in the month of June,

161 4.
4
5
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ing him in his Bengal appointment and otherwise conciliating him 1
•

After Jahangir's accession he left for Bengal, but in the same year was

transferred and was engaged for a while in chastising the rebels of

Rohtas. From there he returned to the Court, and in the 3rd year

obtained leave to go to his home so that he might make arrangements

for the Deccan campaign,2 and go there to assist the Khan-Khanan.

He was in the Deccan for a long time, and died there a natural death

in the 9th year of Jahangir's reign 3
• Sixty persons were4 burnt with

him.

The Raja had established wonderful pomp, greatness, inRuence and

authority in Bengal. His panegyrist (bad farosh) had 100 elephants,

and all his soldiers had good allowances. He had many trustworthy

servants, all of whom were holders of high offices. They say that at

the time when the Deccan campaign was assigned to .Khan Jahan Ladi,

there were IS Panjhazarzs5 (of the rank of 5,000), owning Rags and

drums, such as Khan-Khanan, Raja Man Singh, Mirza Rustam ~afavi,

A~af Khan Ja'far and Sharif Khan Amir-ul-Umara, and 1700 auxiliary

officers holding the ranks of 4,000 to 100. When owing to lack of

supplies there was such a scarcity in the Balaghat area that a seer of

Rour could not be had for a rupee, the Raja one day rose in the

Assembly and earnestly said, "If I were a Muhammadan, I would once

every day eat with you. As I have a grey beard, would you all accept

from me the price of pan leaves." Before all the others Khan-Khanan

put his hand on his head and al~swered, "I accept the offer." The

others also concurred. The Raja gave Rs. 100 to every Panjhazarz and at

this rate made daily allowances to everyone down to the rank of 100.

Every night he put money in a purse with the name of the person on
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it and sent one to each. For the three or four months that this expe

dition lasted, he never once missed (to send such gifts). For the mcn

of the camp until supplies (Rasad) arrived, he sold provisions at thc

rates prevailing at Ambar. They saw that his wi~e Kunwar Rani, w:~o
was an expert manager, sent the provisiolJs from his home. The Rap

on his marches used to set up mosques and baths constructed of cloth

for the Muhammadans, and supplied daily one meal to everyone of

his followers.
They say that one day a Saiyid argued with a Brahman about the

superiority of Islam over the Hindu religion. They referred d~e
matter to the Raja for his dictum. The Raja said, "If I were to admit

the superiority of Islam, people would say that it was out of flattery for

the reigning sovereign, and if I said the opposite, I would be .accus.ed

of partiality." When they pressed him for hi.s opinio.n,. the R~J3 .sald,

"I have n0 learning, but with regard to the Hmdu religiOn which IS so

old (1 see that) if there are perfect men in it, they are burnt as soon as

they are dead, and their ashes dispersed to the winds. If anyone goes

there at night, there is a fear of his being influenced by the demons

(linns). In Islam there are, in every town and city, saints at rest, and

people receive blessings from them and various assemblies are held

there (in their shrines)." .
They say that at the time of going to Bengal he met one 5h.ah

Daulat, who was a saint of the time, at Monghyr. The 5hah said,

"With all your wisdom and intelligence why don't you become a

Muhammadan." The Raja said, "In God's word it is stated 'God's

seal is on the heart of everyone'. If by your efforts the lock of evil

destiny (5haqawat) is removed from my bosom, I will at once become

a believer". For a month he waited hoping for this to happen, but

as Islam was not in his dcstiny, there was no result. As has been

well expressed in the verse:

Verse.

Congealed hearts profit little from the blessing of darvishes,

When Copper is dead, nought results from alchemy.

. They say that Raja Man Singh had 1,500 wives and two to three

chll.dren fr~m. each, but all except Raja Bha'o Singh l died during

their father s lifetime. Soon after his father's death he also died of

excessive drinking. A separate account of his life has been included.

(SAIYID) MAN?OR KHAN BARAH

(Vol. II, pp. 449-452).

He was the eldest son2 of Saiyid Khan Jahan Shah-Jahani3
• He

he~d a ra~k, an~ a fief. ~hen his father died in the 19th year (of

Shah Jahan s reign), he Without any apparent reason4 and from foolish

a~prehensio~s went off into the wilderness. Shah Jahan sent Yadgar

B~g,. Supe~mtendent of the mace-bearers with a posse of men to

Slrhmd as It appeared likely that he had gone to his home there.

T~ey ,,:ere directed to get hold of that fool as soon as possible and

bnng hun to the Court. Later it was found that he had gone to the

Lakhi JangaP and had been arrested by the Krori there. 5hafi'Uliah

B~rlas, Mir Tuzuk, was sent with a number of Yasawals to bring

him. As the Krori was related to the daughters of I\han Jahan, who

had been a pillar of the State, he had not taken all the necessary

measures for the safe custody of that ill-mannered person, he

escaped6 before Shafi'Ullah's arrival. The latter on reaching there

threatened the Krort with Shah Jahan's wrath-which is a sample of

the wrath of God-regarding his neglect of duty. He immediately

I He is mentioned in Tuzuk-i-!ahtmgiri (Rogers & Beveridge) I, pp. 24, 140,

26~, ~68,. 282, 297, 329, 372 and II, pp. 81, 108 and 218. He died of excessive
dnn~m.g ~n the 16th year of Jahangir's reign in 1621 A.D. No separate biography
of hIS IS mcluded in the Maathir.
.. 2. Khafi I):han, I, p. 6r8~calls him grandson, but on p. 646 as the son of

Salyul Khan Jahan.
3 For his biogr~ph>: see Afaathir-ul-Umara, I, pp. 758-766 and translation, I,

pp. 791-]94· He died m 1055 A.H., r645 A.D.
4 Badshahnama, II, pp. 473> 474; !):jlafi Khan, I, p. 6r8.
5. La~hi Jangal or a forest with hundreds of thousand trees was situated near

Bhatmda m the Panjab.

6 Op. cit., p. 477. The account is adapted from Btidshtihniima.
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wrote to his uncle, the Krori of Tihara (on the river Sutlej) that if

that wretch had gone there, no pains should be spared in bringing

about his capture, otherwise his post and life were at stake. After

endless search he found, through trackers, that Man~iir I5-ban had

gone from the neighbourhood of Tihara to Sirhind. He started

immediately after him, and joined Yadgar Beg, who not having found

any trace of him up to Sirhind was still searching for him. They

together took fresh measures for his search. After endless search and

enquiries for that ungracious fool they found him. He after much

toil had reached Sirhind with two companions, and leaving the horses

in the desert had thrown the saddles in a well, and had hidden himself

as a faqir in a corner of the garden of tIah7: Rakhna. Yadgar Beg

arrested him and brought him in chains to the Court. He was sent

to prison. In the 20th year, he was released 1 at the request of Prince

Mulpmmad Aurangzib when the latter was leaving for Balkh, and

was made over to him so that he might be taken to Balkh as one of

his servants. Later when he was reformed, he was honoured by being

restored to his man~ab. But his nature was evil, and he from time

to time committed faults, for each one of which he deserved exemplary

punishment and castigation, but, in view of the services of his father,

his faults and commissions were overlooked by the Emperor.

When Prince Murad Bakhsh went off to take charge of Gujarat,

he was sent with him in order that he might proceed from there to

holy Mecca and offer retribution for his ill deeds, in the hope that

this might change his unbecoming habits into praiseworthy actions.

In the 30th year he returned from there, and as he showed signs of

penitence and reformation, he was, at the request of the said Prince,

granted the rank of 1,000 with 400 horse, and enlisted among the

auxiliaries of Gujarat. Later he accompanied the Prince, and in the

battles with Maharaja Jaswant Singh and Dara Shik6h rendered

valuable services, and was rewarded with an increase in his rank

MARtIAMAT KIjAN BAHADUR GHAQANFAR JANG

(Vol. III, pp. 7 13-7 I 5)'

59Matl:amat Khan Bahadur Gha4anfar Jangul·'Jmara]

and the title of Khan. When the shortsighted Prince1 was imprisoned

by Aurangzib, the rank of Saiyid Man~iir Khan was lllcreased to

3,000 with 1,500 horse, and he accompanied !512alil Ullah Khan 2
,

who was sent in advance in pursuit of Dara Shik6h. What was

his later fate 3 and when he d;ed, is not known.

His name was Mir Ibrahim and he was the son of Amir Khan

Kabuli4
• In the 48th year of A urangzib' s reign he had the rank of

1,000 with 400 horse. In Farrukh-siyar's reign he was Faujdar and

governor of the fort of Mandii in Malwa. He occupied himself in

chastising the rebels in that quarter, and acquired a name for gallantry.

About the close of the reign of that Emperor when tIusain 'Ali Khan 5

was coming to the Capital from the Deccan, Marl:amat Khan, though

he was on the way, out of jealousy or because he knew that the

Emperor did not like tIusain 'Ali, pleaded illness and did not ~ome to

see him. tIusain 'Ali Khan after reaching the Court dismissed him,

and wrote to Ni,?am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah, who was then the governor of

Malwa, to transfer him. A~af Jah in accordance with the order

summoned him from the fort, ;jnd, as he could not return to the Court,

appointed him as the governor of the fort of Sironj etc. appertaining

2 The name is not mentioned, but apparently NIurad Bakhsh who was
treacherously made a prisoner by Auranzib. See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of
Aurangzib, II, pp. 432-436.

2 'Alamgirnama, pi- 164.
_ 3 In 'Alamgirnama, p. 338, it is mentioned that he was granted a khil'at and
mcluded among the auxiliaries of the Deccan. -

4 His full name was Amir ~an. Mir Miran; for his biography see Maathir
ul-Umara, I, pp. 277-287, and Bevendge's translation, I, pp. 246-253.

5 Fcr f:Iusain 'Ali Kban's journey from the Deccan to Delhi see Sir Jadunath
Sarkar's edition of Irvine's Later Mughals, I, Pip· 355-362, 368.
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1 Dilawar 'Ali was the 13akhshi of I-:Iusain 'Ali Khan's army, For the battle
111 the hilly country of Pandhar on 19th June, 1720, see Irvine, op, cit" II,

pp. 28-34·2 Battle of Balapiir, 10th August, 1720; see Irvine, op, cit" II, pp, 47-5°,
3 For Nawab A4mad Khan Ghalib Jan?; of Bangash see Irvine, The Bangash

Nawabs of Farrukhabad, Journ. As, Soc, Bengal, XLVIII, pp. 58 et seq.
4 For the siege of Allahabad from September l7SD-April 175

1
, see Irvine,

loco cit., pp. 77-82.
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to the grants of the ~uba of Malwa. When 3.bout the same time A~af
lah resolved to return to the Deccan, Marl}amat l5..han 3.1so decided to

accompany him with a suitable force. In the batde
l

with Saiyid Dila

war'All he had the command of the left wing. He exerted himself

bravely, and advanced upto the vanguard. Many Rajputs in the ene

my's forces were killed. He also rendered good s~rvice in the fight

with'Alam 'Ali Khan 2 • After the victory he was exalted to the rank

of 5,000 with 5,000 horse, granted the tide of Marl}amat Khan

Bahadur Gha4anfar lang, and appointed governor of Burhanpur. He

rendered notable services in fighting with the Rawals of l']:Jandesh. But

as complaints of oppression by his servants reached A~af lah, he was

transferred from the governorship of Khandesh to the Faujdiiri of Bagla

na, and allowed to retain 3. fief of fourteen lacs. He did not apply

himself to the duty of this office, and when he heard that Mul}ammad

Shah had ascended the throne and that the Barah Saiyids had been

discomforted, he hastened to the Court, and for a time was the Faujdiir

of Mewar, and bter was appointed governor of Pama. He died at his

appointed time. His son Baqa', Ullah who was the son-in-law of

Mirza Mul}sin, the brother of Abul Man~ur Khan ~afdar lang, served

for a lohg time as the deputy of the said Khan in his appointment as

the governor of Allahabad. In the disturbance created by Al}mad

!<..han Bangash3 , he did not neglect to take proper measures, and preven

ted the fort of Allahabad from falling into the hands of the

Afghans4
•

u·
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8 It is still standing, vide Imperial Gazeneer, XXIII, p. 126, where it

Is described as the minaret of Mir Masum Shah, erected about 1607 on the

Western side of the town of Sukkur, overlooking the Indus.

surrounds Bhakkar, he built a tower called Satiyasur which is one of the

wonders of the world. Gunbudh Daryii'"i8 --the dome of the river

(1007 A.H., 1598-99 A.D.), is its chronogram. He was very ascetic

and pious, and his spirit and liberality was such that he used to send

presents from India to the common people of Bhakkar, and for the high

and low he had fixed presents, annually, monthly, daily, at harvest

times and on Fridays. But later when he returned to his native land,

these good actions ceased, and for some reasons people became annoyed

with him. They say that he used to insist upon some part of his

jagtr being reserved as a jungle for hunting. His son was Mir Buzurg.

He was captured on the road armed during the time of the rebellion

of Sul~an Khusrau, and the Kotwal said that he was a partisan of the

Sul~an. He denied the charge, and Jahangir asked him to explain why

he was carrying arms at the time. He replied, "My father instructed

me to be armed during the night watch." The guard-recorder (Chauk"i
nav"is) confirmed that on that night Mir Buzurg was on duty, and so

he was released. The King, on account of the favours shown to house

born ones, gave him his father's property. He served for a long time

as the Bakhsht of Qandahar. He spent in extravagance the 30 or 40'

lacs of rupees which his father had left, and was so haughty that he

paid respect to no one; and was not on terms of intimacy with any

governor of the province. He kept his men in good trim. He

composed both prose and poetry, and wrote a good hand. But he was

fickle and tyrannical. Arriving at Mindii he waited on Jahingir and

was appointed to the Deccan, where he was for a long time. As the

income of his jagtr was not sufficient for his expenses, he left service

and retired to his native country. He was contented with the land

and gardens of his father. He died in 1°44 A.H. (I 634-3SA.D.). He

left some sons, a number of whom moved over to the city of Multan.

62 (Mir) Ma'~um Bbakkari [MaatIJir

of time he. acquired a name for bravery and courage, and was honoured
. h' k

by beinu taken into the serVice of Akbar. In the 40th year IS ran

was 2S~' The King had such confidence in him. that he ",:as sent on

an embassy to IranI, where his intelligence and skill made hi~n a favou

rite of Shah'Abbas ~afavi. After his return from Iran, he 111 the year

1015 A.H. (1606-07 A.D.) received from Jahangir the tide of Amin

ul-Mulk and went to Bhakkar where he died. They say that he had
, d

been promoted to the rank of 1,000 under Akbar. He was a goo

poet. This couplet is by him
2

:

Vuse

How pleasant it is that when I 'am beside myself (with love), y~u
(will come and) enquire about my conditIOn,

1 will explain it to you at length in a speech in which tongue
plays no part.

He wrote a D"ivan, a Mathnav"i-the 'Ma'dan-ul-Afkar (the m111e

of Thoughts) in imitation of the Makhzan-ul-Asrar3
, a history of Sind

4

,

and a short treatise on medicine known as Mufridat-i-Ma'~umt. He

was also an expert calligrapher and a composer of inscriptions. He

engraved his verses on the stones of mosques and buildings all the way

from India to T abriz and I~fahan. The inscriptions
5

on the gate of

the Agra fort and of the Jama' mosque at Fad).pur are by hi~. He

erected many buildings, especially in the city of Sukkur which ,:,as

his native town. In the middle of the Panjab river (Indus), which

1 Akbarnama, Text III, p. 825, Beveridge's translation III, P. 1236. His

return from the Persian Embassy is mentioned on p. 836 of the Text and p. 12S1

d Beveridge's translation.
2 Fot the remaining verses of the composition see Badayiini, op. cit., Text,

p. 366, translation p. 501, and De's edition of Ta~aqat-i-Akbari, II, Text, p. Sao.
For Nizamis Makhzan-ul-Asrar see Ivantrw, Descriptive CataloRue of Per-3 . --

sian MSS. Asiatic Soc. Bengal (192 4) p. 466.
4 Tarikh-Sind or Tarikh-i·ll;1a'~umi, see Prashad, op. cit., pp. xxx, XXXI.

Som-;-of his inscriptions are mentioned by Blochmann, op. cit., pp. S79,

S80~ while the Fat1?-pur inscription is given in Keene's Handbook to ARraJ.

ul-Umara] (Mir) Ma'~um Bhakkari
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lhe expression ~~ YyD}t is discussed by Beveridge, Akharnama,

translation I, p. 574, and translation III, p. 4~, note 4. It apparently means
shaving off the beard and moustaches.

2 Text ! t' but Gawarich in Gonda district, see Beveridge, op cit.,. r; ')'>

p. 4~, note 5.

.1
]

I

Ma'~um Khlin Farankhudiul-Umarii]

centre with great force, and Shahbaz Khan losing courage took to

flight. He did not draw rein till he reached Jaunpur which was at a

distance of 30 koso Acc!dentally a rumour gained curreny in the

army that Ma'~um ,Khan had been killed, and his men began to

disperse. He reached the battlefield and was surprised. Meanwhile

the left wing of the imperialist army, which did not know of the

defeat of their leader, appeared. Ma'~um Khan was taken by

surprise, and on being wounded withdrew to his camp. As his camp

had been plundered by the imperialist army, he hastened to the

town of Oudh. Shahbaz Khan having consolidated his position

at Jaunpiir started again to fight. The battle took place at a distance

of seven kos from Oudh, and Ma'~um Khan after being defeated shut

himself up in Olldh. 'Arab Bahadur and Niyabat Khan, who were

the mainstay of his folly, left him. Ma'~iim Khan abandoned his

family and property, became a vagabond, and to disguise himself he

shaved off his beard etc 1
• The Zam'indar of Gawarich2 on account of

his former acquaintance brought him to his house, and seized his cash

and valuables. In a wretched plight he crossed the Saru, and went

to Raja Man the proprietor of that area. He sent some men with

him on the pretext that they were guides, but suspecting that he had

jewels in his possession, he secretly prompted them to murder him.

Ma'sum Khan found this out, and won them over with a bribe and• -f-

retired frdm that place.

Meanwhile Maq~ud, one of his servants, joined him, and placed

all his savings at his disposal. That headstrong again thinking of

rebellion started intriguing. In a short while a number of mercenaries

were collected. He plundered the city of Bharaich after its capture.

Vazir Khan and others started from I:'Iajipur to punish him. For

[ Maatil ir-

1 Blochamann gives good account of his life in his translation of A'in, I

(2nd edn.), pp. 491, 492. For Shahbaz Khan's expedition against him see p. 418.

2 See B1ochmann, op. cit., p. 480.
3 Ghazipore in the United Province.;, see Imperial Gazetteer, XII,. p~. 222-230 .

In Akharnama, Text III, p. 281, Beveridge's translation III, p. 410, It IS r~corded

that he was granted Ghazipiir as his fief and Jaunpiir was taken from him and

given to T arsiin MuJ:!.ammad !>-~an.

4 The account is based on Akharnama Text III, pp. 129-IB, 138-1~0;

Beveridge's translation III, pp. 483-488, 4~-499' Mirza MllJ:!.ammad f:Iabm,

Akbar's brother was the governor of Kabul.

5 Now known as Barausna in the Slll!anpiir pargana, Beveridge, op. cit.,

486, note 2.

N1f\'~OM !5HAN FARANKHUDP

(Vol. m,pp.24c-249)'

He was the son of Mu'in-ud-Din Khan Akbari2
• After his father's

death he was favoured by the King with the rank of 1,000, and

a t d the fief of Ghazipur3
• At the time of the rebellion in Bengalbran e --- . d

and Bihar by Ma'~um Kabuli and Baba'i Qaqshal, he ac~ompal1le

Raja Todar Mal and apparently set his heart on the purSUIt of .the

rebels, but he behaved obstinately and presumptuously. The amval

of Mirza Muhammad Hakim4 in the Panjab and the movement of

Akbar in that direction c~used his evil natl1re to reveal itself and he

took the path of disobedience. He forcibly seized Jaunpur from

T arsun Khan's agents. As from his childhood he had been favollr~d

by the King, Akbar, Ollt of excessive kindness, gave him Oudh 10

fief on the condition that he would sur.render Jaunpur. Apparently

obeying the royal order he left for Oudh, but in reali~~ he. was

preparing for rebellion. Shah Quli Khan Ma~ram and Raja Blrbar

were sent from the Court to reform him. That headstrong fool

threw off the mask of shame and uttered improper expressions.

Finding that it was impossible to reform him they returned. Shah~az

,Khan was hurrying to chastise the Bihar rebels; hear~ of ~a'~um

Khan's behaviour, and in the 25th year marched to pUl1lsh him. A

battle took place near Sul~anpur Bilhari5
• Ma'~um Khan attacked the
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MA'$OM KHAN KABULI
4

(Vol. III, pp. 292-2 9 6)

guished for his bravery and his work. As Khwaja l}asan Naqshbandi,

w~o was the Mirza's factotum, was for some reason not on good terms

With Ma'~um Khan, and wanted to ruin him, he, from foresight, in

the 20th year came to Akbar's Coun. He was granted a rank of

5~0, and was granted a jagzr in Bihar. In that province he fought

With Kala Pabar, who was one of the great Afghan leaders, and dis

tinguished himself by his courage and bravery. He was victorious,

but received several wounds. As a reward his rank was increased to

1,000 and in the 24th year Orissa l was included in his fief. But as

the ~obles .of that province (Bibar) were oppressed by the severity of

tbe Impenal clerks in the execution of the branding regulations, and

they were stirring up rebellion,2 Ma'~ut11 Khan, out of ingratitude and

presumption, joined them, became their leader and started a commo

tion. Eventually he became known as Ma'sum 'A~i (the rebel).

When tbe news of the approach of the imperial army was received,

he hurried off to Bengal, and joined the Qaqshals and rebels of that

area; and with all the combined forces he besieged Mu~affar .Khan at

Tanda. In spite of all his resources for resistance he lost heart and

out of avarice and love of life sent Ma'~iim Khan 20,000 a~hr:fis in

return for a promise that his honour would be safeguarded. As a

result of the confusion Qaqshals and other rebels swarmed over ~he

fort from all directions. M a'~iim I<han in accordance with the promise

tlnt he would get most of tbe property, came alone to Mupffar Khan's

quarters where the latter was standing armed with some of his slaves,

and was wavering whether to fight or fly. Ma'~iim Khan proffered

affection, but as that unfc'rtunate (Mu~affar Khan) had lost his senses,

he did not use the opportunity and put the rebel to death. Suddenly

there was a disturbance in the female apartments, and Mu~affar Khan

tll-U mara]

1 Akbarnama Text III, p. 410. Orissa is a long way from Bihar, and if the

name is correct, it looks as if he had been sent away to get rid of him. From

Text p. 285 and translation p_ 418, it appears that he held Patna also as his fief.
2 The accounts of the rebellion and 1'v1a'~lll11 Khan's share in it are adapted

from Akbarnama, Text III, pp. 100-3°4, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 444-450.

[Maathir-

He was a Saiyid of T urbat in Khurasan. In the reign of Humayun

his uncle Mirza 'Aziz5 was promoted to the high office of Vazzr. He

was the foster-brother of Mirza Mul:ammad l}akim, and was distin-

Text 6)~ )1:" variant a}~ }"i'~ but it appears ro be Jalanpara.

2 ....;;._~ in the Text is apparently Mihsi in Champaran district in Bihar.

3 Akbarnama, Text III, p. 309, and Beveridge's translation III, pp. 576, S77·

In note 1 on p. 577 Beveridge discusses the contemporary records of his murder
and notes that according to Iqbalnama+Jahagiri he was by Akbar's order

murdered by Sikandar Qalmaq.
4 Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 476, note 1.

5 He is not mentioned in Akbarnama, but in Blochmann's A'in, op. cit"

p. 595, he is mentioned as first on the list Df Vazirs or ministers of finances.

a long tune there was a battle of cannon and muskets. One night

Ma'~um Khan leaving everything fled. He went to Jalanpara
l

and

once again collecting men plundered the town of Iv1ul:ammadpur. He

was making preparations [or the sack of Jaunpur, but the fief-holders

of the area made a compact against him. 'When he saw that his

scheme was not likely to succeed, he made a supplication to the Khan

A'~am Koka The latter sent a petition to Akbar, and securing a

pardon for' him had the area of Mihsi2 granted to him as his jagzr.
He was about to rebel again when Mirza Koka proceeded to amend

matters. Hearing of this development and not being strong enough

to oppose Mirza Koka, he took leave and started for the Court. In

the 27 th year he reached the Court at Agra, and through the interces

sion of Maryam Makani his offences were again excused. During this

time, in the year 990 AD. (1582 A.D.) he was at midnight return

ing to his lodgings from the Darbar, when some men attacked him,

and he was killed. Enquiries were instituted, but the affair was not

cleared up. Some people at the time believed that occurrence
3

had

taken place at Akbar's insrigation. But God alone knows!
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Akbarnama', Text III, pp. 400, 401, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 61<)-62
2

.

2 Akbarnama" Text III, pr. 787, 788, Beveridge's translation III, p. 118o.

3 Badshahndma, I, p. 399. His appointment as thanadar of Ghazni is also

mentioned there.

went there. Ma'~iim Khan repenting of his own courage came out,

and always blamed himself for this rashness. After Mu~affar
Khan was put to death, grand titles and jagirs were distributed, a.nd

coins struck in the name of Mirza f:Iakim. This verse-which

Ghazzali of Meshd had composed, perhaps at the time when he was

accompanying :Khan Zaman Shaibani, who also had the Khu{ba read

in the name of Mirza f:Iakim-became famous:

Verse

In the name of God, The Merciful, The Compassionate!

Mul)ammad f:Iakim is the heir of the Kingdom.

When :Khan A'~am Koka was appointed to punish the rebels,

Ma'~iim lCl!an made a pact with Qutlii Lohani, who during this oppor

tunity had taken possession of Orissa and a part of. Bengal, and

opposed the imperial army. When the Qaqshals havl11g ~uarrell~d
f b

., M- - K-k M'l'sum Khan
with him, sent a message 0 su missIOn to 1 lrza 0 a, '. --
took to flight 1 • In the 28th year2 he renewed the strife, and hotly

engaged Shahbaz :Khan who had joined the Bengal army. But ~1e
suffered a signal defeat, and, when Jabbari and other rebels left hlln

he took refuge in the Bhatl country. With '!sa !<l!an the Zamin.dar
of that area he repeatedly attacked the royal territories, but every time

he was defeated by the imperial army. At last in the 44
th ye~r

100
7 A.H. (1598-99 A.D.) he c1ied in the same country. After hiS

death his son Shuja3 with Qalmaq-a purchased slave of Mu:pffar

Khan who had become famous as a swordsman and called himself Baz_. ,
Bahadur-joining with some evil T uranis created disturbances for s.ome

time. In the 46th year he surrendered, waired on Raja Man Sl11gh

Kachwaha, the governor of Bengal, and was favourably received. In

the reign of Jahangir he was exalted by appointment to ~hazni as

Matlab Khan Mirza Matlab. - .ui-Umara]

He was the daughter's son of Mukhtar Khan 2 of Sabazawar. His

mother was the famous Gulrang Banii Begam, who was married to

Mirza Mul:sin son of Saiyid Mirza younger brother of Mukhtar

Khan. Ma~lab Khan, through his lucky star and the recommen

dation of h~s mother, rose high in Aurangzib's reign, and was appoint

ed to the high office of the Bakhsh"i 3 of the Al:adis. In the 29th year

he became 2nd Bakhshi a~ deputy of Bahramand Khan who was sent

to the station (thana) of Anandi. In the same year, on the death of ~aif

Ullah Khan, he was appointed M"irTuzuk. In the 41st year he received

the title of Khan, and his rank was increased to 1,500 with 500

horse4
• As at the Court he had been found to be zealous and

energetic, he was often nominated as Army-Sazawal of the forces

deputed to chastise the robbers (Mahrattas) which duties he discharged

successfully. Afterwards when, on the death of Bahramancl Khan

Na~r~t Jang became the Mir Bakhshi, but. was principally occupied i~
scounng the country of the Mahrattas, Ma~lab Khan returned to the

Court and acted as his deputy with full authority after the conquest

of Wagingera. In this post his influence gradually increased, and

he was honoured with an increase in the number of horses of his

rank and granted kettle-drums5
• Towards the close of Aurangzib's

MATLAB KHAN MIRZA MATLAB

(Vol. III, pp. 650-653)'

thanadar, and in the reign of Shah Jahan he was granted the rank of

1,500 with 1,000 horse and the title of Asad Khan. He died in

the 12th year. His son Qubad attained the ran~f 500 with 300

horse 1
•

~ He is described in Badshalmama, II, pt. 2, p. 22" as Qubad son of

ShuJa .Kabuli. His rank according to the list at the end of the work, p. 749 was

500 With 200 horse and not 300 horse as given above.

2 For a notice of Mukhtar Khan of Sabazawar see M aathir-ul-Umara, Ill,

pp. 4°<)-413.

3-5 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 240, 386, 505·

(Maathir-
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MIHR 'AU KHAN SILDOZ

(Vol. III, pp. 217, 218).

He was an officer of the rank ofyear of Akbar' ' 1 ' 1,000. About the close of the 5th

, s reIgn le was sene with Adh V'h-
and rendered good '.' I a111 ~an to take Malwa

servIce 111 tie battle with S- B I -d
17

th
year he . 1 M- az ala ur. In the

was WIt 1 Ir Muh d Kh-. amma __ an Kalan in the vanguard4

[ Battle of Balapur 10th A
L

' ,ugust, £720

2 Iterally : sons of the h h' ", C osen or t c Sal d I I '
In the reply, there is a pun th d b-I yl s', n tie expressIOn fa'il ml1khttil'

. . on e ou e meanmg of th d ,- - . .
expressIOn IS also used i 11 III . e wor mu~l!tar. TIllS

n . ext ,page 660 m th d I'
Matlab Kh-' ' d ' e secon me of the verse

, ~at1 IS eSlgned as M tl b Kb- .
III, p. 744 where hI" . I 'A a. a ---..:an Bani Mukhtar in Text V~I

, s son-m- aw I d Kh- 'd . v ,

3

Akb _ T s a ~an s eath IS recorded
arnama, ext II, lB" . 'with B- B h-d" , p. 35, evendge s translatIon II, p, 208 'T}

az a a ur Is deSCrIbed b B "d ' [1 lC battley even ge on pp 211
4 Akbarnama T.ext III B' " 212., . P 24 ever d' I'is clescrib d b B"d '"' 1 ge s trans anon III, p, 11. The battle

e y even ge on pp. 32-36,

7 1Mihr 'Ali Khan Sildozul-Umara]

in Gujarat· he had d'

Uma
_ " a comman 111g personality. L hra an d l' ater t e Amir-ul-

£p0111te 11m as the Fa 'J- f B
I Ali KI _ . h '. UJ ar 0 aglana. He joined'Alam

_13n Wit a strong . 'cOl1tll1gent and 111 the b 1 1 . I -
lost everything !\ h ' " att e Wit 1 Asaf Jfth

• • < t t e same tllne Mubariz Kh- I .
Haldarabiid had com " __an, t le governor of

_, " e to ll1tervlew Fath Jang H k d f
Khan s daughter for I' Kh _,' . e as e or Ma~lab

liS son __.. wap Asad KI - T
account of his indigent ' _13n. hey say that on

CIrcumstances a sum of r:
the marriage expenses M I b Kh- d money 'was I1xed for

. at a an emanded b h
Matlab Khan b . -- more, ut e refused

"'_ ecame angry and said t I' .
negotiating for the match :,Be.' 0 t le ~narnage brokers who were
Mukhtars

2
" 0 f ' Just. She IS a daughter of the Bani

_ . ne 0 them, who was vcr .. I '
also are an agent for h ." y conVlVla, replied, "You

, t e marriage. Ab- T-l'b -
stncken with misery . I u . a 1 Khan, who was

, went Wit 1 the said KI - H .
was appointed governor of tl f f SI -'I __~an to . aldarabad, and

le ort 0 la lpur In K -I -k d
prosperity. In the bIb _ ' u pa ,an attained

, att e etween Asaf rt d M b- '
had been wounded B 1 1 .' a 1 an u arIZ Khan he

. . ot 1 tlle brothers died' A -b- '
appoll1ted times. m uranga ad at theIr--

t

,
~7'.., i

...

I Battle of }ajau, 18th June, 17°7, See Sir }adunath Sarkar's edition of

Irvine's Later 1\1ughals, I, P'P. 22-34,
2 This appears to be the Tausrah of Bayley's map, west of G6dhra and

between it and Aqmadabad.

Verse

I will give up rectitude for crookedness,
If this person be the Murta~la the favoured I'll be an outcast

(khariji).

Ma~lab Khan in company with the Prince received several severe

wounds in the battlel against Bahadur Shah. Khan-Khanan Mun'im

!<J~an carried him off the battlefield seating him behind his elephant

driver. He died of these wounds. He was powerfully built and

tall, and notorious for his stupidity and ignorance. As the possession

of paternal qualities proves genuineness of origin, his sons also were

not without these characteristics. He had tWo sons. The eldest,

who was the son-in-law of Jan Sipar Khan Bahadur Dil, received his

father's title in the reign of Bahadur Shah. The second, who was

the son-in-law of Tarbiyat Khan Mir Atish, had the title of Abu

T~ilib Khan. In Farrukh-siyar's reign the elder was the Faujdar of

Gujarat. When he was removed from there, he, in consequence of

the new relationship established as a result of the marriage of his

sister's daughter _ the daughter of the deceased Kamyab Khan-with

Amir-ul-Umara !:Iusain 'Ali Khan, went to Aurangabad, and settled

there. His younger brother was made Faujdar of G6dhra and Thasra
2

reign he was one of the relatively small number of the principal

officers, and was appointed from time to time to chastise the enemy

(Mahrattas) in the neighbourhood of the camp. On the death of

Aurangzib he joined Prince Mul}ammad 1\',:am Shah, and was the

recipient of special favours. He received the title of Mur
ta9a

Khan.

He was a man without distinction of constancy. Ni'mat Khan

Mirza Mulfammad !:Iaji, from whose compositions scarcely anyone

escaped, wrote this verse:



Mihtar Khan [Maathir- tll-Umara] Mihtar Khan
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73
which marched to Gujarat, and took part Il1 the battle against

Mu!}ammad J:Iusain Mirza. Later he joined Qutb-ud-Din Muryammad
Khan in pursuing the said Mirza. In the 22nd year when Akbar

went to hunt at I:Ii~ar he honoured l Mihr 'Ali by alighting at his

house. In the 23rd year he accompanied Sakina Banu Begam2 who
was sent to Kabul to advise Mirza J:Iakim (her brother). In the 24th
year he accompanied Raja Todar MaP to chastise 'Anb who was
creating a disturbance in the Eastern districts. He rendered good

service there. Nothing more is known about him 4
•

MIHTAR KHAN

(Vol. III, pp. 344, 345)'

He was a slave of Humayun, and his name was Anis5
• He was

captured from Karrah Manikpur, and became gate-keeper among the
servants of the Zanana. In the early days on Humayiin's journey to
'Iraq he followed the royal stirrups, and served as the treasurer. When
in the 14th year of the reign of Akbar the fort of Ranthambhor was
captured, he was appointed to guard it". In the 2 I st year when
Kunwar Man Singh was appointed 7 to chastise Rana Pratap of Mewar

I Akbarnama, Text III, p. 232, Beveridge's translation III, p. ~28.

2 Op. cit., [Text III, p. 245, Beveridge's translation III, pp.~52,15~; also

see note 3 on p. 352 for Sakina Banii Begam.

3 Op. cit., Text III, p. 287, Beveridge's translation III, p. 422.

4 For some further details of his life see Blochmann's translation ~f A'in, I
(2nd edn.), p. 481. Sild6z was the name of a Chag!!ta'i clan. According to rhe

Tabaqat-i-Aka'Pari, De's Text II, p. 445, translation II, p. 672, he was originally

a servant of Bairam Khan and rose to the rank of I,SOO.

5 Anis-ud-Din according to Blochmann, A'in (2nd edn.) I, P. 459. Mihtar,
according to the same author means a prince.

6 Akbarnama, Text II, p. 338, Beveridge's translation II, p. 459. The fort
was taken from Rai Surjjan Haral in March, I s6g.

7 Akbarnama, Text III, p. i66, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 216, 217.

Kunwar Man Singh, who was appointed to the expedition, left Ajmer in April,

1576.

the name of Mihtar KhJ:n was also included among his followers. On
the day of the battle he was in the rear of the victorious army. Later
on being appointed to help the A mtrs of the Eastern districts he was
able to render valuable services. After a time he was left in the
Capital city of Agra. H'lVing been appointed to a man~ab of 3,000

dhiit-o-sawar, he died l in the 3rd year of Jahangir's reign corresponding

to 1017 A.H. (1608 A.D.). He was eighty-four years of age. His
simplicity was well-known all over. They say that during his gover
norship of Akbarabid, a caravan of merchants had encamped outside
the city. Their camels were stolen by thieves. When this news came

to the ears of the said Khan, he came to the spot, and looking right
and left said, "I have found it." After a while someone enquired:
"What have you found?" He replied, "It is the work of thieves."

So the people in the neighbourhood were collected, and after having

reprimanded them he said, "I am granting you a respite for tonight.
You should look round. If the camels are not produced tomorrow,
you will render yourself liable for punishment." With his simplicity
he was very good-natured. He used to pay the allowances of his army
month by month. And he was not devoid of courage and valour.

As he was Kayath 2 (Kayasth) by origin he used to favour this sect
greatly. His son Munis Khan, in the reign of Jahangir, received a

man~ab of 500 foot and 130 horse. Abu Talib the grandson of
Mihtar Khiin was in that reign the treasurer of the province of Bengal.
They say that one day Abu Talib came to Qasim Khan 3 the $ubadar
of Bengal, and in the open Darbar remarked apropos of nothing that
the nature of his office was fully known to the Nawab. As earlier on
Qasim Khan had been a treasurer of that province, he was greatly
displeased and broke up the assembly. People said to Abu Talib:

I Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge) I, p. 153.
2 Apparently he was a convert from the Kayasth or the writer class (Imperial

Gazetteer, I, p. 294). Blochmann's reading Kati (op. cit., p. 459) is apparently

ltlcorrect.

3 Qasim !Shan son of Mil' Murad Juwaini, for his life see Blochmann, op. cit.,

pp. 559, 560.
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MJR JUMLA Ktii\N-KHi\Ni\N

(Vol. Ill, pp. 7 11 -7 1 3)'

1 For further details about his name, life and titles see Irvine, furn. As. Soc.

Bengal, LXVII (185)8), p. 161, and his Later MUf!.hals (SarkaI' edn.) I, pp. 267, 268.

According ttl this account he was born in loSl A.H., 167°-71 A.D.
2 l).h:ifi !S-.han, II, pp. 728, 729. According to Irvine 1898, op. cit., p. I';')

and Later Mughals, I, p. 260, he was the "superintendent of the khawas or

attendants and of the ghusal-khana, or privy council reom."

"Why did you make this remark? Don't you know, that the Nawab

previously held your post." The next clay he came and in the open

Darbar expressing his regret stated that he was not aware that the

Nawab also had previously held that office. Qasim Khan smiled a
sardonic smile and said: "All this is after the manner of your ancestor

Mihtar Khan."

I Irvine, fourn. As. Soc. Bengal, LXXII (1903)' pp. 37-42, and Later MUf!.hals,

p. 275-281.

. 2 l).hafi l).han. II, pp. 741, 742. Also see Irvine, fourn. As. Soc. Bengal

(lc)o4) LXXII, pp. 57-60, and Later Mughals, I, pt. 300-302.

3 l).hafi IS.han, II, pr· 76<), 770. Irvine, 1904, op. cit., pp. 29<;-2<J8. and Later
Mughals, I, pp. 329-332.

the Emperor's signeting was in his keeping. As this hot-tempered
lvhwh'll had . dd, I' I. u" , su tn y tlsen to suc 1 a great rank, he became very
Jealous of the influence of the Barah Saiyids-who attached no impor

tance to tl~e services of others as compared to their own, and out of envy

reported 11Ighly exaggerated accounts of their actions to the Emperor.
He becan'e knowll . f d" f . I'. as an III ormer an lJ1stlgator 0 punts lInents from
the. executIOns of Dhulfaqar .Khan, tJidayat Ullah Khan and others}.

T~lls was the cause of the resentment of Saiyids 'Abdullah Khan and Hu

S~l111 'Ali: I<ha~l and they ce.ased to attend the Darbar. In the 2nd yea; of
Farrukh-slyar s reign An1lt-ul-Umara tJusain 'Ali, who was appointed

governor of the Deccan, did not agree to proceed to the Deccan ulltll

Mir Jumla, 2 who was appointed as the governor of Parna, had left.

On his arrival there, Mir Jumla, who had a large force: l and much equip

ment, got lllto difficulties about the payments to the troops. He,
therefore, was alarmed, and secretly getting into a screened palan

qUll1 I~f~ for the Court. At that time a quarrel had sprung up with

the SalYI~s, and as every day was full of suspicions, the Emperor
rdused 111ln all audience. Consequently he went to Saiyid 'Abdullah

and humbled himself before him. He resorted to dissimulation.

And men went after him and demanded their salaries. In his help

lessness he sought refuge in the house of Muhammad Amin Khan

Bahadur.. The King with a view to ending thi; affair punished-him

by redUCing hiS rank, appointed him to the Panjab, and ordered that
the salaries of his men be paid from the royal treasury. After the

arrest of the Emperor, he presented himself before the Saiyids, and

was exalted by being appointed as the $adr-i-Kull. But he did not

have the honour and dignity that he had formerly enjoyed. He died

111 the reign of Mul!ammad Shabo In the province of Patna the

(Maathir-Mir Jumla J(han-J(hanan

His name was 'Abdullah1 and he was by birth a T uranian M ulla.

He himself told someone that when he was in his native country as a

student, he one day for the sake of amusement went with a party

to a garden outside the town. Suddenly a member of Ozbeg robbers

came and put the party to flight. He climbed over the garden wall,
and took the road to India. As he had no equipment he endured

great hardships in the journey. During the reign of Aurangzib when
he reached India, he was at first appointed Qaqt of Jahangir~agar

(Dacca) in $uba Bengal, and was later transferred as the Qaqt of

'A~imabad (Patna). When Mul).ammad Farrukh-siyar reached Patna

and sat on the throne, he developed a close friendship with him, and

later accompanied his stirrups. And later when Farrukh-siyar fought

with Jahandar Shah and was victorious, he was appointed to the rank

of 7,000 with 7,000 horse, and exalted by the grant of the title of

Mir Jumla .Khan-Khanan MU'a~pm .Khan Bahadur Mu~affar Jang.
Although ostensibly2 he was the Superintendent of the Dtvan-i-Kha~

and Superintendent of the Post (Dak), but he was all-powerful and
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Mushals with him greatly oppressed the peasantry and inhabitants.
He also was without pity, kindness and prudence. In spite of this

he did his best to counsel everyone who' turned to him for advice.

(MIRZA) MIRAK RAQAVi

(Vol. III, pp. 218, 21 9)'

He was a Ra4avi Saiyicl of Mashhad. Originally he was a compa
nion of 'Ali Quli ~ban Zaman. In the loth year of Akbar's reign

1
he

came to the Court to offer excuses on behalf of ,Kban Zaman, and, as"

a result of his intercession, the misdeeds of Khan Zaman were
pardoned. In the 12th year when the news of the rebellion of Khan
Zaman reached the Court, the ~yfirza was seized and made over to

,Khan Baqi ~lJan~. The Mirza fiinding an oppartunity managed to

esca pc from the prison, but he was caught after f<han Zaman was
killed. By Akbar's orders he was every day thrown before a mast

(intoxicated) elephant, but the driver had been instructed to deal
with him gently. On the 5th day he received the good news
of his life having been spared at the solicitations of the courtiers
and after a time was received into favour, and was granted a suitable

man~ab and the title of Rac.lavi Khan. In the 19th year he was
appointed the D'ivan of Jaunpllr. In the 24th year he was made the
Belkhsh'i of BengaP. In the 25th year when the rebellion of the fief

holders of Bengal took place, and they assembled on the other side
of the Ganges, he with Mu~affar Khan, the governcr of Bengal, was
on this side of the Ganges. When there was a talk of settlement he

1 Akbarnama, TCJ~t II, p. 268, Beveridge's translation II, p. 19.8·
2 Akbarnama, Text II, p. 285, Beveridge's translation II, p. 421, and nGte 1,

for !<-han Baqi ~an. The escape of Mirza Mirak is recorded on p. 288 of the

Text and p. 424 of the translation. A detailed account of' his being thrown

before an elephant is given on p. 297 of the Text and p. 416 of the translation.

In a note on the same page Beveridge adds that according to Bayazid Mirak

was the Atka of Salima Bcgam, and that the mahout was told not to kill him.

3 Akbarnama, Text III, p. 265, Beveridge's translation III, P·186.

and Ril'i Patr Dils with one or two men were sent by Mu~affar Khan
to counsel the rebels. Some of the companions of Ra'i Patr Das

suggested the slaying of all the rebels, and he in his simplicity men
tioned this secret to Rac.lavi Kban. The latter, who was known for
his duplicity and cowardice, conveyed a hint about the plot to the
rebels 1

• They went away from the Assembly, and raised the cloud of
rebellion and took him under their protection. Nothing more

is known about him.

MiRAK SHAIKH HARAVP

(Vol. III, pp. 518,519)'

He was the brother's son of Qa~i Aslam". During Jahangir's
reign he came in his early youth to India from Khurasan, and lived
with Mullii 'Abdul Salam in Lahore. The latter was o'ne of the
recognized learned men of that city, and had a high reputation as a

theologian. For nearly fifty years he sat upon the ma~nad of autho
rity, and composed a commentary on I3aygavi 1

• He was appointed
l'v.!uft'i of the royal camp, and died in tbe first year of Shah Jahan's
reign. Mirak Shaikh studied a great deal, and later entered the
service of Shah Jahan. He was honoured by his appointment as the
instructor of Prince Dara Shikoh and the other princes. As a mark

of royal favour he was appointed Writer of Authentic Accounts, and in
the 17th year promoted to the post of the Examiner of Petitions.

In the 28th year he became the D'ivan of the Begam ~al:iba (Jahan

Akbarnama, Text III, p. :294, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 411' 414·

Mir Mir3k's name is given thele as Rac.lavi Khan, and it is stated that after his

betrayal "that ignorant rendered cf the veil (Razavi K.) was imprisoned."

2 For an account of his life see Btidshtihnama, II pt. 1, p. 144, pt. 2, P' 75"·
3 His full name was QcU!i MU9ammad Aslam; for his life see Mtlathir-ul-

Umarti, III, pp. 89-92. -
4 The reference is to the famous commentary on the Qura'n by Na~ir-ud-Din

Abu Sa'id 'Abdullah AI-Bayc.lavi, see Blochmann's Ges. Ar{/,b. Lit., I, pr;. 410,

417.



Verse

In the reign of the King, who pardons offences :Inc!

79
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Miran ~adr Jahan PihiniI4l-UmaraJ

Couplets

Of God, men say, He had a son;

Of the Prophet that he was a sorcerer.

Neither Goel nor tl P 1 Ile rap let las escaped the slander of men

How then can 1 escape their malicious tongues?

Miran returned from Turan in the 1 'K-b 1 I 34t1 year, and was appOinted
to a _u . n the 35th year on the occasion of the feast of the month

of Aban there was a Wil .' I K' ,_ _ " le party 111 t le 1I1g s presence. Mir Sadr

Jahan Mufti and Mir 'Abdul Hl I M- Adl .cups. TI K" . ,yy, tle ltr' both lFI:lffed the
le lng reCIted this verse l

:

Ara), and by an Illcrease of 500 foot with 50 horse his rank became

2,000 with 200 horse. Later he was granted a further increase of

5°°·When Mu4ammad Aurangzib Bahadur through his conquests and

good fortune brought the whole of India under his control, Mirak ...

Shaikh received increased favours, and on the occasion of the an

niversary of the 2nd year of the reign he was granted an increase of

500, and thus his rank was raised to 3,000. At the end of the 2nd

year he was appointed the Chief $adr in sllccession to Saiyid Hidayat

Ullah Qadiri. As he had grown very old, he was removed from that

office in the 4 th year, and about the same time he died in 1°7
1

A.H.

(1660-61 A.D.)

MlRAN ?ADR JAHAN PIHANP

(Vol. Ill, pp. 348 , 35 1
).

Plbani 2 is a village of the Lucknow dependancy. Miran was a

learned and pleasant-dispositioned man. During the reign of Akbar

he was, through the influence of Shaikh 'Abd-un Nabi:\ appointell

the Chief Muftz (Law Officer) of the imperial territories. When

'Abdullah Khan Ozbeg, the ruler of Turan, wrote to Akbar that the

chief obst',cle to their correspondences was Akbar's reported heresies,

Akbar, in the 3 1st year, sent Miran as an ambassador with l:-lakim

Humam, and in his letter, in reference to this affair, contented:)

himself with the following two couplets;

i For his life see also Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn,), pp, ')22,

5
2
3; his name is given as ~adr Jahan Mufti.

2 Pihan'j in the Hardin district in the United Provinces, See Imperial

Gazetteer, XX, p, 136. Badayfllli, Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Text Ill, p, 14
1

, says

that it is in Qanauj; see also Haig's translation III, p, 19S, note 1,
3 This is hardly correct, Akbar's letter is a laboUt'ed defence of his ortho-

doxy and zeal for faith, see A kbarnama, Text III, pp, 496-')01, Beveridge's trans-

laticn III, pp, 752 -76 1.

condones Sins,

tIafi~ swills and the Mufti empties the cups.

Up to the 40th year I' k{' I L h. ,liS ran W:lS 7°°, :lnd he became the Chid
,M( r. ater ~ w d 1. f - as promote to t 1e r:lnk of :In A mzr with the m b
o 2 000 WI J I _ _ ansa
lAbel' N' b- 1e

l
n a 1anglr as a prince read the 40 Traditions w'lth

-un- :I I t 1e Sadr IS" I. I' , ' . ' t 1e alYI( acted:ls his Khalzfa (Preceptor'
Ie 1O'IOUS matters) TI P' - 111v . 1e rInce was very fond of h' 0
promised the Saiyid that if he bccl! I K' lun. ne day he
debts or give him whatever offl'ce' 111e tdle. d

111g
, 1e would pay hisle eSire Af I ' '

JahallO'ir 1 ft 1 I' . tel' 11S accessIOn
vet Ie c 10lce to 1Yfiran H k

upon himself, and asked f h" I e too the payment of debts
or t e 1a11\: of 4 ° J h- - .

this r:lnk
2

d' d' I 00. a anglr gave him
., ,:In I11crease hiS JOW d ' fl

in the office of Sadr' h f er an .111 uence by confirming him

S
' 'd .' e also granted hun QanauJ' as his fief TI

alYI wa bl' b ' . 1e,s a pu IC enefactor D' I '
$cldr of J1hiing-Ir I . urIng lIS tenure of office as the

, 1e gave away so 'Khan Ja'far re J '., many maintenance-lands that Asaf
_ p0rteo to the Kl11g, that M- - h d' .'Iran a gIven away 111 five

I This is the fi f_ rst verse 0 an ode of Hafiz of Sh- -
2 Tu k' T h- _" ., Iraz,

zu -z- a angm (Rogers & Beverid e) I
page Beveridge includes a short f g, 1". 22, In a note on the same
b account a Jahan - . d' I

Y lami with 'Abd-un-Nabi and tl 'd ,gtr tea mg t1e Forty Traditions
lC mUl er of AlJd-un-Nabi by Abul Fac,ll.



family who could keep alive the name of his ancestors. He was

distinguished for courage, bravery, valour and daring, which were the

characteristics of the family. His sound judgment, perceptive powers

and sterling qualities singled him out among his contemporaries.

Owing to wounds received during a battle he was subject to lapses of

memory, and became 3ddicted to intoxicants, and so did not rise

very high. For a long time he was attached to the auxiliaries of the

Deccan forces. In the 19th year of Jahangir's reign at the battle of

Bhaturi! when Lashkar I5.llan and many other officers were taken

prisoners by Malik 'Ambar, Mirza Manuchihr, who was at the height

of his youth, was severely wounded, and made a prisoner. For a long

time he was imprisoncd in Daulatiibad. As he had behaved bravely

in the battle, he, after his release, received 2 from Jahangir the title of

Mirza Khan, the rank of 3,000 foot with 2,000 horse and a Rag and

drums:
l

• After the accession of Shah Jahan he received royal favours,

and in the 6th year was appointed as the Faujdar of Bharaich4
• When

in the 8th year Najabat Khan was censured for mismanagement of

the expedition to Srinagar (Garhwal), Mirza Khan was appointed

Faujdar 5 of the Damam-i-Koh Kangra in his place, and received a

jagir. About the end of the 9th year he owing to a derangement of

his mental powcrsG went into retirement, and was insane for a long

time. After his recovery, he served for a time as the governor of

Oudh, and later as the Faujdar and fiefholder of Mandu. In the 25th

T

I
,I

i
I

Mirza Khan Manuchihr
\

I t Akbar' llad granted in fifty ')'cars. He lived to the age ofyears w 1a ' ' , . . ..
b t tllere was not the lcast failure eIther Il1 hiS Il1tellcct120 years, u '

or in his senses. It is stateel that he h~ld been rcduced to a skeleton,

and always rcmained lying on his bcd of wcakness in his house. Bl~t

I K· '1) I n out of stretwth for IllSwhcn he camc to t le 1I1g s rescnce, 1..., tJ

love of dignity, remaineel standing for long periods, and came anel

wcnt by the steps without any assistance.

Verse

Out of weakness he cannot stand 11 p for prayers,

But before the King he remains standing till night without
a staff.

H 1· l' 20 A H (1611 AD) It is stated that the Saiyid hadeCleClnlO .. .,.

a poetical framc of mind, and in the beginning of hi~ care~r he uscd
. s Later when he was exalted hy IllS app01l1tment asto compose vel se . ,

the Mufti, he in accordance with the strict tenet~ of Shar"i'at abstaineeP

from writino- verses. His eldest son Mil' Badr 'Alam became a recluse.

His seconel :on Saiyid Ni?-am Murta4a !s:llan rose to the rank of an

Amir; 311 3ccount2 of him is given in another place.

MIRZA Ll:iAN MANOCHIHR

(Vol. III, pp. s,86-S89)'

;;, ul-Umara]

'._i='--_--.. . ~

Mirza Khan Manuchihr

I I

p. !21. 4 Badshahnama, I, p. 484
II, pt. I, pp. 9); 216, 217.

He W3S th~ son of Mirza Iraj Shahnawaz Khan:1 son of 'Abel-lit"

Rahim Khan-Khanan\ He was the last relic of the family of Bairam

Kh~n, ~nel ex~;pt for him there was no one belonging to this august

1 Sec Badayuni,op. cit., Text III, p. 141, Haig's translation III, p. 199· .

2 Maathir.ttl-Umara, Ill, p. 479-481. He was the son of a Brahman WIfe

of Miran
3 S;e Maathir-ttl-Umaril, II, pp. ~45-648..His na~~ there is given as Shah-

- Kh-an Ira)' See also Blochmann s translation of A tn, I (2nd edn.), pp. )60,nawaz~ .

)61, and pp. 550, 551.
4 A1aatIJir-ul-Umaril, I, pp. 693-713; Beveridge's translation, pp. ')0-6'); also

Blochmann, op. cit., pp. 354-361 .

1 Tuzl1k-i-!ahangiri, Text, p. 392; lqbalniima-i-Iahtmgiri, p.2)6. The battle
is stated to have been fought at a distance df S kos ,from Al.rmadnagar. \The na,me

of the battle is not mentioned in Cambridge History of India, IV;, but it is brieRy

described and the capture of many imperial officers by Malik 'Ambar's forces is
noted, see pp. 173, 262, 263'

2 It is mentioned in Tuzttk-i-!ahangiri (Rogers and Beveridge), p. 88, that he

was granted the rank of 2,000 personal and 1,000 horse. He is also stated as

having separated himself trom Shah Jahan, and joined the Service of Shah Parviz,

P· 269·
3 Badshahnama, I,

5, 6 Badshahnama,



[ Baashahnama, II, pt. i, pp. 231-233 and Sir Jadunath Sarkar's History of

Aurangzib, I, pp. 41 , 42 . .. _

2 Sec Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 18YI86. The name of Zammddr of

Deogarh is given there as Kesari Singh and it is stated that he had only I4

elephants.

year after the death of Al}mad :Khan Niyazi, he was appointed gover

nor of the fort of AI~madnagar, and in the 28th year was made the

governor of Ilichpur1 • As Kukiya, the Zamzndar of Deogarh, had

paid tribute to Khan-Dauran Na~rat Jang after the 1~th year, .and S111ce

Kirat Singh2 , his son, who succeeded him, had not paid a farth10g ~o the

Court, Prince Mul}ammad Aurangzib, the Viceroy the Deccan, 111 the

29th year in accordance with orders, sent Mirza Khan ~ith ~adi ~ad
Khan, governor of T elingana and a number of Deccam Ar~l1ts ,aga1O~t

h· When Mirza Khan reached the borders of Kirat S10gh s tern~1m. _
tory, the latter was farsighted enough to realize that it was in his

interest to obey the royal orders, and therefore submitted peacefully.

He waited on Mirza Khan and agreed to pay up the arrears of the

tribute clue for all years upto the last year. Mirza Khan returned

from the expedition, and brought with him Kirat Singh and all the

twenty elephants which he had, to the Prince. . In t~e 30th ~ear he

rendered good service in attendance on the Pr111ce 111 the Golconda

campaign. He had charge of the north battery and made himself

well known by his brave deeds in chastising the enemy. A~ter peace

had been made with Sul~an 'Abdullah Qu~b Shah, and the Pr111ce turn

ed back to Aurangabad, he was permitted to return to Ilichpur: Bu~ he

did not render any service during the campaigns which the VictOriOUS

Prince (Aurangzib) had to conduct against the other claimants to the

empire. On this account, and perhaps for other reason~ als~, he ~as

deprived of his rank by Aurangzib, and sp~nt a long time_111 ret~e

ment. At last owing to his devotion to Shaikh 'Abdul La~lf Burhan

puri, who was held in great respect by the King also, he in the 10th

year was restored to favour, and was exalt.ed by the grant of the r~n~
of 3,000 with 3,000 horse; and was appomted fiefholder and FaUJdar

a<HWAJA) MU'A??AMI

(Vol. I, pp. 618-622)

~.

I
I

I
I

(Kbwaja) MU'a~~amul-Umara]

of Irij. There he died in the 13th year, 1083 A.H. (1672-73 A.D.).

He laid out a garden in Burhanpur and presented it to Shaikh 'Abdul

La~if, of whom he was a special disciple. His son Mul}ammad

Mun'im was a good and noble man. He accompanied Aurangzib to

Upper India during his march from the Deccan in his attemp[ for the

kingdom, and was granted the rank of I ,500 and the title of Kban. He

accompanied Aurangzib's stirrups in all the battles and rendered good

service. In the 2nd year he was appointed governor of the fort of

Agmadnagar in succession to Darab Khan.

He was a full brother2 of Maryam Makani. From his early years

he was not free from a perturbed brain and hot temperament. He

frequently committed improper acts. Humayun, out of regard for

Maryam Makani treated him with forbearance. As he was attached

to the King's stirrups during the journey to 'Iraq, he acquired greater

regard and influence. After the conquest of Kabul he foolishly wanted

to join Kamran, but the King though aware of his intention~ took no

notice of this. In the expedition to Badakhshan, he had an alterca

tion about matters of religious bigotry with Mugammad Rashid, who

was the Vazzr, and at the end of the month of Ramadan he entered

his house with a number of desperadoes, and murdered' him with the

sword of injustice. Being afraid of the King's wrath he fled to Kabul,

and was, according to orders, imprisoned there. Through the medita

tion of intimates he has again admitted to the Court, and received

1 The biography is based mainly on Akbarnama, Text I, pp. 216-21 9,

Beveridge's translation II, pp. 334-337, and Tabaqat-i-Akbari, De's Text II, pp. 17'),

176, translation, pp. 109; 287-2~. A short notice of his life is also included in

translation III, pp. 466, 40, notes 1-3.

2 Half-brother or uterine brother on the mother's side according to Beveridge

who comments on the words 'ayyani ;Jlld akhyafi, see Akbarnama, Beveridge's

translation I, p. 44, note 3.

[Maathir-Mirza Khan Manuchihr

.'---'--'--------------.....---.........----_.__._.,....---



[Maathir- ul-Umara]

c~~......~• ..........--------------r

(Kbw:ija) MU'a~~am

Zamln Dawar in fief. As he was, however, without any true relation

ship with the King, this outward relationship acted as a drug which
produced infatuation and he several times behaved improperly. At

last in the year 962 A.H. (1554-55 A.D.) he distingui-shed himself in
the battle of Sirhind1 with Sikandar Shah Sur, but after the victory he

wrote improper things to Sikandar, and manifested loyalty to him.
When the J(hwaja was questioned he stated, "I was doubtful about
the King's opinion about myself, and I so arranged tbat this writing
should reach him in order that he might have greater consideration for

me and I might be granted higher employment." Humayun impri
soned him, and later banished him. He hastened off to the I:Iijaz,
and committed violence upon violence. He returned to India, and
displayed the same evil qualities. One day in Akbar's Darbar, when
the nobles were assembled, he had a futile altercation with Mirza

'Abdullah Mugllal, who was one of the great officers, and running up
to him fisticuffed and kicked him. On another occasion he behaved

rudely to Bairam Khan, and placed his hand on his dagger. He was
again banished. He went to Gujarat, and spent some time in distress.
After being in miserable circumstances, he has exalted by being re

admitted to royal service, and was treated with favour.
As by nature he was not possessed of moderation, he again became

a mirror-holder of violence. Bairam Khan was thinking of banishing
him when he himself fell into disgrace, and after his fall the Khwaja
by virtue of his exalted lineage received high honours. But he fell
a victim to his evil nature, and committed several improprieties. At

last in the 9th year, 97 I A.H. (1563-64 A.D.) Bibl Fa~ima-who
was Humayun's Urdu Begi2

, and also held an influential position in

the harem of Akbar and whose daughter Zuhra Aqa3 was married to

the J<hwaja and was continually ill-treated by him-came one day to

I Battlc of Sirhind on 2nd Sha'ban, <}62 A.H. (22nd JUllC, I')')') A.D.), see

Akbarnama, Beveridge's translation I, p. 6v·
2 For Bibi Fa~ima see Beveridge's translation of Akbarnama, I, p. 494, note 3·

3 Zuhra Agha in Beveridge's translation of Akbarnama.

Akbar and lamented that the Khwaja was preparing to go to his
pargana-fief, and to take his wife with him. On account of his
inherent wicked and suspicious nature, it was certain that he medita
ted the murder of this chaste lady; he had threatened to do this
repeatedly, but had not carried out his intentions in the Ca'pital
owing to his apprehensions of the King's justice. Now that he was
taking l~er to his fief, what would happen to her. Akbar showing
compassIOn for the distress of this old servant answered that he was
going out to hunt, and that for her sake he would pass by the

Khwaja's house, and when the btter appeared before him, he would
give him good advice, and forbid him to take his wife with him.

Akbar crossed the Jumna by boat, and started for the

Khwaja's house attended by not more than twenty servants. As the
obstinate nature of the Khwaja was well known to him, he sent Mlr

Faraghat and Peshrau Khan to acquaint the Kbwaja of his august
arrival. When the J5bwaja heard that the King had sent these
officers after crossing the river, he became violent and said "I will not
present myself before the King." Then full of wrath he hurried to
his harem with a dagger in his hand, and with the dagger killed
Zuhra Aqa, who had just come out of the bath and was dressing.
Then he put his head out of the window, and throwing the blood
stained dagger, exclaimed in a loud voice "Go and tell (His Majesty)
I bave sbed her blood." When the King heard of this outrage, he

boIled over with indignation and entered his house. The mad man
buckled his sword, and came to the presence holding the hilt of the
sword in his hand. Akbar angrily asked him "What does this mean?
You have your hand on your sword, but understand that if you
make the least movement, I will give you such a blow on the
head that your soul will fly out." The mad man lost control of his

~and and feet, and those present arrested him. When he was ques
tIoned as to why he had killed his innocent wife, that monster replied
111 a raving manner and used abusive language. At last he was silenced

by blows and kicks, and was taken off to the river dragged by the hair
and kicked. Although they ducked him several times, he showed a



MU'A??AM KHAN SHAIKH BAYAZIO

(Vol. III, pp. 365, 366).

MU'a~~am Khan Shaikh Bayazidul-UmaraJ

He was one of tbe grandsons of Shaikh Salimi of Fat~pur. His

mother was the wet-nurse 2 of Jahangir. About tbe end of Akbar's

reign be was raised to tbe rank of 2,000. After Jahangir ascended the

throne, he was granted an increase of 1,000 and exalted by the title of

MU'a~~am Khan. In the 3rd year his rank, personal and by increase,

was raise~ to ~,ooo with 2,000 horse. Later he was appointed

t~ the high offICe of the governor of Oelbi:1• M ukarram Khan4 was

hiS son, and son-in-law of Islam Khan 'Ala' -Ud-O-111 5 I__ , W 10 was a

high official and had been granted a flag. For a long time he served

under his father-in-law, who was the governor of Bengal. He behaved

firmly in the expedition of Klich .E:Iajli6, and distinguished himself

I Shaikh Salim Chishti, surnamed Shaikh-ul-Islam, was a descendant of

Shaikh Farid of Shakarganj. Jahangir was named Salim after him. For an

account ~f him see Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1881), pp. 233, 234·

2 Tuzuk+lahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge), I, p. 32; where it is stated that

Shaikh Bayazid's mother was the "first person who gave me milk, but for not more

than a day." On the same page it is noted that Bayazid was promoted from the

rank of 2,000 to 3,000. The grant of the title of Mu'azzam Khan is recorded

on p. 79, and his promotion and appointment as governo~· of Dclhi on pp. 137

and 171.
3 The biography of Shaikh Bayazid ends here and the remainder is devoted

tv an .aceount of his son. Jahangir mentions Mu'a~zam Khan's tomb at Fat4piir

Sikri. III the record for the 13th year or 1618 A.D. (op. cit., II, p. 73). Perhaps
he died much earlier as the promotions of his sons and their being sent to Bengal

to Islam Khan are mentioned in the 6th year, 16! I AD., op. cit., I, p. 202.

4 A short account of Mukarram ~han based on the notice of his life in

Maflthir is given in Salam's translation of Riya4-us-Salatin, pop. 205, note 2.

5 For Islam Khan's governorship of Bengal see Riya4-us-Sala~in, Text,

pp. 175-Ilh, translation, pp. 173-179. For his life see Maathir-ul-Umara I

pp. 118-120, and Beveridge & Prashad's translation, pp. 6g2, 693· "

6 Kiich f:Iajii was the western part of Cooch Behar. For an account of Mukar

ram Khan's conquest of Kiich f:Iajii see Badshahnama, II, pt. 2, pp. 64-67.

[Maafbir-

Verses

I According ttl Badayiini (op. cit.) the verses were probably composed by Mir

'Ala-ud-Daulah, the author o£ T adhkir,1t -ush-Shu'ara (see Badayiini, loco cit., p. 239,

note I). As pointed cut by Sir \Volseley Haig the chronogram gives the year 971

and not 971, but it may be that the KLwaja was in Gwaliyar for two years before

he died or was put to death.

The great Kbwaja whose name was MU'a?pm,

And who was an ornament of the world,

Slew his wife and himself was killed

By the wrath of the Em peror, Jalal-ud-Din Akbar.

When I asked him the year of his death,

That emblem of auspicious qualities answered at the time:

Without tbe face of tbat world-illuminating beloved

I suffered at length the great martyrdom.

great tenacity of life and did not cease to abuse. While it appeared

certain that he would perish in the whirlpool of royal wrath, but from

the tenacity of life and hardness of heart he remained alive. The

King sent him to the fort of Gwaliyar for imprisonment, and told

.NJaryam Makani that as a retaliation for the murder of his innocent

~vife he had put him to death. That c haste and noble lady approved

of this action. Later he had an .attack of melancholia, and dlcd

of this derangement of the brain; and was buried on the ridge in the

precincts of the fort. Later his body was taken to Delhi.

It is the sine-qua-non of the high office of sovereignty in matters

of retribution that no consideration should be shown for friends or foes

and relations or strangers, and to administer justice to the oppressed,

so that royal associates and government officials might not use their

positions as a means for oppression and tyranny. It is well-known

that Akbar paid no regard to relationship, and inflicted condign

punishment on him the same day. Accordingly one
l

composed ,the

following verses in reference to the date.
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MUBARAK KHAN NIYAZI

(Vol. Ill, pp. 511-513)'

He was the grandson of Mu~ammad Kha~ ~iy~zi3. His ~ath~r

Muzaffar Khan died without "3ttall1ll1g any dlstll1ctlon. He 111 IllS
you~h became a servant of Jahangir. When in the ?rd year of S~lah
Jahan's reign Burhanplir became the seat of royal residence, Mubarak

Khan's rank was increased to 1,000 foot with 700 horse, and he was

se~t with Rao Ratan to Telingana4
• When Na~iri Khan Khan Dauran

Mubarak an Niyazlui-Umara]

was reappointed Commander-in-Chief in that area, Mubarak Khan

whose family was noted for bravery and courage, and with whom per

formance of duty and sacrifice was but natural- performed deeds of

valour and distinguished himself in the company of the said Khan in

the conquest of the Qandahar fore. He was rewarded with an

increase of 500 with 300 horse in his man~ab, and in a short time his

rank was gradually increased to 2,000 foot with 2,000 horse, and he

was raised to the dignity of an Amir. And as he in the company of

Khan Dauran again distinguished himself in the conquest of the forts

of Udgir and Alisa
2

, his bravery and loyalty became apparent to all.

In the loth year at the request of Khan Dauran he was granted a flag

and drums. He was for a long time employed in the 0uba of Berar,

and laboured hard to improve the town of Ashti\ which his grand

father had made his home, and which his uncle A~mad Khan Niyazi

had developed. Consequently he is remembered there to this day.

During the period of government of Islam Khan Mashhadi, hot words

passed in the Divan in connection with some affair. Because of his

anger and self-respect he could not restrain himself, and started for the

Court. On arrival he was graciously received, and was attached to the

auxiliary forces of Kabul area. In the 27th year he was appointed to

the thanadari and fief of the two Bangashes, which formed the assign

ment of Sul~an Sulaiman Shikoh. As be could not properly manage

this area which was a hot bed of sedition, he was removed from his

office in the 29th year, but remained attached to that province. In

the 2nd year of Aurangzib's reign he was again appointed Faujdar of

Bangash in place of l:"lusain Beg .Khan. It has not been possible to

ascertain the date of his death. He was very fond of faqirs and loved to

I This is in the "Kandahar taluk in Nander District, Hyderabad"-see
Imperial Gazetteer, XIV, P. 377.

2 "Udgir taluk in Bidar District, Hyderabad," Imperial Gazetteer, XXIV,

pp. I 10, I I I, ,and "Owsa in Osmiinabiid District, Hyderabad, id. XIX, 294.

3 "Ashti in Bhir District, Hyderabiid," Imperial GaiGetteer, VI, p. I I. In

reference to Ashti also see MaZithir-ul-Umara III, P'·176.
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I His name is given as Qasim Khan in Riyaq-us-Salatin,T,ext, p. 181, trans

laticn, pp. 1]9, 180. His full name was Muq.tsham IS-han Shaikh Qasim Fatq.piiri.

For an account of his life see Matlthir-ul-Umara III, p. J55·

2 Iqbtilnama+lahangiri, p. 287 and Riyaq,-us-Sala?in, Text, pp.. 205, 206,

I t'~n p 2CY7 Form the latter account it appears that the aCCldent tooktrans a Iv, . _ I'

I · 6 A H 1627 AD) but the place whence he started is not mentioned.pace 111 1°3 .., .. ,
In Stewart's History of Bengal, p. 238, he is stated to have st;arted from Dacca.

3 For his life see Maathir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 372 -376. _

4 Badshtihnama, I, p. 2{)8. The appointment of Na~iri ~an ~s Com~~I11

der-in-Chief in place of RaID Ratan is mentioned on p. 308. The details of vano~s

increases in the rank of Mubaa-ak Khan are taken from Badshtmama. In the list

of officers is given as 2,000 horse.

b h· . He brought Parichat the Zamindar of the area beforey IS services. '. .

h or As hl'S hther-in-law died at that tl me, and the charget e govern . ' _. _ . 1

of Bengal was assigned to Mu~tasham Khan Shaikh Qaslm, the

brother of Islam Khan, he served under him for a year as the

Faujdar of Klich l:"lajli. At last becoming disgusted with the improper

behaviour' of Qasim .Khan he returned to the Court. In the 21 st

year of Jahangir's reign he was appoil~ted governor of Bengal. in place

of Khanazad Khan, and a farman to tim effect was sent to him. He

go~ into a boat to go and receive the farman. En route he asked the

boatman to steer the boat to the shore as he wished to say the

afternoon-prayers. A storm rose up ~ean,,:hile, an~ t~e boat was

sunk. Mukarram Khan was drowned With hiS compamons .



pcrity began to overf1O\y. His rank was incrcased and he was appoin

tcd ~akhshi on the establishment of Prince Kam Bakhsh. During

the siege of the fo~t of Panhala 1 he had charge of a battery, and

afterwards was appol11ted Faujdar of Sangamne"r2 which was one of the

Crown-estate.s of A~rangabad. For his skill and ability he was

rewa~ded With the title of Amanat Khan, and in the 47th year was

appol11t~d Faujdar of Bai4apur, which was 24 kos from Aurangabad.

In the wne of Bahadur Shah he was made Superintendent and Faujdar
of holy Surat, and went off there.

When Khan Firuz Jang\ the governor of Gujarat, died, Amanat

Khan hastened to AI:madabad, seized all his money and property, and

took proper measures for the protection and government of that

important area. His rank was increased as a reward, and he was

exalted by his appointment as the governor of Gujarat and also

raised to the dignity of an Amir. When Jahandar Shah became the

Emperor, the province of Gujarat was granted to Sarbuland Khan5
,

and Amanat Khan, through the intervention of K6kaltash Khan Khan

Jahan, ~as appointed governor of Malwa. After his arriv~l~t Ujjain,

the cap~tal of the province, he sent peaceful messages to Ratan Singh

Chandrawat, the Zamindar of Rampura, who in Aurangzib's reign had

. I Parnala of ,Text and in Maathir-i-'Alamgiri is Panhala the histtlric hill fort

111 Kolahpiir State, Imperial Gazetteer, XIX, pp. 396, 397. It was attacked on 19th

M~rch 1701, and on receipt of a heavy bribe delivered by the Ctlmmandant
Tnmback on the 7th June; see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, V,

pp. 173-177.
2 Sangamner 111 Ahmadnagar District, Bombay, Imperial Gazetteer, XXII,

p. 5°·
3 Maa!.kir-i-'Alamgiri p. 472 .

4 His full name was Mil' Shihab-ud-Din, Ghazi-ud-Din Khan Bahadur

Firiiz Jang; see Matlthir-ul-Umara, I!, pp. 87-882, Beveridge's translation,

pp. 587-592. He died in 1122 A.H., 17IO A.D., in the fourth year of Bahadur
Shah's reign.

.5 ~hafi Khan, II, p. 693. Amanat Khan's appointment as the governor tlf
~alwa IS mentioned on the same page, and his fight with Islam Khan is des-
cnbed on pp. ~3-~7' -
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Mubariz Khan 'lmad-ul-Mulk

serve darvishes. None of his family after him acquired distinction.

At present in Ashti also nothing remains but ruins and vestiges.

MUBARIZ !'CHAN 'IMAD-UL-MULK
1

(Vol. III, pp. 729-746).

His name was Khwaja MuJ::ammad, and he came in his infancy

with his mother from Balkh, his birth place, to India. When they rea

ched Gujrat in the Panjab, he was presented to Shah Daulah
2

, who was

a ~U£i darvish and who was greatly revered by the inhabitants of the

Panjab. That great man foretold the child's good fortune and pre

sented him with a portion of his own darvish-dress. Later, when he

carne to years of discretion, he, after searching for employment for

some time, attached himself to Mirza Yar 'All, who, though he held

only a minor office, had a high place in the Emperor's (Aurangzib's)

affections. The Mirza handed over to him his own signed papers and

made him do his work. At last by the Mirza's kindness his fortune

was made, and being appointed to government service he was made

adjutant to the 3rd Bakhshi. Later he became known as the deputy

of Sardar Khan K6twaP. About the same time be married the daugh

ter of 'Inayat U1Iah Khan\ who was one of the great men of Kashmir.

The garden of his fortune started to blossom and the river of his pros-

I This account with information from other contemporary sources forms the

basis of the excellent biography of Mubariz Khan by Irvine in Later Mughals (Sir

Jadunath Sarkar's edition) II, pp. 138-15°'
2 According to Davis, GUj'Mt Gazetteer (IS92-93), p. 161, "Shahdaula was a

Pathan and claimed descent from the Emperor Bahiol Shah Ltldi; at the same time

the Gujars assert that he belonged to their class, and the present high priest at

the shrine professes to be a Saiyad." According to the Imperitd Gazetteer XII,
374, the shrine of Shah Daula in Garhi Shah Daula at Gujr1ifi: in the Panjab is

famous throughout and beyond the Province; it is the home of "human mons

trosities with narrow heads and weak intellects known as Shah Daula's rats."

3 Maathir-ul-Umara II, pp. 491-494.

4 Maathir-ul-Umara II, pp. 829"'832.

~:
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1 See Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghuls, pp. 135, 139· •
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Mubariz ,!5:.ban 'Imad-ul-Mulkul-Umara]

appointed as the governor of Gujarat. He had not been there a fort

night when the post was assigned to Da'ud Khan Pani\ and he was

granted the title of Mubariz Khan and appointed as the ~ubadar of

tJaidarabad; he took leave and started for his new post. He spent

nearly twelve years there in punishing the rebellious, and favouring the

submissive. The intractable recalcitrants were uprooted and the loyal

subjects were honoured by his kindness ahd favours. He never ceased

to exert himself, and was continually touring from one end of the

territory to the other. Although he did not have more than 3,000

horse in his service, yet he drove off large armies of Mahrattas. One

of the wretches, wherever he advanced beyond the borders received a

severe reverse from the I<han, and every time he wanted to attack

this zone, had to run away after being defeated by his strong force.

During this period tIusain 'Ali Khan came as the governor of the

Deccan and Mubariz Khan went to Aurangabad to interview him.

The latter immediately recognized his merits and treated him with

courtesy befitting his rank and position, and allowed him to return to

his post. When Apf Jah embraced Mu~ammad Shah's cause, and

started from MaIwa for the Deccan, the said Khan,. as he had pro

mised to support him, left tJaidarabad. Later, when Apf Jah after

getting rid of his opponents, took up his quarters at Aurangabad,

Mubariz !<han established a closer contact by waiting on him. And

both having agreed to a common cause he was promised the rank of

7,000 foot with 7,000 horse, and the title of 'Imad-ul-Mulk.

Fortunately the Saiyids (of Barah) from fear of whose malevolence,

A~af Jah could not rest even at night, selected the road of failure,

and serious suspicions were aroused. Mubariz Khan was making

arrangements for the marriag~s of his sons, and was preparing wedding

feasts. At this time A~af Jah resolved to go to the Court, but

Mubariz J\.han, who was very prudent and his well-wisher, did not

approve of this idea and pointed out his objections. After reaching

1 Mattthir-ul-Umarti, II, pp. 63-68; Beveridge's translation, pp. 458-462. His
appointment as governor of Gujarat is mentioned on p. 460.
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[Maathir-Mubariz Khan 'Imad-ul-Mulk

become a Musulman, and taken on the name of Islapl 1<han. At this

time, owing to the slackness of authority, he had imbibed ideas of

power and leadership in his empty head, and having collected a num

ber of men had laid hold of imperial estates. It is notorious, however,

that phulfaqat, in view of his enmity with Kokaltash !<han, had hinted

to the Raja that he should disturb Mubariz Khan in his work in order

that his patron (Kokaltash Khan) might be discredited. Ratan Singh,

who was weak in Islam and strong in rebellion, in. his pride refused to

accept Mubariz Khan's overtures, and obstinately opposed him. He

sent Oiler K.ban Rohila, who was one of the leading men of the

province, with a large force to the town of Sarangpiir, and he defeated

'Abd-ur-Ra1iim the Thanadar of the place; a large number of persons

were raken prisoners and many were killed. The grea~ .Khan, out of

regard for his self-respect and due dignity could not stand this injus~

, tice on the part of that ignoramus, proceeded with a force which was

not more than 3,000 horse, to put down the rebel, and prepared for

battle near the town which was not more than 23 kos from Ujjain.

Ratan Singh opposed him with 20,000 horse, many of whom were noted

Afghans, such as Dost Mu~ammad R6hila, who had not yet acquired

a Zamindari there, but had 3 to 4,000 horse. He attacked that Khan

on three sides so that he might capture him alive. After a fight with

rockets and guns, which were the fiery sinews of battle, there was a

stubborn engagement and the Khan was victorious. After the victory,

a man found the Raja lying on the field, and cutting off his head

brought it (to the Khan). It appeared that while the fighting was in

full swing, a cannon ball (gola' -i-rahktilay had found its mark and

killed him. The lucky Khan was loaded with booty, but wanted at

this opportune time to plunder and devastate Rampura the home of

that rebel. The wife of the Raja imploringly came with a tribute, and

induced him to refrain from doing so. Jahandar Shah sent him con-

.gratulatory farmans and granted him the high title of Shahamat I<han.

In the beginning of the reign of Farrukh-siyar, he was again



the pass of Fardapiir, A~af Jah realized the importance of the reasons

for his staying hack in the Deccan, and turned back. He wrote a

letter to the Khan praising him for his counsel and concluded with
the following verse:

1 Apparently A~af Jah demanded this tribute as a representative of the
Emperor .and with the intention of sending it to the imperial treasury at Delhi.

2 ,ThIS was apparently in view of the fact that his interests and those of the

~outh~rn Afghans were identical. He also was in unauthorised possession of
~mpenal lands at Sekak61 and elsewhere, and would have to pay for them. Sekak6]

IS apparently the Chicacole subdivision in Ganjam District, Madras, Imperial,
Gazetteer, X, p. 217. .
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6-~} in the Text is the Cuddapah District in Madras, Imperial Gazetteer,

XI, pp. snI.

companions, and raised the question of the decrease in the imperial

revenue. A demand was also made upon his agent for the payment

of the dues of the crown-lands. There was a verbal altercation, and

the Nawab openly declared his hostility. When the question about

the appointment of the governor of Kabul came up, A~af Jah represen

ted to the SovereiO'n that no one was better suited for the post than

Mubariz Khan; i~ the guise of friendship he wanted to get rid of him.

Later when in lieu of the Deccan, Malwa and Gujarat were assigned to

A~af Jah as a perquisite of the post of the Vazarat, he considered it

better that Mubariz Khan should be the $ubahdar, rather than a

foreigner being appointed to this post; he accordingly represented .to

the Emperor that perfect sincerity existed in the relations between him

and Mubariz Khan; and by a great deal of talk and writing made the

latter agree to it (made the balance of his mind incline in this direc

tion). But meanwhile his father-in-law 'Inayat Ullah, who was the

Kban-i-Samtin and Deputy Vazi"r at the Court, at the instigation of

the E~peror, held out prospects of castles in the air to him (show.ed

him green gardens), and excited his ambition. He flattered him

(rubbed in goose's oil), and inspired him with expectations. The

Khan in spite of his lorig experience was misled, and without consul

ting Nawab Fath Jang, obeyed the Emperor's commands on the

grounds of fidelity and loyalty. He had spent six or seven months

in the siege of the fort of PhiilcharI, which was near Machlibandar,

and which was held hy Apa Rao, rebellious Zami"ndar who was

showing bravery and courage in battle, when the farman investing him

with the government of the Deccan arrived. The J5-ban spent some

further time there, and having obtained possession of the fort by

treaty returned to J:Iaidarabad. . .
As the Southern Afghans were also concerned 111 this affair,

Bahadur Khan Pani Fauf:iar of Kurnul, Abul Fad~ son of 'Abd-un

Nabi Khan Faujdiir of Cuddapah1
, 'Abdul Majid Khan grandson

ui-Umara]
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Verse

What youth sees in a mirror,

An aged man sees it in an old brick.

Afterwards by mutual agreement A~af Jah went to Adoni. He

demanded from the chiefs and the southern Afg-hans who had I
b u-' ong
~en r:fractory ~n.d had_ accumulated a great deal of wealth, a fixed

tnbute:. Mubanz Khan who was fully conscious of the change in
the pOSItIOn, first went back to his own estates, and though h h ld" e s ou ,
to. 111s~lre terror, have brought a large force, he only had a small force
WIth him when he joined Asaf Jah Muba-rl'z Kh- d'd h'. . . _ an I not see IS

advantage in the Sardars submitting and giving-:ver whatever 1\saf

Jah demanded
2

, for he himself drank water from the same ciste;n

a~d as a res.lIlt Fatl~ Jang could not obtain even a hundredth part 0;
hiS expectatIOns. Though in view of the prevailiQg situation he did

not express .his dissatisfaction and the dust of dissension did not rise,

yet he was 111wardly greatly displeased. From that time he and the

other so~thern governors gave up all idea of their being accountable

to Deihl, and took possession of the territory of SekaoI-which was

a crown-land and for which he occasionally paid revenue dues-and

of other estates as the proprietor. When Nawab Fath lang came to

the Court, and was seated on the masnad of the Vazara;, he instituted

an enquiry about the allowances of Mubariz Khan and his sons and



------------------

his arrival at Aurangabad; this is apparently based on ~afi ~an, II p. 9S2,
where A~af Jah is stated to have reached Aurangabad in the end of Rama~lan.

He stayed there for two months and repeatedly wrote to Mubariz ~al1. At

last he marched in the end of Dhiil Qa'da and encamped at the bank of Jaswant

near the city of Aurangabad.

!'iliafi ~an, II, p. 955, has 7 or 8,000. Chartrana pargana is in S,rrkdr
Basim, see Jarrett, op. cit., p. 235.

2 !'iliafi !'ilian, II, p. 953.
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tered Aurangabad. At first he wrote urgently (to Mubariz Khan)

strongly deprecating the shedding of the blood of Muslims. The

noble-minded Khan, though he regretted that their concord should

have ended in this fashion, did not think it consistent with his reputa

tion and position, which was well known all over, to lose heart and

turn back, especially how was such a thought befitting his name and

honour while he was still an imperial servant. He, therefore, ignored

internal exhortations and prepared for battle. A~af Jah in concert with

Baji Rao and other Mahrattas marched forward with 6,0001 Mahrattas

to oppose Mubariz Khan. When he reached the Charthana pargana,

the doomed and accursed Kban in spite of all his courage and ex

perience, listened to the advice of a number of visionaries and pro

ceeded towards Zafarnagar, which was held in perpetual grant

(altamgha) by Bahadur Khan and was inhabited by the Afghans, with

the intention that he would get there rapidly by night marches, and

thell without halting proceed straight to Aurangabad. There were two

alternatives. One that the enemy would pursue them in a hurry, but

then they would have to leave behind their artillery on which they

mainly relied, and under such circumstances the chances would be in

his favour. And the second was that the enemy would not leave

their artillery behind, and so their arrival would be delayed. During

that time Mubariz ~ban's army would be able to take possession of

the city, which was the capital, and the family and the treasury of the

. leader (A~af Jah) and also the families and goods of the soldiers, and get

ready for battle. Leaving the River Purna2
, from which he had

marched 10 to 12 kos, he returned and recrossed It. He forgot that

Mubiiriz Khftn 'Imftd-ul-Mulkul-Umara]

:~,\

Aundeh in Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p. 216.

Kh-f- Khc II P 949 Soron is in the Etah District, United Provinces,2 a 1 ~ln, ,. . .

I
. -/G e-;;;'er XXIII pp 88 80 Sahlir is Sehore in Bhopal, Central Incha,mperta az ", ,., 7'

Imperial Gazetteer, XXII, pp. 160-162. "

. "d f R d ( J ) as the date of3 Irvine, loco cit., p. 142, gives en \) ama an 2 I st une

M ubariz Kjlftrl 'lmad-ul-M ulk

of Oiler Khan and his adopted SOIl. 'Ali ~han, and as represen-
---- I F d- f I Carnatic, Ghalib(ative of Sa'aclat Ullah !<"..lan· auj ar 0 t 1e

Khan son of Amir Abu Talib Baciakhshi came with a well

h 'I f I crossed theequipped force, and il1 tbe elg 1t 0 t le rams , '
Godavari near Nander, and proposed to spend the ramy season 111

Aundih l which was a pargana of Sarkar Balaghat in Berar.. Mean

while Nawab Fatl! Jang A~af Jab, who, on account of the Improper

behaviour of the imperial servants, had gone off on the pretext of

hunting, heard of the incursions of the Marh;,ttas into Malw~, an~

d I ' I f s- 2 I b ks of the Ganaes-Bhaglrathl.advance t lit ler rom, oron on t le an ' b

After expellin<T (he bandits from that area, he turned back from ncar

Ujjain, and ~ad reached the pargana of Sahur near Saro~lj when he

received a letter from Mul!ammad 'Inayat Kban Bahadur from

Aurangabad informmg him that at the instigation of th~ ~orthle~s
courtiers of King and backed by Southern Afghans, Mubartz ~han
Had accepted the governorship of the Deccan, and having received the

orders was proceeding in that direction. It was also generally repor~ed

that after taking charge of the government, he proposed to :Jdvance with

the Deccani troops to Malwa. Further, a body of men had been

deputed from the Court, who together with the troublesome ,clements

among their servants would give them no end of trouble, as It wo~ld

be objectionable to resist and difficult to submit. While he was coglt~

ting, a letter of Mubariz Khan's Vakil came into his hands.. As ~hl,s

contained the very purport of Mu4ammad 'Inayat Ullah Khan.s

message, it confirmed the statements of Mu4ammad. 'Inayat. HIS

hesitation was, therefore, at an end, and he tc;rned the rems towards the

Deccan. He marched rapidly and in the month of Dhul Qa<da of the

6th year of Mu4ammad Shah's reign (July-August, 17 2 4Y he en-
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of that day of Friday remained, Mubariz Khan with less than 10,000

horsemen marched against Fat~ Jang who had drawn up two armies,

one under his own command and the second under 'A4ad-ud-Daulah

'Iwa4 Khan Bahadur two kos from the town in question. Mubariz

Khan advanced on the right of 'Iwa4 :Khan, who commanded the right

wing of A~af Jah's army. Suddenly there appeared such a strean,

(nala) in front that men and horses sank in its mud up to their

chests, Finally the arrangements for the advance broke down and

their line became confused. There were hand to hand fights. If a

horse reared up, the pressure owing to the want of space was such that

it was pushed along in that posture. If a trooper fell, he did not

reach the ground, but remained hanging between the heads and flanks

of two horses and was carried aloft. At last the forces of the left

wing arrived. Meanwhile, the artillery thundered and flashed, and

leaving the enemy on the right, Mubariz Khan's forces came like

growling tigers and fell on 'Iwa4 Khan's right wing and reserves

(Altamash). The leaders of the victorious army (of A~af Jab) arrived

and delivered a heavy fusillade and slew the rash foe. Mubariz Khan

and his two sons were slain, and many leaders, such as Bahadur Khan

Pani who commanded the right wing, Mukarram Khan Khan Zaman

the leader of the left wing, Ghalib Khan of the vanguard, Abul

Fad: Khan Miyana, tJusaini Khan son of 'Ali Mardan Khan

tJaidarabadl, Amir Khan Deccani, Jagdeo Rao Jadun, both of whom

had deserted from this side and joined (Mubariz Khan's forces), and

Mul:ammad Fa'iq Khan Kashmiri who was the Divan of the deceased

and one of the distinguished men of the times, were killed (gave their

collars to the claws of death) with 3,500 men.

It is evident to the experienced that that unhappy Khan (Khan

Nakam) owing to his bad fortune acted with inopportune negligtnce

and languor in his enterprise. If on receipt of the farman he had

withdrawn his hand from the siege of Pondicherry and had given

his attention to the affairs in hand, things would not have come to

such a pass. After the siege too it is not clear why matters should

have been so protracted. Besides, he could have collected and equipp-

'.

(Maathir~
Mubttriz Khan ·Im1i.d~ul-mulk

KI. - (Mubariz Khan waS frightened; 1136
Dar giya Mubariz _!an

A.H., 17 2 4 A.D.). . ,. f F h
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Pd'M h 137 A H 2 (30th September, 17 2 4), when a third
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, h thern part of Baldana district of Berar, some 0 ml es om
Khera, In t ,: sou k Kh 1d d Fath Khelda of the Imperial Gazetteer, XII,
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2 23r In 1a I ~<, , . - - III 8 8
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Cambridge History of India, IV, p, 35°,
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Hindi of this date:
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by dispossessing the fort governor Sandal Khan. He conveyed

materials and men into the fort, and strengthening its fortifications

ouarded it for a year. But he had no talent for such work and was
n

helpless. He slept all day and kept awake all night, and carried on

the work according to the advlCe and planning of others who were his

well-wishers. Later Dilawar Khan who was his father-in-law and

had also married his aunt, acted as the mediator, and through him

Al)mad Khan received the rank of 6,000, the title of Shahamat J<han

and a fief in the same province. He was also excused service, and no

enquiry was made regarding his father's property. He then surren

dered the fort, and after some time received in lieu of I:Jaidarabad the

fief of Uthapur and Qawal. At present and since a long time he is

in Aurangabad, and has no business with anyone; he has also received

a fief in Khandesh. Another son was Kbwaja Mal)mud Khan, who

was severely wounded in the battle, but recovered. A~af Jah granted

him the rank of 5,000, :md the title of Mubariz Khan. At present

he has the title of Amanat K.ban, and holds in fief Amnera (Amner?)

in Khandesh. He is a true descendant (of Mubariz Kban). In his

father's lifetime he was governor of forts. He is a brave and intelli

gent man, and fitted for high offices. He is kind to the dervishes,

and is adorned with every virtue. He is an honoured companion of

Apf Jah. Another son was 'Abdul Ma'bud Khan, who went to the

Court in his father's lifetime, and Mul)ammad Shah, as the price of

his father's blood, granted him a high rank and the title of Mubariz

Khan, and appointed him Superintendent of the mace-bearers. He is

no longer alive. The daughter was married to Ibana Ullah I<han the

grandson of 'Inayat Ullah Khan. During the government of his

farher-in-law he was the Faujdar of Sikakol. Afterwards A~af Jah

appointed him governor of Bijapur. There he was signally defeated

by Ucla Chohan, a Mahratta leader, and later died as the governor of

the fort of Parenda. Though he was only a babbler he had acquired

some taste for letters. Mubariz Khan also had other sons. One of

them was Ijamid Ullah Khan. N awab A~af Jah, in accordance with

the Indian custom of wiping out blood feuds by marriage, married him

r
I

Mubariz Khan 'lmrid-ul-Mulk
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to his own sister, but even this close connection did not bring about a

reconciliation.

MUBARIZ KJjAN MIR KULL

(Vol. III, 595~597)

Mubariz Khan Rohilaul-Umdra J

MUBARIZ KHAN ROHILA

(Vol. III, pp. 442-444)

Ghilza'i and Sani1 tribes should proceed to punish the murderers. He

with great energy and skill collected a large army and set off. With

great exertions and excessive bravery, and leading their horses they

crossed the difficult mountains, and arriving in the rebel country

fought with them. Many of the enemy were slain. Among them

were fourteen of the leaders of Badra'o, who had come to help. The

sedition~mongers of Balghain were forced to withdraw into their

entrenchments. The Khan pursued them relentlessly, but on account

of snow and the very rocky nature of the terrain had to follow on

foot, and by excessive exertions reached the retreat of the rebels.

Though the latter did their best in the defence of their entrenchments,

the Khan and his companions carried away by force their sheep, and

at the time of return burnt their houses and returned victorious. As

a reward the Khan was granted an increase of 500, and granted a

flag and the title of Mubariz Khan. In the time of Aurangzib also

he served for a long time in Kabul. In the 9th year he was appointed

governor of Kashmir2
, and in the 13th year governor of Multan in

succession to Lashkar Khan. Later he was appointed as the Faujdiir of

Mathura, but in the 19th year he was removed from there. Nothing

further is known about him.

Mubariz Khan Mir Kull102

He was one of the Saiyids of Badakhshan. In the 23rd year

of Shah Jahan's reign 'he left his native land, and came to the royal

Court in India with some of his brothers and other relations. And

having been favoured by fortune he received the rank of 500 foot with

200 horse, and a present of Rs. 3,000. In the 22nd year he was

appointed Thanadar of the Tuman of Panjshir l
, which was one of the

tiimans of the ~iiba of Kabul. As he was not without resources.

he regularly received further promotions and in the 29th year his rank

was increased to 1.5°0 foot with 1,000 horse and he was granted

the tiimans of Alsa'i and Badra'i'? which are dependencies of the

Kabul ~iiba. In the 30th year 'Aziz Beg Badakhshi3
, who was one of

the auxiliaries of the Kiibul forces, was treacherously slain by the people

of the village of Balgbain-a dependency of Ma~miid 'Iraqi, which

was in his (Mubariz Khan's) fief. Bahadur Khan Dara Shik6hi, the

governor of the province, who was in Peshawar, in accordance with

the royal orders wrote to Mir Kull that he in company with the Na'ib

(Deputy governor) and other officers of Kabul, and the men of

;;WiLii

I See Jarrett's translation of A'lfl, II, p. 411, where this Tiimilll is included

In the northern depenckncies as Panjhir or Panjshir.

2 Various variants arc given in ftJotnote in the text, but the only likely

dependencies arc Badra'o and Alsa'i and ntJt Isa and Bal~ra as in the text. See

Jarrett, op. cit., p. 411.

3 Some details of the murder uf 'Aziz Beg Badakhshi are given in Khafi

~an, I, p. 736, and a complete account is included in WariEh's continuation

of Badshahnama. 'Aziz Beg had gone to celebrate his marriage. The inhabi

tants of Balzhain (?) invested him, and murdered him and his companions

some 900 in ~umber, on account of his halVing formerly put to death two of

their headmen. Balgbain and Mal:tmud 'Iraqi arc not mentioned in the A'tn.

In the reign of Jahangir he attained to the high rank of Amarat,

and held the mdn~ab of 3,000 with 3,000 horse. From the time of

-:sw, )u-y& of Text, but the variant u-t", ) lJjc is neater Ghilza'i

and Sani which are two tribes of Afghanistan, vide Jarrett, op. cit., P' 407.

2 This appointment as governor of Kashmir is mentioned in the 12th

year, 1079 AH. in Maathir-i-'Alamgirt, p. 83, as governor of Multan in place

of Lashkar !5Ean in the 13th year, 1080 AH., id., p. 104, and 'Abid Khan's

appointment in his place in the 14th year is recorded on p. 110. His dis

missal from the fdtljdarl of Islamabad Mathura is mentioned in the nineteenth

year, 1087 AH. on p. 152.
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Mub~riz T<:kin Rohiia

that monarch up to the governorship at Lashkar I<han
1

in the beginn
ing at Shah Jahan' s reign he was attached to the government at Kabul.
In the battle which Ibangtosh2 Ozbeg, the general ot Nadhar
Mul:ammad Khin, (the ruler of Balkh, fought against Khanazad
1<han [Chan Zaman near 0hazni, Mubariz Khftl1 was in the victorious

vanguard and did great deeds. Afterwards he became one of the

auxiliaries of the Deccan and in the conquest at Daulatibad he

distinguished himselF, especially on the day when f;han Zaman
conveyed treasure and provisions from ?-aEarnagar to Khirki which is 5
kos from Daulatabad, and is at present known as Aurangabad. The

'~\dil-Shahis and the Ni~am-Shahis formed one body and suddenly
attacked the centre. The leaders stood firm, and there was a fierce
fight. The enemy~ failed in their attack and retreated. With a view

to retrieving the situation they attacked the rear. On one side
Bahaclurji the son ot Jadi"1 Rai attacked like a storm and dispersed the
enemy who opposed him. On the other side Mubariz Khan, who
was also in the rear, advancing in a short while slaughtered with his
mighty sword large numbers of the enemy, and mixed with the dust
at the battlefield the blood ot those wretched vagabonds on whose
heads the hand of death had scattered the dust of mistortune, and so

marked the end at their existence
4

•

Aher the death at Mahabat Khan Khan Khanan when the char(Te.._ _ _ t:>

of the province of the Deccan was divided into two in the 8th year,

the Balaghat being assigned to Khan Zaman, and Payanghat to Khan
Dauran, the auxiliaries were also distributed. The fixed land customs

were also settled by mutual agreement. Mubariz !<han was appointed
to serve with Khan Zaman and went to Daulatiibid, and received an

I He is Lashkhar !'ili:in Abiil J:lasan Mashhadi, Maclthir'14I.U rf/ilrti, Ill,

pp. 163- 167, Beveridge & Prashad's translation I, pp. 83 1-834.
2. He is called Palangtoshin Banarsi Prasad's History of Shahjahan, p. 18<).

3 Badshtihnama. I, p. 517. The whole chapter beginning from p, 496 is

devoted to an aCCDunt of the conquest e.f Daulatabad.
4 This is a highly rhetoric pas,age meaning only that he defeated the

enemy.

,
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th f -. t:> ' OUglt u ness a second
, e sen 0 As. HIS whole life was s hpectably. ' . pent onourably and res-

(RAJA) MUDHKAR 5AH BUNDILAl

(Vol. II, pp. 131-134)

He belonged to the GJharwara4 tribe If'. . . n ormer times th I d
not so much dlstll1ction wealth and ey 13

d
., . ' property, and lived b bb

an Il1testll1g the roads. WI e P -b I Y ro ery1 n arta w 10 had founded Oorcha5,

,The da,te in the Text is wrongly o-iven
AH.,

16
44 A D see B-d h-h _ " as IOS6 A.H. It should be IO")~4

. ',. a s a nama, II, pt. 2, P-386.
2 The conqueror of Egypt wh d .

TIl
. . 0 estroyed the Library "t Al d .

3
h f . ' " exan na

. e Isrory 0 Bundilas written as B d 1-" .
Gazetteer IX pp 7~.72 Th I . un e as IS descnbed in the Imperial

, , . ~.' eycalmrob d ddf
war Rajpiit. The name is written . 1 . e l escen e . rom Pancham, a Gahar-

See as 6. ~<JJ.~ I ... )-+5v'" 10 the text.
4 Note 3 above. According to trad' . I -'

first rulers of British Bundelkh d . ,ltwn t le Gaharwar RaJpiits were the
in th T an , VIde ImperIal Gazetteer IX p 69 I /e ext. ' , . , )))..>

5 See Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn l -
of the text is Ondchh~ U h- 0 h _. 'I' p. 5°<;\, note I. Udcha

.1, rcc a rc ha or Tlk- 1 h' I .. amgar 1, W 1C 1 IS a Treaty State of
14 '
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became the Raja, he acquired power and frequently fought with Sher

Shah and Salim Shah. His son Raja Bh~rath Chand succeeded him.

As he was childless, his younger brother Mudhkar Sah succeeded him.

He became famous by his skill, diplomacy, courage and bravery and

surpassed his ancestors. In course of time he seized many places

in the neighbourhood. As a result of his large property, following,

and the increased territory, he became proud and challenged Akbar's

authority. Akbar frequently sent armies against him, and he submi

tted sometime only to reassert himself again
1

• In the 22nd year

~adiq Khan of Herat, Raja Askaran and Raja of Mirath were appointed

to chastise him. The generals tried to come to terms with him, but

he refused, and thq had to cut down the jungle. The area was very

heavily forested and consequently it was very difficult for the army to

march. One day they cut the trees, and the next day they marched.

They arrived at the river Sawa2(?) which was known by the name of

Satdhara (seven channels) and arrived in the north of Oorcha. Raja

Mudhkar prepared for battle with a large force on the bank of this

nver. A great fight took place, and the imperial army was nearly on

the point of defeat. But Mudhkar Sah with his son Ram Sah fled

and Hadal Raa3 , the 2nd son, was killed by a ball from a Gajnar.
~adiq Khan after the victory took up his quarters there, and Mudhkar

Sah finding himself in difficulty sent his brother's son to him, and

asked for pardon. In the 23rd year he, on hearing the good news of

forgiveness, came with ~adiq Khan to the Court, and received vanous

favours.
When Shahab-ud-Din Al:mad Khan, the commander-in-chief of

MUGHAL !5HAN

(Vol. 1II, pp. 49°-492)

He was the son of Zain Kh- K-k 3 .
]ahancrir

l
hI, ' b :: __ an 0 a. Dunng the reign of

b e lad een promoted to the rank of I 000 d
In the beginning of the reign of 51 -h J-h 1 ' an . 5°° horse.

la a an le was appol11ted to the
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Malwa, was appointed with M- -:- 'A - K-. _. Irza ZIZ oka to the D
palgn, the Rap was also ordered to a 1 . eccan cam-
. ccompany 11m He I

cltrant, and 5hahab-ud-D- Al ' . was reca-
. ll1 1mad WIth oth ~: £Ii d

chastlse him. \Vhen 1. ',. er 0 cers procee ed to
le came wlthll1 four k f 0

came forward with pleda ' d 1 os 0 orcha, Mudhkar
b es , an tlrouah the' d'

Askaran obtained deliver:: d b ll1terme late of Raja
. . ance, an came and saw 1

HIS rUl110us ideas a . :: 11 d ' t le commanders.
, gam compe e hllll to flee d I'

plundered. His son I d '_ . ' an lIS abode Was
. d d n arJIt took up 1m quarters in the fort of KI ' ,
.m oppose the forces, but soon fled In th 6 1 laJwa
(159

0
-9 I AD) Prince 5 1 _ _. e 3 t 1 year, 999 AH.

all the leaders ~f that c u ~an ~udra,d was appointed to 1\1alwa and
ountry waIte on hIm Ra', M -

kept aloof, and so tl P' 1 d '. p udhkar 5ah
. le nnce e an army ag h' Th '

retired. Akb' II d . al11st UU. e Rap
ar reca e the Pnnce 'md aft d

mendation of Sadiq Khan th R-' • er:v
ar

5 on the recom-

1
. '-' e aJa came and dId homage In tl

37tl year, 1000 A H (I . . le
came with 5adiq K'h-' 51 1

- 9.2 AD.) he dIed. His son Ram 5ah
1

. . .--,--an an waIted on Akbar in Kashmir d
graCIOusly receIved. Anoth f h' _,.' an was
whoseaccount2 is given separ::e~y. IS son was Blr 5111gh Dea Bundela,

,.
'yMudhkar Sih Bundila106

lV1aathir-ul-Umara, Text II,

I (2nd edn.), pp. .,67-16<].

Central India in the Bundclkhand Agency. The State lies "in the Bctwa-Dhasan
D6ab, and is bounded on the north and west by Jhansi District"-see Imperial

Gazetteer, XIX, p. 241.
On 26 Rabi'l, ~5' vide Blochmann, op. cit., p. 475, and Akbarnama,

Text III, pp. 229, 230, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 324-3 26.

2 Apparently Bctwa river, see Note above.
3 He is called H6ral Dev the eldest son in Akbatnama, op. cit., p. 326.
4 A gun carried en an elephant, see Akbarnama, op. cit., p. 'p6, note I,

I Hc is call 1 "R- Cl. ec am land son of Madhukar (Bundela)" .
op. CIt" pb 545. Jahangir I' Y- k' J h- __ 111 Blochmann,n uzu -1- a angzrz (R a" & B . ,
I, p. 160, refers to his man'iage with R~ Cl do"crs ever1dge s translation)

am lan's dauglt'· h h
2 lV1aathir-ul-U ,_ T :: 1 er In t e 4

t
year.

_ mala, ext II, pp 197 B'dpp. 4
2
3-4

2
5. . -199, even ge's translation,

3 For an account of Zain Khan K6ka6 ~ see
pp. 3 2-3370, and Blochmann's translation of' ;1'-

4 Badshahllama, I, p. 184. ZIl,
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governorship of Kiibul'. In the 9th year when Daulatabad became

the seat of encampment for the royal force, and the triumphant armies

under the leadership of distinguished officers were despatched for the

plunder and destruction of the 'Adil-Shahi territory, and the subju

aation of all the Nizam-Shahi forrs, Mughal Khan's heart's desire was
t) .. -L.J-- --

fulfilled by an advance in his command by 500 and SOD horse, and he

was attached 2 to Khan Dauran Na~rat Jang. And at the end of this

year on the 8th Jumada I, 1046 A.H. (28th September, 1636 A.D.)

through the bravery and courage of the great Sardar (Mughal KI~an)

the fort of Udgir3 , which was one of the strong forts of the Balaghat

Deccan and is now included in the ~iiba of Mu~ammadabad Bidar,

passed into the royal hands after a siege lasting a little more than

three months. The said Khan as a reward was granted an advance

in his rank of 500 foot and 500 horse, and appointed to look after

and safeguard that fort. He spent some time there, and became well

known for his humanity' and bravery.

The author of these lines, during a sightseeing tour, visited the

said fort in the 15th year of the reign of Shah 'Alam (in 1188 A.H.,

1774 A.D.), and observed that in the wall of a building, which was

situated inside the fort, an engraved stone was fixed bearing the date

of the conquest of the fort and the appointment of M ughal Khan;

probably it was fixed at the instance of the said JChin. Later in the

18th year he returned to the Court, and his rank was increased to

2,500 and 2,000 horse'i. As about the same time Khan Dauran

was appointed as the governor of the Deccan, the said Khan was

granted kettle drums, and attached to the forces under him
5

• In the

1 Badshahnama, I, p. 191. The name en this page is Mugbiil K!:an

instead of Mugbal Kbflll.
2 Badshahnama. I, pt. 2, pp. 136, 138.
3 Udgir in Bidar district, I;Iaidarabad, vide Imperial Gazetteer, XXIV,

p. 110. For Balaghat or the upland country of Berar see Imperial Gazetteer, VI,
p. 22. The appointment of Mugbal !91an as governor of Udgir is mentioned

in Badshahnama, I, pt. 2, p. 221.

4-5 Badshahnamil, II, pp. 417, 42 3, 641 •

25th year on being appointed as the governor of Thatha 1 he set off

for that area via Gujarat. He was full of valour and pleasant dis

position. He always tried to gain the confidence of the people who

were in trouble, and to comfort them; he thus gained a good repu

tatIon.

As Mughal Khan, owing to laziness and carelessness, did not

come to Qandahar for service under the exalted Prince Muhammad

Dara Shikoh, he was for this lapse of duty deprived of his' rank of

3,000 foot and 2,000 horse, and his fief. He passed some time

in these wretched circumstances, and later in the 30th year, at the

request of Dara Shikoh, was granted an annual allowance of Rs.

1,5°0. No record of his death has been found. They say that he

was fond of hunting, and as he loved to hear vocal and instrumental

music, he had collected a large number of musicians and singers.

MUGHAL KHAN 'ARAB SHAIKIj2

(Vol. III, pp. 623-625)

He was the son of Tahir Khan 3 of Balkh. He was presented to

Aurangzib in his father's lifetime, and attracting his attention was in

the 9th year was granted the title of Mugha1 Khan. Later he was

appointed Reviser of Petitions. In the 13th year his rank was in

creased to 2,000, and he was appointed Superintendent of the Mace

bearers in succession to Multafat Khan. In the same year he was

appointed Mtr T uzuk (Master of Ceremonies) and received a golden

staff. In the 15th year he was made Chief falconer (Qiishbegt) and

in the 19th year he was for some reason deprived of his rank and

fief. Afterwards he was reappointed to a lower rank, and in the

Badshiihnama, II, pp. 417,423, 641.
2 The biography is mainly based on references to Mugbal !'QJ1in 111

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri where further details about his app01l1tments and his

expedition are given.

3 Maa!!2ir-ul.Umara, II, PP' 75 1-754.



I Biindi State in Rajputana, see Imperial Gazetteer, IX, pp. 77-
8

7'
z j\1aathir-ul.Umara, Text II, pp. 305-307, Beveridge's U'anslation I,

pp. 4°5-4°7·3 For ~an Zaman see Matlthir-ul-Umara, I, pp. 785-79z. He died in the
27

th
year (

10
95 A.H.) of Aurangzib's reign, and Mugbal Khan was appointed

in his place in the 28th year, Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 24
6

.
4 Maathir-ui-Umara, III, pp. 875-910. According to this account he arrived

in Delhi in 1 134 A.H., and was appointed Vazir on the 5th Jumada I (p. 877)'

See Irvine, Later Mughals (Sir Jadunath Sarkar edn.), II, p. 106, where the date

of his leaving Aurangabad is given as ~.bul lj.ijjal:, II33 (October, 17
2

I) and

2 I st year he was made M aster of Horse in succession to Rul} Ullah

Khan, and later was deputed to the Deccan. When the King mar

ched from Udaipur to Ajmer he was exalted with the grant of the

Khibt of the 1st Mir T uzuk. He was later deputed to put down

the turbulent elements of Sambhar and Dandwana. When in the

26th year Durjan Singh Hara besieged Bund? and captured it, he

set about putting down the rebels. When the Khan reached the

borders of Blindi Durjan Singh sh ut himself up in the fort. The

courageous Khan started to assault the fort and arrows and bullets

rained for some nine hours. Whereupon Durjan Singh made the

night a cover for his wickedness and fled. Anrudh Singh, the

grandson of Rao Bhao Singh Hiira2
, who had also obtained leave

from the King, was, by the King's orders, admitted into the fort.

Mugh
a1

Khan returned and after kissing the threshold was exalted

with the grant of a robe of honour. In the beginning of the 28th

year, he, on the death of Khan Zaman,3 was appointed the governor

of Malwa. He was presented the elephant by the name of Dhul

faqar, and his rank was increased to 3,5°° with 3,000 horse. In

the end of the same year, 1096 A.H.(1685 A.D.) he died. His son

was granted his father's title and did good service. After Aurangzib's

death he was long without employment in the capital, and died some

years before this account was written. He was not Without self

respect and nobility of character. The sister of Saiyida Begam the

wife of A~af Jah Fat~ Jang4 was married to him. When the Nawab

i I jul-Vmara] Mu~ammad 'Ali Khan Kh- . S'-, -_' _an-I- aman

rcturned from the Deccan t th Co e ourt and became d" .
Amir, Mughal Khan did It" I' . a Ist111gUlshed

~'_ 10 VISit 11m at all 111 f hid .
course whatsoever with him. ' act e 1a no 1l1ter-

MUHAMMAD 'AL-I KH-. __AN KtfAN-I-SAMANI

(Vol. III, pp. 625-627)

He was the son of T b KI -" aqarra lan Hakim D-'· d 2

III Persia. His father I ---.'. au. He was born

I
' W 10 was an except II I

ong served Shah J h;- d' IOna y c ever physician
. a an, an received If' '

Ius skill and was rais d h" roya avours as a reward for
'AI- e to t e dlgl11ty of A-I also was granted h k an mlr. Mul:ammad

. t c ran of I Af
accessIOn when th . . ,000. ter Aurangzib's

. e vlctonous army returned .
the PanJab, Muhammad 'At to the Capital from
T aqarrab Khan' h d 'f I was granted the title of Khan. As

. _ a or treatment been ke .
K111g(Shah Jah1n) I h d pt In attendance on the

, , W10 a been d . d
Aurangzib for some r b . epnve of the sovereignty

. eason ecame dlspleased3 . hi' '
bll11. The son als . . f' Wit 11m, and censured

. 0, 111 view a hiS followin h' f
of hiS rank and fell f g IS ather, was deprived

. alit 0 royal favour. \Vh . I
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an lllstance of hisr' ' e a ro e a honour as

estoratton to ro al fav
1,5

00
with 200 110r ' I h your, and granted the rank of

se. n tel h7t year on the death of I:-Jakim

appointment as I Ch't le lef Minister 20th F b
21st February. e ruary, 1722

, but 5th Jumada I was

" I He was the Khan-i-Saman of Aura a -
SIr Jadunath Sarkar History of A "bn"zlb from? 1678-May

168
7. See

I _"' Ilrangzl ,Ill, . I

2 Ll1aath1r-ul-Umara I P 7·
$ali~, III, pp. 395, 3cj5.' ' pp. 490-493 and Yazdani's edition of 'Amal+

3 Sce Maathir-ul-Umara Istatcd that MId . ' , p. 493· In Maathir-i-'Alamgiri p
u :amma 'Ali Khan th ' f _ ' . 4

2
, It IS

deprived owing to the E ~b: e son 0 I":Jaklm Da'ud, who had been

f
mperor Cl11g annoyed with h' f I

avour, and was aranted a' IS at ler, was restored to

h
b mournIllg Khil'at and th k forse. - c ran 0 1,500 with 200

r.,

Mughal Khan 'Arab Shaikh
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Verse

You may have plenty of grandeur in your head,

We, however, see nothing but a turban.

He was the son-in-law of Qulij Khan, and one of the officers of

the DakhiJil troops of Prince Dara Shikoh. As the Sarkar of Hisar2

(Hissar) had always been the appanage of the heir-apparent-as for

instanc;e in Babur's time it was held by Humayun, in Humayun's

time by Akbar, and similarly it formed the Tankhwah (the allowance

or assignment) for Jahangir and Shah Jahan-it was in Shah Jahan's

reign assigned to the eldest Prince (Dara Shikoh) and Mu\:tammad

'Ali was appointed its Faujdar. As the solution of every problem 1S

intimately connected with its appointed time, and the agents of

Providence are able to achieve their ends by very simple means, it so

happened that the dress of the Begam ~ahiba3 caught fire, and she

received severe burns on her limbs. Although she was medically

treated and gOt better, but the pain occasionally returned. Mu\:tammad

'Ali
4

reported to the Court, that there was a poor faqir by the name

of tIamun in his Sarkar, and a balsam (or an ointment) prepared by

him was said to be very efficacious for such injuries. He was ordered

to produce him, and the balsam proved most effectual. The King

gave the faqir a sum of money equal to his own weight, a robe of

honour, a horse and an elephant and an Altamgka (perpetual) grant

of a village near his home. Mu\:tammad 'Ali who had been the agent

I Diikhili troops, ~ccording to Blochmann A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 241, are
soldiers "who accept the imperial brand."

2 f::Iissar District in the Panjab, Imperial Gazetteer, XIII, pp. 144-155.

The Sarkar of f::Iissar Firiizah was much more extensive and included 27 MaJ;lals,
see Jarrett's translation of ;l'in, II, pp. 293-295.

3 Jahanara, the favourite daughter of Shah Jahan. She was burnt on 27th
Muq.arram, 1054 A.H., 6th April, 1644, vide Yazdani's edition of 'Amal+~ali~,

II, p. 400. Details of the burns and treatment are given on pp. 400-4°" and
it is stated that the burns were healed not by the treatment of the lfakims and

doctors, but by an ointment prepared by 'Arif, one of the royal slaves. See also

Badshahnama, II, pt. 2, pp. 363-3~, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of
Aurangzib, I, pp. 63-66.

4 Biidshahnama, II, pt. 2, pp. 408, 409.
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MUHAMMAD 'ALI !5,HAN MUl:fAMMAD 'ALI BEG

(Vol. III, pp. 4 88-489)

j... ,
r[Maa~kir-

also mean saintliness.

1 These appointments are mentioned

2 Op. cit., p. 297· .
B - in the Text wlllch may3 uzurf!,t ,

1 1 :i M' ' I d 'Ali Khan Khan-i-Saman
1 upmnu ---
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Qa4is , and Ni'mat Khan referring to 1t says:



Muq.aminad Amin Khan Chin Bahadur [Maathir- ui-Umara] Mulpnuuad Amin Khan Chin Bahadur

for this important happening, became an object of favour, and in the

18th year received the title of Khan. In the 26th year when the

Multan ~uba was assigned to the said Prince (Dara Shikoh) in lieu of

the ~uba of Gujarat, Muq.ammad 'Ali Khan received a Khil'at and was

appointed to guard Multan. When Thatha (Sind) was also added to

Prince Dara Shikoh's provinces, he was ordered to take charge of it.

In the 30th year corresponding to 1066 A.H. (1656 A.D.) he died.

(I-TIMAD-UD-DAULA) MUtIAMMAD AMIN KHAN

CHIN BAHADUR

(Vol. I, pp. 346-350)

He was the son of Mir Baha'-ud-Din son of 'Alam Shaikh of

whom an account has been given in the biography of Qulij Khan 1

'Abid Khan. Mir Baha'-ud-Din lived for a long time in his ances

tral home. When Anusha Khan2 the ruler of Organj had a quarrel

with his father 'Abdul 'Aziz Khan3
, the ruler of Bokhara, the Mir was

put to death on suspicion of his being in league with the son (Anusha

Khan). On this the Khan (Muq.ammad Amin) left his home and

proceeded to India. In the 3 I st year of the reign of Aurangzib he

took off the sandals of exile in the Deccan (where Aurangzib was),

and entered the Emperor's service. He obtained the rank of 2,000

with 1,000 horse, and the title of Khan. He served along with Khan

1 Maathir-ul-Umarii, III, pp. 120-123.

2 Anusha is a form of the name Enoch.

3 Anusha's father was 'AbuI Chazi the historian, and not 'Abdul 'Aziz.

Organj is in !iliiva. Apparently MuJ.rammad Amin's father must have been
killed some considerable time befure r0<)8 A.H. for 'Abdul 'Aziz the ruler of

Bokhara and who was the son of Nadhr MuJ.rammad seems to have retired

to Mecca in I09r A.H. (r680 AD.), sec Vambery's Bokhara, p. 327.

The statement that Aniisha quarrelled with his own father is apparently the
result of a copyist's error. The passage is ta~en from Maathir-i-'Alamgiri

p. 303, where it is stated that Aniisha quarrelled with his father-in-law 'Abdul

'Azjz -ba pidr-i-zan-i- khud, not, ba pidr khud. I'timad-ud-Daula MuJ.rammad

Amin's father Baha'-ud-Din was killed, apparentLy, by 'Abdul 'Aziz on suspicion
of his being in league with Aniisha.

I
t

Firuz Jang who had been appointed to capture the forts and chastise

the enemy (Marhattas). In the 42nd year when Qa4i -Abdullah the

~adr died, he was summoned to the Presence, and received the robe of

the supreme ~adrship (!fadarat-i-Kull) and a present of three enamelled

rings studded with emeralds. When the imperial army marched to

capture the fort of Khelna, which after its capture received the name

of Sakhkhar-un-na1 ("He hath subjected (these) unto us"), the Khan

received an increase of 200 horse and was appointed to hasten by the

pass of Ambaghat2 to the Tal-i-Kokan 3 (Concan) and to prevent ingress

and egress from the forts on that side. He rapidly went there and by

his energy took possession of the ridge which had been in the hands

of the besie~ed. As a reward for this he received the title of Ba}ladur.

In the 48th year his commission was of 3,500 with 1,200 horse, and

in the 49th year he did good service in the siege of Wagingera4 and

in pursuing its Zamindar who had taken to flight, and received a com

mission of 4,000 with 1,200 horse. Afterwards he was sent to chas

tise the rebels, and when he returned safe and rich, he, in the 5 1st

year, received an increase of 300 horse and the title of Chin Bahadur.

Text Tas khar-al-na Li.J J:s'_'j but the passage is copied from Ma

iithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 457 where it is Sakhkhar-an-na, and it appears that

Aurangzib chose this name because he had taken an omen from the Qur'an.

The news of the capture reached Aurangzib when the chapter of the Qur'an in
which the word occurs was being read, for he was probably too good a Muslim

to take omens, see ~afi !ilian, II, p. 5or. The passage in the Qur'an is in

Sura 43, verse 12 which is translated by Sale "Praise be unto him who hath

subjected these unto our service." The fort was afterwards called Vishalgarh,

and is In the Sahyadri Range in the COncan and S. Satara, see Imperial

Gazetteer. XV, p. 381.

2 In the Ghats just below Lat. 17, see Elliot, VII, p. 37r and Khafl !ilian,
II, p. 492.

3 There is the variant Nal, but Tal, a hill, is probably right, for a ridge is
mentioned later.

4 Wakinkera in Text, is Wagingera, the Capital of the Berads. :The siegl"

began on 19th February, 1705, and the fort was evacuated on 8th May, 1705, see
Cambridge History of India, IV, pp. 2~, 299.



1 :re~t ))l or~ should be .J) jl. Jheaffair ~ferred to was the attack

on the Sikhs, see Khafi Khan, Il, p. ~ and Elliot, VII, p. 423.

He had been appointed to accompany Sul~an Kam Bakhsh and when

a few days afterwards news came of the death of Aurangzib he without

giving notice to aoyone, went off to A'~am Shah. Brit as he did not

like his positi~n there, he separated from the Prince when he was going

to Upper IndIa and came to Aurangab8id. Later when Bahadur Shah was

victorious and proceeded towards the south to fight with his brother

Kam Bakhsh, Chin Bahadur, who had joined him, was made after the

re~urn to Upper India Faujdar of Muradabad. In the 4th year of the

reIgn of that Sovereign he in the affair of the Sikhs1 bound the skirt

of zeal round the waist of devotion. When the sovereignty came to

Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar he, through the instrumentality of the

Qu~b-ul-Mulk and J:Iusain 'Ali Khan, entered into service and obtain

ed commission of 6,000 with 6,000 horse and the title of himad-ud

Daula N~~rat Tang, and was, appointed 2nd Bakhsh"i. In the 5th year

of the reIgn of that Prince he was sent off to make a settlement

of the province of Malwa. As at that time Husain 'Ali Khan

left the Deccan for the Court, he sent messages' containing both

promises and threats to the Khan, who was then' near Ujjain and

engaged in collecting troops. He without waiting for orders proceed

ed towards the Capital and was censured on this account, and

dismissed from his appointments. When Husain 'Ali Khan had

arrived a.t the Capital and had imprisoned Farrukh Siyar~he Khan

went WIth the troops and joined the Saiyids. In the time of the

sovereignty of Sul~an Rafi'-ud-Darajat he was restored to his rank and

to his post of the 2nd Bakhshi. After some time there was a quar

rel between him and J:Iusain 'Ali Khan .when the latter was killed in

the beginning of Mu~ammad Shah's reign in the manner described

in his biography, and when his sister's son 011airat Khan was also

killed, the Khan was raised to the rank of 8,000 foot with8,00o horse

consisting of two-horse and three-horse troopers. He received a present

of one kror and fifty lacs of dams, and was appointed Vazir with the
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(MIR) MUI:IAMMAD AMIN MIR

JUMLA SHAHRISTANI

(Vol. III, pp. 413-418)

1 On 10 Rabi' II, 1133 A.H., 9th February 1721, after a short illness, see

l).hafi Khan, II, p. 939.
2 Text has jagir panbati and there is the variant panpati. But the true

reading is jagir paibaqi or estates in reserve fer which see Wilson's Glossary

according to which, p. 388, paibaqi in Muhammadan finance is the designation

of such lands as were set apart for lagir grants, if required, and also the revenue

from lands so reserved and not yet alienated.
3 Maathir-ul-Umara, I, pp. 358-362. Both biographies are by 'Abdul l:Jayy.

There is a notice of Mu~ammad Amin in Irvine's Later Mughals (Sir Jadunath

Sarkar edn.), I, pp. 263, 264. 11u~ammad Amin seems to have been the man

who instigated the assassination of l:Jusain 'Ali of Barah. He is mentioned

several times in the first volume of Siyar-ul-Muta' akh kharin; its author

abhorred him as being a Sunni and a Mughal.

He was one of the noble Saiyids of I~fahan (District), wtllJ

were known as the Saiyids of Shahristan. His elder brother

Mir Talal-ud-Din J:Iusain had the pen-name of ~ala'i. He was very

learned, and a great favourite of Shah 'Abbas 1. I-ie was appointed

the ~adr which was one of the chief appointments in the Iranian

administration. When he died, his nephew Mirza Ragi son of Mirza

T aqi succeeded him in this office, and by his ability and good fortune

tide of Vazir-uJ-Mamaiik. In the same year four months after his

appoinment, he died in 1133 1 A.H. (1721 A.D.). He was an Amir,
possessed of courage and talent. He hel ped his companions, especially

those who were Mughals. During the short time of his Vazirship,
whoever of the King's servants complained to him of being without a

fief received one from him out of the fiefs2 in reserve. He appointed

his own usher (Chobdar) as collector of its revenue, and had sanad for

the fief made out, and delivered it with his own hand. His son was

himad-du-Daula Qamar-ud-Din. A separate biography3 has been

given of him.
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x He was the 5th mler of Golconda fromrr;80-16I2; see Cambridge
History of India, III, p. 706.

2 He was also the son-in-law of Mul:ta~llnad Quli Qu!b Shah. His period

of rule was from 1612-1626, op. cit., p. 706.

became connected with the Shah by marriage. On account of his

talents he had charge of the properties assigned by the King to the

Imams, and in addition to holding the office of the ~adarat, he was the

Keeper of the Royal Seal. He died in 1026 A.H. (1617 A.D.). The

Sadarat of Iran was conferred on his son Sadr-ud-Din Muhammad,. .,
who was the Shah's daughter's son and an infant, while Mirza Raf)',

the cousin of the deceased, was appointed his deputy; later he was

confirmed in this office.

Mir Mu~ammad came in 10 13 A.H. (16°4-°5 A.D.) from Iran

to the Deccan, and enteted the service of Mu~ammad Quli Qu~b Shah!,

the ruler of T elang (!:Iaidarabad and Golconda) through the inter

mediation of Mir Mii'min of Astarabad. Mir Mii'min was the

sister's son of Mir Fakhr-ud-Din Samaki, and had a high reputation

for devotion and piety, and in Iran was the tutor of Sul~an !:Iaidar

Mirza son of Shah Tahmasp ~afavi. After the Shah died and Mirza

!:Iaidar was killed, and Shah Ismii'il II succeeded to the throne, Mir

Mii'min could not remain (in Iran), and migrated to the Deccan. As

he belonged to the same religious sect as the rulers of that area, he

became a serVant of Mu~ammad Quli Qu~b Shah, and was appointed

as the Peshwa and Vakil, and for a long time he was the factotum of

the Qu~bshahi government. Mir Mu~ammad Amin by his good

fortune gained such influence with Mul.lammad Quli, who on

account of his continuously drinking wine all day long could not'

attend to state affairs, that he was granted the title of Mir Jumla,

and was left in charge of all business. As Mu~ammad Quli

had no son, the sovereignty after his death devolved on his brother's

son Mu~ammad Qu~b Shah2
• He, out of his sense of justice

and prudence, himself attended to the affairs of the State,

and the Mir did not succeed very well with him. Sul~an Mu~ammad
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1 He is called "Mil' Riza" in Tuzuk -i-/ahimgiri (Regel'S & Beveridge's

translation), II, pp. 3, 4 and notes on p. 3· The biography appears to be adapted

from the account in the Tuzuk. iThe grant of the rank of 1,500 with 200

horse is recorded on p. 15, appointment as <Arq.-i-1\1.ukarrir on p. 37, promotion

to rank of 2,000 WIth 300 horse on p. 154, and increase of rank by 200 horse

on p. 175, and final promotion to the rank of 3,000 with 200 horse en p. 276.
2 Biidshahnama, I, p. 181, and <Amal-i-$ali~ (Yazdani edn.) I, p. 280,

where the grants of robes of honour, rank etc. are mentioned.

3 '.4. ~al-i-$ali~, II, p.~. His death is mentioned on p. 251.

honourably dismissed him and did not lay hands on his property and

goods. The Mir went from Golconda to Bijapiir, but could not get

on with 'Adil Shah. Consequently he returned by sea to his native

land, and entered the service of Shah 'Abba~. On account of Mir

Rafi,l ~adr, who was his nephew, he was treated with much favour.

Several times he presented fitting peshkashes to the Sh5.h, and spent

four years with honour and respect. The :NIir wanted to enter the

service of a King who would confer great offices on him, while the

Shah repaid him by verbal favours only for his presents, which he had

collected during this period. When the Mir realized the true state of

affairs, he applied for a post under Jahangir. Several people through a

lack of understanding represented him to Jahangir not accurately as

they should have done, but extolled his merits a hundredfold. The

King wrote a tarman with his own hand and sent for him. He fled

from I~fahan, and entered Jahangir's service in 1027 A.H. (1618

A.D.). He received the rank of 2,5°° with 200 horse, and the

appointment of the Reviser of Petitions. In the 15th year he was

appointed Mir-i-Saman in succession to hadat Khan.

When Shah Jahan succeeded to the throne, he 2 by virtue of his

long service retained the office of Mir-i-Saman for a time. In the

8th year he was appointed to the high office of Mir Bakhshi:l in

succession to 'Islam !\han; and by an increase of 1,5°0 his rank

became 5,000 with 2,000 horse. On the 10th Rabi' II, 1047 A.H.

(22nd August, 1637 A.D.), in the 10th year he died of paralysis and

tll-Umara]
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Verse

I~fahan has been designated as half the world,

They only described half the virtues 'of I~fahan.

According to accredited accounts l I~fahan should be included in

the Fourth Clime, although some owing to its longitude and latitude

include it in the Third. It is one of the old cities of 'Iraq. In olden

times it was called Judea, as the descendants of Isra'il, in the course of

their forced wanderings, finding the earth of this place similar to that

of the Holy Land, founded a city here, and named it Judea. Some

12 lMul}Jll1l1lad Amin Mil' Jumb Shahristanlul-Umarii]

It has all good qualities, but

I~pahani does not exist there any more".

Verse

connect its foundation with I~fahan son of Sam, while others regard

it as one of Alexander the Great's establishments. Ibn Duraid states

that I~fahan is a compound word, ld meaning a city, and Han meaning

horsemen. According to Farhan[!.-i-Rashidi Ispah and Ispa are army

and dogs, and so also Sipah and Sipa, and from this is derived

Ispahan, as the city in question was always the headquarters of the

army of Iran. It also had large numbers of dogs, as was recorded by

'Ali son of Hall1zah the author of the History of I~fahan. And alif
and nun are connecting letters. Here ends the account of Kalam-i
Rashidi. I~fahan is the Arabic form of Ispahan. It is stated that

there were orio-inally four villaa-es, Kiran, Koshak, Juyara and Dasht.o b •

When Kai(lubad made it his Capital, it grew into a large city, and

the four villages were designated as its streets. Zinda Riid also known

as Zayinda Rud-and from which, it is said, that 1,000 canals

originate-flows below the city. Shah 'Abbas II during his reign

made it his Capital; he built such grand buildings and laid out such

pleasing gardens in the layout of the city, that nothing better could

have been thought of. It Was the Capital up to the end of the ~afavi

dynasty. During the disturbances of the Afghans the city suffered

materially. It has a salubrious climate. The people are very hand

some and good mannered. It was the home of many leading men in

all branches of worldly and religious affairs. Earlier on the people

were of the Shaf'iy sect, but now they are all Shi'as. Most of them are

rough, bold and impetuous. It is stated that I~pahanis are not without

avarice and covetousness. It has been recorded of ~al}ib son of 'Ibad,

that he used to say "Whenever I reach I~pahan, covetousness comes

on to me. In reference to this city it has been widely circulated:

Mul:ammad Amin Mil' Jumla Shahristani120

hemiplegia. Though the Mil' was of a high birth and a Saiyid, he

was without good manners. He was hot-tempered and rude, and WaS

very bigoted in his Imamiya religion. One day in the presence of

Shah Jahan, the question of religion came, and the Mil' spoke forcibly.

The King said "The Mir is a true I~fahani-for the men of that city

are noted for their roughness and vehemence". It is said that in the

4th year when Shah Jahan was residing at Burhanpiir, there was such

a scarcity of corn on account of insufficient rain that men offered their

lives for bread (!ane ba nane medadand), but no one bought them.

They were willing to sell a sharif (a nobleman) for a raghif (a loaf of

bread), but there were no customers. In accordance with the King's

orders, the imperial secretaries and the leading men set up in every

city kitchens for cooking broth (ashpuzkhana), which were commonly

known as Iangars. On this occasion Mir Jumla gained a name for

liberality. He kept open night and day eating houses in Burhanpiir,

and also distributed money and clothes. But even at that time the

Iranians said "The Mir's kindness is not innate; scoldings and abuse

are the genuine products of his soul." Still what he did was praise

worthy, and should obtain recompense.

Isfahan is one of the chief towns of Iran.

I The rest of the note is devoted to a rambling description of I~fahan and
its people.
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1 It is nOt clear whether this was part of his name or means that he was
of ]andiala, of which name there are two villap;es in the Panjal>.

2 One of the most highly respected saints of India. For his life see
Beale's Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1881 edn.), p. IS].

3 The nephew of the Saiyid brothers of Barah. He was killed in the battle
of Balapiir on roth August, 1720. \

4 His name is Shankar Malhar. He was a Dcshasth Brahman who was
sent by l;lusain 'Ali ~an as an ambassador to Shahii's court at Satiira. He
was killed at BaHipiir; see Kincaid and Parasnis, History of the Mara.tha. People,

pp. 212, 217.

(QUTB-UD-DAULA) MU17AMMAD ANWAR KHAN
BAHADUR

(Vol. III, pp. 141-143)

He was descended from Shah 'Isa Jandalla1 , who was a pupil of
Shah Lashkar Mul}ammad 'Arif, and who was buried in the city of
Burhanpur. Shah Lashkar was a disciple of Shah Mul:ammad
Ghauth2 of Gwaliyar, and was buried outside the city (of Burhanpur)..
Qu~b.ud-Daula was a favourite of Shah Nur Ullah darvish, who was
greatly trusted by Qu~b-ul-Mulk and J:Iusai~ 'Ali .Khan (the Barah
Saiyids). On Shah Nur UlJah's recommendation the Saiyids befriend
ed him, and lie was taken in the imperial service in the reign of Far
rukh-siyar. During the time when 'Alam 'Ali Khan3 was the Deputy·
goveroor of Aurangabad, he was appointed Bakhshi of the Deccan
and Deputy-governor of Burhanpur. His cousin Mu?ammad Anwar
UWih Khan, who was the ~Divan of the province, had charge of the
defence of the city under him.

When the news came of Ni~am_ul-Mulk Fatl} Jang having crossed
the Narbada, 'Alam 'Ali Khan sent him and Sankra Malhiir\ a Brah
man, to ·-look after Burhanpur. When the Nifam-ul-Mulk arrived
near the city, Qu~b-ud-Daulah waited upon him and afterwards '
remained with him. In the time of Na~ir Jang Martyr, he was Bakh
shi of the Deccan. In ~alabat Jang's time he had the tide of Qu~b

ud-Daula. He died in Burhanpur in 1171 A.H. (1758 A.D.). He
was a worthy man, and made his devotions every day; he was, how-

123:Mul:ammad Aslamul-Umara]

ever, a time-server in the extreme. He left 110 children. His mater
nal cousin Anwar Ullah Khan was for a long time the Divan of Naw
iib A~af Jah l

• He was not devoid of rectitude, and was celebrated
for his religiousness. Descendants of his brothers are still flourishing.

(QAQI) MUI;-IAMMAD ASLAM

(Vol. III, pp. 89-92)

He was a descendant of !'v1aulana Khwaja Kahi. He was born in
Herat and lived in the cAiY,of Kitbu!. In the.early years of Jahangir's
reign he Came ~o Lahore and studied under Shaikh Bahlul, who was
one of the famous 'Ulema of the place. After acquiring a knowledge
of the usual subjects he went to Agra, and entered the service of Jahan
giro On acqmnt of his connection with Maulana Mir Kalan2 Muha"
ddirh, he received royal favours and was appointed Qa4i of Kab~l.
The above mentioned Maulana was Maulana Khwaja Kahi's daughter's
son. He studied tradition under Saiyid Mirak Shah son ofMir
Jamal-ud-Din Mul}addith. When 'he came to India, -Akbar developed
ties of faith and friendship with him and appointed him as the tutor
of Jahangir. Many people learnt the traditionary lore from him. He
died in Agra.

When Qa<)i Mul~ammad Aslam had served for a long time and
had acquired a reputation for piety apd asceticism, he was summo~ed

to the Court by Jahangir, who appointed him as the QJt}i of the
Camp. Shah Jahan, after his accession, .confirmed him in this post,

I The first Ni~am of I:Iaidarabad. Deccan, and one of the most outstandincr
per~nalities of the later Mughal period; see Maathir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 875-91:'

Irvrne's Later Mughals (Sir Jadunath Sarkar edn.) I, II, and C~mbridge History
of India, IV, pp. 377-386.

:z. According to Blochmann's translation of A'jn, I, (2nd edn.) p. 610, he
~as Jah.angir'~ first teacher. He died in 981 A.H., and was buried at Agra. He
IS mentIoned In Akbarnama Text III, p. 76, Beveridge's translation III, p. 106
where the ceremony of Prince Satlln's going to school is described. 6~ is

ali or~odox believer in the Traditions, and was apparently an appellation of the
Mllliana in view of his great knowledge.
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and appointed him to a rank of 1,000. In the I6th1 year a present of
Rs. 6,500, which amount was equal to his weight, was given to him.
He remained the Qat/I for nearly thirty years. In the 24th year 1060

A.H. 2 (1650 A.D.) when horses were, as usual, being paraded before
the King, a horse-trainer brought one galloping (in the arena). When
it came near the Qat/"i, he out of apprehension slipped, and was con·
fined to bed for nearly four months. When he was somewhat better,
hewas deputed to go to Mecca to take offerings to Arabia and to
divide them among the holy places. But he had not the honour of
doing so. He pleaded his lameness, and btgged that he might be
sent to Kabul. His request was granted, and he received a fief in
Kabul which yielded more than Rs. 10,000 in addition to the Man{ab,
which was conferred on him. There he died in 106 I A.H. (165 I

A.D.).
They say that he was very dogmatic and bigoted in his religious

views. It is reported that at Kabul he put into fire the work of
Kulaini3 which is one of the four books on traditions of the Imamiya
sect. His heir was Mir Mul:ammad Zahid. He was famous for his
learning, specially of Qur'an, and in philosophy and became the
leading scholar of his time. He wrote a valuable commentary on the
Shara~-i-Mawaqif (pilgrimage solemnities?) and other works. His
loftiness of thought and correct reflections would be apparent to the
wise and pious from these works, and many of the people through his
company and teaching attained a high degree of proficiency. In the
28th year of Shah Jahan's reign he was appointed Waq"i'a-nav"is of
Kabul, and in the 8th year of Aurangzib's reign, on the death of

1 Badshahnama, II, pp. VI, 322; and 'Amal-i-$aliq Yazdani edn., II,

P·379·
2 The year of this event is wrongly given in Maathir-ul-Umara, as accord-

ing to'Amal-i-$aliq, III, pp. I 13, I 14, it occurred in the 23rd year on 4th Rahi'
II; it is, however, included in the account of the 24th year.

3 The author's name is Abu Ja'far Mu!}ammad son of Ya'qllb al-Kulaini,

and the name of the work is al-Kati fi 'Ilm-ad-Din, sec M. Hidayat Husain,
Cat. Arabic MH. Buh'lr Library, Calcutta, II, p. 5 I (1923)'
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Qadir Khan, he was honoured by his appointment as the Censor
(l~tisab) of the Royal Camp. Later he was promoted to the high office
-of the Sadr at Kabul, which was his home. A separate account has
been given of his son1 Mul)ammad Aslam, who rose to higher ranks
than his grandfather and father, and became an A m"ir.

MUHAMMAD ASLAM KHAN. -

(Vol. III, pp. 666, 667)

He was the son of Mir Zahid of Herat, whose biography2 has been
separately written. In the time of Aurangzib, he, after reaching the
age of discretion, received a suitable rank and was granted the title of
JS:-.han. He was for a long time the D"ivan of Kabul, and latter was
appointed in addition the D"ivan of Shah 'Alam. In the 48th year he
was relieved of these duties, and appointed Divan of Lah6re3 in suc
cession to Saiyid Mirak Khan. In the 5oth4 year he was transferred
from this appointment, but later served for a few years as the governor
of Lahore". In the time of Bahadur Shah he died there. His sons,
Mu~ammad Akbar and Mu~ammad Ac~am, as they were in the
King's service, relinquished their names out of respect to the Princes,
and took up the names of Mu~ammad Akram and Mu~ammad

Asgbar. The first one was granted the title of Khan, and died in
Upper India. The second received his father's title, and after Nadir

r Maathir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 666, 667.

2 Ibid., II, p. 370. His name there is Zahid Khan.

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 482. On this page his appointment as Divan

of Lahore and the appointment of Mun'im Khan as the Divan of Kabul in his

place arc mentioned.

4 4 I st year in the Text is certain!y incorrect, as 48th year is mentioned

above. In the Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 5 I 3, on the other hand, it is stated that

in the 50th year, I I 17 A.H. (1705-06 A.D.) he was relieved of his office, and

f:Iafi~ Khan appointed in his place.
5 Kh:ifi Khan, II, p. 660, in the course of a long discourse on Sikhs

mentions an Islam Khan as the Prince's Deputy and Deputy-governor of Lahore

in I 120 AH. (1708 A.D,); apparently he was the Islam !Q}a.n of this note.



Shah's invasion wene to the Deccan with Ni~am-ul-Mulk A~a£ Jah.
For a time he was the Divan of the provinces there, and later ~as
exalted by beinO" appointed as the Chief of the Artillery. In the tlme
of Salibat Jang~ he was promoted to the post of the Bakhshi of the

De~can. Afterwards he was granted the tide of Hashmat. Jang

Bahadur and appointed in charge of Burhanpur. I~. the tl~e of

N
. - d D I ":""\s' f Ja;-h~· lle was granted the addltlOnal title ofIzaIU-U - au a .. a, '

pi~a-ud-Daula. H~ died a few years prior ~o this account was
written. He had attained the rank of 6,00 0 wlth 6,000 horse. He

lett some heirs.
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his rank was 2,5°° with 300 horse l
• Later when Aurangzib succeeded

to the throne, he paid his respects at .\gra along with his father and
uncle. In the battle with Shuja,2 and the second engagement with
Dara Shik6h he attended the King's stirrups. He was appointed to
serve with Sarbuland Khan Mir Bakhshi and Ra'adandaz Khan Mir

Atish. Later he fell into disgrace, and was deprived of his man~ab.

In the 36th year he was again received~ into favour, and was granted
the rank of 3,000 with 700 horse. His later career is not known.

(SHAIKH) MUtIAMMAD BOKH"lRi J

(Vol. II, pp. 54 1 , 54 2 )

MUI;-IAlv1MAD BADi' SULTAN

(Vol. Ill, pp. 63 6, 637)

He was the son of Kbusrau4 son of Nadhr Mu~ammad ~]}an. He
came to India with his father in the 19th year of Shah Jahan's reign.
In the 20th year he paid his respects to the Emperor

5
and receive~ a

robe of l'onour, a ji£bii (an ornament for the turban), and a horse wlth
a gilded saddle. I~ the 27th year he was granted a yearly pension of
Rs. 12,.0006 • Later he was exalted by the grant of the rank of 1,5°

0
,

and this was increased by 500 in the 28th year
7

• In the 30th year

I A~af Jah Idt Delhi on 7th August, 1740, and reached Burhanpiir on 19
th

November; see Cambride,e History of India, IV, p. 383.
2 The fourth Nizam of f:Iaidarabad (I-:Iyderabad) who ruled from 175

1
-
1
7
62

.

3 Apparently th~ fifth Ni~am, Na~im 'Ali who depose~ ~atibat. J~ng in

17
62

, and was created the Viceroy of the Deccan with the title of NI~am-l1l
Mulk A~af Jah 11; see Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 391,

This biographical note is by 'Abdul f:Iayy who apparently included events

up to his own time. -
4 For the biography of l(husrau Sul~an see Maatbir-ul-Umara, 1, pp. 7

6
7'

772, Beveridge and Prashad's translation, I, pp. 820-82 3.
5 This is based on 'Amal-i-~ali~, see Yazdani's edition, 11, p. 49

2
.

6 See 'Am;tl-i-~ali~, III, pp. 180, 181, bllt he is described there as the

lJJll.. ..>.svo g"" )-~
7'Amal-i-~tili~,op. cit., p. 192.

/

He was Olle of A mirs of the rank of 2,000, and one of the distin

guished Saiyids of India. He was the maternal uncle of Shaikh FarId
Bokhari. He was weB known for his wisdom and sincerity. Having
spent several years in the service of Akbar he had fully developed these
high ideals. Fattii Afghan1<:hap Khail, who, having taken possession
of the fort of Chunar, had made it his refuge", through the mediation
of Shaikh Mul}al11l11ad6 left the fort and handed it over (to Akbar's

forces) when an army was appointed for its conquest.
In the 14th year of the reign he was appointed 7 by the Emperor

to take charge of the tomb of Khwaja Mu'in-ud-Din-May his heart
be sanctified I-as the Khadims were continually quarrelling about the

Sec 'Amal-i-~aliq, op. cit., p. 458, where his rank is wrongly given as

2,500 with 600 horse, ~:. being a mistake for", _....

2 The two battles referred to were Khajwa, 15th January 1659, anti
Dcora'i. 22nd-24th March 1659, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib,

II, pp. 486-496, and 5°7-5 17.
3 l\1.aathir-i,'Alamgiri, p. 350, he is designatd there as Mul~alIllIlJd Badi'

Balakhi.
4 Blochnunn's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 43 2, 433·
5 Akbarnama, Text II, p. 150, Beveridge's translation II, p. 231.
6 Beveridge, op. cit., p. 232, note 1, has wrongly identified Shaikh

Mu!).ammad with Mu!).ammad Ghaus of Gwaliyar.
7 Akbarntima, Text II, p. 351, Beveridge's translation II, p. 511.
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emolumcnts and offerings (presented by the pilgrims) and the claims

of their being the offsprings of the Khwaja had not been upheld. In

the 17th year he was appointed an auxiliary to the force of Khan

k;;:am l K6ka who had been posted to the .?uba of Gujarat; and was

later summoned back to the Presence. When the disturbance of

Mul~ammad I:fusain Mirza, who in conjunction with Sher Khan Fiilidi,

had created a disturbance, became fully known, Khan A';;:am recalled

the said Kh:in, who was preparing at Diilqa to go over to the Emperor

at Siirat2 , and placed him in the left wing of the army. When the

force of the battle was at its height, several of the royal army became

scattered. The Shaikh fought bravely3, and was severely wounded.

During the assault he fell from his horse to the ground; and died

of a spear wound received in the year 979 A.H. (157 1-7 2 A·D.).

The ever appreciative Emperor had the debts, which were outstanding

against this truly devoted servant, paid to the creditors from the royal

treasury.

(MIR SAIYID) MUBAMMAD CHISHTI OF QANAUJ

(Vol. III, pp. 604-611)

He was a learned man with an excellent nature, and. one who

had an experience of poverty. His· ancestors had long reside~ in

Qanauj4, which in old times was the capital of· the powerful Hindu

Rajas, and was a great city-they say that it had 3,000 shops of

sellers of Pan (betel leaf). At present it is a dependancy of Agra

and ·lies between it and the provinces of Allah~bad and Oudh. In

1 !Q:!an A'~am Mirza 'Aziz Koka, for his life see Blochmann, op. cit.,

pp. 343-347·
'2 A kbarnama, Text III,p. 24, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 32 •

3 Op. cit., III, p. 25, Beveridge's translation, pp. 34>35, where the battle

and death of Shaikh Muq.ammad are described.
4 Kanauj in the Imperial Gazetteer, XIV, pp. 370-372, ancient town in

Farrukhabad District, United Provinces.

the early days the Mir1 lived in his native town, and spent his days

in retirement, and in poverty and full reliance upon God and in

cQntemplation of spiritual ideals. About the end of Shah Jahan's

reign, he at the urgent request of that appreciativc Sovereign came

to the Presence. Shah Jahan was a true patron of learned men,

and he regarded the arrival of the venerable Saiyid, who was a

paragon of esoteric and exoteric knowledge, as a rare boon, and

fervently welcoming him admitted him to his intimate circle. Many

days had not passed before the merciless and destructive Fortune

threw the dice of retirement and loss of power of that great Sovereign,

and by Aurangzib's orders people were prohibited from waiting upon

him. But the Mil' in question was constantly in attendance on

him, and from the beginning of the 32nd year to his (Shah Jahan's)

death2 profitably discoursed to him on spiritual matters and T radi

tions. Afterwards Aurangzib summoned him with all honour from

Agra, and exalted him by admitting him to his intimate circle. For

three days in the week he used to discuss with the venerable Saiyid

the writings of the J::Iujjat-ul-lslam Imam Mu~ammad ghazzaJi,3

especially the Traditions recorded in lbiya'-ul-'Ulum and the Fatawa-i
'Alamgirshahi4 which was compiled under the superintendence of

that Monarch. That great man (the Saiyid) was always zealously

I This part of the biography is based on tbe account in 'Amal-i-$iiii~

(Yazdani edri;) III, p. 379.
2 For an account of the last years of Shah Jahan see Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

History of Aurangzib, pp. 122- I 43. In the account o( his death in 'Alamgir

nama, pp. 931-933, the summoning of Saiyid Muq.ammad Qanauji and Qa4i
Qurban to perform the last rites is mentioned on pp. 932, 933, also in Maathir

i-'Alamgiri, p. 53.
3 J:iujjat-~l-Islam Imam Muq.ammd Ghazzali; for his life see Beale, Oriental

Biographical Dictionary (1881 edn.), p. 96, and (1889 edn.), p. 144.
4 For the preparation of Fatawa-i-'Alamgiri see Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 530 •

It was prepared under the editorship of Shaikh Ni~am and cost nearly two lacs
of rupees. The preparation of this work was started during the first decade of

the reign, as it is mentioned in 'Alamgirnama, pp. 1086, 1087.
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engaged in giving religious instructions, and in trYI'ng
to 1mprove

the religious views of the people On tl' A' - h
d'd . le Journey to Jmer e

1 not accompany Allr Ii -b I I h' a gZI. n t le 24t year! after the
f1Jght of Mu~ammad Akbar (the Prince) he came to the Presence

~r~~ ,the Capital, and was accorded a royal welcome. After the

_al~ld s death Aurangzib often referred to him as: the Teacher of

A'ia If.aqrat (Shah lahan) and myself who am forgetful of death.

It Is well known that the Saiyid was a disciple of Shaikh Muhibb
Ulliih

2
of Allahab- d h II ' ,-'

I' a , w 0 Was we versed III esoterIc and exoteric
earnl~g. Though he Was inclined towards the Khwaj an-i-fanat3

but hIS teachings w "I' - g ,
, ere SImI ar In many respects to those of the nreat

ShaIkh Muhyy-ud-D- 'A b- 1 H b-=-, Co'" • _ In ra I . e wrote a commentary called the
Akha~-t-Khawwa~on the Fa~u~-ai-ljukam. In his lifetime and up
to the present day r, I

' pe verse peop e create a commotion alleging
that ,the book was heretical. The treatise on falbcy by the Shaikh
acquIred great celebrity. They say that when I't b h-
h' - was roug t to

t e notIce o~ ~urangzlb, the Shaikh himself was dead at the time,
but two dIsciples of his were well known in Dell- t I 'o M- ]I a t le tllne.

ne Ir, wh~ Was a person generally respected and honoured, and

the ~tl~er S~alkh Mu~ammadi, who dressed as a darvish and lived

a rehglO~s life. The King nrst asked the Mir about the difficult
passages In the treatise, but the :Mir denied th tId' 'I
f h Sh ' a Ie was a ISCIP e

o t e alkh. After that a message was sent to Shaikh 1\1uh d
toth ff h 'f - .3111ma 1

e e ect t at I he was a discirle of Shaikh Muhibb Ullah I
sh Id 'I h -., le

au reCOllCI e t ,e statements in that treatise with the sacred laws

1 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p, 206,

edn 2) S:e Beale, Orien,tal Biographical Dictiothlry (1881 edn,), p, 194, (18 4
' , p, 75, where he IS stated as being" h. I f b 9

'Ibadat-ul-Khawas" h' , t e autlor 0 a ook on Ethics called

f d
- " t IS IS apparently the same work as the A khas-i-Kh '

re erre to later. _, _awwaf

h
3 The Chish,tiya sect of the SUfis founded by ~waja Mu'in-ud-D- Ch"h-

t e well known saInt of A)'mer see B I '( 8 In IS tl
, ea e, op, CIt, I 94 edn.) p 2 6

4 See Beale, op. cit. (1881 d ) , ' 7,
book Fafuf-al-Hukam is described,e

f
n. :h~' Il

k
2, 1(1894 e~n.), p, 167, where the

• ~- , or IS wor a so see Rleu, Cat" p. 83
1
b.

r
J

of the Shari'at, otherwise he should renounce his discipleship, and

put the treatise into the nre. He replied that he did not deny

his discipleship, and that he also could not renounce the doctrines.

He had not yet attained to the station (lvluqam ~ from which

the Shaikh had discoursed. As soon as he would attain that

high station, he would, in accordance with the request, write an

exposition Qf the difficulties. If His Majesty had decided to burn

the book, there was more fire available in the King's kitchen than

in the houses of religious mendicants trusting in God. The King

ordered it to be burnt. In short, the Mir showed no desire for

office or for Amirship, and did not leave the ranks of the learned

(the owners of broad turbans), but in his own country became

the owner of land and villages!. His two sons, Saiyid Amjad Khan

and Saiyid 'Abdul Karim Sharif Khan, who became famous as the sons

of the King's teacher, attained to Man{abs and jagir>, and suitable

offices. The first in the 13th year was appointed the Censor of the

C amp 2 on the death of Qa(F Mul).ammad I:Iusain of Jaunpur, and for

a long time performed the duties of that office with great dignity.

His son also had the name of his father, and was exalted and respected

as the ~adr of Delhi. Later he was made the Bakhshi and the Waqi'a

navis of the same place. It is stated that he used to hold a review of

the man{abdars for the Friday prayers (i.e. he saW that they attended

the Friday prayers). In the reign of Bahadur Shah he was promoted to

the office of the ,~adr-i-Kull, and granted the title of ~adr-i-lahan, and

a hiO'h rank In the time of Jahandar Shah he was removed (fromo .

his office). He was really trustworthy. In the beginning of Mu~am-

mad Farrukh-siyar's reign he, at the instance of Qu~b-ul-Mulk, was

appointed $adr-u{-~udur,but was removed on account of the di~erences

between the Mir and the Vazir. Perhaps he was also for a tIme the

1 In the 'Alamgirnama the grant of a present of Rs. 4,000 to him is

mentioned on p. 1062,

2 The appointment of Saiyid Amjad Khan as the Censor of the Camp

e,>li') yl_1::o.1 is mentioned in Maathir-i-'jilamgiri, p. 98.
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Divan of Ajmcr and Faujd;ir of Sambbar. About the end of Farrukh

siyar's reign he took on lease some of the crown-lands, and on the

settlement of tbe accounts suffered a heavy loss. The second son

Saiyid 'Abdul Karim, who also had studied the prescribed courses at

scbool, was appointed as the A min for collecting the poll-tax (/izya).

in the city of Burhanpur during the time when the Court was stationed

there. He worked honestly, and vigorously, and used strong measures

in the collection of the tax. In the past year only Rs. 26,000 had

been collected from the whole city, but in three months he collected

Rs. 1,20,000 from half the city and deposited it into the royal trea

sury. His salary was increased, his services were recognized and

praised, and he was appointed A min for the collection of the poll-tax

in the four provinces of the Deccan. Later he was exalted by the

receipt of the title of Saiyid Sharif Khan. \Vhen during the seige of

!:1aidarabad, owing to the heavy rain and consequent Rooding of the riYer

Manjara, the arrival of the provisions was stopped, and there was such

scarcity that living did not refrain from eating the dead, and heaps of

dead were to be seen everywhere, the post of krori 1 of the market fell

upon Saiyid 'Abdul Karim whose probity and strictness had become

well known; while Mirza Yar Beg, although such an appointment

in the four provinces was likely to lead to an increase in honour, refu

sed to undertake the task in face of the great havoc that prevailed.

As such an employment could result in nothing but disgust and a bad

name, t.he people bitterly complained of his severity, but the royal

secretaries, who had worked under him, were greatly pleased at his

appointment. When the rains lessened, things became cheaper, and

the Khan received permission to proceed to the four provinces and

collect the poll-tax according to the Shari'at law.

After his death, his sons, Imam-ud-Din I<J~an and Mir 'Abd-ur

Ral}im Sharif Khan who were real brothers, fell out with their half

brothers Fa~ih-ud-Din and others. After some time a signed note

(by Aurangzib) was received by 'Inayat Ullah Khan (saying) that they

1 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 292 .

had become accustomed to Man{abs and jagirs, and had given up the

ways of poverty and of the children of faqirs. "And their father

was a righteous1 man." So their appointments ~hould be confirmed.

Among them Saiyid 'Abd-ur-Raryim was appointed Amin of the poll

tax for the province of Berar, and during the reign of Bahadur Shah

received the title of his father. In Jahandiir Shah's time he was nomi

nated as the Deputy-governor of Agra, and in the reign of the present

Sovereign (Mu~ammad Shah) he was app'ointed Fa14jdar of Jaunpiir as

the Duputy of 'A~im Ullah I<j}iin, and received the area on lease. He

employed a large force, but could not manage it, and losing his ances

tral property left for the Deccan. Nawab A~af Jah recognized his

merits, and appointed him for a time the Deputy-governor of the

Deccan, and later made him Superintendent of Aurangabad. When

Nadir Shah the Great invaded India, he was summoned to the

Presence for certain explanations together with the clerks of that great

officer (A~af Jah). The I<ban presented himself before Nadir Shah

before whose majesty even the planet Mars trembled-and without

fear answered all questions. On the return of A~af Jah to the Deccan

he was appointed the Bakhshi and granted the rank of 3,000 with

2,000 horse, and received the gift of drums. In the end of ~afr 1159
A.H. (March, 1746 A.D.) he was nominated as the Deputy-governor

of Berar. He was an accomplished military man, and one who had

seen the world, but it is stated that he was not generous. Out of a

hundred promises that he made not one was fulfilled.

Hemistich

He is happy, whose hand is longer than his tongue.

God be merciful! Aurangzib, who was highly suspicious of his offi

cials, wrote to 'Inayat Ullah Khan-as appears in Kalmat-i-Taiyibat 2


" 'Abd-ur-Ra~im son of Sharif Khan' who was a Saiyidzada, and a

Sale's transhtion of Qur'an, Sura 18, verse 81, chapter Cave.
2 For details see Ethe, Cat. Persian Mss. India Office, I, Nos. 373,

374 and Ivanow, Descr. Cat. Persian Mss. A.S.B. (192 4), p. 167.
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Mul:ammad Ghiyath Khan Bahiidur [Maathir-

T~

I ul-Umara] Muhammad Hafiz. .
trustworthy student of theology, has sold pearls worth nearly Rs.
10,000 to a jeweller. Call for his explanation and take over the
money. Do not give him any employment for he displays wheat
and sells barley (is deceitful), and is only gilt (zarandiid- gold
encrusted or unreal). In fact, the characteristics which he showed in
his youth have now become more marked. The lines of his character

have deepened with his years."

MUtIAMMAD gt!IYAJH !'CHAN BAHADUR

(Vol. III, pp. 769-77 1 )

His name waS Ghiyath Beg. His father Ghani Beg was a servant
of J(.hiin Firiiz Jang. He placed the hand of reliance in the prosperous
lap of Ni'fam-ul-Mulk A~af Jah, and att.ached himself to him. in
the beginning he was the Superintendent of the Artillery, but later
was attached to Muradabiid and appointed the Deputy-faujdar. As
he was prudent and sagacious, and brave and courageous, he obtained
a position of trust and confidence and no important business was
transacted without his advice. When the Ni'fam-ul-Mulk we~t
from the Malwa to the Deccan, 0hiyath Khan played an important
part in the battle1 with Saiyid Dilawar 'Ali Khan. He was already
blind of one eye. His second eye also became useless as a
result of a wound by an arrow in the last battle. Ni'fam-ul-Mulk
recognised his worth and fidelity, and after the victory granted
him the tide of Bahadur, the- rank of 5,000 with 5,000 horse
and appointed him the Faujdat of Baglana in J<handesh $iiba.

1 According to a footnote by the editor the battle according to the

Tarikh-i-Mu~afJari took place opposite the town of f:lasanpiir in the Sarkar of
Handiya, 14 kos from Burhanpiir, but see, Irvine's Later MI4ghais (Sarkar
edn.) II, pp. 28-34, where it is called the battle of "Pandhar between Burhan
pur and the Narmada" on 19th June, 1720. Q!!iyaili Khan was in command
of the vanguard, and played a very important part. He and 'lwa4 !Q!an were
the only two officers of Ni~alIl-ul-Mulk's army who were wounded in the

battle, .

Late~ he was exalted by the charge of the estates in the
provInce of Auranga~ad; he held this post for a long time. In
1148 A.H. (173~ A.D.) he died. He was buried in the courtyard
of the Madrasa In Mugl1alpiira which he had founded. He was
distingu~shed f~r his ~onstancy. in friendship and his liberality. His
son Ral:lm U1Iah received a sUitable appointment and the fief of the
pargan~ Se~na 1 (Seoni) in the Berar, and for a time was the Faujdar
of Baglana In Khandesh. He also acted for a time as the Collector of
the Est~tes in Aurangabad. In the time of Salabat Jang Bahadur he
had a high rank and was honoured with the title of Mandiir-ud-Daula
Muthawar Jang. He died a few years back. He had 'inherited his
father's courage. He left several sons. The best of them was Fadl
U1Iah Khan, who has at present his father's title and his fief. .

(IllYA.'-UD-DAULA) MUHAMMAD HAFIZ. .
(Vol. II, pp. 748, 749)

He was the son of Khwiija Sa'd-ud-Din Khan, who at first was a
servant of Sul~an Jahan Shah1

" and was Qurbegi3 (Head of the
Armoury) and Reviser of Petitions until the Prince was killed in the
bat~e against his brothers. Afterwards J!iya'.ud-Daula became attached
to Apf Jah and was appointed his Khan-i-Saman. He had an active
share in the battle against Saiyid Dilawar 'Ali Khan\ and after the
battle with 'Alam 'Ali 1<:h:in5 he received the rank of 3,000 with
2,000 horse, and was granted the title of Bahadur and the gift of
drums. When Mu~ammad Shah son of Jahan Shah became the

I Seoni in the Jubbulpore Division, Central Provinces, Imperial Gazetteer,

XXII, pp. 164-175.
2 Fourth son of Shah 'Alam Bahadur Shah. He was killed in the battle

against !ahan~ar Shah on 27th March, 1712, at Handu Gujar (Mandii Giijtan)
near Mlan Mlr,. Lahore; Irvine's Later Mughals (Sarkar edn.) I, PP.179-183.

3 See Irvme, Army of the Indian ll1oghuls, p. 205.
4 Battle of Pandhar, 19th June, 1720, see Irvine, op. cit., 11, pp. 28-

34·
5 Battle of Balapiir, 9th August, 1720, Irvine, op. cit., pp. 47-50 •



way as Mu~ammad Amin Khan, a former Governor of Gujarat, had,

in' the time of Aurangzib, treated, according to orders, Qawam-ud

Din-Khan the brother of Khalifa Sul~an when he came from Iran.

Firiiz Tang sent his young son to welcome him, and himself advanced

a few paces to meet him; he presented to him Rs. 15,000 in cash,

a horse and an elephant. Later when the Mirza reached the royal

camp, Koka Khan-whose mother was a companion (Mu~a&iba) of the

King-was nominated as his host. On the day of paying his respects

he received various gifts, and as owing to heat the sweat of weakness

appeared on his face, it was ordered that he should be taken to the

Khaskhana (cool chamber) and given iced water.

At this time the J<han-Khanan1 had died, and there were talks

about his successor to the Vazarat. JVfu~ammad' A~im_ush-Shan2 t

the second son of the King, who had great influence in the matters of

government, wanted that Dhulfaqar Khan3 should be nominated as the

Vazir, while the two sons of the late Khan-Khanan should respectively

be appointed Mir Bakhshi and Governor of the Deccan. phulfa

qar Khan4 said that while his father4 was alive, the Vaz'irship was his

right; and in this way wished to keep all the three appointments in

his hands. The dispute lasted a long time, and the King often said

in private that he Was tired of the altercation, and proposed to give

the Vazarat to the Prince of Iran, and appoint one of the Divans of

Tan and Khal~a as his Deputy, and make the .' latter do the work of

the Vazarat. But before the Mirza paid his respects and after his

1 Mun'im Khan K!!an-!Q!anan, Maathir-ul-Umara, III, pp: 667-671,
and Irvine, op. cit., pp.' 125-127. The wrangles about theappointmen~ of his
successor and the project of appointing Mirza Mul].ammad Hiishim are described
in the same work on p. ;128.

2 He was really the third son of Shah 'Alam Bahadur Shah; see Irvine's

Later Mughals (Sarkar edn.) I, pp. 143,144. For his proclamation as~mperor

see p. 134, his struggle, with his brother Jahandar Shah and final deatP' pp.
163- 1 77. . ".

3 Maiithir-ul-Umara, I, pp. 93-107, and Irvine, op. cit., pp. 9,10.
4 Asad !Q!an A~af-iJd-Daula Jumlat-ul-Mulk, Maiithir-ul-Umara, I, pp.

310-321 , Beveridge's tra~lation I. pp. 270.-279-
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Mu1}ammad Hashimul-UmaraJ:

1 Maathir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 865-868; see also Sir Jadunath Sarkar,
Fall of the- Moghul Empire, II, pp. 382-416. The battle referred to is

apparently the attack on Delhi by Jawahir Singh in Novemb.er, 176 4, and
which ended with his defeat on 4th February, 1765, on the hill close to the

Sabzi-mandi, see Sir Jadtinath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 459-466.
2 The biography is based on the account in !Q!afi !Q!an's Muntakhab-ul

Lubbab, II; see pp. 663,665,677-680.
3 An attache or secretary appears to be the correct equivalent of Meh m

andar, though later on host appears more suitable.

Mu1}ammad I-hshim

King, I;:>iya'-ud-DJula took leave from A~af Jah and hastened to the

Capital (Delhi). He joined the service of the ~.mperor, a~~ was first

appointed Superintendent of the ,office of Rev1Sl0n. of Pe~I~lOns, and

later in charge of Buyutat. Finally he was raised, 10 addition, to the

high post of Mir Atish. When he died his son received his title and

office, and was also appointed Khan-i-Saman. Gradully he rose to a

high rank, and received the title of I;:>iya'-ud-Daula. They say ,that

he settled down in Delhi after the affairs of the Sovereignty became

disorganised. He was dependant for his living on his lagir. He was

with Najib-ud-Daula 1 in the battle with Jawahir Singh Jat. He

died in 1179 A.H. (1765-66 A.D.).

(MIRZA) MUJ::IAMMAD HASHIM 2

(Vol. Ill, pp. 677-682)

By two intermediaries he was a grandson of the famous Khalifa

Sul~an, and by three intermediaries the daughter's son of Shah 'Abb~s

I. In the 4th year of . Bahadur Shah's reign he opened the load of

his poverty at the port of Siirat (i.e. arrived there from Ira~). B~ha

dur Shah was an ocean of kindness. When he heard of his amva\,

he because of his perspicacity and bounteous nature assigned him an

allowance of Rs. 3,000 and appointed an attache (Mehmandart ~o

honour him. He also ordered Firuz Jang, the governor of GUJarat

that after Muhammad Hashim's arrival in A1}madabad, he should

look after him, ~nd send him to the Court, and treat him in the same
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cOllllng, certam representations had been made to the King, by the

princes, especially in reference to his misplaced arrogance and airs.

The Mirza did not lower his head in respect to the princes, and IYld

annoyed--aH the officers. At last his host (Koka Kl1an), at the instance

of Mirza Shah Nawaz Khan ~afavil-who was the Mirza's rival from

early days, and was very envious of him-made a written representa

tion to the King. In this he requested for information as to how his

guest should behave towards the princes on the road, i.e. in procession,

and in the Darbar, how he should treat the officers, and finally wherc

.he should sit if he happened to come to the Darbar (hall) before the

King's arrival. The King put his signature (i.e. replied to the peti

tion) on the face of the petition, to the effect that with regard to

the princes, during processions he should dismount and pay his

rispects, and in the Darbar he should salute in the way prescribed

for the A mlrs. For the Amirs up to the rank of 3,000 he should

raise his hand to the head. When the King came to the third question

he turned to Mirza Shah Nawaz Khan and asked what signature

(order) should be made. He represented that till His Majesty's arrival

he (the Mirza) should sit in the peshkhana (ante-room) of Khanazad

Khan. Accordingly next day when the MIrza arrived in the Darbar
before the King, the Sazawals (Court messengers) came, in accordance

with Shah Nawaz's suggestion, and seated the Mirza in the peshkhana
of Shah Nawaz Khan. The owner of the house in view of the Mirza's

arrogance did not treat him with the usual etiquette and regard.

Though Shah Nawaz Khan on the next day went to his house and

offered apologies, but the representation and the mode of coming

became the subject of jests and the matter was talked of in councils

and assemblies. At last he received the rank of 5,000 with 3,000

horse, and the title of J(halifa Sul~an, which he himself had applied

for. He had not an accommodating nature. Though the assembly

notables behaved rudely and without regard, but he turned his face

He should not be confused with I Shah Nawaz !ihan ~afavi of Maathir

ul·Umara, II, pp. 67°-676.

from their sour looks and displayed his arrogance. His fief had not

so far been allotted to him when Bahadur Shah died, and after that no

one pa~d him ~ny att~ntion. He lived in the Capital for a long time,
and dIed at hiS appolOted time.

rs:l1afi Khan,l the author of the history known as MUrltakhab-ul~

Lu~bab, _~ho was very intimate with the author of these pages~ho~
j(han Flruz lang from AI~madabiid had by chance appointed on his

own behalf as. an attac~le to the Prince, and who had also been appoin

ted by the Prl11ce as hIS Divan-used to say that the Mirza's stock

of knowledge was his lineage. Except for selling the bones of his

ancestors and a worship of his lineage he had learnt nothing; and

further he was so proud of his birth that he acted as if he had no con..
nection with mortals. He forgot the saying:

Verse

To be proud of lineage is folly and lack of sense.

How can one be like a signet ring and live by the name of others.

When he came from A~madabad to Delhi, his companions wh~

had accompanied him in the hope of advancement, induced him t~

have an interview with A~af~ud-Daula2. The latter put another seat

(soznl) opposite his own seat for the Mirza. This displeased him.

After the. interview. though A~af-ud.Daula expressed himself warmly

~wards him, he did not expand (respond). At last to please him

A~af-ud-Daula said, "When you enter the King's service, you will get

the rank of 7 ,000 (which is the highest rank in India) on the first

day." The Mirza at once became angry and replied, "Here every

mean fellow (paji) has the rank of 7,000. What honour is such a

rank to me." Good God! afterwards when the affairs of Iran

became confused, and the ~afavi dynasty came to an end, many

of this family saved themselves by migrating to India. When the

1 I.:Jl';' U';l,,;. in Text, but more correctly.);,. \".Sit;.. His real name was

Mu1.Jammad Hashim Khan.
2 For Asad !ihan, see note 4, p. 137.
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Empire here also fell from its glory, and the. administrati.on was in

disorder, the respect and honour formerly paId to them dIsappeared.

All of them went away somewhere, and obtained a livelihood by

becoming connected with some high family. Stranger still some

people by giving them their daughters in marriage established a

connection with that august family (~afavi), and gave themselves out

as Khalifa SuJ~anis. For example one of the Governors of Bengal estab

lished a relationship with one of them. Later it became known that

the alleged claim (of being a ~afavi) was false. Some also came to

the Deccan, and were honoured as scions of that family. Later when

the Mirzas, who really belonged to the family, came, it became known

to all that they had in fact no relationship with the family.

(KHWMAGI) MUtIAMMAD tIUSAIN

(Vol. I, pp. 671, 67 2 )

ul-Umara] M u~ammad Ka~im Khan Magbfur

disposition. At 1 t h '.as e was appototed Bakaw I B- .. .
of the Kitchen) and recei d h . k f a egl (Supertotendent

ve t e ran a 1 000 1 I h h
Jabangir's reign when the h'" n t e 5t year of

governors Ip of Kashmir S-b .
to Hashim Khan 2 hi b h ' .14 a was assigned

. -, s rot er s son who was the G -
the K11lg sent him to Kasl - d' . overnor of Onssa,

lmlr to a mlolst h . .Kh-' . I er t e province ttll H- h'
_an s arrtva. In the 7th y 3 h as I1n

h
. ear e returned to the Cd'
IS respects. In the end of h OUrt an paid

(1611 A.D.) he died H
t

e1sfame year corresponding to 1020 A.H.
_ . e e t no son The Ki '.

lahangirnama4 that he was b dl . ng Wtltes to the

b
ear ess and had not a . I h'

eard or moustache and at th' f . .slng e aIr on his

I
' e time 0 speakmg h .

t lat of eunuchs. ' IS VOice resembled

(MARI:IOM MABROR)5 MUI:IAMMAD KAZIM
KHAN MAGHFOR .

(Vol. III, pp. ;5~729)

6 For his life see M - h I. aa~.ir-14. -Umara, I, pp. 258'268, Beverl'dge's
tlon I, pp. 221-23°. H d d transla-

e Ie. III 1095 AH (1684 A.D.).

the purified and the for-

He was the p t I dfM- k a erna gran ather of the writer Wh h' f h
Ira Mu'in-ud-Din Amanat Kh:- 6 '. en IS at er

ciative and judicious K' A __ ~n went. to ParadIse, the appre-
mg urangzlb gave sUltabl k d .

ments to all th . e ran s an appomt-
e VIrtuous and dese . d drVlng escen ants of that noble and

I Akbarnama, Text III . ,
This appointment d .' p. 79°, BeVerIdge s translation III, p. 1184.

2 '. was rna e In the 46th year or 160I A. D.
111aathlr-14I-Umara, III, . ° I -'.

deputising for his cousin is ~p 9
d
4 ,94. !'Q?waJagl Mu~ammad I-:Jusain's

mentlone on p. 94 I AI - .
(Rogers & Beveridge) I p 19 . h' .. so see T14z14k-I-!ahangiri

H
. ' . 9, IS name there IS given as Kh -' M I

. usam. ~waja u ~ammad

3 The year is wrongly gi 6 h .
(1612 A D.) d' h'l ven as t It1 the Text, it was the 7th, 1021 A.H

_ unng w IC 1 he returned to the C f _.
T 14Zllk-i-!ahanviri loc 't . ourt rom Kashmir. see

to' . CI ., p. 229 HIS death I das in the Te t b . ., a so occurre not in 1020 A H

Th
' x.' ut m 1021 AH. (op. cit., p. 233). . .
IS IS from T -k .! h-14'<:14 -1- a angiri (Rogers & Beveridge) I .

, DC. CIt., p.
4

233·

5 These epithets literally mean, the late,
given.

Maathir-14l-Umara, III, pp. 62.66,

2 When Mun'im Khan returned from Kabul in obedience to the royal

command and joined Akbar at Sirhind in the Panjab. he was accompanied by a

number of officers among whom Khwajagi Mulfammad J:Iusain is mentioned;

see Akbarnama Text II, p. 114, Beveridge's translation II, p. 174.

3 Akbarnama, Text II, p. 122, Beveridge's translation II, p. 1847.

He was the younger brother of Qasim Khan Mir Ba~r1 whose life

has been separately described. In the 5th year of Akbar's reign he
2

came from Kabul with Mun'im Beg Khan-!Chanan, and did homage

and was exalted by royal favours. When a disagreement arose between

~hani Khan the son of Khan-Khanan and tIaidar Mu~ammad Khan

Akhta Begi, to both of whom the K-]}an-Khanan had committed the

charge of Kabul, the King recalled tIaidar Mul~ammad and sent Abul

Fatl;t, the brother's son of the K-l1an-Khanan to Kabul to assist Ghani

Khan. He went to Kabul with Khwajagi M ul~ammad tIusain3. They

spent some time there and then the latter returned to the Court. In

the journey to Kashmir he was attached to the royal stirrups. As he

had few equals for truth and honesty, he harmonised with the King's
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dignified nobleman. Ka~im Khan had his rank increa~ed in his ~arly

youth, and was first appointed to the Buy~tati of the BiJ!p~r prov.mce,

and afterwards to the Faujdari of Jalnapiir 10 the Aurangabad provmce;

other parganas were also assigned to him. At the time when Bra~n~a:

puril was the seat of the imperial camp, he was sent off to the DIVant
of Lahore. In those days household-born ones were promoted. They

say that in those days the Khan was ~ddicted to wine-drinking. One

of Vazir Khan Shahjahani's grand chtldren-who was the reporter for

the Capital (Lihore)-mentioned this among the re~ort ~f events, and

the Superintendent of Posting (Darog!za-i-Dak) laid thiS report word

for word before the King. After it had been read, Aurangzib dis

cussed all the facts with Irshad Khan2 the brother-in-law (of Ka~im

~-.ban) who was the Divan of the J(hal~a and _observe~ 3that such a

trait was extraordinary in a descendant of Amanat Khan, but t~en

the writer also was a household-born (and so reliable). After reflection,

and in spite of all his observance of the law ~nd his stric_tness, he, in

consideration of his father ordered the Superintendent ~otPost) that

he should write in reply that both of them were Khinazads, and that

it was highly improper for one Khanazad to write to the Court such

disgusting things about another Khanazad.
When Prince Mu~ammad Mu'izz-ud-Din (Jahandar Shah) the

eldest son of Prince Mu~ammad MU'aHam Bahadur Shah-who was

going t04 Multan-came to the city (Lahore), Ka:i~ ~h:in waited

upon him, and was treated with great honour, appreciatIOn and regard.

I BrahmaplJri later named Islampiiri some 20 miles south-west of Pandhar

pllr Sholapllr District on the southern bank of the Bhima river. Aurangzib

stayed there for four and a half years from May, 1695-0ctobcr 1699, see

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Allrangzib, V. p. 6.
2 LWaathir-III·Umara, Text 1, pp. 29°,29 1, Beveridge & Prasilld's

translation I, p. 687.
3 The reference is to the upright nature, disinterestedness and honesty

of Amanat Khan, see IIJaathir-II/.Umara, Beveridge's translation 1, p. 228.

4 The appointment of Prince Mu'izz-ud-Din as the governor of Multan

is recorded in Kbafi Khan, II, p. 444 and his victory over Baluchis on pp. 462.,

463.

After two or three days he became an intimate l friend of the Prince

so that the latter was always eager for his society. The position deve

loped so favourably that he several times petitioned the King about

this, and an order came adding to his charge the Dlvanl of Multan,

Thatha, and parts of Bhakkar and Siwistan. When he came to Mul

tan-and as both of them were fond of drinking and consumption of

wine-their intimacy increased, and Ka~itn Khan was treated with

great distinction even in the most select and private entertainments.

But with all this-in contrast with the conduct of the other Amirs
who knew that the coming and going of their ladies to the palace was

indispensable to their position-though the Prince came for a night

and day to his garden and walked about with his special attendants

and there were hints about the attendance of Ka~im Khan's ladies,

the latter did not consent to such impropriety. In the Baluch expedi

tion, which was one' of the special activities of the Prince and of

which Aurangzib was also proud, after the army had devastated the

territory, and the force of the tribe had been disintegrated, the Prince

wanted that a body of men under the leadership of one of his imn1e·

.diate followers should be stationed in the houses of the Baluchis.

Many refused, but this sincere officer (Ka~im Khan) readily accepted

the task. The Baluchis out of respect for his Saiyidship, and in spite

of their strength, left their property and took to flight. When, the

Prince's report was received, his (Ka~im Khan's) rank was increased

and he received the title of Khan. Afterwards, when Aurangzib died,

and the Prince 2 accompanied his father (Mu~ammad MU'a~~am), who

..... ""-"1 in place of ~~~ in the Text.

2 According to ~afj Khan, II, pp. 573, 574. the news of Aurangzib's

death reached Muhammad A'zam Shah 'Alam or Bahadur Shah as he was

known after his'-~co~Qnation at Peshawar on 2.7 Dhiil t;Iijja 1 I 18 A. H. (2nd

April, 1707 A.D.). He started immediately and reached Lahore about the end of
Muq,arram 1119 A.H. The J(hll~ba was recited and the coins struck in his name,

and he was crowned as the King there, and an order was sent to his son prince

Mu'izz-ud-Din governor of Multan and Thatha to join him at Lahore. In
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marched from Peshawar to engage in battle with his brother Mui:Ja

mmad A'zam Shah-both of whom struck money and recited the

Khutba in 'their own names-Ka~im Khan was Idt in Multan as the

Dep~ty-Subadar. After removal from office-as he came to Lahore,

and Bahadur Shah went to the Deccan, Ka~im Khan on account of

the distance, could not accompany him. He spent two or three years

in that city without employment, and his expenditure was greater than

his income, while the opposite condition was necessary for happiness.

As he possessed perfect integrity, and as most of the income of his

fid was expended on the purveyors of delight and amusement,. every

artist being in receipt of a salary, the proceeds of the lands of 1m s~ns

and their money allowances-they being both officers under the K1I1g

and the Prince-were also spent. When in Sadhaura
1

, a district of

Sirhind, he had the good fortune to wait upon the King and the

Prince, he was granted a fid in the Panjab and appointed to the office

of 2nd BakIJshi of the Prince who had received the title of Jahandar

Shah. After Jahandar Shah2 became the Sovereign of India, Ka~im

:Khan obtained the rank of 4,000, but owing to his independent and

careless disposition, and want of regard for the prevailing conditions

of the times, and the malice of Kokaltash Khan3 -who in the guise of

friendship worked against him-the gates of affluence did not open for

him. He became disheartened, and even left off attending the Court.

One day he by chance met the King who remembered his former

regard and made inquiries after him. He regretted his unemploy

ment and his distressed circumstances and justly rebuked Kokaltash

Khan. A proposal was made for his appointment as the Governor of

Irvine's Later l'vlughals (Sarkar edn.) I, the date 22nd March, 1707, is appar
ently according to the Old Style. The news, it is stated, reached Bahadur

Shah at Jamrud twelve miles west of Peshawar.
It is S6dhra near Sirhind in the Patiala State, Panjab.

2 Jahandar Shah was crowned as the King in March, 1712.
3 His full name was 'Ali Murad Khan Jahan Bahadur K6kaltash ~an

Zafar Jang, Maathir-ul-Umara, Text I, pp. 817-819, Beveridge's translation I,

pp, 196,197. Also see Irvine, op. cit., I, p. 197.

Gujarat or Lahore, but as bribery and intrigue were the order of the

day and Mirs and Vazirs were the arbiters of destinies. As such prac

tices were quite foreign to Ka~i1l1 Khan's nature, nothing was arrang

ed. At last he had to be content with the governmcnt of the fort of

Lahore. Some months had not elapsed before another flower bloomcd

and Farrukh-siyar came to the throne, "Ind Kazim Khan was nearly be

ing censured on account of his long companionship with Jahandar Shuh.

Qu~b-ul-Mulk (the Barah Saiyid), who had been for a time in Multan,

and knew the facts, came to his assistance. He explained that Kiizim

:Khan had held himself aloof on account of Jahandar Shah's consulting

Kokaltash Khan in all affairs and himself remained content with

nominal power; and so the danger passed away. At the close of

Farrukh-siyar's reign when hiqad !<han Farrukh-Shahi became influ

ential, he, in consequence of old acquaintance-for he too had been

a servant of Jahandar Shah-procured for the pleasure-loving Kazim

Khan the position of the Divan of Kashmir, which was an agreeable

haven for pleasure loving sybarites and was a beautiful and exhilarating

landscape. When the affair of Mui:Jtawi Khan-which has been des

cribed in detail in the biography of Ai:Jmad Khan IP who was the De

puty governor of that province-produced confusion there, and though

Ka~im I5"l:!an's skiff reached the shore of safety while the boats of many

officials were wrecked, yet he was put on the unemployed list by the

Court officials. Afterwards he came to Delhi, and spent some years

without office or comfort and died in I 135 A.H. (1723 A.D.) when

he had passed his sixth decade.

His eldest son, the pardoned Mir ~asan 'Ali, was the honoured

father of the writer of these pages. He died in the early spring of

his youth when his years had not exceeded n111eteen. As yet the

plant of his wishes had not· bloomed, when he died in Lahore in

I III A.H. (1700 A.D.). The flower of his life shed its petals

from the calamity of the autumn of death. Fifteen days afterwards,

I Maathir-ul-UmarJ, Text III, pp. 760-765, Beveridge's translation 1,
pp. 160-163.
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account of Muthawwar ~an in whose house Sam~am-ul-Daula took refuge sec

Maathir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 776-793 and p. 108, in the notice of Qu~b.ud-Din
~an Khweshgi. The work of compilation of the Maathir-ul-Umdra, according

to the account, took 6 years and so must have been completed in 1747 A.D.,

when he was appointed Divan of Berar.
For the life of the author by Ghuliim 'Ali Azadsee Text I, p. 19, Be,:eridge's

translation 1, p. 16.

fortune endured-was. obliged. by circumstances to take over the

manag~ment of the affairs of the Deccan, a happy chance brought

the writer also to Aurangabad. By kissing the carpet of association

with that youth of genius and happy fortune the gates of success

opened for my countenance of loyalty. As Divine clemency through

the intermediation of some agents admitted one to close association,

and the glorious Fortune brought to the forefront a patron less

unknown, so without the intervention of anyone that exalted

personality recognised my inability as my qualification and made

the smell of my service fragrant with his special favours. And

having admitted me to a position of close association and trust and

without any rival or partner, he exalted me to his close companionship

and intimacy.

As the accomplishment of everything is dependant on its appoin

ted time, after an interval I was appointed by him as the Divan of

the Deccan and the Deputy-Divan and Khan-i-Saman of A~af

Jah's establishment, and in thankfulness and gratitude, therefore, I

bound the straps of devotion and service round my waist. In accord

ance with the practice of my ancestors I regarded bribery and corrup

tion-which men of the day called the dues of labour, and considered

as even more legitimate than the mother's milk-as utterly abominable

and unbecoming, and cast them away from me. It is well known

that this exalted nobleman is never forgetful of the fear and dread

of the Almighty. It is never possible nor allowable for· one to

display more than normal concern for the master or to expect excessive

favours beyond what are due to one's position and dignity; these latter

have disappeared in these terrible times. Not even one out of a
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I See 'Abdul ~ayy's life of Samsam-ud-Daula, AJaathir-ul-Umara Text 1,

pp. 16-18, Beveridge's translation I, pp. 14,15. His date of birth ther~ is

given as 29th Rama~an and not 28th as here; Beveridge gives the correspond1l1g

date 9th March, 1700, according to the Old Style.
2 See Beveridge, op-crt., p. 15. notes 2-4, p. 16, notes 1-3; also

Maathir-ul-Umara Text I, p. 326 and translation I, p. 63 I and Beveridge

& Prashad's translation I, p.63 1. H~ started for the Deccan in the 4th year

of Farrukh-siyar's reign.
The rest of the note is an autobiography of the author ?amsam-ud-Daula

Shah Nawaz !S-han up to the time he completed the preparation of Maathir-ul-

Umara.
3 See in the account of Na~ir Jang in Mdathir-ul-Umara Text III, pp.

848, 849; also in the biography of Ni?am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah, id., pp. 844-846.
The battle took place ncar Aurangabad on 20th Jumada I. I 154 A.D. (3rd

August, 1741 A.D.); also see Cdmbridge History of India, IV, p. 383. For an

namely on the 28th Rama9un, II I ~ A.H. (9th March.' 1700 A.~.)
this imaginary image showed itself on the page of eXIstence (that IS,

the author was bJrnr. Though his paternal uncles and some of

his maternal relatives were §till in Lahore, yet this weak slave left

Lahore in his gra ndfather' s lifetime on account of his meeting with

other relatio:1s. This he diJ in the year2 when Amir-ul-Umara

Husain 'Ali J-;han marched (for the first time) to the Deccan. The

~riter came to Aurangabad, and having for the sake of a home

(ab khurd) loosened the sandals of travel, he cast his anchor ther~.

On account of his protracted stay there remained no chance for his

return. He abandoned friends and country and became bound by

family ties (i.e. he married) and turned his face to the profession of

service. In I 145 A.H. (1732-33 A.D.) he was appointed by Nawab

Apf Juh Divan of the province of Berar. That disordered copy

was rearranged and became resplendent, and that withered flower,

by the help of the water of exertion, acquired new colour and fragra

nce. Excellent performance and good service displayed themselves

and there fell from the truthful lips of Apf Jah the words' ,The work

of such an one has smartness (nimaki)."
When Nawab Ni~am-ud-DaulaBahadur Na~ir Jang

3
-May his
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hundred possessed these virtues in these days when incapacity and

unsteadiness were the outstanding characteristics. God be praised!

in this case the last mentioned quality is absent. This noble Lord

of ours, from obedience to whom our store of felicity was increased,

was in the matter of courage like a sun, which provides an example

for all and sundry. His excessive kindness is like an uncomparable

cloud which grants favours to all; and his contemplative judgment

by simple orders, which cannot be faced or ignored, makes people

avoid committing sinful acts.

Verse

You cannot raise )our head because of shame;

To some it is like a wolf, the capture of which is an art.

When things assumed another aspect and that high born welL

wisher (Na~ir Jang) out of own judgment went into retirement, as

has been detailed in his account, the writer followed him as the

shadow follows the substance, and consoled himself with drinking the

wine of Shiraz.

Verse

When throne and glory depart,
To suffer sorrow is not right; 'tis better to drink wine.

We spent some days in retirement and happiness; and we used ro

repeat:-
We have not retired into seclusion for the sake of contentment,

Preservation of our bodies has been our guiding motive.

Suddenly the envious heavens changed their lot. They who had

withdrawn their feet from the world, found themselves eXFosed to

mountains and wilderness, and were driven out of the narcissus

garden (Rau4a-i-cAbhar). In the midst of these changes most of

(hem lost courage. The writer and his friend and patron had only

taken a few breaths when the malevolent influence of the untoward

heavens forced them into a battle. And on that day, as always, the

writer accompanied his patron, and was seated behind him on his

I

elephant. And when the affair was extended, and the injury was

changed into a defeat, and the leaders and commanders of their party

took refuge in an enclosure (mu&auwa?a') near the battlefield, and

nothing remained on the field except the elephant of that noble one;

it also had approached the wall of the enclosure, and the others had

meanwhile disappeared. On this happening of the Fortune Nasir

Jang asked the writer as to what was now to de done. I replied, ;'1
see no 3.dvantage in staying in this sheltered place, which is worse

than no shelter-it is the target of bullets and rockets from all sides;

and sacrificing one's life would be to no purpose." On hearing this

that brave hearted, quick witted warrior rushed into the battlefield.

He saw that elephant riders, perceiving that he was alone, were

a~lvancing against him at full speed, but he courageously and all by

hlluseH pushed on his elephant. When the enemy saw this, they

shouted praises for his bravery, and refrained from attacking him.

They formed a circle round him, and took him away towards A~af

Jah. They were only a few paces from where he (A~af Tah) was,

when some brave men, who valued their honour, drew their swords

and came out like lightning from their shelter. As the day was lost

(the ~ime had gone out of hand)--and though that gallant man

(Na~lr Tang) and the writer strongly forbade them-the only effect of the

proceeding was the irritation of the opposing party, and they in self

defence were compelled to restrain thern by pouring in a rain of

bullets. Through a strange 11"appening of our fate, though we

came safely o~t of the battle, we were wounded when peace prevailed.

Suddenly dutlng that commotion some vagabonds rushed at me with

uplifted swords and attacked me. An officer ('umdat) shouted

':Wh~ are ~ou . letting yourself to be killed?", and I realizing the

SituatIOn climbed down from the elephant. As God was protecting

me, I fell down among a herd of elephants whose trunks and tails

were entangled. Another officer out of loyalty for the great man (Na~ir

Tang) placed him on his own elephant and carried him out of danger;

and the flame~ having blazed up settled down. Thus abandoned and

in distrcs~ J lUet a friend :1nd was taken to the house of Muthaww:1r

i
'I
I
!
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Khan deceased, of whom an account has been given. Though I was

deserving of severe punishments for my offensive conduct, the clemen

cy of A~af Jah-which is a Divine quality-was satisfied with censur

ing me and depriving me of my rank and fief, and by appointing

someone to attach my house.
Although in the world of fan::y and mediation there was the

possibility of grave dangers, but, God be praised, for my corner of

retirement was not disturbed by unheard of and unseen worries.

Verse

O! corner of retirement, you have made my face glorious;

If I do not realize your worth, I become a vagrant.

It was this retirement, which led to the compilation of this work,

as has been hinted in the preface. Till the invisible mystery unfolds

itself and the indubitable grace comes forth, and a suitable occupation

is found, I have attempted to fill up my unemployed time with

this pleasant work. It is apparent that it is nothing more than record

ing foolish sayings and useless talk. As my mind is averse to the

scourge of unemployment, and to keep away vain thoughts from worry

ing my mind during this forced situation I could do nothing better

than to employ myself diligently to this task; and nearly six years

have passed.

Verse

We have sl1'mned even the suspicion of pleasure as a result of
misfortune,

The wine was not enough to leave even a trace of intoxication.

Although for some time as a result of this pre-occupation I was

safe from the disturbances of the time.

Verse

Whoever is busy, Fortune sets to something else.
The time has come when my unemployment proves useful to me.

___~o

-----~ --

ul-Umara J" M I I" Ku :amlna( azim KI;- M"I f-
o _-2<1n ag.l ur~ 15 1

Once again as a result of m . .b . , y natural 1l1clll1ations whicll .
ecome active as action . again, mcreases-so do the I

polluted if left stagnant f 1 ' rcsu ts-water becomes
.. or a ong tllne-how I

remal1l affhcted-I am Ull~bl d" ong can the mind
" e to lvme.

Verse

We do not complain against the un)' ust 11e~
Th I "vens,

cy lave taken a bond with the seal of'l fSI ence rom us

A, tho world I"" '0'" endowed with h .hopll1g. ope, there is no harm in

Hemistich

P erha ps our nig"ht will 'lIso 11ave ., , a mornl11g.

A chasm of difficulties 11as ~ d b

1

. ..ppeare etwe
ence; and the light of tile f h en two stages of 0pu-moon ate I . . h 0

ness of the night. norl1lng IS c aSll1g the dark-

Verse

The shield of tI f· f Ile .lce a lope comes rOlllld d .
The d espatr

ust of the eyes of Jacob in the end bccon-es til II'1 e co ynum.

Oh God! I do" Inot possess t le necessar c f
ment of affairs and 'tl '0 Y ourage or the manage-

, WI lout means there IS no 1 f .
ment. Grant a lit 1 ' lOpe or my achleve-
and if you' do not :l:~~~~:rth:~ sitraighten the affairs, of this destitute,
and do 1 p ess, make the affairs easier for me

not eave me to my fate' and l' 'happen. Oh G d
l

'.w latever IS to happen, let it
a . we crave your forgiveness for what I

to you1' and may ,Your gracefulness always be on the incre:see laved done
we a ways r Y f ,an mayecelve our aVOlirs and 1. ' may t lese alw b I
ll1crease; and for the sake of the Prophet Mid ays ,e on t 1e
dants! May God arant bl 0 MIll :amma and 1m descen-

D ' essmgs to u :ammad and his descendants!
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(MIR) MUtJAMMAD KHAN, known as KHAN KALAN
l

(Vol. III, pp. 211-216)

He was the elder brother of Shams-ud-Din M ulpmmad Khan

Atka2 • In courage and bravery he was unique in his time. He dis

tincruished himself in the company of Mirza Kamran and in attend~
b d .

ing upon the stirrups of Humayun, and also did great deeds unng

Akbar's reign. For a long time he was the governor of the $uba of

Panjab. Many parganas in t~1at province were held in fief by the Atka

Khail which was a name for the brethren, sons and other relations

.~ the Atka Khan. He did good work in conquering the Gakkhar

country, in routing Sul~an Adam, and in establishing Kamal Khan in

the government of that area. Along with his brethren he showed bravery

and daring, and a victory, which former sovereigns of Delhi had been

longing for all the time, feU to his lot by the good fortune of Akbar
3

•

In the 9th year Mirza Mulpmmad tJakim4
, Akbar's half-brother

and ruler of Kabul, who was oppressed by Mirza Sulaiman, the ruler

of Badakhshan, crossed the Indus and begged for Akbar's help. The

Emperor appointed Khan Kalan with the Panjab officers to accompany

the Mirza. It was ordered that the officers should stop Mirza Sulai

man from interfering with the Ka.bul territory, and having established

Mirza Mulpmmad tJakim there under the guardianship of Khan

Kalan's younger brother Qu~b-ud-Din Khan5 return to their posts.

When Khan Kalan with the Panjab army and in co~pany with the

1 In Blochmann's translation of A'jn, I (2nd edn.), pp. 338, 339, his

name is given as l):han-i-Kalan Mulpmmad.
2 Maathir-ul-Umara, II, pp. 531-535, and Blochm:ll1n, op. cit.,pp. 337,

338.
3 For the Gakkhar campaign see Kamal Khan's biography, Maathir-ul-

Umara Text III, pp. 144-146 and Beveridge & Prashad's translation I, pp. 758-

760.
4 This is based on Akbarnama Text II, pp. 238-242, Beveridge's transla-

tion II, pp. 262-365.
5 i'l1.aathir-ul-Umara, Ill, pp. 56-59' aIlll Blochmann, op. cit., 353,

354·

Mirza (MuQ.ammad tJakim) arrived in the neighbourhood of Kabul,

Mirza Sulaiman gave up the siege and started for Badakhshan. Mirza

MuQ.ammad tJakim having achieved his object entered Kabul with the

royal officers. Khan Kalan remained there, as he preferred to act as

the Vakil of the Mirza and manage the affairs of that province, and

sent back to India Qu~b-ud-Din and other officers. But the Mirza

o~ing to his youth was not possessed of sound reason, and always lent

hiS ears to the falsehoods of the sedition-mongers of Kabul, who in

this way wanted to stir up a strife. Khan Kalan, who was known

for his loyalty and impetuosity, did not have recourse to conciliatory

methods. He was upset by minor matters, and used harsh measure;;

as a result things did not proceed harmoniously between him, the.

Mirza and the Kabuli:s. Though the Mirza professed submissiveness,

he transacted most important matters without consulting Khan Kalan.

At last, he without referring to Khan Kalan gave his sister!, who was

previously married to Shah Abul Ma'ali, in marriage to Khwaja tJasan

Naqshbandi who was passing his days in Kabul. The latter as a

result of this noble alliance became arrogant, and began managing the

~irzii's affairs. Khan Kalan, who in spite of his imperious disposi

tIOn was acute, far-sighted and a good judge of men, realized that

things would become unpleasant in the end. Out of far-sightedness,

therefore he, one night and without anyone knowing about it, marched

out of Kabul and took the high road to India, and on reaching Lahore

breathed the sigh of ease and relief.

As the spiritual gardeners and ancient sages2 have likened kingship

to gardening, for as a gardener improves a garden by taking up a tree .

from one place and planting it in another; he rejects many, waters

others moderately, labours hard for their proper growth, uproots wild

trees, lops off ugly branches, removes trees that are huge, grafts some

I Fa~-un-Nisa Begam, a daughter of Humayun by Jujak Begam and
widow of Mir Shah Abul Ma'ali.

2 This highly elaborate simile is copied almost verbatim from 'Akbarnama
Text II, p. 332, Beveridge's translation II, pp. 486,487.
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Sarkar of Sambhal in the Moradabad District, United Provinces,

Imperial Gazetteer, XXII, pp. 18, 19.
2 His name is given as Khan Jahan f:lusain QuH Beg in Maathir-ul-Umara

Text III, pp. 645-653, Beveridge & Prashad's translation I, pp. 645-649. See
also Blochmann, op. cit., pp. 348-351.

3 This sentence is only a repetition, as the grant of Sambhal to the
Mir is already described in the previous sentence.

4 See Akbarntima Text III, p. 4, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 6,7;

Mu1).ammad Khanul-Umara]

and Tabaqat+Akbari, De's Text II, pp. 237, 238, translation II, PP:371, 372.
Sirohi is a state in Rajputana, Imperial Gazetteer, XXIII, pp. 28-37. Bhadrajan
is situated to the north of Sirohi and east of Siwana.

Pattan is described as Anhilvada Patan in Imperial Gazetteer, XX, pp.
24, 25. It is famous for its Jain Temples. Khan Kalan's appointment as its

Governor is mentioned in Akbarnama Text III, p. 33, Beveridge's translation III,
P·46.

2 In Akbarnama Text III, p. 163, it is stat~d that he died on Farwadin
19 ; December 1575 according to Beveridge's translation III, p. 231.

3 This appears to be adapted from Badayuni, Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh

Text III, p. 287, where some more of his verses are given. See also Haig's
translation III, pp. 396, 397. According to Badayuni, he told Akbar that the
glory of his reign was that a man like me has lived in it.

sent in advance in that direction. When 1<han Kalan reached near

the town of Bahadrajan, near Sirohi, Raja Man Singh Deohara who

was the chief of the area, played a trick. After reaching Gurbazi he pro-

fessing obedience sent some Rajputs by way of a mission. After they

had waited on 1<han Kalan, he at the time of their taking leave was, in

accordance with the Indian custom, giving each of them a pan and

bidding them adieu. One of these daring and furious men struck the

Khan with a dagger under the collar-bone so hard that its point came

out three finger-breadths under the shoulder-blade. His men killed

the Rajpiit and his companions. In spite of the severity of the wound

the Khan recovered within fifteen days.

When Gujarat was conquered in the same year by Akbar, Khan

Kalan was appointed Governor of Pattan l
, which was an old town and

was also known as N ahrwala; it was formerly the Capital of the country.

In the 20th year, 983 A.H.2 (1575 A.D.) Khan Kalan died. He

was a very accomplished man3
, and composed poetry both in Turkish

and Persian. He composed a Divan consisting of odes and gkazals.
His pen-name was Ghaznavi. He was also a skilled musician. It is

stated that his assemblies in no place were without poets and scholars.

He was an ardent admirer of elaborate compositions, pleasant and

sweet songs, and a patron of master artists. The verse is his:

[Alaathir-Mu~ammad Khan

upon others, coUects fruits of different kinds and flowers of varied

colours, enjoys their shades when necessary and does such things as are

laid down in the science of horticulture; so the far-sighted kings by their

instruction and regulation of the affairs of their servants keep alight the

lamp of wisdom, and raise the standard of guidance. Wherever a large

number of people of one mind and language are gathered and there are

signs of crowdi~g and commotion, the rulers must disperse them, firstly

for their own good, and secondly for the welfare of the community,

even though no improper acts by this crowd may have been noticed or

suspected. They regard rhis dispersal as the basis of union, particu

larly as peace cannot be established when mischief comes about from

the consumption of potent liquors, resulting in the intoxication of the

weak-headed consumers of these cups of inebriation. This is specially

the case when strife-mongers, tale-bearers and disturbers abound. As

negligence is naturally implanted in human constitution, the loyal

members of the Atka-J(hail, who had for a long time been gathered

together in the Panjab and were administering these territories, were

in the 13th year removed from their charges, and summoned to the

Court. In 976 A.H. (1568 A.D.) they came to Agra and did

homage, and each of them was granted a select and fertile fief. The

Sarkar of SambhaP, which was the finest district in India, was granted

as a fief to Mir Mu1).ammad ,Khan, and J:Iusain Quli !5-.han Dhiilqadar2,

the fief-holder of the Nagar Sarkar was appointed the Governor of the

Panjab. That wide tract (Sambhal) was given to Khan Kalan3
• In

the 17th year when Akbar was encamped at Ajmer and decided on

the conquest of Gujarat, .Khan Kalan4 and many other officers were



(SHAMS-UD-DIN) MUI:IAMMAD KHAN4 ATKA

(VoL II, pp. 531-535)

Mu~ammadKhan Atka

I Akbarniima Text I, pp. 162-167; Beveridge's translation I, pp. 349-354.
For details of the battle of Qanauj see Banerji, Humiiyun Biidshiih (1938), pp.

243-249.
2 Farsakh or parasang about 18,000 feet in length.
3 This is adapted from Akbarniima Text I, p. 44; see also Beveridge's

translation I, pp. 130, 131, where the names of all his nurses are enumerated

and valuable notes are added regarding a number of them.
4 This is not quite correct, as Humayiin had to fly from Mustung when

pursued by Mirza 'Askari leaving Akbar behind, see Joher (lahur) Stewart's

from Agra a second time to encounter Sher Khan Siir l
, Mirza Kam

ran did not accompany him, and leaving his troops with the Emperor
proceeded to Lahore. Mir Shams-ud-Din was one of them. When

on loth Mu~arram 947 A.H. (17th May, 1540 A.D.) near Qanauj
and one farsakh 2 from the river a great defeat was inRicted on the

royal army; the officers Red without fighting, and rushed to the river;

a large number of them were drowned. Humayiin himself attacked

the enemy twice, but later at the urgent requests of his well-wishers

left the field and crossed the river on an elephant. He dismounted on

the opposite bank and was looking for a way of escape. As the bank

was high he could not find one. One of the soldiers escaped from

the whirlpool and reached' there, and taking hold of the Emperor's

hand drew him up. Humayiin asked his name and birthplace. He

replied that his name was Shams-ud-Din Mu~ammad, that he was

born at Ghazni and was a servant of Mirza Kamran. Humayiin made

him hopeful of royal favours. Accordingly after reaching Lahore he

was taken into royal service.
Near the time of Akbar's birth3

, Humayiin as a reward for the

service rendered at Qanauj promised Shams-ud-Din's wife that she

would have the nutsing of the Prince. Maryam Makani, in accord

ance with the royal order, made over the fortunate baby to the wife of

the said :Khan who had the title of Fji Anaga. As her delivery had

not yet taken place, other nurses suckled the Prince, till Iiji Anaga

;Ittained this blessing. When Humayiin went to 'Iraq (Iran), Mit
Shams-ud-Din was left at Qandahar in the service4 of the Prince.

ul-Umara][Maathir-Mu~ammad Khan Atka

Verse

During youth the best part of my life was spent in folly;

What was left, has been passed in repentance.

Verse

None gives water save the pupil of the eye l
;

No breath for me save a morning sigh.

Fa4il Khan his son had the rank of: 1,000. During the time

when Mirza 'Aziz was besieged at A~madabad, and every day zealous

men went out to fight, he displayed devotion and was killed2
• His

second son was Farrukh Khan3 who in the 40th year of Akbar's reign

attained the rank of 500.

He was the son of Mir Yar Muhammad of Ghazni who was a

spiritually-minded landlord. When 'Shams-ud-Di~as~wenty years

old~, he dreamt in Qhazni that the moon came into his arms. H~

related this to his father, who interpreted the dream as meaning that

some good fottune would happen to him; and this would be the

means of exalting the family. At first he was the servant of Mirza

Kamran the brother of Emperor Humayiin. When Htimayiin went

I There is a play on the word rrJyo in the expression ~3.v ro/' It gener
ally means a man, but in this verse it is the man in the eye or the pupil.

2 Akbarnama Text III, p. 43, Beveridge's translation III, p. 61.
3 He is often mentioned in Vol. III of Akbarniima.

. 4. His life based mainly on the account in the Maathir-ul-Umarii was pub
hshed In Blochmann's translation of the A'in I (2nd edn.), pp. 337-338.

5 See Akbarniima Text I, p. 14, Beveridge's translation I. p. 43, where
the dream is stated to have been in the 22nd year of his life. Beveridge added
a not~ (p. 43, note 2) about Atga stating that it is the Turkish word Ataga
meanmg "the state of being a father", but in the later volumes of Akbarniima

adopted Atka, and this is followed here.



Mul~all1mad Khan Atka [Maathir- ul-Umara] Mul).ammad Khan Atka

When HUll1ayun returned, he at the behest of Mirza Kamran came

with the Prince to Kabul. On hearing of the conquest of Qandahar

by Humayun's forces, the Mirza1 took the Prince to his house, and

imprisoned the Mir in an unworthy place. As Fortune was his fate,

he remained safe from the machinations of his enemies, and after the

conquest of India when the Sarkar of I:Ii~~ar was assigned as appanage

of the Prince, Atka .f5:-.han was appointed to the government of that

area. When the dais of the Caliphate was adorned by the enthrone

ment of Akbar, Atka Khan 2 and other grandees were sent to Kabul

to bring Maryam Makini and the other Begams. When Akbar's

mind became alienated from Bairall1 Khan, an order was sent to the

said Khan, who was in his fief in Bhera-Khushab3 to make over

Lahore to his elder brother Mir MUQammad Khan, and to present

himself at the Court. On his presenting himself he received a flag,

drums and the Tiiman-togh 4 of Bairam Khan, and was appointed

Governor of the Panjab.

When it became certain that Bairam Khan was advancing to the

Panjab from Bika:nir with rebellious intentions, Atka Khan was sent in

advance 5
, and the Emperor himself left Delhi. Though Shams-ud-DinG

Khan was not a warrior like Bairam Khan, but by the Emperor's good

translation (1832), pp. 51, 52, Erskine, History of India (1854) II, pp. 267-27°,

and Bayazid's Memoirs Text, I:J.idayat l:losain's edn. (194 1), p. 7.
Akbarnama Text 1, p. 236, Beveridge's translation 1, p. 468.

2 Ibid Text II, p, 17, Ibid II, pp. 30, 31.
3 Bhera and ~ushab, in the Shahpur District, Panjab.
4 See Blochmann's translation of A'tn I (2nd edn.), p. 52, pI. ix, fig. 4

where it is called Tumantoq. In Irvine, Army of the Indian Mughals, p. 34, it

is Tumantogh, while the Text has i:. ~'j j ~l...)''j.

5 Manqala or }}lanqalah, advanced troops, vide Irvine, op. cit., p. 225.
6 The appointment of Atka Khan to quell the sedition of Bairam {(han

and the battle are described in the Akbarnama Text II, pp. 110-115, Beveridge's
translation II, pp. 168-176. In note I on p. 169 the author suggests that
Dikdar is probably Dardak in Jalandhar District, Panjab. An exact copy of the
petition is reproduced on pp. 119-121 of the Text and pjJ. 182-185 of the

translation.

fortune, a great battle took place between them In the village of

Gunach6r, pargana Dikdar near Jalandhar. Bairam Khan's men fought

bravely, and threw most of Atka .f5:..ban's forces into confusion. But:

Verse

If you fight with your benefactor

Even if you are in heaven, you will fall head downwards.

Atka Khan attacked Bairam Khan's centre and dispersed it, and

was victorious. At Sirhind he did homage, and was exalted with the

tide of A'~am Khan. When Mun'im Kban was appointed the Vakil,

Atka Khan showed his dissatisfaction and wrote from Lahore to Akbar

that as he had rendered invaluable services in confronting Bairam

Khan, he ought to have received his appointment. Accordingly in

the 6th year he came to the Court, and received charge of the

political and financial affairs. Both Malum Anaga, who consi

dered herself as the real Vakil and Mun'im Khan who ostensibly

held that post, were vexed. At last in the 7th year!, on 12th

Rama~tln, 969 A. H. (16th May, 1562 A.D) when Atka Khan,

Mun'im Khan and Shihab-ud-Din AQmad Kban were engaged in

public business in the Hall of Audience, Adham Khan son of Maham

Anaga, who out of his pride of youth and prosperity was a fearless

desperado, and innately given to creating disturbances, came there

and all the officers stood up out of respect. As Adham Khan was

full of envy and regarded him as a rival, he laid hold of his dagger

and advanced. He said Co ~husham Beg his servant "Strike this

traitor". He unsheathed his dagger and struck it into Atka Kban's

breast. The latter was wounded and in consternation fled towards

the royal harem. Another of the servants of that murderer (Adham

Khan) struck him with a sword in the courtyard of the Hall and

finished him. There was a great uproar in the royal palace, and the
•

For a detailed account of. the murder etc. see A kbarnama Text II, pp.
174- 178 and Beveridge's translation II, pp. 269-275.
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161Mu4ammad .Khan Bangashul-UmariiJ

See Irvine, op. cit., p. 274. He was presented to the Emperor Farrukh
siyar at Barahpul on 9th February, 1713, and received various honours and
assignments.

2 Muq.ammad Shah's enthronement took place at Bidyapiir (at Tajpiir

about 4 miles from Bidyapiir according to a footnote of Sir Jadunath in Irvine's

Later Mughals, II, p. 1, note) on 15th Dhul Qa'da 1131 AH. (28 September

17 19 AD.). The battle referred to is that of ~asanpiir which took place on

13th and 14th Mulprram, 1133 A H. (13th and 14th November, 1720 AD.).

see Irvine, lac. cit., pp. 85-93. See also Irvine, 'ourn. As. Soc. Bengal, XLVII,
pp. 280-282.

3 ~ ~li in the Text is certainly incorrect.

4 See Irvine, lourn. As. Soc. Bengal, XLVII, p. 305, where it is stated that
the "Sanad for Malwa is dated 17th Rabi I of the 12th year", i.e. in 1730 A D.

5 Raja Girdhar Bahadur was appointed Governor of Malwa in place of
Ni~am-ul-Mulk in 1725 and was killed in a battle with Mahrattas in the

neighbourbood of Ujjain on 8th December.l 728, see Irvine, Later Mughals, II,
pp. 152 , 243.

6 Jl.w~..., in the Text is an error for JL... y1~, For an account of
the expedition against the Bundilas see Irvine, lac. cit., pp. 2&t-305.
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l

• In the 3rd year of Mul)-ammad Shah's reign 2 , in the battle

which took place with Qutb-ul-Mulk under the generalship of Sultan

Ibrahim, the Khan was with Qutb-ul-Mulk. He came with his follow

ing and joined the Emperor, and rendered useful service, and received

a high rank and the title of Ghaslanfar Jang3
• In the 13 th year corres

ponding to 1143 A.H4. (1730-31 A.D.) he was appointed Governor of

Malwa on the death of Raja Girdhar 5 Bahadur. At that time he led a

force against Chattarsal 6 Bundila, and having fought with him for a

year he released from him the royal estates of which he had taken

possession. Chattarsal was awaiting his opportunity, and after the said

Khan had dismissed the additional forces, Chattarsal joined with the

Mahrattas, and suddenly advanced and besieged him in Garhi. After

a siege of four months, as there was an outbreak of Plague, the

Mahratta army abandoned the siege and left. Chattarsal was still

persisting with the siege when Qa'im Khan the son of the Khan arrived

with a force, and as a result Chattarsal made peace. The Khan was

Mu4ammad Khan Bangash

MUl:1AMMAD KHAN BANGASH
3

(Vol. III, pp. 77 1-774)

he was lama'atdar (lama'dar). The Barah

to notice and introduced him into royal ser-
In the beginning

Saiyids brought him

Th tyred T{han which according to Abjad yields 97°·
e mar ~, . h P '-b d Akbar

The Atka Khail formed a very influential clan In t e anp, an _
f 2d it necessary-: remove them from there in the 13th year; see A k barnama

T

oun
II 332 333 Beveridge's translation II, pp. 486-488, and note I on p.ext , pp. '. '

486. A much more detailed account of Mulpmmad KQan Bangash was ~~b-
3 ..' I . I' t' I The Bangash Nawabs of Farrukhabad,r h d b IrVine In hiS c aSSlca ar lC e

IS e y I· XLVII 268-357. The account in Maathir deals not
'ourn. As. Soc. Benga , , pp. . ' Q-" Khan

. M h d Khan but includes short notices of hiS sons a 1m ~only With u . amma _ ' .

and Al).mad KQan.

. He then inflicted
Emperor waking up asked for an explanation.

Kh as has been related in his account.retribution on Adham _an,
Verge

Would that he had been martyred the following year _

f h · d h uld have been Khan Shahid
l

•As then the chronogram 0 IS eat wo -
. ' the Atka KhaiP armed themselves

On hear109 of this catastrophe, - h d 1 t

d bl ked the way of Adham Khan. Althou~h they . ~ar t lad
an oc f h h h pOSitIOn an
he had been killed, but on account 0 t e Ig f I

influence of Maham Anaga they regarded the staftehmentw:~t :I:~
. d' b At last some 0 t em

and went on creating a Istur ance. d' b was
d h d· and the IStur ance

saw for themselves what ha appene, I h and
. f rt and conso e t e sonsAkbar took great palOS to com 0 b

over. . d the mem ers
brothers of the martyred Khan, and to tram adn ~;ote f 5 000 to

f h I Atka Khail. were a large crow . ces o. '
o tee an. - h brae

. h' h d No other family was at t at tl1ue so tJ
100 were 10 t elr an s. h f h E peror

d f I There were also many foster-brot ers 0 t em. '
an power u . d It IS not
and most of them attained the ranks of 5,,000 an 4,000. h' hI

h h h ere ever so many foster-brothers so Ig yknown w et er t ere w

placed under any other Sovereign.
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For Qa'im Khan, see Irvine, lourn. As. Soc. Bengal, XLVII, p~. 37 1-

2 See Irvine, lourn. As. Soc. Bengal, XLVIII, p. 53, where the amount is

given as fifty lacs of rupees.
3 Sali in the Text should be Patiyali (Patiali), see Irvine, lac. cit., p. 7 1 .

Jhe battle took pl~c~ on 24th September, 1750 .

, He .was an A miT of the time of Akbar, and was distinguished b

~' ,ec~,,~, ,mo~g tht Afgh,n olliee" of hi, Coun. The ,uthoc of th;
. abaqat-t-AkbaT1 states that he had attained the rank of 2,0005 , but

ul-Umara] Mul;ammad Khan Niyazi 163

co~eJct~d_a force and having allied himself with Mulhar Rao H6lkar
an al Apa Sindhia advanced to retrieve the position.

The Mahrattas nrSt drove off Shadl'! Kh- 1 h I G_ _"an w 0 was t le overnor
of Kul Jalesar on behalf of Ahmad Khan Alll d KI - I
b

' . . --' . na lan w 10 was
eSlegln All h-b-d' - ,g a a a , on receipt of this news started for F kl -b-d

Th MI' arru la a .
e a lrattas followed him and besieged him t!lere He d-fl" . ma e most

o .115 opportul1lty and went away to tIusainpur which was a better

forti ned :l~ce. On the day when Sa'd Ullah Kban son of 'Ali Muha

mmad Khan came to hi~ assistance, a battle took place. He ~as
defeated and took refuge 111 the skirts of the hills. His country was

d~vastated. At ,last ~e humbled himself and made peace in accordance

With ~afdar Jal~g s Wishes. For a long time he managed affairs in his

country, and !llS good nature became well know'n He wa0d ' . s most
assI uous 111 attending to h' I b'. many Igl om men and women who took
refuge With him after the sack of the CapitaF d' I .. ' an Wit lout expectll1O'
any service of them sent monthly allowances to the house of each on:

of them. His behaviour to people was very gentle and humble, and
he left a record for tl t' f d . d'" .1e Ime 0 Oll1g goo Without expecting a return3

•

There IS no mformatlOn about his descendants4 •

MUtIAMMAD KHAN NIYl\ZI

(Vol. III, pp. 372-376)

Shad! Khan in the Text, but it should be Shadil Khan Ghilza'i, see
Irvine, lac. cit., p. 86.

2 Irvine, lac. cit., p. 128 et seq,

3 For Al:tmad k'han's habl'ts d h~ an c aracter see Irvine, lac. cit., pp.
154- 1 59,

4 ~or. h~s children see Irvine, lac, cit., pp. 159, 160,

5 hiS IS apparently incorrect, as in the Tabaqat+Akbari, De's Tc::xt II,

tMaathir-Mu~ammad Khan Bangash

now free and proceeded to the Court. In the battle with Nadir Shah

he was in the rearguard. He died at his appointed time. After his

death his eldest son Qa'im Khan1 became Faujdar of the estates of

Farrukhabad etc. in the .5iiba of Akbarabad. Later when ~afdar
Jang became the Vazzr, he, at the instance of the latter (~afdar Jang),

attacked Sa'd Ullah Khan son of 'Ali Mu~ammad K.han R6hila and

besieged him in Badayun. Though the latter made entreaties, they

were of no avail. Being helpless he carne out and engaged in battle.

Qa'im Khan and his brothers were killed. When ~afdar jang incited

Emperor A~mad Shah and wanted to confiscate Qa'im ~l!an's estates,

the latter's mother came veiled, and settled the matter for sixty lacs of

rupees 2 • ~afdar Jang confiscated all the parganas, but gave back

Farrukhabad with twelve villages which had formed the perpetual

grant (Altamglza) of Qa'im J5.han's mother since Farrukh-siyar's time.

He appointed Nawal Rai to collect the revenues, and went off to

Delhi after the Emperor. A~mad Khan the brother of Qa'im Khan

collected a force of Afghans, and killed Nawal Rai in a battle. ~afdar

Jang who had set out from Delhi to help Nawal Rai on hearing of the

catastrophe came to a place between the towns of Patiyali
3

and Saha

war in 1163 A.H. (1749-50 A.D.), and engaged A~mad Khan. He

was signally defeated, and escaped in his canopied (brass) ~audah.

Though he was wounded, and his driver and a special attendant

(sawar-i-khawa~)had been killed, but he escaped from the clutches of

the Afghans owing to their being unware of his being in the ~audah.

A~mad Khan sent his son Ma~mud .Khan to confiscate the province

of Oudh, and himself went to Allahabad. He did not fail to plunder

and to take prisoners (on the way). In 1164 A.H. ~afdar Jang

-
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Mu~ammad Khan Niyazi
Mul).ammad Khan Niyazi

Shaikh Abul Fac.ll in the 40th l1ahi year does not place his rank higher

than 500. In Jahangir's reign, however, he rose to a high rank and

became famous. It is stated that Jahangir proposed to award titles 1"0

three persons, but they refused. They were Mirza Rustam ~afavil,
Khwaja Abul I:Iasan T urbati2 and M u~ammad Khan Niyazi

3

• The

last mentioned said "What name can I take that is higher than mine,

which is Mu~ammad?" In the beginning of his career he' distin

guished himself in Bengal in company with Shahbaz Khan
4

Kambu.

He specially acquired a name for bravery and courage in the ba~tles on

the Brahmaputra. It is stated that Shahbaz Khan in view of hiS com

panionship and service used to give him a lac of rupees every.~ear

from his own resources. In the Thatha campaign he was an auxiliary

of Khan-Khanan.
Whe:-in the year 10005 A.H. (1591:-92 A.D.) Mirz~ Jani Beg

the ruler of Sindh came out of the fort where he was beSieged, and

proceeded towards Siwistan so that he might attack the boats of the

victorious army, Khan-Khanan sent a force, which included Mu~ammad
Khan Niyazi, in that direction and himself followed later. When the

force sen~ reached the boats, some thought that they should fortify

., d. 3-'.L.w t.J.IOJ ~h 6.)) • ~ .... jl~jl ~~Ilb jl See also De's
p. 452, It IS state. ..... .. ~ iJ v·

translation 11, p. 680.
I See Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd cdn.), pp. 54°, 54

1
, where

a short biography of his is given.
2 Maatbir-ul-U mara, Ill, pp. 434-441.
3 IbidI, pp. 737-739, Beveridge's translation I, pp. 128-13°.
4 For Shahbaz ~an Kambii see Maathir-ul-Umara, II, pp. 59°-601 and

Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 436-44°' The battles on the
Brahmaputra are detailed in A kbarniima Text Ill, pp. 438-440, B,ever~dge"s

translation Ill, pp. 657-659, in the account of the 28th year of Akba~ ~ r~lgn In

1584 A.D. There is no mention, however, of Mul:ammad ~an Nlyazl there.

See also Riya4-us-Sala~in (Salam's translation), p. 167, and Stewart, History of

Bengal, pp. 178, 179·
5 Akbarniima Text Ill, pp. 608, 609, Beveridge's translation Ill, pp. 9

2
9-

93
1

; sec also Maathir-i-Ra~imi (Hidayat Husain edn.) 11, PP' 357-373·

Lakhi, and await reinforcements, but on the urgent representation of

the brave men it was decided to fight. Under the leadership of Mu~a

mmad Khan Niyazi they passed Lakhi, and engaged the enemy. The

latter drove off . the vanguard and the right and Idt wings and were

exultant at their success. M ul:ammad Khan arrived with the centre

an~ by har~ fig~ting defeated the enemy which were 5,000 strong,

while the unpenal force did not consist of more than 1,200 soldiers.

Mirza Jani turned back several times and fought, but it was without

effect. It is stated that from this date Khan-Khanan had full confi

dence in his leadership. In the time ofJahangir in the battle of

Khirki-which was one of the famous engagements in the Deccan

Khan-Khanan entrusted the charge of his son Shah Nawaz Khanl to

Mul:am.mad Khan and Yaqub Khan Badakhshi who were both experien

ced soldiers of the time. On that day Mu~ammad Khan employed an

excellent stratagem. He took possession of the stream which flowed

through the plain (of battle), and stopped all its crossings. He held its

bank, and did not .allow Shah Nawaz Khan to rush forward. Malik

'Ambar with all his force and equipment was met by a shower of

arms and bullets wherever he tried to cross. Malik 'Ambar lost

~any of his troops and was compelled to fly; owing to the pursuit of

1115 brave foes he found no resting place till he reached his base

(home).

When Prince Shah Jahan undertook the campaign in the Deccan,

Mulfammad Khan did not slacken in the performance of brave deeds.

I His name was Iraj and he was the eldest son of Khan-Khanan 'Abd-ur

Raq.im. He was granted the title of Shah Nawaz ~an-: th;-(;th year, 1611
AD f J h- -,. 'T-..,.0. a anglr s reign, see uzuk-i-lahangiri (Rogers and Beveridge) I, p. 197.
For _his life see Maathir-i-Raqimi (Hidayat Husain edn.) II, pp. 612-635, and
Maathlr-ul-Umara 11, pp. 645-648. The battle of Khirki is mentioned in the
~ast work on p. 646 as having taken place in the loth year of Jahangir's reign

In. 1024 A.H. (1615 A.D.). It is called Karki in Tuzuk (op. cit., p. 314) and
Klrki by Beni Prasad, History of lahangir, p. 263; while in Maathir-ul-Umara,

II, p. 647, it is stated that it is now known as Aurangabad, and is situated 5 kos

from Daulatabad. The battle took place some miles from Kirk!.
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Mu~ammad I<han Sistani
ul-UmarJ]

Out of a hundred houses there is only one with a light in it (i.e. is
occupied), and one village in ten yields rent. No one of the family
either is left, who holds any position 1.

(J:1,A]I) MUJ:1AMMAD KHAN 51STANI

(Vol. I, pp. 548-55 1)

He was one of the distinguished servants of Bairam Khan2, who

always treated him as a companion and counsellor. Accordingly in

the year 9
61

A.H. (155IA.D.), when a number of insurgents made

certain representations to Humayun abOUt Bairam Khan, who Was then

Governor of Qandahar, the King went there from Kabul. After reach

ing there he was convinced that there was no truth whatever in all that

had been said, and after spending the winter there, he confirmed Bairam

Khan in his post at Qandahar, and returned. As a precautionary

measure, however, he took J:1aji Mu~ammad3 with him, as people
always suspected him of plotting. After the conquest of India, he,

through Bairam Khan's instrumentality, received the title of Khan and

promotion to a high office. In the 1st year of Akbar's reign, when

the Emperor started towards Delhi from Jalandhar to extirpate Hemii,

he sent Khi4r Khwaja Khan" with J:1aji Mu~ammad Khan Sistani and

other officers to Lahore to put down Sikandar Shah Sur and to settle

the affairs of the $iiba of Panjab. When the defeat of Tardi Beg

Khan in the vicinity of Delhi introduced confusion in the affairs,

Mulla 'Abdullah Makhdum-ul-Mulk, who outwardly declared himself

as a supporter of the Emperor, but in secret was a partisan of the

I See Blochmann. loco cit.• p. 541. note 2 and Beveridge. loco cit.• pp. 168.16
9. note ; in respect to Ashti and the tombs of the father and the son.

2 For Bairam Khan ~an-!ihanan see Maathir-Hl-Umarii Text I. pp. 3
81


384. Beveridge's translation I. pp. 368-378•

3 Akbarniima Text 1, p. 334. Beveridge's translation 1, p. 612.

4 In Akbarniima Text II. p. 3 1• Beveridge's translation p. 50. it is stated
that Akbar left ~igr Khwaja ~an to settle the Panjab affairs and que) the
disturbances caused by Hemii.
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Mulpmmad Khan Niyiizi

ff ' 'I d was gener-d Khan was a conscientious 0 ICla an "
In fact Muryamma - , , h h had divided hiS time,

I It IS saId t at e
ally liked by most peop e. d d ' h' life of eighty-five years

' d d night an unng IS II'
both dunng ay an ,: '11 however when traye Illg

h ill It' occaslOna y,., hmade no change w atsoever , missions. From t e
' d' , ns there were some 0 'h

or dunng sudden expe Itw , 'h nt the time in readmg t e
f h 'ht till sunnse e spe 'dlast three hours 0 t e nlg dread commentanes an

Qur'an and till six hours of the day he use to t with the Afghan
' I he was fully conversan d

books of travel. Consequent y h' f d d rested, and in the en
A f I t he took IS 00 an h

genealogies. ter t la . Th first part of the night e
h d d to busl11ess. e h

of the day e atten e 'Vi '1 d faqir~, and spent t e' , . 1 soldiers,' amu an .
spent in diSCUSSions Wit 1 I monious about eattng,

' h He was a so cere .
next six hours III the arem. h' Most of his soldiery

f . duty at t at time.
and had a posse 0 sentries on h d' d he assigned his full pay

, 'b If one of t em Ie , 'If
belonged to hiS tn e. h'ldl his other heirs receIVed ha

If h he was c less, . f IIto his son. ,owever, ., nd orthodoxy III u
d f devotion, piety a

his pay. He was possesse 0 bl' People told tales
f 'I d dorm a utlOns.

measure. He never al e to, pe A H ( 62 -28 A.D.). Ba-
' 'I H died 10 1°37 . . 1 7 . d d)about hiS 111lraC es. e l' l..{ hammad Khan IS ea

h d Khan (T le samt n U. _,••r -"u·/;ya Mu amma __M//fII W (.to,. •

is the chronogram. d the pargana of Ashti
11 'me in the Deccan, an .

As he spent muc 1 tl 'd f the river Wardhii2 was 111
f h (, e east) Sl e a

in Beriir on the urt er I.. • Throu h his efforts he great-
d I' h me 10 that town. g b 'Idhis fief, he ma ellS 0 " I tion and erecting Ul _

d h I by increasmg ItS popu a . .
Iy develope t e pace d Kh- 3 his son and successor,

b 'd there Ahma _an, b ' k
ings. He was une . d'l 'd a garden; this pu Itc par

b d osque an al OUt h
built a tom an am, bl' At present the town, t e

f d by the pu IC. d Iwas greatly requente . hb h d has become eso ate.
d I·n fact the whole nClg our 00pargana an

- . h Central Provinces. see. d t of Nagpur in t eI In the Wardha District ue wes '.
Imperial Gazetteer. VI, p. 1 I. 6 .

2 Imperial Gazetteer. XXIV. pp. 375. 37· Beveridge's translation l, pp.
- T I pp 185-188.3 Maathir-ul-Umara ext. .

167. 168.

•



Afo-hans wrote to Sikandar Slir instigating him to come from the
n=. , 1 .

S· -l'k 1'11 KhwaJ'a Khidr Khan! left the defence of tle cIty toIwa I 11 S. - -' - . d
I:Iaji Mulpmmad Khan Sistani 2 and went himself to. oppose Slkan ~r
Slir. When the I:Iaj"i became convinced of the bad faIth ~f th~ M ulla,

he tortured him with racks and irons, and, having buned hIm up to

the waist in the ground, took from him certain treasures which he had

buried in a miserly fashion under the earth. In the 3rd year, ?6~
A.H. (1559 A.D.), Bairam Khan became alienated from Mulla .Plr

Muhammad Sharwani, who was his deputy and Vakil of the empIre,

and 'having taken from him the insignia .of office sent hin: ~o the fort

of Biyana; in his place he appointed !:JaJi Mu~ammad Khan as . t~le
Vakil. At the time when Akbar became alienated frcm Balram

Khan, and leaving Agra for hunting came to Delhi, Bairam Khan, o.n

receiving the news that royal attitude towards him had ch~nged, dId

not at first believe it. Later, however, when he was convmced that

Akbar had actually broken off with him, he deemed it expedient to

send I:Iaji Mu~ammad Khan4 and other officers to the Court, and d~s

patched them with messages of obedience, loyalty and all apologIes

for his offences. When Haji Ml1~ammad Khan reached the Presence,

he saw that the Emperor' was highly displeased, a~d realize~ t~at it

was best to remain silent. He also did not receIve permIssIon to

depart. Afterwards when Bairam gave himself up, and c~>nling out

of the Siwaliks waited upon Akbar, and was granted leave to go on

pilgrimage to I:Iijaz, Akbar sent I:Iaji M.u~ammad ~han Sis~ani ~nd
T arslin Ml1~ammad Khan to accompany hIm, and actmg as hIS gUIdes

163 Muhammad Khan Sistani. -
ul-Umara] Mu~ammad Khan Sistani 169

t~ esco~t ~im over the dangerous roads up to the borders of the impe
nal terrItOries!.

It is stated that one day, on the road, Bairam Khan said to the

£:Iaji, "The opposition of no one has pained me s;-much as your

unfaithfulness. You have forgotten all your old obligations." Haji

Mu~a~mad Khan replied, "You in spite of your assertions of loy:lty

and faIthfulness to Humaylin, and all favours and kindness shown to

you by Akbar, rebelled and drew the sword. What occurred is well

kn~wn.. If I withdrew from your companionship, what is there extra

ordInary, I~ it". Bairam was ashamed and did not reply. £:Iaji Mu~a

mmad Khan conducted him to the borders of Nag6r and then returned

to the Court; and aft.erwards was always attached to the royal stirrups.

He fought bravely l1l the field, and was raised to the rank of 3,000.

In the 12th year when Akbar marched to take Chittor, he was sent

from fort of Gagrun 2
, which is situated on the border of Malwa with

Shihab-ud-Din A~mad Khan to extirpate the sons of Sultan ~uha
mOlad ~irza who R!ing from Sarkar Sambhal were stirrin~ up dist~r
bances In that provl1lce; and received a fief in the Sarkar of Mandu.

In t~e 20th year he was appointed an auxiliary of the Bengal forces,

and l1l the battle
3

against Da'ud Khan Kararani when affairs were

confused, he was in the company of Khan-Khanan Mun'im Khan and

was wounded: ~h~n Khan-Khanan took up his residence i~he city

of Gaur, whIch l1l the early days was the Capital of Bengal, a large

nu~ber of nobles and great men fell victims to the ravages of Malaria.

£:Iii}i Mul:tammad Khan4 also died there of the same disease in 983
A.H. (1575-76 A.D.).

•

1 So in the Text, but the correct name is Khi4r Kbwaja Khan.
2 Haji Mu~ammad Khan was left in charge of Lahore and tortured

Mulla 'Abdullah Sul~anpiiri, Shai!ih-ul-Islam, Ma!ihdiim-ul-Mulk, see Akbarnama,

Text II, p. 47, Beveridge's translation II, p. 73·
3 .llkbarnama, Text II, p. 87, Beveridge's translation II, p. 132.
4 Bairam Khan sent Tarsiin Mal}ammad Khan, Haji Mu~ammad Khan

and Khwaja Amin-ud-Din Ma~miid with the message of submission etc.,

Akbarnama Text II, p. 96, Beveridge's translation II, p. 145·

I Akbarnama Text II, pp. 117, 118, Beveridge's translation II, pp. 179
182.

2 Ibid p. 313, Ibid p. 462.

3 Battle of Takaro'i or Haripiir on 3rd March, 1575, Akbarnama Text
III, pp. 122-124, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 174-177; see also Blochmann's
translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 405, 407.

4 See Blochmann, loco cit., pp. 405, 406 for his life, and pp. 407, 408
for a list of the officers who died of Malaria at Gaur in 983 A. H.
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wing of the army. When the enemy was victorious, and dispersed

both wings of the imperialist army, Mu~ammad Murad withdrew and

became a spectator. Later according to orders, he went with Qu~b

ud-Din Mu~ammad Khan Atka in pursuit of Mu;;:affar (Gujarati).

Afterwards he was deputed with Mun'im Kban to conquer Bengal.

In the 19th year he was sent by Kban-Khanan towards Fat~abad and

Bogla1 with a view to maintaining peace in that area. When Kban

Khanan died, and Da'ud and others raised disturbances in that

country, the said Khan left Jalesar 2 (in Orissa) and came to Tanda.

In the 25th year corresponding to 958 A.H. (1551 A.D.) he died in

the same district.

MUHAMMAD MURAD KHAN II. -
(Vol. III, pp. 682-692)

He was the son of Murshad Quli Khan Mul;ammad !:fusain.

His maternal grandmother had the name of Mah Banu; she was

brought up by Najiba Begam3
, an aunt of Aurangzib. Later she had

great influence in the royal seraglio. On this account the Khan and

Mir Malang his sister's son-who was Kam Bakhsh's Mir Bakhshi
and received the title of A~san Khan-were brought up in the harem.

His father had the title of Murshad Quli Khan. His brother Mirza

Mu~ammad4 was at first the Accountant of the GhuJulkhana, and in

the 27th year, when he was deputed to collect the balance of the

Mu~ammad Murad Khan I

MU!:fAMMAD MURAD KHAN I

(Vol. III, pp. 219-221)

He was the son of Amir Beg 1 Mughal, and one of Akbar's officers

of the rank of 3,000. In the 9th year he was appointed with A~af

Khan
2

'Abdul Majid to conquer the country of Garh Katanka3 • In

the 12th year he received a fief in Malwa and was sent with Shihab~

ud-Din A~mad4 to put down Ibrahim !:fusain Mirza and Mu~ammad

!:fusain Mirza. When the Mirzas becoming frightened of the royal

armies Red and took the route to Gujarat, the officers of the expedition

all halted in their respective fiefs, and the said .Khan also took up his

quarters in Ujjain which formed a part of his fief. In the 13 th year5

when the Mirzas again came to Malwa from IS:..handesh, and stirred up

strife round Ujjain, the said Khan and Mir 'Aziz Ullah Divan of the

$iiba of Malwa having received news of their evil intentions two days

ahead, took steps to strengthen the fort of Ujjain. When the news

reached the Emperor (Akbar), he deputed a force under Qulij Khan.

The Mirzas were frightened of the royal army and hastened towards

Mandu. The Khan and other Amirs pursued them. The Mirzas

crossed the Narbada. In the 17th year when the Mirzas stirred up

a disturbance in the province of Gujarat, and the Malwa fiefholders,

in accordance with the Orders, joined Mirza 'Aziz Koka, Muhammad

Murad Khan also came, and on the day of the battle6 was in 'the left

ul-Umara] Mu~ammad Murad Khan II

I Amir !'£ban Mughal Beg according to Blochmann's translation of A'in, I
(2nd edn.), p. 404 where Murad !'£ban's biography is given.

2 :or his life see Maiithir-ul-Umara Text I, pp. 77-83: Beveridge's
translatIOn t pp. 36-40, and B1ochmann, op. cit., pp. 395-398.

3 For Garh Katanka or Gondwana see Blochmann, op. cit., p. 396,
note 2.

4 . .Ma~thir-ul-Umarii, II, pp. 567-570. His appointment to the Malwa
expedltlon In the 12th year of Akbar's reign is mentioned on p. 568.

48/ Akbarniima Text II, pp. 33°, 33 1, Beveridge's translation II, pp. 484-

6 Akbarniima Text II, pp. 24,25, Beveridgc'~ translation III, pp. 33-35.

The battle took place at P'lttan on 22nd January, 1873, and was nearly lost,

but was retrieved by Mirza 'Aziz Koka and Qu~b-ud-Din Mu4ammad ~an

Atka.
I Akbarnama Text III, p. 119, Beveridge's translation III, p. 169. Baglana

in the Text is a mistake for Bogla in the Baqargunj District, Bengal.
2 Akbarnama Text III, p. 161, Beveridge's translation III, p. 161.
3 She was the sister of M umtaz Ma4aL the famous queen of Shah Jahall

who is buried in the Taj Ma4al at Agra.
4 Apparently the Mirza Mu4ammad who is mentioned In Maathir-i

'Alamgiri, p. 245, as having been sent toQu~b-ul-Mulk.



1 For Abull:lasan Tana or Qu~b Shah see Irvine's note in Manucci, IV,
p, 444 and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, IV, pp. 33 0 -386.

2 This is apparently adapted from !'iliafi K;.han, II, p. 294, but there is no
mention of the precious stones which Aurangzib demanded of Abull:lasan.

See also Siyar-ul ul-Muta'aOOrin (Nawal Kishore edn.), t p. 349, translation,
Calcutta reprint edn. IV, pp. 166-168.

tribute due from Abul J::Iasan l
, an order was passed that "As we

. know you to be a household-born and one who is acquainted with our

wishes, it is proper that, as others have been led away by avaric~,

you should not Ratter him. Rather you should speak to him plainly,

and be rude to him so that he also may be rude to you, and we may

thus have a cause for his extermination2 ." So he went, and, in

accordance with the Emperor's wishes, used audacious language and

behaved improperly. Abul J::Iasan bore all this patiently. It is

stat~d that one day Abul J:Iasan remarked: "I also am a King of

this country. Why am I treated with contempt?" MIrza Mu~am
mad became angry and replied, "You have no right to use the appella

tion of king with your name; this very presumption will' be the c~use
of anger on the part of 'AlamgIr Badshah." Abul J:Iasan replted,

"MIrza Mu~ammad, this objection of yours is incorrect. If I am not

to be called a king, how can His Majesty 'AlamgIr be styled as the
King of Kings?"

In the beginning of his career the Khan was gran ted the tide of

Sa'adat Khan, and appointed to the high post of the Recorder for the

whole of the Deccan. In the 27th year when the King deputed

Sul~an Mu~ammad MU'a~~am on the expedition of Ramdara, the
Khan was appointed Recorder of the Prince's army. Later when the

Prince was sent against Abul J:Iasan, he was promoted to the post of

the Divan of Khan Jahan Bahadur's army. In one of the battles

there his loyalty was made apparent by his being wounded. After
wards when the Prince's expedition after repeated fights with Abul

J:Iasan ended in a peace, the Khan was greatly favoured and left
behind to collect the balance of the tribute. As the peace was not

approved of by the King, he, in the 29th year, after conquering

M u~ammad Murad Khan II
u/-Umara]

Bijapur proceeded to Golconda. He communicated to the Khan what

was in his mind, and sent him strict orders for the collection of the

tribute. Abul J::Iasan OUt of vain hope deposited as a security with
the Khan nine trays of jewels with a memorandum, and arranged that

whatever cash also could l be raised should be sent to AurangzIb with

the jewels, the value of which was to be appraised. It so happened

that after this arrangement Abul J:Iasan sent some loads2 (Bahngis) of

fruit as an offering to the King: and Sa'adat Khan also on his
account sent some bearers with presents of fruit. Meanwhile it

became certain that the King was marching in that direction;

Abul J::Iasan demanded back his jewels from the Khan, and appointed
a force to go to his house. The commotion lasted two days. The

K~an did not surrender his loyalty and remarked, "You are undoubt

edly right. But when I knew that the King and his victorious army

were marching in this direction, I saw that my deliverance lay in my

sending the trays of jewels to him3 , and this I did by bearers. My

head is at your disposal. You may kill me, but the King could not

desire a better excuse for your extirpation than the killing of his
envoy. " Abul J::Iasan left him alone.

After the conquest of Golconda the Khan, as he did not, out of
his good nature, wish to increase the fire (of discord), made no mention

of one or two matters in his reports. The King came to know of

these from some other sources, and he was censured; his rank Was

reduced by 200 and 200 horse, and he was deprived of his title.

During this time he tried to hand over the trays of jewels, which were

worth about ten lacs of rupees, to the royal officials, but no one agreed

The Text here is rather confused, but is quite clear in ~afi ~an,
II, p. 32 3, where it is stated that as Abul l:Iasan found it impossible to pay

. the tribute in cash, he sent to Sa'adat ~an nine trays of jewels and promised

to raise as much cash as he could within two or three days, after which the
whole lot was to be sent to Aurangzib.

2 ~afi ~an, II, pp. 324, 325.

3 This was not correct, as he had not sent the trays of jewels to Aurang
zib

[Maath;r-Mu~ammad Murad Khan II
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disposing the affair of Kim Bakhsh proceeded from I:1aidarabad to

Upper India, his rank became 3,000 with 2,000 horse, and he

was awarded the drums and appointed Governor of Bijapur. But for

want of funds-although Dhulfaqar Khan helped him-he could

not proceed to his ta'luqa. He Was consequently made the

Deputy governor of Aurangabad-the substantive appointment

of which Was with Dhulfaqar Khan-and he went there. In

the same year he was removed from there. In the 4
th

year corresponding to 1122 A. H. (1710 A. D.) he died. He

Was unique for courage and zeal. In the later years 1 when

'Alamgi'r Badshah required more troops, he sent orders to most of the

governors that they should send to the Court the unemployed sons of

officers on the prospect of their being taken into service. Mu~ammad
Murad, who was then the Faujdar of G6dra and Thasrah, on hearing

of this represented that while His Majesty was himself proceeding

to pUt down the infidels, it Was unbecoming that his servants should

sit in the shade of the wall, and rest in ease. Whatever order he

issued in regard to the officers' sons, he hoped that this slave (him

self) might be allowed to serve in person. The King in reply

greatly praised him, and sent an order requiring him to come with

the troops. He also wrote a letter of censure to Shu;a:'at Khan

Khan Mu~ammad Beg the ?iibadar of Gujarat, who had reported

that there were no more men fit for service. Mu~ammad Murad's

representation was added as an appendix. Shuja'at Khan on receipt

of this censure warned the inhabitants of the city against agreeing

to accompany Mu~ammad Murad Khan. The latter on seeing this
situation was helpless, but he arranged with a man-who formerly

had been the Bakhshi of Shuji'at Khan's household, but, as he

Was dissatisfied, had retired from his service sometime back-and

by giving personal guarantee (?) collected:! men through him, and

r This account is adapted from Khafi Khiin, II, pp. 478-483.

2 AccorJing to Khiifi Khiin, III, p. 48 r, he as a result of great efforts
collected some 500 men, and he promised to intercede specially for f:iidiiyat
Ulliih, the retired Bakhshi of Shuja'at Khiin,

MU~ammad Murad Khan IIul-UmaraJMuhammad Murad Khan 11
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122

4,
1225, notes 4183-4187.

2 See Irvine's edn. of Manucci II, p. 146, and note 2 for the story
in reference to the horses.

the ruler of Iran be slaughtered and the carcasses distributed among

the poor. It was said that in spite of the very strong grounds for

resentment this act could only be ascribed to their acting to the dictates

of passion. The horses should have been given to the learned and the

pious. The Khan said, the ruler of Iran played no part whatsoever in

the matter. The real facts were that the Master of the Horse brought

the animals for inspection while the King was engaged in reading the

Qur'an. He wanted to defer the test of the reading to the next day

and inspect the horses.. Just then the verse l was read which men

tioned that prophet Solomon while inspecting the gift of horses had

omitted to perform the necessa:y prayers, and how in atonement he

had slaughtered the horses. Accordingly Aurangzib, with tears in

his eyes, passed the order to regulate his will. They thereupon asked,

"What was the reason for sending the horses to the gates of the

houses of the Iranian officers2 ?" The Khan replied, "This is an

incorrect report. The seal facts are that Shahjahanabad was a newly

founded city, and there was no ward in which there was not the

house of some Iranian officer; and such wards were known by the

names of these officers. As the killing of horses in one place was

objectionable on account of the crowd of the poor, it was decreed

that one or two horses be killed and distributed in each ward." The

Reporter sent this news to the Court, where it reached the royal ears;
and the Khan was praised for his skill.

It is stated that when Ibrahim Khan Zig after his appointment

as the $ubadar of Gujarat arrived there and Prince Bidar Bakht was

summoned to the presence, Mu4ammad Murad Khan, who was

the Faujdar of Godrah and Thasrah, received a robe of honour at

night from the Prince and was allowed to depart to his assignment.

Mu4ammad Murad Khan IIuJ-Umara]
(Maathir-M u4ammad Murad Khan II

pp. 173-179,
2 Khafi !Q!an, II, pp. 3 2 5-32 7'



Superintendent) in Badakhsban. When Humayun I 111 obedience to

his father's orders went from India to Badakhshan and spent some

time there, he favoured Mul;ammad Qasim, and the latter, consider

ing the constant favours of that exalted personality to his advancement

and benefit, continued to serve him zealously. It is stated by some

authorities that in his early days he was a servant of Babur, and from

his boyhood he grew up in the service of Humayun. In any case he

was with Humayun on the hazardous journey to Iran which had to

be undertaken owing to adverse circumstances and misfortune, and

waS a real test of the fidelity of his followers; he followed Humayun

on the royal stirrups. After the return from 'Iran and the conquest

of Kabul 2 in 954 A.H. (1547 A.D.), Humayun stayed in Badakh

shan to settle the affairs of that area. Mirza Kamran, who had been

waiting for an opportunity, regarded Humayun's absence as favourable

to himself, and coming to Kabul took possession of the city. Huma

yun returned rapidly, and besieged it. The Mirzi3 in his foolishness

addressed himself to the punishment of innocent children and dis

honouring chaste women, and cruelly exposed Akbar, who was then

four years old and was in the fan of Kabul, in front of guns, but he

was protected by God. One day Mirza Kimran hung up the wife

of Qasim Khan by the breasts, but even this treatment did not shake

Qasim Khan's loyalty and zeal, it rather increased his devotion. Later

in the reign of Akbar Qasim Khan was promoted from the post of

li.iiahbani to that of Mir Ba&r (Admiral) of India. He built a delight

ful residence in the capital on the bank of the Jumna4
• In later

Muq.ammad Qasim Khan Badakhshi

As soon as he reached his home he was summoned by Ibrahim Khan! ,

and the latter after enquiries about the Prince informed him about

the death of Aurangzib-news of which had just reached him~and

said it was essential that he should go immediately and inform the

Prince. The J.(han reached the Prince's Darbar at midnight. The

eunuch on duty said that the Prince was sleeping. The Khan remark

ed that the matter was urgent and the Prince must be informed. As

the Prince turned in his bed, the eunuch represented that Muq.ammad

Murad was in attendance. The Prince enquired whether he was

wearing the dress that had been presented to him or had changed it.

The eunuch replied that he was wearing a white dress. The Prince

sent for him, and after hearing the news showed signs of grief. The

Khan after expressing his sympathy congratulated him on his inheri·

ting the sovereignty. The Prince said, "Certain people did not appre

ciate Aurangzib. What likelihood is there that time would be favour

able to us. Now it will be seen what a madman they will have to

deal with".
Muq.ammadMurad Khan had many sons and daughters. His

eldest son Jawad 'Ali Khan WaS an expert calligrapher. In hi~ old age

he was afflicted by weak eyesight and lived in retirement at Auranga

bad. His eldest daughter was married to Mir I:Iusain son of Amanat

Khan Mir I:Iusain. Some other descendants of his sons are living in

Gujarat and Aurangabad.

MUI:IAMMAD QXSIM KHAN BADAKHSHI

(Vol. III, pp. 202-204)'
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His pen-name was Mauji2
, and he was the son-in-law of Mir

Muq.ammad Jalahban 3
• He held the office of li.iiahbi.in (Raft-

See also Maiithir-ul-Umara, II, p. 299, where the statement of Prince

Bidar BakQt is differently worded.
2 Akbarniima, Text I, p. 223, Beveridge's translation 1, pp. 450,451.
3 In Mrs. Beveridge's Memoirs of Babur, II, p. 599, he is mentioned as

having built a bridge on the Ganges in 934 A. H., 1528 A. D. See also p.

633, Mir Mu~ammad the taftsman was awarded a dagger as a reward for the
excellent bridge built by him.

In 1527 A. D. Humayun left from near Alwar for Badakhshan, see
Akbarriima, Text I, p. III, Beveridge's translation I, p. 267; also Mrs. Beveridge's
Memoirs of Babur, II, p. 579.

2 This is a reference to the recovery of Kabul by Humayun for the second
time in April 1547, Akbarniima, Text I, p. 267, Beveridge's translation I, p.

51 4.
3 See Akbamama, Text 1. pp. 264,265, Beveridge's translation I, p. 510.
4 See ante note I.
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I

. In the end of
days he resigned service and went into retirement. .

A H ( A D ) he died!. He wrote a poem of 6,000 verses
979 .. 157 2 • • .

1 h f Y- f Zulal'khti 2 These two verses are from tlllSon tle t eme a usu -u- _.

composition3
:

Verses

In passing her hand of refusal she displ~y~d its dexterit~;
From the new to the full moon are exhtblted on her nails.

Her walking transcends the bounds of description;

For there the utmost delicacy is evident.

And this verse is also his:

Verse

Cup-bearer, how long shall I dilate on my tale of woe at
the hands of fate?

Fill" the cup, that I may free my mind of grief for a moment.

MUJ:fAMMAD QULI KHAN (the Convert)

(Vol. Ill, pp. 577-580).

He is Netiij"i Bhonsle4 • He was nearly related to the famous

d h clll'ef officer of his state. When as aSivaji (Shivaji) an was t e

l'f h b k f non-existence;
! Literally-He drew the boat of: his I e to t e an 0

apparently an allusion to his office as the Admiral. . .
I D 1Jt v Cat. Persian

2 The famous Mathnavi of Jami, see vanow, escrt r I C

Mss. A. S. B. (1924), P·27°· kh b
d d · B d- - -'s 7V!unta a -ut3 Other verses by Mauji are repro uce 111 a ayum, -

Tawtirikh, Text III, pp. 324-326, Haig's translation III, pp. 448-45°'
4 More correctly Nctuji Palkar, or Netaji Palkar (Camb~idge History ~f

India, IV, p. 254), the famous general of Shivaji, who played an.Importan~ pa:t In
the rout of Bijapuri army after Af4al !Q:!an's murder. Accord1l1g to Kl11cald &
Parasnis, History of the lvlaratha People, p. 39, he was one of the thre.e people
whom Shivaji took into his confidence, and he was to be the Regent for hiS young

son Shambhuji in case Shivaji was killed. His name is Nathuji in !Q!afi ~an, II,

p. 191. According to Grant Duff, History of the Mahrattas (1921 edn.) I, pp.

result of the masterly campaign of Mirza Raja Jai Singh, Sivaji, in the

8th! year of Aurangzib's reign, entered on the path of obedience and

loyalty to the Emperor, and his son Sambhaji (Shambiiji), who was

eight years old, became a servant of the State, it was also agreed that

he (Shambiiji) would accompany the Raja, and his army and attendants

will be in attendance to perform service. Siva also,. in case there was

an important duty in those regions, would gird up his loins and render

military duty in person. At this time Netujl, who was his confidant

and the head of his troops, was on the recommendation of Mirza Raja

raised to the rank of 5,000. When the Raja, after the conclusion of

the expedition against Siva, was deputed to attack the Bijapiir terri

tory, Netujl, in the beginning of that campaign as the leader of Siva's

forces, rendered valuable service. He by his own exertions conquered

Mangalber;l2 and other forts on the border of Bijapiir from the'Adil

Shahi forces, and established imperial stations (Thanas) there.

As the Raja did not really intend to besiege Bijapiir, and moreover

did not have the necessary paraphernalia for the siege, he turned back

when he was five kos from Bijapur, and proceeded to chastise the Bija

puri leaders who had entered the imperial territories and had stirred up

a commotion He sent Siva to the fort of Panhala3
, which was one

of 'Adil Shah's great forts, in order that the enemy might be alarmed

and send part of their forces in that direction; and if Siva was success

ful he should conquer the fort. Siva arriving at the foot of the fort

attacked it with his men, but, as the garrison had been forewarned,

128,157, he was appointed Sumobat in 1657 and continued to play an active

part ill all campaigns up to 1664. According to /'v1atithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 58,
and ~afi Khan, II, p. 200, he was the son-in-law (Khwesh,) of Shivaji.

1 Raja Jai Singh was appointed to the Deccan campaign in the 7th year,
1°74 AH., and successfully concluded the campaign with the Treaty of Puran
dhar (Purandar) in the 8th year, 1°75 AH.( 1665 AD.), see Matithir-i-'Alamgiri,

pp. 48, 50, 51. Also see Irvine's edition of Manllcci II, pp. 120-125, 137, and
Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Shivaji, pp. 1°5- 138.

2 Mangalbirah (Mangalvedhe) in Sarkar's Shivaji, p. 133.

3 Parnala in the Text, see also Manucci, IV, p. 436, where it is called
Panalah.
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MUI:fAMMAD QUU I<HAN BARLAS

(Vol. III, pp. 204- 20 7)'
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eccan a ter ten years' service under th D lh' G ' en e returned to the
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3 See Blochmann's transl t' f _!- means of religIOUS purification."
. . a IOn 0 A In, I (2nd edn )

Barmaq is given as a variant for B . , p. 3
6

4, note I, wherearantaq.

4 U"'V)J 5"t_ .J,A I A . --
l

. . iJ' ·.r mlr Jaku Barlas in th T
OC. CIt., has shown it is Ch k- e ext, but as Blochmanna u. '

This happened in the 9th year of Aurangzib's reign in 1°76 AH. (1666

A.D.), see 'Alamgirnama,'p. 971; Manucci, op. cit., pp. 139, 140; Sarkar, op.

cit., pp. 150-157. In the last work full details and references to most sources are

gIven.
2 !ShaH Khan, II, p. 2°5·
3 Diler Khan Da'udza'i, see Maathir-ul-Umara, II, pp. 42-56, Beveridge's

translation, I, pp, 495-5°5,
4 His account is given -under his titular name A'~am Khan K6ka in

Maathir-ul-Umara, I, PP.247-252, Beveridge's translation I, pp. 311 -3 14. He

was appointed Superintendent of Artillery or Mir Atish in the 4th year of

Aurangzib's reign.

they resisted and a battle ensued. Siva lost a number of his men,

and retired to the fort of Khelna which was twenty kos distant and

in his possession. At this time there arose a disagreement between

him and Netuji the general of his forces, and the latter left and

joined the Bijapuris. He, in company with the Bijapuri officers, left

no stones unturned in creating disturbances in the imperial territories.

The Mirza Raja, in view of the prevailing conditions and as a matter

of policy, by cajolery and skilful handling conciliated him, and he

again entered on the path of obedience. In the beginning of the 9
th

year through good luck he gave up his wicked ways and leaving the

enemy joined the Raja. When the Raja turned his reins towards

Aurangabad, he kept Netuji under surveillance in Fat~abad Dharwar.

It happened that at this timel the crafty Siva, who, of his own

accord had gone to the Court, fled from Agra where the Emperor was

staying at the time. Accordingly an order
2

was sent to the Raja to

contrive to get hold of Netu, and to send him to the Court, lest he

should once again be induced by his old companionship to join the

fugitive. The Raja appointed a force to take him and his son from

Fatl}abad, and place him at Bir in the charge of Diler Khan, who in

accordance with orders was proceeding to the Court. Diler Khan°

crossed the Narbada and according to orders was appointed to Chanda.

Netu after arrival at the Court was handed over to Fida'i Khan
4

Mzr
.if.tish, and a party of the artillery men was appointed to look after

Mu~ammd Qul'i Khan
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Mu~ammad Quli Khan Barlastll-Umara]

Mu~ammad Quli. In the conquest of Bihar and Bengal he l was

associated with Khan-Khanan Mun'im (!<J}an), and rendered good

service. When through heavenly grace Bengal was conquered in the

19th year2
, and Da'ud Kararani: retreated towards Satganun3 and

Orissa, Khan-Khanan and Raja Todar Mal took up their abode at

Tanda, which was the Capital of that province, and applied themselves

to the settlement of the area. A number of officers under the com

mand of Mu!)ammad Quli: .Khan Barlas were sent towards Satganun

to get hold of Da'ud before he had an opportunity of collecting the

necessary equipment. When the said Khan reached within 20 kos of

Satganun, Da'ud became apprehensive and retired towards Orissa.

The officers of the army wanted to set about ameliorating the distress

in the country, when Raja Todar Mal joined MU9ammad Quli, and

urged him to march forwards to Orissa for the extirpation of Da'ud.

MU9ammad QuIt died at Mandalpur (Midnapur) in Rama<;lan 982

A.H. (December 1574-- January 1575 A.D.). Except that he ate

pan4 when he broke his fast, and developed a fever, no reason for his

death could be discovered. Some, however, were of the opinion that

it was due to the machinations of his eunuchs. MU9ammad Quli

Khan was a distinguished officer of the rank of 5,000 during the reign

(of Akbar). His vigour and discretion were well known. His son was

Faridun Khan Barlas5
, a separate account of whose life has been given.

A kbarnama, Text III, p. 104, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 145.
2 Ibid, pp. 120,121, Ibid, pp. 171,172.

For Mandalpur see Beveridge, op.cit., p. 172 note 2.

3 It is Satga'on, the ruined commercial Capital of old days in the Hooghly
District, Bengal, Imperial Gazetteer, XXII, p. 129.

4 Text I.lJU or bread, but I.lJl~ pan in Akbarnama which appears to be
more correct; see Beveridge's note 3 on p. 172 in reference to his death, and
also De's edition of Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Text II, p. 304, Translation II, p.461,

according to which Mul:rammad ~an lay on the bed of weakness for some days,
and died. He was an Amir of Humayun's time and probably died of old age.

5 MaaU!.ir-ul-Umara, Text III, pp. 354>355, Beveridge's translation I,
pp. 52 7,528.
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Mu~ammad Quli T urkmanui-Umara]

Afghan campaign. In the 39th year, when the charge of Kabul

reverted to Qulij Khan I, the government of Kashmir was transferred

from Mirza Yiisuf Khan, and assigned to M u~ammad Quli, his brother

Hamza Khiin and some other officers2
• In the 45th year when the

King marched to the Deccan, some Kashmiris raise.::! Abiya 3 Chak son

of tIusain to power, and stirred up sedition. 'Ali Quli son of Mulfa

mmad Quli fought with the rebels and distinguished himself. In

the 47th year M ulfJmmad Quli was exalted by being raised to the

rank of 1,500 with 600 horse, and the present of an elephant, while

l:1amza Beg was given the rank of 700 with 350 horse. In the 48th

year when 'Ali Rai4
, the landowner of Little Tibet became rebellious

and advanced into Kashmir, Mu~ammad Quli with his contingent

marched to face him. The landowner was struck with awe and fled

.:without engaging in a battle. Just then Sai£ Ulliih Khan son of Quli

Khan, in accordance with orders, arrived with reinforcements from

Lahore. Pursuit was made as far as the cavalry could advance. In the

49th year of Akbar's reign he distinguished himself in punishing Idar5

the Zam'indar or (Koh) Maru6
, and in chastising Abiya Chak, and

though the enemy took posssession of the pass and shot stones and

arrows, he emerged on the mountain, and the enemy was put to flight.

In the 2nd year of Jahangir's reign he was removed from the govern

ment of Kashmir. The rest of his history is not known. Hamza Beg

in the 49th yeae of Akbar's reign had attained the rank of 1,000.

Qulij !Q!an Andajani, Maiitbir-ul-Umarii, III, pp. 69-72, Blochmann,
op. cit., pp. 380-382, and 35, note 2.

2 Akbarniima, Text III, p.654, Beveridge's translation III, p. 1004.
3 Variant Anba, but see Akbarniima, Text III, p. 775, Beveridge's

translation III, .p. I 16o.

4 Akbarniima, Text III, pp. 823,824, Beveridge's translation III, p. 1235.
5 He appears to be Zaida of Akbarniima, Text III, p. 835, Beveridge's

translation III, p. 125o.' The fight is described on the same page.
6 Marti in the north-east of Kashmir, called Maru A4win in Jarrett's

translation of A'in, III, p. 358.

7 49th year in the Text, but 50th year according to Akbarn'itma, Text
III, p. 836, Beveridge's translation III, p. 1252.

'f
[Maathir-

MUI:IAMMAD QUU KHAN TOQBA'J!

(Vol. III, p. 204)

During Akbar's reign he was an officer of the rank of 1,000.. In

the end of the 5th year he2 was appointed with Adham Khan for the

conquest of Malwa. In the 8th year he was sent to assist I:Iusain

Quli J<han who, after Sharaf-ud-Din I:Iusain's flight, had been granted

his jag'ir3 • In the 17th year he4 was sent to Gujarat with the vanguard

with Mir Muhammad Khan Kalan, and was one of the officers sent

in advance duri'ng the rapid march to Gujarat. Later he was sent with

Khan-Khanan Mun'im !<han to Bengal. His later history is not

known.

MUI:IAMMAD QUU TURKMAN

(Vol. III, pp. 342 , 343).

He was one of Akbar's officers. At first he was appointed to

Bengal. When in Mu~affar Khan's5 time the rebellion occurred in

Bengal, Mu~ammad Quli6 for a while joined the rebels. His offences

were later forgiven, and in the 3~th year he was deputed to Kabul
with Kunwar Man Singh; he' rendered valuable services in the

I See the brief account of his life in Blochmann's' translation of A'in, I
(2nd edn.), pp. 480-481, and note 2, in which the Gujarat Expedition is fully
discussed. Toqba, according to the same author, is the name of a Chaghta'i

clan.
la See A kbarniima, Text II, p. I 34, Beveridge's translation II, p. 208.

See also Beveridge's note I on the same page in reference to the date of this

appointment.
2 Ibid, p. 196, Ibid, p. 204.
3 Apparently he is the MuJ::ammad Quli !Q!an who and ~adiq ~an killed

the Rajptit who attacked !Q}an Kalan at Bhadrajan, see Akbarniima, Beveridge's

translation III, p. 7·
I Mu~affar !Q!an Turbati see Maatbir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 221-227, and

Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 373-375.
2 Akbarnama, Text III, pp. 293,304, Beveridge's translation III, pp.

45°,482.
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(MIR) MUtJAMMAD SA'ID MIR JUMLA, styled

MU'AZZAM !\HAN KHAN-KHANAN

SIPAH~SALAR

(Vol. III, pp. S30~555)'

He was a Saiyid of Ardistan l in the province of I~fahan. After

coming to Golconda he was favoured and cberished by Sul~an 'Abdullah

Qu~b Shah2 the ruler of that country, and for a long time the govern

ment and the management of the affairs of the territory were in his

hands. By his skill and energy he acquired a territory in the

Carnatic3
, ISO kos in length and 20-30 kos in breadth, and the

revenue of which was 40 lacs of rupees. It contained diamond mines

and several very strong fortresses such as Kanchi Kot and Sadhiit.

This territory is known as the Carnatic Balaghat, and Cuddapah is its

Capital city. None of Qu~b-ul-Mulk's ancestors had succeeded

in conquering this country. His grandeur and authority increased so

greatly that he had 5,000 horse in his own service, and he was above

all his contemporaries. On this account a number of his enemies

under cover of loyalty but with a view to creating trouble, made

untrue reports to Qu~b Shah, and aroused his suspicions. Mir Jumla's

son Mir Mu~a111mad Amin, who was at the Court (tJaidarabad),

suffered from the dual intoxication of youth and prosperity, and

being puffed up by the brilliant victories of his father behaved

presumptuously and exceeded all bounds. For example, he came

drunk one day to the Darbar, and went to sleep on the royal Masnad,
and added to his offence by vomiting there (istifragk namuda). As

A town in Persian 'Iraq some 36 leagues from I~fahan.

2 For 'Abdullah Qu~b Shah and Golconda campaigns in the time of Shah
Jahan, see Banarsi Prashad, History of Shahjahan, pp. 170181. In the Text
he is indiscriminately called Qu~b Shah or Qu~b-ul-Mulk.

3 Tbe account of the Carnatic is apparently based on 'Am~l-i-~ali~

(Yazdani edn.) III, p. 213. The grant of the ranks to Mir Jumla and his son

is also described on the same page, while Aurangzib's expedition to Golconda is
detailed on pp. 221-23°. Mir Jumla's arrival at the Court is recorded on
p. 231.

a result the signs of annoyance became apparent. Mir Jumla, who

had high expectations on account of his victories, but saw results

to tbe contrary making their appearance, became disheartened, a~d

in the 29th year (of Shah Jaban's reign) sought an alliance With

Prince Mul~ammad Aurangzib, who was the Viceroy of the Deccan,

and begged tbat he might be sent for. At Aurangzib's request

Shah Jahan sent him a gracious farman appointing him to the rank

of 5,000 foot and horse, and his son Mu~ammad Amin to that of

2,000 with 1,000 horse. He also sent through Qas!i Mul~ammad

'Arif of Kashmir an order to Qu~b Shah desiring him not to interfere

with Mir Jumla and his dependants. As soon as Qu~b Shah received

this news he imprisoned Mu~ammad Amin and his dependants, and

confiscated all his movable and immovale properties, and he stuck

to his decision even after the receipt of the royal farman. Prince

Mu~ammad Aurangzib first sent the royal rescript with a despatch

stating that Sul~an Mu~ammad wished to proceed l by the route ~f

Orissa to his uncle Mu~ammad Shuja' in Bengal, and Qu~b Shah

should arrange for his passage through his territory in a fitti~g manner.

That simpleton without thinking of the jugglery of the times,. made

arrangements for an entertainment. The Prince in accordance With the

orders sent off on 8th Rabi' I, 1066 A. H 2
• (26th December, 1655

A. D.) Sul~an Mu~ammad his eldest son in advance to tJaidarabad,

and himself marched on 3rd Rabi' II (20th January, 1656 A.D.).

Meanwhile Qu~b-ul-Mulk woke from his somnolence and sent off

Muhammad Amin and his mother, and waited upon Sul~an

Mu~ammad at a distance of 12 k09 from tJaidarabad. As foolishly

According to Aqil Khan Ra<;li, this was a ruse adopted by Aurangzib to

throw Qutb-ul-Mulk off his guard, the suggestion being that Sul~an Muqamma.d
'd' B -I t marry the daughter of Shah Shuja', but see Sirwas procee Ing to enga 0 , ., .

Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, I, p. 227, who IS of the OpInIOn that

this story is n'Jt borne out by the authentic records.
2 Wiistenfeid-Mahler's V ergleichungs-T abellen have been used for the

conversion of J:Iijri dates; the dates given often differ by a day or so from the

dates given by Sir Jadunath Sarkar.



I In Elliot, VII, p. 112, Aurangzib is designated as the. Prince, but it

was Sul~an MuJ.:ammad who arrived there.

his property had not been restored, Sul~an Mu~ammad continued his

march to the city, and on hearing of this Qu~b-ul-Mulk in great

agitation went off with all his cash, jewels, gold and silver on 5th

Rabi' II (I st February) to the fort of Golconda which is 3 kos from

the city (of J:Iaidarabad).
When Sul~an Mu~ammad's troops encamped by the J:Iusain Sagar

tank, the Qu~b-Shahi troops appeared and showed a disposition to

fight. Sul~an Mu~ammad bravely attacked them, and pursued them

to the city wall. Next day he took possession of the city of J:Iaidara

bad. Though the houses and the inhabitants were to some extent

protected from being burnt and harried, many houses including

Qu~b Shah's workshops were plundered. Many choice books, china

ware and other valuable objects were seized. There was so much of

property that at the time of departure after several days of plunder

a great deal was still left in the houses. Though Sul~an 'Abdullah

ostensibly acted submissively and repeatedly sent jewels and elephants

as tribute, but he exerted himself in preparing war-materials, and in

strengthening the fort, and wrote repeatedly to 'Adil Shah for help.

When the Prince l in the course of 18 days arrived within onekos of

the fort, he set up his camp there, and arranged his batteries round the

fort which was three kos in circumference. There was a regular rain

of cannon balls and musketery from the fort, and there were several

fierce fights in the open, but in all ~f them the imperialists were victo

riOus.
When Qu~b Shah perceived the earnestness with which the Prince

was prosecuting the siege, he became helpless. He sent his son-in-law

Mir Ahmad with the arrears of the tribute for earlier years, and the

effects ~f Mir Mu~ammad Amin, and begged for a comforting letter.

After its receipt he sent his own mother in the hope of obtaining his

desire. That chaste lady waited upon the Prince, and obtained his for

giveness of her son's faults on the condition of the payment of a kror of

The date is 12th Jummada II in CA mal-i-$alif;, op. cit., p. 228, and

this would be 8th April, 1656 A. D. Apparently Sir Jadunath read it as 2nd

Jummada II, for he gives the date as 20th March according to the Old Style, see

History of Aurangzib, I, p. 217.

2 In Sarkar Telingana, vide Jarrett's translation of ACin, II, P.237.

3 17th July, 1656.
4 K!!afi Khan, I, p. 753. Surkh is said to be the same as ratti, the red seed

used in weighing gold and silver. The diamond in question is believed to

have been the famous [(oh-i.Nur, see Irvine's note 4 on pp. 237,238 of

Manucci 1.

rupees as tribute and of giving Qu~b-ul-Mulk's daughter in marriage

to Sul~an Mu~ammad. The daughter with ten lacs as a marriage

present was brought with all due respect from the fort to the quarters

of Sul~an Mu~ammad. On 12th Jummada IF of the 30th year Mir

Jumla came from his conquered territory and waited on the Prince on

the bank of the J:Iusain Sagar tank. He was honoured by being

allowed to sit. The Prince further exalted him by visiting him at his

residence. On 7th Rajab the Prince turned back to Aurangabad.

He secretly made pacts of loyalty and concord with Mir Jumla, and

sent him and his son off from the stage of Indiir2 to the imperial

Court. At the same stage was received a farman from the Court

granting Mir Jumla the title of MU'aHam Khan, and the gift of a

Rag and drums. On 25th of the holy RamasJan3 Mir Jumla paid his

respects to the Emperor at Delhi, and received the rank of 6,000 with

6,000 horse, and the high office of the chief Divan, and was granted

a jewelled pen-case, five lacs of rupees in cash and other royal favours.

MU'aHam Khan presented a large diamond weighing nine tanks, equal

to 2 16 surkhs\ and the value of which was two lakhs and sixteen thou

sand rupees, together with 60 elephants and other precious jewels, the

total value of which was IS lacs of rupees. As he had been reared

in the Deccan, he constantly turned his attention to that quarter, and

in the same year by chance events shaped themselves accordingly.

Ibrahim 'Adil Shah, the ruler of Bijapiir died, and his officers-most of

whom were slaves-appointed as his successor a person of unknown

Mu~ammad Sa'id Mir Jumlaul-UmaraJ\
[Maathir-Mul!ammad Sa'id Mir Jumla



.' b tIle name of 'AliI whom Ibrahim had adopted as his son.
orlgm y
MU'azzam Khan represented that it would be easy to conquer the

count~;, and he was deputed to the expedition. He left .Mu9ammad

Amin as his deputy at the Court, and with fa~~us oltlc.ers, such as

Mahabat K.4in, Rao Satr Sal and Najabat Khan Jomed Prmce Mu?a

mmad Aurangzib at Aurangabad. The Prince in accordance With

Mir Jumla's advice, quickly captured Bidar which was one of the

strongest forts of the Deccan. On 1st Dhul Qa'da 1067 A.H.. (1st

August, 1657 A.D.) he took the fort of Kalyan, and established

military posts in most of the well populated places. . Later, when t~e
standards were raised for the taking of Gulbarga, which was the prm-

. 1 . f B-IJ'-apu-r 'Adil Shah became frightened, and presentedClpa CIty 0 , . .
a tribute of a kror of rupees and surrendered to the imperlalls~s the

Kokan (Concan) and the fort of Parenda with its adjacent te~rltory,

and trod the path of obedience. An order was sent ~o ~he Pr~nce ~o

A -b-d MU'azzam Khan after establlshmg thanas mreturn to uranga a . . . --
the Kokan forts waited upon the Prince. The arrangements for the

payments of the instalments of the tribute, and for the man~gem~nt

of the conquered country had not been concluded to the satlsfactlOn

of the Prince, when it became known that Shah Jahan had become

indisposed, and that the control of the affairs ha~. fallen int~ the hands

of Dara Shikoh. It is stated by some authOrities that thiS occurred

while the siege of Gulbarga and the contest with '~dil Shah was

still going on, and that it made the enemy more active. In s~ort,
Dara Shikoh out of enmity and to undo the accomplished

task summoned all the auxiliaries of the expedition to the Court.

Mahabat Khan and Rao Satr Sal left without obtaining leave from

the Prince. Consequently on this occasion the Prince resorted to

peaceful measures in view of the fact that the army had been

greatly weakened, and in the beginning of 1068 A. D. and the

end of 31St year of the reign (of Shah Jahan) retreated safely to

I The name of the successor in Khafi K!!an, I, p. 354, is Sikandar. He
. however called 'Ali 'Xdil Shah II by Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp.258-
IS, '

260, where his parentage is fully discussed.

I For the Golconda and Bijapiir campaigns of Aurangzib see Sir Jadunath

Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 2°4-222,234-252.
2 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., p. 286.

Aurangabad l
• During this period through a vicissitude of fortune

MU'a~~am I<han was deprived of his Vaz"irship, and he also like

others prepared to leave for the Court.

As the departure of such an able and accomplished officer who

had so much wealth and army at his disposal was contrary to far

sighted policy, the Prince sent him a message that it was proper

that he should take leave before his departure. Mir Jumla to avoid

compliance replied that as a loyal servant he was obliged to obey

orders. Aurangzib next sent Sul~an Mu'a~~am for entrapping that

great and powerful officer, and said that as he himself was sure of

his loyalty, he wanted him to come and discuss about the disposal

of some important matters, and afterwards he might go to the Coun.

Mir Jumla's mind was set at rest by Sul~an MU'a~~am's flattering

expressions and came to Aurangzib. As soon as he reached the

private parlour, he was arrested and imprisoned. It is stated by

some authorities that he himself did not want to go to the Court, but

did not consider it right to stay away without a suitable pretext, and

that what was done (by Aurangzib) was done at his suggestion. By

his subtlety he created a situation whjch made it plain to Shah Jahan

that (his absence) was due to the injustice and highhandedness of the

Prince. An order came for the release of the helpless Saiyid, who

had all along been faithful to his salt, and bidding Aurangzib beware

of the day of retribution. The Prince before the receipt of the order

had represented that he had suspicions about the fidelity of Mir

Jumla and had imprisoned him lest he should join the Deccanis2
•

As the news of the continued weakness of Shah Jahan and the

supremacy of Dara Shikoh was becoming current all over India,

Aurangzib made the wealth of MU'a~~am Khan the instrument of

his designs, and enroling his servants into his own service kept

him under surveillance in the fort of Daulatabad. He himself

Mul}ammad Sa'id Mir Jumlaul-Umara][Maathir-Mu~ammad Sa'id Mir Jumla
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decided to return to Upper India. Later when the Prince as a

result of his good fortune acquired the sovereignty, he restor~d to

MU'aHam Khan aU his property, and making him the subject of

favours appointed him as the $ubadar of Khandesh. In the year

when he went from Delhi to the Eastern districts to put down t~e

disturbance of Prince Muhammad Shuja', he summoned MU'aHam

Khan to the Presence. M~'a~pm K.han starred post-haste, and arri

ving at Karra two days before the battle kissed the threshold and

became a favoured officer of the Emperor. On the day of the battle

his elephant was stationed next to the royal elephant, and. after the

victory MU'a~pm ~han was raised to the rank of 7,000 with 7,o~o
horse, and received a present of ten lacs of rupees. He was sent with

Prince Mu1}ammad Sul~an in pursuit of Mu1}amma~ Shuja' who had

Red from the battlefield. In this campaign! MU'a~~am Khan dis

tinguished himself by acting with great wisdom and performed valiant

deeds such as were befitting of high officers. When Shuja' after

fortifying Monghyr entrenched himself there, MU'a~pmKhan by his

skilful manoeuvres forced him to leave that place and stay at Akbar

nagar (Rajma1}al), which Shuja' regarded as the place of security.

MU'azzam Khan left the direct route, and took that of hills and

jungl~ in order that coming from behind he might close the path of

escape for Shuja'. On receipt of this news Shuji' left Akbarnagar

which was the mainstay of his government, and crossed the Ganges

with his family. At Baqirpur in Bengal he collected a Reet of boats

which were essential for fighting in that country-and threw up

entrenchments. Mu'aHam Khan left Sul~an Mu1}ammad at Akbar

nagar to watch the enemy's front, and himself departed with the

intention of crossing in another suitable place. For a long time there

were gallant fights and hand to hand encounters.

When the rainy season arrived, operations ceased and everyone

retired to his quarters. Sul~an Shuji' used deceit and seduced Prince

Sul~an Mu1}ammad by promising him his daughter. The Prince, as
! For Mir Jumla's campaign against Shujii' see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op.

cit., II. 566-612.

a result of the exertions of some strifemongers, had become dissatis

fied with Mir Jumla, and went away with two or three companions

in a boat, and on 27th Ramac;lan 1069 A.HI. (8th June, 1659 A.D.)

joined Shuja'. This event produced great alarm in the royal army,

and it is stated that if there were not a great leader like MU'a~~am

!<hiin on the spot, there would have been a disaster. MU'aHam

. ~han moved from Subi where he was busy in dealing with the

enemy, and without losing heart at this calamity reached the army.

He made far-reaching plans. As the river had everywhere flooded

the country and the fleet was in the possession of the enemy, there

was a great scarcity of provisions, and there were other causes for

distraction. Shujii' again got possession of Akbarnagar, and when the

rains ceased Shujii' decided on battle with Sul~an Mu1}ammad in the

vanguard. MU'a~~am Khan with Fad). Jang R6hila in the vanguard,

Aslam Khan on the right wing and Fida'i Khan K6ka on the left

wing engaged on the bank of Bhagirathi the force of Shuji' which

had three leaders, Sul~an Mu1}ammad, Shuja' and his son Buland

Akhtar. The fight went on till evening with the discharge of cannons,

muskets and rockets. At night it ceased and both armies retired to

their camps. MU'a~~am Khan wrote to Daoud Khan Qureshi the

Subadar of Bihar, who had come to assist, that he should proceed to

Tanda, and occupy it. As the family and baggages of Shuja' were

there it was certain that on hearing this news he would waver and

give way. He himself delayed operations for some time in expecta

tion of the arrival of Diler Khan who had marched from the Court.

Meanwhile, as MU'a~pm Khan had anticipated, Shuja' on hearing

the news about Dli,' lid [(han retreated in great agitation from the

bank of the Bhagirathi, and went off towards Slibi in order that he

might cross the Ganges and reach Tanda. Mu'a~~am K!lan, who

was waiting for this opportunity, went off in his pursuit, and for fifteen

days there was from morning to evening a continuous discharge of

cannons and muskets between the two armies. At night they used

In the text wrongly given as 969 A. H.
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to be on guard in their camps. At last Shuja' crgssing the Ganges

took the road to Tanda. MU'a~pm Khan sent Islam I<han with

10,000 horse to Akbarnagar to take possession 0f and guard that side

of the river, and set off himself to extirpate Shuja'. Meanwhile as

Prince Mu~ammad Sul~an perceived signs of adversity and treachery

in Shuja', he on 6th Jummada II set off on horseback from Tanda on

the pretext of going a hunting. He came to the river bank and

crossed in a boat from the Tiinda ferry to the Dogachi1 ferry.

Mu'aHam Khan summoned the Prince to h!s presence and went with

his officers to welcome him. He provided him with a tent and other

equipment such as was available, and in accordance with the orders

. sent the Prince with Fida'i Khan to the Court.

When many engagements had taken place between the two

armies, and the imperialist force had always been successful, MU'a~pm

Khan remained for a month at Mal}mtidabad, and addressed himself to

crossing the Mahanadi river and destroying the enemy who on account

of the intervening river and the strength of their artillery and fleet

were holding firmly in the area; and ignoring personal comforts

laboured hard to carry to completion the work so that the campaign

might not be protracted to the next rainy season. Fortunately a ford

was discovered near Baklaghat and that brave warrior with a huge

force came to the river bank. In spite of the enemy's opposition he

crossed and attacked their entrenchments. Many losing courage fled

to Tanda. Shuja' consequently losing all hopes of retaining possession

of Bengal left the chauki (post) of Mirdadptir, and came to Tanda,

and from there went off with a few persons by boat to Jahangirnagar

(Dacca). MU'aHam Khan arrived at Tanda and took possession of

such of the properties of Shuja' as had escaped the phll1derers, and

also exerted himself in recovering what the rebels had carried away.

Then he started in pursuit on the wings of endeavour. Shuja' in the

hopes of receiving help from the Raja of Arrakan (Rakhang)-who was

alarmed by the approach of the royal forces-left Jahangirnagar on

Text D5kari, but Dogachi in 'Alamgirnama, p! 543.

6th Rama9an (26th April, 1661 A.D.) of the 3rd year of 'Alamgir's

reign, with three sons and some officers, and set off for Arrakan

(Rakhang), which is a very uncivilized part of the world and was the

abode of heretical infidels. Except for Saiyid'Alam and ten Saiyids

of Barah and Saiyid Quli Ozbeg and Mughals and a few others

altogether there were not forty of them-no one remained with him.

MU'aHam Khan, as a reward for his great deeds in this campaign

which had occupied sixteen months, was granted the high title of
Khan-Khanan Sipahsalar.

As owing to the illness of Shah Jahan 1 disturbances had broken

out on all the borders of the empire, Pran Narayan,2 the Zam"indar

of Klich Bihar, had become rebellious and attacked Ghoraghat. Jaya

dhwaj3 Singh the Raja of Assam, who had extensive territories and

numerous troops and much equipment, also sent a force by land and

water against Kamrlip, that is Hajti, Gauhati and their dependancies,

which for a long time had formed part of the imperial territories, and

took possession of it. As Shuja' was occupied with his own affairs,

their boldness increased and they took possession of lands as far as the

pargana of Karibari, which was five stages from Dacca. MU'a~?am

Khan, who had come to Dacca in pursuit of Shuja' proceeded to stop

these disturbances. The Raja of Assam was overcome by his reputa

tion, and apologising withdrew his hand from the territory which he

had taken possession of. K..han-I<hanan ostensibly accepted his apolo

gies, and on the 18th Rabi' I of the 4th year, 1072 A.H. (1st Novem

ber, 1661 A.D.) left Khi9rplir to chastise Pran Narayan.

'Alamgirnama, p. 677 et seq.

2 Pem Narain in the Text and III FatiyaJ:-i-'lbriyah vide Blochmann,
faUn!. As, Soc. Bengal, XLI, pt. I (1872), p. 66, should be Pran Narayan,
Vide Gait, History of Assam, p. 125, Note*, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History
of Aurangzib, III, p. ISS, Note*.

3 Chaidhaj Singh in the Text, but Jayadhwaj Singh vide Gait, op. cit.,
p. 125 and Sarkar, op. cit. p. 156.

4 According to 'Alamgirnama, p. 686, the city was not entered till the
next day.



Baripatha in the Text.

2 ~~1 in the Text.
3 77 in Baharband and 12 in Bhitarband, see 'Alamgirnama, p. 691"
4 For Allah Yar !Q!an and Isfandiyar !Q!an see Maathir-ul·Umarii, I, pp.

182-185, Beveridge's translation I, pp.210-212.

When he came to the village of Baripaita l
, which was the limit

of the imperial territories, he at the advice of one knowing the country

took an unknown route which was full of jungle and reeds, and which

Pran Narayan believed could not be traversed and so had left unguard

ed. Every day the jungle was cut and with utmost difficulty and hard

ship a path was cleared in the forest, and the distance bravely covered,

till on 7th Jummada I (9th December, 1661 A.D.) the city of

Koch Bihar was reached by the VictOrIOUS army. It is stated

that the city was beautifully laid out, and all streets had been made into

avenues. Nagesar and Kachnar, both symmetrical and nice-Rowering

plants, had been planted. MU'aHam Khan sent a force in pursuit of

Pran Narayan, who had withdrawn himself to the slopes of the hills

of Bhotan2 which was 15 kos north of Koch Bihar. He with a view

to joining Dhann Raj, the ruler of that hill-country, came out on the

top of the hills. The hills are very cold and difficult to climb. The

country (Koch Bihar) lies to the north-west of Bengal and chieRy to the

north. It is 55 measured kos in length and 50 broad. It has a good

climate and abundance of fragrant Rowers; its fruits are superior to

those of the Eastern countries. The whole of Bhitarband and Bahar

band-which are phrases for within and without-consists of 893

parganas with a revenue of 10 lacs. As the inhabitants chieRy belong

to the Koch tribe, the country is called Koch Bihar. The idol wor

shipped by the people was calle3 Narayan, and consequently this has

become part of the ruler's name. In the estimation of the infidels of

India the Zamindar of this country is descended from great Rajas who

lived before the advent of Islam, and is highly esteemed by them.

They coin money which is called Narayani.

As ~..han-I<hanan's design in this expedition was the conquest

of Assam, he left Isfandiyar Khan son of Allah Yiir Khan4 deceased
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as the Faujdar of Koch Bihar which he renamed 'A-Iamg-Ir d. ' ,nagar, an
111lnself started by way of Ghoraghat. When he reached the bank of
the Brahmaputra, he crossed it two kos from Ranga-n1-t- d' .• a I, an 111 spite
of the bad nature of the road continued hl's n1arch G t ff. rea e arts were
~lade to .clear t~e impenetrable jungle. Powerful elephants broke the
Jungle With their tusks l (? trunks) and trod I't d h' f dun er t elr eet, an
hatchet-men

2

and infantry also worked hard according to the capacity.
As the route lay all along by the river bank h h, everyw ere t ere was
such a lot of mud that men horses and elepha t k . . Th', n s san Into It. IS
was filled up with twigs of trees bundles of reeds and f' masses a grass,
and a road was made. In this way the pro r hg ess Was not more t an
2 j'i kos per ~ay. When they reached Jogighopa3 , a hill on the

ban~ of the fiver and opposite which there was another hill named

PanJ Ratan, ~nd each of which had a strong fortress built on it, they
took possessIOn of them. They also defeated aRt f b. ee a war oats
which had collected there; some boats were sunk and others captured.

~hen they reached within two kos of Gauhati which was the old impe

nal boundary. In that town there was a very strong fort4 , and seven

kos off. there was the fort of Kajli on the borders of a forest known as

the .KaJliban, in which there were many elephants; this is mentioned in

Indlan_ tales. T_h~y took possession of ~he idol temples of Kamakhya5

and L6~a C~a~art and Isna'11 Jogi, which were famous temples highly
revered 111 Hl11dl annals, and Were situated on the top of a hill for the

I I:JI",j" lA~1 in t~e Text seems to indicat!? that the jungle was broken
by the el~pha~ts usmg their_tus~s, but trunks would be more appropria~e.

. 2 .:.ol,j)~ not I:J ~ l.lftj as m the Text, see 'Alamgirnama, pp. 685,695 and
Irvme, Army of the Indian Moghuls, p. 174.

3 6.i./d~ in the Text is Jogighopa see 'Alamgirnama p.696 BJochm. 6 . ' , ann,
:p. CIt. !'. ~,Galt 0'[', Cit; p. 113, and Imperial Gazetteer, XIV, pp. 200,

o~ . Joglghopa or the Jogi s Cave is on the right bank of Brahmaputra river
a bttle below Gowalpara. '

4 Called Nandii in 'Alamgirnama, p. 70 1.

5 t~ )}( in the Text, but~.,5 in 'Alamgirnama, p. 702 , the famous
temple at Kamakhya near Gauhati, .see Imperial Gazetteer, VI, p. 23. .

[Maathir -Mu~ammad Sa'id Mir Jumla



ascent to which they had built a thousand stone steps. More than a

lac of Assamese, who were collected there, fled in consternation. After

the country as far as Gauhati-from where Gargaon (Garhgaon)l the

Capital of Assam is a month's journey-had been delivered from the

possession of the heretical infidels, Khan-Khanan addressed himself to

the settlement of the country.

As the conduct of warfare in that country mainly consists in

trickery and night attacks, the whole army had to remain alert at

night, and never put off their armour, nor were the saddles taken off

their horses. At last they crossed the Brahmaputra, and attacked the

fort of Simla (Simlagarh), which was a famous fort of the country

about fifty kos from Garhgaon, and captured it. Nearly three lacs

of warlike Assamese were collected there, many were killed by the

bloodthirsty swords of the Muslim warriors. After that there was a

battle on the river, this was protracted for a long time, and many of

the Assamese were slain. The fort of Chamdara (Samdhara), which

was a second Simlagarh, was taken without a fight. This news

thoroughly disheartened the Assamese. The Raja went away to the

hills of Kamrup which were four days' journey from Garhgaon, and

were very difficult to traverse. On 6th Sha'ban2 in the end of the

4th year Garhgaon was resplendant by the shadow of the Crescent of

Islam, and the Khufba was recited and coins struck in the King's

name.

By the skill and courage of the Commander-in-Chief that so

distant, difficult and vast country fortified with so many strong forts

was conquered. It had not been possible for the keys of the genius
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of the Indian princes to undo that bewitched land, and whenever

previously an army had penetrated there, it had been captured or slain

at the hands of those rebels. For instance, when Sul~an Mu~ammad

Tughluq the ruler of nearly the whole of India sent a hundred thou

sand cavalry there with all necessary equipment, they were all lost in

that enchanted land, and no trace of them remained. As a reward

Mir Jumla was granted by the Lord of the Caliphate (Aurangzib)

estates yielding a kror of dams, and a Tumantogk (Yak-tail standard).

This country lies north-east of Bengal. Its length is nearly 200 kos,
and its breadth from the northern to the southern mountains is nearly

eight days' journey. The distance from Gauhati to Garhgaon is 75 kos,
and from there to .Khotan-which was the home of Piran Waisa, and is

now known as L~va, and is the Capital of the Raja of Pegu who claims

descent from Piran Waisa1-is fifteen stages. Of these five in the

hill-country of Kamriip (Namriip)2 are thickly wooded and difficult

to cross. To the north is the desert of Khita by which one passes to

Mahachin, and which is commonly designated Machin (Tibet). The

river Brahmaputra runs from that direction, and after being joined by

several rivers of which the largest is the Diihang (Dihang), runs along

the middle of this country. The counrry to the north of this river

(Brahmaputra) is called Uttarkol and that to its south Dakhinkol. In

all these rivers gold is obtained by sandwashing; and this is one of

the products of this region. It is stated that 12,000
3 people are

engaged in this task, and each one gives one tola4 of gold to the Raja

every year. The Assamese have no definite religion. They follow

whatever wish they fancy. The old inhabitants of Assam are of two
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I:J~~ in the Text and )j~) in 'Alamgirnama, p. 704. See Foster,
'ourn. As. Soc. Bengal, XLI, pt. I, pp. 32-41, Blochmann, op. cit., p. 74,
Gait, op. cit., p. 135. It is spelt variously as Ghargaon or Garhgaon, and is
now known as Nazira in the Sibsagar District, see Imperial Gazetteer, XXX,
pp. I, Z.

2 16th Sha'ban in Blochmann, op. cit., p. 75, is a mistake for 6th Sh<l

'ban, as the date would then be 7th April and not 27th March, 1662 A.D.
which is the correct date. It is 6th Sha'ban in 'Alamgirnama, p. 7 I 9.

Piran Waisa, who was Afrasiyab's general, is mentioned in Shahnama,

see also Elliot, VII, pp. 553, 554. The passage in the Text is taken from

'Alamgirnama, p. 722.

2 ,:::""....l) in the Text and Tamriip in 'Alamgirnama, p. 722, should

be Namriip '-:r))...U the most easterly part of Assam, see Blochmann op. cit.,

p. 85.
3 About 10,000 in Talish's Fatiyaq, vide Blochmann, op. cit., p. 78.
4 One eightieth of a seer and equal to 180 grains troy.
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tribes, Assamese and Kaltani (Kalitasy. The second of these have

precedence over the fir~t in all affairs except in war. When the Raja

and the leading men of the country die, their dependants, men and

women, descend with a tranquil brow and some provisions into the

tomb (dakhma), i.e. voluntarily bury themselves. The city of Garh

gaon2 has four gates, and the distance of each gate from the Raja's

palace is three koso In fact the city is an enclosure composed of

villages and fields; everyone has a garden and cultivation in front of

his house. The river Dinjo (Dikho) flows through the city. It has a

small bazar which has no other traders in it except pan sellers.

There is no proper buying and selling in that region. The inhabi

tants store provisio~s for a year. They wear nothing but a karpas on

their head and a femgt round their waist. It is not permitted to leave

the country, even for a stranger who may have come there. Conse

quently little is known about the people. The people of India call

them sorcerers. The Raja of the place has the title of Sargt (?Swargt
heavenly). It is stated that one of his ancestors was the ruler of the

heavens. When he descended to this country, he was so pleased with

it that he did not return to the sky3.

When Khan-Khanan saw signs of the rainy season-which starts

in that area much earlier than in any other part of India-he encamp

ed4 with most of the troops at Mathurapor, which was at the foot of

the hills, 3~ kos from Garhgaon, and proposed to spend the rainy

season there. He wanted during this period to protect the borders

and establish thanas, and to pUt down the Raja and his adherents.

When the rains came, the whole area was flooded, and the wicked

Assamese, who were concealed here and there and waiting for an

opportunity, became active and assembled on all sides. As the brave

I Kalitas the writer class of Assam, see Imperial Gazetteer, XI, p. 185;

and Blochmann, op. cit., p. 81, note.
2 Adapted from 'Alamgirnama, p. 728. See also Blochmann, op. cit.,

p. 83_ for T alish's account.

3 'Alamgirnama, p. 73 I, and Blochmann, op. cit., p. 79·
4 On 20th Sha'ban (loth April, 1662), see 'Alamgirnama, p. 777,

Blochmann, op. cit., p. 86.

I For the terms of the treaty see 'AlamgirnCima, p. 808, Blochmann, op.

cit., pp. 93,94, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, III, pp. 177,

178. In the latter work instead of the daughter of the Tipam Raja it is the
sons of Tipam Raja.

2 r~ in Text and ('~~ in 'Alamgirnama, p. 807. Batam according
to Blochmann, op. cit., p. 85, note is Tipam of Gait, History of Assam,
pp. 50, 153 etc.

warriors of Islam could not move rapidly, there were night-attacks on

the military posts, and no area remained in the possession of the victo

rious army except for Garhgaon and Mathurapiir. The bad climate

resulted in various diseases, and as a result of the poisonous natute of

the air there was an outbreak of Plague. Many died in all places,

and the closing of the roads and the scarcity of provisions rendered the

condition of the survivors worse than death. When in the end of

Rabi' I, the country began to appear from under the water the troops

of Islam attacked on all sides and heaps of slains appeared all over.

The Raja again retreated to the hills, and had recourse to entreaties

and requested for quarter. The Commander. in-Chief did not accede

to his request, and went towards Namriip. Meanwhile he himself

fell very ill, and the courage of the officers and men gave way, fearing

lest he should die, and the army left without a leader might become

seditious, or the rain might break again before the work of the expedi

tion was finished. Some of them even contemplated that if Khan

Khanan should determine to stay till the rainy season to extirpate the

Raja, they would go off to Bengal. Mir Jumla, when he received

this information, was greatly upset mentally in addition to his bodily

affliction. Though he marched one stage further so that the enemy

might not become audacious, he resolved both to make peace and to

return (to Bengal). Accordingly through the instrumentality of Diler

Khan-whom the Raja had desired to meet-the agreemenrl was con

cluded that the Raja should send his daughter and the daughter of

Raja Piyam (Tipam2
), who was his relative, together with 20,000

tolas of gold and 1,08,000 to/as of silver with 20 elephants as tribute,

and 15. elephants for the Khan-Khanan arid 5. for Diler Khan. In the
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course of one year he would hand over to the royal agents 3,00,000

tolas of silver and 90 elephants, and present 20 elephants as a yearly

tribute. Till this was done, one son and three leading men were to

remain in Bengal as hostages. Also the district of Darrang in Uttar

k61, one side of which adjoined Gauhati, and the district of Biltali

in Dakhink61 were t~ be annexed to the imperial territories. As the

Raja acted according to the agreement, Khan-Khanan on 8th Jumma~a1
I of the 5th year marched from the mouth of the hills of Tipam,

and proceeded to return to Bengal. On the way he arranged for the

administration of the country which had been added to the empire.

As owing to the use of certain hot medicines he suffered from asthma

and palpitation and developed dropsy, he was obliged to leave Kajl1

and to encamp at Gauhati2
• He appointed Rashid Khan to the

faujdari of Kamrup (should be Namrup), and deputed 'Askar Khan with

a large force to chastise Pran Narayan, the Zamindar of Kuch Bihar

who had again taken possession of that country. He himself started for

Khi4rpur3, and on the 2nd Rama4an in the beginning of 6th year,

1073 A.H. (10th April, 1663 A.D.) he died at a distance of two

kos from Khi4rpur.
Mir4 Jumla was a very great officer and a princely. nobleman. He

1 This date is certainly incorrect, as the terms of the treaty were not

fulfilled till 9th Jummada II, and the order for return to Bengal was not issued

till loth Jummada II (20th January, 1663), see 'Alamglrnama, p. 809, and

Blochmann, op. cit., p. 95.
2 Pandu opposite Gauhati according to Fatiya~, see Blochmann, op. cit. p. 95·
3 For Kbi4rpur see Blochmann, op. cit., p. <;16, note *; it was near Dacca.

In the Maathir it is not mentioned that Mir Jumla's body was taken to N ajaf

(Mashhad in Kburasan) for burial.
The account of the Assam Campaign is based on 'Alamglrnama or Talish's

Fatiya~-i-'lbriyah, both of which accounts as Blochmann (op. cit., p. 51) pointed

alit are either copies one of the other or based on identical official reports. A

very good summary was also published by Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of

Aurangzib, III, pp. 157- 182.
4 A good account of Mir J,umla is given by Stewart in his History of

Bengal.

was unrivalled among the leaders and A mirs of his aoe for J' udgment
. b'

dignity, farsightedness, wisdom, courage, genius and zeal. No one

approached him in his talents for conquest, and in his capacity for

dealing with the officers. As he had passed very little of his time in

Upper India, there were not many memorials of him there, but he

left many in the towns of T elingana. His name lives there to the

present day. In tIaidarabad, a tank, a garden and a building are

named after him.

MUHAMMAD SALIH T ARKHAN. ..-
(Vol. III, pp. 560-562).

He was the second son of Mirza 'Isa T arkhan 1. In the 24th year

or Shah Jahan's reign his father was summoned to the Presence from

the faujdari of S6rath2
, and the charge of that district was assigned to

Mulfammad ~alilf personally. When his father died in the same year,

he was granted an increase of 500, and exalted to the rank of 2,000

with I ,500 horse. In the 30th year he was appointed Faujdar and

fiefholder of Siwistan in succession to Abul Ma'al! and had an increase

of 500 horse, as a result of which his rank became 2,000 with 2,000

horse.

h happened that at this time Dara Shik6h could find no place to

halt from the pursuit of 'Alamgir's forces, and proceeded to Siwistan

(Sehwan) with intention of going to Thatha. Saf Shikan Khan, the

Superintendent of 'Alamgir's Artillery, who had been appointed to

pp. 282-295, while short accounts are given by Manucci (Vols. I, II) and

Bernier, and in Riya4-us-Sala~in.

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text III, pp. 485-488, Beveridge & Prashad's tran

slation I, pp. 689-69°'
2 According to Maathir-ul-Umara, III, p. 488, Mirza 'Isa Tarkhan was

recalled in the 25th year of Shah Jahan's reign, and his death at Sambhar on

17th Mul~arram 1061 A.H. (8th December, 1651 A.D.) is recorded in 'Amal

i-$ali~, II, p. 134; see also Beveridge & Prashad's translation of Maathir-ul-

Umara, I, p. 690, note 2. -



'Alamgirnama, pp. 276'279' Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 16, 17. and Sir
Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, II, pp. 460-464.

2 Bachgoti is a tribe of Rajpiits, see Beames's revised edition of Elliot's
StJpplemcntal Glossary, I, pp. 47-49.

pursue him, was closely following him. At this time Mu~ammad

~ali~ wrote to him that Dara Shikoh had arrived within five kos of

the fort, and that he should arrive quickly and stop his treasure-laden

boats. The .Khan sent on his son-in-law Mul).ammad Ma'~um with

a force so that he might go ahead of Dara Shikoh's boats and set up

batteries on the bank, and himself marching during the night passed

to a distance of two kos oppositc Dara Shikoh's camp, and waited for

the enemy's boats. He wanted to cross the river and check the

enemy. When thc boats came up. the Khan set about stopping thcm,

and sent a mcssagc to Mul).ammad ~ali~ to send boats from the

opposite side, and also himself help in stopping the boats (of Dara

Shikoh). As the daughter of Dara Shik6h's foster-brother was married

to Mu~ammad ~ali~, he did not render any assistance. On thc other

hand, out of his affcction for her he sent a message to Saf Shikan that

as on his side the river was waist-deep, Dara Shikoh would go by the

other bank. Saf Shikan believed this message, did and not cross over.

Next day from the dust on the other bank it bccame clear that Dara

Shikoh had marchcd, and the enemy had taken the boats along the

same bank. On this account, as. such an opportunity for victory had

been lost through Mu~ammad ~ali~'s trickeryl, he was censured and

deprived of his rank and titlc. In the 2nd year of Aurangzib's

reign he was reinstated in the rank of I, 500 with 1,000 horse, and

accompanied Bahadur Khan, who was deputed to chastise Bahadur

Bachgoti
2

, who was creating a disturbance in Baiswara (Oudh).

Later he was appointed to the Dec::an campaign, and was sent with

Mirza Raja Jai Singh to conquer the forts of Shiva Bh6nsle, and

to devastate his country. The date of his death has not been

noticed. His son Mirza Bihr6z had the rank of 500 under Shah
Jahan.

Muhammad Sultan Mirza. .

MU!:IAMMAD SULTAN MIRZA

(Vol. III, pp. 192-199),

I A genealogical tree of the family starting from 'Umar Shaikh Mirza .was
published by Blochmann, translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), ~. 513. A ~reC1S ~f

this account is also given on pp. 514-516. Wais Mirza IS also mentIOned III

Memoirs of Biibur, Mrs. Beveridge's translation I, p. 257· .
2 Adapted from Akbarnama, Text II, pp. 279-281, Beveridge's translatIOn

II, pp. 414, 415.

He was the son1 of Wais Mirza. son of Baiqara son of Man~ur,

son of Baiqara. In the time of Sul~an !:Iusain Mirza Baiqara, who

was his maternal grandfather, he was honoured and favoured. When

that King died, and a great dispersion took place in .f5:hurasan, he ~oo~

up service under Sabur and was treated with regard and favour. ~Iml

lady he was graciously treated in the time of Humay~n. I.n sp~t~ of

the fact that he several times exhibited signs of a rebellIOUS dispOSitIOn,

Humayun out of excessive kindness instead of punishing him granted

him a pardon. He had two sons, Ulugh Mirza and Shah Mirza.

They also repeatedly showed signs of rebellion, but were restore~ _to

favour. At last Ulugh Mirza was killed in an attack on the Hazaras,

and Shah Mirza died a natural death. Ulugb Mirza left two sons,

Sikandar and Mahmiid Sultan. Humayiin gave the tides of Ulugh

Mirza to the first' and Sh~h Mirza to the second. When Akbar

ascended the thronc, Mul).ammad Sul~an Mirza and his grandchildren

were all treated with great favour. Mu~ammad Sul~an Mirza in view

of his advanced age was excused from service, and granted the pargana

A'~ampur in the Sarkar of Sambhal for his maintenance. The~e

despite his old age a number of his sons were bor~, I~ra~im !:Iu~al~

Mirza Muhammad Husain Mirza, Mas'iid !:Iusam Mirza, and 'Aqll

Husai~ Mir~a. All ~f them were treated with favour by the Emperor,

;nd they held valuable hefs in the Sarkar of Sambhal2
• In the 11th

year Akbar marched to put down Mirza Mu~ammad !:Iaki_m,_ who

had come from Kabul and was besieging Lahore. Ulugh Mirza and

Shah Mirza joined Ibrahim !:Iusain and Mu~ammad !:Iusain, and

ul-Umara]
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raised the standard of rebellion and plunder. And from there they

Went to Khan Zaman in Jaunpiir. As they could not agree with him,

they went on plundering as far as the precincts of Delhi. From there

~hey proceeded to Malwa which Mu~ammad Quli .Khan Barlas held

111 fief.. The latter Was in attendance at the Court, and so they took

?OSSeSSlO~ of Malwa. Accordingly Mul~ammad Sul~an was imprisoned

111 the 81yana ~Ort, ~nd died there in captivity. In the 12th year,

Ak~ar after dealtng With .Khan Zaman marched to conquer the fort of

Chtttar, and deputed Shihab-ud-Din A~mad Khan to the government

of Malwa and for punishing the Mirzas. At this time Ulugh Mirza

died in Mandii. The others were unable to withstand th~- attack,

and hurried to Changtz Khan Gujarati, a slave of Sultan Mahmiid

GUjar~~i, who after the latter's death had taken possessi~n of so~e of

th.e cltle~ of the province. He at the time was engaged in fighting

With l'tlmad Khan Gujariiti, who was in possession of A~madabad.
He regarded the arrival of the Mirziis as a boon, and as they rendered

good service in the battle, Changiz Khan assigned Broach as the Mgtr
for the. Mirzas. Bu~ as their navels had been cut in strife (i.e. they

were mnately rebellIOus), they on arrival in that district also behaved

oppressively, and Changiz Khan was obliged to send a force against

them: Thou~h they defeated this force, but finding it beyond their

capacity to reSist Changiz Khan they proceeded to Khandesh l • Return

ing again to Malwa they stirred up strife. Ashraf Khan and Sadiq

Khan and other officers, who had been deputed for the conqu~st of

Ranthambhar, pursued them m the 13th year according to the orders,

and the Mirzas becoming distressed Red and crossed the Narbada;

several of their companions, however, were drowned. When they

learnt that Changiz Khan had been killed in the disturbance of Jujhar

Kl:!an I:Jabshi, and the province of Gujarat was without a substantive

governor, they again proceeded there, and with or without fightin cr

took possession of the forts of Champanir, Broach and Siirat. b

When in the 17th year A~madabad was annexed to the empire,

In Sambhal in the Morad1ib1id District, V.P., see Akbarniima, II, p. 4 r4.

and the standards of Akbar cast their shade in that province, discord

came about amongst the forces of the Mirzas. IbrahIm I:Jusain came

out of Broach and passed the royal camp at a distance of eight koso

As imperial officers had been sent a day earlier towards Siirat to deal

with Mu~ammad I:Jusain Mirza, Akbar on receipt of this news sent

Shahbaz Khan to recall the officers, and himself made a Rying march.

When he arrived on the bank of the Mahindri, which is near the

town of Sarnal, he had altogether forty horse, and most of the troopers

were without their coats of mail. He waited for a while till special

armour could be distributed. Meanwhile the officers also arrived, so

that the number of the royal force rose to 200. A hot engagement

took place in that town l
• Ibrahim I:Jusain Mirza Red towards Agra,

and his wife Gulrukh Begam, the daughter of Mirza Kamran, Red

to the Deccan with his son Mupffar I:Jusain. In that year Akbar

proceeded to take Siirat, and left Mirza 'Aziz Kaka at A~madabad.

He summoned Qu~b-ud-Din Khan and other Amirs from Malwa to

act as auxiliaries. Mu~ammad I:Jusain Mirza and Shah Mirza, who

were near Pattan, joined Sher Khan Fiiladi and besieged the town

(of Pattan). Mirza Kaka started to engage them, and a fierce battle

ensued. As failure is the final fate of ingrates; there was the appear

ance of victory for the Mirzas, but it ended in defeat. Mu~ammad

Husain MIrza Red to the Deccan and Ibrahim I:Jusain Mirza with

Mas'iid Husain Mirza-who had created a disturbance in Nagar and

had been' defeated-started for the Panjab. During that time I:Jusain

Quli Khan the Governor of the area was besieging Nagarkat. He

concluded a peace with the Raja, and started in their pursuit. Mas'iid

I:Jusain Mirza was captured in the battle, while Ibrahim I:Jusain Red

to Multan, where he was wounded and taken prisoner by the Baliichis.

Sa'id Khan Chaghta'i, the governor of Multan, heard about it and got

hold of him; he died of his wounds. Mu~ammad I:Jusain Mirza,

after Akbar's return to Agra from Gujarat, turned back from Daula-

I Based on the account in Akbarnama, Text II, pp. 300, 3or , 3 13,

Beveridge's translation II, pp. 441,462 , 463.



1 Akbarnama, Text III, pp. 13-16, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 18-22.

2 Akbarnama, Text III, p. 51, Beveridge's translation III, p. 73. The
capture of MU9ammad J:Iusain Mirza after the battle is described in Text, p.
49, translation, p. 84. The question as to who had captured him is there, but
the name of Raja Bir Bar is not mentioned, and his reply is given as "The salt
of the king of realm and religion captured me." Ikhtiyar-ul-Mulk's battle and
his death are described in Text, pp. 60, 61, translation, pp. 85, 86.

tabad in the Deccan, and again took possession of some estates 10

Gujarat. He was defeated near Cam bay by Naurang Khan son of

Qu~b-ud-Din and other royal officers, and joined Ikhtiyar-ul-Mulk and

the sons of Sher Khan Fiiladi, who had raised the head of rebellion.

With a large force they besieged Mirza 'Aziz Koka in AI:tmadabad.

Akbar on hearing this news came from Agra in nine days, chiefly on

fast camels, and on 5th ]ummada I, 981 A.H. (2nd September, 1573

A.D.) reached within three kos of AI:tmadabad with less than 1,000

horse
l

• A fierce engagement ensued with Mul].ammad I:Iusain Mirza,

who arrayed. himself for battle leaving Ikhtiyar-ul-Mulk to carryon

the siege. The Emperor himself with 100 horse formed the reserve

and performed great deeds. Mul].ammad I:Iusain Mirza was wounded

and took the road of flight, but his horse's foot was caught upon a

thorn-bush, and he was thrown down. Two of the royal men came

up in time, and putting him on the horse brought him to the Presence.

Each claimed the reward for his capture. By Akbar's order Raja

Bir Bar asked the Mirza as to who had qptured him. He replied,

"The Emperor's salt took me, otherwise what power had these men to

do so." After this incident the men dispersed to plunder. A few

remained with the fortunate Emperor; and Ikhtiyar-ul-Mulk hearing

of the capture of Mirza took to flight with 5,000 men. As it was

thought that he would fight, a great uproar occurred. The drummers

were frightened, but by threats and encouragements they were induced

to beat the drum. The enemy were going away in a confused state

when the imperial heroes attacked, and put many of them to death

by shoot:ing them with arrows. . Ikhtiyar-ul-Mulk was separated from

his men, and came across a Euphorbia-hedge. He wanted his horse

Akbarnama, Text III, pp. 214-217, Beveridge's translation III, pp. 301 -

3
0

5. b' A H
2 Khanum Begam the eldest daughter of Akbar was om ~n 977 '. '

(156 A.D) three months after Prince Salim's birth, vide B.lochmann s translation
of Lr~n, I (2nd edn.), p. 32I. Hcr marriage is mentioncd Il1 Akbarntima, Text
III, p. 644, Beveridge's translation III, p. 990.
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to jump the hedge, but fell down. Sohrab Turkaman, who was

behind him, cut off his head, and brought it (to the Emperor). At

this time of confusion Rai Singh, who had charge of M ul].ammad

Husain, put him to death. Shah Mirza had fled early in the begin-

I~ing of the battle. ..

After this, in the 22nd year, Mu=?affar I:Iusall1, whom 1115 mother

had taken to the Deccan, came to Gujarat with a few vagabonds, and

created a disturbance. As Raja Todar Mal before this had, come to

assist Vazir Khan, and to arrange the affairs of the province, he and

the Khan attacked Mu=?"ffar I:Iusain and defeated him. He ran away

to ]iinagarh. When the Raja returned to the Court, th.e ~irza ag~in

came to Ahmadabad ancl besieged Vazir Khan. He lI1tngued With

Vazir Khal~'s men, and was about to enter the city when suddenly

Mihr 'Ali KuIabi-who had stirred up the youthful Mirza to this

undertaking-was killed by a bullet. The Mirza on seeing this went

off at the moment of success, towards Nandurbar. When he reached

kh~ndesh, Raja 'Ali Khan, the ruler of that country, imprisoned him

and sent him to Akbar. He was imprisoned for a time, but, as he

showed signs of repentance and loyalty, he was treated with fa~ourr.

In the 38th year Akbar married him to his eldest daughter Kh,anum

Begam2
, and assigned Sarkar Qanauj to him as his fief. When It was

reported that he was a drunkard, and entertained evil thoughts, he was

sent for from his fief and put into prison. In the 45th year, 1008

A.H. he, at the time of the siege of Asir, was sent off to capture ~he

fort of Lalang. The Mirza did not take warning from ~is earlt~

failures, and from wickedness a,nd drunkenness quarrelled With Kh~a

jagi Fatl]. Ullah, and one day finding an opportunity_went off t~ GUJa-

- HI'S. companions left him. Between Baglana and Surat herat.

Mu~ammad SuJ~an Mirza
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1 For Rao Ratan Hara see Maathir-ul-Umara, II, pp. 208-3 11. The siege

of Burhanpur is detailed in this account.

Raja-who always had evil designs in his mind and saw that Mul,la

mmad Taqi would be an obstacle in his way-began to have disputes

with him and wrote to the Prince complaining against him. Finally

he wrote that he could not get on with Shah Quli Khan, and the work

would not be accomplished by him; he requested that another leader

should be appointed in his place so that the expedition might be

concluded successfully. Consequently Mul,lammad T aqi was recalled

to the Presence, and he was later appointed as Faujdiir of Malwa, and

to the defence of the fortress of Mandii which was in the Prince's fief.

\Vhen the Prince came by way of T dang to Orissa, AI,l-mad Beg Khan,

who was the Deputy Governor there, found it impossible to resist his

forces and went away to his uncle Ibrahim Fat!) Jang in Akbarnagar.

The Prince made over the province (Orissa) to Shah Quli Khan and

left him in its charge. After Shah Jahan was defeated, he returned

from Bengal to the Deccan and encamped at Devalgaon, which was

above the pass of Rohankhera (Rohankhed). At the instigation of

Malik Ambar, the Abyssinian, his officer Yaqiit Khan had established

himself near Burhanpiir and was plundering the neighbourhood. The

Prince sent 'Abdullah Khan and Shah Quli Khan with the idea that-- --
as Burhanpiir had been emptied of the best of the imperial forces it

might be taken possession of by a rapid movement.
As Rio Ratan Hara l , the Governor of the place, had strengthened

the fortifications and omitted nothing that was necessary for defence,

they submitted that the Prince should come in person. When after this

La'l Biigh of Burhanpiir was occupied by the Prince, the two leaders

were ordered to attack on the two sidc:;s. As the main force of the

enemy was opposing 'Abdullah Khan, and the paladins of the two

sides were engaged in single combats, Shah Quli Khan saw his oppor

tunity and breached the waU, and entered the city. He took his seat
on the terrace of the Kotwiiii, and proclaimed the government of

Shah Jahan Ghazi.

2 I 2 MuI,lammad Taqi Simsaz

assumed a darvish's dress Kh -' W'-
him captured I' " I" _waja ,lISI, who had-gone to look for

, 11m In t liS wretch d d' ,
Presence TI K' e can ItlOn and brought him to the
. . le 111g overlooked his short 'I d '
Imprisoned him. In the 6th' slg.lte ness, and simply
with kindness Lat h d' d4 . year he was aga1l1 released and treated

.. er e Ie a natural d I H' .B- . ' eat 1. IS sister Nur-un-N'-I
egam was matrled to Prin S t I' Isa

who was Jah- _, . h' ce. a 1m. t IS stated that Gulrukh Begam,
anglr s mot er-1I1-Iaw was I'll t A' -' -

(
6 A ,a Jmer 111 loA H

I 14 .0.), and Jahangir Badshah went 23. .,
her. The B- to ber house to enquire after
. egam presented a robe of han TI E

r1l1g the observance f h _ d _ our. le mperor prefer-
ate co e (Tora) to tl '

dignity did b' d . le ma1l1tenance of royal
, a elsance an took the robe f Io 10nour.

MUI:IAMM-0D TAQI SIMSXZ, styled

SHAH QUU KHAN

(Vol. III, pp. 366-3 69)'

Mu!}an~madTaqi2 from his earl d . ,
Shah Jahan, and attai d . h dY ays ~,as 111 the service of Prince

f
ne tiC es an a positIOn of trust B I'

ortune he was appointed B kh h- f . . Y liS good

b
oo a s t 0 the Prmce' bl' h
ecame one of his chi f cr. - S esta IS ment and

e Omcers. When the P' , if'
deputed to the Kangr d' . tlnce s 0 lcers were

_. a expe ltIon, Muhammad T. -;3 •

Raja Suraj MaI4 to take the fo .' aql, was sent With
rt. When both atrlved there, the

Blochmann, op, cit" 5 ' .
including Nur-un-Nisa, p. 33, note I for addItIOnal list of Jahangir's WIves

2 This is not quite correct as he was ·r
Jahangir's time and was sent t M d _ .' eal ler on the Diwan-i-Buyutat in

K
-k ' '0 an sur ll1 the 8tl b 'o a s family and depend t A' _. 1 year to nng Mirza 'Aziz

, an s to Jmer see T- k'! h-ldge) 1, p. 258. ' UZU -1- a angiri (Rogers & Bever-

. 3 His appointment with Raja Suraj Mal to th -
tlOned in the account of the 12th _' e Kangra expedition is men-

. year, see Tuzuk op ,
4 For Raja SuraJ' Mal Id f _. " CIt., p. 39

2
,e est son 0 Raj B--

176-179. His differences with M h a asu see Maathir-ul-Umara, II, pp.

Jahan are detailed on p. 177' u
l
' amT~ad Taqi the Bakhshi of Prince Shah

. d ' see a so uzuk II 4 6
tlOne Muhammad Taqi's II f ' , pp. 5 -5 where is also men-
H" reca rom the Kan d' ,

Istory of !ahangir, p. 3
12

. gra expe ltlOn-see Beni Prasad,
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MUI:IAMMAD YAR KHAN

(Vol. Ill, pp. 706-7 11).

He waS the son of Mirza Bahman Yar l'tiqad Khan\ and was a

son befitting of such a worthy father. In fact, in his free and easy

I For connected accounts of Shah Jahan' s revolt see Beni Prasad, History

of lahangir, pp. 366-386 and Banarsi Prasad, History of Shahiahan, pp. 40-54.
2 Battle of Damdama, a village near the junction of Tons and the Ganges

in Allahabad District in 1624, Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 173, also see

Iabalntlma-i-lahal1giri, p. 232.
, 3 Iqbalnama-i-lahtlngiri, p. 267. The executions took place at Attock.

4 For his life see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text I, pp. 232-234, Beveridge's

translation 1, pp, 354, 355·

When Rao Ratan's son, who was opposing him, was defeated, Rao

Ratan left a large force to face 'Abdullah Khan, and himself turning

back fought a fierce engagement in the market place. Shah Qull's

men were engaged in plunder, but with the few men who were left

he offered a stout resistance. When most of his companions were

slain and there was no hope of his being reinforced, he was obliged to

take refuge in the fort. It is stated that 'Abdullah Khan behaved

treacherously, and that if he had rushed assistance, the attack would

have been successfuL His perfunctoriness was apparently the cause

of Shah Jahan' s dissatisfaction and led to 'Abdullah Khan leaving him.

In hne, an enterprise which had succeeded, failed. Rio Ratan once

again strengthened the batteries and invested the fort. Shah Qull

Khan made terms and waited on him, but was imprisoned. After he

had imprisoned his companions in Bmhanpur, he sent off Shah Qull
to the come. When Mahabat Khan came to Burhanpur after the

battle of T6ns2 , he put to death some of the gallant men, and cut off

the hands of some others. When, as a result of the jugglery of Fate,

Mahabat Khan was successful on the banks of Jhelum in 1 035 A.H.

(1626 A.D.) he, on the day when he murdered Khwaja 'Abdul

Khaliq Khawafi, also put to the sword3 that brave man Shah Qull

Khan.

Mu~ammad Yar Khanul-UmaraJ

temperam.enr and absence of touting for favours he J'urpassed his father

and had little to do with men of the world Th I k' k d, . . e more 1e IC e up

1115 l~eels ~t the world affairs the more did the hand of riches lay hold

of hiS skl~t. ,The more he smote at the breast of Fortune with the

hand of reJectIOn, the more did she lament (literally: bent her hands)

and rub her face on his threshold Though hi's fath h' d, . er spent IS ays

111 I11depend~nce, and in pleasure ~nd sport, the son by observing the

rules of sobr~ety and prudence enjoyed his life more than the father.

He suffered ltttle from the hardships of service In the b .. fh' .. . egmnmg 0

IS ser~lce, m the 12th year of 'Alamgir's reign, when his father was

still altve, he received the rank of 4001, and was married t~ th

daughter of Farrukh Fal, his uncle, who was the youngest son ~
y amin-ud-Daulah A~af Jah 2

• Farrukh Fal on account of his great co:

pulence and love of ease (tanu mandt) lived in retirement, but he used

to appear at the Court on the 'Id and other festival days and r .1 'f ' ecelve
roya gl ts and presents; and by hoarding these he became a rich man.

In the 21St year3 M h d Y- .u. amma ar was appolt1ted Superintendent of

the goldsmith's departments, and afterwards had the charge of Q- 
khana (magazine of royal weapons, flags etc.) added to his office. G::
dually he rose to t~e office ~f the Mir Tuzuk (Master of Ceremonies)

and was. later a.ppotnted ReViser of Petitions. Afterwards he was exalt-

ed by 1m appomtment as the Darooha of the Ghuslkhana B t .I' 1 e::..-' u owmg
to 115 ove for comfort and ease, he often kept away from the Court

. I Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 90. His marriage is mentioned on p. 110 in

the 14th year.
2 For his life see Maathir-ul-Umara Text I pp 151 160 B 'd'. _ . .'. ,. -, even ge s

translatton_1,pp. 287-295, HIS offiCial title was A~af KEan, but he was also

know~ as A~af Jahi. No account of Farrukh Fal is published in the lHaathir-ul-
Umara, but see Manucci III p 4 h h . . , -. . . ,. 20 , were t ere IS an mteresttng description of

the pr~du,ctlOn of frlllts by a magician employed by "Faracfal (Falak-fal)"; also
see Irvtne s note on p. 447 of volume IV of the same work.

_ ~ 11,1aathir-i-'Alamgiri, p, 163 He was appointed in the same year as the

DarogEa of Qurkhana in succession to Imam Vardi vide p 165 a. ' .. n pp. 222
and 330 arc mentIOned the appointments to the posts of M- T k dAd. . . Ir uzu an ' r -

Mukarrar 111 hiS place. .
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. Mu1).a.mmad Ismii'il son of Asad Khan Na~rat Jang, who later had the
title of Dhulf1qa~ Khan Na~rat Jang. For his life see Maathir-ul-Umara, II, pp.
93- 1°7; and Sir Jadunath Sarkar's edirion of Irvine's Later Mughals. I, p . 9,
la, 250-253. p

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 350.

3 ro08 A.H. in the Text is a mistake for 1ro8 A.H. His appointment
as 90vernor of Delhi and increase in rank are mentioned on p. 384 of Maathir

i-'Alamgiri, while his appointment as Faujdar of Moradiibild etc. on p. 462. -

for peL:iods of one to two months. At last, he could not brook the

promotions of Dhulfiqar Khan l Na~rat Jang, who was always being

rewarded for his victories over the Mahrattas and the conquest of the

Deccan forts. Though Mu~ammadYar also received increases in his

office and held tbe rank 2 of 2,500 with 1,500 horse, he, out of jealousy,

co~ld not stand the promotions of Dhulfiqar Khan and resigned his

office. He obstinately stuck to his resolution. Prince Muhammad

A'pm Shah was ordered to pacify him, but, though the Prince' showed

him much kindness, he would not yield, and sent a message that his

ser.vice, was ~ot of such a nature that it could be directed by the

P~mce s alluring speeches. The Prince became angry and complained

bitterly to the Emperor. The latter said, "He wants me to send him

to a fortress." When he received this news, he petitioned saying

that he had discharged all his men, and Bijapur was near at hand, if a

fortress was to be assigned to him, he would go there and guard it.

According to orders he was sent there from G:llgala. The Emperor

also later came to Bijapur, and as it was apparent that his heart was

in no way inclined for service, he received permission to return to the

Capital.

It so happened that Prince Mu~ammad MU'a~pm also had been

given leave to proceed to Agra at the same time, and their parties

started with the same caravan. Mu~ammad Yar never waited on the

Prince on the way, and, in fact, would pass by his tent but never

entered it. After reaching Shahjahanabad he led a free, easy and in

dependent life. He had, however, not spent many months in unemploy

ment when Fortune favoured him. In the 40th year. 1108 A.H.3

Mu~ammadYar Khan

'Aqil !Q}an Mir 'Askari, see Maathir-ul·Umara, Text II, Pp. 821-823,

Beveridge's translation, pp. 264-266.

2 See Irvine's Later Mughals, I, pp. 18-20 for an account of the march of

MulJ,ammad Mu'a~~am, later Bahadur Shah, from Peshawar to Delhi. For
Mun'im Khan Khan-Khanan Bahadur Shahi see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text III, pp.

667-677, and Irvine, op. cit., pp. 125-27.

3 Jahandar Shah was formally enthroned outside Lahore on 29th March,
1712 (vide Irvine, op. cit., p. 186) and arrived at Delhi on 22nd June, 1712,

Irvine, p. 190, but a day earlier according to Khafi Khan. II, p.71 8.

28

( I696~97 A. D.) an order came from the Emperor appointing him

the Governor of the Capital in place of the deceased ',Aqil Khan

Khawafi l • His wish was gratified, and receiving an increase of 500

with 500 horse his rank was advanced to 3.000 with 2,000 horse.

In the 46th year his rank became 3.500 with 3,000 horse, and he

received the gift of drums and the appointment of the Faujdar of

Moradabad-which office was only granted to selected officers-in

addition to his governorship. After the unfortunate death of Aurang

zib, when Bahadur Shah2 arrived from Peshawar within three stages

of the Capital, Mun'im Khan, who had then been granted the tide of

Kl:!an Zaman, was sent to conciliate Mu~ammad Yar. Though he

submitted, and sent his son Hasan Yar Khan with the keys of the. -- ,
fort and a present on the assumption of the sovereignty (by Bahadur

Shah), and also sent 30 lacs in cash and 80 lacs in silver vessels; he

himself, on a pretence of suffering from palpitation, stayed in the fort.

After Bahadur Shah's accession when A~af-ud-Daulah Asad I<hiin was

appointed Governor of the Capital, he was assigned the duties of the

Governorship and safeguarding the fort. When Jahandar Shiih3 in

turn became the Emperor, and started from Lahore for the Capital,

Mu~ammad Yiir went to welcome him as far as Agbarabiid, and on

the same day waited on A~af-ud-Daula at Nimdat, and then

retired to his ho~se. Dhulfiqar Khan, who at the time was the Prime

Minister of India, frequently went to see him, and observing this

rule that no one should come into his presence armed, took away the

ul-Umara]
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dagger from his waist before visiting him. On the day! that the

Emperor Mu~ammad Farrukh-Siyar made his vICtorious entry into

Shahjahanabad, Mu~ammad Yar waited on him in the centre of the city,

paid his respects, and returned to his own house from outside the fort.

Though he did not frequent the Court, occasionally cases were referred

to him in view of his having served as the Governor. When Mu1}a

mmad Farrukh_Siyar was driven to distraction by the predominating

influence of the Biirah Saiyids and was looking for the help of Aurang

zIb's officers2 , he by pressure induced MU9ammad Yar to accept the

office of Khan-i-Saman on the death of Taqarrub Khan. He agreed

on the condition that he would not be required to be present at the

Court. Sometimes he appeared before the Emperor, and whenever he

went to the Khan+Saman's office, he. did not get down from his

palanquin but signed the papers sitting in it. He even had pillars

fixed for the palanquin to rest upon. He was honest and elegant.

After Farrukh-Siyar, though he did not hold ani office, he retained

possession of his fief till the end of his life. DUring the reign of

Mu1}ammad Shah he was twice or thrice summoned to the Court.

He died at his appointed time3
• Except for tJasan Yar, who died

in his youth4, he had no son. He was wealthy and had much pro

perty. He was the owner of many houses and shops in Delhi, and

exaggerated accounts were current regarding the high rents he used to

realize for them.

17th Mu1:).arram, 1125 A.H. (12th February, 1713 A.D.), vide Irvine,

op. cit., p. 254.

2 See Irvine, op. cit., pp. 336, 337, and note* in reference to Mu1:).ammad

Yar !i!!an.
3 See Irvine, op. cit., p. 337, note* where apparently on the authority of

"Tarikh-i-M~di", it is stated that Mu1:).ammad Yar Khan died on 18th Jummada

I, 1138 A.H. (22nd January, 1726 A.D.).

4 According to "Tarikh-i-M~di", Vide Irvine, op, cit., p. 337, note* he

died aged about 40 between 15-20 ~afr 1133 A.H. (16-21 December, 1720

A.D.),

MUtIAMMAD ZAMAN TEHRANi

(Vol. III, pp. 45 2 , 453)'

He was a lvlan~abdar of the time of Jahangir, and was for a long

time attached to the province of Bengal. He was the FaUjdar1 and

fiefholder of Sylhet. Afterwards when the affairs of the government

were glorified by the coronation of Shah lahan, he in the 1st year was

confirmed in the Man~ab of 2,000 with 1,000 horse which he had

held previously. In the 4th and 5th years he received increases of

zoo horse on each occasion. In the 8th year he came to the Court,

and placed his forehead of determination on the threshold of faith.

After some time he was granted permission to accompany Islam Khan 2

who had been appointed Governor of Bengal in place of A'~am

Khan. When the Assamese with the help of Baldeo, the brother of

Parichae Zamindar of Kuch Haju, became rebellious, he in company

with Mir Zain-ud-Din 'Ali4
, the brother of Islam Khan and who had

the title of Siyadat Khan, rendered good service, and rose high in his

office and position of trust. Accordingly his rank in the I I th year

was advanced to 2,000 with 1,800 horses. In the 15th year he was

granted an increase of 200 horse which made his contingent equal to

his infantry. When in this year Orissa was assigned to Prince MU9a

mmad Shuja' as an appendage to the Governorship of Bengal, Mu1}a-

. 1 He is mentioned in the account of th~ I Ith year of Shah Jahan's reign

m Badshahnama, II, p. 75.

2. He is Islam !<han Mashhadi (Maathir-ul-Umara, Text I, pp. 162- 167,
BeVerIdge and Prashad's translation I, pp. 694-696). His appointment as
Governor of Bengal in place of A'~am Khan (Maathir-ul-Umara, Text I, PP.
174- I 80, Beveridge's translation I, PP' 3 I 5-319) is recorded in Badshahnama,

I, pt. i, p. 83, and 'A mal-i-0ali~, II, P' 95.

3 His correct name according to Borah, Baharistan-i-Ghayabi, II, p. 807,

note 16, is Parikshit; see also Gait, History of Assam, pp. 6}-68.

4 Badshahnama, II, p. 75 and Yazdani's edition of 'Amal-0ali~, II, p. 287.

5 Badshahnama, II, p. 9~'
\
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mmad Zaman was sent there to settle the area 1. In the 19th year

he was recalled to the Court. In the 20th year he was attached2

to Prince Mu1)ammad Aurangzib Bahadur who had hurried to settle

Balkh etc. When the Prince made over Balkh to the officers of Nadhr

Mu1)ammad, and returned in d.e 21st yea~Mu1)ammad Zaman:in

accordance with the orders, reached the Presence before the Prince.
Nothing more has been noticed about him.

MUI:IIBB 'ALI KHAN3

(Vol. III, pp. 23 8-2 45)'

He was the son of Mir Ni~am-ud-Din 'Ali Khalifa4 , who was

the mainstay of Babur's power, and on account ofhis great loyalty,

close association, farsightedness, correct judgment, outstanding bravery,

and ability was greatly favoured by that great Em peror5 • He was also

v~ry accomplished, particularly in matters of medical knowledge. In

view of certain incidents, such as normally occur in worldly affairs, he

Was suspicious and afraid of Humayiin, and as such he was unwilling

I Badshahnama, II, p. 283. His removal from Orissa is recorded on p. 473.
2 He was sent to Badakhshan to convey treasure to Qulij ~an, Badshah-

nama. II, p. 685. .

_, 3 An account of his life based on the Maathir is published by Blochmann,
A in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 463-455.

4 He is often referred to in Memoirs of Babur; for references see Mrs. Beve
ridge's ~ranslation II, pp. 796. 797; also Akbarnama, Text I, p. 119, Beveridge's
translatIOn I, p. 281, and Banerji, Humayiin Badshah, pp. 17, 18.

5 This occurred while Babur was lying seriously ill, Akbarnama, Text I.
p. 117, Beveridge's translation I, p. 277. The account is taken almost verbatim

from Tabaqat-i~Akbari (De's edition) Text II, pp. 28, 29, Translation II, pp. 41

44· M~s. Bever~dge, Memoirs of Babur, II, pp. 702-708, after discussing in detail
the ~vaI1able eVidence concludes that there was an intrigue to supplant Humayiin,

but IS of the opinion that Mu/:lammad Zaman Mirza, Babur's eldest son in
law, and not Mahdi ~waja was the person selected by Mir Khalifa as Babur's
successor to the throne of India. Banerji op. cit., pp. 17-26, on the other hand,

accepts the Tabaqat version as correct. See also Akbarnama, Text I, p. 117,
Beveridge's translation I, p. 277.

that the latter should be Babur's successor. Although before his death

Ba:bur had nominated Humayiin to succeed him, the Mit Khalifa

wished to raise to the throne Mahdi Khwaja, Babur's son-in-law, who

was a liberal-minded man, and for whom he had an affectionate regard.

Accordingly this plan became known among men, and the Khwaja

also began to put on regal airs. One day it so happened that the Mir

Khallfa was in the tent with Mahdi Khwaja. When the former went

out, the Khwaja-who was not without a streak of madness-ignorant

of the fact that some other person was also there, involuntarily placed

his hand over his beard and exclaimed, "God willing! I will flay your

skin." Suddenly his glance fell on Mu1)ammad Muqim of Herat-the

father of Khwa:ja Ni~am-ud-Din Bakhshi, and who at the time held

the post of the Diwan-i-Buyutat-standing in a corner of the tent.

The Khwaja was amazed, and took him by the ear and said "0 !
Tajik"l.

Hemistich

The red tongue ruins a wide-awake head !
Mu1)ammad M uqim immediately conveyed these words to the Mir

Khalifa, (and added) that this was the result of his evil design, for he

wished to transfer the sovereignty to a stranger. Mir Khalifa thereupon

abandoned his improper resolution, and forbade anyone from waiting on

the Khwaja. After Babur's death he placed Humayiin on the throne.

Mul}ibb 'Ali Khan distinguished himself in battles during the

reigns of Babur and Humayiin. His wife was Nahid Begam2
, the

daughter of Qasim K6ka. When Babur was taken prisoner in the battle

with Ubaid Ullah Khan Ozbeg3, Qasim K6ka, out of his loyalty

See Elliot, V, p. 188. It is not clear whether the ~hwaja recited the
hemistich or it is only a reflection of the author of the Tabaqat on his conduct.

Probably the latter is more correct, and all that the ~waja said was "0 Tajik"

2 See Mrs, Beveridge's translation of Gul-Badan Begam's Humayiin-Nama,
p. 268.

3 -.:.It.;.,.JJI ~~ in the Text is incorrect.
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came forward and said, "I am the King. Why have you seized this

servant of mine." The enemy put him to death, but the King was

saved from this deadly danger, and always favoured Qasim's famil/.

In 975 A.H. (1568 A.D.) Nahid Begam went to visit her mother tIaji

Begam, the daughter of 1vIirza Muqim the son of Amir Dhu-un-Nun,

who had married Mirza tIasan after the death of Qasim K6ka. After

that she married Mirza 'Isa Tarkhan the ruler of Thatha (Sin~h). It
happened that before Nahid Begam's arrival the Mirza had died and

his son Mul:ammad Beqi had become the ruler. He did not treat the

Begam properly, and also ill-treated the I:Iaji Begam. The latter allied

herself with some rascals in an attempt to seize Mulpmmad Baqi, but

he got news of the intrigue, and imprisoned Haji Begam, and she

died. Nahid Begam by courage and skill made her escape from that

country, and when she reached Bhakkar, Sul~an Ma~mud the ruler

of the area talked in a friendly way and said that if Mu~ibb 'Ali

Khan would come there, he would conquer Thatha and hand it over

to him. The Begam believed his idle talk, and when she arrived

in India, she strongly urged this proposition for Akbar's consideration.

The Emperor in the 16th year, 978 A. H. (1570 A. D.) presented

Mu~ibb 'Ali Khan, who for a long while had left service, with a

Rag and drums, and gave fifty lacs2 of tankas for his expenses from

Multan, and assigned him a fief in that province. He also sent

with him Mujahid KLan, his daughter's SQn, who was a brave young

man, and allowed him to depart to that country. He also wrote to

Sa'id Khan the Governor of Multan to assist him. When the Khan

arrived in Multan, he, relying upon the promises of Sul~an Ma~mud,

did not wait for assistance (from Sa'id Khan) and went off to Bhakkar.

Erskine, History of India, I, pp. 351, 352, and Akbarnama, Text II, p.
362, Beveridge's translation II, p. 527. The occount of Nahid Begam and
Mu4ibb 'Ali Khan's appointment to Sind is taken from Akbarnama, Text II, pp.
361-363, Beveridge's translation II, pp. 526-528; and Text III, pp. 90,91,
Beveridge's translation III, pp. 127-129.

2 The fifty lacs of tankas were apparently the income of the fief in Multan,
see TaYaqat-i-Akbari (De's edition), Text II, p. 233, Translation II, p. 367.

When he had nearly reached there, Sul~an Ma~mud sent a message

that he had only made a casual remark and that he could not accom

pany him on the expeditIOn. He should either return or march to tbat

country by way of Jaisalmer. . .
As Muhibb 'Ali Khan was not inclined to return, he With hiS

small force ~f not more than 200 men resolved to conquer Bhakkar.

Sultan Ma~mud got ready a force of 10,000 men, and sent it to the

for~ of Mathila. By Divine aid the small force of M ul:ibb 'Ali

Khan defeated Sul~an Ma~mud's army, and the vanquished took

shelter in the fort. After a siege the fort was captured, and some of

tbe goods fell into their hands. Mu~ibb 'Ali Khan then proceeded

towards Bhakkar, and it chanced that dissension broke out among

the enemy's ranks. Mubarak Khan, who belonged ~o the Kh~~a'

Khail (clan) of Sul~an Mal:mud and was his minister, jomed M~l:,bb

'Ali Khan with I ,500 soldiers. The ostensible reason of thiS was

that some wicked persons of the locality had accused his son Beg

Oghli of intriguing with one of Sul~an Ma~mud's wo~e:1.. That

simpleton without investigating the matter set about extlrpatmg the

family. Mubarak Khan, who lacked loyalty, fearing for his honour

joined Mu~i1~b 'Ali Khan. The latter put him to death, . as. he

coveted his property, and increasing his forces set abo~t beslegmg

Bhakkar. The siege lasted three years. Famine and pestllenc~ broke

out in the fort. One of the strange incidents was the breakmg out

of the disease of swellincr (warm). Whoever drank a decoction of the

bark of Sirs 6 tree recov:red, and so it was sold for its weight in gold.

At last Sul~an Ma~mud petitioned Akbar praying that he would

present the fort as peshkash to Sul~an Salim, but as he was not on

good terms with Muhibb 'Ali Khan, he could not hope for safety at

his hands, and. there'fore begged that some other officer should be

appointed to take over the fort, and then he would ~roceed to the

Court. Mir Gesu Bakawal Beg" who in accordance With the prayer

I The tree Acacia odoratissima, which grows wild in the country.
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h d b 'd to the Governorship of Sindh, had not reacheda een appomte
there when Sultan Mahmud fell ill and died. It is stated that when

Muhibb 'Ali Khan he'ard of Sul~an Ma~mud's illness he sent a
. - k'lf I h " . h h' d if Sultanletter saying that he had a s I u p, YSIClan Wit 1m, an .

Mahmud desired he would send him for treatment. Sul~an Mal].mud

wrote on the same letter:

Verse

My hidden pam IS preferable to the physicians of the enemy.

May be that I will receive my medicine from the hidden treasury
(of Gou).

When Mir Gesu arrived In that vicinity, Mujahid Khan was engaged

in besieging the forr of Ganjaba (in Baluchistan). His mother San:i'a

Begam, the daughter of Mu~ibb 'Ali Khan, was indignant on heanng

of the arrival of Mir Gesu, and sent out some boats to attack him. They

made things difficult for him, and the Mir was about to be seiz.ed.

Khwaja Muqim of Herat, who was the Am'in there, however, with

held Muhibb 'Ali Khan from this improper warfare, and Mir Gesu

went to tl~e fort in 98 I A.H. (1573-74 A.D.). The officers in-charge,

who were waiting, surrendered the keys to him, but Mu~ibb 'Ali

Khan and Mujahid Khan out of empty greed would not leave the

country, and yet it was difficult for them to remain there w~thout

d M uhl'bb 'Ali Khan adopted a conciliatory course, and It wasor ers. -
arranged that' Mujahid Khan should go to Thatha, and that Mu~ib~
'Ali Khan and his family should stay in Lohari (Rohri). When this

had been arranged the Mir sent a large force in boats against Mu~ibb

Ali Khan. He could not resist and so retired hurriedly to Mathila.

Sami~Begam strengthened her house, and resisted for a day and

night. Meanwhile Mujahid Khan arrived after a forced march, and

defeated the Mir's men; for three months more he held that side of

the river.
When Bhakkar was assigned to Tarsun Khan, Mu~ibb 'Ali Khan

returned to the Court. In the 2 I st year, Akbar, in view of the signs of

ul-Umara]

experience and judgment being patent in Mul}ibb 'Ali Khan, granted

him a robe of honour, and he was permitted to represent at all times

the wishes of the people and to suggest what he thought befitting. As

he was a prudent companion and possessed of talent, Akbar in the

23 rd year gave him the choice l of one of the four great appointments.

First was the office of the Mir 'Arcj'i (Master of Petitions), second the

post of the Superintendent of the Harem, third the government of a dis

tant province, and fourth the governorship of the city of Delhi. As he

felt that he did not have enough physical strength in his body, he chose

the last appointment. In 989 A.H. (158 I A.D.) he died as Governor

of Delhi. The author of the Tabaqat-i-Akbar'i includes him in the rank

of 4,000, but Abul Fa91 lists him amongst the holders of 1,000.

Bhakkar2 is an old fort. In ancient histones it is called Man~iira.

The six nothern rivers join and pass near it. Two portions (of the

river) run on the south side and one on the north side of the town which

is called Sakhar (Sukkur); this stands along one bank, and the other

town is called Lohri (Rohri). It has always been part of Sindh. Mirza

Shah J:Iusain Arghun, the ruler of Thatha, rebuilt the fort and streng

thened it, and made over the governorship to Sul~an Ma~mud his

foster-brother. After his death Sul~an Ma~miid, who was a madman

and a murderer, had the Khutba recited and the coins struck in his

own name at Bhakkar, while Mirza 'lsa Tarkhan did the same in

Thatha. They were sometimes at peace and sometimes at war3
• As

Bhakkar was conquered by Akbar before Thatha, it was included in

the Multan province.

1 AkbarnJma, Text III, p. 248, Beveridge's translation III, p. 357.
2 Adapted from A'in, see Jarrett's translation of Vol. II, pp. 327, 328,

note 3.

3 The short notice of Sul~an Ma\:Imiid and Mirza 'lsa T arkhan is taken
frotn the Tabaqat-i-Akbari, see De & Prashad's translation of Vol. III, PP~784

786.
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Blochmann has adopted Batni. For "Batani

in his translation of Akbarniima, III, Index,

h

MUI:HBB 'AU tcHX~ ROHTXSP

(Vol, III, pp. 277-280).

He was an officer of Akbar of the rank of 4,000, and was well

known for his courage and bra~ery, and military talents and leader

ship. As he was for a long time the Governor of Rohtas, he became

known by the name Rohtasi. That fort is situated in Bihar, and is

one of the lofty fortresses of India. It is a wonderful work of the

Creator. It is safe even from the idea of an attack, being situated on

the top of a high hill which is difficult of access. The circuit (of the

hill?) is 14 kos and its length and breadth rather more than 5 kos.

From the level ground at the bottom to the level of the fort is a dis

tance of more than a kos. Cultivation is carried on at the top, and

there are many springs there. Stranger still, though the hill is so

high, good sweet water is found at diggings of 3 or 4 yards. From

the time of the first building of the fort no ruler had been successful

in conquering it. In the time of the government of Raja Chintaman 2
,

A condensed translation of this biography was given by Blochmann, A'in

(2nd edn.) I, p. 466. Rohtas in Bihar is called Rohtasgarh in the Imperial Gaze

tteer, XXI, pp. 322, 323, and must not be confused with the Rohtas fort in

Jhelum District, Panjab. The description of the fort is based on A'in, II, see
Jarrett's translation, pp. 152, 153.

2 Based on Akbarniima, Text I, p. 153, Beveridge's translation I, p. 335,

but, as is pointed out by Beveridge in note 3 on the some page there is some

confusion about the nama of the Raja. The name of the Raja is not mentioned

in Tabaqiit-i-Akbari (Newal Kishore edn., p. 229, De's Text edition, II, p. 100,

Translation II, pp. 162, 163, note 3), but 1,000 dolis are mentioned. Ferishta

(Newal Kishore edn., p. 225) gives Har Kishan as the name of the Raja, and the

number of dolis as 1,000; this is followed in Dow's translation (History of Hind

ostan, II, p. 172, 173), but the number of "covered chairs" or dolis is not given;

the account is copied almost verbatim in Stewart, History of Bengal, pp. 139

141. In AJ:1mad Yadgar's Tarikh-i-Shahi or Tarikh-i-Salfltin-Aftig!!.ina (H. Hosain

edn.), pp. 187-189, the name of the Raja is not mentioned, and the number of

dolis is 300. In Khula~at-ut-Tawarikh(Zafar Hasan edn.), P,319 the name of the

Raja is Chintaman Brahman and the number of dolis 1,000. In Erskine, History

of India, II, pp: 147-149 the name of the Raja is Haris Kishen Birkis, and while

I

I

a Brahman, in the year 945 (153 8-39 A.D.) when Bengal had been

conquered by Humayun, Sher Shah Sur with other Afgbans and the

choice treasures of Bengal came by the route of Jharkhand to the

neighbourhood of Rohtas. He reminded the Raja of the old services,

and laid the foundations of concord. He represented that as he was

at the time in a tight corner, the Raja should be kind to him, and

grant an asylum in the fort to his family and followers, and so pUt

him under obligation. The straightforward Raja was deceived by t~e

flatteries and cunning of that trickster and agreed. That hypOCrite

(Sher Shah) prepared 600 litters (dolis), and placed in each two armed

youths, and sent servant girls with the litters. By this stra~agem ~1e

introduced soldiers into the fort, and captured it. He left hiS family

and soldiers in the fort, and raising the hand of disturbance blocked

the road to Bengal. After that the fort fell into the hands of Fat?

Khan Bawi l , who was one of his chief officers, and later also of hiS

son Salim Shah. He defended it valiantly against Sulaiman Kararani,

who had taken possession of Bengal. After some time Juna.id

Kararani 2 conquered it and made it over to one of his confidential

servants Saiyid Mul}ammad. \Vhen Junaid Kararani died, that

Saiyid carried on the government of the fort for a time, but considered

that it would be advisable to present the fort as a peshkash through

the intermediation of some influential person at the imperial Court,

giving 1,000 as the number of dolis, the author notes that various authorities

give the number as 300, 1,000, and 1,200. Qanungo in his work Sher Shah,
. h ., . rks I'n detail' he states thatdiscusses t eversIOns 10 vanous contemporary wo ,

Churaman, the minister of the Raja whose name is not mentioned, prevailed on

the Raja to agree to Sher Khan's proposal. The numbe-r of dolis is given as

1,200. He does not accept Abbas Sarwani's refutation of the doli story, which

is accepted by Dorn in his History of Afghans, pp. 93- 100; in the latter work

Churaman is the name of a Brahman minister of the Raja. See also Khafi Khan,

I, pp. 95-98.
I Pami or Batni in the Text.

or Patni" also see Beveridge's note

pp. 58, 59·
2 Akbarnama, Text III, p. 189, Beveridge's translation III, p. 266.
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and so to become one of the servants of Akbar. Meanwhile Mu?affar

Khan with the Bihar army marched to take the fort. Saiyid Mul:am

mad entered into correspondence with Shahbaz Khan Kambu, who

having defeated Raja Gajpati had turned him into a vagabond and

was besieging his son Sri Ram in the fort of Shergarh. Shahbaz

Khan hastened there, and in the 2 I st year (984 A.H., 1576 A.D.)

took possession of the fort. In the same year he, in accordance with

orders, made over the charge of the for; to Mu~ibb 'All Khan, and

himself proceeded to the Court. For years afterwards Mu~ibb 'Ali

Khan held the fort, and was noted for his administrative and judicial

skill. He distinguished himself always by providing suitable assis

tance to the Bengal administration, and rendered valuable assistance

in uprooting ·sedition in the area. His son I:Iabib 'All Khan, who

was a brave young man, acted as his father's deputy in the govern

ment of Rohtas and the adjacent country. When most of the

fiefholders went to serve in Bengal, Yusuf Mati in the 30th year

collected some Afghans and started plundering the area. I:Iabib

'Ali carried away by youthful enthusiasm fought with him without

proper arrangements, and performing deeds of bravery and valour

was killed. Mul:ibb 'Ali Khan was so greatly upset on receipt of

this news as to become mad (kaliwa shud). But though he showed

much restlessness, the Bengal officers would not allow him to proceed1

(against Yiisuf). As Shah Quli Ma~ram was going to the Court, he

was deputed to chastise that wretch (Yusuf), and he in a short while

put an end to the disturbance. When in the 3 I st year two officers

were appointed to each province, so that if one went to the Court or

fell ill, the other could carryon the work, Bengal was assigned to

Vazir Khan along with M u~ibb 'All Khan. When in the 3 I st year

Bihar was granted as a fief to Raja Bhagwant Das, Mu~ibb 'All

Khan's lagir also was transferred to the Kachwaha (Bhagwant Das).

Multan was thought of for him, and an oreler of recall was despatched

to him. In the beginning of 34th year2 he came to the Court and his

Akbarnama. Text III, p. 460, Beveridge's translation III, p. 695.
2 Ibid., p. 536, Ibid., translation, p. 816.

heart's desire was fulfilled, and his happiness increased through various

favours and honours bestowed on him. He accompanied Akbar on

the first expedition to Kashmir which took place in 597 A.H. (1589
A.D.). He fell ill in that city (Srinagar), and during the return

journey he died near K6h Sulaiman. One day before (his death)

Akbar I had gone to his quarters to enquire after him. It is stated

that when he was dying and had long been incapable of speaking,

someone said, "Say without God there is no God". He replied that

it was not the time to say: there is no God; rather it was the time

when all one's thoughts should be centred in God.

RAJA MUI:IKAM SINGH

(Vol. II, pp. 33°-332)

He was a Khatri by caste. He was in the employment of Amlr

ul-Umara I:Iusain 'All Khan 2
, and soon became a trusted servant of

that high official. By degrees he rose to the post of his Divan, and

later became his general. In the battle with Da'ud Khan3
, which

took place in I 127 A.H. (17 I 5 A.D .), he was one of the elephant

riders. After reaching Aurangabad when the disturbance of Khadu4

I See Akbarnama, Text III, p. 553, Beveridge's translation III, p. 840.

The version of his reply is somewhat different, for he is stated to have said "It is

not the time to say La Allah (without God), rather it is the time to fix all one's

heart on God (Ba Allah)."

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, 1, pp. 32l-328, Beveridge & Prashad's translation, pp.

628-639' .

3 Mtlathir-ul-Umara, II, pp. 63-68, Beveridge's translation, pp. 458-462.

Da'ud Khan Pan! was killed in a battle at Burhanpiir on 8th Rama~lan 1 I 27A.H.

(6th September I7l5), see Irvine, Later Mughals (Sir Jadunath Sarkar edn.) I, p.

32 8.

4 So in Text, he is 6~it~. ,J,.\t5' in Khafi Khan, II, p. 777. He is
called Khandee Rao Dhabaray in Grant-Duff, History of the Mahrattas, I, pp.

320 etc., Khanderao Dabhadc in Kincaid & Parasnis, History of Maratha People,

p. 2 I I etc., and Khande Rao Dabhade in Cambridge History of India, IV, p.
338 etc. His victory over Dhulfaqar Beg near the edge of the Baglana forest is
described by Kincaid & Parasnis on pp. 2 I I, 2 l2, and it is stated that Raja



23 0 Raja Mul).kam Singh [Maathir- ul-Umara] Mu1:Jtasl13m Khan Bahadur

Dihariya (Khande I\ao Dabhade), Makasdar of Khandesh and one of
the companiOl~s of Raja Sahli (Shahli), broke out, Dhulfaqar Beg,
tl~e Bakhsh"i at tIusain 'Ali Khan, who had been appointed to chastise
hml, Was ktlled. tI usain 'Ali Khan appointed the Raja with a suitable
force to remedy the matters, and he wrote to Saif-ud-Din 'Ali Khan

~i~ (y~unger) brother, who was the ~ubadar of Burhanpli~ t~
Jam with th~ Raja in putting down Khadli Dihariya. A satisfactory I

enc_ounter with that troublesome tribe (the Marathas) cook place in

Khandesh.' and later Mu1:Jkam Singh signally defeated the Maratha
forces whICh were plundering near A1:Jmadnagar, and forced them back
to the fort of Satara which was the residence of Raja Shiihli. After
that he returned to the Capital with Husain 'Ali Khan. When the

latter Was killed, Mu1:Jkam Singh, on' receiving from Haidar Quli
Khan 2 a message of safety for his Jife and honour, came to' the Coun3 •

His offences were pardoned and he was favoured with arant of the
b

ran~ of 6,000; this was later raised to 7,000. On the night before
th~ oattle between the Emperor's troops and those of Qu~b-ul-Mulk,

Raja Mul).kam Singh who as he had previously arranged with him,
suddenly left the imperial army, and joined him. The battle lasted
throughout the day, and even after night fall the cannonade from the

royal guns .continued. A ball struck the howdah of the elephant of
Mu1:Jkam SI~gh .and he descending got on to a horse, and ran away.
For a long time It was not known whether he was alive or dead.

Mohkam Singh and Sarfuddin Ali Khan were not able to achieve any success
against him.

1 . So in Text, but the variant ..l.tlJ '>-~~.Jj I>~ o),d l:. would mean just the

OpposIte. The account in Khafl !9?an, II, p. 780, indicates that the variant is
more correct; see also note 4 on previous page.

2 Alaathir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 747-751, Beveridge & Prashad's translation,
pp. 600-602.

. 3 See Irvine, Later Mughals, II, p. 67, where the account of his presenta

tJo~ ~efor.e .Muq.ammad Shah is given. His desertion from the imperialist army
to Jom SaIpd 'Abdullah Qu~b-ul-Mulk is described on p. 87. The battle took

placeat J:Iasanpiir on 13th Muq.arram 1136 A.H. (13th November, 1720 A.D.),
op. CIt., p. 85.

MUtITASHAM KHAN BAHADUR

(Vol. III, pp. 793-796).

He was Mir Mu1:Jammad Khan\ son of Mu1:Jtasham J(han 2 son of
Shaikh Mir. He was above all his brothers in regard to his office and
influence. His success was not due to his birth, but because Zinat
un-Nisi Begam3 the full sister of A'pm Shah-who always devoted
herself to the service of her revered father (Aurangzib) and was styled

Begam ~a!:iba after the accession of Bahadur Shah-gave her protege
the daughter of Mir Mas'lid in marriage to him. On the recommen
dation of the Begam he attained the rank of 700 in the reign of
Aurangzib. He was a real student, and studying under Mulla Jivan
Amaithival4-who was well known for his learning and was for long
an associate of Aurangzib and later of Bahadur Shah-became the
chief pu pi! of the Mulla. In Bahadur Shah's time he was awarded
the title of his father. When the affairs of the government became
unsettled, and the Amirzadas and the descendants of high families

were obliged to give up hopes of service and advancement due to them
by the right of their birth, and to look for success to the patronage of
the influential officials, Mu1:Jtasham Khan also, after the sad death of

the Begam, attached himself to Nawab A~af Jah Fat!: Jang, and
came to Malwa. He received an allowance of one hundred and fifty
rupees a month. When that great A mir crossed the N arbada5

, and

~l,?- in the Text is a printer's error for ~l;"

2 The word )_~ is omitted in the Text between \:il;", (.:11$""0 and

)~"., t~. For Muq.tasham Khan see Maathir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 646-650.
He was the son of Shaikh Mil' !'iliwafl who was a distinguished companion of

Prince Aurangzib, and died at an early age.
3 She was the second daughter of Aurangzib, and according to Irvine,

Later Mughals (Sarkar edn.), L p.2, received the title of "Padshah Begam" from

Bahadur Shah. She died at the age of 80 years on 18th May, 172 1.

4 Mulla Jiwan Amaithvi, according to Beale, Biographical Dictionary (1894

. edn.), p. 278, was the tutor of Emperor Aurangzib.
5 !<iliafi !'ilian, II, p. 852. See also Irvine, Later Mughals, II, p. 22, where

the date is given as 1St Rajab, 1132 A.H. (9th May, 1720 A.D.).



._-------_..~----_.

Mul~tasham Khan Bahadur [Maathir- ul-Umara] Mu!}tasham Khan Mir Ibrahim

having won decisive victories1 over the huge armies of his enemies,

took possession of the extensive territories of the Deccan, Muhtasham

Khan was granted the rank of 3,000 with 2,000 horse and a~pointed
the Bakhsht of the Man~abdars of the Deccan. When Fat~ Tang was

sent for to Upper India2 for taking up the office of the Vazir, Mu!}t

asham Khan, as he hesitated in accompanying him, was removed from

his office.. After some time he was appointed from the Capital for

service in the Deccan. After the battle3 with Mubariz Khan, in

which he was wounded, he was rewarded by reinstatement in his

old office (of the Bakhshi) which, according to his own saying, suited

him and was to his liking. For nearly twenty years he rendered

approved service, and receiving the tide of Bahadur rose to the rank

of 5,000.

He was a straightforward man, devoid of guile, and was distingui

shed for his sincerity and frankness. He was rossessed of candour

and trust, which are essential qualities for a leader, and never forgot

the observance of the etiquette of the Court. He carried out the

duties of his service in a most efficient manner, and did not allow

nepotism to interfere in his official dealings with relations or acquain

tances. He preserved an even tenor of life from the beginning to the

end, and was never presumptuous. Outwardly he was austere and

morose, but he never spared himself in public service and did his best

in every possible way. He did not keep up a force equal to his rank,

but was possessed of much property including elephants. In his

later days he developed a special attraction for beardless youths whom

he patronised openly. The pleasure-loving and smooth-faced lads,

with moustaches just beginning to show up and who had shaved their

Battles of Pandhiir, 20th June, 1720, and Biiliipur, 11th August, 1720.

vide Irvine, Later lvIughals, II, pp. 29, 47. These dates are according to
Wustenfeld-Mahler's Tabellen, and are one day later than those given in Irvine.

2 In 1721. According to ~iifi ~iin, II, p. 939, he reached Delhi, and

on 22nd Rabi' II, 20th February, 1722, was appointed the Vazir.

3 Battle of Shakarkhera, 11th October, 1724, see Vol. I, ante, p. 718,
notes 7, 8.

eyebrows, were dressed and adorned with great pains; this was regar

ded by him as a necessary expense (obligation) for authority (ma~arif

himmat). When Nawab Fat!} Tang was besieging the fort of

Trichinopoly he died in 1156 A.H. on 16th Jummada I (27th June,

1743 A.D.). His son tIashmat Ullah Khan was appointed Bakhsht
on his father's death, and received the rank of 2,500. He was a young

man of amiable disposition and carried on his duties satisfactorily.

MUHTASHAM KHAN MIR IBRAHIM

(Vol. III, pp. 646-650).

He was the eldest son of Shaikh Mir Khawa£i, who was the chief

of the intimates of Prince Aurangzib in his early days. If death1 had

spared him, he would have been one of the chief officers and the

leading commanders of the state. In the early years of the reign he

did great deeds and established a claim for recognition at the hands

of the successor to the sovereignty. The appreciative Sovereign

showed favours to and brought up his sons, who were still young,

and granted them suitable ranks. Although they, as a result of their

evil destiny, were not in accord with the Emperor's disposition, they

attained high ranks simply because of the regard for their deceased

parent; the Emperor never failed to show favours to them. Mir

Ibrahim received the rank of 1,000 with 400 horse, and during his

long service received promotion. Later for some reason he left for

pilgrimage to the tIijaz. In the 18th year aEter his return from the

tIijaz he rendered homage at the Court, and was confirmed in the

r.lllk of 1,5°0, and exalted by the grant of the title of Mu1}tasham

Khan. From tIasan Abdiil he was appointed Faujdar of Langarkoe,

He was killed in the battle of Deorii'i, 4 miles from Ajmer 23rd to 25th

March, 1659; 'Alamgirnama, pp. 314-326, Kbiifi Kbiin, II, pp. 68-71, and Sir

Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, II. pp. 5°5-5 1 7.
2 i'l4.atithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 14r. His appoinIDlent as Faujdar of Mewiit is

mentioned on p. 158, and transfer from governorship of Agra to that of Allahii

biid on pp. 246, 247. His reinstatement is recorded on p. 396, and appointment

as governor of Naldrug in the 47th:year on p. 470.



. During the return journey of the Mughal army after the fall of Khelna

~n J~ne, 1702; the suffe~ings of the army during this journey are summed up
y Sir Jadunath Sarkar, HIstory of Aurangzib, V, pp. 187- 189'

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text III, pp. 793-796, and translation immediately
before this account on pp. 23 1-2 33.

mother that Pidiya had gone mad and run away. Som Singh his

brother, who had come to the Presence to arrange for the peace,

obtained leave to return and arrange for vacating the fort. This also

was allowed. He thought that by his falsehood and deception the

royal army would march off, but when this did not happen, the flames
of strife were rekindled, and the helpless Muq.tasham Khan was

imprisoned. On the day when by the exertions of the heroes the fort

was captured, that wicked person shut up the Khan in a house; and

setting fire to the buildings fled. If the imperialists had arrived

a moment later, the J<han would have been burnt. It is stated

that the Khan had eaten some metallic compound (filzat), as a result

even in the height of winter sweat poured from his body, and he

needed fans. He was well known for his potency and keeping many

women. His main pastimes were indulgence, sleeping and eating.

On account of repeated dismissals and lack of employment he was in
miserable circumstances. At the time of the return from Khelna1 the

officers suffered great hardships. Owing to extensive rains every

stream was flooded, and at every step "a bridge had to be built. There

was not even a trace of beasts of burden or horses. It took a month

and seventeen days to cover fourteen koso The Khan, who could not

exist without women, came along the hillside with most of his women

fol~ on foot, a staff in his hand, falling and stumbling. He had many

children, but none of his sons except for Muq.ammad Khan who was

honoured and received his father's title, attained to any eminence. A
separate account2 of the son has been included.

Mu~tasham Khan Mir Ibrahimul·Umara]
234 Mu~tasham Khan Mir Ibrahim (Maathir

which IS 20 kos from Peshawar, and received the gift of a flag.

After returning from I:Iasan Abdal he was made Faujdar of

Sarangpur, and in the 20th year appointed Faujdar or Mewat.

When Prince Mu~ammad Akbar raised the head of rebellion, and

some of the auxiliary officers willingly joined him, while others

submitted unwillingly, the Khan and a few others out of loyalty did

not leave the path of duty, and did not obey the Prince's orders. For

a time he was imprisoned because of his objectionable address,

but when the Prince fled, he came and did homage, and was gracious

ly received. Afterwards he was appointed Governor of Agra, and

in the 28th year on the death of Saif Khan the Governor of Allahabad

he was given charge of that province. Later he was deprived of his

rank, and for a long time lived in retirement. In the 42nd year he

was reinstated in the rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse, and after some:

time was sanctioned an addition of I ,000 horse, and appointed

Governor of Aurangabad, but the year of this appointment is not

known. In the 47th year he was nominated Governor of Naldrug.

Later he was again suspended from his office and returned to the

Court. When in the 49th year the Emperor turned his attention to

the conquest of Wagingera1
, Pirya (Pidiya) Naik, the governor, had

recourse to craft, and professed a desire for peace. He handed over

to 'Abdul Ghani Kashmiri a pedlar (dast farosh) of the camp-who

by deceit had been carrying on dealings with Pidiya-a letter full of

various requests. This was presented to the Emperor through Hidayat

Kesh the recorder (Waqi'a Khwan) and the prayers were accepted.

Afterwards Muq.tasham Khan, who was without office and a debtor of

the same Kashmiri, was at the suggestion of the Niiik restored to

office, appointed governor of the fort, and sent to take over the fort.

The hypocrite admitted the Kr.an and a few others into the fort, and

the drums of victory were beaten loudly in the royal camp and there

were rejoicings. At last the Kashmiri brought a message from Pidiya's

For the campaign of Wagingera see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of

Aurangzib. V, pp. 221-234, and Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 498-506.



~~""""---------------------~---------,--

MUJ:-ITASHAM KHAN SHAIKH QASIM FATJ:-IPURI

(Vol. III, p. 355)'

He was the brother of Islam Khan1 Shaikh 'Ala'-ud-Din. In the

3rd2 year of Jahangir's reign he was appointed to the rank of 1,000

with 500 horse. In the 5th year3 he was granted an increase of 250

horse. After the death of Islam Khan he received an increase in his

rank. In the 8th year he was appointed governor of Benga:l4
, and is

the 9th year5 his rank was increased to 4,000 with 4,000 horse. As

he did not possess the essential qualities of leadership, and in fact was

devoid of any powers of management, people of the area were dis

satisfied with him. He deputed an army without proper preparation

and arrangement for the conquest of Assam. After it had made three

or four marches in the country, the Assamese carried out a night

attack, which resulted in a heavy defeat for his army~. On this matter

being reported to the King, he was removed from office7
, and he fell

out of favour. About the same time he died.

Mu'in-ud-din AI}mad Khan Farankhiidiul-UmaraJ

In the year when Humayun starred from Kabul for the conquest

of Hindiistan, Mu'in-ud-Din A~mad Khan accompanied his stirrups

in the shadow of royal favours. In the 6th year of Akbar's reign when

the Emperor's standards marched towards the Eastern provinces, he

was left in charge of Agra2. In the 7th year when 'Abdullah Khan

Ozbeg was deputed for the conquest of Malwa, MU'in-ud-Din,-:ho

was distinguished for his rectitude and ability among the officers of

the Buyutiit, was honoured by the grant of the title' of Khan, and sent

ther~ ~ith the ins~ructions that after the conquest he should tactfully

conClhate the plebtans and nobles of the area; and after defining the

Kl!al~a lands and the fiefs to be granted, in accordance with their

ranks, to the Amirs, who had been appointed to the expedition, return

to the Court
3

• He on his arrival carried out the division judiciously

and returned to the Presence; and was the object of increased favours

(from Akbar). In the 18th year he was attached 4 to Mun'im Khan

who, according to orders, had started for the conquest of Patna (Bihar):

And later he accompanied Mun'im Khan to Bengal. In the 20th

year, when the army was stationed in the city of Jinnatabad (Gaur)

and great mortality resulted from the effects of the bad air, he also

died there in the year 983 A.H.5 (1575 A.D.).

MU'iN_UD-DfN AJ:-IMAD KHAN FARANKIjODP

(Vol. III, pp. 216, 21 7)'

According to Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 480, note
I, Farankad "is said to be ncar Samarqand".

2 Akbarnama, Text II, p. 147, Beveridge's translation II, p. 228.

3 This is based on Akbarniima, Text II, pp. 168, 169, Beveridge's transla
tion, pp. 260, 26 I.

4 A kbarnama, Text III, p. 40, Beveridge's translation III, p. 57.

5 Ibid., p. 160, Ibid" pp. 226, 227 for a detailed account of the ravages
due to Malaria at Gaur.

[Maathir-Mu~tasham Khan Shaikh Qasim Fat~puri

For his life see Maiithir-ul-Umarii, Text I, pp. 118-120, Beveridge &
Prashad's translation, I, pp. 692, 693.

2 In the account of the 3rd year it is stated that he was sent for to the

Court as he could not agree with his brother Islam Khan, see Tuzuk-i-lahangiri

(Rogers & Beveridge) I, pp. 147, 148,
3 This is incorrect, as in the account of the 5th year it is stated that his

rank which was 1,000 with 500 horse, was increased by 500 personnel and horse,
see Tuzuk, op. cit., p. 176.

4 The death of Islam !Q!an in 1022 A.H (1613 A.D.) is recorded, but not
the appointment of Qasim !Q!an. This is, however, recorded in the account of
the 8th year in Iqbalniima-i-lahangiri, p. 72.

5 This promotion was sanctioned in the loth year, see Tuzuk, op. cit., p.

306•
6 Adapted from Biidshiihntima, II, p. 68.

7 This happened in the 12th year, when Ibrahim ~an Fat!: Jang was sent
to replace him, vide Tuzuk, op. cit., p. 373. In Riya4-us-Salii?in, Text p. 181,
translation pp. 179, 180, it is stated that he was the Governor of Bengal for 5
years and a few months, and was dismissed from office, as he did not take any
suitable steps in connection with the capture of Aba Bakar by the Assamese.



I Arrah in Bihar.

on hearing of this news sent Lashkar Khan and Raja T6dar Mal to

the Mir with the instructions that they should arrange for peace

or war as they thought proper. They after meeting Mir MU'izz-ul

Mulk sent a message to the rebels that if their faithful and friendly

words were sincerely meant, they should present themselves at the

threshold without fear, otherwise they must be prepared to fight. As

they were not satisfied, they did not agree. The Mir, who was very

conceited and proud of his fighting qualities, having heard that the

means employed by K-l:!an Zaman were likely to lead to his offences

being pardoned, arranged his army and attacked the enemy near

Khairabad. Mu1}ammad Yar, the nephew of Iskandar Khan Ozbeg

who commanded the advance guard of the insurgents fell in the first

attack of the royal army. Iskandar Khan, who was fighting behind

him, was carried along and fled from the field. The victorious army

thinking that the flight of Iskandar had decided the battle took to

plundering, and became scattered. Bahadur .Khan, who was lying in

wait with a force, attacked the left wing of the army during this

disturbance. Shah Budagb Khan fell from his horse and was taken

prisoner, and many soldiers throwing the dust of unfaithfulness on

their foreheads, deserted to the enemy. Bahadur .Khan, having de

feated this section of the imperialist army, attacked the centre, where

the soldiers without fighting gave up the struggle and took to flight,

while some out of discord or unfaithfulness crept away. Through

lack of union, and the presumption and vanity of the Commander, the

victors were defeated. Though Raja T6dar Mal with other Amirs
firmly held the ground, but, as the army was scattered, nothing could

be achieved. Later when the province of Bihar was conquered, the

Mir was granted as his fief the pargana of Arabi and its surroundings.

In the 24th year the nobles of Bihar under the leadership of Ma'~iim

Khan Kabuli, Tayuidar of Patna, rebelled. They led away Mir

Mu'izz-ul-Mulk and his younger brother Mir •Ali Akbar from the

righteous path by their plausible speeches and flatteries, and spread

Mir Mu'izz-ul-mulk Akbariul-Umara]Mir Mu'izz-ul-mulk Akbari

MIR MU'IZZ-UL-MULK AKBARI

(Vol. III, pp. 227-231).

He was a Miisawi Saiyid1 and one of the nobles of the Holy

Mashhad. In the reign of Akbar he was enrolled among the com

manders of 3,000, and was highly favoured for his services. In the

loth year of his reign, 973 2 A.H. (1565-66 A.D.), Akbar moved to

Jaunpiir to punish Khan Zaman, who had sent his brother Bahadur

Kh~n with Iskan~ar Khan Ozbeg to the district of Sar,,:ar; for plun

dermg and ravagmg that area. For their chastisement Akbar sent a

strong detachment of officers under Mir Mu'izz-ul-Mulk. The rebels

on the arrival of this strong detachment lost courage4 and restored to

deception and negotiations. They sent a message that it was beyond

them to think of opposing the royal forces, and their prayer was for

par~on. They were willing to send over the well known elephants

whIch they had captured, and as soon as their faults had been cleansed

by the limpid water of forgiveness they would come to the Presence to

offer their apologies in person. The Mir wrote in reply that the

record of their crimes was not of such a nature that it could be

cleansed without the intervention of the sword. In spite of this

Bahadur Khan requested that if he were granted an interview, it would

be possible to exchange a few appropriate words. Mir came out of

his encampment with a few companions, and Bahadur Khan with a

few attendants also approached from the opposite side; and various

points were discussed by the two parties.

As the signs of deceit were patent on the foreheads of the rebels

it was not found possible to arrange a peaceful settlement. Akba;

See Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 414, 415,
2 Akbarnama, Text II, pp. 257, 258, Beveridge's translation II, pp. 384,

:85" For 'AI.i Quli Khan Zaman see Maathir-ul-Umara, I, pp. 622-63°, Bever
Idge s translatIOn, pp. 197-2°4-

3 See Beveridge, op. cit" p. 389, note 1.

4 See Akbarnama, Text II, pp.261, 262, Beveridge's translation II, pp.
389-39 1, from where the above account appears to have been taken.
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(RA.I) MUKAND NARNOLI

(Vol. II, pp. 237, 238).

the disturbance. But both the brothers after a while separated them

selves from the rebels, and Mlr MU'izz-ul-Mulk hurrying to Jaunpiir

raised the standard of independence, and collected (round him) many

short-sighted opportunists. Consequently in the 25th year, 988
A.H. Akbar directed Asad J(qan T urkman lagirdar of Manikpur to

hasten to Jaunpur, and bring that wicked wretch with all his suspicious

adherents to the Court. In compliance of the orders he (Asad Khan)

captured all the insurgents and sent them by boat to the Emperor.

Near Itawah, however, the boat of the Mlr foundered in the River
Jumna 2

•

Mukand Singh HarJ:

d f b 'ld'ngs etc.). As his star was in the ascendant, he roseten ent 0 U1 I

I t of the Divan-i-Tan 1 (Superintendent of grants etc.).
to tle pos d h

Some enemies from amongst his countrymen repres,ente to t e

h h the courtiers that Rl'li Mukand had bUrIed forty lacsEmperor t roug .

f under the foundations of his house. Men were sent to dig
o rupees . bb )
I , I and when all had been pulled down, not a mite (~a at
liS louse, d

f d T he slanderous liars were brought to the Presence, anwas oun . h .
confessed that they were his neighbours, and as he .had taken t. elr

land by force they had determined to be reven.ged l1l every ~oSS1ble

h W ere now ready to receive' any pUlllshment that might be
way; t ey . d d
ordered. Shah Jahan pardoned their offences. Ral Mukan serve

for a long time as the Divan-i-Tan, and was honoured and trusted all

his likl
•

tll-Umara][Maathir-Mukand Narnali

He was a Mathar Kait (Mathur Kaisth or Kayasth3). Earlier

when Apf Khan Yamln-ud-Daula (Nur Jahan's brother) had the small

rank of 200 with 5 horse, Rai Mukand was his servant on Rs. 2 or 3
a month. As he was not without talents, he was promoted as his

patron advanced through the grace of the Almighty, and with the

passage of time became his Divan. He was highly cultured and very

benevolent. Men often succeeded by forged recommendations on his

behalf; when these recommendations were brought to him he would

say that he had written them. There were few Kaits who did not

profit by his good fortune, and did not acquire a name. He spent a

great deal of his fortune on the town of Narnal which was his native

place and residence. He erected lofty buildings there and was always

wanting to visit it. After the death of A~af Khan he was received

favourably by Shah Jahan, and appointed Divan-i-Buyutat (Superin-

See Akbarnama, Text III, p. 286, Beveridge's translation III, p. 4 19.

2 Ibid" p. 309, Ibid.. p, 455, It was near to Etawah in the United
Provinces that the boat was sunk, It was commonly believed that he was

drowned by Akbar's order, see lV1untakhab-ul-Lubbab, Text II, pp, 276, 277,
Lowe's translation II, p. 285.

3 One of the twelve branches of Kaisths or Kayasths, see Beames' edn. of
Elliot's Supplementary Glossary, I, p" 30 5.

MUKAND SINGH HARA3

(Vol. III, pp. 5°9, 510).

H h f Ma-dhu- Singh' After his father's death hee was t e son 0 .
came to the Court in the 21 st year of Shah Jahan's reign, ,and was

appointed to the rank of 2,000 with 1,5°0 horse, and re~elved the

gift of his birth place5 as a fief. Later he was granted an mcrease of

h I the 22nd year he was deputed in attendance upon
5°0 orse. n , . h- I . h
Sul~an Mu1}ammad Aurangzib6 as an aUXIliary to Qanda ar, w lie

1 Badshahnama, II, p, 279. He was given the rank of 50~ ~it~ 100 _h~rs,e

d . d D- - 'Tan but his appointment as to the D,van-t-Buyutat ISan appointe evan-I- , ,., 8 . h
. d I the II'st at the end of the work hiS rank IS given as 00 Witnot mentlOne. n

200 horse (p. 74 1 ). , ()

2 See Yazdani's article in Journ, Proc. As, Soc. Bengal (n, s.), III, 19°7,

R · d h' b 'Id' Namal is in thepp. 582, 583, for a notice of Mukand al an IS Ul mgs.

Patiala State, Panjab, _ ' _ _ ,
3 Hilda in the Text. See ante under Madhu S1l1g Hara, p. 1, notc 1.

4 Maiithir-ul-Umara, Text III, pp. 453-456; translation ante pp. 1-4.

5 'Amal-i-~ali!? (Yazdani edn.) III, p, 63· _,,'
'b' 't t for the defence of Qandahar IS mentIOned m6 Aurangzl s appom men , . . I'

A I' S-I'h 11'1 7 1 but Mukand Sinah's name IS not mcluded m the 1St.
',....J. rna -1- • a'. ' ~ P"l ' b



155· Th
3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 144, 145, ~hence the acco~nt is tak~n. e

name of the pass is !ihabush in tint work, with Janush and Jalus as vanants.

I For Shaikh Mir see references in note I under, MU9-tasham !ilian Mir

Ibrahim, ante, p. 233, _ __
2 For an instance of their presumptuous action see Maathir-i-'Alamgtrt, p.

MUKARRAM KHAN MIR ISt!AQ

(Vol. III, pp. 695-701 ).

Mukarram Khan Mir Is~aq

---------_._-_._~- - ----------

He was the second son of Shaikh Mir1
• The devotion and zeal

f Shaikh Mir had impressed themselves firmly on Emperor 'Alamgir,
o d he-;egarded his valuable service in the beginning of the reign
an bl' h' I .when he sacrificed his life for his master, as esta IS mg a great c. a1111

h· nd so he encompassed his sons with favours of all kmds.upon 11TI, a
It is well known that he used to refer to them as the King's

children. Hence it was that they in their presum~tion behav~d
in the manner of the house-born ones, and being without tact did
not humble themselves to anyone, and giving themselves up to
an easy life did not establish any con~acts2. In short, Mi~ Isl!aq
was granted a high rank and the title of ,Mukarram Khan, and
appointed to the distinguished post of the Supermtendent of the Body
guard. In the 18th year when the Camp was in th~ fertile land of
Hasan Abdal, the Khan and his brother Shamsher Khan Mu~ammad

Ya'qub were appointed with a well-equipped force to chastise the
Afghans3. The Khan went by the Khalush Pass, and had several
en;:gements with the enemy. He made many of them prisoners and
destroyed their habitations. One day the en.emy showed themselves.
Although he had no information about their ~umbers, he sudde~ly

attacked them and was victorious. Meanwhile two forces, which
were in ambush in the middle of the hills on the two sides, attacked
him, and a serious struggle between the two armies ensued. Shamsher
Khan and Mir cAziz Ullah, son-in-law of Shaikh Mir, stood firmly and

were killed with a large number of the army. Many died for. want of
water and from having lost their way. Mukarram Khan with a few

ul-UmaraJ

was besieged by the Iranis. On his return, in the 2;th year, he
received an increase of 500 foot (Dhat), and was granted drums and
a fla~. In the same year he accompanied Sul~an Mu~ammad Aurang
zib for the second time to Qandahar. In the 26th year he was
attached to Sul~an Dara Shikoh, and proceeded to the same quarter.
After his return his rank was raised to 3,000 with 2,000 horse. In
the 28th year he was deputed with Sa'ad Ullah Khan for the destruc

tion of the fort of Chittor. In the 31st year1 he was attached to
Maharaja Jaswant Singh who had been deputed to Malwa to stop
Sul~an Mu~ammad Aurangzib's advance. On the day of the battle,
he and his brother Mohan Singh Hara pressed through the artillery and
vanguard and came face to face with the Prince. They fought boldly
and performed valiant deeds, and finally sacrificed their lives for the
sake of their honour. Both the brothers died in 1068 A.H. (1658
A:D.). Mukand Singh's son Jagat Singh received in Aurangzib's
reIgn the rank of 2,000, and was appointed the chief in his home
district. He was employed for a long time in the Deccan. In the
25th year he died. His fief was assigned to Kishwar Singh, whose
biography has been included in the notice of Ram Singh2 •

The grant of drums and a flag is recorded on p. 135, but not the increase in
rank; Aurangzib's starting for Qandahar for the second time is mentioned on p.

137· In the list of the officers (p. 157) who were deputed with Dara Shikoh
for the conquest of Qandahar in the 26th year his name is not mentioned.

Sa'ad Ullah ~an's deputation for the destruction of Chittor is described on
p. 194.

I This should be the 32nd year, as Maharaja Jaswant Singh was appointed
governor of Malwa on 22nd Rabi' I, 1068 A.H. (28th December, 1657 A.D.),

see 'Amal-i-~alil? III, pp. 284, 285; see also Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurang

zib, I, ~. 33 1, w9-ere it is stated that the army under Jaswant Singh, the gover
nor-deSignate of Malwa left Agra on 18th December (Old Style, 29th December

New Style). In the battle of Dharmat, 26th April, 1658, Mukand Singh Hara

was the leader of one column of the vanguard, Sarkar, op. cit., II, pp. 358, 360,
363.

. 2 Maathir-ul-Umara, II, pp. 323, 324; Kishwar Singh was appointed as the
Raja of Kotah, as Jagat Singh left no male issue.

Mukand Singh Hira
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others managed, through the guidance of some who knew the road,

to get over to 'Izzat Khan the Thanadar of B!ijaur. He regarded the

arrival of Mukarram Khan as a great event, and treating him with

great regard comforted him. According to orders he was sent to the

Presence. In the 20th year he was appointed Superintendent of the

Mace-bearers l in place of 'Abdur Raryim Khan, and in the 23rd year,

at the time of the return from Udaipur to Ajmer he was deputed2 to

chastise the rebels of Badhniir, a dependancy of Chittor, and was

exalted by the grant of an elephant. Later he was censured for some

.reason, and was deprived of the honour of paying his respects. Again,

111 the 26th year, he was admitted to service, and was appointed

governor of Lahore. In the 30th year he3 was removed, but later

was given the governorship of Multan, and from there was again

transferred to the governorship of Lahore. In the 4 I st year he was

~nder. suspension, and resigning from service remained in the Capital

111 retirement as a pensioner.

. In the 45th year4
, out of a desire to re-enter service, he presented

hlmsel~ at Khatanun (Khatao) near the fort of Parnala (Panhala), and

for a time was the recipient of royal favours. As the temperaments

of the ~wo p.arties were not in accord, and neither tried for harmony,

he aga1l1 retired, and returning to the Capital lived there in ease and

comfort. With his accumulated capital he purchased houses and

1 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 158.

2 Ibid., p. 190; where the name of the place is o-iven a~ Ranthambhor

with Badhniir as a variant. It is Bodhnor of Jarrett, il'in, ~I, p. 274, and Badnor

of Imperial Gazetteer, VI, pp. 178, 179. His dismissal from the office of the
Superintendent of Mace-bearers is recorded on p. 228.

3 His removal from_the Governorship of Lahore in the 30th year is recorded
on p. 283 of Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, Sipahdar Khan was appointed his successor. In

the ~ 1st year he was removed from this post a second time and recalled to the
CapitaL op. cit., p. 386.

4 Maathir-i-'Alan:.giri, p. 445. The name of the place is 1:.I,..H1..5' in the
Text and Maathir-i-'Alamgiri; it is Khatau "25 miles west of Satara and on the

left ba~k of the Yerla river", Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, V, p. 179, and
Khatao 10 Imperial Ga~etteer, XV, pp. 265, 266.

shops, which yielded a good income. He was not without merits.

He took to Su£i:sm and used to repeat "He is everywhere", and

zealously followed the ideals. Nawab A~af Jah-who during the

reign of Bahadur Shah lived in retirement in the Capital for some

time-stated that "In those days I used to visit Mukarram Khan,

and profited from his discourses". He died during the reign of

Farrukh Siyar. He was childless. His adopted son Ubaid Ullah Khan

was well known. Saiyid Hashmat Ullah Khan, who at the time of

writing is A~af Jah's agent (Vakil) at the Court, is Ubaid Ullah's son .

Idleness often leads to a study of alchemy and to a love for chemis

try, and it is a common occurrence that such a pursuit by inspiring

hopes appears to provide a favourable antidote for unemployment;

Mukarram Khan also was not free from this folly. He took to it in

the end of Aurangzib's reign. This was mentioned by the reporters

to the Emperor. Khwwa~ Khan relates in his history that he heard

about it from a person who was sent by Muryammad Yar Khan, the

Governor of Delhi, to Mukarram Khan to make enquiries about it,

and he obtained the information directly from him. He was trustwor

thy, and his testimony might, therefore, be accepted as correct.

Afterwards when it became well known that the Khan was seeking

after the transmutation of metals, the search for the process became

well established in his workshop. A faqir, who posed as a holy man

in his appearance, came to him, and laid great stress on his integrity

and disinterestedness. He represented with an air of great mystery

that he was a disciple of the great sage, the leader of the philosophers

ghaus-uth.Thaqalin, who was an adept alchemist, and that he had

been authorised by him to instruct Mukarram Khan. By repeating

fables and enchantments he created the proper atmosphere, and with

the help of associates he cleverly demonstrated how a small quantity

of gold could be doubled. As a result Mukarram Khan was conver

ted, and though during this time he treated him with all respect and

entreated humbly, the faqir paid no heed whatsoever, and ignoring

all comforts confined himself to minor demonstrations, and whenever

the question of instruction was brought up he put it oB: till the day of



In l\1.emoirs of lahangir, Rogers & Beveridge's translation I, p. 298, the

grant of the title is mentioned, but not the rank to which he was assigned.

2 Biidshahnama, II, p. 317. Perhaps what is meant is that he was pension

ed off as he could not or would not fight, see l\1aathir-ul-Umara, Text III, p.

556. Muqarrab !Q.!an on thc other hand was pensioned off because of age, id.,

p. 381.

3 The account is incomplete as his carlier appointments, ranks and

promotions in the 12th, 13th, 16th and 18th year are not mcntioned, sce

Badshahnama, II, pp. 135, 143, 179, 204,334,335,385 and 399·

His name was Murad Kam, and he was the son of Mirza Murad

Iltifat Khan the eldest son of Mirza Rustam of Qandahar. Mirza

Murad gained his heart's desire (murad) by marrying the daughter of

'Abdur Ral:im J(han J5'Banan, and in the reign of Jahangir was exalt

ed with the title l of Iltifut J5'han, and the rank of 2,000 with 800

horse. During the reign of Shah Jahan also he was for long in royal

service. During the period of service he did not exert himself, and

in the 16th year resigned from service, and was granted a pension of

Rs. 4°,000 a year2
• For a long time he lived in tranquility and com

fort in Parna, and his days were spent in ease and freedom from care.

Murad Kam (his scm), who was receiving training in the affairs of

government and service, became an object of royal favour 3
, and in the

beginning of the 21st year of Shah Jahan's reign was granted the

rank of 2,000, and assigned the office of Qurbegi. In the 24th year

his rank was increased, and he was appointed Faujdar of Lucknow

and Baiswara in succession to Saiyid Murta4a Khan. In the 25th

year he was, on the death of MU'tamad Khan, made Faujdar of Jaun

pur, and was exalted by an increase in his rank to 3,000 with ],000

horse, and the grant of drums. Later he came to the Court, and in

the 27th year, received the title of Mukarram J(han, and was permit

ted to return to his district. In the 28th year he was in attendance

at the Court. In the 31St year he was again appointed Faujdar of

Jaunpur, When the juggler of Fate removed the plan of government

Mukarram Khan ~afavi

(Mirza) MUKARRAM KHAN ~AFA VI

(Vol. III, pp. 583-586).

ul-Umara]

depar~ure. Till one day he agreed and they brought a large pot and

filled It up to the mouth with alternately laid layers of ashrafis and

copper coins. Having sealed it up with clay they put it up over a

fire. When a third of the night had passed, a dreadful noise was

heard issuing out of the pot. The trickster smote his hands in

grief and said, "Some evil has influenced the process, and it can

only be remedied by offering the blood of a black-skinned boy".

Mukarram Khan said, "How can it be lawful to shed innocent blood.

We must stop." The faqir looked greatly offended and said, "It
seems impossible to you". He took some ashrafis and went out.

After two hours he came back with a child, and with his own hand

cut his neck with a knife, and poured some drops of his blood into

the fire. The noise ceased, and the victim was stretched under the

ashes. A short while afterwards the men of the [(otwaJ arrived with

torches and crying out with the sound of trumpets stated that a faqir

had kidnapped a helpless boy into this lane, and had not passed

beyond this house. Seize the faqir and hand him over, as the mother

and father of that oppressed are helpless. Mukarram Khan was

distressed, and though for fear of his honour offered a large sum of

money, the tumult did not cease. The trickster objected saying,

"Why give money? Hand me over. What can they do?" After a

great deal of useless talk the trickster came forward and said, "Here

I am." Kotwal's men bound him hand and foot, and beating him

carried him away. Mukarram Khan sat under a tree saying, "What

shall I do?" Sometimes he put the finger of astonishment into his

mouth, and sometimes he bit his hand out of repentance. Iv1eanwhile

the day dawned, and he sent someone to ascertain what had happened

to the faqir. No trace of the disturbance could be found. The

people of the quarter were questioned. No one could tell anything.

Enquiry was made about the victim, but he also could not be traced.

Surprise followed surprise. Afterwards when the pot grew cold and it

was opened, they found in it bits of stone instead of ashrafis. Who

ever enquired of the Khan about it was told, "This was the price of

the spectacle which he showed me."

Mukarram Khan Mir Is~aq
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MUKHLI$ KHAN I

(Vol. III, pp. 428-430).

He was the elder brother of the famous Ilahwardi Khan3
• At

first he was in the employment of Sul~an Parviz. As a result of his
integrity and ability he rose to the office of the Divan4 of the Prince,
and looked after the province of Patna which formed part of the
Prince's fief. In the 19th year of Jahangir's reign when the Prince
heir-apparent Shah Jahan, after Ibrahim Khan Fat~ Jang 5

, the
Governor of Bengal, had been killed, sent an advance army to Patna
under Raja Bhim the son of Raja Amar Singh, Mukhli~ Khan lost
heart, and though Allah Yar Khan son of Iftikhar Khan and Sher
Khan Afghan were his auxiliaries, he did not have sufficient courage to

Maathir-i-'Alamgirt, p. 152.
2 !d., p. 248.
3 Mailthir-ul-Umara, Text 1, PP.207-2 I 5, Beveridge & Prashad's translation

I, pp. 668-672.
4 He was appointed in the 14th year, and had the rank of 2,000 with 700

horse, vide Rogers & Beveridge, Memoirs of lahangtr, II.
5 Maathir-ul-Umaril, Text 1, pp. 135- 1 39, Beveridge & Prashad's transla

tion I, pp. 657-659.
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Verse

The glass of the hearts of the nightingales has been broken into
so many fragments,

That breeze dare not walk bare-footed in the garden.

Aftet his death, his daughter in the end of the 19th year was
married to Prince MU'izz-ud-Din1

, the eldest son of Shah 'Alam Baha
duro After the death of that chaste lady, the Prince was married to
Saiyid-un-Nisa Begam:l., the daughter of Mirza Rustam son of the
deceased Mukarram Khan in the 28th year.

of a severe attack of fever. He had a poetical vein, and wrote good
poetry. This verse is his:-

Mukarram Khan $afavi

of Shah Jahan from the face of the world and laid the foundation of
Aurangzib's sovereignty, Prince Shuja', owing to his being at vari.
ance with Dara Shikoh, made a compact of friendship and concord
with Mul:ammad Aurangzib Bahadur, and acted in harmony with
him. When Dara Shikoh fled from before Aurangzib, Shuja' ex_
pressed great joy and satisfaction and offered his congratulations (to
Aurangzib). He also received from him the province of Bihar in
addition to Bengal, and Shah Jahan was also made to confirm this in
writing. Shuja' outwardly professing gratitude came from Akbar
nagar to Pama, and waited for an opportunity. When Aurangzib
went in pursuit of Dara Shikoh as far as Multan, that opportunist
(Shuja') taking advantage of the situation sent an army under
Saiyid '.A,lam Barah and tIasan Khan Khweshgi to Jaunpiir. Mukar
ram Khan realized the impossibility of being able to resist them, and

- after discharging a few cannon and a little fighting came out of the
fortI, and perforce joined Shuja' two stages from Allahabad. On the
day of the battle of Khajiia, Shuja' appointed Mukarram Khan as
the leader of the left wing 2

• The latter, in the height of the engage
ment, impressed by the majesty and power of Aurangzib, and the
weakness and infirmity which were apparent in the affairs of Shuja',
deserted the latter, and joined Aurangzib's army3. After the victory,
he was reappointed to his former office of the Faujdar of Jaunpiir. In
the 3rd year he was made FaUjdar of Oudh. In the 9th year he was
promoted to the high rank of 5,000, and in the 10th year thro ugh
the grace and favour of the Emperor he was granted the title of
Mirza Mukarram Khan4

, and rose high in his position. Later for a
time he was for some reason in retirement. In the 12th year he was
again received into favour. He came withollt arms, and the sagaci
ous Emperor by the grant of a sword comfirmed him in his tenacity
of purpose. In the same year in 1080 A.H. (1669 A.D.) he died

'Alamgtrnilma, p. 239.
2 Op. cit., p., 25 r.

3 Op. cit., pp. 263, 264.
4 Op. cit., p. 106r.

.'



I Iqbiilniimah-i-!ahiingiri, p. 223; also see Beni Prasad, History of !ahangir,

p. 373·
2 Ibid, p. 296; also see Biidshahnama, I, pt, i, p. 73.
3 Badshiihnama, I, pt. i, p. 181.

4 Ibid" p. 191. Instead of Narwar the name is incorrectly printed as
j),); Naroz.

5 Ibid, pt. ii, p. 14.

6 "ju" ~iJ in the text is incorrect; it should be "H~ ~ as it is in
Iqbiilniima-i-!ahiingiri, p. 254. It'probably was an ante-room.

to their father. As the days of his pro~p~rity
repeated these words 1 d dded to his SUSplclOns,
had come to an end, thes~ idl~, base ess ~~~m

S
~han at the Emperor's

d he shut himelf up 10 hiS house. s a - ,
an f h' d ct At the same tlme

d 'd the cause 0 IS con u .
orders went an enqUire k 1 Shah lahan put

f M - - L hkari became nown.
the remarks 0 lrza as .' 'h Gwaliyar fort.

. d h' for tmpnsonment 10 t e
him in chams an sent 1m _ l"d d he was released, but

ff ' f Kh- lahan was lqUI ate ,After the a air 0 - an Z -1-2 who in
. . d h A her son was awa 1 ,

he lived in exile until hiS _e~t . , no~ ld h nk of 700 with ISO

the 20th year of Shah lahan s reign e t e ra

horse.

~-----.--- -- -- -- ---------------.,.,..= ...........=""-...

MUKI:::ILI~ KHAN II

(Vol. III, pp. 64 1-644)'

f h 'k Kh- 3 randson of Qawam-ud-Din
He was the son of ~a s I an _an, g _ - S 1- H

h f h f us Khahfa u tan. eKh- 4 the Sadr of Iran and brot er 0 t e amo - . , d
- an. . . he sie e of Golconda he carne
was a foreigner by birth. Dunng t g, de u for

h duties of the Superintendent of the Artillery, as a. p ty f
on t e k he was granted an 10crease 0

h' f h After that fort was ta en, , h' hIS at er. , h horseS 10 w IC

200 horse and rose to thefi ran~ o~: o~: w;~rl~:ar of the reign he
appointment he was can rme . . . L er he

h ld he office of 'Ard Mukarrir (Examiner of petltlo~s). at
h

,
e t . b 0 With 700 orse.

, d Qurbegi and his rank ecame 2,00 , d
was appo1Ote . f and appo1Ote
I he 36th year he was granted an 10crease 0 500, ..
n t . d Kh- . and later recelv10g a

2nd Bakhshi6 in. succeSSIOn to Bahraman _an,

'd & Phd's translation 1, p. 800.
I See Maathir-ul-Umarii, Beven ge ras a " f ;l<.l~.

. . be a pnnter s error or 1..1 :J-

2 IJJ1) j Zawali 10 th~ text appearys to
d

_ '1 I'S included in the list of Shah
1.1.\' T<h- With the name az an

A SOil of MU~ulS ~an with a rank of 700, I SO horse.
lahan's officers, Biidshahnama, II, p, 744, 6 I

3 Maathir-ul-Umarii, Text II, pp. 74 , 747 1 dia in the 17th year of
Ibid Text Ill, pp. 109-115, He came to n

4 ' -I - - 230Aurangzib's reign, vide Maiztbir-i-'A amgm, p. .

5 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri p, 3°3·

6 Ibid, p. 349,

ul-Umara][Maathir-Mukhli~ Khan I

strengthen the defences of the fort of Patna and carryon for a few

days till the arrival of the imperial troopsl. He rushed away to

Allahabad, and later entering the service of Jahangir was exalted with

the intimacy and confidence of the Emperor. In the disturbance of

Shariyar, he, with Khwaja Abul !:fasan, was in the vanguard of

Yamin-ud-Daula2
• After Shah Jahan's accession he received the rank

of 2,000 foot with 2,000 horse, and the gift of a Rag3
, and was

appointed Faujdar. of Narwar4
• Later he was granted an increase of

rank and drums, and made the Faujdar of the Sarkar of Gorakhpur.

In the 7th year of the reign he was exalted to the rank of 3,000,

and as he was appointed Governor of T elingana5
, which at that time

included Nandair and other estates in the province of Ma~mudabad;

he left for that quarter. In the loth year of the reign he died. It

is stated that he had collected many beautiful concubines, and that in

his last illness he granted freedom to 5 00 of them.

His son was Mirza Lashkari, who was one of the learned of the

age and was notorious for his loquacity. Through the close friends\1ip

of Mahabat Khan he became known at the Court. It is stated that

this father of foolishness was the first cause of Khan Jahan Lodi's

downfall. One night in the Ghusulkhana he had a dispute with

!:fusain Khan and 'A~mat Khan, the sons of Khan Jahan Lodi. They

treated him harshly (lit. they knocked the door of severity). He said,

"Your bravery will be put to test tomorrow when they put fetters on

your father's legs, and take a kror of rupees from him". As Khan

Jahan was on night watch, the sons went to the Pesh-khana6 and



Mukhli~ Khan II [Maiithir- ul·Umara] Mukhli~ Kban Qagi Ni~ama Karhardii'i

further increase of 500 rose to the rank of 3,000. In the end of the
44th year, Aurangzib's victorious army started from Kha~piir with
the design of the conquest of Pamala (Panhala), and on the 2nd
Sha'ban the town of: Murta~aabad murch (Miraj), a dependancy of
Bijapiir and 36 kos distant from the latter was selected as the camping
ground for the imperial army. The Khan had been suffering from
severe illness l

, and on the 4th of the same month in 11 12 A.H. (3rd
January, 1701 A.D.) he died, and was buried in the same city in the
tomb of the great saint Saiyid Shams-ud-Din, who was one of well
known Shaikhs of that province. His inherited nobility was further
adorned by acquired qualities; and he was possessed of all laudable
traits. The doors of his liberality were open to both friends and
strangers, and he did his best to promote the interests of the public. In
the appointments of Man~abdiirs and in making representations his
position at the Court was equal to that of Riil). Ullah Khan2 1, who was
brave but greedy. He was not avaricious, but contented, and had a very
independent nature, consequently he held an unequalled place in the
affections of the King. The latter often remarked that he had in him
a young Khalifa Sul~an. The regard in which he held him is reflected
by a letter which he wrote (i.e. ordered 'Inayat Ullah Khan3 to write)
in reference to his son to Prince Bidar Bakht, who was then stationed
at Aurangabad; this letter is preserved in the work, Kalimiit-Tayyibiit.

"As the son of Mukhli~ Kban deceased is an orphan, but possesses
ability, and has thoroughly learned syntax and etymology, his welfare
should be looked after4

• Accidentally he has fallen amongst enemies
and wolves. His nurse was the mother of Multafat Kbanj while tbe
lJiviin (Stewa.rd) is J:Iaj"i Mul).ammad 'Ali Khan. Bitter enmity has

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri p. 434, where he is designated Bakhshi-ul-Mulk.

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text II, pp. 309-315.
3 For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text II, pp. 828-832, and Beveri

dge & Prashad's translation I, pp. 680-682.
4 The instruction of the King, as noted by 'Inayat Ullah !Q!an in the

Kalimat, is that the boy should be looked after until his uncle returns from the
Wilayat (Persia).

existed between these two. Qa'ima, who Was with the boy, has become
the Divan of J:Iaidarabad. Every effort must be made to safeguard
the orphan." When the affection of the master is so deep-seated,
service becomes a pleasure. This Multafat Khan Mirza Mul).ammad

'Ali, J:Iaji Mul).ammad 'Ali Khan and Mir Qa'ima Tufrrashi were
all M ukhli~ Khan's partisans,· and after his death received from
the King the titles of Khans etc. The Khan in question had only this
son. He was born in the 21st year 1108 A.H. (1696-97 A.D.).
Aurangzib gave him the name of Mul).ammad J:Iasan. In the time
of Bahadur Shah he was given the tide of Shams-ud-Din Khan. He
died at Delhi a few years before this work was compiled. k addition
to his otber accomplishments, Mukhli~ I<han had a poetical vein,
and composed elegant (rangin) verses. The following verse is his:

Verse

My intoxication, the door of penitence and the heart of the

cup-bearer,
With a single smile broke into fragments the cup, closed

(the door) and opened (the heart of the cup-bearer).

Stranger still! in spite of his being a maghul given to excesses, he was
greatly inclined to,,;:rds Sd:stic abstinence l

• He also had a sympa
thetic nature.

MUKHLI~ KF AN QA:I;:>I NIZAMA KARHARDO'P

(Vol. III, pp. 566-568).

Originally he was in the service of Shah Jahan, and in the 20th
year he was appointed Bakhshi of Balkh3

• In the 2 I st year he was

1 This passage is rather obscure, and it appears as if some words have been
missed out by the copyists.

2 In Badshahniima, II, p. 540, it is J") )ii Karirwadi instead of l,JJ<JyAj
The variants in 'Alamgirnama are l,J", r i and l,J'))"i p. 48, oJ)J! 

vp-,J/ • u") ).~ P.53.

3 On p. 615 of the work cited it is recorded that Qac;!i Ni~ama Bakhshi of



Balk!! was sent with other officers as an escort for the treasure that was being

brought from Ghazni to Balk,h.

'Alamgirnama, p. 48.

2 Ibid, p.53

3 Ibid, p. 23 1 .

4 Ibid, p. 294·

5 Ibid, p. 433·

promoted and appointed Bakhshi and Reporter for Kabul. In the 24th

year he had an increase in rank, and was made Superintendent of

Artillery for the province. In the 25th year, he was made Divan
of the province of the Capital. In the 26th year, he was deputed to

accompany Mul:ammad Dara Shikoh on his expedition to Qandahar,

and in the 27th year he waS the Bakhshi of the Shagird-pesha (artisans

and menials). In the 28th year, in the company of Sa"d Ullah Khan

he performed valiant services during the operations of destroying the

fortifications of Chittor. Later he accompanied Khalil Ullah Khan,

Bakhshi and Reporter of the army, in an expedition against the ruler of

Srinagar (Garhwal). In the 30th year he made his mark as the Super

intendent (A min) of Branding. Later he was transferred to th~

Deccan, and in the 31st year went to Bijapur for collecting the tribute

from 'Xdil Khan. Up to the 30th year of Shah Jahan's reign he had

attained the rank of 800 with 200 horse. When Sul~an Mul:ammad

Aurangzib started for the Capital from the Deccan, his rank in view

of his loyal services, was raised to 1,500 with 200 horse!, and he was

granted the title of Mukhli~ Khan 2
• In the battle with Maharaja

Jaswant Singh, and the first battle with Dara Shikoh he was in atten

dance on Aurangzib. After returning from Multan he obtained leave

to go to Agra3
• In accordance with orders he carefully brought the

auxiliaries of the province in company with Prince Mul:ammad Sul~an

to the Court. When on the occasion of the second battle with Dara

Shikoh, the King took with him Shaista Khan, the Governor of the

province of Agra, the government thereof was assigned to Mukhli~

Khan4
• In the 2nd year, he, in accordance with orders, hurried to

BengaP and with Khan Khanan took an active part in the fighting

Mukhtar Khan Qamar-ud-Din

1 In the 4th year according to 'Alamgirnama, p. 683.
2 The rank, according to 'Alamgirnama, p. 843, was increased by 500 horse

to 2,000 and 400 horse.

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 167.
4 Op. cit., pp. 220, 22 I.

5 Op. cit., pp. 259, 260.
6 Op. cit., p. 270, the name of thana there is HailsanqL

7 Op. cit., pp. 272, 273·

8 Op. cit., p. 284.

He was the son of Shams-ud-Din Mukhtar Khan. In the 2 1St

year3 of Aurangzib's reign he received the tide of Khan. Later he w~s

appointed to the office of Qarawalbegi (Chief Huntsman). When hIS

father was appointed to the high office of Governor of the province of

Ahmadabad, Gujarat, he was also attached to him4
• After the death of

hi~ father, he attended the Court, and was granted the high title of

Mukhtar Khan, and appointed Superintendent of the horse-stables
5

•

In the 29th year he received a bow and a quiver, and was deputed to

Haulanki thana 6 , a dependancy of Bijapur. From there he was placed in

charge of the siege7 of Bijapur. In the 30th year, after the taking

of Bijapur, when the imperial army came to Sholapur the marria§e

of Prince Muhammad Bidar Bakht8
, the eldest son of Shah'Ali

Jah MUl:ammad A'pm Shah with the daughter of Qamar-ud-Din

was celebrated on 15th Mul:arram, 1°98 A.H. (21st November,

1686 A.D.). The chaste lady was styled Poti Begam. In the 33rd

MU!.<HTAR KHAN QAMAR-UD-DiN

(Vol. III, pp. 655-660).

there. In the 3rd year he was placed in charge of Akbarnagar
l

(Raj

mahal). In the 7th year, he, in compliance with the orders, presented

hiI~self at the Court. In the 9th year his rank was increased to

2,000 with 300 horse2
, and he was deputed to accompany Sul~an

Muhammad MU'azzam first to Lahore and afterwards to the Deccan.

His iater history has not been noticed.

ul-Umara]
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to take charge of him. He could not foresee, that the arrivaP of

Muhammad 'A~im portended great danger to his own life. Accord

ingly when Mu~ammad 'A~im had reached near Shahzadpur, he

received the news of the death of Aurangzib. He immediately set

about collecting troops, and conciliating the faujdars and proprietors

of the area marched rapidly, and reached Agra with 20,000 horse.

He imprisoned Mukhtar Khan, the governor of the province, and

confiscated his property2. This rapid march to Agra-which was

the central pivot and capital of the kingdom, and which had been the

storehouse of treasures and jewels of the empire since the days of

Emperor Akbar-was the first step towards the ascending of Bahadur

Shah to' the throne; the chances of his party were consequently

advanced a hundredfold.

33

Hemistich

An enemy becomes the harbinger of good when God so wills !

For it is evident that if 'A~im-ush-Shan had remained in Patna,

he could not have reached (Agra) with such expedition. Stranger

still! A'pm Shah, after the death of his revered father wanted to write

to Sul~an Bidar Bakht, . who had hastened from Malwa to Gujarat, to

proceed by forced marches with the armies of Malwa and Gujarat to

Agra, and there in conjunction with Mukhtar Khan, his father-in-law,

begin to collect troops and get ready the equipment for war. It is

stated that Ibrahim Khan-the newly arrived Governor of Gujarat,

who regarded himself as a partisan of A'~am Shah-was waiting that

if he received an order to ally himself with Bidar Bakht, he would

collect his troops and march (to Agra). When Wala Jah, the second

son of A'pm Shah, heard about his father's plans, he, out of jealousy

I The reference apparently is to the fact that by summoning MuJ:.1ammad

'~im from Bengal he facilitated his march and collection of troops, and made it
possible for him to reach Agra quickly. Shahzadpur is a town in the Allahabad
district.

2 The above account is based on !'Q!iifi !'Q!iin, II, p. 576,

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri p. 330.
2 Op. cit" p. 240, where it is H6kari instead of Kangiri of the text.

3 Op. cit., p. 365.

4 Op. cit., PP' 369, 370.
5 Op. cit., p. 392 •

6 Op. cit., PP' 442, 460; the increase of rank mentioned on p. 460 was in
the 46th year.

7 Op. cit., p. 498.

Mukhtar ~l!an Qamar-ud-Din

year, the Khan was appointed head1 of the Artillery. Later he was

deputed to chastise the rebels of Kangiri2 and Ra'i Bagb. In the

37th year, he was reappointed 3 head of the Artillery. In the 38th

year he succeeded Fida'i· Khan K6ka as Governor of the province of

Agra4
• At the end of the 41st year5 he was removed from the

governorship of Agra, and appointed to settle Malwa. In the 45th

year he was reinstated as Governor of the province of Agra. He had

attained the rank of 3,000, but as a result of some transgression this

was reduced by 500 later, however, his rank was restored. In the

49th year, as a reward for the taking of Sansani-which belonged to

the rebellious Raja Ram Jat, and which was taken on 2nd Rajab, 1 I 17

A.H. (9th October, 1705 A.D.)-his rank by an increase6 of 500

was advanced to 3,500.

When fate and destiny are exerting for anyone's advancement, all

counter schemes of malevolents are bound to fail. Rather whatever

is planned by them to injure the person, helps in his advancement.

For example, Prince Mu~ammad A'pm Shah, out of pride and

audacity, did not show much consideration for his elder brother Shah

'Alam Bahadur Shah. When Mul.Iammad 'A~im, the second son of

Shah 'Alam, by his skilful management of the provinces of Bengal

and Bihar, became possessed of much wealth, and collected a large

force, A~im Shah began to plot to displace him. When at the end of

Aurangzib's reign, Mu~ammad A'~am Shah hurried from A~mada

bad to A~madnagar-where the Emperor was staying-he reported

to the Emperor such language on the part of Mu!?ammad 'A~im,

that orders were issued for his recall, and mace-bearers appointed to



Irvine, Later Mughals, I, pp. 14, IS.
2 Khafi Khan, II, p, 601, and Irvine, Later Mughals, I, p. 40,

lest the elder brother should acquire power and become commander

of forces, intrigued with the councillors and courtiers of his father,

and suggested that it would not be prudent and politic to send the

Prince in advance, for success fosters presumption and deteriorates

higher ideals. If Bidar Bakht after taking pos~ession of the treasures

at Agra, and with the assistance of the two Governors (Mukhtar Khan

and Ibrahim Khan) becomes presumptuous, it would result in a cala

mity, for a house enemy is much worse than a stranger. Mu~ammad

'A~am Shah-who was not destined to rule, and whose ill-fortune

was already apparent- in so far as whatever plans he made for advanc

ing his interests, proved to be his undoing-immediately wrote to the

Paince that he should wait on this side of Malwa-which was on the

highway from the Deccan-till his arrivaP.
In short, when the government of the empire of Hindustan was

glorified to the heavens by the majesty of Bahadur Shah-who was

as bounteous as the sun which shines equally both on stones and on

jewels, and whose refreshing showers of favours and graciousness fell

both on the wet and the dry-Mukhtar Khan was granted a

substantial increase, a good office and the title of Khan 'A.-Iam

Bahadur Shahi. And after reinstatement as the Governor of the pro

vince of Agra he was appointed to the high office of Khan-i-Saman
(Master of the Household). The Emperor also restored to him his

wealth and immovable property which had been confiscated by 'A~im

ush-Shan2 • It is stated that before the order for the restoration of

his property was issued, he appeared in white (plain) clothes at the

Court on a feast-day. Shah 'Alam in spite of his magnanimity and

forgiving nature, frowned and remarked to Khan Khanan Mun'im

Khan: "Mukhtar Khan is right, what pleasure can he have during our

rule." Khan Khanan said to Mukhtar Khan: "What propriety is

there in such a dress on a feast-day." He replied that it was due to his

poverty. Khan Khanan on his own behalf sent him some money and

d f d t ry' Ni'mat Khan
goods. Mukhdir Khan was suspecte 0 pe eras 0 •

I:Jaji has hinted this in the following verse:

Mukhtar Khan Sabazwari

Verse

No one in Mukhtar Khan's house is unenlployed:

Everyone I saw there was a fa'il Mukhtar
1

;

But God knows (if this is correct).

MU!S-HTAR KHAN SABAZWARI

(Vol. 1II, pp. 4 0 9-4 1 3)'

His name was Saiyid Muhammad, and he was one of the Bani

d who are th'e descendants of the Apostle. The
Mukhtar Saiyi s,
genealogy of these august Saiyids goes up to Abul Mukhtar-al-Naqib

Amir AI-Hij. The magistracy of the holy Mashhad, and the, conduc

ting of th; pilgrimage were long attached to the heads o~ thiS aug~st
family. Amir Shams-ud-Din 'All II, Na~i~-ul-Naqba (the chief

genealogist) of the countries of 'Iraq and Khurasan, ~ho ~a~ separated
, f A - Sh d Din 'Alt Madl-the last

by three generatiOns rom mlr ams-u - . ,
of the Naqbas of the time of Shah 'Abbas I-came to NaJaf fro~
Khurasan during the r{,ign of Shah Rukh Mirza, and settled down_III
-- h h' h I' ut of 'Iraq
Sabazwar. No other migrant of suc Ig meage came 0 •

When it came to the time of Amir Shams-ud-Din Ill-who was one

of the great leaders of this family-he surpassed in grandeur and
, bl f Kh - - He bought much of the

reputation all the no es 0 _urasan • _ _ _
. S b - When 'Abdullah Khan Uzbeg, the ruler of

property m a azwar. - . d
Turan, conquered Herat and its adjacent terrttory, the .nobles an
. h b' f Kh - -n came under his sway But Amlr Shams-ud-m a Itants 0 urasa .
Din, who was'hving in Sabazwir, did not submit ~o ,this authority.

'Abdullah Khan sent him a conciliatory letter contammg the follow-

ing couplet :

I A double entendre, fa'il having both the meaning of a workman and of

a pederast.

ul-Umara][Maathir-Mukhtar Khan Qamar-ud-Din



1 The account of the expedition against Pratap is taken from Badshahnama,

I, pt. ii, pp. 272 , 273·

2 Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 275.

-- j--

Mukhtar Khan Sabazwari

was granted the fief of Monghyr in the province of Patna which lies

on the borders of Bengal, and lived there for a long time. In the

loth year, 'Abdullah Khan Hriiz Jang, the Governor of the provi~~e
of Patna, with all auxiliaries of the area went to extirpate Pratap U})a

iniya, . who was one of the refractory Zamindars there. Mukhtar

!'Chan was in the vanguard of the army. When Bhojpiir fort-which

was the capital of that country, and where the refractory chief had

entrenched himself-was taken after a siege extending over six months,

Pratap fortified his own residence, and with a view to escaping there

from when opportunity oftered, put up a stout defence. Mukhtar

Khan, who was in the advance forces, set up his battery opposite the

gateway, and made heroic efforts. Only a day and night had elapsed,

when Pratap, overcome by the might of the imperialists, came out and

asked for quarter l • When this expedition was at end and a month

more or less had not elapsed in the beginni~g of 1047 A.H. ~16
37

A.D.) an Afghan, who was employed in the managem~nt ~f hiS fief,

attacked him with a sword during the time of exammatlOn of the

accounts. Though Mukhtar Khan also struck him with a dagger, the

blow was not effective2 • Though the men present put an end to that

wretch the Khan also died as a result of the wound. It is stated that

he m:de u~he account inclusive of fines (mu~adara), and took by

compulsion a bond from the collector ('Amil, apparently the Afghan),

and also demanded the miscellaneous items of collection. Though

he begged and entreated, Mukhtar Khan showed no mercy, and

threatened him with imprisonment and torture., When Mukhtar

Khan got up to retire into the inner rooms, 't~e man barred ~is
way, and without warning inflicted a fatal wound. He was burled

at Ajmer in the outer enclosure near the tomb of Khwajagi I:Iaji

Mu~ammad. Separate accounts have been included of his three

tll-Umara]

Verse

In the company of drunkards live honourably like the guest

of a frequenter of taverns,

For, my dear, you will have a headache when crapulence

follows.

. This boldness and independence resulted in increased favours for

him at the hands of Shah Ta~masp ~afvi, the ruler of Iran. He

granted the Mir the title of Sul~an, and gave him a drum and a Rag,

an~ . bes~o~ed on him the whole of that territory and other gifts.

SalYld ~a411 Mir Mu~ammad Qasim Nisaba (the learned) was also in

later times _one of the famous men of this family. Similarly Mir

Sharaf-ud-Dm belonged to this family. He, in the time of Sultan

I:Iusain Mirza, when the shrine at Balkh-which is associated with

Amir-ul-Mii'min, Peace be with 'him!-was discovered, came from

~alkh to S~bazwar, at the invitation of the late King, and received the

title of Naqib-ul-Naqaba (Chief Leader) of the area. Later when the

King ~ied, and calamities and strifes developed, he migrated to India

and lIVed thereJn exile. His descendants are still living in that
country. ,

I~ short, Saiyid Mu~ammad during the reign of Jahangir received

the title of Mukhtar Khan, and the rank of 2,000 with 1,200 horse.

About th~ end of that Emperor's reign he was appointed Governor of

the provmce of Delhil
• In the beginning of Shah Jaban's reign he

M ukhtar Khan Sabazwari

Verse

Plant the tree of Love, for it will yield the desired fruit.

Root out the plant of Hate, for it yields countless ills.

Th M- . h k' .e Ir Wit out ta Ing count of It, promptly wrote the following
frank reply:

In the beginning of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he was removed from
the post of the governor of DeIhL see Badshahnama I pt I' P 126. H. ' , .,. . e was,
how~ver, reappoInted to the rank of 2,000 with 1,200 horse, loco cit., p. 183, and
appoInted Faujdar of Monghyr, p. 200.

t'



MUKHTAR KHAN MIR SHAMS-UD-DIN

(Vol. III, pp. 620-623)'

sons, Shams-ud-Din Khan Mukhtar Khanl
, Darab Khan2

, and Jan

. Sipar Khan3
•

Mukhtar Khan Mir Shams-ud-Din

500 with 300 horse his rank was advanced to 1,5°0 with 800 horse.

In the 31st year, when Ghalib Khan 'Adil Shahi made over the fort

of Parenda, which was one of the well fortified forts of the Deccan,

Mukhtar Khan, in accordance with the royal orders, was appointed

Commandant of that strong fort. \Vhen that Prince of victorious for

tune in the year 1068 A.H. (1658 A.D.) turned his world-conquering

banners from Burhanpur towards Agra, the said Khan, whose loyalty

had been established by constant service, was promoted to the rank

of 2000 with 1000 horse by an increase of 500 with 200 horse 2 •

He was also exalted by the grant of his father's title and a banner.

After the battle of Samugarh, and defeat of Dara Shikoh, he was sent

off as the Faujdar of Nandair3
, Deccan.

When in the 2nd year, Shaista Khan, the governor of that province

(the Deccan), addressed himself to overthrowing Sivaji, and marched

towards his country from Aurangabad, the experienced Khan was left in

charge of that city4. Later he was appointed governor and Faujdar of

?afarabad Bidar. In the 15th year, after the death of Hoshdar Khan,

he was promoted to the governorship of Khandesh5
• Later still

he was appointed Governor of Malwa. In the 22nd year, when the royal

camp was established for the first time near Ajmer, Mukhtar Khan

was in attendance. When in the 25th year, the world-traversing

royal standards turned towards Burhanpur from Ajmer, the said Khan

offered his respects on the borders of his fiet, and addition to other

royal favours was awarded a dagger with a jade handle 6 -which was

only given to old and trusted servants. In the same year Mul:ammad

Amin Khan, Governor of Gujarat died, and the said Khan was appoint

ed to succeed him 7 • He spent two years at Al:madabad, after which

ul-Umara][ Maathir-Mukhtar Khan Mir Shams-ud-Din

He was the eldest son of Mukhtar Khan Sabazwari:4
• In the 21st

year of Shah Jahan's reign he was· appointed Bakhshi for the whole of

the Deccan, and his rank with the promotion became 1,000 with

400 horse. In the 23rd year, he was appointed commandant of the

fort of Asir, which was the most famous fort of the province of J):-.han

desh, and was in fact the best fortified and most impregnable of all

the forts in the Deccan. In the 28th year, he was promoted to the

post of the Superintendent of Artillery of the Deccan and thus enter

ing the service of Prince Mul:ammad Aurangzib, viceroy of the area,

was able to cement ties of loyalty and service. As he always perform

ed his allotted duties to the satisfaction of that august personality, he

was favoured with ever increasing confidence. In the Golconda cam

paign he accompanied the Prince, and when peace was made with

Sultan 'Abdullah Qutb Shah, and it was arranged that his daughter

should be married to Sultan Mul:ammad, the eldest son of the Prince

(Auruangzib), Mir Shams-ud-Din and Mul:ammad Tahir Wazir Khan

went into the fort, and brought that chaste lady with them. Probably,

it was after this that he was granted an increase of 100 horse in his

rank. In the 30th year, he in succession to J:Iusam-ud-Din was

appointed commandant of the fort of Odgir, and by an increase of

MaCithir-ul-UmarCi, Text III, pp. 620-623. His name there is Mukhtar

~an Mir Shams-ud-Din.
2 Ibid., Text II, pp. 39-42, Beveridge's translation I, pp. 448-450.
3 Ibid., Text I, pp. 535-537, Beveridge & Prashad's translation I, pp. 75 1,

752 •

4 Ib ·d T tIll pp 4°9-413, and translation on the pages immediatelyI., ex , .
preceding, pp. 259-26 1.

'AlCimgirnCima, p. 47.. The grant of his father's title and a banner is
recorded on p. 51.

2 Gp. cit., p. 127.

3 Gp. cit., p. 578. In the 4th year his rank was advanced to 4,000 with
4,000 horse, and appointed commandant of the fort of Parenda, op. cit., p. 598.

4 MaCithir-ul-'Alamgiri, p. 114.
5 Gp. cit., p. 2 I 4. 6 Gp. cit., p. 219.
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Mukramat Khan

he died 1 m' 1095 A.H. (1684 AD.) in the beginning of the 28th

year. He was the £lower of Bani Mukhtar family. Many of that

family had distinguished careers, but he had an exceptionally successful

life. He was also endowed with all praiseworthy qualities.

MUKRAMAT KHAN

(Vol. Ill, pp. 460 , 477)'

His name was MulJa Murshid and he came from Shiraz. In the

beginning of his career he was for a long time associated with Maha

~at Khan, and later entered the service of Jahangir. In the beginn

Ing of Shah Jahan's reign he received the title of Mukramat Khan and- ,
was appointed to the office of Divan-i-Buyutat and the rank of 1,000

with 200 horse. In the 4th year he had the charge of Divan.
Bakhshi, Waqi'a-navis, Buyutat of Akbarahad (Agra)2. In the 8th

year the Bunde-la territory was visited by the Emperor, and Mukramat

Khan was appointed to conquer the fort of Jhansi3 -which was one

of the strong forts of the unfortunate Jujhar-and to search for his

bllrried treasures. The garrison, overawed by the majesty of the

royal forces which they had seen with their own eyes, lost courage and

asked for quarter. So impregnable a fort-fully supplied with all

ammunitions of warfare and situated on the top of a hillock surround-

Op. cit., p. 248.
2 In the 4th year of Shah Jahan's reign he was promoted to the rank of

1,000 ~ith 400 horse, see Badshahnama, I, pt, i, p. 347, and later appointed to

the vanous offices of the Capital mentioned above op cz't p 369 H I. .,. . e was a so

an e~~ert astrologer, and held the office of the Superintendent of Astrologers:

~ J<l>J \..i))J~ op. cit., p. 460.
, 3 B~dshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 119. On p. 12 I is recorded his appointment

WIth Baql Khan to unearth the treasures of Jujhar in the jungles of Datia. The

treasures from Datia and Jhansi amounting to twenty eight lakhs of rupees were

presented before the Emperor by Makramat Khan and other officers, op. cit., p.

123.

\
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ed by a dense and thorny forest-surrendered without a fight. Muk

ramat Khan unearthed from the hidden places in Jhansi and Datia

28 lacs of rupees, and arriving at the Court produced them before the

Em peror Shah Jahan; who after visiting that beautiful country, which

for abundance of streams and cascades was the envy of the ever-glori

ous Kashmir, the Emperor crossed the Narbada at the end of the year.

Mukramat Khan was sent as an envy to cAdil Shah, the ruler of the

Bijapiir, who regardless of consequences had delayed sending the tribute

and had given protection to those of the Ni~am-Shahi troops who had

escaped the sword. Mukramat Khan by mingling threats with induce

ment brought him on to the path of obedience, and in the 9th year

returned with a tribute consisting of rarities of all kinds, and an

elephant which was the finest of its species and bore the name Gajrajl.

Later he was honoured by appointment to the high office of Khan
i-Samano In the beginning of the 15th year, 1051 A.H. (164 1-42

A.D.) his rank was increased to that of 3,000 foot with 3,000 horse,

he was granted the kettle-drums and appointed Governor of the province

of Delhi2 • In the 18th year, on the transfer of A'zam Khan he was,

in addition to this office, appointed Faujdar and fiefholder of Mathura

and Mahaban, and as a result of an increase of 1,000 with 1,000

horse his rank became 4,000 with 4,000 horse.
A Description of the City of Shahjahanaba:d3

As the author has taken it on himself to write down for general

information elegant accounts of the times, it has to be recorded that

the exalted Emperors always had it in their mind to adorn their reigns

Btidshlihnlima, I, pt. i, pp. 202, 303·
2 In the 15th year his rank was increased to 3,000 with 3,000 horse

of which 500 were du-aspa, sih-aspa, Badshahnama, II, p.281. On p. 3 19
in the account of the 16th year it is noted that he was then the Governor of

Delhi, and his being put iri charge of the construction of the fort of Delhi is

recorded on p. 320.
3 The description of Old and New Delhi has been included here owing to

Mukramat !Q!iin having been in charge of the construction except in the earlier

stages.
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I For Ghairat Khan see Maathir-ul-U mara, Text II, pp. 863-865, Beveridge"s

translation I, pp. 576, 577. He had been in charge of the construction of the

new fort for about six months when he was transferred to Sindh. He was also

the author of !ahangirnama, more correctly known as Maiithir-i-!ahangirt, vide

Beni Prasad, History of !ahangir, pp. 446, 447.

2 The name of the chief architect was Ustad AQ.mad, vide 'Amal $ali~ III,

p. 28, while the second architect was f:iamid.

3 For an account of IIahwardi Khan, see it1aathir-ul-Umarii, Text I, pp. 207

215, and Beveridge and Prashad's translation I, pp. 668-672. He was appointed

Governor of Delhi in the end of the 12th year, op. cit., p. 670.

by some permanent records, and signalize their times by the establish

ment of some everlasting landmarks, and consequently this wish was

reRected from the mind of Shah Jahan in the conception of a city on

the banks of Jumna. The engineers after extensive search selected a

site which was situated close to the Capital, Delhi, and was situated

between its outskirts and Nurgarh. On the 25th Dhu'l f:Iijja of the

12th year, 1048 A.H. (19th April, 1639 A.D.), in accordance with

the royal orders, building arrangements were assigned to the Governor

of Delhi? Ghairat Khan, nephew of 'Abdullah Khan Firuz Jang.

And on the 9th M u1).arram (2 nd May, 1639) of the same year the

foundations of that impregnable fortress were laid. And a huge con

tingent of trained stone-masons, skilled in both plain and decorative

work 2
, builders and carpenters were brought from all parts of the

Kingdom in accordance with royal orders, and building work was

started. After only a part of the foundations had been laid, and some

necessary materials collected, Ghairat Khan was nominated as the

Governor of Thatha, and the governorship of the ~iiba of Delhi and

the arrangements for the construction of the lofty buildings were,

therefore, assigned to llahwardi Khan3
• In two years and some days

he was able to raise the walls of the fort to a height of ten yards along

the river bank. After that the governorship of the said ?uba and the

control of building operations was transferred to Mukramat Khan, who

held the high office of the M"ir-i-Saman. As a result of his unstinted

efforts this huge fort with its heavenly appurtenances was completed

Mukramat Khan

Verse

So much skill has been expended in its construction,

That skill itself is busy in its decoration.

One of the prophetic sayings of Amir Khusrau, which he had com

posed earlier in praise of Delhi was now fulfilled:-

Verse

Verily if there is a Paradise of earth,

It is this, it is this, it is this.

At a cost of sixty lacs of rupees (the fort) was completed in OIne

years, three months and some days!.

The lofty fort, which is octagonal according to the Baghdad-style,

is 1,000 royal yards long, and 300 yards broad. Its walls are built

of the red stone of Fat~pur. Its height including the battlements,

from the foot of the wall, is I 2~ yards. Its ar~a is six lac yards,

which is double of the great fort of Akba6ibiid (Agra) and its peri

metre is one thousand six hundred and fifty yards. It has twenty

one bastions, seven circular and fourteen octagonal; four gates and

two windows. Round it is a moat twenty yards wide and ten

yards deep; this is supplied with water from a canal connected on two

sides with the river Jumna-except on the east side where the wall of

the fort abuts directly on to the river-it was built at a cost ~f twenty

one lacs of rupees. The royal mansions, consisting of the Shah
Ma~al with a silver roof, lmtiyaz Ma~al with the bed-room known as

the Burj-i-Talii (The Golden Chamber), and the private and public

Daulat Khana (Palace), and the lJayat Bakhsh garden cost twenty

in the 20th year. It had on all corners heavenly palaces, and at

every angle gardens and parks; in its lay-out and beauty it resembled

a Chinese picture gallery, but surpassed the latter in its grandeur: -

The foundations were laid on 12 May, 1639, and celebrations for rue

entry of the Emperor into the fort took place on 19th April, 1648. The period
of construction was, ther"efore, less than 9 years.
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pared by the skilled workers of Gujarat. In every apartment were

placed jewelled, gold enamelled, and plainly worked thrones, and after

arranging high seats and cushions having covers with brilliant pearls,

gold embroidered cloths were spread over the thrones. The three sides

of the great portico of the private and public palaces were embellished

with a silver enclosure, and opposite the Tharoka was a golden enclo

sure, while golden stars with golden chains were hung in all alcoves,

and these made the place resemble the heavens. In the middle of that

portico was placed a square throne surrounded by a golden enclosure;

the heavenly jewelled throne was left exposed to the sky whence the

splendour of world-illuminating sun radiated. In front of the throne

vias erected a canopy embroidered with gold and pearl strings, and

raised on jewelled poles; and on the two sides of the throne were

placed two parasols (C,?atr) decorated with pearl strings, while on the

other two sides of the throne octagonal frames were erected. Behind

the throne were placed jewelled and golden tables on which was

displayed the Qur Khana-which consisted of the jewelled swords

with worked scabbards, quivers and gem-bedecked arms, and jewelled

spears for the makll1g of which full use had been made of all the

resources of the sea and the mines. The roof, the pillars, the doors

and walls of this heavenly portico, and the porticoes all round

the private and public palaces were covered up ~nd decorated with

embroidered canopies, golden curtains from Europe and China, gold

and silver embroidered velvets from Gujarat and gold-and silver-thread

screens. In £tont of the great central portico was erected an awning of

gold embroidered velvet, and in front of the lateral porticoes canopies

of embroidered velvet with silvered poles, and having spread coloured

carpets on the floor of this canopy a silver enclosure was erected round

it. This great canopy, which in its height and extent resembled the

heavens, was, according to the royal orders, woven in the imperi~l
factory at A1}madabad, and took a long time to complete at a cost of

nea~ly one lac of rupees. Its length was 70 royal cubits and width 45

cubits. It was erected on four silver poles, each of which was two

yards and a quarter in circumference and 22 yards high. It covered

tll-Umara](Maathir.
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eight lacs of rupees. The palaces of the Begam ~ahiba and other

chaste inmates of the Harem cost seven lacs, and other buildings, such

as the hazar and the guard-houses inside the mighty fort, which were

designed to serve for the royal manufactories, were completed at a cost

of four lacs.
During his reign Sul~an Firuz Khalji (Tug\11aq) had an irrigation

canal which branched off from the river Jumna in the neighbourhood

of the pargana of Khi4rabad, and ex~ended over a distance of thirty

kos to the borders of the Pargana Safaidun, which was his hunting

ground, and which did not have sufficient water for agriculture. After

the death of the Sul~an and with the passage of time, the canal deteri.

orated, and water stopped flowing. In the reign of Akbar, Shih:ib

ud-Din A1}mad Khan, the Governor of Delhi, repaired the canal not

only for increasing cultivation but for the development of the area in

his fief, and named it Shihab canal. After his death no one attended

to its maintenance and repairs, and as on a previous occasion water

stopped flowing. When Shah Jahan decided to build the fort (at

Delhi), he ordered that the canal from Khi4rabid to Safaidun-which

respectively formed the head and the terminations of the canal

should be repaired; and also that a new canal should be dug from

Safaidun to the fort, which also waS 30 royal koso After completion

the canal was named the Paradise Canal (Nahr-i-Bahisht). Mansions,

reservoirs full of water, and high-running fountains added greatly to

its beauty1, On 24th Rabi' I, 1058 A.H. (8th April,
16

4
8

A.D.)

in the 21st year of the reign, which day had been selected by the

astrologers for royal entry, orders were issued for arranging the para

phernalia of a royal feast and a convivial entertainment. In all the

royal apartments were spread beautiful carpets, which had been pre

pared in Kashmir and Lahore out of selected wool with great ski,ll

and taste, while on the doors of the courtyards and porticoes were

hung curtains embroidered, worked. in gold, and velvet brocades pre-

t The account of the canals is taken from 'A mal ~ali~, Ill, p. 29· In

reference to these canals also see P. Saran, The Provincial Government of the

Mughals (1941), p. 416 and notes.
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1 For Yahiya Kashi see Beale's Oriental Biographical Dictionary (2nd edn.),

p. 4
1
9. He was given a reward of Rs. 5,000 for this chronogram. Also see

Banarsi Prasad, History of Shahjahan, p. 252•
2 For a good account of the Delhi fort see Gordon Sanderson's interesting

article entitled "Shah lahan's Fort, Delhi" in Ann. Rept. Arch. Surv. India for

19
11

-
12

(19
15

), pp. 1-27. The account is of special interest in regard to the

cost of building as given by various contemporary authors.

an area of 3,200 (? square) yards, and 10,000 people could be accom

modated under it. It took trained farii3hes and 3,000 additional men

. working hard for a month to erect it, and it was generally known as

Dalbiidal. In short, such a canopy-which resembled the heavens

had never been erected before, and such a building-which was a

counterpart of the heavens - had never been decorated so elaborately.

From the date of the auspicious entry of the Emperor into this heavenly

building there was a continuous, grand feast lasting ten days. Every
day hundred people were exalted with the grants of suitable Khil'ats,

many were gratified by increases in their ranks and the grant of titles,

while others received grants in cash, horses and elephants. Mir

Yahiya Kashi l composed the following chronogram of the date of

completion of this great edifice: -

Mukramat Khan

Verse

Though Egypt and Syria are exalted by the Almighty;

They are only a corner of this cosmopolitan city.

Baghdad, the city of peace, which was for five hundred and odd

years ~he Capital of the 'Abbasid Caliphs, lies from the river Tigris

at a distance of two leagues (farsakhs) which is equal to six koso The

circumference of this grand city is five farsakhs or fifteen koso The

wall of the fort of the new city which was built of stone and mud,

was damaged in various places by excessive rains, consequently a new

surrounding wall was started in the 26th year to be built with great

care out of stone and mortar, and about the close of the 30th year its

length of 3,182 yards was completed at a cost of four lacs; it included

and the city had not been finished as he would have liked. He

commented unfavourably on this matter to Mukramat Khan. From

t~at day Mukramat Khan used to say that if the city wa~amed after

him, he . would pay into the treasury all that lud been spent on its

constructIOn. He had a son by the name of Muhammad Latif.

In .the 22nd year of the reign he was appointed as th~ Faujdiir of ~he
Mlyan Duab, and Rul: Ullah the brother's son (of MukramJt Khan)

held a suitable man~ab. -
As the fast-~ooted pen has narrated the circumstances relating to

th~ fo~t of Shahphanabad, it is proposed to include here a description of

tlllS city and of the Old Delhi. When the auspicious fort of Shahjah

anabad was- completed, all the exalted princes, and the honoured

A mirs arranged to build on its right and left and along the river bank

grand and imposing buildings and pleasant houses costing some 20

lacs of ~upees. The buildings were constructed by the poor

and the nch and great men according to their limited or ample means,

and t~? planne.d them to suit their inclinations and tastes. A proper

deSCrIption of thiS well populated, great city is not possible; globe

tr~tters have not recorded a city of such a size, so cosmopolitan and

still so select, in any other country.
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Hemistich

Shud Shiihjahiiniibad az Shiih 'ahiin iibiid (Shahjahanabad was

established by Shah Jahan: 1058 A.H. = 1648 A.D.).

and received a reward of Rs. 1,000
2

•

On the completion of these buildings Mukramat Khan was granted

an increase of 1,000 Dhiit it Suwiir, and as a result of his rank became

5,000 foot with 5,000 horse of which 3,000 horse were diiaspii and

sih-aspii. In the 2yd year of the reign corresponding to 1059 A.H.

(
16

49 A.D.) Mukramat Khan died at Shahjahanabad. He was well

known for his wealth and riches. It is stated that one day Shah

Jahan stated after looking at maps of Baghdad and I~fahan where the

biiziirs were octagonal and covered, and which had appealed to his

fancy, that those in the neW city had not been constructed accordingly,
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that date to the time of writing nearly a hundred years have elapsed.

The exalted princes and great officials have built elegant mansions

and laid out extensive charming gardens; the swift black steed (pen)

runs high in their descriptions, but how can the pen with wooden feet

traverse this path! particularly the mosques which were built in the

Ghauk Salad Ullah Khan and the Chauk known as the Chandn"i

Chauk-this latter was laid out by {:afar Khan entitled Raushan-ud

Daula. The domes of each with the minarets shine brilliantly, as they

are covered on the outside with gilded copper sheets-their reflections

at the rising of the sun and moon dazzle the eye of the heavens. As

for a long time this city has been the seat of the royal standards,

numerous edifices have been built and large numbers of people have

taken up their residence all round outside the Fort, and all its four

corners are inhabited. Owing to the great crowding and coming over

of people from all seven climes every street and dwelling is filled up

with goods and wares from all countries. All houses are full, as is

becoming of all great cities, and in every shop owing to the

abundance of the precious and rare commodities of all countries hun

dreds of trading caravans are busy. Nadir Shah's occupation resulted

in setback to the prosperity of the city, but in a short while it return

ed to normal, and in fact in everything it is now better and shows

progress. A description of its decorations is not possible for the

pen; its industries and manufactures are flourishing, and music and

convivial meetings are a common feature of the life of the people.

As the fast-moving pen is lame in describing the great features

of this wonderful city, it has to be content with the following

verse which was composed by Fariigbi Kashmir! in praise of this

city:

'Amal $aliq, III, p. 52, where it is stated that the mosque waS
started on loth Shawwal, 1060.A,H., and completed under the supervision of

Sa'ad Ullah ~an and Khalil Ullah Khan at a cost of ten lacs of rupees in six
years.
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Verse
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This description of the seasons in Delhi is taken from 'Amal $aliq III,

pp. 243, 244·

Rewari to the hills of Kuma'on is 140 kos, on the other side from

J:Ii~ar to Khi4rabad is 130 koso To the east is Agra, along the centre

on the east and north it adjoins Khairabad in the Oudh $uba. To

the north is the mountainous area, on the south are Xgra and Ajmer,

on the west is Ludhiana and the source of the river Ganges-and as

in this $uba there are numerous streams, the northern mountainous

country of the $uba is called Kuma'on. It has mines of gold, silver,

lead, copper, arsenic and borax; and the black buck, the nilgai, the

silk~worms, hawks, falcons and other game animals are found in abun~

dance, as are horses particularly of the class of horses known as Gut
(Gunt). It consists of 8 sarkars, and 232 parganas and had a revenue

of 601,615,5°5 dams in the days of Akbar. When Shah Jahan

made Shahjahanabad the Capital, he included other ma~a!s in it, and

as a result it consisted of 12 sarkars and 281 ma&als, with a revenue

of 1,222,950,137 dams.
This great area\ which is one of the best parts of India, has three

seasons. The winter lasts from the beginning of Aban to Bahman;

Xdhar and Diare the coldest months, the other two months, the first

and the last are cold, but the cold is not excessive-this season is the

best in India, as during this time it is possible to travel and hunt to

one's heart's content. The second, the summer, extends from the

beginning of Isfandir to the end of Khurdad. Isfandar is the beginn

ing of spring in India; it is very mild; Farvardi also is mild; during

these two months also one can ride and run. Ardibihisht also is not

unpleasant, but it is not possible to exert oneself unless it is absolutely

essential. In Khurdad heat is at its height. The third is the rainy

season, and this also if it rains, makes the air pleasant, otherwise it is

hot like Khurdad. Amardid is the rainest month, and the air is very

pleasant while the rains last; sometimes it rains 1o~ 15 times a day,

and clouds of all colours appear; these days also are very pleasant in

India. During Shahrivar also it rains, but not so heavily as in

tMaathir~Mukramat Khan

According to modern computation the correct figure~ are lat. 280 38"58".

long. 77°16'·30".
2 For details see Fanshaw, Delhi: Past and Present (London, 1902). Also

Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, pp. 278-285, on which source the history of the

earlier cities, its situation, and climate etc. appear to have been based.

Verse

If any relic of the world excelling itself is to remain,

May it be this Shahjahanabad.

Old Delhi, which is the greatest and most ancient city of India,

was originally called lndarpat. Its longitude is 114038' and latitude

280151'. Although it is included in the second clime by some

authors, it should really be included in the third clime. Sul~an Qu~b~

ud~Din and Sul~an Shams-ud~Din spent their time in the fort of

Pithora. Sul~an Ghiyath~ud~Din Balban built a new fort, and planned

in it his mausoleum. Mu'izz~ud-Din Kaiqubad founded another city

on the bank of Jumna; this is known as Kelugarhi. Amir Khusrau

praises this city in his work Qiran-us-Sa'dain.

Oh! Delhi and its young beauties,
Wearing tilted turbans and scarfs (on their heads).

The mausoleum of Humayun is in this city. Sul~an'Ala-ud-Din

founded another city; this is known as Sri. Later T ughluq Shah

founded Tughluqabad. His son Sul~an Mu4amma~ founded a n~w

city with beautiful buildings. Sul~an Firuz estabhshed a large Ctt!

after his name, and altering the course of the river Jumna brought tt

near the city; and at a distance of three kos from Firuzabad founded

another city by the name of lahan Numa.
When Humayun became the Emperor, he rebuilt the fort of lndar~

pat and called it Din Panah. Sher Khan Sur laid waste the 'Al~'i

Delhi, and founded a new city. Remnants of these old towns are stt11

to be seen:!. The length of this $uba from Palwal to Ludhiana on

the banks of the river Sutlej is 16o kos, and width from the Sarkar of



When the family of Yamin-ud-Daulah rose high in the time of

Jahangir, their connections and dependants also flourished. Even

his servants and staves were granted the titles of Khan and T arkhan.

A~af Jah, fully recognizing the fact of his attainments being due to

his contact with that great man, and his good furtune and success a

result of the blessings of the Multi, began to honour and favour him

more and more; through his intermediation the Mullft was gratified

by being appointed ~adr Kull (Chief ecclesiastical officer) of the

imperial territories throughout India. As the star of his destiny rose,

felicity followed, and fortune hurried in the wake of his advancement.

All the properties, gardens, houses and dwellings of the Arghuns and

T arkhans-who had been rulers of T atta-came into his possession by

purchase or by gift from the royal exchequer. In short, he became

the owner of all T atta, and his brethren became Qa4ls , Mf4f tls and

Censors in that province. Owing to the pre-eminence of the Mulla,

they paid little heed to the local officers, and ruling independently

did whatever they fancied.
Accordingly when Shah Beg Khanl was appointed Governor of

T atta, he went to take leave of A~af Jah. The latter recommended

to him the case of the brothers of MulLi Mu~ammad. The frank

Turk had heard about them, and of their not being deferential to the

governors in' view of the intluence of the Multi. So he replied,

"They will continue to command respect if they behave with modera

tion, otherwise I will flay them." This remark was the ruin of Shah

Beg, and lost him his rank and his fie£. At the time of Mahabat

Khan's predominance, if the Multi had wanted to get away, no one

would have stopped him, but as the end of his life had reached, he,

on account of his intimacy, apparent or real, with the Qa4'i and Mlr

'Adt sought, through their intimacy introduction with Mahabat Khan.

1 See Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp, 4°8-4 10. A~af Jah's recommen
dation in favour of Mul1a's relations on Shah Beg lihan's appointment as the
Governor of Tatta is recorded on p. 409. For his appointment as Governor of
Tatta see also Rogers and Beveridge's translation of Memoirs of /ahangir, I, p.

397·

Multi Mu~ammad of Tatta

the previous month. Mihr is the end f h .. . 0 t e ramy seas h
rams dunng this peri d . lion; t e

., 0 are partlcu ar y beneficial for the Kharif and

Rabl crops. The day after the first pahr (4 hours) b -
and nights are liable to be cold TI· h' ecomes warm,
If' . .. . . liS season as air of three types

It rams, It IS humid, otherwise hot· but durl'ng s h' .''. ' ummer t e air IS
not oppressive, while during the rain .. .f' d' Y season the air becomes oppres-
sive I It oes not ram and there is b'. no reeze. These are the three
maIO seasons 10 all p f I d' b .

)
arts 0 n la, Ut the climate varies (in different

areas.

MULL~ MUI:IAMMAD OF T A TTA

(Vol. III, pp. 36 9-37 2 ).

His father Mull- M h d Y- .

d
. au. amma usuf spent hiS days as a dervish

an 10 poverry but he . h ..

k
,was not Wit out spmtual perfections and had a

nowledge of the Truth Mullii M h d'. h' 1 . u. amma , hiS son and successor
10. ~s ear y. youth, acquired in his homeland a good knowled f h'
reli I ge 0 t e

g. ous ~clences, together with rational and traditional education d

applied hlm.self to rationalistic studies. In a short time he b' an
well versed b h ecame
H 10 every ranc , and was universally recognied as a scholar

. e Was also fully. conversa.nt with the sciences of algebra and arithme~
tiC. Together With all thiS acquired knowledge he was d d' h
trustworthiness . d' d .' a orne Wit

. ' ple~y, evotlOn an contmence. Later he 0 ened

the gates of mstructlOns, and started to teach and train pupils PI
much 'I . n as
k 1 ~s a man.s va .ue depends upon his knowledge, and that of

nowe ge upon ItS bemg conveyed in instruction he becam .
ted with Yamin-ud-Daulah Asaf Jahl h ' f e ac~u~m-'1 . , w 0 was one 0 the bnlliant
pUpl s of the ~ulla. As a result of his being the teacher of this

august personality he became widely k d'. B nown, an attamed great
10 uence and worldly riches.

1 For his account see Maathir-ul Umara Ttl .
translation 1, pp. 287-

2
95 H ' e~ , pp. 15

1
-
160

, Bevendge's
. . e was a man of versatIle talents, B' P

H,story of /ahangir, pp. 187-188. see em rasad,

..
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and achieved fame. When his father in the beginning of the 2nd

year of Shah Jahan's reign was deputed to th.e Deccan, his
l
rank was

increased by 4 00 with ISO horse to 1,000 With 250 horse. Later,

when he accompanied his father on the campaign against Khan Jahan

Ladi to Balighat, his rank was raised to 1,500 with 500 horse
2

•

After Khan Jahan with his allies the Ni~am Sha:his had been repeatedly

defeated by the imperial troops, they kept at a distance from these

troops. Only occasionally there were minor skirmishes after which

they retired hurriedly, and on this account the brave men (of the

imperial troops) did not worry about them. By chance ~ne day when

Multafat Khan with a contingent of the Rajputs was With rearguard,

the latter ilirough negligence became separated from the centre by a

distance of two kos. The enemy, who were waiting for such an oppor

tunity, came suddenly with 10,000 horse and made a surprise a~~a~k.
Several of the well known house-born (Khanazad) Mughals and Ralputs

fought bravely and sacrificed their lives. Multafat Khan and ~a'3a
Dada Chandrawat could not hold their ground and had to retire .

In the. 10th year he was appointed to the high office 01: the Examiner
4

of Petitions. In the 13th year he was appointed Divan of the pro-
. f B -1 In the 19t11 year he was nominated as the Bakhshi

Vince 0 enga. ' . ' - -
of the expedition which was sent under the leadership of Pr~nce Murad

to Balkh and Badakhshan. In the 22nd year, when Prince Mul;a

mmadAurangzib was deputed to Qandahar with the victorious armies,

the said Khan was appointed as the Bakhshi of his forces. In. the same

year his father died, while he was in a~ten~ance (on the Pnnce), and

was granted an increase of 500 horse in hiS rank. In the 23~d year,

his rank was further increased by 500 horse and he was appointed to
the Deccan. About this time Shaista Khan was the Viceroy of the

Deccan, and Multafat Khan on account of old connections great ability

Multafat Khan

Whatever was said about his learning, ascetism, scrupulousness and

integrity, however, had no effect on Mahabat Khan.

As prior to this, he had executed MuWi Abdul ~amad the mater

nal grandson of Shaikh Chand l astrologer, and Mirza 'Abdul Khaliq,

brother's son of Khwaja Shams-un-Din Muhammad Khwafi owina to. -- 0

their companionship and familiarity with A~af Jah, Mahabat I\'han

remarked that all these were the sources of strife. The Mulla2 was

made over to Rajputs and for some days kept in confinement.

Though he was in no way concerned with the intrigues, this innocent

man was martyred by their sword. Though the chief reason was his

being A~af Jah's teacher, but it so happened that when they were

putting chains on his arms and legs these were not properly secured

and by a slight movement he was able to throw them off. This was

regarded as magic. And, further, as the Mulla at the close of his

life had taken to becoming a J:Iafi~ of the Qur-an, and was always

reciting it, his lips were in constant motion. Mahabat Khan thought

that the Mulla was repeating incantations against him, and carried

away by this belief had him put to death immediately. Not recog

nizing the value of the dear man they destroyed him. It is stated

that A~af Jah was greatly affected by the deaths of three unrivalled

companions, and for many nights he used to cry out, "Alas for

Mul;ammad, Khaliq and ~amad."

MULTAFAT KHAN

(Vol. III, pp. 500-5°3)'

He was the eldest son of A'~am Khan3 Jahangirshahi. He had a

good knowledge of conventional literature, and was well endowed with

praiseworthy qualities. During Jahangir's reign he became well known

",'
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1 A famous astrologer of the times of Humayiin and Akbar.

2 See Mu'tamad Khan's lqbalnama-!ahangiri, pp. 267, 268 from which

work the account of Mulla's execution seems to have been taken.

3 For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text 1, pp. 174-180, Beveridge's

translation I, pp. 315-319'

Badshahnama, 1, pt. i, p. 258•

2 Op. cit., p. 29 6.

3 Op. cit., p. 3°5·
4 Badshahnama, 1, pt. ii, p. 234.



and capabilities was appointed as his deputy at Burhanpiir. He

exerted himself in the settlement of the province, and eradicated all

traces of sedition from the area. By his good administration he was

able to please everyone. In the 25th year he was appointed Divan
of the Payan Ghat, Deccan, or the province of Khandesh l and half of

the province of Berar. In the 29th year, on the recommendation of

Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib, Viceroy of the Deccan, he had an

increase of 500 foot with 500 horse, and was appointed Commandant

of the fort of A~madnagar in succession to Shah Beg Khan.

Since the smell of his good nature had been rendered fragrant by

the perfume of the Prince's favours, he, at the time of 'Alamgir's

march for contesting the Kingdom, showed his resolute devotion by

accompanying him. Later when the reins of the royal steed were

directed from Burhanpiir towards its goal, the said Khan was honoured

by the. ~if.t of a standard. After the battle with Jaswant (Singh) in

the VICIOlty of the dreadful city of Ujjain at the end of Rajab,

Murshid Quli Khan bravely sacrificed his life, Multafat Khan was

appointed Divan in his place, and was given the title of .A.'~am Khan

and presented a toglz. His rank was also increased to 4,000 with

2,900 horse2
• Since the mischief-making Fate and discordant For

tune, whose happiness is blended with grief and whose nectar is

imbued with poison, are bent on pulling down the successful, and

destroying those who have attained their goal. So before this eager

vassal of the garden of success had hardly moistened his lips with wine

of the Divanship, when the cup of his life became full. In short,

full one and half months had not elapsed, when after the victory, on

th.e day of the battle with Dara Shikoh, he died as a result of sharp

wlOd, extreme heat, and the weight of his armour. He has distin

guished for his ability and good judgment. He had a pleasant

countenance and was courteous. His dealings were so pleasant that

whoever a~proac~ed him, became enamoured of his company. H~ also
had a poetICal velO. This verse is his:

Multafat Khan Mir Ibrahim Husain

1 IIJaathir-ul-Umara, Text I, pp. 140-142, Beveridge's translation I, pp.

. 269, 270. His name there is Asad ~an and. not Asad Ullah I\l;an. .
2 Ibid., Text III, pp. 943-946, Bevendge and Prashad s translatIOn I,

p. 628. .
3 Ibid., Text I, pp. 167-172, Beveridge's translatIOn 1, _P?' 295-2 99-

The name of the second son there is given as Mul~amnud Ibraillm Multafat

~an.

4 'Alamgtmama, p. 831. 5 Op. cit., p. 849,
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MULTAFAT KHAN MIR IBRAHIM I~USAIN

(Va!. III, pp. 611-61 3)'

He was the second son of A~abt Khan3 A111' Bakh.shi. In the end

of the 26th year of Shah Jahan's reign he was appointed Bakhshi of

the 4~dis. Later he became Superintendent of Tributes (Dal'ogbgi
peshkash). Though his rank during that reign was not n:ore ~han
700, but in view of his being a Khanazad (house-born)-whlch IS an

important consideration with appreciative' sove~eigns-he h~d prece

dence over his equals. After Aurangzib's acceSSIOn, when 111s brother

Mir Sultan Husain IftiL4ar lZhan was elevated to the dignity of an

Amir, h~ als~ received royal favours; his rank was increased and he

was o-ranted the tide of Multafat Khan. He was again appointed

Bakh:hi of the A hdis. In the 6th year, in succession to his brother

Iftikhar Khan who 'was promoted to the post of Khan-i-Saman, he was

appointed Master of the Horse4
• In the same year, on the death of

Allah Yar Khan, he was appointed Superintendent of the Mace

bearers and the body-guards5 (Mutazman-i-lilau); which post was only

reserved for the most trustworthy persons. In addition he held the

Vel'se

In a dream I have seen that dangling fore-lock;

All my life is disturbed by the memory of that dream.

He was married to the daughter of Asad UIL1h Khan
l

1v1a'Il1Uli.

A separate account has been given of his son HoshJar Khall~ who

was one of Aurangzib's officials.

ttl-Umal'.:i][Maathir-

2 'Alamgirnama, p. 75.

Multafat Khan

'Amal ~ali~, III, p. 127.



MUNAWWAR KHAN SHAIKH MIRAN

(Vol. III, pp. 654, 655)'

He was the second son of Khan Zaman Ni;;:amG
• In the 29th year

of the reign of 'Alamgir he with his father kissed the royal threshold,

and in the 30th year, when his father 7 performed outstanding services

office of Master l of Ceremonies (1I1ir Tuzuk). When in the 13th
year his brother was censured and turned back from the Attock river,
he also was deprived of his title and rank, and Yasawals (guards) were
deputed 2 to take him to Lahore. Later he and his brother were·
purged of their offences and restored (to their ranks), and he was
appointed Commandant of the fort of the' Capital in succession to
MU'tamad Khan. In the 15th year he was reappointed Superinten
d~nt ~f the Bodyguards\ and later was posted as the Faujdar of Langar
kat, 111 the Peshawar district.. In the 18th year, on the death of
~afshikan. Khan M ul)ammad Tahir, he was promoted! to the post of
the Supenntendent of Artillery. Afterwards for some reasons he was
removed from his office, but, in the 22nd year, he was reinstated, and
his rank becoming 1,000 with 1,000 horse he was appointed Faujdar
of Ghazipiir Zamaniya. After being removed from there he became
Faujdar of Agra. In the 24th year, he one day attacked a v·illage.
He was wounded, and died5 on 19th Jummada II, 1°92 A.H. (26th
June, 168 I A.D.). By a strange coincidence his brother also died in
the same year at Jaunpiir.

Ml1n'im Beg

(KHAN Kl:1ANAN) MUN'IM 'BEG
4

(Vol. I, pp. 635-645)'

in the c~pture of Sambha Bhonsle, he received an increase in rank and
was honoured with the title of Munawwar Khan l

• In the 39th year,
his rank, primary and by increase, was raised to 4,000 to 2,5°0
horse. In the 50th year he was attached 2 to Mu1:ammad A'~am
Shah, who had been appointed to Malwa. After the death of
Aurangzib having elected to side with the said Prince he s~arted. for
Upper India. In the battle3 which took place betwe~n the said ~nnc.e

and Bah:idur Shah near Akbarabad (~1gra) the said Khan with 1m
elder brother Khan 'A.lam was in the vanguard of the army. He ad
vanced his elephant to oppose 'A;;:im-ush-Shan, but as his brother
was wounded by an arrow, the world became dark before his eyes
and meanwhile he was killed by a bullet. His son was Munawwar
Khan Qutbi, who had Ml1rta4apiir in the Berar $uba as his fief. In
the early' years of Ni~am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah's rule in the Deccan he
had collected a force much larger than was justified by his rank; that
illustrious Amir, however, by a clever manoeuvre managed to reduce
his army. He died a natural death. He had for his sons Ikhti~a~

Khan who in the end was honoured with the title of Khan Zaman,
and l'zaz Khan and others, everyone of them received a lagir through

partition of their ancestral property. Not long ago ~ll o~ the.m died.
But his minor son by the name of Faqir Mul].ammad IS still ahve, and

spends his life in the service of this or that person.

ul-Umara)[Maathir-1vIunawwar Khan Shaikh Miran282

'Alamgirntima, p. 8sr.
2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 101, 102.
3 Gp. cit., p. I 18.

4 Gp. cit., p, 142. His removal from this office is noted on p. 150.

S Gp. cit., p. 209. His brother Iftikhar !'Q!an's death at Jaunpur is also
recorded on the same page.

6 Maathir-ul-Umarti, Text I, pp. 794-798.

. 7 Maat~ir-i-':4lamgiri, pp. 319-324. But the year of capture of Sambhuji,
IS wrongly given 111 the Text as 30th instead of 32nd (1689 A.D.). For details

see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, IV, pp. 398-4°4.

He was one of the principal officers of Humayun's reign. His

f 1 ' 'B . - 5 B- At the time when failure becameat ler s name was aIra m eg.

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 324. 2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. S14·

3 Battl;of Jajau, 18th June, 1707· See Irvine, Later Mughais, I, pp. 22-34·
4 For an account of Mun'im Beg see Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp.

333, 334; it is based mainly on the Maathir account.
S Apparently it should be Miram Beg, see lourn. As. Soc. Bengal for

1894, p. 308 but Blochm,ann, loco cit., prefer Bairam Beg.



Mun'im Beg [Maathir- ul-Umara]
• Mun'im Beg

the fate of Humayiin, and except for Sindh there was no area left to
him, he rested for a few days at Bhakkar, and then proceeded to
besi(~ge the fan of Schwan. Mirza Shah tIusain, the ruler of Tatta
came forward, and blockading the roads stopped supplies of grain.
Several officers went away without leave, and Mun'im Khan, who was

their leader, also wanted to desert with his brother Fa~il Beg. The Em
peror, as a precautionary measure, imprisoned him 1

• Although he did
not accompany Humayiin on the journey to 'Iraq, still after his return
from kin he was always in attendance, and performed his duties
loyally. When Humayiin went to Qandahar to enquire into the,
conduct of Bairam Khan, against whom envious persons had, for
selfish reasons, brought up serious charges, and proposed, as he was

returning, to assign the government of that area of Mun'im Khan;
the latter represented that as an expedition to India was in the offing,
a change at that time would undermine the morale of the army, after
the expedition any changes, that might be considered desirable, could
be made. Consequently Qandahar was left in Biiram Khan's charge:!.

During this period in the year 961 A.H. {I554 AD.) he was appoin
ted guardian·1 of Prince Nful;ammad Akbar in Kabul, and in honour
of this appointment he gave a grand banquet and offered suitable
presents. When at the end of the same year Humayiin's armies
started for the conquest of India, Prince M u~ammad f:1akim, who

was one year old, was left in Kabul, and the said Khan was left in
charge of all the affairs of that country4. For a long time he set right
the distractions there. \Vhen Akbar became estranged with Bairam
Khan, he, in compliance with the orders of recall, presented himself

in Dhul I:Iijja 967 AH. (August, 1560 AD.) at Ludhiana5 where

I. /ikbarnJma, Text I, pp. 176, 177, Bcvcridgc'~ translation I, p. 367.

2 Op. cit., Text, pp. 333-335, translation pp. 610-612.

3 Op. cit., Text, p, 335, translation p. 612.

4 Akbarniima, Text II, p. 14, Beveridge's translation II, p. 25.

5 Op. cit., Text, p. 114, translation p. 174, note 1. It is Sirbind in

Akbarntima, Ludhiana in 114.untakhab-ttt-Tawtirikh, II, Lowe's translation p. 38,
and Tabaqat, II, De's translation, p. 246.

the Emperor was at the time in pursuit of Bairam Khan. He was

appointed to the high office of VakIl, and granted the title of Khan

Kh:inan. In the 7th year, when Atga Khan was martyred by the
cruel sword of Adham Khan, Mun'im Kban, who had secretly
instigated the crime, became panic strikcn and fled 1. Akb.ar sent

Ashraf l<.-han, Mlr lVlunshl, to reassure him and bring him back.
Not many days had elapsed, when deluded by the same idea he
left Agra towards the valleys at the foot of hills with the intention
of proceeding to Kabul. After six days' ha~d marches he
reached the pargana of Sarar which formed part of the fief of
Mir Ma1;miid Munshi. The collector there perceiving signs of

fear in his countenance willy-nilly arrested him. Saiyid Ma1;mlld
Khan Barah one of the leading Amlrs, who also had his fief in the
neighbourhood, hearing of this incident believed that it was the
Khan Khanan.· Recognizing the value of this favourable opportunity

for himself, he offered his respects, and took him back to the
royal threshold with all due honour:!. Akbar, according to the

old arrangement, reappointed him as the Vtlkil. His son Ghani

Khan-who, as his father's deputy, was in charge of the government of
Kabul-intoxicated by youth and power, and evil counsels-considered

injuring others was to his advantage. He ruled tyrannously and even
did not treat Mirza Mul;ammad I:Iakim with consideration. Conse
quently Mah Chiichak, the mother of the Mirza, became helpless,
and along with her well-wishers joined hands with Ei9il Beg the
blind-who was dissatisfied with the rule of his brother's son, and
Fa~il Beg's son 'Abul Fad;. When Ghani Khan returned after ins
pection of the melon-fields, they shut the gates of the city in his face.
\Vhen he saw tbat his enterprise was doomed to fail, and there was
even a chance of his being made a prisoner, he returned back from
Kabul and left for India. The Begam appointed Fa9il Beg as Mirza's

Akbarnama Text, p. 176, translation P·272.
2 Op. cit., Text, p, 180, translation pp. 278, 279. Sariir is Birwar in Elliot,

Supplementary Glossary, II, p. 90'



10 The ~~count of c;hani !}ban's mismanagement in Kabul and the appoint

ment of Ml~n 1m !9:!an to Kabul is adapted from Akbarnama, II, Text pp. 183
187, translation pp. 284-289.
. I I. The failure of his expedition to Kabul and return is described in A kbar-

n?irna, II, on pp. 187-189 of the text, and pp. 29°-291. .

Vakil, and made his son deputy, and judiciously divided the fiefs and
titles. As after some time Abul Fa~h's tyrannies, exceeded all bounds,
Shah Wali and others conspired and taking him, while he was drunk,
killed him. Faqil Beg was also seized and executed.

When the state of disturbances was reported to Emperor Akbar he

appoi~ted Mun'im Khan, who was longil}g for that country, as the
g~ardlan of Mirza Mu~ammad tIakim, and in the 8th year sent him
w.lth a suitable auxiliary force so that he might extort vengeance for
1115 son, and also straighten up affairs there1

• Mun'im Khan not
taking the Kabulis into account and before his auxiliaries had joined
him hastened off (to Kabul). The Begam had put Wali Atga to death
on ~ suspicion of his rebellious intentions and having appointed J:-Iaidar
Qaslm Kohbar as her Vakil was herself looking after the affairs. On
hearin? the news, she collected men from all quart~rs, and marched
out with the Mirza to battle. In an engagement, which took place
near Jalalabad, Mun'im Khan was defeated, and all his baggage and
paraphernalia of office was plundered. For fear of the enemy he did
not consider it proper to halt anywhere till he reached the country of
the Gakhars. He sent a representation to Akbar stating that he had
not the face to come to the threshold, and either he might be allowed
to proceed to Mecca or granted a fief in the area where he was, so
that after equipping himself he might again present himself for service.
Emperor Akbar, thoroughly appreciating his merits, allowed him to
retain his fiefs in India and summoned him to the Court. He again'
e~joyed boundless ~avours at the hands of Emperor2

, and for a long
time held charge of Agra, the Capital. When in the 12th year Khan
Zaman and Bahadur Khan received due retribution for their deeds, the
fiefs of both the brothers from Jaunpur to the banks of the river
Chausa (Ganges) were assigned to him.

I Akbaranama Text, PP' 324-325, translation, pp. 477-479· Beveridge

translates it as "insincere peace".

Mun'im Beg

In the same year Khan Khanan by clever diplomacy made peace
with Sulaiman Kararani, the ruler of Bengal and Bihar, and established
the coining of money in Emperor Akbar's name, and also of having
the Khut ba recited in his name in the province of BengaP. Sulaiman
KararanI was one of Salim Shah's officers. When Bengal fell into
the hands of Sher Shah, he made over its government to Mul:ammad
Khan who was his' near relation. After the death of Salim Shah

he became supreme, but died soon after. His son Bahadu~ Kh~n
recited the Khutba and coined money in his own name. He killed In
battle the noto;ious' Adli who was a claimant for the Indian Empire.
After a time he died a natural death, and his young~r brother Jalal-ud
Din became his successor. Taj Khan Kararani, who with his brothers
had fled from 'Adli, and taken up residence in Bengal, was at times

friendly to him, and at other times opposed him. When he qalal-ud~
Din) also died, the government of Bengal and Bihar came Into .Ta)
Khan's hands. After him his brother Sulaiman Khan succeeded hl111.
- After making peace with Khan Khanan, (Sulaiman) seized Orissa,

and by a clever ruse killed the Raja of that province. In 979 A.H.
(157 1-7 2 A.D.) he died. His elder son Bayazid, who succeeded him,
in his presumption had the J{h~{ba recited in his own name in that
area. Khan Khanan had fights with him in Bihar. As through
arrogance and pride he behaved haughtily towards the nobles of the
area, Hansu, son of 'Imad-who was his cousin and son-in-law
became offended, and stirred up some persons and they put him to
death. Lodi Khan, who was the leading man of the area, raised
Da'ud, the younger son of Sulaiman, to power, and killed Hansu.
Gujar Khan Kararani-who considered himself sword of the realm
(lVlir-i-Sharnshir) in the province of Bihar-raised the son of Bayazid
to power, and they together opposed Da'ud. Lodi with a large army
started from Bengal to Bihar, and by the use of stratagem and finesse
made Gujar his ally. Khan Khanan, in accordance with the royal

tll-Umara)
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1 For his wars in Bengal and victory over D:i'ild, see Akbarnama Ill, Text,

pp. 118- I 27, translation, pp. 169-180.

the way advanced further. At last Dii' ud fled to Orissa. The Com~
mander-in-chief (Khan Khanan) sent a force under the command of

Mulfammad QuH I\,ban Bartis to chastise him, and himself went to

Tanda-which was the centre of Bengrll-for bringing the country

into order. The royal armies wanted salaries to be paid in cash

instead of fiefs in Bihar and Bengal. Meanwhile Da'ud settled down

in the country between Bengal and Orissa and was disturbing the

arrangements, and Mulpmmad QuH Khan, who had been sent after

him, had died, Khan Khanan at the request of Raja Tadar Mal him-

self started against him from Tanda. In the same year a great battle

took place between the two parties. Gujar-who waS the leader of

the enemy-dispersed the imperial vanguard and centre, and none of

Khan Khanan's troops performed loyal service or stood firm, but he

himself with a f~w • others who valued their honour, bravely sustained

wounds. Accordingly he used to say that though the wOllnds on his

head had healed, his sight had been damaged. The wounds of his

neck were cicatrised, but his neck was not sufficiently strong for him

to be able to turn round and look backwards, while on account of a

shoulder wound he could not move his arm properly. In spite of such

severe wounds he did not want to turn back, but his well-wishers

seized his rein and took him away. Gujar made sure of victory, and '

loudly announced that Khan Khanan was done for, and that there was

no further occasion for prolonging the battle. But he also whispered

that in spite of such a victory he was not pleased. Suddenly an

arroW struck and finished him. Da'ud-who waS facing Raja Tadar

Mal's forces-lost heart and Red. Khan Khanan after such a hopeless

situation won a glorious victory! . He deputed the Raja with Shahal11

Khan Jalair to pursue Da'ud, and though his own wounds had not

healed, he also started in pursuit. Da'ud went to Cuttack, Orissa,

and took shelter in the fort there. At. last knocking at the door of

Battery and conciliation, he sent up proposals for arranging a peace.

Mun'im Begul-Umara]
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Mun'im Be'TtJ

Verse

Akbar by his auspicious fortune quickly took

The country out of the hands of Da'ud.

Akbar perceiving that tlle conquest of P t d d
the takinO" of H-'- _ 1.I' a na Was epen ant on

tJ • appur, WllCl was situated 'Pbank of th G opposite atna on the other
e anges, set about redu' . WI .Da'ud b ' d' h cmg It. len It had been taken

, econllng IS eartened R d B - '
Large numbers of h' Id' ' e to engal by the river route.
with huge booty ~ so ~rs wbere kil~ed during the Right, and Patna

as ta en y the 1111perialists3 C f 1
Patna country (Path b'rd P . onquest a t1e

. t a atna: 982 A.H.: I AD) .
chronogram. 574-75 . . IS the

After this victory KI - KI - -

d

' _1an _1anan was crranted the fief C p.
an was deput.ed wid h b 01 atna,
Da'ud TI Af'l _ 1 20,000 orse to subdue Bengal and chastise

. 1e ~ans, as a result of the rowess d I .
the victorious troops lost h d b ~ an t le might of, eart, an a andonmg t 1 .
a battle retired Kh- t KI _ _ f s rong p aces Without

. _a 1 ....:-lanan a ter strengthening all key .., pomts on

Akbarnama III T t ', ex, p. 4, translatIOn, p. 6.
2 Emperor Akbar arrived at Pltna .

August, 1574; see Akbarnama III' Te ~ • °6
n

15th ~abl II, 9
82

A.H., 3
rd

TI . ' x, p. 9 ' translatIOn p. 135
3 Ie conquest of Patna is described in detail in . -

pp. 96-101 , translation pp. 135-
1
4

2
, Akbarnama III, Text,

orders l, addressed himself t Io t le conquest of Bihar, d d
river San. D;-'-dl . " an crosse the
'. a u lav1l1g become SUSpiCIOUS of Lad- . d 1'of h I h' t remove 11m out

IS way, anc l111self took shelter in th f PAkbar at tl e ort at atna. Emperor

d
. '8 l

A

e request of Khan t<:h:inan for help in the siecre proceed
e 111 9 2 • H. (I A tJ ' ~
A<Trato th 574, .0.), the 19th year of the reign, from

tJ e eastern prov1l1ces in brge b . I' I I d
constructed Al I 1 oats w l1C 1 1a recently been

. t 10l1'T 1 some of the bibW'IY I . d' tJ oats were sun \: y storms on the
. , le art"lve 111 two m011(hs and e' TI d· d'standard il I .., f 0 Iglt .1yS, an raIsed the rOJIal

1 t le VIClt1lty a Patna~. The . 1 J

proceeded ra idl to ." Y S.IY t 1Jt when the Emperor
Mirak of I .~;- Y 1 w,ards_ Patna, he, at Gangdaspur, ordered Saiyid

.~pa an, t le afart to take an 0 H f
of magic (lafar) and found 'tl (11 . men. e sent or tbe book

, le .0 oW1l1g verse:-
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Mun'im Beg

1 Akharnama Ill, Text, p, 160, translation, pp. 226-22 7.
2 An account of the bridge is given in Qadi Murta4a ~lISain's Hadiqat

ul-Aqalim (Lucknow lith. cdn.), p. 677, where it is stated that he also built an

'Idgah at Jaunpiir. The author of the Maathir has incorrectly given the chro

nogram of the bridge as t~i1_AJ IbJ~ The complete verse in inscription on 1 st

pier ofthe bridge by MirMuJ::sin-ud-Din correctly recorded in Faqir KQair-ud-

did not take heed even then. But when the evil exceeded all bounds, he

looked for a remedy, and making the disturbance of Junaid Kararani

who had risen in Bihar-a pretext, left Gaur1
• On reaching Tinda,

he died after a short illness in the 20th year 983 A.H. (1575 A.D.).
It is strange that this experienced administrator did not listen to

advice. In spite of all his experience, and his high rank, he held on

to his Turkish ignorance and in his foolish confidence plunged a large

number of people into the whirlpool of annihilation. Wise councillors

base their convictions in regard to the successful execution of their

plans on a careful consideration of the pros and cons in the light of

their knowledge which is believed to govern all secondary factors.

Having done this they ascribe results to the Almighty and not to

their own foresight, and the influence of the prevailing circumstances.

As the results of pestilence have been accepted as abominable, it has

also been laid down that people should not expose themselves to it.

Khan Khanan was one of the leading nobles of the ranks of 5,000

(Panjhazar"is) and the commander-in-chief of Emperor Akbar. He was

skilled in the arts of commanding and soldiering, and was wise both

in assemblies and in battlefields. He was for forty years the Amilf

ul-Umara and commander-in-chief. As he was childless all his pro

perty, both movable and immovable, was escheated to the State. It
has already been mentioned that his son Ghani Khan after a thousand

disappointments left Kabul and came to India. When he met his

father on the way, Khan Khanan, who was displeased with him, turned

him away. Through the guidance of Fate, he went to 'Adil Shah of

Bijapur, and after a short ~ime there departed to the other world.

The descendant of Khan Khanan, which will preserve his name ,for

ages, is the Jaunpur Bridge:!, the chronogram of which is ~irat.al-

Mun'ini Beg

On the condition of his entering the royal service an mtervlew was

arranged. !<han' Khanan in the beginning of Mul:arram 983 A.H.

(April, 1575 A.D;) arranged a banquet of reconciliation; the enter

tainment was on such a lavish scale that it astonished all onlookers.

The chief officers went forward to welcome and escort Da'iid. Khan

Khanan himself advanced as far as the end of the carpet, and received

him with great effusion. Da'ud unbuckled and laid down his sword

and added that from that day he had ceased to be a soldier, and had pre~
sented himself for service under the Emperor, and would carry out such

orders as were issued in his case. The author of the rabaqat-i-Ak barz
states that Da'ud when giving up his sword said to Khan Khanan, "I

am sick of soldiering which has wounded such fine men as yourself."

Accordingly Khan Khanan handed over Da'ud's sword to his own

servants, and after a while awarded him a noble khil'at on hehalf of

the sovereign, and buckled on him an ornamented sword. He added:

"We hind you as a servant of the Emperor." Some estates in Orissa

were assigned to him in, fief!; and taking Shaikh Mul}ammad,

brother's son of Da'ud, with him (as a hostag,e) Khan Khanan turned

back. At this time !<han!<hanan made Gaur-which in former times

was the Capital of Bengal-his headquarters. Since Gh6raghat-.

Was a fountain of stri£e~was near it, he .hoped thereby to quell once

for all the disturbances in the area.' Further Gaur was a delightful

place, and had a good fort and noble buildings., He was, however,

oblivious of the fact that in the course of time audas a result of neg

lect o.f the buildings the climate of the place haa become pestiferous, .

espeCialty towards the end of the rains; as in most ci1:ies of Bengal

t~1ere were floods, during that season. Though men, who had expe

t1e~ce of the. country, warned K.han Khanan, but he did not take any

notice of their warnings. At last thirteen leading offieiQls, such as

Ashraf Khan, J:Iaji Mul:ammad Khan Sistani, and. many of the inferior

officers and privates died. As he had acted against the genetal advice, he

1 Akharnllma III, Text, pp. 130, 131, translation, pp. 184,185. The

passage referred to from the Tahaqat is on p. 468 of De's translation of Vol; II.



mustaqim (The Strong Bridge: 981 A.H., 1573-74 A.D.). It is

one of the great bridges of the empire.

Din's launpurnama, runs as t~.Jl bj-A jl ~ J.~ lbid'-.,sil.';1 / IJ)~IO L.!-s-.!
Jl1! I) This means that the date of building of the bridge is to be obtained by

subtracting the value of the word ,,).~ fmm the words t~iL.Jl b~~ i.e., 6 from

98 I, which gives the date as 975. The same date is obtained from another ins

cription on the top of the east wall on the south end of the bridge in which the

chronogram is \£Il;" t~lti .... vII \Jjl~ Bani in ii1un'im Khan. .The same date is

found from the chronogram .:,Il;., t~.i,.oO ,,)..S\,.oO J~ Pul i\1ubammad Mun'im

Khan in a verse on top of the 1st pier on its north end. The chronogtam in

the insctiption on the 2nd piet on its north-west side, however, is JiJ I J...6.j

Fa41 Allah which gives the date 976; this is explained in Faqir Khair-ud

Din's launpurnama (Ms. in the Benares State Library, p. 60) as being due

to the pier having been completed one year after the bridge was finished.

The bridge according to an inscription on top of the 2nd pier, north end,
east side, was completed under the superintendence, of £,hwaja Shaikh

Ni~am-i-Ni~am-ud-Din, by the architect Af4al 'Ali Kabuli and not f:la<;lrat

'Ali of Kabul as stated by Nevill in the Jaunpur District Gazetteer, p. 234

(Allahabad, 1908). Nevill's account is otherwise very detailed and may be

consulted for a description of the bridge. For complete inscriptions and their

translation see Fuhrer, A. & Smith, Ed. W.-The Sharqi Architecture of

launpur-Mem. Arch. Surv. Ind. I (n. ser.), PP.17-2o (Calcutta, 1889)' Cunning
ham's account of the genesis of the bridge based on a translation of the account

in launpurnama may also be consulted. He is, however, incorrect in stating that

there are inscriptions on each pier giving the date and name of the builder

(Ropts. Arch Surv. Ind. XI, pp. 120-123, 180). There is an interesting reference

to the bridge and its solidarity in Stewart, History of Bengal (London, 18 I 3), p.
162. Blochmann [translation of A'in-i-Akbari, I (2nd edn., 1939), p. 334]

following the iVlaathir has given the incorrect date as 981 A.H., this inaccuracy

was pointed out by Vincent Smith (Akbar The Great Mogul, 2nd edn., 1919;

p. 143, footnote I). Beveridge (Akbarnama, translation, Vol. III, Index, p. 45,

noted that two chronograms of the building of the bridge are given in Bayazid

Biyat's Memoirs, but only one of these by Qasim Arsalan refers to the Jaunpiir

Bridge, while the second incorrectly printed as wl.... ...J.Ai.,., 1 ilJ instead of\" ..) u·
I.;t.... t~·;.,.oO V' IJjl! was for the Jal1ilab1id Bridge which was repaired by

Mun'im Khin in 965 A.H., see p. 161 of the text of Bayazid's Memoirs

published in the Bibliotheca Indica series by M. Hidayat Hosain in 194 I.

Mun'im Khan Khan Khanan Bahudur Shahi

.........._--------------

,Mun'im Beg (Maathir-

. "

ul-Umara)

MUN'IM ~HAN l(HAN KHANAN BAHADUR SHAH!

(Vol. Ill, pp. 667-677)'

His father was Sul~an Beg of the Barlas tribe, and held an appoint

ment connected with the Kotwali of Agra. He also went to Kashmir

on State business. After his death Mu1}ammad Mun'im went to the

Deccan in search of service. Through righteousness and skilful service

in the imperial army he came to the notice of Rul)- Ullah ~.ban, t.he

Mir Bakhshi. The latter created an office for him, and made han

Keeper clhis seal. Later, by good fortune and luck he got prot:10ti01:,

and became known to Emperor Aucangzib; he was employed 111 van

ous offices. In the 34th year, he l was ap~ointed to .the char~e
(Amanat) of the seven guards (Haft Chauk"i) 111 succeSSIOn to Mlr

'Abdul Karim Multafat Khan. In the 46th year, he was ma~e Supe.r

intendent of the elephant stables2
• As in the Khelna affair he did

t the help of Muhammad Amin Khan Bahadur, and wasnot come 0 • -

1· h' nk was reduced3 and his fief was also confiscated.neg Igent, IS ra >

Later he was appointed Divan of the eldest son Prince Mu1}a~md
MU'azzam in succession to Aslam Khan, and the D"ivani of Kabul'"

was als~ assianed to him. His pleasant manners and royal service

made him a °great favourite with the Prince. In the 49th yea~~ he, as

agent for the Prince, waS appointed Governor of the Panpb. I~
accordance with the proposal of the Prince, the faujdar"i of. Jammu

was made an additional charge for the Khan, and he was ?Iven the

k f
with 1 000 horse", By his judicious dea1111gs, and

ran 0 1,500 , .

bravery, he subdued the seditioUS and turbulent men of the prov111ce,

and settled all affairs with equity and justice. As ~e was a clever
. . d h d takel1 upon him self to serve the Pnnce loyally, hetactiCian, an a

kept himself wise to the trend of the changing times, and secretly and

Maatbir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 338.
2 Op. cit., p. 459, He was also raised to .the ra~k of 1'3°~'
3 Op. cit., p. 462. The confiscation of 1115 fief IS not mentIoned there.

4 Op. cit., p. 482.

5 Op. cit., p. 497·



--,,-,_._._. ,.~~~ - >
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1 Adapted from !Q:!afi ~an, II, p. 573, but the date there is 27th Dhul
f:Iijja. The year in the text is wrongly given as 1018 A. H.

2 !Q:!afi Khan, II, p. 575.

3 Op. cit., II, pp. 584-587'
4 For Aurangzib's will or wills see Fraser History of Nadir Shah, pp. 36,37;

Irvine Later Mughals, I, pp. 5,6, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib,

V, pp. 262-267'

openly exerted himself in advancing the interests of the Prince. By

chance the news of the death of Emperor Aurangzib reached Mun'im

'Khanlon the 25th Dhul I:Iijja, 1118 A.H. (19th March, 1707

A.D.). By the time, when on 2nd ~afar (24th April, 17°7 A.D.),

the Prince reached Lahore from Peshawar-which was the winter

quarters of Kablll-Mun'im Khan had collected nearly 5,000 horse,

and a powerful artillery, and presented himself for service on the

other side of the bridge of Shah Daula. By the time they reached

Sirhind, his rank had been increased to 4,000 with 2,000 horse2
, and

he had been granted the title of Khan Zaman and presented a togl~

and kettle-drums. By the time he reached the Capital, he had collec

ted 50,000 horse, in addition to the Prince's forces which came to the

same figure. His rank was advanced to 5,000 with 5,000 horse,

and he was granted the title of Bahadur ?,afar Jang. In the battle

against Mul:llnmad A',?am Shah he was the principal figure. A brief

account of it is that when MUl}ammad A',?am Shah left his baggage

with his full sister Zinat-un-Nisa Begam and Jumlat-ul-Mulk Asad

Khan at Gwaliyar, and marched forward, Bahadur Shah-who was

possessed of great clemency and piety---'being averse to shedding

Mll~ammadan blood, wrote3 to his brother that in accordance with

their father's wi1l4 the Deccan up to Malwa and Gujarat had been

given to ,,:\',?am Shah and Upper India to himself. If out of kindness

he would surrender Telingana which was an appendage of Bijapur,

and Bijapur to Kam Bakhsh-their younger brother who was as their

son-he (Bahadur Shah) would make up the difference to A'pm Shah

from his own share and inheritance. If A',?am Shah was not prepared

to accept these terms, it would be better that, instead of the lives

Mun'ill1 Khan Khan Khinan Bahadur Shahi

Verse

Let the territory froni the groundfloor to the roof be mine,

From the roof to the Pleiades may be yours.

Then he lost his temper and said to the ambassador: "Apparently

the old dotard has not read even the Gulistan of Shaikh Sa'di (where

it is stated) that there is not room for two kings in one clime!"

I I;:.hafi Khan II, p. 587' There is an extra conjunction-and-between

battlefield and Afrasiyab in I;:.hafi Khan.
2 Op. cit., pp. 587-592. For a detailed account see Irvine, Later Moghuls,

I, pp. 22-35.

Verse

When on the morrow the sun rises nigh!

There will be I, my mace, and the battlefield of Afrasiyab
1

•

On the 18th Rabi' I (8th June, 17°7 A.D.) a battle took place

between the two forces at Jajau2
, at a distance of 10 kos from Agra.

Khan Zaman came up with a well equipped force, and with the princes

Hemistich

Whom does the Beloved desire, and who has his love!

And in this he (.Ac7:am Shah) would have the advantage, as he

did not regard anyone as his equal in swordsmanship.

Some reliable authorities state that Bahadur Shah was not aware

of this will, but that in the end Aurangzib sent him a farman on the

envelope of which was written with the Emperor's own hand "Hail to

thee, the Sovereign of India". In any case, when this message

reached A'zam Shah, he wrote that he was not agreeable to the

proposed di~ision, but suggested another which was far from just and

equitable.

uz-Vmara]

and properties of large numbers_being sacrificed in a selfi~h war ~or

aaining control of the country, A',?am Shah and he (Bahadur Shah)

:houid decide the issue by a personal duel.

[Maathir-Mun'im Khan Khan Khanan Bahadur Shahi



I !S.hafi Khan, II, p.671. See also Irvine, !ourn, As. Soc. Bengal, LXIII,

p. 134 (1894). According to him the exact situation of Lohgarh or Iron Fort

cannot be determined but it was "about half-way between the towns of Nahan

(in Sinnur) and Sadhaura (Sarkar Sirhind)." The oJ/ kard in the text is a

misprint for Guru. His name was Bandah. For a detailed account of the siege

of Lohgarh and Bandah's flight see Irvine's detailed paper cited above, pp. 134
140. The name of the Guru's follower who impersonated for him after his

flight, is (~ll{ in the text, but it should be ,,1)J.S Gulabu, see Irvine, p.

139. According to B~ale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 cdn.) he died
in 1123 A.H., IJI I A,D., but in Elliot's History, VII, p. 556 the datt: is 1124
A.H., 1712 A.D.
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known as Lohgarh 1 • The royal forces did not desist from his pur

suit, and besieged the fortress. The followers and companions cf that

;1ccursed leader-who regarded sacrificing their lives as transmigration

to an eternal life-came out with great zeal and enthusiasm and fall

ing on the royal batteries killed large number of the troops; and were

then slain. After a while when their provisions were exhausted, one

of the Khatris, Guliibu by name and a tobacconist by profession,

offering himself as a sacrifice for their misguided leader, dressed him

self in splendid clothes and took his place. The Guru with a few

followers attacked the royal entrenchments, and retired to the adjoin

ing territory of the Snow Raja (the Raja of Nahan). After the con

quest of the fort, the imperialists seeing Gulabu in all his glory,

believed that he was the Guru, and seizing him took him to Khan

Khanan. The latter with all speed conveyed the news to the Emperor,

and was duly commended (for his services). An order was issued for

preparing the orchestra and getting ready the public audience hall.

It was ordered that an iron cage with bars should be made. Later,

when as a result of a searching enquiry the veil was lifted, it became

apparent that the hawk had flown and only the owl has been netted.

Khan Kbanan was greatly upset, and blaming his men ordered that

they should all proceed on foot to the hills of the Snow Raja, and

either get hold of the Guru, or seize the Raja and bring him. He

also wrote to the Raja that he should recognize the fact that his own

Mun'il1l Kban Khan Khanan Bahiidur Shahi (Maathir-

on the right and left. At the time when Bidar Bakht attacked Mu~a

mmad 'Azim-ush-Shan on the three sides, a great fight ensued, and

though a bullet struck him on the right side under the armpit- his

ribs were not broken, but the muscles and skin were partially removed

-he did not turn back from the battle, and attacked so vigorously

that Mul:ammad A.'?al1l and his two sons, Bidiir Bakht and Wala

Jah, were killed. Alas for Mu~al1lmad A.'?am! (Ha'i Mubammad
A';;:am: I I 19 A.H., 1707 A.D.) is the chronogram. In the

confusion that followed, Khan Zaman took all possible care of the

family and property of ..l'?am Shah, and about midnight presented

himself before Bahadur Shah. He fainted as a result of his wound.

On the 29th of the Slme month (19th June), he was rewarded with

the high title of Khin !<hanan ?afar Jang, and the rank of 7,000

with 7,000 horse, and appointed to the noble office of the Vazir.

He was also granted a kror of rupees in cash, and a kror in goods out

of the imperial exchequer-no officer since the time of Timur had

received such a bounty. As he was still confined to bed on account

of his wound the Emperor paid him a visit in the Dahrara Garden on

loth Rabie II (30th June), and with great kindness and earnestness

ascribed the victory to the force of arms and sage counsel of that master

of the sword and pen. Out of all his offerings, which were worth

nearly ten lacs of rupees, only one lac worth were accepted1. On

the 8th Jummada I (27th July) the duties of the Vazir and governor

ship of the province of Agra were assigned to him. In the 3rd year

he was permitted to have his musical band played ill th:: Pr~sence.

In the 4th year, when Emperor Bahadur Shah went to Shah Dhora2

(Sadhaura) for the purpose of extirpating the evil-minded Guru (Banda
Bahadur the leader of the Sikhs), Khan !<hanan was deputed against

him under the leadership of Prince Mu~ammad Rafi'-ush-Shan. After

several engagements that evil-doer retired to a place difficult of access

Adapted from Khafi Khan, II, p. 598.
2 Shah Dhora of text is Sadhaura in liQiifi Khan II, p, 660. It is Sadha

ma of Imperial Gazetteer XXI, p. 347. It is in Kamal District in the Panjab,

ul-IJmara] Mun'im Khlll Khan Kl}allall BahlJur Shethi



Mun'im l(hiin Khan Khanan Bahadur Shfi.hiul-Umal"{lJMun'ill1 Khan Khan I\hanan Bahiidur Sh~thl

safety lay in the capture of that scoundrel. It is said that the messen~

gel's of Dhulfiqar Khan-:-who was the rival of Khan Khanan-in

accordance with their master's instructions spread the report from the

hill-country to the Royal camp that the Guru had been captured.

The messengers of Khan Khanan believed this report of their colleagues,

and regularly passed it on to their master, who in turn reported it t<?

the Emperor. Dhulfi(lar Khan, however, remarked that probably this

news also was not correct. Afterwards when it was found to be in

correct, and though the Raja was seized and put into the same cage,

and sent to the Capital and imprisoned,· K1}an Khanan felt greatly

humiliated and fell ill. His brain becoming deranged he went into

retirement, and died about the same time.

Khan Khanan was very modest and well-behaved in his dealings.

He was without pride or arrogance. He always tried to observe the

claims of past acquaintance and paid due regard to merit, so much so,

that in view of past friendships he even treated petty officers with

respect. Though he was not very lavish in regard to liberality, kind

ness, favours and the distribution of food, yet he was generally bene

volent in his dealings. He carried out the duties of the Vaz'ir with

a good reputation, honesty and without greed and selfish motives.

He had appointed Sazawals to ensure that, during hours of office1
,

papers of applicants should not remain unsigned till the following day.

To reform the evil practice2 of the demand of food of cattle from the

Man~abdars, he introduced a new system of collections. During

Aurangzlb's time as soon as food of cattle became due from a 1I1an
~abdar, the Superintendent of Elephant Stables, the Master of the

Horse and other officials rigorously demanded from the Man~abdar's

agent the Cust for the maintenance of the animals irrespective of

1 According to !:iliafi Khan, II, p. 602, at the time of seating himself in

the Divan (khana). The entire account of his administration appears to be based

on the same source.
2 See Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghuls, pp, 20, 21 for a detailed dis

cussion of the KhurJk+dawabb.

the meagre balances duel from the fief, or of the fact that owing to

its being poor land its produce was very small, and that also after long

intervals, and which would be worth barely half or one third of the

cost of animals' food; it would be hardly enough to reimburse him

for the expenditure incurred in its cultivation, No remonstrance was

of any use. The agents being helpless handed in their resignations.

.Khan J(hanan laid down that at the time of making an assignment

(tankhwah), a deduction in dams should be assessed proportionate to

the cost of the animals' food, and this should be recorded in a supple

ment (to the grant). This regulation has been in force to date.

Hemistich

Good men depart, but their institutions remain.

He had acquired perfection in various directions, and these indi

cated his ability an:! capacity for interpretation. He ~omposed verses.

He also was inclined towards ~iif1sm. He wrote a treatise under the

tide of llhamat-i-Mun'imi (The Inspirations of Mun'i!ll)' !t was not

a high class work. He rendered some quaint phrases into verses

suited to the subject matter. Some captious critics charged him with

heterodoxy, and others compared these to false pretensions of ascent

(to heaven). Really the work is not open to tl'ese objections. In the

inspiration in which he describes his journey to Paradise, and from

there to the foot of the 'Arsh (the Throne) in the guise of a dream,

there is no incompatibility. However, the word "Inspiration", if it

implies saintliness, is a claim without any justification; further it is

disparaging. With his endeavours after tranquility and reducing

molestation (of the public), and out of vanity and ambition, and finally

to immortalize his name2 on the page of time he wanted that in every

city and town he should have a mansion, an inn and a market place

(Katra) of his own. He sent money to various places to buy land and

1 Paibaqi here probably means the reserved lands from which the Jl1an{a
bdars got their grants, see Wilson's Glossary.

2 Kh1ifi !ihan, II, p. 603-



is incorrect. .
3 Home farm from Sir, a plough. Sce Wilson's. Glossary.. .'
4. Hired troopers or those who did not own their horscs, Vide hVlnc, Army

of Indian Moghuls, pp. 37,47,

Muqarrab Khan

MUQARRAB KHAN

(Vol. 1II, pp. 796-80 I).

He was the son of Amir Khan Bahadur1 whose biography has bee~
included in this work separately. When through shortsightedness_his

father, in spite of the kindness shown to hin: ~Y Ni~am.~~-Ml:lk_ A~af
Jah, forgetting his obligations went and lomed. M ubatlZ ~J:lan _at

H
'd -b-d Muqarrab Khan wi~h a force took service under A~af Jah.

al ara a,- d' 1
He took part in the battle against Mubariz Khan,. and urlng t 1e
fighting it so happened that his father from the Side of th~ ~nemy
encountered him. Following the Deccan system, Muqarrab Khan and
his force dismounted, and there was severe fighting with swords.
Muqarrab Khan killed with his own sword a number of the enemy
and cut off his father's head who had been wounded

2
. After the

. y Muqarrab Khan was rewarded with the rank of 4,000. Hevictor, - d
thereafter managed the affairs of his fief properly and encourage

cultivation. • .
It is stated that he selected a fertile tract of land in the VIllages of

Balkanda (Balconda) and called. it after his nan:e. This is .generally

k S· 3 land Its cultivation was carned out by hiS agents,nown as Ir • •
and he farmed it himself, so much so that he contr.olled th~ sale of

'lk d d As a result he made much profit out of It. Hem1 an see s. .
constructed the enclosure of the fort of Balkanda. Most of hiS tr~ops

B- . 4 (h' ed troopers) The old Deccan custom, espeCiallywere arglrs Ir . .
. l' f'l as that the troofiers were paid two or three rupees
111 t11S am1 y, w. '

d Tl1e Said Khan was not a voluptuary or a man
a ay or even more. '-' .

b 1 f d of musIC. Celebrated smgers :1l1d
of pleasure, lit 1e was on

Maiithir-ul-U mara, Text, 1. pp. 352-357, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

236-2 4°' A d'
2 Battle of Shakar Khera or Shakarkhelda, 1 I th October, I 72

:. ~cor mg
to Khafi Khan, II, pp. 957, 958, the report that Ml1qarrab £han killed 1115 father
~ ~

ul-Umara1[Maathir.

materials. The foolish agents disregarding willingness and agreement
acquired land and houses by oppression and force. As evil is the
foundation of oppression, it is patent that buildings erected on such a
foundation could not last for any length of time. Many of the in
complete buildings became ruins after the death of the owner. It is
stated that Kban KlJanan also bought many of the confiscated houses
from the State. One day Mukhli~ Khan Mugbal Beg out of perver
sity and antagonism represented to the Emperor that India, by the
grace of God, was an assemblage of seven climes. The custom of the
Emperor of India selling land to his servants, if reported to the King
of Iran or Turkey, would give rise to ridicule. The Emperor with all
the reports about his indifference very judiciously replied as follows:
"Mukhli~ Kban, what harm do we do? We give him waste land. He
spends large sums in improving and developing it. He has grown old,
and will soon die. The lands will again be confiscated by the State."

His eldest son Na'im Khan, after Bahadur Shah adorned the aus
picious throne of the Indian Empire, was granted the rank of 5,000
with 5,000 horse, and the title of Mahabat J5:..ban. He was also popu
larly called Mukarram T5lJan Khan Zaman Bahadur, and was appointed
as the 3rd Bakhshi1

• When Jahandar Shah ascended the throne,
Dhulfiqar Khan on aW.lUnt of his old enmity made him the object of
the Emperor's anger,2 and he was put in chains, and a collar was plac
ed round his neck. Later, in the reign of Mul:ammad Farrukh Siyar,
tJusain 'Ali l<han Amir-ul-Umara, in view of old acquaintance and
friendship, redressed his grievances, and took him with him to the Dec
can. At last he joined 'lmad-ul-Mulk Mubariz Khan, and was present
in the battle3 which took place in I 136 A.H. (1724 A.D.) with the
Nizam-ul-Mulk Asaf Jah. The second son Khanazad Khan had in the., --
beginning of Bahadur Shah's reign the rank of 4,000 with 3,000 horse.

Elliot's History, VII, p. 425.

2 !Q}afi Khan, II, pp. 598, 599. His imprisonment after Jahandar Shah
ascended the throne is recorded on p. 688. See also Irvine, Later Moghuls, I, pp.
187,221. His release after Farrukh Siyar ascended the throne is noted on p. 247.

3 Battle of Shakar Khcra or Shakarkhclda, I ah October, 1724.



would be impossible to carryon the conflict. He expe~ted that the

b · . would be forced to abandon the siege and retire. As theeSlegcls . .. .
resolves of the great men are as firm as Fate, It IS Impossible for them

. ay Accordingly Asaf Jah ordered that an encampment beto alve W • •

est:blished there. As a result the besieged were partly disheartened.

It is stated that during the siege, in spite of all care and pru~ence,

which was characteristic of the leader, one day unwarranted re.mlsness

happened. After inspecting th~ troopj in various quarters, NI~am-~I

Mulk with his ladies and a few men,...-not more than 1,000 horse .111

all-went for an airing round the city wall. When he came opposite

the gate, from where his troops were at a distance of .two or three kos,
his men suggested to him that a wonderful opportu~lty had presented

itself for them to make a sudden sortie and surpnse the party and

capture it. He answered, "1 a111 not a clai.mant for v:~eroyalty of the

Deccan. My fight is only to secure thiS pargana. At last at the

end of Jummada I (July, 1746) when the siege had l~sted :ome two

months, the good fortune of A~af Jah prevailed, and dissenSIOn broke

out in the garrison. .
A brief account of the affair is that: that inhuman wretch Wished

to get rid of the helpless children of his deceased brother. Many of the

Deccan'is-who had taken his side, had been the servants of the

deceased and were under obligation to him. \Vhen they came to

know of this design, they did not like to be regarded as unfaith.ful to

the salt, and so severed their connection with him. They did not

allow him a moment's peace, and discharged their muskets and jizairs
at him. The wretched man lost heart, and the same night fled on

foot with his partisans, and took shelter with Raja Ram Chal:dar sen

Jadun. The next day, the sons of the deceased through the Illter~ne-

d·, f Hirz Ullah Khan Bahadur, governor of Nander, waitedlatlOn 0 __

upon the 'Ni~am and were reinstated in t~eir rank, and g~anted
the town with some other villages as their fief. As u111versal

mercy and extreme benevolence were chara~teristic of ~l:at great man,

that wretched man also, at the recommendation of the Rap was pardon

ed, and received a second life. About two lacs of rupees, all that was

Muqarrab Khan

musicians of the Deccan gathered round him. He kept up the style

of a holder of the rank of 7,000 though he had only one pargana and

two or three Mahals in llkandal. For three or four years he had

developed a carbuncle on the back, and this resulted in chronic sores.

Several times the excrescences were removed by surgeons, but no

sooner were the wounds he31ed, than the sores developed again. At

last, as the wolf of death was lying in wait, he died on 22nd Rabi' I,

1158 A.H. (13th April, 1745 A.D.). At first he was reported to

be impotent, but later he married and sought out wives. He had

sons, but all died while they were still young.

His real brother was Nabi Munawwar Khan. On account of a

disagreement and personal differences he subsisted separately on a

small fief. When he heard of the death of his brother, he went off

with his mother, who was living with him, and took possession of

the property of the deceased. Assuming the position of his brothers'

successor he began to act as the ruler of the place. As he knew that- .
while his brother's sons were alive, and the property would not be

transferred to him, he began to stay away from the Darbar, and

finally out of greed became presumptuous. Having placed the children

and other relations of his brother under surveilance, he set about

strengthening the fortifications, and collecting provisions etc. Osten

sibly the elimination of the true heirs, but in reality his great wealth

which was the subject of common reporr-provided the pretext for

A~af Jah for dispossessing him. On 13th Rabi' I, I 159 A.H. (25 th
March, 1746 A.D.) he, therefore, encamped in his territory. The

officers set about constructing batteries. That headstrong person in

his presumptuousness had more than 2,000 horse and three or four

thousand infantry men entrenched outside the town ready for fight

ing. Every time he engaged the victorious troops (of the Ni~am)

his leading men were killed, and he had to make a shameful retreat.

But as he had extensive equipment and stores of all kinds, and besieg~

ing the city on all sides was not possible owing to the vast area of the

surrounding wall, he did not give way to fear, and was glad that the

rainy season was at hand, when owing to the country being flooded it

, '>
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left after the nine or ten lacs which he had spent during the days of

his power, with two hundred odd horses and some elephants, and

a quantity of corn, powder and lead were confiscated to the State. At

the time of writing this biography, Nabi Manawwar Khan's younger

son, who had his father's title, died of cholera in I 190 A.H. (1776

A.D.); the camp of A'-?am Jah Ni-?am-ud-Daulah was at this time near

the fort of Kalyan. His elder SOil, who is known as Ibrahim Munawwar

Khan, had another fief, and is doing well in service. Recently he

received the title of Khan Zaman.

Murshid Quli Khan Khurasaniul-Umara]
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Divan of Biilaghat l he accompanied the Prince. And as he rendered

valuable services, his loyalty and ability became apparent, and, at

the recommendation of the Prince, in the 27th year he was granted

an increase of 500 in his rank and the tide of Khii.n. In the 29th

year, he received a further increase of 500, and was appointed Divan

of Payanghat in succession to Multafat Khan.

When the fortunate and victorious Prince Mulfammad Aurangzib

determined on proceeding to the Capital with a view to curbing the

high-handedness of Dara Shikah-who, on account of the great favours

shown to him by Emperor Shah Jahan, did not consider any ~f his

brothers as his equal, and beating the drums of his conceit and selfi

shness left nothing of the administration except for the name of

sovereignty to Shah Jahan- he started making preparations with this

end in view. In a short time he collected a large force and well

equipped artillery. Of the royal servants, who were in that province,

those, whom Fate favoured, allied themselves with him and agreed to

serve him. Murshid Quli: Khan, whose determination and bravery

were apparent through his expressions of good-will received

preference over all faithful and devoted servants, was appointed the

chief Divan 2 of the State in succession to Mir Qiya'-ud-Din J:Iusain

Islam Khan, who in company with Prince Mulfammad Sul~an had left

Aurangabad with the advance forces for Burhanpur. His rank was

also increased to ],000. On loth Rajab 1068 A.H. (3rd April,

1698 A.D.) the Prince crossed the Narbada at Akbarpur, and on the

22nd of the same month (15th April, 1658 A.D.) a battle-which was

the first battle of the victorious Prince-took place with Maharaja Jas

want (Singh), who through his ignorance and presumption, was barring

the progress of the Prince by taking up a position in the neighbuurhood

of Ujjain. Several famous Rajputs such as Mukand Singh Hara,

Ratan Rathar, Diyal Das Jha.la, and Arjun (Singh) Gaur-who were

the leading men of that brave tribe-attacked regardless of the danger

'Amal-~ali~, III, p. lSI.

2 'Alamgirnama, p. 44. The increase of his rank to 3,000 with 1,500
horse and not 3,000 only as in the text is recorded on p. 54.

•
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MURSHID QUU KHAN KHURASANI

(Vol. III, pp. 493-500).

He was a Turk by birth and a soldier by profes~ion. He was

distinguished for his ability and understanding. At first be was a

servant of 'All Mardan Khan Zeg, the governor of Qandahar. When

tbe said Khan surrendered that great fort to the imperial officers, some

of his best servants also took up service under the State; among these

was Murshid Quli Khan. He soon, through his good fortune, camel

ro the notice of the Emperor, and received royal favours. In the 19th

year of Shah Jahan's reign, he was app;inted Faujdar of the Daman-i
Koh of Kangra2 in succession to Khanjar Khan. When the govern

ment of Balkh and Badakhshiin was assigned to Prince Mulfammad

Aurangzib, he was appointed Bakhshi 3 of the forces deputed with

him. In the 22nd year, he was made Master of the Horse in successi

on to Jan Nitbar Khan, and in the 24th year, was promoted to the

post of Bakhshr1 of Lahore. When in the 26th year, the said prince

(Aurangzib) was appointed Viceroy of the Deccan, Murshid Quli Khan

was raised to the rank of I ,500 with 500 horse, and being appointed

I Btidshtihnama, II, p. 158. He was appointed governor of the Panjab in
the 3rd year, p. 177, Superintendent of the Artillery etc. in the 6th year, p. 33 1,

and Superintendent of Elephant Stables, p. 362.
2 Gp. cit., p, 471.
3 Gp. cit., p. 688.

4 'Amal ~ali~, III, p. 124.



Taken from 'Alamgirnama, pp. 66, 67.

2 This account of the settlement of the Deccan IS taken almost verbatim

from !Q!afi !Q!an, I, pp. 732-735, note 123. Apparently the author of the
Matithir had a Ms. of !Q!afi Khan with the alternate reading as given in the
footnote. See also Moreland's account in Cambridge History of India, IV, p.
468, for a good summary of the reforms introduced by Murshid Quli !Q!an,
apparently based on !Q!afi !Q!an.

to their lives. At first they attacked the artillery of the Prince whose

command at this time had been assigned to Murshid Quli Khan, a

devoted officer, and a master of the sword and pen. The said Khan

with Dhulfiqar Khan, the commander of the vanguard, in spite of the

small force under them and the large attacking force of the enemy,

firmly defended the positions, and after a very hard struggle, which

culminated in great deeds of gallantry and self-sacrifice, they bravely

laid down their lives 1
, and by the display of their loyalty won eternal

glory.

Though Murshid Quli Khan was a brave man and an expert

warrior, he also had a clerical understanding. Trustworthiness and

fear of the Almighty were characteristic of him. While he was the

Divan 2 of the Deccan, he did his utmost for the conciliation and

betterment of the peasantry, and exerted himself for increasing culti

vation in the area. He settled the land with skill and care, and

arranged to take one fourth of the produce as its revenue. He also

prepared a code of regulations. It is stated that out of caution, and

lest fear or favour should inAuence, he often took the measuring chain

('arib) in his own hand and measured out the land. His good nature

gained him eternal life, that is, his name on account of this code

would long be remembered.

It should be borne in mind that in the spacious, fertile and opulent

countries of the Deccan revenue was not assessed on the bigha basis, by

measurements or on the different classes of land and their produce, or

even upon mutual arrangements. Cultivation was assessed on the

basis of a plough and a yoke of bullocks. A small portion of whatever

crop was produced-and this varied in different centres and parganas-

was handed over to the ruler (the lfakim) as the revenue. No enqui

ries were made in regard to increases or decreases. Later, when the

country for some time was trodden by the armies of the Emperors of

India, the peasantry on hearing the name of the Mughals and the new

arrangements feared and trembled, and left their homes. Further, a

great decrease in rainfall was followed by famine for several years. So

great was the desolation that in spite of Emperor Shah Jahan, in the

4th year of his reign, reducing the revenues of Khandesh by 30 to 40
krors of dams, the country did not recover its normal condition till

Murshid Quli Khan was appointed. He on his own initiative carefully

and energetically introduced the revenue system of Raja T6dar Mal,

which, since the time of Emperor Akbar had prevailed in Upper India.

In the first place he did everything possible to bring back the runaway

peasantry, and appointed intelligent officials (Amins)1 and honest

collectors to measure the lands, known as the Raq ba. They were

instructed to differentiate between land fit for cultivation, and hilly

areas and riparian tracts which could not be ploughed. Wherever

there was no headman in a village, and his heirs had disappeared as a

result of the conditions that had prevailed, a new headman well

qualified to look after the cultivators and protect the peasantry, was

appointed. For the purchase of cattle and other requisites of culti

vation advances-known as Taqavi-were made, and collectors were

instructed to recover these ad vances at harvest time 2
• Three regula

tions were instituted in regard to cultivation. Firstly, as was custo

mary in former times, agreements were to be executed. Secondly,

the crop was to be divided-this was known as Ba~a'i, 3 and this was

to be carried out in three ways: -(i) crops raised by rainfall were to

be divided half and half (viz., half to the cultivator and half to the

See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Mughal Administration, p. 87, and P. Saran,

The Provincial Government of the Mughals (1941), pp. 292, 293, note 1.

2 !Q!afi !Q!an has "by instalments".

3 \.)~! in the text is apparently a misprint for J tl! Batti'i or division.

It is the same as lJ-s":s:-'! ~ic gb.alla bakhshi, see P. Saran, The Provincial Govern

ment of the MUg,Eals (1941), pp. 300, 301.

Murshid Quli Khan Khurasaniul-Umara]
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State); (ii) of crops irrigated by well-water; if it was some kind of

corn two-thirds to the cultivator aud one-third to the State, if the crop

consisted of grapes, sugar-cane, cummin or ispaz-~u[l (isahgbul in text)

etc. the shares were to be assessed according to the expenses incurred

in irrigation and the time required for ripening-the State shate

varied from one-ninth to one-fourth, and the balance was to be retained

by the cultivators; and (iii) in areas cultivated by underground

channels (karez), or by canals from rivers- and which are known as

Pap2, the division varied more or less against the rates of the well

irrigated lands. The third regulation was in respect of measurements

or Raq ba 3
• Every kind of crop was inspected in view of the previous

ly executed agreements and enquiries were made as to the rates and

cultivation from sowing to harvest and it was thus possible to decide

after measurement as to what share should be taken. These regula

tions were introduced in the three or four provinces of the Deccan

which was the extent of the territory under the imperial rule at the

time- and they were known as the Dhara' of Murshid Quli Khan.

His son 'Ali Beg received, in the 4th year of Aurangzib's reign,

the title of Ihtimam Khan, and his other son Fa<;ll 'Ali Beg was appoin

ted, in the 32nd year, the reporter (Waqai' Nigar) of the chief Divan.
At the time of granting the title and Khani, the Emperor enquired

whether they would like the title of Khan or their father's title. He

for certain reasons chose the title of Murshid Quli Khan. Aurangzib

said4
, "1 and my mother were the gifts (Qurban) of 'Ali-May the

Plantago ovata Forsk. (Plantago ispagflul Roxb.), see Burkill Dictionary of

Economic Products of the Malay Peninsula, II, p. 1767. The seeds are used in
medicine.

2 paf according to Wilson's Glossary IS "a small raised water-course for
irrigating fields and gardens."

3 Raba '~!) of the Text should be ~~) Raqba i.e., area, as it is in the
previous page of the Text.

4 Taken from iY.1aiithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 3 I 3, but it appears to be an incorrect
quotation. According to the work cited Fa41 'Ali did not like his father's title
and preferred to be called Fa41 'Ali !ihan. Upon this the Emperor remarked

}

r

Mercy of God be upon him-tell the ignorant fellow that he should

not become Quli in place of 'Ali. Fadl 'Ali Khan is better."

Later he was appointed Divan of Prince M~hammadMu'izz-ud-Din

who was released from confinement. In ~he 4 2nd yea'r: he was

appointed Divan of the province of Mul~an. We have heard it

stated by one of his companions, who was not unworthy of belief,

that when he started from the Deccan for Multiin, he and his com

panions were full of high hopes. \Vhen, however, he reached

Lahore, he halted there for a time t~ recover from the fatigue of the

journey. Every morning he would go to a garden for a walk, and

every evening a fresh assembly would be arranged. Suddenly a stone

of calamity was flung from the sling of Heavens, and it fell upon the

glass of his expecta~ions. An order came to the Governor of the

province to put a collar and chains on Fa<;ll 'Ali and send him to the

Court. The governor was obliged to carry out the order. On this

occurrence being communicated to the Court, it was discovered that

the supposed royal-patent was a forgery, and that the poor man had

without any justification been subjected to severities and imprisonment.

Immediately mace-bearers were deputed to release him wherever they

should meet him, and to restore to him his goods and property which

had been confiscated at Lahore.

MURSHID QULI KHAN TURKM.f\N known as

MURAWWAT KHAN

(Vol. 1Il, pp. 42 I -428).

During the reign of Jahangir he came from Iran, and on being

taken in royal service was granted the rank of 700 with 200 horse.

In the 3rd year of Shah Jahan's reign, he was promoted to the rank

of 1,000 and appointed Master of the Horse!. As his skill and

"I, and my mother and father were the gift of 'Ali. Tell this ignorant fellow to
leave aside 'Ali and take the name of Quli; Fa41 Quli ~al1 is best."

In the 6th year he was removed from the office of Master of the Horse,
see Badshahniima, I, pt. ii, p. 67.



I Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 105.

2 Op. cit., p. 142.
3 Biidshahniima, II, p. 7. In the text the name of the place is printed as

Bureli, but it is Bareki in Biidshanama and in !Q!afl Khan, I, p. 552, and this
hasbeen adopted in the translation.

devotion became conspicuoUS, and as in the office of the Mir

Tuzuk (Master of Ceremonies) consideration for rank and office were

essential requisites, and the Mir T uzuk Khalil Ullah Khan, on

account of his uncouth manners, could not carry out the duties to

the royal satisfaction, this office also was entrusted in the 6th year to

Murawwat Khan in addition to his former duties, and he was granted

an increase of 500 in his rank. He also received the title of his uncle

Murshid Qull, who was the Lata' (guardian) of Shah 'Abbas I. When

the royal standards started from Agra towards Daulatabild, as IS

expressed in the chronogram:

Ba padshah lahan in safar mubarak bad,

(May this journey be blessed to the World's Emperor: 1045

A. H., 1635 A. D.); at the stage of Riipbas, the Faujdari of

Mathura and Mahaban1 and the chastisement of the turbulent

men in that unsettled area was assigned to the said Khan. As a

large force was essential for keeping that country in order, he

received an increase of 500 foot and 300 horse; his rank became

2,000 with 2,000 horse; and he was granted a standard. Later,

as his policy of government proved successful for that unsettled

area, and the turbulent inhabitants were curbed by his powerful

hands, he was rewarded with roy~1 favours, and received an increase

of 500 with 500 horse2 and the gift of kettle drums. In the 1 Ith

year, 1047 A.H. (1637-38 A.D.) at the time of storming Bareki3


one of the villages of the sedition-mongers, who had all assembled

there under the protection of a wall, and were plotting to create dis

turbances-he was killed by a gun shot. During the time he was the

Faujdar of Mathura, he bound and imprisoned many (men) and collect

ed a large number of beautiful maidens, each more handsome and

graceful than the other. It is stated that at Gawardhannagar (Gokul)

-which is situated opposite to Mathura on the other bank of the

Jumna, and which is regarded as the place of birth and residence of

Krishna, a vast crowd of men and women assembles on the night of

8th Sawan-which on account of his birth they call the lanam Ashta
mi. It happened that the Khan, following their custom, placed a

Qushqa (caste-mark) on his forehead, and wearing Dhoti mixed in the

crowd enjoying the sight of the beautiful women. He saw a woman,

who in beauty was the envy of the moon, and like a wolf pouncing

upon a flock carried her away. As his men had kept his boat in

readiness he hurried away by it to Agra. The Hindus never disclosed

as to whose daughter she was.

As the story of Murshid Quli Khan Shamlu Lala' Istaljii is not

without interesting incidents, a short account of it is included here.

He was the governor of Khwaf and Bakhurz. 'Ali Quli Khan Sham

Iii, the Governor of Herat and Amir-ul-Umara of Khurasan was entrus

ted with the guardianship of 'Abbas Mirza, who since the days of his

grandfather Shah Tahmasp ~afavi was the governor of Khurasan.

Sul~an Mu9.ammad Kh udabanda, father of the said Prince, became

the ruler of Iran, but, on account of lack of eyesight, he could not

manage the Iranians, and the country became the abode of calamity

and strife. In the year 989 A.H. (1581 A.D.) he, by a judicious

realization of the situation, gained the assent of the officers of Khurasan

and raising 'Abbas Mirza to the throne, gave him the title of Shah

'Abbas. Murshid Quli Khan before everyone else expressed his agree

ment to this arrangement, and took oaths of fealty. But Murta9a

Quli Khan Durnak, the Governor of the holy Mashhad, who regarded

himself an equal of 'Ali Quli Khan, and as prince of princes Begiar
Begi) of half of Khurasan did not agree and strove to cause diss.ension.

Sul~an Mu9.ammad Khudabanda proceeded with a large force to Khura

san, and 'Ali Quli Khan, not feeling himself equal to the contest, took

rduge in the fort of Herat. Murshid Qull Khan, also found refuge

in the Turbat. After some strife and contention a peace was arranged.

Sul~an Mu9.ammad, on condition of his offering obedience, confirmed

Murshid Quli Khan Turkaman [Maathir-
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reins of caution and alterness from his hands, himself became the

messenger of war: He attacked a force of Murshid Quli Khan, and

dispersing it started in pursuit. Murshid Quli Khan, with a few

men, was waiting on one side. He saw the royal standard, and

taking advantage of his good fortune, captured the fortunate King.

Then he attacked the enemy with the same small force, and signally

defeated them. Later when 'Ali QuIt Khan returned from his persuit

he could discover no signs of his centre or the royal Umbrella. He

was utterly bewildered, and in utter disappointment went off to Herat.

Murshid Quli Khan rejoiced over his unexpected victory. He wrote

an affectionate letter, couched in servile terms and with friendly

reproaches, to 'Ali QuIt Khan, and ascribed what had happened to

the decrees of Fate.

In fine, Murshid Quli Khan organized the affairs of the Kingdom

of Shah 'Abbas, and established himself as his Vak"il and guardian.

As the land of Iran had been shrouded by a mist of tumult and cala

mity, Murshid Qull Khan heard that Qazvin (Kazvin)-which was

the seat of the ~afavi princes-was unprotected, and so taking the

Prince with him and with all speed proceeded by the route of Dam

gban to Qazwin. Persian greybeards, hearing of the King's arrival,

came from all sides, and when this news reached the camp of Sul~an

Mu~ammad Khudabanda, everyone from the soldiers, the middle-class

men to the nobles-all of whom had their men and families in

Qazwin-deserted him without his leave.

As Fate had so decreed, all the officials, who were the mainstay of

the State, also gave up the reins of expediency from their hands, and

went to Qazwin. They became assured of their positions by taking

oaths and promises from Murshid QuI! Khan. And when they

entered the city, Sul~an Mu~ammad Khudiibanda-who had become

disgusted with the whimsical ways and ups and downs of the incons

tant world, and was looking round for a corner of rest and retirement

-in an interview with his son, Shah 'Abbas, expressing his happiness.

and satisfaction abdicated, and adorned his son's head with the

royal crown. Next day Murshid QuI! Khan decorated the hall of

4°

the territory of Herat for the Prince and Murshid Quli, as it was prior

to the event, and returned. Out of regard for the said Khan he

removed Mur~ae.Ja Quli Khan from the holy Mashhad, and to conci

liate Murshid Quli Khan and the Istaljii tribe he appointed Sulaiman

Khan, who was a son of their patron saint as the governor of

that place. Before he had established himself there, Murshid Quli

_Khan on a pretence of a pilgrimage to the shrine of the Imam of

genii and men (lmam-i-Raq/) came to the city. He opened the gates

of deception and trickery, and professed friendship and loyalty

to Sulaiman Khan. When he had gradually collected a force, he

sent a message to Sulaiman Khan to the effect that as the latter

did not have a force strong enough to keep the contumacIOus

persons of the place in order, he should leave ~his affair to him,

and should himself proceed to Khwaf and Bakhurz to live there

tamfortably. Willy-nilly Sulaiman Khan agreed, and left the place.

On the way he cast away his goods and property and proceeded

to 'Iraq. Murshid QuIt Khan became firmly established in holy

Mashhad, and by persuasion and reconciliation he subdued most of the

sedition-mongers of Khurasan. He so effected their conciliation that

his rule became supreme in Khurasan, and his power and influence

increased materially. Afterwards professing regard and loyalty for

'Ali QuIt Khan (?Murshid Quli Khan) he sent his brother Ibrahim

Khan to him, to prevail on him to come with the Shah to holy Mash

had, so that he might be able to give a proof of his loyalty and

devotion.

As worldly matters are often of such a nature that what begins

in friendship ends in enmity and opposition, the elderly persons

of the Shamliis, regarding his power with derision, calumniated him.

Enmity broke out between the two leaders, and gradually matters

came to such a pass, that 'Ali Quli taking that Shah with him

led an army against Mashhad. Murshid Quli Khan who had no

general, tried to bring about a peace by all possible means. In the

direction of Subid T arshe-z the tWo armies came face to face. •Ali

Quli Khan, not agreeing to peace on any terms, and casting aside the

Murshid Quli Khan T urkaman



MURTAQA KHAN (SAIYID) MUBARAK KHAN

(Vol. Ill, pp. 644-646).

He was one of the Bakhara Saiyids. He grew up in the time of

Aurangzib, and was for a time the Governor of the fort of Ram Kesar,

and for some time that of Asir. He was also for a time FaUjdar of

Sul~inpur, Nandurbar. Later in succession to Muq.amid l<han, Daula

tabad was also added to his charge. In the 29th year he was granted

the title of Murta4a Khan!, and the rank of 3,000. It is stated that he

was closely connected with Khan Jahan Bahadur. When the Emperor

proposed to grant the tide of Khan to hiS sons Saiyid Maq.mud

and Saiyid Jahangir, Khan Jahan represented: Saiyid Mal}mud

says that no one in their family had received the titles of Maq.mud

Khan or Firuz Khan. The Emperor asked him to suggest some

suitable titles. He proposed that Saiyid Maq.mud might be called

Mubarak Khan, and Saiyid Jahangir Mujtaba tehan. The Emperor

commented that Mubarak Khan was the title of the father. Khan

Jahan enquired wheather the title of Murta4a Khan was reserved for

some other person. If not, there was no one better fitted for it than

the said Khan. The Emperor approved of the proposal. Murta4a

Khan died in the 45th year, 1112 A.H.(17oo-01 A.Do). Qil'adar

Bihist (The Commandant of the Heavens) gives the date, if the ha in

Qil'a is omitted. After his death, his eldest son, Saiyid Maq.mud

Mubarak Khan was appointed Governor of Mahakat in the fortress of

Daulatabad, and in Muq.ammad Shah's reign had the rank of 3,000.

After him his son Saiyid Murad 'Ali Mubarak Khan, who had the

rank of 2,500, and on his death, his son Sa;yid Sher 'Ali Mubarak

Khan were respectively the Commandants of the fort. The second son

Saiyid Jahangir Mujtaba Khan was appointed to the charge of 'Ambar

kat. Later, his son Saiyid 'Ali Rac;la, his son, had his father's tide,

and during the reign of Muq.ammad Shah held the rank of 3,000, the

title of his grandfather, and the charge of the same province. After

1 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 273,

..

314 Murshid 9uli Khin Turkaman [Maathir

Forty Pillars, and placed the Shih on the throne. He called ~o account

the officers for the number of Sultan H - M- - d h '. . amza lrza, an avmg
beheaded a number of the leaders, who were the pillars of the State,

~ondoned the offences of other officers and dignitaries. It generally

a~pens that whenever a great and brave man exerts himself to raise

a ~mg to the throne, and by good fortune and hard work succeeds in

domg so, he does not afterwards repose on the bed of prosperity but

has to qua~ a bit~er, draught from the cup-bearer of time, and ail his

help and fnends~lp IS recompensed with dislike and enmity; in place

of favours there IS rebellion, and finally they destroy him. Probably

~he reaso~ for this is that the powerful and far-seeing kings on becom

mg cogmsant of their genius and influence in the important affairs of

the 0 State, regard the continued presence of such persons as inimical to

their welfare, and so exert themselves to destroy them. It is also

well, known that most great men who exert themselves for service and

puttlOg the affairs into order, as a result of their pre-eminence

dev,elop haughtiness and pride, and cannot brook any opposition to

thel~ ma_nagement. When the power and predominance (If Murshid

Qul,l Khan rose to a great height, and he had supreme control of every

affal~ of the State, flames of hate and envy burst up in the breasts

of hiS colleagues and competitors. The Shah, who had been brought

up ~mon~ the Shamlus, did not like the guardianship of Murshid

Quit Khan and the interference of the IstalJous' the b h' f
M hOd Q 1- ' e aVlOur 0

urs I u I Khan was also not agreeable to him In th df h' , 0 • e 2n year
o IS reign, In the year 997 A.H. (1589 AD) h'l hd' . " W let ey were
procee mg towards Khurasan, he gave a hint to a body of d
th dd 1 men, an

ey ~u en y entered the guard house (Kushk khana) and killed
Murs?ld Quli Khan while he was asleep!. -

I The a~count of Murshid Quli the uncle, which forms the major part of
the above notice, appears to be raised on Tarikh 'A/am Ara-i-'Abba - b I k d
Munshi. - SI Y s an ar



I The account of the hesitation of the officers to accept command of the

Daulatabad fort is taken from Badshiihniima, I, pt. i, p. 532.

2 Op. cit., p. 534.

Murta4a Khan Mir J:Iisam-ud-Din Injii, the Saiyid received the title

of Murtaga Khan. When Mahabat Khan Khan Khanan was deputed

to the Deccan as the Viceroy, the said Khan was also appointed an

auxiliary, and permitted to leave for the Deccan. When, in the 6th

year corresponding to 1°42 A.H. (1632-33 A.D.), the great fort of

Daulatabad was conquered through the brave efforts of Mahabat Khan,

Commander-in-chief, he desired to leave one of the leaders of the~my
with a trustworthy force in charge of the fort and himself to return

to Burhanpiir. On account of the great hardships they had to endure

for a long time during the course of the siege of the fort, and never

h~~~ng had any rest from the day and night harassment by the

BIJ3~~r and Ni~am Shahi forces, and also because of the scarcity of

prOVISIOns, no one to whom he offered the charge agreed to accept it.

As Murta9a Khan was a man of means and had a following, Mahabat

K~an . urged him to accept a charge. The Saiyid raised so many

objections and urged them so strongly, that Mahabat Khan made him

hand over a written letter of resignation.

When Khan Dauran, out of loyalty and steadfast courage accepted

the task, Khan Khanan diplomatically left Saiyid Mlltta9a Khan l

and a number of others with him in the fort, and retired. Soon

afterwards a letter patent was received by Khan Dauran stating that

as he had endured more hardships and troubles than anyone else, he

should make -over the fort to Murta9a Khan, and proceed tp Malwa,

which was his government, and rest there for a while. The said

Khan left the Saiyid in the fort, and handed over to him the money

of the State treasury, which he had in his charge, for the expenses

of the fort, and departed for his destination2
• Later Murcada

Khan was promoted to the charge of Dalmau', and was appoint~d
to punish the malcontents there who had become very troublesome.

As his home was in the neighhourhood of Dalmau', he collected a

Murta4a Khan Saiyid Ni?amul-Umara]

I His name was Saiyid Ni~am Khan, see Badshiihniima, 1, pt. i, p. 183, and

Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 522. A summary of his career is given in the

same work on pp. 522, 523. For his father ~adr Jahan see p. 522 of the same

work, also Muntakhab-ut-Tawiirikh, Ill, Haig's translation, pp. 198-200. Pihani

is a village near Qanauj in the United Provinces.
2 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 183. 3 Op. cit., p. 229·

his death Saiyid 'Ali Akbar had the title of Mujtaba. Khan in succes

sion to his father and grandfather. Afterwards the fort fell into the

hands of ~alabat Jang. Up to that time the commandants of the forts

of the area had never submitted to the viceroys of the Deccan such as

Husain 'Ali Khan Amir-ul-Umara, Ni?am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah and his

s~ns. When the viceroys in question carried out measurements of the

fiefs connected with the fort and confiscated them, Emperor Mul:a

mmad Shah fixed a grant in cash of two lacs of rupees per annum from

the State exchequer for the T a'aluqdars of the fort. Once A~af Jah

for some reason became angry with the Commandant of the fort, and

deputed an army to besiege him. On hearing of it Emperor Mul:am

mad Shah sent him a royal patent to the effect: "We have only one

fort pertaining to our dominions in the whole of the Deccan. Yo~
should not try to take it." A~af Jah, in deference to the Emperor s

orders, made peace·, and withdrew his forces.

MURTADA KHAN SAIYID NIZAM. -- .
(Vol. Ill, pp. 479"481 ).

He l was the second son of Miran ~adr Jahan Pihani. He was born

of a Brahman mother who was greatly loved by the Miran. On her

account he was very fond of this son, and took grea~ pains for his

education. During his lifetime he brought him to the notice of the

Emperor, and had a high rank bestowed on him. After Miran's

death, Emperor Jahangir promoted him to the rank of 2,500 with

2,000 horse2• In the I st year, after the accession of Shah Jahan, he

received an increase of 500, and his rank became 3,000 with 2,000

horse3 , and he Was granted the gift of a drum. After the death of

Murta4a Khan Saiyid Nizam



(MIR) MURTAQA KHAN SABAZWARI

(Vol. III, pp. 290-292).

He was a Saiyid of the Deccan, and one of the Amirs of that

area. At first he was in the service of'Adil Shah, the ruler of

Bijapiir. At the invitation of Murta4a Ni-?am Shah he went to

A~madnagar, and was appointed head of the Berar army. When

Shah Quli ~alabat Khan, the Circassian, became the Prime Minister

of Ni-?am Shah, Saiyid Murta4a was appointed Amir-ul-Umara, and

was deputed to devastate the country of 'Adil Shah. He greatly

distinguished himself by his bravery and valour in that campaign.

Later, when Ni-?am Shah became melancholy-mad and retired, and

communication with him became restricted to letters only, ~alabat

Khan obtained complete control of all affairs. Clouds of hostility

rose up between ~alabat Khan and the Mir, and the former set about

putting down the fief-holders of Berar. The Mir in collusion with

Murta4a Khan Sabazwari

Khudawand Khan Habshi, Jamshed Khan Shirazi and other fief

holders of Berar, rai'sed a large army in the year 99 2 A.H. (1584

A.D.), and hastening to the vicinity of A~madnagar encamped there.

~alabat Khan represented the matters in a different way to Murta4a

Nizam Shah, and in attendance on Prince M1ran tIusain prepared for

bat~le. The Berar army WaS defeated. The Mir not only lost a

great deal of property, but was also forced to leave the .country. J:1e

went with his companions to Emperor Akbar, and receIved from hIm

the rank of 1,000 and a fertile jagir1
• He rendered valuable services

in the Deccan campaign in attendance on Prince Sul~atl Murad.

When the Prince after making peace returned from A~madnagar,

he held a council for deliberations. Many of the great officers did

not agree to take up the gove"rnment of the conquered territories.

Mu~ammad ~adiq, however, .offered to accept the duties of safeguar

ding the border areas, and took up his quarters at Mahkar
2

, and Mir

Murta4a was appointed in charge of the cultivated country, and he

fixed his headquarters at Ellichpiir on account of the vicinity of Gawil

fort, as there was no better fort in Berar, and this had always been

the residence of the rulers of the country. It was some two kos from

Ellichpiir. Though a large part of the country had. been c~nquered

by the imperialists this fort had not so far fallen 111to theIr hands.

By his skill he took possession of it, and by his careful management

was able to ward off the chance of any further worry for the time

being. Wajih-ud_Din and Biswas Ra'i the defenders of the for.t,

owing to the scarcity of provisions, delivered the keys of ~he fort 111

the 43rd year, 1007 AH. (1598-99 A.D.). They received ranks

See Akbarnama, 1Il, Text, p. 456, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 456.

2 Op. cit., Text, p. 702, translation p. 1050. In th.at work, howev~r, it is
not definitely stated that the Prince arranged the CounCil. Mahkar, With the
incorrect variant Bhakkar in Akbarnama, is in Mahkar Sarkar, Berar, vide

Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p. 237. Gawil Sarkar is also in Berar, op. cit.,

p. 233, also see Imperial Gazetteer, VII, p. 367; it is now included in Amraoti
district Berar and is called Gawilgarh. In Akbarnama the change of headquar-. ,
ters from Gawil to Ellichpur is not mentioned.

uJ-Umara]
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••[Maat.J2ir.Murtada Khan Sabazwari

large force, and exerted himself vigorously in searchig for and reducing

the bands of malcontents. He was repeatedly victorious, and his

administration proved successful. For a long time he was in Baiswara"

and Lucknow, and was engaged in putting these places into order.

At last, as owing to old age and infirmity he did not have the necess

ary strength to tour about, he could not look after his duties. In

the 24th year he was removed from office, and was granted a yearly

pension of 20 lac damJ out of the rev.enues of the Pihani pargana,
which was his native place, and the annual revenue of which was one

kror dams. As his sons had died, each of his grandchildren, 'Abdul

Mugtadir and 'Abdullah received increases of rank, and his other

grandchildren also received suitable allowances. As a result 80 lac

dams out of the annual revenue of the pargana were received by them.

For a long time the Saiyid was on the list of pensioners till he died at

his appointed time. In Shah Jahan's reign 'Abdul Muqtadir had the

rank of 1,000 with 600 horse, and later was appointed Faujdar of

Khairabad.

r
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MURTAQA KHAN (SAIYID) SHAH MUI:IAMMAD

(Vol. III, pp. 597, 598).

and Figirs and wer~ taken into the royal service\ Later, the Mir

performed good service in attendance on Prince Sul~an Daniyal in

the taking of the fort of A!}madnagar. After that fort had been taken,

he waited on Emperor Akbar at Burhanpur, and for his loyal services

was rewarded with an increase in his rank, and the gift of a standard,

a drum, and a fertile jagir2
•

Musa!}ib Beg

MUSXI:JIB BEG

(Vol. III. pp. 179-181).

He was the son of Khwaja Kalan Beg, who was the son of MauLi

na Muhammad Sadra, who was one of the chief officers of Mirza 'Umr

Shaikh' and wh;se six sons devoted their lives to the service of Baburs •

Khwaj~ Kalan because of such claims, and by his high sense of justice,

I iHaathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 115. .2 Op. cit., p. 128.
3 Op, cit., p. 158. 4 Op. cit., p. 165.
5 Op. cit., p. 193. 6 Op. cit., p. 195
7 See op. cit., p. 347, where the grant of the title of Mujahid Khan at

some earlier date is also mentioned. ..,..I)~A in the Text is a misprint for Mewat,

an ill-defined tract south of Delhi.
8 Akbarnama, I, Text, p. 92, Beveridge's translation, 1. p. 236.

master1
." After his death, most of his servants from the rank of

I ,000 to 80 entered royal service, and his footmen were given em

ployment in the workshops. He was a bold Saiyid, and kept his

men in good care and discipline. His son was Saiyid I:Jamid Khan,

who received the title of Khan in the 4th year. In the 15th year,

he was deputed2 with Ra'dandaz Khan for the chastisement of the

Satnami clan, and rendered good service. In the 16th year, he

brought to the Court the son of the Zamindar of Kuma'6n, who,

after his territory had been much traversed by the royal troops, was

pardoned at the instance of Saiyid Murta4a Khan. In the 20th year,

he was appointed governor of Ajmer3 in succession to Saiyid A!}mad

Khan. In the 2 I st year, he returned to Court, and on the death of

his father, was honoured with the appointment of Superintendent4 of

the Special Guards. In the 23 rd year he was deputed 5 to chastise the

turbulent elements in Sujat and ]ltaran, and in the 24th year, per

formed valuable services by inflicting punishment on the Rathor rebels

towards Mairtha6
• Later he received the title of Mujahid Khan.

In the 35th' year he was appointed Faujdar of Mewat, and had the

rank of 3,000 with 1,500 horse1
• It has not been possible to trace

the year of his death.

"l-Umara]
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He was a Bokhara Saiyid. He had a high post in the special

guards ~Chauki TQ2a~) of Prince Aurangzib Bahadur. When the

Prince started from the Deccan to Upper India to enquire after the

health of his venerable father, he was elevated by the grant of the title

of Murta4a Khan. 3 In the battle against Jaswant Singh he had the

charge of lltutmish (Advance Guard of the Centre), and performed

valient deeds. In the first battle against Dara Shik6h his bravery was

decorated with a wound. In the battle with Shuja,4 and in the

second battle with Dara Shik6h also he distinguished himself. In the

7th year, as a result of increase, his rank became 5,000 with 5,000

horse. In the 21st year5
, corresponding to 1088 A.H. (1677 A.D.)

he died. The Emperor had sent Bakhtawar .f5:12an, the eunuch, to

enquire after his health. In reply he said, "I had the desire to sacri

fice my life in the service of my master, but this did not come to pass.

Other make offerings of gold and jewels. I present a few lives in

place of my offering, and hope that these will be of service to my

I Akbarnama, Text, p. 744, translation, pp. 1111, 1112.
.2 Op. cit., Text. p. 779, translation, p. 1166.
3 'Alamgirnama, p. 62.

4 His part in the battles against Shuja' and Dara Shik6h is to be found on
pp. ~49, 308 respectively of 'Alamgirnama.

5 The account of his good qualities and death is taken from Maathir-i
'Alamgiri, pp. 163, 164. The exact date of his death is given as 3rd Rabi' I,
1088 A.H.



Musa~ib Beg

wisdo~, pleasing manners, and great literary attainments became a

favounte of Babur, and rose to the rank of a high official. His brother

Kuchak KhwaJ' 1 . h f_ a was 1O-C arge 0 the royal seal and a trusted servant.

After the conquest of India, which occurred on Friday, 8th Rajab2
•

932 A.H. (20th April 1526 AD) d A- b -b ,. ., . ., an gra ecame Ba ur s resI-

dence, the Chao-hta'- ld' f d l' 1 . .. G'-' I so lers oun Itt e congeOlaltty or intercourse

wlt~ the. peo~le of India. The extreme heat of the atmosphere, the

pest~lentla~ W1O~ (simoom) and the plague added to their distress.
Dunng thIS penod as' h .., oWing to t e communicatIOns becoming inter-

rupted there d 1 . h' .. was e ay 10 t e amval of suppltes; this resulted in a

scarcIty of pro . . Th. VISIOns. e great body of officers set their minds

upon.re:urn1Og. and many of the brave men went off to Kabul without

permISSIOn. Khwaja K 1- h h d hb - a an w 0 a s own much courage in every

~ttle and particularly in this campaign, also changed his mind.

Babur. who ha~ set his heart on remaining in India, said that it was

unworthy of WIS 1e conquerors to eave a great country-which had

been conquered b h ff d. y suc e 01'ts, an elaborate arrangements-

f

becaKuhse ~~ small 1Oconveniences that had appeared. But in" consideration

or waJ3 Kalan wh . d bh - • ose m10 was ent on returning, he gave him

l' _e fief of ?hazni and Gardez. and permitted him to depare.
Babur ha . h'ff d ~ written 10 IS Memoirs4 that the conquest of India was

e

h

echte y t~e efforts of the Khwaja, and in his letter to Humayiin
e c arged hlm5 to tre t th Kh -' . 1a e _waJa WIt 1 consideration and overlook

Akbarnama I, Text, p. 120, translation, p. 281.
2 20th Rajab in th T .. .Akb _ e ext IS Incorrect, It should be 8th (20th April) see

. Carnab~da, Text. p. 95 and translation, p. 242. According to Sir Denison Ross
In am rl ge HIstory of lndi IV B-A '1 d d a, ,p. 13, abur sent an advance force on 21St

pn an

O

efeated Ibrahim in the battle of Panipat.

t
3
1

, p. fCI.,t~, T~xt, p. 101, translation, p. 252. Also see Mrs. Beveridge's
rans atlOn 0 iV.J.emOIrS of B-bM ., a ur, p. 525, and her History of Humayun. p. 94·

4 rs. Bevendge s translation of il1emoirs of Babur p 5 4 h ..
stated that the !Q! _. h' ' . 2. were It IS
Ib -h- d . ~aja ad done well In the march from Kabul, in t he defeat of

ra 1m an untIl Agra was occupied.

5 See Mrs. Beveridge's translation of .M.emoirs of Babur, p. 62 7.

I
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his insolence. After the death of Babur, the Khwaja sided with

Mirza Kamran, and governed Qandahar on his behalP. In the year

942 A.H. (1536 A.D.), Sam Mirza, the brother of Shah Tahmasp

~afvi came to Qandahar and besieged it. The Khwaja defended it

for eight months. When. on the second occasion, the Shah came in

person, he was forced to surrender the fort, and joined Mirza Kamran

at Lah6re 2 • After the catastrophe of Chausa the Khwaja accom

panied Humayiin, but when that Emperor owing to the unfavourable

circumstances turned towards Sindh, the Khwaja left him at Sialk6t
3

,

and again joined Kamran.
When the Khwaja died, his son Mu~al)ib Beg, in consideration of

the valuable services of his ancestors, was admitted to a position of

intimacy and trust. But as his disposition was prone to evil and

mischief, and he r~peatedly behaved improperly, Humayiin called him

the Mu~a~ib-i-Munafiq (The hypocritical courtier). Later. when

Akbar ascended the throne, Mu~al)ib Beg, out of wickedness and

folly, began to spend his time in company of Shah Abul Ma'ali of

Timidh, and after spending some time in the eastern districts he be

came one of Khan Zaman's companions. In the ]rd year, he came

with eVIl intentions to Delhi. Bairam Khan arrested him, and sent

him off to Bijaz. Na~ir-ul-Mulk,by clever diplomacy, made Bairam

Khan agree to draw lots by writing "Death" on one piece of paper,

and "Release" on another; whichever paper turned up would be acted

on according to the inscription on it. By chance Fate also seemed to

be in league with the design. and immediately executioners were sent,

and he was put to death'. It is said that on this account all the

Chagbta'i officers and their sons became frightened of Bairam Khan,

and plotted against him.

Akbarnama, Text, I, p. 126, translation, p. 292.

2 Op. cit .• Text. p. 135, translation, pp. 3°7, 308.

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 17 1, translation, p. 360.
4 Adapted from Akbarnama, II, Text, pp. 69. 70, Beveridge's translation,

pp. 107, 108.
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Miisavi Khan Mirza MU'izz

MOSAVI KHAN MIRZA MUIZZ

(Vol. III, pp. 633-636).

He was the daughter's son of the Saiyid of Saiyids, Mir Mu~am

mad Zaman of Mashhad, who was the leader of the learhed men of

that great place. In his early youth, he became annoyed with his

father Mirza Fakhra, who was of the Miisavi Saiyids of Qiim, and went

to the capital I~pahan, which was the centre for the learned and philoso

phers. He studied under the very learned Aqa J:Iusain Khwansari,

and because of his quick comprehension and retentive memory became

the foremost scholar of rational sciences. In the year 1012 A.H.

(1671-72 A.D.) he migrated to India.

As his fortu?e, like his attainments, was in the ascendant, he

became recipient of favours from Aurangzib, and was granted a suit

able rank. He was married 1 to the daughter of Shah Nawaz J5ban,

the aunt of Prince Mu~ammad A'~am Shah. It is stated that at

J:Iasan Abdal he one day had a discussion about theology and precepts

with Shaikh 'Abdul 'Aziz. The discussion was prolonged. The

Shaikh asked him as to under whom he received his tenets (Sanad). He

replied from Shaikh Baha'-ud-Din. The former remarked that he had

confronted or disputed with the Shaikh in twenty two places. The Mir

retorted that probably it was for this reason that the letters of alphabet

were his master. Finally it came to pass, that the Shaikh getting

angry enquired the reason for the Shi'as of his class fixing a ramrod to

the corpse at the time of washing it (before burial). The Mir smiled

and replied that the same question had once been asked of him by the

agents-provocateur of the danc:ng girls of Lahore, and again on that

day the Shaikh wanted it to be explained. In fine, he, in the begin

ning of his career, had been appointed as the Divan of Patna and Bihar,

but he could not get on with Buzurg Umed Khan, the governor of the

I Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 337, 338. Aurangzib was married to Dilras

Banii Begam, another daughter of Shah Nawaz !Q!an, and Prince Mu1).ammad
A.'~am Shah the third son of the Emperor was born of her, vide Irvine. Later

Mug!:.als, I, p. 2.

. d d" b t 1 then1 The said Khanprov1Oce, an IssenSlons sprang up e weel .' -=-
was proud of his high lineage, and of his being the son of An~lr-ul-
Umara Shaista Khan, and regarded all others as being below consIdera

tion. The Mir relying on his e:1rlier association with the Emperor

in addition to his own merits and accomplishments, was not prepared

to be submissive to others. Each sent written complaints about the

other to the Emperor. Mirza MU'izz was summoned to the Presence
2

• In

the 3 2nd year, he was exalted by the grant of the title of lvfiis.avl Khan,

and appointed Divan-i-Tan (Superintendent of Tagirs etc.~ 10 su~ces

sion to Mu'tamad Khan. The Khan, with a view to effect1l1g sav1Ogs,

took bonds from th~ewly appointed officers (Man~abdars) to the effect

that after the preparation of papers (Yaddasht) till they ac~u~lly took

possession of jagirs, no demands would be admissible for thiS 1Oterven

ing perIOd. If a jagir was transferred after its gra~t, accounts would

have to be rendered for the period till they received the grant of a

fresh fief. When he got a bad name for this procedure, he, to amend

matters arranged that no office should be assigned in respect of the
, 1 •

grant of a jag,r to a new servant without his request. Good God. It

is stated that in former times when the accounts of jagirs were made

up, generally amounts were found to be due to the government from

the lHansabdars; Accordingly revenue collectors (Sazawals) had to be

deputed for their realization. The Man~abdars by bribing them used

to have recourse to subterfuges. In the Deccan, a result of the small

holdings of the reserved lands, the diminished produce, and numerous

claimants-.especially among the new Deccani servants-m~tte~s ca~e

to such a pass that in spite of the bonds introduced by Musav~ Khan,

large sums were taken from the lvlan~abdars and entered 111to the

State accounts. Accordingly, although the Man~abdars presented

their accounts, the accountants would not listen or pay heed to them
3

•

In these days all the regulations are ignored and have become obsolete.

h . f B U -d Khan Maathir-ui-Umar••
I See the account in t e notIce 0 uzurg me - '

Text, I, p. 454. Beveridge' s translati~n, I, p·42 9·

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 312.

3 !Q!afI ~an. II, pp .. 396, 397·



Verse

My dissipation is a bar in the way of rebell~on!
Nudity is critical of my contaminated cloth1Og.

2 Biidshiihnilma, 11, p. 3 16.

His rank after increase is given as 3,000

5 Op. cit., p. 300.

7 Badshiihniima, I, pt. ii, p. 298.

.Mugafa Beg r ursaman Khan

Badshiihntima, I pt. i, p. 200.

3 Op. cit., pp. 372 , 373·
4 Badshiihntima, 1, pt. i, p. 121.

with 1,500 horse.

6 Op. cit., pp. 505~ 506.

He was one of Jahangir's officers. In the end of that reign he had

attained the rank of 2,000 with 1,4°0 horse. After Shah lahan's

accession, he, in the 1st year, was granted an increase, and his rank

became 3,000 with 2,000 horse'. He also received a robe of honour,

a jewelled dagger, a Rag, and a horse with a silver saddle. In the 3rd

year, he was exalted by the gift5 of a kettle-drum. Later he was

appointed to the Deccan, and, in the 6th year, when Mahabat Khan

was engaged in the siege of Daulatabad, he w~s acting as the Thanadiir
of ~afarnagar. Many of the followers of the contingents of Manfab
dars assigned for the expedition, had assembled there together with

the grain-bullocks, and were, for fear of being way-laid by the Deccani

troops, unable to join Khan Khanan's forces. Mu~~afa Beg wrote 6 to

~han Khanan in this connection, and the latter deputed Khan Zaman

with a force to escort the supplies of grain and the men to his camp.

Mu~~afa Beg died in the 7th year7
, 1°43 A.H. (1633 A.D.). J::Iasan

Khan, his son, attained the rank of 800 with 300 horse, and his

brother 'Ali Quli rose to the rank of 900 with 450 horse; the latter

died in the 15th year of Shah lahan's rei$n.

MU$TAFA BEG TURKAMXN KHAN

(Vol. Ill, pp. 384, 3S5)'

ui-UmaraJ

promoted l to the rank of 4,000 with 750 horse. In the 16th year 2

he was removed from office as a result of a report to the Emperor that

he had not carried out the orders about the assignation of lands in the

proper manner. In the 17th year, on 18th ~afr, 1054 A.H. (16th

April, 1644 A.D.) he died. His two sons received suitable promo

tions3
• It is stated that though he was not highly educated, he had

through regular association with learned men picked up the essential

etiquette for meetings, and could carryon a high-flown conversation.

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 33°·
3 See Beale, Oriental Biographical

Miisavi ~an pp. 138, 284.
4 Blochmann, 'A'in, 1 (2nd edn.), pp. 369-372. _ __

Rogers and Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahangtrt, II, p'.. 8
5 7 Badshiihniima, 1, pt. 1, p. I I.
6 O.p. cit., p.

MOSAVI KHAN ~ADR

(Vol. Ill, pp. 44 1-442)'

h
· d dant of the Saiyids of holy Mashhad,

It is stated that e IS a escen . ., I 1
l

td with Saiyid Yusuf Khan Rt4wt. n t 1C
and was near y cannee e d' h h
'. f h- -lr he became known to the Emperor, an 10 t e 1St
ttme a Ja ang (Abd-

. d Superintendent of the cool-water stores ar-
year was appOlnte :r W d h d
khiina 5 Gradually he rose to the high office of $adr Ku . ,_an_ a
- ). . h horse After the death of Jahangtr, he
the rank of 2,000 wtt 5°0 . . d f

. f Shah Jahan's reign, when hIS goo ortune
was, 10 the 1st year a . .' d books of Yamin-ud-
Rourished as a result of hIS bemg 10 the goo .

. h' ffi f Sadr Kull, and hIS rank was
D lah confirmed 10 IS a ce a .
. au 'd t 3 0007 with 750 horse. In the 5th year, he was
10crease a ,

2 Op. cit., pp. 336, 337·

Dictionary (1894 edn.) under Fi~rat and

Musavi Khan ~adr [Maathir-

- - Kh- ointed Divan l of the
In short in the 3yd year, Musavl _an was app

. H-'- Sh f' Kh-t In the 34th year, 1101Deccan in succeSSlOn to . ap a t _a 1. _ ' Wh
A H (1690 A.D.) he died. Kuja shud Miisavt Khan: ere

. . f h' d h hille the date of. M- - Kh-n? is the chronogram a tS eat, w
IS usavt __a . b f h ns of the
birth is given by Af4al aulad Zamana: The est ate so .

e 10 6 A.H.; 1646 A.D.). He was unrivalled for pleasant het.g~ts
ag ( 5 . d fi' t 10 letter wnt10g
of fancy, and elegant expressIOns, an was pro Clen d

b 1
., 2 At first in his verses he used the nom- e-

and su t e composltlOns. f 11 .
d d M- -3 The a ow1Og

plume (takhallu~) of Fi~rat, but later a opte usavt .

verse is his:-



I The expression in the Text and Khafi Khan ")':!J.~ -=-;'-J,U} which

would mean strict mace-bearers, probably implying that they had strict 111Junc

tions to carry out the mission.

2 Perhaps a play on the words Sarat and ~llrat.

I

Mu~~afa Khan Kashiul-Umara]

with disfavour, and (the Emperor) several times hinted to the Prince

in this connection. Finally some fault was found and he was deprived

of his office. Mace-bearers I were appointed to remove him from the

Prince's Camp, and convey him to the port of Slirat. A royal order

was also sent to the governor of the place, that he should be put on

board a ship, and sent off to the holy places. The said Khan, after

performing the pilgrimage to the holy Ka'ba'-May God exalt the

Spots! =returned to Slirat. Although an order summoning him was

sent, but there was no indication that he had been forgiven. The

said Khan, in the 39th year of the reign, arrived at Aurangabad, and

in view of the Emperor's inclination, waited on him in the garb of a

dervish. Emperor Aurangzib recited this hemistich:-

Hemistich'

I recognize you in whatever form 2 you may come!

It is stated that though MulJ.ammad A.'~am Shah tried by recom

mending his case, to take him with him, but he did not succeed.

The said I<han, who was adorned with literary attainments and per

fections, composed a work entitled lmarat-al-Kalam for easily tracing

the verses of the Qur'an. The Prince brought it to the notice of the

Emperor and added that it was the composition of Mugafa Khan.

After reading it, the Emperor said, it should not be styled a composi

tion but a compilation. The Prince represented that no earlier work had

.come to his notice, and so it was entitled to be regarded as a composi

tion. The Emperor was provoked, and ordered the royal librarian to

bring the work, which a certain person had previously written on the

subject, and to hand it over to the Prince. The said ~han spent the

remainder of his life in retirement in his house. A lofty building,

which he built in one of the wards of Sul~anganj in Aurangabad, is

known by his name.

MU~TAFA KHAN KASHI

(Vol. III, pp. 637-64 I).

He was a Shi'a of Afgban descent. His father was so destitute l

that on his death it was found difficult to defray the expenses in

connection with his burial. The said Khan took leave of his mother

at the age of fourteen, and went forth to earn the livelihood. Gradu

ally, in the service of MU9ammad A'~am Shah he gained his intimacy

through good service. He became a true courtier and an intimate

confidant of the Prince. As there was a constant complaint regard

ing the excessive expenditure of the forces in the service of the

Prince, the said Khan having discovered the real causes arranged that

more than 6,000 horse should not be enrolled in his establishment.

If, however, in view of recommendations, the arrival of excellent

recruits, o~ in consideration of the needs of some expedition, this

number had to be exceeded, no pay would be allowed to the new

comers until the fixed limit had been reached either through deaths or

by desertions
2

• As a result of his careful attention to details, the

Prince's establishment was put on a proper footing, and there were no

further complaints, either on the part of the soldiery or the cam

followers (Shagird pesha).3 There was, however, a force of ten t~
twelve thousand horsemen always in readiness4

• As a result, he gained

the confidence of the Prince to such an extent that no work was done

w~thout consulting him. Whatever the Prince did contrary to the

Wishes of Aurangzib, the Emperor ascribed it to the clever counsels of

the said Khan. As the Afgbans were not trusted (by Aurangzib),

the Khan's supreme authority in the Prince's establishment was viewed

Mu~~afa. Khan Kasht

I Khafi ~an, II, p. 44 I. It is stated that he left his home three days after
the FatiJ:!a, and migrated to India with an Afghan caravan.

2 Op. cit., p. 440.

3 The camp followers, such as muleteers, etc.

4 This fact is also mentioli.ed by ~afi ~an. Probably what is meant is

that owing to the excellent arrangements made by Mu~~afa ~an about ten to
twelve thousand horsemen were always available. .
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Aurangzib had more affection for Mu~ammad A'pm' Shah

than for his other sons, but owing to differences of temperaments

constant clashes occurred. It is stated l that, in the 36th year of

the reign, Mul)ammad A'pm Shah was reported to have conceived

foolish ideas on account of the news of the release of Sul~an Mul:ammad

MU'Ham. The Emperor prudently deputed Mu~ammad A'pm

Shah who was near Bankapur, to proceed to Wagingera. As the royal

cam~ was on the route, various reports from the Emperor (? of. the

Emperor's health) reached Mu~ammad A'~am Shah. The Prince

arriving near the royal camp sent a message to the effect that t,hough

he was very anxious to pay his respects, yet, as he was proceedlO~ on

duty, he was afraid lest his men, after reaching the royal camp, might

delay in leaving it. He would, however, carry out whatever o~ders were

issued. A reply was received th{\t the Empetor also was anxIOUS to see

his son, but as it would not be desirable for the Prince to enter the royal

camp, the Emperor was leaving the camp unattended for the pur,pose

of hunting. The Prince also should come with his two sons and Wlt~ a

guard of only 500 horse. He would then be permitted t.o depart with

out delay. Orders were also issued for a small tent to be pitched at some

distance from the royal camp on low ground so that it might not be

visible from a distance. Secret orders were also issued to the Bakhshis,
the Superintendent of the body-guard, the mace-bearers and the ro~al
guards to take with them a few selected armed men. Openly str.lct

orders were issued against the taking of a large number of men wid;

them. The men of Barha and the Masters of Ceremonies (Mir
Tuzuks) were appointed to prevent a crowd, and making arran~ements

on all four sides of the royal pavilion so that no one could gam entry

without permission. After reaching the hunting grou~d successive

orders were sent to the Prince to the effe~t that space In the royal

pavilion was limited, and he should come with only a few men. When

the Prince came near the camp, Jamal Chela conveyed the order that

1 The account of A'~am Shah's visit to Aurangzib is taken from KhaH

!Q!an, II, pp, 4°7-410.

I

the game, which had been brought close to the guns, would take

frighe. The space for the equipage was also limited, and the Prince,

therefore, should not bring more than three grooms with him. When

the Prince with his two sons \Vala Jah and 'Ali Tabar came to the

lines, he, in compliance with the instructions, had only two grooms

with him. Under the circumstances the Prince changed colour, and

realized that he had fallen in a snare of misfortune. Mukhrar Khan

conveyed the order that all three should come leaving their armour

behind. After the Prince had paid his respects, the Etl"lperor embraced

him with affection, and giving him a gun ordered him to shoot the

game. Afterwards he took him to the Oratory, and bade him to take

a seat. He made eager enquiries about all affairs. On account of a

report that the Prince had a coat-of-mail under his tunic, he called for

a cup of perfume, and after opening the fastening:; of the tunic rubbed

the perfume with his own hands. Taking the royal sword, which was

lying near 2 him, out of its scabbard, he handed it to the Prince. The

latter took it with trembling hands, and after looking at it wanted to

return it. The Emperor, however, presented it to him as a mark of

royal favour, and also repeated some words of instruction and indica

tions to the effect that having arrested the Prince he had released him.

There-after he allowed him to depart.

MU~TAFA KHAN KHAWAH

(Vol. Ill, pr. 5 I 6-9 18).

His name was Mil' Al)mad, and his father was Mirza 'Arab, a

genuine Saiyid of Khawaf. He came to India, and entered Jahangir's

service, and was soon appointed recorder (Waqa' Nigar). Later

The word r) ram fright has been omitted in the Text. It has been

included in the translation as otherwise the sentence is incomplete; it is in the

original in !Q:aH !Q!an.

2 In the Text the expression is -:"1 at.: ul~ ~!':~ while in !:'Q!iifi Khan

p. 409, it is J.i.l~l.).( J'" ~S\'i ~!:J." There it is also stated that Aurang-

2;ib remarked that the sword had co:Il~ down to him from the time of Biibur,
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through his good fortune he was made an Amir, and was respected and

trusted throughout the remaining period of his life. His sons were

Mirza Shams-ud-Din and Mir Al)mad. The first, during his father's

lifetime, was killed by his own servant while he was whipping him.

The second, during the reign of Shah Jahan, held for a time the

appointment of Bakhshi of Lucknow. In the 21st year, when I Prince

Murad Bakhsh was deputed for the management of the affairs of the

Kashmir province, he was appointed his Divan. Later, he was posted

in the Deccan, and was given the rank of 700 with 250 horse. In the

3rd year, he was appointed commandant of the .?afarnagar fort in

Balaghat in Berar, which was situated at a distance of 20 kos from

Aurangabad.

As he was distinguished for his honesty, ability, and understand

ing, he became a favourite of Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib

Bahadur, the Viceroy of the Deccan, and became very influential

through his devoted service and excessive loyalty. After Aurangzib's

accession he was honoured with an increase in his rank. The terri

tory of Balaghat, Karnatik-which had been conquered by MU'~;pm

Khan Mir Jumla, while he was in the service of 'Abdullah Qu~b

Shah, ruler of J:Iaidarabad-was presented as a tribute by Mir Jumla

when he took up service under Sh3,h Jahan; it was, however, reassign-

.ed to him as a present from the Emperor. Some of the areas, such

as Gingee Kat, which was one of the big forts in that area, and much

artillery and materials, were in possession of his men. Qu~b Shah

was very anxious to get possession of this tract, and consequently there

were great disturbances. Mir A~mad, in the 2nd year, was appoint

ed to look after the affairs there, and was granted the title of Mu§~afu'

Khan, a horse, an elephant and an increase of 1,500 foot with 1,400

horse; his rank, as a result, became 3,000 foot with 2,000 horse:l.

'Amal $ali~, III, p, 2. Mil' A4mad's appointment as his Divan is, how

ever, not mentioned.

2 'Alamgirnama, p. 440, from where the account is taken almost verbatim.

In the 3rd year he, on the death of his father, was appointed governor of Siirat,

p. 471. His father's name in that work is given as Mil' 'Arab,

(

Later, as he was possessed of good judgment and tact, he was sent as

an ambassador to the country of Turan. A letter-patent, written by

Danishmand Khan was handed over to him together with presents

consisting of rare jewelled weaFons, and various kinds of precious

articles worth a lac and a half, for 'Abdul 'Aziz Khan, the ruler of

Bokhara, also presents to the value of a lac of rupees were sent for

his brother SublJan Quli Khan, the ruler of Balkh l . Both of them

by constantly 5ending presents and offerings had amply confirmed

their friendly and cordial relations. No further account of his mis

sion or its return has come to the notice (of the author). His sister's

son whom he had adopted, was Mir Badi'-uz2aman by name. His

son was Mir AlJmad Mugafa Khan II. For a time he was the Divan

of the Household of Ni~am-ul-Mulk A~af Jfih, His heir was Mir

Mu~ammad 'Ali Saiyid Mukarram Khan Bahiidur. He had acquired

learning, and was highly accomplished in every way. Formerly he

was Divan of the Establishment of 'Ali Jah, the son of Ni~am-ud.

Daulah A§af Ja.h. He, had great affection for the writer of these pages.

MUTHAWWAR KHAN BAHADUR KHWESHGP

(Vol. III, pp. 776-793)'

His name was Ra~mat Khan, May God's mercy be on him! He

had a placid countenance, charitable disposition, and courageous heart.

He was far-sighted, brave, aspiring, noble, a prudent and favoured

councillor, and a royal, just, truthful, open-minded, wise and polished

speaker. He was well versed in all arts and science, and was a skilled

warrior. Among thousands of persons very rarely one finds such an

Jl1aJthir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 48. He was sent to Toran in the 7th year.
2 This is a very long biography extending over 17 pages. The subject of

the notice did not do anything very notable, and it appears this long biography

was written by the author as a result of his friendship and out of gratitude.

The author was sheltered by Muthawwar ~an when he lost favour with Nawab

A~af Jah owing to his having sided with his son Ni~am-ud-Daulah Na~ir Jang,

S~e Maa!.kir-ul-Umara, Text, i, p. 19, Beveridge's translation, I, p. 16.



accomplished one; it is only after long intervals that such a priceless

pearl is produced in the shell of existence. He was very wise, firm

hearted, brainy, considerate, and the leader of his colleagues; in the

nobility of his disposition, bravery, pleasant intercourse, and amiable

manners he was superior to his equals. His qualities of leadership

and capacity for the management of affairs in reference to all that

came to happen led to immediate results; for example if a number

of people all together asked him questions about a number of distinct

problems, he was not Rurrid by the muliplicity of answers, but gave

categorical and convincing replies. His grandfather was Ismii'il Khan

I:Iusainza'i-it is a branch of the 'Aliza'i, a clan of the Khweshgis

who was related and allied by matrimony to Shams-ud-Din Khan,

eldest son of Na~ar Bahadur Kh~esgi who surpassed all other members

of the clan in respect to his Jl,lan~ab and his inRuence with the kings.

He was in the employment of Prince Mu~all1mad Aurangzib Bahad4r,

and was favoured by him. After the battle with Maharaja Jaswant

(Singh) he was granted the title of Janbaz Khan )lnd the gift of a Rag,

and by an increase of 500, with 100 horse his rank was advanced to

2,000, 600 horse. As he was on intimate terms with Shaikh Mir

Khawafi, who was one of the leading courtiers of the Emperor, he in

his company displayed bravery and courage in all royal expeditions

against the enemies of the kingdom, aed was the recipient of royal

favours. In the earlier years of the reign he Was appointed as the

Faujdar of Sul~anpiir and Nandurbar, but later was appointed to Kabul,

and rendered valuable services in that province. Of his sons 'Uthman

Khan and Allahdad Khan, the former took possession of the large

property of Shams-ud-Din Khan-who except for the family of his

daughter left no heirs, and settling down in the country spent his life

in ease. The second ignoring his inheritance took to service. He

was a strong, well-built person. As a result of his exertions Arnir Khan

Na~im of the place-whose efficient and firm government was prover

bial-was displaced. At first he was the Thanadar of 0harib Khana

and later for a time of Mandir-which for its pleasantness and verdure

is a well known thana of the area. He was the administrator of 1 Are they the Kiifirs of Chitral?

'Lan3arkot; for a time this post was assigned to Ral}mandad Khan, but

in the 47th year this office was restored to the said Khan; and he was

promoted to the rank of 1,500, 1,000 horse. Whe.n Prince Mu~am

mad Mu'a;;:;;:am was appointed governor of the Kabul ~uba, and as the

Khweshgis there were generally regarded as partisans of A'?am Shah,

and he waS the husband of the sister of Sul~an A~mad who was the

agent of A'?am Shah, the Prince planned to remove him. The said

Khan on hearing of it sent a reliable messenger to the imperial force-.

By'an extraordinary chance I:Iabib's slave sought the prolection of the

honoured ladies of the Prince.

The manifestation of Fortune was that before the said Khan's

request had been laid before Aurangzib, that as at the time His

Majesty was carrying on a religious war, it was incumbent on all Khan

azads to serve with the victorious stirrups in defence of the religion,

but as religious service must be subservient to submission, this slave

was carrying on his allotted duties. The Prince Royal also following

the religious tenets proposed to send an army to destroy a sect known

as the Kahrs1 which inhabited the mountainous areas on the borders

of Kabul. Out of the captives taken from the area he sent a few

J;lOrsemen. This action was highly approved at the royal court, and

an order was issued that as those were the countries of the infidels,

every year a few persons must be sent for the service of the elect and

the highly placed. By chance there was no further expedition, and

consequently he took from I:Iabib his slave, who was a Kafir taken

prisoner on an earlier occasion, and who had fallen to the share of

Jalal Khan Afghan, and sent her (to the Presence). The Emperor

presented her to his eHest son. Later, as she also like Mihr Parvar

was a royal slave, she became a royal favourite, and rising to a position

of honour and trust became the Superintendent of Tara and Tuzuk;
and contending with the said Mihr Parvar, who had secured the

advancement of her brother Niyaz Beg Qulij Mu~ammad Khan, she

declared herself as a daughter of the Afghans. Regarding the inclina~

339Muthawwar Khan Bahadur Khweshgiul-Umara][Maathir-
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tion and repentance of the said Khan as certain, she requested that
her claim might be investigated. Accordingly they made the same JaW
Khan agree to being her relation and he confessed about it in the pre
sence of the Prince. And later becoming the agent for the transac
tions of the said !<-hiin he put the royal mind at rest. After the death
of Aurangzib Bahadur Shah started from Peshawar to fight with
Muq.ammad A'?am Shah. Although he presented himself with a
large force, but owing to the dispersal of his forces and the severity of
disease he was greatly worried and giving up the idea of accompanying
Bahadur Shah stayed behind at Lahore. He had greatly hoped for
the victory of A'?am Shah; ab:>Ut the same time he died. Of his sons
Raq.mat Khln who was distinguished in every way, was the recipient
of royal favours in preference to all his brothers. When his father
owing to illness remained behind at Lahore, he desired that none of
his sons should accompany Bahadur Shah, but in spite of it Raq.mat
Khan with his step-brother Khlldadad Khan went away and joined the
royal stirrups at Delhi. He received twenty thousand rupees as a
reward before and an equal sum after the battle was over. After the
victory he was exalted by an increase of rank and the title of Muthaw
war Khan. There wa~ a further opportunity for service. After the
battle with Kam Bakhsh he was sent as the Faujdar of Lucknow and
Baiswara. As his affair did not prosper, he, after the death of Bahadur
Shah and before being relieved of office, took the road to the Capital.
For fear of being reprimanded he did not dare to present himself at
the Court, and so enroute meeting Prince I'zz-ud-Din, who under
the guardianship of Khan Dauran Khwaja J:Iusain had been deputed to
oppose' Farrukh-siyar, decided to accompany him. That coward ali.
the eve of the battle at Khajuha to chastise the said Khan remained in
his place, but as at daybreak Qu~b-ul-Mulk arriveZhe making full
use of his old friendship joined him in the ~ow~ah of the elephant on
which he was riding. In the battle with Jahandar Shah he was with
the army of J:Iusain 'Ali !<-hlrl. When the leader fled he could not
oppose the enemy, and so retired to one side; he was not wounded.
He was greatly respected and trusted by the Amir-ul-Umara.
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On coming to the Deccan he was appointed Faujdar of Sira. The
southern Afghans, who were intrinsic;111y disobedient, hoped that

probably because of their belonging to the. same clan M.uthawwar
Khan might overlook their past and hope might replace their pertur
bation, and in the beginning Bahadur Khan Pani and 'Abdul Nabi
Khan Miyana waited on him and joined him. Their selfish and inter
~ed dealings, however, soon resulted in a break. The tcl:!an spem
some time in trying to realize the outstanding dues, but as he did not
succeed, and the Zamindir of Srirangapattana, who was without equal
(in the area), presented his case to the Amir-ul-Umara; he was forced
to attend to his affair with the help of the Zam"indar, the Bharya part
of whose holding in Chitaldroog, had for a time been taken possession
of. That proud rebel with 20,000 horse and 6,000 soldiers came

forward to give battle, but fled after he was defeated. Meanwhile
the news of 11uthawwar Khan's transfer was received. He gave away
all his movable and immovable property in payment for the salary of .
the army, :tnd bowed down by debt and in the company of his debtors
retired to Khajastabunyad. 'Xlam 'Ali Khan the Governor of the
Deccan received him with regard and respect, and granted him a

jagir. _ ..
During this time the news of the return of A~af Jah was bnllted

abroad. Although Shankara Malhar, who had full charge of the
affairs, was not prepared to fight, that young agent of death out of
personal bravery and at the instigation of foolish warriors rashly ha~ an
engagement with the vall (of A~af Jah). No one was able to adueve
anything, and they lost their lives in vain. Muthawwar Khan fell on
the field wounded, while his br.other T uhawwar Dil Khan waS killed.
Earlier tollowing a hint of Fad} Jang he avoided joining (A~af Jah),
later when the disturbances of the Saiyids came to an end, and there
was no. hope at all for quarter, he was .. received with favour byX~af

Jah, and was gratified with the restoration of his Manfab a.nd jag/r.
At the recol1u~lendation of 'lwa4 Khan Bahadur he was appo1t1ted Go
vernor of Nander in place of Amin Khan Deccani:.· He hurried to his
post in extremely poor and humble circumstances. The dismissed

ul-UmarJ][Maathir-Muthawwar Khrtn Bahadur Khweshgi
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stupid officer hindered the administration of the parganas, and did not

make any nttempt for the pnyment of the: outstanding dues. As the

writings of 'Iwa4 Khan also had no effect, and as the said !Chan was

not on good terms with him, he with a view to stir up strife wrote to

Muthawwar lSban, "If he has an army, you also are a warrior. , Why

do you forego yOUl" rights?" This uselessly brought about a civil war.

Muthawwar Khan out of innate honesty sent a message to that short~

sighted officer, who on his way to Balkonda wanted to pass opposite

Nander, "I have been forced into this controversy. If Y0U pass at a

distance, I will not hinder you in your journey, and afterwards a

settlement could be arrived at in reference to the dispute." That

proud fool paid no heed to this message, and did not change his route.

The brave Khan out of self-respect and not worrying about death

started with a small party of not more than fifty horsemen to hinder

his passage. Through the grace of the Almighty a large contingent of

archers etc. voluntarily joined him, and his small force increased to a

regular army. In the evening the opposing forces encamped opposite

c:ach other, and were on guard throughout the night. With the

appearance of the morning the fire of the battle was about to flare

up, when through some sage counsels peace was restored, and it was

agreed that on returning to Nander he would render an account

of the dues. Unfortunately, he, in spite of having a number of

picked men, allowed himself to be carried away as a prisoner by

the enemy, while his soldiers Were scattered at a distance. As a

result of his folly he was a prisoner for some time. It was remarkable

that no one in the government took any notice of this high-handed

action, and he had to suffer for his failure and folly; he was suspend~

ed, and later on he could not secure a post. It is an extraordinary

fact that despite his high intelligence the affairs of his government

did not prosper in any place. As is well known, the success of a

government depends on prop!'r administration. In his case, however,

pity and benevolence reigned supreme; he was very generous and

obltging, and was naturally inclined to devote a great deal of attention

to unimportant affairs which resulted in the neglect of normal business.

Further in the battle against Mubariz Khan he formed a part of the

van of 'Iwad Khan Bahadur as the leader of 2,000 horsemen, most of

whom were Pani Afggans. They having arranged with the enemy

deserted at the time of battle and stood aside. He himself led his

elephant, and by that time the enemy having arrived were fighting

with the brave forces. For a while his own party suspected him, and

about the same time a Lullet wounded him in the right hand, but he

showed no signs of retiring from the field.

Although his advice was always considered and accepted by

the leaders, but in the government of Nawab Ni:r:am-ud-Daulah,

May he always prosper! his requests were accepted more than

heretofore, and as a result of his recommendations numerous

people were successful. When Apf Jah returned from North

India, Muthawwar ~ban hastened to Burhanpur and waited on

him. He talked harshly and uselessly, which was not proper,

and as a result lost favour with Ni:r:am-ud-Daulah. Although

owing to the past relations with the Chief there was no apparent

difference in his treatment, but internally he was annoyed and there

was no further chance of his being treated with confidence and regard.

When in the 25th year of Mu~ammad Shah's reign the armies

marched for the destruction of Karnarik (Carnatic), he was left in

Khajastabunyad. In the beginning of the latter half of ~afr his

wound became inflamed, and in one month he was afflicted with

dysentery and bowel trouble. On the morning of the 1 st of Rabi' II,

JI56 A.H. (14th May, 1743 A.D.) he died. On the last of the

same month he was born. His age was sixty years.

Hemistich

Sahab qub 'Ali ajr do fad './ibid yaft:

(On account of 'Ali's regard he received the reward of two hundred

votaries: 1156 A. H.) is the chronogram, but the value of 200 has

to be taken in the calculation and not the value of the letters du sad.
He was a very zealous votary of the study of Creation, and had

collected a large number of tracts and books on this subject. He:
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used to say that much headway bas not yet been made in reference.to.

it and it is not possible to foUow it. Although they were still in the

study of the initial stages, but through the mixture of other branches

-as if it was hidden from the ancients and moderns-they had

explained it on that basis. He explained several verses and chapters

of the Qur'an from the beginning to the end in the light of anna

ta tions in reference to creation. and explained them .so convincingly

that his audience were fully satisfied; and in this fashion he extracted

from various works on l:fadith, sayings of greatmen, the poems of

Shaikhs, and the great works of ~Ufis the necessary material relative

to his thesis. StiU more interesting was the fact that he had coUected

and annotated corresponding verses and traditions regarding the inso

luble problems in different religions, and had almost prepared an

encyclopedia. It is said that his researches were not written down;

later on the author of these pages tried to do so, but soon the birclof·

his soul flew to the garden of paradise. That great man used to

express his· sorrow 'at the ignorance and lack of interest of the writer·

in this great branch· of knowledge. He also revised the scattered

pages of this work, and wrote down a part of his own biography,and

this with slight alterations has been included here.

This humble man was extremely fond of hunting in his childhood,

so much so that in the school he used to offer flies as a food to the

spiders and paid no heed to reading or writing. When he grew up

he displayed special aptitude for ornithology, and whatever he could

find about the training, diseases and treatment of birds from experts,

he being iUiterate himself made others write it down. Consequently

he turned his attention to learning the letters for the diseases, and

used to write such separate words; and for his own understanding

used special marks. As each disease could only be treated by a

number of drugs with characteristic qualities, he began to think that

probably every disease had various· types. He referred· again to

books. As most medicine were Arabian or Greek, bne referred to

their$trange origin. As he found that study was useful and know

l~d~e .was at?- . i[llportant adjunct thc;reof, c,onsequently he applied

himself to gaining a mastery of the subject. He coUected all reliable

bocks and gained materiaUy from their study. And having made a

deta.iled study of ornithological literature he wanted to write a treatise

on the subject. As three branches of knowledge are necessary for

this work; healthy and strong birds, and a good knowledge of their

h:lbits and likings, particularly the last two are of supreme importance

in this connection. As .several metallic salts were also used in the

treatment of the maladies of birds, he looked up works on alchemy,

and turned to simple experiments where the ingredients were men

tioned. He was convinced that the characteristics ot" various elements

were connected with their intrinsi.c composition, and how could these

be transmuted into gold and silver, and if this were possible no poor

would be left. Becoming satisfied on this head he was greatly per

plexed that these books were attributed to well known ancient patri..

archs who were fully conversant with exoteric and esoteric sciences.

Why had they written such useless works leading to a possible waste

of wealth, and which were in the end to lead to opprobrium and

public exposure. On further consideration he thought that they had

probably written in the enigmatical and conventional language of

which they were past masters. But if the key was not discovered

these works were nothing but sheer rubbish, and for the learned to

waste their energy on them was a matter for wonder and astonishment.

Consequently he gave up experimenting, and began to study the

subject, till in the year 1132 A.H. (1719-20 A.D.), he became fully

conversant with the subject, and was able to discuss as his own the

discoveries of each authority in every subject, such as mensuration,

geometry, medicine, astrology, geomancy, demonology, sorcery, even

archery and ke.eping pigeons; and similarly of transcribed branches

such as commentaries, traditions, expositions, theology, institu~

tions .and rights. Consequently he took up the clarification of

these branches of knowledge, and for a time was fully absorbed. Later

when he turned to theology, he discovered the eloquent truth; he

gained the knowledge which was the measure of religious and wordly

afLtirs. Tn other words, from ~he invisible to the most perfect man all
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their qualities are an apparition of Creation, with which are connected

the: affairs of religion and the world, and which falsifies all impromptu

affirmations. This clears up the saying in the Qur'an, and clears up

the difficult traditions. So he fell into the deep ocean, and not only

alchemy but the whole world was forgotten. Let us see where it will

lead to. The final is the sacred word.
Two months had not elapsed since he wrote the above when he

died. He used involuntarily to repeat kind expressions, and would

recommend anyone irrespective of acquaintance and connections. He

was compassionate for everyone, and helped everyone. For a time in

view of A~af Jah's message that "Mut{addis (clerks) are there to re

present the needs of the people, why do you intercede for everyone?"

he refrained from doing so, but soon reverted to his former habits.

His words were not without acceptance and effect. He always said

these with a proper introduction to please the chief, who normally

would not heed such reques ts. He had the rank of 5,000, but lived

like a soldier, or rather like a hermit, and did not at all interest himself

in worldly affairs. Ra~im Dad Yaksariya, his son, who had been brought

up and trained in the faujdaii of Baiswara, was a learned man. He

gave away whatever came into his indiscriminate mind. Although

they complained against him, he carried on without heed; sometimes

without any regard for complaints he would give a properly attested

receipt, sealed with his own seal and in the name of his descendants.

He was of the Imamiya religion; and could discourse with full reason

ing on all its tenets. Although he was not too well off, he did his best

in extolling and respecting the Saiyids. He believed that this exalted

class owing to its descent from the family of the Prophet should be

exempt from the tenets and restraints of the Shari'a~. I remarked

that if they were granted such preference and privileges, it would be

impossible to restrain them. His convincing argument, which con

verted me, was that whenever the chosen of the Almighty, in view of

his love and regard allowed his family a precedence over his followers,

he for the sake of unison ordered that if his followers should regard

SIJ,h f;1vours to the holy descendants as special dis<;:rimination, it wOIJlcl

not be beyond the normal canons of humanity. Unknowingly he

married a Saiyid lady whose father J:Iaidar 'Ali Khan was a grand

s.on of the famous Mirza J:Iaidarabadi of the Saiyids of Mazandaran.

On discovery he found it impossible to annul the marriage and was

very sorry about it. He had also married a girl of his own class, and

another of the M ughal class, and had children by each of them. His

son was adopted by the wife of the Habib after the death of Bahadur

Shah; after her death he came back to his father in the Deccan. In

spite of his having been brought up in such surroundings he was not

haughty and inconsiderate. Some six months after the death of his

father he died. At present one of his sons is living in his native place,

while Fakhr-ud-Din and other brothers are holders of ranks and jagirs.

His brother's son and son-in-law of the deceased Janbaz Khan is an

officer of the rank of 2 ,500. Through the kind offices of the deceased

the writer of these lines in the beginning settled down in the Deccan.

Later when through the rise and fall of fortune he fell out of favour

with A~af Jf\h for having gone astray.' This led to the composition of

this work, and he helped the writer in passing the period of unemploy

ment. In his company and at his house nearly two years were spent.

He observed the normal proprieties in small matters, and showed due

respect in daily life. He was a generous and religious person! May

God's blessings be on him! Thanks be to God! that the beginning

and end of his life were agreeable and pleasant.

MU'TAMAD KHAN MUHAMMAD SALIH KHAWAH. . ......-

(Vol. III, pp. 510, 5II).

He was, at first, an accountant of the royal artillery, and had a

suitable rank. Emperor Shah Jahan recognizing his ability and admi

nistrative capabilities apFointed him, in the 24th year, the Kotwal of

the CampI, and increased his rank. In the 25th year, he was made

Kotwal of Lahore. Later, he accompanied Prince Mu~ammad Aurang-

I See 'A mal .~aliq, III, p. I 18 where it is stated that he was appointed in

charge of the Police Station ( o....J'I)J)) ~.... .>,;. ).



MU'TAMAD KHAN MUI:tAMMAD SHARiF

(Vol. III, pp. 43 1-434)•.

He came from an obscure family of Irin. After his arrival in

India he, through his goo~ fortune, came to the notice of Emperor

Jahingir, and in the 3rd year received the title of Mu'tamad I\han.

Some Mughal wit composed the following couplet in reference to him:

345MU'tamad Khan Mul:,Iammd Sharif

Our sweet-tongued custard apple went and became Mu'tamad

Khan. ~e was for a long time Bakhsh'i of the A~ad'isl. In the 9th

year, Sulalman Beg Fidi'i ~han2, Bakhsh'i of Prince Shah Jahan's army,

who had been deputed on the expedition against the Rana, died, and

MU'tamad Khan was appointed Bakhsh'i of these forces in his place. In

the 1Ith year, when the Prince was deputed f . Iff'. or arrangll1g t 1e a airs
10 the Deccan, MU'tamad Khan was again appointed Bakhsh'i3 of his

forces. When Emperor Jahangir for the first time visited the beautiful

country of ~ashmir, his great desire was to see the springs in that area.

As a~ that time the Pir Panjal route was heavily covered with snow,

and It would be difficult, in fact impossible for the army to cross by

that route, he went by way of Pakhli and Dantiir, and the coronation

feast of the 15th year according to 1029 A.H. (1620 A.D.) was

celebrated on the banks of the Kishenganga river.

As all. the way from this stage to Kashmir (Srinagar) is along the

~ank of Blhat (Jhelum) river4
, and there are high mountains on both

Sides, and there are several very difficult passes which it is not easy to

cross, the office of management for this journey was assigned to Mu

'tamad Khan. He was instructed not to allow any of the high officers

to pass except for the few 111 attendance on the Emperor. The said

Khan put up his camp at the foot of the pass of Bhalbas (Baliasa). It

so happened. that when Jahangir arrived near his tent, a heavy storm of

snow and ra111. came on, and the Emperor becoming uneasy had to

t~ke s~elter With the ladies of his harem in his tent. They spent the

Olght 111 comfort there. The Emperor presented the dress he was

I Rogers & B.everi~ge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahiingiri, I, p. 300.

2 The death of F.lda'i Khan is recorded in the account of the 9th year on

p. 265 of the translatIOn of Tuzuk, while Mu'tamad Khan's appointment as

Bakhs~i of A~~diS was. in the loth year. In Iqbiilniima-i-lahangiri, his appoint

ment m successIOn to Flda'i Khan is recorded on p. 76.

3 Iqbiilnama-i-lahtmgiri, p. 91. He was given arank of 1,000, a robe of

honour and an elephant.

4 Op. cit., pp. 137- I 39. The increase in his rank to I 500 with 500
h . 'orse IS recorded on p. 139. After the return from Kashmir he was sent to the

Deccan with Prince Khurram as the Bakhshi of the army, p. 176.
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zib Bahadur on the expedition to Qandahar, and, in the 26th year, he

accompanied Prince Dira Shik6h on the second expedition to the same

area. As he performed valuable services in this expedition, he was,

in the 28th year, promoted1 to the Fost of Divani-i-Buyutiit in

succession to Ra'i Mukand, who, because of old age, could not per·

form the duties of the post satisfactorily. His rank was increased,

and he received a robe of honour, and a gold pen-case. At the end

of the same year, his rank was advanced to 1,000 with 200 horse, and

he received the title of Mu'tamad Khan; at the same time he was

removed from the Vivani of Buyutat, and appointed Divan of Dara

Shik6h in succ~ssion to Shaikh 'Abdul Karim, who, because of exces

sive weakness, could not carryon his duties. In the 29th year, his

rank was increased to 1,500 with 200 horse, and, in the 30th year,

he was exalted by promotion to the rank of 2,000 with 200 horse
2

•

Later, when fate gave another colour to the affairs, and Prince Mu1}a.

mmad Aurangzib Bahadur marched from the Deccan to enquire after

his venerable father's health, and a battle took place between him and

Dara Shik6h near Samugarh, Mu'tamad Khan, who had received the

title of Wazir Khan from Dira Shik6h, was killed'in 1068 A.H.

(1658 A.D.)

Verse

Khinship had become cheap during Shih Jahangir's reign!

tOp. cit., p. 189' The grant of the gold pen-case ~s, however,record~d
later when he was appointed Divan of Dara Shik6h, and granted the title of

Mu'tamad Khan and the rank of 1,000 with 200 horse, pp. 201, 20:1.

Z Op. cit., p. 460.
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Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 17, but his appointment in succession to

Islam !'ilian is not mentioned.
2 Op. cit., p. 279. His rank at the end of the loth year is noted as

4,000 with 1,200 horse, p. 297·
3 This appointment, however, was prior to his appointment as Mir Bakhsh~

op. cit., p. 223·
4 Badshahnama, II, p. 168.
5 See Ivanow, Descr. Cat. Persian 1.V1.anuscripts Asiat. Soc. Bengal (192

4),

p. 45 for issues of this work, and Beni Prasad, History of Jahangir, pp. 445.44
6

in regard to its historical value.

347Mu'taqad Khan Mirza Makki

he was not a very accomplished historian. Although he was entrust-

ed with th d f h . l'e my 0 c rOl11C mg the events of the reign, he has not

recorded any but th~ most essential matters, and has even abridged

and suppressed many Important occurrences. His son D6stkam reached

the rank of 800 with 200 horse by the 30th year, and occasionally was

deputed to act as Bakhshi of Gujarat, Kabul and Bengal. In the th

year of Aurangzib' s reign he died in Bengal. M u~ammad As~raf
the brother of Mu'tamad. ~han built magnificent buildings in his

fief of Lucknow, and laid the foundations of the Sara'i (inn) and

the ~uarter of Ashrafabad. He also laid out a garden which was a

p~bl~c r.eso~t. _ The day of its laying out engraved on the gate was

Bostan-t-Dosta~: ~he ~arden o~ Friends (1040 A.H.; 163°-3 1

A.D.). He lived 111 retirement 111 this garden till he went to the

Garden of Eternity.

I Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-Jahilngiri I

Th b

' , pp. 2°9,
210. e attle took place on 12th March, 1612.

2 Op. cit., p. 2 I 3. The Maathir account does not mention his services
under Emperor Jahangir. In the 9th year he defeated Ahdad Khan Af h- dd d . . - g!'!an an
was ~ewar e With the title of Laskhar Khan, pp. 263-565' Later he was
appOinted Divan of the Deccan, p. 406.

MU'TAQAD KHAN MIRZA MAKKI

(Vol. Ill, pp. 482-485).

. H~ was the son .of Ifti~har Khan, who in the 7th year of Jahangir's

reign In the campam aga111st 'Uthman Khan L6hani performed deeds

of great bravery and valour, and was finally killed l Th M- - 1.. . . e Irza a so

dlst1l1gUlshed himself in that battle2
' Both f th d. . a er an son were un-

rivalled marksmen. A.fter his father's death, through his good

fortune, he attached himself to the heir-apparent Shah Jahan. As a

resu~t of good and constant service he received royal favours, and was

admitted to a position of intimacy and trust. It is stated that he

was also connected with Shah by fosterage.

ul-Umara]...

wearing to MU'tamad Khan, and also increased his rank to 1,500 with

500 horse. Stranger still, though he had come unattended, as was

necessary in a journey to Kashmir, MU'tamad Khan had with him

sufficient number of tents, carpets, sleeping garments, cooking utensils

and other paraphernalia. In fact whatever was required for the royal

suite waS there and it was not necessary to borrow anything. Such an

entertainment was provided that there was enough for everyone. God

be praised! How fortunate it was that while holding such a junior

rank, he had all the necessary equipment and paraphernalia so that all·

of a sudden and without any previous notice he was a~le to entertain

so lavishly the Emperor of India. On the return journey from Kash

mir, he was appointed Examiner of Petitions in succession to Mir

Jumla. As his loyalty towards Prince Shah Jahan was well known,

he was, after the latter's accession to the throne, granted an

increase in rank, and admitted to a position of intimacy and trust.

In the 2nd year, he was appointed 2nd Bakhshi
l

in succession

to Islam Khan. On the death of Mir Jumla in the loth year,

he was promoted to the high post of Mir Bakhshi
2

, and his rank

was increased to 4,000 with 2,000 horse. In the same year at the

request of Siv Ram Gaur3 , the son of Raja Bethal Das' brother,

he was deputed with the said Raja to the territory of Dhandera.

MU'tamad Khan arrested Indarman the landlord of the place, and

produced him in the Court. In the 13th4 year, 1049 A.H. (
16

39

A.D.) he died. He is reputed as a historian, and from his lqbapna

ma-i-'ahangiri5 , which is written in a polished style, it is clear that

MU'tamad Khan Mu~ammd SharIf
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When the Prince went to the Deccan for the first time for

straightening the affairs there, Af~al Kban and Bikramajlt, who were

amongst the high officers of Shah Jahan, were deputed to bring 'Adil

Shah of Bijapur to his senses and make him subservient to royal orders.

The Mirza and Jadu Das, Divan-i-Buyiitat were sent to tIaidarabad

to rouse Qu~b Shah, the ruler of the place, from his imprudent

slumber, and guide him along the path of obedience. As he acted

with great speed, he found Qu~b Shah fully submissive and obedient;

and returned with a tribute of 18 lacs of rupees1 in the form of

valuable jewels, noted elephants, and Qibchaq horses. After arrival

he was greatly commended and honoured for the valuable services

rendered by him. During the days of misfortune of the Prince,

when as a result of the unfavourable Fortune, there seemed nothing

left for him except to wander in desert lands, the Mirza out of great

regard and sincere attachment.-as were incumbent on a foster-brother

-regarding service and welfare of his patron as his best interest, never

separated from the Prince's stirrups. Before long a change came

about in the affairs, and the eyelids of the garden opened on the other

side-Shah Jahan's springtide blossomed. In the year 1037 A.H.

(1627 A.D.) Emperor Jahangir died, and tbe royal standards (of Shah

Jahan) marching gloriously from Junair, in the Deccan, halted on 17th

Rabi' II (16th December, 1627 A.D.) at Kan Kariya2 tank, which is

situated outside the city of A\:tmadabad, Gujarat. The administra

tion of that Province was, as a matter of exigency, assigned to 5hfr

Khan Tunur. And although he had not yet reached the Capital,

and his rule had not been firmly established, he raised MU'taqad

Khan to the rank of 4,0003 with 2,000 horse, and left him with a

force in A\:tmadabad. In the 2nd year, he was prumoted to the post of

Faujdar of Ajmer4
, and later was appointed Governor of Malwa5

• In

the 5 th year, the government of Malwa was assigned to Nu~rat Khan

Khan Dauran, and MU'taqad .Khan was appointed Faujdar of the

CapitaP. In the same year repeated complaints were received at the

Court against Baqir Khan, Najm Khan II, Governor of Orissa, to the

effect that he was maltreating the subjects. Consequently Mu'taqad

fC]}an was granted an increase in bis contingent of cavalry, and

appointed Governor of Orissa. 2

One of the strange things that is stated is that Baqir Khan had

done certain things whereby he had acquired large sums of money,

and if any of these transactions had been divulged, he would have

been disgraced. He wanted to conceal them, and so collected :Ill the

Zamindars of the area including the Deshmukhs, Deshpands, and

leaders, whom he suspected of intriguing, and imprisoned them. And

out of these he put 700 to the sword. One of them escaped this

dreadful catastrophe, and reached the Court, and presented a statement

(t iimar) demanding 40 lacs of rupees as due from Baqir Khan. The

investigation of this affair was also entrusted to MU'taqad Khan.

It so happened that Mirza A\:tmad son-in-law of Baqir Khan, who

had been appointed Bakhshi of the province, was accompanying him.

On the day when they were travelling in a boat from Allahabad,

Mirza A~mad raised the question of the tiimar, and interrogated the

Zamindar about it. And on the pretence of looking at it he took the

paper from his hand, and then in a moment so smote the Zamindar
with his sword that his head was removed from the body and it fell

into the river. And tearing up the ?iimar he flung it into the river.

He said to MU'taqad I<han, "I have done this solely for your benefit,

for they may as well have prepared a similar tiimar against you."

Mu'taqad Khan approved of the action, and consequently was for

some time in disfavour3 at the Court.

1 This is mentioned in Badshahnama, I, pt. 11,

amount of the tribute is stated to be 15 lacs.
2 1bid, I, pt. i, p. 78.

4 Op. cit., p. 259.

pp. 184,185, but the

3 Op. cit., p. 79·
.5 Of·cit" p. 362 .

Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 42 5. 2 Op. cit., pp. '43°, 431.

3 He was removed from Orissa in the 13th year and Shah Nawaz ~an
succeeded him as Governor of Orissa, Biidshahnama, II, p. 183, In the 15th
year he was appointed to Rohtas, p. 244.
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MU'taqad Khan remained long in those parts, and ruled justly;

he favoured the loyal subjects and punished the recalcitrants. He

then ~ame to the Court, and, in the 19th year, was reappointed

Governor of Orissa1
• In the 22 nd year, he was recalled to the

Presence2
• As A'?am Khan, the Governor of Jaunpur, died about

this time, MU'taqad Khan was deputed for making a settlement of

.that Sarkar3
• He turned back on the road to take up his new

duties. As he was old and worn out, he, in the 25th year on 12th

Dhul Qa'da, 1061 A.H. (17th October, 1651 A.D.) sent a represen

tation to the Emperor to the effect that he was unable to carry

on the administration of Jaunpur. The province was accordingly

assigned to Murad Khan ~afavi, and strangely Mu'tagad Khan also

died about the same time at Jaunpur4
•

(MIRZA) MU.~AFFAR I:fUSAIN ~AFAVP

(Vol. III, pp. 296-302).

He was the son of Sul~an J:Iusain, son of Bahram Mirza, son of

Shah Isma'il ~afavi. When in the year 965 AH. (1558 A.D.) the

fort of Qandahar came into the possession of Shah Tahmasp ~afavi,

he made over that territory together with Zamin Dawar and Garmsir

as far as the river Helmand (Hirnand in text) to his brother's son

Sul~an I:fusain Mirza. He spent nearly twenty years in training

under his venerable uncle, and in the year 974 A.H. (1566 A.D.)

died during the reign of Shah Isma'il II. The Shah, though he was

suspicious about him was also afraid of him, and so did not carry out

his intention of putting all his cousins to death. But after he died,

the Shah set himself to remove all his relations. Out of the five

I Badshahnama, II, p. 473.
2 'Amal $aliJ:, III, p. 64. 3 Khafi Khan, I, p. 675,

4 See 'Amal $aliJ:, III, p. 130, where his death is recorded.

5 Blochmann, A'in I (2nd edn.), pp. 327>328. He should not be confused

with Mu?affar J:Iusain Mirza, son of Gulrukh Begam and Akbar's son-in

law.

so~s of the late Sul~an J:Iusain, M ul).ammad I:Iusain who had gone to

Iran, was murdered there, while Shah Quli Sul~an, the Governor of

Qandahar, was commissioned to murder the other four brothers. The

latter sent Budagb Beg to kill these innocents. Budagh Bea intended
u I:)

to secure some help to kill them, but their lives were saved by the

sudden news of the death of the Shah.

When Mul).ammad Khudabanda became the King of Iran, he

made over Qandahar to MU7;affar I:fusain to the eldest of the brothers,

and Zamin Dawar up to the banks of the Helmand to Rustam Mirza.;

the other two brothers Abu Sa'id Mirza and Sanjar Mirza were sent

with him. Hamza Beg Dhul Qadar, known as the Kar (the Blind)

I:famza-who had been the Vakil of Sultan Husain Mirza was

appointed guardian of the Mirzas. f:-Iam~a B~g acquired such

influence that except for name no power was ldt in the hands of the

Mirzas. Mu?affar I:fusain Mirza becoming dejected determined to

kill J:Iamzii Beg. The latter having come to know of his design fled

to Zamin Dawar, and taking Rustam Mirza with him returned for a

fight. As most of the soldiers were in league with him, the Mirza

was defeated, and he took shelter in Qandaha.r. A number of Iranian

headmen, however, intervened and peace was arranged. After three

years the Mirza once again tried to kill I:famza Beg. He secretly

summoned Rustam Mirza to Qandahar, and sent him to the fort of

Qabat which is in the Hazarajat, and appointed Mul).ammad Beg

who was his son-in-law, and a leader of the Bayats-with five

hundred men to guard the place. The Mirza (Mu?affar I:Iusain)

intrigued with them, and after a time started for Sistan. Malik

Mal:mud, the Governor of the area-who was the father-in-law of

the Mirza-had become estranged with the Mirza after a quarrel,

but now acted as an intermediary, and arranging a peace with I:famza

Beg, secured firmly the Ma~nad of Qandahar for the Mirza. During

this time, the Mirza, with the assistance of Mul;ammad Beg, whom

he had promised the post of the Vakil, succeeded in killing f:Iamza

Beg. This resulted in Rustam Mirza leading an army against Qanda

har, but on account of Malik Mal).mud Sistani rendering help (to
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Mupffar I:Iusain :Mlrza), he was unsuccessful and returned to Zamln

Dawar. As Mu~affar I:Iusain Mirza was fickle-minded, he became

displeased with Mul:ammad Beg also, and hastened away to Sistan.

He fought a battle with Malik MaJ:miid and was defeated. The

Malik, however behaved with humanity, and took the Mirza to his

house, till Mul:ammad Beg apologized and requested him to return to

Qandahar. The Mirza taking advantage of an opportune moment

killed MuJ:ammad Beg, and consolidated his position. But Ozbeg

Amirs of Khurasan, particularly Din Mul:ammad Sul~an, and Baqi

Sul~an, daughter's son of 'Abdullah Khan the ruler of Tiiran-who

had been deputed for the conquest of Khurasan-repeatedly sent forces

to the borders of Qandahar, and fought with the Mirza. Although

the Ozbegs were defeated, but no place was safe owing to their in

cursions and depredations. Most of the officers and leaders of the

Iranians had been killed in the battles with the Ozbegs, and the

promised help and auxiliaries from the Shah of Iran had not arrived,

when suddenly a critical situation was created by the report of the

approach of the imperial troops from India. The departure of Rustam

Mirza to India, and his being appointed as the Governor of Multan

further increased the MIrza's fears. He, therefore, resolved on

migrating to India l • Though 'Abdullah Khan wrote him a reassuring

letter to the effect that the enmity between the Iranians and Tiiranis
2

was of long standing, he should now trust him, and on no account

hand over his hereditary country to the Chagbta'is, but the Mirza

regarded this only as a clever diplomacy. Meanwhile Qara Beg

Kurja'i 3 -an old servant of Sul~an I:Iusain Mirza flying from Mu~affar
I:Iusain had gone to India, and had been appointed Farrashbegi at

Akbar's Court-was deputed to bring the MIrza, and he hurried to

Akbarnama, III, Text, pp. 645. 646, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 992
,

993. See also Matithir-ul-Umara, pp. 434>435. In A kbarnama only 4 sons,

instead of 5, of Sul~an t:Jusain are mentioned.
2 Apparently 'Abdullah meant by the Tiiranis the Mu~hal Emperors

of India. _
3 Akbarnama, III, Text, pp. 65 0 ,658, translation, pp. 999, 1010.

Qandahar. Acting in the guise of loyalty he so prevailed upon the

Mirza, that he sent his mother and elder son Bahram Mirza with

apologies to India, and begged that he himself might be sent for. The

Emperor sent orders to Shah Beg Arp-hiin the G f B h. a= overnor 0 angas to
proceed by rapid marches, and take possession of the Qandahar fort,

and to send the Mirza (to India) \Vhen Sha-h B- Kh- d. eg _an entere

Qandahar, the Mirza came out with his followers and belongings, and

though the Iranian officers and leaders had left, yet there again

ap~eared a well equipped army. The Mirza repented of his hasty

actIon, and sent a message to Shah Beg Khan inviting him to come

out of t~e fort and be his guest for a day so that he might be able to

commUOlcate something important to him. His object was to creep

once again into the fort and make excuses to Shah Beg Khan. But

the latter was an old experienced soldier, and did not want to make

the ~roject, which he had so easily completed, once again difficult of

solutIOn. He, therefore, excused himself by replying that as he had

ent~red (the fort) at an auspicious moment, it would be improper

agam to come out. Whatever had to be said could be communicated

by letter. The Mirza finding himself helpless started on his march l

(to India).

. In .the 40th year, at the end of 10°3 A.H. (1595 A.D.) when he,

With hiS four sons,' Bahram Mirza, I:Iaidar Mirza, Alqas Mirza, and

Tahmas (Tahmasp) Mirza and 1,000 Qazalbash soldiers, arrived on the

yd stage (he was met) by Mirza Jani Beg and Shaikh Farid Bakhshi
who had been deputed to welcome him. When he was three kos off'

Mirza 'Aziz K6ka and Zain Khan K6kaltash received him and escorted

h~m to the Presence. Emperor Akbar honoured the Mirza by calling

him Fa~zand (son), gave him the rank of 5,000 and assigned to him

the territory of Sambhal, which was larger than Qandahar2
• But the

1 Mirza's attempt again to get possession of Qandahar by trickery from
Shah Beg Khan is not metioned in Akbarntima, III, Text, p. 671, translation,

p. 1°30 .

2 Op. ~it., Text, p. 671, translation, pp. 1030, 103 I. The name of one
of the sons 111 the text is Tahmas instead of Tahmasp.

45
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(SAIYID) MU.?AFFAR KHAN BARHA AND SAIYID
LASKHAR KHAN BARHA

(Vol. II, pp. 465-468).

I Badshahnama, II, p. 473·
6,000 with 6,000 horse, p. 718.

2 Op. cit., pp. 473, 474·
3 Op. cit., pp. 638, 639·
4 'Amal ~ali~, In, p. 72 .

5 'Alamgirnama, p. 29·

. They ~ere the sons of Saiyid J5:.ban Jahan Shahjahani. At the

tIlue of their father's death] the t S 0 °d Sh- -S . 0 d wo sons, alYI er Zaman and

alYI _ Munawwar, were both young. The elder brother Saiyid

Ma~~~r be~ause of some suspicion left the Court. Emperor Shah

Jaha~ III ~Iew of ~he special regard that he had for the late Khan

(Khan Jahan), chenshed each of the two children, ..and granted them

both the ranks of I 00 f d 1. ' ° o~t an 250 10rse. A superintendent for

the affairs of each was offiCially appointed
2

Wl e . h h. 1 n III t e 20t year

the royal cavalcade marched from Lahore towards Kabul, the tw~
young men were left with Saiyid'Ali Khan, son-in-law of the late

Khan Jahan, in charge of the fort of Lahore
3

After h' hE . IS return w en

mperor Shah Jahan started for Agra, they continued to hold the

same charge. When . th d h ._ ,Ill e 22n year, t e Emperor agam went to

Kabul, the defence of the city of Lahore<1 . d

h

was asslgne to their

c arge.
Af.ter they grew up to years of discretion, they were sent on

campa~gns. When an army under the command of Mir Jumla was

sent, m the 30th year, on the Bijapur expedition, and Prince Muha

m~~d Aurangzib Bahadur, was appointed Viceroy of the Decc~n
S"y,d She.r Zaman was also depured rhere. The affair had not ye;
bee~ hquldated, when Dara Shikoh prevailed upon Emperor Shah

Jahan to recal15 the auxiliaries. Many of the officers and Mansabdars
returned to Upper India without the Prince's permiss!on, but a'few of

ul-Umaraj Mu~affar "Khan Barha and Saiyid Laskhar Kh- B-. _all arha
Mu~af£ar 1:Jusain $afavi

1 A kbarnama, lll, Text, pp. 711, 712, translation, p. 1060. On this page

he is called Mu~affar t:1usain Qandahari.
2 op. cit" Text, p. 743, translation, p. 1111.
3 This date is certainly incorrect. He died in the 48th year on loth Aban,

October,
16

°3, see Akbarnama, Ill, Text, po 823, translation, p.
12

34.
4 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, I, po 159· The

marriage is recorded on p. 180.
5 She died in

16
75 A.D., vide Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary,

p. 309' 6 Maathir-ul-Umara , Text, Ill, pp. 555-557'

Mirza, who was ignorant of the world, and lacked comprehension,

through sloth and neglectfulness, left the affairs to avaricious and oppres~
sive servants. Repeatedly the peasants complained against the assess~
ments, and some traders also sent petitions. Advice had no effect, and

Mu~affar 1:Jus
a
in getting annoyed prayed for leave to go on a pilgrimage

to Hijaz. He repented of his foolish action soon after the permission

wa; granred, and felt at a loose end, Emperor Akbar brought him
out of retirement, and reinstated him in his rank, and restored his

jag'ir
1

• In the 4
2nd

year the Mirza's agents again started their oppres~
sive actions. The jag'ir was confiscated, and a cash allowance was

granted, The Mirz' suned towards J:lijaz, bnr "rurning from rhe

first stage presented himself at the Coure. But, as his luck was

against him, complainrs against him "ached rhe Emperor, and he feU
from his position of trust. Every day he fell lower and lower. It IS

stated that the Mirza was, as a result of the discordance of Fate, dis~
satisfied about everything in India. Vacillating he resolved sometimes

ro go back to 1<an, and sometimos ro sta'r on a pilgrimage to J:lijaz,

From grief and anger he fell- ill, and died in the year 1008
3

A.H.

(JS99- t 600 A,D.). In the 4th year of Jahangir', "ign, his daughrer"
hand was asked for by Prince Sul~an Khurram <1 later known as Shah

jahan, Thi, pious lady, who was known as Qandaharf Ma4al, in thr
year Joao A,H, (,6J J A,D,) gave binh ro Nawab Parhfz Banii
Beg

am
'. Of his ,on' Bahram Mirza, J:laidar Mirza and Isma'il Mirza

settled down in India. Of these the biography of Mirza 1:Jaidar is

included in the account of his son Mirza Naudhar
6

•
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He was a true Saiyid of Ma'murabiid, which was a village in holy

Najf (Arabia). His ancestors had migrated to India. The Mir in

regard to his knowledge and ability was one of the foremost of the

age. In the reign of Akbar, through good forrune, he was appointed

Bakhsh'i of the Bengal army. When Raja Man iSingh Kachhwaha,

who was the Governor of the province, was deputed with Prince Sul~an

MU?AFFAR KHAN MIR 'ABDUR RAZZAQ MA'MORI

(Vol. III, pp. 376-379)'

357

--_......~-"'V...

2 Op. cit., p. 356.

Mu?affar Khan Mir 'Abdur Razzaq Ma'miiri

I Maiithir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 328, 329.

ul-Umara]

Barha. His son Wajih-ud-Din was appointed commandant of the

citadel there. It so happened that of the Sardars of Ram Raja (Raja

Ram) whom Saiyid 'Abdullah had cleverly seized while he was the

Governor, and who were, according to orders, impris0ned in the

citadel-Hindu Ra'a, Bahrji, and some other leaders escaped one night

in a manner which could only be explained on the supposition of

connivance of the guards. The said Khan and his son were censured

and degraded from their ranks l
• Later he was appointed to the

Gingee (Chenche in text) campaign. Though he had not an equipment

worth of his name and reputation, and his contingent (sihband'i) was

always in distress, he indebted himself (lit. made his shoulders heavy)

by taking advances of pay from the royal exchequer, but he was not

without arrogance. On the day, when Prince Mul)-ammad Kam

Bakhsh with Jumlat-ul-Mulk Asad Khan reached the environs of

Gingee, Dhulfiqar Khan Nu~rat Jang, who had already been conduct

ing the siege, went forward to welcome them. The Prince took his

seat in the hall of audience, and gave permission to Jumlat-ul-Mulk,

Nu~rat Jang, and Sarfaraz Khan Deccani to be seated. The Khan

expected to be treated as equal in rank to Nu~rat Jang, but when the

unexpected happened, he became displeased and left the hall of

audience2
, and did not return. It has not been possible to trace the

year of his death.

. -.~'~ ;;.:::-~;.;;;;,;;;;::-_._.--:---_._.,,_.--;--.- , ..

•

lOp. cit., pp. 47, 54.
2 Op. cit., p. 96.

3 Op. cit., pp. 89 1,988.
4 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 163.
5 01'. cit., p. 220.

6 Op. cit., p. 314.
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the prudent and fortunate ones sticking to the Prince's service delayed

their return; Sher Zaman was one of the latter. In those days the

Prince started to make a bid for the sovereignty, and after the N ar

bada was crossed Sher Zaman received an increase in rank and the title

of Mupffar l :Khan, by which name his father was known in the

earlier days. He fought valiantly in the vanguard in various battles

and was the leader of the stout hearted, but after the battle against

Shuja'-which is known as the battle of Khajuha, it has not been

possible to trace any mention of him. His name is not mentioned

either in the list of survivors or of the casualties.

But Saiyid Munawwar, who was in attendance on the Emperor,

was in the battle against Dara Shik6h, and was appointed to the left

wing 2
, which consisted mostly of Saiyids and the men of the bodyguard.

During the reign of Emperor Aurangzib he had the title of Khan

and was appointed to the Deccan. In company with Raja Jai Singh,

who rendered excellent service in the expedition3 against Sivaji, and

the attacks on the Bijapiir territory, he often successfully fought with

the enemy. A fter returning to the Court, in the 10th year he was

included among the officers of Prince Mul:~l:\mmad MU'aHam who had

been appointed Viceroy of the Deccan. Later after his return to the

Court, in the 12th year he was nominated as the Faujdar of Gwalior.

In the 21st year, be became, in succession to Subhkaran Bundela,

Faujdar of Ratha, Mah6ba and Jalalpiir Khandiisa4
• For a time he

was Governor of Agra, but on account of thefts and robberies in the

city, he was held responsible for the maladministration and dismissed.

Then he was deputed to look after Burhanpiir5
, and afterwards was

granted the title of Lashkar Khan. In the 32nd year, he WaS appoin

ted Governor of Bijapiir6 in succession to Saiyid 'Abdulla Khan
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Salim on the expedition against Rana Sisodia, he unwisely left the

affairs of that area in charge of his young grandsons. In the 45th

year, the sedition-mongers of the province made the son of Qutlu

Lohani-who was one of the leading men of that territory-the ins

trument of strife, and stirred up disturbances. The Raja's men led

their forces against them several times, but were defeated. The Mir

was made a prisoner during these skirmishes. At the same time the

Prince (Salim) presumptuously rushed away to Allahabad and settled

there. The Raja taking permission started to punish the Bengal

rebels. A battle took place near Sherpur, and the enemy were defeat

ed. In the battle the Mir was found with a collar round his neck,

and chains on his legs and arms. In this condition he was seated on

an elephant, and a person had been deputed to kill him in caSe of a

defeat. Suddenly during the tumult his executioner was shot dead,

and the Mir's life was saved1. Afterwards, he went to the Court:

and received royal favours.

As previously the Mir had left the Prince's forces without permis

sion, and had received favours on arriving at the Court, and later been

appointed as Bakhshi of Bengal, the Prince was displeased and even

annoyed with him. After Jahangil ascended the throne, he very

generously pardoned his offences, and confirmed him in his rank2
:

He granted him the title of Mupffar Khan, and appointed him znd

Bakhsbi of Khwaja Jahan's expedition. In this service the Mir gained

a reputation for his good nature and greatness.

When after the death of Mirza ghazi Beg T arkhan the province

of T atta (Sind) came into the royal hands, Mirza Rustam ~afavi was

appointed Governor of the area, and Mu~affar Khiin was deputed to

make a permanent settlement of its revenue. He by his skill and good

See Akbarnama, III, Text, p. 784, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1174
from where the account of 'Abdur Razzaq, the Bakhshi of the Bengal army is
taken.

2 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, I, p. 13. He was
later appointed the Bakhshi of Prince Parviz, p. 16, and afterwards Bakhshi at

headquarters, p. 82.

judgment fixed the revenue on the basis of the past and current

produce, and fixing grants of land for the Mirza and his dependants

returned. In the end of Jahangir's reign he was appointed to the

high post of the Governor of Malwa. When after Jahangir's death,

Shah Jahan, on account of the insincerity and disloyalty of Khan

Jahan Lodi, Governor of the Deccan, proceeded from Junair to the

Capital via A1}madabad (Gujarat), it was reported that Shah Jahan

from Gujarat would atta'ck Mandu, where Khan Jahan's treasure and

most of his property were stored. Khan Jahan left his sons with Sikan

dar Dotani at Burhanpur, and himself with a number of royal servants

came to Mandu, and seized Mrtlwa1 from Mupffar Khan. When

Shah Jahan ascended the throne, the governorship of Malwa in

succession to Mu~affar Khan 2 was assigned to !5:.ban Zaman, the son

of Mahabat Khan, and no favour whatsoever was shown to Mupffar

Khan. He lived in retirement in the Capital, and was included in

the reserve detachments3
• After a time he died.

MUZAFFAR KHAN TURBATI4

(Vol. Ill, pp. 221-227).

His name was Khwaja Mu~affar 'Ali, and he was the Divan of

Bairam 1(han. When the latter during the period of his fall of power

proceeded from Bikanir towards the Panjab, he left Mirza 'Abdur

Ra1}im, his three year old son, with the rest of his family and goods in

the T arhind (Tabarhinda or Bhatinda) fort, which was the fief of Sher

Mul)ammad Diwana-an old servant whom he had favoured. That

ingrate took possession of the properties, and insulted the dependants

of the Khan in various ways. Bairam Khan sent the Khwaja from

Dipalpur to pacify and conciliate Sher Mu1}ammad, but that impudent,

I Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 76.
2 Op. cit., p. 126.

3 Op. cit., p. 42 7.
4 Blochmann, ;i'tn I (2nd edn.), pp. 373-375.
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Mupffar Khan lurbati

ungrateful person imprisoned the Khwaja and sent him to the Court
1

•

Though some of the high officials of the State put forward arguments

and for various reasons urged that he should be put to death, E~per~r
Akbar out of clemency and in view of his capabilities granted him his

life. For a time he was the Collector of the pargana of Pasriir
2

• As a

reward for his careful work he was exalted to the post of the Divan-i-

Buyutat (Master of the Household etc.).
As his abilities and high merits impressed the Emperor, he was

appointed Divan and granted the title of Mu~affar Khan. In the 1 ~ th

r he abolished the Tama'-i-Raqmi (cash assessment) of the empire,
yea, d'
which had been in force during Bairam Khan's regime, and accor 109

to which owing to the large number of men (kathrat-i-mardum, i.e.,

the fiefholders) and the smallness of the territory,. the revenue ~or
mere show (bara'i mazid i 'tibar) was increased only 10 na~e (b~-nam
afzuda). He replaced it by a rent roll in accordance With hiS o_w~
judgment and on the returnS of Qanungos (this was called Tama,-qal-.,

hasil or the assessment of the actual current income). Though III

;e;lity it was not in accordance with t~e amount of t.he current p.ro

duce, yet in comparison with the earlier assessment It wo~ld not be

far wrong to designate it a true J:al-i-J:a~il. As th~ regulation for the

branding (A'in-i-Dag!z.) of the horses was not yet III force, Mupffar

Khan fixed the number of men which the officers and royal servants

should entertain. The soldiers fixed for the officers were divided into

three classes: the first received 48,000 dams a year, the second 32,000

and the third 24,0003 • In the 12th year, it was reported to the

Emperor that Mu~affar Khan had become infatuated with a sm~oth
faced boy named Qu~b Khan. As this disgraceful act was highly

Akbarnama, II, Text, p. 109, Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 166, 167'

2 Op. cit., Text, pp. 197, 158, translation, pp. 305-307 where his earlier
appointments as Collector of Pasriir in Sialkot District, Panjab, and as Divan-i-

Buyutat are also mentioned. .
3 For an account of Mu~affar !Shan's revenue arrangements and claSSifica-

tion of officers see Akbarnama, II, Text, p. 270, translation, pp. 3°2, 4°3 and

Beveridge's valuable footnotes on the two pages.
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distasteful to the Emperor, he ordered that the boy should be kept in

custody separate from Mu~affar Khan. The Khan becoming despo

dent assumed the garb of a mendicant, and took to the desert. The

Emperor out of great kindness and regard that he had for him,

restored his beloved to him \ In the 17th year, one day the game of

Chaupar was being played in the Emperor's presence. Mu~affar Khan

losing control on account of his heavy losses behaved in an uncouth

manner. Akbar degraded him from his position of trust, and ordered

him off to Mecca:!. Wise rulers judge men's nature by their behaviour

in games and triBes. Outwardly they keep them in a playful mood,

but in reality they are testing them. It is, therefore, essential for

cc.urtiers, both while at work and in play, never to ignore the rules of

respect and obedience, and a close study of the dispositions of their

superiors, who 'are easily offended, must be regarded as a matter of

paramount importance in all their dealings.

Finally, however, Emperor Akbar because of his valuable services

recalled3 him. He paid his respects while the Emperor was besieging

Siirat, and in the 18th year was sent off fr0111 AI.ullad[tbid to govern

Sarangpiir in Milwa<!' And in the same year, 981 A.H. (1573 A.D.),

he was summoned to the Presence, and was appointed to the high

office of the Vaktl5
, and granted the title of Jumlat-ul-Mulk. The

bridle of the management of the affairs of the four dangs of India (die

cntire Mughal Empire) was put into his hands. But he again through

some of his actions incurred the Emperor's displeasure, and so lost his

office6
• At the time when the Emperor was returning from Patna,

and a force had been deputcd for the reduction of the Rohtas fort, he

without bcing permitted to pay his respect, was appointed an auxiliary.

Akbal'llama, II, Text, p. 286, translation, p. 427.

2 Op. cit.,Text, p. 368, translation, PP' 534, 535.
3 'Akbarnama, III, Text, p. 6, translation, p. 9. His arrival at Siirat is

recorded on text. p. 27, translation, p. 36.

4 Op. cit., Text, p. 33, translation, p. 48.
SOp. cit" Text, pp. 67, 68, translation, pp. 93, 94.
6 Op. cit., Text, p, 86, translation, p. 120.
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In those parts he judiciously and zealously performed deeds of valour,
in company with Khwaja Shams-ud-Din ~-.hwafi" who also had been
deputed there. Having repeatedly chastised the rebels and sedition
mongers, he again freed J:laji"pur of which the Afghans had taken
possession. As a reward for these valuable services, he was, in the
20th year, appointed to guard the countty (Bihar) from the Chausa
ferry to (;arbi1•

It is stated that alter the taking of I:Iajipur-which increased his
reputation materially-news waS received that the rebel Afghans had
collected on the other side of the old (;andak, and were planning to
create a disturbance. Mu?affar Khan determined to put them down,
and encamped near that river. He himself with a few men went to

explore the depth of the river, and to find some ford. Suddenly some
forty horsemen of the enemy were seen on the other bank. Mupfhr
Khan directed Khwaja Shams-ud-Din and 'Arab Bahadur to cross the
stream at a distance and punish these careless people. The latter
getting news of this manoeuvre, sent word for reinforcements. But
as soon as they saw the Khwaja, they turned their reins and galloped
away. Mu?affar Khan in his impetuosity after crossing the river
joined the Khwaja. Suddenly the rebel reinforcements arrived, and
the horsemen turned. The few men who were with the Khan, got
scattered, and plunged into the water and were drowned. Mu;::affar
Khan also nearly perished in the river, but Khwaja Shams-ud-Din
seized his rein and took him off to the hill country, and quickly sent
word to the Camp in the hope that someone would come to their
rescue. The Khwaja and 'Arab Bahadur kept back the enemy-who
had not given up the pursuit-by shooting arrows, but the position
for Mu?affar Khan became critical.

When a report was spread in the Camp that Mu?affar Khan had
been killed, everyone thought of retiring from the place. Mea,nwhile
the fast-footed courtier arrived asking for reinforcements. Khuda Dad
Barlas and others with 300 brave men crossed the river. As the

Akbarniima, III, Text, p. 1'112, translation, p. 200.

enemy had already been tired out by their exertions they lost heart on
the arrival of the reinforcements, and took to flight. Mu?affar Khan
had a new life and started in their pursuit. Next day he attacked
their camp, and took much bootyl. In the 22nd year, he paid his
respects at the Court, and was employed in the business of the State.
Raja Tadar Mal and Khwaja Shah Mau~ur Vazir, carried out the
financial and administrative work in consultation with him2

• When
Khan }ahan Governor of Bengal died, Mu?affar Khan was sent off to
administer that extensive province. In the 25th year3 Khwaja Shah
Man~ur with a view to effect economy found as a result of searching
enquiries that large amounts were due from the officers of Bengal and
Bihar, and set about realizing them. On this account Ma'~um Khan
Kabuli and other fief-holders of Bihar raised the standard of rebellion.
Muzaffar Khan-who combined collectorship with administration
tho~gh heheare: of the disturbances in Bihar, carried on in Bengal
the same inconsiderate demands from the fief-holders. He sent out
bailiffs, and put the fief-holders into difficulties4

• The officers because
of his harsh and inconsiderate measures became offended, and Babi
Khan Qaqshal combined with the other fief.holders of Bengal and
rebelled. They fought several times and were defeated. At length
they made supplications, but Mupffar Khan became more headstrong.
Finally the Bihar rebels joined them, and together they renewed the
strife. They encamped opposite Mu~affar Khan, and there were
fights every day in which the imperialists were always successful.
Consequently the rebels were helpless and wanted to retire towards
Orissa. At this stage some disloyal vagabonds deserted from the royal
army and joined the rebels. This move resulted in Mu~affar Khan
losing the thread of his plan. Though people said to him that he
should not be disturbed because of these deserters, as he held the upper
hand he should keep up his battle array, but, as he had lost heart, he

1 Akbarnama, III, Text, pp. 137-140, translation, pp. 194"198.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 2 I 5, translation, p. 303.
3 Op. cit., Text, pp. 315. 316, translation, pp. 461, 462.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 290, translation, pp. 427- 428,
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NAJABAT KHAN MIRZA SHUJA'
(Vol. III, pp. 821-828).

He was the third son of Mirza Shah Rukh3
, the Governor of

Badakhshan. He was distinO"uished above his brothers both for his_ b

bravery and reputation. He was born in India during the reign of
Jahangir4 • Although, oW ing to his being in collusion with his other

J Akbarnama, HI, Text, pp. 299-304, translation, pp. 44 2-449. According

to Beveridge. he was killed about J 9t1~ April, J 580.
2 The l'v1asjid lama' of the text is not what is now known as' the Jama'

Mosque of Agra. That was built by Emperor Shah Jahan in 16H in honour

of his daughter Jahiin Ara. The expression pma' J11asjid in the text apparently

means a public mosque. According to Blochmann, op. cit., p. 375, this

mosque was in ruins, and was kuown as Nawab Muz.afJar Khan ki ji1asjid or

Kali Masjid.
3 For an account of his life see Blochmann's translation of the Ain, I (2nd

edn.), pp. 326, 327. Mirza Badi'·uz-Zaman mentioned later was tbe 4th son of
Mirza Shah Rukh, and B10chmann describes him as "a bundle of wicked bones"

who was murdered by his brothers in Patan (Gujarat).
4 Jhis is probably a mistake for Akbar, as he was imprisoned in theJ8ch

Najabat Khan Mirza Shuja'

year of Jahangir's reign-vide Rogers & Beveridge, Memoirs of lahangir, II, p.

According to Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 edn.), p. 289, he
was born on 25th November 1603 A.D., which would be during Akbar's time.

1 See Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 292. The increased rank is given there

as 2,000 with 800 horse. Kill, K61 or Koil is the Sarkar of Kol in Jarrett's

translation of A'in, II, p. 186: It is the present day Aligarh in the United

Provinces.
2 See Badshiihnama, I, pt i, p. 372. He was removed from this office in

the 5th year, op. cit.• p. 42.8.
J The account of the Srinagar campaign is taken from Khafi Khan, I, pp.

505, 506 or from Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, pp. 90·93· For another version see

Irvine, Storia do 111ogor, 1, pp. 219,216 (19°7), according to which the Rana

of Srinagar was styled N ak-ka~i-ralli or Cut-nose by Shah Jahan as he spared

the lives of the soldiers of Najabat ~an on the condition tbat their noses must

be cut off. The general Najabat ~an is also stated to have had his nose cut

off. See also Saksena, History of Shahjahan, p. 123, and Sirmllr State

Gazetteer, pt. A, p. 13 (1939)·
4 The Raja is later styled Zamindar.

ul-Umara]

brothers in the killing of his elder brother Badi'-uz-Zal11an-who was
a personification of wickedness and oppression-he was imprisoned,
yet he later received royal favours, and performing loyal and good
services rose to high office. In the 3rd year l of Shah Jahan's reign he
was granted the title of Najiibat Khan and the rank of 2,000, and
was made the Faujdar of Kal (' Aligarh). In the 4th year~ his rank
waS increased and he Was exalted by the present of drums, and

appointed as the Faujdar of Multan which fc.rmed a part of the fief of
Yamln-ud-Daulah. Afterwards he WaS made Fatrjdar of the Daman-i
Kah Kangra, and having performed his duties satisfactorily his rank
was incre~ed to 3.000 with 2,000 horse. He undertook3 the Sri~

nagar (Garhwal) campaign, engaging that he would either conquer the
country or levy a proper contribution from the rulers thereof and
present it to the royal exchequer. An auxiliary force of 2,000 horse

was assigned to him.
It is stated that when Saharanpur and Mirath (Meerut) were in

his charge, the Rflja4 of Srinagar-who was the greatest of the hill

[MaathirNajabat Khan Mirza Shuja'

did not listen to them. And when the leaders lose courage, what can
be expected from the followers? They dispersed. Stranget still, the
enemy had also lost heart, and were wondering how they would he
able to contend Mu~affar Khan, when suddenly the general preferring
rotten life to a brave death retired to the fortified city of Tiinda. The
rebels thus emboldened sent a message demanding full pardon, per
mission to ao on pilarim:we to HiJ'az and restoration of one-third of

bOO •

their property. Meanwhile Mirza Sharaf-ud-Din I:Iusain escaped
from his custody, and informed the rebels of the perturbation of
Mu~affar Khan. They became emboldened afresh, and entered the
fort. Mu~affar Khan, and his slaves prepared to sacrifice their lives,

but they were captured, and he was put to death in the month
l

of
Rabi'l, 988 A. H. (April-May, 1580 A. D.). The chief mosque

2

of
Agra near the katra of Miyan Rafiq was built by MU7;affar Khan.



Najabat Khan Mirza Shujii< [Maathir- ul-UmaraJ Najabat Khan Mirza Shuji<

rajahs and whose country was extensive and had gold mines-died.

His wife, in concert with Dost Beg Mugbal-who had control from

the time of the Raja-became all powerful. Whoever did not obey

her had his nose cut off, and so she was known as the N ak-kati Rani.
Some short-sighted scoundrels represented to Najabat Khan that as

Mirza Mughal, the former Krori of the district, had taken Kilagarhi1

which belonged to the Raja, and had established a royal thana there.

H he still existed the entire country might be conquered. What

power had a woman to resist you? The inexperienced Khan's van ity

became excited, and in the 9th year (of Shah Jahan's reign) he pro

ceeded against the country. After taking strong fortifications such as

Shergat:b-which the Zaminaar of Srinagar had built on the borders

of his dominion on the bank of the Jumna-and the fort of Kiini:l

which formerly belonged to the Zamindar of Sirmlir3
, he made them

over to the Zamindar (of Sirmlir). He also took the fort of Nanlir( ?).

Near Hardawar he crossed the Ganges. Though the ruler of the

country had assembled a large force of infantry, had closed the mouths

of the passes, and had erected barriers of stone and lime in the narrows

of the river, the audacious Khan forced his way through against all

odds. When he arrived within thirty kos of Srinagar, the ruler be

coming frightened, offered allegiance and sending his agent promised

to pay a tribute of ten lacs of rupees. He was allowed a fortnight for

fulfilling his promise. Having protracted matters by various pretexts

for a month and a half he produced only a lac of rupees. The in

experienced general elated at his successes did not attach much import

ance to the delay, till at length the dearth of provisions became so acute

that his men were left without any food. As the hillmen had closed

1 According to Walton's Gazetteer of Debra Dun, p. 17 1 (19II), Kiligarh,

"which may be identified with Kaulagir", a village near Dchradfm.

2 Kalsi or Kalpi according to the Gazetteer of Sirmur, p. 13.

3 The Raja of Sirmflr at the time was Mandhata Parkash who reigned from

163°-1654, vide Gazetteer of Sirmur, p. II. Nanftr is Santftr in Badsbiibnama,
and also in Maiithir-ul-Umara, Xext, III, p. 96.

the roads, anyone who went' for obtaining supplies was cut off and

killed. When things came to an extremity (lit. when life Was en

dangered and knife reached the bone), and the robbers surrounded the

army, the young Khan awoke from his sleep of neglect, and realized

that there was no other course left except to retreat. Consequent!y

he commenced to march back. Some proud spirits refused to retreat

and were killed fighting. Many men dismounted in the hop~ of

saving their lives, and wandered away; most of them were lost

Najabat Khan after encountering great difficulties emerged from the

hills on foot, and after twenty days, during which he staved off hunger

by eating leaves, he emerged near Sambhal1
• As a punishment for

his mismanagement he was for a time deprived of his rank and fie£2.

Afterwards he was reinstated in his rank, and finally appointed 3

Governor of Multan in place of Qulij !Chan. In the 15th year, when

the country of Chaki4 including Mali', Nurpur, Taragarh and Paithan

was taken, it was made over5 to Najabat Khan. In the 2JCd year

after returning from the Qandahar he was raised to the high rank of

5,000, and he always rendered good service.

T awards the end of Shah Jahan's reign 6 he was attached to the

troops of the Prince (Aurangzib) which had bccn assineJ to the ex-

I S.llIbhal in text, but more correctly Sambltal. It is probably Sambhal

in Moradabad District situated at 28°35' N. and 78°34' E., some 23 miles

south-east of Moradabad.

2 Mirza Khan son of Shah Nall1az K!J:in succeeded Najabat Khan as rhe

Faujdar of Daman-i-K6h-Kangra. see 13adsbalmama, I, pt. ii, p. 93.

3 In 1049, A. H. (1639-40 A. D.) 12th year of Shah Jaldn's reign his

appointment as Governor of Mult1'in in succcssion to Yusuf tvlul.lalllllJad ~an

Tashkandi is mcntioned, see Badsbahllama, II, p. 155.

4 Chakta and Chakna in the text, but river Chaki in Bdds!Jabllamtl, II,
p. 262, which is correct (sce Kangra Gazetteer, p. I I, 1906). Mall', Nflrpur,

Taragar are all in Kangra, but Paithan is Pathank6t in the Gurdaspftr District,

Panjab, west of Nftrpftr, see the Gazetteer cited p. 261.

5 Badshabnama. II, p. 278

6 See Irvine, Storia do Magar, I, p. 239, Xhis was in 1657 A.D.



pedirion against Bijapur. During these days as a result of the sudden
illness l of the King commotions sprang up on all sides. At the
summons of the heir-apparent Mul}ammad Dara Shik6h the officers ...
attached to the Deccan army started for the Court. No officer, who
remained with Prince Mul}ammad Aurangzib, was of a higher rank
than that of Najabat Khan 2

• As the Prince (Aurangzib) decided to
make a bid for the sovereignty, (Najabat Khan) became his principal
councillor. He was raised to the rank of 7,000 with 7,000 horse,
and in the beginning of Jummada 1,1068 A.H. (January, I65S A.D.)
he was sent off in advance with Prince Mul.ummad Sul~ai1 from
Aural~gabad3. In the battle4 with Maharaja Jaswant (Singl~),

Najabat Khan, who was in Sul~an Mul}ammad's vanguard and had
command of its left wing, distinguish~d himself by his gallant deeds.
He was granted a reward of a lac of rupees, and the high titlc of
Khan Khanan Bahadur Sipah Salar. But as Najabat Khan was inde
pcndent and insolent, the favours shown made him arrogant, and in
displaying his greatness he behaved haughtily towar~s his ma~ter.

Princes are generally of a jealous temperament, and thiS was speclall~

the case with'Alamgir Badshah-as is clear from his treatment of IllS
father and brothers. He did not like that anyone should give himself
airs, and so could not cndure N ajabat Khin's presumption. Some-

1 Sir JaJullJth Sarkar, History of AlSr'lIlg7;ib, I, pp. 276, J..77' J!:J
Banarsi Prasall, History of Shabjahan, p. 321, The date ill both works is givcn

as 6th Septembcr. but it should bc 17th Septcmbcr 1657.
2 In 'Alamgirnama, p. 29, the names of three officcrs who remaincll

with Aurangzib arc given, but it is not stated that Najabat !$ban was the

officer of the highest rank among them; also sec p. 'j}O, where it is stated

tll,lt none of the senior ofliccrs exccpt for r-fu<a~~am ~an and Najabat ~an
remained ill the Deccan.

3 'Alamgirnama, p. 42 • The incrcase in rank is not mentioned, but it

is statcd that he was grantcd a kbil'at, a horse with gold trappings and all

elephant.

4 Battle of Dharmat, 26th April r658. See 'Alamgil'llama, pp. 59-75,
Sir Jadunath Sarkar's History at Aurai1gzib, I, pp, 348'364, and Irvine,

Storia do Magar, I, pp. 259,260.

, 111M.
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thing happened after the accession which brought the matters to a
CrISIS. During the pursuit of of Dara Shik6h while the victorious
standards (of Aurangzib) were encamped at Delhi, Najabat Khan fot
some reason, arising out of his unaccommodating temper, shut himself
up in his quarters. Khuld Makan (Aurangzib) sent Mir Abul Fa41
Ma'miiri-who was an old servant and had been granted the title of
Ma'mur Khan1

, and who was also on very good terms with Najabat
Khan-to advise. him and convey certain messages to him. The Mir'
tried his best by friendly councels to clear the misunderstanding that
had taken a hold in the mind of Naj[~bat K.han, but did not succeed,
and the latter arrogantly started making insolent remarks against the
Emperor. The latter out of courtesy and regard for being true to the
salt (of his master) rose up to depart. This mad man (Najabat Khan),
whose brain was like a wasp's nest full of thousand follies, afraid lest
he might expose him, took up his sword which was lying on the
Masnad, and struck Ma'mur Khan such a blow on the back of his
neck that it cut the poor Saiyid into tw02

• For this serious aim ~

he was deprived of his rank, jagir, and his high title which had made
him so proud. After the return from Multan, when Delhi again

'Alamgirnama, p. 75, wherc it is recorded that he was granted a special
k,hil'at, two elephants, a lac of rupees and the titlc of K!Jan K!!iinan Sipah Salar.

In thc Biography of Ma'mur Khan Mir Abul Fa41 Ma'muri (Maathir-ul-Umara,

Text, III, p. 505) the reward is correctly givcn as two lacs of rupees.

2 There is a different version of it in the acco~lllt of Ma'miir !Q.!an Mir

Abul Fa41 Ma'111tiri (Maathir-ul-Umara, Tcxt, III, pp. 505, 506). See Khiiti
K!Jan, II, pp. 46, 47; according to this author the murder took place in. ro69
A.H. (December 1658 A.D.) on Aurangzib's return from Muttra, but 111 the

Maathir-t4I-Umara, both in this biogpphy and in the account of Ma'mur Khan,

it is ~bout the timc of Aurangzib's first coronation on 1st August, 1658. The
date is given as 2nd August in Dow's History of Hindostan, III, p. 259 (177 2),

and 21 st July in Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of AlSrangzib, II, p. 446 (1925),

and Ishwari Prasad, Short History at Muslim Rule in India, p. 586 (1939); the

dates in the latter work are in the Old Style or unreformed calendar apparently

taken from Sir }adunath's work and to convert them to thc New Style II days

must be added.
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note.

'Alamgirnama, p. 2 30 .

2 Op.' cit., p. 564.
3 Op. cit., p. 762 .
4 Op. cit., p. 837.

5 Op. cit., p. 873.
6 Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, II, pp. 378, 379 and foot-

Najib-ud-Daulah Najib Khan

NAJIB-UD-DAULAH NAJIB KH.~N

(Vol. III, pp~ 865-868Y·

He was an Afghan. Orignally he was a lama'dar3
• During the

days when a contest was going on between Ghazi-ud-Din Khan 'Imad

ul-Mulk4 and Abul Man~ur Khan5
, he took up service ~nder Ghazi-

lOne of - his sons Najabat !'ilian who was the Faujdar of Malkher and

later of Siirat is mentioned in Irvine's Storia do Mogor III p 490 A b', ,. . lOgra-

phy_of,his sister's son Sarbuland !'ilian Khawaja Ral:mat Ulliih is published it1

Maathzr-ul-Umarii, Text, II, pp. 477-479'
2 • This is a. very incomplete biography of a very important personality of

th~ .times, particularly as almost half of it is devoted to an account of his son

I?_tblp !'ilian.. Beale's account i~ Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 edn.),

pp. 289,29°' IS much more detailed. Reference may also be made to Sir Jadunath

Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal. E~pire, Vols. I, II. His character is summed up in
Vol. II, pp. 515, 516. HIS ltfe by Niir-ud-Din J:Iusain translated by Sir Jadu

nath Sarkar was published in Indian Hist. Quart. and Islamic Culture (1933)·

3 For Jama'diir see Irvine, Army of the Indian MUf!,huls, p. 183. He was

a party leader of a lower rank than the Tiimiindar.
4 F~r his life see Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 edn.), p.

143. Irvllle, Journal As. Soc. Bengal, p. 128 et seq. (1879), Maiithir-ul-Umarii,

:rext, II, pp..847-856 and Beveridge & Prashad's translation, pp. 674-678.
5 For hiS hfe see Beale, op. cit., p. 34 I, and Maathir-ul-Umarii Text I pp

6 68 - ",.
3 5-3 ' and Beveridge's translation, pp. 137- I 40. Beale states that his proper

name ~as. Muqim and surname Man~iir 'Ali Khan, while in the Maiithir his

name IS given only as Abiil Man~iir !Q!an. -

ttl-Umara]

sat down and waited. Najabat Khan after his rest took his usual

bang-water (bhang), and he coming intoxicated returned to the Prince.

On hearing the proposal he said, "Considering you to be a man of

determination I have made up my mind to quarrel with my master

(Shah Jahan). Now the affair is in your hands. When I am excited,

I will even cross swords with the Lord of the Universe (Jahangir).

Come what mayl" The Prince was reassured, and praised him for

his firm determination. He had good sons1
; some of them have been

noticed in this work.

[iHaathiT'Najabat Khan Mirza Shuja'

became the headquarters, he was again admitted to the Court at the

recommendations of Amir Khan 1 the brother of Shaikh Mir. On

the occasion of celebrations for the 3rd anniversary of the accession,

Najabat Khan, who up to that time used to come to the Presence

unarmed, was presented a sword? In the 5th year
3

the rank of

5,000 with 4,000 horse, and his original title were restored. In the

6th year4 Ja"far Khan, the governor of Malwa was summoned to the

Court for appointment as the Vazir, and Najabat Khan was assigned

those vast dominions. 1here he died in the 7th year
5

of the reign.

In bravery, manliness and courage he was unique of the age. He had

select men under him. Prince MU9ammad Aurangzib on the return

jo.urney to Upper India (from the Deccan) to contest his claims for the

sovereignty often took his advice. As he was a tried soldier with a

good following, the Prince took good care of him and treated him

with great courtesy and regard. It is stated that when after the battle

with Maharaja Jaswant (Siagh) the Prince was proceeding to Agra,

Dara Shik6h was preparing to oppose him, Shah Jahan
6

said that the

last course appeared to be that he (Shah Jahan) should go into the

field personally. Most probably there would the~ be no fighting

as most of Aurangzib's companions were government servants, and

under those circumstances they would not obey Aurangzib's behests.

Further, the royal servants with D[tra Shik6h would be more zealous

than hitherto in Shah Jahan's presence. When this news was received

in letters from Agra by the Prince (Aurangzib), he taking these letters

went in an agitated state to the house of Najabat Khan, and asked for

his advice. Najabat Kh[tn represented that it was time for his seista,

and requested the Prince also to rest there likewise. So the Prince

..it.----••!I!I!~I!!!!!I!!!II!!!!!!!Il '_ ....



See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, II, pp. 140, 141.

2 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 152 , 153.
3 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 207-2 I 2.

4 For his account see. Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 715-722.

5 For a good account of the Jats and Jawahir Singh's attack on Delhi see
Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 417-468.

6 This is scarcely correct. Al:mad Shah 'Abdali when returning to Kabul,

placed "Mirza Jawan Bakht, in th; nominal charge of affairs under the protec

tion of'Najib-ud-Daulah", vide Keene, Fall of the Mughal Empire, p. 79 (1887).

7 This is incorrect, as Beale, op. cit., states that he died in Raj.lb 1184

ud-Di"n Khan, and by frequently attending the royal Darbar improved
his bearings. Through 'Imad-ul-Mulk's intercession he was raised to
the rank of 7,000 and granted the tide of Naji"b-ud-Daulah Bahftdur
Thabit Jang. When the Shah Durrani" came in 1170 AH. (1757
AD.), he had an interview with him in the Capital, and being of
the same tribe became very powerful, so much so that he was a rival
even of the Ami"r-ul-Umara and the 'Imad-ul-Mulk1

•

When 'Imad-ul-Mulk after leaving Farrukhabad summoned Raghu
nath Rao and Malhur Ru6 H6lkar from the Deccan, and with them
besieged Delhi", Naji"b-ud-Daulah started negotiations with H6lkar,
and coming out with his bag and baggage went over to his estates on
the other side of the Jamna2

• There Datta Sindiah besieged him in
I 173 A.H. (1759 AD.) at Shakartal, and had reduced him to extre
mities when he was relieved 3 by the heIp of Shuju:-ud-Daulah4

•

During this time when the Shah Durrani" came, Najib-ud-Daulah was
in the van of the Shah's army. He attacked Sadashiv Ra6 Bhiiu, and
performed valiant deeds. Later when the sovereignty was assigned to
Shah 'Alam Bahadur, and the Shah Durrani" returned to his country,
he was confirmed as the Amir-ul-Umara. In the year 1179 A.H.
(1765-66 A.D.) he ably opposed Jawahir Singh Jat, son of Sur~j Mal,
who had advanced towards Shfthjahaniibad to avenge his father 5

• He
(Naji"b-ud-Daulah) made Mirza Jawftn Bakht the instrument of his
.authority, and remained in the Capital and in possession of full powerG

•

Much of the Miyan (Gangetic) Duflb constituted his fief. He died in
1185 A.H.1 (1771 AD.).

His son Qii.bi~a Khftn I took possession of his father's fief. \\'hen
Shah 'Alam Badshah was returning to Shiihjahflllabiid from Allahabad,
he through the intervention of Majd-ud-Daulah 2

, who was then the
Deputy Vazir, was conciliated and came to do homage3

• The
standards of the Emperor were in the environments at Badli"4, 12 kos

from the Capital, when in accordance with the royal commands Mirzft
Najaf Khan Bahadur5 came from Akbarubiid, and waited upon the
Emperor. At this time the financial officers of the kingdom claimed
a large sum as arrears for the royal lands in the Miyan Diiiib of the
~iiba of Shiihjahii.niibad which were in Qiibi~a Khan's possession. He
on account of the duplicity of the Chief superintendent, and the
coalition of Najaf Khan with the Royal forces, and realizing the change
of fortune, and being conscious of what he had done, slipped off at
night from the royal camp. He crossed the Ganges to Ghauthgarh6

,
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A.H. (October 1770). Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., p. 415, states that his

death tookplace on 31st October, 1770, at Hapur.
1 See Beale, op. cit., p. 423, for a more detailed biography. He died

in 1785 A.D. See also Keene, op. cit., PP.9I-144.
2 His name was 'Abdul AI)ad !5-"han, and he succeeded ~isam-ud-Dauhh

as the Diwan-i-Khal~a, see Keene, op. cit., pp. 105,106, 114, I 17, I20~I24, 129.
3 Shah 'Alam from Allahabad had appointed Dabi~a Khan as the Mir

Bakhsh·i in succession to his father, but wanted him to render accounts and pay
customary fees of succession, but he preferred fighting and after being defeated

fled from Shakartal-Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of Mughal Empire, III, pp. 46,
52. Later after the battle of Putana Qil'a, 17th December 1772 (op. cit., p.

69) the Emperor was forced to restore him to his old office, and all the jagirs

(p. 75)·
4 Badli with Bawli as a variant in the text. The correct name is Badli,

a silll11 railway station in the Delhi T al)~il, some nine miles to the north-west

of Delhi on the North-Western Railway towards Ambala.
5 His title was Amir-ul-Umara Dhulfiqar-lid-Daulah. For his life see

Beale, op. cit., p. 289, Siyar-ul-Muta'akhkhirin, Text, pp. 995, 996 (Newal
Kishore edn., 1897, translation (Cal. edn.), IV, pp. 18-110, and for fuller

details, Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 1-230.
6 Ghauiligarh was a stronghold built by Dabi~a Khan thirteen miles

north-east of Shamli in the Mu~~afarnagar District, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

[Maathir-Naji"b-ud-Daulah Naji"b Khan



NAJlB-UD-DAULAH SHAIKH I AU KHAN BAHADUR

(Vol. UI, pp. 863-865)'

He was a descendant of the Saiyid clan of Shaikh Junaid! of
Baghdad. His father Shaikh 'Ali Khan the elder, and his uncle

u-
Bahroz Khan were the sons of Shaikh Mu~ammad Junaidi whose
daughter was married to Shaikh Minhaj Bijapuri. Shaikh Minhaj
was a nobleman of Bijapur. In the 17th year2 of I Alamgir's
reign when Bahlul Khah siezed 'Abdul Karim Khawa~ Khan, who was
the minister of Sikandar 'Adil Shah, and made himself supreme

op. cit., p. r 36. Dabi~a K.han's defiance of the Emperor's demands, his flight

to Ghaurl:!garh, siege of the latter, his flight to the Panjab and his defeat are

described in the same work from pp, 129-163' His visit to the Court, his

pardon and the restoration of his property and part of his jagir on 30th January,

1779 are described on p. r62.
I Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary ( r894 edn.), p. 2°3·
2 1673-74 A.D. According to Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Atlrangzib,

IV, p. 140, however, Khawa~ Khan was made a prisoner by Bahllil Khan in

1675. For an account of the Bijapiir intrigues referred to above, see the same

work, pp. 140 , 141,

375Najib-ud-Daulah Shaikh 'Ali Khan Bahadur
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ul-Umara]

1 This is certainly incorrect. Bahiic!ur Khan was not appointed to the

Deccan till the /6th year, see Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. /23,/24· For Bahadur

K!Jan, see l11aathir-tll-Umara, Text, I, pp. 798-813' Beveridge & Prashad's

translation, PP' 783-79/.

he, in view of the fact that he did not trust the Deccanis
deputed the Shaikh with a force for chastising Siva Bhonsle. tie also
sent after him Khi4r Khan Pani ostensibly to help the Shaikh but
really to kill him. On the day when Khi4r Khan invited the Shaikh
to a feast, the latter having come to know of his plans dexterously
killed Khi~r ~han; and then returned to his force. Bahliil !5-llan
followed with his army, and fought a great battle with the Shaikh.
The Shaikh then Came to Gulbarga. In the 15th year!, when Bahi
dur Khan K6ka, in accordance with the royal orders, marched from
Khajistabunyad (Aurangabad) to chastise 'Abdul Karim Khan, the said
Shaikh came and joined the royal army. After peace had been arrang
ed, the said K6kaltash sent the Shaikh to Gulbarga. The Shaikh wrote
that if a force was deputed, the fort could be captured. The said
Khan sent Mazbur Beg son of Qalandar Khan the Qil'adar of Bedar
who later became known as Jan Nithar Khan-with a force. The
Shaikh entered the fort and made prisoners of the guards and de1A.vered
the fort to Vazlr Beg. When Da:'iid Khan left the fort of Na~drug,

and wanted to enter the royal army, he sent Bahidur Khan Srtaikh
Minhij to the Governor of tIaidarabad. After tIaidarabad was taken,
he became influential by taking up service under the Crown. He died

. at his appointed time. Shaikh Mulpmmad Junaidi, who was in service
under Bijapiir, enter~d royal service after Bijapur was conquered. After
his death the leadership passed to Bahroz Khan, and after his demise
it devolved on Shaikh'Ali Khan. In the earlier years of the reign of
Firdaus Aramgah (Mu~ammad Shah), when the Ni~am-ul-Mulk A~af

Jah delivered much of the territory of the Deccan from the hands of
the Barah Saiyids, and the high and low of the Deccan hastened to his
palace, the Shaikh felt disgusted. On the first day of the ll1tervlew,

[Maiithir-Najib-ud-Daulah Shaikh 'Ali Khan Bahadur

which had long been his home and took refuge there. After the
Emperor returned to the Capital, he with the help of Najaf Khan led
an army against him (J;)ab1ta Khan); there was some fighting, and he
was besieged. Being reduced to serious straits he fled from the fort
and joined the Sikhs, who had raised the standard of revolt in the
Panjab, and had taken possession of the country from Multan to
Lahore, and even some areas of Shahjahanftbad. For a time he used
to invade the imperial' territories with their armies. Mirzfu N ajaf
Khan applied himself to conciliating him, and' sent for him, and
requested the Emperor to forgive him. Part of his old estates were
restored to him and he was permitted to leave for looking after their
management. At the time of writing of this biography he was still

alive.
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377Najm-ud-din 'Ali Khan Barahul-Omara]

,I See Irvine, op. cit., p. 428. According to the authorities cited by
Irvine, 'however, it was ~an Jahan who was left in charge of the city and the
palace at Delhi.

2' Lit. the expression 1))'1 I:) c.l))1 ~I)'~ means: for bringing a regulation.
Tora is, however, used here for the insignia of the empire, i.e., a prince, ~.ha£i

!ihan, II, p. 914. This prince was Ibrahim, whose enthronement took place
on 26th October, 1720. He was dethroned after the battle of f:lasanpiir and
died in 1746 A.D.

3 Khafi !ihan, II, p. 913. Irvine, op. cit, II, p. 75.
4 ~afi ~an, II, p. 916, This happened after he had been appointed 2nd

_ Bakhshi by Sul~~n Muqammad Ibrahim. It means that the owners of ponies
etc. received equal pay with those who had good horses. !'Q!afi !ihan's account
is very graphic and clearly shows the anxiety of Najm-ud-Din to enlist what
ever was available. See also Irvine, op. cit., II, p. 77.

5 Battle of f:Iasanpiir, 24th November, 1720, see Irvine, op. cit., pp.
85-91,
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Najm-ud-Din l
• In the 2nd year of the reign of Firdaus Aramgah

(Mu!}ammad Shah: when the Amir-ul-Umara was assasir.ated, .ap.d
Qu~b-ul.Mulk, -who was returning to the Capital but had not yet
arrived there, he became distracted in his mind by the news of the
assassination of his brother. He sent his men to the Capital to bring a
prince2 and wrote to Najm-ud-Din to look after the affairs. When the
said Khan heard the news he lost patience:l

, and sent a force of infan
try and cavalry with the Kotwal to besiege the house of himad ud·
Daulah Mu~amrnad Amir Khan. Later on receipt of a letter from the
Qu~b-ul-Mulk he withdrew his forces. It is stated that in arranging
about troops he had issued a proclamation that small ponies and old
lame horses would be accepted equally ~ith Arabian horses4

•

On the day of battles, he was in charge of the vanguard, and
fought bravely.in a severe and extraordinary fighting. In this hard
battle he was severely wounded, and having lost an eye was
captured and put into the prison. His daughter, who was 9 or 10
years old, had been taken from the palace by his men and hidden in
the house of a hereditary female singer during these turbulent times.
She was taken and brought before the Emperor. Some of the ladies

.
, .

1 The account so far deals with the ancestors of 'Ali !ihan, whose

biography is confined to a short account in the next paragraph.
4 District in f:Iaidarabad State.

1 3 For his genealogical tree see Blochmann's translation of A'in I (2nd edn.),
p. 428. His full name was Saiyid 'Abidullah ~an Tihanpiiri alias' Saiyid
Miyan, Najm-ud-Din was the 4th son.

4 This is a reference to Farrukh Siyar's deposition and finally his murder

in 1719 A.D. For details see Irvine, Later Moghuls, I, pp. 386-394-

Najm-ud-din 'Ali Khan Barah

while he was standing at the place of salutation he had a paralytic

stroke, and died of this illness1
•

After him power was transferred to Shaikh 'Ali Khan Bahadur.
He passed all his time in the service of the Nizam-ul-Mulk A~af Jah.
After a time he was appointed the governor of Nander2

, and attained
a high rank. During the time of ~alabat Jang he received the title of
Najib-ud-Daulah, but he did not like that anyone should call him by
this name. He was corpulent, but was a good rider. He died in
1182 A.H. (1768-69 A.D.). His eldest son 'Abdul Qadir became
the fief-holder of Ashti and other villages in the Pargana of Pathri in
Berar. This in accordance with the orders of the Sul~an, had been
the fief of his ancestors, and he held it during his lifetime. But he
died soon. None of his sons attained any distinction.

(SAIYID) NAJM-UD-DIN 'AU KHAN BARAH

(Vol. II, pp. 508-510).
1
He was the son of Saiyid 'Abdullah Khan Saiyid Miyan3

• He
was distinguished for bravery and manliness, which were the attributes
of his high family. When his brothers Qu~b-ul-Mulk and Amir. ,
ul-Umara distinguished themselves in the service of Mu~ammad

Farrukh Siyar, and rose to high ranks, he also was exalted by an
increase in his appointment. Afterwards, when the jugglery of Fate
cast the Emperor4 into the whirlpool of misfortune, and Qu~b-ul-Mulk

in attendance on the Sul~an Rafi:'-ud-Daulah marched from the Capital
to chastise Raja Jai Singh, the government thereof was entrusted to



'Amal-i-$ali~, III, p. 104.
2 0 p. cit., p. 120; his rank is given after promotion as 1,000 with 600

horse.

3 Op. cit., p. 201, where his new rank is stated -to have been 2,000 with
60::> horse.

4 Op. cit., p. 204. 5 Op. cit., p. 221. 6 'Alamgirnama, p. llS·
7 In 'Alamgirnama, p. 817, it is stated that he was in the Deccan in the

6th year, and his rank was increased to 4,000 with 2,SOO horse; also see pp.
864, 865.

8 0 p. cit., pp. 961, 962. 9 Op. cit., p. 976.

Governor of the province of the CapitaV his (Namdar Khan's) rank

was increased to 1,000 with 200 horse. In the 24th year, when his

father was appointed Governor of Bihar, he had an increase of 500

with 400 horse 2
• In the 28th year\ he was exalted above others by

being promoted to the rank of 2,'100 with 1,000 horse. In the 29th

year 4 he was honoured with the grant of a flag, and in the 30th year5
,

he was appointed Superintendent of the Household in succession to

tJayat Khan, and his rank was increased to 2,500 with 1,5°0 horse.

Later when Sul~an Mul).ammad Aurangzi'b came from the Deccan, and

fought with Sul~an Dara Shik6h at Samugarh, and Dara Shik6h fled

towards Lahore, and most of the royal servants took service under

•Alamgir, he also did so and was exalted with the grant of a robe of

honour6
•

After some time he hurried to the Deccan 7 to assist Maharaja

Jaswant Singh, and distinguished himself there. In the 7th year he,

in accordance with the royal orders, returned to the Court. In the

9th year he was employed to convey from Agra to the CapitalS the

treasure which had been transferred there earlier in accordance with

royal orders. The same year it was decided to send him there. In

the same year, as agreements had been broken between the King and

Shah 'Abbas II of Iran, and Sul~an MU'a~pm had been sent to Kabul

with an army as a vanguard, Namdar !Cl!an was granted a robe of

honour, and a horse, and his rank was increased to 4,000 with 3,000

horse, and he was deputed to accompany the said Prince. 9 In the

379Niimdar Khanul-UmaraJ

NAMDAR KHAN

(Vol. III, pp. 830-833)'

Namdar Khan

He was the eldest son of Jumdat-ul-Mulk Ja'far Khan4
• His

mother Farzana Begam was the sister of Mumtaz-uz-Zamani'. In the

19th year of the reign of Firdaus Ashiyani' (Shah Jahan) when the

King resolved to go to Kabul, and appointed Ja'far Khan the Governor

of the province of Lahore, Namdar Khan was given the rank of 500

with 100 horse5
• In the 23rd year when the said Khan was appointed

of the palace wished to marry her to the Emperor. At the urgent

representatior. of the Qu~b-ul-Mulk, that such a thing had never

happened to the Barah Saiyids, this was stopped, and the girl was taken

back to her father's house1
• In the 7th year through the intercession

of Mubariz-ul-Mulk Sarbuland Khan, Najm-ud-Din was released from

the prison, and appointed to the charge of Ajmer2
• When Sarbuland

Khan, the Governor of Gujarat, went to A~madabad, the Marhattas,

who were plundering the area, blockaded the city and besieged him.

The said Khan, in accordance with the royal orders, hurried to his

assistance, and fighting bravely with the vile enemy repulsed them.

Later he returned to his post, and after some time was appointed

Governor of Gwaliar (Gwalior), where he carried on the affairs of the

government zealously till he died3
• It is stated that after he lost an

eye, he had an artificial one made of crystal which was inserted

between the ~wo eyelids, so that it appeared to onlookers as if both his

eyes were normal.

Kbafi Khan, II, pp. 934, 936. Irvine, op. cit., II, p. 93.
2 Irvine, op. cit., II, p. 185. He was released in 1725 A.D. after having

been in prison for 5 years.

3 Irvine, op. cit., p. 193.
4 He is called 'Umdat-ul-Mulk in his biography in the Maathir-ul-Umara,

Text, I, pp. 531-535, Beveridge & Prashad's translation, pp. 723, 724.
5 Badshahnama, II, p. 500, and 'Amal+$ali~, II, p. 470.

••



Naqib Khan Mir Ghiyath-ud--Din 'Ali

•

Verse

NAQIB KHAN MiR GHIYATH-UD-DIN ~ALP

(Vol. III, pp. 812-817)'

He was one of Safi Saiyids of Qazwin (Kazvin)-a clan which was

noted throughout Iran for its Sunni tendencies. His grandfather Mir

y a~y:i J:Iasani Saifi was a well-known scholar of the rational and tradi

tional sciences. He was lJl1ique of the age in his knowledge of travels

and history.

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 249. The name of the place is given as Karrah

Namiina.
2 On p. 267 of the work cited his appointment' as the Thanadar of

Mudkul is mentioned while his appointment to convey the treasure to BijaI"iir is

recorded on p. 273.
3 The account is based mainly on Badaoni's account in l11untakhdb·ut

Tdwarikh, Text, III, pp. 97-99, Sir Wolseley Haig's translation, III, PP·148-150'
and Akbarnama. An excellent biography of the family supplemented with notes

from other available sources was published in Blochmann's translation of A'in, I

(2nd edn.), PP' 496-498; this may be consulted for other details.
4 Elliot, Bibl. Index, L p. 129 (1849)' Rieu, Cat. Persian Manuscripts in

the British 1'v1.useum, I, p. r04a (r879)' and Ivanow, Descr. Cat. Persian Manus

cripts As. Soc. Bengal, p. 2 (1926).

No one has equalled him in the knowledge of chronology.

It is stated that he could give offhand the date of any event of

any time, about which enquiries might be made of him, and accounts

of all kings, Shaikhs, learned men, and the poets from the rise of Islam

to his own time, including the dates ol birth and death of each. Lubb
ut-Tawarikh4 was one of his works. At first he was an honoured and

reliable servant of Shah Tahmasp Sahvi, and the Shah used to call

him Ya~ya Mac ~ijm. At last his enemies turned the Shah against

ush·Sh:in towards Ajmer. In the 28th yeae he was appointed Than

adar of Garh Namiina in the De::can. In the 29th year2 he was

commissioned ro convey treasure to Bijapur.

Namdar Khan

loth year, he was appointed Faujdar of the Sarkir of Murad:ibad, and

his hopes were fulfilled by the grant of a robe of honour and a horse

with gold trappings. In the 13th year1 he came to the Court and

offered his salutations. And as in the same year, his father, who was

the Prime Minister, died2
, Sultan Muhammad A'zam an'tl Muham-. . .. .

mad Akbar were sent to convey condolences to the house of Namdar

Khan and Kamgar .Kh:in. Each of them received a robe of honour,

and their mother was granted a suitable present (Tora). Sul~an Akbar

made the two brothers give up mourning, and presented them at the

Court. Each received a decorated dagger with a string of pearls attach

ed and other favours as marks of the ending of the mourning. In the

14th year 3 Namdar Khan was appointed Governor of the ~uba of

Akbar:ibad (Agra). In the 17th year he for some reason fell out of

grace, and was deprived of hi5 rank. He was granted a pension of

Rs. 40,000 a year and retired to Aubgarh4
• In the 18th yearS he

was restored to favour, and was reinstated in the rank of 4,000 with

2,000 horse, and appointed Governor of Oudh in succe~sion to S:idat

Khan. Afterwards he was removed from this office and remained in

attendance at the Court till he died 6
• Mar~amat Khan Dindar was

.his son. He in the 25th year was appointed to accompany 'A~jrn-

See Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 92, where his recall from Muradabad is
recorded in the 12th year.

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 103. Also see l'vlaathir-ul-Umara, translation,

I, p. 723 and notes I, 2.

3 Maathir-i 'Alamgiri, p. I 12.

4 [d., p. 132, see also Irvine's Storia do Magar, II, p. 389, note 2, whcre
it is stated that he retired to Dbga4h?

5 Id., p. 143. where he is stated to have succeeded Sa' adat or Siyiidat

Khan.

6 Irvine, 0(7. cit., p. 390. According to Manucci, who says that he was a

friend of Namdar Khan, the !9?an was an illegitimate child of Shah Jahan by
his mistre<s Farzana Begam. He gives 1678 A.D. as the year of his death, but

this is not recorded in J1aathir-i-'Alamgiri. He was the son-in-law of Dhulfiqar

Klan Qaramanlii, vide Maathir-i-'Aldmgiri, p. 27, and 'Aldmgirnama, p. 439,



. Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 357, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 524; accord
Ing Kewal Ram quoted by Blochmaqn (op. cit., p. 497) the title was granted in
the 25th year.

2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 641, Beveridge's translation, III, 8p. 9 5·
3 Rogers & Beveridge, Memoirs of lahangir, I. 28.
4 Id., pp. 264,265,

5 She was the daughter of Mir Mahmiid the M h- h f.' uns e, w 0 was or
twenty-five years Chief Secretary of Akbar; see 1I1untakhab-ut Tawarikh

Text, III, p. 322: Sir Wolseley Haig's translation, III, p. 444. She had died
two months earher than her husband Vide Memoirs of 1 h- - I 6
S
. ,aanger, ,p. 2 4·
Ir Wolseley Haig has also a valuable note on the life and k f M-Gh' wor so Ir

~lyaili-ud.Din 'Ali on the same page.

Naqlb Khan Mlr Ghiyath-ud-Dln 'Aliul-Umara]

from evil designs. The Mlr died in the town of Sikri in 981

1573 A.D.) and Qasim Arslan composed the chronogram:

Fakhr al Yas (The glory of the race of Yas- 981). His son Mlr

0hiyath-ud-Dln 'All was distinguished for his benevolence, good

nature and his long service under Akbar, and was always a favourite

of the King. In the 26th year! he was granted the title of Naqlb

Khiin. Though he only reached the rank of 1,000 by the 40th year,

he .was on terms of grear intimacy (with the King). Akbar gave

Sakl11a Bu.nii Begam, the sister of Mirza Muhammad Hakim in

marriage to his cousin Shah Ghazi Khan. Hi~ uncle Q'adl 'I:a

who had long served as a Qa4i in. Iran-came to India, and ,;as taken

into. governm.ent service. He died In 980 AH. (1572-73 A.D.).

Naql~ Khan 111 the 38th year reported to the King that Qa4i 'Isa had

left. ~IS daughter to the King, and that chaste lady had since long been

aspltlng for the honour of marriage. Akbar went to the house of

N.aqlb Khan and married her according to ancestral rites2
• In the

reign of Janangir he was honoured by an increase in his rank and

i~fluence3, ~~d in the 9th year 1023 A.H. (1614 A.D.) when ]ahan

glr was resld1l1g <it Ajmer, he died4, and was burried in the marble

co.urtyard of the mausoleum of M u'in-ud-Din (Chishti) along with his

wlfe
5

who was a great and wise lady. Naqlb Khan was exception.

ally ~ell versed in the knowledge of lfadith (Traditions), travels, and

chrol1ldes. His historical knowledge was unequalled. It is stated

•

Naqib Khan Mir Ghiyath-ud-Din 'Ali

I Vide Ivanow, op, cit., p. 465; the work is stated to have been written in

973-982 A.H. (1565-1575 A.D.).
2 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 19, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 35·

3 Ibid., p. 101, Ibid., pp. 152, 153·

him saying that Mlr Ya~ya and his son Mlr 'Abdul La~if were

Sunnls, and the leaders of the Sunnls of Qazwln. The Shah while

still in Adhurbaijan appointed messengers to arrest the Mlr with his

family and take them to I~fahan (Ispahan), and keep them imprisoned.

At that time his second son Mir 'Ala,-ud-Daulah Kaml, the author

of the narrative N afa'is-ul-Maathir\ was in Adhurbaijan; he sent this

news by a special messenger to his father. Mir Ya~ya was too old

and infirm to run away, and so went with the King's men to I~fahan

where after a year and nine months he died in 962 A.H. (1555 A.D.)

at the age of 77. But Mlr 'Abdul La~if on receipt of the news at

once fled to Gilan, and later on the invitation of Jannat Ashiyani

(Humayiin) went to India. Humayiin, however, had died bef~re his

arrival, and the Mir reached India with his sons and grandsons 111 the

beginning of Akbar's reign 2 • He was graciously and kindly received,

and in the 2nd year was exalted with the appointment of Akbar's

tutor. That great sovereign could neither read nor write, but he

learnt from the Mir some odes of ~Iafi? (Lisan-ul-Ghaib). The Mlr

was distinguished for his learning, eloquence and forbearance. Be

cause of his liberal views devoid of bigotry he was well-known as a

Sunni throughout Iran, and in India he was generally accepted as a

Shi'a. Apparently because the Mir had reached the stage of universal

tolerance, the zealots of every sect reviled him. It is stated that he

led a very pure and ascetic life, and was always ready to help all who

were in trouble. He lived well and prudently. When the King became

displeased with Bairam Kh~n, and the latter started from Agra towa~ds
Alvear, and it was reported that he intended to bring about a rebellton

in the Panjab, Akbar came from Delhi, and sent the Mir
3
-whom

he used to regard su perior to all his courtiers in wisdom and fidelity

to Bairiitn Khiin, so that he might by his sage counsel restrain him



his placel. He died about the end of Farrukh Siyar's reign, probably
in the year I 129 A.H. (17 17 A.D.). His son Na~iri Khan succeed
ed his father as the Governor. As his mother was an Af~btt11, he

made a proper settlement of the country and kept the roads in good
order. In the 2nd year2 of Muhammad Sh~\h's reicrn when Niz~t1n-. b ' •

ul-Mulk was appointed the Chief Minister, an order was issued con-
firming Na~irl Khan in the appointment and granting him the title of
his father. When Nf\dir Sh~\h on his way to India entered Kabul, he

was in Peshawar. When in I lSI A.H. (1738 A.D.) the royal army
reached Peshiiwar, a battle took place between them, and the said
Khan was made a prisoner3

• For a time he was under surveillance.
After reaching Lahore, Nadir Sht\h pardoned him, and as before
appointed him Governor of Kabul!, and confirmed him in the appoint
ment after his return from Delhi. He spent a long time in Kabul,
but lost his governorship in the time of Shah Durrani5

• He came to

Shah Nawaz -tChan Philauri, and later went to Delhi. In the year
I 161 A.H. (1748 A.D.) he hurried with himad-lld-Daulh to fight
against the Shah Durrani6

• Afterwards, he went to the Panjab with
}"'1u'in-ul-Mulk, and was given charge of certain estates. As they
disagreed, he returned to Delhi 7

• During the period of premiership

Na~ir Khan Mu~ammad Aman

that he had learnt the seven volumes of Rau4at-u~-$afa'l by heart,
and was also skilled in geometry. Jahangir mentions in his Memoirs

that Naqib Khan had remarkable powers of conjecture, and was wo~der
fully keen sighted. After seeing a flock of pigeons in the al~, he
could say exactly how may there were. Naqib Khan was long hve~.
It is stated that he was intimate with l'timad-lld-Daulah

2

and Mlr
Jamal-ud-Din I:Jusain Inju3 • His son Mir 'Abdul La(1f, who also
bore the same name as his grandfather, was also a wise and learned
man. He was married to the sister of Mirza Yusuf~httn Ri4

vi4
,

and had a high rank. But later he became insane and died.

NASIR KHAN MUHAMMAD AMXN. -- .
(Vol. Ill, pp. 833-835)'

He was the son of I:Jusain Beg Khan5
• In the reign of 'Alamgir

he was appointed to Kabul, and having performed ~oo~ services t~ere
was granted the title of Na~ir Khan. In the beglllnmg of Bahadur
Shah's reign, when Ibrahim Khan, who had been appointed Governor
of Kahul, did6 not make a proper settlement of the country, and ~o
retired to his fief in Sodhra7 , Na~ir Khan was appointed Governor III

ul-Umara] Na~ir Khan Mul).ammad Aman
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In 1713 in connection with thc appointmcnts made by Farruk.h Siyar.

it is noted that Kabul was left in the hands of Na~ir ~an, sec Irvine, Later

Moghuls, I, p. 261.
2 Nizam-ul-Mulk was appointcd Vazir on 3rd March, 1722 , see Irvinc,

Later Moghuls. II, p. 106.
3 Fraser, History of Nadir Shah, pp. 135, 136• For fuller details seC

Irvine, Later It-10ghuls, II, p. 270, 324, 325, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar's account

in the same work, pp. 330, 33 I, and footnotes.

4 Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., p. 333·
5 Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of Mughal Empire, I, pp. 205,206,212.

6 Id., p. 215.
7 Id., pp. 415, 416. He was appointcd Faujdar of the four malpls-Sialkot,

Pasrur, Gujarat and Aurangabad-by Mu'in-111-M111k the ~iibahdar of thc
Panjab. He, however, began to conspire with Safdar Jang against his patron.A town on the west bank of the Chenab river near Wazirabad in the

7
Panjab.

1 For details' of this work see Ivanow, Descr. Cat. Persian ManHScripts

Asiat. Soc. Bengal (1924), pp. 5, 6 and Hidayat Hosain, Qanun-i-Humayuni,

preface, pp. XXIX-XXXI
2 Father of Nul' Jahan, for life see Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, I, pp.

127- 135.. _ . - 8- 60
3 For his blOgraphy see Maathzr-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 35 3 ,Beve-

ridge & Prashad's translation, I, pp. 74::',743·
4 See Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn),pp. 3

6
9-371.,

5 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 591-593, Beveridge & Prashad s transla..

tion, I, pp. 639-64°' .
6 For Ibrahim ~an see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, PP·295-301, BeverI~ge

& Prashad's translation, I, pp. 643-657' ,,'i~(~ in the text is a typographical

error for &j,:..,(j



See Yusuf Husain Khan's Niz}'mu'l-Mulk Asaf lah, I, p. 149.

2 Battle of Shakarkhera, 21 st October, 1724.

3 Ni~am-ul-Mulk occupied the fortress of Trichinopoly on 29th August,
1743, see Yusuf Husain Khan, op. cit., p. 253.

Na~ir-ud-Daulah ~aIabat TangHI-Umara]
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Minister was deputed to suppress J::Iaidar Quli Khan In A~madabad,

he in accordance with the orders of the Prime Minister hurried from
his province and joined him l

• After that business was disposed of, he
returned happily to his post. In the battle2 against Mubariz Khan
'Imad-ul-Mulk, he was assigned the command of the left wing, and
after the victory he was promoted to the rank of 7,000 with 7,000

horse. After the death of 'AC;lad-ud-Daulah he presented himself in
response to the orders of A~af Jah and was given the charge of
Aurangabad, and the governorship of Burhanpiir was assigned to
I:Iafif-ud-Dil1. When the aforesaid Bahadur (A~af Jah) went to the
Court for the second time, and left Na~ir Jang, the Martyr, as his
deputy in Aurangabad, the said Khan was appointed as the Governor
of Burhanpiir in the year 1148 A.H. (1735 A.D.). After the in
vasion and return of Nadir Shah, when A~af Jah after taking leave
from the King was returning to the Deccan, and reached near Burhan
piir, Na~ir-ud-Daulah went to welcome him, and both were gratified
at this opportunity of meeting each other. When A~af Jah started on
the expedition towards Trichinopoly3, Na~ir-ud-Daulahwas for a second
time appointed Governor of Burhanpiir in addition to the charge of.
Aurangabad. In the same year 1156 A.H. (1743 A.D.) he died.
He was of a very courteous and hospitable nature, and very fond of
sightseeing and amusements. He built a good ho:,se in Burhanpiir.
Outside of Aurangabad by the side of Khislri Tank he built a bunga
low known as the "The Spectacle House". His servants were chiefly
of Mughal de.scent. He had a son named Mujahid Khan. A~af Jah
was very kindly disposed towards him, but he was a simpleton. At
last he donned the dress of a dervish. For a time he lived by selling
his father's properties in Burhanpur. His end is not known.

NA?IR-UD-DAULAH ~ALABAT JANG

(Vol. Ill, pp. 835-837)'

Na~lr~ud-Daubh ~alabat jang

The latter defeated him in a battle at Siiilk6t in July, 1749, after which he

returned to Delhi.
1 See Irvine's account of The Bat/gash Nawabs of Farrukhabad in lourn.

As. Soc. Bengal, XLVUI (1879)' pp. 128, 147· On the breaking up of the
imperial court at Delhi and its occupation by the Marhattas many of the nobles

sought shelter at Farruk.habiid. Nii~ir .ISban ex-~ubahdar of Kabul is mentioned

on p. 147 as one of the "great nobles", who was in-charge of the fireworks on

the occasion of the marriage of the son of the Nawi'ib.
2 He was the uncle of Ni.<;am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah, and was his faithhtl

agent in the Deccan during the Ni.<;am's absence in Delhi. He kept him

regularly inforined of the rebellious designs of his son Na~ir Jang, the Viceroy

of the Deccan. Na~ir Jang was defeated in a battle near Daulatiibiid on 23rd

July, 174 1 •

3 Battle of I-:Iusainpur, 30th June, 1720.
4 Battle of Baliipur, 21St August, 1721.

Generally known as 'Abdur Rahim Khan 2
, he was the utetlne

brother of Khan Firiiz Jang. In the time of Aurangzib he was exalted
by the grant of the title of Khan, and in Bahadur Shah's reign he
received the title of Chin Qullch Khan, and was appointed Faujdar of
Jaunpiir. Later he attached himself to Nifam-ul-Mulk A~af Jah, and
when the latter went from Malwa to the Deccan, he accompanied him
and commanded the advance guard of the centre in the battle3 agaimt
Saiyid Dilawar 'Ali Khan. In the battle4 against 'Alam 'Ali Khan
he was in the ring wing. After the victory and after reaching
Aurangabad, he in 1132 A.H. (1720 A.D.) was promoted to the
rank of 5,000 with 5,000 horse, and received the title of Na~ir-ud

Daulah ~alabat Jang. Next year he was transferred to the governor
ship of Burhanpiir in succession to Marlpmat Khan. When A~af Jah
Bahadur went to the Court, and after appointment as the Prime

of Intizam-ud-Daulah he went to -A~mad Khan Bangash in Farrukha
bad1 , and waS content with whatever was offered to him. He died

there.

.i."·-.~.'.-.'··.-.....-;.-.---.---.-. _



He was the son of Mirza I:Iaidar, the second son of Mirza

Muzaffar Husain Qandahari1
• As Mirza Mu~affar's fortunes did not

foll;w the ~oad of success in the Court of the Emperor Akbar, his sons

also did not getany high positions. In the reign of Jahangir Mirza

Haidar attained the rank of 500 with 150 horse. When the kingdom

~as glorified by the accession of Shah Jahan to the throne, he, in view

of his being descended from a noble family, was granted the rank of

1,000 with 200 horse 2
• In the 4th year he died. His son Mirza

Naudhar through good luck became the recipient of royal favours, and

in the 18th year3 had attained the high rank of 2,000 with 2,COO

horse. In the 19th year4 he had an increase of 500, and was

appointed the Chief Falconer (Qushbegi). In the same year he was

further promoted by 500, and consequently his rank advanced to

3,0005. In so far as favours need some excuse, he was, in the 22nd

year, on the occasion of the feast of the solar weighing, exalted to the

rank of 4,000 with 3,000 horse. In the first expedition to Qandahar

he accompanied Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib, and was in command

of the left wing. In the disposi tion of the battles, the guarding of

the foot of the Chahl Zinah6 hill was entrusted to him and his brother

'Mirza Sultan, and in this connection he performed valuable services.

In the 2;rd year he received the fief of Bahrai'ch in the south of

Oudh, in succession to hiqad Khan, and was busy settling it. Later

he was appointed Fat1jdar of Mandu.

NAWAZISH KtlAN MIRZA 'ABDUL KAFI

(Vol. III, pp. 828-830).

Verse

Poor Naudhar, if he had money,

Would not leave a poor man in the world.

Nawazish Khan Mirza 'Abdul Kafi

As he suffered from a long and continuous illness, he could not

attend to any work, so much so that he even could not look after his

own fief. In the 26th year, he resigned his office, and was assigned

a pension of Rs. 30,000 a year. An order was also issued that as

Mirza Murad Iltifat tc--.ban son of Mirza Rustam Qandahari, his father's

uncle, had retired to Patna, he also should go there. After some time

he returned from Patna to Agra, and lived there in retirement, free

from want and cares. In the 7th year of 'Alamgir's reign I in the year

1074 A.H. (1663-64 A.D.) he died a natural death. The Mirza

was a spendthrift. He squandered whatever he received, but he was

invariably benevolent towards the needy. The following posy was

engraved on the stone of his ring.

He was a half brother of A~alat Khan 2 and Khalil Ullah Khan 3

the Mir Bakhshi. A detailed account of the family has been included

in the biography of his grandfather, Mir Khalil Ullah Yazdi4
, and

additional details, which were not relevant to the account, have been

I given in the notices of the brothers; the present biography is supple

mentary to those accounts. When Mir Khalil Ullah Yazdi left his

land an? home owing to the oppression of the ruler of Iran, Shah

ul-Umara][Maathir-N audhar Safavi

(MIRZA) NAUDHAR SAFAVI

(Vol. Ill, pp. 555-557)'

I See Blochmann's translation of ;I'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 327,328, where a

very good account of Mirza Mu;:affar f:lusain during Akbar's time is given.

2 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 185'
3 18th year according to Badshahnama, II, p. 426 .
4 Id., p. 470. , 5 Id., p. 480.

6 Ii!. Jl~ and the variant ",~j j~l,?- in the text are apparently .si..1j Jt~
Chahl Zinah, the hill at the base of which Old Qandahar was built. It is

Chahl Zinah in 'Amal $ali~, III, p. 73·

'Alamgirnama, p. 858.
2 IH.aathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, p. 167-172, Beveridge's translation, I, pp..

295-299.
3 Id., Text, I, pp. 775-782, Beveridge & Prashad's translation, I, pp. 767-

77°·
4 Id., Text, III, pp. 335-342, Beveridge & Prashad's translation, I, pp.

77°-774·



NAZAR BAHXDUR KHWESHGI

(Vol. III, pp. 818-821).

He was born and bred in Qa~ur, which is a town in the Bad

Du'ab, about 16 kos 3 from Lahore, and was the home of the l(hwesh-

_ who among the Afghans were noted for their integrity and nobi-
gIS, u-

l
't He waS one of chief attendants of Shahz:ida Parviz. Later on
I y.

2 Id., p. 513.
4 Id., pp. 264,266.
6 'Amat ~alil;, III, pp. iO-19.

Na~at Bahadur Khweshgi

Badshtlhntlma, I, pt. i, p. 255.

3 Badshiihnama, II, p. 217

sId., p. 723.

ui-UmaraJ

entering Jahangir's service he was appointed to the rank of 1,500. In

Shah Jahan' s reign, as a result of his close association and his fide:ity,

he was greatly trusted, and in the 2nd year l was appointed Faujdar of

Sambhal. In the siege of Daulat:ib:id his bravery and courage became

apparent to all. On the day when 'Anbark6t fell into the hands of

the imperialists, the garrison poured from the top of the rampart

which had been mined-volleys of arrows and bullets, so that the

troops which had been assigned to enter the fort could not do so, and

taking shelter in the entrenchments were unable to move forward.

Na~iri Khan 2 Khan pauran in company with Na~ar Bahadur courage

ously entered the fort from the right, and started a sharp hand-to-hand

fight. This outstanding manoeuvre forced the garrison into the moat

of the second fort which was called Mahak6t. As a reward for this

service Napr Bah:idur received suitable favours from the King. Later

for some reason he passed nearly two years in retirement. As his

truthful and correct nature, constant attendance and ready service were

well known to all, he was in the 14th year restored to favour, and

received the rank of 2,500 with 1,500 horse3
• In the 15th year he

distinguished himself in the expedition to the Chaki country, and the

conquest of the forts of Mau' and Tar:igarh4
• In the 19th year, he

was raised to the rank of 3,000 with 2,500 horse5
, and was sent off

with Prince Murad Bakhsh to Balkh and Badakhshan. When the

latter attaching little value to the ancestral dominions, which had so

cheaply fallen into his hands, and owing to his ease-loving nature

determined to retire, Napr Bahadur Khweshgi with Qulij Khan had

been deputed, in accordance with the plans of the minister Sa"ad Ullah

Khan, to protect Badakhshan. Out of love for his country he ldt this

post with a number of the Rajas, and came to Peshawar6
• As he was

forbidden to cress the Indus, he st:lJed there, till again he started for

the same country in company with the Prince Mul}ammad Aurangzib.

[Maathir-Napr Bahadur Khweshgi

Elder sister of Mumtaz Ma1)al, the Empress of Shah Jahan.
2 This is incorrect, as according to Badshiihniima, II, p. 679, his rank was

advanced to 1,5°0 with 500 horse by an increase of 500 Qhat in the 20th

year.
3 34 miles to the south-east of Lahore.

'Abbas I, and came to India, he w<tS very graciously received by the

Emperor Jahangir, who welcomed his arrival and bestowed favours_on

him. Sometime later his son Mir Miran escaped from the Shah,

and after enduring great hardships found refuge from the heat. of

calamities of the world with Jahangir. He, however, could not bring

his young sons A~alat Khan and tcj}alil Ullah Khan with him, and

they remained behind in Iran. At his request Jahangir sent a m~ssage

through his ambassador Kl:!an 'Xlam for all~wing the sons to mlgra~e

to India, and that generous Shah very gracIOusly sent them to the~r
father. After Mir Miran had settled down in India, and as the nobI

lity and gentility of his family were univ~rsally.known, and he also

was esteemed and respected by all, he marned ~altl}a B~gam, the elder

daughter of Yal"'1in-ud-Daulah X~af Khan, Khan J(haniin
l

• She gave

births to Mirza 'Abdul Kaf"i and his sister Shahzada Begam, who was

married to Safshikan son of Mirza I:-Iusain Safavl. He was always a

respected courtier of Shah Jahan. . In the 19th year
2

he ~as granted

the title of Nawazish Khan, and his rank was gradually Increased to

2,500 . In the 30th year he was a~p~inte~ Qurbegi in succession to

Mirza Sultan Safavi. In Aurangzlb s reign he was sent off as the

Faujdar of .Mandu which was the premier citadel of the province of

M:ilwa. He died there in the 8th year.



P·777·4 For his biography see M.1athir-ul-U mara, 1, pp. 635-645; and Bloch-

mann's translation of ;fin, I (2nd edll.), pp. 333, 334.

'Amal ~alsq, Ill, p. 8y.
2 Not the 22nd year as incorrectly stated in the text.
3 The author gives details of the good qualities of Na,,:ar Bahadur, as he

was the ancestor of his friend and protector, see l'v.laathir-ul-Umara, Text, III,

393
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Niyabat Khanul-Umara]

him, and to act as a correspondene for those regions. In the 20th

year2
, h~ d~ed at Gaur cantonment, where many other officers died

about thiS. time as a result of the unhealthy dimate. Niyabat Khan

acted as hiS father's duputy at the Court and d 1 b f -1, use to ay e ore t le

King his father's reports. In the 19th year3 h' d h. . _ ' e was grante t e
title of Nlyabat Khan, and after the conquest of the ~iiba of Bihar he

was allowed a fief! there, and appointed to accompany Khan Khanan,

wh.o was deputed to conquer Bengal, and rendered good service. After

a tIIne he was appointed Collector of the Crown-lands, and when the

accountants demanded the arrears he did not pay up . d b h d'· . . ' "an e ave In an
Illdlscreet fashion. He besieged Kana, which was in the fief of Is,na'il

Quli Khan, and killed Ilyas Khan Lankih, the latter's servant in battle.

Consequently Isma'il Quli Khan was deputed by the E . 1_ . mperor Wit 1 an

arr~y to proceed against him5
• In the 25th year after a battle in

which many were killed, Niyabat Khan took to IlI'ght Aft d 1· . _ n. erwar s le

lOllled Ma'~um. Kha.n ~arrankhudi, who had strayed from the right

path, and was With him III the battle against Shahba'f Khan. When

. .,
1 LJ"!.)J (JON a newswriter or correspondent was really an intelligence

officer.

. 2 Khan ~anan died at Gaur, the ancient town of Lakhnauti, on 18th

Rajab.98~ AH. (23.rd October, 1575 AD.), see Akbarnama, Trxt, III, p. 160,
Bevendge s translation, III, pp. 226; 227 footnote 1 On the .. d" .'. same pages IS
given a escnptlOn of the change of capital to Gaur, its unhealthy climate and

t~e names. of. some of the officers who died there. A list of 14 officers who
died there IS given by Blochmll1n, op cit pp 407 408 Th b"· _. . ., . , . e num er IS 13
111 Maathlr-ul-Umara, I, p. 644. The date of Mun'im Khan's death in

M~ntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Text, II, p. 217, Lowe's translation, II, p. 221, is 11th

Rajab 983 AH. (16th October, 1575 A.D.).

, 3, Ak~arnama: Text, Ill, p. 95, Beveridge's translation, Ill, p. 134, where
Arab s actmg as hiS father's deputy and the grant of the title of Ni abat Khan
are recorded. y

4 Sasram in Bihar, see Akbarnama, T tIll 8 B .ex, ,p. 2 5, evendge's transla-

tion, p. 418.

5 Muntakbab-ul-Lubbab, Text, II, p. 289, Lowe's translation, II, p. 297.

5°

Niyabat Khan

In the Qandahar campaign, in the 23rd year, he distinguished himself

by sticking firmly to his post, and fighting bravely in the battle which

Rustum Khan Deccani1 in charge of the advance-guard fought with

30 ,000 brave Qlzalbash soldiers. His bravery and courage were

almost legendary, and as the enemy in spite of its numbers could not

achieve anything, turned back and joined the other forces. After the

victory he was, as a reward for his dintinguished services, granted an

increase in the rank of 1,000 Dhat and horse, which as a result

became 4,000 foot with 4,000 horse. In the 22nd year
2

, 1062 A.H.

(
16

5 2 A.D.) he died at Lahore. Shams-ud-Din, the eldest son had the

rank of 1,500 foot with 1,5°° horse, and Qu~b-ud-Din, the second son,

had the same rank with 1,400 horse. He also had another son, Asad

Ullah by name, who also was appointed to the same rank. Na'far

Bahadur was distinguished for his piety and honesty. He did not

become haughty on account of his rank, anrt lived like a dervish. All
his servants were his relations, or belonged to his clan, and he treated

them like brothers. He had one meat of the day with his soldiers.

His integrity was such that after paying for the soldiers, and his own

necessary expenses, he presented before the King a true statement of

the income from his fief, and kept nothing out of it for himself3.

NIYi\BAT KHAN

(Vol. Ill, pp. 8°9-81 1).

His name was 'Arab, and he was the son of Mir Hashim Khan of

Nishapur, who, when the Khan Khanan Mun'im Beg~ was sent by

Akbar to conquer the eastern districts was appointed to accompany
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a~"ir of Chausa when Sher Khan Sur was victorious, and Humayun
With a few horsemen hurriedly nlarched to Agra, the Khwaja was one
of these horsemen. Later in the days of Akbar he was honoured with
suitable employment. Khwaja Ni-,:am~ud-Din A~mad was unique of
the age for i.ntegrity and rectitude, and was the head of his contempo
raries in service and practical talent. It is stated in Dhakh"irat~ul

Khwan"in that in the beginning of his career, he was Akbar'sD"ivan-i
If.uqur1, but this is not stated in any other work. In the 29th year2

,

when the government of Gujarat was entrusted to himad Khan
Gujarati, the Khwaja was appointed Bakhshi of that province. In the
commotion of Sul~an Mu~afhr Gujarati, himad Khan left Nizam-ud
Din A~mad's son and his own son to guard the c-ity, and in c~mpany
with the Khwaja went to the village Garhi, which was 20 kos from
A~madabad, to bring Shihab-ud-Di:n A~mad Khan. During his
absence, when the city came into the possession of the sedition-mongers,
Khwaja's house also was plundered. Later, in a battle against Sul~an

MU-,:affar, which he fought in company with Shahab-ud-Din A~mad

Khan and himad Khan, he was defeated in spite of all efforts which
he made with the few men under him. Though he was helpless,
he did not desert his companions, and in company with them went to
Pattan. When the Khan Khftnan was appointed by Akbar to extir
pate Sul~an Mupffar Gujarftti, a battle was staged at Sarkej, three kos
from AI,lmada bad, and the Khwaja was appointed with a number of
officers to come behind the enemy, and make a determined attack
from the -rear. On that day he distinguished himself, and did not
spare himself in the pursuit of Mu-,:affar. He repeatedly did great
deeds, and was for a long time the Bakhsh"i of that province.

In the year 998 A.H. (1589-90 A.D.) corresponding to the 34th
year, when the government of Gujarat was assigned to Khan A'-,:am 3

,

This was probably another name for the Divan-i-Buyuttit.

2 This should be 28th year, see Akbarrlama, Text, III, p. 403, Beveridge's
translation, III. p. 596.

3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 57r, Beveridge's translation III, p.865.
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Ma'~iim Khan] after being victorious' was defeated, and fled to
Oudh, and waS pursued by Shahbaz Khan with an army which he had
collected, Niyabat Khan separated from him. In the 26th year, he
with 'Arab Bahadur and others stirred up a commotion in Sambhal 2

•

As I:Iakim 'Ain-ul-Mulk3 had strengthened the fort of Bareilly, and
set about collecting the fief-holders of the neighbourhood there, Niya
bat Khan on the recommendation ~f some landholders submitted and
joined the imperial army. And having solicited a letter of recommen
dation from the Miriam Makini, he came to the Court in the 27th
year with letter of security from the august lady as his document of
pardon4

• The Emperor considering the prevailing circumstances
pardoned his offences. It has not been possible to trace the year5

of his death.

(KHWAJA) NI?AM-UD-DIN AI:IMAD 6

(Vol. I, pp. 660.664)'

I Muntakha-bul-Lubbab, Text, II, pp. 290, 298.
2 Akbarnama, Text, 1II, p.348, Beveridge's translation, Ill, pp. 51 I,

He was the son of Khwaja Muqimof Herat, who was one of
Biibur's officials, and at the close of the reign of that monarch was the
D"ivan-i-Buyutat 7

• After Babur's death he joined Mirza 'Askari, and
at the time when Humayiin after conquering Gujarat, assigned A~ma

dabad to Mirza 'Askari, he (Muqim) was Mirza's Vaz"ir. In the

3 See Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Haig's translation, III, pp. 229, 230. An

account of his work is summarised in note I on p. 219.
4 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 383, 384, Beveridge's translation, III, pp.

566,567,
5- He was executed by Akbar's order at Ranthambh6r in 997 A.H. (1589

A.D.); see Lowe's translation of Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, II, p. 308.

6 For a detailed account of his life and work see Prashad's Preface to

Tabaqat-i-Akbari, translation III, pt. ii, pp. vi-xxxviii.

7 The Divan of government stores and factories, Ibn Hasan, Central

Il~mcture of the Mughal Empire, p. 96, note 4 and 238.



Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Text, II, pp. 380, 38 I, Lowe's translation, II, p.

393·2 See Prashad, op. cit., p. xvi. He died on I 4th ~afar, 100
3 A.H.

(19
th

October, 1594 A.D.). In the Munt<lkhab-ut-Tawarikh, Text, 11, p. 39
7

,

and Lowe's translation, Ill, p. 412, the date is 23rd ~afar.
3 See Tabaqat-i-A kbari, De's Text, II, p. 424, Newal Kishore edn., p. 380,

De's translation, II, p. 653-

who was governor of Malwa, and the Khan Khanan in lieu of the fief

of Gujarat was granted Jaunpiir, .Ni~am-ud-Din Al:mad was also

summoned to the Presence. He with his camel-corps traversed 600

kos in twelve days, and reached Lahore in the beginning of the New

Year's feast of the 35th year. As it was a wonderful spectacle, a~
order was issued that all the camel riders should appear before HIS

Majesty. After that the Khwaja received countless favours from the

King, and his rank and influence increased. In the 37th year, when

Apf 1<han Mirza Ja'far\ the Chief Bakhshi, was appointed to sup

press Jalala Raushani, Ni~am_ud-Din was exalted to the high office of

the Bakhshi. In the 39th year, corresponding to 1003 A.H. (I ??4
95 A.D.) when Akbar went out to hunt, the lZhwaja's condlt1o~
became serious owing to an attack of high fever near Shaham 'All.

His sons took leave and conveyed him towards Lahore. He had only
/

reached the bank of the Ravi river when he died
2

• He is the author

of the T abaqiit-i-A kbari. In this work he has written the history of

India up to the 38th year of Akbar's reign corresponding to 10.02

A.H. (1593-94 A.D.). He also stated that if life was spared to hm1,

he would describe the future events and arrange these in a supplement

to the main work. Otherwise whoever was favoured by the Almighty

should engage in completing ie. As he had carried out intense research,

and very zealously and industriously used all possible means for collect

ing information, and had the services of Mir Ma\~um Bhakkari and otber

capable scholars in the composition of his work, Tabaqiit-i-Akbari had

to be accepted as a very reliable work. It is the first history which con

tains an account of all the Muhammadan princes of the great country

of India-which surveyors have designated as the four dangs (!)
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Tabaqat-i-Akbari, De's text, I, p.2.
2 The story is incorrectly narrated here, and this misled Dowson who

translated the passage in Elliot's History, V, p. 180. It was not 'Abid
Khan, who was pardoned, but 'Abdullah Khan Firiiz Jang. The story is

correctly given in Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, p. 780, Beveridge's translation, I,

p. 99. The affair occurred in the I ah year of Jahangir's reign and a full
account is given in 1I1emoirs of /ahangir, Rogers and Beveridge's translation, 1,

P.r. 33°,331. The taqiya was probably a dervish's cap and so a sign of renuncia
tIOn, so also were the winding sheets. Possibly it is the author's confused

composition which is responsible for the mistake, or what appears more probable,
there may be some omission in the manuscript of the lHaathir, as the author
knew the correct story (see above). He also would have known that 'Abid

!ilian was not a Mughal, and so was not likely to be accompanied by them.

whereas 'Abdullah Khan was a Khwaja of Tiirani or Mugltal origin.
3 In the 19th year of ~hangir's reign, see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp.

136-139, Beveridge & Prashad's translation, I, pp. 658, 659· See also Beni

Prasad, History of /ahangir, pp. 37°-37 2 •

of the .surface of the eard,!. He I'S the so rc f hi'u e 0 t e aut "lor of Fensh-

ta's history and his followers, who have written at greater length, have

also relied on this work. But it appears to the author of the present

work, that in some places there are discrepancies from the research of

the learned 'Allami (Abul Fa91). The merits of each are well known

to the students of history, let them meditate thereon (and decide).
One of his sons was Mirza 'Abid Khan, who was treated with

favour in Jahangir's time, and held hig& offices. When he was

Bakhshi of Gujarat-which appointment he had received by merit and

as hereditary right-he quarrelled with' Abdullah Khan Firuz Jang,

the Governor of the province. The latter, who was an injudicious

and evil-minded man, insulted him, and endeavoured to disgrace him.

'Abid Khan gave up his job, and he and a number of Mughals put

on caps (tiiqiya) and winding sheets and appeared in Jahangir's Coure.

This led to his offence being pardoned. Later he joined the heir

apparent Shah Jahan, and was attached to his stirrups. Afterwards

he was promoted to the post of the Prince's Diwiin, and on the day in

Akbarnagar (Rajmal;al)3, when the Prince attacked the tomb of the

ui-Umara][Maathir-
Ni~am-ud-Din Al}mad
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(1737 A.D.) proceeded to Delhi, the capital, in deference to the orders
of Mul:ammad Shah, and left his exalted son as his deputy for the
management of the Deccan $ubas l . Nawab Ni:;;:am-ud-Daulah em
ployed suitable means and made all efforts for the regulation and
arrangement of the affairs of the State, for maintaining peace in the
country and the cities, and for the tranquillity of the peasants and the
general public. Courtiers and officers of the State were made recipi
ents of high favours in the form of rewards, ranks, titles and jagirs.
He signally defeated his enemies the Marhattas, who having extended
their influence in the Deccan, had taken possession of the Siiba of
Malwa, and had turned upside down the country up to the e'nviron
ments of Delhi, for a time he made safe the Deccan from their depre
dations. When Nawab A~af Jah returned from the carital, Delhi, to the
Deccan2

, his greedy councillors excited Nawab Ni:;;:am-ud-Daulah to
oppose him. As a result there was fighting. Later, as has been
detailed in the biography of Ni:;;:am-ul.Mulk3

, Nawab Apf Jah
became reconciled with his noble son in the year 1155 A'

I
H.

(1742 A.D.). In 1158 A.H. (1745 A.D.) after granting him
further favours, he appointed him the Governor of Aurangabad and
allowed him to depart to that place. And when in the year

1159 A.H. (1746 A.D.) Nawab A~af Jah on arrival at Dharwar
from J:1aidarabad called his son from Aurangabad. Nawiib
Ni:;;:am-ud-Daulah hurried to his presence, and father and son in

Yusuf Husain Khan-Niz:amu'l-Mulk Asaf lab, I, p. 202.

2 Op. cit., pp. 2.36-244' Nawab A~af Jah left Delhi in August, 174o,
and the battle near Daulatiibiid took place on 23rd July, 1741. In the work

cited above is included translation of a letter from Apf Jah to the King at

Delhi, in which he outlines the utterly hopeless condition of the administration

of the Deccan during his absence at the Capital. This may be compared with

the account of Nii~ir Jang's administration as his father's deputy by Samsam-
ud-Daulah in the above translation. .

3 This is not mentioned in either of the two biographies of A~af Jah in
lvlaathir-ul-Umara, though there is a more detailed account of the fight with

Na~ir Jang on text, III, p, 847,

[Maathir-Ni:::am-ud-Daulah Bahadur Na~ir Jang

son of Ibrahim Khan Fatl} Jang, 'Abid Khan Diwan, Shariff Khan
Bakhshi and several other faithful officers jeopardised their lives and
attained eternal existence. 'Abid Khan had no son. His son-in-law
Mu1)ammad Sharif was for some time in the service of Shah Jahan as
the Governor of Anki Tanki l in the Deccan. Later he was the
Chamberlain of t!aidarabad, and died a natural death.

(On him be God's mercy!)

(Vol. III, pp. 848-862).

This great man was a protector of religion, lover of justice, jealous
in points of love and honour, determined, foremost in meetings and
battle fields. In issuing orders according to the Muhammadan law he
used to take great pains, and in delivering justice to the poor and help
less he exerted himself to the utmost. He was unique in respect of his
eloquence, and in his perception of the subtleties of speech. His
narrations of anecdotes of ancient kings and prophets would keep
listeners spell-bound. As a result of the diligence of Mirza ~ayib he
had perfected the art of speaking to such a high degree that even the
highest critics of the subtleties of meanings and skilled raconteurs
found it to be faultless. From his very early days, his head as a result
of high spirits and excessive valour was full of schemes for the con
quests of large countries. Nawab A~af Jith in the year 1150 A.H.

A hill fort in the Nasik district of Bombay (20 0

11' N., 74°27' E.)
'on twin hills rising 900 feet above the plain', vide Edwardes' edition of

Grant Duff's History of j;Jahrattas, I, p. 256, footnote 2.
2 This is a very long and appreciative biography of the second son of

Nawab A~af Jah, by his admirer and friend the author of the Maathir-ul-Umara.

His character is painted very differently in Siyar~l-Muta'akhkhirin (Calcutta

reprint) II, p. 163, where he is compared to Siraj-ud-Daulah by 'Alivardi !i!!iin.

He was the Second Ni~am and ruled from 1748-1750.



1 A village near Sugger or Sagar between Gulbarga and Bijapiir, see

Edwardes' edition of Grant Dllff's History of the Mahrattas, I, p. 265. For a

more detailed account see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, V, pp.

218-222, where it is called Wagingera.
2 He died on 4 Jammada II, 1161 A.H. (2nd May, 1748 A.D.), vide

Maiithir-ul-Umarii, Text, III, pp. 847, 881. In Yusuf Husain Khan, op, cit"

p. 284, the year of death is incorrectly given as "Il64 Hegira".
3 Better Known as Muzaffar Jang, and who was the third Ni~am. He

was killed some three months after he was made Ni~am by the French on 13th

February, 175 1,

connection with the exigencies of the State proceeded towards

Wakankhera1. From here the Nawab A~af Jah deputed his son

to Maisiir (Mysore) so that he might levy a contribution from the

Raja of Mysore, and himself returned to Aurangabad. The m·artyr

after reaching Srirangapatam-which was the capital of the ~aja of

Mysore-obtained a contribution, and returned to his father at Auran

gabid. And soon after, father and son started for the haven of joy,

Burhanpiir, where Nawab A~af Jah went to paradise (died),2 and

Nawab Nizam-ud-Daulah adorned the Masnad of the government of

the Deccan'. From Burhanpiir he shifttd to Aurangabad which was

the headquarters of the rulers of the Deccan, and spent the rainy

season there.
During this period, AI}mad Shah, the ruler of Hindiistan, sent '!

royal order, written by his own hand, demanding his presence (at

Delhi) for setting right the affairs of the State, which had become very

complicated owing to the controversies and differences bet~een t~e
royal officials. The Nawab - in spite of various hindrances and dis

turbances in the Deccan, and the rebellious intentions of Hidayat

Mul:yi-ud-Din Khan 3 -the son of Nawab A~af Jah's daugl::.ter, who

had been in charge of Ra'ichiir and Adoni since the time of A~af Jah,

-on receipt of the royal orders and for reforming the imperial affairs

started for Hindiistan with a large army and many guns, and expedi

tiously advanced as far as the river Nerbudda. At this place he

received a further letter written by the King himself directing him to

.-
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cancel his journeyi. He was meanwhile receiving constant news of

the insubordination and rebellious intentions of Hidayat Mul:yi-ud

Din Khan. Accordingly he returned to Aurangabi1d, and spent ;he

rainy season there. During this interval J:lusain Dost Khan, commonly

known as Chanda, who was one of the nobles of Arkat2 (Arcot) joined

Hidayat Mul:yi-ud_Din Khan, and instigated him to invade Arcot.

Hidayat Mul:yi-ud-Din Khan turned towards Arkat, and there through

Chanda:s intermediation a large force of the European French inhabi

tants of the port of Phulchery (Pondicherry)3 also joined the forces of

Hidayat Mul:yi-ud-Din Khin, and all together started to attack

Anwar-ud-Din Khan of Gopamui', who had been the Governor of Arcot

since Nawab A~af Jah's time, and during Na.~ir Jang's time was styled

Shahamat Jang. On the 16th of Sha'biin Il62 A.H. (21St July,

1769 A. D.) a bloody battle took place, and in accordance with the

dictates of Fate, Shahamat Jang was killed.

It should not be forgotten that up to this time the French and the

English factors were confined to ports, and did not spread beyond

their limits. Hidayat Mul}yi-ud-Din Khan by taking them into aUi

ance made warriors of them. The martyrdom of Nawab Ni~am-ud

Daulah, which is described hereafter, was brought about by the help

of the French. After this the factors became very proud and daring.

Seeing the daring of the French, the English factors also began to

move, and the country of Arkiit was taken over pardy by the French

and partly by the English. The English also started a quarrel with

the Governor of Bengal, and after a fight became masters of Bengal.

They also took possession of the ports of Siirat and Kanbayat (Cambay).

Hidftyat Mul:yi-ud-Din Khan was responsible for the rise. in power of

these foreigners.

1 See Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 386.

2 So in the text, it is Arcot of the Imperial Gazetteer, V, p. 403.

3 Puducheri and Pulcheri are two other names for Pondicherry, see Imperial

Gazetteer, XX, p. 161. The two bought the help of Dupleix in July, 1749,

see Cambridge History of India, V, p. 126.

[Maathir-Ni~am-ud-Daulah Bahadur Nii~ir lang



In short, on receipt of the news of martyrdom of ShahamJt Jang,

Nawab Ni~am-ud-Daulah began to collect forces, by inviting the

leading Amlrs of the Deccan (to his help) and gathering together the

weapons of warfare. With 70,000 brave cavalry men and numerous

guns, and 100,000 infantry he raised his standard of determination

for the punishment of the rebels, and arriving in the vicinity of Pondi

cherry, which was 500 Jaribi kos from Aurangabad, got ready for the

fight. On the 26th Rabi' II, 1163 A.H. (24th March, 1751 A.D.)

the artillery of the Europeans went on firing constantly for nearly

3 watches of the day. Later, on the 27th the Europeans were defeated

by the might and majesty of the Muhammadans, and Hidayat

Mu~yi-ud-DinKhan was taken prisoner. The Nawab, in accordance

with the command: "(There shall be) no reproof against you this

. day"2 kept him' alive as a prisoner, and pardoning everyone of his

officers and soldiers gave them back their possessions. The Nawab's

well-wishers wanted that he should be removed, and though they

proved, by irrefutible arguments, before the Nawab, that sparing the

life of I-iidayat Mu~yi-ud-Din Khan was like raising the fluid of in

surrection, the Nawab, out of compassion, did not agree to his death.

Keeping him under proper surveillance, he appointed servants to look

after his comforts. The ungrateful wretches did not consider this

favour as extraordinary, and following the precept: "Everyone acts

according to his manner2
", they forgot the boon of the grant of their

lives and secretly prepared malicious designs. The Europeans also,

as a result of the signal defeat, became the source of various distur

bances and improper actions. The Nawab, to stop further distur

bances, considered it desirable to remain in the area, and proceeding

towards Arkat, deputed an army for the extermination of this .devilish

crowd. As a result of the vagaries of Fate the armies of Islam were

Ni~am-ud-Daulah Bahiidur Na~ir Tang

defeated, and the fort of Nu~ratgarh Gingee 1
, which was the Capital

of the Karnatik (Carnatic), fell into the hands of the French. The

Nawab with great zeal, firmness and resolution, and keeping in view

the demands of rules and regulations of government, and also that

there was a way of dealing with each affair, Went there immediately,

and set himself to the task of punishing the rebels. The excessiv,e

rainfall, the heavy storms, and difficulties in crossing and travelling,

lack of supplies of food grains demanded close attention, and he set

about removing the difficulties of all and sundry. On 11th Shawwil

1163 A.H. (2nd September, 1750 A.D.) he started from Arkat.

On the 17th of the same month, he, at the instance of a saint fore

swore all forbidden things, and stuck to this resolution to the last.

As the juggling Heavens produce new complications at all times,

so the Afghan chiefs of the Carnatic, who formed part of the levies

in this expedition, in spite of all the favours and kindness they had

received, and forgotten altogether their obligations in respect of loyalty

to their master, and not remembering the wrath and anger of the true

Avenger (God), out of greed for possessions and money secretly allied

themselves with the heretical Europeans. They also made a numbct

of other ungrateful wretches join thel;11 in their nefarious designs.

And they sent special messengers and invited the Europeans, who

were collected below the fort of Gingee, to make a surprise night assault

(on the Nawab's forces). On the night of the 17th Mul)arrattl 1164

A.H. (5th December, 1750 A.D.) just before daylight they suddenly

started fighting. If the Afghans had not relied on the might of the

Christians, they, themselves being a handful, would not have ~ad the

strength to face the army (of the Nawab). Although some of his

well-wishers had previously warned the Nawab that the Afghans were

out to rebel, he, because of his excessively honest nature, ..had not

believed them, (and answered): How have I wronged them? During

the fight he directed his elephant towards the Afghans, so that with

w~ml
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I Rock fortress in South Arcot district famous in the Carnatic

Imperial Ga?;etteer, XII, pp. 242-245.

p. 492. SuraVide Qur-an (Maulvi Muhammad Ali's cdn.. 1917),

verse 92 (in pt.)

Vide Qur-an, p. 578, Sura Bani-Israee\, vetse 84 (in pt.)

1

YiiSLlf,

2



1 An outline of the events is given in the life of ~am~am-ud-Daulah, see
Beveridge's translation of Maatbir-ul-Umara, I, pr, 15-17.

asked for a mirror when making up his turban, and got busy in tying it.

During this operation he repeatedly addressed his reRection: "Mir

A~mad, God is your guardian"-His real name was Mir A~mad.

Before mounting (on the elephant) he carried out the sacred ablutions

afresh and said his prayers, a~d turning his beads, and invoking bless

ings got on to the elephant. It was normal for the Nawab to wear a

coat of mail, covering him from head to feet during battles, but on

this night he did not wear anything but a single garment; and in this

dress was exalted to the state of martyrdom. The martyred Nawab

had a highly cultivated intellect and quick comprehension, His odes

show his extraordinary mastery for composition. The author remem

bers the following verses by him: -

Which rose in the Garden tore the veil !

When dew broke the mirror over the face ~f the sun.

o 'heart! if we could have the aid of the tresses of the beloved!

The ends of the strands of perpetual life could be grasped.

Why does the drunkard in the wine cellar worry to take an

omen regarding the future!

The intoxicated eyes of the beloved portend enough of a guide.

o whimsical air, don't cast away the arrow of sight,

Let this iniquitous arrow pierce some heart.

o beloved ! don't exasperate me; I have a delicate mind;

If you arc: conceited about your good looks, I am proud of my

love for you.

The rose makes the edge of the turban shake voluntarily!

Its stature is that of a young sapling whom I know.

After the martyrdom of the Nawab 1, the Afghans and the Chris

tians made Hidayat Mu~yi-ud-Din Khan their leader. In return for

this service the Afgbans madeHidayat MU9yi-ud-Din Khan grant them

in writing several forts and extensive territory. Hidayat Mu~yi-ud

Din Khan went with the Afgbans to Pondicherry, and interviewed the

Nizam-ud-Daulah Bahadur Na~ir Jang [Maathir-

4°4 ' 'E s When the
, ' h b able to deal with the uropean.

their help he mig t e h ele hant of Himmat 1<.han, the
Nawab's elephant reached near t e p , d his hand to

h- I Nawab out oE courtesy raise
leader of the Afg_ans, t:1e ff d 1" remonial respects. But

d b E the latter 0 ere lIS ce d
the hea even e ore , As the morning ha

'd were forthcommg.
from that Sl e no respects '-b hou ht that they had

ff" I dvanced the Nawa t g "
not su IClent y a , " d I " If a little in hiS seat.

, d h' and raise ll1nse
probably not recognize 1m, d h rson who was seated

'H' Khan an anot er pe ,
At this time Immat - suddenl fired their guns. Both the
with him· (on the elephant), Y k"ll d The Afghans

N -b' breast and he was Ie. u-
bullets struck the awa s , h ' f a lance. And the

, h N -b's head set It at t e polOt 0 ,
severmg t e awa (M G d reward him! 1received

,. I - he Martyr ay 0
treatment which mam t f M h m was similar to that

11 '1 e month 0 u arra ,
from his fo owers 111 t:1 b h" nts "Surely we are

d the Nawab y IS serva .
which was mete out to 1" Some of the men of

Allah's, and to him, ~e shall shureldY re~ur:ody (of the Nawab), and

N b') f e lamed the ea to t:1e h
the ( awa s orc H b' d 'In the courtyard of t e, A -b-d e was une
sent the bier to uranga a_. d D- Gh -b near Nawab A~af Jah.

f Sl -h Burhan-u - In an
mausoleum o:1a _ k ~l near the fort of Gingee

d f the Nawab too pace
The martyr om 0 , Mir Ghulam 'Ali Azad2 said:-
about 20 kos from Pondlcherry. --

Quatrain

b " I
The 'ust and noble Nawa IS gone,

Th
l d of Destiny allowed no respite, and he departed too

e swor soon.

He became a martyr on the 17th Mulprram,

The mourner composed the chronogram oE the date:

Aft-b raft· The sun has set (1164 A.H.; 1757 A.D.) h

O
a h 'h't which was the forerunner of the day of Judgment, en t e OIg , .

" - I Sur,l AI-Baqarah, verse 156 . ,"
Vide Qur-an, p. ~ , . GhuHim 'Ali Azad, who was the edItor of

2 The chronogram IS by Mlr ~ 'I' I
h '1 - b" I Umara see Beveridge s trans atlOn, , p, 9·the 2nd edition of tell aa!.-Ir-u - ,

1164 A,H, (16th December, 1750 ).
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Vide Qur-an, p. 1058, Sura AI-I-:Iashir, verse 2 (in pt )

2 More detailed accounts of Na~ir lang are to be hmnd in Ghulam 'Ali

Azad's Khazana' Amira and Sarv-i-Azad.

reached the sacred mausoleum and after the evening was interred near
the Saint of God. God be praised! Nawab's murderers were first
buried, and then he also found peace in his grave. "Therefore take

a lesson 0 you who have eyes" I. And all along the way where they
had rested his bier, buildings have been erected; and people make
pilgrimages to these places and offer prayers2

•

Of the Afghan leaders, who behaved treacherously to Nawab the
Martyr, one was 'Abdul Majid KJ"!an, whose grandfather, 'Abdul
Karim Miyana, was one of the leading nobles of Bijapur. His des
cendants are still in possession of Bankapur etc. in the province of
Carnatic. 'Abdul Majid .Khan sent his son Bahlul 1<han under the
guardianship of Na~ib Yawar Khan as an auxiliary of the Nawab, but
had secretly instructed his son and the other Afgpans to revolt against
him. He waS in absence evolving treacherous chess designs. Himmat
Khan, who murdered the Nawab, wa~ the son of Alif Khan, son of
IbrahIm Khan, son of Khi<;lr Khan Panni. Khi4r Khan was the chief
agent of the above noted 'Abdul Karim Khan Miyana. Da'ud Khan
PannI, who was unfaithful to the Amir-ul-Umara J:'Iusain 'Ali Khan
and was killed in battle, was the son of Khi4r Khan.

When in the reign of Shah 'Alam the viceroyalty of the Deccan
was transferred to Dhulfiqar Khan son of Asad Khan Vazir, and the
Niyabat was conferred on Da'ud Khal~ Panni, the latter appointed his
brother IbrahilJ'1 I<h~n as his deputy for J:'IJidarabiid. When J:'Iaidar
Quli Khan was appointed Divan of the Deccan in the early days of
Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar, Ibrahim Khan was appointed Kotwalof

Kurnoo!. Since that date Kurnool has been in the possession of the
descendants of Ibrahim Khan. In the war of revenge Himmat Khan,
and his Divan Amanat UllahJ<han-who was the seed of all the mis
chief-Bahlul Khan, N a~ib Yawar Khan and other ill-disposed person
alities of the side were duly punished. When the army after reaching

Nizam-ud-Daulah Bahadur Nasir Jano-• • 0

Captain or the Governor there, and taking a contingent of Christian
soldiers with him, he started for J:Iaidarabad. After passing through
Arkat he entered the territory of the Afghans. Fate decreed the
arrangement for the revenge of Nawab Ni;;:am-ud-Daulah, and raised a

crowd of disaffection in the minds of Hidayat M u~yI-ud-Din Khan and
the Afghans. On the day when they pitched their tents at Lakret
Pali (Lakkaredi Palli) the disaffection of the parties became apparent,
and led to a fight. On one side Hidayat Mu~yi-ud-Din .Khan and
the Christians and on the other the Afghans became ready, and started
a fight. Himmat Khan and other Afghan leaders were killed, and
Hidayat Mu~yi-ud-DIn Khan was killed by an arrow which hit him in
the pupil of the eye. The leaders of the army selected Nawab ~aLibat

Jang son of Nawab A~af Jah as their leader, and having fixed the
heads of Himmat Khan and other Afghan leaders on the points of
lances they entered their camps sounding drums of victory. Alld this
event took place on 17th Rabi' I, 1164 A.H. I (2nd February, 1751
A.D .). The massacre of Nawab the Martyr led to surprising results. All
those, who behaved treacherously towards him, were punished, and after
sixty days of the event all the murderers were simultaneously killed.

Verse

Did you notice how the innocent slaughter of the moth by the
candle

Left no respite that the night should see the morning; (i.e. the
candle was burnt out before the morning).

One of the incidents that happened was that on the day when this
battle was fought, i.e., on the 17th Rabi' I, there was no leisure even
for burying the dead. On the 18th they were carried from the
ba~tlefield, and buried in the wild jungle inhabited by wild animals.
The bier of Nawab Ni;;:am-ud-Daulah on the same day, the 18th,

I The fight took place at Lakkaredi Palli, thirty five miles south of

Cuddapalli city on 13th February, 1751, see Cambridge Histor)' of India, IV,
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Vide Qur-an, p. 742, Sura Ash-Shu' ara, verse 227 (in pt.~

2 Ibid., p. 999, Sura Qaf, verse 37 (in pt.)

Kurnool plundered the city, all the family and children of Himmat
Khan were taken prisoner, and as a punishment for what this wretch
had done, his life, property and honour were all lost. When this was
the state of the living, what would they have to face on the Day of
Judgment. "And they who act unjustly shaU know to what place of

turning they shall turn back"l. J:-Iusain Dost Khan, known as
Chanda, was also killed by the sword of revenge, and his head was

fixed on the point .of a hlOce.
The details of the affair are . Muhammad 'Ali Khan son of'. -

Anwar-ud-Din Khan Gopamul' after the death of his father took
possession of the fort of Trichnopoly. When the tassels of the banners
of Nawab Ni~am-ud-Daulah perfumed the plains of Arcot, Mul:ammad
'Ali Khan presented himself and was enlisted in service, and granted
the title of his father. After the martyrdom of Nawab Ni~am-ud
Daulah, he took shelter in the fort of T richnopoly. During this time
the province of Arcot was assigned to Chanda who was waiting at
Pondicherry. Taking the same force of the French which had carried
out the night assault on Nawab Ni~am-ud-Daulah, and with other
forces he advanced to Trichnopoly. Anwar-ud-Din with his own
force, and with the English-who were in possession of Devanon
Pattan ? and with whom he had made an alliance-came to oppose
him. For some time the fire of battle kept ablaze, but at the end
Anwar-ud-Din Khan was victorious, and Chanda was taken alive. On

the I st of Sha'bii.n, 1165 A.H. (3 rd June, 175 2 A.D.) Chanda was
beheaded, and his head fixed on the point of a lance waS taken round.
Similarly French leaders with I, 100 white-skinned Europeans were
captured alive. After the niartyrdom of Nawab Ni~am-ud-Daulah,

none of the people, who had carried out the night assault, had an easy

time, and this was the end of the affair.
"Most surely there is a reminder in this for him who has a heart

or he gives ear and is a witness2
."

NI?AM-UL-MULK A~AF JAHI,

May his dust be illuminated!

Ni~am-ul-Mulk Apf Jah

His maternal grandfather was Sa'ad Ullah Khan 2 tl P'_ , 1e rtn1e
Minister of ~a9ib _Q~ran II, Shah Jahan Badshah, and his paternal
grandfather was 'Abld Khan3

, son of IAlam Shaikh, who was one of
the great men of Samarqand, and a descendant of Shaikh Shihab-ud
Din Suhrawardy. 'Abid Khali came to India during the reign of Shah
Jahan, and rose to high office because of his acquaintance with the
King and the services rendered to Prince Aurangzib. He was in
attendance on the prince during the latter's battles with his brothers,
and after his accession to the throne was exalted to the rank of 4,000.
In the 4th year of the reign he was appointed Chief ~adr (Head Eccle-

1 Two biographies of A~af Jah are included in the Maathir-ul-Umara one

on pp. 837-.848, and the second on pp. 875-927. Both are similar, b~t the
second one. IS more complete, and as its subtitle indicates, deals with the history

from the time of Sa 'ad Ullah ~an to Nizam I Ali Khan in 1176 A H ( 6. ~ .. 17 2

A.D.~. Ghulam 'Ali states in the preface (Beveridge's translation, I, p. II) that

~am~~m-u~-Daulah had not written the life of A~af Jah, and he has, therefore,
supplied It from Kha?:ana' 'Amira. But it apparently turned up afterwards
for the account translated above appears to b~ by Sha-h Naw . d '~ az; It oes not
be~r the letter Q which is a distinguishing mark of the supplementary bioO"ra

phles prepared by 'Abdul f:Iayy, It is signally wanting in panegyric, The
author of the work could not have had altogether pleasing recollection of Asaf

Jah,. and if the son wrot~ it, he may also have shared his father's feelings. 'A

deta~led monograph on Apf Jah-Nizamu'l-Mulk Asaf /ah I (1936) has been
published by Dr. Yusuf Husain Khan.

The translation of the second biography is published immediately after this
account.

• 2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 441-449. Salad Ullah !'ilian is described

11l.t~e Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 208, as "the capable and learned
ml1llster of Shah Jahan".

3 For 'Abid Khan, see Yusuf Husain Khan, op. cit., pp. 1-9; also Irvine.
Later M.ughals, I, pp. 268, 269.
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Sec Irvine, il1aathir, Text, IV, pp. 270-272.
2 Asirgarh, not far from Burhanpur, was takcn by him on 31 st May.

1720, see Irvine, op. cit., II, p. 23.
3 For full account of the battle see Irvine, op. cit., II, pp. 28-34·

4 Sec Irvinc, op. cit., II, pp. 47-50 for full details.

demise of Shah 'Alam, when the throne was occupied for a few days
by Mulpmmad Mu'izz-ud-Din (Jahandar Shah), he agai~ received his
former rank and tide. When MUQammad Farrukh Sly~r ascended
the throne, he was exalted with the title of Ni?am-ul-Mulk Bahadur
Farl: Jang, and the rank of 7,000, and appointed as the Governor of the
Deccan l • When the governorship of the Deccan was transferred to

the Amir-ul-Umara Saiyid f:I usain 'Ali Khan, and the N awab hastened
to the Capital, he was appointed Governor of Muradabad.When the

Amir-ul.Umara returned from the Deccan, and Mul:ammad Farrukh
Siyar was deposed, and a new King was set on the throne, the Nawab
was appointed Governor of Malwa. Nawab Ni?am-ul-Mulk. went to
Malwa, but finding that the officials at the Capital were aetlng trea
cherously, he, in the second year of M ul:ammad Shah corresponding. to
113 2 A.H. (1720 A.D,) proceeded to the Deccan. On the 1st of R.apb

(28th April, 1720 A.D.) he crossed the Narba_d~ (Nerbu_d~a) r1~er,

and peacefully took possession of the fort of ASIC from Talib Khan,
and the city of Burhanpur from Mu~ammad Anwar Khan Burhanpuri.
The Amir-ul-Umara sent a large army under the command of Dilawar
Khan in his pursuit. The Nawab under the semblance of making a
shameful retreat started to encounter him. In the village of J:-Iasanpur in
the Sarkar of Handiya a battle took place between the two parties on 13th

Sha'ban (9th June, 1720 A.D.)3. Saiyid Dilawar Khan was killed, and
the Nawab returned victorious to Burhanpur. The wounds of the injur
ed had not quite healed, when Saiyid 'Alam 'Ali Khan, the nephew of
the Amir-ul-Umara and his Deputy for the Deccan addressed hil11self to
retrieving the disaster. He hastened at full speed from Aurangabid
towards Burhanpur, and on the 6th Shawwal of the same year (3 1st
July, 1720 A.D.) a severe battle took place near Balapur in the pro~

vince of Berar4
• '1\.11111 'Ali Khan advanced impetuously, and lost his life

ul-Umdra]
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Ni?am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah

siastical Officer) and later promoted to the rank of 5,000, and granted
the title of Qulij K.ban. After being removed from the office of
the $adr, he was reappointed to the same post on 16th Jummada II,
1092 A.H. (24th June, 1681 A.D.) and in the siege of the fort of

Golconda, f:Iaidarabad, 24th Rabi' I, 1°98 A.H. (29th January, 1687
A.D.), he sacrificed his life as a result of a cannon shoe.

Mir Shihab-ud-Din Ghazi-ud-Din son of 'Abid Khan rose to high
rank, and his biography has been included under the letter Qhain.
The real name of Nawab Ni?am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah, son and heir of
0hazi-ud-Din Khan, was Mir Qamr-ud-Din. He was born in 1082
A.H. (167 I A.D.)2. He became a favourite of Aurangz'ib at an early
age, and was raised to the rank of 4,000 and given the tide of Chin
Qulich Khan 3

• He rendered valuable services in the successful reduc
tion of the fort of \Vakinkhera, and was given a 1,000 increase in his
rank, which resulted in his promotion to the rank of 5,000. After the
death of Aurangzib, he behaved cautiously in regard to the disputes
between the princes, and did not become a partisan of any of them.
When Shah'Alam ascended the throne, he received the tide of Khan
Dauran Bahadur, and was appointed as Governor of Qudh and Fat/jdar
of Lucknow; in those days the Faujdar of that city was appointed

separately from the Court. The late learned Mir 'Abdul Jalil Bilgrami
found the date of his appointment in the same words: Khan Dauran
Bahadur (I 124 A.H., 1712 A.D.). Nawab Ni?am-ul-Mulk soon
resigned the appointment owing to the interfe~ence of the new officials
and the obsolescence of the older ones, and went to Delhi. He put on
the dress of a dervish, and confined himself to his quarters. After the

In a note by the editors is given an abridged account of his wound and

death, and there is cross reference to lv.laathir, Text, II, p. 123. where the year

of death is wrongly given as 1097 instead of 1°98 AH. See also Siyar-ul

Muta'akhkhirin (Calcutta reprint), IV, p. 198.

z See Irvine, op. cit., p. 270, and also the note regarding his age. The

date is 14 Rabi' II, 1082 AH. (20th August, 1671 AD.).
3 Chin Qulij in the text. The rank to which he was promoted is given

as 5,000 in the second biography, see Maathir, Text III, p. 876.



[Maathir- ul-Umara]

uselessly. The Nawiib entered Aurangabad victorious and triumphant.
As the pen of Destiny had decreed the downfall of the Saiyids of
Barah, himad-ud-Daulah Mu~ammad Amin Khan appointed a man,
who treacherously killed the Amir-ul-Umara while he was riding in a·
palanquin. This catastrophe took place on 6th Dhu'l tIijjah of the
year (28th September, 1720 A.D.) at the stage of Tura l

• Qu~b-ul

Mlllk, brother of the Amira-ul-Umara, on receipt of this frightful news
brought out of the fort at the Capital a Prince, and placed him on the
throne, and having collected an army hurried to meet the enemy.
After the battle he was made a prisoner. As the Nawab Ni?am-ul
Mulk was engaged in the government of the Deccan, Mu~ammad

Amin Khan 2 was appointed as the Vazir. Mu~ammad Amin Khan
was the son of Khwaja Baha'-ud-Din, who was the brother of Nawab
tAbid Khan, and the Qa~i of Samatqand (Samarkand). Mu~ammad

Amin Khan h;id been the 2nd Bakhshi from the time of Mu~ammad
Farrukh Siyar, and as has been remarked above, he was appointed to
the high office of the Vazir. But death did not leave him much time
after the appointment, and he died in a few days' time. Nawab
Ni?am-ul-Mulk came to the Capital from the Deccan, and put on the
robes of the Vaz'ir 3

• He wished to re-introduce the precepts of
Aurangzib, which had been laid aside. The foolish officers consider
ing this contrary to their personal interests perverted the mind of the

King. During the same period corresponding to 1135 A.H. (17 22-23
A.D.) signs of rebellion became apparent in the actions of J:1aidar Quli
Khan, Governor of Gujarat, and the Nawab was deputed to chastise
him4

; and in this way the officers removed the Nawab from the

1 Tura in the the text should be Tada Bhim, see Irvine, Maathir, Text, II,

p. 58 and note. See also Beveridge & Prashad's translation of Maathir, I,
p. 636, note 5.

2 For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 346-350, translation

antea, pp. 1 14-1 17. Also Irvine, op. cit. I, pp. 263, 264, and II, pp. 1°3-105.
3 21st February, 1722, see Irvine, op. cit .. II, p. 106, Maathir. Text, III,

p.877·
4 Irvine, op. cit., II, p. 129.

Court. When the Nawab arrived at the stage of Jhabii l near

Gujariit, J:1aidar Quli Khan, who had made a march to oppose him,
perceived that he was not strong enough for a fight, and so feigned
madness. The Nawa:b turned his reins to the Capital, and as a reward
for his services was appointed Governor of Ma:lwa and Gujarat, in
addition to the government of the Deccan and the office of the Vazir

(which he held already). But the hypocrisy of the officers disgusted
him. In the year 1136 A.H. (1724 A.D.) the government of the
whole of the Deccan was transferred from the Nawab to Mubariz
Khan, who for many years had been the Na'fim of J:1aidarabad. HIS

annoyance at this injustice became apparent, and making the uncon
geniality of the climate of Capital and the congeniality of that of
11uradabad, where he had served as Governor earlier, as his excuse, he

took leav~ from the King for going to Muradabiid. After he had
gone some stages, he turned off to the Deccan, and hurriedly reached
there 2

• Mubariz Khan came forward to oppose him. In the vicinity
of Shakarkhera3, sixty kos from Aurangabad, the two armies met.
On the 23rd of Mu~arram, 1137 A.H. (1st October, 1724 A.D.) a
severe battle4 took place. Mubariz Khan was killed, and all the

Jhalllh in the Tarikh-i-Muz:affari (vide note on p. 750 of text of
Maathir-ul-Umara, III. It is probably Jhalwarah or Jhalabarah of Jarrett's tran
slation of A'in, II, pp. 249, 253.

2 The sequence of events in the above .accOUIlt is not correct. Ni~am· ul
Mulk took leave to proceed on a hunting excursion to his jagirs in Muradabiid
in December, 1923, while Mubariz Khan, Governor of I-;Iaidarabad was appointed
as the Deputy for Prince Shahryar Shah, for the whole of the Deccan, on 14th

February, 1724. Ni~am-ul-Mulk started on his journey towards Muradabad
in January, 1724, but soon turned towards Agra and making a detour through

Malwa made all haste for the Deccan where he reached in August, 1724, Irvine,
op. cit., II, pp. 136, 137.

3 Shakrkhera in text, Irvine, and in Yusuf Husain Khan's work cited
above, Shakar Khelda in Imperial Gazetteer, XII, p. 86, and Shakarkhelda in
Cambridge Hist~ry of India, IV, p. 350.

4 In reference to the date of this battle see note 2 under Mubariz !Q"!an,
ante, p. 98.



!).hwaja A~am, Amir-ul-Umara ~am~am-ud-Daulah, for his life see

Maathir-ul-Umara, I, pp" 819-825, Beveridgc & Prashad's translation, I, pp.

775-778.

2 J~~ (pesh) is probably a tapsus calami for \J""~ (pas), or the clause

,t:. ).,) (j lll_... l j I ~!-:~ has been misplaced in printing. The idea seems to

be that when !).han Dauran sacrificed his life before Nadir Shah won the battle

of Kamal and became the overlord, A~af Jah succeeded !).han Dauran in the

office of the Amir-ul-Umara.

3 For the rebellioll of Ni~am-lll-Mllik Na~ir Jang see Yusuf Husain, op.
cit., pp. 237-244.

there happened what was to happen, the Nawab was treated (by Nadir

Shah) with, what was in comparison to the treatment of other officers,

great respect and consideration. As the Amir-ul-Umara Khan Dau

ran 1 had sacrificed his life in the battle against Nadir Shah, the office

of Amir.ul-U mara together with other dignities had been conferred

on the Nawiib before2 the domination of Nadir Shah, and this was

confirmed after the latter left (India). In the year 1153 A.H. (1740
4 1 A.D.) the Nawab took leave from the King to go back to the

Deccan, and after completing the journey arrived at Burhanplir. Ins

tigators induced Nawab Ni~am-ud-DaulahNa~ir Jang to oppose3 his

father. Several of the leaders and the army of the Deccan at first

sided him, but later, out of their loyalty (to A~af Jah), delayed to take

up arms. When Ni~am-ud-Daulahsaw the change in the behaviour

of the army, he. retired to the shrine of Shah Burhan-ud-Din Gharib.

When after making arrangements for the country and appointing

new officers, A~af Jab, in the beginning of the rainy season, reached

near Aurangabad, Nawab Ni~am-ud-Daulah, fearing that he might

be attacked, went off from the shrine to the fort of Malher. Nawab

Apf Jah following the long standing practice allowed the troops to go

to their homes and pasturages for the rainy season, and settled himself

alone (i.e. unprotected by an army) in Aurangabad.

As the cursed Satan is the robber of man, in that he even perverts

the thoughts of the prophets and makes them presumptuous and con

tradictory in accordance with the saying "By Allah, you are most

Ni~am-ul·Mulk A~af Jahul-Umara]

Quatrain

A thousand thanks! the protector of faith has arrived.

The ornament of ten kingdoms has arrived.

A spirit whispered in my ear the date of h~s arrival:

It said: The mark of God's mercy has arrived

(Ayat ra~mat-llaht amad: 1150 A.H., 1737-38 A.D.).

The Nawab gave him as a reward Rs. 1,000 and a horse with sil~er
. Two months after the Nawab's arrival at Delhi, the Kmg

trappmgs., Tl
allowed him to return to the Deccan for chasti5ing the Marathas. 1e

Nawab after reacbing }\gra left the normal southward route to the

Deccan, and proceeded towards the east. He passed by Etawah and

Makanplir, and crossed the Jumna below Kalpi, and ~rom there turned

h d He came to Malwa and after traversll1g some stages,sout war s. '
he reached the city of Bhopal, which was a dependency of Malw~l.
The Maratha armies from the Deccan met him at this place, and 111

the month of Ramadan of this year there were several severe engage

ments in the Bhopai territory. As the coming of Nadir Shah was

imminent, the Nawab considering it most opportune to 1~1ake. a peace,

returned to the Capital2 • When Nadir Shah was VlctortOUS, and

I The title was conferred on him after he reached Delhi in complianc.e
I" II pp 300 301. In hiSwith the King's orders on 12th July, 1737, see [~me, ' . '.

h b· hy however it is stated that the title was granted 111 I 138 A.H.at er IOgrap, ,

See Maathir, Text. III, p. 879· .
- h' I B- - Rao, sce Irvinc, II,2 For the Bhopal campaign and t e peace Wit 1 aJl

pp. 302-3 06. A~af Jah returned to Delhi in April, 1738.

. f I Deccal1 caine into the Nawab's possession. Laterterritories 0 t 1e
the King tried to conciliate the Nawab, and always sent him gracious

farmans, and choice presents; and at this time he was granted ~he
title of Asa£ Jah l • In the year 1IS0 A.H. (1737-38 A.D.) the ~l11g
earnestly desired his presence at the Court.. The Nawab appomted

his son Ni~am-ud-Daulah Na~ir Jang as 1115 Deputy for the Dec~an,

and hastened to the Capital where he was honoured by the Kmg.

Fa41 'Ali Khan versified the date of his arrival as follows:-



Vide Qur-iin, p. 493, Sura Yiisuf, verse 95 (in pt,).
2 29th August, 1743, according to Yusuf Husain Khan, op, cit., p. 253,

but see Cambridge History of India, IV, p, 384, where it is stated that Murari

evacuated the fort on 25th August,

surely in your old error l ", so Ni,?im-ud-Daulah, at the instigation of
opportunists, made up his mind to attack Aurangabid. He collected
nearly 7,000 horsemen and rapidly marched to near Aurangibad.
Nawab A~af Jah with such men as he had, and his artillery took up

his position in the neighbourhood of the city near the 'ldgah. <;>n
20th Jummada I, 1154 A.H. (24th July, 1741 A.D.) towards the
evening a battle took place. On account of the artillery of Apf Jih,
the darkness of the evening, and the shortness of the time, the oppos
ing army (of Ni,?im-ud-Daulah) dispersed. Nawab Ni,?am-ud-Daulah
pushed on his elephant, and got near A~af Jah' 5, but he was wounded
and fell into the hands of his exalted father. In 1156 AH. (1743
A.D.) Nawib Apf Jih determined to conquer Karnitik (Carnatic),

and after reaching there he began by besieging and taking the fort of
Trichinopoly2, which was in the hands of the Marathas. After that

he took Arkat (Arcot) from the Newayati tribe-who had long held
it-and appointed to its charge Anwar-ud-Din Khin Shahiimat Jang

of Gopimau. In 1157 A.H. (1744 A.D.) he returned to Auranga
bad. In II 59 A.H. (1746 A.D.) he took Balkonda-a dependency of
J::Iaidaribad which was in the hands of some officers-after a short
siege. In 1161 A.H. (1748 A.D.) news was received of the advance
of A~mad !5.han Abdali: from Kabul to Delhi. The Nawib, as a

matter of policy, started from Aurangibad towards Burhanpur. At
Burhanpur he received the news that A~t11ad Shah had been victorious,
and that A~mad Khan Abdili had after defeat turned back to Kabul.

At this time Nawib Apf Jah became seriously indisposed. In the

same condition, on 27th Jummada I (14th May, 1748 A.D.) he
marched towards Aurangabad. Owing to the complaint getting
worse, he put up in tents near the city of Burhanpur. The disease
became worse and worse from day to day, and at last on 4th Jum-

An account of th P 'd b " ,
U .

e eno eg11111lng wIth the time of N -b S d
nah Kh- 1 P' awa a'a__an, t le nme Minister of Shah J h- B-d h-h, f ' a an a s a to the
time 0 Nlzam 'Ali Kh- . h. __an In t e year I 176 A.H.

(1762 A.D.).

NAWAB A?AF JAH,' the Asylum of Pardons

(whose poetical name was A?AF)

(Vol. III, pp. 875-927)'

Sa 'ad Unil Kh- 1 '. . ] _an, ]IS maternal grandfather was the p'
M[11\ster of the Emperor Shah Jahan and '-b'd T

_ nme
nobles of Sarna d ,A I Khan, one of the
S 1 d rq~n , and a descendant of Shaikh Shihab-ud-Din

u,lrawar y was hiS paternal grandfather. 'Abid- Kh- 'd' '
HI d- - d' h an arnve In

n ustan unng t e reign of Sh-h J h- d --Prince A _ . a a an, an entered the service of
urangzlb, who, after 11ls accession to the throne' d h'

rank raduall' '. ,111crease [S
g Y to 5,000, and tWice app0111ted him to th ft' f h

S d- , K I H' e 0 Ice 0 t e
. a arat-z- u. e was killed at the siege of Golkonda b
shot on the 24th R b-' I 8 Y a cannon
His _. a_I , 109 A.H. (28th January, 1687 A.D.).

son, Mlr Slllhab-ud-Din, was one of th " 1A -b . e pnnclpa nobles of
urangzl , and 111 time attained the rank of 7 'h 1 .Ghazi d D- T _ ,000, Wit t le tItle of

_. -u - l~ Khan Badadur Firuz Jang, and as a reward for '
emment servICes at the battle of Bijapur received fro 1 hiS
Sovereig , dd'" m ne appreCiative

n 111 a mon to hIs former titles the appellation of F d 'arzan -t-

1164 in Yusuf Husain Khan, p. 284, is a printer's error for 1161
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Arjumand. During the reign of Shih 'A.lam, he was appointed
Governor of Gujarat where he died in 1122 A.H. (1710 A.D.). His
son, Nawib A~af Jah, whose real name was Mir Qamar-ud-Din, and
who was born in 1082 A.H. (167 I A.D.), was raised by Emperor
Aurangzib to the high rank of 5,000, with the title of Chin Qullch
(Qulij in text) Khan, . and~bout the close of that reign was appointed
Governor of Bijapur. Shih 'Alam after his accession to the throne
conferred on him the title of Khan Dauran Bahadur together with the
office of the Governor of Oudh. Shortly afterwards, however, he, in
consequence of some disagreement with the nobles of the Court,
resigned his office, and having dressed himself as a faqir went into
retirement at Delhi. In the reign of Jahindar Shah, on taking up
his normal life, he was reinstated in his former office with all his
titles. In the first year of the reign of Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar
he received the title of Ni~am-ul-Mulk Bahadur Fat~ Jang with
the rank of 7,000, and was appointed Viceroy of the Deccan. But
when Amir-ul-Umara Saiyid tIussain 'Ali J<han was appointed to the
viceroyalty of the Deccan, the Nawib returned to the Court, and
instead of remaining retired like the King, accepted from the Court
his appointment to the government of Muradabad. In the reign
of Rafi'-ud-Darajat, he Was promoted to the governorship of Malwa;
and he having discovered the jealousy of the nobles made up his mind
to conquer the Deccan. With this end in view he left Malwa in
1132 A.H. (1720 A.D.) and turned to the Deccan. He peacefully
obtained possession of the fort of Asir from Talib J<han, and the city
of Burhanpur from Mu~ammad Anwar Khan, who during the reign
of Rafl'-ud-Darajat had been appointed to the government of that
place. On 13th of Sha'ban of the said year (9th June, 1720 A.D.) he
defeated Saiyid Dilwar Khin, who had been deputed by the Emperor
against the Nawib at tIasanpur in the district of Handiya. He then
returned to Burhanpur, and on 6th of Shawwal of the same year (3 I st
July, 1720 A.D.) gained a victory over Saiyid '.Alam 'Ali Khan,
-nephew of Amir-ul-Umara Saiyid tIusain 'Ali Khan, Viceroy of the
Deccan, in the neighbourhood of Balapur.

And when the Saiyids of Barah were liquidated, and !'timad-ud
Daulah, Mu~ammad Atnin Khan-who succeeded them in the admi
nistration (of the country) under the Emperor Mul,lammad Shih-also
died, Ni~im-ul-Mulk returned from the Deccan to the Court and was
appointed Prime Minister on 5th Jummada I, I 134 A.H. (10th
February, 1722 A.D.). This faqir (i.e., the author) was living in
the Capital in those days. During this time Mu'izz-ud-Daulah tIaidar
Quli Khan Isfrayil1i Na~im of Gujarat rebelled (against the Central
government), and Mul,lammad Shah appointed the Nawib to the
governorship of Gujarat and Malwa, in addition to his offices of the
Prime Minister and the viceroyalty of the Deccan, and placed him in
charge of the expedition against tIaidar Quli Khin. The Nawab very
soon reached Jhabu near Gujarat, and tIaidar Quli Khan, finding him
self unable to oppose (him), feigned madness, and retired. Ni~am

ul-Mulk appointed his uncle tIamid Khan his deputy for the govern
m:::nt of Gujarat and Oudh, and returned to Miilwa, the deputyship of
which he entrusted to his cousin 'A~im Ullah ~han. He reached Delhi
in the beginning of the Jummada Iof that year (January, 1724 A.D.).
The nobles were particularly anxious to prevent the N awab from
becoming firmly established at the Court, and they, therefore, turned
the Emperor's mind against him, and accordingly in I 136 A.H.
(1724 A.D.), Mubariz Khan, Na~im of tIaidarabad, was appointed
to supersede the Nawab in the government of the Deccan. Ni~am

ul-Mulk in consequence of this pretended that the climate of Delhi
did not suit him as much as that of Muradabad, to the government
of which place he had previously been appointed, and accordingly
took leave of the Emperor for proceeding to that place. After travell
ing a shorr distance he altered his course to the Deccan, where he
arrived with all possible expedition. Mubar1z Khan advanced to
engage him, and on the 23rd of Mul,larram, 1137 A.H. (1st October,
1724 A.D.), a severe action took place at Shakar Khera in which
Mubariz Khan was killed, and all the dependencies of the Deccan
accepted the authority of the Nawab. The Emperor on obtaining
intelligence of this conduct of the Nawab appointed Mubariz-ul-Mulk
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Sarbuland Khan Tuni to supersede him in the governorship of Gujarat,
and Malwa was assigned to Girdhar l

• The Emperor later tried to
conciliateNi~am-ul-Mulk, and bestowed on him in 1138 A.H. (1725
26 AD.) the tide of Apf Jah, and in 1150 A.H. (1737 A.D.) ear
nestly importuned him to return to Delhi. Ni~am-ul-Mulk having
appointed his son Ni~at11-ud-Daulah Na~ir Jang his deputy for the
government of the Deccan proceeded to the Court which he reached
about the end of Rabi' I, of the same year (July, 1737 A.D.). After two
months the Emperor deputed the Nawab for the chastisement of the
Marathas, and appointed him Governor of Akbarabad (Agra) in place
of Raja Jai Singh, and also Governor of Malwa in place of Baji Rao,
and he himself went to Akbarabad. A~af Jah appointed Mu~yi-ud

Din Quli Khan, who was his Vazir and a relation, as his deputy for
Agra and himself started towards Malwa. He had found that the
roads along the banks of the river Chambal were very treacherous due
to numerous deep pits and tunnels; the army of the Nawab had at the
same place been greatly harassed by thieves inhabiting the area on his
ruturn journey from the Deccan. So he crossed the Jumna below
Agra, keeping his course directed eastwards, and having passed Mukan
pur, again crossed the Jumna below Kalpi, and entered the country of
the Bundelas; the Raja of the Bundelas joined him with some troops.
He then proceeded to Bhopal, which was a dependency of the $uba of
Malwa. Baji Rao marched from the Deccan with a large army against
him and in the month of Rama4an of the above mentioned year a
bloody battle commenced in the neighbourhood of Bhopal. As
the news of the invasion of Nadir Shah had spread, (the King) treated
the Nawab much more graciously than the other courtiers l

• As Amir
ul-Umata Samsam-ud-Daulah Khan Dauran had been killed in the. . --
battle with Nadir Shal1, the Nawab (Apf Jah) was appointed in addi-
tion to his othel;. offices to that of the Amir-ul-Umara.

About this period Ni~am-ud-Daulah Na~ir Jang, the deputy of
.A~af Jah in the viceroyalty of the Deccan, instigated by evil councillors

See, however, Maathir, Text, III, p. 845, for an entirely different version.

declared himself independent. The Nawftb in the year I I S3 A.H.
(1740-4 I A.D.) made up his mind to settle this disturbance, and to
conquer the Karnatik (Carnatic). He took leave of the Emperor and
came to the Deccan. An action took place between the father and
the son on 20th Jumm'ada I, 1154 A.H. (23rd July, 1741 A.D.) in
rhe vicinity of Aurangabad at a place a little to its west. Nawab
Ni~am-ud-Daulah, who was wounded, was taken prisoner by his
august father. In the year 1156 A.H. (1743 AD.) the Nawab en
gaged earnestly in an invasion of the Karnatic, and at first surrounded
and took the fort of Trichinopoly, and later snatched Arkat (Arcot)
from the enemy. In I1S7 A.H. (1744 A.D.) he besieged and took
the fort of Balkonda1 which was a dependency of !:laidarabad from
Muqarrib L<-han Deccani. On the 4th of Jummada II, I 161 AH.
(21st May, 1748 A.D.) he departed from this life near Burhanpur.
His body was carried LO the illuminated Rau~ah near Daulatabad, and
interred at the foot of the grave of Shah Burhan-ud-Din Gharib. The
Emperor MU9ammad Shah and his Vazir himad-ud-Daulah Qamar
ud-Din Khan also died in the same year. The author said:

Quatrain

Three great pillars (courtiers) of the government of Hind

depatted from this world.
Alas! Three matchless pearls fell from the palm of the world.
I computed the date of death of the three as:
The Shah of the world, the Vazir and the distinguished Apf

are no more.

The Nawab was one of the principal nobles at the Court of the
Emperors of the house of Timur. From the reign of Khuld-i-Makan
(Aurangzib) to the death of Firdus Aramgah (Mu9ammad Shah) he
rded over the four elements and- governed for nearly thirty years the
six $ubas of the Deccan which fotmerly had been under several exalted
kings. A large number of the Amirs of Mul)ammad Shah belonged

About roo miles north of f:Iaidarabad, lat. r8° 51' , long. 78° 20' •



to his family, and they performed their duties faithfully. He was a
remarkable personality, endowed with angelic qualities and in his
government the faqirs, the learned, and deserving people received their
share according to their deserts. And the learned and the holy persons
of Arabia and Tr:\l1soxania and Khurasan and 'Iraq and of all parts of
Hindustan having heard of his appreciative qualities came over to the
Deccan, and received due favours from him. In the year 1141 A.H.
(1728 A.D.) l;e laid the foundations of a rampart round the city of
Burhanpiir which was completed after some time. He founded
Ni~amabad near the hiJlock of Fardapur in what was an altogether a
wild desert, and built a mosque, a caravansarai, a palace and a bridge.
He also constructed a wall round the city of I:Iaidarabad and cut a
canal from the River Harsul which passed through the centre of
Aurangabad. Ni~am-ul-Mulk was justly esteemed a good poet as
appears from a copious Diwan which he left behind. The following

verses were composed by him: -

Verse

When he saw reflected in the mirror the beauty of his beloved,
The face of the mirror became clouded with fresh moisture.
My mad heart was scorched by the fire of love,
The light hovered round the head of my moth 1

•

At the time of his death Nawab A~af Jah, Asylum of Pardons,
had six noble sons: Mir Mu1:ammad and Mir Al].mad both by one
mother; Mir Saiyid Mu1:ammad, Mir Ni~am 'Ali, Mir Mulpmmad
Sharif and Mir Mughal all by different mothers. He bestowed on
each of them high distinctive titles. The author for distinguishing
them designates the first Amir-ul-Umara, the second Ni~am-ud-Dau~ah,

the third Mir-ul-Mummalik, the fourth A~af Jah II, the fifth Burhan
ul-Mulk and the sixth Na~ir-ul-Mulk. Amir~ul-Umara Flriiz Jang
Ghazi-ud-Din l<-han Bahadur, son of Nawab Apf Jah, Asylum of
Pardons, increased his fame by receiving the titles of his grandfather

Taken verbatim from l(hazelna 'Amira, (Cawnpore Litho. edn. 1900), pp.

from the Delhi COUrt, after Nawab A~af Jah went to Delhi from the
Decca~, and was favoured with high honours at the Capital. Later

w~en 111 the year 1153 A.H. (174°-41 A.D.) the Nawab was per
mitted by Mu1:ammad Shah to leave for the Deccan, the Nawab
transferred to his son Firiiz Jang the office of Amir-ul-Umara which
had been bestowed on him after the death of Khwaja 'Asam, Samsam
ud-Daulah Khan Dauran in the battle with Nadir Shah. 'On' the
death of Nawab A~af Jah in the reign of A1:mad Shah the title and
office of Arnir-ul-Umara were bestowed on Basha.rat Khan, but after a
short time the robe of Amir-ul-Umara was again bestowed on Shahadat
Khan Firuz Jang. After the death of Nawab Nizam-ud-Daulah
Na~ir Jang, Amir-ul-Urnara became anxious to succe~d him as th~
Viceroy of the Deccan. The nobles, however, did not at first for
various reasons agree, but after some time they consented, as will be
narrated in the account of ~afdar Jang. Arnir-ul-Umara was accor
dingly adorned with Khil'at of the viceroyalty of the Deccan by the
Emperor A1:mad Shah, on the 3rd of Rajab I 165 A.H. (6th May,
1752 A.D.). He set off for the Deccan in the midst of the rainy
seaso.n, and as his third brother Amir-ul-Mummalik (~alabat Jang)
was 111 power at the time, he prevailed on Holkar, the Maratha chief
who was near Delhi with a strong force, to join him. After comple
ting the journey he arrived at Aurangabad on 20th Dhiil Qa'da (18th
September) of the same year. Amir-ul-Mummalik, who was at that
ti~~ at I:Iaidarabad advanced Co meet him, and the enemy (Holkar)
seIZIng the opportunity demanded of Amir-ul-Umara the entire country
of Khandesh, and Sangarnnir and Jalna from the dependency of
~urangabad, etc. Amir-ul-Umara, being inexperienced and a stranger
111 the country, and having before him the major issue of facing die
Amir-ul-Mummalik, handed over a grant for the territory of Khandesh
etc. under his own seal to the Marathas; and so those extensive
territories passed over for nothing to the Marathas.

As it had, however, been so decreed by the pen of Fate that the
Deccan State should be restored to Amir-ul-Mummalik, Amir-ul
Umara died suddenly on the evening of the 7th of Dhiil I:Iijja the last

Nawab Apf Jahul-Umara][Maathir-Naw:ib A~af Jiih
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Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of Mughal Empire, I, pp. 526-53°'

through 'Aqibat Ma~mud Khan Kashmiri, his principal officer!.

The Vazlr, Inti~am-ud-Daulah, son of the late 'Imad-ud-Daulah

Qamr-ud-Din Khan, owing to his differences with the 'Imad-ul-Mulk

dissuaded the Emperor from sending the necessary guns. ',Aqibat

Ma~mud Khan, however, prevailed on several of the imperial officers

and the artillery contingent to join him by promising that on the ter~

mination of the power of the Inti~al11-ud-Daulahthey would receive

high favours (from his master), and attempted to remove Inti~am-ud

Daulah. Accordingly on the day fixed for the purpose they went and

surrounded Inti~am~ud-Daulah's house, and raised a great tumult.

But not succeeding in accomplishing his purpose, he fled towards

Dasna. On the way leaving the path of rectitude he pillaged the

imperial Khal~a domains and the fiefs of officers which were in the

environs of Delhi. Meanwhile Suraj Mal Jat, who hac! been reduced

to the last extremity by the besiegers, petitioned Arymad Shah for

help. A~mad Shah on the ostensible pretence of hunting and inspec

tion of administration of the area, but really to help the Jat, started

from Delhi, and encamped at Sikandara. He sent orders to 'Aqibat

Ma~miid Khan, who was carrying on his depredations in the area, to

present himself before him. 'Aqibat Ma~mud [(han came alone from

Khurja, and after paying his respects to the Emperor returned to

Khurja. As decreed by Fate, the idea developed in H6lkar's mind,

that as A~mad Shah had delayed providing the guns, and now that he

had marched out (of Delhi) attempts should be made to stop the

necessary food supplies and fodder for the imperial army, and thus

press him hard to force him to provide the guns; and he wished to

carry out his scheme without the knowledge or help of his allies.

Without intimating his intentions either to Ghazi-ud-Din or Jayappa,

Holkar started at night, and having crossed the Jumna river near

Mathra (Muttra) on the night on which 'Aqibat Mal:mud Khan after

paying his respects had returned to Khiirja, and arrived near the impe

rial army in the early part of the night; he discharged several flights

ul-lJmara]

...

I Kha?:ttna ';lmira, pp. 48, 49.
2 Khazana 'Amira, pp. 50-54. For his biography see Maathir-ul-Umara,

Text, II, pp. 847-856 and Beveridge & Prashad's translation, I, pp. 674-678.
For a detailed account of 'Imad-ul-Mulk and his times reference may be made to

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of LVlughal Empire, I, II.
3 Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of Mughal Empire, I, pp. 454, 455·
4 Jayappa Sindhia or Jayaji Sindhia.
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day of the year (16th October, 1752 A.D.), on.ly I~ days after his

entry into Aurangabad, and all who had accompanied hun on the ~xpe.

dition hoping for favours, fell into the well of despair. It was deClded,

that, after being satisfied about a sJfe passage, his bier should be taken

to Delhi from Aurangabad with proper escort. At last they adopt

ed this course and as a scattered group in attendance on the corpse

they accomplished the journey, and on their arri val there burried iri.

'Imad-ul-Mulk2-son of Amir-ul-Umara Firuz Jang, son of Nawab

Apf Jah, Asylum of Pardons, and daughter's son of the lau: Vazir-ul

Mummalik himad-ud-Daulah Qamr-ud-Din Khan-whose real name

was Mir Shihab-ud-Din, and who is also known by his hereditary tide

of Ghazi-ud-Din Khan Bahadur Firuz Jang, on receipt of the grave

new-s~f the death of his father in the Deccan immediately went to the

house of Vazir-ul-Mummalik ~al:dar Jang at Delhi. He remained

there for some time, and so recounted his tale of WOe that ~afdat Jang,

taking pity on him, had the title of Amir-ul-Umara granted to him by
Ahmad Shah3 • Later this true engraving proved ill suited to the stone

of 'kindness, and 'Imad-ul-Mulk plotted to remove ~afdar Jang, as will

be detailed in the account of ~afdar Jang. 'Imad-ul-Mulk during the

progress of the conflict invited Halkar from Malwa and Jayappa
4
£r~m

Nagar to help him, but before their arrival peace waS concluded With

~afdar Jang. 'Imad-ul-Mulk, Halkar and Jayappa all together march

ed against Suraj Mal Jat, and surrounded Bhratpur, Kumher and De~,

which were the three main fortifications of the Jat country. As arti

llery is an indispensable requisite for the reduction of forts, 'Imad-ul

Mulk on the advice of the Maratha chiefs appealed to the Emperor

A~mad Shah for providing the necessary guns, and sent the petition

_.~ ..._----------
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Jahandar Shah on the throne with the title of 'Alamgir II. A week
after they had been confined, he blinded A~mad Shah and his mother
-who had been the real cause of all trouble. After a few days he
started for Lahore with a view to regulating the affairs in the Punjab
Sabal.. .

It should not be forgotten that in the year I 161 A.H. (1748
A.D.) MU'in-ul-Mulk was appointed Governor of Lahore, and after
his death his widow succeeded him in this office, as is detailed in the
account of Shah Durrani. 'Imad-lll-Mulk left 'Alamgir II in Delhi,
and making Prince 'Ali Gauhar as the leader of his expedition, started
for Lahore via Hansi and I:Ii~~ar. On reaching Ludhiana2 , he, in
compliance with Adina Beg's request sent in the night a force, under
the leadership of Saiyid Jaml1-ud-Din, the Commander-in-Chief and
'Abdullah Khan KashmIrl, his minister, to Lahore which was at a
distance of 40 kos from that place. They reached Lahore within
'twenty four hours, and sending a party of eunuchs into the harem,
woke up the Begam, who was sleeping quite unconcerned, and making
her a prisoner removed her from her house and confined her in a
tent. The Begam was 'Imad-ul-Mulk's mother's brother's wife, and
her daughter also had be~n betrothed to 'Imad-ul.Mulk. 'Imad-ul
Mulk bestowed the government of Lahore on Adina Beg in return
for a tribute of 30 Iakhs of rupees, and returned to Delhi. Shah
Durrani, on hearing of these proceedings, was greatly incensed, and
marched with all haste from Qandahar to Lahore. AdIna Beg Khan
like a school boy who is scared of books-fled from Lahore to the
wilderness of Hansi and I:Ii~~ar. Shah Durrani marched without delay
to within 20 kos of Delhi. 'Imad-ul-Mulk, being without army and

'Aziz-ud-Daulah, See Cambridge History of India, rv, p. 436. See also Sir
Jadul1ath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 543, 544.

I For the Panjab affairs during this period, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op.
Cit., II, pp. 50.81.

2 "'';:<.I)~ Blldana in the text has been correctly identified as Ludhiana by
Sir Jadunath Sarkar.

of rockets. The royal troops supposed that 'Aqibat Ma~miid Khan
had returned for mischief, and was committing depredations. Regard*
ing the matter as of no consequence they neither got ready to fight
nor did they attempt to retreat; thereby they would have averted the
fate that awaited them. Later in the night, however, it became clear
that Holkar was there, and as a result they were so much disturbed
as to be unable either to make ready for fighting or to retreat. Conse
quently A~mad Shah, Bihar Rao and $am?am-ud-Daulah Mir Atish,
son of Amir-ul· Umara $am?am-ud-Daulah Khan Dauran, and a few
retainers fled towards the Capital leaving behind their families and all
the baggage. This hard blow to the dignity of the Timiir dynasty
was the result of inexperience, and want of judgment on the part of
the Emperor. Holkar entered the camp without opposition, and
plundered all the baggage of the Emperor. Zamaniya, the daughter
of Emperor Farrllkh Siyar and widow of the late Emperor Mu~ammad

Shah, and other wives of the Emperor were taken prisoners l
. Al

though Holkar showed them all due respect, but the situation was
extremely humiliating. 'Imad-ul-Mulk on hearing the news gave up
the siege and hurried towards the Capital. Jayappa finding that his
two allies had deserted him, and feeling that he alone would not be
able to carryon the siege, withdrew towards Narnaul. Siiraj Mal Jat
was thus relieved without any exertion. 'Imad-ul-Mulk with Holkar's
influence and the machinations of the royal officers, particularly
~am~am-ud-Daulah Mir Atish, assumed the office of the Premier in
place of Inti~am-ud-Daulah, and the title of Amir-ul-Umara was
assigned to Mir Atish. On the day of his assuming the charge of
the premiership, he placed A~mad Shah and his mother under con
finement, and on Sunday, the 10th of Sha'ban, r r67 A.H. (2nd June,
1754 A.D.) he placed 'Aziz-ud-Daulah 2

, son of MU'izz-ud·Dil1

1 Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fali of Mughal Empire, r, pp. 534-541. According
to this account the Emperor marched to Sikandarabad not Sikandara. The

account in Grant Duff, History of Mahrattas (Edwardes' Edn.), 1, p. 474,
appears to be based entirely on the description above.

z 'hz-ud-Din in the text is incorrect. His name is 'Aziz-ud-Din or

1IIIt.'c-.,... _
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on the 7th of Shawwal, I 160 A.H. (1st October 1747 A.D.) and
after re-crossing the Ganges returned to Farrukhabad 1

•

After Shah Durrani, owing to the terrible ravages of cholera2 in
his army, rapidly started from the neighbourhood of Agra on his return
journey to his own kingdom (Kabul). On the day of his arrival opposite
to the Capital (Delhi) the Durrani was met by the Emperor 'Alam
gir II and Najib-ud-Daulah on the banks of the tank of Maqsiidabad.
During his interview with the Emperor, the latter made bitter com
plaints against 'Imad-ul-Mulk. The Shah, therefore, conferred the title
of Amir-ul-Umara on Najib-ud-Daulah, and started for Lahore. Najib
ud-Daulah3 was of Afgban extraction, and as signs of greatness were
apparent on his countenance, 'Imad-ul-Mulk had taken him into his
own servICe. When Shah Durrani came to India, he gained favour
with the Shiih through his outstanding qualities and because of the
regard for his being of the same tribe (Afgban), until he was elevated
to the office of the Amir-ul-Umara by running down 'Imad-uLMulk.
In short, 'fmad-ul-Mulk with a view to removing Najib-ud-Daulah
started for Delhi from Farrukhabad. And having invited Raghunath
Rao a uterine brother of Balaji Rio, by exaggerated accounts from the
Deccan, they together besieged Delhi. 'Alamgir II and Najib-ud
Daulah were besieged. - For forty five days an artillery duel was

carried on, till Holkar accepting a heavy bribe from Najib-ud-Daulah
arranged for a truce. And bringing Najib-ud-Daulah with his family
and property, honouraBly out of Delhi allowed him to encamp near
his own camp. He took possession of his fief on the other side of the
Jumna river consisting of Maharpiir, Chandor and all districts of
Parah. When the leader of the Marathas besieged Najib-ud-Daulah at

I For the expedition see Sir Jadunath SarkaI', op. cit., pp. 13°-136,
where it is described as an expedition sent for recovering the Diiiib and Oudh.

2 l!) has rightly been interpreted as Cholera by Sir Jadllnath SarkaI',

op. cit., p. 125.

3 For his biography see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 865-868, and

translation with notes antea, pp.

'.f

f ..

l'

I The area of Diiiib Olldh.

materials, and seeing no remedy except submission, waited on Shah
Durran~. At first he was very annoyed, but later at the intercession
of the Begam, referred to above, and Ashraf Anwar (Shah Vall Kha,n,
the Chief Minister) of Shah Durrani, he became reconciled with the
Khan ('Imad-ul-Mulk), and the office of the Vazir was also conferred
on him without his having to pay any tribute for it. When Khan Jahan
was deputed by Shah Durrani to reduce the forts of Siiraj Mal Jat,
'Imad-ul-Mulk in ccncert with Khan Jaban performed valuable services,
and earned encomiums from tbe Shah. When the demand for tribute
for the premiership was set forth (by Shah Durrani), 'Imad-ul-Mulk
importuned the Shah to aHow him to take with him a prince of
Timiirid descent and a detachment of Durrani soldiers, to enable him
to collect large sums of money as tributes from the Unterbaid districts

l

and present it to the Shah. Shah Durrani, accordingly, sent for fr~m

Delhi two princes, Hidayat Bakhsh son of 'Alamgir II, and Mirza
Babur son of 'Aziz-ud-D~n brother of 'Alamgir II, and sent them
with 'Imad-ul-Mulk and a force under janbaz Khan, who was one
of his officers in attendance. 'Imad-ul-Mulk with the two princes
and Janbaz Khan, but without much bag and baggage crossed the
Jumna, and started for Farrukhabad, ths: seat vf AI?mad Khan
son of Mu~ammad Khan Bangash. A~mad Khan welcomed them,
and presented tents, pavilions, elephants, horses etc. as tributes to
the princes. 'lmad-ul-Mulk after crossing the Ganges then proceed
ed towards the Oudh ~uba. Shujah-ud-Daulah, the Governor of
Oudh advanced against him from Lucknow, and marched to the
plains of Sandi and Piill on the borders of Oudh. Two small
skirmishes took place between the va~guards of the two forces. Later,
through the intermediation of Sa"ad Ullah Khan Rohilla, peace was
concluded at the expense of 5 lakhs of rupees, partly to be paid in
cash, and a vague promise for the balance. Accordingly 'lmad-ul
Mulk in company with the princes marched from the field of battle



Shukartal, as is detailed in the account of Shujah-ud-Daulah, Najib

ud-Daulah importuned 'Imad-ul-Mulk to come from DelhI to help

him. 'Imad-ul-Mulk-who was annoyed with Khan Khanan Inti~am

ud-Daulah, and was also not on good terms with the Emperor

'Alamgir II, in view of his belief that they were keeping up secret

communications with Shah Durrani, and that they wished for Najib

ud-Daulah's superiority over him (, Imad), he first k-illed Khan Khanan,

and after three days on Thursday, the 8th Rabi' II, 1163 A.H. (6th

March, 1750 A.D.) made 'Alamgir II drink the dregs of martyrdom.

He placed on the throne the same day Mul}iy-ul-Millat son of Mul}iy

us-Sunnat, son of Kam Bakhsh son of Aurangzib, with the title of

Shah Jahan IlP. After the murder of the Emperor and Khan Khanan,

he complied with the request of Dattaji, and hurried to his assista~1ce.

About this time the news of the return of the Shah Durrani caused a

consternation in that neighbourhood. Dattaji giving up his camp at

Shukarral started towards Sirhind with a view to fighting with Shah

Durrani, and 'Imad-ul-Mulk returned to Delhi. When he heard of

the fight between Datta and the vanguards of Shah Durrani, he became

certain of the victory of the Durranis and the defeat of his uncle

(Dattaji); he could judge that of the two wrestlers who were having

a bout, the stronger through the strength of his arms was sure to defeat

the weaker. The Durrani.s by the force of their hard riding
2

had

driven back his uncle (Dattaji) towards Delhi. 'Imad-ul-Mulk realized

that Shah Durrani, after defeating his uncle (Dattaji) would soon

arrive in Delhi. Out of fright he left the new Emperor at Delhi and

himself proceeded to the domain of Suraj Mal Jat.

But N izam-ud-Daulah3
, the second s.on of N awab A~af Jah, the

Asylum of Pardons! is the central gem of the collar of nobles and the

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 213, 214; Shah Jahan II in the work

should, however, be Shah Jahan III.
2 ujlJ oJ} Turk-tazi is explained by Irvine, Army of the Indian'

Moghuls, p. 241, as "hard or expeditious riding".
3 Khazana 'Amira, pp.54, 55. For his biography see Maathir-ul-Umara,

Text, III, pp. 848-862, and translation antea, pp. 398-408.

I Raja Rao in the text. The reference is apparently to Baji Rao's
depredations carried out during 1739-4°, as a result of which the districts of
Kbargaon and Handiya were ceded to the Pcshwa, see Cambridge History of

India, IV, p. 383-
2 At Valudavllr, Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 387.
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central theme of the compositions of poets; a detailed account of

whom has been included in his biography; here only a short account

of his doings adorns these pages. When Nawab A~af Jah proceeded to

Delhi in the year 1150 A.H. (1737 A.D.) he appointed his auaust

son as his Deputy for the Deccan. And during the period of his dep:ty

ship, he defeated Baji Raot, whose head was full of vanity, as has

been detailed in the account of the Marathas. After the death of

A~af Jah he sat on the Masnad of the Deccan. The :tvfaratha chiefs

were so afraid of him that till the end of his reign none of them ever

quitted their own territories. AI}mad Shah, the Emperor of Hindu

stan, sent a royal script in his own handwriting to Nawab Ni~am-ud

Daulah (inviting him to Delhi) for regulating the state affairs. The

Nawab proceeded post-haste as far as the Narbada, when he received

another letter revoking the earlier one. Further, 1vIu~affar Tang, as is

detailed in his account, had turned his head from the path of loyalty.

The Nawab, therefore, retraced his steps from the Narbada, and with

70,000 cavalry and 1,00,000 infantry started to chastise Muzaffar

Jang. He proceeded with all possible expedition to Pondicherry ~hich
was at a distance of 500 Jaribi kos from Aurangabad. And on 26th

Rabi'II, 1163 AH. (24th March, 1750 A.D.) there was a severe

battle
2

• The breeze of victory waved the plumes of the standards

of Ni~am-ud-Daulah and Mu~affar Jang was taken prisoner. Ni~am

ud-Daulah spent the rainy season at Arkat. The Karnatik Ah?;9ans,

Himmat Khan and others, who had been employed by~ him

during the last war, forgetting the claims of discipline and loyalty and

being carried away by the greed of acquiring territory and treasure,

conspired to turn against him. And in concert with the French at

Pondicherry they on the night of 17th (5th December, 1750 A.D.),

according to the astronomical calculations and 16th Mul:arram of

Nawab Apf Jah
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Shabamat JanCJ' fid1tinCJ' bravely drank the cup ofo 0 b

116
4 A.H. according to the current calendar, carried out: night

assault, and Nawab Ni?am-ud-Daulah was sent to the red fi~lds o.f
martyrdom (i.e. killed). Some of his trusted attendants earned ~l1S
corpse to the shrine of Burhan-ud-Din .<:;harib, and h,e was burrled
close to Nawab Asaf Jah. After NI?am-ud-Daulah s martyrdom,
Mu?affar Jang 1 wh~ was in captivity, was raised to the dignity of
the Governor of the Deccan, and from Pondicherry they started for
Haida6.bad. Fate and the Divine decree, however, made arrange
~ents for the revenge of Nawab Ni?am-ud-Daulah, and misunder

standings developed between :vru?affar and the Afghan~._ On _~he da~
when they were camping 111 the field of Lakkaredl Palh . theIr
enmity burst forth, and the twO parties ccming ou~ of their res
pective tents started fighting on 17th Rabi' I of the said year.. The
leaders of the tWO parties including Mupffar Jang, HI~I~1at
Khan and others were killed; the innocent murder of Nawab Nlpm
ud-Daulah was revenged by the ignominous end of all its perpetrat~rs

at one stroke. The real name of Mu?affar Jang was Hidayat Mul:uy
ud-Din Khan. He was the great grandson of Sa'ad Ullah, the Vazir
of Sahib Qiran II, Shah Jahan Badshah, and was the daughter's son of

Na~~b A~af Jah, Asylum of Pardons! He was the Governor of Bijap~r
during the time of Nawab A~af Jah. In the tit~e o~ Na~ab
Nizam-ud-Daulah Martyr, he rebelled. Nawab l:lusam Dost Khan,
als~ known as Nawab Chanda ~al!ib, who was one of the nobles
o{ Arkat, joined him and instigated him to capture Arkat. Mupffar
Jang turned towards Arkat. In the expedition he was able t~
arrange for the alliance of a large force of the French fr~m Pondt
cherry through the intermediation of Nawab Chanda ~aq.tb. They
advanced to attack Anwar-ud-Din Khan of Gopamau-who had
been the Nazim of Arkat since Nawab A~af Jah's time-and

on 16th Sha'bin, 1162A.H. (21st July, 1749 A.D.) a bloody

I Khtizana 'Amira, pp.59-61. There is a certain amount of unnecessary

repetition in this account.
2 Lakret Palli in the text is Lakkredi Palli, 35 miles south of Kuddapah

city, see Cambridge History of India. IV, p. 387.

battle took place.
death.

After the martyrdom of Nawab Nizam-uLMulk the AfCJ'hans and• LF

the French placed Mu?affar Jang on the Masnad of the State.
Mu?affar Jang appointed Ram Das as his Divan with the title of Raja
Raghunath Das. This Ram Das was a Brahmin soldier, native of
Chicacole, and was an assistant (Mut~addi) in the government of
Ni?am-ud-Daulah. He did not hold any high office, but having
taken a very active part in the murder of Ni?am-ud-Daulah became a
great favourite wieh Mu?affar Jang. Consequently the latter raised
him to this high office, and he left with the Afghans for Pondicherry.
There he saw the Captain or the Governor of the place, and taking a
force o~ Fr~nch soldiers started for I:Jaidarabad. After passing Arkat
h~ awved lt1 the AfSban territory. Through the vagaries of Fate
differences sprang up between Mu?affar Jang and the Afgbans. On
the day when they were encamped at Lakkaredi Palli the secret diff
erences became apparent, and led to a fight. Mu?affar Jang and the
French on one side and the Afghans on the other arranged their ranks
for fighting. Himmat Khan and other Afgban leaders were kill
ed. Mupffar Jang also died of an arrow wound in the pupil of the
eye. This incident took place on 13th Rabie I, 1164 A.H. (2nd

February, 1751 A.D.).
Mu?affar Jang had a schol~rly mind and was a good logician. He

was not at all interested in poets. During his reign-which did not

exten~ m~re ~han a couple o.f months-the author had an opportunity
o~ bem? 111 hiS company for eight days. Nights were spent in literary
dtscusstons. He was not at all averse to boasting and flattery. As
soon as he started praising himself, the company would begin to use
ex.pressions affirming and testifying to his assertions. During the
retgn of Mu?affar Jang Balaji from Poona invaded Aurangabad with a
l~rge army. Rukn-ud-Daulah, the Governor of the place, got rid of
htm by paying him 15 lakhs of rupees. This Rukn-ud-Daulah was
one of the chief nobles of Nawab A~af Jah. He died on 11th Rajab,
1170 A.H. (1st April, 1757 A.D.). Mupffar Jang was the first to
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1 Khaztina 'Amira, pp. 61-66. He is referred to as ~alabat Jang m

Cambridge History of India.
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Aurangabad. Having spent the rainy season there, he, on 11th

Dhu'l J:Iijjah, 1164 A.H. (20th October, 1751 A.D.), started

with 50 ,000 cavalry men for punishing Balaj'i. Fighting began on

12th Mul:arram: 1165 A. H. (20th November, 1751 A.D.).

The brave warriors of Islam fighting all the way drove away the

Ma.rathas as far as Poona. The inhabited localities of the enemy,

which they passed. enroute.' were burnt down and completely destroyed.

The French artillery kIlled very large numbers of the enemy.

Particularly on the night of 14th Mul;arram (22nd November)

there was a total eclipse of the moon. The French carried out a

night assault on the army of the 1-farathas1
, and consigned to the

eternal fir~-~~_mple (i.e. massacred) a very large number of the opposing

force. BalaJ1: who was busy with devotional exercises customary

among the Hmdus during the eclipse of the moon, naked as he was,

g~t on .to th.e back of an unsaddled horse, and sought safety in

flight. [he Idols and golden utensils used by the Hindus during

,,:orship fell into the hands of the Mul:ammad:lt1s. But as a result of

dISCord, the re.sults of this expedition and the peace that followed

were almost nil. After the termination of hostilities Amir-ul-Mum

malik retu~ned to J:Iaidarabad. On 13th Jummada II, 1165 A.H.

(?th Apnl, .1752 A.D.) the French levies killed Raja Raghunath

Das on the plams of Bhalk'i2
• Nawab Am'ir-ul-Mummalik hastened

I The surprise attack was between Arangaon and Sarola. The counter

attack by Peshwa Balaji only five days later is not mentioned in this account;

see Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 387.

2 Thalki uS::J~+J of the text should be Bhalki. See Grant Duff, History.

of the Mahrattas, I, p. 456. Raja Raghunath Das was murdered "in a tumult

apparently created by the soldiery on account of their arrears", but the date of
murder is . . h A '1 . G DgIven as 7t prr In rant uff. The appointments of Rukn-ud- .

DauI~h and ~am~am-ud-Daulah were made in accordance with Bussy's advice,
op. CIt., p. 460, Rukn-ud-Daulah's real name was Mir Isma'il; for his account

see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 359-361, Beveridge & Prashad's translation,

I, pp. 835,836.

Nawab A~af Jah

employ Europeans and thus to introduce them in the Mulpmmadan

States. Prior to this Europeans lived in their ports, and never en

croached beyond their boundaries. After the martyrdom of Ni~am

ud-Daulah he took the French into his employment and owed to their

assistance the increase in his power. After Mupffar Jang's murder,

the Europeans (French) enlisted in the armies of Am'ir-ul-Mummalik,

and took possession of Chicacole, Rajamundry and other places as

parts of their fiefs. And so increased their influence th~t the govern

ment of the Deccan passed into their hands. Monsieur Bussy, the

leader of the French was granted the tide of 'Umdat-ul-Mulk. As a

I=onsiderable amount of rivalry has always existed between the English

and the French, and their native countries are also adjacent, so the

English also became desirous of gaining a foothold in the affairs of

the country-just as one owl becomes jealous of another-and they

took possession of Arcot. They already held Bengal, and had ~aken
possession of the fort of the SUrat port. In 1174 A.H. (17 60-

61

A.D.) they besieged Trichnopoly, and taking it from the French,

razed all its fortifications to the ground. Chicacole, Rajamundry and

other towns, which formed part of the French possession, and no one

could even surmise how these territories would ever be freed from

their yoke, were now recoveredcwithout any effort.
Am'ir_i_Mummalik2 was the third son of Nawab Apf Jah, the

Asylum of Pardons! His real name was Saiyid Mul:a.mmad J(h~n,
and at first had the tide of ~alabat Jang, but later dunng the reign

of •Alamg'ir II, he received the tide of Am'ir-ul-Mummalik. After

the murder of Mu~affar Jang, Raja Raghunath Das and other

grandees made him their leader, and Raja Raghunath Das became

the Prime Minister. The Raja prevailed upon the French troops

which Mupffar Jang after enlistment had brought over with him from

Pondicherry, to take up employment with the Am'ir-ul-Mummalik.

After traversing the intervening stages Am'ir-ul-Mummalik reached
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to tfaidarabad, and in compliance with his orders Rukn-ud-Daulah
and ~am~am-uc!-Daulah reached tfaidarabad from Aurangabad.
Rukn-ud-Daulh was appointed the Prime Minister. Suddenly the
news was received that Amir-ul-Umara Hruz Jang, son of Nawab
A~af Jah, having received a grant for the viceroyalty of the Deccan
from Arymad Shah had started for the Deccan. Rukn-ud-Daulah
neglecting his duties as the Premier went to M urmulla1 to Januji
Nimbalkar 2

• His intention was that as the Amir-ul-Umara was
coming with Holkar's forces to the Deccan, he (Rukn-ud-Daulah)
might through the intermediation of Januji Nimbalkar and also of
Balaji-with whom he was on terms of intimacy since the days of
Nawab A~af Jah, Asylum of Pardons! - be introduced to and
gain a footing with the Arr.ir-ul-Umara. While Rukn-ud-Daulah
left tfaidarabad, $am~am-ud-I?aulah remained there, and in the
government of tfaidarabad replaced the Amir-ul-Umara. The
Amir-ul-Umara after reaching Aurangabad died after a short spell
of seventeen days3 -during these seventeen days, however, he was
responsible for several unfortunate affairs. The 11arathas, who
were supreme in the government of Amir-ul-Umara, made him
cede to them by a written agreement the country of Khandesh
and the Sarkars of Sangamnir, Jalna etc.; as a result the control
of the M uryammadan government over these territories disappeared
altogether. After the death of Amir-ul-Umara, the Marathas
allied themselves with the Amir-ul-Mummalik who had come from
tfaidarabad to oppose the Amir-ul-Umara, and made him confirm
the cessation of the territories which they had obtained from the Arnir
ul-Umara. Later Rukn-ud-Da.ulah also arriving from Murmalla, joined
Amir-ul-Mummalik, and was reappointed Premier. $am~am-ud-Daulah

l.t....i of text is MurmulIa, see Grant Duff, op. cit., p. 461, and Thorn

ton's Gazetteer of India. p. 502, it is a town in Sh6lapiir District, Bombay.

2 )5:.1 ti~ Banalkar of the text should be Nimbalkar.

3 See Grant Duff, op. cit., pp. 461,462, and note 4, where the poisoning

of Amlr-ul-Umara QhazI-ud-Dln is discussed at length.

..

was discharged and sent to Aurangabad. When the rainy season
approached, Amir-ul-Mummalik with Rukn-ud-Daulah come to Auran
gflbad. 'Umdat-ul-Mulk and Monsieur Bussy arrived and met Rukn
ud-Daulah. On 14th ~afr, 1167 A H. (11th December, 1753 A.D.)
$am~am-ud-Daulah Shah Nawaz Aurangabadi was reappointed Premier
displacing Rukn-ud-Daulah ~am~am-ud-Daulah exerted himself for
four years to carry out the duties of the exalted office, and in the days
of his premiership, he, by carefully arranged plans, was able to keep
the Ivfarathas in their place, and there were no disturbances whatso
ever. Details of his regime have been given in tbe preface of the
work Maathir-ul-Umara 1

•

Mir Ni?am 'Ali and Mir Muryammad Sharif, who were unem
ployed, were living during this time with Amir-ul,Mummalik. ~am~am
ud-Daulah in the year 1169 A.H. (1755-56 A.D.) made Amir-ul
Mummalik appoint the first as Governor of Berar and the second as
Governor of Bijapur, and sent them to their respective charges. Mir
Ni?am 'Ali: later became known as A~af Jah n, and Mu~ammad

Shadf at first received the title of Shujah-ul-Mulk and subsequently
that of Burhan-ul-Mulk. On 6th Dhu'l Qa'da, 1170 A.H. (2yd
July, 1757 A.D.) Burhan-ul-Mulk-who had come to the court at
Aurangabad from Biijapur-was appointed Prime Minister in succes
sion to ~am~am-ud-Daulah. During these days A~af Jah II came from
Berar to Aurdlngabad with a large army, and dismissing Burhan-ul
Mulk, took the entire charge of the State into his own hands.

While Burhan-ul-l'vfulk was working as the Premier, he was also
desigl'lated as the heir-apparent. In the same year Bala:ji Rao came to
the environs of Aurangabad for creating trouble. A~af Jab II left
Amir-ul-Mummalik in charge of Aurangabad, and himself with Bur
han-ul-Mulk advanced fighting to Sind Kbera (Sindkbed), which was

Matlthir-ul-Umarii, Text,!, pp. 24-33, Beveridge's translation, J, pp. 18

25. ~am~am-ud-Daulah was dismissed on 27th July, 1757, but was induced

to take up office again on 13th November. All power, however, later passed

into the hands of Ni~am 'Ali, later A~af Jah II, who became the heir-apparent
and regent,
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about 30 kos from Aurangabad. Finally truce was e~ect.ed by granting
l

a fief to the Marathas; territory of the Deccan yleldlOg a revenue of

27 lakhs of rupees was assigned to them; and rule ~f the_ Mu1)am
madans over these areas came to an end. Nawab A~af Jah II, after
concluding the peace returned from Sindkhed to Aurangabad. l:laidar

Jang, the Minister (Divan) of Monsieur Bussy, became the C~mma~

der of the French. As he saw that the presence of Nawab A~af Jah
was a great impediment in the successful prosecution of his pla~s, he
intrigued to remove the latter. By a variety of stratagems he_alten~t
ed Ibrahim Khan Gardi2 and the entire soldiery of Nawab A~af Jah
from the latter, and enlisted them in the service of Monsieur 13ussy.

He agreed to pay the arrears of the salary of the army to ~he extent
of eight lakhs of rupees; and so the Nawab was left wltho.ut any
supporters. Later he imprisoned ~am~am-ud-Daulah, and so 1115 fears
in regard to both the'se rivals were set at rest. He further made plans
for sending away Nawab Apf Jah to l:laidarabad on the p~etenc~ of
appointing him as the Governor of l:laidarabad, but really wI~h a view
to imprisoning him in the fort of Golkanda (Golconda). In this way he
hoped to have a clear field for the execution of his plans, but he could
not anticipate that all his designs were to be upset by Fate. About
noon on}td Rama9an, 1171 A.H. (11th May, 1758 A.D.), l:laidar
Jang went to the tent of Nawab Ap~ Jah. The latter h<ld already
conspired with his advisers to murder l:laidar Jang. A~af Jah's officers,
who were present in the assembly, and his trusted servants took hold

of l:laidar Jang, and cut off his head. Nawab A~af !ah mounted a
horse, and left the camp unattended. The French artillery were con
founded, and this deed (of A~af Jah) surpassed any achievements of
Rustam and Afrasiyab. The murder of l:laidar Jang resulted in Mon
sieur Bussy and other leaders of the army losing control, and in the
resulting disturbances opportunists made martyrs of Nawab ~am~all1-

In January, 1758, see Cambridge History of India, IV. p. 389.

2 '>).~ Kapurdi in the text in place of GartH, see Cambridge History
v),"

of India, IV, p. 389, and Grant Duff, op. cit., p. 498.

ud-Daulah and Yamin-ud-Daulah, and Mir 'Abdul Nabi Khan son of
Nawab ~am~am-ud.Daulah. After this incident, Amir-ul-Mummalik,
Burhan-ul-Mulk and Monsieur Bussy hastened to Haidarabad, while
Nawab A~af Jah II after the murder of l:laidar Jang' took the road to
Bur.hanpiir. Ibrahim Khan _Gardi, who had forcibly been alienated by
tIaldar Jang from Nawiib A~af Jah, during this pqiod1 again joined
the latter. Nawab A~af Jah on 13th Rama9an of the same year (21st
May, 1758 A.D.) reached the outskirts of Burhanpur, and confined to
prison the wealthy men of the city and Mul:ammad Anwar Khan
Burhanpiiri and others. Mul:ammad Anwar Khan as a result ~f~he
persecutions and grief at his confinement died on 17th Dhu'l Qa'da
(23 rd July, 1758 AD.), and was buried in the shrine of Shah Burhan
ud-Din Ghlrib. Nawab A~af Jih left Burhanpur and went to Berar.
He encamped at Basln 2

, which was one of the main towns of Berar.
After his encan~ pment he started hostilities against ranuji son of Raghu
Bhonsle who was the Chief of Berar, but a peace was soon concluded
between them. After that he joined Amir-ul-Mummalik, who
was at the time in the neighbourhood of l:laidarabad. After
meeting, there were many disputes and altercations amongst the three
brothers. Finally, however, it was settled that Nawib Amir-ul.
Mummalik and Nawab A~af Jah II should unite, while Nawab Burhan
ul-Mulk should retire to his government at Bijapur. On 18th Rabie I,

1173 A.H. (9th November 1759 AD.) a new development took
place, when Sadashiv (Rao) with his two brothers, the cousins of Balaji
to~k possession of the fort of Al:madnagar (Bedar), the Capital of the
Nl?am-Shahis, through a treacherous collusion with che Commandant;
on that day his forces entered the fort and took possession. The
city of Al:madnagar was founded by Al:mad Ni?am Shah in 900

A.H. (1494-95 AD.), and was named after him. In two to three
years the city became well populated, and after a short respite, Al:mad

I See Grant Duff, op. cit., pp. 499,500 and Cambridge History of
India, IV, p. 39°,

2 t";l~ Patim in the text.



Ni~im Shih built a rampart of stone and mortar, and inside it built

handsome buildings and decorated dwellings for his own use. After

his death the fort remained in the poss::ssion of his descendants till in

the early part of the year 1009 A.H. (1600 A.D.) Prince Da~1iyal ~on
of the Emperor Akbar and Khan Khinin the Commander-m·Chlef,

took possession of it from the Ni~imshahis. After that comma~

dants of the Timurid Kings of India held this fort on their

behalf, till after 27 a years it passed from the hands of Mul).am

madan rulers to idol worshippers. In this year Jadav Rio formed

the extravagant idea of the wholesale elimination of Mul].am

madan rulers from the Deccan, and to make the rule of idolators

flourish there he enlisted in his service Ibrahim Khan Gardi, who

was a worse idol-maker than Adhur. This lbrihim Khan

was of low origin, but having attained a considerable amount of

military experience with the European (French) forces tollowed their

maxims in battles. He had a considerable quantity of military stores

and several guns with him. Originally he was in the service of A~af
Jih II, but left the Nawiib owing to the latter's indifference and

disregard. and joined the Marathas. The Marathas starting tram

Poon:1, came face to face with the Ni~am's forces on 22nd Jummida

I, 1173 A.H. (11th January, 1760 A.D.) at Ddgir. At this the

Marathas had 60,000 cavalry men. Amir-ul-Mummilik and A~af
Jih II planned to force their way from Ddgir to Dharur, and having

joined with the forces stationed there to push on to the enemy's

stronghold at Poona.
It should not be forgotten that previously the Marathas used to

employ predatory Cossack tactics, in so far as they used to .cause

worry by stopping the supplies of grain and fodder for the armies of

the Mul].ammadans, and only engaged themselves if a suitable oppor

tunity presented itself. The mainstay of the ,Mul].ammadan forces

was artillery, with which they surrounded their troops, and tried to

repulse the enemy. On this occasion owing to the alliance of

Ibrahim Khin with the Marathas the Cossak tactics were combined

with th:-Europeaa mode of warfare, viz., bombardment by the

Nawa:b A~af Jah

I &_~,) ) I Audesa in the text. For details of the territory ceded including

Daulatabad, see Grant Duff, op. cit., pp. 505-5°7.
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artillery. They also had some light guns with them. The Mul,1am

madan army moved all together in a mass surrounded by their guns,

and as they were very crowded, they offered excellent targets for

the Maratha artillery, while the Marathas seldom suffered from

the bombardment by the Mul,1ammadan guns. Ibrahim Khan in spite

of the fact that he was a Mul).ammadan, had determined on defeating

Islam. Whether on march or in camp, and by day and night he

kept up constant fire from the guns which he cleverly manoeuvred into

position, and whether m.arching or halting, by day or by night never

allowed his opponents a chance. As a result the soldiery in the

Mul].ammadan army became disheartened, and large numbers were kill

ed. On 6th Jummada II of the same year (25th January, 1760 A.D.),

however, the brave warriors of Islam sallied forth from their entrenched

positions behnd the guns, and attacked Ibrahim Khan and the rest

of the Maratha forces. They wounded and killed large numbers of

them, and capturing eleven standards of Ibrahim Khan's forces retired

to their positions. 1 he fighting was continued in this way till they

reached the-Jort of Ausa 1 some three kos from Dharur. The Marathas

realizing that if the Mul,1ammadan army was allowed to join with

the troops at Dharur, it would become difficult to overcome it, and

so on 15th Jummida II (3rd February) with nearly 40,000 horsemen

they attacked the rearguard of the Mul].ammadan army. As the

enemy force was very large, and that of the Mul!ammadan army

not more than two to three thousand men, after a terrible fighting,

their rearguard was routed, and the Mul].ammadans were signally

defeated. On the following day finding themselves quite incapable

of opposing (the Maratha forces), a peace-which involved a thousand

complications-was arranged. The Marathas took over territory

yielding an annual revenue of sixty lakhs of rupees, consisting of

the entire province of Aurangabad except for the city, the parganal!,

and the two districts of Harsul and Sittara, half of the provinces of

Nawab A~af Jah44°
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Bedar and Bljapiir, the forts of Daulatabad, ASlr and Bljapiir, which

had been the capitals of the rulers of Islam. The Crown-lan~s
and the fiefs of many of the nobles and Jl.lan{abdars were lost m

the ceded territory. As a result of the dictates of Fate there was

a strange type of general massacre. Except for .the provin~e of

Haidarabad, and some of the territories of the provmces of Berar and

Bijapur, and the fort of Bedar nothing was left in the possession of

the descendants of A~af Jah; and in that also they had a share of

about one-fourth. The diseased blood was circulating in the vessels

of the country. Although there was a great wea.kening of the f~unda
tions of Islam, but it did not happen accordmg to the proJect of

Jadav Rao who wanted to eradicate totally the r.ule of Isl~m from

the Deccan territories. As the beginning of thiS weakenll1g was

the loss of the fort of A~madnagar, a poet found the date of the

loss of country with a re.venue of 60 lakhs as follows :-

Quatrain
The infidels, the enemies of Islam, captured

Several forts, (which were) skilfully fortified.

Wisdom wrote the date of the event:
A~madnagarwas lost and also the territory of the Deccan!

(Raft A~madnagar wa mulk Dakkan. 1173 A.H. ; 1759-60

A.D.). After peace had been concluded, the Marathas sent an

army for taking over the fort of Dautatabad. The commandant ~f
the fort, Shuja'at Jang, a descendant of Saiyicl Mu~ammad QanauJi,

at first opposed the demand. The Marathas called h~s emissa~~es,
and showed them the written orders of Amir-ul-Mummahk to Shup'at

Jang, and added that the fort, in accordance with the ~erms ag~~ed
upon, must be surrendered. Having no other alternative, ShuJa'at

Jang on 19th Sha'ban, 1173 A.H. (6th April, 1760 A.D.)

surrendered the fort to the Marathas. A poet composed a poem:-

Quatrain

The infidels captured A~madnagar;

Daularabad, the famous fort, was also lost.

Wisdom, the date of the event on the panel of the world

So inscribed: Daularabad was also lost

(Daulatabad ham raft: 1173 A.H., 1759-60 A.D.)

(lIere is included) an account of the time and means by which

Daulatabad came into the possession of the Mu~ammadansl.

Historians have recorded that Sultan 'Ala-ud-Din nephew and

son-in-law of Sultan Jalal.ud-pin, King of Delhi, having heard,before

his accession to the throne, that Ram Deo Raja of the Deccan had

immense treasures which had continued unmolested in the family,

started for the Deccan from Hindustan with 7,000 to 8,000 horse

men, for taking possession of Deogir, now known as Daulatabad in

the year 704 A.H. (1304-05 A.D.). And after a long journey

reached Ellichpiir, and from there by rapiJ marches hurried to Deoglr.

Ram Deo who had been deceived by the state of security resulting

from the profound peace that had prevailed, was unprepared and sent

the small force of men, which was available at the time, to oppose

him. These faced the vanguard of the Sultan at a distance of two

kos from Deogir. As the Hindus of the Deccan had never seen the

Mul).ammadans, and not witnessed the skilled archery and skirmishing

of the brave warriors of Islam, they could not withstand even the first

onslaught, and were not able to stop them anywhere up to _Deoglr.

Rim Deo seeing this debacle withdrew himself into the fort of Deogir.

Sultan 'Ala-ud-Din came victorious to the city, and having made the

brave and rich inhabitants of the place prisoners collected an indem

nity of 150 maunds of gold, several maunds of peads, and valuables

of all kinds. He also took 200 elephants and several thousand horses

from the royal stables of Ram Deo. Being cut off from his supplies

Ram Deo sent his emissaries, and in all humility implored for peace.

The Sultan in consideration of the peace accepted 1,000 maunds of

gold, according to the Deccan measure, seven maunds of pearls, two

maunds of different precious stones, one thousand maunds of silver,

4,000 pieces of silk stuffs, silver and gold brocades, and other articles

I This appendix is taken verbatim from [(hazana <Amira, pp. 66-74·



28th June 1633, according to Sir Wolseley Haig, Cambridge History
of India, IV, p. 265.

2 Qur-an, p. 189, Sura ;il-i-'Imran, verse 139 (in pt.).

pura)-one of the ports of the Deccan and which has now been devas

tated by floods-and some other sea ports. On reaching Deogir he

found that Ram Deo had died, and his son had succeeded him. Find

ing the son differently inclined from his father, he considered it

necessary to leave some forces at Jalna, and proceeded further. He

reached the ports after three months, and uprooted the whole area.

He captured Balal Deo, the Raja of Kamatik, and took so much cash,

and jewels worth so many tho~lsands, God only knows their full

value-and returned to Jalna. There he released BaLil Deo and other

chiefs of the Karnatik,. whom he had taken with him after capture,

and by way of Sul~anpiir and. Nadharbar (Nandurbar) he returned 1:0

Delhi in 711 A.H. (131 I A.D.). He presented to the Sul~an 312
elephants, 96 maunds of gold, several chests of jewels and pearls, and

20,000 horses. After a few days he represented to the King, that

Ram Deo had died, and he could not trust the son. If permission

was granted, he would proceed to the Deccan, recover the tribute of

the past several years by force, and add the territory of Ram Deo to

the conquered area. The King approved of his plan, and permitted

him to depart to the Deccan.

Malik Nii'ib after reaching Deogir and having captured the son of

Rao Deo killed him. He took possession of the fort, and hoisted the

standard of Islam in that territory, and in place of Ram Ram, Salam
became the salutation there. From this time onwards this fort always

had Mu~ammadan rulers. On 19th Dhu'l tIijjah, 1°42 A.H. (17th

June, 1633 A, D.1), Mahabat Khan, one of the grandees of ~al:ib

Qiran II, Shah lahan Badshah, captured it fr0111 its Ni?amshEihi

rulers. 'Since that time commandants appointed by the Ti111urid Kings

continued to be responsible for the safety of the fort. After 460

years it passed from the hands of the believers to those of the idol

worshippers. "And we bring these days to men ......by turn 2
."
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wh.ich were beyond description. The Sul~an having taken the indem~

nity, fixed an annual tribute to be paid by Ram Deo, released all the

captives, and lifting the siege after twenty five days started back, and
reached Hindiistan victorious and without having suffered any reverses.

And having killed Sul~an Jalal-ud-Din succeeded him on the thron~.

\Vhen Ram Deo having become refractory did not send any trlbute

for three years, the Sul~an, in the year 706 A.H .. (I 3o~-07 A.D.),
deputed Malik Kafiir, who was his most leading officer, with 100,000

cavalry for the couquest of the Deccan. When Malik Na'ib reached

near Daulatabad, Ram Deo, realizing the futility of opposing him, left

his son Sikandar Deo in the fort, and coming out of the fort with all

his sons, and numerous presents and offerings interviewed the Malik

Na'ib. The latter took them to Delhi, and presented them to the

King 'Ala-ud-Din in the "beginning of the year 707 A.H. (I 3~7
A.D.). The King bestowed high honours on the Raja, granted h~m

the white umbrella and the title of Rai Rayan, and allowed him

Deogir and most of his ancient possessions. He also granted him, . as
his fief, Navsari, which was situated near the port of Siirat, and havmg

presented him one lakh gold tankas in cash, permitted him to depart

with his sons and followers. Ram Deo, after reaching Deogir, took

possession of such territories as had been assigned to him b~ t~e
Sul~an, -and did not for a long time extend his feet beyond the limits

of obedience. In the year 709 A.H. (I 309~1 0 A.D.) the Sul~an sent
Malik Na'ib Kafiir with a large army to proceed via Deoglr for the

conquest of Warangal. Ram Deo came to welcome him on his arrival

at Deogir, and treated him with great respect an.d. courtesy.. He ~~~o
gave him much aid in carrying out the expedition. Malik Na Ib

after conquering Warangal guaranteed peace to Lakkad Deal,. and
returned to Hindiistan with a huge tribute which he had been able to

collect. In the year 710 A.H. (1310-1 I AD.) Malik Kafiir w~s

deputed with a large army to conquer the port of Dh6r (Dvaravatl-

2 Rudar Deo according to De, Tabaqat-i-Akbari, translation, I, p. 182.

For details of Malik K1ifur's expedition see Cambridge History of India, III,

pp. 21 5,116..
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Quatrain

The fort of the Shah of Islam was captured by the infidel.

Fate decreed the affairs in this fashion!

The clever author, the year of the happening

Found in: Strange! XSlr fort has been taken.

_('~jab lfa~n ASlr raft: 1174 A.H., 1760-61 A.D.). The fort

of Am was founded by Asa Ahir, which by constant use had been

contracted, and the three middle letters dropped. Asa was the name

of the person, and Ahir, his denomination, means in Hindi: a cow

herd. Asa Ahir was a well known Zamlndar of Khandesh. His

ancestors had been living in that very hilly countri"for nearly 700

yea~s, and having built a stone and clay wall for the protection of

their cattle and other property, were able to live in peace. The cattle

herds and the property had increased greatly by the time Asa Ahir

became the he:ld. Consequently he pulled down the old wall, and

built one out of stones and mortar. The fort was henceforth known

by his name.
Na~ir Khan Faruqi, the rule..r of Burhanpur, whose reign started in

80 1 ~.H. (1398-99 A.D.) took the fort from Asa Ahir by the

followmg stratagem. He sent word to Asa that Rajas of Baglana and

Antur, who were not on good terms with him, had collected large

~orces. He therefore, requested that the family might be accommodated

1~1 :he fort, so that he could, with his mind at rest, face the enemy.

Asa consented. On the first day Na~lr Khan sent several females into

the fort in palanquins (dolls). He had instructed them that if the

ladies of Asa's household came to visit them, they should receive and

treat them with an courtesy. On the second day he sent valiant

. The. surre.nder of Asir by Mir N ajaf 'Ali in 1760 is not definitely

mcntlOned clther 111 Grant Duff or in the Cambridge History of India.

fort of the Maratha officers on Friday, 12th Rabi'II, 1174 A.H.
1

(21st November, 1760 A.D.). An author composed the following

verses:-

ul-Umara]
AawabApf Jah

During the tune of the Rajas, Deogir did not have any fortifica

tions, gateways, moats etc. The Mul).ammadan rulers erected proper

fortifications. Sul~an Mul).ammad son of Tughluq Shah changed the

name of Deogir to Daulatabad, and had a deep stone-lined moat encircl

ing the fort. He also built elegant buildings and wanted to make it

his Capital, and with this end in view he tried that the people should

desert Delhi and migrate to the new town
l

• Finally, however, his

plans did not fructify.
The commandant of the fort of Bijapur having no means at his

disposal did not offer any resistance. As soon as he received the

orders which the Marathas had forced the Amir-ul-Mummalik to issue,

he handed over the port to the Maratha officers. The inner fort of

Bijapur was built by Yusuf 'Adil Shah who was the founder of the

'xdil Shahi Dynasty. Originally it was a mud fort, but Yusuf 'xdil

Shah about the close of the year 900 A.B. (1495 A.D.) pulled down

the mud wall, and had it rebuilt out of stone and mortar. After his

death it remained in possession of his descendants. Aurangzib in the

beginning of Dhu'l Qa'dah, 1097 A.H. (September, 1686 A.D.)
took the fort from Sikandar, who was the last of the 'Adilshahi

Sul~ans. Since that date commandants of the Timurid Kings looked

after the proper protection of the fort. After the period of two hun

dred and seventy odd years the fort passed from the hands of those

who tell beads (Mul).ammadans) to those who wear sacred threads

(Hindus).
But Mir Najaf 'All, the commandant of the fort of ASlr in his

attempt to defend Islam refused to deliver the fort to the Marathas.

The Marathas surrounded the fort, but the said Khan defended it for

nearly a year. Finally, when the garrison was greatly distressed for

want of provisions and stores, he sued for peace and surrendered the

See Mahdi Husain Rise and Fall of Muqammad bin Tug!?Juq

(193
8

), pp. 12 1-123, and N. B. Roy, Journ. Ind. History, pp. 159-
180

(194 1).

·-
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A.H. (1761-62 A.D.) Asaf Jah II seizing the opportunit (E 1. yater t Ie

defeat of the Marathas at Panipat) collected large forces, and taking

Amir-ul-Mummalik with him started from the Bedar fort, where

forces had been concentrated, towards Aurangabad. Raghunath

Rao and Madhu Rao also with a strong force and artillery started

I:rom Poona, and the forces of the believers and the infidels met in

the plain of Shahgarh; and there was fighting from there up to

Aurangabad. A~af Jah 11 left his' heavy baggage at Aurangabad,

and on 23rd Rabi'll 1175 A. H. (21st November, 1761 A.D.)
started. from there for the headquarters of the enemy at Poona.

Defeat111g the enemy forces he pushed them back to within seven kos

of Poona. Enroute he had burnt Toka 1 which was a town on

the bank of the Godavari, where there were magnificient temples,

and many beautiful buildings built by the Marathas, he broke

the idols and razed the city to the ground. And a similar fate seemed

to be imminent for Poona, when Na~ir-ul-Mulk, the sixth son of

Nawab Apf Jah, Asylum of Pardons, on account of the differe'nces

with his brother and Raja Rim Chandra who was a leading officer of

the Muslim Army, having made up with the Marhattas, on the night of

the 27th !ummada 1 of the year (24th December, 1761 A.D.) quitted

the Muslim Camp and joined the Maratha Army. And as a result the

unforseen came to pass. After this event, the Marathas realizina

the weakness of the Muslim Army, attacked it from all four direction:

and bringing up their guns began shelling them hard. The brav~
war~rs of Islam quitting their entrenched positions behind the ring of

guns, fell upon the enemy, and dispersing their ranks by hand-to

hand sword attacks killed large numbers of them. The enemy being

u~abl~ to hold them retired. When the Marathas saw that the

VictOriOUS armies of their antagonists after traversing so much territory

had reached to within seven kos of Poona, they went over to Miidhu

Rao and explained that all their attempts to stop the progress of the

forces of the enemy had been in vain, and probably on the following

I Loukar of text is Toka, a village on the Godavari, vide Grant OLIff
0p . 1 '. CIt., p. 535; a so see Thornton's Gazetteer p. 942 •
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soldiers seated in a number ~f dolts. Immediately after the dolts had

entered the fort, the soldiers all rushed simultaneously out of the dolts,
and with drawn swords proceeded towards Asa' s quarters. Asa and

his children, who did not entertain any suspicions of treachery, were

coming over to welcome them. The soldiers on meet~ng them killed

all of them, and other inmates of the fort came out ask1l1g for quarter.

Nasir Khan, on hearina the neWS, immediately attended to the

buiidin~and had all Ddamage repaired. Since that date this fort

remained in possession of the descendants of N a~ir Khan till Emperor

Akbar wrested it in 1009 A.H. (1600-01 A.D.) from Bahadur s~n
of Raja 'Ali Khan. The commandants appointed by the Timurld

Sultans looked after the safety of the fort since this date, but after

a li~tle over 660 years this fort passed out of the hands of the followers

of Islam, and came into the possession of heretics.
In short after gettina possession of territories yielding an annual

revenue of Rs. 6~,00,;00, and three forts, Jadav became highly

conceited. Elated by his success he marched, with a large ~rmy,
and a body of artillery trained along European lines, towards Hmdus

tan for retrievina the defeat of Datta. He was ignorant of the fact

that Fate was ~coffing at all his plans, and the Courier of Death

was guiding him along to Hindustan. Alth~ugh ~ishvas Rao son

of. B:ilaji Rao had been appointed Commander-m-Chle£ of the f.orces,

and Jadav nominated as the Divan, but Jadav really was all mall.

After reachina Hindustan and in the battle against Shah Durrani

Vishvas Rao, Jadav, and various other leaders were killed; and all

the army, artillery and countless stores and baggage fell into t~e
hands of the Durranls, as will be detailed in the account of Shah

Durran!. And this event took place on 6th Jummada II, I 174 A.H.

(13
th

January, 1761 A.D.). Balaji Rao also in the Deccan went

to join his son and brother (died) on 19th Dhu'l Qa'da of the same

year (22nd July, 1742), and was succeeded by his son Madhu Rao,

who was a minor, and his brother Raghunath Rao. In the year I 175

I 23
rd

June according to Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 425, and

end of June according to Grant Duff, op. cit., p. 53°·
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d P
-- uld be in flames The inhabitants of Poona also remons-

ay oona wo ..... 1
trated with Raghunath Rao against throwmg thelr famlhes at oe ~e~cy
of the Muhammadans. Being left with no other resource, Raghunath
Rao and Madhu Rao sent their representatives and asked for peac.e.

Territory with an annual revenue of twenty-seven lakhs of ru~ees c~nsls
ting of the provinces of Aurangabad and Bedar was, in conslderatLO~ of
peace, ceded to A~af Jah II. This peace was concluded on 6th Jummada
II 1175 A.H. (2nd January, 1762 A.D.y. It is strange that Ol~ the

, d' t of the previous year Shah Durrani had defeated Jadav.
same a e k f P--
Nawab Asaf Jah retraced his steps from within seven os 0 . oo~a
towards th~ fief of Ram Chandra, and as a punishme~t for hiS mlS
deed had his fief plundered and laid waste by the Mushm forces. In

·'1 H'" A H
the beginning of the rainy season, on 14th Dhu _" LjP, 1175 . "

(6 h J I
. 6 AD) he with Amir-ul-Mummahk entered the fort

t u y, •7 2 •• . - -I'k .
O 1 d Ie imprtsoned Amlr-ul-Mumma I ll1

of Bedar. n t le same ay)
the said fort; he remained there in prison for one y~ar, three months

d
· d s After this work was written, he dled on Thursday,

an SlX ay. b . d
8th Rabi' I, 1177 A.H. (15th September, 176 3 A.D.): and was une
. I hr'lne of Shaikh Muhammad Muhani. May hiS tomb be sanc
111 t le s -' h d
tified l In reference to the date of his death Mil' Auliid Mu. amma

Dhaka, May he live long! composed the following:-

Quatrain

The ruler of the Deccan, his noble soul
Has flown from the net of hardships; •
Dhaka wrote the date of his demise;
Amir-ul-Mummalik went to the heavens.

(Amlr-u!-Mummalik ba 'annat shuda: 1177 A.H. 17 63-64 A.D:)
Nawab Asaf Jah II, after he had made the fort of Bedar as hls

headquarters, ~espectfully received ~he rescript. assigning t~ ~)im the
viceroyalty of the Deccan in successLOn. to A~llr.~I-Mummahk from
Shah 'Ali Gauhar, which had been iSSued m hiS name, and added

45 ~ )_l....)~ Parmasut in the text, but it is Pratapwant in Khazana 'Amira,

and Grant Duff, op. cit., p. 539, and Kincaid & Parasnis, History of the 1I1aratha

People, p. 352, and note in which he is described as "one of the 32 wise men of

the Deccan;" his full name was Vithal Sundar Raja Pratapwant.

fresh glories to the government of the area. Having appointed Raja
Pratapwant1

, a Brahmin of Sangamnir as his DIvan, he left to him
the management of all the territories and the revenue matters. A[ter
the peace on the 6th lummada 11, 1175 A.H. (2,l1d LlIlll:li ;(. 17(J2

A.D.) Raghunath Ri\o and Madhu RaG each tned, as wIll be dcrad
ed below, to become supreme at Poona. As a result dissensions arose
among them. The partisans of Madhu Rao wanted to assume full
power a~ld imprison Raghunath Rao. Raghunath Rao, however,
getting timely warning of their intentions with a small force fled from
Poona towards Nasik on 3rd .)afar I 176 A.H. (24th August, 17 62

A.D.). Muryammad Murad Khan Aurangabadi who was one of the
leading officials of Nawab A~af Jah II, was appointed by the Nawab
for the conciliation of the Marathas. He was stationed at Aurangabad.
On hearing of the arrival of Raghunath Rao, he hurriedly left Auranga
bad with a force on 14th .)afar of the same year (4th September, 1762

A.D.) and joined Raghunath Rio at Nasik. Raghunath, who was
quite destitute and greatly distressed, regarded, the arrival of Muryam
mad Murad Khan as most opportune, and treated him with all due res
pect. The Maratha leaders regarded Muryammad Murad Khan's joining
Raghunath Rao as an indication of Nawab A~af Jah being a partisan
of Raghunath Rao, and several of them, therefore, deserted Madhu
Rao and joined Raghunath Rao. Consequently Raghunath Rao was

able to command a fair-sized force. On the 29th Rabi' II (13 th

Novembe, 1762 A.D.) he hurried from Aurangabad to Arymadnagar.
Madhu Rao also came with a force from Poona, and on the 25th

Rabi' II, he was defeated about 12 kos from Al,1madnagar and fled
from the field of battle. Suing for peace, he presented himself before
his uncle, Raghunath Rao, the next day. Nawab A~af Jah had come
from Bedar as far as Nawardgah to support Raghunath Rao, when the
business was concluded. When the Apf Jahi armies reached Pairgaon

ul-Umara][Maathir-
N awab Asaf Jah
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1 For Narduban see Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghuls, pp. 27 1
,

281.

arranged,for scaling ladders l . On the morning of 20th Sha'ban

(6th March, 176 3 A.D.), just as the sun had begun to rise in the east,

his followers began to plunder the habitations outside the city wall.

Raghunath Rao with a force moved to the north of the city, and his

soldiers began to arrange the scaling ladders at the foot of the fort.

Bringing elephants opposite the wall several of them managed to climb

up, and reaching the rampart attempted to enter the inner fort by

forcing the gate which was located in the wall of the large garden.

Himmat I5-.han Bahadur, and Mirza Mul:ammad Riqir Khan assisted

by the citizens, however, set up such a strong opposition and resistance

by showering bullets, stones and shoes in such large numbers, that

most of the vain assailants were hurled down to the bottom of the

wall. On the other side also large numbers of them were killed or

wounded by the citizens. In the height of the action, while arrows and

bullets were being showered in huge numbers, a musket shot hit the

elephant of Raghunath Rao, and this bullet decided the fate of the

battle. Raghunath Rao greatly perplexed withdrew from the attack,

and, hearing the news of the approach of A~af Jah's forces, fled to

wards Baglana. On 26th Sha'ban of the same year (12th March, 17 63

A D.) Apf Jahi forces entered Aurangabad. As the Marathas were

moving towards the Berar territory for plundering th~ country, the

N awab by making forced marches reached near Balapur on 1St Rama4an

(16th March, 1763 A.D.) and frustrated their designs. The Mara

thas leaving that territory marched rapidly towards J:Iaidarabad passing

near the town of Aurangabad. The Nawab also changed his course,

and followed in their pursuit up to the river Godavari. There it was

agreed upon that the destruction of the territoties of the Marathas

should have preference over pursuing their armies. Accordingly the

Nawab gave up the pursuit and started towards Poona, the headquar

ters of the Maratbas. After crossing the pass at Al:madnagar, he

deputed large parties of the army for ravaging all territories oE the

ul-Umara]

See Grant Duff, op, cit" p. 539·
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Qur-an. p. 970, Sura Al-A~qaf verse 25 (in pt.).
2 Further details regarding the conflict on the return journey and in which

the Divan was killed, mentioned earlier on are not included here.
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He was the .fourth son of Ni~am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah, and his real
name was Mir Ni~am 'Alii. He was educated under the direct
guidance of his father, and received the titles of Khan and Asad Jang
Bahadur. As marks of courage were apparent on his august forehead
he, at an early age, was sent with Shaikh 'Ali Khan Bahadur as his
guardian to chastise the ¥arathas. During the government of ~ala

bat Jang, in the year 1169 A.H. (1755-56 A.D.) he was appointed
Governor of Berar. Later he went to his brother ~alabat Ja,ng at
Aurangabad, and took his place as the heir-apparent. During this
time, as Rio Balaji was making excessive demands, he, considering
the settling of this affair as of importance, left his brother in the city,
and went forth with a large army to encounter him. The affair end
ed peacefully.

At this time 'Monsieur Bussy, the leader of the French hat-wearers,

who was in the employment of ~alabat Jang, arrived from J:Iaidarabad.
As his agent J:Iaidar Jang showed signs of treachery, Ni~am 'Ali
emptied his brain-pan of the wine of life (assassinated him), and
hurriedly went away to Burhanpur. There he set forth collecting the
materials of war and later moved to Berar. He several times fought with
Januji son of Raghuji Bhonsle, who was the Maratha agent for the

r This biography was written by 'Abdul f:Iayy, the son of ~am~am-ud

Daulah, while Ni~am 'Ali was still alive, and naturally, therefore, the author

was careful not to include anything in the account which might lead to trouble.

Ghulam 'Ali Azad styles him as A~af Jah the 2nd. He deposed his elder

brother ~alabat Jang in July, 176r, and assumed the government of the Deccan.
He m~de f:Iaidarabad the seat of his government, and ruled for over 41 years.

He dle~ .on 17th August, 1802, see Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary

(2nd edition), p. 300. Another account of Ni~am 'Ali and his murder of

f:Iaidar Jang taken from Khazana-i-'Amira is given in M.aathir-ul-Umara, Text,

III, pp. 904 et seq. The same account forms the basis of Nizam 'Ali's activities
as detailed in Grant Duff's History. .
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Quatrain

A~af Jah II, as glorious as Solomon;
Totally burnt down the habitations of the Brahman tribe,
Hear its date from the brilliant wit of Dhaka!
Forces of Islam burnt Poona!

Raghunath Rao after reaching J:Iaidarabad assaulted it on 1st Dhu'l
Qa'da (14th May, 1763 A.D.), and made very vigorous attempts
for capturing the city. Shujah-ud-Daulah Bahadur Dil Khan Auran
gabadi, the Governor of J:Iaidarabad, had collected a s~fficient force
and made proper arrangements for the defence of the city. He and
his men repelled the assault by their determined efforts and by firing
guns and matchlocks and shooting arrows, as a result of which large
numbers of the invading army were despatched to hell by his brave
soldiers. From there also Raghunath Rao had to return without
achieving his objective2

•

Marathas, and having reached to within 2 kos of Poona encamped
. there. The inhabitants of Poona had already Red to forts and fortified

places in the vicinity. "SOl they became such that naught could be

seen except their dwellings" . The soldiers of the Muslim army
burned down and razed to the ground all the buildings of the city of
Poona, while other forces thoroughly plundered and des,troyed the
environs of Poona and the Kokan (Konkan), God be praised! During
the reign of Batiji· and Jadav who would have dared to raise the hand
of opposition towards their preserves extending from the borders of
the Deccan to Lahore. Now their properties and possessions were
plundered, and their buildings which had been erected at a cost of
lakhs of rupees, were burnt down by the fire of the wrath of the
A~mighty. Mir Aulad Mu~ammad Dhaka, May he live long!
sald:-

.J,



collection of Chauth, and again fighting with him made proper arrange

ments. Then he started to meet $alabat Jang, who was then staying

opposite Machli Bandar (Masulipatam) in the province of Aurangabad.

When Basalat Jang, his younger brother, hearing of his arrival,

separated from the elder brother, and, after crossing the river Krishna.

(Kistna), left for his own province, he went there, and in his capacity as

the heir-apparent took charge of the affairs there. Later, when Balaji

Rio in the year 1173 A.H. (1759-60 A.D.), after taking possession of

the fort of Al,tmadnagar, began to usurp the country, he got ready to

oppose him. Unfortunately the rear-guard of the army was defeated

and the leaders of that force were either killed or wounded. Consider

ing the exigencies of the time he assigned country worth 60 lakhs of

rupees to the Marathas, and made peace. And leaving ~alabat Jang,

he went towards Rajendry (Rajahmundry) for collecting the tribute.

After his return from there, as more army was demanded by the

government of ~alabat Jang, and the fulfilment of the orders was not

possible, he took possession of a number of districts of J:Iaidarabad to

make payment of the salaries of the forces asked for, and going over to

Elgandal, in the neighbourhood of the $ii ba of J:Iaidarabad, spent the

rainy season there. Next year, as Raghunath Rao the brother of Balaji:

created various difficulties by coming with a force, he did not give up

the thread of fidelity from his hands, and fighting with his forces

advanced as far. as Medak in the J:Iaidarabad $uba. There peace was

arranged. La~er he hurriedly marched to Bidar, and ~ook the fort from

Muqta<;Ja Khan, and after staying there for some days moved to near

J:Iaidarabad. During this time Basalat Jang had taken $alabat Jang to

the other side of the Kistna river for collecting money from the land

owners of the $uba. of Bijapur which was in his territory. As this

did not prove very profitable, ~alabat Jang separated from him

and went to the fort of Gulbarga. On receipt of this news he

hurriedly travelled to that fort, and having comforted his brother,

brought him with himself to Bidar for spending the rainy season.

As Balaji died that year, and Raghunath Rao his brother and

Madhu Rao his son were not on good terms, he thought it was the
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most opportune time for chastising them, and fighting along the

way in 1175 A.H. (1761-62 A.D.) reached within six kosof P60na

which was the home and centre of .that class (the Marathas). After

peace had been concluded, he returned to Bidar. In the same year the

letters-patent of the viceroyalty of the Deccan in his name was received

from Delhi, and therefore, he removed his brother from that charge,

and himself took over the full control of the affairs of that province.

In the next year having decided on chastising the Marathas, he crossed

the Bhimra (Bhima) river. Raghuna.th Rio, because of the small force

under him, was unable to oppose, and so took to Hight. He followed

in his pursuit by rapid marches, sometimes 15 kos, and other times

20 kos a day, up to the borders of Payanghat in Berar and from there

up to the town of Pattan in the district of Aurangabad. When Raghu

nath Rao started towards J:Iaidarabad for plundering and devastating

the area, he advanced to Poona, and did not leave any stones unturned

in taking full vengeance from that tribe and in devastating that area.

Later he advanced to the forr of Ausa\ and having collected the bag

gage started towards Aurangabad. As the Ganges2 river (Godavari)

was in Hood, he had to wait a few days before crossing. The force

wa.~ divided into two parts, one which in company with him reached

Aurangabad, and the other which was left with his Divan Bethal Das.

The Maratha, who was waiting for the opportunity, suddenly attacked

them (the second contingent). A large number were killed, and the

remainder routed. Thereafter a truce was settled between him and

Madhu Rio, who had been able to gain authority over his uncle

Raghunath Rao. In the year 1178 A.H. (1764-65 A.D.), he hurriedly

marched to Qamrnagar Kurnool, the Governor of which place had

become recalcitrant, and having subdued him peacefully and taken

a tribute from him, he started along the route of Kunji Kota and T ur

bati, audhaving traversed along the river Kisrna, crossed it opposite

Purandhar, according to Grant Duff, see Edwardes' edition of History of

the Mahrattas, 1, p. 541.
2 Ganga or the Ganges here means the river Godavari.
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Maathir-ul-Umara, Text,!, pp. 6II-613., Beveridge's translation, 1, pp.

597,598. .
2 For Ra~kalah see Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghuls, pp. 139-1 41.

Bajwara adjoining the province of Gujarat. In the year 1182 ~.H.

(1768-69 A.D.) he went to the .territory. of Srir~ngap~tta_na (S~nnga

patam) and having made an all~ance w~th. J::Ialdar Ail Kh~n, t~e
Governor of the place, whose biographyl IS IOcluded separately 10 ti1lS

work, they advanced their armies over the head of the Europeans of

K:lrnatik Haidarabad. But the results were unfavourable, and. so
. d H 'd -b-d R hunath Rao haVingarranging a truce he retume to • al ara a, • ag . "

killed his brother Narayan Rao came to IllS country With evil IOten-

tions in the year 1187 A.H. (1773-74 A.~.)., Con~eque~dy he
advanced with the available forces as far as Bldar. Artillery duels

went on for nearly a month, and then the matte: was ~ettl~d
by a truce. As Raghunath Rao W:lS intoxicated wlth val1lty .111

those days, he broke his faith, and on the, retur~ jo~rney lev led

tributes from the Ni?am's dominions. Dunng thiS tlme, the old

officials of Ra:o Balaji-who were upset on account of the fretful

temperament of Raghunath Ran, and .were carrying ~h~ tho~l~ of

enmity in their hearts at the iniquitous murder of N~rayan ~ao

turned to him and wanted to m:lke an alliance. He With their help

prepared for action, and from near the fo~t of Ka~yani to th~ f~rt

of Miraj, and from there to Burhanpur kept 10 purSUIt of Raghunath

Ran. For passing the rainy season he returned to Aurangab~d, ~nd

next year again he set his horse of determination ~n the same dlrectlon~

until Raghunath Ran retired to the, other s.lde of the Narb,ada

(Nerbucida). Later with a view to setdmg th~ disputes of ~~e provmce

of Berar, which were pending between Saba)i and Madhuj1, the sons

of Raghuji Bhonsle, and who were behaving audaci~usly tow.ards.the

deputy governor Isma'ii Khan Bahadur, he proceeded 10 that directIOn,

and went as far as Nagpur which was the native place of the peasant

Raghu. Sahaji had been killed by his brother before his arrival, and

Madhuji considering peace as a source of security gave up the struggle
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at the time of his return from Nagpur. Meanwhile the Divan of his

government, known as Rukn-ud-Daulah, who was an exceedingly

humane man, was killed by a soldier, Isma'il Khan in 1189 A.H.

(1775-76 A.D.) and the latter also after reaching the Nawab's

forces, fighting bravely gave up his life. After that he has personally

attended to all official business and became accessible to ali. And

verily he looks minutely intoAJfficial regulations. As a patron of

families and dispenser of mercy he is pre-eminent. The high and

low of the Deccan are in accordance with their deserts, benefitted

from his charitable nature. Despite the fact that he is benevolent

and dispassionate, dignity pervades in his meetings. Although his

eminence and glory are those of a sovereign, he never neglects the

poor. He is a master of the arts of warfare, such as archery and

gunnery, and is a connoisseur of Arabian horses. As a Sunni he is

never forgetful of his religious duties and their performance. May

the Almighty in His glory preserve his greatness, and grant him a

long and glorious life! His elder son, Mir A1}mad Khan Bahadur,

who is known by the tide of Amir-ul-Mumrnalik '.Al/jah exhibits

high d:c'gree of eminence in his countenance. His second son Mir

Akbar 'Ali Khan also known as Mir Fulad Khan, tho~gh very young,

reRects his noble breeding in all his actions. He has other children,

who are all being brought up under his patern:ll care.

NOR QULIJ

(Vol. III, pp. 811,812).

He was the son of Xltun1 Qulij Khan and a relation of the

Qulij Akbari2
• In the reign of Akbar he attained the rank of 500,

and in the 2 I st year3
, when the Emperor started from Ajmee towards

Altlin, according to Blochmann, A'in, I, (2nd edn.),· p. 536, is a Turkish
word meaning gold.

2 See Blochmann, op. cit" pp. 380-382. Also see' Maathir-ul-Umarii,

Text, III, pp. 69-74.
3 In 1576 A.D., sec Akbarnama, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 244 et seq.

.,
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(TARKHAN MAULANA) NOR-UD-DIN5

(Vol. I, pp. 478-481).

He was born in Jam, but was brought up in holy Mashhad, and

was a Ric;lwi. His father was Sul~an 'Ali, generally known as Sul~ani,

and practised as a jurist of the Mu~ammadan Traditions in Herat.

The Maulana was distinguished for his learning, courage and liberality,

and was fond of Astronomy, Mathematics and the use of the astrolabe.

He entered the service of Babur along with Qa4i Burhan t<hawafi.

Humayun became very fond of his company, and he became his most

favourite counsellor and associate. He was attached to his stirrups

during the journey to kinG, and spent twenty years in the service

Nur-ud-Dinul-Umara]

of that august Sovereign. Sometimes the King asked his opinion

about scientific matters, and sometimes he consulted the King about

mathematical problems, particularly about the astrolabe, in which

Humayun was highly proficient. He was poetically minded, and

composed a Divan. This verse is his I
:-

Verse

Our hand does not reach the border of Union.

Having injured the foot of search we languish at the base.

From the similitude of name he adopted Nuri as his nom-de

plume; and he was called NUrl Safaiduni. Safaidun 2 is a village in

the province of Delhi. As it was for long a part of his fief, he became

generally known by this appellation.

Akbar3 during his reign, in view of his past services and

associations, was gracious to him, and granted him the title of Khan,

and later raised it to Tarkhan, and conferred on him a drum and a

standard. Pargana Samana was in his fief, and Mlr Saiyid Mu!;Iammad

managed it on his behalf. In the loth year, Sher Mu~ammad

Diwana-who was originally a servant of Khwaja MU'~~am, but

later became attached to Bairam Khan, and because of his good looks

became the latter's favourite, and was trusted by him. He became a

traveller along the path of ingratitude at the tIme of his master's

[Maiithir-Nur-ud-Din

Gog:wda, which was in the Rana's dominions, Nur Qulij was deputed

with Qulij Khan to Idar 1
• In the fight with the Zamindar of that

place, Nur Qulij in spite of being wounded in the arm did not

withdraw from the fight, and performed valuable service. In the

26th year2 he was sent with Prince Sul~an Murad on the expedition

against Mirza Mul}ammad I;1akim. In the 30th year Qulij Khan,

the Governor of Gujarat, sent him to assist Amin Khan gh6ri3
• In

the 32nd year he4 arrived at the Court with the Khan Khanan, and

paid his respects.

Tabaqat-i-Akbari, II (De's translation), p. 495.
2 He is mentioned as one of the officers of the right wing under Qulij

Khan in the army which was ordered to proceed to Peshawar under Raja Man

Singh in the 26th year, see AkbarnJma, Text, III, p. 353, Beveridge's transla

tion, III, pp. 5 I 8, 5 I 9.
3 Akbarntima, Text, III, p. 471, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 710.

4 Tabaqat-i-Akbari, II (De's translation), p. 583, where it is stated that

Ni~am-ud-DinAq.mad sent Qulij Khan and others to help Amin Khan.
s The earlier part of the account is apparently based on Bada' oni in the

Muntakhab-ul-Lubbab, Text, III, pp. 197-200. A short notice of him is also

incl uded on p. I 57 of the same work.
6 See Tadhkira-i-Humayun wa Akbar of Bayazid Biyat (Hidayat Hosain

edn.), pp. 52, I78.

Other samples of his verses are included in Bada'oni's notice cited
above.

2 See Jarrett's translation of .iI'in, II, p. 287, where it is noted that Safidun

has a brick fort. In Bada'oni, however, p. 274, it is stated that Safidun is in

the Sarkar of Sirhind; it is just likely that he has probably mixed up Samana in

Sarkar Sirhind-which was also in the fief of Nur-ud-Din-with Safaidun. Sir

Wolseley Haig in a footnote on the same page notes that it is a town in the Jind
State.

3 According to Bada'6ni, the title of Tarkhan was conferred by Humayun;

this in view of Nur-ud-Din's close associations with him appears more likely.

4 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 263, Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 392, 393,
The name of the Deputy is Mir Dost Mul)ammad in that work.



I In Memoirs of !ahangir, Rogers and Beveridge's translation, p. 418, it is
stated that in the 12th year Niir-ud-Din Quli was "honoured wlth the mansab,
original and increase of 3,000 personal and 600 horse:"

2 Badshtihntima, I, pt. i, p. 82. The grant to him of a Khil'at and the
rank of 2,000 with 700 horse by Shah Jahan is mentioned in the same work on

p. 121. It is clear from the above that he was not restored to the rank which he
held under Jahangir.

3 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, pp. 241, 242.

4 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 418.

. ~"----'-----....,....

Nilr-ud-Dtn Quit

NOR-UD-DIN QUU

(Vol. III, pp. 817,818).
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In Jahangir's time he was exalted by being appointed as the
Katwal of the Capital (Agra). III the 12th year, his rank was
advanced to 1,000 with 300 horse l

• After Mahabat Khan's exhibition
of presumption and his flight, Nilr-ud-DIn was in the army that was
sent after him. He went as far as Ajmer and stayed there 2

• Later
after Jahangir's death, when the standards of Shah Jahan reached
Ajmer, he did homage, and was exalted by reinstatement in his

earlier rank of 2,000 with 700 horse, and deputed with Khan Jahan
LadI, who was sent for the first time to chastise Jujhar Singh Bundela.
In the 3rd year, when the Deccan was the seat of the royal camp,
and three armies under the command of three officers were depUted
to punish Khan Jahan LadI, and for devastating the territories of
Ni~am-ul-Mulk Deccani who had offered him (Khan Jahan) an asylum
there, Nilr-ud-Din was sent with A'~am Khan3

, In the 5th year4 ,

on the 25th Sha'ban 104 I A.H. (7th Mach, If)32 A.!.l). when
he left the Darbar, and was going home, Kishan Singh son of Jas
want Rathar assassinated him because in Jahangir's time his men had
killed Kishan Singh's father. The assassin escaped.

N ilr-uJ-DIn

-------,. -

downfall, and was not regarded with favour at the (oyal court-had
been living for some time in this town. One day he invited the
Mauliinii's Deputy to his house as a guest. During the entertainment
he was sharpening a dart, and suddenly fixing the arrow in a bow
charged it so at the breast of the innocent man that he was killed.

He plundered whatever the man had possessed, and having gathered a
number of hooligans extended the arm of oppression and plunder in

that neighbourhood. The Maulana courageously set about putting
him down. When the forces met, the arrogant one charged the
Maulana's force. During the charge his horse ran against the trunk
of a tree and he fell down. Some of the infantry made him a prisoner,
and the 'Maulana immediately put him to death. As Mautina NilrJ

ud-Din Mul;ammad Khan had received the title of Tarkhan l , but
did not possess the privileges appertaining to it, he composed the
following strophe2

:-

Out of kindness and his generosity~

The just King conferred on Tarkhan the tide of Khan.
This rank made him the leader of the world,

Among peoples, in the kingdom and his peers.
Only the name of Khan-hood is there with him.
What does he gain from this great name?
He has a complaint against Tarkhanate also,
Before the King of perfect knowledge:

That besides Khan there is nought left but dryness,

When Tart (moisture) disappears from Tarkhan.
In his last days he was appointed guardian of Humayiln's tomb,

and there he died.

For the title of T ark;han and its privileges sec Blochmanll's valuable note
in the A'in, I (2nd Edn.), pp. 393,394.

2 The verses as quoted in Bada'oni arc slightly different. The puns arc
fully dealt with by Sir Wolseley Haig in footnote 2 on p. 275.

pi



Padshah Qul~ Khan

1 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 181. T ahawwur !5.han, according to the saine

w~rk, p. 182, was granted a robe of honour, a quiver and a bow, and one
elephant (not two elephants as stated in the above biography).

2 Mandai in the Sarkar of Chittor, vide Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p.

274- Mandal had a brick fort.
3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 188. Kbafi Khan's account (II, p. 262) is incor

rect both in regard to dates and the statement that Padshah Quli !5.han was

granted the title of T ahawwur Khan at this date.
4 Prince Mul~ammad Akbar's appointment is mentioned in Maathir-i

'Alam giri on p. 194, but T ahawwur ~an's name is not mentioned. Sojat and

Jaitaran in Sarkar Jodhpur, both with forts on hills, vide Jarrett, op. cit., p. 276 ;
the names are spelt as Sojhat and Jetaran. In Tad's map-Rajasthan, 1(1914
edn.) the places spelt as Sojut and Jeytayrun are shown to the east of Jodpoor.

5 ~afi !),han (II, p. 263) wrongly has Ujjain for Ajmer, and says that Ana
Sagar tank is 80 kos from Ajmer. The mistake is repeated in Elliot's History,

Vll, p. 299. For Ana Sagar tank see Har Bilas Sarda, op. cit., pp. 60-65.
6 This is taken from ~afi KEan (II, p. 264)' but the offer of 40,000

horsemen, according to that account, was made to Prince Mulpmmad Akbar
and not to Shah 'Alam (p. 265). Nawab Bar was the daughter of Raja Raju,
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01 the 23 rd year, the blessed city was again visited by the Emperor\

T ahawwur Khan received a present of two elephants, and was 'deputed

to attack Manda}2 and other parganas of the Rina. The Emperor

himself also proceeded in that direction to chastise that wicked person.

'When he was encamped at MandaI, he was honoured by the grant of

the title of Padshah Quli Khan3
• Later, he was deputed in company

with Prince Mul}ammad Akbar4 to Sojut and Jaitaran for chastising

the Rathor Rajputs. When lack of food-stuffs made existence impossi

ble for the Rajputs, and the whole of their territory was trampled down

hy the imperial troops, they became certain that this infidel-smiting

Empero'r would not rest till he had overthrown and extirpated them.

They, therefore, had recourse to deceit and feline tricks. First of all

they 'approached Shah 'Alam Bahadur, who had in those days been

ordered 'to encamp at Ana Sagar tank''' to intercede for the pardon

of ~heir offences. They further tried to instigate him to rebel,

and offered to help him with 40,000 horsemen6
•

He was generaUy known as T ahawwur Khan, and was an aCcom

plished military officer. He was the son-in-law of 'Inaya~ K~a~
Khawafi2 , Diwiin of the Khiil~a (Crown-lands). He too was a Khawah.

When in the 22nd year of the reign, Emperor Aurangzib ar~ived

at Ajmer to confiscate the territories of Maharaja Jaswant
4

(Smgh)

who had recently died, T ahawwur Khan at the time of his return

to the Capital was appointed Faujdiir of Ajmer in succession to Ihikhar

Khan. Later, when the confidential servants of the Maharaja out of

evil designs caused a disturbance in the royal retinue, and running

away set up a rebellion at Jodhpur, Raj Singh, one of the servants_of

the Raja, coUected an innumerable host, and attacked T ahawwur Khan.

For three days they fought, and things passed from fighting with

bullets and arrows to contending at close quarters. There were hoops

of slain. At last T ahawwur Khan beat the drum of victory4, and

Raj Singh ~ith many others were sent to annihilation. The Rajputs

were so intimidated by his bravery that they did not have the c~ur~g~

to make any further attempt to face him. When, in the beglnmng

1 Shah Quli Khan according to !ihafi ~an, II, p. 262. Tyoer Khan in

Tod. Rajasthan (1914 edn.), p. 47· ' .
2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 813-818, Beveridge & Prashad's transla-

tion, I, pp. 678-880.
3 Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, Ill, pp. 599-604, Beveridge & Prashad's transla-

tion I, pp. 754-756. He died on 20 December, 1678.
4 The battle in front of the temple of Boar near the sacred lake of Push-

kar, according to Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, Ill, p. 335, ended
on 30th August, 1679. In a footnote it is added that, according to Raj-vilas,

the battle took place on 28th August and ended in a complete rout of the

Moghul army. Har Bilas Sarda in his Ajmer: Historical and ~escriptive

(194 1), p. 169, gives the dates as 19-21St August, apparently accordmg to the
Old Style and also says that "Tahawar Khan fled, and his army was destroyed!

See also Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 179, 180, on which the above account is based.

Padshah Quit Khan

PADSHAH QUU KHAN1

(VoL I, pp. 447-453)'



Raja of Rajauri: in Kashmir, vide Irvine, Later Mughals, I, p. 2, and Irvine's

Storia do Magor, II, p. 57, note 2.

Adapted from Khafi !ihan, II, p. 265. 2 Khafi ~an, II, p. 266.

It is stated that as a result of the warning of his mother Nawab

Bat', the Prince paid no heed to the foolish proposal of those babblers.

Having failed with him they turned to Prince Mu~ammad Akbar,

and made similar proposals. The Prince, in spite of his wisdom and

knowledge, through inexperience and the impulse of youth, and be

cause of the instigations of his mischief-loving associates, girt up

the loins of rebellion. Shah 'Alam becoming aware of this conspiracy

wrote to the Emperor that the possibility of the incitement of the

Prince by the infidels should not be ignored. Aurangztb attributed

this to fraternal jealousy and rivalry; previously at J:Iasan Abdal

similar slander had earned Shah 'Alam a bad name; and as the

Emperor had no misgivings about Mul}ammad Akbar, he wrote

in reply! "This is utter folly. May the glorious God always

keep you along the straight path!" Not many days had passed,

when the dust was dispersed; the Rajpiits joining Prince Mu~;m
mad Akbar under the leadership of Durga Das, the seating of the

Prince on the throne of sovereignty, conferring of titles, bestowal

of increase of ranks on his adherents among the royal servants such as

Padshah Quit Khan-who was his guide in straying from the right

path and in iniquitous designs, and who was made Amir-ul-Umara

and received promotion to the rank of 7,000-and the employment

of traitor MuJ;ttasham Khan and Ma'mur Khan, were all reported

simultaneously to the Emperor by his confidential servants. It was

also reported that the Prince was marching against his father with a

force of 70,000 cavalry. The royal forces at this juncture were

engaged in chastising the rebellious and seditious elements, and were

scattered. Although it is generally stated that at this time in the

royal retinue there was not more than 800 horse, including the

eunuchs, the office staff etc2
., but in Maiithir-i-'Alamgiri the number

of the following including personal attendants etc. is given as not

Padshah Quli I<han

m.ore. than 10,0001
• This sudden calamity caused a great c0111mo-

tlon 111 the Camp, and immediately the artillery commander (7IA'-- . h 2 iV.ltr

AttS) ,,:as ordered to erect batteries round the Camp. An order

was ~lso I~su~d to Shah 'Alam to come with all speed. Aur:lngzib

(du~111g tillS time) repeatedly said, "Bahadur has got a good oppor

~unlty. :Vhy does he delay3?" The Camp was pitched ne~r Ajmer

111 the Village of Deorai', and when Shah 'Alam approached with

.1 o,o~o horse, a.n or~er was given, out of caution and keeping

111. view the eXigencies of the time, that the guns should be

pOinted against him4
• He came unattended, with his two sons

and paid his respects. When 16,000 horse had been collected

arrangements were made for marshalling them. At this time severai

officers, such as Kamal-ud-Din5
, son of Diler Khan and Mujahid

Khan 6 brother of Firiiz Jang, deserted from the hostile force and

joined the imperial army. At last on 5th Mu~arram, 1092 'A.H.

~15th January, 1681 A.D.) after more than one watch of the night

It Was reported that ~adshah QuIt Khan had come from Akbar's camp

and was at the public entrance. An order was given to Lutf Ulliih

Khan8
, Superintendent of the Ghusal Khana, to bring him ~narmed.

That doomed man, who apparently nourished evil designs, came to

the door of the Ghusal Khana, and strongly objected to giving up his

1 Mallthir-i- 'Alamgiri, p. 198.
2 Bahramand !'Q!an, 1I1aathir-i-'Alamgir"i, p. 198. For his account see

Maathir-ul-_Urr:a~~, _Text,!, pp. 454-457' Beveridge's translation,!, pp. 365-368.
3 Maathzr-l- Alamgiri, p. 198,
4 ~afi ~an, II, pp. 266, 267.
5 See Maathir-ul-U marti, Beveridge's translation, I, p. 505. He was the

son of Diler ~an Da'iidzai whose biography is translated on pp. 495-505.
6 He was a younger son of Qulij ~an Khwaja 'Abid for whose account

see Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, III, pp. 120-122. For his brother Ghazi-ud-Din

!SEan F~riiz Jang see Matithir-ul-Umarti, Text, II, pp. 872-879, andBeveridge's
translatIOn, I, pp. 587-592.

7 See ~afi ~an, II, p. 268, but his date 1090 A.H. is incorrect.
.8 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 171-177, Beveridge & Prashad's trans

slatlOn, I, pp'. 837-84°'

[Maathir-Padshah QuIt Khan



I See Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghtlls. p. 69, and BIochmann, A'tn,

I, (2nd edn.), p. 114, pI. XIV, fig. 54 as chihilqad:. a doublet worn over the

armour.

2 Based on ~afi Khan, II, pp. 268, 269. The name in the text is

arms. Lu~f Ullah Khan went and reported that Padshah Qul'i Khan

says "I am a house-born servant (Khanazad), and have never attended

unarmed." The Emperor ordered that he should be admitted un

armed. Before Lu~f Ullah Khan had returned, he became alarmed

and wanted to get away, but faithlessness to the salt acted as a chain

on his feet. As soon as he put his foot out of the screens (qanats) of

(}}zusal Khana, the bodyguards and chelas fell upon him. As he was

wearing a quilted coat (chilqadY and a cuirass underneath it, his

wounds were not serious, but one of the wounds reached his throat and

silenced his turbulent brain. It is stated that when he objected to

unbuckle his armour, it was reported to the Emperor that he had

come apparently at the instigation of Akbar with evil intentions.

The Emperor on hearing this became furious, and taking a sword in

his hand, said "Don't stop him, let him come armed." Meanwhile

'Jne of the armed messengers (Ya>awals) or guards put his hand on th~
breast of that doomed person and stopped him. He slapped the man

on the face and turned away. By chance his foot got caught in a

tent rope and he fell. A cry of "strike and kill" rose on all sides.

People finished him and cut off head. It is stated that Shah 'Alam also

gave the signal for killing him. Though the putting on of a cuirass

supports people's suspicions that he was bent on evil designs, but

Khaf'i Khan says in his history on the basis of a verbal communication

from Khwaja Mukaram Jan Nithar Khan-who was old and experi

enced, and at the time a trusted servant of Shah 'Alam, and who

distif!guished himself against Akbar's vanguard and was wounded

that Padshah Qul'i Khan's return to 'Alamg'ir's Court was due solely

to the written request of 'Inayat Khan his father-in-law, and that he

had no other object in coming back. It was the exaggerated notion of

his loyalty or his affronted feelings thac had made him object foolish

ly to unbuckle his arms 2
• A stone of dissension fell among the

P:idsh:ih Qul'i Khan

wrongly given, as ~awafi Khan. Also see Orme, Rist. Fragments, p. 191.

For 'Inayat Khan, father-in-law of Tahawwur Khan, see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text,

II, pp. 813-818, Beveridge & Prashad's translation, I, pp.678-68o.
For a detailed account of Akbar's rebellion see Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

Life of Aurangzib, III, pp. 353-368. Also see Irvine, Storia do Mogor, II, pp.

247-251, and Tod, op. cit., pp. 47-49'
2 They were imprisoned in various fortresses, see 111aathir-i-'Alamgiri, p.

204, and Har Bilas Sarda, op. cit., p. 173. Garh Patta should be Garh Bcetli,

the Ajmer fort on Taragarh hill.

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p'. 273·

adherents of Prince Akbar, who had come within I ~ kos of the royal

camp, and at midnight leaving his wives, children and baggage behind

he took to flight. A report, however, which became current among

the general public was that the Emperor had devised a plot. He

wrote a farman to Mul:ammad Akbar to the effect, "Although to

tame these savage Rajpiits, you have, in accordance with instructions,

taken proper measures, but you should assign them to the vanguard

so that they may be exposed to fire from both sides". When

this larman fell into the hands of the Rajpiits, they readily (dastkhush)

became unnerved and alarmed and dispersed
l

•

Finally Shah 'Alam was deputed to pursue (Akbar). A number

who had been his allies in straying from the right path and iniquitous

designs, unwillingly and under compulsion were allotted special resi

dences2 • Qas!l Khiib Ullah, MuJ:ammad 'Aqil, and M'ir GhuJam

Mul}ammad Amroha, who had set their seals to a manifesto of the

dethronement of the Emperor, were after having boards put round

their necks, and severe flogging, sent to the fort of Garh Patli (Beetl'i).

Though Padsh1id Qul'i Khan was dubbed a rebel, but his brother and sons

were trusted as house-born servants and treated wi·th favour. Accord

ingly Fas!il Beg3
, his brother, received, in the 29th year, the ride of

T ahawwur Khan, and was appointed along with Himmat Khan Baha

dur to the siege of B'ijapur. His son Asad-ud-Din, who in the reign

of Bahadur Shah, received the title of !g)an, was appointed Command-

ul-Umara][ Maathir-Padsh:ih Qull I<-han
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ant of Arymadnagar in the 3rd year of Farrukh Siyar's reign. He

was very arrogant, and was also suspected of having other designs l
•

The Persian phrase ba-taur-digar muthim bud is very obscure. It may

mean that he was suspected of being disloyal.

z He was responsible for Abul Fa<.!l's murder. For his account see Maiithir

ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 197-199, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 423-425. For his

genealogy see Blochmann, A'jn, I (2nd edn.), p. 546.
3 Biidshiihniima, I, pt. i, p. 205·

4 Op. cit., p. 248, The grant of part of Jujhar Singh's territories to him

in fief is recorded on p. 255.

5 Of. cit" p. 3°3·
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Pahar Singh Bundela
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1 BiidslJahnama, I, pt, ii, p, 63'

z Op. cit., p. 136.

3 Badshahniima, II, p. 284.

4 Op. cit., p. 303.

5 Op. cit., p. 424.
6 cAmal $iili,?, III, p, 112.
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Singh, who took it to A'~am Khan. After this he was for long attach

ed to the Deccan army.

In the siege and later the conquest of Daulatiibad, he, through

personal bravery and performance of duty did not leave any stones

unturned in the defeat and massacre of the enemy, and the signs of his

loyal service became apparent. Similarly he performed outstanding

deeds in the siege of the fort of Parenda. After the death of Maha

bat Khan Khan Khanan, he was attached to Khan Dauran who was

appointed Governor of Burhanpiir l
• In the 9th year, when the Emper~

or went to the Deccan, and an army was deputed to chastise Sahli, he

was appointed under the command of Khan Zaman to that mission2
•

In the 15th year, he came in attendance on Prince Mu1}ammad

Aurangzib Bahadur from the Deccan, and did homage3
• In the same

year he WaS granted an increase of 1,000 horse, two-horse, three-horse

troopers, and was sent for the castigation of Champat Bundela4
, who

was a servant of Bir Singh Dev and Jujhar Singh, but had at this time

rebelled in the country. When he reached there, the rebellious Cham

pat finding himself incapable of opposing him, willy-nilly presented

himself before him. In the 18th year, Pahar Singh was deputed with

'Ali Mardan Khan Amir-ul-Umara for the conquest of Badakhshan5
•

As the expedition that year was unsuccessful, he, in the 19th year,

received an increase of 1,000 two-horse, three-horse troopers6
, and

was sent to the Balkh and Badakhshan campaign under Prince Murad

Bakhsh. He rendered valuable services in the fights against the Uzbegs

and Almanan, and after the return of Prince Murad Bakhsh, he

remained in the country till the arrival of Prince Muryammad Aurang

zib Bahadur. In the 2 I st year, he returned in company with Aurang

zib, and did homage. In the 22nd year, he was deputed with Prince

[Mttathir-Pahar Singh Bundela47°

(RAJA) PAHAR SINGH BUNDELA

(Vol. II, pp. 256~260).

He was the son of Raja Bir Singh Dev 2
• After Shah Jahan's

accession he was confirmed in the rank of 2,000 with 1,200 horse,

and later as a result of increase of 1,000 with 800 horse, his rank

became 3,000 with 2,000 horseS. In the same year an army was

deputed to chastise Jujhar Singh, who had absconded from the Capital.

Pahar Singh accompanied 'Abdullah !<han Bahadur. He did good

service there in the conquest of the fort of Iraj, and at the recommen~

dation of 'Abdullah Khan was granted a drum4
• When Jujhar Singh

reduced by extremities came to the Court, and his offences were par-'

doned, some of the excess lands out of the territories in his possession

were assigned to Pahar Singh as his fief. In the beginning of the 3rd

year, when the Emperor after reaching Khandesh sent three armies

under distinguished commands for devastating Ni~am-ul-Mulk's terri

tories, Pahar Singh was sent with Shaista Khan. In the same year he

was distinguished with the grant of the title of Raja5
, and when

A'pm Khan, the viceroy of the Deccan, attacked Khan Jahan Ladi

opposite Bir, and a fierce battle took place, Pahar Singh performed

great deeds. During the fight one of his followers reached Bahadur,

nephew of Khan Jahan, and cutting off his head brought it to Pahur

Uliliiil.......----------



'Arnal $ali~, III p. 157; his name, however, is incorrectly given as Bahar

473

1 The earlier account of l:laji Mul}ammad Khan appears to be based m3inly

on Akbarnama, Text I, pp. 153-155, Beveridge's translation,!, pp. 335-339·_ See

1 E k" l:T.° t 0 f India II pp 153-164 Banerji, HHrnayt4n Badshtlh,1,a so rs ine, . IS ory 0 ", ,

pp. 215-218, and Cambridge History of India" IV, pp. ~0-32.

2 Akbarnama, Text, I, p. 204, Beveridge s translation, I, p. 4 I 6.
3 See the detailed account of their arrest etc. in Akbarnama, Text, I, pp.

310,311 , Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 378, 379·
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Payinda Khan Mughal

PAYINDA KHAN MUGHAL

(Vol. I, pp. 394-396).

He was the brother's son of !:Iiji Mulpmmad Khan K6ki\ W~10

h e B-b- Qusllqa the brother ot K6ki, one of the chiefwas t e son O[ a a . , .
officers of Bl~bur. Haji Mul).ammad served under Humayun m many

ot his expeditions, 'and was treated with favour in the Bengal cam-

. After the conquest ot that province, when the Emperor was
palgn. _ - k
stationed at }annatabftd (Gaur), and Sher Khan Sur after ta l1~g

Benires was stirring up strite in the environs ot Jaunpur, the said

Khan deserted the Emperor and joined Nur-ud_Dln Mul).ammad who

~as stationed at Qanauj. He induced Mirza Hindlll to have t~le
J( hutba recited in his name. \Vhen the imperial armies were t"':lce

defe~ted in the fights against Sher Khan Sur, the Emperor, bell1g

unable to achieve anything in T atta and Bhakkar, turned towards Qan

dahar. There also he was unable to stay owing to the treacher~ ot

Mirza 'Askari. Accordingly having determined on going to 'Iraq

(Iran) he hastened in that direction. After Humay?l: reached Sistan,

Ha'i Muhammad deserted Mirza 'Askari, and relomed the force ot

H~mayun;. In the journey to Iran, the expedition to Qandahar and

the affair of Kabul, he was in attendance on the Emperor and rendered

good service. At last when his evil designs became manifest, he and

his brother Shah Mulpmmad-who was a past-master in wickedness

and evil designs-were seized, and the world was cl.eansed of the

contamination of their existences. It is stated that !:IU)1 Mul:-ammad

was conspicuous for his courage, and that the Shah (of Iran) often

remarked that kings should have servants like him On the day ot

ul-Umara)
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Aurangzlb for the conquest of the fort of Qandahar, which the Iranian

were besieging. On return he was allowed to go to his home. In the

24th year, he was granted an increase of 1,000 foot with 1,000 horse,

two-horse, three-horse troopers, and in sllccession to Sardar Khan was

made fief-holder of Churagarh 1
•

When he arrived there, Hirdc Ram, Zamindar of the place

whose father Bhim Narain had been killed by Jujhar Singh to whom

he had gone under an agreement-fled to Anup Singh, the Zamindar

of Biindhu, who owing to the destruction of that fortress had gone to

Rewan, a place some 40 kos away. Raja Pahar Singh marched from

a distance of 25 kos and attacked Rewan. Anup Singh, feeling him

self not strong enough to resist him, fled with his family and Hirdc

Ram to the hilly country of Nathu Nathar (?). The Raja came to

Rewun and sacked it. As meanwhile he received an order recalling

him, he in the 25th year reached the Court, and presented one male

and three female elephants which had come into his hands from the

effects of the Zamindar of Bandhu. He was deputed a second time

to the Qandahar expedition under Prince Mul).ammad Aurangzlb. In

the 26th year, he went a third time to the same parts in attendance

on Prince Dara Shikoh l
• During the siege of the fort he had charge

of the batteries. When the Prince returned withollt accomplishing his

purpose, he also returned to the Court, and, in the 27th year, was

permitted to return home. In the 28th year, corresponding to 10 64

A.H. (1654 A.D.) he died. The Emperor appointed his eldest son

Sujun Singh-whose account has been written separately-as his

successor 2
• Indarman his other son received the rank of 500, with

A-0o horse. Outside the boundaries of Aurangabad and to the west

of it there is a quarter named after him.

Singh.

2 Op. cit., p. 197; he was granted the rank of 2,000 with 2,000 horse

the title of Raja. For his account see .11aathir-ul-Umara, II, pp. 291-295.

&



I Blochmann in A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 558, 559, has included a detailed

biography of Peshrau ~an based mainly on the lVlaiithir account. He is not

mentioned in Bayazid among the list of the officers etc. who accompanied

Humayiin on the return journey from Persia, nor is any reference of him to be

found in Erskine 0l" Banerji's monograph on Humayiin.
2 This, according to Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 169, Beveridge's translation,

III, p. 240, was in the 21St year. For Gajpati see Beveridge's detailed note 2

on pp. 239, 240. The account of the taking of Jagdespiir, the main stronghold

of Gajpati is given on p. 186 of the text and p. 261 of the translation, while

Peshrau ~an's escape is described in great detail on pp, 262, 263 of the

translation.

His name was 1rlihtar Sa'adat. He was one of the slaves of Huma

yun, and had been presented to him by Shah Tahmasp, the ruler of

Iran. He was educated in T abriz. He was always in attendance on

Humayun, and after the death of that pious Emperor he was in the

serv ice of Akbar. In the 19th year2
, he was deputed by the Emperor

for conveyirig certain instructions to the officers in Bengal. As speed

was essential in this connection, he embarked on a boat, and started

down the river Ganges. When he reached the territory of Gajpatl,

who was a noted landholder of the provice of Bihar, he was taken pri

soner by Gajpati's men. When Jagdespur, the stronghold of Gajpati

was captured, and Gajpati was seated in the nook of contempt, a won

derful fate delivered the said Khan from his deadly peril. It is stated

that the inherently seditious person (Gajpati) put most of the people,

who had been captured by him, to death, and he made over the said

Khan to a person to un dergo the same destiny. The man's heart

failed him, and he was made over to another man. Though the latter

used all his strength, he could not draw his sword out of the scabbard.

Consequently in accordance with Gaj pati' s orders, who at the time was

greatly confused, his executioner seated Peshrau Khan on an elephant,

and started. By chance the elephant was unbroken and restive. The

1\
t
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Peshrau Khan

PESHRAU KHAN!

(Vol. I, pp. 396'398).

ul-Umara]474 Payinda Khan Mughal [Maathir~

Q~baqandazi (tilting tournament) he hit the Qabaq, and was awarded a

pr.lze ~y th.~ Emperor l
• Payinda Mul:ammad, in the 5th year of

AKba~ s reign, came from Kabul in the company of Mun'im Khan 2

and did h~n~age. In the end of the same year he was appointedwitl~
A~ham K~1an to conquer Malwa3

• In the 19th year, he was sent

with 1vlun'lm Kh-n t B -I d'. --=-:-a. 0 conquer enga , an 111 the 22nd year, be was

deputed with Raja Bhagwant (Bhagwan) Das4 to chastise Rana Partap.

In ~he battle between Khan Khanan 'Abdur Rahim and Muzaffar

GUJarati he was in. command of the vanguard. In'the 320d ye~r he

was granted a fief 111 Ghoraghat (Bengal)" and departed to his fief.

This is taken verbatim from Akbarnama Text I p 22 B· 'd 'l' I ' "., even ge s tran-
s atlOn, , p. 448. .

. 2 A~barnama',Text, II, p. 114, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 174, In com

pliance WIth ~kbar s order Mun'im ~han arrived from Kabul with a number of

officers. and did homage at Sirhind, but according to Tabaqat-i-Akbari, De's

transl,atlOn, II, .pp. 246, 247, and note 4 on p. 246, ano Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh,

Lowe s translatIOn, II, p. 38, at Ludhiana. -

3 Op. cit., Text, II, pp. 134, 135, translation, II, p. 208.

4 _ The ~ppointmentof Raja Bhagwan Das to chastise the Rana, who was

at Goganda IS recorded in Akbarnama Text III p 196 Be '1' I'III _ . ' ", , vent ge s trans atlOn,
, p. 277, but the name of Paymda ~an is not mentioned.

5 Op. cit., Text, III, p, 528, Beverid.ge's translation IV p 801 I 1
f I d

~, ,. . n t Ie
account 0 tIe 43r year his son WaH B~' .' d ._ k h' eg IS mentlOne as havlllg brought a
pesh as of 22 chOice elephants Text III p 746 B . I' I'_ . " ,. , event ge s trans aUon III p
I I 15. Paymda !'ilian in Tabaqat+Akbari, De's translation II p 669 .' . '1 .d d ffi ' ,. , IS Inc u-
e among 0 cers holding the rank of 2 000 d" 0 1, , an It IS state t rat he was the

Governor of Gh6ragbat. Is he the same Payind Kh- 1h k f' a ~an, w 10 was promoted to
t e ran 0 3,500 With 2,000 horse in the 49th year of Al b' . . 6
A.D.?-see Akbarnama, Text III p 8 B 'd' ( ar.s reign m I °5
Th d _ . " . 34, even ge s translatIOn III, p. 1249

e eath of a Paymda ~an Mughal "an old Amir of tl ,s " . .
by Jahancrir in hi M '( 0-- • Ie tate IS recorded

'" s emom Rogers & Bevendge's translation, I p. 294) 'n tl
loth year, 1024 A.H. (161 5 A.D.). B1ochmaon A' ,- I ( . I' I') I Ie, I 'f! I' . .l, tn,. 211( ec n P 42

I
J( entl ICS 11m With the sllbJ'cct of tIl h· . .,. ,. e a ove notice.

n



See Abkarnama, Text, III, p. 280, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 409.

2 Op. cit., Text, III, p. 767, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1146.

. 3 Maligarh, according to Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 777, Beveridge's transla
tion, III, p. 1163, was a noted fort on the north side of Asir. Pcshrau Khan's

part in this campaign is mentioned on p. 1165, where it is stated tha;he in

company with Mil' Qasim Badakhshi and others took K6rhi. Beveridge in a
note on the same page, however, has suggested that this Peshrau Khan was

probably Asad Beg, who was granted the title of Pcshrau Khan in the reign of

Jahangir.
4 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, I, p. 50, where

it is stated that he was one of the men sent with HumaYl1l1 by Shah Tahmasp;

and that he had served as the darogha and mihtar of the Farrash Khana in

Akbar's times. On p. 149, however, Jahangir states that Shah Tahmasp had

executIoner flung himself off, but the elephant kicked him, and then

giving a terrible roar started running. This terrible noise made all the

other elephants also to stampede. The elephant carrying the Khan

reached a lonely desert. The Khan tried to squeeze th~ throat of the

driver with his two hands which were bound, but the latter after a

great struggle managed to fling himself and sought safety in flight. The

elephant stopped when it was near morning, and the :Khan threw him

self down on the ground. After recovering himself he turned towards

the road. Just then he met a horseman, who was one of his followers

and who had been searching for him, and putting him on his own horse

took him to the royal cam p. In the 2 I st year, the Khan on arrival

presented himself at the Court. After a time he was deputed to advise

Ni~am-ul-Mulk Deccan!1, who having withdrawn himself from society

was living in solitude. In the 24th year, he brought A~af Khan, servant

of Ni?;:am-ul-Mlllk, with presents to the Court. Later, he was sent

to tender sage counsels2 to Bahadllr Khan, son of Raji 'Ali Khan, the

ruler of Asir. As h~ paid no heed to him, the Emperor ordered the

siege of the forr, and Peshrau Khan3 rendered valuable services on

the day of the conquest of Maligarh. In the 40th year, he held the

rank of 350' After the death of the Emperor, he was an object of

favour with Jahangir, and was exalted by promotion to the rank of

2,000, and placed in charge of the Stores department (Farrash Khana).

(MULLA) PIR MUJ:IAMMAD KHAN SHARWANP

(Vol. III, pp. 182.186).

477Pir M ul:al11tnad Khan Sharwani

presented Peshrau Khan as a slave to Humayun. On p. 51 of the same work

Beveridge in a note explains the title Pishrau, as "probably from his going on

ahead with the advance camp."
Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit" pp. 149, 150. Peshrau Khan is stated to

have left a large fortune amounting to Rs. 1,5°0,000. The son's name is given

as Ri'ayat, who is described as very stupid. One of the pesh-khanas is there

half of the Farrash [(h'lna, probably it was the duplicate half of the tents, stores

etc. which were sent on in advance of the royal camp, see Irvine, Army of the

Indian Moghuls, p, 195·
2 Good accounts of the Mulla's life have been published by Blochmann,

A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 342, 343, and Mu1).ammad l:lusain Azad, Darbar-i

Akbari (Lahore, 1939), pp. 756, 757. His name in all English works is given as
Shirwani or Shirwan, the birth-place of Khaqani, The Persian editions all have

Sharwan and this has been followed in this account,
3 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 30, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 48.

4 His services are detailed in Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 3°-42, 46,

Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 49,52,7 1,72,

He was one of Akbar's officers of the rank of 5,000. He was

a learned and talented person, and originally in Qandahar was a

servant of Bairam Khan. After Akbar's accession he, through the

instrumentality of Bairam Khan, was made an A mir and an officer,

and appointed his Vakil 3 (agent). After the victory over Hemu-in

which he distinguished! himself-he was granted the title of Na~ir

ul-Mulk. Gradually his influence increased so greatly that he used

on his own initiative to transact all affairs, financial and administrative,

as if he was the Vakil of the Empire. His grandeur and hauteur

increased to such an extent, that the nobles and Chagbrai' Amirs
often went to his house, but could not get admission and had to

return. Relying on the accuracy and probity of his own views he

In the 3rd year corresponding to 1016 A.H. (1607-08 A.D.) he

died. The Emperor, in consideration of the claims and services of

Peshrau Khan, placed one of the pesh-khanas in the charge of his son
1
.

ul-Umara](Maathir-Peshrau Khan
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479Pir Mnl).ammad Khan Sharwan!ul-Umara]

Khan at the instigation of short-sighted and envious persons alienated
such a sincere and able servant; with his own hand he struck an axe
at the root of his fortune. This episode was greatly disliked by Akbar.
The Multi had not reached Glljarat when he heard the news of Bairam
Khan's downfall. He hastily returned and did homage. He was

honoured with the grant of the title of Khant, a standard and a drum.
Afterwards he was deputed with Adham Khan for the conquest of
Miilwa. When Adham Khan KCika was summoned to the COUrt in

the 6th year, the Mulla was confirmed as the Governor of Malwa in
succession to him 2

• Baz Bahadur did not worry much about him,
and, in the 7th year, collecting a force in the neighbourhood of Awas
broke out into a rebellion. Pir Mu~atl1miid rai~ed a force, and
marched against him. He dispersed him after a shorr struggle.
He then proceeded to take the fort of Bijagarh, and captured it
from himad Khan-who was holding it for Baz Bahadur-he annexed
the fort to the imperial territories. As the ruler of Khandesh, Miran

Mu~amrnad Shah Fariiqi, was an ally of Baz Bahadur, Pir Mu~ammad
Khan taking a picked force of 1,000 active men maae a forced march

of 40 kos in one night. As the former was in the Asir fort, Pir
Mu~ammad went and sacked Burhiinpur. He gave orders for a
general massacre, and many Saiyids and learned men were beheaded
in his presence. While returning with much booty, he learnt that
Biz Bahadur was in the vicinity. He determined to fight. Experi

enced men advised against fighting and suggested that he should
proceed to Hindia. Pir 1vfu1.lammad, in whom rashness prevailed over
prudence, paid no heed to this advice, and set his heart on fighting.

Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 103, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 156, and

1'vluntakhab-ut-Ta';varikh, IDe. cit. In his account in the lY.laathir no reference is

made tv his appointment by Akbar to the expedition against his old master

Bairam Khan, but this is detailed in Muntakhab-ut-Tawiirikh, Text, II, pp. 39>

40 ; Lowe's translation, II, pp, 33, 34·
2 His appoinrments to Malwa and later as Governor of Malwa are men·

tioned on pp. 134, 152 of the text and on pp. 208,236 of the translation of
Akbamiima.

[MaatlJir-Pit Mul.lammad Khan Sharwiilli

ignored all others. On the contrary others were afraid of his violent

and rude behaviour. As he did not behave with tact towards anyone,
jealous, short-sighted people became annoyed, and by im proper reports
prejudiced Bairam Khan against him. It so happened that in the 4th
year Na~ir-ul-lvfulk was ill for some days. Khan Khanan went to
enquire after his health. A Turkish soldier, who was the porter,
not recognizing him, said, "Please wait. I will inform (my master)".
Khan Khanan became indignant. As soon as 1vfulla Ptr Mulpmmad
heard about it, he came out of the house, and very humbly and
modestly offered his apologies and said, "This slave did not recognize
the Nawab." Khan Khanan retorted, "In what way do you recognize
me that he should do so?" In spite of this, when Baitam Khan
entered the house, because of the great crowd only a few of his follo
wers were allowed to come in 1

• Khan Khanan frowned, and mischief·
mongers taking advantage of the opportunity, inflamed him still
further. Accordingly he sent the Mulla the following message, "We
raised you from a lvfulla to an A m"ir. As your capacity was limited,
you got out of hand from (drinking) one cup. The only advisable
thing for you now is to retire." As the Multi had an independent
nature, he received this message with a placid countenance, and
retired. After a few days Bairam Khan, at the instigation of Shaikh
Gadai' Kambu, and other evil-minded persons, sent the Mulla
to the fort of Biana, and imprisoned him there. Later he permitted
him to proceed on pilgrimage to the I:Iijaz. The Mulla had set off
for Glljarat, when he received a letter from Adham Khan and others,
bidding him to stop at \vhatever place he was, and to wait for
mysterious good news. He halted near RanthambhCir. When Bairam
Khan got the news, he sent a body of men to seize him and bring
him back. After an engagement, the Mulla abandoned all his goods

and belongings and went away with a few men. In reality Bairam

Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 84,86, Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 131,132.
See also Muntakhab-ut-Tawiirikh, Text, II, pp. 27,28, Lowe's translation, II,pp.
20-22.



PRITHIRAJ RATHOR

(Vol. I, pp. 429-43 I).

I See Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 69, translation, II, p. 107. The account of

Shaham is somewhat different in Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh text, II, pp. 22, 23,

Lowe's translation, II, pp. 15, 16.
2 Wiila-Shahis, according to Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghuls, pp. 40 ,

43, 44, were "household troops, men raised and paid by the emperor out of his
privy purse". They were, in fact, the bodyguards charged with the safety of

the King.
3 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 186. 4 Op. cit., p. 277·

61

Prithiraj RathCirIIt-Umara]

He was one of the body-guards2 of Shah Jahan. During the

days of his troubles, he was always in attendance, and had thus

assumed a position of reliance and trust. After the accession of that

Emperor, he, in the 1st year3
, was granted the rank of 1,500 with

600 horse. In the 2nd year, he in eompany with Khwiija Abul

I:Iasan T urbati: was deputed to pursue Khan Jahan Lodi who Iud fled

from Akbarabiid (Agra). Out of his zeal he did not wait for others,

but went off with a few officers, who all excelled in this noble quality,

and overtook him near Dholpur4
• During the fight, he, following the

Rajput tradition, dismounted, ahd engaged in a single combat with

tary pride joined to priestly zeal had ruined him. What more can be

said! During the period, when he was the centre of the affairs of the

Caliphate, an order was issued to !5'1:lan Zaman Shaibani, to send Sha

ham-a camel driver's son with whom he was in love, and whom he

used to address as: <My King, My King'.-either to the Court or to

dismiss him from his company. Khan Zaman sent his trusted servant

Burj 'Ali to appease the Emperor and to arrange the affairs. He went

to Pir Mu~ammad's house, and delivered his message. The Mullfl

became very angry, and had him beaten, and later thrown down from

the fort tower. Then laughing derisively he added: "Now this

fellow has become synonymous with his name"-(Burj 'Ali: 'Ali's

tower)!.

Pir Mu~ammad Khan Sharwan'i

His comrades ignoring the obligations due to companionship, were

defeated after a brief fight. Some well-wishers seized his rein and

took him off the battlefield. It was evening when he reached the

banks of the Narbada river. His men advised that the enemy was

far off, and that they should encamp there for the night. He did

not listen, and drove his horse into the water. By chance a string

of camels, which was also crossing the stream, struck the Khan's horse.

He was thrown down from his horse, but his companions did not exert

themselves to rescue him, and he was drowned!.

Verse

When his day was turned into night,

Two world-seeing eyes were obscured.

The unjust slaughter of the innocents at Burhanpur did it work.

This catastrophe occurred in 969 A.H. (1562 A.D.). Akbar was

very grieved at the death of so loyal, able, brave and c.ourageous an

officer. It is stated that Pir Mu~ammad Khan carried his magnifici

ence to such an extent that every day he had a thousand dishes

of food prepared 2
• With all his pride and haughtiness he was

bountiful. On several occasions he presented five hundred horses to

his men in one day. With all that he was very hot-tempered. Mili-

Verse

Murder not when you are in power!

For there is no escape from retribution.

I The campaign against Baz Bahadur culminating in his death by drowning
is described on pp. 166- I 68 of the text and on pp. 256-259 of the translation of

Akbarnama, and on pp. 50, 51 of the text and on pp. 46, 47 of the translation
of Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh. In the former work it is a string of mules and not

camels which is stated to have caused his fall from the horse. The massacre of

the Shaikhs etc. of Burhanpiir is described in detail on pp. 47, 48 of the text,

and on pp. 42, 43 of the translation of Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh.

2 This is apparently based on the account in Muntakhab-ut-TawJrikh
rext, p. 26, Lowe's translation, p. 16. --'



1 Elliot, History of India, I, p. 535; also Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 278.
2 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 280.

3 Op. cit., p. 296.

4 Op. cit., p. 477· 5 Op. cit., p. 50 4.
6 Badshahnama, I, pt. ii. p. 47.

7 Op. cit., p. 135.

8 Badshahnama, II, p. 377. Also see ISbafJ Khan, I, p. 601.
9 Op. cit., p. 417.

3 Op. cit., p. 628.

Bid in the text and in Badshahnama has

•

Purdil Khan

1 Badshahnama, II, p. 510.

2 Op. cit., p. 61 J.

4 The variant Pira in place of

been adopted. . P . hand Barij while in the. d rn the text, are anc , .
5 The vanants, as note d ars to be Baraich, which

. B'·' b t th correct wor appe
Biidshahnama Bari} and Ir,1O}, u e _,_ II 402. Dilawar Khan

Af h- 'b vide Jarrett, A m, , p. f
is the name of an ~an tn e,. h d died in the 4th year 0

h k f 4 00:'> WIth 4 000 orse, anwas an officer of t e ran 0, .'.. 6
Shah Jahan's reign, vide Badshahnama, I, pt. 11, p. 29 '

ul-Umara]

PURDIL KHAN

(Vol. I, pp. 4 2 4-42 7)'

- -4 d h was the son of Dilawar Khan Biranj5,
His name was Pira, ~n e f Sh~ h Jahan. Dilawar

h of the Babunan and old servants a d.w 0 was one '

fortI along with Baqi Khan. In the 20th year, when Lah6
d
re wka~ theE

. . h h d scorte a ror 0. . I h in compltance Wit tear ers, e
tmpena seat, e, P 2 As at

f h I treasury at Akbarabad to the resence.
rupees rom t e roya _ Iff Balkh

. P . Muhammad Aurangzib Bahadur had e t or .-
that time nnce... . f fif I £rupees

d Badakhshan, he was deputed to take charge 0 ty a~s. 0
an . - h been sent with the Prince. After recelvmg a robe

hich were to ave 0 1
W d I .th a silver saddle he started~. In t 1e 2 I stof honour, an a 10rse Wi ._

. h R-' B-thal Das was appolllted to Kltbul as anear .he along Wit aJ3 e d
y .'. 'AI- Mardiin Khan Amir-ul-Umara. In the 22n year,

~UX~~::;,~Oto ~"'daha, in '""ndan" on P"n" Aurangzi~; and rhe;,
,:goth" with RUsr,~ Khan h: :i~~'Y::co:'~;::~:d':h:::i~o;:;~~, ':~
Iranians. In the ~ ~t 1 year

Q
, ed ~_ In the 26th year, he accom-

his second expedltlon to an a ar. . . arrivin
. d P . D- - Shik6h on a similar expedltlon, and, after g

pame nnce ara h f f B t
h he and Rustam Khan went for the conquest of t e ~rt OM uls .

t ere, - . d h Deccan under Pnnce II ?-a
In the 30th year he was app0111te to t e . 66

d Auran zib Bahadur. In the same year, correspond111g to 10 _

I~l~. (J6slA.D.) he died. His brother Ram Singh and son Kesan

Singh received small man~abs.

[Maathir-Prithiraj Rath6r

Khan lahan who was on horseback. He wounded him with a spear1,

and himself received wounds. The Emperor graciously summoned

him to the Presence, and raised his rank to 2,000 with 800 horse 2 ,

and presented him a horse and an elephant. In the 3rd year, this

was further increased by 200 horse 3
, and in company of Khwaja Abul

J:Iasan he went to red uce the fort of Nasik. Later, when Mahabat

Khan was nominated as the Viceroy of the Deccan, he was appointed

as one of the officers of the province, and promoted to the rank of

2,000 with 15,00 horse4
• In the course of the siege of Daulatabad

he performed valiant services, and one day a Deccani horseman,

whose head was full of pride, challenged him to a single combat. On

receipt of the challenge he left the ranks, and finished him in a

sword duelS. In the 7th year, he received a further increase of 100

horse in his rank G
• In the 9th year, when the Emperor advanced

his standards of fortune towards the Deccan, he in company with

Khan Zaman, the ~iibahdar of Balaghat, did homage in the vici

nity of Daulatabad, and was nominated 7 with the said Khan for

chastising Sahli Bh6nsle, and devastating the territories of 'Kdil Shah.

In this expedition also he performed remarkable servi ces, and, in the

loth year, was awarded an increase of 100 horse. In the 17th year,

when the charge of the Deccan was transferred from the agents of

Prince Mu~am.mad Aurangzib Bahadur to Kha.n Dauran, Prithiraj was

distinguished by being put in charge of the fort of Daulatabad8 • In

the 18th year, he was promoted to the rank of 2,000 with 2,000

horse
9

, and in the 19th year, an order was issued recalling him

to Agra, and he was placed in charge of the government of this



Purdil Khan [Maathir- ul-Umara] Purdil Khan

Khan, on account of his fidelity, loyalty, constant and good service

during the period of distress and troubles, became closely attached to

the Prince, and was reckoned amongst the limited set of his most inti

mate companions, who in reference to approach and confidence had

p~ecedence over all the imperial officers. In the beginning of the

reign he received the rank of 4,000 with 2,500 horse l and was appoin

ted Faujdar of Mewat. Later Jaunpur was granted to him as his fief.

In the 4th year, he came with his son Pira from Jaunpiir to Burhan

pur, and paid his respects. As at this time, the victorious armies were

eng~ge~ in subduing the Ni;;:am Shahis, and the conquest of those

terrItOries, he also was included amongst that victorious force. He was

favoured with an increase in the number of his cavalry, and his son

also received the rank of 1,000 and the title of Purdil Khan 2
• But

F~rtune-which is slow in granting favours and quick in discarding

did not permit him long to enjoy his success and the fruits of his good

fortune; he died the same year.

Purdil Khan, on account of the favours and appreciation which the

ru~ers of this dynasty always showed to their loyal house-born (khan
azad) servants, was by repeated promotions raised to the rank of 2 000

with 2,000 horse
3

, and appointed Thanadar of the Lower Bangasil' in

the loth year, on the transfer of Raja Jagat Singh. On the death of

'Azlz Ullah Khan, in the 17th year, he was sent to govern the fort of

Bust
4

• In the 20th year, he was granted an increase in his command

of 1,000 horses. When 'Abbas II determined to conquer Qandahar,

Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. I 17.
2 Op. cit., p. 384-

3 B~dshahnama, II, p. 44, but his rank is given as 2,500 with 2,200 horse.
4 HIs appointments during the intervening period, as detailed in Badshah-

nama, II, are not included in the above account. For example he was in the

15th year appointed Commandant of the fort of Zamin Dawar and that area was

granted to him in fief, vide p. 306. His appointment as the Commandant of the
fort of Bust i~ success!on to 'Aziz UIIah !ilian is recorded on p. 379.

. 5 The I11crease 111 rank according to Badshahnama, II, p. 679, was 500,

With 500 horse and as a result his rank is stated to have become 3,000 with

•

Purdil Khan bravely moved forward to Farah, and appointed Mi1}rab

Khan to take his place at Bust-the latter had becn the Commandant

of Bust whcn 'Ali Marda n Khan made over this country to the impe

rial officers, and Qullj Khan having taken the fort from him by force

had allowed him to go to kin. The said Khan was nominated

to capture the fort. Mil:rab Khan realized that owing to its

strong fortifications it wO'.lld not be easy to take the new fort,

which had been built near the old fort by the order of the

Emperor (Shah lahan), but, considering the reduction of the old

fort an easy task, he erected his batteries accordingly. Purdil

Khan had left some of his men to guard it at various points, and

himself was a::tive everywhere. He poured shots with cannons and

muskets into the enemy's ranks, and from the beginning of the

sicge kcpt up constant firing for fifty four days. . A number were

killed and wounded on both sides. Out of Purdil Khan's total force

of 600 soldiers 300 were killed, while double the number of Irflnians

lost their lives. At last on 14th Mu1}arram, 1059 A.H. (18th Janu

ary, 1649 A.D.) Purdil Khan preferring life to duty, and a~ter taking

oaths and promises waited upGn Mil:rab Khan. That unjust person

broke the compacts, put to death some of the 300 men-who objected

surrendering their arms and showed fight, and imprisoned Purdil Khan

with the rest, and their families, and brought them to the Shah at

Qandahar. The Shah took Purdil Khan with him to Iran1 • Though

nothing is known about Purdil Khan after he went to kin or. his end,

i.e. where he died, this is clear that he escaped shame and disgrace at

the hands of his companions, and reproaches of acquaintances and

strangers. If he had returned to lndia, he would like Daulat Khan
2

,

3,000 horse, and this is the rank given in the list at the end of 20 years of the

reign, op. cit., p. 72 4.
I See Banarsi Prasad Saksena, History of Shahjahan, pp. 224, 225, for a

summary of the expedition of Shah 'Abbas II. According to him "Pardal Khan,

governor of Bist, capitulated after a brief resistance."
2 See under the account of Daulat !5-,.ban, Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp.

24-30, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 467-471.



QADIR DAD KHAN

(Vol. III, pp. 140, 141).

the Commandant of Qandahar and other officers who had been posted

there, been the target of arrows of censure, and would have fallen from

his position of trust and responsibility.

Qamar Khan

1 uard A fter the battle in which Asaf lab was successful, hetle vang . . h
r moted to the rank of 5,000 With 4,000 horse. Later, .e was

was po h' A h h d 0 children,
killed treacherously by one of IS servan~s. sea n _ _
- f J-h d the villages of Jalgaon 10 the ~uha of Aurangabad ,Asa a grante, . .

. b-' Kh d- I in feudal tenure as a reward to hiS relations.and Am ara 10 __an es 1 ....

d f ., portion of these IS 10 their possessIOn.Up to the ate 0 writing a

ui-Umara][Maathir-Qadir Dad Khan

r

His name was Shaikh Nur Ullah, and was the son of Qadir Dad

Khan, son of Rashid Khan An~ati of Shah Jahan's time-an account

of his career has been included separatelyl. During Aurangzib's

reign he attained the rank of 400, and was appointed Comman

dant of one of the Deccan forts. In the time of Bahadur Shah

he was promoted to the rank of 1,000 and granted the title of

his father; and appointed Faujdar of Jamod in the province of Khan

desh. During the reign of Mul~ammad Farrukh Siyar, when Ni~am

ul-Mulk A~af Jah after his appointment2 as Viceroy of the Deccan

went there, Qadir Dad .Khan presented himself, and, as on his

mother's side he was nearly related3 to him, he joined him. He

rendered valuable service in the battle against Saiyid Dilawar 'Ali

Kban and 'Alam 'Ali Khan\ and his rank was, therefore, raised to

3,000 with 2,000 horse, and he received the gift of a flag and a

drum. In the battle against Mubariz Khan5 he was in command of

I 111.aathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 242-250.

2 This is incorrect. Ni~1im-ul-Mulk was not at this time appointed Viceroy

of the Deccan, but recalled from M1ilwa, and to retrieve his position proceeded

to' the Deccan, crossing the Narbada at the ford of Akbarpur on 1St Rajab,

II3 2 AH. (9th May, 1720 AD.). See ~afi ~an, II, pp. 852, 860, and
Irvine, Later Moghuls, II, pp. 18-22.

3 According to Khafi Khan, II, p. 953, the relation was through his
maternal grandfather.

4 Battles of Khandwa or Pandhar (20th June, 1720) and Balapiir (I rrh
August, 1720); see Irvine, Later Mughals, II, pp. 28-34, 47-50.

5 Battle of Shakar Khera or Shakar Khclda in Berar, I rrh October, 172 4;
see Irvine, lac cit., pp. 144-15°. Qadir Dad Khan's command of the vanguard
is mentioned by Irvine and Khafi ~an, II, p. 953.

QAMAR KliAN
1

(Vol. Ill, pp. 53, S4)'

I f M - 'Abdul Latif of Qazwin2
• In the 18th

He was t 1e son 0 Ir . I

f h · I en Akbar turned his attentIOn (went) to t1e
year 0 t e reign, w 1 .' 1 I'
Eastern districts, Qamar Khan accompamed h101. In t 1e 1 9t

B
1 ) ea~,

when Khan Khanan Mun'im Beg was deputed to conquer. enga,

Q Kh- ,- ame was included in 'that of the forces which were
amar an s n ' d AI- KI -

.-hh' Kl1al1 Khanan sent him with Mu1)-amma ' I _~an
sent Wit 1m. '- . d' I

- d S=--- He performed valuable services urlng t 1e
Barlas towar s atgaon. . d" Sh'h-b

' , . I I d year he accompame 0 I a -conflict in that provll1ce. n t 1e 22n, G . _
ud-Din Ahmad, who had been transferred from Mal~a to _ uprat.

. . d mpany Rap Todar Mal
In the 24th year, he was appoll1te to acco Wh I
who had been deputed to punish the Patna r~bels. en t 1e

im erial officers, owing to the large forces of the IOsurgents and tl:e

sm:ll number of the royal forces, were forced to shut t~emselvels uhPI'
h "n of supplIes by t1e e pand the enemy attempted to stop t e comll1g 1 b k

of their fleet, Qamar Khan crossed over with a force to the other an
d the river and from the nearof the river, while forces were sent own ,

Blochmann, .J'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 542, 543·
2 See under Naqib Khan, Blochmann, op. cit., pp. 496, 497, and antea

pp. 381 , 382. , l' III 123' and- TIll P 87 Beveridge s trans atlOn, ' p. ,3 Akbarnama, ext, , . ,
Text., III, p. I 18, and translation, Ill, p. 169'

Op I't Text III p. 218, translation, Ill, p. 306.
4 . c., " . . 8 A H. (1579-80 AD.)--see
5 It was probably In Monghyr. In 9 7 .

}v1untakhab-u~-Tawari kh, Lowe's translatIOn, II, p. 29 I.



(I'TIMAD-UD-DAULAH) QAMAR-UD~DIN

KHAN BAHADUR

(Vol. I, pp. 358-361).

bank. As a result 3,000
1 boats were seized. No further account of

hi~ has been .noticed. His son Kaukab 2 was found guilty of a fault
dUrIng the reIgn of Jahangir. The Emperor summoned him to the
Court, and after Rogging he was imprisoned.

4.1

Qamar-ud-Din Kban Bahadur

I Kok na-dida but possibly there is an allusion to the girl KCiki who

gained a great influence over Mu1}ammad Shah-see Siyar.ul.Muta' akh khirin

(Calcutta reprint, 1902) 1', p. 244; also see Irvine, Later Moghuls, II, p. 106

and 263-265. Her name was Ra1}im-un-Nissa.
2 He was killed in his tent while at prayers on I Ith March, 1748, see

Elliot, History, VIII, p. 108, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal

Empire, I, p. 223·

62

and he was granted the title of l'timad-ud~Daulah. When A~af Jah
after his appointment as the Premier, saw that his com.pany W;1S not
acceptable1 and showed unwillingness for a court app01l1t~ent, and .
made a pretext for returning to t.he Deccan, Qamar-ud-Din 111 the year

1137 A.H. (17 24 A.D.) was appointed to succeed l~im.. For a long
time he lived in happiness and glory. On one occaSIOn, 1l1. the year

1147 A.H. (1734-35 A.D.), when Balaji Ra~ Maratha stJ:r,ed up_ a
commotion in Malwa, QJmar-ud-Din was appo1t1ted along Wltl1 Khan
Dauran, each having a separate army. He fought four battles. victo~
riously, but the affair ended in a peace. On a seco~d occaslO~ he
marched from Delhi along with the Emperor to deal wIth the affaIr of
'Ali Muhammad Khan Rohilla, who was showing symptoms of re
bellion, but becaus~f his spite with 'Umdat-ul-Mulk, ~afdar Jang
became a mediator on behalf of the above mentioned AfglJ,an and
brought him into the Emperor's service. On the third occasion he

accompanied the Prince-who when he became. sove:eign took ~he
title of Ahmad Shah-with a large army with the 1l1tentlon of °Pposll1g
Ahmad Shah Durran!, who had advanced from Lahore, and had come
as 'far as Sirhind. One day when the armies were going to fight, he
was accidently killed by a cannon-ball in 1161 A.H.

2
(1748 A.D.).

He was a lover of comfort and had a pleasant disposition, and was
acceptable to high and low. He did not appro~e of hurting a.nybody.
Some of his father's properties had been obtalOed by oppressIOn, but
he compensated the owners by paying a fair pri~e for them, an~
whoever was not pleased at having had to sell (to hiS father) had hIS
property returned. He was naturally polite. They say that at the
time when A~af Jah used to come to the Capital, he out of regard for

ul~Umara]
[Maathjr~Qamar~ud~Dln Khan Bahadur

His name was Mir MU9ammad Fa<;li1, and he was the son of
himad-ud-Daulah Mul)ammad Amin Khan Bahadur~. In the end of
Aurangz!b's reign he obtained a suitable rank, and was granted the
title of Qamar-ud-Din Khan. In the reign of Farrukh Siyar he rose to
a high rank and was appointed Bakhshi of the A bad"is. In the 4th year
he was deputed, along with 'Abd-us-Samad Khan Diller Jang, to deal
with the Sikhs4

• In the first year of the reign of Mul:ammad Shah,
after I:Iusain' Al! had been killed and when Ghairat ~l!an his sister's
son with the men of Barah attacked the imperial army, Qamar-ud~Din

Khan displayed valour, and afterwards received the rank of 6,000 with
6,000 horse, and the office of 2nd Bakhsh"i on the resignation of his
father; the post of DarogJa of the Ghuslkhana was given to him in
ad~ition to his ch:rge of the Abad"is. When his father died, although
NI~am~ul-Mulk A~af Jah was summoned from the Deccan for filling
the post of the Prime Minister, Qamar-ud-Din had his rank increased,

I The variant 300 as given in the text appears to be more probable. It

has not been possible to trace the source in A kbarnama.

2 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of l11emoirs of Jahangir, I, p. 171. He

was restored to favour and granted increase in rank etc. in the 12th year, op. cit.,

pp. 440-442.
3 For his account see Maa!.b..ir-ul-Umara, I, pp. 346-35°' Detailed accounts

of the activities of the father and son are to be found in Irvine's Later Mughals,

I, II, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of Mughal Empire, I, pp. 1-223.

4 In the text ,))~ tt./O <'the campaign of Kard", but Kard is clearly an

error for)),r Guru, and the reference is to the Sikh campaign. See p. 348

of Vol. I of Maathir-ul-Umara.

r



Muhammad Amin Khan, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, 01'. cit., p. 438.
2 He 'died early in May, 1754, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the

Mughal Empire, II, p. 53·
3 Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 54-58.
4 Elliot's History, VIII, p. 240, Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 59-

64. . 1 d' I
5 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, p. 847-856, Bevendge & Pras 1a s trans a-

tion, I, pp, 674-678.
6 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, ~,p. 445, II,

pp. 4°-4 2 • He was murdered by the soldiery of 'Imad-ul-Mulk 111 November,

5
-J S -k op cit II P 214 Also see Cambridge History of17 9, VI e at ar, . ., ,., .

India, Chapter XV, pp. 428-448 for a general survey of the penod.

son1 who was only two years of age. On account of his tender ye.ars

his mother took charge of the affairs. This disgusted the assISt

ants. Meanwhile the son died 2 and the government reverted to tl:e

Begam, i.e., his mother. After some time Khwaja 'Abdullah ~han3,

son of 'Abdul Sam ad imprisoned the Begam and asked the Shah for

the Na'ibship. 'On account of the disputes about the salaries (tan

khwahs) his soldiers left him, and the Bega~1 w~s able to re~ume.

control. After that one Mirza Jan a !ama'dar llnpnsoned the Begam,

but afterwards an agreement was made. Afterwards 'Imad-ul-Mulk
4

made a rail on Lahore and imprisoned the Begam as has been des

cribed in detail in the biography of 'Imad-ul-Mulk
5

• Another son of

I'timad-ud-Daulah is Inti~am-ud-DaulahG Khan-Khanan, who in the

time of Ahmad Shah became Vazir in place of ~afdar Jang. In 1 17.3

A.H. (1759 A.D.) he was killed by a companion. One of his S01:S

is Fakhr-ud-Daulah who came to the Deccan one year before tlm

work ~as composed, and obtained an office unde: Ni~am-t1d-Daulah
Asaf Jah. He had been fabourable to the wnter of these pages.

Ti1ere were also other descendants.

Qamar-ud-Din Khan Bahadurul-Umara]
'.

his age, and in spite of his office as the Premier, would get up to

receive him. After his death his son Mir Manu became active and

attacked the enemy (Durranis) with several thousand cavalry, and so

drove them off that they took the road to their homes. On this

account he got the title of Mu'in-ul-Mulk and Rustam-i-Hind, and

was appointed Governor of Lahore and Multan l
• In the year 1162

AH. (1749 A.D.) when the Shah Durrani came from Kabul to near

Lahore, a slight battle (jang-i-sahl) took place, and then peace was

made2
• The Shah, (i.e. AI.lmad Shah Durrani) in accordance with the

arrangement made with Nadir Shah (by Mu1).ammad Shah) received

four estates, viz. Sialkot3
, Gujarat, Aurangabad, and Pasrlir as his

tribute and returned. In the year 1165 AH. (1752 A.D.) he again

came to Lahore, and fought for four months. Mir Manu was over

come4 as a result of the differences between Adina Beg Khan and Kura

Mal his own servants, and entered into service5
• The Shah made him

his own Niiib of Lahore, and returned. Mu'in-ul-Mulk (i.e. Mir

Manu) went out to hunt one day in 1167 AH. (1753 A.D.) and

after a meal he developed a pain in his belly. He dismounted and

wished to vomit, but could not, nor could he have a stool. Suddenly

he died6. The Shah sent a Sanad for the government of Lahore to his

Qamar-ud-Din Khan Bahadur

I Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of Mughal Empire, pp. 412,413, where it is

stated that the appointment was as Governor of Lahore, and that Mu'in-ul

Mulk later conquered Multan from Shah Nawaz !S-~an who had been appointed

$iibahdar in 1749, see pp. 416, 417.

2 About February, 1750, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., p. 419.
3 Elliot's History, VIII, pp. 1IS, 166, Siyar-ul.Muta'akhkhirin, text

(Lucknow, 1897) III, p. 875, translation, III, p. 289, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar,
op. cit., p. 419.

4 The lands were said to be given for the expenses of the Kabul garri-
son.

5 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 427-434' Kiira Mal was killed
in action while hastening to Muin-ul-Mulk's assistance.

6 Siyar, text III, p. 895, translation, III, p. 341, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

op. cit., pp. 336,337'



For a short account of his life see Beale, Oriental Biographical Dic

tionary (1894 edn.), p. 149. The account of Mirza Haidar which forms the
major part of the biography is based on Akbarnama, I. .

2 Akbarnama, Text, I, pp. 135.136, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 308,
3°9·

3 Op. cit., Text, I, p. 162, translation. I, p. 347.

4 Battle of Qanauj, 17th May, 1540. see Banerji, Humayun Badshah,
I, pp. 243-249.

5 Akbarntlma, Text I, pp. 170,171, translation, I, PP.359,360.

6 Op. cit., Text, I, pp. 196-199, translation, I, pp. 402-406. On p. 405,
however, it is stated that he first "read the khu~ba and struck the coin in the

name of Nazuk Shah", but after Kabul was captllred by Humayun the Khu~ba

He was a cousin of Mirza J:Iaidar Gurgan1 , who was a decendant of
the kings of Kashgbar. Mirza J:Iaidar's father was Mul~ammad J:Iusain,
son of a maternal aunt of Emperor Babur. He came from Kashgbar via

Badkhshan to Lahore. When Mirza Kamran went to recover Qandahar,
which the Shah of Iran had conquered from Khwaja Kalan Beg, he left
Mrrza J:Iaidar as his deputy at Lahore2

• Later, when Mirza Kamran
went to Agra, Mirza tJaidar also went there and took up service
under Emperor Humayun3

• After the second battle4 with Sher Khan
Sur in which the imperial armies were defeated, and Emperor Humii
yun was obliged to go to Lahore, Mirza tJaidar with a few men was
sent to Kashmir. This was because Mirza J:Iaidar during the reign of
Sul~an Abu Sa'id Kashgbari had accompanied his son to Kashmir,
and as a result knew the country and the people of the area, He had
also been receiving letters repeatedly inviting him to the country. He
showed these to the Emperor and tried to persuade him to go there5 •

He was sent from Lahore to Kashmir with a small force. As owing
to the absence of an established ruler anarchy prevailed in the country,
the Mirza obtained possession of Kashmir without a battle. He 6rm
ly ruled the country for ten years, and finaly had the Khu?ba recited
and the money coined in the name of Emperor Humayun G• The

_,;iolioh------------------ --------. -- ---c.-..ccc.-ccc

493Qara Bahadur Khan

Quatrain

A love must be a bondsman of care,
He must labour, and suffer the results of tyranny.
Either he must leave the road to his beloved's dwelling,

Or he should not mind the dogs there.

The name of Qara Bahadur 1<-han's father was Mirza Mal~mud.

In view of the fact that the said Khan had been in Kashmir with
Mirza Haidar, and knew the area intimately, Emperor Akbar, in the
5th year'of his reign, sent him with a large force to co~~uer Kashmir

2
•

As there was a great delay in the start of the expedition, he reached
Rajauri in the middle of the hot weather. Meanwhile Ghazi Khan,
the ruler of the country, had strongly fortified the passes. A battle
took place near Rajauri, in which Qara Bahadur Khan after a few days'

fight was defeated, and had to turn back3
• In th~ 9th year, a,fter the

Emperor's return to the Capital from Mandu 111 the prov1l1ce of
Malwa, Qara Bahadur Khan was appointed Governor of Mrtndu

4
•

He died a natural death on his appointed time. His rank was 700 •

was read in HumaYlJn's name, He also sent an envoy to Humayun inviting

him to Kashmir, see Erskine, History of India, II, pp. 366,367' See also
T abaaat-i-Akbari, De & Prashad's translation, III, pt. 2, pp. 707-7 I 8. Mirza

Haid;r was killed while he was approaching the quarters of ~waja Baji to

r~l~ase Qara Bahadur, Akbarnama, translation. I, p. 406.
See the excellent edition by Elias, N. & Ross, E. D. (London, 1895).

2 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 128, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 197. As

Beveridge points out in a note, Abiil Fa41 has wrongly described him as a

brother of Mirza Haidar. He was really a cousin.
3 The exped'ition to Kashmir is described in Akbarnama, Text, II, pp.

128- I 30, translation, II, pp. 197-199·
4 Op. cit., Text, II, p. 232, translation, II, p. 352.

Kashmiris, who have a seditious and intriguing nature, however, in

958 A.H. (155 I A.D.) made a night assault and murdered the Mirz~.

He was the author of Tarikh-i-Rashldi1
• The name of the author IS

criven as 'Abdul Rashid san of Abu Sa'id I<.ban. He also was a poet,
o
and the following quatrain is his:

ul-Umarii ][Maathir-Qara Bahadm Khan

QARA BAHADUR KHAN

(Vol. III, pp. 48-50).



(SAIYID) QXSIMI AND SAIYID tIASHIM

(Vol. II, pp. 409, 4 I 0).

They were the sons of Saiyid Mal}l11ud Khan Barah. The first,
in the 17th year of Akbar's reign, was deputed with Khan 'Alam2 in
pursuit of Mul}ammad tIusain Mirza3

, who after his defeat by Khan
A'~am K6ka had Aed to the Deccan. The seoond, in the 2 I st year,
was sent with Rai Rai Singh for the chastisement of Sultan Deorah4,
ruler of Sir6hi, who had become rebellious. He became famous for his
good service in the conquest of Sir6hi. In the 22nd year5 , both the
brothers were deputed with Shahbaz Khan to extirpate the Rani!.
In the 25th year, when the misdeeds of Chandar Sen, son of Maldev
were reponed, Saiyid Qasil11 and Saiyid tIashim-who were fief.
holders in the province of Ajl11er-were appointed along with others
to punish that miscreant. After a fight they before long drove him
into vagabondageG

• In the 28th year, they were appointed with

See Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 461. The genealogy is given on
p·42 7.

2 For his life see Blochmann, op. cit., pp. 410>4 I I, He must have been

deputed after the battle of Sarnal in 980 A.H. (1572 A.D.), but this is not
mentioned in Akbarnama.

3 For his genealogy see Blochmann, op. cit., p. 513, and !l1untakhab-ut

Tawarikh, Lowe's translation, II, p. 87, note 1.

4 ~Jl> )~.) in Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 196, ~ j!.) in the text of

Maa!!:.ir. See also Blochmann, op. cit., p. 385, note I. Curiously Abiil

FaSll has inadvertently called the ruler Sul~an and Rai in the same paragraph;

the latter in view of his being a Rajpiit is more appropriate. Sirohi is the capital

of the Sirohi State in Rajputana, Imperial Gazetteer, XXUI, pp. 28-37. The

account above is taken from Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 196,197, Beveridge's
translation, p. 269.

5 This is apparently incorrect. In the 21st year both brothers were

appointed in 984 A.H. (1576 A.D.) under Kanwar Man Singh for the over

throw of the Rana, Akharnama, Text, III, p. 166, Beveridge's tran~lation, III,

pp. 236,237' Later in the same year they served with Shahbaz Khan in the
reduction of the fort of Siwana in Jodhpur State, op. cit., p. 237.

6 .1.kbarnama, Text, III, pp. 318,319, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 466'

QXSIM 'AU KljXN 4

(Vol. Ill, pp. 59-6 I).

495Qasim 'Ali Khanu/-Umara)

Mirza Khan Khan K.l!anan for chastising Mu~affar Gujarati, who had
stirred ~p strife. Later, after Mirza Khan reached the environs of
Ahmadabad, both the brothers on the day of the battle were in the

va:1guard. A severe battle took place. Saiyid tIash.i~ bra~~ly
sacrificed his life l

• He held the rank of 1,000. SalyJd Qaslm
received some wounds, and so Mirza Khan left him with others to
guard the city. Later he and other Barah Saiyids were appointed to
defend Pattan. When Mirza Khan left Qulij Khan in charge of the
defence of Ahmadabad, and himself left for the Court, Saiyid Qasim
was appointed Commander of the forces in the province. He repeatedly
fought successfully against Mupffar, against Jam, the Zam'indar of
Little Cutch, and against Khangar, the Zam'indar of Great Cutch.
When the charge of Gujarat was transferred from Khan K~anan to
Khan A'zam K6ka, he was in the vanguard in the battle which took
- • • 2

place between Khan x'~am and Sultan Mu~afhr 111 the 37th year .
Later he went to the Deccan campaign with Prince Sultan Murad, and
in the battle with the Deccanis had charge of the left wing, and
proved his bravery by his valiant deeds. In the 44th year, correspon
ding to 1007 A.H. (1598-99 A.D) he died3 of dyspepsia (imtil(l).
He had risen to the rank of 1,500. His sons and grandsons got

I tlons N otices of some of them have been included.pro no .

In the loth year5 when Emperor Akbar made a rapid march
against 'Ali QuIi Khan Khan Zaman, Qasim 'Ali Khan was deputed

1 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 425, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 634; also

Ivluntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Lowe's translation, II, p. 342.

2 Op. cit., Text, III, pp. 593-595, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 902-906,

2 Op. cit., Text, III, p. 757. Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1133·

4 Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 5 18.
5 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 265. Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 394,395·

For 'Ali Quli K91n see BIochmann, op. cit., pp. 335-337·

[Maa!:l!ir-Qasil11 and Saiyid tIashil11494

ioii"lr_·~=··'.~~.--.------
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Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 28,29, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 40.
2 Op. cit., Text, III, p. 40, translation, III, p. 57.

3 Op. cit., Text, III, pp. 63,64, translation, III, p. 89.
4 Op. cit., Text, III, p. 88, translation, III, p. 12 4.

5 Op. cit., Text, III, p. 210, translation, III, p. 295. Madhllkar, the chief
of Orcha, was the father of Bir Singh the murderer of Abul Fad!.

6 Op. cit., Text, III, pp. 376,377, translation, III, pp. 55'1>45 2 •

7 Op. cit., Text, III, 'p. 511, translation, HI, p. 779.

to proceed against Ghazipur. In the 17th year l , when the Emperor,

after the conquest of Gujarat, turned his attention to the fort of Surat,

and the besieged on being hard pressed asked for quarter, the Emperor

sent the said Khan, who was distinguished above his peers, to them.

In the 18th year2, he was sent with Khan 'Alarn and others to assist

Mun'im Khan Khan Khanan in the conquest of Patna. Later, he

returned to the Court, and in the same year was deputed to escort3

Shuja'at Khan Mul:ammad Muqim, who forgetting the Court eti

quette, had passed improper remarks against M lin' im Khan in his

absence to Khan Khlnan. In the following year, when the Emperor's

camp was at Allahabad, he returned to the Court4
, and did homage.

In the 22nd year5
, he was sent with Sadiq Khan to chastise Madhukar

Bundela, and in the 25th year, was deputed with Khan 'A~am Koka

to the eastern provinces. In the 26th year 6
, he was sent to console

those connected with HaJ'i Beo-am, the daua-hter of Emperor Huma-
• 0 0

yun's maternal uncle, who greatly loved the Emperor, and for whom

the Emperor also had since his childhood great affection and regard.

Since her return from tIijaz she had taken up her residence at Huma

yun's tomb, and had died about this time.

In the 3 I st year, when the Emperor appointed two A mirs to the

charge of each province, the province of Oudh was assigned to Qasim

'Ali Khan along with Fatl: Khan 7
• In the 35th year, he was greatly

favoured when he came from Khlirabad to the COllrt. At the end

of the same year he was permitte::l to go to Kalpi which was in his

fief. When and where he died is not known.

I Blochmann, .J'in, 1 (2nd edn.), pp. 559,560. In his account of Mit

Murad Blochmann has included an account of Qasim !ilian based mainly on th~

above account in l.i1aathir. Juwain is a small town in !iliurasan.

497Qasim Khan I

QASIM KHAN I

(Vol. III, pp. 78-82).

He was the son of Mir Murad Juwain~l. In earlier times Juwain

was included in the territory of Baihaq of which Sabazawar was

the chief town. It was now a separate tract and was distinguished

for its groves and streams. Many good men have come from t~is

place, for example Shaikh Sa'ad-ud-Din tIamvi, 'Imam-ul-J::Iarmall1

Abul Ma'al!' and Khwaja Shams-ud-Din ~a~ib Divan. Mir Murad

also was a famous Saiyid of this place. He was for a long time

in the Deccan, and became known as the Deccani. He was distin

guished for his courage and bravery, and was regarded as a past master

in archery. Emperor Akbar appointed him to train Prince Khurram.

In the 46th year of the reign of Akbar he died as Bakhshi of Lahore.

Qasim Khan was an accomplished poet, and his verses were highly

polished. Earlier on he was the treasurer of the province of Bengal

during the governorship of Islam Khan Chishti Faruqi. Islam Khan

gave all possible attention to his and his brother Hashim Khan's train

ing. As a result of the patronage of this great officer he became very

influential. Later, when Manija Begam, the sister of Nur Jaban was

married to him, he was promoted to the high rank of an Amir, and

received a drum and a flag. The Court wits used to style him as

Qasim Khan Manija. He was also intimately connected with Emperor

Jahangir. One day the Emperor asked for fresh water. As the earth

en cup was so very fragile, it could not stand the weight of the water

and broke. The Emperor looked towards Qisim Khan and said: -

Hemistich

The cup was delicate, the water could not repose.

Qasim Khan immediately spoke out the second half of the verse:

He (or she) saw my condition, and could not restrain his (or her) tears.

ul-Umara][MaathirQasim 'Ali Kban
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inhabitants of Sarandip (Ceylon), came and settled at a distance of one

kos from Satgaon. On the pretext that they wanted places for buying

and selling, they made for themselves a few dwellings in the Bengali

fashion. In course of time, owing to the insouciance of the Governors

of the province, many Europeans collected there, and it became a richly

populated place. On one side there was the sea (estuary), and on

the other three sides they dug up moats. They excavated tanks (for

drinking water), and fortifying the place with guns and muskets gave

it the name of the port of Hooghly. European ships began to come

there regularly, and the port of Satgaon was deserted. Accordingly,

at the time of his departure Qasim Kha.n was given a hint that the

Emperor had long purposed to destroy the heretical temples of the

Nazareens in this port. As soon as he had disposed of the necessary

business of governl11en~ in the province, he should address himself to

the task of extirpating the evil sect. Qasim Khan, in the 4 th year,

sent his son 'Inayat Ullah with Allah Yar Khan-who was the real

leader-with number of MtWfabdars in that direction. Lest the

Europeans becoming wise to their movement should take to boats and

so escape, it was given out that the expedition was proceeding against

Hijli. A force was also sent with a fleet to bar their passage. The

army, which was sent, went by forced marches and besieged

Hooghly. The siege lasted for nearly 3~ months. The Europeans

sometimes fought, and sometimes in the hope of getting assistance

they used to delay peace negotiations by cajolery and deceit. The

holy warriors made sluices in the moat opposite the church-where

the depth and breadth was the least,-and drained oft the water.

They charged mines with gun powder and exploded them. The

church and many of the infidels were blown sky-high. The brave

warriors attacked and conquered the place. From the beginning to

the end 10,000 Europeans, men and women, were killed, and 4,400

were made prisoners. Nearly 10 ,000 peasants whom they had

imprisoned were released, and I ,000 Mu~ammadans attained mar

tyrdom. Three days after the victory, Qasim Khan died a natural

death in the year 104 1 A:H. (163I~J2) A.D.). He was the author

Qasim Khan I

._-----------_.._---~..._-_.....- ..........

In t~e end of the reign of that Emperor he was the Governor of

the province of Agra, and also had charge of the fort and the treasures.

When Emper~r Jahangir died, and Shah Jahan proceeded to the Capi

tal from Junalr In the Deccan for his enthronement, he encamped in

Dahrah Garden, which from its association with Nur-ud-Din Muham

l11~d ~ahangir had received the name of Nur Manzi!. Qasim Khan

paid his respects there and was graciously received In th t--I . e 1 s year,

e~ was promoted to the r~nk of 5,000_ w.ith 5,000 horse, and appoint-

_ Governor of the province of Bengal In succession to Fidai Khan l

Shah Jahan during his visit to the province, before his accessio~ an~
~~ome aware of the audacity of the Portuguese in the port of Hooghly.

e~ used to take lea~es .of p~rganas in that area, and by tyranny and

seventy converted their inhabitants into Christians and sent them over

to Europe They h db' .. . . a een carrYing out thiS reprehensible practice

outside their leased areas. The port was a recent formation. An

estuary (khaur) had separated 2 itself from the sea, and had extended

some tw~nty kos i.n the direction of Rajmal}a!. The river Ganges

afte~ pas~lng opposite Rajmal}al joins that estuary. From the place

of JunctIOn at a distance of abou t a a quarter of a kos to the rio-ht

the port of Satgaon is situated on a branch. In the days otth~
former rulers of Bengal a number of European traders, who were

1 BJdshJhnama I pt i pp "'5 6 0 ... . " ., . 1_ ,12. n p. 125 It IS also recorded that
before h~s appomtment to Bengal he was the Governor of Agra. For Fidai Kban
see Maathtr-ul-UmarJ Text III 8 B 'd'6 I - . "". PP: 12-1, even ge s translation,!, pp. 559-
5 3·. ~. n the accou~t, however, It IS not mentioned that he was removed from
Bengal on the accessIOn of Shah Jahan.

2 The account of the expedition against the Portuguese ill Hooo-hly is
adapted from Badshahna I . _ b. . ma" pt. I, pp. 433-439. Also see Stewart, History

of Bengal, pp. 24.0-243, where it is stated that Shah Jahan was annoyed with

the ~ortugucse owmg to their governor's refusal to help him when he was in

Bengal. See also Manucci, Storia do Magar I pp 182 8 1 ... . " . ,1 3, w lere It IS
stated that the expe~1tlon was sent at the insistent demand of Mumtaz Mahal,
whose two slave girls had been carried away by tl P - A . I. . Ie or tuguese. gooe
cntlcal ac~ount of the expedition with reference to various authorities is given

by Banarsl Prasad Saksena, History of Shahjahan, pp. 104-113.

r'--------



of a diwan and other compositions. He was of a liberal disposition,

and a friend of po~ts. These two couplets of his are well known.

501Qasim Khan II

1 Badshahnama. p. 612. 2 'Amal $aliq, III, p.23·
3 Op. cit., p. 69. The increase of 500, as given in the above account, is

incorrect. In 'A mal $aliq it is stated that he was promoted to the rank of 3,000

with 2.000 horse.
4 Op. cit., p.201. 5 0P', cit., p. 216. 6 Op. cit., p, 285.

was, at the recommendation of Sa' ad Ullah K~an, sent to Andkl}ud

with Rustam Khan Firiiz Jang. As a reward for his valuable services

he was granted the title of MU'tamad 1 I<han. After his return to

the Court thr,ough his good fortune he was, in the 2 I st year, promoted

to the rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse, and appointed Master of the

Horse2 (akhtah-begt). In the 22nd year, his rank was raised to

3,000 as a result of an increase of 500, and he was granted the title of

Qasim Khan3 , and in attendance on Prince Mul:ammad Aurangzib he

was deputed with a powerful force of artillery for besieging Qandahar.

In the 25th year, he was granted an increase in the number of troopers

and a drum. In the 28th year, he was. granted an incre3se of 500

and his rank became 4,000 foot with 2,500 horse4. In the 29th

year, he was appointed with a force of 4,000 brave troopers for the

capture of the fort of Santiir5
, which the ruler of Srinagar had recently

repaired, and where he had collected a number of rebels; he was also

devastating the surrounding territory. He reached there very quickly,

and while he was besieging the place, the garrison, losing heart, in

despair set fire to the buildings, and retired. Qasim Khan razed the

fort, and returned.
When in the last years of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign all the

power became concentrated in the hands of Dara Shikoh, his brothers

rebelled. Murad Bakhsh in great haste declared himself independent

and mounted the throne in Gujarat. Emperor Shah Jahan, at the

recommendation of Dara Shikoh, in the beginning of the 32nd year,

1068 AH. (1658 A. D.) raised Qasim I<.han ro rank of 5,000 with

5,000 two-horse, three-horse troopers, granted him one lac rupees in

cash, and appointed him Governor of A~madabad Gu jarat6
• He was

sent off with Maharaja Jaswant (Singh), who had been appointed

Governor of Malwa about the same time. It was arranged that the two

.J

Qasim Khan II500

Mu~ammad Qasim, grandson of Qasim Khan2 Mir Bahr, was

known as Mir Atish (commander of the artillery), while the'grand~

father was generally called Mir .Ab (Commander of the Navy). His

f~ther Hashim Khan was the governor of Kashmir3 during the reign of

Emperor Jahangir. Mul:ammad Qasim, because of his being a house

b~rn one, became known to Shah Jahan, and in the 18th year, was

raised to the rank of 1,500, and honoured by appointment as Superin

tendent of the Artillery and Kotwiil of the royal carnp4. In the

Balkh campaign he, in view of his showing signs of devotion to duty,

QASIM KHAN II

(Vol. III, pp. 95-99)'

Verses

After this the heart starts flowing in place of tears,

When water in a spring dries up, mud begins to How,

Your love came to steal my heart, but not finding it in the

chest

Like a thief came out abashed from the dwelling of a destitute.

The Jama'mosque1
, of Agra in the bazar of Atga Khan was built

by him.

This can not be the Jama' mosque of Agra which was built by Shah

Jahan. Apparently the word 'lama' here is used in its literal sense of large or
huge.

2 For an accou~1t of Qasi~ Khan see Blochmann, ;j'in, I (2nd edn.), pp.

4 12,413, and for hiS son Hashim Khan not BCOg, as in the text above, pp.

553.534; on p. 534 the author has included an almost verbatim translation of
the present notice about Qasim Khan.

3 Rogers and Beveridge's transbtion of A1emoirs of fahangir. I, p.

199·
4 Blldshahnama, II, p. 414.



See Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p. 198. This place is in the Sarkar

Ujjain. Bans Barlah also mentioned in 'Alamgirnama, p. 56, is Banswara, see

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of AHrangzib, I, p. 310.
2 Battle of Dharmat, 26th April, 1658, sec Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit.,

pp. 348-369.
3 Battle of Samugarh,9th June, 1648, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit.,

pp. 376-405'

leaders should t.Ike up their quarters at Ujjain and endeavour to deter

Muriid Bakhsh from his purpose, and advise him. If unfortunately he

persisted in offering silly excuses, and did not withdraw from Gujarat

in deference to the royal orders, and refused to accept the fief of

Berar the Khan and the Maharaja were to start against him without

delay' or hesitation, and do their utmost to dislodge him and to liberate

that province. Should exigency make it necessary, he was to attach

himself to the Maharaja in any expedit'ion that might have to be

undertaken. After arriving at the arranged destination, and on receiv,,"

ing the news of the departure of Murad Bakhsh from Guja~at for

Malwa Qasim Khan and the Maharaja proceeded to oppose him by

the route of Bans Barlah (Banswara). When they reached within

three kos of Kachrud1, the Prince retreated to a distance of eighteen

kos, and at some seven kos from Ujjain joined his elder brother

Mu4ammad Aurangzib Bahadur, who was heading for the Court from

the Deccan. When the, Maharaja heard this news, and as he was

quite unaware of the arrival of Mul}ammad Aurangzib, h~ became

perturbed, but in his helplessness resolved to draw up hiS forees.

Qasim Khan with 10,000 horse took the vanguard, and when the

battle started, a body of gallant Rajputs galloped forward, and passing

Aurangzt:b's artillery fell on his van. On the other side, the centre

joined with the van, and with the reserve and altamash launched an

attack. A great fight resulted, and many leading imperial officers

were slain. Raja Jaswant took upon himself the disgrace of flight,

and retired towards his home territory. Qasim Khan and other

soldiers thought themselves lucky to save their lives and fled
2

• In

the first battle3 of Dara Shikoh, the Khan was in his left wing.

Qasim Khan

At first he was in the service of Mirza' Askari 1
, the third son of

Babur. He was an officer commanding trust and influence, and fur

ther had fosterage relations with him (Mirza 'Askari). His brother

Gl!a4anfar Koka was with Mirza 'Askari when Humayiin after the

conquest of Gujarat made over Al}madabad to 'Askari, and himself

turned his steps to Mandu. One day the Mirza under the influence

of liquor in a wine party said, "We are kings and the shadows of

(MAHDI) QASIM KHAN

(Vol. III, pp. 199-202).

'Alamgirnama, pp. 126, 127.

2 Op. cit., p. 564.

3 Op. cit., p. 573·
4 Mirza 'Askari, the third son of BaDUr, was 14 years younger than Burna-

yun. Be was appointed Viceroy of Gujarat with his headquarters at AI:1l11acla

bad in 1535; sec Banerji, Humayun Badshah, p. 154·

• When Aurangzib was victorious, and Nur Manzil became his

camping ground, Qasim Khan humbly presented himself for employ

ment, and through his good fortune received the fiefs of Sambhal and

Muradabad-which were very fertile areas and the home of recalci

trants, and formerly belonged to Rustam Khan who was killed in the

course of the battle 1 • He moved in that direction. At this time

Sulaiman Shikoh had sought refuge in the hill country of Srinagar.

The Khan was ordered to be on the alert, and should Sulaiman Shikok

attempt to come, to pursue him with the army commanders of the

area and seize him. In the 3rd year he was appointed to deal with

the affairs in 1vfathura2
• While he was proceeding to perform this

duty in 1071 A.H. (1660-61 A.D.) one of his brothers whose brain

was deranged and who apparently had a grudge against him out of

personal spite and carried away by his temporary loss of control,

killed him with a dagger3
• This miscreant was executed by the

Emperor's orders.

ul-Umara][ Maathir~Qasim Khan II
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Qasim Khan [Maathir- Qasim Khan Karmani 50'")

God". Gha~al1far whisperedt, "You are drunk and not 111 y?ur

senses." The company smiled and the Mirza became angry and

imprisoned gha9anfar. When he was released, he went away to

Sul~an Bahadur, the ruler of Gujarat who had escaped to the port

of Dip (Diut and told him that he knew that the Mug!lals were

determined upon flight. He urged him to go to Arymadaba:d, and

Sul~an Bahadur, after collecting a force did so, and again took posses

sion of that country.

Afterwards when Mahdi Qasil11 Khan entered the service of

Humayun, he did good work, and in Akbar's time he attained the

rank of 4,000. In the 10th year A~af Khan' Abdul Majid3
, who

had been sent to pursue Khan Zaman, became doubtful of his own

safety; and giving up the path of service became a renegade and took

up that of disloyalty. He Bed to the country of Garh Katanka\ of

which he was the Governor. Akbar in the beginning of the 1Ith

year, 973 (1565-66 A.D.) after returning from Jaunpur to Agra

appointed Mahdi Qasim Khan to the government of that province5
,

and ordered that after arranging the affairs of the area he should arrest

Apf Khan who had committed so very serious an offence. Mahdi

Qasim Khan sturdily girded up the loins of resolution; and started

l~umbly to render efficient ~ervice along the proper lines of allegiance.

A~af Khan before the arrival of the royal army left the country full

1 This story is taken from Tabaqat-i-Akbari (see De's Text, II, p. 38, and

translation, II, p. 58, note 2). The difference of the translation in Elliot V, ,
p. 197, Blochmann. A'in, II (2nd edn.), p. 372, and De, is to be explained by

the different readings of the word as -..,jJ.._,,) (nesti) and u).-" (mastt).

. 2 Apparently the island of Diu which is one of the Portugese possessions

111 Western India, see Imperial Gazetteer, II, p. 377.

3 For an account of Apf ~an 'Abdul Majid see Blochmann's translation

of A'in, I, (2nd edn.), pp. 395-398.

4 Garh Katanka is another name for the Gondwana tract in the Central

Provinces and Central India, see Imperial Gazetteer, XII, pp. 321-336.

Blochmann, op. cit. p. 372 identified it as Jubbulpore.

5 See Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 271, 272, Beveridge's translation, II, pp.

40 4, 4°5·

of sorrow and regrets. Mahdi Qasim Khan arriving there engaged

hotly in pursuit of A~af Khan, but when the latter out of his misfor

tune joined Khan Zaman, Mahdi Qasim Khan pulled his reins and

turning back began to attend to the duties of the government. The

country fell into his hands without exertion and trouble, but as it was

extensive and its affairs in a highly disordered state, he could not

manage it properly. He was greatly annoyed and upset, and in the

middle of the same year he was overcome by depression\ and without

obtaining royal permission, he left for the I:lijaz by way of the

Deccan. From there he travelled via 'Iraq to Qandahar. In the end

of the 13th year and during the days of the siege of Ranthambhor2 he

presented himself penitent and regretful at the imperial threshold.

He present~d 'Iraq horses and other gifts. As he was an old servant,

Akbar received him kindly and graciously and restored him to his

former rank, and granted him the fief of Lucknow. His subsequent

history is not known3
•

Q~~SIM KHAN KARMAN!

(Vol. III, pp. 123-126).

He was an Iranian. Through good luck he was enlisted in the

service of Aurangzib. As he was not wanting in courage and zeal,

he soon gained promotion and became a favourite of the Emperor. In

the 30th year, after the conquest of Bijiipur he succeeded4 Kamgar

1 See Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 272, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 406.

2 In 1569 A.D., see Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 334-336, Beveridge's tran

slation, II, pp. 489-492. The above accollnt of Mahdi Qasim Khan's return is

apparently adapted from Akbarnama.

3 He was the uncle and father-in-law of f:Iusain !ihan T ukriya (Maathir

ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 551-554, Beveridge and Prashad's translation, I, pp. 644,
645). Badayuni (Lowe's translation, II, pp. 128, 129) states that he was very

indignant with Mahdi Qasim Khan on the latter gettinO' Lucknow as his fief
~ b

which had previously been his jagir, and abandoned his wife and married a

daughter of his uncle Ghaqanfar Beg.

4 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 28 r.
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Khan as the 1st Mir T uzuk (Master of Ceremonies). In the same

year he was deputed to Beswa Pattan1 for the chastisement of the

rebellious ele~ents. Later he was appointed Faujdar of Sira, which

was an extensIve tract, and was known as the B'ijapurl Karnatik.

~here he distinguished himself by his energy and fearlessness in put

tmg down rebellious elements, and became a terror for them, so much

so that the chiefs of Chitaldroog and Ra'idroog, who were well known

for the~r imp~dence and turbulence, at the hands of Qasim Khan put

straws mto theIr mouths (as a sign of subjection). The said Khan did

not relax his vigilence at all, and was a very efficient watchman for

the entire area. In the 39th year, 11°7 A.H. (1695-96 A.D.) he

had reached near Ad6n'i, when he received royal orders2 that he

sh~uld ~arch with Khanazad Khan and other imp~rial officers who had

arrIved 111 that area for chastising Santa Maratha, who had been deva

stating t~e roy~l territories, and had defeated whatever royal army was

s~nt agamst hIm. The Khan joined the royal armies about six kos

dl~tant from the route along which the enemy was to pass. He

WIshed to entertain the Amirs to a suitable feast. As the Karnatik

t~uring equipment had not come into fashion, and he had left all gold,

SIlver and porcelain utensils at Ad6nl, he had them brought over from

t~ere, and next day sent over his advance Camp to a place three kos

dIstant. The enemy becoming aware of this divided their force into

~hree bands, and sent one against the advance camp. The second

faced the camp (of Qasim Khan), while the third was held in readi

ness. One band fell on the advance camp unawares, and wounded

and slew many, and. carried away whatever was in the camp. This

was reported to Qaslm Khan immediatel)T. Without rousincr Khana~
tJ-

zad Khan from his slumber Qasim Khan hurried to meet the enemy.

He had not advanced even a kos when the enemy appeared. Mean

while Khanazad Khan woke up, and on hearing the news he hastened

(to join Qasim Khan) leaving all his baggage behind. A great battlel

took place, and great deeds of bravery were performed. Neither side

gave way. While the battle was at its height, news was received that

the band which the enemy had held aside in readiness had attacked

the camp and plundered it. The royal forces lost heart, 3-'1d fighting

their way reached the small fortress of Dooder'i or Diidheri (Danderi

in text) and encamped there on the bank of a tank. The enemy

surrounded them, but though his forces appeared every day, they did

not attack for three days. Except the water of the tank the troops

had nothing to eat or drink. On the fourth day the enemy attacked

in large number~, like ants and locusts, and bullets were fired like an

incessant rain. The ammunition of the royal force had been plun

dered. After fighting for some hours, when the royal forces saw that

they were shut in from all sides they in spite of oppositionof the

garrison forced their way into the fortress. The enemy besieged them

and waited. On the first day they got barley and millet bread from

the stores of the fortress, while the horses were given new and old

thatching straw. On the second day nothing was left.. As the

Khll.n was addicted to opium, and his life depended on it, the craving

for opium killed him. On the third day he died, and so saved his

life from the enemy. Some 2 say that he poisoned himself~

5°6 Qasim Khan Karinan'i [Maiithir~
ul-Umarii] Qasim Khan Karmani:

. 1 MaZithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 283. Pattan is perhaps the town in Satara district
111 Sarkar Kherlah, see Jarrett, A'in, II, p. 233.

2 The account of the ~xpeditio~ is. adapted from Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp.

375-378. For further details see Kmcald & Parasnis, History of the Maratha

People, p. 166. Santa is Santaji Ghorpare and the fortress is not Danderi but

Dudheri, 25 miles north of Chittaldrog, see Elliot's History III p 355 t d, ,. no e, an
Cambridge Rist. India, IV, pp. 291-295. I Near Chitaldroog.

2 ~afi Khan, II, p. 432, and Elliot's History, VII, p. 357·



Akbarnama, III, Beveridge's translation

This account differs in several respects

Qasim Khan Mir Abul Qasim Namakinul-Umara]

In the 32nd yearz, when the Afghans of Swat, Bajaur and Tirah

came with their families to the Court, Emperor Akbar appointed the

Mir as Krort and Faujdiir of that area; he kept half of the leaders of

that tribe under surveillance, and permitted the rest to leave with

the Mir. Up to the 40th year he had reached the rank of 700. In

the 43rd year, 1007 A.H. (1598-99 A.D.) he was appointed Governor

of Bhakkar2
• He built the great mosque in Sukkur. As he treated

the people of the area harshly and improperly, he was, on receipt

of a complaint from them, dismissed. It is stated that when he

arrived at the Court, the oppressed lodged a complaint before Qa9i
'Abdul J:-Iayy the Qa4i of the Camp. He summoned the Mir to his

court, but the latter did not appear. The Qa~li represented to the

Emperor that the Mit had disobeyed the orders of Shara' and also

shown disrespect to royal authority. An order was issued that he

should be tied to the feet of an elephant, and taken round. The

Mir heard of it, and at the advice of Shaikh Ma'riif, the Sadr of

Bhakkar, who was present, won over all the complainants by~aying
them money, and sent them off to Bhakkar the same day. Immediately

he went to the Darbar, and represented that the Qat}i had made a

false report. Neither any man of Bhakkar was a complainant, nor

had he been summoned to the court. When an explanation was

called for from the Qat}i, he in spite of all efforts was unable to

produce any of the oppressed. From that day it was decreed that

the Qat}i should write down the descriptive rolls of the complainants

and send them to the Emperor. later, the Mir was granted an

increase in his rank, received the title of !5.12an, and was made fief

holder of Gujarat.

In the first year of Emperor Jahangir's reign, Prince Khusrau,

after his rebellion and subsequent defeat by Shaikh Farid Bukhari, was

In the account of the 33rd year,

of Memoirs of lahangir I, pr. 66, 67.

from that in 1l1aathir.

'? Akb.1nlama, op. cit., p. 1117.

[1I1aathir-Qasim Khan Mir Abul Qasim Namakin

QASIM KHAN MIR ABOl Q.A.SIM NAMAKIN 1

(Vol. III, pp. 74-78).
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He was one of the J:-I usaini Saiyids of Herat. At first he was in

the service of Mirza Mul:ammad J::Iakim 2
, but later through his good

luck he was enlisted among the servants of Emperor Akbar. As he

held jiigirs in Bhera and Khiishab3
, and was in the vicinity of the

Salt-range, he sent plates and cups of salt (rock salt) as an offering

(to the Emperor), so he got the nickname of Namakin. The salt

range is a mountain twenty kos long in the Panjab fuba in the Duab

of Sind-Sagar which lies between the Bait (Jhelum) and Sindh rivers.

They cut out large pieces of salt from the mountain side, and bring

these to one side. Of the price the miners get three-fourths and the

porters one fourth. The merchants buy the salt at one and a half to

two dams per maund, and export it to distant lands. One rupee for

every seventeen maunds is paid as excise to the royal exchequer.

Craftsmen make plates, dishcovers and various other utensils out of

rock salt4
• The Mir had a position of intimacy in the Court of

Akbar. In the battle of Da'iid ~han Kararani a golden chain of an

elephant was found in his house. As a result he Was degraded from

his ranks.

22 r.

4 For an account of the salt mines see Imperial Gazetteer, Ill, pp. r59,
r6o. Also Blochmann, op. cit., p. 525, note r.

5 It has not been possible to trace the source for this statemenr. In

Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, II, Lowe's translation p. 196, it is stated that Abul

Qasim was defeated by Junaid uncle's son of Da'fld in the 19th year. It was

apparently after this event that his rank was rcdiKed.

Blochmann in A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 525-527 has given an almost com

plete translation of this notice, and add<:d notes on various persons and events.

His genealogical tree of Qasim !'ilian is particularly valuable. His nickname
is generally given as T amakin in Persian Mss.

2 See Blochmann, op. cit., p. 325. He was Akbar's brother.

3 In Shahpiir district in the Panjab, Imperial Gazetteer, XXII, pp. 2 I r.



greatly perturbed regarding the direction to which he should escape.

Some of the Afgbans, who had been his fellow conspirators, suggested

that after plundering and devastating the Duab area they should

proceed towards the Capital. If they succeeded, all to the good,

otherwise they could escape to the eastern districts which constituted a

very extensive area. I:-Iasan Beg Badakhshi, however, remonstrated

that this expedition was dangerous and they should retire towards

Kabul. As Khusrau had made over the reins of authority to him,

he preferred the course suggested by him, and started in that direction.

There orders had been issued to the fief-holders and Kroris to be on

the alert in the area under their charges, and to capture Khusrau

wherever he could be seen. Consequently great care was taken on all

highways. Khusrau with I:-Iasan Beg and a few other· comp~nions

wished to cross the Chinab river. On reaching the Sodhara ferry at

night they began to look for a boat, and found one without any

boatmen. Suddenly another boat laden with firewood and grass

arrived..I:-Iasan Beg wished to drag its boatmen by force' to the

unoccupied boat. This resulted in noise and an uproar. . The

headman of Sodharahearing about it went to the ferry, and stopped

the boatmen from ferrying the passengers to the other side. When

it was morning, Mir Abul Qasim Namakin with the l\lansabdars
who were in the vicinity, rushed from Gujariit, and capturing KI1Usra~
placed him under surveillance1

• For this excellent service he was

rewarded by promotion to the rank of 3,000, and was again appointed

to Bhakkar. The Mir resolved to make Bhakkar his home, and a

hillock overlooking the fort of Bhakkar and on the southern side towards

the town d Rohri, and near the Panjab branch of the river called

Kharmanri, he built a mausoleum, to which he gave the name

$afJa-i~$af~ (the dome of purity). It is of unrivalled brigthness on

moonlit I1\ghts, and there he was buried.

QASIM KtIAN MIR BAtIR5

(Vol. III, pp. 62-66).

Qasim Khan Mir Bal)r

32 sons according to Jahangir's Memoirs, op. cit., p. 31.
2 il1aathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 172- I 74, Bevcridge's translation, I, pp.

105, 106.

3 IlJ;J.!, in the text is apparently a printer's error for 6.1Jl.>.~j

4 There is no mcntion in this notice of Abtll Qasim having been the

Jag/rdar of Jalalabad, from which post he was rcmoved in the 2ncl year of

Jahangir's reign, see lvlemoirs, loco cit., pp. 102, 103·

5 Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 4 I 2, 4 13.
6 Akbarnama, Text, I. p. 263, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 507, 508•

D6st Mirza is designated there as Pahlwan D6st Mir Barr.

He was one of the distinguished men of the age for his rectitude,

bravery and ability. He was the sister's son of Dost Mirza who was

an old servant of the Timurid dynasty. When in the year 954 A.H.

(1547 A.D.) Mirza Kamran was besieged in the fort of Kabul, and

Emperor Humayun who was encamped on Koh 'Aqabin to the east

of the fort, was attacking it with artillery, Qasim Khan with his

brother JZhwajgi Mul;ammad I:-Iusain through good fortune threw

themselves down from a bastion between the Iron Gate and the Qasim

Barlas tower, and joined the Imperial forces6
• From that day he was

always an object of favour at the royal hands. After the accession of

Emperor Akbar he was promoted to the rank of an Amlr, and granted

It is stated that he had an extraordinary appetite. He would eat

a thousand mangoes, a thousand sweet apples and two] (water) melons

each weighing a maund. He had many children; twenty tw09 of

these were males. Of them Mir Abul Baaa Amir Khan2 has been
1 .-

separately described. ;Vfirza Kashmiri owing to his participation in

Khusrau's rebellion was, in accordance with the royal ordel s, deprived

of his male organ. J\1irza I:-Iusam-ud-Din was marked for promotion,

but died in his youth. MIrza Zaid Ullah3 did not succeed 111

getting a man~ab, and took up service with Khan Jahan Lodi'!.

ul-Umal'a]
[Matithir

see Rogers &
This account

Qasim Khan Mir Abul Qasim N amakin

I For a detailed account of Khusrau's flight and capture

B.everid~e's translation of Memoirs of JahZmgir, I, pp. 66,67.

differ s In scveral respects from that in lvlaathir.



Qisim Khan Mir Ba~r

Qasim Khan was sent with other officers in 994 A.H. (28th June, 1586, accor

ding to Beveridge). M.rmtakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Lowe's translation, II, p. 3
6

4,
also has it in the beginning of Sha'ban, 994 A.H. (middle of July, 15

86
), but

according to the Tabaqat, De's translation, II, p. 616 et sequel it would be

Sha'ban, 995 A.H. For details of the expedition see Akbarnama, Text, II, pp.

502-506, and Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 762-771. Kamzail pass of the text
is Kapartal in Akbarnama and Katrail in Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh. Beveridge

has added a critical note (note 3, p. 764 et seq.) and come to the conclusion

that it was probably Darhal about 12 miles north-east of Rajauri.
1 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 523. Beveridge's translation, III, p, 861.

This is a country the conquest of which, owing to the difficulties

of communications and inaccessibility of the mountains, had not been

attempted by the former rulers (of Delhi). Lofty mountains surround it

on all sides, and though there are six or seven routes into it, only three

of these are possible for the transport of large armies, but if on each

of these a few old women were stationed to roll down stones, no one

would be able to get across. Qasim l<han, as he was confident of his

skill and courage, gladly accepted the task. Ya'qiib Khan son of

Yiisuf Khan Chak, who at the time was the ruler of the country came

forward with a large force to fight. He fortified the Kamzail pass

and stationed himself there. As the people of the country were

dissatisfied and discontented with his rule, several of them deserted

him and joined Qasim Khan, while others raised a rebellion in

Srinagar. Ya'qiib Khan was consequently forced to return to suppress

this domestic disturbance, and Qasim Khan entered the country

without any opposition. Ya'qiib Khan finding himself unable to

oppose him took to the mountains. Later, having collected a furce he

fought several times, but was unsuccessful and so was obliged to

submit, and enlist himself among the royal servants. As the nature

of all the inhabitants of that country is prone to commotion and

intrigue, there was not a day when there was not some intrigue, and

not a month passed without an outbreak of disturbances.
Qasim Khan became tired of repeated encounters and resigned

his appointment as the Governor of the countryl. In the 34th year,

ui-Umara)

I

Qasim Khan Mir Bal).r

the rank of 3,000. He built the Agra fort, which had no equal

anywhere else, in the course of eight years at a cost of seven !<rors of

~ankas, which were equal to 35 lacs of rupees. The fort was built

111 the loth year of the reiao, 972 A.H. (1564-65 AD) l b· If l J _ t> • • on t Ie an <:

o ~ Ie uI~10a, to the east of the city on the site of old fort which

oWlOg to Its age aod the effect of the weather had greatly decayed.

The breadth of ~he surrounding wall was three yards and its hei ht

~rom the .foundatIOn to the top sixty yards. The red stones (of wh7ch

~t was bUilt) were cut and were fitted so well that not a hair could be

111serted between them All l f d'. tIe oun atlOnS went down to the water

1:ve1.
1

For added strength the stones were clamped together by iron

rings. In the 23rd Q-' Kh- ._ . year aSIm _an was app0111ted Governor of

Agra, and 111 the beginning of the Sha'ban of the 32nd year 2 995

A.H. (July, 1587) he was deputed to conquer Kashmir. '

Akbarnama Text II 46 B'

A

,., ,pp. 2 ,247, <:vendge's translation, II, pp. 37 2,

373. Iso see Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh Text II p 74 L' I' II_ _" , . , owe s trans atlOn

pp. 74, 75, where the chronogram of the date of f d' ' ,

d T b
_ oun atlon comes to 374 A H

an a aqat-i-Akbar' D 'T II .' "

A
'd' I, e s ext, , p. 179, and translation, II, pp. 293 294

ccor rng to B d- - - h f ' .T b _ . a ayul1l t e ort was completed in 5 years, while according to

isa aqat .It too~ £o~r years to complete it. The breadth of the wall in the text
30 yalds, whIch IS apparently a mistake for 3 in Akb . - 1'1 B d- - -.. d al nama, w 11 e a aYUl1l

A

gllves It as 12, an Tabaqat as 10. The cost in T abaqat in 3 kriirs of tankas
so see N- B khh'··· .ur a_s s 1I1terestlng article entitled "The Ag' F' d 'B 'Id' ". . I a or t all 1ts

III Ings 11'1 Ann. Rep, Arch. Surv. Ind. for 1903-04 (19°6), pp. 164-193. On

p~ 1:5, note. I, the author h~s made a mistake in suggesting that three yards
a . t e MS. IS apparently a mistake for thirty yards. I made enqui ie fo I '
Director G I f A I .. r s 10m t le
f h f llen~ra o. rc la:ology 111 thiS connection, and I a111 indebted to him
or t e . a oWing 1I1formatlon: -"The width of the walls of the Agra F;t .

not Ul1l£orm throl gh .' d'ff' , I ISI out. It I ers 111 vanous places. At the top however it
ranges from 4°9" to 10° excluding th· I . I . .' •f ° " e parapets, w llC 1 In their turn measure
rom 2 9 to 5°2" ill width It' I'n: I .

£ d

' . IS (ImCU t to give the exact thickness of the

oun atlOns but the widd fl'd d' lot 1C Inner wall on the south at the level of the
am ams has been found to measure 1 0" I d'

fill
' " 4 3 exc u 1I1g the modern brick in
mg. -

2 There is a certain . f f' ., , amount ° Con USlOl1 111 regard to the date and
year of the expedmon. According to the Akbarnama III tral I t', • 1S a lOn, p, 752,



Qasim Khan :Mir Bal:r

he was deputed to Kabul!, and for several years managed the affairs
of that area. An Andjani youth proclaimed himself in Badakhshan
as a son of Shah Rukh Mirza. For a time he was successful. When
the Shah of Turan defeated him, he made friends with the AftThan
Hazaras. When Qasim Khan had left for the Court, he cameuover
with a few men to Afghanistan for creating a disturbance. He re
presented to the guards that he was proceeding to the Emperor's
Co~rt. Hashim Beg son of Qasim Khan, who was in charge of the
aff~lrs of the $u ba as his father's deputy, sent some people to act as
g~ldes and .bring him there. After that scoundrel had passed Panj
shir, he rapI~ly marched off to the Hazara country. Hashim Beg
also came qUIckly, and after a short contest made him a prisoner and
t~ok him to Kabul. After Qasim Khan's return, he in his simpli
city gave hin: a position near himself, and did not think it necessary
to keep a Strlct watch over him. He also gave em ployments to his
companions. Although his well-wishers warned him, but it was of

no .use. .That ~l1iscreant conspired with 500 Badakhshis, and lay in
walt to kill Qaslm Khan. When the latter in accordance with royal
orders was sending him to the Court, he at mid-day with some others
sneaked into Qasim Khan's bed-chamber. Except for some female

s~rvants no o~e was at hand, and Qasim Khan fighting bravely was
killed, and 1115 head cut off. When Hashim Beg heard this news,
he proceeded to the citadel and forced an entrance. There was a
fight with muskets and arrows, and many were killed. In the melee
that sedition-monger also reached his doom (was killed). This
happened in the 39th year 2

, 1002 A.H. (1593-94 A.D.).

I Ak.barnama, Text, III, p. 569, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 861.
2 ThiS account of the pretender is taken from A k barnama Text III, " pp.

652,653, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 1001- 1003.

."

ul-Umara] Qasim Mul!~unmad Khan

QASIM MUJ:IAMMAD KHAN! of Nishapur

(Vol. III, pp. 50-52).

He was one of the great men of Nishapur. As the Ozbegs
became powerful in that tract he left his native country and became
a companion of Bairam I;l:!an. In the battle2 against Sikandar Khan
Sur he rendered valuable services in the company of Bairam Khan.
In the 1st year of Emperor Akbar's reign in the battle against Hemu
he was deputed to the van3 under 'Ali Quli Khan Zaman, and dis
tinguished himself by his brave deeds. In the same year he was
appointed to chastise4 t!aji Khan-a slave of Sher Kl:!an Afghan, who
was distinguished for valour and prudence, and who after fighting
with Rana Udai Singh of Mewar had taken possession of Ajmer and
Nagar. t!aji 1<han's men fled on hearing of the approach of the
royal troops, and J:Iaji Khan retired to Gujarat. Qasim Mul)ammad
Khan went to Ajmer and set about the settlement of that area.

When, in the 5th year, Bairam Khan was discredited, Qasim
Khan left him, and took up service under the Crown. In the same
year, he in the company of Shams-ud-Din Mul)ammad Khan Atka
was appointed to oppose Bairam Khan, and on the day of the battle
he commanded the right wing5

• After the battle was won, he was
granted a fief in Multan6 and was permitted to go there. In the
9th year, the Emperor resolved to put down 'Abdullah Khan Ozbeg,

I As Blochmann, ;i'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 379, has noted the name should

be MuJ:1ammad Qasim Khan, as he is styled in the Akbarnama, Mtmtakhab-ut·

Tawarikh and Tabaqat.

2 Battle of Sirhind 22nd June, 1555. see Akbarnama, I, Beveridg'e transla

tion, p. 63 I. MuJ:1ammad Qasim's name is not mentioned in connection with

the battle, but earlier on, p. 625, it is stated that he was one of the officers

whose exertions made it possible for the army to cross River Sutlej.

3 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 33, Beveridge' translation, II, p. 54

4 Op. cit., Text, p. 46, translation, pp. 71-73.
SOp. cit., Text, pp. III, I 12, translation, pp. 168'170.

6 Op. cit., Text, pp. I 14, II 5, translation, p. 175.



QAW AM-UD-DIN KHAN of I~pahan

(Vol. III, pp. 109-IIS)'

I Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 224, 225, translation, p. 345.
2 Gp. cit., Text, p. 227, translation, p. 348.
3 Gp. cit., Text, pp. 228, 229, translation, p. 350.

Q'lwam-ud-Din Khan

Quatrain

May she be a lamp and consume my aggrieved soul,
So that she may say" I have made thee my very own moth

(or flame).

I die if I approach her not!
I burn if I circle round her.

Mir Shuja'-ud-Din Mu~ammad was famous for his learning and
wisdom. He lived in a grand style on the wealth which he had
inherited from his ancestors. His son Mir Rafl'-ud-Din Mu~ammad
waS well versed in rational and traditional learning. He was a
favourite of Shah 'Abbas 1. In 1026 A.H. (16 I 7 A.D.), in the

3 I st year of the Shah's reign, he, on the death of ~a4i Su~~~n Musavi
of Turbat-who in succession to Qa4i Khan Salfi tIusaml served as
the Sadr of Iran for only eight days and then died of illness-~'as

app~inted ~adr, and in that post served with great hones~y. _~e dl~d
. A H (6 5 AD') His worthy successor Khahfa Sul~an
10 1034 . . I 24-2 ., . . -:-.
conveyed his body to the holy Karbala, and burned It m the holy

cemetery of the Prince of Martyrs, the fifth .of the f~mily ~f ~he R~be.
When Khalifa Sultan, as a result of his alliance With Shah Abbas I,
and of~ being th~ Vazir of the kingdom of kin, became the n:ost

honoured person of the realm, his brother Qaw~m-ud-Din was appomt
ed ~adr, which was one of the highest offices m that country. After

as a result of the changed circumstances came to I~pahan, and settled
down in the Gulbar quarter. Gradually he became possessed of
wealth and property, and Khalifaship descended to Saiyid 'AI: W:1~
was one of the Amir's grand-children, and who was kno,,:n. as Khahb
Sulran, the family came to be known as the Khalifa Salylds. Son~e
say 'that Shah Tahmasp ~afavi gave him the title of Khalifa ~ul~an
and presented him a drum and a standard. His wort:1y ~1~lr was
Mir Shuja'-ud-Din Mu~ammad the daughter's son of Khaltfa Asad
Ullah. He was one of the famous Saiyids of I~pahan, and was the

author of this well known quatrain:-

ul-Um ara1lMaathir-Qawam-ud-Din Khan516

and went to Malwa on the pretext of hunting elephants. When
the royal retinue reached Sarangpur, Qasim Khan, who at the time
was in charge of that area, had the honour of waiting on the Emperor.
And having begged the Emperor to grace his district by a visit he
showered gold etc. over the Emperor's head. He offered to the
Emperor 700 horses and mules, and presented his officials to the

E~peror. He won a good name for himself by distributing the
animals amongst the Amirs and the royal force which had arrived
there by forced marches l

• vVhen 'Abdullah !.<han Ozbeg on hearing
of the approach of the Emperor Akbar fled from Mandii, the Em
peror sent Qasim Khan2 and some others to proceed hurriedly and
block his way. After this in the course of his flight 'Abdullah Khan
gave up plundering and came forward to fight, but on Emperor
Akbar arriving close on his heels took to flight. The said Khar.
with some others was deputed in his pursuit. He made a rapid
march, and on reaching near a defile, from which Champaner was
visible, he fell on 'Abdullah Khan's camp3. 'Abdullah Khan and

his. son escaped, and Qasim Khan collecting all his bag and bagsage
waited there. The Emperor after reaching the place showed great
favour and kindness to Qasim !.<han. Nothing further is known
about him.

He was the brother of Khalifa Sul~an the famous Grand Vazir of
Iran. This family originally belonged to Mazindaran, and was des
cended from Mir Qawam-ud-Din, known as Mir Buzurg of Ma'ar
shiya Saiyids. The latter in 760 A.H. (1359 A.D.) became the
ruler of Mazindaran and Tabiristan. After the passage of years,
one of the descendants of the said Mir, by name Amir Ni~am-ud-Din

r



Qawall1-ud-Dln Khan

Maathir-i.'Alamgiri, p. 166. The fatljdari of Jammu was added to his

office in the same year, p. 169.

and returned to the Court. He was appointed Governor of Lahore
l

, and

to this office the faujdar'i of Jammu was added later. It so happened

that, at this time as a result of the Emperor's desire to uphold the

canonical Law, the Qaqis of the cities and towns had acquired so much

influence that they contended on an equality with the officers and

governors of the areas. Especially this was the ca~e with Saiy iet 'Ali

Akbar Allahabadi, the Qaqi of Lahore, \vho on account of his inherent

rectitude and prestige did not bend his head to anyone. Qaw~tm.ud
Din Khan-who, in addition to his wisdom and learning, regarded

himself as one of the premier men of Iran in regard to lineage and

ability-was able to size up the exact position of the Qaqi immediately

after his arrival in Lahore. At their very first meeting there was a

misunderstanding and this gradually developed into dislike. It so

happened that Saiyid Fa~il, the sister's son of the Qaqi was a tyranni

cal and insolent person, and the Katwal being tired of his actions and

talk was after his life. Things came to such a pass that the Governor

sent the Katwal-whose name was Ni~am-ud-Din, but was more

commonly known as Mirza Beg-with a force to seize the Qaqi and

bring him before him. The Qaqi fortified his house, and made a

great outcry. In the tumult the QCiqi and his sister's son were

ignominously killed; and his son was wounded. As the people of Lahore

in such cases pretend by exhibitions of their religious-mindedness

to be the defenders of Islam, and are intriguers, while in the market

people and the educated-who have read a few words call themselves

'Ullama and are really worse than ignorant-gathered together in

thousands, and there was a general riot. The Governor and the

KatwCil shutting themselves up in their houses prepared for battle.

The tumult continued for a long time, and people could not go about

in the streets. At last both were removed from their offices and

ranks, and Prince Mu~ammad A'~am Shah was appointed Governor

with Lu~f Ullah .f5:han as his deputy. Until the arrival of the said

ul-Umara]

,'

518 Qawam-ud-Din .K_I,l.an M. [ aiithir-

his brother's d . I d -e,lt 1, an the chaner . .,.' .
nature of 1 '. . ' be 111 50\ el elgnty and the Irresolute

t lC rCIgn1l1cr sovere I 1 f h'
micrrated to I d' Hb . ~gn, 1e e t IS home and country and
begVinnin

er
t,n lla . he paid hiS respects to Emperor Aurangzib in the

Dot le I7t year f h .honour add dot e reign, and received a robe of
, ecorate aerger with 1Jh -/ k - .

sword with er b r u atara, a strIng of pearls, a
Rs .bo1d appurtenances, a worked shield, a silken plume and

• 10,000 111 cash H' 'and I a '. e was app01l1ted to the rank of 3,000 foot
5 a horse, and granted the title of Khan l E 1" 1 l'

of Khalifa S It- 1 I - . ar ler a so re atlOns
~ , u .an, w 10 lad come to this C . .

(rettiner suit bl k F omt, were successful 111
b b a e ran s. or exanlple M-· J 'f h' . ,
reached the f S_. ,It a ar, IS sister s son, who

port 0 urat 111 the 28th "e f Sh-I J 1-, .
while Khalifa S 1 _ '. ! ar 0 a 1 alan s mgn-

_ u ~an was still alrve, though he d' d 1 .' h

Y
ear-received a f R Ie ater 111 t e same

present 0 s 6 1 fand aft
p

• h' . ,000 cas 1 rom the Surat treasury
1 ~r paY1l1g IS respects he was given the rank of I 50 . h '
10rse, and a cash present of Rs. 10 000 In 'h ' O2 WI~ 500

was increased b . ,. t e 3 I st year hiS rank
H . _. ~ 500 With 500 horse, and he was made fief-holder of
. usa.I11 pur 111 Bihar. In the 3rd year of 'AI -'.' lo..-ud-D- h' . amglr s reign, lv11r 'Imad-

111, IS son-1I1-law, came to th Cd'
Rahmat Kh1n3 and tl II f e oure, an received the title of

. _" le oUlce 0 lJivan'i-Bu - - I h
Saiyid $adr Jahan4 one of hl's sons I' 1 y~tat. n t e 6th year,

- n- aw came 111 f'
was favoured with a suitable office. quest 0 serVice, and

. No~ the pe.n starts to write an account of Qawam-ud-Din -
I Ie received an 1I1crease f . h' Khan.o 500 111 IS rank, and in th~ I th
the Emperor's return to Lal - f H ~ 9 year onlore rom asan Abdal .
Governor of Kashmir" In tl . h was app01l1ted

. 1e same year e was removed from there

Maathir.i-'Alamgiri. p. 130,;

2 'A mal 0ali~, III, p. 245.
3 He received the title of Rahmat Kh- . I_ ' . ~an 111 tlC loth y"'lr vil 'AI

nama p. 1°34, where he is described as Dt·va"n . B ." _ ~" (c amgir-
_ -1- uyutat

4 'Alamgirnama, pp. 85 I, 852. .

5 Maathir-i-'Alamairi p 15 H .
d

'" ' . 1. e was recalled frO! K I . .
an not 19th year and Ibrah· Kh- . n aSlmlr 111 the 21st

, un --"-an was appo1l1ted h' .
He returned to Court in th . IS successor, Id. p. 163.
honour. e same year (id. p. 165) and received a robe of



I Op. cit., p. 296.
2 Badshahndma, I, pt. i, p. 441. 3 Op. cit., p. 537·

4 Badshahnama, I, pt. 2, p. 35.
5 Op. cit., p. 136. The grant of the increase in his rank is recorded on

p. 138.
6 Op. cit., p. 249.
7 Badshahnama, II, p. 176. 8 Op. cit., p. 29°·
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He was the son of Tahmasp Beg, son of Qadir Aqa who for a

time was the Vaktl of Shah T ahmasp ~afavl, ruler of Iran. He came

to India by sea and reached BljapUr. Ibrahim 'Adil Khan gave him

the title of 1'timad Khan and appoi'nted him his general. In t~e 5th

year2 of the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan ~le entered the service. of

the latter and received the rank of 2,000 With 1,000 horse, the tide

of Qazaibash ~han and a present of Rs. 20;000 cash. In the 6th:

year he was deputed with Prince Shuja' for the c~nquest of Parenda

in the Deccan. After reaching Burhanpur, the Pr111ce, who had sent

Khan Zaman in advance also proceeded towards Parenda, and left

Qazalbash Khan4 with 1,000 horse in Shahgarh to guard the roads.

In the 9th ye:lr, when the Emperor came to the Deccan, a.nd three

armies under three distinguished commanders were app0111t~d. to

chastise Sahli Bhonsle and to devastate the 'Adil Shahl terntones,

Qazalbash Khan was promoted to the rank of 2,500 with I ,500 horse,

and attached to Khan Dauran's forces 5
• In the loth year h~ was

promoted to the rank of 3,000 with 2,000 horse, and app0111ted

Thanadar of Pathri6 in Berar. In the 13th year he was granted an

increase of 1,000 horse, and made commandant of the fort of Al}mad

nagar7 in succession to Saiyid Mmta4<1 Khan. In the 15th yearS he

I

In
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Qazalbash Khan Afshar

QAZALBASH KHAN AFSHAR

(Vol. III, pp. 85-87)'

favoured by the reigning Sovereign and granted the latter title.

the siege of Golconda he was with his brother, and was wounded,

throu.,.h th~ kind attention of the Emperor he was cured
l

.
::>

uI-Omara]
Qawam-ud-Din Kh:in

I The account of his quarrel is adapted from Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 188.

z Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 746,747.

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 153, where the rank to which he was appointed is

given as 1,000 with 300 horse.

8 Op. cit., p. z43.

Kban an order was also issued to the latter's brother tIif~ Ullah Khan,

the Faujdar of Chiniot to proceed post-haste to Lahore, and make over

the Katwal to the Qatft's heirs, and to send the governor to the Court.

He did as he was ordered. Ni~am-ud-Dln was capitally punished

in Lahore, while as a result of the tumult and the crowd of mal

contents it was found difficult for Qawam-ud-Dln to be sent away in

safety. Consequently he was quietly taken in a closed palanquin to

the river, which ran close to the city, and from there sent off by a

boat. He arrived at the Court in the 23rd year at Ajmer. The

Qatft's son with a huge crowd also came to the Court, and claimed

retaliation for his father's murder. The Emperor ordered that pro

ceedings should be started according to the law, and the ~jJan endured

indignities in the course of the trial. As the Qatf/ Shaikh-ul-Islam

rightly would not find the charge of murder proved, the affair dragged

on for a long time. From vexation and anger the Khan became ill,

both in body and mind. The prosecutors would not give way, and

pressed that his advocate should come to the Court for defending the

case, or rather that Qawam-ud-Dln himself should be brought in a

palanquin. When he had suffered all sortS of indignities, the son of

Saiyid 'All Akbar, at the intercession and entreaty of the principal

courtiers, forgave the old man and withdrew his demand for retribu

tion. The said Khan also taking pity on his miserable condition died

about this time l
• He had two sons. One was ~adr_ud-Dln who

accompanied his father from Iran; a separate notice2 about him has

been included. The second was Mul:ammad Shuja', who arrived

from Iran in the 19th year, and was appointed to the rank of 1,0003
•

When his brother in reward for his bravery was granted the title of

~af Shikan Khan4 in lieu of his earlier title of Shuja'at Khan, he was



I This was in the 18th year, see op. cit., p. 417.

2 'A mal ~alif;, III, p. 66.

3 Id. ibid. p. 66. For his detailed account see it1aathir-ul-Umara, Text, I,

pp. 268-272, Beveridge & Prashad's translation, I, pp. 685-687'

Qazaq Khan Baqi Beg Ozbegul-Umara]

QAZAQ KHAN BAQI BEG OZBEG

(Vol. III, pp. 88, 89)'

He was the brother of Khusrau Beg Ozbeg1 who was one of
Jahangi'r's officers. When his father KLusrau Beg died a natural death
in the campaign against the Rana, Buqi Beg left service and resolved
to go to Mecca. Emperor Jahangir increased his rank and position,
and induced him to give up mourning. For a long time he was a
fief-holder of Jalaur, and was distinguished in that area for his bravery
and courage. He was also skilled in developing the country. Under
Khan Dauran he rendered good service in the 9th year in the pursuit
of Jujhar Singh Bundela, and was rewarded by the Emperor with the
grant of the title of Qazaq Khan 2

, and promoted to the rank of
J ,500 foot with 800 horse3

• Later he was appointed Faujdar of
Siwistan (in Sindh)4, and fought great battles there with the Hemcha
and other rebellious tribes of the area, and as a result was able to

establish authority and government in the country. He was promoted

He is called !'Q}usrau Bi Dzbeg Qimchi in Jahangir's Memoirs, Rogers &

Beveridge's translation, I, p. 206. He died in the loth year, ibid., p. 284.

2 Badshtihlltima, I, pt. 2, p. 134. His rank at the time, according to

Badshtihnama was raised to I,OOO with 800 horse.
3 Op. cit., p. 249, where he is stated to have granted an increase of 500

in his rank, and his rank at the end of the loth year, therefore, was l,500 with

800 horse, p. 306.

4 He was at the same time granted an increase in rank of 50 0 with 800

horse, Badshtihntima, II, pp. 150, 151.

during the reign of 5h3h ~afavi. His eldest son, who had been taken
as a prisoner to Turkey, was enl isted in the serv ice of Khiind Kar
(the Sultan). (Another son-in-law) Sikandar Beg came to the Deccan,
and received an appointment from the Emperor. Another, Mirza
Wais Beg, was employed in the Deccan to look after the auxiliaries.
A short account of this family has been included here in view of the
fact that it was for long distinguished in the Deccan.

Qazalbash Khan Afshar522

was exalted with the grant of a drum, and in the 18th year l
, at the

recommendation of Khan Dauran, 500 of his troopers were made
two-horse and three_horse. In the 22nd year2 corresponding to 1058

A.H. (1648 A.D.) he died at Al).madnagar. He was of an austere
deportment, and in all wordly affairs conducted himself with care and
rectitude. His enterprises were successfully carried out without any
guidance from others. He lived in great style, and used to spend a
lot on his food. Most cf his servants were Iranians, and they all
lived well. In consequence his income was not equal to his expendi
ture, and he became indebted. After his death his son Iraj Khan
lightened the load of his bther's debt. His eldest son Mirza Najaf
'Ali was a Persian born, and had recently migrated from Iran. After
his bther's death he received the rank of 1, 000 foot and horse, and
was appointed Faujdar of Balapiir in Berar. In the 30th year he died
as the Commandant of the fort of ?afarnagar Balaghat. 'Iraj l<han,
who was the best of the decendants of Qazalbash Khan, was born in
India with four brothers by the same mother. After his father's
death, 'Iraj Khan3 received the rank of 1,500 foot and the title of
Khan, and was appointed in place of his father to the defence of
A\:tmadnagar. Mirza Rustam was appointed Faujdar of Sangamner.
During Emperor Aurangzib's reign he was exalted by the grant of the
title of Ghac;lanfar Khan. Mirza Bahram was made Thanadar of Deval
gaon in Balaghat Berar, and through Aurangzib's favour he received his
father's title. Mirza Hashim was distinguished for his learning and
calligraphy. Another Mu\:tammad Rac;la was short-lived. Of Qazal-
bash Khan's sons-in-law, one was Mirza Sikandar Beg son of Sultan
Baisanqar- who was Qazalbash Khan's cousin, and held the fort of
Maqazirii on the border of Iran for Shah 'Abbas ~afavi; he was on a
suspicion of being in league with the Turks, unjustly pUt to death



QIBCHAQ KHAN AMIN BEG SHAQAWAL

(Vol. III, pp. 82-85)'

Qibchaq Khan Amin Beg Shaqawal

I This appears to be Ghujdawan.

z 'Amat $alil}, III, p. 67.

1,000 horse; He left his belongings in Balkh, and went by pcrtnisi
sian of the officers, to Gazrawan1 in order that by collecting his own
tribe of Aimaqs he might make other tribes, who were rebellious,
ally themselves with him in the hope of being favoured by the
Emperor. His appointment was approved by the Emperor, and he
was in addition granted the title of Qibchaq Khan. Parts of
Chaichaktu, Maimnna, 0hurjistan, Gazrawan, Kharayaband I5:11airab
were included in his fief. Later, when the territories of Balkh
and Badakhshan were restored to N adhar M ul:ammad Khan,
Rustam Khan the Governor of Andkhud set off for India by way

- -
of Darsaj which was a dependency of Gazrawan. Qibchaq Khan
joined him, and after he had traversed some stages by the route
of Ika Olang, the leaders of the Aimaqs came after him, and
said that they were also leaving Ozbegs, and had decided to become
subjects of the ruler of India, but that some delay must occur for
getting the necessary equipment for travelling. When Rustam Khan
saw that the said Khan did not have such equipment as to be able to
travel during winter, and he would have to wait till spring, he gave
them Rs. 5,000 from the Government treasury for· the journey and
sent them off. Qibchaq Khan spent the winter in Charl~ad-which

was on the borders of Qandahar, and in the 22nd year reached
Qandahar by way of Khwaja Ujjain. A letter summoning him was
sent from the Court, and directions were sent that he was to receive a
present of Rs. 50,000 from the Qandahar treasury. As the report
oE the marching of Shah cAGbas II against Qandahar was confirmed,
he out of his zeal for service offered to the commandant of the fort to
serve with the royal officers till the' end of that affair. He considered
this offer very opportune and gladly accepted2 it. A month had not
elapsed when the Shah of Iran came to Qandahar and besieged it.
Both sides started fighting, until Shadi Khan Ozbeg-who was one of
the staff in the fan and at that time had charge of the Wais Qaran

(Maathir-Qibcbaq Khan Amin Beg Shaqawal

to the tank of 2,000 foot with 2,000 horse. During the governor
ship of Mulpmmad Aurangzib Bahadur he was appointed to Gujarat1

•

As his expenditure had greatly increased, while the income from his
fiefs was limited, he suffered troubles at the hands of his retainers.
During the government of Islam Khiin Mashhadi he was appointed to
the Deccan, where he was made Thanadar and fief-holder of PathrI.
He was able to improve that· pargdna materially, and as a result he
became more solvent, and comfortable. He always had the desire to go
on pilgrimage. In the 24th year, 1061 A.D. (1651 A.D.) he died
and was buried in Pathri'. It is stated that he was a great story.·teller,
and was very urbane in his dealings. He left two young sons. The
Emperor fixed a daily allowance for them. It is stated that his mother
used to say her prayers standing even at the age of 120 years, and
that her food consisted of meat soup only. She loved the son so
much that she fainted whenever he left for the Court. After his
death she owing to the tenacity of life survived him for a few years.

He was an elder of the Qibchaq clan and a resident of Balkh. In
the 20th year of Shah Jahan's reign, when the armies of India took
possession of that city, the ruler Nadhar Mu~ammad Khan 2 becoming
anxious and through carelessness and short-sightedness took to vaga
bondage, Qibchaq Khan separated from him and took up his abode
in Chaichaktii and Maruchaq. Bahadur Khan Rahilla and A~alat

!5.han Mir Bakhshi, who had been placed in charge of the country,
sent him a conciliating letter, in accordance with the royal orders and
urged him to take the path of loyalty (to the Emperor). He guided
by his clear understanding and wisdom accepted the offer and came
to Balkh. The officers made him very happy by presenting him
60,000 Shahis, and recommending him for the rank of 2,000 with

I Apparently as Faujdar of Baroda, op. cit., p. 309.

2 'Amat $alif!, II, p. 490.



QIL'ADAR !<JiAN4

(Vol. III, pp. 115-120).

'Amal 0aliq, III, p. 76.
2 l\1.aathir-ul-Um:uti, Text, II, pp. 661, 662.
3 Probably the Pascarn of Tiefenthaler, I, p. 75.
4 He must not be confused with Qil'adar Khan Chela who held the rank

of 1,000 with 800 horse, and who died in the 13th ye,lr of Shah Jahan' s reign,

see Badshahnama, II, p. 734, nor with Qil'ddar Khan Commandant of Ghazni.
1 'Alamgirnam<l, p. 247.

first year of Emperor Aurangzib's accession he joined him and Was

with him in his campaigns. He performed valuable services and

distinguished himself in the battle1 with Shuja' and in the entrench

ments at Ajmer. Owing to the familiarity with the affairs and the

rules and usages of the Deccan, he was later appointed an auxiliary for

that area and remained there all his life. He was granted an increase

in his rank, and the title of Qil'adar Khan, and for a time was Faujdar
and defender of Aurangabad. Later he was the Commandant of the

fort of Fat~abid, Dhirwar. In the 25th year when Emperor

Aurangzib marched from holy Ajmer to the delightful city of

Burhinpiir, and stayed there for thee or four months till the end of

~afr 1093 A.H. (end of February, 1682), Qil'adar Khan died at

Dharwar, and was buried beside his father's grave.

His mother was a Saiyida, and was the daughter of Mir Saiyid

Sharif, son of Mir Saiyid Ibtab"im of Yazd, When this pious lady

died, 'Arab Khan married the daughter of Mirza Jamshed Beg

Qazalbash of Yazd. This Mirza Jamshed Beg was the son-in-law of

the miscreant Mir l\tfa'~iim. His mother waS a daughter of the

~afavi princes, and his father was Mir Munim son of Mir MulJa who

during Tahmasp ~a£avi's time was the Vazir of Astarabad. Mir

Mulli's father was Khalifa l'0ir, who received the title of Khalifa from

Shah Isma'il I, and was the son of Mulla Mu'in, the famous

preacher of )(hurasan and who was endowed with prophetic qualities.

The second. daughter of the late Mirza Jamshed Beg was married to

'Arab Khan's son QiJ<adar Khan. That chaste lady had four very

accomplished daughters-one of these was the real grandmother of the

author, May God pardon her! -and a son Mirza Darab. Darab was

educated and trained by his father, and was at the head of his con

temporaries for ability and courage, and in his turn received a suitable

rank, and was active in the Emperor's service. For a time he was the

Bakhshi of Prince Mu1}ammad A'pm Shah, and later was the BaklJsh"i

of Karnatik and Bakhshi of the forces of I)hulfiqar !Chan Na~rat

[Maatbir.Qil' adar Khan

HIS name was Mirza 'Ali 'Arab, and he was a worthy son of the

pious 'Arab Khan. He grew up under the care of his father, and

developed laudable qualities and pleasant manners, which ensured

success in his later life. He was appointed by Shah Jahan to the

rank of an officer of 500 with 250 horse. In the 24th year, he,

with his father's permission, came from the Deccan to the Cuurt,

and was favoured by the grant of a suitable rank. He WaS also

deputed to take to his father a robe of honour and a drum. After

his father's death, he, in the 29th year, was at the recommendation

of the victorious Prince Mu1}ammad Aurangzib, Viceroy of the Deccan,

appointed Thanadar of Trimbak and Haris, which were two adjoining

forts and were among the strong fortresses of Sangamnir. In the

Gate, out of cowardice and faint heartedness, WCllt and joincd the

encmy, and tried to lead astray Qibchaq K.ban, who had developed

loyalty for the Emperor Wh0111 he wished anxiously to serve. He did

not wish to be a party to this wickedness, but his companions, who

had their families with them, represented that they were distracted by

fear for their property, life and honour, and did not let him follow

his own mind. He was consequently forced to join that renegade1
,

and, as has been narrated, in the account2 of Shadi Khan, the latter

opened the Wais3 Qaran gate to the Iran, and taking Qibchaq Khan

with him went and paid his respects to the Shah of Iran. As he

could not after this come to India he remained there. What finally

happened to him is not known.

'\1



Qi1'adar Khan(Maathir-

Tang. He was successively appointed Commandant of the forts of

Dharwar, Kalna and Qandahar. At first he had the title of 'Arab

Khan, and bter of Nul' Mul:ammad Khan. \Vhile he was Commandant

of the fort of Qandahar, Musavl Khan Mirza Mu'izz-who was then

Divan of the Deccan-wrote a letter with instructions, and either

inadvertently or because he did not know his rank used on it titles

generally used in the case of clerks (alqab daftari). The Khan out

of indignation and regard for the high dignity of the 'Arabs-which

he regarded as sacrosanct-used the same titles in the reply. Musavi

Khan regarded this as a proof of the Khan's madness, and reported the

matter to the Emperor, and recommended that he should be dismissed.

The Kh:in went to the Court, and wanted to have a fight with Miisa-

vi Khan. He made leadincr men his intermediaries; the real facts
-- b

came out in the Court, and QlI'adar Khan was again restored to

favour.

After the death oE Emperor Aurangzib he! settled down in Auran

gab:id, and was leading an easy life till suddenly his tranquility was

disturbed by fickle Fate. At this time Nawab A~af Jall and Mul:a

mmad Amin Khan Bahadur deserted the company of Mul:ammad

A'?am Shah, and coming to Aurangabad halted there. Owing to the

constraining power of the circumstances prevailing during that time

of confusion they used all sorts of strict measures against all who were

supposed to be rich. The Khan, who was reputed to have the riches

and accumulations of his father and grandfather, was brought from

his house, and a large sum was demanded from him. From that day

the Khan gave up worldly affairs and went into retirement. This ill

treatment-which was more fatal than death for sensitive-minded

people-resulted in melancholy taking hold of his brain, and darken

ing his intellect. His madness, however, was of a strange type.

One day he would pass in sleep and silence, and allow no one to come

to him, while the next day he would eagerly seek company, and treat

I This notice is apparently an appreciative account of a relative of the

author based mainly on his personal information.

ul-tJmara]

people with great attention and regard. He was like this for a long

time, till he died. His son Mirzi Ra4a 'Ali is well versed in poetry

and literatute.

Reflections

Every revolution of the heavens increases and multiplies certain

things, and diminishes or destroys others. Thus in former times there

was wealth and authoriry. The accounts of the magnificence, power,

and abundance of the goods and paraphernalia of the late 'Arab Khan

and the pious Qii'adar t<han, as are narrated, and their appointments

to ranks of 5,000 and 7,000 which I heard of, seem incredible and

appear as fairy tales.

Miisavi Kban Mil' Hashim, whose nom-de-plume Wits Jur':tt w:t8

Qi1'adar Khani. MusavI Khan has been in the service of Nawab

A~af Jah for three years. His ostensible po~t is that of the Mir

lvlunshi (Chief secretary?), but his influence and intimacy are such as

cannot be exceeded. That great A mir after his first a ppointment as

the Premier wrote to the reigning sovereign in respect of him "the

greatest benefit which the Almighty has bestowed on me is the com

panionship of this man, who is a Saiyid, a learned man, a philosopher,

a secretary, a poet, a companion and a confidant. Though his mili

tary abilities have not been tested so far, but courage appears in his

name. In fact, his training and nuture were arranged by Qil'aJar

Khin. " His grandfather Saiyid 'Ali Giliini was for a long time in

the service of the humane Khan. In short, Musavi Khan is a focus

of aU laudable qualities, and at present has no equal in the whole of

the Deccan. This charming verse is his: -

Verse

Pleasure always lies in appropriateness.!

It even draws sugar from the heart of a tiger.

But he gets little advantage from his noble qualities. May God

favour him with good fortune!

I Apparently the meaning is that tact is everything, but both the verse

and the entire paragraph of Reflections arc far from clear.
I



Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 15, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 25·

2 Op. CIt., Text, p. 29, translation, p. 48.
3 Emperor Akbar refused to kill Hemii, and so Bairam !'Q}an himself killed

him, op. cit" Text, pp. 4 I, 42, translation, p. 66.

4 Op. cit., Text, p. 45, translation, p. 7 I.

5 This is incorrect. According to Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 57, translation,

p. 88, Ram Sah was besieging the fort of Gwalior when Qiya Khan went with
an army and defeated him, and himself started to besiege the fort. Other

officers were sent to assist him in the 3rd year, when Bahil Khan submitted, op.

cit., Text, p. 77, translation, pp. I 18, I 19·
lOp. cit., Text, p. 252, translation, p. 378.
2 Akbamama, Ill, Text, pp. 291,320; Beveridge's translation, Ill, pp. 4 2 9,

469
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 34 I, translation, pp. 499, 500•

A.H. (1559 A.D.), when Emperor Akbar came to Agra, he at once

sent a force to help Qiya Khan. Bahil was forced to submit and offered

to surrender the fort. !:Iaji Mul}ammad Khan Sistani at his request

hastened to the fort, :1l1d brought Bahil to the Presence. When in

the -10th. year, Emperor Akbar turned to the eastern districts to quell

the rebellIOn of Khan Zaman, Qiya Khan-who had joined the rebels

-was brought before the Emperor at Qanauj through the mediation

of Mun'im Khan. The Emperor pardoned his offences and favoured

him l • After the conquest of Bengal he was put in charge of Orissa.

When Ben.g~l became the home of rebels, although Qiya Khan had

not the feltclty of quieting the uproar 2
, but he with some brave men

held the. ground in that country (Orissa), and cleaned it of the enemy.

Whe~, I~ _t~e .25 th year,.it (Bengal) became empty of royal troops,
Qutlu Laham stirred up strife, and was successful in battles. He also

attacked Orissa. Qiya Khan having resisted for a time retired into the

fort, ~ut as a. result of the protracted nature of the struggle and the

desertIOn of hiS unreliable associates he was defeated. At last he was

killed in 989 A.H. (1581 A.D.) with some others who prized their

honour, and thus won for himself an eternal repuration
3

•

ul-Umara]

He was the Master of the Horse of Nadhar Mu~a1l1mad Khan

ruler of Balkh and Badakhshan. During the later part of the rule of

the latter he was Commandant and Governor of the fort of Gh6rl.

When in the 19th year of Emperor Shah Jahan' s reign Prince Murad

Bakhsh marched from Kabul for the conquest of Balkh and Badakh-

QUBAD ~HAN MIR AKHOR

(Vol. 1II, pp. 99-102).

(Maathir-
Qiya Khan Gung

QIYA JZHAN GUNG

(Vol. Ill, pp. 54-56).

He was one of the Emperor HumaYllll's officers. In the end of

the reign of that monarch he rendered good service in Kol Jalali
l

(, Aligarh) al~d its neighbourhood. When the disturbance of Hemll

spread far and wide, Qiya Kh],n went to Delhi and joined T ardi Beg

Khan. On the day of the battle he fought bravely in the vang
uar

d
2

,

but as failure had been decreed by Fate, it happened as it was to

happen. Later when that unfortunate statesman (Hemu) was slain

by the sword of Emperor Akbar's fortune 3
, Qiya Khan was appointed

Governor of the capital town of Agra4 and its neighbourhood, and

given the rank of 5,000. As the parganas near Gwalior were

in his fief, he, by his zeal and courage collected from that area the

necessary equipment, and in the 2nd year besieged Gwalior fort, which

was one of the noted forts of Upper India, and which Salim Shah,

had made his capital. Bahil Khan, a slave of Salim Shah, was

in charge of the fort. He saw that owing to its situation near

the royal territories it would be impossible to hold the fort for ever,

and so sent a message to Raja Ram Sah-who was a descendant of

Raja Man Singh, who in old times had held the fort-to the effect

that the fort was the Raja's hereditary property, and he was prepared

to make it over to him for a small sum. Ram Sah considered it an

unexpected favour, and turned in that direction. When Qiya Khan.

heard about it, he hastened to contend with him, and put him to

flight". Ram Sah went to the Rana's country. In the 3rd year 9
66
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Badsbtibnama, II, pp. 52 4, 525.
2 op. cit., p. 555.
3 'Amal 0ali~, III, p. 65.
4 Op. cit .. P' 456.

shan, he, after arrival in that area, appointed Qulij Khan and Khalil
Ull;ih to capture the forts of Kahmard and Gh6ri which were situated
on the borders of Kabul. They sent a force in advance against yh6ri.
Qubad was misled in believing these men to be a force from the
Hazarajat, and coming out with 300 horse arranged his force for con
tending them. After a short engagement he retired to the fort and
began preparing for an engagement. When the leaders joined near
the fort, Qubad Khan, finding that he had noe more than 500 men
with him, and there being no hope of any reinforcement, took refuge
in the citadel. Finally asking for quarter he came out. Qulij Khan
sent him with his four sons and other members of the family under the
charge of Ibrahim I:Jusain Turkaman to the Courtt

• In Kabul he had
the honour of paying his respects, and received the rank of 1,000
with 500 horse, and a present of Rs. 20,000 cash2

• In the 21St year he
came to the Court from his fief, and was appointed Qushbegi (falconer)
and granted an increase of 500. In the 22nd year 3 the Emperor
resolved to hunt in Safaidun. He first went to the hunting ground

, of Kanuda-known as the ~pecial hunting ground (Kha~ Shikar) and
which was 6~' kos from the Capital, and where delightful buildings
had been erected. There he was engaged in hunting the nilgao.
From there he went along the banks of the Bihisht Canal to Safaidiin,
and enjoying hunting all along the way reached the village of Jhajrana,
which was three kos from Safaidiin, and then returned. Qub~d

Khan on accoUnt of his services on this occasion received an increase of
5,00 in his rank. In the battle near Qandahar between Rustam Khan
Deccani and Quilij Khan against the Iranians he rendered valuable
service, and was rewarded with a further increase of 500. In the
loth year of the third cycle of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he had
reached the rank of 2,500 with I ,500 horse4

• In the first battle

against Dara Shik6h, he l
, Tahir Khan and other Tiiranians were in the

right wing with Khalil U11ah Khan. After Dara Shik6h's defeat he
did homage2 to Aurangzib.

When the victorious royal armies in the pursuit of Dara Shik6h
reached Multan, Qubad ~Ean with Shaikh Mir was sent after him.
When Dara Shik6h after crossing the river Sindh went away towards
Gujarat, Shaikh Mir left the said Khan at Tatta, as the governorship
of the province3 had been assigned to him from the Court, and re
turned. Qubad Khan's rank was fixed at 4,000 with 3,0004 horse.
It appears from the Mirat-ul-'Alam that in the 3rd year he was
removed5 from there and Lashkar Khan appointed in his place. In
'Alamgirnama, however, it is recorded that he was removed from
Tatta in the 7th year and that Gha9anfar Khan 6 replaced him.
Evidently he was twice appointed to the governorship of the province.
After returning to the Court he was deputed to the Deccan forces.

When Mirza Raja Jai Singh himself went to captute Siva's forts,
he, on the death of I~tisham Khan sent Qubad Khan with some other
Man~abdars to the thanadari of Po6na. He in his zeal for service
sent his sons Abul Qasim and 'Abdullah 7 to punish the enemy in
various centres, and they returned safely and with great deal of booty.
After the submission of Siva, and the establishment of royal authority
in this territory, the Raja turned from there to devastating the terri
tories of Bijapur. The said Khan and the Mugbals were sent as
skirmishers, and he repeatedly distinguished himself. In compliance
with the royal summons he repaired to the CourtS in the 9th year,
and in the loth year when M u~ammad Amin Khan Mir Bakhshi

I
J
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6 Gp. cit., p. 864
8 Op. cit., p. 986.

Qubad Khan Mir Akbar

incorrect, as even after his removal from T atta, and

year his rank was 3,00J with 2,5()J horse, OPt cit.,

ul-Umara]

'Alamgirnama, p. 95.
2 Op. cit" p. 113,

3 Opt cit., p. 282.

4 This is apparently
increase granted in the 4th

p.634·

5 Opt cit~ p. 485.

7L.01" cit., p. 899,

[MaathirQubad Khan Mir Akh6r53 2



(Sad bawad bar s'ina au Fin Farangi in bana'i: 947)'

The Emperor Akbar reduced the fort after a siege lasting one

QUUJ KHAN ANDJANP

(Vol. III, pp. 69-74)'

I

5.35Qulij Khan Andjaniul-Umara]

1 Akbarnama, Text, III, pD. 28, 29, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 39, 4°·

Qulij !iban's appointment as G'overnor of Stll'at fort is recorded on p. 31 of :he

text and p. 44 of the translation. In the Tabaqat (op. ~it.), p. 385, th~ ~cnod
is oiven as two months, and Qulij !S:.han is called QuliJ Mlll:ammad Khan, p.

b

388.
2 Op. cit., Text, p, 26+ translation, p. 283. . ,. .
3 Op. cit., Text. p. 344, translation, p. 504· See also Bevendge s lllterestlllg

note on Shah Mansur's death on the same and following page.

4 Op, cit., T~xt, p. 413, translation, pp. 61 3, 614.
5 Op. cit" Text, p. 537, translation, p. 817, where the grant of Sal~lbhal.as

his jagir, and his being left at Uihore to manage the affairs in consultatlOn With

Raja Bhagwan Das and Raja Todar Mal are recorded. .
6 Raja Todar Mal died on 8th November, 1589. op. cit., translatlOn, p.

561,

7 Op. cit., Text, p. 654, translation, p. 10°4.

month and seventeen days!, and Qulij Khan was appointed to govern
and defend this great fort. In the end of the 23rd year he was
deputed from the Court of Gujarat so that in additio~ to. h~lping
the officers in that area he would be able to develop 1115 fiefs. In
the 25th year, after Sbah Man~ur D"ivan was killed, he was appointed
Vazir 3 • In the 28th year when Sul~an Mapffar Gujarati started a
commotion in the Gujarat territory, and Sbihab-ud-Din Ai!tl1ad Khan
'1nd himad Khan were signally defeated, Mirza Khan

4
and Qulij

Khan were deputed from the Court. Tbe first was to proceed straight
to Gujarat to punish the rebels, and the second was to go there after
laying hold of the fief-holders of Malwa. Accordingly Qulij Khan
spent a long time in settling that vast territory. .In the 34th year he
was granted Sarkar SambhaJ5 as his fief. At the tllne of the departure
to Kashmir he, Raja Bhagwant Das, and Raja Todar Mal were left at
Lahore for jointly managing the State affairs. After the death of Raja
Todar Mal 6 he for a long time held charge of the financial adminis

tration. In the 39th year, 1002 A.H. (1593-94 A.D.) when ~asim
Khan, the governor of Kabul was killed, Qulij Khan was appolllted
to this charge7 • As the Raushanis had become more emboldened
owing to the Governor having been killed, Qulij Khan proceeded to

Quli:j Khan Andjani

He belonged to the tribe of Jani Qurbani. His ancestors had
been in the service of the Chaghta'i dynasty; particularly his grand
father held a high office under Sultan Bayqra. Owing to his close
association he was grea,t1y relied on in the service of Emperor Akbar.
In the 17th year 2 corresponding to 980 A.H. (1572-73 A.D.) he turned
his attention to the conquest of the iron fort of Siirat. The fort was
situated on the bank of the river Tapti (Tabti in text) near the sea.
On two sides it was surrounded by the river, and on the other two

~ides there was a deep moat connected with the river. ~afr Aqa
4

entitled Khudawand Khan, a Turkish slave of Sultan Mal!mud of

Gujarat, had built it in the year 947 A.H. (1540 A.D.).

The chronogram is:-

May this strucrure prove a load on the chest and life of the
Franks!

Maathir+'Alamgiri, p. 61.
2 See Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 35, note 2, pp. 380-282 for an

account of his career.
3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 17, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 24·

4 His name is given as Gha4anfar Xqa entitled Khudawand !iban 111

Tari kh-i-Firishta, II, p. 226 (Newal Kishore end. 1864). The above chrono

gram of the building of the fort is not given in A kbarntima, but it is to be

founel in Firishta, op. cit., p. 227, and is ascribed to Mulla Mu1).ammad Astra

badi whose nom-de-plume was Rada'i. Also see Tabaqat-i-Akbari, II, De's

translation, PP.381, 382, the date of building of the fort is given as 947 AH,

lind it is stated tha(it was built by ~afar Xqa.
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was deputed to chastise the Yiisuf Zais, Qubad Khan also was sent
as an auxiliary!. It has been reperted that he was later appointed

governor of Orissa where he died.
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1 See Munta~ab-ut-Tawarikh, Text, III, pp. 188, 189, and Haig's tran

slation, III, pp. 263, 264, where some couplets of his are recorded.

2 He was Prince Daniyal's Vazir and Divan of the Deccan during Akbar's

reign. For his life see lvlaathir-ul-Umarii, Text, I, pp. 737-739, Beveridge's
translation, I, pp. 128- 1 30. In the translation the fact of his being the Vazir

of Prince Daniyal has been left out.
3 This work is hitherto unknown, see Beveridge, Maathir-ul-Umara,

translation, I, p. 7, note 4.

Qulij Khan was very pious and ascetic, and was a bigoted Sunni. He
was constantly occupied in theological studies. It is stated that
during the days of his governorship of Lahore he used to spend on
watch of the day in a Madrasa reading theology and studying commen
taries and Traditions. He laboured hard in propagating religion.
The people of Lahore in the hope of becoming known to him an~

attaining their objects studied theology with great diligence. Qul.i)
Khan had a poetical vein I, and his nom-de-plume was Ulfati. TIm

quatrain is his: --

531Qulij Khan Andjanl:ui-Umara]

Quatrain

A lover cherishes the desire for union,
The Sufi keeps the amulet exposed over his cloak.
I am the follower of that one, who aloof from all
Ever keeps the heart warm, the eyes moist.

It is stated that when in the last days (of the Emperor) he, in
compliance with the summons of Emperor Akbar travelled from Lahore
to Kgra in six days, Khwaja Abul l:Iasan2 of TUl'bat was getting into
prominence. One day the Khwaja remarked, "His Majesty's skirt is
of double wool, while mine is only single, and how wide and large the
former is." Qulij Khan retorted, "Khwaja, beneath your skirt are
some hamlets and waste places (chand kul au kar), while beneath His
Majesty's is a universe; that is why the Emperor has so loose a skirt.

The explanation is quite simple."
It is recorded in the Dhakhirat-ul-Khwanin3 that the author had

'it

Qui!j Khan Andjani

Tirah, but owing to the shortage of supplies had soon to return to
Kabul. As he had not been able to manage Afghanistan properly,
he was romoved

l
• In the 32nd year, IOc5 A.H. (1596-97 A.D.),

Prince DaniyaJ2 was promoted to the rank of 7,000 with 7,000
horse, and he was sent to govern the province of Allahl"tbad. Qulij
Khan whose daughter was married to ~he Prince, was promoted to the
rank of 4,500, ani appointed as the Prince's guardian. In the 43 rd
year getting disgusted with the Prince he returned to the Court3 •

In the 44th year4 when Emperor Akbar when to Kllandesh, Qulij
Khan was left in charge of the Capital, Agra. After the Emperor's
return from As!r in the 46th year, as there was no senior officer in the
Panjab, Qulij Khan was sent for looking after that territory. He
requested that he might also be made Governor of Afghanistan, and
this request was granted 5

• In the beginning 6 of the reign of
Emperor Jahangir he was appointed Governor of Gujarat. In the 22nd
year (1016 A.H.; 1607-08 A.D.) he was again sene as Governor of
the Panjab. In the 6th year when Lahore was assigned as the fief of
Murta9a Khan Shaikh Farid, Qulij Khan returned to the Court, and
was

8
appointed Governor of Kabul in place of Khan Dauran, and

deputed to put down Al!dad Raushani and to settle Afghanistan.
The year of his death 9 is given by the words:-

Al mtJut jasr Yii{alii al-&abiba 'Ali al-&abibia

(Death is the bridge uniting the lower and the beloved: 1023).

Op. cit" Text, pp. 715, 720, translation, pp. 1066, 1073.

2 Op. cit., Text, p. 721 , translation, p. 1°77. The increase in his rank to
4,500 is also mentioned on p. I °76 of the translation.

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 744, translation, p. 1112.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 762, translation, p. 1140.
SOp. cit., Text, p. 798, translation, p. 1196.

6 Roger & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, p. 21.
7 Op. cit., p. 135.

8 Op. cit., pp. 198, 199. His rank at the time of this appointment was
increased to 6,000 with 5,000 horse.

9 Op. cit., p. 253, where it is recorded that he was 80 years old at th~
time of his death.

.,.-
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QULlJ KHAN KHWAJA 'ABID

(Vol. Ill, pp. 120- 123)'

f
'-1 51 'kl-a leader of the learned and

He was the son 0 A am 131--2 R I -
f All-h D-d son of 'Abdtlr a }man

f S i arqand- son 0 a a,
great men 0 all, 'd in the city of Samar-

5
1 'kh' Azizan. The latter took up reSi ence , ' ' d d
nal__ ,,' f the rellglOus mm e

qand, and applied himself ~n :he mst,ructlOn ~ed with Shaikh Shahab-

P
eople. It is stated that hIS Imeage IS connec, l' -;- The said

M
h Al ' hty have pIty on 11m.

ud-Din2 Suhrawardi, ay t e mig, ' Bokhara,
d l' d ' 111 Samarqand went to --

Khan having complete, 11S e uc~tI_on d later ~haikh-ul-lsliin1. In the
and was at first appotnted a Qa~l, an ,-. oin on

Sh-h Jahan's reign he With a View to g g
29th year of Emperor a K-b 1 d from there reached

f 1 h 1 laces came to a U an
pilgrimage 0 t 1e 0 y p, h E and was allowed to

I d
' He paid his respects to t emperor, . 1 H

n la. d R 6 000 m cas 1. e
depart after receiving a robe of ,ho~lour an s.,

returned aftcr performing the pllgnmage. -b d f the Deccan
, h P' ce Aurangzl starte rom

During the time w cn nn ' 'f 1 Kh ··a 'Abid
U· er India to enquire after the health of IllS at ler, -:-waJ 1

to pp . 1 k f 3 000 With Sao 10rsc,
was honoured by promotlOn to t le ran. 0 , __ ' Sin h

d 1
'1 (Khan After the battle With Maharaja Jaswant gh

an t lC tit e 01 - . '1 3 I the 4t1 1 f 000 With 700 10rse. n
he was promoted ~o oe ran \. 0 ~ of Sadr Kull. In the 7th year he

ear he was appomted to the 0 ce. , horse4

y 1 d b the advance of his rank to 4,000 With 1,500 .
was exa te y

Ill, pp, 35 1 -354, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.
I Maathir-ul-U mara, Text,

434, 435, , B 1 O' tal Biographical Dictionary (1894),P·360,
2 For h1s account see ea e, rlen . ·'1 - -ma p 51 and the
3 The grant of title of ~an is recorded in 'A amgtr

na
,. ,

rank of 4,000 with 700 horse on p. 76,

4 Op. cit" p, 855,

1U -] QuliJ' Khan Khwaja 'Abid
U - n1ara .-

- ~l- Q 1-' ived suitable ranks during
Mirza Saif Ullah ami Mirza C 1111 u 1) rece 1 of Chin Qullj has
the reign of Emperor Akbar. A separate account .

been included.

.,

'~ .......
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[Maatbir-Qulij Khan Andjad

heard from Mu~ammad Sa'id, son of Miran Qulij the brother's son of

Qulij Khan-who was unequalled for his faith and purity, truthfulness

and accuracy, and from his piety and great respect for religion was

regarded as the Mujtahid of the age-that "In the year 1000 A.H.

(1591-92 A.D.) when Jaunpiir was assigned to Qulij ~-.han in fief, he

started to lay the foundations for a building. In digging for the·

foundation a cemented dome came into view. In my presence Qulij

Khan spent ten days from morning to evening, in company with a

number of noblemen and officers of that city, till the dome was fully

visible. Qulij Khan broke the lock weighing a matlnd which was set

on its iron door, and entered the dome in company with a huge

crowd. A man with a grizzled beard and of a wheaty complexion

was found seated opposite the Qibla in the fashion of logis. On the

noise of the opening of the door, and of the men entering the dome,

he raised his head, and asked in Hindi language-"Has the incarna

tion of Raja Ram CI~and taken place." They -answered-"lt had."

He asked-"Has 5ita, whom Rawan had carried off, come into the

hands of Ram Chand?" They replied-"5he had." He asked

"Has Krishna Avatar appeared in 1\1athura." They replied- "It was

four thousand years ago that he came and departed." He asked- .

"Has Mu~ammad the real of: the prophets appeared in Arabia?"

They replied-HIt is a thousand years ago that he departed from the

world, and his Faith has rendered vain all other Faiths." He asked

"Is the river Ganges still flowing?" They replied-" It is the glory

of the world." He then asked them to carry him outside. Qulij

Khan set tip seven tents close together, and every day the logi changed

from one to the other. On the 8th day he came out, and said his

prayers according to the rites of Islam. By sleep and food he became

a different man. He lived for six months. He spoke to no one."

Though in the world of Divine Power such things, and even greater

than these are not impo~sibe; but this story is not such as one may

reckon possible, but strange; it is, however, contrary to reason. 5till

as the narrator was not unreliable, it has been recorded. Qulij Khan

had a family, and many of them attained to high offices. Of his sons



In the loth year he was removed from office l
, but was later appointed

Governor of Ajmer, and received a robe of honour, an elephant and a

s~andard. In the 14th year he was transferred as Governor2 of the pro

vlllce of Multan. In the 18th year he was transferred from there and

returned to the Court3
, and on appointment as the leader of the

pilgrims4 he left for Mecca. In the 23rd year he was awarded in
absentia the title of Qulij Khan". Later he arrived at the Court, and

was deputed 6
, in the 24th year, with Shah '~~lam Bahadur for pursuing

Su4an Mu~ammad Akbar, who having shown signs of rebellion had

taken to Right. As he returned to the Court without the prince's

permission, he was for a time the object of censure 7. After his trans

gressions had been forgiven, he was, in the same year, appointed8 a

second time to the high office of Sadr Kull on the death of Ridvi

!Chan. In the 25th year on being 'deputed to the Deccan campai'gn

he was granted a dmmo. Later, when the Emperor arrived in the

Deccan, he was in the 29th year appointed GovernorlO of the province

of Zafarabad, Bedar.

. During. the ~ime when Emperor Aurangzib started from Sholapiir,

With the mtentlOn of reducing Bijapur, Qulij Khan came to the

Presencell and did homage. He was granted a bow and a quiver, and

from the neighbourhood of Bijapur was deputed12 for preparing

entrenchmenrs. The fort, however, was surrendered by treaty. In

the 30th year 1097 A.H. (1685-86 A.D.) when emperor Aurangzib

marched towards tIaidarabad, he after reaching near the fort of Gol

konda (Golconda) ordered that the dependants of the besieged, who

were encamped outside the walls of the fort, should be annihilated.

The said Khan by great exertions during this expedition reached the

Qulij Khan Khwaja 'Abid

QUUJ KHAN TORANI

(Vol. III, pp. 9 2 -95)'

Qulij Khan Turaniul-Umara]

In his youth Qullj Khan was a servant of the 'Abdullah Khan

Zakhmi5, and was one of his intimate followers. Later during the

days when Shah Jahan, the heir-apparent, was still a pr.ince, he e~tered
his service. When Shah Jahan entered T elingana With the object of

proceeding to Bengal, Qulij Khan's elder brother Khan QuI! ~ahadur
-who had a higher rank and man~ab-displayedgreat devotIOn and

I Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 289, 29°· .
2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 872-879, Beveridge's translatlOn, I, pp.

587-592.
3 Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, III, pp. 765-769, Beveridge & Prashad's tran-

slation, I, pp. 6 I 0, 6 I I.

4 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 835-837, translation ilntea. pp. 385-38~.
5 Probably 'Abdullah Khan Firiiz Jang for whom see Maathir-ul-Umara,

Text, II, pp. 777-789, Beveridge's translation,!' pp. 97- 1 °5.

fort by rapid marches. There he was struck by a cannon ball on the

shoulder, and his hand was blown off. He exhibited great sel£·-control,

and rode back to his camp. Jumdat-ul-Mulk Asad Khan, who was

deputed to enquire and comfort him, found on arrival surgeons busy

removing splinters of bones from his shoulder, and he kneeling firmly

was busily conversing with those present without a frown on his face.

He was drinking a cup of coffee with his second hand. and said that

an expert stitcher had luckily been found. Although all possible steps

were taken for his treatment, his life could not be saved
1

• His elder

son was ~hazi~ud.Din Khan Bahadur Firuz Jang, whose accoune and

those of his two brothers MU'izz-ud-Daulah tIamid Khan Bahadur
3

,

and Nasir-ud-Daulah' Abdur Ral).im Khan4 have been separately

included: One of his sons was Mujahid Khan Khwaja Mul).ammad

'Arif; he was with the said Firuz Jang, and rose to a suitable rank.

Another was Mul).amid Khan who did not rise to any high rank;

both of them died early in life.

. '...

(Maathir~

3 Op. cit., p. 14I.
SOp. cit., p. 185.
7 Op. cit., p. 205.

9 Op. cit., p. 2 I 4.
J I Of. cit., p. 275.

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 62.
2 Op. cit., p. 110.

4 Op. cit., p. 143.
6 Op. cit., p. 203.
8 Op. cit., p. 207.

lOOp. cit., p. 263.

J 2 Op. cit., p. 278.



His rank was also raised by 500 with SOD horse.

4 Badshahnama, II, p. 35.

J
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Op. cit., pp. 170 - 1 7 2 •

2 Op. cit., p. 234. 3 Op. cit., p. 356.

4 Op. cit. p. 564-
5 'Amal ~aliq, III, p. 71. 6 Op. cit., p. 100..
7 Op. cit., III, p. 18 I, where it is stated that news was received of QuliJ

Khan's death on 15th ?afr, 1064 A.H. (5th January, 1654 AD.). The place

is Bhera in the Panjab and not ~t! Behra as in the text.

ul-Vmara]

destroyed the embankment (band) on which depends the entire

cultivation of Sistiin, and returned. He also seized 'Abdal and

executed himl. In the 14th year, Qullj Khan returned to the Court

£rem Qandahar, and was again appointed2 Governor of Multan. In the

17th year on the transfar of Sa'id Khan Firiiz Jang he was exalted to

the high office of the Governor of the Panjab3
• He rendered valuable

services in the Balkh and Badakhshan campaign. When Prince

Murad Bakhsh returned to Kabul, the charge of the province of

Badakhshan-;- at the recommendation of the Prime Minister Sa'd

Ullal~Khan, was assigned to him. He again did good service in

chastising the Almanan. In the 2yd year he was deputed
5

with

Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzlb Bahadur to the Qandahar expedition.

and with Rustam Khan Deccam was conspicuous for his brave and

courageous exploits in the battle against the Iranians. As a result his

rank ~as increased to 5,,000 with 5,000 horse, two-and three-horse,

and he was appointed Governor of Kabul6
• - In the 27 th year corre.s

ponding to 1064 A.H. (1654 A.D.) he died in his fief o~ Bhe~a7 111

the Sindhsagar Duab. He had no son. Khanjar Khan, Ius son-1I1-law

was appointed to the rank of. 1,500 foot and horse, and a suitable

pension was sanctioned to his dependants. It is stated that he always

had in his service 1,000 Ozbeg troopers wearing genuine heron

plumes. Though there was much praying and fasting in his camp,

gambling, sodomy, drinking and fornication were also preval.ent.

Prostitutes (Lulis) always formed a part of his camp. He erected 1I1ns

all along the way from Lahore to Multan. He bought the houses

adjoining the sacred tomb of the Shaikh-ul-Islam Shaikh Baha'-ud-Din

~..

, ..,

[Maa!Jzir-Qullj Khan Tiiranl

self-sacrifice in the battle against Mirza Mul~ammad son of Af9al

Khan who having deserted the Prince's force was proceeding to

Bljapiir. Khan Qull and his adversary were both killed. In all the

campaigns Qullj Khan was attached to the royal stirrups. Immediate

ly after the accession he was l promoted to the rank of 2,500 with

2,000 horse, and was appointed Governor of DelhI in place of Mukhtar

Khan. In the 2nd year he was transferred as Governor of Allahabad\

and in the 5th year3 appointed Governor of Multan. When in the

I Ith year'All Mardan Khan Zeg, out of disloyalty to the Shah of

Iran, handed over the fort of Qandahar to Emperor Shah Jahan, Qullj

Khan was promoted to the rank of 5,000 and deputed to the govern

ment of that border tract\ For a long time he ably administered

that area, and made suitable arrangements for its government. He

got possession of forts and strong places in the country and did not

spare himself in punishing the rebellious and seditious elements.

It is stated that when Qulij Khan after conquering Zamln Dawar

turned to take the fort of Bust, the commandant Mil~rab Khan-who

was one of the ablest and most courageous officers of the Shah

vigorously defended it by guns, muskets and using other similar means

of defence. Qullj Khan by the force of his arms and bravery was the

first to enter the fort, and killed every Iranian who came up to oppose

him. Mil~rab Khan with a few men retreated into the citadel, and

sheltered himself there. When as a result of mines exploding under

the 'outer defences (Sher ljaji), a way was opened up, Mi~rab Khan

asked for quarter and came OUt. Qulij Khan oilt of clemency and

large-heartedness, granted him his wish to retire to Iran. In the 13th

year, when Malik f::Iamza, the governor of Sistan at the instigation of

'Abdal, the Zamindar of Qandahar, sent a force and created a commo

tion there, Qullj Khan sent a body of troops to pursue it. This force

I Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 118. His appointment as Governor of Delhi is

recorded on p. 126.

2 Op. cit .. p. 255.

3 Op. cit., p. 42 7.



QURAISI-I SULTAN 2 OF KASHGHAR
(Vol. III, pp. 6 I, 62).
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I The account oJ Quraish Sul~an's career in Badakhshan etc. is taken from

Akbarnfima, Text. III, p. 556. translation, III, p. 844. He was appointed to a

rank of 700 after his arrival in India.
2 Akbarnama, Text, p. 610, translation, p. 981, where it is stated that he

died of diarrhoea.
3 BIochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 353, 354. For his brother Shams

ud-Din generally known as Atga ~an see BIochmann, pp. 337, 338, and

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 53 1, 535.
4 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 193, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 299·
SOp. cit., Text, II, p. 239, translation, p. 36 1. The visit to Ghazni is

recorded on p. 24 I of the text, and on p. 364 of the translation.

QUTB-UD-DIN KHAN3

(Vol. III, pp. 56-59)'

He was the brother of Shams-ud-Din Khan Atga, and one of the
great officers of Emperor Akbar. He held the high rank of 5,000.

During the time when his fief was in the Panjab4
, he built several

grand holy buildings-which were a monument of this great ofllcer
in the great city of Lahore. In the 9th yearS he hastened to Kabul

died, the government of Kashghar came to 'Abdul Karim Kh:in the
elder brother of Quraish Sul~an. He acted in accordance with his
father's will, and treated his brothers with kindness and regard.
lvfeanwhile a quarrel arose between Khudabanda son of Quraish
Sul~an and his uncle Mul:ammad Khan. Khudabanda hastened to

Kirghiz, and with the help of the people of the place tc.ok possession
of T urfan and the adjacent territory. The Khan became suspicious
of Quraish Sul~an, and sent him off to the l:fijaz. He went with his
wife and children to Badakhshan, and from there proceeded to Balkh,
and with the permission of 'Abdullah Khan migrated to India. In
the 34th year he waited upon the Emperor Akbar, and was exalted
with royal favour l • In the 37th year corresponding to 1000 A.H.
(159 2 A.D.) he died at l:fajipur of abdominal pains2

• He had
attained the rank of 700. After him his sons were suitably provided

(by the Emperor).
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Zikaria l
, which was very confined, and enlarged and improved it. It

is stated that even at the height of his prosperity he was always
respectful to 'Abdullah Khan, and never wrote to him without the
superscription 'Arrjdasht (Petition).

Kashghar is a country belonging to the 6th clime, and is extremely
Rourishing. To the north of it are the hills of Mugbalistan. That
boundary is connected3 with Shash (Tashkhand), and it also adjoins
Turfan, and passing from there it joins the Qalmaq territory. From
Shash to T urfan is a three months' journey. On the west also it has
a long range mountains from which start the Mughalistan hills. On
i~s east and south is a desert, and ridges of moving sand. The lineage
of Quraish Sul~an goes back to the Great Qaan4 as follows. Quraish
Sul~an was the son of Sul~an 'Abdur Rashid Khan, son of Sul~an Abii
Salid Khan son of Sul~an Al:mad Khan commonly known as Alabeha
Khan, son of Yiinus Khan, son of Owais Khan, son of Sher 'Ali
Ogblan, son of Khislr Khwaja Khan, son of T ughluq Timiir Khan,
son of Alsanuqa Khan, son of Dava Khan, son of Yaraq Khan, son
of Bisiin Khan Tiia, son of Mawiitgan, son of Chagbata'i Khan, son
of Chingiz Khan Qutliigb5

• Nigar Khanam, mother of Emperor
Biibur was the daughter of Yiinus Khan. When 'Abdur Rashid Khan

For his life see Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 edn.), p.
97. He was a famous saint of Multan, and apparently Qulij Khan had his tomb
enlarged while he was Governor of Multan.

2 Blochmann in A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 511, has given a free translation of
the above account under Shah MuQ.ammad son of Quraish Sul~an. The genea
logical tree of the Chaghta'i family published on p. 512, is based on Akbarnama,

Text, III, p. 553, and Tarikh-i-Rashidi.

3 Adapted from Tarikh-i-Rashidi, see Elias & Ross's translation, p. 394.
4 Great Qaan, is Chingiz Khan.

5 Various readings of the names are given in Tarikh-i-Rashidi, Akbarnama

and Blochmann.



to aSSISt Mirza Mul:ammad J:-Iakim. He went to Ghazni-which

was his native place-and showed great kindness to his clansmen and

kinsmen, whether near or far. He also built a house and established

a garden there and then returned. When the Pan jab was taken from

the Atga Khel, Qu~b-ud-Din was granted Malwa1. After the con

quest of Gujarat he was granted Sarkiir Broach as his jiigir. Broach

is situated to the south of A1)madabad, and has a fort situated on the

bank of Narbada just before it opens into the sea; it is regarded as

one of the sea-ports of Gujarat. Afterwards he came to the Court,

and received2 the high rank of 5,000. As he showed signs of

greatness and understanding, in the 24th year he was3 appointed

guardian of Prince Sul~an Salim, and received a daqu robe of honour

a very high honour of the Timurid dynasty-and the tide of Beglar
Begi, which is one of the chief titles bestowed by this family. Out

of gratitude for these great benefactions tle arranged a grand b;ll1quet,

and begged the Emperor to grace it with his presence. Emperor

Akbar in this gathering placed Prince Sali111 on his shoulder, and

thereby added materially to his glory and good fortune. Shortly

afterwards the settlement of the Broach Sarkiir4 up to Nadhurbar was

entrusted to him. In the 28th year 99 I A. H. (1583 A.D.) Sul~an

MUJfaffar made Gujarat a hot bed of rebellion, and Qu~b-ud-Din, who

in spite of his wisdom and foresight, had become5 negligent, did not·

exert himself to remedy the situation. Though the Pattan officers

wrote that the rebels were attacking his fief and dominion, and to

deal with their insurrection he should proceed there quickly, but he

delayed, and did not render efficient service. When he was censured

from the Court, he sent an army against the enemy, but this force Verse
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was defeated and returned. At this time after making proper arrange

ments for the safety of the Broach fort, he himself came forward.

His well-wishers represented that it was neither right to treat lightly

a great rebellion, nor was it proper to ignore the soldiery, rather it

was the occasion to lavish gold freely (on the soldiers) and win their

hearts, but he paid no heed to them. When Sul~an MUJfaffar app

roached and the two armies were drawn up, many of his men deserted

and went over to the enemy. Consequently Qu~b-ud-Din Was obliged

to withdraw with his clansmen to the enclosed city of Baroda. Qu~b

ud-Din because of his greed for his possessions and love of life had

not the courage to expose his life, and so entertained the idea of peace.

He sent Zain-ud-Din Kanbu with the proposal that he might be

allowed to depart to the J:-lijaz with his possessions. He did not

realize that wealth was accumulated in order to preserve honour, and

life was only worth living when it was honourable. He brought

eternal disgrace on his head by appearing before Sul~an Mupffar after

securing a document of capitulation. The Sul~an wickedly violated

the agreement and handed him over to executioners who put him to

death l
•

It is stated that the seditious nature and faithlessness of the Sul~an

were patc:1t to Qutb-ud-Din Khan, but the destined Fate had blinded

the eyes of his intelligence so that he at the words of such a perfidious

person uselessly sacrificed his life.

)

f ,

(Maiithir-Qu~b-ud-Dln Khan

The expulsion of the Atga !Q!el from the Panjab and the grant of

Malwa to Qu~b-ud-Din are recorded on pp. 332, 333 of the text and p. 487 of
the translatio:1.

2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 184, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 257.

3 Op. cit., Text, pp. 274,275, translation, p. 401.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 280, translation, p. 4 I 0.

5 Op. cit., Text, p. 40 9, translation, p. 507'

When Death played for the stake of bis life,

Fate closed his keen-sighted eyes.

Of his sons Naurang Khan was for a time at Akbar's Court.

Later he was granted a fief in Malwa, and finally received a jiigir

111 Gujarat. In that province he performed good service till in the

lOp. cit., Text, pp. 421, 422, translation, pp. 626-629 for a detailed

account of Mu~affar's campaign against Broach and of the death of Qu~b-ud

Din.
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39th year he died of a pain in his abdomen. The second son Was
Giija~ Khan

l
• He also had a jiigir in Gujarat, and served in that

prOVl11ce under Khan A'~am Koka.

QUTB-UD-DIN KHAN KHWESHGI I

(Vol. III, pp. 102-108).

He was the second son of Nadhar Bahadur. As he and his cIder
brothe~ 0 Shams-ud-Din Khan quarrelled with one another while they
we~e JOln~ly employed in the Faujdiiri of Junagarh in Sorath, Emperor
Shah Jahan sent Shams-ud-Din Khat: to the Deccan, and made

Qu~b-u~-~in fief-holder and Faujdiir of Pattan, Gujarat. When in
the begtnnltlg of the illness of Emperor Shah Jahan, Prince Murad

Bakhsh: Governor of the ~uba of Gujarat through lack of comprehension

~nd .fal11t-heartedness olost patience an~ assumed sovereignty, the fieL

alders and feudal chIefs of the provInce were obliged, willy-nilly,
to obey and ~erve under him. Qu~b-ud-Din2 also joined him. In
the obattles agal11st Jaswant and Dara Shikoh3 he rendered him good

s~rvlce. Later when that madcap fool fell a victim to the trickery of
'AI - d .amglr, an was made a prisoner4 at :rvrathura on 4 th Shawwal

~~th Ju~e, 1 658), ~~~b-ud-Din two days after the event waited upon
rangzlb, and recelvl11g a robe of honour was appointed Faujdiir of

Naurang Khan and Gt-IJoar KI - f 0 0o ~ .-2an are 0 ten mentioned In Akbarnama III
In 0 0 h h 0 , ,

connection Wit t e campaigns in Gujarat under Khan A' N
Kh-' I. 0 ~ zam. aurang
~_an s (eath IS recorded on text p. 65 I and translation p 100

0

1 h I 0

do" , W ere Ie IS
state to have died of diarrhoea at Jiinagarh Naurang Kha-n d Io . ~ arrange tIe
translatIOn of Babur's Memoirs by Muhammad Quli His<ari see R O C I
II o. o"!' leu, ata ague,

,P·799·

. 2 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurang7ib I p 294 f hI .00, ,. ,or t e part
p ayed by him In the murder of 'Ali Naqi Murad's Vaz,·r aft I o. d h' , er Ie Jome t e
latter. For an account of Murad assuming royalty see the same work. II pp
3°2-30 5. ' ,

3 Battles of Dharmat and Samugarh.

4 Vide Sir Jadunath's detailed account, ppo 43 2 -436.

Sorath l
• When the fugitive Dara Shik6h reached Tatta, and went

by way of the desert with the design of entering Gujarat, which he
believed to be without a force or leader who could oppose him, and

at the advice of some persons went along the sea shore-a path that
was untrod den, and consequently the road was very difficult and
hard to traverse-into that country, and once again showing his
independence created a disturbance, the officers and all auxiliaries of
the area gathered round him. Qu~b-ud-Din, however, through far
sightedness and sagacious judgment did not during this tumult give

up his allegiance to Aurangzib, and did not join Dara Shikoh. After
the battle of Ajmer, when the helpless Dara Shikoh had again to fly,

QlI~b·ud·Din was rewarded with an increase in his man~ab and the
title of Khan2.

When Rat Singh was defeated by his brother Raimal-the

Zamindar of Jam, who was a feudatory chief of the Empire-the terri
tory on the latter's death was assigned from the Court of his son Satr
Sal. Rai Singh becoming presumptuous imprisoned his nephew, and
took possession of the territory. Relying on the help of Timaji, the
Zamindar of Kach (Cutch), he expelled from all places the agents of
Qu~b-ud-Din Khan, who had been deputed to collfct the tribute of
the territory. The Khan with nearly 8,000 horse and a large infantry
force started in the 5th year from Junagarh. When he ~rrived

near the city of Jam, that disagreeable person came out four kos to
meet the ~han and erected entrenchments. For two months an arti
llery and musketry duel teak place. At last the Khan one day fell
on tile infidels, and pressed them hard. Rai Singh, who was facing
the Khan, lost his life tOCTether with his one son, his uncle and rela.

- 0

tions, and other officers, in all 300 persons. On all sides infidels were
slain, and the rest fled. The city of Jam received the name of
Islamnagar3

• The Khan was rewarded with royal favours. Latter, he

'Aiamgirnama, p. 146.
2 'Alamgirnama, pp. 338, 339.
3 For the expedition against Jam sec 'Alamgirnama, pp. 768-775.



For a more detailed account of Muthawwur Khan, see Maathir-ul

Umara, Text, Ill, pp. 776-793, translation antea pp. 333-343.

He was killed soon after his father's death in the battle of

Malkhair. The second MUHfa Khan renounced his office and became

a dervish. Both of them left behind a number of children. The

other two Ni?am-ud-Din and Fat~-ud-Din left no descendants.

Qu~bpura, which was one of the noted quarters of Aurangabad was

named after him. It is stated that this quarter was held by Kirat Singh

son of Raja ]ai Singh. He built an edifice and a large tank in it. QlI~b

ud-Din, in the days of his influence, claimed them as his hereditary

property on the ground that his father Na?ar Mul}ammad during the
siege of Daulatabad had settled there and laid the foundations of the

quarter. He wanted to have it transferred to him from the Raja.

There was a case, and the matter was reponed to the Emperor. An

order assigning the land to the Khan was receiv~d from the Court.

The Khan paid the 0 price of the building to the Raja. Up to the

present day, when none of his descendants are of any importance, they

derive their livelihood from the income of this quarter. But his

daughter's descendants have endeavoured to secure employment, and

have become known. One of them, a daughter's son, Dost Mulp

mfijad by name, was an honest man, of a faq'ir-like disposition and a

lover of the poor. For a long time he held Tankli:, Berar in fief, and

so that pargana was known by his name. Later, his son after him

received his father's title and held that pargana. He was a noble

minded man of his times. He died a few years back. At pre~ent

his brother's son, Khweshgi I5.11:1n by name, h:ts inherited those lands,

and he also holds most of Qu~bpura together with the old building,

either through inheritance or by purchase. Considering the results

of inheritance this quarter should have ceased to have any importance.

But as the deceased Muthawwur Khan! I5._hweshgi-who was a high

officer, and well known for his pleasing manners and noble quali

ties-when he came to the Deccan with Amir-ul-Umara J:Iusain Ali

Khan, settled down there in view of his belonging to the same caste,

Qu~b-ud-Din Khan Khweshgi I

was deputed to the Deccan!, and under Mirza Raja ]ai Singh and at

the ,head of ?,o~o horse he exerted himself greatly in devastating the

teentory .of SivaJ~. When after Sivaji's submission, tbe Mirza Raja
turned hJs attentiOn to tbe country of 'Adil Shab, the Khan was

place~ in charge of the rearguard. He repeatedly did gre~~deeds in

engagIng the enemy. In the 9th year he was summoned to the Court,

~nd had the honour of paying his respects. His rank was increased

y 5
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. In the loth year he was deputed under Muhammad Amin

Khan M'ir Bakhsh'i for the chastisement of the Yusuf~a'i3 Afo-hans.

Later he was again transferred to the Deccan, and remained th:r~ till
the end of his life.

As he had become an old servant of that territory, he behaved

to~~rds the governors on the principle of "slanting the jar and not

spilltng the contents." This was specially so with I5-han Jahan who

was greatly annoyed with him. Both sent petitions against one
another to the Emperor. In tbe 20th year, 1088 A.H. (1677 A.D.)

when governorship of the Deccan was transferred from Khan ]ahan to
Dil- Kh- h 'd KI - -

~r _an, t _.e sal _.Jan under the new Governor was busy fighting
agal11st _th.e BIJapurlS, when he died 4

• His dead body was conveyed

to Qa~ur 111 . the Panjab whicb was his home. He was a prudent

con~mander, 111, whom skill was combined with diplomacy. !<han
]ahan was afraid of him.

T _It is ~tated that in his later days his eyesight became very weak.
Khan ]ahan, as a result of his differences with him, reported that

Qu~b-ud-Din Khan had grown old and blind. The Khan who was

vigilant and clever, on hearing of it immediately marri~dth: dauo-bter

of an elephant driver, and contrived, by giving it publicity, that it

sh~uld be included in the report of events, so that Khan ]ahan's report
might appear to be the result of enmity. He had four and two

daughters. His eldest son Muhammad Khan was the best f t1 p
. - , 0 rem.

'Alamgirnama, p. 82 7.

2 Op. cit., p. 1033. The Increase was 500 horse and his rank became
3,500 with 3,000 horse.

3 Op. cit., p. 1047. 4 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 16I.
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I Emperor Aurangzib, see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, p. 600.

2 JvJaathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 600-605, Beveridge & Prashad's transla
tion, I, pp. 641-643'

3 According to Irvine, /ourn. As. Soc. Bengal, LXIII, p. 132, his name

Quatrain

To Muthawwur Khan came the appointed time;

The eternal garden became his stage.

The guardian angel announced the date of his death
May the Mercy of God be with him.

(Ra~mat aizid shamil ao: 1156 A.H.; 1743 A.D.)

and having old connections with the family. He spent nearly thIrty

years in'this place, and as a result of his efforts to develop it the

place once again began to flourish. The late Muthawwur 1<han died

on the first of Rabi' II, 1156 A.H. (4th May, 1743 A.D.), and was

buried near his own house in Qu~bpura. As his real nam.e was

Ral~mat Khan, Mir Ghl1lan~ 'Ali Azad Bilgrami, at the request of the

writer, composed a versified chronogram in reference to this name.
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according to Danishmand Khan was Shan:sher ~hweshgi,. and he waS made
Shams-ud-Din ~an on joining the imperial service and given the rank of 500
with 150 horse.

I His name was Muhammad Jan, but later he received the title of Kar

ralab ~an and finally of Wazir ~an. He had the rank of. 3,000, see rrvi~e,
loc. cit., p. 122, note 3. His forces were defeated at a plam between Alwan

Sara'i and Baniir some 10-12 miles north-east of Sirhind on 24th Rabi' I, 1122
A,H. (22nd May, 1710 A,D.), vide Irvine, p. 123. .

2 Irvine's account, pp. 126, 127, is apparently taken verbatim from

Ma'a!!!.ir. Later successes of Shams Khan are noted on pp, 132, 133.

At the time the turbulent tribe of Sikhs plundered the country

from Lih6re to near Delhi and spread anarchy in the area. Having

defeated the forces of Wazir Khan 1 Faujdar of Sirhind they took

. . WI Sh d D- Kh- became thepossessIOn of the cIty. len ams-u - In _an

Faujdar, he started with 5,000 horse, and a large number of gentlefolk

and craftsmen of all types from the Mu~ammadan population-who

had collected together to wage a religious war and vied with one

another in their zeal to wage war against the infidels even to the

extent of sacrificing their lives-and encountered the Sikh forces. An

engagement took place at Rahon seven kos distant fro~ Su~~anpur.

After much firing of cannon and throwing stones WIth slll1gs the

infidels were terrified, and many were slain by the sword. The

frightened Sikhs entered the Rahon fort, and after striving hard in

vain for some days to hold the siege fled 2. Later through coura~e

and bravery or rather through God-given fortune he defea~ed theI~l In

twenty two battles. Later, M u~arnmad Amin Khan Ch1l1 Bahadur

was appointed by the Emperor to go with the advance ~rmy~ and

after he reached Sirhind, Shams-ud-Din Khan out of pnde dId not

have recourse to him, and independently went on chastising the Sikhs,

and conquered the Sirhind fo~t. Mu~ammad Ami'n wrote to the

Emperor that Shams Khan's head, on account of the force that he had

with him, was full of dangerous designs and that he should not be

trusted. The officers of the State overlooked his claims, and he who

expected to be rewarded was dismissed.

ul-Umara][Maathit-Qu~b-ud-Din Khan f(hweshgt II

QUTB-UD-DIN KHAN I<HWESHGI II

(Vol. III, pp. 126~130)'

Qu~b-ud-Din Khan Khweshgi's alias was Bayazid. His father

was Sl1l~an Ahmad KhaIafzai', daughter's son of Nadhar Baha~r,
and son-in-law of Jan Baz Khan Khweshgi. The father became famous

and influential in the service of Prince Mu~ammad A'7;am Shah.

For some reason he retired from service, and took up residence in his

native country. Later, on being summoned by the Emperor 1 he.

resolved again to serve him, but on the way he was attacked by

madness, and died. He had four sons, viz., J:Iusain Khan2-whose

account has been given separately-, Bayazid Khan, Pir Khan and

'Ali Khan. The third did not prosper. The second was appointed

to a high rank during the reign of Emperor Mu~arn1l1ad Shah, but

he died young. His son Nur Khan became known as Shams Khan 3 ,

and was appointed Faujdar of Duaba Baht (Bist) Jalandhar (Jullundur).
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I In Irvine, p. 141, Shams !$ban's death is mentioned, but the place of the

battle is not indicated.

2 Maitthir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 7 11 -7 1 5.
3 B1ochmann, A'in, I (2nd ecln.), pp. 557, 558. For Shaik,h Salim Chishti's

life see Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 edn.), p. 348.

QUTB-UD-DIN KHA..N 3 SHAIKH KHOBAN

(Vol. III, pp. 66-68).

He was the daughter's son of Shaikh Salim of Fat~piir. His
father was a Shaikhzada of Badii,'on, and was a foster-brother of
Emperor Jahangir.- When Jahingir in the days of his princehood
went to Allahabad, and through presumption and being led astray
began seizing territory, he gave Shaikh Khiiban the title of Qu~b-ud

Din I<han, and appointed him Governor of Bihir. After his accession

ul-Umara]

his own valour would not turn the rein. The Shiks perceived'the
smallness of the pursuing force and turned back. They fought with
small arms, and a sharp engagement took place. Finally when their
arms grew tired they threw away,their swords and attacked each other
with their teeth. At last Shams Khan was killed!, and Qu~b-ud-Din

became insensible as a result of many wounds. Only a few Afghans
with the elephants of the two leaders remained there. The Kahrs at
times dragged the two elephants, and again the Afghans attacked ~nd

rescued them. Meanwhile Shahdad Khan, who had been com1l1g
from Ra'ipiir to welcome (Qu~b-ud-Din and Sha~s K~in), he~rd of
what had happened. He galloped hard, and arnved 10 the Olck of
time. Those miscreants believed that Shams Khin had now come.
and dispersing like the stars of the Bear (the Great Bear constellation),
fled. Shahdad Khan considering return advisable retired to Ra'ipiir.
After three days Qu~b-ud-Din died. The bodies of both were con~ey

ed to their native place and buried. This Shahdid Khan later attamed
great promotion in this reign; a separate account2 of his career has

been given. Qu~b-ud-Din Khan had no son.
-':J
II
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Qu~b-ud-Din Khan I<hweshgi II

But Bayazid Khan was a man of the world and an opportunist.
While holding a minor manfab he was able to obtain the appointment
of a Faujdar. When Bahadur Shah marched to give battle to Mu~a

mmad A<pm Shah, Bayazid Khan paid his respects and joined his
forces. After the victory he was rewarded by appointment to a high
rank and received the title of Qu~b-ud-Din Khiin. Later he gained
access to Prince 'A~im-ush-Shan, and as a result was appointed F~ujdar

of Jammu.
When the Guru (Bandah) who was the chief and leader of the

Sikhs went from Lohgarh to the ice-mountains!, but could not remain
there from fear of the imperial troops, and after traversing many
defiles and gorges came out by way of Ra'ipur and Bahrampur. Qu~b

ud-Din Khan was 16 kos to the west by north of Ra'ipur, and by a
strange coincidence his brother's son Shams Khan, who had been
transferred from the Duab, came to his uncle to take leave. On
heating the news Qu~b-ud-Din Khan immediately sent Shahdad Khan
the brother-in-law of Shams Khan with 1,500 horse to protect Ra'ipur,
and himself proceeded with 900 horse in company with Shams Khan.
They had gone half way and were occupied in hunting when news was
received that the leader of those audacious people was close at hand.
Qu~b-ud-Din was of the opinion that they should hasten to Ra'ipur
and attack the Guru with the whole force. Shams Khan, however,
who had several times defeated them, did not worry about them, and
started after them. He did not use his artillery, but galloped to the
attack. When the forces met, and the Sikhs heard Shams Khan's
name, they thought the only course left was to escape with their lives,
and fled. Shams Khan followed them. Though Qu~b-ud-Din

Khan urged that this victory should be regarded as providential, and
they should only after collecting their forces proceed to extirpating the
enemy, but Shams Khan out of youthful impetuosity and pride for
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1 Mountains in the Nahan State in the Panjab, vide Irvine, p. 140. For

the siege of Lohgarh see Irvine, pp. 137- I 40 and Maathir-ul-Umara. Text, III,

pp. 67 2 -674.



Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tu~uk-i·lahangjrj, I, p. 78.

1 The account is adapted from Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, I, pp. 113-
11

5. For a

critical account of Sher Afgan and his murder sce Beni Prasad, History of

1 h
. pp 174 17~ where most of the relevant authoritics arc citcd. Sher

a anglr, . , .... '
Afgan's tomb is at Burdwan vide Abdul Wali, lourn. ~s. So~. B~ngal (N.S.)

XIII, pp. 184-186 (1917)' Also see Beni Prasad. Proc. Indian HIstorical Records

Commission, IV, pp. 19-25 (Calcutta, 1922). . .
2 See Blochmann, 1\'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 477, 478. HIS name there IS

. "Qutlugh Qadam Khan Akhta-begi", and his name is explained as the
given as 0- ~ ~ ..'

!SEan of Qadam-i.mubarak, the name given to stones WIth the ImpressIOn of t~e
foot of the Prophet. A Qadiwal, according to Irvine, Army of ~he. Indl~n
Moghuls, pp. 189,225, is a huntsman in peace, and a scout or skirmisher_ill

war. Blochmann's account contains further details about Qutlugh Qadam !Shan.

QUTLUQ QADAM KHAN QAR"AWAL
2

(Vol. III, pp. 52, 53)'

1
'( h f M- - Ka-mran. Later he

In his early He e was a servant a Irza .
attached himself to the saddle-straps of Emperor Humayiin. During
the reign of Emperor Akbar he rose to a high rank. In the 19

th
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Sher Afgan being compelled drew his sword, and so smote the belly
of Qu~b.ud-Din-who was very corpulent that his bowels gushed out.
Qu~b-ud-Din holding his belly with both hands cried out with a loud
voice that they should not allow the disloyal person to escape. Abih
Khan Kashmiri-who was a high officer, and was well known for his'
bravery and courage-urged on his horse, and struck with his sword
Shfr Afgan on the head. Sher Afgan in his turn struck Abih Khan
hard with his sword and killed him. Meanwhile Qu~b-ud·Din Khan's
servants gathered round from all sides, and finished Sher Afgan with
the sword of retribution. Qu~b-ud-Din Khan remained on horse-back
loner enough to hear the news that Sher Afgan had been killed. Then
he ;ave way. He, however, sent Ghiyatha to Burdwan. to confiscate

Sher Afgan's property and to bring his family. He h~mself starte~
off in a palanquin, but died after traversing a short ~Istance. HIS
body was conveyed to htlJpiir Sikri. This happened 111 1016 A.H.

(
160

7 A.D.) in the 2nd year of Emperor Jahangir's reign
1

•
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he raised him l to the rank of 5,000 and appointed bim Governor of
Bengal. As the turbulence and seditious-mindedness of Sber Afgan
Khan Istaljii-who had his fief in Burdwan in Bengal-had been
repeatedly reported to the Emperot, or because of his wife Mihrun
Nisa Begam of whom the Emperor was enamoured, as has been
detailed in the account of Sher Afgan-the Emperor when sending
off Qu~b~ud-Dln gave him a hint that if he found Sher Afgan loyal
and obedient he should let him remain, otherwise he should send him
to the Court. Should the latter object to coming, he should punish
him. When Qu~b-ud-Din Khan reached Bengal, he because of Sher
Afgan's manners and dealings became suspicious, and although be sent
for him, the latter, as he had been informed by his agent's letter of
what had taken place (at the Court) offered unsubstantial excuses for
not coming. Qu~b-ud-Din started by rapid marches for Burdwan.
He sent ahead his sister's son Shaikh ~hiyatha to ascertain what was
in Sher Afgan's mind. and to tell him that they had come to collect the
tributes due from the Zamindars of the district, and that he should
assist them in this work. Gbiyatha by honied words and cajolery so
represented matters as to make Sher Afgan feel sure that no trickery
was intended. He came unattended to welcome (Qu~b-ud-Dln).

When the latter heard that Sher Afgan was coming, he instructed his
confidential followers to put Sher Afgan to death as soon as Qu~b-ud

DIn gave the signal by raising his whip. Sher Afgan came with two
men, and respectfully held an interview. The men from all sides
pressed round, Sher Afgan remarked, "What sort of a demeanour is
this?" Qu~b-ud-Dln held back his men, and advancing a few steps
started talking to him. Sher Afgan realizing from Qu~b.ud-Drn's

manner that treachery was in the offing became aggressive. It is
stated that Qu~b-ud-Dln during the interview with Sher Afgan had
been so impressed by his polished manners that he had given up all
idea of harming him. When he raised his hand to keep back his
men, they mistook it for the arranged signal and became active.



RAQAWI KHAN SAIYID 'AU

(Vol. II, pp. 307-309).

year he was deputed with Mun'im Beg I<han J(hanan to Bengal, and

there looked after the affairs of the State. He rose to the rank of

1,000, and died at his appointed time. His son Asad Khan was sent

with Prince Sul~an Murad to the Deccan, and in the 46th year he

was with Shaikh Abul Fasll when the latter halted near the tank of

Qutlugh1. At that place he was struck by a cannon ball fired from

the fort of Daulatabad. His abdomen was so badly torn that his

entrails came out. He, however, did not lose his self-control, but

died at midnight.

559Raghunath
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I Amal Salih, III, p. 2 °3.
_ • • 2 Op. cit., p. 755·

2 'Alamgirnama, p. 44°. - S-l 'b
4 Op. cit., p. 1 0 49. His earlier appoint~ent as Divail of the Bcgam ~ a ~1

is also mentioned there. See also Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 62.

5 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p, 2 °7.
6 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 44 I -449·

7 'Amal ~ali1?, III, p. IlO.

(RAJA) RAGHONATH

(Vol. II, p. 282).

He was one of the the proteges of Sa'd Ullah Khan
6

• About the

end of the 23rd year of Emperor Shih Jahan's. reign he was favoure~
with the grant of the title of Rai, and the gift of a gold pen-~ase .

In the 26th year he had a suitable increase in rank, and was appOl11te~
record keeper (Daftardar) of the Khaha and Tan. By the 29th year hiS

rank was advanced to 1,000 with 200 horse. In the 30th year, a~ter the

death of Sa'd U11ah Khan, he received a robe of honour, an 1l1crease

increase of 150 horse, and in the 28th year his rank by promotion

b
. 1 1. He also received the title of Ridavlecame 2,5°° Wltl 500 110rse. . .

Khan, and was appointed Bakhsh'i and Reporter of tl~e pr~v~nce of

Ahmadabad in succession to Dost Kam-, and he was 10 addmon the

A~'in (revenue agent) of that province1
• In the 30th year he on tr~nsfer

returned to the Court, and was appointed Reporter of the prov1I1ces.

When the affairs of the State came into the hands of Aurangz~b, he
.. d h' d' th 2nd year received an annual pensIOn ofjome 1m, an m e
Rs. 12,000 2 , and retired. In the 5th year he was reinstated

2
, and

granted the rank of 2,5°° with 400 horse, a robe of honour, and an

enamelled dagger. In the 9th year he was appointed Divan, of the
. R h-d-'- Kh h a 'is and given anBegam Sahib in succeSSIOn to as I a I _ uS n v ,

, . . I h h he was promoted to the1l1crease of 100 horse. n tel at year
hiah office of Chief Sadr in succession to 'Abid Khan; he was granted

b • d h' k . d to 3 000 foot with 500
a robe of honour an IS ran was 1l1crease ,

, , 68 AD)
horse4• In the 24th year5 , correspondmg to 1°9 I A.H. (I a . .

he died.
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l{a4awi Khan Saiyid 'Ali5-8) ,

He was the second son of ~adr-u~-~adur Miran Saiyid Talal Bokhari2

of whom a separate account has been given. When Emperor Shah

Jaban in the 20th year of his reign proceeded from the Capital towards

Kabul, he left Saiyid Jalal,-who was very ill at the time-in the

Capital, and took Saiyid 'Ali with him for carrying on the work as

his father's deputy3. After his fa the,r,s death Saiyid 'All's rank WaS

increased4 to 1,000 with 200 horse. In the 2 I st year he was exalted

by a further increase of 500 with 200 horse. In the 22nd year he

Was appointed Superintendent of the jewel-room, and of the precious

vessels. In the same year he had an increase of 500 with 50 horse.

In the 24th year he was removed from this office, and appointed,

Superintendent of the library and picture gallery in succession to the

late Mir ~ali~ Khushnavis. In the 25th year he was favoured by an

He is, however, incorrect in identifying him with Qutlu or Qatlu Khan Afghan
of the Tabaqat (see De's translation, III, p. 562) to whom Shaikh Farid was :;nt
for negotiating a peace in the 29th year.

I Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 795, Beveridge's translation, HI, p. 1192. His
name there is given as Payinda Khan. See also Beveridge's note 2 on the same
page.

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 447-451, Beveridge & Prashad's transla
tion, I, pp. 737-740.

3 Badshahnama, II, p. 638. 4 Op. cit., p. 682.
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RAf:iMAT KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 28Y286).

He was f:iakim Qiya'-ud-Din, son of I:Iakim Qu~ba broth~r of I:Iakim

Rukna. of Kashan, who was a famous physician, and the most eloquent

of men. I:Iakim Rukna was a favourite of Shah 'Abbas I, who often

used to come to his house. After seeing that the Shah was ill disposed

towards him, he migrated3 to India in the reign of Emperor Akbar;

with reference to this incident he composed the following verse:-

'-"'--'-----. ---------------

ul-Umara]

Taliba Amuli, who had been brought up by Sati Khanam1 who was

the wife of Na~ira, the brother of I:Iakim Rukna. On this account he

was favoured by Emperor Shah Jahan, and in tbe 14th year was

appointed Superintendent of the Karkiraq khana (furring department),

and granted 2 a title and a female elephant. In the 18th year3 his

rank was increased to 1,000 with 150 horse. In the 22nd year he

was made Superintendent of Branding (Dagh), and in the 24th year

granted an increase of 100 horse in his rank. In the 27th year on

the transfer of Mir Bakhshi he was appointed Divan and Superinten.

dent of the Karkiraq khana 4 of the province of A~madabad, and in

the 29th year his rank was raised to I ,500 with 400 horse. During.

the time of illness of Emperor Shah Jahan, when Sul~an Murad

Bakhsh assumed6 sovereignty, and struck coins and had the [{hutba
read in his own name (in Gujarat), the said Khan became his compa

nion. After the Prince's arrest he entered the service6 of Aurangzib,

and being promoted to the rank of 2,000 with 3007 horse was

appointed Divan of Gujarat. When Dara Shik6h arrived at A~mada

bad, though he went with the Governors and waited upon him, yet

he declined to accompany him. Accordingly when Dara Shik6h fled

from near Ajmer, Qiya'ud-Din was again an object of favour, and in

the 3rd year was appointed Divan of Roshan Rai Begam (R6shan

[Maathir-Ral)mat Khan560

in rank of 200 horse, and the title of Rat Rayan. It was further

arranged that until the appointment of a chief Divan!, he should

report (to the Emperor) all affairs of the Divani. As Fate had decreed

that the affairs of the State should devolve on Emperor Aurangzib,

Raghunath with other clerical officials waited upon Aurangzib after the

battle with Dara Shik6h. In the battle with Shuja' and the second

battle with Dara Shik6h Raghunath had his place in the centre of the

army. After the second coronation his rank was increased to 2,5;00 with

500 horse, and he was granted the title of Raja. He carried on his

duties in a masterly manner. In the 6th year of Emperor Aurangzib's

reign, corresponding to 1073 A.H. (1662~63 A.D.) he died 2 •

•

Verse

If one morning the sky4 be averse to me,

At evening I will leave his domain as does the sun.

During the reigns of Emperors Akbar and Jahangir he led a

peaceful life. Qiya'-ud-Din had married the younger daughter of

The death of Sa'd Ullah Khan and the grant of the title of Rai Rayan
to Raja Raghunath and new arrangements are recorded in 'A mal $ali~, III, pp.
218,220.

2 . 'Alamgirnama, p. 829. He is stated to have been the Mut~addi of the
Divani.

3 A kbarnama, Text, III, p. 8 I 6, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1224.

4 -.J.l; -tn the verse has a double meaning, Shah 'Abbas I or the sky.

I For her account see lVlaathir-ul·Umara, Text, II, pp. 79 1, 792, Beveri-

dge's translation, I, pp.260, 261, in the account of 'Aqil Khan 'Inayat Ullah.

2 The title granted was that of Ra~mat Khan, Badshahnama, II, p. 223·

3 Op. cit., p. 386.

4 'Amal $ali~, III, p. 183.
5 For a detailed account see Sir }adunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, I,

pp. 302-3°5.
6 'Alamgirnama, p. 139.
7 Op. cit., p. 140, His rank is given there as 2,000 with 500 horse,
8 Khafi Khan, II, p. 63. The Governor was Shah Nawaz Khan, whose

two daughters were married, one to Aurangzib and the other to Murad. The

Maathir account appears to be incorrect in saying that Ra~mat Khan refused to

accompany Dara Shik6h, for he was with him at Ajmer, see 'Alamgirnama, p.

334·
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RAHMAT KHAN MIR FAID ULLAH. - .
(Vol. II, pp. 219, 220).

RaQmat Khan Mir Fai4 Ullahul-Umarii]

I For Murad's capture and execution see Bernier, op. cit., pp. 63, 333, Storia

do Magar, I, pp. 300-306, Khlfi !).~ln, II, pp. 38, 155, 156, and Sir Jadunath

Sarbr, op.cit., pp. 430-449. ~lfi Khin gives the name of his mistress as Sarsan
Ba'j, but Saraswati Ba'j as given by Sarkar appears to be the correct name.

2 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 294. 3 Ibid, I, pt. ii, p. 68.

Hemistich

Alas! Alas! they slew him with all deceit.
(Ai wai ba-har bahiina kushtand: 1072 A.H., 1661-62 A.D.)

that he would be made tbe Emperor. Though his well-wishers told
him of what had happened in older times, and warned him against
going with only a few men to Aurangzib, it was of no avail. At
last ori 4th Shawwal,I068 A.H. (25th June, 1658 A.D.) the
Emperor sent for him at the stage of Mathura, and cleverly made him
a prisoner. At first he was kept in the fort of Salimgarh, but after
some time was transferred to the Gwalior fort. At his request Saras
Ba'i (Saraswati Ba'i), his beloved, was made his companion in his
helpless condition. In the 5th year of the reign, on the allegation of
his having murdered 'Ali Naqi-whom Murad Bakhsh had put to
death at A~madabad without any proof of his guilt, and whose heirs
were induced to make a claim for retaliation-he was capitally

punished l
• The chronogram is: -

He was an officer of the time of Emperor Shah Jahan. In the
3rd year when the Emperor was encamped in the Deccan, and three
forces were deputed for the chastisement of Khan Jahan Ladi, and to
ravage the territories of Ni?am-ul-Mulk Deccani, he was appointed2

with Raja Gaj Singh. Later he was appointed to the Deccan. After
the death of Mahabat Khan, when Sahii Bhansle came near Daulatabad
and ravaged the towns in that neighbourhood, and Khan Dauran,
Governor of Burhanpiir, prepared to chastise him, Mir Fai4 Ullah

3

• ... ·t,.

l

l
r
J

[Maiithir-

Ara). Afterwards· he was favoured by promotion to the post of
Diviin-i-Buyutat l

• In the 8th year he died:!. 'Abdur Ral~im, his
son-in-law, and Mul~aml11ad $adiq, his son, received robes of condo
lence (mourning dresses).

As the names of Sul~an Dara Shikah and Sultftn Murad Bakhsh
have been mentioned, an account of their last da;s is included h~re.
The first, after his defeat at Ajmer, proceeded towards A~madabad,

but ~s he was not received favourably by the people of the area he
hurned to Kach (Cutch). As he did not meet with kind:1ess there he
en.tered ~indh. Malik nwan 3

, Zamindar of Dhadhar (Dadar) in
thiS provll1ce-who in earlier days had been favoured by Dara Shikah
-eagerly came forward, and took Dara Shikah to his house. Mean.
while Dara Shikah's wife4 died, and he sent off some of the men,'
who were with him, to convey her bier to Lfth6re. He himself
resolved to proceed to Iran. Malik nwan ostensibly sent his brother
and some men with him to act as guides, but after they had gone one
or two stages they fell upon Dara Shikah and made him a prisoner.
Malik Jiwan sent an account of the meritorious service he had per
formed to Raja Jai Singh and Bahadur Khan Kaka, who had been
appointed by the Emperor to pursue Dara Shikah. They brought him
to the Presence, and in the 2nd year of the reign he was executed5 •

The other (Murad Bakhsh) was in his simplicity deceived by the
highly alluring promises of Aurangzib, and always cherished the idea

'Alamgirniima, p. 487.
2 Gp. cit., p. 9 I 5.
3 He was afterwards given the title of Bakhtyar Khan, Maathir-i-'Alam

giri, p. 25

_ 4 N~dir~ Bano Begam, daughter of Sul~an Parvcz son of Emperor Jahan
glr. She died In May-June 1659, see Irvine's note in Storia do Magar I, p. 348.

5 For accounts of Dara Shikoh's capture and execution, see Bernier,

Travels in India, I, pp. 350-354 (V. Ball's edn. 1889), Irvine's Storia do Mogor,

I, pp. 347-358, and the detailed accounts in Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of

Aurangzib, I, pp. 537-549, and Blochmann, !aurn. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, XXXIX,
pt, I, pp. 274-279 (1870).
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Raisal Darbari Raisal Darbari

I Akbarniima, Text, III, p. 809, Bevf'ridge's translation, III, p. 12 I 5. He

was promoted to the rank of 2,500 with I, 250 horse during the 40th year.

2 Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, I, Rogers & Beveridge's translation, p. 17. He was

aranted a flag and his rank raised to 3,000.
b 3 In Sarkar Ranthambhiir, vide Jarrett's tra~slation of A'.in: II, p. 27,5,

where it is described as having a stone fort on a llll!. Perhaps It IS Khundalla

of Tod, op. cit., p. 3 1 7. . '
4 Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, II, Rogers & Bevendge's translatIOn p. 25 2 , where the

grant of the title of Raja to Girdhar is recorded,

I . k" 250 in theTarikh-i-Akbari (Akbarniima) :lIS ran IS given as I,.

4 0th year l • Apparently this rank was in vogue at the time. Later,

however, it was established that promotions in the ranks of 1,000

and above were to be not less than Sao horse at a time. In the

reign of Emperor Jahangir his rank was increased2
, he was made a

Raja, and seconded to the Deccan. He was there for a long-time till his

death. He was long lived, and had 21 sons, each one of whom had

many children. While he was in the Decca~, .Mad~ii Singh and

other grandsons of his, out of boldness and eVil I~tentlons, ~ollected

a number of vagabonds and forcibly took possessIOn of their grand

father's property, which was called Khandar3 and waS near Ambar.

Mathura Das Bengali-who was upright and learned, and held charge

of the Raja's establishment, and was acting as the Raja's deputy at

the Court-behaved with prudence, and rescued part of the property

from the hands of the usurpers. After the Raja's death two or three

of his sons, such as Raja Girdhar4 and others behaved loyally and

received the titles of Raja. Other sons and grandsons of whom there

was a large number, lived in their native country on the preten~~ of

being landholders, but were for the most part robbers and sedltlon-

mongers.

r ,'t

:< (

3 Badshahnama, II, p. 2 I. 4 Op. cit., p. 98.

(London, 19 1 4 edn.) II, pp. 316, 317 for Riiisal and

(RAJA) RAYSAL DARBARY

(Vol. II, pp. 172-174)'

with Miidhu Singh was left in Burhanpur. In the 8th year his rank

was increased to 1,500 with 1,000 horse, and later he accompanied

Khan Dauran when the latter went in pursuit of Jujhar Singh Bundela,

and rendered good service. In the 9th year his rank was increased

by 500, and he Was granted the title of RaJ:mat Khan l • In the loth

year he received a flag, and was permitted to leave for Sarkar Bijagarh

which Was his fief2. In the 11th year he was promoted3 to the rank

of 2,000 with 1,500 horse, and in the same year, corresponding to

1°47 A.H. (1637-38 A.D.) he died4
• Asad Ullah, his son, had the

rank of 600 with 600 horse; he died in the 30th year.

6 See :rod, op. cit., p. 3 15. The dervish's name was Shaih!:! Burhiin,

His father was Raja Suja, son of Raja Rai Raimal 5 Shaikhawat.

I;Iasan Khan Sur, father of Sher Shah, was in the beginning of his

career a servant of the latter. There are two branches of the Kach

wahas. One is the Rajawat to which belong Mirza Raja Man Singh

and his ancestors. The other is the Shaikhawat which includes Raja

Lonkarn, and Raja Raisal and his peers. It is stated that one of their

ancestors had no son. A dervish came to him, and having compassion

on him gave him the glad tidings of (the coming of) a son. After

a time as a result of the prayers of that holy man the son arrived.

He was called Shaikh, and his descendants came to be known as
Shaikhawat6

•

Raja Raisal through his good fortune became a favourite of Em

peror Akbar, and excelled his peers in intimacy and trust. As his

goo~.nature and understanding were apparent, he gradually rose in

posltlon of trust, and was put in charge of the royal seraglio. In

Op. cit., p. 134.

2 Op. cit., p. 222.

5 See T od, Rajasthan

his ancestors.



Op. cit., Text, p. 57, translation, p. 61.

2 Op. cit., Text, pp. 80-82, translation, pr. 113, 114.
3 Op. cit., Text, pp.IIO, Ill, translation, p. 155.

4 Op. cit" Text, p. 167, translation, p. 237··
SOp. cit., Text, pp. 189, 190, translation, pp. 266, 267.

Rii Singh

H .. dIE I . . I at1d I'll tl1e battle withe jome t 1e mperor on 11S arnva,

Muhammad Husain Mirza distincruished himselP by his great
'. 0

actIvIty. In the 19th year he was deputed with Shah Quli: Maryr:lln

for the chastisement of Chandar Sen, son of RJja MJldeo. He left

no stones unturned for the success of the campaign, and greatly

devastated the country. He also took part in the siege of the fort

of SiwJna, which was Chandar Sen's place of refuge 2
• In order to

punish Chandar Sen, who was still in the field, another force was

needed. In the end of the same year Riii RJi Singh3 came alone

to the Emperor, and reported the state of affairs. The Emperor

deputed another force after Chandar Sen, and allowed him to return.

But as the fort of Siwana was not taken for a long time, in the

becrinnino- of the 2 I st year Shahbaz Khan4 was deputed to this duty,o 0 -

and Rat Rai Singh and other officers returned to the Presence.

Later, in the same year he was sent with Tarsun Mul}ammad Khan

to punish the Zamindar of Jalaur and Sirohi. When they offered

excuses and desired to present themselves at the Court to be purged

of their offences, he with Saiyid Hashim Barah, in accordance with

orders, stayed behind in the town of Nador, and blocking the egress

and ingress of the Rana of Udaipur, tried hard in subduing the

recalcitrants oE the area 5
• Sul~an Deoda, Zamindar of 5irohi on

account of his innate suspiciousness retired to his home. Ral Rai

Singh was directed to take possession of Sirohi, and he proceeded

to besiege it. To increase Deoda's alarm he sent for his family

from his' home. Sul~an Deoda attacked the caravan (of his family)

And a battle took place. After many were killed, Deoda retired to

the forr of .Abiigarh (Mount Abu). This is a fort near Sirohi

in the borders of the province of Ajmer towards Gujarat. Its real

name is Arbuda Achal. Arbuda, according to the Hindus, is the

ul-Umara]RaT Singh

(RAI) RAJ SINGH

(Vol. II, pp. 148-154)'

He was the son of Ra~ KalyanI Mal Zamindar of Bikiner. He

belonged to the Rathor tribe and was connected with Rai Maldeo in

the fourth generation. As the appreciative and judicious nature of

Emperor Akbar became well known, and the great fortune of

that Emperor was apparent from the turn of events, Rai Kalyan

with his son Rai Singh in the 15th year, while the Emperor

was at Ajmer, was successful 111 obtaining loyal service, and

was attached to the royal saddle straps. He gave his brother's

daughter in marriage to the Emperor2
, and thus gained special

distinction. In the 40th year RaT Kalyan Mal had the rank

of 2,000. Rai Singh in the 17th year when the Emper9r

decided on the conguest of Gujarat, was deputed with a large force to

stay in Jodhpur3 the home of Maldeo, and block the road from

Gujarat, so that the rebels from that province might not be able to

enter the royal territory from that direction. He stayed in that

area with other forces. When Ibrahim I:J usain Mirza after his

defeat in the battle of Sarnal entered the royal territory, and besieged

Nagore-which was in the fief of Khan Kalan and was defended

by his son Farrukh Khan-Riii Rai Singh with the officers, who were

in that district, went to attack the Mirza. The latter raised the

siege and retired. Rai Rai Singh pursued him, and engaged him

in battle. He performed great deeds in this fight, and defeated

the Mirza4
• In the 18th year when the Emperor decided on making

a flying march to Gujarat, Rai Rat Singh was sent in advance.

Caliyan Sing of T od, Rajasthan (19 I 4 edn.) II, p. 143. For Rii Singh
see the same work pp. 143-145.

2 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 358, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 518, Tod

states that Akbar and Rai Singh were married to sister princesses of Jaisalmer,
but does not mention the marriage of Akbar to Kalyan Mal's niece.

3 A kbarnama, Text. III, p, 5, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 8.

4 Op. cit., Text, pp. 34, 35, translation, pp. 49, 50.



name of a Spirit, and Achal means a hill. In course of time

the name has been corrupted to Abugarh. Its height is seven kos
(i.e. the table-Lind extends for 7 kos), and on the top the Rana in

former times had built a fort. The approach is very difficult. It
has so many springs of good water, good wells and cultivated fields

that they can provide sufficient water and food for the besieged.

There are numerous kinds of flowers, and scented plants, and the

~r is very pleasant. Ral Rat Singh took Sirohi and proceeded to

Abugarh. By only a slight exertion he succeeded in making things

very difficult for the besieged. Sultan Deoda was bewildered, and

handed over the keys of the fort. Ral Riil SinCTh left a force there
b '

and reached the Court with Sultan Deoda1
• In the 26th year when

the coming of Mirza Mul~ammad J:-Iaklm to the Panjab was bruited

abroad, and the Emperor decided to go there, Ral Ral Singh wa~

sent in advance with a force, and a number of noted elephants.

Later he was attached to Princ~ Suftah Murad ~ho was appointed

to deal with Mirza Mu~ammad J:-Iakim. At the end of the same

year when the royal armies returned to the Capital, Rai Rai Singh

and -other fief-holders were sent to t~f?anjab. In the 30th year he

was sene with Isma'il Quli Khan to Baluchistan. In the 3 I st year

he was exalted by the marriage of his daughter3 to Prince Sultan

Salim. In the 35th year he was permitted to go to his home in

Bi.kaner
4

• He returned, and in the end of the 36th year was sent5

With a force of brave men to assist Khan Khanan 'Abdur Ra~im,

who. was engaged in the T atta campaign. In the 38di. year his

son-ll1-law, the son of Raja Ram Chand Baghela, was allowed after

his father's death to proceed to his father's territory round Bandhu fort.

He fell down from his palanquin on the way, and was bled

for the sake of treatment, but his ailment increased as result of

Op. cit., Text, p. 197, translation, pp. 278, 279.
2 Op. cit., Text. p. 475, translation, p. 717.
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 494, translation, pp. 748. 749.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 581, translation, p. 881.
5 Op. cit., Text, p. 606. translation, p. 925.
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bathing and washing at improper times, and he died. The Emperor,

'who appreciated the value of the services of his officers, went to

RaL Ral Singh's house and comforted him by all kinds of favours
1

•

Afterwards for some reason he was separated from the Emperor.

About this time the complaint of oppression on the part of one

of his servants was received by the Emperor. The latter was greatly

annoyed, and the servant was summoned to the Court for enquiry.

Ral Ral Singh concealed him, and represented that he had absconded.

For this reason he was for a time excluded from the honour of paying

his respects. Later he was restored to favour, and received Sorath in

fief, and was seconded to the Deccan. He negligently spent some time

in his home at Bikaner, and even after leaving delayed on the road.

Though the Emperor sent him a warning, it was of no avail. ~ala~

ud-Din was appointed to bring him to the Court if he did not go off

on service. He was obliged to come to the Court, and as he had no

valid excuse for his perversity, he was for a time excluded from pre

sence at the Court. At last in consideration of his past services

the Emperor pardoned him, and he was again received into favour 2
•

In the 45th year when the Emperor was at Burhanpur, and Shaikh Abul

Fa41 was deputed to Nasik, Rai Rai Singh was nominated to accom

pany him. As, however, his son Dalpat was creating a disturbance

in his home, he was permitted to go there. In the 46th year he

again came to the Court3
, and in the 48th year was deputed with

Prince Sultan Salim on the expedition against the Rana4
• During

the reign of Emperor Akbar he attained the rank of 4,000, and in the

1st year of the accession of Emperor Jahangir was promoted to the rank

of 5,000
5

•

When the Emperor (Jahangir) went to the Panjab in pursuit of

Khusrau, RaL Ra~ Singh was ordered to follow with the harem.

Op. cit., Text, p. 641. translation, p. 985.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 717, translation, pp. 1068, 1069.
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 798, translation, p. 1196.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 822, translation, p. 1233.
5 Tuzuk-i-!aharzgiri, Rogers & Beveridge's translation, I, p, 49·
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d 'd" your aEmperor was displeased with this statement, an ~al '. d 1

gave you the T'ika we have exalted Dalpat". With hiS own han
h

~e
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I h' fi. P In the 7th year Dalpat's rank was 10crease y
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Kii Singh Sisadia

(RAJA) RAJ SINGH SISODIA

(Vol. II, pp. 297-3 01 ).

f Mah-araJ'a Bhlm son of Rana Amar Singh
4

•
He was the son a . SI -I

5 Jahan ir's reign, Pnnce la 1
When in the 9th year of Etl1per~r ,g R- - i\mar Singh the

, d h mpalgn aga111st ana. ,Jahan was nom111ate to t e ca f I" 6 nd
d k I d tl e door a supp !Cation alatter being hard presse noc <e at 1

1 Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, Rogers & Beveridgc's translation,!, pp. 21 7,218.

His namc in this work is Dalip instcad of Dalpat.

2 Op. cit., pp, 258, 252.
h· I U - T' xt II pp 21 1, 212.3 i'l'laat Ir-u - mara, c , , ' ,( d) I P 2784 Hc i~ the Rana Umra of Mcwar in Tod, Rajasthan 19 1 4 e n. , .

et seq A' - 'de Tuzuk-i-. , the 8th ycar from jll1cr, Vl ,
5 Princc Khurram was scnt 111 I' I 256 but the date accord1l1g to

& B . Igc's trans anon, ,p, , dfahangzri, Rogers cvcnc . 6 h'cl:! woul mcan
h 235 was early 111 1 14, w 1Beni Prasad, History of fa angir, p.

thc 9th ycar. I' I 73 274,- k' f h" -.- RoO"crs & BcvcridO"e's trans anon, , pp. 2, •6 Tuzu -1- a "Ilgli I, b b
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Without permission he left them on the road, and went to his home.

In the 2nd year after the Emperor's return from Kabul he, at the

intercession of Sharif Khan Amir-ul-Umara appeared with a cord

(fau?a) round his neck and did homage l
• In the 7th year, corres

ponding to 1021 A.H. (1612 A.D.) he died 2
• His eldest son

was Dalpat, who had the rank of 500 during Emperor Akbar's time.

In the 36th year he was appointed to assist Khan Khanan in the

T atta (Sindh) campaign, but on the day of battle, he in spite of his

having a large force with him, out of cowardice looked on as a specta

tor from a distance 3
• In the 45th year, when Emperor Akbar was

in the Deccan, and Mu~affar I:Iusain Mirza on account of a quarrel

with Khwajgi Fat!}. UlIah, and want of intelligence absconded, Dalpat

on the pretence of searching for the Mirza left the army with his men,

and went home\ In the 46th year his father was appointed to

chastise him. As he expressed a wish to return to the Court, the

Emperor forgave him, and on being summoned he arrived at the

Court
5

• In the 3rd year (of Jahangir) he was pardoned at the request

of Khan Jahan Ladi. After his father's death when he came to the

Court from Deccan, he was granted a robe of honour, and the title of
Ra.i; and was nominated as his father's successor.

It is recorded in lahangirnama that Ral Ral Singh had another

son named Sur Singh. Though Dalpat was the Tika 6 son, Rai

Rai Singh on account of his love for the mother of Sur Singh

wanted to make the latter his successor. When Ral Ral Singh's

death was reported, Sur Singh foolishly represented that his father

lOp. cit., pp. 13 0 , 131. There is, however, no mention of his appearing
before the Emperor with a fau?a round his neck.

2 Op. cit., p. 216.

3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p, 609, translation, p. 931 (not 934 as given in
the Index).

4 Op, cit., Text, p. 770 , translation, p. 1151.

5 Op. cit., Text, p. 798, translation, p. 1196.

6 Tika here is used in the sense of heir-apparent. For the mark on the
head see Wilson's Glossary, p. 521 .



Op, cit., P 276.

2 Bhim was in attendance at the Court when the news of his father's

death was received in the 14th )'ear, vide RoO"ers & Beverl' 10"' II·· Inb l be. ,p. 123.
the I5th year he was granted the title of Raja, op. cit., p. I62.

3 IqbJlnama-i-lahJngiri, pp. 232-234; Khafi Khan, I, pp. 346-356; Belli
Prasad, Op. cit., pp. 375, 376.

4 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 195.

5 Op. cit., p. 42 I.

6 Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 99. 07 p. cit., p. I42.

waited en the Prince!; Bhim2 his son thereafter distinguished him

self in the Prince's service. He exerted himself in chastisino- the
o

Zam'indar of Gujarat, and in fighting with the Deccanis. He also

performed valuable services in collecting tributes in Gondwana,

a~d ga~ned for himself a name for bravery and courage. When

dissensIOns arose between the Emperor and the Prince, he did not give

up ~he Prince's service, and when the latter leaving Bengal started for

Allahabad, while from the other side, according to the orders of

En~peror Jahangir, Sul~an Parviz under the guardianship of Mahabat

Khan advanced with the imperial forces for dealing with the distur

bance, and there was a battle, Bhim behaved bravely, and like a loyal 3

servant gave up his life. Rai Singh after Shah Jahan's accession came

to th~ Court in the 1st year, and in spite of his youth was, in consi

deratIOn of his father's services, granted a suitable robe of honour,

a jewelled sarpech (a turban ornament), an ornamented dagger, the

rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse and the tide of Raja. He also

received a horse, an elephant, and a present of Rs. 20,000 in cash4 •

In the 5th year he was exalted by an increase of 1,000 with 200

horse
5

• In the 8th year he was deputed6 with Prince Mul).ammad

AUl"angzib Bahadur who had been sent to support the troops sent

to chastise Jujhar Singh. In the 9th year he had an increase7 of

300 horse, and in the 12th year was sent with Prince Dara ShikCih

to. Q;1l1dahar. In the 14th year he received a drum, and was deputed

with Sa'id Khan ?,afar Jang for the chastisement of Jagat Singh

Zam"indar of Janmun who had rebelled. In the 15th year his rank
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3 Op. cit., p. 463.
5 Op. cit., p. 100.
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Badshtihllama, II, p. 294·

2 Op. cit., p. 42 4.
4 'Amal ~aliq, III, p. 71,

was raised I to 4,000 with 2,000 horse, and was again deputed with

Prince Dara ShikCih to Qandahar. In the 18th year he was appointed
2

with 'Ali' Mardan Khan Amir-ul-Umara for the conquest of Balkh and

Badakhshan, and afterwards accompanied Prince Murad Bakhsh to the

same termory.
When that Prince after takin? Balkh developed a dislike for that

country and started for the Court, he also came to Peshawar. As the

men appointed to this expedition were forbidden to cross the Attock,

he remaincd3 there. Later he returned to Balkh and Badakhshan

with Prince Muhammad Aurangzib Bahadur, and was victorious in

every campaign ti1at was assigned to him, again~t the ?zbegs. On

the .Prince's return he was permitted from the said prov1l1ce 1.0 return

home. In the 22nd year'! he was again appointed to the Qandahar

campaign with Prince Mul).ammad Aurangzib Bahadur, and performed

great deeds there in defeating the Iranians in the company ~f Rustam

Khan. His rank was consequently advanced to 5,000 With 2,5.00

horse. Later5 he was a second time deputed to the same campaign

with the said Prince, but on account of illness remained in Peshawar.

After the royal cavalcade arrived in that neighbourhood l:e obta~ned
leave to go home. He went a third time to Qandahar With Pnnce

Dara ShikCih, and from there was sent with Rustam Khan to take the

Bust fort. In the 28th year he went with 'Allami Sa'd Ullah Khan

to demolish ChittCir. In the 31 st year he went with MU'a?:pm Khan
and others to the Deccan to Prince Mul).ammad Aurangzib Bahadur.

In the battle with the 'Xdil Khanis he did good service. He killed

his opponent, and after receiving three serious and several minor

wounds dismounted. A large number of his men were also killed.

As a reward for this loyal service his rank was advanced to 5,000

with 4,000 horse and he was granted a special robe of honour, a

jewelled sword, an Arab horse with golden saddle, a (male) and a

ul-Umara]
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3 Op. cit., p. 52 7.
5 'A mal ~ali,?, Ill, p. 140.

Rijriip

Op. cit., p. 269'
2 Op. cit., pp. 481,482.

4 Op. cit., p.555,
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the Emperor. After his father's offences were forgiven, he with his

father submitted1. In the 19th year after his father's death he

received the rank of 1,500 with 1,000 horse, the title of Raja, the

gift of his home as a fief, and the present of a horse. He also was given

charge of the wooden fort which his bther had built between Sarab

and Andarab, and which had been placed under his chargc. Out of

the 1,5°0 horse and 2,000 infantry, which had been fixed as his

father's contingent, the pay of 500 horse and 2,000 infantry was

assigned upon t;he Kabul treasury:!. In the same year he was attached

to Prince Murad Bakhsh, who had been appointed to take Balkh and

Badakhshan, and after Qandahar he was appointed to protect it with a

~ody of troops. Two lacs of rupees were made over to him for carry

I11g on the affairs of that areaS. His rank was raised to 2,000 with

1,500 horse, and he was presented a jewelled dagger, and a pearl

necklace4
• During that time he had frequent fights with the Dzbegs

and Alamans-who regularly used to come to the area in parties for

plunder-and forced them to run away from there. He pursued and

killed numbers of them. In the 20th year he was exalted by an increase

of 500 horse and Ii/le grant of a drum. At this time he went from

Qandahar to Tal'iqan to wait on Qulij Khan. The Almiins came in

a large force and besieged Qandahar, and started fighting all round.

One day, when they were drawn up near his camp, he out of his great

bravery attacked them. There was severe fighting. A number of his

men lost their lives, and he also received three wounds, but he fought his

way back to the camp. After that the besiegers becoming disappoinr

ed raised the siege and left the city. In the 22nd year his rank was

increased to 2,5,00 with 2,5°° horse, and he was appointed comman

dant of the fort of Kahmard in succession to Khalil Beg. In the 25th

year he had an increase of Sao, and was sent with Prince 1vluQammad

Aurangzib Bahadur on the Qandahar campaign5
• In the siege of the

Rajrup574

female elephant. He was also given an assignment of one lac of

rupees, and permitted to return home. In the battle between Maha

raja Jaswant Singh and Aurangzib he and a number of his tribesmen

(Raj puts) were in the right wing of the Raja's forces. When the

battle began, he bade good bye to his reputation, and fled to his

h,ome1
• After the battle with Dara Shik6h he did homage to

Emperor Aurangzlb 2
• In the second battle with Dara Shik6h, as the

excess baggage with some of the Harem were left in the town of Tara,

he was left there to protect thems. In the 2nd year with Sha'ista

Khan Amir-ul-Umara, and in the 7th year with Mirza Raja Jai Singh

~e was deputed to the Deccan, and as he served loyally and bravely

111 the conquest of Siva (Shivaji) Bh6nsle's forts and in devastating

'Adil Khan's territories, he was rewarded by his rank being raised to

5,000 with 5,000 horse of which 500 were two-horse three-horse

troopers. In the loth year he again went4 to the same country in

attendance on Prince Mul)ammad MU'a~~am, and in the 16th year,

corresponding to 1083 A.H. (1672 A.D.) he died there. His sons

Man Singh, Maha Singh and Aniip Singh came to the Court, and

were granted robes of honours.

(RAJA) RAJROP

(Vol. II, pp. 277-281).

He was the son of Raja Jagat Singh" son of Raja Basu7
• In the

12th8 year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he was appointed FaujdCir of

Koh Kangra" Whcn his fathcr rebelled, he als0 9 joined him against

'AI,zmgirnama, pp. 70, 7 r.

2 Op. cit .. pp. r4 r, r42. 3 Op. cit., p. 305.
4 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 6 r. 5 Op. cit., p. 127.
6 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II. pp. 238-241, Beveridge & Prashad's transla

tion, I, pp. 726, 727.

7 Op. cit., pp. r57- r60, Beveridge's translation, It pp. 392,394.
8 Btidshabnama, II, p. 127. 9 Op. cit., pp. 237, 238.
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place he commanded a battery. On return from there he was appoin~

ted to Kabul with Sulaiman Shikoh. In the 26th year he again1

went to Qandahar in attendance on Prince Dara Shik6h, and in the

siege of the ~lace exerted himself to his best. In the 29th year, in
accordance with the orders, he left Kahmard, and having done homage

at the Court went home. When Dara Shikoh after being defeated by
E~peror Aurangzib left for Lahore, Raja Rajrup, who in compliance
with summons prior to the war of succession had started from his
home, met Dara Shikoh between Delhi and Sirhind. By his fables
and enchantment he was enmeshed in the net of his companionship2.

Later, when Di"tra Shikoh after reaching the Capital (Lahore) proceeded
towards Multan, Rajrup perceiving the signs of failure in his affairs

left him on the pretence that he would go home, and prepare equip
ment3

• Afterwards with good intentions he came from his home,
and on the banks of the river Be-as jo ined Khalil Ullah Khan who was
pursuing Dara Shikoh. Through Khalil Ulli"th Khan's recommenda
tion h~ was enlisted in Emperor Aurangzib's service, and his disgrace
and eVil deeds were. forgotten4, His rank was increased to 3,500
foot and horse, and he was appointed to the thanadar"i of Chandi5

on the borders of Srinagar (Garhwal). Sulaimiin Shikoh had marched

from .~llaha~ad, and wanted to proceed to the Panjab via Saharanpur,
and J01l1 his father. On account of the spreading out of 'Alam
gir's forces he could not do so, and was forced to retire into the hill
country. Raja Rajriip was sent to make proper arrangements at the
foot of the hills and prevent Sulaiman Shikoh from coming out that

way. Later he joined the Emperor6
, and was attached to the van

guard of the right wing in the second battle with Dara Shikoh. As

K6kl~ Pahar was the r'efuge of Dara Shik6h's men, the Raja brought
out his foot-men-who were experienced hill-climbers-from the back

Op. cit., p. 157.

2 'Alamgirnama, p. 179.

4 Op. cit., pp. 187, 190.

6 Gp. cit., p. 293.

3 Op. cit., pp. 181, 182.

5 Gp. cit., p. 199.

....,
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of K6kla Pahar, and himself remained on horseback ready to support

them. The enemy perceiving their sm:lll number boldly came alit
of their entrenchments, and engaged in battle. The rOY:ll officers
followed closely, and the battle raged for three watches. The entrench
ments were still intact, when Dara Shik6h losing heart took to flight 1

•

As .Prithi Pat2
, the Zam"indiir of Srinagar (Garhw~tl) had, through

short-sightedness, given refuge in his territory to Sulaiman Shik6h,
:1l1d out of foolish hopes was helping him, the R~lja ir the 2nd year
was deputed with a force of the victorious army to Srinagar hills. If
the said Zam"indar ignoring sage counsels persisted in looking after
Sulaiman Shikoh, he was to devastate his country and eradicate3 him.
As the Zam"indar, out of ignorance and pride, did not give up helping
Sulaiman Shik6h, T:lrbiyat Khan and Ra'dandaz .Khan were also
:lppointed, and they made the Zam"indar's position impossible. He

in his helplessness turned to the Mirza Raj:l (Jai Singh), and made the
delivering up of that one, who had himself gone into the snare, as the

means of his pardon.
In the 4th year, on the transfer of Saiyid Shahamat Khan the

Raja was sent off to look after the boundaries of 0-haznin4
, but after

reaching there he died in the same year, correspondi.1g to 1°71 A.H.
(1660-61 A.D.). Like his father he was not void of courage and
bravery, and had the right spirit for enduring afflictions and in repen
ting of faults. His younger brother Bahar Singh, who with his father
had performed great deeds in the Badakhshan campaign, spent a great
part of his life in the ignorance of holy theism, but in the end of the

Gp. cit., pp. 320.327. Also see Har Bilas Sarda, .-ljmer: Historical

and Descriptive (Ajmer, 1941), pp. 157, 164, and Plan of the battle on p. 160,
where K6kla hill is shown. The name of Raj" Rajrup is incorrectly given as

Ramrup in that work.
2 The name is Prithi Pat in Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 26, but in !'£hafi Khan

II, p. 723 it is Prithi Singh. There also it is stated that he WJS pardoned at the

request of Raja Jai Singh on his agreeing to hand over Sulaiman Shik6h.

3 Op. cit., p. 42 I.

4 Op. cit., p. 625. His death is referred to on p. 647·
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3rd year he obtained from the pious Emperor the light of guidance
a~d became .converted to Islam. From the threshold of the religious
mll1ded Caliph he received royal favours, and was given the title of

Murid 1 Khan: For a long time he guarded Ghorband. Up to the
pre~ent day 1115 descendants are in possession of Shahpur alias Bharwin
their ancestral home 2 which is to the west of Taragarh, and whoever
be the Raja is called Murid Khan.

(RAJA) RAJ SINGH KACHWAHA

(Vol. II, pp. 170-172).

He was the son of Raja Askaran 3
, brother of Raja Bihara Ma14

•

When t~e latt.er became a great favourite of Emperor Akbar, every
one of hiS relatIOns also was promoted according to his deserts. Raja
Askaran5 was appointed with ~adiq Khan in the 2nd year to chastise
Ra!a Madhukar Bundela. In the 24th year he was deputed G with
Raja Todar Mal to the province of Bihar. In the 30th year he was
promoted 7 to the rank of 1,000, and in the same year was secondedB

to t~e Deccan campaign with Khan A'~am Koka. When the Empe

ro~ Il1 the 31.St yea
9

r appo!~ted two officers to each ~iiba, the Agra
$uba was aSSIgned to Raja Askaran and Shaikh Ibrahim. In the

Op. cit., Pl" 609, 648. He is mentioned as governor of Kabul in 24th
year, Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 207.

2 There is seme confusion here. Raja Basu's ancestors' home N--. _ .. . was urpur
111. the Kangra district, while Shahpiir is in the Rawalpindi division. Bharwin

might be B~era. in Shahpiir district, see Imperial Gazetteer, VIII, p. 100.

3 ~e ~s ~Iskurn of _Tod, Rajasthan (1914 edn.), II, p. 285.

4 1I'Iaathlr-ul-Umara, Text, II. pp. II I-I 13, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.
409-41 r.

5 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 210, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 295.
6 Op. CIt., Text, p. 287, translation, p. 422 .

7 Op. cit., Text, p. 457, translation, p. 687.
8 Op. cit., Text, p. 464, translation, p. 70 I.

9 Op. cit., Text, p. 51 I, translation, p. 779.

(-

33rd year he went with Shahab-ud-Din AI}mad Khan on a punltlve
expedition against Raja Madhukar1

• He died at his appointed time.
Raj Singh was exalted by the grant of the title of Raja, and a suitable
rank, and was for a long time attached to the Deccan forces. Later,
he was, at his request, recalled, and arrived at the Court in the 44th2

year. Afterwards he was appointed commandant of the Gwiilior fort.
In the 4Sth year while the Emperor went to besiege Asir, he came to
the Presence, and did homage 3

• In the 47th year he was deputed
4

with Rai Rayan Patr Das for pursuing Bir Singh Deo Bundela, who
had like a thief come on the road and murdered Shaikh Abul Fa41.
As he exerted himself to extirpate the Bundelas, he in 50th year was
raised by repeated promotions to the rank of 4,000 with 3,000 horse,
and the gift of a drums. In the 3rd year of the reign of Emperor
Jahangir he was sent to the Deccan, and in the 10th year, correspond
ing to 1024 A.H. (1615 A.D.) he died there. His son Ram Das
was appointed to the rank of 1,000 with 400 horse, and in the 12th
year was exalted by the grant of the title of Raja 6

• In the end of

the same year he was promoted to the rank of 1,500 with 700 horse7
•

One of his grandsons, by the name of Parsutam Singh, becameB a
Muslim in the 6th year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign, and received

Op. cit., Text, p. 526, translation, p. 803.

2 Op. cit., Text, p. 751, translation, p. 1122.

3 Op_ cit., Text, pp. 779, 798, translation, pp. 1166, 1195·

4 Op. cit., Text, p. 813, translation, p. 1221.

5 Op. cit., Text, p. 823, translation, p. 1239. His rank was advanced to

3,500 with 300 horse. In the 50th year on text p. 836, translation, p. 1252,

it is stated that he was promoted to the rank of 3,000 which is apparently a

mistake for 4,000.
6 Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Rogers & Beveridge's translation, I, p. 379·

7 This and the earlier statement in reference to his rank arc both

incorrect. Ram Das Kachwaha was promoted to the rank of 3,000 in the 1st

year of Jahangir's reign, op. cit., p. 2 I. The second reference is to another Ram

Das, son of Jai Singh who was granted the rank of 1,500 with 700 horse, op. cit.,

p. 418.
8 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 544.

...
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the name of Sa'adatmand. He was favoured with the grant of a robe

of honour, a horse and a sum of money in cash.

580 Raju Barah [Maathir- ul-Umara] Ram Chand Baghela

(RAJA) RAM CHAND BAGHELA

(Vol. II, pp. 134- 138).

(SAIYID) RAJOI BARAH

(Vol. II, pp. 402, 403)'

He was one of the officers of Emperor Akbar and attained the rank
of 1,000. In the 21st year he was deputed2 under Kanwar Man Singh
to chastise the Rana, and in the 29th ytar3 when he was again sent
with Jagan Nath on a punitive expedition against the Rana, he was
left with a body of troops at Mandalgarh, while the leader went by
rapid marches to the headquarters of the Rana. The latter escaped
along another defile, and started commotion in the royal territory.
The Saiyid marched forward for a fight, and thus delivered the poor

peasantry from his depredations. In the 30th year he with Jagan
Nath again attacked the Rana's headquarters, and the Rana retreated
from there. Later, he was attached to Prince Sultan Murad who had. .
been appointed Governor of Malwa. When the Prince in the 36th
year went to the territory of Raja Madhukar for chastising him, and
by the Emperor's order returned to Malwa, the Saiyid was4 left
behind with a force. Afterwards he was seconded to the Deccan.

In the 40th year during the siege of Al:madnagar when some of the
enemy approched the royal camp, and injured the quadrupeds, the
Saiyid, in his loyalty to the salt, opposed them, and fell with some of

his brethren in the year 1003 A.H. (1594-95 A.D.). His jagzr was
conferred on his sons 5

•

Blochmann, Ai'n, I (2nd edn.), pp. 501, 502.

2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 166, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 237.

3 Op. cit., Text, pp. 440, 468, translation, pp. 661, 705, 706.

4 Op. cit., Text, p. 605, translation, p. 923.
SOp. cit., Text, p. 700, translation, p. 1047.

...

t~ ,

•

He was the Zam"indiir of Bhath1
, and one of the chief Rajas of

India. Babur2 in his Memoirs speaks of three great Rajas, and the

third of these was Raja Ram Chand. A Kaliiwant by the name of
Tansen-who was the leader of his time in the science of music, and
who is stated to have had no equal either in regard to his melodious

voice or his delicate compositiol15-was in his Court. The Raja greatly

appreciated his merits and was very fond of him.. When Empero~
Akbar heard about Tansen's accomplishments, he ll1 the 7th year
sent JalaI Khan Qurch"i to Raja Ram Chand and summoned !ansen to

the Presence. The Raja realizing refusal to be beyond 1115 power,
sent Tansen with the necessary paraphernalia and presents. When
Tansen arrived, the Emperor on the first day presented him twO krors

of dams, equal to two lacs of current rupees, and b~came enamoured
oE his perEormances. His compositions, many of whICh bear Emperor

Akbar's name, are current even today.

Bluth was incorrectly identified by Blochmann, .iI'in (2nd edn.), .1, p.

685, as Panna State in Central India, and in this he was followed by Bevendg
e
,

Akbarniima, translation, II, p. 280, note 2, III, pp. 62 4, 966 , note 5· .It was
what is known nowadays as Rewah State in Baghelkhand in Central IndIa, and

is the second largest state next to Gwalior. In the 15th and 16th century the
chief of the State "was variously designated as Raja of Bhata or of Panna or or

B
. dl" C A Luard Rewah State Gazetteer (Central India State Gazetteeran lU see ., ,

Series IV, Lucknow, 1907)' p. I. The name of Ram Chand is given th~re as

Ram Chandra, and he is stated to have ruled from 1555-1592, and the hIstory

of his reign is detailed on pp. 15- 17· . .., . .
2 It has not been possible to trace tlllS reference 111 Babur s Memozrs.

In any case Ram Chand was a contemporary of Akbar a~d not Babur.
3 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 181, Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 279, 280, s~e

Beveridge's note 4, according to which the passage about the present or.; ~ror
or dams to Tansen in the first assembly appears to be taken from Iqba,namil,.

See also Muntakbab-ut-Tawal'ikh, Text, II, p. 335, Lowe's translation, p. 345·



Ram Chand Baghela [Maathir- tll-Umara]

..

Rim Chand Baghela

In the 8th year 1 when A~af Khan 'Abdul Majid was deputed to

conquer Garha, he first sent a message to Raja Ram Chand to send

Ghazi Khan Tanur-who had taken shelter with the Raja-to the

Court, otherwise he would be punished for his improper actions.

The Raja resisted, and with the help of gbazi Khan collecting an army

of Rajputs and Afghlns made preparations for a batde. After much

fighting Ghazi Khln was killed, and the Raja after his defeat took

refuge in the fort of Bandhu, whic h was the strongest fort of the area.

A~af Khan besieged him. Meanwhile, through the mediation of the

influential Rajas at the Court, it was arranged that the Raja would

come to the Court, and be enlisted amongst the royal servants. Hence

it was decided to withdraw from the conquest of that territory.

In the 14th year when the officers went to besiege Kalinjar--which

Raja Ram Chand had purchased for a large sum from Bijli Khan the

adopted son of Pahar Khan during the days of the Afghan disruption,

and which had been in his possession ever since-and the garrison

were hard pressed, the Raja realizing the hopelessness of the situation

thought it best to hand over the fort, and coming out of the fort, and

through his agents sent its keys with suitable presents to the Emperor's

Court. The EmFeror received his agents very graciously, and per

mitted them to return
2

• Though the Raja sent his son Bir Bhadra3

with a tribute and expressed his loyalty, he was too SUSpICIOUS to come

hi:nself. \\~hen in the 28th year the Emperor was encamped at

Abdul Majid A~af !ilian was first sent against Raja Ram Chand in the
6th year, A kbarnama, Text, II, p. 148, translation, p. 229. He again went there

in the 8th year and defeated Ram Chand, op. cit., text, pp. 182, 183, translation,

pp. 281-283. Beveridge's note 1 on p. 282 abo lit Bandii is incorrect. The
place is Bandhiigarh or Bandhagarh in ta~~il Ramnagar in Rewah State 23 0 40'
N., 81

0

3' E., see Luard, op. cit., p. 90.

2 Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 34°,341, translation, pp. 498, 499. Kalinjar
. lies 90 miles W. S. \V. of Allahabad in the Banda District, Imperial Gazetteer,

XIV, pp. 310-313,

3 Virbhadra, as given by Luard, is the correct name. In lVluntakhab-ut

T<lwarikh, Text, II, p. 335, Lowe's translation, II, p. 345, the name is wrongly
given as Baha.

Allahabad, he wished to send :In army :lgainst the Raja. His son

through courtiers represented th:lt if some well-known officers were

appointed to bring the Raja, he would have confidence1 to present

himself. Accordingly the Emperor deputed Zain Khan KCib :lnd

Raja Birbar to conciliate him. He came to the threshold of the Cali

phate, and did homage; he received a present of 101 horses.

In the 37th year when the Raja died, his son Blr Bhadra, who

WJS :It the Court, was granted the title of Raja, :lnd permitted to

return 2 to his territory. En route he fell down from his pJIanquin.

Bleeding was resorted to as a cure, but his illness increased as a result

of bathing and washing at improper times, Jnd he died in the 38th

year, corresponding to 100 I A.H. (1592-93 A.D .). As he was t~e

son·in-law of Ral Ral Singh Rathor, the Emperor went to the latter s

residence3 to condole him. Later when it was reported that the

wicked men of the tetritory had brought forward a minor grandson of

Raja Ram Chand by the name of Bikramajlt, and making him their

chief were after creating a disturbance, Rai Patr Das was deputed4

to conquer the fort of Bandhli. After arriving there, as the co~ntry

had been greatly devastated, thanas of imperial officers were established

in several places. The people sent in a representation .that an in~uen.

tial person should be appointed to take charge of the child. Accordmgly

Isma'il Quli Khan was deputed there, and he brought the child to the

Court in the 4 I st year. The inhabitants hoped that the Emperor

in his liberality and sense of justice would forego the siege, but as

this was not agreeable to the Emperor the child was sent away. After

I Akbamama, Text, III, p. 420, translation, pp. 624, 625. Raja Ram

Chand's arrival at Court, his presents and the gift of 101 horses to him are

mentioned on text, p. 427, translation, pp. 636,637.

2 Gp. cit., Text, p. 630, translation, pp. 966, 967.

3 Gp. cit., Text, p. 630, translation, p. 985. Virbhadra died at Kh6ra ..

4 Raja Patr Das's appointment is mentioned on text, p. 648, trans~atlOn,

p. 997, while Bikramajit's arrival at the Court on text, p. 71 1, :ranslatlOn, p.

1059, the conquest of the Bandhiigarh fort on text, p. 728, translatIOn, pp. 1088,

1089.



Ram Chand Baghela [Maathir~ ttl-Umarii]

c

Ram Chand Chauh~n

a siege of eight months and some days the fort was captured in the

42nd year. In the 47th year Darjiidhan1, the Raja's grandson
received the title of Raja and was appointed commandant of the fort,
and Bharati Chand was made his guardian. After Jahangir came to
the throne, Raja Amar Singh, a grandson of the Raja, in the 21st year
desired to wait upon the Emperor. A gracious order was issued, and
a robe of honour :md a horse were sent through Khan Rathor who was
an officer well versed in the bnguage of the terri tory 2. In the reign
of Emperor Shah Jahan, in the 8th year, Amar Singh was deputed::
with 'Abdullah Khan Bahadur for the chastisement of the Zamindar
of Ratanpiir. Through his instrumentality the Zamindar had an inter~

view with the Khan, and later came and did homage. At the time
of Jujhar Singh Bundela's rebellion he was4 with the said :Khan's
army. After his death his son Anup Singh succeeded him. In the
24th year when Raja Pahar5 Singh Bundela, jagirdar of Churagarh,
on the occasion of Hardi Ram the Zamzndar thereof takinCT refu:re with

D "
Aniip Singh-who, after Bandhii was destroyed, had taken up his
residence at Rewan 6 (Rewah) 40 kos distant from there-attacked
Rewah, Anup Singh fled with his family to the hill country of Nathii
Nathar. In the 30th year he came to the Court with Saiyid ~alabat

Khan, Governor of Allahabad, and did homage. He was granted a
robe of honour, a jewelled dagger, an enamelled shield, and the rank
of 3,000 with 2,000 horse 7, and again received Bandhii and other
parts of his native country in fief.

(

RAM CHAND CHAUHAN

(Vol.II,pp. 138,139)'

He was the son of Badan Singh l
, and WaS one of Emperor Akbar's

officers of the rank of 500. In the 18th year when the Emperor
made a rapid march to relieve Mirza 'Aziz Koka in Gujarat, Ram
Chand 2 went with him. In the 26th year3 he was with Sul~an Murad
when he marched to deal with Mirza Mulpmmad f:"Iakim. In the 38th

year he WaS deputed with l'vflrza Shah Rukh, Governor of Malwa, to
that province, and when the Emperor received news of the indiscipline
of the soldiery of the Deccan, and of Shahbaz Khan going away from
the army to Malwa without permission from Prince Sul~an Murad,
Ram4 Chand was sent to Berar to convey a lac of ashrafzs which owing
to the unsafe nature of the roads, had been kept in the Gwalior fort
for the equipment of the army and to turn back the Malwa troops to
the Deccan. He came to the Deccan. In the battle in which RajL
'Ali Khan was killed, Ram Chand was in his corps. He received
twenty wounds during the fight, and fell on the ground. Throughout
the night he remain;;d on the battlefield mixed with the dead bodies,

and was only rescued in the morning. After some days he died5 in
the 4,1 st year of Akbar's reign corresponding to the year 1005 A.H.

(1596-97 A.D.).

Op. cit., Text, p. 788, translation, p. I 180.

2 :qbalnama+!ahangiri, pp. 288, 289. The name of the envoy is given
as Kan 111 the Text, but it is !iban in Iqbalnama and this has been adopted.

3 Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 75.

4 Op. cit., P' 97.

5 Bahar Singh of the text should be Pahar Singh Bundela of Orchha, see
Luard. op. cit., p. r6, and Orchha State Gazetfeer (Vol. VI of Central India
State Gaz. Ser. 1907), pp. 31, 32.

6 Rewan of the Text, should be Rewah.

7 'Amal $ali~, III, p. 231.

1

I
I
I,
"

.J

I See Blochmann, A'in (2nd edn.) I, p. 55 I where the name of his father is

given as Badal Singh.
2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 49, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 69·

3 Op. cit., p. 333, translation, p, 5 18.
4 Op. cit., p. 712, translation, pp. 1060, 1061.

5 Op. cit., p. 719, translation, p. 1071.
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•

Ram Das Kachwaha

(RAJA) RAM DAS NARWARI

(Vol. II, pp..226-228).

He WJS an officer during the reign of Emperor Jah:ingir. In

the 1st year1 of the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan he was deputed

with Mahabat Khan Khan Khanan for the chastisement of Jujhar Singh

Bundela, who after his flight from Agra had raised the standard of

rebellion. In the 3rd year he was sent with Rio Ratan Ham to

take up his station at Basim in Berar and block the path of the

Dq:can armies2
• In the end of the 6th year he was deputed3 with

Sul~an Shuja' for the conquest of Parenda in the Deccan.

In the 8th year he was exalted by appoilltment to the

rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse, and accompanied Saiyid Khan

Jahan Barah for devastating the territories of 'Adil Khan. In the 13th

year, corresponding to 1°49 A.H. (1639-40 A.D.) he died. The

Emperor appointed his grandson Amar Singh to the rank of 1,000

with 600 horse, granted him the tid:: of Raja, and having appointed

him Governor of the fort of Narwar-the post previously held by

his grandfather-granted him all that territory as his fief4. In the

19th year he attended 5
Sul~an Murad Bakhsh on the expedition to

Balkh and Badakhshan, and in the 25th year accompanied Sul~an

Aurangzib Bahadur who was deputed to the Qandahar campaign for

the second time. In the 26th year he again went there with Sul~an

Dara Shikoh, and from there went with Rustam Khan to take Bust.

In the 30th year he was exalted by promotion to the rank of 1,5°0
with 1,00 horse, and in the same year he was seconded6 with Mu

'aHam !<han to assist Sul~an Mul)ammad Aurangzib in the Deccan.

In the 1st year of the reign of Emperor Aurangzib he did homage, and

was later deputed 7 with Prince Mu~aml11ad Sul~an for the pursuit

1 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 24 I.

2 Op. cit., p. 298.

4 Badshiihnama, II, p. 174.

6 'Amal 0ali~, III, p .236.

3 Op. cit., p. 538,

SOp. cit., p. 484.

7 A"lamgirnama, p. 555·

,
.1

(-.
1

\

of Sul~an Shuja'. He rendered valuable services there and in the

Assam campaign. Later,. in company with Shamsher Khan Tarin

he was appointed to the campaign against the Afghans! of the Riih

(hill country), and his rank was raised to 1,000 with 350 horse.

The discrepancy in the statement about his rank-which is taken

from 'A/amgirnama- is perhaps due to a reduction in his earlier rank

for some reason, or it may be a mistake on the part of the copyist.

(RAJA) Rl\M DAS KACHWAHA2

(Vol. II, pp. 195-157)'

His father Ordat was i man of small means and in distressed

circumstances. He lived at his native place Luni3
• Ram Das at first

was a servant of Raisal Darbari4
, and through him became enlisted in

the service of Emperor Akbar. By rapid promotion he rose to the

rank of 500, and gradually he gained access to the Emperor and a

position of trust. In the 18th year when Ra!a Todar5 Mal ,:as

deputed to assist Khan Khanan, and to reorgal11ze t~le arn? whIch
had been sent to conquer Bihar, Ram Das was appoll1ted 1m deputy

for civil affairs. He gradually by rendering valuable services and

by his assiduity gained a place in the Emperor's affections so that

most of his representations were accepted. He attended to the work

in connection with the Riijpiit Amirs, and others, and amassed we.alth.

It is stated that he had built a spacious house in the Agra Fort near

His appointment is mentioned on p. 858 of 'Alamgirnama, and on p.

1056 it is stated that his rank was a reward for his services raised to 1,000 with

650 horse.
2 See Blochmann, ,J'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 539, 540. He was the

Commander of the Rajpiit guard at the fort.
3 According to Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 65, Bev,ridge's translation, III, p.

91, his home was Newata. Liini is in Ranthambh5r.

4 1\1aathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 172- 1 74, translation antia pp. 564, 565.
5 Raja T5dar Mal's appointment was in the 18th and not the 17th year. as

stated by Blochmann, op. cit., p. 540, see Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 71, Bevcnd

gc's translation, III, p. 98. Thc appointment of Ram Das is not mcntioncd thcrc.



588 Rim Das Kachwaha [MaatIJir- ul-Umara] Rim Singh

the HatiaI'ul, but he always lived in the Guard-room (PesIJ-kIJana) and

on duty there. Emperor Akbar had no fixed times for entering or

leaving the Zanana, but Rim Das was always in attendance with 200

Rajputs carrying lances in their hands.

At the time of Emperor Akbar's death, as Khan A'~am and Raja

Man Singh tried to suPPOtt Sul~an Khusrau for the sovereignty, Ram

Das out of his loyalty to Prince Salim placed his own men on guard

over the treasury and magazines so that the opposing party might not

be able to take possession. Accordingly in Empewr Jahangir's time

his rank I was increased, and he gained greater inBuence and power.

In the 6th year of the reign, corresponding to 1020 A.H. (1611

A.D.), he was deputed 2 to accompany 'Abdullah Khan, Governor of

Gujarilt, on the Deccan campaign, and he was granted the title of

Raja, and the present of a drum, and 'was put in charge of the fort of

Ranthambhor3
, which was one of the chief forts of India. It is gene

rally stated that he had the title of Raja Karan, though it is not

mentioned in the Iqbilnama. When the army marched rapidly by

way of Nasik to Daulatabild, and returned after its defeat at the hands

of Malik 'Amber, Emperor Jahilngir out of anger had portraits pre

pared of all the officials who had taken to Bight. He looked at each

and made a remark. When the Raja's portrait was taken up, he took

it in his hand in the open Darbar and said, "You were a servant of

Raisal at a tankaIJ a day, my father cherished you and made you an

Amir. It is a disgrace for a Rajput to run away (from the field of

battle). Alas! that you did not even have respect for the title of Raja

Karan. I hope that you will lose faith and fortune (din u duniya)." He

refused him audience, and sent him to the Bangash cam paign. The

Raja died there in the same year, corresponding to 1022 A.H. ( 161 3

14 A.D.). The Emperor said, "My prayer worked, for, according

to the Hindu religion, whoever dies after crossing the river Indus,

1 Rogers & Beveridges translation of Tuztlk-i-!ahtingiri, I, p. 2 11.

2 Gp. cit., pp. 201, 379, 418.
3 Gp. cit., p. 202.

goes to hell." At Rangta l Hilalabad 15 women and 20 men per-

formed satt in comp~lI1Y with the Raja's turban.
He was unequal for his generosity and liberality. For one good

story he would give a large sum of money. 'A'hen he once ~ave a

present to a charan, a badfarosh or a musician, they every year 10 the

same month received the same amount from his treasurer, and there

was no necessity of altering the receipt. He was very fond of playing

chawpar2 • He used to go on playing for two .days and. nights. If he

lost, he became angry and was abusive, especially to hIS partner, and

would strike the around with his hands, and use foul language.

Naman (or Taman) Das, his son, left the Court for his native place

without leave in the 46th year of Emperor Akbar's reign, and started

oppressing the poor people. At his fat~1er's ~eque~t an order was

issued that Shah Quli Khan's servants should bring hun to the Court.

He resisted, and was killed. Ram Das was grieved on account of the

death of his son, and Emperor Akbar went to the Guard-room, and

comforted him3 • His other son Dalal' Narain rose to the rank of an

Amir. He was an exact counterpart of his father in every detail.

He died at the height of his youth.

RAM SINGH

(Vol. 11, pp. 266, 267)'

He'was the son of Karmsi,4 sister's son of Rana Jagat Singh. His

father was a respected royal officer, and Ram Singh in the end of the

13th year of Emperor Shil.h Jahan' s reign came
5

to the Court, and

I On the Jumna near Agra, it is a famous place of Hindu worship, see

Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p. 180. The story of Ram D~s' .disgrace and

Jahangir' s remarks is not to be found in TUztlk. Rathe~ It l~ noted on

p. 220 of the translation that the disaster was due to 'Abdullah ~an not heed-

ing the advice of Ram Das.
2 For the game see B1ochmann, A'ill, I (2nd edn.), pp. 3 I 5, 316.

3 A kbarnama, Text, III, p. 188, Beveridge's translation, III, p. I 181. The

name of the son is given there as Datman or Daman Das.
4 He was a Rath6r. 5 Badshtihnarr/a, II, p 198.
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Kim Singh [MaatlJir- ul-Umara] Ram Singh

(RAJA) RAM SINGH

(Vol. 11, pp. 301-3°3)'

this is recorded in the 17th year.

4 'Alamgirnama, p. 269.

6 Op. cit., p. 60 r.

8 Op. cit., p. 907.

received the rank of 1,000 with 600 horse. In the 14th year
he had an increasel of 100, and in the 16th year he was exalted 2 by

promotion to the rank of 1,5°0 with 800 horse. In the 19th year
he was deputed 3 with Prince Murad Bakhsh for the conquest of Balkh
and Badakhshan, and after reaching Balkh, when Bahadur Khan and
A~alat Khan were appointed to pursue Nadhar Mul)ammad Khan,
ruler of Balkh, Ram Singh without the Prince's permission accompanied
them4

• He frequently distinguished himself in fights with the

Alamans in this campaign. In the 22nd year his rank was increased

to 2,500 with 1,200 horse, and he was appointed 5 to the Qandahar

campaign under Prince Mu\:ammad Aurangzib Bahadur. After
reaching there he went with Rustam Khan to conquer Zamin Dawar.

In the 23rd year he was promoted to the rank of 3,000 with 1,5°0
horse. In the 25th year he went6 a second time with the said Prince
on the same expedition, and in the 26th year received an elephant, and
accompanied 1 Dara Shikoh to the Qandahar fort for the third time.

After arriving there he went with Rustam Khan to capture the fort of
Bust. In the 28th year he did great deeds in chastising the Zamindar

of Srinagar-which is situated in the hills to the north of the Capital,
Delhi-with Khalil Ullah Khans. In the battle of Samugarh,

in the year 1068 A.H. (1658 A.D.) he was in the vanguard of
the forces of Dara Shikoh. During the battle he fought 9 bravely,

and loyally and bravely fell under the swords of the opposing forces.

Op. cit., p. 236.

2 Op. cit., p. 309.

3 Op. cit., p. 484.
4 Op. cit., p. 540.
5 'A mal $tilii?, III, p. 72.
6 Op. cit., p. 140.
7 Op. cit., p. 157·

8 Op. cit., p. 196, but Ram Singh's namc is not mcntioncd therc.
9 'Alamgirnama, p. 102.

•
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.He was a Kachwaha, and the eldest son of Mirza Raja Jai Singhl .
In the 16th year2 of the reign of Shah Jahan, when the Emperor went
to Ajmer, he came to ::he Presence with his father and did homage.
In the 19th year when the Emperor started for Kabul from Lahore, he

came from his home with 500 cavalry men, and was granted a robe
of honour, and the rank of 1,000 with 1,000 horse3

• By successive
promotions his rank was raised to 2,000 with 1,500 horse, and he

received a flag. In the 26th year he was granted an increase of 5°°,
and in the 27th year he was again granted an increase of 5°0. In
the battle of Samugarh he was with Dara Shikoh. After the latter's
defeat, he went over to Aurangzib, and-in the 1st year was deputed4

with Prince Mul}ammad Sul~an and MU'a~~am Khan to pursue Shuja'.
On the way as a result of some false rumours, which had gained
currency about the second battle with Dara Shikoh, he became alarm
ed, and retired from attending5 on the Prince, and subsequently made

a disgraceful retreat. In the 3rd year he was sent6 to bring Sulaiman
Shikoh, who was with the Zamindar of Srinagar, and who had agreed
through Mirza Raja Jai Singh to hand him over. He and the son of
the Zamindar brought him to the Court1. After the deputation of the
Mirza Raja to the Deccan he remained at the Court.

When in the 8th" year it was reported that Siva (Shivaji) Bhonsle
had had an interview with Ram Singh's father, Ram Singh was
favoureds with the grant of a robe of honour, jewels, and a female
elephant. And when Siva came from the Deccan with his son Sam
bha, and did homage, the Emperor on the very first day read signs

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, 1II, pp. 568-577, Beveridge Prashad's translation,

I, PP' 730-734.
2 In Biidshahnama, II, p. 346

3 Op. cit., pp. 500, 50 r.

5 Op. cit., p. 497.
7 Op. cit" p. 602.
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(Vol. II, pp. 323. 324)'

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 81-83, Beveridge & Prashad's transla-

tion, 1, pp. 735, 736. ' .
2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 453-456, translatIOn antea pp. 1-3.
3 Vide~he account of Mukand Singh Hara in Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III,

p. 510, translation aulta p. 242. .. _..
4 Mulpmmad A.'~am Shah's appointment IS recorded 111 Maathtr-t-

'Alamgiri, p. 219. _ _ _ . .
5 This was in the 29th year, Maathir-i-'Alamgm, p. 262, but Ktshwar

Singh is not mentioned there.
6 Ranoojee of Grant Duff, History of Mahrattas (Edwardes' edn. 192I), 1,

p. 295·
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He was a grandson of Madhli Singh Hira2
• When Jagat Singh,

son of Mukand Singh Hara died in the 25th year of Emperot

Aurangzib's reign3
, and left no son, the Emperor gave Kotah to

Kishwar Singh, brother of Mukand Singh and the ~ncle ~f t~e

deceased. The latter was a#'0 deputed with Mu1)ammad A'pm Shah

to the siege of Bijaplir. On the day when Arnan Ullah Khan, son of

Hahward! Khan, was killed", he also was wounded. In the 30th

year he went to I:1aidarabad with Sul~an MU'a~~a~, and in the 3~th

year was exalted with the grant of a drum. Sometime later ~e dl.e~.

At the request of Dhulfiqar Khan Bahadur th~ State of. Kotah, ~111

accordance with the ancestral custom, was assigned to hiS son Ram

Singh who was living in his native place. He at first had the rank of

250, iater he had been promoted to the rank of 600, ~nd h~s rank was
now raised to 1,000. He was always attached to the said Khan. He ren

dered good service in the chastisement of Rano ~on of Santa ~horpare,

and other Marathas. In the 44th year he was exalted with ,the grant of

ul-Umara]

year, received the title of Raja Jai Singh and was exalted by promotion

to the rank of 1,500 with 1,000 horse. In the 45th year he went

with Jumlat-ul-Mulk Asad Khan for the conquest of the fort of

Khelna; his account1 has been given separately.

r

(.

rMaa.fl!ir-

4 Op. cit., p. 2 I 7.
6 Op. cit., p. 158,

Ram Singh

Op. cit., pp. 968-7 I I. For fuller details abollt Shivajis treatment at the
Mughal Court, his escape etc.. see Sir Jadunath Sarkar's '\hivaji and His Times

(1929 edn.), pp. 139-156. The reference to Sahlis' accollnt inlHaathir-ul-Umara

is in Text, II, p. 347· See also Maa0Jr-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 55, 56.
2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 62.
3 Op. cit., p. 154.
5 Op. cit., p. 65.
7 Op. cit., p. 2 17.

8 I'tiqad !SEan's appointment as his successor at Islamabad is recorded in
Maathir-i-'Alamgiri on p. 382.

9 Op. cit., p. 424.

of obstinacy in his countenance, and charged Ram Singh, who had

introduced him at the Court, to take Siva to his house, and keep him

self informed about him. When that hypocrite by a clever rouse

which has been described in the account of R~ja Sahli Bhonsle

secretly escaped and took to flight, Ram Singh was censured for his

carelessness, deprived of his office, and forbidden to pay his respects1 •

After his father's death, in the 10th year, he was restored to favour,

and received a robe of honour, a jewelled dagger with a pearl band, a

sword with enamelled trappings, an Arab horse with a golden saddle,

a special elephant with a brocade covering and silver ornaments, the

title of Raja
2

and the rank of 4,000 with 4,000 horse. In the end

of the same year, when the news came of the attack of the Assamese

on Gauhati on the borders of Bengal, and the murder of Saiyid Firliz

Khan, Thanadar of the place, Ram Singh was sent3 there with a large

force, and granted an increase of 1,000 with 1,000 horse. In the

19th year he returned and did homage4
• He died at his appointed

time. His son Kunwar Singh-who during his father's lifetime had

a suitable rank, and was for a time attached" to Kabul-was later

wounded in a family feud, and killed 6
• Bishan7 Singh, his son,

attained the rank of 1,000 with 400 horse, and on his grandfather's

death received the title of Raja and other favours. He was for a time

engaged in chastising the Rathors, and for a time was the Faujdar8
of Islamabad. Later when he died, Bijai Singh9 , his son, in the 44th



RANDAULA KHAN GHAZI

(Vol. II, p. 309)'

1 This was in the 50th year, Maathir-i-Alamgiri, p. 514, where the name

is Numidana with the variant Miimidana, which is also the name in Jarret's
A'in, II, p. 275; it was in Ranthambh6r.

2 In the Battle of Jajau, see Later Mughals, I, p. 30.

3 Later Mughals, II, p. 30, where his name is Rao Bhim Singh, see also
footnote on the same page.

4 For a succinct account of the history of K6tah see Imperial Gazetteer,

XV, pp. 412, 413. Also see Tod, Rajasthan (1914 edn.), II, Pp.410-412.
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'Alamgirntima, p. 1024.
2 The year of his death is incorrect. It should be 1095 A. H. for he

died on 4th Rabi'II, 1095 AH. (21st March, 1064 AD.), vide Maathir-i-

'Alamgiri, p. 244·
3 The words in the text az ta~~il Kamal appear to mean completing his

training or initiation. They may be merely rhetoric, and refer to the complete
subjugation of the country by the Mughals. Apparently Bayazid was still a
child when his mother took him to Kanigram which lies south-south-west of

Peshawar and Bannu. A good account of the Raushanis was published by Count

von Noer in his work The Emperor Akbar (Mrs. A S. Beveridge's translation),

II, pp. 138-169 (1890), mainly based on J. Leyden-On the Rausheniah sect
and its Founder Bayezid Ansari (Asiat. Researches, XI, 1810, pp. 363-428.). In
this paper is also included a translation of Chapter IX of Dabistan-i- Madha~ib

on which the l1J.aathir account is mainly based.

RASHID KHAN AN~ARI

(Vol. II, pp. 242 - 2 50 ).

His name was Allah Dad, and he was the son of Jalal-ud-Din
Raushani. The latter reared the standard of power among the Afghans,
and so brought this wasp's nest of strife into commotion. From the
time of Emperor Akbar to that of Emperor Shah Jahan the never
ending campaign ill the country of Kabul indicates the measures taken
for the uprooting of this sect. From the time of Emperor Akbar they
were styled Tar'ik'is (obscurants). As it is necessary to give an account
of Jalal-ud-Din'sancestors, and of those who continued to stir up com
motion and strife after him, it is recorded here as follows. The father
of Jalil-ud-Din, commonly known as Jalala, was Shaikh Bayazid
generally styled Pir-i-Raushan and Raushani. He was the son of
Shaikh 'Abdullah, who was separated by seven generations from Shaikh
Siraj-ud-Oid An~ari. He was born in the town of Jalandhar one year
before Babur's arrival in India. After he had completed3 his course

campaigns. In the 9th year he )Venti with Oiler Khan Da.'iidzai for
chastising the Zam'indar of Chanda. In the 27th year, corresponding

to 1094 A.B. (1683 A.D.) he died2
•

toel-Umara]
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He was from Bijapiir. At the time of the return of Sul~an Aurang
zib Bahadur from the Deccan to Upper India he accompained him,
and did good service in the battles. After the battle with Maharaja
Jaswant Singh he received the title of Randaula 15..ban, and was raised
to the rank of 4,000 with 4,000 horse, of which 1,000 were two
horse three-horse troopers. After the first battle with Dara Shik6h he
received a reward of Rs. 10,000. Later he was sent with Shaikh Mir
Khwafi to block the path of egress of Sulaiman Shik6h. Afterwards
he was appointed to the Deccan army, and was engaged in various

a drum, and in the 48th year was promoted to the rank of 2,500; and he
also received the Miimidana Zam'indar'i in place of Rao Budh Singhi-as
he was very desirous of having it-on the condition of his maintaining
a contingent of 1,000 horse. After the death of Emperor Aurangzib
he took the side of Mu1}ammad A'?am Shah, and was promoted to the
rank of 4,000. On the day of battle he bravely encountered Sul~an

'A?im-ush-Shan, and was 2 killed. His son Bhim was appointed chief
in his place. In the battle which took place between Saiyid Dilawar
'Ali Khan and Ni?am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah in 1131 A.B. (1719 A.D.),
he disdained to fly after Oilawar 'Ali Khan was killed, and bravely
gave3 up his life. At the time of writing Kaman Singh, his great
grandson, and son of Satar Sal, son of Durjan Sal, is the chief of
K6tah4

• \
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of initiation, and as he witnessed the power of the Mugbals getting
e~tablished, he with his mother named Bahin-who was of the same
tribe-removed to Kanigram in the Roh (hill country) where his father

was living. In the year 949 A.H. (I :;42 A.D.) a report gained
currency that he ~ould work miracles, and some of the Afghan tribes
became his disciples. He also wrote a book in the Pushtu language in
proof of the unity of the Deity, and called it Khair-ul-Biyan.

It is stated that this work is a compendium of the sayings of great
men of earlier times, but many of the tribes taxed it with impiety,
and so did not join him. It is stated that when he was brought into
the assembly of Mirza Mu~ammad J:fakim, the 'Ulama were unable
to rebut his arguments. When he died, he was buried in Bhatipur,
which was in the hill country (of Afgbanistan). He had four sons
and a daughter, viz., (I) Shai~-.h 'Umar, (2) Nur-ud-Din, whose son,
Mirza'i by name, was a loyal imperial servant and was killed in the
battle of Daulatabid, (3) Jamal-ud-Din, (4) Jalil-ud-Din, and (5) the
daughter Kamal Khatun, who died a prisoner of Qulij Khan Akbarsahi.
Jalal-ud-Dln succeeded his father. He at the age of fourteen waited
upon Emperor Akbar in 989 A.H. (1581 A.D.) when the Emperor
was returning from Kabul, and had halted at the Yulam ferry. He
was kindly received, but as he did not receive the rank which he
expected, he went awayl without leave, and lived with his father's
disciples, who were chiefly of the Orakza'i, Afridi and Shirdad tribes,
and with whom he was also conn-::cted by marriage.

When in the 3 I st year the Mohmand and ~hurya Khail tribes,
which numbered2 some 10,000 families in the Peshawar territory-were
oppressed by the agents of Saiyid J:famid Bokhari, the fief-holder. of

I See Bada'ani Muntakhab-ut- Tawarikh, Text, II, p. 340, Lowe's transla

tion, II, p. 360. Yolumis apparently a mistake for Ham Gudhar mentioned in

Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 639, 702. The ferry, however, is not mentioned in

the account of the year 989 AH. Beveridge Akbamama, translation, III, p. 982,

note 4, remarked "It was apparently a Pass into the Tirah territory. Or it
may be the Shah Alam ferry on the Kabul river."

2 Akbamama, Text, III, p. 510, translation, p. 777.

I

the area, they elected Jalala as their leader, and created a disturbance.
They killed J:famid, and retired to Tirah which was a hilly area some
32 kos long, and 12 broad. On its east lies Peshawar, on its west
Maidan, on its north Bara, and on its south Qandahar, it has many!
defiles and' depressions. After reaching there they blocked

2
the

Khaibar route. Raja Man Singh, the Governor of Kabul entered Tirah
by the route of Nirwan, and attacked the Afridls-who were the leaven
')f the commotion-and halted at 'Ali Masjid3

• Jalala had received
some punishment at the hands of Zain Khan Koka, who had been
deputed by the Emperor, and who had made great efforts for uprooting
the thorn-bush of the strife. When Jalala was hard-pressed, he in the
32nd year left4 the defiles of Tirah, and took refuge in Swat and
Bajaur, which constitute the territory of the Yusufza'is. They in
spite of the punishment they had received at the hands of the imperial
troops, did not refrain from wickedness, and gave him shelter in their
territory. Zain Khan advanced into those hills, and after severe fight
ing Jalala was nearly captured. He was, however, able to return
'again to Tirah by the pass w~lich had been left in the charge of Isma'il
Quli: Khan, but which he had left unguarded after the arrival of ~adiq

Mu~ammad Khan. The latter pursued him by forced marches, and
by suitable measures conciliated the Afridi and Orakza'l tribes.
Accordingly' they captured and produced before him Mulla Ibrahim
whose son Jalala considered himself to be. Jalala thereupon lost faith
in them and went to Turan, and the Afghans capturing his family
handed it over to the royal troopS5. In the 37th year Jalala returned

The account of Tirah is from Akbarnama, Text, III, p.5 12, t~anslation, p.
78 I. For a critical note on the various localities see Beveridge's note 1 on p.

78 I of the translation.
2 Sangchin namiidand, may mean: made stockades or or piled up stones.

3 For a more detailed account of Man Singh's campaign see Akbarnama,

Text, III, pp. 513, 514, translation, pp. 781 -784'
4 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 525, 526, translation, pp. 802, 803' Also see

Blochmann 'A'in, (2nd. edn.) I, p. 388.
5 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 531,translation, p. 810.
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Based on Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 607, 625, 639-641, translation, pp.

928, 957, 982-984. 2 Akbarn¥ma, Text, IIi, p. 776, translation, p. 1160.
3 Aq.ad Dad in the text, but AI~dad in Dabistan and T uzuk-i-!ahangiri.

4 The fort is called Nawak in text, and Nawaghar in Dabistan, but
probably it is Nawaghai in BajauL

5 In Dabistan it is stated that Zafar Iiban escaped with great difficult)

but all his harem were captured.

from Tiiran, and with the help of the same tribes again raised the
head of commotion. A~af Khan Ja'far was deputed by the Emperor
(to deal with it). The Afghans instead of opposing him took to
cajolery, and represented that they had brought him from his home
(Yurat?). .A~af Khan seized his family including a person by the
name of Wa~adat 'AliI. In the year 1007 A.H. (1598-99 A.D.)
Jalala seizf;d Ghaznin, but could not hold it. In the 45th year 10°9
A.H. (1600-01 A.D., Jalala, who with the help oLthe L6hani tribe
had started to attack Shadman Hazara in the Ghaznin District, was
wounded, and retired to K6h Raba~. Murad Beg with a body of the
servants of Sharif Khan Atga pursued him, and put an end to him.
Th~t author of great disturbances, whom for a long time large forces
of Imperial troops had been following and trying to round up, was
thus easily dealtwith2

• After him A~dad3, son of Shaikh 'Umar,
who was the cousin and son-in-law of Jalal-ud-Din, became his succe
ssor and again stirred up strife. His bravery and valiant deeds sur
passed the records of Rustam and Afrasiyab. In the regin of Emperor
Jahangir he fought hard battles with the royal forces, and was sometimes
victorious and at others unsuccessful. At last in 1°35 A.H. (1625-26
A.D.) Zafar Khan, son of Khwaja Abul Hasan Turbati-who was
managing Kabul as the deputy for his father-pressed him hard, and
A~dad took refuge in the fort of Nawaghar4

• On the day of the battle
(assault) he was killed by a bullet. It is stated that one day before
(the battle) he after reading the work Khair-ul-Biyan said , "Tomorrow
will be the day of my union (with God)", and so it was. He was
succeeded by his son 'Abdul Qadir. He attacked Zafar Khan and
plundered his baggage5

• At last by the skilled ;xertions of'Sa'id

1 According to Dabistan he was made over to Ya'qub Kashmiri and put

to death in 1048 A.H. (1638 A.D.).
2 He is mentioned a number of times in Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri (Rogers &

Beveridge's translation) II, pp. 85, 120, 153, 215, 245, but the grant of the

title of Rashid Khan is not mentioned.
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Kh B h d G of Ka-bul, 11e accepted' royal service, and_an a a ur, overnor
received the rank of 1,000. When in the year 1043 A.H. (1633-34
A.D.) he died while in service at Kabul, Sa'id Khan sent Bibi Ala'i,
the wife of Ahdad and who was the daughter of Jalala, with her two
sons-in-law M~hammad Zaman and ~al:ib Dad, and Qadir Dad, son
of Muhammad Zaman with other companions of 'Abdul Qadir to the

Court i'n the beginning of 1047 A.H. (end of May, 1637 A.D.).
Emperor Shah Jahan treated them with kindness and sent them to
Rashid Khan who had charge of the province of Telingana. In the
same year Karim Dad K6r (blind or leprous), the youngest son of
Jalal-ud-Din, who had absconded and was living in the L6hani country,
was invited by a number of the Nagbaz tribes with evil intentions.
They waited for an opportunity of taking him to Tirah, and creating
a commotion. When Sa'id Khan heard about the projected mischief,
he collected hill footmen and archers from the tribes of Afgbans who
had submitted, and sent them with Raja Jagat Singh to chastise the
malcontents. When they reached Nagbaz, all the tribes, except
Lakan and two others with whom Karim Dad was, submitted. When,
however, they saw that their safety lay in surrendering him, they
siezed him with his dependents, and made him over l (to the royal
officers). In accordance with orders Sa'id Khan put him to death.
Afterwards when Jumlat-ul-Mulk Sa'd Ullah Khan came on the scene,
the daughter of Karim Dad was given to him in marriage, and Lu~f

Ullah Khan and others were the children born of that chaste lady.
As~ter Jalal-ud-Din's death Allah Dad, his son had-owing to

the short-sightedness and the mutual envy of the Af~hans-dispute$

with his brothers, he left the R6h country, and migrating to India
had been enlisted in the service of Emperor Jahangir2

• By his ability
Allah Dad, in the course of time, attained a high office, and received

ul-Umara]
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1 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 381.

the title of Rashid Khan. He performed valuable service, and in the

reign of Emperor Shah Jahan he became a favoured officer. He was

exalted by appointment to the rank of 4,000 with 3,000 horse, and

appointed an auxiliary in the Deccan. In the 4th year of Emperor

Shah Jahan's reign he was with A'~am Khan Koka, the Viceroy of the

Deccan, on the day when at the time of bringing forage an engage

ment took place with the armies of 'Adil Shah and Ni~am-ul-Mulk

on the bank of the Manjra. Shahbaz Khan Rohilla-who was an

officer of the rank of 4,000-was killed with his sC:>l1, and Bahadur

Khan Rohilla and Yiisuf Mul}ammad Khan of Tashikand were severely

wounded, and fell on the field, Rashid Khan-whose brother and a

number of relations were killed-emerged wounded from the field I

and joined A'~am Khan.

In short, Rashid Khan was a very likeable person. He was unique

in his days for integrity, good intentions, comprehension, magnani

mity, and fellow feeling, and was unequalled for his courage, bravery,

politeness, humanity, amiability and consideration. During the long

time that he spent in the Deccan he was by his cotrect advice and

dauntless courage a valuable ally of the governors of the Deccan.

They did nothing of importance without consulting him. He main

tained an efficient force; all his men were devoted to him and treated

him as a spiritual Leader. Accordingly' Mahabat Khan represented

to the Emperor that he was astonished that while Rashid Khan had so

many devoted followers, and was so well endowed with intellect and

courage, he never thought of becoming presumptuous. It would be

advisable to summon him from the Deccan, otherwise the command

of the border area should not be given to Khan Zaman who was in

complete accord with Rashid Khan. If the two were together they

might do something which it would be hard to rectify. Rashid Khan

in the government of Burhanpiir made such good arrangements, and

inspired so much respect that the robbers from the hilly areas, whose

depredations used to allow no rest to the inhabitants of the towns,

601Rashid t(hin llham Ullahul-Umara]

'Amal $ali~ III, pp. 66, 67.
2 His biography is published immediately after this notice.
3 Maathir-ul-Umarti, Text, II, PP.242-250, translation antea pp. 595-601 .

4 'Amal ~ali~, HI, pp. 66, 67·
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He was the second son of Rashid Khan 3
An~iri. When his

father4 died in the 22nd year of Emperor Shah Jahin's reign, the

Emperor increased the ranks of Ilhimullih and his elder brother Asad

Ullih. In the 28th year when Asad Ullah, who was the Thanadar of

Chand6r, received an increase to the rank of 15°° with 1,000 horse,

RASHID KHAN ILHAM ULLAH

(Vol. II, pp. 303-305).

thought it a great gain to escape with their lives. In later days he

for a long time governed T elingana, and was in Nandair. Up to the

present day his sons, and his brother Hadi Did Khan are holding

offices there. In the 22nd year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign, in

1058 A.H. (1648 A.D.) he died l while he was Governor of Nandair.

In Shamsabiid Ma'ii he established a village; and laiel out a garden.

His body was conveyed there for burial.

It is stated that he was not very learned, but he was sufficient!y
well informed about everything. He was unrivalled for his historical

knowledge. He was a bigoted I:-Janafl. On critical examination he

excluded many verses in the ljadiqa as interpolations, and learned

men admitted his views as correct, In most of his habits and actions

he resembled the Iranians. He was a voracious eater, and also used

to dispense food in great abundance. The expenses of his harem

exceeded those of any other A mir of the times. He greatly enlarged

the Idgih of Burhanpiir, which was very small, and arranged its water

supply through an underground channel. Of his sons Ilhim

Ullih2 attained the rank of 1,5°0 with 1,900 horse, and Asad

Ulliih that of 1,500 with I,900 horse by the 3oth year of Emperor

Shah Jahan's reign.

; .
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and was made fief-holder and Governor of Elichpiir, Rashid Khan was

appointed Thanadar of Chandor. In the 30th year1 when Hadi Dad

Khan, his uncle, died, and as there was no one more suited than llham

Ullah in that line, he was promoted to the rank of I ,500 with

1,5°0 horse in order that Hadi Dad Khan's contingent might not

be scattered. When Mul:ammad Aurangzib Bahadur started from the

Deccan for Upper India, he accompanied him. After the battle with

Maharaja laswant Singh he was rewarded with a dress of honour and a

Hag, his rank was raised to 3,000 with 3,000 horse of which 500 were

two-horse and three-horse troopers, and he received his father's2 title.

After the first battle with Dara Shikoh he received 3 a present of

Rs. 20,000, and after the battle with Sul~an Shuja' he was appointed4

an auxiliary of Prince Mul:am1l1ad Sul~an, and was sent to Bengal. In

the battles and afflictions in that province he greatly helped his

commander, and bravely exerted himself in extirminating the enemy.

In the 4th year he with the General (Mir lumla) went to Klich Bihar

(Cooch Bihar) and Assam, and rendered good service. In the 5th year

he was, on return frotH there, appointed in accordance with orders,

Faujdar of the Sarkar of Kamriip5, and was for a time Governor of

Orissa. In the 19th year he was removed 6 from there, and appointed

to the Deccan campaign. For a time he was Faujdar of Nandair.

He died at his appointed time.

Op. cit., p. 234.
2 .iilamgirnama, p. 76.

3 Op. cit., p. 128.

4 Op. cit., p. 245·
5 Op. cit., p. 681 and Maathir-i-'.iilamgiri, p. 44·
6 His removal from the post of the Governor of Orissa is recorded in

Maathir-i-.iilamgiri, p. 150. In the 26th year there is a record of his sending

a report about the expenses of the Assam expedition, op. cit., p. 234.

,.J

I<AO RATAN HARP..

(Vol. II, pp. 208-211).

He was the son of Rao Bhojl Hiira. He was for a time the object

of censure with Emperor Jahangir owing to a fault 2 of his father. In

the 3rd year he came to the Court, and was favourably received, and

granted the title of Sarbuland3 Roil. In the 8th year he was deputed

under Sul~an Khurram to the expedition against Rana Amar Singh,

and in rhe Iorh year he was seconded to the Deccan expedition.

Later he received a promotion in his ranki
• In the 18th year whcn

Emperor Jahangir became alienated £rOn} his distinguished son Shah

Jahan at the instigation of various people, the affair ended in an open5

war. The said Prince marched to Mandli and crossed the Narbada.

Sul~an Parviz under the tutelage of Mahabat Khan was deputed to

pursue him, and Rio Ratan was also attached to the expedition. After

crossing the Narbada, when Shah lahan went from the borders of

T elingana to Bengal, and Sul~an Parviz, according to the orders of his

father, started for the province of Bihar, Mahabat Khan in the 19th

year left Rao Ratan in charge of Burhanplir. When Shah lahan

returned from Bengal, and it was reported that he was going to the

Deccan, Rao Ratan wished to come out of the city and oppose him.

When this news reached Emperor Jahangir, orders were issued that

Rao Ratan should protect the city till he received reinforcements, and

Maathir-ul-U mara, Text II, pp. 14 1, 142, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

408, 409. See also Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 510.

2 The fault was that he refused to give his consent to the marriage of his

grand-daughtcr, the daughter of Jagat Singh, with Emperor Jahangir. The

marriage, however, took place on 4th Rabi' I, 1017 A.H. (18th June, 1608

A.D.)-see Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, I, p. 145.
3 Rogers & Beveridge's Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, I, p. 140.

4 Op. cit., p. 299. In the index two references on pp. 406, 411, to
Sarbuland !SEan are wrongly included under Sarbuland Rai or Ray. as the

name is written there.

S For a good account of Shah Jahan's rebellion see Beni Prasad, History of

labangir, pp. 366-386.
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must not leave the city to fight. In the 20th year Shah Jahan came
to Devalgaon in the Balaghat in Berar, and taking Yuqut Khan
tIabshi and the army of (Malik) 'Ambar with him came to Burhan
pur, and encamped at La'l Bagh. From one side 'Abdullah Khan
Bahadur, and from the other Mul)ammad Taqi Sim-Saz, known as
Shah Quli Khan, besieged the city, and orders were issued for its
capture. Shah Quli Khan with 400 men succeeded in enrering the
city, and stationing themselves on the terraCe of the police station
proclaimed that it was Shah Jahan's rule. Sarbuland Rai was in the
entrenchments on the other side. He sent his son, but he was defeated

after a fight. The Rao pushed forward the elephant Jagajot and
fought in the market place, and behaved bravely. Mul).ammad Taq!,
who had lost all hope of receiving assistance, retired to the fort, and
having made a compact came and saw Sarbuland Rai. It is stated
that Rao Ratan at the time of the battle said "Marshan?" i.e., "I

will die."
In fine, in consequence of the near approach of Sul~an Parviz with

a large army, which in accordance with the Emperor's orders had
marched from Allahabad to the Deccan, and his own illness, Shah
Jahan was forced to retire to the Balaghat Rohankhera (Rohankhed).
Rao Ratan was rewarded by promotion to the rank of 5,000 foot with
5,000 horse, and the title of Ram Raj-than which there was no
higher title in the Deccan l . After Emperor Shah Jahan's accession
he Came in the I st year from his native country of Bund!, and did
homage2

• He received a robe of honour, a decorated dagger, the
former rank of 5,000 foot with 5,000 horse, a flag, a drum, a horse
with golden saddle, and an elephant. In the same year he was
deputed with Khan Khanan for the chastisement of the Ozbegs who
had started a commotion towards Kabul. In the 3rd year he was sent
with a force under his command to Telingana, and the order was

I lqbalnama-i-lahangiri, pp. 243, 244; !Q!afi !Q!an, I, pp. 354-357; Beni
Prasad, op. cit., pp. 383-385. In the last work Yaqiit ~an's name is incorrect

ly given as Yakub Khan.

2 Badshahnama, I, p. 185.

(,
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issued that he should halt in the pargana of Bflsim in Berar, and
arrange for the taking 6f Tclingana, and stop the coming and going
of the rebels. When the expedition to that territory, at the request
of Na~iri Khftn was assigned to him, Kim Rftj in compliance with the
orders of summons returned to the Court, and did homage. Later,
when the command of the Deccan army was given to Yamin-ud
Daub A~af Khan, Rao Ram Raj was appointed to assist him. In the

4th year, corresponding to 1040 A.H. (1630~31 A.D.) he died
1

in the Balaghat camp. Satt Sal, who was his grandson and heir,
. and Madhu Singh, his second son, were consoled by the grant of

royal favours. Separate accounts2 of the two have been included.

RAUSHAN-UD-DAULAH BAHADUR
RUSTAM JANG

(Vol. II, pp. 333~336).

His name was Khwuja M u~affar, and he was a descendant of the

Naqshbandi Khwajas. His grandfather, Khwaja Na~ir by name,

came to India during the time of En~Jleror Shah Jahan, and was a
companion of Sul~an Shuja'. He gradually rose to the rank of
1,500 with 500 horse, and was honoured with the title of Mu1)ammad
Fakht-ud-Din Khan. After the battle which took place between the
said Prince andEmperor Aurangzib in the vicinity of Khajua, and
after Sul~an Shuja' retired to Bengal, the said Khan, who had charge
of the harem, and some of his relations fell at the gate (of the Zanana,
deor!). His son, Khwaja 'Abdul Qadir by name, who survived ~lim,

lived as a dervish; he died in the time of Emperor Farrukh Slyar.
Khwaja Mu~affar was his son, and at first was in the service of Rafi'-

I In the account of Rao Ratan in Tod's Rajasthan (19 14 edn.), II, pp. 385,

386, it is stated that he was killed ncar Burhanpl1r, but his death in the Bala-

ghat is recorded in Badshahnama, I, p. 4°1.
2 For Satr Sal's account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 260-263.

Madhl1 Singh Hara's account is printed in the same work, Text, III, pp. 453-

456, translation antea pp. 1-3·
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ush-Shan, and attained the rank of 1,500 with 500 horse, and received

the title of ?afar Khan. After the said Prince was killed l
, ~afar

Khan renounced the world, and became a companion of Shah Bhik,

who was famous as a worker of miracles. When the affairs under

went a change, and Farrukh Siyar's arrival from Patna to fight with

Jahandar Shah was reported, ?afar Khan left the dervish, and went to

Farrukh Siyar as the bearer of good news. Through the intermedia

tion of I:Iusain 'Ali Khan he was favoured with an interview and was

appointed to the rank of 5,000 with 5,000 horse, and granted a flag,

a drum, a fringed palanquin, and the title of Zafar Khan2 Rustam

Jang. He was also exalted by appointment as the' 3rd Bakhshi. After

the battle with Jahandar Shah, which resulted in Farrukh Siyar getting

the kingdom, his rank was increased to 7,000 with 7,000 horse, and

he received the title of Raushan-ud-Daulah and the insignia of the

Fish. In the time of the supremacy of the Barah Saiyids he as a

matter of policy joined their party. Later when the throne passed to

Mul~a~nmad Shah, and through the exigency of Fate the Emperor's

favoutlte K6ki-who was an eloquent and clever woman-became all

powerful in the affairs of the State, and was the sole arbiter of all

affairs, Raushan-ud-Daulah allied himself with her, and became the

intermediary for all men. Without regard to rank or dignity, every

one who came forward, had to pay a sum of money as tribute to the

Emperor, and presents to K6~i and to the Khwaja. Gradually he

became a rich man, and in the reign of this Emperor the title of Yar
Wafadar (the Faithful Friend) was added to his othcr titles. In the

year 1149 A.H. (1736-37 A.D.) he died. He was devoid of outward

attainments, but was very humane and courteous. He acquired a

name for his benevolence to the poor. His expenditure on the

anniversary celebrations ('Urs) of his spiritual teacher, who

~afi-ush-Shan was killed in the battle against Jahandar Shah near

Lahore on 21st .'?afar Il24 AH. (30th M,irch, 1712 A.D.), see Later

Mur}!.als, I, pp. 146,183- 185.

2 He is ~waja Mu,:affar Panipati of Later Mughals, I, p. 260.

.J
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IS buried at Panipat, and his lighting up the road from

the Capital to the tomb of Khwaja Qu~b-ud-Din Bakhtiyar

Kaki are famous. l As he always had the end of his turban

sticking up as a crest (Turra), and even his servants, both horse and

foot, adopted the same fashion, he became known as Turrabaz Khan2
•

He had many children. The best of them was Qaim Khan, who

came to the Deccan to see his sister who was married to N awab

Na~ir Tang the Martyr. After a time he returned to Delhi. Another

son also came to the Deccan some years back, and received a high

rank, and the title ef Mu~affar-ud-Daulah,and later died. Raushan

ud-Daulah had two brothers. One who was of a military turn of mind

was Fakhr-ud-Daulah3 Shuja'at Tang who rose to the rank of 7 ,000.

He was at first Bakhshi of the AJ;d"is. In the reign of Mu~ammad

Shah he was appointed Governor of Patna, and was there for seven

years. Later he was removed from there, and appointed Governor of

KashmXr, and after spending three years there was recalled to the

Court. After Nadir Shah's departure from India he was appointed

Governor of the province of Gujarat. When the Marathas became

supreme there, he could not arrange matters with them. In a battle

his equippage was plundered, and he was made a prisoner. For a

time he was in prison. After his release he started for Delhi, but on

reaching the town of D6~ad he died. He had several sons. The

best of them was Mu~ammad Kabir Khan, who came to the Deccan

in the time of ~alabat Jang, and was appointed Bakhshi of the province

there. He realilied the rank of 8,000 and had the title of Khan

Khanan. He died in 1191 A.H. (1777 A.D.). He was of a friendly

disposition, and fond of society. His children are alive. The second

brother was Roshan-ud-Daulah Munawwar 'Ali: Khan, who had the

For a detailed notice of Raushan-ud-Daulah Rustam Jang see Later

Mughals, II, pp. 266, 267. For QlI~b-ud-Din Bakhtiyar Kaki see Ttirikh-i

Firishta (Newal Kishore edn.), II, pp. 378-383, and his tomb at Delhi Sir Saiyid

A\:1mad's Athar-u~-.'?anadid (Lucknow, 1900 edn.), pp. 75, 76.

2 !92afi ~an, II, p. 908.
3 Beale's Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 edn.), p. 126.
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title of Muftkhar-ud-Daulah. He, after the appointment of Falilir-ud
Daulah as the Governor of 'Azlmabad (Patna) was, in his place,

appointed Bakhshi of the A bdis.

RI' AYAT KHAN ?AHIR-UD-DAULAH

(Vol. II, pp. 332,333)'

He was the uterine brother of Muhammad Amin Khan Bahadur1 ,. -
and was the husband of the daughter of Qultj Khan 2

• But there was
not such harmony, as there should be, between the- brothers. During
the days when Ni7:am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah Bahadur after the seizure of
Farrukh Siyar went3 to settle Malwa, Ri'ayat Khan went with him to
that province. He also accompanied A~af Jah during the htter's re
treat towards the Deccan, and rendered valuable services in the battles
against Saiyids Dilawar 'Ali Khan and 'Alam 'All Khan4

• His rank
was consequently raised to 5,000 with 5,000 horse, and he was
granted the title of ?ahir-ud-Daulah, and appointed Governor of Milwa.
As this was contrary to the wish of himad-ud-Daulah Mul}amlllad
Amin Khan· Bahadur-who was the permanent Vazir-A~af Jtih
recalled him from there, and gave him the fief of pargana Balipur in
Berar: In the battle with Mubariz Khan 'Imad-ul-Mulk he distin
guished himself, and received some wounds. After two days in the
year 1136 A.H. (1724 A.D.) he died5 of these wounds. His son
was 'A~im Ullah Khan, whose mother was Qulij Khan's daughter.
His wife was the daughter of 'ltimad-ud-Daulah Qamr-ud-Din Khan.

himJid·ud-Dauiah Muq.ammad Amin Khan Chin Bahadur son of Mir
Baha'-ud.Din for whom see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 346,35°, translation

antea pp. Il4-117.
2 Maathir-ul-Um<ra. Text, III, pp. 120-123, translation antea pp. 539-54x.
3 Later Mughals, ~, p. 40 5.
4 He was left in-charge of Burhanpiir when A~af Jah marched to fight

against Dilawar 'Ali Khan, Later Mughals, II, p. 28. He was with the main
body of the army in the battle against 'Alam 'Ali Khan, op. cit., p. 47.

5 Later Mughals, II, p. 148.

At the time when Ni7:iim-ul-Mulk A~af Jah after being appointed
Vazir received the governorship of Ujjain (Malwa) in the name of his
eldest son 0hazl-ud-Dln Firuz Jang, he deputed 'Azlm Ullah Khan
as his deputy there l

• Afterwards he went to the Court, and stayed
with his father-in-law. He had a choleric temperament. His dis-
respectful remarks to the Emperor and the Vaz'ir of the time are well
known. In the time of Nadir Shah he was appointed to collect the
fines 2 levied on the inhabitants of Shahjahanabad (DelhI). He died
at his appointed time.

(RAJA) ROl AFZON

(Vol. II, pp. 218, 219).

He was the son of Raja Sangram3
, a landholder on the borders of

Bihar. In the reign of Emperor Akbar when Shahbaz Khan Kambii
was appointed to the Eastern districts, and the imperial forces passed
near the fort of Mahda, which belonged to Raja Sangram, the said
Khan decided to besiege it. Sangram gave a proof of his loyalty by
handing over the keys of the fort4

• He never went to the Court,
but he always faithfully served the governors of the province. In the
1 st year of Emperor Jahanglr's reign Jahangir Quli Khan Lala Beg,
Governor of the province, led an army against him5 and during the

He was replaced by Raja Girdhar Bahiidur, op. cit., p. 153.
2 Op. cit., p. 373, and Fraser, History of Nadir Shah (1742), p. 20X.
3 He was the Raja of Kharagpiir in the Monghyr subdivision. See

Blochmann A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 494, note 2, Proc. As. Soc. Bengal for 1870,

PP' 306, 307, and O'Malley's Gazetteer of Monghyr (190 9), PP' 34, 35, 21 4,
215·

4 AkbarnZima, Text, III, p. 186, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 261. The
name of the fort is Mahad or Mahda in the text, and Beveridge has Mahad in
the translation. Blochmann, op. cit., p. 306, noted that he could not find

Mahda on any of the maps.
5 This is not mentioned in Tuzku+lahangiri. It is, however, noted on

p. 296 of first volume of the translarion that he had "been killed in opposing

the leaders of the State".

77
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11 01" cit., p. 156.
22nd year, 01'. cit.,

Rul~ U11ah Khan

01" cit., pp. 653-658.
2 He died in 1665 AD. vide O'Malley 01'. cit., p. 35.
3 Maa!:'!z.ir-ul-U mara, Text, I, pp. 775-782, Beveridge & Prashad's transla-

tion, I, pp. 767-77°. 4 'Alamgirnama, p. 477·

5 01" cit., P' 486. 6 01" cit., p. 830'
7 01" cit., p. 1061, where Akhta-begi is misprinted as Akhtar-begi.

8 Maa!!!.ir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 127.
9 01" cit., p. 144· 10 01'. cit., p. 150.

12 He was reappointed Master of the Horse in the

p. 172, and later Head of the Artillery, 01'. cit., p. 176.

13 O1'.cit.,p. 195·

He was tbe second soil. of Kbal1l U11ah Khan3 of Yazd. In the
end of the 2nd year of Emperor Aurangzib's reign he was married4 to
the daughter of Arnir-ul-Umara Shaista Khan, and was raised to the
rank of 1,500, and granted the title of Khans. In the 6th year he
was appointed M"ir Bakhsh"i6 of the Aqad"is, and became a favourite of
the Emperor. In the loth year his rank was increased to 2,000, and
he was appointed Master of the Horse7

• In the 16th year he was
appointed Faujdar of Dhamiini8

, and about the same time was, for
some reason, deprived of his rank. Later, in the 18th year he was
reinstated in the rank of I ,500 with 400 horse, and appointed9 Faujdar
of Saharanpiir. In the 19th year he was reappointed10 Master of the
Horse, and in the 20th year he was appointed to the high office of
Khansamanll (Chamberlain) in succession to Ashraf Khan. In the
22nd year, on the death of Darab Khan he was made Head of the
Artillery l:!, and in the 24th year became the 2nd Bakhsh"i l3 in .succession

R0tI ULLAH KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 3°9-3 I 5)'

Prince MuJ:1ammad Sul~an and MU'aHam Kban by unknown paths
into Beilgal. He also distinguished himself in the battles in Bengal
which Aurangzib's forces under MU'a??am Khan had to fight with
Shuja'. In the 4th year he was prominent l during the taking of
Palarnau in Bihar. In the 8th year he died2

•

ul-Umara]

4 01" cit., p. 241.
6 Btidshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 35.

8 01" cit., p. 303.
he is described as Zamindar of

Roz Afzlin610

battle he died of a gun-shot wound. Raja R6z Afzlin was from his
early years in the Emperor's service, and embraced Islam. In the 8th
year he was appointed Governor of his home countryl and received
the gift of an elephant. By the end of the reign of that Emperor he
had attained the rank of 1,5°0 foot with 700 horse2

• In the I st year
of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he was deputed 3 with Mahabat Khan
Khan Khanan towards Kabul to repel N adhar M uJ:1ammad Khan ruler of
Balkh who had raised the standard of revolt, and later for the chastise
ment4 of Jujhar Singh Bundela. In the 3rd year he went with kpm
Khan with the army which was under his command in the name of
Shaista Khan and received an increase of 100 horse5

• In the 4th year
he went with Na~ir1 Khan to Nundair. In the 6th year he was
appointed6 to the Deccan campaign in attendance on Mul:ammad
Shuja', and some of his men were killed in the siege of Parenda. In
the 8th year his rank was advanced 7 to 2,000 with 1,000 horse, and
in the same year8

, corresponding to 1044 A.H. (1634-35 A.D.), he
died. His son, Raja Bihruz had in the 3rd year of Emperor Shah
Jahan's reign attained the rank of 700 with 700 horse, and was
appointed to the campaign to Qandahar etc. In the time of Emperor
Aurangzib he rendered valuable services in taking the army9 under

1 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-/ahangiri, I, pp. 296, 297·
He is described as a confidential servant 01'. cit., II, p. 236, and was sent to Shah
Jahan to enquire about his presumptuous conduct. His real name was Toral

Mal and he is stated to have been married to a cousin of Emperor Jahangir, see
O'Malley, 01'. cit., p. 215, and Rashbihari Bose, /ourn. As. Soc. Bengal, XL. pt.

I, pp, 22, 23.
2 This does not appear to be correct, as in the Ist year of Shah Jahan's

reign his rank is given as 1,500 with 600 horse, see BadshCihnama, I, pt. i, p.

182 (The word) 'j~ or thousand has by mistake been left out in the printed

edition).

3 01" cit., p. 21 3.
5 01" cit., p. 316.

7 01" cit., p. 67·
9 'Alamgirnama, pp. 494, 495, where

Monghyr.
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to 'j\qil Khan Khawafi. When the extensive territories of the Deccan

became the centre of activities of the royal forces, he, because of his

capabilities for management and service, was sent in advance for the

chastisement and eradication of the recalcitrants. In the 26th year his

mother I;1amida Banu Begum who was the Emperor's maternal aunt.

di.ed. Nawab Zeb-un-Nisa Begam, the second daughter of the

Emperor, and his favourite amongst his children went to RU9 Ullah

Khan's house, and consoled him. Prince MU9ammad Kam Bakhsh

also visited him, and making him give up mourning brought him to

the Presence!' He was exalted with numerous favours at the hands of

the Emperor. In the same year he went to the K6nkan, but later

returned. In the 28th year he was exalted by the grant of a drum, and

was deputed to chastise the rebels of Bijapur whom Prince MU9ammad

j\ '?am Shah was besieging. In the end of the same year, when the

Emperor was encamped near Sh6liipur, he came from Bijapur, and was

appointed to A9madnagar in place of Khan Hruz Jang. In the 30th

year in the month of Dhul Qa'da, when a week had not elapsed since

the taking of Bijiipur, he was, on the death of Ashraf Khan, appointed

Mir Bakhshi2
• During those days when the victorious imperial

standards proceeded for the conquest of I;1aidarabad, RU9 Ullah Khan

Was promoted to the rank of 5,000 with 4,000 horse, and was left to

govern the scattered areas of the Bijapur ~uba, which was still not free

from commotion3
• Later, when the siege of G61konda (Golconda)

Was protracted, the said Khan, in accordance with the orders of

sunimons, arrived, and was appointed to take steps for reducing the

fort. RU9 Ulliih Khan had recourse to trickery, and through Ranmast

Khan the elder he seduced from loyalty 'Abdullah Khan Pani of

Bijiipur alias Sarandaz Khan-who before the conquest of Bijapur had

mtered imperial service, but had again gone over to Abul J:1asan and

became his trusted servant. Rul~ Ullah Khan by his clever diplomacy

won him over. Accordingly that faithless, disloyal man at midnight on

I Gp. cit., p. 223.
2 Gp. cit., p. 281. 3 Gp. cit., p. 282.

J
,I

24th Ohul Qa'da (21st September, 1687) brought in Bakhshi-ul-Mulk

with Ranmast Khan and Mukhtar Khan-who were prowling round

the fort looking for an opportunity- by the Khirki Gate, which was

assigned to the charge of that faithless man ('Abdullah K..ban). The

Bakhshi-ul-Mulk at once went to the housl: of Abia J:1asan-who was

sleeping carelessly-and arrested him before he or those around him

could offer any resistance1
•

It is stated that when the noise of the arrests made by the

Bakhshi-ul-Mulk rose high, the women of the harem raised a tremen

dous outcry. Abul Hasan was not in the least disconcerted, and

tried to comfort everyone. Having asked forgiveness and taken leave

of all he came and sat down in his place. He exchanged greetings

with his newly arrived friends and uninvited guests, and without a

frown or loss of dignity he discoursed with them till dawn. When

the steward reported that food was ready, he partook of it. Rul~

Ullah Khan expressed his surprise and enquired, "Is this a time for

food." Abul J:1asan either did not understand or purposely retorted,

"It is my time for food." RU9 Ullah Khan said, "I know, but how

can you wan~ to eat at such a critical time!" He replied , "You speak

truly, but my belief is that God will never withdraw his kind eye from

his humble servant. I spent a long time in poverty and destitution.

Suddenly I became a king when I neVer expected ~nything like

it. Now when it is the time for retribution for sundry acts (of

mine), the bridle of my authority has been placed in the hands

of one like Emperor Aurangzib. It is a time for thanks, not for

complaints."2

In short, this victory occurred in the 3 I st year, 1°98 A.H.

1 Op. cit., p. 299. See also ~afi Khan, II, pp. 361, 362. Khirki means
a wicket, but here apparently it must have been Kirki, the old name of

Aurangabad.
2 This account is taken almost verbatim from ~afi Khan, II, pp. 363

365- See also Siyar-ul-MutaakhJ0,irin (Calcutta reprint), IV, p. 231, accor·

ding to which Abul J-:lasan had spent 15 or 16 years as a dervish.
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1 The chronogram was composed by 1vlir 'Abdul Karim, see Maflthir-i-

'Alamgiri, p. 300.
2 Op. cit., p. 305.
3 Op. cit., p. 331.

4 Op. cit., PP' 33 2 , 333·
SOp. cit., p. 347·
6 Op. cit., P' 348. The verse (Iuoted above which he recited when the

Emperor visited him is also given there.

(1687 A.D.), and Fa{h QiJea Golkonda mubarak bad1 (May the

conquest of the fort of Golkonda be auspicious 1) is its chronogram.

Then the Emperor proceeded to settle the affairs of the extensive

territory of Bijapur, and appointed 2 Rii~ Ullah Khan to the govern

ment of I:Iaidarabad, which received the name of Dar-ul-fihad.
Later, he came to the Presence, and in the beginning of the 33rd year

was appointed to take the for1' 3 0f Raichur from the infidels. The

said Khan by vigorous efforts conquered that fort, and was rewarded

with approbation and praise. The fort was named Firuznagar\ In

the 35th year he was deputed to punish the Zamindar of Sakal' and

Wagingera. In the beginning of the 36th year his daughter 'Ayisha

Begum was marrieds to Prince Mu~ammad 'A:.~im the second son of

Prince Shah 'Alam Bahadur. In the end of the same year, I 103

A.H. (1691-92 A.D.) he died in Qu~babad Galgala 6
• The chrono··

gram is: RuJ! dar tan-i-mulk namand: 11 03 (The soul did not

remain in the body of the country or peace departed from the coun

try). When he was dying Emperor Aurangzib went to visit him.

That faithful and loyal servant in the state when he was breathing

almost his last breath recited this verse:

What a pleasure (niyaz) must be' there. in this world of

supplication (niyazmandi) !
When at the time of yielding up life you have come to his'

head.

The said Khan was very wise and acute, and was possessed of

many good and pleasant qualities. He was a good conversationalist

and expert scribe. Most of his petitions were approved and accepted

1 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 315-317, translation II, pp. 616, 617.

Rut: UlLih Khanul-Umara]

by the Emperor. More extraordinary still, the disposition of

the Emperor was very religious, and Rul: Ullah 'Khan flourished

in a daily market of intrigue and turmoil, and was busy in giving and

taking, but the Emperor had much confidence in him, for in spite of

his alertness and persistence Rul: Ullah Khan so managed to conceal

his actions, and represented them so cleverly that the Emperor was

obliged to accept his statements.

It is stated that a Raja had got into difficulties owing to the very

protracted nature of the Deccan campaign, and the delay in the receipt

of money from his fief in Upper India. He repeatedly took advances

from that State treasury through Ru~ Ullah Khan. Again he wanted

an advance, but Rul,l Ullah Khan would not allow it. The Raja being

obliged said that whatever he got from the treasury he would give

two-thirds of it to Ru~ Ullah Khan· in recognition of his help and

keep only one third for himself. Ru~ Ullah Khan made a good report

on his petition, and procured Rs. 30,000 for him. According to the

agreement he gave the Raja Rs. 10,000. His enemies reported the

affair in detail to the Fmperor, and the latter after two or three days

enquired of the said Khan whether the Raja had taken his money from

the treasury. He at once replied, "These men for their own selfish

ends come at all times, and ate disgustingly importunate, and we

servants have not the courage always to be making representations.

So for the present I have given Rs. 10,000 to his agent, and kept

the rest. When he asb for it, it will be given to him in instalments."

The Amir, however, tried to be bounteous, and to help in further

ing the work of the people. He opened the gates of prosperity for

all, whether far or near. He was unique amongst Aurangzib's

officers for his liberality and pleasant COllntenance. His elder son,

Saif Ullah Khan, died six months after him. The second son was

Khanazad Khan l who received his father's title; his account has been- -,
separately given. His third son Bairam Khan Mul.lammad Baqir was

alive in the time of Emperor Mu~ammad Shah, and enjoyed some fiefs.

[Maathir-Rii!: Ullah Khan



616 Rii~ U1Iah Khan Khanazad Khan
\. - ul-Umara] Rupsi

R0tJ ULLAH KHAN KHANAZAD KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 3 1 5-3 1 7).

He was the son of Rii~ U1Iah l Khan the 1st. At first he had a

suitable rank and the tide of Khanazad Khan. In the 28th year of
Emperor Aurangz'ib's reign he was deputed to escort

2
Udaipiir'i Malpl,

the Emperor's lady, from Aurangabad or A~madnagar where the
Emperor's camp was. In the 33rd year when the fort of F'iriiznagar
or Raichiir had been taken through the excellent efforts of his father,
the late Rii~ U1Iah Khan, Khanazad Khan became a favourite of th~
Emperor and was promoted to the rank oE 1,5°0 with 600 horse

3

•

In the 35th year his rank was advanced to 2,000 with 700 horse
4

•

When his father died in the 36th year, his rank
5

became 2,5°° with
1,000 horse, and he was appointed Qurbegi (Keeper of the Arsenal)
in succession to Mukhli~ Khan. In the 38th year he was appointed
Superintendent of the Grooms, and later made Head of the Artillery in
succession to Mukhli~ Khan, and granted an increase of 500 in his
rank6 • In the 39th year he was deputed with a force for the chastise
ment of Santa Ghorpare. Unfortunately a misfortune happened to
him-which has been detailed in the biography of Qasim Khan
Karman'i7 -and he escaped from the Marathas by sacrificing all his
baggages. The Emperor after bearing of this catastrophe appointed

him to the charge of B'idar9
• In the end of the 40th year he came

to Court, and in the 41st year was granted the title of Rii~ U11ah
Khan, and was appointedlO Khansaman (Chamberlain) in succession
to Fa4il Khan Burhan-ud-Din, who had resigned. Later he was

appointed in addition Superintendentll of the Diviin-i-Kha~ on the

Maiitbir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 309-3 I 5, translation antea, pp. 6 Il-61 5·

2 Ibid, pp. 252, 253,
3 Op. cit., pp. 332, 333· 4 Op. cit., pp. 34°, 341.
5 Op. cit., p. 349. 6 Op. cit., p. 37°·
7 Maatbir-ul-Umara, III, pp. 123- 126, translation antea, pp. 5°5-5°7.

8 Op. cit., pp. 375-379· 9 Op. cit., p. 379·
lOOp. cit., p. 386. II Op. cit., p. 392

•
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death of Siyadat Khan Saiyid Ogb1an. In the 43rd year he was
made l Superintendent of the lilau (body-guard) in succession to
Dhulfiqar Khan. In the conquest of the forts of Satara and Parli he

rendered. good ser.vice, and in the 44th year was appointed
2

2nd
Bakhshi In successIOn to Mukhli~ Khan. After the taking of the fort
of Sakhr-un-na he was granted an increase of 200 horse3

• In the

48th y~ar, corr~ponding to the year 1115 A.H. (17°3-°4 A.D.) in
the height of i1lS youth4 he died. His sons Khalil Ullah Khiin and
hiqad Khan-who later received the tide of Riih UllahKhan
received mourning robes. They' came to the COl~rt, and p;i~ their
respects. The d:lUghter of the deceased received jewels valued at

Rs. 5,000.

ROPSI

(Vol. II, pp. 1°9- 111 ).

He5 was the brother's SOIl of R-' B'l- - ~1 16 I I d faJ3 lura lV a. n t le en 0

the 6th year he entered Emperor Akbar's service, and was the reci
pient of special favours. In the 20th year when Mirza Sulaiman
getting despaired of receiving reinforcements, went off for pilgrimage
to Mecca, he was sent7 off with the Mirza as a guide. His son
Jaimal waited upon the Emperor before his other relations, and was
for a time with Mirza Sharf-ud-Din tJusain, who was the lagirdar of
the neighbourhood of Ajmer. The Mirza had appointed him as the

Op. cit., p. 406. 2 Op. cit., p. 434·
3 Op. cit., p. 459. 4 Op. cit., p. 488.
5 See also Blochmann, ;fin, I (2nd edn.), p. 472, where his name is given

as. Rupsi Bair.agi. He was a Kachwaha Rajput. Both the accounts deal mainly

WIth the affaIrs of the son Jaimal rather than of the father Rupsi.

6. FO,r Raja Bil~ara or Bihari Mal see Maatbir-ul-U mara, II, pp. 111- 113,
Bevendge s translatIOn, I, pp. 4°9-41 I. Rupsi with his son Jaimal came and

did homage at Deosa in the 6th year, Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 240, Beveridge's

translation, n. p, 241.
7 Akbarnama, Text, Ill, p. 163, Beveridge's translation, Ill, p. 231. He

was sent with Mirza Sulaiman to "see him through the difficult parts up to

the Gujarat ports."
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Rupsi [Maathir- ul-UmaraJ Rup Singh Rath6r

Thanadar of Mairtha. When the affairs of the Mirza fell into con

fusion, Jaimal in the 17th year arrived at the Court, and was appoin

ted in the vanguard of the force which was deputed
1

to Gujarat under

the command of Khan Kalan. In the rapid march to Gujarat, which

was carried out in the 18th year, JaimaP was in close attendance on

the Emperor's stirrups. In the 21 st year he was seconded
3

to the

force which with a number of other officers was sent to chastise Duda,

son of Rai Surjan, who having gone to his native country of Bundi

was behaving oppressively. Later he was sent by relay of horses

(dak chaukl) towards Bengal to encourage the officers there, and to

inform them about certain matters. As he rode very fast and the sun

was very hot, the lamp of his life was extinguished by the strong

wind of death at the Chausa ferry.
It is stated that his wife, who was the daughter of the Mota (Fat)

Raja, was unwilling to burn herself on hearing of his death, as is the

custom in Hindustan. Odai Singh her son and some others wanted

to force her to burn herself. When this news re~ched the Emperor,

and as there was little time for delay, he got on horseback and went

off to the house so rapidly that his escort could not keep up with him.

When he approached the house, Jagan Nath and Riisal seized the ~on

and brought him to the Presence. As he showed signs of repentance,

he was put in prison4
•

The author of the Akbarnama has recorded that when the Emper-

or after his rapid march reached near Al}madabad, and on the day

when the battle with MuJ:ammad J:Iusain Mirza took place, Jaimal

was wearing a very heavy cuirass (bagtar). Emperor Akbar having

pity on him presented him a coat of mail from the royal armoury, and

lOp. cit., Text, p. 12, translation, p. 17. In a note on the same page

Beveridge on the· authority of Iqbalnama states that it was Vazir Jamil and not

Jaimal.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 49, translation, p. 69'

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 184, translation, p. 258.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 402, translation, pp. 595, 596 . Udai Singh was pardon

ed, but put in prison.

,.
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gave his cuirass to Karan, the grandson of Maldeo, who was not

wearing any armour. Rii psi, Jaimal's father, on hearing of the affair

was offended, and sent someone to demand back his cuirass. The

Emperor said that he had given (Jaimal) another in exchange. Riipsi

became more annoyed, and took off his own armour. The Emperor

overlooked the insult, and threw off his own armour, and said that

if his men proposed to try their bravery without armour, it was not

pr~l~er that he also should wear any armour. Raja Bhagwant Das per

ceIVIng what had passed, took Riipsi to task, and brought him round

to apologize. He represented that Rupsi had taken bhang, and

begged for the pardon of his offences. The Emperor accepted the

excuses and forgave him l •

ROP SINGH RATHOR

(Vol. II, pp. 268-270).

He was the grandson of Kishan Singh Rath6r, the younger brother

of Raja Suraj Singh. When his uncle Hari Singh died in the 17th

year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign without leaving any son, the

Emperor granted Rup Singh, his brother's son, a robe of honour, an

increase in rank, and a horse with a silver saddle, and gave him

in fief Kishangarh his uncle's territor/. In the 18th year on the

occasion of the celebrations for the recovery of health by the eldest

daughter of the Emperor, the Begam ~ahiba-who had been ailing

for a time owing to her dress catching fire from the flame of a lamp

and the burning of her body-he was promoted to the rank of 1,000

with 700 horse3
• In the 19th year he went with Prince Murad

Bakhsh for the conquest of Balkh and Badakhshan. After reaching

Op. cit., Text, pp. 49, 50, translation, pp, 69, 70.
2 Btidshahnama, p. 373. Kishangarh is a State in the centre of Riijpiitana

with an area about 858 miles, see Imperial Gazetteer, XV, p. 310. A brief

account of the chiefs of the State in the Mughal days is included on p. 3 11 of

the same work.

3 Op. cit., p. 399·



Riip Singh Rath6r ul-Umara] Rustam Dil Khan

Balkh when Nadhar Mu~ammad the ruler of the place took to flight
without waiting on the Prince, Bahadur Khan and A~alat Khan, in
accordance with the Prince's orders, went to pursue him; Riip Singh
in his eagerness accompanied them without permission l

• After the
battle with Nadhar Mu~al11mad, and the repeated chastisement of
the Alamans in which he performed brave deeds, Rup Singh in the
20th year was promoted2 to the rank of 1,5°0 with 1,000 horse. In
the 21st year he was exalted with the grant of a flag. In the 22nd

year his rank was increased3 to 2,500 foot with 1,200 horse, and he
went to Qandahar in the company of Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib
Bahadur. After reaching there, he hastened to Zamin Dawar with
Rustam Khan, and rendered good service in the battIe with the
Iranians. In the 23rd year he was promoted'" to the rank of 3,000
foot with 1,5°0 horse, and in the 25th year received a further increase
of 1,000 foot with 500 horse, and the gift of a kettle-drum, and
was deputed a second time to Qandahar in attendance on the said
Prince. In the 26th year he went5 for the third time on the
Qandahar campaign with Prince Dara Shik6h, and his rank was
increased to 4,000 with 2,500 horse. In the 28th year he was
deputed with 'Allami Sa'd Ullab Khan to demolish6 Chittor, and his
rank was fixed at 4,000 with 3,000 horse. He also received the
Pargana of Mandalgarh in Sarkar Chittor from the territory of the
Rana, with its rental of 80 lacs of dams as his fief. In the battle of
Samugarh he was in the vanguard of Dara Shikoh. In the course of
the fight he bravely passed the opponent's artillery, vanguard and

Op. cit., p. 540.

2 Op. cit., p. 554. 3 'Anuzl $ali~, III, p. 69'
4 There seems to be some mistake in reference to his rank in 'Amal $ali~,

III, p. 100, for it is stated that his rank was increased to 2,000 with 1,200

horse. He already held the rank of 2,500 with 1,200 horse.

5 Op, cit., p. 157.
6 Op. cit., p. 194. Ram Singh's deputation on this campaign is not

mentioned in the work, nor his receiving the grant of Mandalgarh as a reward.

/
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lltimish, and coming face to face with Emperor Aurangzib's elephant
did all that was possible. Finally he dismounted, and got under the
Emperor's elephant in order to cut the girth of the howdah. The
Emperor watched his bravery, and strictly ordered his men to take
him alive, but the men gave him 110 chance and cut him with a sword

in the year 1 1068 A.H. (1658 A.D.). His son Man Singh attain
ed2 the rank of 3,000 in Emperor Aurangzib's reign, and in the
35th year accompanied phulfiqar Khan for the conquest of the fort of
Gingee. When Bahadur Shah came to the throne, the headship of
the territory of his home district Kishangarh was granted to Raj Singh,
known as Raja Bahadur, who was the maternal uncle of Sul~an 'Azim
ush-Shan, and who was with Bahadur Shah in Kabul in the hopes of

obtaining the chief~hip. Man Singh was granted the rank of 3,000.
At the time of writing Bahadur Singh younger son of Raja Bahadur

is in possession of the territory.

RUSTAM DIL KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 324-328).

He was the son of Jan Sipar I5-.han3 Bani Mukhtar, and tbe
daughter's son of Mirza Khalil Khan Zaman4

• He was one of the
promising sons of A m'irs, and in his father's lifetime became known
for his skill and intelligence. He managed the affairs of the province
of tIaidarabad of which his father was the Governor. Wh~n in the
45th year Jan Sipar Khan died, the governorship of that province was
made over to the agents of Prince Mul:ammad Kam Bakhsh. As

I Khafi !Q!an, II, pp. 27, 28, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of

Aurangzib, II, p. 394.
2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 405. He was promoted to this rank ill the

43rd year.
3 Marlthir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 535-537' Beveridge & Prashad's tri\nsla

tion, I, pp. 75 I , 752.
4 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 785-792, Bevcridge & Prashad's transla

tion, I, pp. 8°4-8°7. His name is givcn there as Mil' ~alil.



Rustam Oil Khan [Maathir- t _ ui-Umara] Rustam Dil Khan

Rustalll Oil Khan had been connected with its management since his

father's time, and was thoroughly acquainted with its affairs, he was

appointed the Deputy Governor. As a result of an increase of 500

with 500 horse his rank was advanced to I ,500 with 1,000 horse l
•

In the 48th year he in succession to ~alabat Khan was appointed

Faujdar of Karnatik (Carnatic), and Bijapur, and granted an increase

of 500 with 1,000 horse2
• In the 49th year in succession to

Da'ud Khan he was again appointed deputy at tJaidarabad, and

his rank was advanced to 2,500 with 2,500 horse3
• When

Emperor Aurangzib died, Rustal11 Dil «han skilfully and taking

advantage of the prevailing conditions enlisted a large number

of soldiers, and exerted himself all round in punishing the mal

contents. He spent a year and some months in independence.

Prince Mu~ammad Kam Bakhsh, who had been appointed to the

government of Bijapur by his father, and had assumed sovereignty

during the time of confusion, sent A~san Khan alias Mir Malang

who was his lUir Bakhshi, and generalissimo-to the Karnatik. He

thought that whatever he could get into his hands would be so much

gain, and so turned his attention to the conquest of the fort of Gal

konda (Golconda) and tJaidarabad. As Rustam Oil Khan had four

or five thousand choice troopers with him, the Prince was apprehensive

of him, and marched slowly. At last through the diplo

macy'" and craft of A~san Khan, and though the Commandant

of the Calkonda fort did not submit, Rustam Dil Khan was

deceived by his flattery and coaxing, and becoming satisfied about

the intentions of the Prince by confirming arrangements with an oath

taken on the Qur'an, he was induced to welcome him.

It is stated that the Prince arrived without any equipment and in

a wretched condition, with his men badly equipped, while Rustal11

I Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 439. 2 Op. cit., p. 483.
3 Op. cit., p. 494. The rank after promotion should be 2,500 with 1,500

horse.

4 Kh:ifi ~:in, II, p. 609·
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Dil .Khan went forward to receive him with well set-up troops. At

that time he might have done what he liked, but sticking to his pro

mise, he obeyed the Prince in every respect, and brought him to the

city. As a result of his sincerity he did not advise the siege of the fort,

but suggested ways and means for selecting officers, settling affairs, and

collecting the revenue. As A~san Khan was the generalissimo and

the experienced administrator of the Prince's establishment, he also

acted as the intermediary. He and Rustam Dil Khan met a number

of times, and mutual entertainments and exchanges of presents were

effected. tJakim Mu~sin Taqarrub Khan-who was the Vazir-and
Ihtiad Khan-who had become vainglorious as a result of his associa

tion with the Prince-were filled with enmity-as invariably happens

amongst rivals-and were so insane as to impress the Prince with the

belief that A~san Khan and Rustam Dil «han had combined together,

and meant to imprison him. That madman who could not distin

guish a friend from a foe, immediately wrote a note with his own

hand to Rustam Dil Khan to the effect that he was writing an answer

to Bahadur Shr's letter, and that he wanted the benefit of his opinion

and asked him to come quickly. When Rustam Dil Khan arrived,

the Prince seated him in the oratory, and himself went into the female

apartments. Immediately there was a rush of men and Rustam Dll

Khan was arr~sted. After three days the hands and feet of that

oppressed Saiyid were bound and he was cast at the feet of his own

riding elepham. But however much they tried that loyal animal

would not put his foot forward. At last they brought another ele

phant, and after killing him in this way pilloried his body through

the city. He was buried in the building known as Amli Mal~al.

His wife fortified her house, and prepared for battle. Several persons

were killed and wounded, and at last she, her son, and Mir tJusain

brother of Rustam Oil Khan were made prisonet~, and r-he house was

confiscated l • His building is still existent in tJaidarabad, and is used

The account is apparently based on Khafi ~:in, II, pp. 6°9-612.

According to this account Rustam Oil ~an was buried under the trees in the

garden known as Amli Ma1,lal.



as the residence of the Governor. Of his sons, Jan Sipar Kh~n, who

received the title of his grandfather, is at present greatly respected.

Half of the Pargana of Amrapiir in Sarkar Mahkar-which is on~ of

the best developed estates of the time-·has long been in his possess~on.

He has several times served as Khansamiin of the government o~ A~af
Jah. At the time of writing he is the Divan, which is the hlgh~st
post, but as these appointments are not lasting, and those holdl11g

I h they regard
offices under this government a ways expect a c ange, L'

the appointments as temporary and only for limited periods.

(SAIYID) RUSTAM J5HAN DECCANI

(Vol. II, pp. 502-504)'

He was the son of Saiyid Sharza Khan Saiyid lliyas. The home

of his ancestors was Bokhara. One of them came to India, and took

up his reside:lce at Ajmer. By ass~c.iation ",:it~ tl~e _people of the

place he embraced the Mahdavi religIOn. SalYld. Ibyas went to. the.

Deccan, and became a servant of the rulers of B'iJapiir, and received

the title of Sharza Khan. He bec;lme a leader, and in the 9th year

of the reign of Emperor Aurangzib he was killed by the imperial

forces, which had been deputed under the command of Mirza

Raja Jai Singh to chastise 'Adil Khan and devastate his ter~itory, and

during which campaign several battles took place. HIS son was

appointed Commander of the army in his father's place, .and granted

the title of Sharza Khan. Although there was no authOrity or system

in the affairs of Bijapiir, he flourished for a long time. In the ~oth
year when Bijapiir was conquered, and Sikandar 'Adil Khan submlt~ed
(to Emperor Aurangzib), he also did likewise. He was granteo a

robe of honour, a sword, an ornamented dagger with a chain of pearls,

a horse with gold trappings, an elephant with silver trappings, the

rank of 6,000 with 6,000 horse, and exalted by the title of Rustam

Khanl. Gradually he r03C to the rank of 7,000 with 7,000 horse.

Later he was deputed 2 with Khan Firiiz Jang to conquer the fort of

RUSTAM KIjAN MUQARRAB KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 270~276).

He was a Circassian. His tribe live on the slopes of the Elburz

mountains, for the most part in tents. At first he was in the service

of Ni~am-ul-Mulk Deccani, and gained a name for leadership. He

was granted the title of Muqarrab Kban. In the 3rd year of the reign

of Emperor Shah Tahan, when the latter was in the Deccan, Muqarrab

Khan who was the chief swordsman of Ni~am-ul-Mulk often confronted

2 Op. cit., p. 336.

4 01" cit., P 473·

Rustam J(hiin Muqarrab Khan
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Op. cit., p. 295.
3 Op. cit., p. 480.
5 Later Mughals, II, p. 49·

lbrahimgarh, a dependency of tIaidarabad, and which is now known

as Ahangarh. Afterwards he came to the Presence, and on the day.

of the attack on G61konda he adorned the face of his loyalty with the

cosmetic of woundsl . After this he was appointed to guard the

district of Satara. In the 33rd year the sedition-mongers of that

territory attacked him and there was a prolonged fight. At last he

was defeated, and was captured 2 with his family. He was released

after paying a large ransom. Later he was attached to Khan Firiiz

Jang, and managed. the government of Berar as his deputy. In the

4 6th year the Marathas attacked and captured him. He was released

in the 48th year, and went to Khan Firiiz Tang. His rank was

reduced by I,OOO with 1,000 horse3
, but in the 49-th year he was

restored to his former rank. In the beginning of Eluperor Bahadur

Shah's reign he was appointed to the charge of the Deccan. After

some time he died. He held Balapiir and other estates in Berar in

fief. His son Saiyid Ghalib Khan, who had joined4 the Emperor's

service before him, was killed 5 in the battle between A~af Tah and

'Alam 'Ali Khan in the year 1132 A.H. (1720 A.D.). ,Saiyid Fata~

Khan, Saiyid lliyas, and Saiyid 'Uthman were also his sons, and left

offsprings. They hold the hereditary estates in Berar.

ul-Umaral
[Maathir.

2 Op. cit., p. 283'

Rustam Khan Deccan"i

Maa!fJir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 280.



the imperial forces, and surrounded them. When Ni~amul-Mulk
imprisoned Fatl?- Khan, son of Malik 'Ambar, who was his Vakil and

Commander-in-chief, he appointed Muqarrab Khan his Commander

in-chief and Hamid Khan Habshi his Vakil. After a time, however,

he rele~sed Fath Khan, a'nd reinstated him as his Minister and

Commander-in-chiel Muqarrab Khan, as a result of this unsrable

behaviour left his service, and tried to enter royal ~ervice. In the 4
th

year he applied to .A.'~am· Khan. When this news was reported to

the Emperor, the proposal was approved, and a conciliatory Farman
was issued. Manaji Dauria, who was his agent (peshdast), came to

A'za111 Khan, and for his own satisfaction carefully studied the situa

t10;1. Afterwards Muqarrab Khan with all his companions set off for

the royal camp. To welcome him A'pm Khan went as far as the

limits of the camp, and brought him to his quarters. On royal account

he gave him a robe of honour, a jewelled dagger, four horses, a male

and a female elephant, and a lac of rupees in cash . Two hundred

robes of honour, 100 shawls, and 70 horses were given to his compa

nions. He recommended that Muqarrab Khan should be appointed

to the rank of 5,000 foot with 5,000 horse, and suitable ranks were

proposed for his companions, who were more than 100 in number
l

•

The Emperor approved the rank proposed for him, and sent
2

a robe

of honour, a dagger, a jewelled sword, a flag, a drum, a horse with a

golden saddle, and an elephant for him. After a time he went to the

Court, and did homage. He was exalted by the grant of a robe of

honour, a jewelled dagger with phul-katara, a jewelled sword, a horse

with gold saddle, an elephant, and Rs. 40,000 in cash
3

• In the 5
th

year he received4 the insignia o~ the Fish (Ma~i-u-~aratib), and

was sent from near Akbarabad (Agra) to SambhaP, which was made

his fief. In the 8th year he received the title of Rustall1 Khan
l

, and

was ~ent2 with Prince Mul?-ammad Aurangzib Bahadur wl~had been

appoll1ted to support the army deputed for the chastisement of Jujhar

Singh Bundela. In the loth year he went3 with Saiyid Khan Jahan

Barah for devastating the territory of 'Adil Khan, and' rendered good

service in the battles. On his return from the Deccan he was

allowed to go to his fief. In the 1 I th year, when the Emperor had

gone towards Soron, he did homage4
, received numerous favours, and

was permitted to return to his fief. In the 13th year an elephant
5

was sent to him by the Emperor. In the 15th year when Lahore

was the royal headquarters, he came to the Court, and was sent
6

with Prince Murad Bakhsh, who had been deputed for the chastise

ment of Jagat Singh Zamindar of Jammun. He exerted himself in

the conquest of Jagat Singh's forts, and fought bravely in single

combats. Later he came to the Court with the said Prince, and was

sent in attendance on Prince Dara Shikoh, who had been appointed

to assist the garrison of the fort at Qandahar. He received a robe of

honour, a horse with gold accoutrements, and 1,000 of the troopers,

out of the allotted number of 5,000 with 5,000 horse, were made

two-horse three-horse7 • After his return he was allowed to go to his

fief. In the 16th year he again came to the Presence, but was soon

permitted to return to his fief.
As the Emperor had determined on conquering Balkh and Badakh-

shan, an order to this effect had been sent to the Amir-I.il-Umara

Governor of Kabul. In the 19th year he was seot
8

as an auxiliary

of the Amir-ul-Umara to Kabul. Later, in accordance with orders,

he passed the winter at Rohtas, and on the Emperor's return from

Kashmir waited on him at Lahore. Afterwards he went with Prince

626 Rustam Khan Muqarrab Khan
ul-Umara] Rustam Khan Muqarrab Khan

1 The account of his leaving the service of Ni~am-ul-Mulk and arrival at

A'~am !5.J:!an's camp etc. is based on Badshahnama, I, pt. i, pp'. 37
8

, 379· The

name of his agent in that work is Tamaji with the variant TabaJi.
2 Op. cit., p. 384. 3 Op. cit., p. 394·
4 Op. cit., p. 408 . SOp. cit., p. 4

2
5.

{

j~ , \

I Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 83·

2 Op. cit., p, 99·
4 Badshahnama, II, p. 20.

6 Op. cit., p. 2-45·
8 Op. cit., p. 485.

3 Op. cit., p. 140.
SOp. cit., p. 182.
7 Op. cit., pp. 293, 294.



Murad Bakhsh on the said campaign, and the cOlllmand
l

of the left

wing of the Prince's army was assigned to him. When the Prince

after the taking of Balkh, through inexperience and in spite of the

counter orders of his august father returned froln that country,

Sa'd Ullah Khan was ordered to hurry there, while Rustam Khan

was appointed 2 to settle Andkhud and the adjacent territory.

Before reaching there he had several fights with the AHimans,

and was victorious every time. As a reward in the 20th year

another 1,000 of his troopers were made two-horse three-horse
3

•

When Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib Bahadur after arriving in that

territory restored, according to orders, Balkh to Nadhar Mul)ammad

Khan, and returned, he also came to the Court, and received

permission to go to his fief. In the 2 I st year he came on th.e ~ccasion
of the celebrations for the occupation of the new butldlt1gs of

Shfthjahanabad, and after receiving a robe of honour returned to
his fief. Later he went'l to Kabul as an auxiliary of the Amir-ul

Umara. In the 22nd year when it was reported that the Iranian

army had collected near Qandahar, orders summoning the officers

were issued and Rustam Khan came from Kabul, and left
5

with, -
Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib Bahadur for Qandahar. He was

appointed in-charge of the rear-guard. After reaching there he march

ed rapidly to Bust to help Qulij Khan, and in the battle with the

Iranians inflicted heavy punishment on them. After their flight, he

seized their artillery waggons-which owing to the force of the attack

they had left behind-with numerous horses, spears and armour
6

•

For this service the remainder of his contingent in the 23 rd year was

made two-horse three-horse, and he was exalted with the title of Flruz

Jang7 • In the same year he arrived at the Court, and produced

before the Emperor eleven small cannons with their carriages, which he
Op. cit., p. 104.

2 Op. cit., p. 139.

3 Op. cit., p. 173·
4 This is recorded in 'Amal $ali~, III, p. 239 ill the 30th year.

S 'Alamgirnama, p. 99·

had captured from the enemy. He received a robe uf honour, a jtgka,
a jewelled dagger with phiiL-katara, a jewelled sword, a horse with a

go~den saddle, an elephant with silver trappings, and a female elephant.

HIS rank was also advanced to 6,000 with 5,000 horse, two-horse

th~ee-h~rse troopers. I. In the 25th year he again accompanied
2

the

said Pnnce on the same campaign, and distinguished himself in erecting

batteries, :.Ind other arrangements for besieging the fort. In the 26th

year he again accompanied Prince Dari Shik6h to the same campaign.

As the appointed time for starting the siege was near at hand, he was

sent in advance in the 27th year by the Prince to commence the siege.

After .the Prince's arrival in that area he went to Bust, and by erecting

battenes conquered the fort. \Vhen the capture of Qandahar was

delayed, and the Prince in accordance with orders returned, Rustam

Khan by the direction of the Prince demolished the fort of Bust, and

burnt the remall1tng equipment and returned 3
• In the 28th

year he was deputed with Jumlat-ul-Mulk Sacd Ullah Khan to demolish

Chittor. In the 29th year4 he was exalted by promotion to the rank

of 6,000 with 6,000 horse of which 5,000 were two-horse three-horse

troopers, and according to the recommendation of Prince Dara Shikoh

was appointed Governor of Kabul in succession to Bahidur Khan Baqi

Beg. The cities of Kabul and Peshawar were included in his fief.

In the end of the 3 I st year he was removed from there and returned

to the Court. In the battle near Samugarh, which took place between

Aurangzlb and Dara Shikoh, he was with Sipihr Shikoh in the left

wing. As a result of his zeal he was hit during the battle by a

bullet, and bravely gave5 up his life in the year 1068 A.H. (1658

A.D.).

Rustam Khan Muqarrab Khan

3 Or cit., p. 584.

5 Op. cit., p. 71.
7 Op. cit., p. 100.

Op. cit., pp. 512,5 1 3.
2 Op. cit., p. 560•

4 Amal $ali~, III, p. 67·
6 Op. cit., pp. 89-91.

Rustam Khan Muqarrab Khan



Rustam Khan Shaghali- v--
(Maathir. I4l-Umara] Rustam Safavi

RUSTAM KHAN SHAGH.3.U

(Vol. II, pp. 199-201 ).

His name was Yusuf Beg. Thrcugh the patronage of Prince Shah

Jahan he rose from the rank of a Qal'aqchi and an A~adi to the rank

of an A mir. He was soon promoted from the rank of 300 to that of

5,000, and received a flag and a drum. During the days when Shah

Jahan was a Prince, he was one of the mainstays of his power, and

was appointed Deputy Governor of Gujarat l
• When in the 18th year

of Emperor Jahangir's reign the imperial forces in pursuit of the Prince

reached the Chanda pass2 which was on the route to Malwa, they

were afraid of Shiih Jaban's influence and had not the courage to

cross t he defile, and proposed to spend the rainy season on this side

of the pass. Rustam Khan in collusion with Baha' -ud-Din topchi
who had received the title of I3araqandaz Khan from Shah Jahan-out

of disloyalty and infidelity wrote to Mahabat Khan, the Commander

of the royal forces, that he should proceed without delay, and that

they would join him after throwing the Prince's army into confusion.

Accordingly Mahabat Khan becoming emboldened crossed the defile

of Chanda. Prince Shah Jahan, who had encamped at Mandli, sent

Rustam Khan-who before the conflict was his loyal servant, and

was his leading officer, and whose bravery and devotion to duty was

well known-as the Commander of the army in advance, and also sent

a contingent from the Deccan army skirmishers. They in two days

made things difficult for the imperial army. On the third day, it

had been arranged that (he Prince himself would join the vanguard.

Yusuf Sbaghali ignored what was due from him as a loyal and che

rished servant, and insincerely following a perfidious course joined

Mahabat K-qan As a result of the desertion of the Commander the

affairs of the army became disorganised·1 • When the Prince experienced
"l-

I Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahcmgiri, II, pp. 275, 27°·

2 Chanda Ghat between Ajmer and Malwa.
3 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahimgiri, II, pp. 27 1 , 2]2,

and lqbalnama-i-!ahangiri, pp. 209, 210.

\ .

such disloyalry and impudence on the part of one who was so greatly

favoured. what could he . hope for from anyone else, and on whom

could he rely? He could no longer trust anyone, :lOd regarded

retreat to the Deccan as the only course to follow under the circum

stances. Hastily crossing the Narbada he stayed for a short time in

Burhanpiir. Rustam Khan through the intermediation of Mahabat

Khan was enlisted amongst the officers of Emperor Jahangir1
• As

base treachery and disloyalty are always condemned, and those practi

sing them arc everywhere treated with contempt and scorn, he neither

received much advancement in royal service, nor was he greatly

trusted. When Shah lahan became the Emperor, he was as a punish

ment for his misdeeds deprived of his jagir and office, and his condi

tion became miserable. It is stated that except for Rustarn .Khan

Emperor Shah Jahan did not exact retribution from any of the impe

rial officers who had behaved presumptuously or disloyally. At last

he was reduced to such straits that he had neither a horse nor a ser

vant, and wandered about in the streets till he died.

(MIRZA) RUSTAM ~AFAVP

(Vol. III, pp. 434-442 ).

He was the younger brother of Mirza Mu~affar I:Iusain3 of Qan

dahar. In his account it has been stated that Sul~an MU9ammad

Khudabanda the Shah of Iran gave Qandahar4 to Mu~affar I:Iusain

Mirza, and Zamin Dawar to Rustatn Mirza and his two younger

brothers Abu Sa'id Mirza and Sanjar Mirza. As the territory of

He was appointed to thc rank of 5,000 foot with 4,000 horse, op. cit., p.

275.
2 See Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 328 , 32 9.
3 Blochmann, op. cit., pp. 327, 328, and Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp.

296-3°2, translation antea pp. 35°-354-
4 Qandahar had been givcn by Shah Tahmasp to their father Sul~an

Busain, the son of Bahram and the brother of Shah Tahmasp, and Sul~an

Khudabancla afterwards gave it to the son, see Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 645,

Beveridge's translation, III, p. 99 2 .



Rustam $afavi (Maathir- ul-Umara] Rustam ~afavi

Zamin Dawar was very limited as compared to that of Qa~clahar, and

was not sufficient for the support of Rustam Mirza and his brothers,

M - - . I d S- - f m M'llik Mahmiid-whoRustam Irza WIS le to conquer Istan ro ' .

was of the old race of the rulers of that country and had taken posses-

sion of it after the death of Shah Isma'il II-and add it to his o~n
. ff H . M- - I d n army against Malikterntory . M u~a ar . usa111 Irza ea·

Mahmud, and after a contest married his daughter, and confirmed
'. h' f h . I T111's proceeding was a cause ofthat territory on IS at er-m- aw. .

disaareement between the two brothers. Rustam Mirza with the

hel;of I:Iamza Beg Lab several times led armies against Qandahar,

but without success.
As many of the cities of Khurasan had been plunclere~1 by the

Ozbegs, and they had no agreed chief, Mirza Rustam h~rned from

Zamin Dawar to Farah, and took possession of the territory. He

several times fought with the Ozbegs, and raised the standard of

bravery. After that he took it in his head to conquer Sist~n, and

made a raid on that territory. Malik Ma~mud, after defend111g th~
fort, had an interview, and submitted. The Mirza in his pride an.d

. . . d h M l"k HISat the instigation of short-sighted persons Impnsone tea I .
son Jalal-ud-Din collected a force, and came forward for a fight. The

Mirza put Malik Ma~mud to death. As, however, he was una~le

to contest (against Jalal-ud-Din), he retired to Zami~ Dawar. Jabl

ud-Din pursued him, and the Mirza, who was o.bltged to turn and

fight, was defeated. After this he lost respect 10 the eyes ~f all

people. His elder brother-who was waiting ~or the opportunlty~

seized Zamin Dawar also. Rustam Mirza qUIckly went to Qalat,

and took possession. One day he had gone out for hunting, ~h~,n
a force of Bivats wished to get hold of the fort. The Mirza s

mother defencled it, but was killed by a shot from one of the

faithless men who discharged his piece at her. Though the Mir-r:a

out of vengeance put many of them to the sword, but circums

tances did not appear favourable, and the report of the

arrival of the army from India for taking possession of that

territory increased the difficulty of his position. He wrote 111 a

:,

friendly fashion to Sharif Khan Atga, Governor of Ghaznin, and

expressed a wish for enlistment in the service of the Emperor (Akbar).

According to his request a rescript was issued. In the 38th year of

Emperor Akbar's reign in 1001 A.H. (1592-93 A.D.) the Mirza

reached the bank of the Chenab river. Tents, screens, carpets and

other articles of the Farrash-khana had been sent from the imperial

stores through Qara Beg Turkman.. A decorated dagger was also

sent through I:Iakim-ul·Mulk. When he came near, Sharif Khan,

A~af Khan, Shah Beg Khan, and several other officers were deputed

to welcome him. At a distance of four kos from Lahore on the day

of Dusehra festival Khan Khanan and Zain Khan Koka received him,

and he along with his younger brother Sanjar Mirza, and his four

sons, Murad, Shiihrukh, l:Iasan and Ibrahim, and 400 T urkmans were

received by the Emperor in audience. As it was desired to encourage

his elder brother, he was appointed to the high rank of 5,000, granted

a present of a kror of Muradi tankahs, and the territory of Multan

and several parganas of Baluchistan-the area of which was more

extensive than that of Qandahar1-and after a time he was granted a

Rag and a drum. Mirza Abu Sa'id, who had remained in Qandahar,

also came, and entered the royal service.

As the Mirza's men practised oppression beyond limits in Multan,

the Sarkar of Chittor was given to the Mirza in fief in the 40th year,

and he was sent off there, but for some reason he was recalled from

Sirhind2
• When Raja Basu and some chiefs of the northern hills

rebelled in the 4 I st year, Pathan (Pathank6t) and its neighbourhood

. were included in the Mirza's fief, and he was sent to that te;:ritory.

A~af Khan was sene to help him, but disagreement started between

Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 645, 646, Beveridge's translation, pp. 992'994.
2 Op. cit" Text, p. 696, translation, p. 104 I, and note 2 in which

Beveridge directs attention to the mistake in Jl1.aathir-ul-Umara. It was not

Rustam Mirza who was recalled from Sirhind, but he sent back Amin-ud·Din
who was sent with him so that he might not oppress the weak.

3 Op. ci~., :rext, p. 7 I 2, translation, p. 1060.
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i Op, cit., l'ext, p. 749' transiatioli, p. 1120.

2 Op. cit., Text, p. 773, translation, p. 1156.
3 He was first appointed Governor of Patna in the 7th year of Emperor

}ahingir's reign, see Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, I,

p. 229'

him and the MIrza. Raja Basu fortified Mau', and behaved in

solently. .The Emperor deputed Jagat Singh, son of Raja Man S~~~h
and recalled the MIrza to the Presence. In the 43rd year RalSIO

and its neighbourhood were given to the Mirza in fief, and he went

away in that direction l
• .

When the siege of Al:tmadnagar was protracted, and th~ so.ldlers

were in difficulties owing to the dearness of provisions, and eVl1-mlOded

persons were becoming troublesome, Prince Sul~an Daniyal sent a

request for reinforcements. The Emperor sent a fresh army fro~n
Burhanpiir under the leadership of the Mirza2

, and a lac of Ashrafts.
From that time the Mirza was included among the auxiliaries of the

Deccan. He sought the daughter of Khan Khanan in marriage for

his son Mirza Murad, and through Khan Khanan's help spent a long

time in the town of Tamarni, now known as Zafarnagar. In the

7 th year of Emperor Jahangir's reign: in. 1021 A.H. (1612 A.?~
he was appointed8 Governor of Tatta (Sll1dh) on the death of Mirza

Chazi T arkhan, and granted two lacs of rupees for his expenses.

E~peror Jahan~ir gave him good advice about the administration of

justice, and directed him to send away the Arghuns-who for some

years had held that territory-with Khusrau Khan the Circassian; who

had been their Vakil for four generations, lest they should start

a rebellion. Mir 'Abdur Razzaq Ma'muri was also sent with the

Mirza to carry out a settlement of the province, and to settle grants

for the Mirza and his dependants. The Mirza behaved badly to the

Argbuns, and contrary to expectations so oppressed .the people that

it was against the canons of decency and bravery. Consequently he

was removed. When he reached the Court, a large number of com

plainants also arrived. Accordingly the Mirza was handed over to Ani

For his appointment and recall from Sindh see Rogers & Beveridge,

op. cit., pp. 262, 263. His jagir in the Deccan is also mentioned there.

2 Op. cit., p. 265.
3 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk, II, p. 281,

4 lqbalnama-i-lahangiri, p. 223· For fuller details see Beni Prasad,

History of lahangir, pp. 374, 375·
5 lqbalnama, p. 280.

6 Badshahnama, I, pt. i. p. 125. 7 Op. cit., p. 205·
8 Op. cit , pp. 460-465. The complete poem by T1ilib Kalim from which

~he chronogram is quoted is reproduced on p. 464 of the work.

Rai Singh-dilan in order that he might answer the complainants
l

,

After some time, Emperor Jahangir called him to the Presence, and

treated him with kindness2
, and gave the Mirza's daughter in

marriage to Sul~an Parviz. After that he was promoted to the rank

of 6,000 and appointed Governor3 of Allahabad.

When Prince Shah Jahan passing through Bengal took possession

of Patna and Bihar, 'Abdullah Khan came hurriedly as the advance

force, and encamped at Jhiisi opposite Allahabad on the opposite bank

of the Ganges. The Mirza took refuge in the fort. As the :Khan

had a Beet of boats with him, he crossed the river with' guns and

muskets, and entered the city4. Though Riimi Khan, the head of

Shah Jahan's artillery promised that the fort would soon be taken

•Abdullah Khan showed undue agitation, and returned to Jhiisi.

Some days had not passed when they heard of the approach of the

imperial forces. The Mirza was relieved, and began to live in peace

and enjoyment. In the 21st year he was appointed Governor
5

of

Bihar. In the 1st year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he was

removed6 from Bihar and came to the Court. As he was suffering

from gout (niqris), and had grown old, he was relieved of service,

and granted an annual pension of one lac and twenty thousand rupees

so that he might spend his days in peace at Agra7
• In the 6th year

his daughter was marrieds to Prince Shuja'.

Mahd Bitqis ba sar manzillamshed amad: 1°42 •

(The lady Bilqis-Queen of Sheba-came to the house of Jamshed)

is the chronogram. At the age of 72 years in the 15th year of the

Rustam ~afaviul-Umara]

t, \'
.... -j

tMaatbir-Rustam ~afavI634
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Rustam ~afavi [Maathir- Sa"d Ullah Khan

reign1, 10 1°31 A.H. ([641-42 A.D.) he died. It is stated that

when the Mirza died, Agra officers wished to attach his property.

His widow dressed up her maid servants as men, and putting muskets

in their hands prepared to fight, saying that they could not deal with

her family {is they did with other officers. The officers were cautious,

and staying their hand wrote to the Emperor. The latter was amused

at the incident, and released all his property except the elephants.
The Mirza was a man of the world. He was tactful, and was

much cleverer and more prudent than his elder brother. One day on

the hunting ground the hawk of the son of Raisal was perched on a

tree. Mirza.'s followers captured it. Some Rajputs opposed, and the

Mirza went to quell the disturbance. Suddenly he was wounded in

the arm with a sword. The Mirza had the good sense to have the \

aggressor bound and sent to Raisal. Emperor Akbar commended

the sufferance and gentleness of the Mirza2
• He had a poetical vein.

His nom-dc-plume was Fida'i. The following is his composition:

Quatrain

My heart has rolled up the mat of religion.
I have played crosswise the piece of the knowledge of God !
I have made the eye-brow of my beloved my Qi bla;

I have discarded Mu~ammadanism.

He was also of a facetious disposition, and when his elder brother

M~zaffar Husain Mirza-with whom he was estranged and on bad

ter~s-can:e from Qandahar, he composed the following quatrain:

Quatrain

That blind man, who is being trodden on along the road of envy,

I won't style him an imposter, for he is the donkey of imposters.

It is said, cold wind comes from Iran,

I The date in Maathir is apparently taken from ~afi Khan, I, p. 59 I,

but according to Badshahnama, II, p. 302, he died in 1052 A.H. (1642 -43

AD.) having served under the Moghul Emperors for full fifty years.

~ Akbarnama, Text, UI, pp. 747, 748, translation, III, p. III7·

This wind at the time of reception is, however, a simoom.

The following poem by him is well known:

Verses

My dear I had prior to this

Narrated about a strong clawed hawk,

After whatever prey I let him go,

He would not give it a chance or delay.

Now that hawk is flown, and there is left

In my hands only the strap, and a rusty ringlet.

Separate accounts of his sons1
, each of whom acquired a name

for himself, have been given. His brothers Abu Sa'id Mirza and

Sanjar Mirza both died in the year 1005 A.H. (1596-97 A.D.).

S*
('ALLAMi) SA'D ULLAH KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 441-449)'

He was a Shaikhziida of Chiniot2 in the Lahore province, and was

a descendant of the Bani T amin Quraish. He was a man of great

intelligence and judgment, and was unrivalled for his great learning

and extensive knowledge of business. At first he devoted himself

to training in traditionary and rational sciences, and commiting to

'* Under 5 are included the biographies of officers whose names begin with

the letters ....r' (5) J. (Sb) and U"' (?)
Mirza ~asan ?afavi, Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 477-479, Beve

ridge & Prashad's translation, I, p. 622. For Mirza l\1urad Kam see under

Mukarram Khan, Of cit., III, p. 583.
2 Chiniot is situated on the bank of the river Chenab, and is in the Jhang

District, see Imperial Gazetteer, X, pp. 284, 285. It is erroneously called

Jhanwat in Irvine's Storia do lv.logor, It p. 210, note I t where a short notice

of 5a'd Ullah Khan is given. A short, but concise account of his career is also

to be found in !ihafi ~an, I, pp. 581, 582.



Sa'd Ullah Khan

memory the Qur'an, later became a polished speaker and an expert

calligrapher. When Emperor Shah }ahan, who was a worthly friend

and on the look out for efficient officers heard about him, he

in the 14th year ordered Miisavi Khan the $adr1 to bring him

to wait upon him. After an interview and being satisfied about

his capacity and capabilities, he enlisted him in service, and presented

him a robe of honour and a horse, and appointed him Examiner of

Petitions-which appointment was only given to trustworthy servants.

In the I 5th year he was given the rank of 1,000 with 200 horse,

and the title of Sacd Ullah Khan, and appointed Superintendent of the

Select Hall of Audience-a post reserved for sincere and loyal officers.

It should be remembered that Daulatkhana-i-Khaf means a

building between the female apartments of the palace, and the

D"iwan-i-Khaf and './1m (Private and Public Halls of Audience). The

Emperor after leaving the Public Hall retires there to dispose of affairs

which only the intimates are cognisant of. As the building was near

the baths, it was since the reign of Emperor Akbar known as Ghusul':'
khana. Emperor Shah }ahan renamed it Daulatkhana-i-Khas2

• In

the 16th year Sa'd Ullah 1<han was honoured by an increase 'of 500

with 100 horse, and the gift of an elephant. In the 17th year he

was removed from the post of Superintendent of the royal Daulat
Hana, and received a rank of 2,000 with 500 horse, the gift of a

robe of honour, and was appointed [(hansaman 3-which post came

next to that of the Vaz"ir. In the 18th year on the occasion of the

feast in connection with the recovery of the Begam ~ahiba-who had

been ailing for some time as a result of her body being burnt by a

lamp-he received a robe of honour, the rank of 2,500 with 600

horse, and a Rag. Later he had an increase of 5°°, and again an

See Maa£!!'ir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 441, 442, translation antea pr.

326, 32 7.
2 The above account is taken almost verbatim from Badshahnama, II, pp.

219.220.

3 Op. cit., p. 347· The post of Khansaman is there designated as Mir
Samano

, ,

, ,

Sacci Ullah Khan

increase of 500 with 200 horse in his rank. After a time when Islam

Khan was appointed Governor of the Deccan $iib.u on the death of

Khan Dauran, Sa'd Ullah Khan received a robe of honour and was- ,
appointed D"ivan of Khal~a in succession to Islam Khan. His duties

included the drafting of rescripts, and communicating them to the

secretaries. He used to add the words Macrfat-i-khud (through me)

below the writings of Prince Dara Shik6h, who used to endorse the

Farmiins in his own handwriting. His rank was raised to 4,000 with

1,000 horse, and he was given a jewelled pen-easel. Shortly after

wards he was made Prime Minister, and granted a khilCat, a jewelled

dagger and a phiil katara (a kind of dagger), while his rank was raised

to 5,000 with 1,5°0 horse. In the 19th year he received an increase

of 500 horse and was honoured by the grant of a drum. Later he

again received an increase of 1,000 and the gift of an elephant with

silver trappings, and also a female elephant2
•

When Prince Murad Bakhsh-who had been sent to take Balkh

and Badakhshan-came to Kabul, he waited there for the clearing of

the snow from the Tiil route which had been decided upon for the

army's march. In consideration of the length of the campaign and the

distance of the country a royal order had been issued that three months'

salary should be advanced to the Mansabdars, Af;ad"is, archers and

musketeers-both in the cavalry and infantry-and to the followers.

Also in regard to the !ag"irdars, the number of whose branded horses

depended on the receipts from their fiefs, it had been ordered that a

fourth part of the produce of their estates-which also amounted to three

months' income-should be advanced to them from the treasury so that

they, might not be worried about expenses. Some had, however, not

received these advances in Lah6re. 3 The Prince also was of a childish

Taken from Badshahnama, loc, cit., p, 43 I.

2 Op. cit., p. 479.
3 Mainly based on Badshahnama, loco cit" pp. 507, 508; also see Khafi

~iin, I, p. 622. The Tiil route is mentioned in the A'in, see Jarrett's transla

tion of Vol, II, pp. 399. 400.



Badshahnama, loco cit., p. 564, where it is stated that he did the journey

111 I I days. Nadhr Mu9.ammad covered the same distance in 4 days in the

beginning of 1037 A.H.-vide Badshiihniima, I, pt. i, p. 2 I 4~

2 Badshahnama, II, p. 679.

3 'Amal 0ii1il;, III, pp. 7°-92 may be consulted for a detailed account of
the Qandahar campaign under Aurangzib. Also see Saksena, History of Sbah
jahan, pp. 226-228.
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travelled by Khanjan which was the shortest route though it was
difficult, and reached Balkh in fifteen daysl.

As he found that the Prince was determined to stick to his resig

nation, he carried out the arrangement of affairs in their entirety

according to the Emperor's orders, and then made the return journey

through many bills and dales from Balkh to Kabul in four days. As

he had transacted the business according to the Emperor's orders, and

made proper arrangements for the province, his rank was advanced to

6,000 with 5,000 horse. Later by the addition of 1,000 horse his

Sawar ra'nk became equal to his infantry rank. Shortly afterwards on

the occasion of the celebrations for the lunar weighing he was promo

ted ta the rank of 7,000 with 7.0002 horse, and granted an Arab

horse with a golden saddle. In the Z I st year on the anniversary fea.~t

of accession which was held i!1 the new city of Shahjahanabiid (Delhi)

Sa'd Ullah Khan received a dress of honour with a Nadir; (a special

present?) and 1,000 of his troopers were made z-and 3-horse. In the

22nd year the Emperor went to hunt a~ Safidiin (in the Delhi District),

three kos from Jajhar. While returning, letters of Khawa~ Khan Qil

'adar of Qandahar, and Purdil Khan Qi1'adar of Bust announcing the

advance of Shah 'Abba~ son of Shah -5afi to wards Qandahar were

received. Sa'd Ullah Khan, who had remained in the Capital to

transact civil business, arrived in response to orders, and 2,000 more

of his troopers were made 2-and 3-horse, and he was sent with Prince

Aurangzib Bahadur to Qandahar. On arriving there he neglected

nothing in the way of besieging the fort; he erected batteries, drove

mines and constructed subterranean passages3
•

Sa'd Ultih Khan

disposition, and was carried away by the talks of flatteters-its effects

blossomed out after the conquest of Balkh. Accordingly in the year

in which Emperor Shah Jahan marched from Lahore to Kabul, he after

reaching Bag) ~afa sent Sa'd U11ah K..han ahead in order that he might

give some instructions to the Prince, pay the advances mentioned above

to those who had not received them, and send off the army to its

destination before the arrival of the royal standards at Kabul. Sa'd

Ullah Khan reached Kabul in two days, and by excessive exertions he,

in the course of five days-from the time of his reaching Kabul to the

arrival of the royal cavalcade-finished all the work, sent off the Prince

with his army, and waited upon the Emperor in the suburbs of the

city (Kabul).

It should be remembered that during the reign of Emperor Shah

Jahan the arrangement was that whoever held a jag;r in the province

of his appointment, had to produce for branding one third of his con

tingent. For example an officer of the rank of 3,000 foot with 3,000

horse had to present 1,000 (horse) for branding. If, however, he was

appointed to another province in India (than where his jagi"r was) he

would produce only one fourth. At the time of the Balkh and

Badakhshan campaign it was arranged that in consideration of the

distance of the country only one fifth of the horses of the contingent

need be produced for branding 1
• In the 20th year Sa'd Ullah Khan

was promoted by his rank being raised to 6,000 with 4,000 horse.

In as much as after the conquest of Balkh the Prince (Murad Bakhsh)

did not feel attracted by the country, and wrote to his father that

someone else should be appointed to it. Emperor Shah ]ahan sent off

Sa'J Ullah Khan there, though on account of the latter -sharing his

secrets and being responsible for a great deal of work it was not con

venient to part with him. Sa'd Ulliih Khan was to tell the Prince

that if it should appear that he did not repent of hi" resigning the

governorship of the province he was not to be admitted to an interview.

The same prohibition was to be conveyed to others. Sa'd Ulliih Khan

See 13adshiihniima, loco cit., p. 506.

--:.
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As it was not destined that they should succeed in capturing the

fort, and the winter was approaching, he returned with the Prince in

accordance with the Emperor's orders. In the 2yd year another 2,000

troopers of his contingent were made 2-and 3-horse, and as a result of

his rank of 7,000 with 7,000 horse; 5,000 troopers were 2-an~

3-horsel. Later he received a present of one kror of dams, so that his

grant became twelve krors of dams. In the 25th year when the Em

peror went from Lahore to Kashmir, he was left at Wazirabad. to

enquire . into the condition of the Panjab Province, the crops of which

had been destroyed at first by too little rain, and later by too much
2

•

After some time he joined the Emperor. In the same year he went a

second time in the company of Prince Aurangzib Bahadur and with a

large force and ample equipment for the capture of Qandahar. Th.e

Prince went from Multan by the straight route of the Indus, that IS

along the bank of the Jajha, Chatali, Fushang (Pishin) and Qandahar,

and which by measurement was 160 koso Sa'd Ullah Khan ~n the

other hand went via Kabul and ghaznin, by which route the distance

from Lahore to Qandahar was 275 koso On arriving there Sa'd

Ullah Khan set about besieging the fort, drove mines and adopted all

other means, but as the fort could not be captured
3

, he, in accor

dance with the orders, returned to the Court in the 26th year.

In the 28th year when the Emperor heard that Rana Raj Sing~

son of Rana Jagat Singh-though from the time when Rana Karn, hiS

grandfather, paid his respects to Emperor Jahangir, it h~d on the.

recommendation of Shah Jahan, been arranged that none of hiS descen

dants even was to repair Chittor-was making some gates and .lofty

(yagan) bastions, he himself started towards Ajmer for makmg a

pilgrimage to the tomb of l;Chwaja Mu'in-ud-Din Chishti, May God's

grace be on him! and sent Sa'd Ull<ih Khan with a suitable force to

destroy Chittor4
• He devastated the Rana's country, and after

'Amal ~ali/;J, III, p. lOa. 2 Op. cit., p. 125·

3 Op. cit., pp. 138-142, 147- 149.
4 Op. cit., pp. 194, 195, but the account in that work is somewhat

different from that in Mailthir.

Sa'd Ullah Khanul-Umara]

levelling the old and new bastions of Chittor returned to the Presence.

In the 30th year he had a slight illness, but the use of some medicine

turned it into a colic. He, however, regularly came to the Court and

performed his duties till he was unable even to stand. At last his

weakness increased, and he was, as a result, confined to his house.

The Emperor visited him, and showed increased appreciation of his

mems. On the 22nd Jammada II, 1066 A.H, (7th April, 1656

A.D.) he died. On hearing this news the Emperor's eyes were filled

with tears. His eldest son Lutf Ullah at the age of 11 years was

granted a robe of honour, and the rank of 700 with 200 horse; his

other sons and connections were granted stipends, and his sister's son

Yar Mu~ammad was given the rank of 300 with 60 horse. Many

of his servants also received suitable posts. Among the latter 'Abd

un-Nabi, who was the manager of his fief, was granted the rank of

1,000 with 400 horse!. During Emperor Aurangzib's reign he was

Faujdar of Mathura, and carried on the work of a collector ('Amaldar).
He died of a bullet wound during one of his fights. The mosque2 at

Mathura was built by him.

Sa'd Ulliih Khan was a physiognomist, and was possessed of

excellent qualities. In disposing of cases with private individuals he

strove towards uprightness and honesty. In collecting government

dues he did not act tyrannously nor did he allow fear or favouritism

to influence his actions towards the peasants or the officials. India

prospered during the period of his Vazirship. Though he had rivals

like Dara Shikoh, but their complaints against him were of no avail.

From the beginning of his service he was always respected. His title

was 'Allami Fahami Jumlat-ut-Mulk. He died after attaining the

For a detailed account of Sa'd Ullah Khan's death etc. see 'Amal ~ali/;J,

III, pp. 218-220.
2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 83' The name of the village where he was

killed is given there as Saurah with Sahrah as a variant, but the correct name
is Sahora in Mahaban. For further details about 'Abd-un-Nabi and his mosque

see F. S. Growse, Mathura-A District Memoir (2nd edn. 1880), pp. 140, 141.\
,"l~
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Sa'd UWih Khan

q.
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Op. cit., pp. 479, 480.
2 See Irvine, Later l'vlughals, I, p. 128. It is stated there that his title on

appointment to this office was changed to W azarat ~an.

ed the title of Khan, and married! to the daughter of Mu1).ammad

Af4al the son of Fai4 Ullah Khan Koka. During the time of
Emperor Bahadur Shah when his father was appointed Khan-i-Saman',

. he was given the charge of the Divan of Kha/~a.u-Tan, which office
had been held by his father since the days of Emperor Aurangzib.
When 'Inayat Ullah Khan was sent as the Governor of Kashmir, he
was in addition appointed to the important office of Khan-i-Saman in
his vacancy. When in accordance with the Fate's decree the respected

Khan Khanan Muncim Khan died, there was a delay and difficulty in
the appointment of the Chief Divan owing to the objections raised by

Phulfiqar Khan Amir-ul-Umara. Consequently it was decreed that
Sacd Ullah should look after the political and financial affairs under

the supervision of Prince cA~im.ush-Shan, the second son of the
Emperor. Sacd Ullah was exalted by the grant of a jewelled inkstand

and a fringed palanquin2
•

When owing to the inherent large-heartedness, general benevolence,
gentleness, and compassionate nature-which were characteristics of

the reigning sovereign (Bahadur Shah), the words "No" and "Refusal"

never passed the lips of the Caliphate, and appointments and titles
celsed to carry weight, Sacd Ulliih was raised to the rank of 7,000

and received the exalted title of Sa'd Ullah J(han. He also macle
Superintendent of the Postal Department (Darogba-i-dak-u-sawani&)
which was one of the chief offices at the Court. Half of the supreme
power, rather the whole of it, fell into his hands. When Jahandar
Shah succeeded as the sovereign, his old connections and friendship
with Khan Jahan Kokaltash served as a protective shield, and through
the intervention of that Amir no harm accrued to him from the
machinations of Dhulfiiqar Khan Amir-ul-Umara. Though he became
tlle Prime Minister and the fame of his power and dignity was
bruited even beyond the eighth heaven, Sa'd Ullah Khan was not

Sa'd Ullah Khan

highest dignities, and left a good name as his memorial. Separate
notices have been included of those of his descendants who became

famous.
Reflectionl. Honesty is a laudable virtue, and loyalty l~ a

. h lity To preserve both these qualities in dealtng
pralsewort y qua . . 'f .
between one's master and the poor is the acme of fideht~. ~or I 111

such a case all 'suffer, a portion will fall on him, and a portlOn IS to one
in his position the total loss, so that a partial loss produces the result

of a total loss.

SA'D ULLAH l(HAN

(Vol. II, 50 4.508).

H
. H'd-yat Ull-ah Khan and he was the second sonIS name was I a - '

d d··' I ed of the children of the famous 'Inayae Ullahan most IStl11gUlS 1 .

Khan even in his father's distinguished circle this son cxce~led. 111 every

respect. Signs of culture in courtly manners and dlgn~ty w~~e
apparent on his forehead. In the 4 I st year of Emperor 'Alamglr s

reign he succeeded his father-who was pr~moted to. t~e p~st of

D
- . T h Kh- .·_Sa-mans of Nawab Zeb-un-Nlssa Begam.zvan+ an-as t e _an z

Through the kind interest of that lady of noble descent he was grant-

1 The passage is somewhat obscure. Apparently the author is try~ng to

consider the relative values of honesty (diayanat) and loyal:y (p.lis nzmak).

Honesty requires one to be just to all, but loyalty dema~lds .Ignonng all cl;l~
, master An honest minister must often find It dIfficulty to reco

except one s . .' I' d
cile his duty to the poor with his loyalty to the sovereign. T~us. IS exp awe

to some extent by the lines on top of p. 449 of the text where ~t IS s~ated that

S cd Ullah Khan is collecting government dues or enforcing C\aIlUS dId n~t a~t
t;rannously nor was he influenced by fear or favouritism (~aif-u-matlt) III hI;

relationship either with the peasantry or the officials. In the last sentence th

variant reading appears more correct and has been followed. .
2 For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp.828-832, Bevendge c{

Prashad's translation, I, pp. 680-682.

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 385.

ul-Umara] Sacd Ullah Khan
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Sa'd Ullah Khan [Maathir- ul-Umara] Sa'd Ullah Khan Bahadur Mu~afIar Jang

relieved 1 of his office of rhe Divan of Khalsa and Tan-which was the
prelude to premiership-and as hitherto he continued to influence the
management of all affairs. But as the juggling heavens carried away
the Mir and the Premier from the playhouse of fortune to the place of
capital punishment, and the management of affairs and the office of
premiership passed into the hands of members of the opposition,
many of the partisans had to sacrifice their lives. After the arrival
of Farrukh Siyar's forces in the Capital, Delhi, he was imprisoned in
the office (Kuchchery). After some days an order of release was
passed in accordance with a letter from Nawab Zeb-un-Nissa Begam
(the daughter of Aurangzib), who at the time had the title of Padshah
Begam. His family were comforted, and his servants rejoiced, but
suddenly that night-which he regarded pregnant with a thousand
hopes-gave birth to a fatal catastrophe. Some Mughals, who had
become notorious for their use of the strap (Tasma), came and made
him lose his senses by announcing the order for his death. That
innocent person with Hidayat Kesh Khan Jadid-ul-Islam (i.e. newly
converted to Islam) and Saidi Qasim Kotwal of Delhi was strangled.

The reason for his killing is not clear. Some state that when
the order for his realease was passed, the Saiyids gave a signal for
putting him to death. Others have stated that his enemies cleverly
produced before the Emperor a fictitious letter of the Begam reco
mmending his being put to death. This report is corroborated by
the fact that when Farrukh Siyar had an interview with the Begam,
she complained about the slaying of Sa'd Ullah Khan, who for genera
tions had been associated with her. The Emperor mentioned her letter,
but she absolutely repudiated it. The Emperor becoming circumspect
expressed sincere regrets 2

• Like his revered father Sa'd Ulliih Khan
was famous for his honesty and capability, and was little addicted to
harsh measures.

But see Irvine, Later Mughals, I, p. 186, according to whom he was

appointed Khan-i-SamZm.

2 For a detailed account of his execution etc. see Irvine, op cit., I, pp.

276, 277~

't

SA'D ULLAH KHAN "BAHADUR MUZ:AFFAR JANG

(Vol. II, pp. 520-524)'

He was the son of Mutawassil Khan Bahadur Rustam Jang, son
of Hifz Ullah Khan, son of Sa'd Ullah Khan Shahjahani1

• The
acco:mt'of Sa'd Ullah Khan is recorded in this notice. I:Iif~ Ullah
15-.han was, in Emperor Aurangzib' s time, appointed Governor of
Tatta and Faujdar of Siwistan. In the 43rd year, at the instance of
Sultan MU'izz-ud-Din, his rank was increased to 2,000 with 1,000
hor~e2. and in the 44th year, he was granted an increase of 500
horse3

• In the 45th year, he died. His sons4 were not without
merit, and three of them did well. One was Mutawassil Khan who
was patronised by Khan Firiiz Jang. In the beginning of Emperor
Mul:ammad Shah's reign when Ni~am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah went from
Malwa to the Deccan, he accompanied him and distinguished himself
in the battle against Saiyid Dilawar 'Ali Khan. In the battle with
'Alam 'Ali Khan he showed devotion, and bad two wounds. As a
reward, he was given the rank of 3,000 with 2,000 horse, the title
of Bahadur, and the gifts of a flag and drums. For a time, he was
tbe Deputy Governor of Aurangabad, and later was appointed Faujdar
of Baglana. Finally he received the title of Rustam Jang, and was
appointed Governor of Bljapiir. He died there. The second son
was I:Iif~ Ullah J<han Bahr Jang. When Ni~am-ul-Mulk after
having been appointed Premier returned to the Deccan, tIif~ Ullah
accompanie~ him and took part in the battle against Mubariz Khan.

For his biography see Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, II, pp. 441-449, transla-

tion antea, pp.

2 Maathir-i-Alamgiri, p. 407.

3 Id, p. 43 2 • 4 Id: p. 44°· .
5 Most of this account refers to personalities who played mmor. parts m

the affairs of Hyderabad Deccan, and was apparently based on personal Informa

tion ~f the author. A good biography of Mu:.:-:affar Jang is included in Khaza

na-i- 'Amira, where it is stated that he was the first of the Indian nobles to

employ European troops. Palygars of the text is generally transcribed as

Pollygars in most English works.
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Sa'd Ullih Khan Bahadur Mu~affar lang

His rank was raised to 3,000 with 2,000 horse, he was given the

title of Bahadur, and granted a flag and drums. For a long time

he was the Qila'adar and Faujdar of Mahwar and Karra, and later

was the Governor of Nandair. At last he received the title of Babr

Jang, and the gift of a fringed palanquin. As a result of an attack

of paralysis he was for long confined to his house, and died in
116

7

A.H. (1754 A.D.). He had no children. The third was Talib

Mu~iy-ud-DinKhan Bahadur. At first he served in Northern India,

and was the Faujdar of the southern part of the province of Lahore

which was the home of his ancestors. Later with his brother, !j:arz

U11ah Khan Bahadur, he accompanied Ni~am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah to

the Deccan. After Mubariz Khan was killed, he was appointed

Faujdar of Sarkar Raichiir and Sarkar Madakal in Bijapiir province.

As he had military aptitude, he brought the government of both the

Sarkars into good order. As a reward for his services, he was

appointed Faujdar of Imtiazgarh otherwise known as Adoni", and

Deputy Governor of Bijapiir. He took all possible steps for the

proper administration of the province, and became a man of means

and position. Shortly afterwards, he died. His son !j:asan Mu~iy.
ud-Din I<han, who later received the title of his father, was for some

time the Qil'adar of Mahwar. But Mu~affar Jang's real name was

Hidayat Mu~iy-ud-Di:n, and his mother was Khair-un-Nisa Begum,

the daughter of Ni~am.ul.Mulk A~af Jah. From early days he

devoted himself to studies and learning etiquette, and earned a good

name. After some time he received the title of Khan, and gradually

rose to the rank of 3,000 with 2,000 horse. He also received the

title of Bahadur, and the gift of a flag and drums. He was with his

father while the latter was the Governor of Bijapiir. After his death

his rank was raised by 1,000, and he was given the title of Mu~affar
Jang, and elevated above his peers by appointment as the Governor

of the said province (Bijapiir). He carried out regular expeditions,

and subduing the landholders there who were known as palygars and

all of whom were turbulent owing to their having large numbers of

retainers sufficient equipment, and extensive territories-himself

, ,

ul-Umara] Sa'd Ullah I5..ba:n Baha:dur Mu?affar Jang 649

became influ,enrial and rich, and had a large force under him. As a

reward _for IllS services he received the title of Sacd Ullah Khan.

When A f rh r d d -h ~a a (Ie, an Na~ir Tang, the Martyr, succeeded him in

t e ,g~vernment of the Deccan. and as formerly there had not been

cordiality ~etween him and Mu?affar Tang, both of them became

obsessed wI~h suspicions: Mu?affar Jang collected troops, and pro

cee~ed aga111st the !j:aldarabad Karnatik (Arcot). Anwar-ud·Din

Khan. the Faujdar fought a battle with him in 1162 A H' (
AD) b ' , , . . 1749

• " ut was killed. On recelvl11g this news N-' J

d d
' aSlr ang pro-

cee e to that area with a large force and plenty of eq " d

d

U1pment, an

rna e arrangements for a battle. In the crisis of the battle th If P , e lat-
wearers 0 .0,ndlCherry (The French)-on whom he fully relied-

became_suspicIOus and deserted him (Muzaffar Jang) N-' Th " " a~lr ang-
w 0 h~d prevIOusly ttled to conciliate him-now sent for him and

kept hun under surveillance in a cell (Zaviya) As I't f d h. was ate t at

he should for a ti~le govern the Deccan, Bahadur r<han Pani and

some othe~s c~nsplred and joined the hat-wearers. They carried

out a sur~tlSe mght attack, and Na~ir Jang was martyred at the hands

of the said Afghan. The conspirators took Mupffar Tang out of

the covered (ghatta.top) howdah, and congratulated him. He was

seated on the cushion of power As he had left h' 1" ., IS mot ler

and hiS relatives in Pondicherry, he went there, and taking

an army of the hat-wearers with him returned. After re I' I'11 ac ling t le
VI age of Rii'choti, a sudden quarrel sprang up The m f
B h-d Kh- . en a

a a ur ,_an Pani-who in his arrogance made no account of any

one-carned away the goods of the hat-wearers in two or three carts.

A t~mult ensued, and Mupffar Jang was killed by an arrow on 17th

Rabl'I: 1164 A.H. (2nd February, 1751 A.D.). The Afghan also
Was killed by a bullet. Sa'd Ullah Khan was distinguished-by ex-

cellent qualities and pleasant manners. He was a soldl'er d If ' , an a over
o soldiers. He was possessed of energy and 'd, , was very consl erate

towards hiS comrades. He had committed Divine Word (the Qur'an)
to memory, a~d was fond of men of learning. In this society there

were always discourses about books. After him his son Ml1~ammad

82



fight went on till the morning when the enemy retreatedI . As a

reward his rank was advanced to 3,000 with 2,5°0 horse. In the

2 I st year he was promoted to the governorship of Ghaznln, and given

the charge of the two Bangash provinces2 on the death of Dhul

Qa~ar Khan. In the 22nd year he was appointed to the contingent,

which accompanied Prince Mu\)ammad Aurangzi'b Bahadur for the

conquest of Qandahar. In accordance with the instructions of the

said prince, he left some of his men in the fort of Marti in the

province of Qandahar, and himself with a strong forc~ remained in

Qara Bagh to guard the roads. When it became clear that he was unable

to discharge this duty, two other armies were sent, one after the other,

in the 23rd year to help him. In the same year he was removed from

the governorship of Ghaznin, and in the 25th year his rank was

increased to 3,000 with 3,000 horse, and he was deputed a second

time to accompany the said prince to Qandahar. At the time of his

departure he was granted a dress of honour, and a horse with gilded

trappings. In the 26th year, when the governorship of Kabul was

entrusted to Sulaiman Shik6h, he was nominated to the contingent of

this prince. Later he accompanied Prince Dara Shik6h on the

Qandahar campaign. In the 29th year he was appointed Governor of

the two Bangash provinces in sllccession to Mubarak Khan Niyazi.

In the 3 I st year he was appointed to guard the fort of KabuP in

succession to Fat\) Ullah son of Sa'id Khan. Later when the affairs of

government passed into the hands of Emperor Aurangzib, in the 2nd

year of the reign, 1069 A.H. (1659 A.D.) he was killed by his son

Sher Ullah4 with a dagger. Mahabat Khan, the Governor, in accor

dance with orders imprisoned Sher Ullah..

•

Sa'adat Khan

Sa'd-ud-Din had the title of Mupffar Jang, and was appointed Gover

nor of Bijaptir, but he soon after died of small-pox.

SA'ADAT KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 461 -4 63)'

He was the son of Zafar Khanl son of Zain Khan K6ka
2

• Separate

biographies of both ha~e bee~ included in this work. Sa'adat Khan

at the close of Emperor Jahangir's reign had the rank of I ,500 foot

with 700 horse3 , and had been assigned to the contingent of ~he
Kabul Province4 • In the 5th year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign

his rank by promotion was advanced to 1,500 foot with 1,000 horse
5

•

In the 9th year, he had an increase of 200 horse, and in the 10th

year he had a further increase .of 300 horse resulting in his horse

assignment bei ng made equal to his infantry rank
6

• In the 12th year

by promotion his rank became 2,000 foot with 1,500 horse
7

• In the

19th year he was appointed with Prince Murad Bakhsh to Balkh and

Badakhshan8. After the conquest of Balkh he was appointed Governor

of Tirmi~h9. In the 20th year his rank was 2,500 with 2,000 horse,

and he was honoured with the gift of drums1o
• Later at the recom

mendation of Jumdat-ul-Mulk Sa'd Ullah Khan he was favoured with

an increase of 500 (horseY\ During the period of his governorship

of Tirmidh of the evening when Sub\)an Quli Khan, the ruler of

Bokhara who had collected a force of Ozbegs and Alamans, made a

night at~ack on the said fort, Sa'adat Khan lighted firewor~s (mahtabh~)
and rallied forth from the fort with the officers assigned to hiS

command and his own followers, and bravely attacked the enemy. The

ul-Umara] Sa'adat Khan

•

9 /d., p. 545·
II Id., p. 594.

I Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II; pp. 755,756.
2 Id ibid, pp. 362-37°. 3 Badshahna,ma, I, part i, p. 184.

4 Id., p. 190 • 5 Id., p. 440.

6 Badshahnama, I, part ii, p. 304-
7 Badshahnama, II, p. 133·

8 Id., p. 485.
10 Id., p. 578. .~

.. i'\1) II
\,..,.

Id .. p. 623. The words in Badshahnama J'6)- I.Ul~~~AJ l! in place of

6~~..1.. I:!) l..,.~..o.i..., (~ in the M aathir appear to be more correct, otherwise the

description is taken almost verbatim from the former work.

2 'Amal-i-$ali~, Ill, p. 22.
3 !d., p. 263. I have failed to find the exact references to his appoint-

ments in the intervening period.
4 In 'Alamgirnama, p. 442, the name of the son is given as Sher Beg.
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Sadat J<han Dhtilfiqar Jang [Maathir- ut-Umara] Sadat Khan Dhulfiqar Jang

SADAT KHAN DHOLFIQAR JANG

(Vol. II, pp. 524-527)'

He was the son of Sadat Khan, alias Saiyid l:fusain Khan, a Mir
Buzurg of the Marashi clan l

• S<idit Khan's daughter2 was married
to Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar. As a result Sadat Khin was promoted~

and first had the title of Saiyid -?alabat Khan and a suitable rank, and
then appointed Superintendent of the Artillery. On the day 3 when
the Barah Saiyids seized Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar, Sidit Khan, alias

Saiyid l:fusain Khan, with his sons had proceeded to Chandni Chauk
and created a disturbance. He and one of his sons were killed, but
three sons escaped. One was the Khan to whom this account relates, and
the others Saif Khin and Saiyid l:fusain Khin. Their jagir was con
fiscated by the Barah Saiyids. Afterwards the said Khin joined Qu~b~

ul-Mulk, and was with him in the battle4 which took place under the
banner of Sul~an Ibrihim.

When in 1133 A.H. (1720-21 A.D.) Emperor Mul:ammad Shih
was married 5 to the daughter of Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar, who was

In Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 28 his name is Sher Ullah son of Sa'adat Khan great

grandson of Tarbiyat !SEan: In Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, p. 679, he is des

cribed as Sher Zad, and the event is wrongly described as having occurred in the
1st year of Emperor Aurangzib's reign.

Irvine, in /oum. As. Soc. Bengal, LXXIII, p. 359, states in note that he is
unable to explain the -epithets. Mir Buzurg appears to mean a leading chieftain,
while Marash is a town in Asiatic Turkey; apparently he was of Turkish origin.

2 She was Fakhr-un-Nissa Begum, sec Irvine loco cit. She was the mother
of Malibi-uz-Za1l1ani, the wife of Mul~a1l1111ad Shah.

39th Rabi'lI, 113 1 AH. (28th February, 1719 AD.), see Irvine, loco
cit., pp. 342-344.

4 Battle of 17asnapur, 13th November, 1720 AD. See Irvine, Later

Mughals, II, pp. 85-93· The date according to Sir Jadunath Sarkar in Cam-

bridge History of India, IV, p. 345 is 15th November.

5 See Siyar-i-Mutakhkhirin, Text, II, p. 455, where the date of the marriage
is given as 19th Safr 1134 AH (8th December, 1721 AD.). She was Bad
shah Begum also known as Malika-uz-Zamani. Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Op. cit.,

p. 346 gives the date as 9th January, 172 I.

~>
.~

the daughter of Gauhar-un-Nissa Begum. the sister of the Said K.hin
the marriage was celebrated with great splendour. Accordingly many
of the officers presented lakhs of rupees, and everyone received a dress
of honour, and jewels and increase of pay. Besides, the Khan's
daughter also was married to Emperor Mu~al11mad Shih, and was
given the tittle of -?a~ibi Ma~a1. On this score the Khan was treated
with speed favour, and given the rank of 4,000, and the post of
Bakhshi of the A/:Jdis. Afterwards he was appointed 4th Bakhshi on
the death of l:famid-ud-Din Khan 'Alamgirshihi, and promoted to the
ran~ of 6,000. As both the Begums of Emperor Mu~ammad Shih
had no children, they together brought up (as their own son) Mirza
A~mad Bahadur1 who after ascending the throne was known as A~mad
Shah. When in the year 1161 A.H. (1748 A.D.) news was received
that the Shah Durranl was marching towards India, and the Emperor
could not, on account of dropsy, personally march to meet him, the
said prince (A~mad Shah) was sent under ,the guardianship of Saiyid
Salibat Khan with himad-ud-Daulah the premier, ~afdar Jang, the
Head of the Artillery, and other officers to oppose the Afghins. A battle
took place, and the Durranis were forced to retire to their native land2

•

Meanwhile Emperor Mu~ammad Shih died, and Al:mad Shah ascen
ded the throne. The Khan became on the death of Ni~am-ul-Mulk

A~af Jah the Mir Bakhshi. and was exalted by promotion to the rank
of 8,000 with 8,000 horse, and given the title of Saiyid Sidat Khan
Bahadur Dhulfiqar Jang. The Emperor used to call him Nana Btibti
(maternal grandpapa). As people are prone on account of selfish
motives, jealousy and suspicion to work for others' disgrace, the eunuch
Juwid Kban-who managed the affairs of the State, and was known as

-N awab Bahadur- becoming jealous of him always carried tales against
him to the Emperor. At least in 1164 A.H. (1751 A.D.) he was

See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of Mughal Empire, I, p. 34 1 , and note.
Ahmad Shah was the son of a concubine of Mulpm1l1ad Shah, sec Sir Jadunath

Sarkar, op. cit., p. 334·
2 See Fall of Mughal Empire, I, 216-233. The battle took place at

Manupur. See also Cambridge History of India, IV, pp. 27 2, 273·



SA'ADAT ULLAH ~HAN

(Vol. II, pp. 513-514).

imprisoned in the royal fort for three days, and most of his property
was confiscated!. The office of Mir Bakhsbi and the title of Amir-ul
Umara were transferred from him to Firiiz Jang Bahadur, the eldest
son of Ni~am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah. In the year 1166 A.H. (1753 A.D.)
he was, at the instance of ~afdar Jang, again appointed Bakhshi, but as
$afdar Jang coule! not maintain his footing and retired to his estates In
Oudh, the Khan also went with him and died there.

For a detailed account see Fall of Mughal Empire, I, p. 358 et seq.

2 In Wilson's Glossary (Gangulee & Bast! edn.), p. 592, as Nawaethe

meaning: those who had newly come. See also Col. Wilk's Hist. Sketches,

I, p. 242. The Nawaits are believed to have settled on the west coast of India.

3 According to Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary, p. 337, he died
in !135 A.H. (!722 A.D.).

4 D6st 'Ali Khan was killed in this battle, but not his son ~afdar 'Ali

~an who, according to Beale, op. cit., p, 341, was murdered by his brother

in-law Murtaqa 'Ali ~an at Vellore on 2nd October, 1742. For further

details of ~af4ar 'Ali's death see Yusuf Husain Khan-Nizamul-Mulk Asaf

lah, I, p. 250.

Sa'iidat Ullah Khanul-Umara]

Verse

My pain is not one for examination by physicians,
My wound is to be healed by the lustre of the sword.

He fell bravely in battle. The second' Ali Ra4a tc-han is still alive.

killed. Husain D6st Khan alias Chanda Sahib was Sa'adat Ullah Khan's. - . . -
son-in-law!, and was in the fort of Trichinopoly, Raghii Bhonsle
besieged the fort and captured it. Chanda $a1)ib was made a pt'isoner.
and was in prison for a long time, but was at last released on payment
of a ransom. He went to Bijapiir and joined the Zamindar there.

When about this time disagreements arose berween Na~ir Jang, the
Martyr, and Mu~affar Jang, he sided with the latter, and induced him
by specious pretexts2 (lit. by showing verdant gardens) to proceed to
Arkat (Arcot). When Anwar-ud-Din Khan the Faujdar of Arcot was
slain, Chanda ~a1)ib went towards Tanjore3 along with Mu~affar Jang,
but as the seige was not successful, he returned with him. In the
height of the battle (with Na~ir Jang), he and the French left Mu~affar

Jang and retired to the port of Pondicherry. When after the martyr
dom of Na~ir Jang, Mu~affar Jang came ro power, he was again granted
the faujdari of Arcot. After a little while Mu1)ammad 'Ali Khan alias

Anwar-ud-Din Khan4 brought an army of hat-wearers, (the English)
against him. He was made a prisoner, and put to death. He had two
sons. One was Zain-ud-Din Khan who was a man of jealous disposition.
He composed poetry and his nom-de-plume was Badil. This verse is his:

This is incorrect. He was the son-in-law of D6st 'Ali and not of Sa'adat

Ullah !Qlan. He was taken prisoner by the Marhattas on 26th March, 1741,

and imprisoned in the fort of Satara, but at the intervention of Dupleix released

in 1748, and appointed Nawab of Carnatic by Mu~affar Jang, He was killed

by the Marhattas in 1752; see Beale, op. cit., p. I 14,
2 See Roebuck's Oriental Proverbs, II, No. 372.
3 Text Chanchawar, it is most probably Tanjore, -as I have rendered it, or

Conjevaram.
4 See chapter X of Yusuf Husain Khan's work cited above for a detailed

account of the Carnatic affairs. Also see Cambridge Hist. of India, Vol. IV,

pp. 386, 387, and V, p. 126 et seq.

.,

[Maathir-Sa'adat Ullah Khan

He belonged to the Nawait2 tribes. In the time of Emperor
Aurangzib he was, at the instance of phiilfiqar Khan, appointed
superintendent of the district of Karnatik (Carnatic) I:-Iaidarabad. As
he treated both and small great with equal consideration, he gained a
name for magnanimity. After Mubariz Khan was killed, and Ni~am-ul

Mulk A~af Jah proceeded to that quarter, Sa'adat Ullah through fore
sight came and welcoming him presented him all the gold in his
possession. He was treated with honour, and allowed to return to his
assignment. For a long time he governed that area, and gained a
good name for his equity and justice. He died in 1145 A.H. 3

(1732 A.D.). After him Dost 'Ali Khan son of his brother was
appointed in his place. When the Marathas created a disturbance
there, he opposed them, and he and his son $afdar 'Ali KQan 4 were



Op. cit., p. 541,

Badshahnama, II, p. 134.
10 Op. cit., p. 518.

became 1,500 with 400 horse, op.

~adiq Khan Mir Bakhshiu!-Umara]

Emperor Shah J l ~, ,. alan s reign he presented himself with the thr
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- .

Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 181.
2 Op. cit., p. 186. .
4 For Ja'far !S-..han, see Maathir Text I 3 Op: cit., p. 53

8
.

translation I pp 7 -" , pp,53 1-535, Bevendge & Prashad's
II, pp. 73 ;.;33' . 22, 723. For ?ahibat Khan Raushan-pamir Madthir, Text,

5 Badshahnama I pt [' p 5_ " ., . 39. 6
7 Badshahnama, I, pt. ii. p. 68. 8
9 Op, cit., p. 146.

I I With an increase of 500 his rank
cit., p. 594,

12 Maathir, Text I, pp. 454-457, B 'd'83 even ge s translation, I, PP·:365-368.

J

~adiq Khan Mir Bakhshi

~ADIQ KHAN MIR BAKHSHi

(Vol. H, pp. 729-73 1).

I This seems to be incorrect, as in Tuzuk-i-lahangiri (Rogers and Beve

ridge's translation), I, p. 701, he is mentioned in the loth year as having been
granted an increase of 300 horse bringing his rank to 1,000 personal and horse.

2 Tuzuk, op. cit., p. 259. He is mentioned as holding office of the Mir

Bakhshi in the 17th year, p. 222.
3 See, however, Tuzuk, op. Git., p. 289.
4 Iqbalnama-i-lahangiri, p. 295, also Banarsi Pras'ld's History of Shah.

i
ahan

, p. 58. ~adiq Khan was the brother-in-law of Yamin-ud-Daulah A.saf

!Q}an.

He was the son of Aqa Tahir-whose nom-de-plume was Wasl'i-the

son of Mul).ammad Sharif of Herat, and brother's son and son-in-law

of himad-ud-Daulah of Tehran. For a time he was, with his father,

Faujdar of the Panjab, anJ in Emperor Jahangir's reign attained a

suitable rank. In the 8th year of the reign he received the tide of Khan,

and in the 9th year was appointed Bakhshi, and raised to the rank of

1,0001 with 500 horse. In the 10th year he had an increase of 200

horse, and gradually rose higher. In the 18th year he was appointed

Governor of the Panjab2 , and deputed to annex the northern hill country.

After accomplishing this work he joined the Emperor's entourage with

his contingent, and having made Jagat Singh-who for some time had

been behaving seditiously in that quarter (the northern hill country)

hopeful of royal favour, brought him to the Presence. Through the

intercession of Nur Jahan Begum Jagat Singh was forgiven
3

• When

Emperor Jahangir died on his way back from Kashmir, and Yamin

ud-Daulah, owing to the exigencies of the time, made Dawar Bakhsh,

son of Khusrau, the sovereign, ~adiq Khan-who had been antagonis

tic towards Shah Jahan- became afraid of his fate in view of his past

actions, and resorted to Yamin-ud-Daulah for protection. TIle latter

took the three princes (sons of Shah Jahan) from Nur Jahan Begum,

and handed them over to ~adiq Khan so that service in their cause

might become the means of his salvation
4

• In the 1st year of



$adiq Mul:ammad Khan Hirati [Maathir~ ul-Umara] $adiq Mul;Jammad Khan Hirati

It is stated that $adiq Khan was courteous and affable, and tried to

treat everyone with kindness, so much so that Mahabat Khan, who was

an enemy of his family, regarded him as belonging to his party.

He was very fond of horses, and had collected many Iranian (of the

Iraqi race) ones. He, however, used every pretext l for fining soldiers

for absence, and so was reviled by them.

$ADIQ MUI::IAMMAD KHAN HIRATP

(Vol. II, pp. 724~729)'

He was the son of Mu~ammad Baqir of Hir::it, who was the

minister of Qara Khan Turkaman, ruler of Khurasan, who rebelled

against Shah Tahmasp. When $adiq Mu~ammad came to India in

straitened circumstances, he took up service under Bairam Khan, and

was appointed his equerry (rikabdar). As a result of his honesty he

soon obtained service under the Crown, and after Bairam Khan's

_death was promoted to the rank of an Amir. When after the con

quest of Patna, Emperor Akbar returned to Jaunpiir by boat, $adiq

Khan was ordered3 to bring back the camp slowly by the land route

and over suitable ferries. It so happened that an elephant named

Lal Khan was drowned at the Chausa ferry, and it was discovered

that $adiq Khan had not taken the necessary precautions in crossing

the ferry. His fief was confiscated and he was forbidden to appear

at the Court, and sent to Tatta'" (Sindh). It was laid down that until

he produced an elephant to replace the one that was lost, he was not

to be allowed to perform his obeisance. In fact it was a lesson in

1 This is a reference to ~adiq Khan being also the Paymaster General in

his view of his being the Mir Bakhshi. For Chair ?(u!ari see Irvine, W. Army

of the Indian Mughals, p. 25, according to which pay was cut "if a man was

absent from three consecutive turns of guard (chauki)."

2 Blochmann's translation of A"in I (2nd edn.,) pp. 382-384.
3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 105, Beveridge's translation, III. pp. 146, 147,

4 In Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 143, the words are ......~ i ......;..,! which
Beveridge, p. 201, has rightly translated as "desert of exile." Tattl, however,
appears to be a lapsus calami for Bhatti in Central India.

#.

service so that in royal affairs he Was not to make a distinction

between small things and great. He having spent some time in

ups and downs, came to the court in the 20th year, and produced

one hundred elephants in payment of his fine. He was restored to

favour, and appointed to the charge of Garha l in place of Rat

Surjan.

In the 22nd year, $adiq Mu~ammad Khan was deputed with

other officers to chastise Raja Madhukar. whose presumption had

increased owing to the impregnable nature of his country. \Vhen

he passed the borders of Narwar, he attempted to admonish the

Raja, but the latter did not hearken, and so $adiq Mu~ammad Khan

proceeded to cut the jungle2
• Near Orcha there was a great battle.

Horal Rio the Raja's son was killed and he himself was wounded.

?adiq Mul;Jammad Khan to make certain took up quarters in the

district. The Raja was obliged to sue for peace, and in the 23rd

year he with $adiq Mul;Jammad Khan came to the Court. After this

the latter was granted a fief in the Eastern districts.

When Mupffar Khan was killed by the rebels (in Bihar),

and the greater part of Bengal and Bihar was taken possession

of by the rebels, $adiq Mul:ammad Khan behaved with fidelity

and courage, and fought them, and saved several valuable districts

from falling into the hands of the rebels. In the 27th year, he

fought with Khabi~a-who, as an unknown man of the Mugbal

tribe, had served among the Badkhshan troops, and distinguished

himself with Ma'~iim Kabuli as a sedition-monger. He came from

Bengal to Bihar and was practising tyranny on the peasantry.

$adiq Mu1}ammad Khan fought a battle at Patna and was victorious.

He cut off his (Khabi~a's)3 head and sent it to the Court. Wnen

Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 158, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 223·
2 Through some omission in the text the cutting down of the jungle is

ascribed to Raja Madhukar. I have restored the proper text following Akbar

nama, Text, III, p. 229, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 324.

3 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 388, 389' Beveridge's translation, III. p. 575·
For !ibabi~a also see Blochmann, op. cit. P' 383, note 1.
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Wazir Khan was forced to encamp at Bardwan in his campaign

against Qudii Kararani (Lahani) - who had conquered Orissa and

because of whose trickery Wazir Khan could net make any progress,

~adiq Mu1)ammad Khan in the 29lh year joined him, and

managed affairs so skilfully that Qutlii feeling helpless had to retire to

Orissa. The officers followed him, and he getting alarmed proposed

a peace, and· sent his brother's son with choice elephants to the

Court. The officers left Orissa to him, and ~adiq Mu1)ammad Khan

returned to his fief in Patna. When Shahbaz ~-han returned

unsuccessful from the Bhati country, and the fief-holders of Bihar

were appointed to assist in the Bengal campaign; ~adiq Mu1)ammad

Khan and he did not get on. When one work is assigned to two

discordant leaders, confusion arises, and so !<J2waja Sulaiman WaS

sent from the Court to arrange that one of them should undertake

the work, and the other return to Bihar. ~adiq Mul~ammad Khan

took the work into his own hands in the 30th year, and in the

same year went post-haste to the Court without being summoned. He

was not admitted to an audience. When Shahbaz Khan under

royal orders returned from Bihar to Bengal, ~adiq Mu1)ammad Khan

came to the Court, and was appointed Governor of Multan. When

the Raushanis of Tirah-which is a hill country west of Peshawar,

32 kos long and 12 broad-made the homeland of the Afridis and

Orakza'is their shelter, and stirred up disturbances, ~adiq Mul)ammad

Khan in 33rd year was appointed to put them down. By courage

and skill he subdued them, and they agreed ro keep the Khaibar

route open, and handed over (to the imperialists) Mulla. Ibrahim

whom Jalala respected as much as his father. Jalala thereupon lost

trust in them, and went off to Turan. When Zain Khan Kaka

who had brought about some order in Swat and Bajaur-returned

to the Court, ~adiq Mul)ammad Khan was ordered in the same

year to march from Tirah and reduce to obedience the remainder of

the recalcitrants. In the 38th year when Prince Sul~an Murad was

transferred from Malwa to Gujarat, and as Isma'il Quli Khan had

not been able properly to manage the affairs of the Prince, ~adiq
~\

)\
~..~

Mu1)ammad Khan was sent with the Prince as his guardian1. In

the 40th year when the Prince was ordered to conquer the Deccan,

and Shahrukh Mirza, Shahbaz Khan and Khan Khanan were appointed

auxiliaries, the old dislike between ~adiq M ul;.ammad Khan and

Shahbaz Khan again became acute, and they tried to injure each

other. Though in the year 10°4 A.H. (1595-96 A.D.) A1)mad

nagar was invested, and on account of the prevailing famine the

besieged were in difficulties, yet owing to the disagreement and

negligence of the officers Chand Bib, maintained her position. At

last peace was arranged on feeble and flimsy conditions, and the

army withdrew. The Prince with the officers went off to Bcrar"

and ~adiq Mu1)ammad Khan taking upon himself the charge of the

frontier made Mahkar his headquarters.

In the beginning of the 41st year, he was promoted to the rank

of 5,000. In the same year he sent a force against and defeated

Iwaz ~ban2, who was creating a disturbance, and obtained much

plunder. When Khudawand Khan Deccani got together a number

of Deccani officers to join him and behaved with presumption, ~adiq

Mul~aml11ad Khan marched out against him, and had many hand

to hand fights. Khudawand Khan could not withstand him and

fled, after losing many men. When the Prince abandoning Berar

to some extent encamped at some six kos from Balapiir in 10°4

A.H. (1595-96 A.D.) and gave the place the name of Shahpur,

and K!}an Khanan and Mirza Shahrukh were recalled to the Court,

the control of the army and the administration of the country

was assigned to ~adiq Mul,lamLUad Khan alone and without any

other officer to participate in it. In the beginning of the 42nd

Akbarniima, Text, III, p. 64I, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 985.

2 In Akbarnamd, Text, III, P. 7II, the name is -:.It;. )<.l)'1 which is adopted

by Beveridge in the translation, p. I059. B1ochmann, p. 383, has Sarawar ~an.

Maathir has )'.1- )'! and apparently Blochmann regarded this as a part of the

na'l1~ -:l1~ J'>)' appclrs to be m'Jre correct as this nallle occurs later also in
Akbarniima.
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~adra [Maathir-
ul-Umara] Sadri

year l
, 1005 A. H. (1566-97 A. D.) he did of dysentry at Shihpiir.

He had made Dholpiir, 20 kos from Agra his home, and had erected
a sara'" a building and his tomb there, and had developed the
neighbouring villages. His eldest son was Zihid Khin 2 whose
a.ccount has been separately recorded. His other sons were Dost
Mu~aml11ad and Yir MulJammad who had received suitable ranks
during Emperor Akbar's reign. None of them survived into Shah
Jahan's reign. But ~adiq Mu~ammad Khan Ba'iji(?) lived for a
long while in Dholpiir and died there.

(I:IAKIM) ~AD}{A

(Va!. I, pp. 577-579)'

His title was Masi~.uz-Zaman (Messiah of the Age), and he was
the son of I:fakim Fakhr-ud-Din of Shiraz, who in the time of Shah
Tahl11asp, the ruler of Iran, received the name of Mirza Mul~a1l1mad.

Many of his relations, and people of his tribe were physicians. His
genealogy goes up to I:farith, the son of Kalda 3

, who was in the service
of "The Seal of the Prophets" (Mu~aml11aJ)! upon whom be Peace!
Be virtue of his benediction the science of medicine will flourish in his
family till the day of judgment. !:Jakim Fakhr-ud-Din was an expert
physician and a man of good words. He was very skilled in the
curing of diseases. The learned of the age regarded his dicta as
authoritative, and his treatment as trustworthy. The physicians of
the day prided themselves on being his disciples, and discussed medical
books on the basis of his opinions. But as he was a free thinker4

(ba tawassu' mashrab mashhur bud), the Shah did not pay much

Not in the beginning of the year, but in the 7th or 8th month of the
year, see Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 720, Beveridge's translation, p. 1074. ?adiq
~an died in March, 1597 A.D.

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, p. 370.

3 Kaliiwah in the text is apparently incorrect. I have followed Badshahnama,

I, part ii, p. 384, in adopting Kalda, as the account is apparently taken from it.
4 Possibly the words mean that he was addicted to drinking.
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regard to him. I:Jakim ~adra, after learning other sciences, ~ecame

famous, like his father, for his skill in medicine, and in the heIght of
his youth migrated to India in the 46th year of Emperor Akbar's
reign. In the time of Emperor Jahangir he was appointed head of
the physicians, received the title of Masil:-uz-Zamanl, and the rank of
3,000 with 500 horse2

• After the accession of Emperor Shah Jahan
he rose more and more into favour, and was appointed Reviser of
Petitions ('Arcf-i-1Vf.ukarrar)-an appointment which was not given to
anyone but a really trusted person. In the 4th year he3 obtained
leave to go to Mecca, and through divine aid and guidance successfully
p~rformed the pilgrimage. He returned via Ba~ra to the port of
Lahari, and in the 8th year had the good fortune of kissing the
threshold. He presented forty Arab horses which he had purchased
in Ba~ra and its neighbourhood. The present was accepted, and of
these horses two, one a roan (biiz) and the other a high-bred Uarf)
which were very good-looking, well-mannered, sound of limbs and fast
footed·-became the heads of the Emperor's stud; they were known
respectively as Padshah Pasand (approved by the Emperor) and Tamam
'lyar (of perfect marks). The I:Jakim was reappointed to his old rank,
presented an elephant, and Rs. 20,000 in cash, and appointed Governor
of the blessed port of Siirar and the parganas pertaining theret04

•

As the I:fakim was a confirmed believer in the Imamiya sect, and

See Rogers and Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, II, pp. 213,
217. Jahangir's caustic remarks in regard to the f:Iakim refusing to treat him
for his illness in the 17th year of the reign are specially interesting.

2 In Badshahnama, I, part i, his arrival at the Court in the 1st year of the

reign of Shah Jahan, and his being granted a robe of honour, and being con

firmed in his earlier rank of 3,000 with 500 horse is mentioned on pp. 159,

160.
3 See Badshahnama, I, part i, pp. 406, 407, for a detailed account. It is

also noted that for the post of 'Ar4-i-Mukarrar f:Iakim f:Iadhiq son of f:Iakim
Hamam Gilani-was appointed as his successor.

4 The account is taken almost verbatim from Biidshahnama, I, part ii, pp.

102, 103.
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He was related to the ~afavi Kings. In the 47th year of Emperor

Aurangzib's reign he came to India, and entered into service. He

(MIRZA) ~AFAVi KHAN 'AU NAQi

(Vol. III, pp. 653, 654).

The appointment of his successor as the Governor of Siirat is mentioned

in the 12th year on page 116 of Badshahnama, II.
2 Sec, however, Badshahniima II, p. 399, where it is stated that he received

a reward of Rs. 10,000, and an increase of Rs. 14,000 which resulted in annual

emoluments being increased to Rs. 50,000. He was granted a further increase

of Rs. 10,000 in the 19th year, p. 505.

3 But his nom-de-plume is given as Ilahi only in the account of hi~ career

in Biidshahnama, I, part ii, pp. 347, 348,
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received the rank of 3,0001 foot with 1,000 horse, and the title of

Mirza ~afavi Khan, and was appointed to the high office of the 3rd
Bakhsh"i. In the 49th year when he was married 2 to the daughter of

MU'a~~am Khan (Mir Jumla), he was presented a robe of honour with

a Sarpech (turban ornament) and Rs. 12,000 in cash. After the death

of Aurangzib he accompanied MU9ammad A.'~am Shah from the

Deccan to Upper India, and was in the centre in the battle3 against

Bahadur Shah. Several notable officers sacrificed their lives with
A'~am Shah, and he also was4 killed.

He is Saiyid Atai'. It is stated that he originally was one of the

numerous servants of 'Abdullah Khan Bahadur Firiiz Jang 5 • Later

he attached himself to Prince Shah Jahan, and by his long service

during the period of alienation (from Jahangir) secured a place for

himself in the Prince's affections. After the accession he, in the

1st year, attained the rank of 2,500 foot with 1,200 horse, and

received a dress of honour, a jewelled dagger, a horse with a silver

saddle, an elephant, and a present of Rs. 30,000 in cash 6 • Later,

he received the title of ~afdar Khan7-which in Emperor Jahangir's

This appointment is recorded in the account of the 48th year, see

il1.aathir-i-'Alamgiri. p. 482, where it is stated that he was granted Rs. 5,000

cash on arrival at Siirat for his expenses, and was appointed to the office of

3,000 with 1,000 horse, and granted a robe of honour, a horse, an elephant,
and a jigEii studded with gems.

2 Maa!.f!.ir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 496.

3 Battle of Jajau, 18th June, 17°7.

4 Irvine, Later Mughals, I, pp. 31,32.

5 For his account see Maathir-ul-Umarii, Text, II, pp. 777-789, Beveridge's
translation I, pp. 97- I 05.

6 This is based on Biidshahnama, I, part i, p. I 18, but the cash award
there is Rs. 25,000 and not Rs. 30,000.

7 Op. cit., p. 201.
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~AFDAR KHAN KHWAJA QASIM

(Vol. II, pp. 733-736).

>
t

[Maathir-$afavi Khan 'Ali Naqi

Verse
My flavolir is limited, but my price is beyond count!

One would say it is an early fruit from the garden of my life.

It is stated that the J:Iakim had 300 maid servants. Everyone

had a fixed occupation, and they ~re all engaged in their respective

duties from morning to evening, and from evening to midnight. He

did not allow them even a moment's rest. When people asked him

the reason for this strict regime and tyranny, he replied, "so long as

women are not busy, idle thoughts come into their heads". It is also

said that they were treated harshly in the matter of maintenance.

was possessed of perfect piety and purity, he resigned his service l
,

and with a tranquil mind lived in retirement at Lihore. He spent

most of the time in Lahore, but used to go to Kashmir during summer.

Sometimes he was sent for, and in accordance with orders would

present himself at the Court. As he exerted himself in curing the

Begam ~a9ib of the illness caused by her being burnt, he, in the 18th

year, received an increase of Rs. 10,000 as a result of which his annual

salary rose to Rs. 50'000~. Thereafter he was allowed to depart. In

the 24th year corresponding to 1061 A.H. (1651 A.D.) he died in

Kashmir. He had a poetical vein and his nom-de-plume was Masil}-i

llahi3
• This verse is his:
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time had been held by Mirza Lashkari son of Saiyid Yusuf Khan

Ra4avi, and who was now granted the title of ~af Shikan Khan. He

was also appointed Faujdar and fief-holder of Sironj. At the time of

the first rebellion of Jujhar Singh he was deputed2 with Khan Jahan

Ladi on the expedition against him. After that he received the gift

of a flag. In rhe 2nd year he went with Khwaja Abul J:-Iasan Turbati

in pursuit of Khan Jahan Ladi, and in 3rd year he was honoured by

an increase of 500 horse in his rank and the grant of drums. He

then joined Rio Ratan Hara-who with some other officers had been

appointed to block the path of the rebels by taking post at Basim at

Batighat in the province of Berar, T elingana. Later he was promoted2

to the rank of 3,000 foot with 2,000 horse. In the 4th ye;J.r he was

appoimed 3 Governor of the capital 'and defender of its fort. In the

5th year his rank was increased to 4,000 foot with 2,500 horse\ and

on the return of the Emperor from the Deccan, he did homage, and

was appointed ambassador to Iran. At the time of departure he was

allowed I~ lacs of rupees for expenses, and presented a dress of

honour, a ftg!zii, a jewelled dagger, a horse with a golden saddle and

an elephant. He was also to convey presents to the value of 4 lacs

of rupees, one lac of which was in the form of decorated vessels, and

the other three lacs comprised various rarities of India5
• After

reaching Iran, he had to wait a long time for an interview as the

ruler of kin, Shah ~afi, had gone on an expedition to Erivan on the

borders of Turkey. After the interview, the Shah greatly impressed

by his knowledge of the etiquette visited him at his house, and

greatly favoured him till his departure. He presented suitable gifts

to the Emperor, and souvenirs to the officers. In the I I th year he

returned6, and in the 12th year after reaching the Presence he

presented1 to the Emperor 500 Iranian horses and various rarities of

Iran. As he had performed the business of the embassy in a suitable

2 Op. cit., p. 130.

4 Op. cit., pp. 223, 224.

year, op. cit., p. 356, but did

. Op. cit., p. 241.

3 Op. cit., p. 369.
5 Op. cit., pp. 477, 478.
7 Op. cit., p. II 7, but as he had

2 Op. cit., p. 307.

4 Op. cit., p. 408.
6 Biidshiihniima, II, p. 15.

arrived alone his peshkash consisted of.

manner, he was treated with great favour, and his rank was advanced

to 5,000 with 3,000 horse I • In the same year, when the E11;lperor

went from Agra to L~hare, he, on the way, was appointed Governor

of, the capital, and granted a special dress of honour, a jewelled dagger

With Phill Katara and an e1ephant2
• In the 14th year he was re

moved from there3
, but on his arrival at the Court his rank was

increased to 5,000 with 5,000 horse, and he was exalted by the grant

of a dress of honour, a horse with golden saddle, and an elephant,

and sent4 as the Governor of Qandahar in place of Qulij Khan. In

the 17th year5 he returned to the Court after removal from that

office: As he had been ill in Qandahar he could not pay his respects,

and ~n the I.8th year corresponding to 1°556 A.H. (1645 A.D.)

he died. HIS sons were favoured by appointment to suitable offices.

The eldest was Khwaja 'Abdul J:-Iadi whose accoune has been

separately recorded. His second son was Khwaja 'Abdul 'Aziz who

upto the 3rd year had the rank of Sao with 600 horse.

. $AFI KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 74°-742).

He Was the second son of Islam J5:.ban8 Mashhadi. In the 19th

year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign when his father was appointed

only 1,000 gold muhars and nine 'Iraqi horses. His offerings which were

presented later arc recorded on page 125.

lOp. cit., p. 122.

3 Op. cit., p. 2 I 5.
5 He was removed from office in the 17th

not reach the Court till the 18th year, p. 413.

6 In the text the year of his death is wrongly given as 1054 A.H.,
instead of 1055 A.H., as in Badshiihniima, I I, p. 418.

7 Maiithir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 77 2 , 773, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

35,36.
8 For his account see Maiithir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 162-167, Beveridge &

Prashad's translation, I, pp. 694-696.



Governor of the Deccan. he received a suitable increase in his rank,

and went1 with his father. In the 20th year, he came to the court

with his father's offerings (peshkash), and in the 21 st year when his

father died, he was promoted2 to the rank of 1,500 with 400 horse.

In the 22nd year he accompanied Prince Mulpmmad Aurangzib

Bahadur to Qandahar. In the 23rd year he was deputed
3

as an

envoy to 'Adil ~-han at Bijapiir. In the 25th year he came to the

Court with 'Adil Khan's tribute-which in cash and goods amounted

to forty lacs of rupees-and kissed the royal threshold
4

• After that

he accompanied Sul~an Aurangzib on the Qandahar campaign. In

the 26th year on return from there he was appointed Bakhshi and

recorder of the four provinces of the Deccan5
• In the 27th year

he was exalted by the grant of the title of Khan
6

, and in the 3 0th

year his rank, on account of some fault, was reduced by 500 and

100 horse; and on being relieved from office he was recalled to the

Court. In the 31st year he was granted an increase of 200 horse,

and appointed Commandant of the Kangra 7 Fort. Later, when the

throne was embellished by the coronation of Emperor 'Alamgir,

he, in the 1st year, when the Emperor was going to Ajmer to

contend with Dara Shik6h, came to the Presence, and was appointed

Commandant of the fort of the capitalS. In the 2nd year he

was appointed Bakhshi of the Household Troops (W ~la

Shahis), and in the 5th year was raised to the rank of 3,000 With

1,200 horse. In the 6th year he was appointed Commandant and

manager of the affairs of the capital in succession to H6shdar Khan. ,

In the 10th year he went to the Deccan with Sul~an Mu1}ammad

MU'a~~am. In the 12th year he was appointed Governor of Orissa
9

in succession to T arbiyat Khan. Afterwards he was Governor of

Agra, and in the 17th y~ar was appointed Governor of Shahjahana-

~af Shikan Khan Mir ~adir-ud-Di:n.ul-UmaraJ

SAF SHIKAN KHAN MIR SADIR-UD-DiN. -- .
(Vol. II, pp. 746 , 747)'

ld., p. 132. 2 ld., p. 167. 3 Id., p. 181.

4 ld., p. 243. 5 !d., p. 246.
6 Apparently he is the officer who acted as intermediary between Farrukh

Siyar and the Barah Saiyids, see Later Mughals, I, pp. 298, 299·
7 He is mentioned in Khafi !SEan, II, p. 827, as the Governor of Agra, and

who was forced in the conspiracy to raise Nekii Siyar to the throne.
8 Qabuli is a dish made of meat, pulse and rice with various condiments,

see Blochmann's translation of A'in I (2nd edition), p. 62.

He was the son of Qawam-ud-Din Khan brother of Khalifa Sul~an

Premier of Iran. In the 17th year of Emperor Aurangzib's reign he

came to India with his farher, and entered royal service. He was

granted a dress of honour) a sword with golden trappings, and the

bad! (Delhi:). In the 21st year he was appointed2
to accompany

Sul~an Mu1}ammad Akbar, who was sent as the Governor of Multan.

In the 22nd year he returned and was appointed 3 Governor of the

province of Agra. In the 27th year he had charge of Aurangabad
4

,

and in the 28th year he was again appointed 5 Governor of the

province of Agra. His son was Mir IAbd-us-Salam, who during

Emperor Aurangzib's reign had the rank of 1,000 with 500 horse,

and the title of Barkhurdar Kban; he was also Superintendent of

Sul~an MU'a~pm's Artillery. When the said Prince ascended the

throne, he received his grandfather's title of Islam Khan, had the rank

of 5',000, and was appointed Superintendent of the Diwan-i-Khas and

the Chief Mir Tuzuk. In the reign of Mulpmmad Farrukh Siyar

he was6 for a time Mir Tuzuk, and also for some time the 2nd

Bakhshi. In the reign of MulJammad Shah he was promoted to the

rank of 7,000 7 • It is said that he was firm and trustworthy, and was

well known for his good living. The Qa bUll Islamkhani s
, which he

introduced, was well prepared in his establishment.

.-
I

L

[Maathir-

2 'Amal ~ali~, III, p. 9·

4 ld., p. 126.

6 ld., p. 175. 7 !d., p. 248.
His rank according to the same source was

9 111aathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 90 .

IAmal ~ali,?, II, pp. 433, 434·

3 !d., p. 105·

SId., p. 15 I.

8 IAlamgirnama, p. 292 •

raised to 2,000 with 1,000 horse.
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Saf Shikan Khan Mir Sadir-ud-Din. -- . [Maathir- ul-Umariij
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~af Shikan Khan Mirza Lashkari

rank of 700 with 100 horse 1
• When his father died in the 23rd year,

he received a mourning dress, and sometime after was granted the

title of Shuja'at Khan; later he was appointed Chief of the Artillery2.

In the 25th year he had the title of Saf Shikan Khan and received as

gifts a dress of honour, a jewelled ji~ha', a flag--a-nd 'a tog!z, and was

sent off to Seringapatam. In the 29th year he offered his obeisance

at the Court, and received a dagger and an elephant and was sent

back to Bijapur3 which was being besieged by Mu~ammad j\<~am

Shah. After it was taken in the 30th year, he received' the gift of

drums, and went with Firiiz Jang for the taking of the fort of Ibra

himgarh in the province of I:Iaidarabad. In the siege of Golconda he

erected a lofty battery, and brought it close to the battlements. He

placed. 90 cannon on it, but owing to a disagreement with Hriiz Tang

he withdrew from the work and resigned5
• Accordingly he was

censured, dismissed from his rank and had to go into the retirement

of a prisons. After some days he presented a written bond to the

effect that he would erect a battery on the other side in a short time,

and bring it close to the battlements of the fort. On this assurance

he was released from the prison, and did what he had promised 7 •

In the 39th year he wentS with Khanazad Khan to chastise

Santaji Gh6rpare. Owing to the jugglery of the heavens a defeat

ensued, as has been detailed in the account of Qasim Khan Karmani9 •

IVlaathir-i-'Alam giri, p. 130. His father's name is given as Mir Qawam-
ud-Din.

2 Op. cit., p. 240; this was in the 27th year.
3 Op. cit. p. 271.

4 Op. cit., pp. 280, 28+ SOp. cit., p. 290.

6 Op. cit., p. 291. 7 Op. cit., p. 29I.

8 Op. cit., p. 375. The name of the Marhatta general is given as Baswant

I1l the text, but it was Santiiji Ghiirparc for whom sec Kincaid & Parasnis

History of the Maratha People, pp. 142, 144. 151, 155, 158, 162,166,17°,

and Cambridge Rist. India, IV, pp. 291-295. Sir Jadunath Sarkar describes
him there as "the greatest Maratha soldier after Shivaji."

9 Maiithir-ul.Umara, Text, III, pp. 123-1~6, translation antea, pp. 5°5-5°7,

He was censured and appointed Faujdar of Dhamuni. His son was

Mukhli~ Khan l of whom a separate account has been given.

~AF SHIKAN KHAN MIRZA LASHKARP,

(Vol. II, pp. 736-738).

He was the son of Saiyid Yusuf Khan Ra4avi3 of whom a separate

account has been given. After his father's death he, in Emperor

Akbar's reign, was working as the Thanadar of Bir in the Deccan. In

the beginning of Emperor Jahangir's reign he received the title of ~afdar

Khan, and was granted a fief in Bihar. In the 5th year he was pro

moted to the rank of 1,500 with 700 horse" and in the 6th year5

was appointed Governor of Kashmir in place of Hashim Khan son of

Qasim Khan Mir Ba~r. In the 8th year he was removeds from there,

and in the 2 I st year when Mahabat Khan became presumptuous and

fled from the Presence, and news was received that his treasure,

which was being brought over from Bengal, had reached near Delhi,

~afdar Khan was deputed with a force to take possession of it. When

he reached there, Mahabat Khan's men shut themselves up in the inn

(sara;'), and engaged themselves in fighting. After the gate of the

inn was set on fire they ran away, and he took possession of the

treasure7
• Afterwards when Emperor Shah Jahan ascended the throne,

he was confirmed in the rank of 2,500 with 2,000 horse-which

he had held at the end of Emperor Jahangir's reign. When Khwija

Qasim Saiyid Atai' was granted the tide of ~afdar Khan, his title Was

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 641-644, translation antea, pp. 251-

253'
2 Blochmann in his translation of A'in I (2nd edition) included a short

account of his life at the end of his father's biography.

, Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 314-321.

4 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri. I, p. 167.

SId., p. 256, but this was in the 8th year.

6 Id., p. 303; not in the 8th year as in the text, but in the loth year.

7 Iqbalnama-i-lahangiri, pp. 278, 279, also see Beni Prasad History of

lahangir, p. 419; this took place near Shiihiibiid.



Pretext for goino. to Up I d' Mid T-I' f h .• tJ per n la, u 13mma 3llr a tel' t e crosslOO'
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o arbada was honoured by the grant of tide of Saf Shikan Khan).
In the battle aO'ainst Mal;-·· J S' hid' d d - .tJ "lM3Ja aswant 109 le ren ere goo service.
In the I st year (f A -b' .) h ..o UrangZl s reign e was sent With Shaikh Mil'

I5:hawafi to the bank of Jumna to block the way for Sulaimiin Shikoh.

~fterwards he was' with Khalil UILih Khan who with Mirza Raja Jai

Smgh had ~~en sent to pursue Dara Shik6h, who was hurrying

towards PanJ3b. When the news of the flight of Dara Shik6h from

Mult~n was received, he was appointed with a force to pursue him.

He did not halt till he reached 2 Tatta. When Dara Shik6h entered

the Gujariit territory, $af Shikan Khan meanwhile having received the

orders of recall returned and waited upon Emperor Aurangzib when

the latter went to Ajmer to fight the second battle with Dara Shikoh.

In the 4th year he was, on account of some fault, deprived of his

rank. After some time he was pardoned. and was confirmed in the

~ank of 2,000 foot with 1,000 horse, and in the 5th year received an

mcrease of 200 horse. In the 6th year, when the Emperor went to

Kashmir, he was directed to station himself at the foot of the Bhimbar

Pass, and to guard the passage in that area3
• In the end of the same

year h.is rank was advanced to 3,000 with 1,500 horse, and he was

sent With a force to the Deccan to join Sul~an MU'aHam. In the 9 th

year he returned to the Court. In the loth year he was again attach

ed to the said Prince, who had been sent to administer the Deccan4
•

In d~e I Ith year he returned 5 to the Court, and in the 12th year was

appolOted Faujdiir6 of Mathura. In the 17th year on the death of

Shuja'a~ Khan Ra'adandaz Khan, he was appointed Superintendene of

the Artillery. In the 18th year corresponding to 108S A.H. ( 1674

A.D.) he8 died.

$af'Shikan Khan Mu~am1l1ad Tahir

6 Id., p. 84.
8 Id., p. 141.

'Alamgirnama, p. 53.
2 Matithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 17.
3 !d., p. 46.
4 Id.,p.61.

5 Id., p. 77.
7 !d., p. 13 2 •
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$af Shikan Khan Mul~ani.1l1ad Tahir

I Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 250. 2 Btidshtihntima, II, p. 72 5.
3 Either the conjunction but is sarcastic implying that Emperor Jahangir

was possessed of this good quality, or that ~af Shikan KQan was very clannish.

About the end of the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan he was

appointed Superintendent of the Artillery in the Deccan. When

Aurangzib made the wish for enquiring after his father's health a

$AF SHIKAN KHAN MUtIAMMAD TAHIR

(Vol. II, pp. 738-740).

changed to $af Shikan Khan. When Bir was taken out of the hands

of the officers of Ni~iim-ul-Mulk Deccani, he, according to the old

arrangements, was (again) appointed Thanadar of the place
l

• He

remained there a long time. For some reason he became the object of

censure, and was deprived of his rank and fief. A pension of

Rs. 12,000 a year was assigned to him, and he resided in Lahore. In

the 19th year corresponding to 1055 A.H. (1645 A.D) he
2

died.

It is stated that he was of a perverse nature, of a careless disposition

and a babbler. He would blurt out whatever came into his mind. As

he was an old officer the governors of the Deccan used to treat him

with respect. When he was the Governor of Kashmir he went alone

with one groom as an envoy to the Raja of Kishtwar. He was recog

nized by the people of the country and imprisoned, but was released

at the intercession of the Raja's mother. For a time he was appointed

to Kabul. He invited the Man~abdars of the area to a feas~, and gave

all of them roast pork to eat. When this was reported to Emperor

Jahangir, he was summoned to the Presence and his explanation was

asked for. He stated that wine and pork were equally prohibited,

but here (apparently meaning in the Court of Emperor Jahangir) pork

alone was regarded as unsavoury. Accordingly he was out of favour

for a time. Khan Jahan (Lodi) took his part, and by presenting him

a sum of money and appointing him to the T hanadiiri of Bir a shadow

of mercy was spread over him; but3 he had the merit of looking after

his relations.



Sa'id Khan Bahadur Zafar Jang [Maathir-
#

,,,i-Umara] Sa'id Khan Bahadur Zafar Jang

SA'ID KHAN BAHXDUR ZAFAR JANG- .
(Vo. II, pp. 429-437)'

He, a ChagQtai', was the son of A1}mad Beg !<l!an Kabuli
1

•

Through his ancestor Amir Ghiyath-ud-Din T ark~an-who was an

Am'ir of Timur-and by his other ancestors who attamed the ranks of

Am'irs, he was a house-born servant of ten generations (dah kurs'i)2.
From the time of Emperor Jahangir he was an auxiliary of the Kabul

administration. He was unique for his bravery and courage, and for

his good judgement. Through his favourable stars an~ good for.tune

he, without coming to the presence, attained, by succeSSive pro1l10~lOnS,

during Emperor Shah Jahan's reign, a high rank, and was ap~o111~ed

Governor of the Kabul area. As princes and great men have lOsplra

tions, the Emperor, in spite of the fact that. Sa'i~ ~han had

not rendered any conspicuous service, raised hlm 111 IllS absence,

between the 1st and 2nd year of the r~ign, from the rank of

2,000 to one of 3,000 with 2,000 horse3
• In the 3rd year

in the Ohul I:Iijjah of 1039 A. H. (July 1630 A. D.) ~hen

Kamal-ud-Din Rahilla on the writing of Khan Jahan Ladi fool~shly

stirred up a commotion, and induced many of the Afgltan t~lbes,

from the river of Attak (Indus) to the neighbourhood of the Clty of

Kabul, to join him; he first raised the dust of strife in Peshawar.

Sa'id Khan received news of it at the thana of Kahat, and moved over

to Peshawar the same day. As he had not with him such a force that

he could engage in battle after providing for t~e saf~ty of the city,

he was obliged to remain in the mud-fort-whlch wlth the passage

of time had fallen into a state of disrepair. He distributed the

batteries, and provided for the security of every district. The auda-

I For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 126, 12 7. Beveridge's

translation, !, pp. 156, 157. Sa'id Khan was his second son.
2 Perhaps the author implies that he was connected with Ghiyaili-ud-Din

T arkhan through his (maternal) grandfather. The passage is taken from

Badshahnttma, I, pt. i, pp. 400, 401.
3 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 266.

>.

I
I

I

cious rebels-who were like locusts and ants in numbers-fell upon

the city, but wherever they attacked, the defenders manned the

batteries with musketeers, and then sallied forth and putting the enemy

to the sword returned triumphant. One day they carried boards in

frolH of them in place of shields and advanced to the fort. Sa'id

Khan heeded not their numbers, and attacked them at full gallop,

and despatched many of them to hell. The others Red, but Sa'id

Khan pursued them for 5 or 6 kos, and put to the sword whosoever he

met1
• As a reward, he was promoted to the rank of 4,000. In the

4 th year when the inhabitants of Kabul-who were I:Ianafis, were

discontented with the administration of Lashkar Khan 2
, the Governor,

on account of the difference in their respective religious beliefs, Sa'id

Kqan was transferred froll1 the T hanadar'i of the Bangashes as the

Goveruor3 of Kabul, and the number of his cavalry was increased; he

rendered valuable service in uprooting the basis of the Afghan distur

bances. As he had not p:Jid his respects since the accession, he came

in the 7th year and offered his obeisance, and then returned4
• By

excellent planning he induced 'Abdul Qadir son of Af:1d Dad-who

was the leader of rebellion amongst the Afghans in the Kabul

direction-to abondon his evil ways, and to become an active servant

of the Empire. In the 8th year he personally brought him to the

Court. Sa'id Khan was graciously received and his rank was advanced

to 5,000 foot with 4,0005 horse, and he was sent back to Kabul with

'Abdul Qadir who was given the rank of 1,000.

In the 11th year the tribes of Nagbiz sent for Karim Dad Kar

Raushani, who was in the Lahani country, and raising a commotion

took possession of the parganas of Bangash, Sa'id Khan sent a strong

force to extirpate them. Many of the hillmen were awed and joined

Id., pp. 311-3 14; he was given the rank of 4,000 with 2,500 horse.

2 He is 'Abul Hasan Mashhadi who had the title of Lashkar Khan. For. ~

his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 163-168, Beveridge and Pra
shad's translation, I, pp. 831-834.

3. Id., pp. 400, 401.
4 Badshahnttma, I, pt. ii, pp. I I, 13- 5 Id., p. 67.
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as imperial servants. Karim Dad sought refuge in ravines difficult of

access, but the brave warriors continued to pursue him, and arriving

like a sudden calamity started a violent attack. Those with whom he

had taken shelter, finding the position helpless, seized him with his

family and dependants, and delivered them to the imperialists. He

was capitally punished, and the world was delivered from his commo

tions1
• In the same year, 1047 A.H. (1637-38 A.D.), 'Ali Mardan

Khan, the ruler of Qandahar, having decided to give up his allegiance

to the Shah of Iran, turned his face of hope towards the threshold of

Emperor Shah Jahiin. Sa'id Khan in accordance with the orders

started for that place. On reaching ncar Qandabar he learnt that

Siyawash Qublar Aqasl (Commander of the troops) had arrived with

nearly 7,000 Qazilbash cavalrymen at about a kos from Qandahar,

and was getting ready for a contest. Sa'id Khan left Mirza Shaikh

his eldest son with 'Ali Mardan Khan to defend the fort, and himself

marched out with 8,000 cavalry. A fierce engagement took place,

and the men of both sides performed brave deeds, but at last the

Iranians were defeated, and taking to flight did not turn rein till they

reached their camp. In reward for this outstanding victory Sa'id

Khan was promoted to the rank of 6,000 with 6,000 horse, and

granted the title of Bahadur ?afar Jang2. Mirza Shaikh received the

title of Khanazad Khan.
As the Qandahar territory had been assigned to Qui ij Khan, Sa'id

!'Chin looked after its administration till he arrived. In the 12th year

he came 3 to the CoUrt, and was graciously received. In this year

the Emperot visited Kabul. As owing to inattention on the part of

Emperor Jahangir the administration of the country had fallen into

disorder, some of the Aimaqs of the Hazarajat frontiers of Kabul

rebelled against the Governor, and joined Ilangtosh Ozbeg who was

raiding the country and reducing the people to submission. Sa'id

Badshahnama, II, pp. 13, 14.
2 Id., p. 47, for a detailed account of the campaign see, pp. 23-60.

3 Id., p. 128.

Khan was deputed for the chastisement and admonition of these short

sighted persons. The said !'Chan immediately after receiving instruc

tions went to thar area, and overran the country with his troops.

Everyone who submitted was pardoned and protectcd. In the 14th

year the charge of Kabul was assigned1 to 'Ali Mardan Khan, and

Sa'id Khan succeeded him as the Governor of Panj:ib; Khanazad

Khan was exalted by being appointed as the Faujdar of the Daman-i
Kob of Kangra, and was deputed to accompany Prince Murad Bakhsh

for chastising Jagta (Jagat Singh) the Zamindar of Mau'.2 Although

he did not spare himself, he was somewhat slower than others in the

taking of the fort of Mau'. After the termination of this campaign

he was sent off as the Governor of Multan. In the 16th year he was

appointed3 Governor of Lahore. In the 17th year he was appointed

Governor of Qandahar, and so handed over the administration of the

Panjab to his son Khanazad Khan4
• In the 20th year, he left his

second son Lu~f Ullah as his deputy in Qandahar, and came to the

Presence, and was again appoinrcd5 Governor of Multan. In the

same year he waS promoted to the high rank of 7,000 foot and went
6

with his sons to Balkh in attendance on Prince Mul:ammad Aurrang

zib Bahadur. In the famous seven days' battle of Balkh he was in

command of the left wing. Near 'Aqcha he sent 1115 Bakhsbi with a

force to hold the bank of a canal-which lay acroSS the road of the

enemy-and to prevent them from crossing it. A few Ozbegs appeared

on the opposite bank, and stood there unconcerned. The young

brave men, eager for the fray, behaved without caution, and crossing

the canal chased them. They had gone a little distance, when a large

force of Ozbegs came out of an ambush and surrounded them all round

like a halo. They bravely sacrificed their lives. Khanazad Khan and

I /d., p. 222.

2 Id., p. 236. 3 Id., p. 3 1 7.

4 Id., p. 356; but according to the account Khanazad ~an was appointed

Commandant of the fort of Qalat, and Qulij !Q:!an Goverrior of the Panjab.

5 !d., p. 577. 6 Id., pp. 640, 641.



Lu~f Ullah by their father's order quickly arrived there, and with a
view to avenging their comrades' misfortune attacked the enemy.
Meanwhile another large force which had turned back from confront
ing Bahadur Khan Rahilla came up and joined them in the fight.
Despite his illness he attacked their centre like a lion. In the height
of the battle when the two sides were almost equally matched, Sa'rd
Khan's horse stumbled into a hole, and he was thrown on the ground.
On foot he fought bravely. The armies of the two sides came to
close grips. Khanazad Khan and Lu~f Ullah .Khan fought bravely and
went to paradise. The brave Khan though he was wounded was still
fighting heroically, when the Prince arriving scattered the foes and
saved Sa'ld Khan from death1

• In accordance with the royal orders
he started for the Court, and in the 21st year he had the good fortune
of kissing the threshold of Khilafat. Emperor Shah ]ahan by his
royal kindness and favours comforted him and appointed him Governor
of Bihar,2 and the sum of a lac of rupees, which was due from his
sons, was remitted. In the 24th year he came to the Court from
Bihar, and was appointed3 Governor of Kabul. In the 25th year,
on 2nd ~afar, 1062 A.H. (4th January, 1652 A.D.) he4 died. As
he had performed valiant and outstanding services, and by virtue of
his devotion and zeal had attained a high office as his reward from the
august sovereigns of this great kingdom, the appreciative Emperor
lamented his death and prayed forgiveness for him from the Almighty.

Sa'id I<Jlan was of a soldierly mien. He was a good leader, and
was firm in his dealings. So long as he lived, he never lost his good
position or his influence. He had a large family. It is stated that
he had t\\-enty-two sons. The first and second sons, who were the best
of them, fell in the Balkh campaign, as has been recorded already.
After his death his son 'AbdulIah5 received the rank 01: 2,000 and
Fat~ Ullah of 1,000, while Na~rat Ullah and others were given

suitable ranks.

Sa'td Khan Bahadur Zafar· lang

For his life see Blochmann's translation of ;i'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 35 1,

352. It is not mentioned in either of the notices that his daughter was married
to Prince Salim.

2 Akbarnama, Text,!, p. 149, Beveridge's translation, I, p. 330, note 1.

3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 37, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 53-

4 Id., Text, III, p. 2°4, translation, III, p. 288.

5 Id., Text, III, p. 247, translation, III, pp. 356, 357.

6 Id., Text, III, p. 397, translation, III, p. 587.

7 Id., Text, III, p. 422, translation, III, p. 629'

Sa'rd Khan Chaghta

SA'ID KHAN CHAGHTA1

(Vol. II, pp. 403-408).

ul-Umara]

Sa'id Khan's ancestors served the Timiirid dynasty throughout
with distinction and fidelity, and were always well known and
held high positions. His grandfather IbrahIm Beg2 Chabiiq was
one of Emperor Humayiin's officers, and was one of the leading
officers in the Bengal campaign. His son Yiisuf Beg while
coming from Oudh to Bengal in the course of that campaign
was attacked in the vicinity of Jaunpiir by ]alal Khan alias Salim
Shah. He died a hero's death. Another son Ya'qiib Beg, the
father of Sa'rd Khan, was among the distinguished men of the
time. Through his good fortune, courage and bravery, he, during
the reign of Emperor Akbar, rose to a very high rank and surpassed
his ancestors in wealth, position and reputation. For a long time he
was in Multan3

• As, in addition to a noble lineage, he had an

abundant share of ability, tact and modesty, he in the 22nd year was
appointed guardian4 of Prince DaniyaI. When the inhabitants of the
Panjab complained against Shah Quli Khan Ma~ramS, the Governor
of the province, Sa'id Khan was appointed in his place. Later,
when the administration of Lahare was with the military charge of
the province assigned to Raja Bhagwant Das Kachwaha, Sa'rd Khan
was granted the sarkar of Sambal6 as his fief. In the 28th year he

was summoned to 'the Court, promoted to the rank of 3,000, and
made 7

fief~holder of I:Iajlpiir and the adjacent territory in succession

,

t

(Maathir-

2 'Amal $ali~, III, p. 6.
5 Id., p. 134.4 Id., p. 134.

lId., pp. 688-691.

3 ld., p. 123.



notes I, 2.

to Mirza Koka. In the 32nd year when Wazir Khan died in Bengal,
• 1

Sa'id Khan was sent from Bihar to take charge of that provlOce •

He fo~ long time carried on the administration of that area, and in

recognition of his services was promoted to the rank of 5,000. When

Raja Man Singh was appointed to BengaP, Sa'id Khan returned.to

the Court in the 40th year, and presented 100 elephants with

trappings. In the 41st year 1004 A.H. (1595-96 A.D.) he was

reappointed 3 as Governor of Bihar. When in the year 101 J A.H.

(1602-03 A.D.) Mirza Ghazi:, after the death of his father ~irza

Jani Beg behaved presumptuously in Sindh, Emperor Akb~r asslg~ed

the fief of Multan4 and Bhakkar to Sa'id Khan, and sent him agawst

the Mirza On Sa'id Khan's arrival at Bhakkar, the Mirza gave up

his evil d:signs, and o-;the advice of Khusrau Khan, who was the

VakiO and old servant of the family, waited upon Sa'id Khan. The

Mirza made friends with Sa'id Khan's son Sa'd Ullah Khan-who

was not wanting in laudable qualities-and in his company had the

good fortune of kissing the royal thresholds.

It is stated that in Emperor Jahangir's time Sa'id Khan was

nominated to the government of the Panjab.· As it had been reported

that his eunuchs oppressed the peasantry, a bond was to be taken

from Sa'id !<han to the effect that he would have to pay with

his head if the people were oppressed6
• At this time, he died,

and was buried in the garden of Sirhind. It is said that he

left over the charge of affairs to one Chatr Bhoj, and did not

/d., Text, III, p. 525, translation, III, p. 800.
2 Id., Text. III, p. 650, translation, III, p. 999. On Raja Man Singh's

appointment as Governor of Bengal in the 39th year, Sa'id !Q!an was appointed
Governor of Bihar. He returned to the Court in the 40th year, Text, p. 67 1 ,

translation, p. 1031.
3 Id., Text, III, p. 7 I I, translation, III, p. 1060.
4 Id., Text, III, p. 810, translation, III, p. 1216, but this happened in the

year 1010 A.H.
5 Id., Text, III, p. 839, translation. III, p. 1257.
6 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, I, p. 13, and
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look into the things himself. He was very fond of eunuchs, and

had in his entourage some 1,200 good looking and well trimmed

eunuchs. Three of them he selected as their chiefs. Each of

them had to find 400 well-equipped ones fot the night watch.

In addition, there were other leading servants, and he had fixed

four watches. At every watch 400 plates of food were placed

before the soldiers. It is stated that when after twenty years' stay

in Bengal and Bihar·-which are moist areas-he came to Multan,

his clerks combined together, and took oUt ten seers weight of un·

coined and hammered (macjrub) gold-which was plentiful in his

treasury-and represented that they had weighed the gold in Bengal

which was a damp country, and that now in Multan-where the

sun was very strong and hot-the weight had been reduced by ten

seers. Sa'id Khan replied, "This is a slight difference. I should

have expected it to amount to a maund". This incident is likely

to be misunderstood by subtle critics. Sa'id Khan had risen to the

high position he held during Emperor Akbar's reign as a result of

thoroug~ and intense training, and was well known for his sagacity

and ability. The reign of Emperor Akbar-who is rightly regarded

as the founder of good administration-was far in advance of other

sovereigns; his administration provided excellent opportunities for

correctly assessing the capabilities of all impostors, while there was a

ready market for experts in all trades and professions. It was,

therefore, impossible for base or gilded coins to gain currency during

that regime. It was not through folly and ignorance, but as a result

of knowingly ignoring and overlooking the transgression in deference

to the .needs of the times, that such an offence was treated (by

Sa'Id Khan) magnanimously and with lenience and indifference,

particularly during a period of power and plenty-it is not without

merit to ignore and excuse faults through liberality and generosity

but not through ignorance. If even in such times one is to lose

one's forbearance and display anger and annoyance, when would one

expect to have peace and tranquillity.

In contradiction to this story there is another well known anecdote

86
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about Sa'id .Khan. Khwaja Hilal, an eunuch, was originally a servant

of Qasim Khan Namakin, and afterwards was in the service of

Emperor Jahangir. In the beginning of t~e reign he was Mir Tuzuk,

and ruled very strictly. In the town of Rankatta, six kos from Agra,

which was his jagir, he built a small fort, a pucca inn and renamed

it Hilalabad. In Agra towards the Madar Gate he built a lofty

mansion, and invited most of the leading officials to a housewarming

feast. Sa'id Khan, who was also there, approved the building, and

praised it greatly. Khwaja Hilal oUt of politeness said, "Take it as a

peshkash (present)". Sa'id Khan stood up and made three salutations;

and sent for his men and his furniture. Hilal-who had been exalted

by the Emperor's companionship-objected. Sa'id Khan's servants

used force. The Emperor on hearing of the incident remarked to

Sa'id Khan, "This behaviour was not worthy of your position". Sa'id

K-ban replied, "Long live your Majesty. Should a grey~beard like

me make three salutations to a slave in the presence of a number of

great officers, and shall these go for nothing. It concerns my honour.

If your Majesty orders I may be killed". At last by this infidel-like

ruse he succeeded in taking possession of the house.

It is stated that in the establishment of Sa'id Khan there were two

good and confidential eunuchs. One was Ikhtiyar Khan, who was

his court-agent, and who built bridges and inns in Patna and Bihar.

The other was hibar Khan who was the Faujdar of his ja!!,ir. He

was very courageous. For twelve days in month of Rabi' I, he used

to celebrate the birthday of the Prophet, on whom be Peace! Every

day nearly a thousand men were invited. In front of each man were

set nine shirmal loaves, nine dishes and half of a white pargala'
(cloth) for wrapping them up. A bundle of five seers of sweets

(shim!) done up in a white cloth and with a velvet outer cover was also

laid before each person. On these days the house was brilliantly adorn

ed, and much 'attar (otto of roses) and incense was used. Sweet voiced

lfafi~es read (the Qur'an) day and night. To obtain a blessing he would

spread under their feet a mat of the stuff that he was to use later on.

It is extraordinary to relate that he carried on like this all his life.
4 'Alamgirnama, p. 78.
6 Op. cit., p. 262.

Saif Khanul-Umara]

SAIF KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 479-485)'

_Saif~ud-Din Ma\:J.miid elias Faqir Ullah was the son of Tarbiyat

Khan l Bakhshi of Emperor Shah Jahan's time. In view of his

constant presence at the Court he was a favourite. In the 30th year

he was appointed Superintendent of the Qur Khana (Arsenal),

and had the rank of 700 with 100 horse. When Maharaja

Jaswant
2

with great pomp and show was appointed to Malwa, Saif

K~an had his rank increased, and was attached to his contingent.

Raja Jaswant out of bravery and pride attempted to stop the path

of Aurangzib's army, and engaged in a fight. At last, however,

when a number of famous officers had been killed, he selected for

himself the path of Right, and many others also took to Rights.

Some fortunate ones, on the other hand, separated themselves from

the opposing. forc~, and paid their respects to Aurangzib; among

them wa~ Salf Khan. He was treated with favour, given the rank of

I ,500 With 700 horse, and granted the title of Saif Khan4 • As in

the battle with Dara Shik6h he behaved like a brave soldier, he was

treated with favour and appointed Superintendent of the Body-Guard

a~~ Master of .the Horse (Akhta-begi). In the battle with Shuja', as

Raja Jaswant S111gh, who had command of the right wing, turned aside

and behaved treacherously, Islam Khan Badakhshi-who was in the

van-was appointed in his place, and Saif Khan and Ikram Khan were

po~ted in the vanguard5. By chance while the struggle --;as at its

heIght, Islam Khan's elephant turned tail as a result of the blows of

rockets, and disorganised the forces. Many men forced from their

places could not regain them. Saif Khan, Ikram Kqan and a few others

kept t~eir ground: and made brave endeavours6
• After the victory,

as he did not receive favours proportionate to his expectations, or for

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 486-490.
2 'Amal $ali~, III, p. 285.

3 Op. cit., p. 287.
5 Op. cit., p. 256.
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Op. cit., p. 342.
2 Op. cit., p. 432; Bernier (Constable edn. 1891), pp. 101, 102; Irvine,

Staria do Magar, I, pp. 356-358, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib,

I, II, pp. 547-549'
3 'Alamgirniima, p. 433· 4 Op. cit., p. 832 .

5 Op. cit., pp. 92 3, 924. The name of the Zamindiir is given as Dalan

Namjal in 'Alamgirniima and as Daldal Maqmal in Maiithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 52.
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year the Emperor issued a farman in the name of Dalai' (Lama)

Bemabal, the Zamindar of the country, about introducing the r~tes

of Divine Worship. This was sent through Muryammad Shaft'

Man~abdar and some of Saif Khan's servants. The Zamindar sub

mitted, and had the Khu!ba recited in the Emperor's name, and

coined much gold and silver in the name of Emperor 'Alamgtr. He

directed the building of mosques, and sent a gold key as an i~dication

of delivering over the country.
As the right thinking attitude of the Khan had been established,

the Emperor increased his rank and the number of troopers. In the

9th year he came to the Presence, and was appointed Governor of

Multan. In the loth year on removal from that office he returned

to the Court. In the 12th year he was again appointed to the govern

ment of Kashmir. In the 14th year l he was, as a result of inconsi

deration-which was a part of his nature-dismissed:! from his· rank

and went into retirement. In the 15th year he waS restored to his

rank and reinstated in service3
• His good fortune was such that his

service always turned out well. If he did things contrary to the will

of the Emperor-who was of a jealous nature himself, but did not

like jealousy in others, and who dismissed old and new officers for

slight acts of independence or presumption-he was removed from

office, but after being admonished he was not left in that condition.

It is not unlikely that if the Khan were not of a bohemian (rindana)
temperament, he would have reached the highest rank of Amirshi p.

After sometime he was' again favoured\ and then again retired.

In the 2 I st year he was sent as Governors of Bihar. Later he was

appointed Governor oi Allahabad. There he died in 1°95 A.H.

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 83'
2 Op. cit., p. 112.

3 Op. cit •. p. 118.

4 Op. cit., p. 147·
5 Op. cit., p. 169.

, :
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some other reason he wished to go into retirement, and wanted to

resign his rank and service. After sometime, however, he received

the rank of 2,500 with 1,5°° horse l
•

When in the 2nd year Dara Shik6h and his son Sipihr Shik6h

were brought to the Capital, Saif Khan was commissioned to put Dara

Shik6h to death, and this was effected on 2 1st Dhul l:fijja, 1069

A.H. 2 (30th August, 1659 A.D.). Next day he, according to

orders, conveyed Sipihr Shik6h to the fort of Gwalior, and after

handing him over to the officers in-charge of that strong fort, returned

to the capital. He was appointed Governor of the capital in place

of Mukhli~ Khan3 who had been appointed to Bengal. As Saif Khan

was of a hot disposition and arrogant of his record of good service and

knowledge of warfare, he did not pay due regard to the chief officers,

and did not hesitate even to oppose the Emperor. He was for some

fault dismissed, and retired to Sirhind. In the 5th year he was again

received in favour and confirmed in his rank. When the Emperor

visited Kashmir in the 6th year, Saif Khan was appointed Governor4

of that province in succession to Islam Khan. In his zeal and love of

service he did not spend his period of government in idleness and

vanity, but on his collecting necessary forces he courageously and

bravely and after fighting for twenty days conquered Iskardii-which

was so difficult of access in several places that one could proceed

without the aid of ladders. After that he added to the royal territories

Gilgit and Barshal. Afterwards he spread the religion of Islam and

the light of Muslim doctrines in the country of Great Tibet, which

from ancient times had been an abode of heathenism, and the rulers

of which had never submitted to the rulers of Islam. In the 8thS

T'--'-- -...
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(1684 A.D.) in the beginning l of the 28th year. He was of a

libertine disposition and had strange ways, but he had ability, and a

tincture of poetry and eloquence. Na~ir 'Ali:\ with all his love of

freedom and exclusiveness, was long his devoted companion, as he

writes :-

Ver$e

'Ali extracts from the mirror this parrot speech:

"But for Saif Khan my life were vain."

He was very skilful in music and melody, and composed a treatise

called Rag Darpan 3
, which was mainly a translation of Manik Sohal?

which former masters (nayaks) had composed, and which he completed

with later additions in regard to division and rules for practice etc.

Saif Khan made his home at a place called Saifabiid near Sirhind, and

was buried there. His son, in the end of Emperor Aurangzib's reign

received his father's title, and was appointed Faujdar of Tal Kokan

(Lower Konkan), commander of the fort of A'?amnagar, Malgaon,

and the Thanadar of Satgaon. When the appointments in question

together with the government of Bijapiir was assigned to Chin Qulij

Khan, he (Saif Khan's son) was appointed his deputy. In the begin

ning of the 49th year he received the same appointment in succession

to Chin Qulij Khan, and with an increase of 500 his rank became

1,000 with 300 horse. After Aurangzib's death he became a teacher

of Prince Mul:tammad Kam Bakhsh in the art of archery. He became

his companion and was given drums and a flag. When that insane

Prince, in his folly and at the instigation of the interested slanderers,

Op. cit., p. 247. He is stated to have died on 25th Rama~an, 1095
A. H. (6th September, 1684 A.D.).

2 For his account see Rieu, Cat. II, 699b. The verse refers to-the prac
tice of teaching a parrot by setting it in front of a mirror.

3 See Garcin de Tassy, Litt. Hindouie, III, p. 417. The original Rag
Darpan was composed by the order of Raja Man Singh T6nwar of Gwalior, see
about him Jarrett's translation of A'in, III, p. 251.

became suspicious of some of his faithful officers, and specially of

Al}san r5".hiin Mir Malang-who was his general and chief officer-and

destroyed them, he imprisoned Sa if Khan on a cilarge of disloyalty,

on the evidence of a letter which at the time of caminO" [0 Haidarabad
b •

he had written in reply to one from Rustam Dil Khan, the Governor

of the place to the effect that with regard to what he Iud asked about

t.he treatment of his companions by the master (Prince Kim Bakhsh),

he should endeavour to please Al:tsan Khan. Though the poor man

urged that the contents of the letter proved his fidelity, it was of no

avail. Kam Bakhsh ordered his (right) hand to be cut off in his

presence. On this the oppressed one broke out and said-"It is a low

nature which you have inherited from your mother. This hand which

you have cut off without any fault, taught you archery." The tyrant

ordered them to cut out his tongue also. He died of these wounds l
•

SAIF KHAN 2 KOKA

(Vol. II, pp. 373-375).

He was the eldest brother of Zain Khan K6ka. It is stated that

his mother always bore daughters, and his father became so angry that

when she was pregnant with Saif Khan, he said that if this time she

bore a daughter, he would cease to keep her in his house or to treat

her as a wife. That chaste lady went to Miriam Makani and obtained

permission to cause an abortion. Akbar came to know of this, and

though he was very young he said to her, "If you have any regard for

me, you will not do such a thing, and the Almighty God will bless

you with a good son." The old lady regarded this speech of the

Prince as a mysterious message, and refrained from committing abor

tion. Saif Khan was born, and the parents rejoiced, and returned

thanks to the Prince3 • Akbar mQde him a special favourite. When

The account of the son Saif Khan appears to be taken from Khafi Khan,

II, pp. 610-6 I 3. Kam Bakhsh was the son of Udaipiiri Begarp., who was for-

merly Dara's wife.
2 Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 375, 376.
3 See Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 58, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 83·
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he ascended the throne, and though Saif Khan was still young, he w~s
, d th l' nk of 4 000 He was unique for courage, and 10

appolt1te to e a "
bravery and gallantry was far above his compeers. In the. 17th year

during the seige of Surat on a day when there was a contmuous ~ar
rage of arrows, gun and artillery fire, and active, patrols were be10g

'd ut Saif Khan distinguished himself by hiS bravery and cour-
carne 0, - h' 1

D uring these attacks he received a gun-shot wound w IC 1 con-
age. S
fined him to his bed for a month; at last he recover~d. ome one

k d h
im "The Emperor is pleased with you, and 10 regard to the

as e , . d 1'
leaders like you, and in fact for many who have not attame anyt llng

l
'k our rank the Emperor has frequently said that they sho~ld not
ley "H 1 d "I

knowingly expose themselves in dangerous places. e rep Ie ,

took the wrong road in the battle of Sarnal, and could not" therefore,

h My
life in view of my failure on that day, IS a burden

get t ere.' ,"1 1
to me and I am trying to lighten the weight thereof . In t le year

80 A.H. (157 2 A.D.) in the 18th year, when Emp~r~r Akbar made
9 'd h' nl'ne days from Agra to Ahmadabad, and fought
a rapl marc m . . , '
with Muhamad Husain Mirza, Saif Khan m the first skm~lsh van-

quished hi~ oppone'nt by his herculean bravery. Havi~g received t,wo

, nt wounds on his face he went seeking for the Emperor saymg
promme ' M- - d

A
' - A' - " He saw that Muhammad Husam Irza an

"Jmen, Jmen. . ' ,
some scoundrels with him were behaving presumptuously 111 the battle-

field. The K6ka advancing on them bravely attacked them, and was

killed2 • The Emperor was very grieved on the death ,of s,uch a

faithful and old companion. When he returned to the capital, It was

found that Saif Khan was heavily in debt. The Emperor out of

regard for the dead man paid off thes~ debts. His sons Sher Afgan

and Aman Ullah received suitable appomtments.

Saif Khan Mirza. Safi

SAIF KHAN MIRZA ~AFI

(Vol. II, pp. 416-421).

ul-Umara)

He was the son of Amanat Khan. In view of the old relatio n

shipl, Malika Banu, the elder daughter of A~af Khan Yamin-ud.

Daulih was married to him, and he was appointed Diwan of Gujarat.

As th;lt province was in the fief of Prince Shah Jahan, the heir-appa

rent, Raja Bikramajit was acting for him as the Governor. When

Emperor Jahangir's mind became alienated from the Prince, and the

Prince, forced by the circumstances marched with a well-equipped

army towards Agra and Delhi, the Raja, in accordance with the

Prince's orders, left his brother Kanhar Das at A~madabad, and him

self joined the Prince's stirrups. He was killed near Delhi. 'Abdul

lah Khan in the course of the fight deserted the vanguard of the

imperial army, and joined the Prince, and at the time-when the

Prince resolved to return to Mindu-he en route begged through

Af4al Khan and Shah Quli Khan that the government of Gujarat be

assigned to him. This was not approved of, as the Raja had admi

nistered th~ province well, and had sacrificed his life in the Princo's

service. It was not, therefore, proper that in return for his good

service the province should be taken from his brother who was mana

ging it at the time, particularly as this might mean disorganising the

province during this time of confusion. But as 'Abdullah Khan was

very insistent, his request about this matter was, with a view to

satisfying him, agreed to. 'Abdullah Khan appointed Wafadar, an

eunuch, with a small number of men to manage A~madabad. Mirza

~afi remaining firm in his loyalty to the Emperor applied himself to

collecting troops. Leaving the city he hurried to Ma~mudabad.

Outwardly he gave out that he was proceeding to join the Prince,

[Maathir-Saif Khan K6ka688

1 The account of Saif !Shan during the siege of Siirat is taken from Ak~ar.
'd' I' III 27 In the Akbamama,_ T xt III P 18 Beven ge s trans atlon, ' p. .nama, e, " , ' I d 'h

however, the person is stated to have said "The Emperor IS not p ease Wit

you" instead of is pleased with you. ., '

Akb
- T tIll pp 57 58 Bevendge s translatIOn, III, p. 82,

2 arnama, ex, J • , ,

I See Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk+lahtingiri, II, p. 262,

according to which Amanat Khan was the brother's son of A~af ~an for whom

see l11ati!f!.ir-ul-Umara, Text, 1, pp. 107-1 15, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 282

287. According to this account Malika Banll was the younger sister of Mum

taz Malpl.



d . IN-h' Kh- S' i I Diler Khan andbut secretly he arrange Wit 1 a Ir _an, alY ( -
other royal officers-who were stationed in their respective ja~'i~s-to

behave loyally, and waited for an opportunity. Mul)ama~ ~ahl:, the

Faujdar of Pitlad correctly understood his design, and fearlO~ that .he

might lay hands on the Prince's treasure, went off to the PrlOce ~~th
nearly ten lacs of rupees. Kanhar Das took a jewelled pardah wlll~h
had cost two lacs of rupees, and went with him. But on account of its

weight he could not take away the throne which had been prepared

I f M- - S f- finding the coast clear,at a cost of ten acs 0 rupees. irza . a i
sent word to his confederates and rapidly entered the fort of AI)ma

dabad. The eunuch was taken completely by surprise, and took

refuge in the house of Shaikh I:Iaidar, a grandson of Shah Wajih-ud

Din. On the information of the master of the house he was brou~ht
out with his hands and neck bound. Mirza ~afi having put the city

into order set about collecting his troops. He broke up the jewelled

throne, which had taken years to construct, and dividing ~he gold

among his men himself appropriated the jewels. ~hen this news

reached Mandii, 'Abdullah Khan took leave of the Pnnce, and started

with all speed. In his presumption he did not worry ab.out Mirza

Safl, and did neither arrange for reinforcements and eqUlp~ent nor

did he take the necessary precautions. Mirza ~afi with Nahlr Khan,

Oiler Khan and other auxiliaries of the provinte advanced beyond the

village~f Batiih, and arranged for the battle. As the place where

'Abdullah Khan was stationed, was full of thorn-bushes, and had only

narrow passages, so when his elephants-which were in. front of the

army-turned round at the noise of the rackets, all hiS army was

thrown into confusion, and as a result of this misfortune 'Abdullah

Khan was forced to fly. Mirza ~a£i-who had never dreamt of such a

day-was promoted by the Emperor, as a reward for th.is great service,

from the rank of 700 with 300 horse to that of 3,000 With 2,000 horse,

given the title of Saif Khan, granted a flag and drums, and exalted

by appointment as Governor of Gujarat1
• On the place where he had

1 The above account of Safj Khan and of the defeat of 'Abdullah ~an

is taken from Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, II, pp. 262-267. The value of the throne is

given there as 5 lacs and not 10 lacs of rupees.

Based on Btidshtihnama, I, pt. i, pp. 76-78.
2 Gp. cit., pp. 177, 228. 3 Gp. cit., p. 426.
4 Badshahnama, 1, pt. ii, p. 102.

gained the victory, he built a garden, and named it Jallnat Bari. They

say that when Khan Jahan L6di came as his successor to Agmadabad,

Saif Khan invited him to a banquet, and displayed great splendour in

regard to food and carpets. From the trays to the drinking cups every

article was of gold or silver. Khan Jahan said that except for A~af

Jah no one else was so lucky in regard to his office. When Khan

Jahan was deputed with Prince Parwiz in place of Mahabat Khan,

Saif Khan was reappointed Governor of Gujariit. At this time the

death of Emperor Jahangir occurred. Saif Khan in view of his earlier

conduct was greatly worried, and indulged in vain thoughts. Mean

while Shah Jahan wrote from Junair to Nahir Khan-who had the

title of Sher Khan-to take possessio n of A~madabad and place Saif

Khan under restraint. As Malika Banil his wife was the real elder

sister of Mumtaz Mal~;JI, to please the latter J(hidmat Parast Khan

was ordered to hasten to AI)ll1adabad, and not to permit any injury to

Saif Khan's life. He was to bring him carefully to the Presence.

When Shah Jahan crossed the Narbada, he proceeded towards A~ma

dabad, and Khidmat Parast Khan produced Saif Khan who was very

ill. At the intercession of the Begam he was forgiven and relieved

of his fears l
• After the accession, he, at the request of the Begam,

received the rank of 4,000 fooe and horse, was appointed Governor

of Bihar in succession to Khan 'Alam. He built grand houses in

Patna. In the 5th year he was transferred as Governor of Allahabad3
,

and in the 8th year was nominated as Governor4 of Gujarat. Later

he was removed from there and appointed to the charge of Agra.

When in the 12th year Islam Khan the Governor of Bengal was

summoned to the Court for appointment as the Premier, and Bengal

was made over to the agents of Prince Shuja', an order was issued

Saif Khan Mirza ~afiul-UmaraJlMaathir-Saif Khan Mirza ~afi

c ••~ ••••1- .



SAIF ULLAH KHAN MIR BAHR-- .
(Vol II, pp. 486-489).

During the reign of Emperor Aurangzib he was Mir Ba~r (Admi
ral) and Superintendent of the Fleet (Nawarah), and served in these
posts for a long time. After the Emperor's arrival in the Deccan he
was exalted by the grant of the title of Khan. In the 28th year he
was removed from his offices, but was later appointed Mir Tuzuk.

It appears that he died in the 29th years. When Shah'.illam Baha
dur was sent from Ajmer in pursuit of Mu1:al111l1ad Akbar, he was
deputed to convey some orders to the Prince. On his return, it
became known that the Prince had not granted him anything as a
reward, and the Emperor therefore, gave him a sum of Rs. 5,000, and
an order was issued that the said amount should be deducted from the

Saif Ullah Khan Mir Bal~rul-UmaraJ

him. A battle took place ncar Lahore. ~aif Khan was in the van
guard of the said Shaikh's forces, and acquitted himself bravely during
the fight. He received seventeen woundsl. Accordingly he was
rewarded by appointment to the rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse, and

in the 4th year his rank was advanced to 2,500 with I ,350 horse, and
his heart's desire was gratified by appointment as the Faujdar of
J:Ii~ar2. In the 5th year he was granted a flag 3

• In the 8th year
he was deputed with Sul~an Khurram in the campaign against Rana
Amar Singh. In the loth year he was exalted by the grant of drums,
and was attached to Prince Parviz, and went off to the Deccan. In
the I Ith year corresponding to 1025 A.H. (16 I 6 A.D.) he died4 of
cholera.

Saif Khan Saiyid 'Ali Asgbar

He was the son of Saiyid Ma1:miid4 Khan Barah. He was a
favouriteS of Emperor Jahangir from the time he was a prince, and was
a constant attendant of his august assemblies. \Vhen Jahangir ascended
the thronc, and in the I st year of the reign Khusrau fled and caused
a disturbance, Shaikh Farid M urta9a Khii.n was appointed to pursue

SAIF KHAN SAIYID 'AU ASGHAR

(Vol. 11, pp. 410, 41 I).

to Saif Khan to proceed rapidly to that province and to take charge
of it till the arrival of the Prince who was in Kabul. After the
arrival of the Prince-who was still young, he was to assist in the
management of that extensive t erritoryl. In the end of the 13th

year, 1°49 A.H. (1639-40 A.D.) he died in Bengal. Emperor Shah
Jahan went to the house of his widow, Malika Banu-who, in accor
dance with orders, was in attendance on the Emperor-and comforted
her. To her three sons, Mu1:ammad Ya1:iya, Mu1:amad ShaH and
Abul Qasim he presented mourning robes2

• In the 14th year Malika
Banu also died. Emperor Shah Jahan went to the house 'of Yamin
ud-Daulah to perform her obsequies. Saif Khan's brother was Sul~an

Na?r. He knew by heart the Divans of Khaqani and Anwari, and
the Mathnawi and J:Iadiqa. At first he was the Bakhshi and Recorder
of Agra. Later, while in Guj arat, he quarrelled with his brother, and
joined Khan Jahan Lodi who had been appointed Governor. He
became intimate with him, and received an excellent fief in the
Deccan. During Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he had the rank of

1,0003
•

1 Badshahnama, II, p. 130.
2 Op. cit., p. 198. 3 Op. cit., p. 736.
4 For his account see Maathir-ul-Ut;!1ara, Text, II, pp. 375-377, translation

antea, pp. 35-38. Also see Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.),

pp. 42 4, 42 5.
5 See Rogers & Beveridge's translation of 11,1tmoirs of Jahangir, I, p. 32.

It is stated there that he was granted the rank of 3,000.

Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 64.
2 Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 157.

3 Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 172.

4 Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 325.

5 See Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 275, where the appointment of MuQ.ammad
Ma~lib as Mir Tuzuk after his death is recorded,



Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 207, apparently at this date in the 24th year, he
held the office of Mir Bahr.

2 Id., p. 456. Als~ see I\hafi [ban, II, pp. 50 I, 502, where there is a

detailed record of his being sent for pilgrimage, and his return and appointment.

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 505, also Khafi Khan. II, p. 538.

Prince's allowances1-in a way this was to be a lesson for the Prince,

for it was the rule of sovereignty to show favour to the bearer of a

message, more so, as indicating respect for the message, especially

when it was from a lofty quarter. His eldest son Mir Asad Ullah

was a talkative person, and not without a touch of insanity, but he was

possessed of a great deal of subterfuge and cunning. On account of

some fault he incurred the displeasure of Emperor Aurangzib, and

was sent off to holy Mecca. When he returned after performing the

pilgrimage, he was appointed to the rank of 500. He distinguished

himself by his diligence and skill in the siege of Khelna. He was,

therefore, received into favour, granted the title of his father 2
, and an

increase in rank, and appointed M"ir Barr. Later he was promoted

to the office of M"ir Tuzttk. On the day when Wagingera was taken,

he was wounded in the arm by a bullet, and received one hundred

ashraf"is as the "cost of a plaster"3. In the reign of Emperor Bahadur

Shah his madness led him into a dispute with Dhulfiqar Khan, the

Amir-ul-Umara. Inasmuch as when a straw contends with a lofty

mountain, in rising up into the air it is buffeted by the wind, and if

a drop of water brushes the bank of a broad river, it is carried down to

annihilation; in that encounter he was thrown head over heals, and,

being thoroughly discredited and disgraced, took to flight. As a result

of his headstrong nature, he assumed for himself the office of the

vak"il of Prince Kam Bakhsh, who was making a bid for sovereignty

and beating the drum of opposition in the Deccan. He joined Rajas

Jai Singh and Ajit Singh, who had fled from the Presence and were

stirring up strife. He made with them a pact that if the Princ:e

should come by the route of Gondwana towards their area, they wouJd

produce at the Narbada 15,000 Riijpiit horsemen, so that before

Saif Ullah Khan Mil' Bal)rul-Umara]

Emperor. Bahadur Shah's return from the Deccan they would all

accompany the Prince to the Capital, and place him on the throne,

and having collected 50,000 horsemen oppose Bahadur Shah. He

took from them a sealed compact in this connection, and with a view

to having his devotion and loyalty-which had resulted in the perfor

mance of such signal service-recognized, hastened towards Ijaidara

bad via Deogarh and Chanda. In fact, he made the wheel take a large

revolution, which resulted in great commotion. But as his gurdian

star was declining, his scheme did not prosper. As soon as the Prince

heard of his arrival, he felt convinced that he was a fraud, and a trick

ster, and was sure that he was in league with Bahadur Shah. Saif Ullah

remonstrated that the tree of good service in his cause had produced

nought but the fruit of condign punishment, and that efforts to help

the Prince's cause had proved like beating a cold iron. As Saif Ullah's

urgency and vehemence exceeded all bounds, a daily supply of food

was allotted to him, but he was never summoned to the Presence l •

I praise the gentleness of the merciful Emperor (Bahadur Shah)

whom hardly any of the earlier sovereigns equalled in forgiveness and

tolerance. When Saif Ullah after the battle with Kam Bakhsh was

introduced through the intermediation of Khan Khanan, his offences

were forgiven, he was confirmed in his former rank, and was granted

an annual allowance of Rs. 9,000
2

• For the sake of position he again

entered service, and in the reign of Emperor Farrukh Siyar he accom

panied the Amir-ul-Umara to the Deccan, and was appointed M"ir

Bar" for that area. Though he kept company with the leader, he

lived wretchedly. Afterwards, at the r~commendationof that generous

patron, he was appointed Superintendent of Branding and Musters.

In the time of the reigning sovereign (Mu~ammad Shah) he served in

that office for s~me time. He died at the appointed time. His

brother Liyaqat Khan Mirza was an elegant man with very pleasant

He is apparently not the Saif Khan who was tortured by Kam Bakhsh,
see Irvine Later Mughals, I, pp. 54. 55.

2 !'iliafi Khan, II, p. 629.

.;

[MaathirSaif Ullah Khan Mil' Bal)r



Sakra [Maathir. ul-Umara] Salabat Khan

manners. In every respect he was the counterpart of his brother, even

in the matter of reli~ion, for like his ancestors he was an Imamiya,

while Saif Ullah Khan was a bigoted Sunn'i.

(RANA) SAKRA1

(Vol. II, p. 174)'

He was the son of Rana Udai Singh son of Kina Sanga. When

his brother Pratap opposed Akbar, he joined service under the Emper

or, and was appointed to the rank of 200. In the I st year of Emperor

Jahallgir's reign he received a present of Rs. 12,000 2
, and was

appointed to accompany Sul~an Parviz in the campaign against the

Rana. In the end of the same year he was sent with a force to chas

tise Dalpat Bhurtia, and was victorious. In the 2nd year he was

exalted by promotion to the rank of 2,500 foot with 1,000 horse
3

• In

the I Ith year his rank was advanced to 3,00.0 foot with 2,000 horse.

SALABAT KHAN. --
(Vol. II, pp. 742 -746).

His name was Khwaja Mil' Khwiifi. He was born in India, but

his ancestors migrated to India from Khwaf. As most men of

Khawaf are distinguished for their good and straightforward nature,

the said Khan was 'in his dealings correct and honest, and was always

active and resourceful in the service of his master. Through his good

fortune he was approved by Emperor Aurangzib, and he gained

a place of regard and trust near him. For his zeal and know

ledge of affairs he was appointed the Superintendent of Elephant-

I See Blochmann's translation of A'in I (2nd edn.), p. 585 for an account

of his career. He is apparently Sagarji and Sukta of Tod, A nnals of Rajasthan

(19 14 edn.), I, pp. 264, 270. His name is given as Rana Shankar in Memoirs

of fahangir, Rogers & Beveridge's translation, I, p. 17 etc.

2 Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 49'
3 Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 112.

stables l in place of Bahramand Khan in the 22nd year, and on

account of his imposing stature, for he was tall and powerful,

was granted the title of ~alabat Khan. In the 23td year he was

exalted by his appointment2 as the Superintendent of Artillery in

place of RuQ. Ullah Khan. Later for some fault he was dismissed3

from service, but in the 25th year he was restored to his original

rank4 and appointed Chief of the Artillery (Mir Atish). Afterwards

he was posted to Oudh. When he came from there to pay his

respects, he was appointed Superintendent of the Grooms. In the

28th year he was sent as the Superintendent of the SuratS port in

place of Karplab Khan MuQ.ammad Beg. In the 33rd year he

returned to the Presence at his request, and was appointed 6 first

Mir Tuzak. After that he was Superintendent of Khas Chauki
(Special Guards), and he was promoted to the rank of 2,5°° foot

with 1,200 horse.

They say 7 that one day in Gauriga6n S6hrab Khan the second

Mir Tuzuk struck for purposes of correction one of the offi'irs of

the artillery on the head with a staff three cubits long in the open

Diwan. Some of the .respectable men of that body siding with the

culprit attacked S6hrabKban. ~alabat ~han being the 1st Mir
Tuzuk wanted to punish them. But the affair took another shape,

and ended in an attack on the heads of the department. The riot

created by them suddenly came to such a pass, that the Emperor left

the hall. Influential officers were deputed to quell the disturbance.

They protected ~alabat Khan and conveyed him to his house. The

tumult lasted till the next day. RuQ. Ullah Khan I mounted his

I 1I1aa!E,ir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 171. His name IS wrongly written painted as
Khwaja Mirza.

2 Op. cit., pp. 187, 188.

3 Op. cit., p. 192. 4 Op. cit., p. 216.
5 Op. cit., p. 247. 6 Op. cit., p. 333.
7 Taken from Khafi Khan, II, pp. 393, 394. The name of the place is

there given as G6rga6n towards Piina (Poonch).
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Artillery Captains, commanders of a 1,000, see Irvine, Army of Indian

Moghuls, p. 157.
2 Probably hunting men,

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 349·

horse, and by warnings and bullying put down the mischief
mongers. He brought ~alabat Khan from his house to the Darbar.
Some of the well-known minkbashis1 and yuzbashis 2 were censured
and reprimanded.

The Khan in the 36th year, at th~ end of xxo3 A.H,(x592
A.D.) at Galgala obtained leave of absence on account of protracted
illness to return to the capital. After traversing a few stages he died.
About this time he often recited this verse:

Verse

·"We have gone ourselves, and taken a corner of the grave
So that our bones might not burden anyone's shoulders3

".

It has been chronicled that the Khan was twice Chief of the Artillery
and that in the 28th year, he became Superintendent of the port of
Surat, while in the 33rd year, he, at his own request, came to the Court.
This disagrees with the facts, as during the siege of Golconda in the
29th. year, when Saf Shikan Kban, Mir Atish, on account of a
disagreement with Firuz Jang resigned his post, he was succeeded by
~alabat I):.han. After that, as he also could not manage the business,
he resigned and Saiyid 'Izzat Khan was appointed in his place. At
last at midnight owing to the neglect and self-indulgence of officers
(sardaran-i-karkun) the enemy attacked the battery (damdama). They
made prisoners 'Izzat Khan, Sarbarah Khan, Jalal Chela and a number
of others, and took them inside the fort. ~alabat Khan was appoin
ted Mir Atish a second time. Accordingly Ni'mat Khan J:1aji-who
is unique in his own line-in his Waqa-i-J:!aidarabad, which he
has written in a jocular but clever style, has recorded that ~alabat

Khan was made Mir Atish a second time, and that he refused the
appointment. He has indulged in pleasantries about these happenings,

~alabat Khan Barahul-Umara]

(SAIYID) ~ALA"BAT KHAN BARAH

(Vol" II, pp. 457-460).

but what is evident is that the Khan was twice Superintendent of
the port of Surat, but Maathir-i-'Alamgiii does not record l It.
~alahat Khan had ,a worthy son, who was a zealous soldier. In his
father's lifetime he often distinguished himself, and received the
title of Tahawwar Khan. His energy and bravery and that of Jan
Nithar Khan Khwaja 'Abdul Makarim were so impressed on the
Emperor's mind that he mentioned their names in connection with the
command of Khan Jahan Bahadur. Their courage and devotion were
extolled by him, when he dwelt on the perfunctoriness (wasokhtagi)
of the Khan Jahan. When the two were deputed to chastise the
Marathas, they in the 37th year encountered the famous Santa near
the bor.ders of the Karnatik (Carnatic). After a good fight their camp
and artillery were plundered, they were wounded and with difficulty
saved their lives. In the 40th year he was appointed Faujdar of
Saharanpur. On returning to the Court after removal from there, he
was appointed Superintendent of the Armoury (Qur Khana). In
the 49th year, he was honoured by the grant of the title of Fida'i
Khan 2

•

His title was Ikhtisas Khan and his name Saiyid Sul~an. His father
was Saiyid Bayazid son of Saiyid Hashim son of the famous Saiyid
Ma~mud Khan Kundliwal 3

• He was a leading officer of Prince Dara
Shik~h, and was greatly in his confidence. In the 24th year he was
appolllted to the Panjab province as the Prince's deputy, given the rank

In Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 332, there is a record of his petitioning to
b~ allowed to return to Court in the 36th year, and of I'timad ~an succeeding
hIm as the Faujdar and Diwan of Surar.

2 MaJthir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 493.

3 S~e Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 424-427. The
genealogIcal tree on p. 427 should also be consulted. For Saiyid Hashim's
account see p. 46 I of the same work.

[Maathir-~alabat Khan
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of 2,000 with 400 horse, granted the title of ~alabat Khan! and pre

sented an elephant. In the same year, at the Prince's recommendation,

he was transferred to the Allahabad province as its Deputy Governor.

For a long time he remained in charge of that province, and put

down many malcontents, and bridled most of the savage spirits. In

the 25th year he received2 a flag and in the 27th year by successive

increases was advanced to 2,000 with 1,500 horse, and he was also

granted drums. In the 30th year he conciliated Aniip Singh; Zam'in
ddT of Bandhii whose territory adjoined Allahabad, and brought him

to the Court. Through his guidance he agreed to join royal service3
•

When in the end of the 31st year Sulaiman Shikoh, the eldest son of

Dara Shikoh, marched with a well equipped army against Prince

Shuja'-who on hearing of the illness of Emperor Shah Jahan had

started fr~m Bengal at the head of a strong force with the intention of

proceeding to Agra. Though his agent wrote to him that the

Emperor had recovered, he ascribed this report to the machinations

Of his elder brother, and considered it to be of n') value. Besides

the King's officers who had been appointed auxiliaries, Dara Shikoh

without a careful consideration of his own needs and position

sent off (with Sulaiman Shikoh) all leading men of his own whom

by intensive training for years he had made into men of position4

and influence. He even sent off Saiyid ~alabat Khan with a

number of the Barah Saiyids, who were the best of his men

and in whose bravery and courage he had full confidence. After

wards when through the changing Fortune the affairs of Dara Shikoh

fell into confusion, and after setting up forces and fighting with

'Alamgir's forces he was defeated-which he had never anticipat~d

Sulaiman Shikoh, who, after defeating Shuja', was hastening back for

helping his father, became bewildered on hearing this news, and turned

back to Allahabad. There he held a conference with the leading and

'Amal $alil!, III, pp. lIS, 12I.
2 Op. cit., p. 135.
4 Adapted from 'Amal $ali~ III, p. 278,

3 Op. cit., p. 23 1 •

responsible officials of his father. All parties of them considered vari

ous plans, but because of the prevailing bewilderment none could give

propet advice. At last the Barah Saiyids-who were the best men of

the force, and inhabited the Duiib-urged that he should proceed

towards Chandpiir Medina! (?), and from there go on to Parnih (?)
and Saharanpiir, whence they should move on to the Panjab and join

his father at Lahore. After discussion this plan was approved and they

set off. After passing Lucknow, a body of troops was sent against

the Karor'i of Medina-which formed the fief of the Begam ~al:ib-in

order to requisition from him whatever revenues he might have collect.

ed. He shut himself in his house, and took measures to oppose them.

The soldiers under the orders of Sulaiman Shikoh fell upon his goods

and family. They made prisoners of him and his son, and extended the

arm of oppression against his property and honour, and also against

the property of and honour of the other inhabitants of the pargana.

Meanwhile Saiyid ~alabat Khan-who, through the turn of events and

his sagacity and foresight, saw that it would not be to his advantage

to accompany Sulaiman Shikob-deserted him, and went away to join

'Alamgir's forces. Before the latter had crossed the river Beas in pur

suit of Dara Shik6h, be caught up with them, and was received favour

ably. Within two or three days, as a result of his good fortune, he was

exalted by appointment2 as Governor of Berar in succession to tIusam

ud-Din Khan. Nothing further is known about him.

It is Nadina in 'Alamgirnama, whence the whole account of SlIlaiman

Shik6h's retirement to Allahabad, his attack on the Karori of Nadina and the

desertion of ~alabat Khan is taken, see pp. 171, 172. Parnih should probably
be BfJriya in the Amballa District, see Imperial Gazetteer, III, p, 167. Saha
ranpfJr, BfJriya and Chandpiir, the villages of Barah Saiyids are mentioned

together in Maa!~ir-ul-Umara, Text, II, p. 854.
2 'Alamgirnama, p. 199, where it is recorded that he received the title of

I!sbti~a~ ~an and in addition to being appointed Governor of Bcrar was pre

sented with a dress of honour and a horse.



He was the second son of ~adiq Khan1 Mir Bakhshi. In the 5th

year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign his rank 2 was raised to 1,000

with 200 horse, and he was appointed Qurbegi (Head of the Body

guard) in place of Sardar Khan. When his father died in the 6th

year, Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzi"b, in compliance with his father's

orders, went and escorted the eldest son Ja'far Khan and his brothers

to the Presence. He was favoured by the grant of a dress of honour

and an increase in his rank3
• In the 8 th year he was exalted to the

rank of 2,000 foot with 800 horse4 by an increase of 500 foot with

100 horse. Later he received the title of Salabat Khans. In the. -
I I th year he had a further increase of 500 foot with 200 horse so

that his rank became 2'500 foot with 1,000 horse 6
• In the 12th

year he was removed from the office of Qurbegi, and appointed 2nd

Bakhshi in succession to Tarbiyat Khan, and his rank was raised to

3,000 foot with 1,000 horse7
• In the 17th year he was exalted by

his rank being increased to 4,000 foot with 2,000 horse, and the

grant of a flag and drums.

In the same year about the end of Jummada I, 1054 A.H. (July,

1644 A.D.) Rao Amar Singh son of Raja Gaj Singh killed him with

a dagger. A brief account of this incident is as follows: The said

Rao had for sometime been absent from the Court owing to illness.

On his convalescence he came to the Court, and ~alabat Khan intro

duced him in the private parlour of Sul~an Dara Shik6h's house where

SAMANJI KHAN3

(Vol. II, pp. 40 I, 402).

He was Qurughchi, and was one of Emperor Humayun's officers.

Under Emperor Akbar he attained the rank of I ,500. In the end

of the 5th year of Akbar's reign he was4 deputed with Adham Khan

K6ka for the conquest of Malwa, and rendered good service. In

the 9th year he went5 with Mu~ammad Qasim Khan Kishapuri in

pursuit of 'Abdullah Khan Ozbeg. In 13th year he accompanied

the Emperor was then living. He was standing on the left side and

Salabat Khan on the rio-ht. After the eveninCT prayers while the• - p p

Emperor was writing a Farman to one of his officers with his own

hand, ~alabat Khan came down from the portico for some purpose,

and was engaged in hot conversation with some one. Amar Singh

drew his dagger, and ran to ~alabat Khan, and struck him unawares

under the breast. As he was struck in the region of the heart he died

immediatelyl. He was a well-behaved young man, and had been

reared by the Emperor, and was destined for higher offices-the

Emperor expressed great sorrow because of the valuable and sincere

service rendered by him, and of his youth. Mu~ammad Murad, his

son, who was four years old, was raised to the rank of 500 with 100

horse2
, and by the 30th year had reached the rank of 1,000 with 100

horse. In the 2nd year of Emperor Aurangzi"b's reign he was granted

the title of Iltifat Khan, and in the 6th year was raised to the rank of

I ,500 with ISO horse. In the 9th year he had an increase of 100

horse.

Samanji Khanu/-Umara]

, .
\:!

[Maathir-

~ALABAT KHAN RAUSHAN I;)AMIR

(Vol. II, pp. 731-733)'

~alabat Khan Raushan I!ami"r7°2

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 729-731, translation antea pp. 656, 657.
2 Badshahnama, I. pt. i, p. 417.

3 Id., pp. 538, 539·
4 Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 87, but the number of his horse should be

600 not 800 as in the Maathir.

5 Id., p. 103.
6 Badshahnama, II, p. 104, his rank became 2,500 with 1,000 horse.
7 Id., p. 135·

Badshanama, II, pp. 380, 381 , 2 Id., p. 384.
3 Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edi'ion), pp. 489, 490. He was

originally a servant of Mirza Hindal see Akbarnama, Text, I, p. 315, Beveridge's
translation, I, p. 587. Both in the text and the translation Qiirughchi has been
wrongly separated from his name. Qurughchi means a sentinel.

4 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 135. Beveridge's translation, II, p. 208.
5 Id., Text, II, p. 226, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 347.



Ashraf Khan Mir Munshi on the expedition to the fort of Rantham
bhor, b~ from the way he was deputed1 to chastise Mirza Mu1}am
mad Husain, and other sons and grandsons of Mu1}ammad Sul~an

Mirza: who returning again and again from Gujarat were creating
disturbances in the province of Malwa. Afterwards he was granted a
fief in Oudh2

• . In the affair of Branding he originally joined the
rebellious officers, but later separated from them, and joined the royal
forces. In the 39th year in compliance with the roy~l summons he
came3 to the Presence, and paid his homage. He dted a few years
later. After his death his sons4 having received suitable employment

loyally served the Emperor.

(MUBARIZ-UL-MULK)5 SARBULAND KHAN BAHADUR
D1LAWAR JANG

(Vol. III, pp. 80 1.806).

His name was Mil' Mu1}ammad Rafi', and h~s homeland Tun.
During the reign of Emperor Aurangzib he came from Iran to. India
with his father whose name was Mil' Afslal and who had the tttle of
Muqtadavi Khan. His father was exalted by his appointment as the

Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 329, 330, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 484.
2 According to Blochmann this should be Arrah in Bihar as on the out

break of the Bengal Rebellion he was /agirdar of Arrah,. see Akbarnama, Text,
III, p. 285, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 419, but he IS stated to have. bee;n
recalled from Oudh in the 39th year, Akbarnama, Text, III. p. 65 1, Bevendge s

I · III P 1000 It seems probable that his jagir was transferred fromtrans auon, ,. .
Arrah to Oudh after the Branding affair.

3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 651, and Beveridge's translatio~, III, p. 1000.
He also came to the Court in the 44th year, Text, p. 751, translatIOn, p. I 122.

4 They were present at the taking of Asirgarh, Akbarnama, Text, III, p.

778, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 116.5' .
5 There is a long account of thIS officer m Dowson & EI~iot's Histo?,

VIII, p. 340 where he is styled Mumtaz-ul-Mulk. See also Hadzqat-ul-Aqaltm

under Tun, lithograph edn. p. 38 I. According to Irvine Later Mughals, I, p,

200, footnote, he was born in 1085 A.H. (1674 A.D.) and died in 1154 A.H.

(1742 A.D.).
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Sarbuland Khan Bahadur Dilawar Jangul-Umara]

Diwan of Gwaliyar in the neighbourhood of Akbarabiid (Agra).
After his father's death he went to his maternal uncle Bashiirat Khan
who was the Faujdar of Malkapur in Berar. He distinguished him
self in putting down the seditions in the villages of that pargana,
and as a reward was appointed to a suitable rank. Later he went to
the royal camp, and married Hadiya Begam, the daughter of Rul)
Ullah Khan Bakhshi 1

• As Ayisha Begam, the second daughter of
the said Khan, was married to Sul~an 'Azim-ush-Shan, he during the
reign of Bahadur Shah, at the request of the said prince, received the
title of Sarbuland Khan, and was employed in the prince's establish
ment. Later the prince sent him to Bengal to carry out settlement
operations. As he could not agree with Mu~ammad Farrukh
Siyar son of 'Azim-ush-Shan-who had been appointed to govern
BenO"alon his father's behalf-'Azim-ush-Shan recalled him to theo

Court, but while on the way he was appointed Faujdar of Karra in
the ~uba of Allahabad2

• After Bahadur Shah's death, and as 'Azim
ush-Shan and his brothers were killed in the battle, and Mu1}ammad
Farrukh Siyar had started for fighting with Jahandar Shah, Sarbuland
Khan on account of his earlier differences hurried3 off to join Jahandar
Shah with the revenue he had collected in his area. As about this
time the governorship of Gujarat as an adjunct of the Prime Minister's
post had been conferred on A~af.ud.Daulah Asad Khan, Dhulfaqar
Khan appointed him the Deputy Governor of that pro,ince. When
Mul)ammad Farrukh Siyar was successful, he, at the instance of Saiyid
'Abdullah Khan Qu~b-ul-Mulk, was forgiven, and appointed4

For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 309-3 I 5, translation
antea, pp. 611-615. The marriage of his daughter Ayisha Begam is mentioned

on p. 313 of the text. See also 111aathir-i.'Alamgiri, P.347.
2 See Irvine lac. cit. He was sent to Bengal as a Na'ib in the 2nd year

of Bahadur Shah's reign, but as he quarrelled with Qiya Ullah Khan, the
Diwan, he was recalled, but in the yd year "was sent to the charge of Kora"
where 'Azim-ush-Shan had his jagir.

3 Khafi Khan, II, pp. 693, 715. Siyar-ul-Muta'khkhirill, Text, II, p. 391.
4 Irvine, lac. cit., p. 262.

[Maathir-Sat buland Khan Bahadur Dilawar Jang



Sarbuland Khan Bahidur Diliwar Jang [Maathir- ul-Umara) Sarbuland Khin Bahidur Dilawar Jang

Governor of Oudh, After a time he was removed from this office

and came to the Court. After the transfer of Mir Jumla, however,

he was appointed Governor of 'A~i:mibid Patna. On reaching there

he set out for the chastisement of Dharmajt1, a seditious landholder

of that province, and after a protracted struggle and great exertion

pllt him to flight. As he was running away, he was wounded and
died.

As he followed no system in the management of his soldiers and

employed commanders (Tumandar) of high standing. he after coming

to the court after his removal. was for long embarrassed by the

demands of the soldiers for their pay. As during this period the

Emperor was not on good terms with the Premier and the Bakhshi,
the latter to improve their own position secretly sent him money to

free him from the demands of the soldiers2
• Later. in the time of

Rafi'~ud~Darajat he was sent3 as the Governor of Kabul. In the time

of Mu~ammad Shah he was transferred from there, and came to the

Court and in 1138 A.H. (I725~26 A.D.) was exalted by his appoint~

ment as Governor of Gujarat4 in succession to Ni~am-ul-Mulk

A~af Jah. He sent a gran~ of the Deputy Governorship of the provin

ce to Shuja'at Khan Gujarati. J::Iamid Khan, the paternal uncle of

A~af Jah, who was his deputy in A~madibad, marched out without

equipment. and took up his quarters in the village of Dahad. He

summoned Kantha Maratha to his assistance, and marched to Gujarat.

Sec Khafi Khan, II, pp. 768, 769, where he is called Dhir. In Hadiqat

ul-Aqalim, p. 381, he is described as the Raja of Bhojpur.

2 See Khafi ~an, II, pp. 801, 802 where it is stated that Saiyid 'Abdullah

~an and in addition to sending him cash etc. had him appointed Governor of

Kabul. For an account of his return to the Capital and the intrigues resulting

in his appointment as Governor of Agra, see Irvine loco cit., pp. 346, 347, 363.

364.
3 See Irvine. loco cit., p. 405, where the date of his departure is given as

19th Rabi' II, 1131 A.H. (loth March, 1719)'
4 See Irvine Later Mughals, II, p. 152; Cambridge History of India, IV.

pp. 35°, 35 1 ,

There he fought Shuja'at Khin and killed him. Rustam 'Ali: Khin,

a brother of Shuja'at Khan, who was in Surat, marched against him

with Piliji: Gaikwar, and a battle took place on the bank of river

Mahi. As PHajr was secretly in league with J::Iamid Khan, Rustam

'Ali Khan was also killed. On receipt of _this news Sarbuland Khan

in the year 1138 A.H. (1726 A.D.) took a sum of money from

the royal treasury as an advance of pay, and set off to his province.

J::Iamid Khan's Bakhshi came forth to oppose him, but was killed,

and the said Khan entered A~madabad. But as a result of lack of

foresight and his lavish extravagance he spent not only the money he

had received as advance. but the revenues of the imperial estates and

of the jagirdars in the province. and ev~n became indebted to his own

servants. Consequently he lost control over them. and they started

practising opptession. They seized anyone whom they thought to

be man of means, and shutting him up in his own house extorted

money from him. He himself was also not wanting in oppression.

Finally in consideration of the great predominance of the Marathas

he agreed to paying them chauth in that province. Accordingly in the

1 Ith year of the reign Abhai Singh alias Dhakar Singh son of Ajit

Singh was appointed Governor of the province in his place!. Sarbuland

Khin returned to Delhi, and for a long time lived in his house.

On account of the persecutions of his creditors he had fortified

the main gate of his house. It is stated that whenever the Em

peror sent for him, a government palanquin and some sazawals
were also sent so that he may not be molested by his creditors en

route. After Nadir Shih's arrival when an assessment was levied

on the inhabitants of the Capital. he was appointed to make the

collections aft.::r the death of Burhan-ul-Mulk Sa'adat Khan, who was

really responsible for his levy. Complaints were rife in the streets

I See Irvine loco cit., pp. 169-183, 185-214 where a detailed account of

his administd'tion in Gujarat and his battle with Abhai Singh and finally surren

dering Glijarat to him and returning to Agra and later to Delhi is given. !he

Maatbir account is comparatively brief and most of the incidents in GUjarat

are omitted.



Sarbuland Khan Khwaja Ra~mat UILih [Matlthir- ul-Umara] Sarbuland Khan Khwaja Rahmat Ullah- - .

After the first coronation he was appointed Faujdar of Mandasur.

In the 6th year his rank1 became 2,500 with 1'500 horse. In the

9th year he accompanied Sul~an Mu~ammad MU'aHam to the Kabul

area in view of the report that the ruler of Iran was advancing towards

that side. In the loth year he accompanied the same Prince2, who

was deputed to administer the provinces of the Deccan. In the 12th

year he returned to the Court. As the report of the said Prince

having done certain things contrary to the Emperor's wishes was

received, his revered mother Nawah Bai was sent to reprimand him,

and in the 13th year Sarbuland Khan was deputed to escore the

revered lady. On his return Sarhuland Khan was appointed Qt4shbegi
in succession to Fai4 Ullah Khan. In the 15th year he was made

Governor5 of Akharabad (Agra) in succession to Namdar I5han, and

later he was in addition appointed 2nd Bakhshi6 in place of Himmat

Khan, and also had charge 7 of the office of the Walashahis (House

hold troops). In the 17th year when Sbuja'at Khan Ra'dandaz Khan

was killed in royal service in the affair of the Yiisufza'is, he was

appointed to Peshawar8 with a su!table force. In the 18th year his

rank u was advanced to 4,000 with 2,500 horse. In the 19th year

when Shamsher Khan Mir Ya 'qiib son of Shaikh Mil' Khwafi was

killed in hattie with the Afgbans, Sarbuland Khan was sent with a

suitable force and equipmcnt to chastiselO them. On account of some

fault he became an object of censure, and was removed from office.

After a time, howcver, he was restoredll
. In the 2 I st year when Ai

Begam his mother-who was a daughter of Mirza Shahrukh - died,

Namdar Khan brought Sarbuland Khan to the Court, and by the

grant of a robe of honour his mourning was brought to an12 end. In

the 22nd year he was sent to take13 Jo~hpiir from the Rath6rs who

12

3 Op. cit., pp. 102, 1°3.
SOp. cit., p. 118,
7 Op. cit., p. 127.

lOOp. cit., p. 145,
13 Op. cit., p. 179.

9 Op. cit., p. 139·
Op. cit., p. 163.

'Alamgirnama, p. 817.
2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 60.
4 Op. cit., p. 106.
6 Op. cit., p. 120.
8 Op. cit., p. 133.

I lOp. cit., p. IS0.

SARBULAND !<HAN KHWAJA RAtIMAT ULLAH

(Vol. 11, pp. 477-479)'

and lanes l
• As he was audacious and reckless in regard to expendi

ture, he was never successful. He died in Il582 A.H. (1745 AD.).
His son Khanazad Kban B:thadur, though he attained the rank of

6,000, lived the life of a relatively poor man in Shahjahanabad

(Delhi), and died in the beginning, of A~mad Shah's reign. His

second son Mir Gujarati achieved nothing of an outstanding nature.

Mahndi Khan, the son of Khanazad Khan bides his time through the

help of this and that one.

He was the sister's son of Najabat Khan 3 Mirza Shuja'. On

account of his lineage he received a suitable rank, and was personally

known to Emperor Shah Jahan. In the 25th year he was appointed

to the high office of Mir Tiizuk. In the 26th year he accompanied

Prince Dara Shik6h to the Qandahar campaign; In the 27th year

he was promoted to the rank of 1,000 with 250 horse. In the 29th
year he had an increase of 150 horse, and in the 30th year his rank

was advanced to 1,000 with 500 horse, and he was granted the title

of Sarbuland4 Khan. In the 3 I st year he was appointed Master of the

Horse (.ifkhta begi) in succession to Asad Khan 5
, and afterwards was

made Superintendent of the Artillery with an increase of 100 horse 6
•

Later when the times assumed another aspect, and thc gates of victory

were opened for Aurangzib, Sarbuland Khan after the battle of Samii

garh had the good fortune to enter 7 Emperor Aurangzib's service.

See Elliot, op. cit., p. 91, and Irvine 1oc. cit., p. 373.
2 This is apparently. incorrect as acc0rding to Irvine, loco cit., p. 2IS, he

died on 13th Dhii! Qa'da 1154 A.H. (19th January, 1742 A.D.).
3 i11aathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 82 I -828, translation antea pp. 364-37 I,

4 'Amal $ali~, III, p. 240 where the grant of the title of Sarbu!and ~an
to Ral:mat Ullah Mir Tuzuk is recorded.

SOp. cit., p. 244, 6 Op. cit., p. 271.
7 'Alamgirnama, p. I 13.
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had rebelled. In the 23rd yearl corresponding to 1090 A.H. (1679-

80 A.D.) he died after a long illness.

SARDAR KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 491-494).

His name WaS Sardar Beg, and he was the son of Baqi Khan

Qalmag 2 Chela of whom a separate account has been included. Sar

dar Beg was, through good fortune, a favourite in Emperor Aurang

zib's reign, and received a suitablt; rank and the title of Ihtimiim Khan.

When the Emperor went to I:Iasan Abdal, he was Superintendent3 of

Buildings at the Capital, and later was appointed KatwCil (Provost

Marshal) of the royal camp" He long served in this capacity in Upper

India and in the Deccan; and as the Em peror was constantly on the

move, he performing his duties satisfactorily gained the Emperor's confi

dence. When Aurangabad was honoured by the arrival of the Emperor,

he was, for a time, employed in building the city wall of that town.

In the 28th year he ,was appointed Superintendent of the Fleet4 in

su~cession to Saif Ullah Khan. As tbe Emperor had become assured

of his capability and loyalty, the duties in connection with the Super

intendence of certain works at Junair were also added to his charge.

In the 29th year he was appointed 5 Nalfir (Supervisor) of the hatem

in succession to Khidmat Khan. The Krar"iship of the market was

also a part of his duties. When during the siege of Golconda the

river Manjara and the other rivers were, as a result of excessive rains,

flooded, the arrival of provisions was stopped. As a result there was

a famine, and both the city of tJaidarabad and the camp were full of

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 187. He died en the 4th Dhul f:Iiija\) 1090

A.H. (6th January, 1680 A.D.).

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, Pl" 427-429, Beveridge's translation, I, Pl"

380, 38 1.

3 lv!aathir-i-'.iilamgiri, p. 132 where his name is given as Ihtimam ~an.

4 Op. cit., p. 250.

5 Op. cit., p. 274·

"
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dead bodies. From morning to evening every day sweepers went on

removing the dead bodies from around the royal quarters, and throwing

them on the river bank, and similar accumulations were taking place

during the night time. At this juncture the office of Karar"i was taken

from Ihtimam Khan and given to Saiyid Sharif Khan of Qannaujl.

For a long time the Emperor had suspicions of the loyalty of Prince

Mul~ammad MU'~;;:am also known as Shah 'Alam, and at this time

!Chan Firuz Jang got possession in the entrenchments of Golconda of

letters written by him to Abul tJasan of tJaidarabad, and placed them

before the Emperor. And as the suspicions were confirmed, the

Prince and his two elder sons, who were with him, were put into

prison. Ihtimam Khan's rank was raised by an increase of 500 to

1 ,500, he was granted the title of Sardar Khan, and put in charge of

the Prince2
•

They say that after some days Sardar Khan was ordered to convey

a message to the Prince bidding him to confess his fault and beg for

pardon, so that the Emperor might excuse his transgression. The

Prince replied that he had committed many sins against his God and

his father, but that he had never done what he was now charged with.

Censure followed censure, and for six months he was not allowed to

have his hair CUt or his nails trimmed3
• Nalfir Khidmat Khan Niiib

of Emperor Shah Jahan relying on his earlier services boldly repre

sented the case, and did not mince matters. He was permitted to

take up measures for his redress. After a long time when Aurangzib's

wrath gradually subsided, and the unhappy mind was moved by pater

nal affection, he several times made over to Sardar Khan the traditional

prayers for conveyance to the Prince in order that he mibht make use

of them, and that thus "our loving heart be turned towards his release,

I The account of the floods and the resulting famine is taken from

L11aathir-i-'.iilamgiri, Pl" 291, 292, where also the appointment of Saiyid Sharif

!Q!an as Krori is recorded.

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, Pl" 293-295.

3 ~afi ~an, II, Pl" 333, 334·



SARDAR KHAN KHWAJA YADGAR

(Vol. II, pp. 41 1,412).

He was a brother of 'Abdullah Khan Firuz Jang5
• In the time of

Emperor Jahangir he received a suitable rank, and in the Sth year

Maathir.i-'Alamgiri, pp. 341, 342. For a good account of Shah 'Alam's

imprisonment see also Sir Jadunath Sarkar History of Aurangzib, IV, pp. 364,

365.
2 Op. cit., p. 335· 3 Op. cit., pp. 344. 345.
4 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 605-61 I, Beveridge & Prashad's tran

slation, I, pp. 6 Il-6 14

5 For his account see Maa~ir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 777-789, Beveridge's

translation, I, pp. 97- I 05·

Sardar Khan Shahjahani

SARDAR KHAN SHAHjAHANI

(Vol. II, pp. 437, 43 8).

He was 111 the service of Shah Jahan while he was a prince.

When there was a disagreement between the Emperor and the Prince

(Jahangir and Shah Jahan), Sardar Khan out of loyalty and sincerity

stuck to the service of the Prince, and did not leave him at all. When

the Prince returned from Bengal and reached Burhanpur, he summoned

to his presence Raja Gopal Singh3 Gaur-who had during his absence

rendered good service in safeguarding the famous fort of Asir-and

1 The grant of the title of Sardar Khan to him on his arrival from Gujarat

IS recorded in the account of the 8th year, see Rogers & Beveridge's translation

of Memoirs of lahangir, I, p. 237· The increases in his rank etc. are recorded

on p. 239.

2 Op. cit., P' 33 I.

3 This is apparently incorrect, as his name in Badshahnama, I, pt. i, pp.

117, 124 is given Gopal Das Gaur.

was granted a Rag. In the 8th year l he was appointed Faujdar of

Junagarh in the province of Gujarat, and received a~ increase of 500

with 300 horse in his rank. When the appointment in question was

given to Kamil Khan Mirza Khurram son of Khan A'~am Koka, the

Emperor out of regard allowed the increase granted to Sardar Khan

to be maintained. In the same year he was in attendance on Sul~an

Khurram in the campaign against Rana Amar Singh. In the loth

year he received a drum at the recommendation of 'Abdullah Khan.

When in that year 'Abdullah Khan was summoned from A~madabad

on account of his severity to 'Abid Khan Bakhsh'i of Gujarat-who had

preferred a complaint-an order was issued that he should leave Sardar

Khan as his deputy in Gujarat2
• In the 14th year he was deputed to

accompany Sul~an Khurram on the Deccan campaign. In the 15th

year on his return from there, he accompanied his brother to Kalpi

which had been granted to him as his fief. He died at his appointed

time.

ul.Umara}
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and the Prince might be freed of the pain of separation." One day

5ardar Khan represented that the Prince's release was in His Majesty's

power. The Emperor answered: "True, but the Master of kings

has made us a ruler. Wherever oppression is practised by an oppre

ssor on an oppressed one, I hope that the complaint by the oppressed

would be made to us, and that we shall do justice. Oppression has,

on account of certain worldly accidents, been inBicted by our hand

upon this person, but the time has not yet come when I could release

him. He has no refuge but the throne of the Almighty. So it is

right to hope that he will not despair of us, and not complain to God.

If he does, how can we escape1
."

In the 3 1st year Sardar Khan was appointed Superintendent or the

Elephant-stables in succession to MU'tamad Khan. When in the 33rd

year the Emperor went from the village of Badri to Qu~babad Galgala,

Sardiir Khan was appointed Faujdar2 for a circuit of 12 kos round the

camp. In the 35th year 1103 A.H. (1692 A.D.) he died 3
• He

was, both outwardly and inwardly a loyal servant of his master and of

the public. He was not devoid of religious feelings, and friendship for

the poor. His son tIamid-ud-Din Khan 4 surpassed his father and

grandfather in reputation, as is apparent from the narrative of his life.

He also had other children.



Sarfraz Khan Chaghta'_ u--
[Maathir- ul-Umarii] Sarfraz Khan Chagbta'

l

sent Sardar Khan there to look after it. After the accession to the

throne, Sardar Khan was raised to the rank of 3,000 with 2,000
1

horse, and granted a flag and drums, and a gift of Rs. 30 ,000.

When the uprooting of Jujhar Singh Bundlla and the conquest of his

territory took place, and in the beginning of the 9th year on return

from the Deccan the Emperor encamped near Orcha, the capital of

the state, Sardar 1<han was appointed to the charge of the fort of

Dhamiinl, which had been built by Jujhar Singh's father. That

pargana was granted to him in fief, and the administration o~ the

area was placed in his charge 2
• In the 14th year he was appomted

to the charge of the two Bangashes3
• In the 17th year he was

promoted as the Governor of Malwa, and his rank was increased to

4,000 with 3,000 horse4 • Later he was made Tiyuldar (fief-holder)

of Chiiragarh5 , but as he could not manage it properly, he was soon

removed from this office. In the 26th year he was appointed

Governor of T atta (Sindh), but he died en route in 1063 A.H.
6

(1653 A.D.).

SARFRAZ KHAN CHAGHTA'

(Vol. II, pp. 4 21 -423).

He was the grandson of Musa~ib Beg 7 of Humayiin's reign whose

account has already been recorded. Emperor Akbar used to call him

by his grandfather's name. In the beginning of his reign Emperor

Jahanglr favoured him because of his ancestry, and appointing him

to a suitable rank granted him the title of Sarfraz Khan, and made

him Faujdar of Pattan in Gujarat. In the 12th year his rank was

2,000 foot with 1,000 horses, and at the end of rhat Emperor's reign

Badshahnama I, pt. ii, p. 117. 2 Op. cit., p. 123.
3 Badshanama, II, p. 223. 4 Op. cit., p. 378.
SOp. cit., p. 425. He was appointed fief-holder of Dhamuni & Churagarh.

6 'Amal $aliq, III, p. 154·
7 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 179-181 , translation antea pp. 321 -3 23.
8 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri> I, p. 413.
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he had the rank of 3,000 foot with 2,000 horse. After Shah Jahan's

accession he, in the 2nd year, was promoted to the rank of 4,000 foot

with. 3,000 horse 1
• In the 4th year he paid his respects, and was

permitted to proceed to his fief. In the 12th year corresponding to
1049 AH. (1639 A.D.) he 2 died. One of his sons was Sardar

Khan whose real name was Dildost. In the 20th year of Shah

Jahan's reign his rank was 1,000 foot with 700 horse3
, and he was

one of the auxiliaries of the Gujarat province. In the 28th year,

at the recommendation of Sul~an Murad Bakhsh, he was promoted

to the rank of 1,500 foot with 1,000 horse, and appointed Thanadar
of Bljapiir in the Sarkar of Pattan. When the said prince, during

Emperor Shah Jahan's illness, assumed the insignia of sovereignty,

and then'in response to Aurangzlb's summons started (for Agra),

Sardar Khan accompanied him. When Murad Bakhsh was imprisoned,

he joined 'Alamglr's service, received the title of Sardar Khan and

was appointed Faujdar of Pattan. Later, when Dara Shikoh' after

the battle of Ajmer proceeded towards Gujarat, he did not forego his

allegiance, rather joining a force he captured Saiyid AlJ,mad, the

brother of Saiyid Jalal Bokharl, whom Dara Shikoh had appointed

Governor of Gujarat and imprisoned him. He also fortified the city

and fortress, and offered strong resistance. As a reward his rank was

raised to 2,,500 foot with 2,500 horse of which 500 were two horse,

three-horse troopers4
• In the 4th year, he was summoned to the Court,

and appointed Faujdar and fief-holder of Broach5
• In the loth year

when he was appointed Faujdar of Junagarh, and Islamabad was also

assigned to his charge. His rank was advanced to 3,000 foot with

3,000 horse, of which 2,500 were two-horse, three-horse troopers.

Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 267.

2 Badshahnama, II, p. 149, he was the Faujdar of Pattan when he died.
3 Op. cit., p. 733.
4 'Alamgirnama, p. 2 I 3, but his rank there is stated as 2,000, with 1,500

horse of which 1,000 were 2-horse, 3-horsc troopers; later, p. 345, his rank was
raised to 2,500 with 2,500 horse.

SOp. cit., p. 629.



Badshahnama, I, pt. i, pp. 374, 375·

SARFRXZ KHAN DECCANI

(Vol. II, pp. 469A73)'

Sarfraz Khan Deccaniul-Umara]
7 1 7

same course, and was appointed to the rank of 4,000 foot with 3,000

horse! H U I d' ._. e came to pper n la ll1 attCl1dance on Emperor Shah

Jahan, but took leave to serve in his native country-to which he was

greatly attracted and attached and did not again leave it. He had

par~~n.a Lohgaon in Nandair as his fief. He made the village of

Baloh ll1 that pargana as his home, and made it famous above all

~he nearby villages by erecting there a fine mosque and other build

ll1gs. He served for some thirty to forty years. Though he did

not perform any outstanding service, yet he did not Jose his position.

He ~Jways ~erved diligently under Prince Mu\:Jammad Aurangzib

Bahadur dUring the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan. When the said

Prince went off to war with Dara Shik6h, Sarfraz Khan was raised

t~ the ~ank of 9,000
2

, and despite his objections had to accompany

hun With the Deccan auxiliaries. When in the 9th year of Emperor.

Aurangzib's reign Mirza Raja Jai Singh, Governor of the Deccan,

pro.ceeded to devastate the Bijapur territory, the fort of Mangalvide3
,

which ~as on the bank of the Bhimra (Bhima river), and 16 kos

from BiJapur, was captured by the exertions of New the Commander

in-chief of Shivaji's army. Mirza Raja appointed Udai Singh

Bhadauriyah to the charge of the fort, and made Sarfraz Khan the

Faujdar of the district\ and marched forward. -

About the same time Sharza Khan Bijapuri came with 6,000

cavalry co attack the fort of Mangalvide. Though the Raja had

strictly enjoined Sarfraz Khan to exercise all due care and foresight,

and not to engage if the enemy came with a strong force, but to

Badshahnama. I, pt. ii, p. 297.
2 See 'Alamgirnama, p, 47 where hl's rank ft ..a er promotIOn IS given as

5,000 with 4,000 horse.

3 ~an~alpir~ in the Text, Mangalpahra in Khafi Khan, II, p. 192, and
Mangalbedh In 'Alamgirnama and lV1aathir-i-'Alamgiri. The correct name is

Mangalvide as given in Sir Jadunath Sarkar's Shivaji, p. 331 and Cambridge

History of India, IV, p. 284-
4 'Alamgirnama, p. 992. Netaji the name of Shivaji's general is given as

Nettl in the Text.
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[Maathir-Sarftaz Khan Deccani

He was of distinguished lineage, and it is stated that he belonged

to the Quraish family. His ancestors came to the Deccan from holy

Medina, and after undergoing many hardships entered the service of

the Ni~am Shahis. Sarfraz was granted the title of Sarfraz Khan

and having attained the rank of an Amir became famous. When

Malik 'Ambar rose to the head of the government and became

Commander-in-chief of the forces, he was appointed head of the

Telingana Army. When Na~iri: Khan Khan Dauran set himself in

the 4 th year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign to take the fort of Qanda

har-which f"r its size and impregnability was one of the leading

forts of the country-Sarfraz Khan who had arranged his forces

between the town and the fort, and had placed the artillery in front,

bravely attacked him in that area. The brave attackers were greeted

with a heavy barrage of artillery and musket fire from the fort and

the ground. Khan Dauran and his companions fought bravely

and killed many of the enemy. Some whose time had not yet

arrived, saved their li~es by Hight. Sarfraz Khan abandoned his

bag and baggage, and with a few followers escaped and joined the

Ni~am Shahi troops-which under the command of Muqarrab Khan

and Bahlol Khan in company with Randaula Khan 'Adil Khani had

arrived near the fort to reinforce the garrison. The town came into

the possession l of the imperialists. As the fortune of the Ni~am

Shahi dynasty was declining, its arrangements fell into disorder, and

at this time Muqarrab Khan alias Rustam Khan Deccani, the

Commander-in-chief of the Ni~am Shahi forces, through his good

fortune entered the impaial service. Sarfraz Khan also followed the

Another son was Dildar. He in the end of Emperor Shah Jahan's

reign had the rank of 800 foot with 600 horse, and in the beginning

of Emperor Aurangzib's reign received the title of Khan.



take shelter in the fort, but, he out of impetuousity and valoUl',

engaged with them in battle at the head of a small force, and after

much fighting was killed. After this event his sons with the remain

ing soldiers and elephants entered the fort, and found shelter there I •

Sarfraz Khan was a grey beard. He was very economical (salamat 2

MVt), and neither harmed nor helped anyone. He had five sons.

Two of them I:-Iusain Khan and Mul:ammad Purdil Khan left descen

dants. I:-Iusain Khan, who was the eldest, received the title of

Sarfraz Khan after the death of his father, and having acquitted

himself bravely was killed in the battle of Malkhair3 (Malkhed),

which Diler Khan fought with the 'Adil Shahis. His sons were

Murad Ullah Khan, and Burhaa Ullah Khan. The latter about

the end of the reign of Aurangzib was the Faujdar of Nu~ratabad

Sakkar (Sagar). In the 49th year he was removed from there, and

the Faujdiirt with the government of Bijapiir was assigned to Chin

Qulij Khan Bahadur. In the end he was in great distress. Nawab

Apf Jah made him for sometime, after the battle with 'Alam 'Ali

Khan, the Superintendent of Branding and Musters. He was an

elegant (rangtn) man, and was very intimate with the author. He

died a natural death at Aurangabad. As long as he lived, the town

of Baloli:, despite his quarrels with his brothers, formed their jagtr.
At present this also has been taken from them.

rank, and rece~ved the title of Sarfraz l Khan'. In the 27 th year he

was deputed With Mul:ammad 'A~am Shah for besieging Bijapiir, and

after. the victory was honoured by the gift of an elephant. Later he

was 10 attendance on Mul:ammad Kam Bakhsh-who was at Sakkhar

al~d had been appointed to assist Dhulfiqar Khan who was besieging

Gmgee. Afterwards he was appointed commandant and Faujdiir of

Nu~ratabad Sakkhar2
• In the 40th year he was removed 3 from this

post, and in the 43rd year4 he was appointed with Mul:ammad Bidar

Bakhsh to pursue Rama Bhonsle, and rendered good service. He was
I d" .ater Ismlssed from hiS rank on account of some fault, but in the

47 th year, at the request of Mul:ammad Kam Bakhsh, he was5 rein

stated in the rank of 6,000 with 5,000 horse. After that he rendered

good service in the pursuit of Bed6 (Pidia) Na'ik and as a reward in

the 50th year his rank was increased to 6,000 with 6,000 horse 7 •

After the death of Emperor Aurangzib he was killed by a bullet while

he w~s att.acking a village. His son was Sarafraz Khan Saiyid Ami'n,

who 10 NI~am-ul-MulkA~af Jah's time was the Governor of Haidara

badj h~ built houses in Musta'idpiira outside the city. After his

death hiS grandson inherited a small fief. At the time of writing he
too is dead.

Sarfraz Khan Saiy id La~if [Maathir-

, I

.
"

ul-Umara] Sarfraz Khan Saiyid La~if

SARFRAZ KHAN SAIYID LATIF

(Vol. II, pp. 499, 500).

At first he was in the service of the Bijapiir rulers. In the 20th

year of Emperor Aurangzib's reign he, at the recommendation of Diler

Khan Dadzai entered the royal service, and gradually attained a high

'Alamgirnama pp. 995, 996. Also see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of

Aurangzib, IV, p. 112.
2 Apparently implying that he was prudent and of a retired disposition.
3 Battle of Malkhed, situated some 20 miles to the east of Gulbarga, in

September 1677. See Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit. p. 147.

1
.I' In Khafi ~an, II, p. 291, his name is given as La~if Shah.

. 2 It is spelt as Sakkhar and Sakkar in MaaYl,ir.i-'Alamgiri, p. 304 where it
IS stated that the place was named Nu~ratgarh, p. 307. Its situation is given as

between Bijapiir and f:Iaidarabad. It is really Sagar some 72 miles east of
Bijapiir city, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Histary of Aurangzib, V, p. 216.

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 384.

4 Op. cit., p. 411.

5 This was in the 48th year, see MaCithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 480.

6 Bed in Text should be Pidia for whom see Sir Jadunath Sarkar's excell
ent account in the work cited pp. 218-234.

7 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 513.



po Satrsal Bundila [Maathir- ul-Umara] Satrsal Bundila

SATRSAL1 BUNDILA

(Vol. II, Fp. 510-5 I2).

He was the son of Champat Bundila, who after Jujhar Singh was

killed, and his territory confiscated to the state, stirred up strife there,

and attacked and plundered the country. In the 12th year 2 of

Emperor Shah Jahan's reign 'Abdullah Khan Firuz Jang was appointed

to chastise him, and in the 15th year3 Raja Bahar Singh Bundila was

deputed for the same duty. As Champat Bundila had long bee~ in

the service of Bir Singh Deo and Jujhar Singh, he abandoned the Idea

of turbulence, and for a time became his (Pahar Singh's) servant.

Afterwards he entered the service of Sul~an Dara Shik6h4
• When

Aurangzib started for Upper India in 1068 A,H. (1658 A.D.), he,

after the battle with Maharaja Jaswant Singh and through the inter

mediation of Subh Karan Bundila entered Aurangzib's service, and was

appointed to a high rank5
• When the Emperor returned from Multan

to oppose Sul~an Shuja', he was attached6 to the contingent of Kha1ll

Ullah Khan, the Governor of Lahore. As he was innately seditious,

he ran 7 away to his home from there, and took to highway robbery.

As the Emperor had great affairs, such as the opposing of Sul~an

Shuja', the chastisement of the Maharaja, and the encountering of

Dara Shikoh, on hand, he winked at the transgression, but at the time

I For the traditional history of Champat and Satrasal, or Chhatur Sal,

see Pogson--History of the Boondelas (Calcutta, 1828). It is stated (p. 105)
that he had I 3 children alive. while according to tradition he had 52 sons.
His mausoleum is at Chutturpur (Panna) where he died in December, 1731, at

the age of 82 years.
2 I Ith year in the Text, but 12th in Badshahnama which has been

adopted, see pp. 136, 137 of vol. II,
3 End of the I I th year in Text, but 15th in BadshCihnama, I, p. 303.

4 Op. cit., p. 30 4.
5 'Alamgirnama, p. 78. He was appointed to the rank af 1,000 with

500 horse.

6 Op. cit .. p. 217. 7 Op. cit., p. 3or.
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of the march to Ajmer he sent Subhkarn Bundila and other Rajas to

chastise him. After disposing off the claims to the share of the

sovereignty, Aurangzib in the 4th year sent Raja Debi Singh to over

throw him. He got frightened, and hid himself from day to day.

Raja Sujan Singh-who was attached to the Bengal contingent-made

enquiries and ascertained that he was hiding in the village of Sahrah

the home of Raja Indraman Dhandera. Accordingly they hurried to

summon him. The men got frightened, and cutting off his head sent

it to the Coure. After him Satrsal, who held a minor post, went off

to Shivaji Bhonsle, who sent him to his native country. There he,

according to the hereditary custom, stirred up turbulence. In the

22nd year Raja Jaswant Singh Bundila was sent to punish him.

Thereupon he undertook to take up imperial service, and in the 44th
year was appointed 2 Commandant of the fort of A'~am Tara alias
Satara. In the 48th year, he deserted to his home. In the 49th
year, at the solicitation of Firuz Jang his offence was pardoned,

and he was appointed to the rank of 4,000. After the death

of Emperor Aurangzib he retired to his own estates, and though

in the reign of Emperor Bahadur Shih Farmans recalling him were

issued, he did not come. But after the return of Emperor Bahadur

Shah from the Deccan he joined the imperial army, and was appointed

to the forces which were to act against the Guru who was the leader

of the Sikhs. In the time of Emperor Mul~ammadShah, when Mu~am

mad Khan Bangash led an army against him and forcibly took posses

sion of some imperial estates and reduced his power, he intrigued with

the Marathas in Malwa, and with their assistance marched against

him and besieged him in Garhi. After four months, the Marathas

on account of an outbreak of plague returned, but he continued with

the siege for another three months. At last peace was arranged3 •

The account of Debi Singh's campaign against Champat Bundila is based
on 'Alamgirnama, pp. 632, 633.

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 42 4.
3 For a good account of the Bundelkhand campaign see Irvine Later

Mughals, II, pp. 230-241. Garhi should be Jaipur, where Mu~ammad Khan



Satrsal Hira ul-Umaral Satrsal Hata

One night the Deccanis finding the defenders off their guard

attacked the quarters of Khan Zaman of which the Rao had charge.

He stood firm and bravely defended the place. The Deccanis retired

aft~r killing the brother's son of Bahlul. In the 7th year he performed

valtant deeds in the siege of Parenda1
• In the 8th year when the

government of the Balaghat was entrusted to Khan Zaman, the Rao

was attached2 to him. In the 9th year when the Emperor proceeded

to ~handesh to' chastise Sahu Bh6nsle and for comforting his Deccan

subjects, the Rao and Khiin Zaman joined3 him after his arrival near

Burhanpur. Later when three armies were sent out under the

commands of three leading officers, the Rao was placed in the van

of. the army under Khan Zaman, and at all times and in all places he

With the said Khan exerted bravely in the chastisement of the

~alcontents. In his absence (ghaibana i.e. without personally appear

1l1g at the Court) his rank was advanced to 3,000 foot with 3,060

horse by an increase4 of 1,000 horse. After having spent a few

years in the Deccan he came5 in the 15th year to the Court in

attendance on Prince Mu~ammadAurangzib Governor of the Deccan.

In the same year he was deputed 6 with Sul~an Dara Shik6h to the

Qandahar campaign. On his return in the 18th year he was granted

a robe of honour, and was permitted to go to his country7. In the

19th year he8 went with Prince Murad Bakhsh on the campaign to

Balkh and Badakhshan. When the said Prince on account of inexperi

ence left that country, the Rao returned to Peshawar either on account

of the unsuitability of the climate or from love for his native country.

The Emperor ordered the Attock officers not to allow him to cross9

(the Indus).. In the 20th year when Sul~an Aurangzib was appointed

to that provIl1ce, he accompanied him, and distinguished himself in

the fights with the - Ozbegs and Alamanan. When the Prince by

They say that he had many children. One of his sons was Kanwar

Khan Chand, who was with Ni~al11~ul-Mulk A~af Jah in the Deccan,

and had pargana Sherpur in Bcrar as his fief.

(RAO) SATRSAL HARA

(Vol. 11, pp. 26o~263)'

He was the grandson of Rao Ratan 1
• His father Gopi Nath had

a slender body, but was so strong that he would sit between two

branches of a tree, each of them of the thickness of the centre pole

of an awning (Shamiana), and putting his foot on one, and his back

against the other part them asunder. As a result of these improper

exertions he fell ill and died during his father's life-time. When

Rao Ratan died in the 4th year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign,

Satrsal was made his successor according to the Rajput custom,

according to which if the eldest son was dead, his son succeeded. The

Emperor appointed him to the rank of 3,000 with 2,000 horse,

gave him the title of Rao, and the fief of Bundi and Kanker and

the neighbouring parganas which formed the home territory of Rao

Ratan2. When he came from the BaHighat and did homage, he

presented 40 elephants, which had belonged to his grandfather.

Eighteen, the value of which was 2 i4 lakhs of rupees were kept and

the rest returned. He was granted a robe of honour, a horse with

silver trappings, and a flag and drums3
• Later he was appointed to

the Deccan, and in company with Khan Zaman he, in the 6th year,

distinguished himself by his loyal service in the siege of Daulatabad

by superintending the batteries, providing aid wherever required, and

bringing in provisions from Zafarnagar
4

•

with his small force was besieged till on signing a written agreement he was

allowed to evacuate.
For the earlier career of Satrasal see Irvine, 1oc. cit. pp. 228-23°.

See Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II. pp. 208-2 I I, translation antea, pp,

6°3-6°5.
2 Taken fram Badshahnama, I, pt. i, pp. 401, 4°2.
3 Op. cit., p. 417. 4 Op. cit., pp. 5°3, 505, 510, 519.

, ,
r
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Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, pp. 33-47·

3 Op. cit., p. 135·
5 Biidshahnama, n, p. 284,

7 Op. cit., pp. 387, 388.

9 Op. cit., p. 633·

2 Op. cit., p. 63.

4 Op. cit., p. 177·
6 Op. cit., p. 293.
8 Op. cit., p. 484.
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his father's orders made over the province to Nadhar Mul)ammad.

and returned to Kabul, the Rao was summoned to the Court from

Kabul, and he arrived there in the 2 I st year; he paid his respects

and was allowed to go to his home. In the 22nd year he was

summoned to the Court, and granted the rank of 3,500 foot with

3,900 horse, and senti with Prince Mul}ammad Aurangzib on the

campaign to Qandahar, which had passed into the hands of the

Iranians. He was sent with Rustam Khan and Qulij Khan to Bust,

and fought bravely 2 in the battle with the Iranians. In the 25th

year with the said Prince3
, and in the 26th year with4 Prince Dara

Shik6h he was again sent on the same expedition. In the 29th year

he was appointed to the Deccan, which province had been assigned

to Prince Aurangzib, and in the taking of the fortS of Bidar and

Kalyani had frequent encounters with the Deccanis, and performed

valuable services through bravely sticking firmly to his allotted

positions. In the 3 I st year when there was a change of affairs, and

Sul~an Dara Shik6h in spite of the counter orders of Shah Jahan,

appointed strict Sazawals for sending back5 to the Court the officers

who had been deputed to the Deccan and thus in spite of the fact

that Sul~an Aurangzib was busy with the siege of Bijapur and was

within a day or two of taking it, the Rao left without the Prince's

leave, and returned to the Court. In the battle near Agra in 1068

A.H. (1658 A.D.) between the two Princes he wasG in Dara Shik6h's

vanguard. He performed great deeds of valour, and courageously

attacked the centre of Sul~an Aurangzib's army, where he was slain

by the brave warriors of that force 7
•

He Was the son of Lashkar Khan Abul tIasan whose account 1

has been included in this work. In the rst year of Emperor Shah

Jahan's reign he was given the rank2 of 1,000 with 500 horse, and

when his father was appointed Governor of Kabul, he was attached

to him, and went with the advance force. After the suppression of

Nadhar Mul}ammad Khan, the ruler of Balkh, in that province, he

was re~arded with an increase of 500 with roo horse, and in the 3rd
year hiS rank was advanced to 2,000 with 700 horse. Afterwards

he a~peared at. the _Court in the Deccan, and in the 4 th year wa~

appolllted ~o assist 'A~a.m Khan, who had requested for his appoint

ment. HIS rank was mereased to 2,500 with 1,000 horse. In the

Jth year he went off to his father who had been appointed Governor

of Delhi. In the 6th year he had an increase of 1,000 horse, and

was granted a Rag and drums, and appointed Faujdar3 of the Lakhi

Jangal in succession to Jan Nithiir Khan. In the 8th year he was

removed
4

from there, and in the 9th year when the Emperor went

to the Deccan, he was appointed 5 with Khan Dauran to devastate

Adil Khan's territories. He rendered good service in the siege and

capture of the fort of Ausa G
, and as a reward received in the loth

year an increase of 500 horse. In the 13 th year 7 he was promoted

to the rank of 3,000 with 2,500 horse. In the 15th year he came

to t~e Court from th~ Deccan8 in attendance on Sul~an Aurangzih

Bahadur, and went WIth Sul~an Dara Shik6h when he left for Qanda-

Satrsal Hara [Maathir- ttl-Umara] Sazawar Khan

SAZAWAR KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 438-44 I).

2
Maiithir-ul-Umarii, Text, III, pp. 163- 1 68, Beveridge & Prashad's

translation, I, pp. 831-834.

2 Biidshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 121.

3 Op. cit., p. 476.

4 Biidshiihnama, I, pt. ii, p. 64.

5 Id., p. 136.

6 Ddgir in Biidshahniima, I, pt. ii, pp. 217, 218.

7 Badshiihnama, II, p. 205· 8 ld
., p. 204-

Op. cit., p. 89'

4 'Alamgirnama, p. 29·
'Amal $ali~, III, p. 7I.

3 Op. cit., p. 139·

5 Op. cit., p. 95.
6 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar's History of Aurangzib, I, p. 403. His name

there is given as Chhatra Sal. See also Tad, RCljasthan (1914 edn.), II, pp. 388 ,

389.
7 Op. cit., p. 157·



lId., p. 378.
-l - 7 His father's death in Bihar is also recorded on

2 'A amgirnama, p. 12 .

the same page.
3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 136.

4 Id., p. 163.
5 ]d., p. 255·

6 Id 6 The name of his son is not mentioned there .., p. 2 7.

Shad'i Khan Ozbeg

SHADI KHAN OZBEG

(Vol. II, pp. 66 I, 662).

ut-Umara]

Verse

Whenever it is essential for you to prescribe an operation!
If you apply an ointment (instead), it is of no avail.

Then he retired to his bouse. After a few days he sent a mes
sage to the Commandant that a person by the name of Mul)ammad

1 The account appears to be based on 'A mal ~ali~, III, pp. 73-77. The

date of surrender of the fort of Qandahar is given there as 8th ';>afr-see also

!iliafi !).ban, I, pp. 688, 689 where the date is 9th ';>afr 1059 A.H. The year

1056 A.H. as given in the Text of lw'aathir above, is a mistake for 1059 A.H.
as Shadi Khan was appointed to Qandahar only in 1058 A.H. See also Banarsi
Prasad Saksena's History of Shah lahan, pp. 224, 225 where the date of

surrender of the fort is given as February 1I, 1649. See also Cambridge

History of India, IV, p. 204. For Qibchaq Khan see Maathir-tll-Umllra, Text,

III, pp. 82-85, translation, antea, pp. 524-526

He was a lvi'lnSdbdar during thc reign of Emperor Shah Jahan,
and was posted to the fort of Qandahar. In the 22nd year corres

ponding to 1°58 A.H. (1648 A.D.) when the King of Iran came to
take the fort, and encamped in the garden of Ganj 'All Khan, Shadl
Khan had charge of the W Jis Qaran Gate on behalf of Khwwa? Khan
the CommandJl1t of the fort. After the siege had lasted a long time,
he turned unfaithful to his salt, and following the path of disgrace
Jllied himself with the enemy. He also led away Qibchaq Khan-whose
account has been written separately-from the straight path. With
some other Mansabdiirs he went to the Commandant of the fort and
represented that JS the roads were blocked by snow there was no hope
of reinforcements reaching them, and that from the energy with which
the Iranian army WJS conducting the siege it was evident that the fort

would soon be captured. After that they would have neither any
chance of safety for thcmselves, nor could they hope to rescue their
children and families. The Commandant, who had lost courage,
instead of using his sword contented himself with admonishing them.

-,,.
I

[Maathir-Sazawar Khan

har with the intention of fighting with the ruler of Iran. In the

17th year, he was appointed l Governor of Junair on th~ de_ath of
Sipahdar Khan. Probably he was also Fau~dar. of Sul~anpur and
Nandurbar, which office was taken from hIm 111 the 22nd year.
As he was ill for a long time, he was deprived of his rank. In the

29th year after recovering his health he came to the Court, and ~~s

appointed to the rank of 3,000 with. 1,200 ho~se, an~ made F~uJdar
of Tirhot, and received many of Its estates 111 fief 111 succ.esslOn to
'Abdur Rasol son of 'Abdullah Khan Bahadur. After reachl11g there

he died in J065 A.H. (1655 A.D.). His son Sha~qat Ullah, at

the end of Shah Jahan' s reign had the rank of 5°° wIth 150 ho~se.
In the 28th year he was appointed Commandant of the fort of !rlm
bak in the Deccan, and in the 31st year was promoted as Superinten
dent of the Bangash. In the I st year of Aurangz'ib's reign he was

exalted by promotion to the rank of 1,000 with 250 .~orse'ra~d gr~nted
the title of his father 2 • In the 16th year when Shup'at Khan Ra dan
daz Khan went to chastise the Afghans of the Khaibar, he was sent as

seco~d-in-command of the artillery. In the 17th year he accompa
nied3 Sul~an Mul)ammad Akbar, who had been appointed to

proceed to Kabul by the route of Kahat. In the 21St y~ar he waS

appointed Faujdar of Qanauj4. Later he was, for a w~tle, ~nder
censure, but in the 28th year he was pardoned, and appol11ted 2nd
M"ir Tuzuk. He died in the 29th year6

• His son Ral)mat Ullah

received a mourning robe.



1 Blochmanp in his translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 450, 45 1 publish

ed a more detailed biography of Shaham ~~l}an Jalair.
2 Akbarnama, Text, I, pp. 153, 154, Beveridge's translation, I, !J. 336.

Jalai ~an however succeeded in taking possession of Jal1l1pllr, see S. K. B.rncqi's

Humayun Badshah, I, p. 220.

SHAHAM KHAN JALAIR1

(Vol. II, pp. 6°3-605)'

He was one of the old officers of Emperor Akbar. His father
Biiba: Beg jalair had rendered good services for the dynasty. Emperor
Humayun appointed him the Governor of Jaunpur. As the climate
of Bengal suited that Prince, the gates of pleasure and enjoyment were
opened. Jalai )5]}an also known as Salim Shah in accordance with his
father Sher Shah's instructions arrived at Jaunpur, and besieged it.
Baba Beg defended the place with bravery2 and skill. Afterwards in

Beg with Sharaf-ud-Din-who was the Superintendent of buildings
and stores of the fort of Bust-had come on behalf of the ruler of Iran
with some messages, and had brought four letters. The Commandant
sent M!rak Hasan Bakhshi to send back the messenger. When M!rak
Hasan reach~d the Gate, he found that Shad! Khan had seated Mul).a
~1mad Beg inside the Gate, and that Qibchaq Khan and a number of
Mansabdars were also sitting there. Accordingly he returned and
informed the Commandant. He sent his writer (Lashkar navis) to
take charge of Mu~ammad Beg, and to send Qibchaq Khan and Shad!
Khan to him. When they arrived, he asked them why they admitted
an enemy (inside the fort) without his permission. They replied thn
he brought some letters, and it did not seem right to send him back
without seeing them. The Commandant went himself to the Gate,
and read the letters. VI,! hen he learnt that the fort of Bust had been
taken, he agreed to five days (i.e. surrender on the fifth day). On
the 5th day 28th ~afr 1056 A.H. (5th April, 1646 A.D.) Shad!
Khan made over the Wais Qaran Gate to 'Ali Qui! Khan, the leader
of the KinCT of Iran's forces, and himself went with Qibchaq Khan to

u

the King of Iran.

Shaham Khan Jalairui-Umara]

the affair of the Chausa ferry in 946 A.H. (1539 A.D.) when Sher
Shah attacked Humayiin's camp unawares and defeated him, and
Humayiin fled in confusion to Agra, he appointed Baba Beg to escort
!jaji Begam and other ladies of the harem. The royal soul was
killed l at the door of the royal enclosure by the Afghans. Shaham
Khan by his good and devoted service under Emperor Akbar attained
the rank of Amir. When he was deputed with Khan Khanan Mun'im
Khan for the conquest of Bengal, it so hap.pened that the Khan
Khanan died there, and the officers for protecting the country selected
him as their leader2. After this, in the 32nd year, his fief in Garh
was fixed in accordance with a rank of 3,000. Later he was favoured
by the Emperor by appointment as Governor of Delhi. When after
a stay of fourteen years in the Panjiib, in the 43rd year, Delhi became
the seat of royalty, it was reported that Shaham Khan had made over
the administration of the place to some greedy persons, and was him
self spending the time in idleness. He was censured and placed in the
background3 (i.e. removed from office). In the Asir campaign in the
Deccan, in accordance with the royal orders, he collected equiprnems,
and arrived quickly. As a result he was again exalted with favours4 •

During the siege he died of dysentery in the 45th year in the month
of Dhiil I:Iijja~ 1009 A.H. (May, 1601 A.D.S).

• t. Akbarnama, Text, I, p. t 59, Beveridge's translation. I, p. 343. See also
Banerji op. cit., p. 232.

2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 160, Beveridge's translation, HI, pp. 226-228.
3, Op. cit., Text, p. 749, translation, p. 11l8.

4 Op. cit., Text, p. 772, translation, p. 1154.

5 Op. cit., Text, p. 774, translation, p. II56. In regard to his death see
Beveridge's note 2 on p. 1156 and Index, p. 56 from which it would be seen
that he died in August, 1600.

t
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Shahamat Khan Saiyid Qasim Barah [Maathir- ul-Umara] Shahbaz Khan

6 Op. cit., p. 298.

8 Op. cit., p. 379.

SHAHAMAT KHAN SAIYID QASIM 13ARAH

(Vol. II, pp. 681-68 3)'

Originally he was in the service of Dara Shik6h, and w.it~1 his

headquarters in the fort of Allahabad he looked after the admlnls~ra

tion of that province on his behalf. When Dara Shi k6h after b~l~g

defeated went to the Panjab, Aurangzib sent Khan Dauran SalYld

Ma~muJ to take the fort (of Allahabad) either by negotiation or by

force. Meanwhile Mu~ammad Shuja' in accordance with the agree

ment with Aurangzib had taken possession of the province of 13iha.r,

and while Aurangzib was in the Panjab pursuing Dara Shik6h,

Mulpmmad Shuja' advanced on finding the capital deserted, and the

Governors of the forts of Rohtas and Chunar-who held these forts

on behalf of Dara Shik6h-made these over to MUQammad Shuja' in

accordance with instructions in letters from Dara Shik6h written after

his flight. Saiyd Qasim also informed Mu~ammad Shuja' about this

arrangement\ and when the latter came to Allahabad, went and

waited upon him. He was2 with him in battle, but after his defeat

returned before him to Allahabad, which Mu~ammad Shuja' had left

under his charge. After Mulpmmad Shuja' arrived there he sagaci

ously refused to surrender the strong fort to him. When news was

received of the approach of Prince Mu~ammad Sul~an and MU'aHam

Khan-who had been appointed to pursue Shuja'-he sought an

alliance with Khan Dauran, and made the surrender of the fort a means

of attaining his intercession3
• In accordance with the royal orders he

reached the Court in the 1st year, and paid his respects. He was

honoured by the grant of a robe of honour, the rank of 3,000 with

1,000 horse, and the title of Shahamat Khan4
• In the 2nd year he

I The above account of the surrenders of the forts of Rohtas and Chunar

to Shuja< by Ram Singh and 'Abdul JaW, the Commandants of the forts on
behalf of Dara Shik6h, and the offer by Saiyid Qasim Khan to surrender the

fort of Allahabad to nim is taken from 'Alamgirnama, p. 225·

2 Op. cit., p. 257.
3 Op. cit., pp. 285, 286. 4. Op. cit., pp. 303, 304.

was appointed Thanadar of Ghaznin 1 in su:cession to Shamsher Khan

Tarin. In the 4th year he-was removed from there, and nominated

as an auxiliary of the province of Kabul. In the 6th year he was

exalted by being appoinred 2 to the charge of the fort of Kabul. He

was for a long time in that country. Sometimes he was in charge and

at other times he was only included amongst officers appointed to that

province. He died in the 24th3 year. Nu~rat Yar Khan, his brother's

son attained a high rank in the time of Emperor Mu~ammad Shah,

but did not accomplish anything.

SHAHBAZ KHAN alias SHERO ROHILA

(Vol. II, pp. 650, 65 I).

In the I st year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he received the

title4 of Shahbaz Khan, and was deputed5 with Mahabat Khan when

he was sent to chastise Nadhr Mu~ammad Khan the ruler of Balkh,

who was creating a disturbance round about Kabul. Afterwards he

was sent with 'Abdullah Khan to chastise Jujhar Singh Bundila who

had rebelled for the first time. In the 3rd year he was appointed to .

Basim along with Rao Ratan Hara, and granted6 a flag. Afterwards

he wene to the fort of Qandahar in the Deccan with Na~iri Khan,

and rendered good service in its capture. Then he went8 with A'?am

Khan to Bhalki and Chatk6ha in Bidar, and in the 4 th year corres

ponding to 1040 A.H. (1630 A.D.) he was killed with his son in

royal service in a battle which ensued during a foraging expedition

when Bahadur Khan R6hila and Yusuf MUQammad !5..ban of Tush-

Alamgirnama, p. 34 I.

2 Op. cit., p. 834.
3 His appointment as the Commandant of the Kabul fort in the 24th year

is recorded in Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 196, and the appointment of his successor
in the same year on p. 207.

4 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 204.

SOp. cit., p. 2 13.

.7 Op. cit., p. 374.



Shahbaz Khan Kambii [Maathir- ul-Umara] Shahbaz Khan Kambu 733

kand were taken prisoners by the Deccanis1
• He had attained the

rank 2 of 3,000 with 2,000 horse.

SHAHBAZ KHAN KAMB0 3

(Vol. II, pp. 590-60 I).

He4 was sixth in descent from I:"laji Jamal, who was a disciple

of Makhdiim Baha'-ud-Din Zakria of Multan. It is stated that a

darwesh asked the Makhdiim to give him, for the love of God, an

ashrafi in the name of each of the prophets. The Makhdiim was

perplexed and the I:"laji said to him, "Make over the man to me."

He took him to his home and said, "Mention the name of each pro

phet, and receive an ashrafi". The darwesh named ten or twenty, and

received an ashrafi for each, and then humbly confessed that he could

not name any more. When this was reported to the Makhdiim, he

blessed I:"laji Jamal by saying that no one of his descendants would

ever have a deficient intellect. Accordingly most men of the Kambii

family are famed throughout India for the sharpness of their intellect.

Shahbaz Khan at first passed his days like his ancestors in asceticism

and as a darwesh. Later, he discharged so well the duties of the Kat

wal, that his work met with the approval of the Emperor Akbar, and he

was promoted from the rank of 100 to that of an A mir, and appointed

Mir-Tuzuk. In the 16th year when Lashkar Khan, the Chief Bakh

shi, was censured, his office was assigned to Shahbaz Khan, and after

sometime he was appointed5 the Chief Bakhshi. In the 2 I st year he

was deputed to punish the turbulent Rathors, especially Kala son of

Ram Rai grandson of Rai Maldeo, and to reduce the fort of Siwana

Badshahnama, I, pp. 380, 381.

2 Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 298.
3 For Kambii see Yazdani 'Amat ~ali~. I, pp. 3, 4, and edition of Elliot's

Glossary, I, p. 304-
4 Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edition), pp. 436-44°' Haji

Jamal is called l:Iaji Isma'iJ, and the story is differently told there.
5 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 364, Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 52 9,53°.

, ,

in the Jodhpur territory. A number of the recalcitrants of the

neighbourhood had collected in the fort of Deokur, and he first

addressed himself to reducing it. He was soon victorious, and a

large number of the rebels were killed. After that he took the fort

of Dutara, and then applied himself to the taking of Siwanah-which

was one of the famous fortresses in the country. The garrison capitula

ted and surrendered thel fort. Shahbaz Khan returned to the Court,

and was graciously received.

In the same year, which corresponded to 984 A.H. (1576 A.D.),

Shahbaz Khan was deputed against Raja Gajpati who was one of the

leading Zamindars of Bihar. Gajpat'i had always collaborated with

the imperial troops and rendered good service in subduing Bengal, but

he developed some improper ideas in his head, and returned to his

domain. At the time of confusion, which followed in Bengal after

the death of Mun'im Khan, Gajpat'i adopted evil ways, became a

robber, and began to plunder and devastate the country. Farl~at

Khan, the fief-holder of Arrah, and his sons Farhang Khan and Qara

Tag Khan fell in battle against him. When Shahbaz Khan came the

pillars of Gajpat'i's power shook and he thought it best 't~ fly fran: the

a~ea. Shahbaz Khan did not give up the pursuit and followed

him ~herever he went and finally besieged him in Jagdespur which

was hiS strongest fort. When the fort was reduced after a time, his

family were made prisoners and he became a vagabond. Shahbaz

Khan also. took the fort of Shergarh which Sri Ram, the son of Gajpati,

was. holdmg. At this time the fort of Rohtas-which is impossi

ble to reduce by ordinary means-was in the hands of Junaid

Kararani. He made it over to Saiyid Mu~ammad, a trusted servant.

When Junaid Kararani died, Muzaffar Khan set off to take the

fort. Saiyid Mu~ammad turned 'to Shahbiiz Khan and implored

for protection. This was granted, and he delivered the fort 2
•

1 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 167, 168, Beveridge's translation, III, pp.
238, 278. I have Beveridge followed for the names of the forts.

2 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 185-189, Beveridge's translation, III, pp.
260-268.



After these distinguished services Shahbaz Khan returned to

the Court, and received boundless favours. Later, he was appointed

to chastise the proud Rana Partap, and in the 23rd year, 986 A.H.,

1578-79 A.D., he besieged the fort of K6mbalm'ir, which had seldom

before been taken. The Rana was frightened, and in the dead of

the night Red disguised in the dress of a sanyasi and went and hid

himself in the hills. The fort was captured, and the next day the

forts of the G6gandah and Udaipur were taken possession of. He

left no part of the territory undevastated, and having .annexed it

established fifty thanas in the hill country (K6histan), and thirty

five outside it from Udaipur to Purmandal. He made Duda, the

son of Ra'i Surjan Hara, who had always been turbulent, submissive,

and took him with himself to the Court, and received royal favours.

He was again deputed to the Ajmer Province in the neighbourhood

of the area for punishing the obstreperous. Accordingly Rana

Partap-whose family and belongings had been plundered-found

his territory clear of evil doers and occupied by an army. Other

recalcitrants became so alarmed that they considered every morning

and every evening their last.
When the disturbance of the disloyal officers occurred in Bihar

and Bengal, Shahbaz Khan was sent there. But in his presumption

he could not get on with Khan kpm K6ka, who had also been

deputed to chastise the rebels. He acted independently in uprooting

the seditious mongers of Bihar. He administered suitable punishment

to 'Arab Bahadur, and moved off to chastise the rebels of Jagespiir.

When it became known that Ma'~iim Khan Farrankhudi had gone

astray, and that 'Arab Bahadur and Niyabat Khan had joined him,

Shahbaz Khan hastened to Audh (Oudh). Near Sul~anpur Bilhari,

25 kos from Audh (Fai?abad) an engagement took place. Ma'~iim

Khan attacked the Centre, and Shahbaz Khan losing control fled;

nor did he turn rein till he reached Jaun piir, some 30 kos distant.

Accidentally a report of the death of Ma'siim Khan dispersed

his troops, and at this time the left wing of the imperialists rushed

into action. After a short fighting Ma'~iitn Khan was wounded and

fled to Audh. When Shahbaz Khan heard the good news of the

victory,. he quickly renewed the battle 7 kos from Audh. After a

h~rd .fight the enemies were defeated and had to disperse 10 varIOUS
directions as they could not establish themselves in Audh.

~hen ~he disturbance of these sedition- mongers was quelled,

Shahbaz Khan marched to the Capital city of Agra, and in the absence

of the Emperor-who had gone to Kabul to put down Mirza Muham-
mad H k- h' .... .. : a 101- e 10 accordanee With Instructions earned on the admi-
nistration of that great city in the Emperor's absence. In the 26th

year ~n t.he return of the Emperor he offered his obeisancel . As

world. s W111e casts away men at a time when they have performed out

stand10g deeds, he fell into presumptuous ways during this time when

there was the hunt at .Nagarchin, the Bakhshis at the time of assigning

the watches placed him below Mirza I<han son of Bairam Kh- A. _ an. s
W10e h~d encouraged him, he left his place and uttered~nseemly
e~presstons. Emperor Akbar with a view to t~ach him wisdom made

him over to Rai S.al Darbari2
• When in the 28th year, Khan A'?am

~ho had become Sick of the Bengal climate, requested for appointment

111. some other area, Shahbaz Khan was sent3 to administer that area

With a lar?~ contingent of officers. On reaching the place he went on

an expedltlon to Gh6raghat to fight with Ma'siim Khan K-b 1- df . - a u I, an
a t~r ahar~ struggle defeated him. The elephant Parshad and other

spOils fell 111to his hands, and Shahbaz Khan pursued Ma'~iim Khan

to the ~O_U~1try of Bhati where he had taken refuge. -

Bhatt IS a low lying country to the south of Tanda, and is nearly

400 kos long (broad) and almost 300 kos broad (long from North to

~outh). As Bengal is a higher level tract than this area, the latter

I~ known as Bhat'i. When this tract was devastated by the imperia

lISt troops, and Baktrapiir, the residence of the ruler of Bhati was

sacked, an~ S~nargaon taken possession of, and the shores of Brahma

putra-which IS a great river which comes from China (Tibet)-were

1 Akb - T I I .arnama, ext, I, p. 372, Bevendge's translation, III, p. 546.
2 Akbarnama Text III B'd ' ._' " p. 375, even ge s translatIOn, III, pp. 550, 55 I.

3 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 401, 402, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 594-
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Bihar, Shahbaz Khan proceeded to Court, and in the 34t1a ' d K- _ 1 year was
pp0111te otwal of the imperial campl Lat h d dh ' . er e was epute to

c astlse the Afghans of Sawad (SaWat) A hwith . . . s e returned from there
out permISSIon, be was put into prison2 H I. e was re eased after

two years, and was made guardian of Mirza Shahrukh h h d b, d - w 0 a een
app0111te to Malwa. Then he and Mirza were . d hD' ' appolOte to t e

eccan campaIgn under the leadership of Prince Mur-ad D' h. . unng t e
SIege of A~madnagar, when the inhabitants of Shahr-i-Nau -which

wa~ known as Burha.nabad - were relying upon a promise of protection

whIch they had receIved from the Prince, Shahbaz Khan out of bi otr
made a f ... g YI _ pretence a VISlt111g the quarter known as Langar-Diiazdah

mam.(the House of the 12 Imams), and which was mostly inhabited
by Shl'as He h' h' ld'_ . gave a lOt to IS so lers to plunder the area3

• The

Deccams therefore lost faith in the assurances of the Moghuls d

f h
' an

most 0 t em went off iot 'I Tl P'_ T . 0 eXI e. le rmce was displeased. As

Shah~az Khan had. long been on bad terms with ~.adiq Khan, the

guardIan of the Pnnce, he without leave went off to Malw EAkb d . a. mperor
_ ar epnved him of his fief there, and transferred it to Mirza

Shahrukh4 H A' 5'. -:-' . e was sent to Jmer 111 the 43rd year, and in the

~x~edltlon aga111st the Rana was appointed to the advanced forces of

~mce Sul~an Salim w~o had marched with this purpose from Allaha

bad. As he was addIcted so taking quicksilver, and was more than
seventy years of age h dId . . .. ,e eve ope palOs 111 hIS arms and waist. He
recovered a ltttle, but at Ajmer was again attacked by the same

malady and suffered f h' h f A. . rom Ig ever. s a result of treatment by

the phySICIans he recovered his health, but in the 44th year of the

Akbarntima, Text, III, p. 537, Beveridge's translation III p 817
2 Akb - .' ,. .

a.rnama, Text, In, p. 584, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 885. He
was released III the 38th Y T 6 . '.h _ _ _ eaD, ext, p. 41, translatIOn, p. 985, and according
to t e Badayulll had to pay a nne of 7 lakhs of rupees.

3 See, however, Akbarntima Te t III 6 B .
III 6

' x , , p. 99, evendge's translation,
, p. 104 .

4 ~kbarn~ma, Text, III, p. 717, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1069.
5 kbarnama, Text, III, p. 749, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1120.
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conquered, 1sa, the Zamindar of the place, failed to defeat the impe

rialist armies, and so was obliged to have recourse to blandishments

and propose peace. It was agreed that a royal Superintendent should

be placed in charge of Sonargaon, and that Ma'~iim Khan should be

sent off to Mecca, provided the imperial army was withdrawn. While

Shahbaz Khan after crossing the rivers was waiting for the execution

of the engagements, Isa temporised, and finally turning the page pre

pared for battle. The officers were disgusted with Shahbaz Khan's

overbearing and proud behaviour, and instead of co-operating with

him everyone deserted him. He was forced to retreat to Tanda, and all

the acquisitions (of territory) were lost. Some persons lost their lives,

and a number were taken as prisoners. The enemy being emboldened

recovered possession of several places. Shahbaz Khan, on account of

the treachery and dissension in his command prepared to return to the

Presence. On receiving the news the Emperor appointed Sazawals
and ordered him to return. The fief-holders of Bihar were deputed

to accompany him. Shahbaz Khan obeying the orders turned back,

and through his great exertions recovered the lost places. He repeated

ly defeated the culprit Ma'~iim, who thereupon became a vagabond
1

•

In the 30th year, selfishness and arrogance resulted in a dissension

between Shahbaz Khan and ~adiq Khan. ~adiq Khan in accordance

with the orders of the Emperor took up the management of Bengal,

and Shahbaz Khan retired from the territory before the work had been

finished. After sometime he went with the Sazawals
2

of His

Majesty from Bihar to Bengal and addressed himself to the settlement

of the country. He overthrew many of the rebels, and sending a force

to Bhatl reduced the Zamindar to obedience. He also appointed a

force to Kokrah-which was a populous country between Orissa and

the Deccan-and collected much booty; Madhii Singh the land-holder

of the place paid a tribute. When in the 32nd year tranquillity had

been established in that territory, and Sa'id Khan reached there from

Akbarntima, Text, Ill, p. 460, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 695·
2 Akbarntima, Text, III, p. 448, Beveridge's translation, rn, pp. 672, 673·
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I:fakim Abul Fat~ said, "It is not fair to interrupt this good man",

so he went forward and urged, '<All the favours should not be shown

to this person only, there are others who are hoping for such a kind

ness (i.e. to be spoken to)". The Emperor left Shahbaz Khan and

went over to them. It is on account of such acts that Shaikh Abul

Fa41 has recorded! in his favour that in regard to every kind of

service and as a military leader he would have had few equals, if he

had not been imbued with excess of formality; and had he opened

his lips with discretion he would have been adorned with the tiara of

greatness. In energy and liberality he was unequalled; all were

astonished and some said he had got hold of the philosopher's stone

(sang-i-paras). This is a stone which, whenever it touches a metal

in th:: melted and deliquescent state, transmutes it into gold. It
is stated that it is found in the province of Malwa. It was found

before the time of Vikramajit in the reign of Raja Jai Singh Deo.

The fort of Mandu was completed in twelve years with gold produced

by such a stone. One day he had arranged a feast on the bank of

the river Narbada, and wished to give a bountiful present to his

Brahman. As he had to some extent withdrawn himself from wordly

affairs, he presented him. this stone. The Brahman in his ignorance

was greatly enraged and went and flung it into the river; he had

thus to regret his foolish action eternally. On account of the depth

of the water it could not be recovered, and nowadays no trace of it

is to be found.

It is stated that Shahbaz Khan had an excellent establishment of

servants. Out of these there were ten of them who each received a

lac a year.· In the Brahmaputra campaign he had 9,000 troopers of

his own. Every Friday eve he gave a thousand ashrafis as a shirini

nadhar (present of sweetmeats) to Ha4rat Qhauth-ul-Shaqlin. May

God have mercy on him! To the men of the Kambu tribe he was so

liberal that no one of them throughout India was left in distressed

cIrcumstances. After his death for fifty years ashrafis and rupees

- --
~"'-'",,,,",,,;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;,"
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reign of Emperor Akbar, corresponding to 1008 A.H. (1599 A.D),

he suddenly died l •. The Prince took possession of his belongings,

and without finishing the campaign returned to Allahabad, and

unfurled the flag of independence.
It is stated that Shahbaz Khan had directed in his will that he

should be buried in the enclosure of the tomb of Khwaja Mu'in-ud

Din, May Lord have mercy on him! The custodian~ objected, and

he had to be buried outside. In the night the Khwa):l appeared to

them in a dream and enjoined them saying that Shahbaz Khan was

one of the favoured ones, and that they should bury him inside in

the northern part of the dome. Next day, at their ins~ste~ce, the

body was removed and placed in the appointed spot. HIs pIety and

asceticism were well-known. He observed all the canons of the Shaii'at

to the letter. He did not follow the prevailing custom of the day

of trimming his beard short and did not drink any wines, nor did

he have the word disciple (Muiid) engraved on his ring. He nev~r

missed the night or morning prayers or the afternoon ones, nor dId

he ever fail in his ablutions and he was always ,telling the rosary

which he had in his hand. He did not talk of worldly affairs

between the afternoon and evening prayers. One day towards the

end of the day Emperor Akbar was enjoying fresh air on the bank

of the Fat~pur tank. He was holding Shahbaz Khan's ar~s,

and began to discourse with him. Shahbaz Khan all t~e time

kept watching the sun. J:Iakim Abul Fat~-who wa~ sta~d1l1g ~t a

d' 'd to Hak-lnl 'Ali "If this man does not mlss hlS evenll1gIstanCe-sal ,
prayers today, w~ will know that he is really pious". When the

time of prayers was at hand, Shahbaz Khan repr~sen~ed the matter

to the Emperor. The latter replied, "You can mls~ It; sur~ly you

are not going to leave me alone". Shahbaz Khan wIthdrew h~s arn~,

spread his dopatta (shawl) on the ground, and began saY1l1g hIS

prayers, and then proceeded to tell his beads. Emperor. Akbar every

now and then struck his hand on his head, and asked hlm to get up.

~-4
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shat to govern Qandahar1
• He did great deeds in uprooting the

Kakars, who for a long time had been committing robberies and terro

rising the inhabitants; and in the 42nd year he was exalted to the

rank of 3,5°°.
In the 1st year of Emperor Jahangir's reign I:Iusain Khan Shamlu,

the Governor of Herat on hearing of the death of Emperor Akbar

came with a Khurasan army and besieged Qandahar. Shah Beg Khan

with a stout heart and proper courage daily sent out well arranged

forces for fighting, and at night he sat on the top of the citadel and

held festivities. When the Iranian envoy came to the fort, there was

great shortage of grain, but Shah Beg Khan from his own stores

heaped up every kind of corn in the streets and markets, so that the

enemy might not be able to have an idea of the prevailing distress.

As the siege had been started without the sanction of the Iranian king

Shah 'Abbas ~afavi, I:Iusain Khan was rebuked and he had to return

unsuccessful. In accordance with the royal commands Shah Beg Khan

came to Kabul from Qandahar in 1016 A.H. (16°7-08 A.D.), and

waited upon Emperor Jahangir3
• He was rewarded by promotion to

the rank of 5,000, the grant of the title of J<han Dauran, and was

appointed Governor of Kabul and Afghanistan. From I:Iasanabdal he

was permitted to return to his terri tory4. He served there for a long

time. When as a result of old age he lost his physical strength, and

became incapable of riding or carrying out forced marches-which

Akbarntima, Text, pp. 633, 634, translation, III, pp. 972,973.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 650, translation, III, p. 999.
3 The author seems to \,ave confused the events to some extent. Shah

Beg ~an was promoted to the rank of 5,000 in the New Year's great feast,
vide Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk, I, p. 49. The report of the
attack on Qandahar was received later, vide pp. 70, 71 whence the account in
Maathir is taken, also see p. 86 where the Shah of Persia's intervention is men

tioned, as also of Shah Beg ~an returning to the Court with the relieving

force.
4 He was appointed to Tirah, Kabul, Bangash and the province of Swat

and Bajaur, and received the title of ~an Dauran and various presents, op. cit.,

p. 128.
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used to be unearthed from his buried treasures. What is strange,

however, is that up to the 40th year of Emperor Akbar's reign his

rank was not more than that of 2,000. People's idea about his

having found the philosopher's stone, therefore, gained currency.

though that does not appear credible. His sons did not attain a high

rank. Ilham Ulliih, one of the sons, became the recorder of Baglana

in the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan, and spent his life there. But

Karam Ullah1, the brother of Shahbaz Khan was possessed of excellent

qualities. He died a natural death at Sironj in 1002 A.H (1593-94

A,D.).

SHAH BEG l(HAN ARGHON
2

(Vol. II, pp. 64 2.645)'

He was known as the Khan Dauran, and was the son of Ibrahim

Beg Charik3 • In his younger days he was a servant of Mirza Mu~am

mad J:Iakim, and was posted as the Governor of Peshawar. After

the Mirza's death, and when Raja Man Singh in accordance with

Emperor Akbar's orders crossed the Indus to bring over his family.

Shah Beg went away to Kabul4
, but later came to the Court with the

Mirza's children; he was appointed to a suitable post
5

• He distin

guished himself in chastising the Yusufzais in Swat and Bajaur
6

, and

was granted ~hushab as his assignment. He did good service in the

conquest of T atta (Sind) under the Khan ~hanan, and as a reward

was raised to the rank of 2,500. In the 39th year when Mirza

Mu~~afar J:Iusain of Qandahar, the ~afavi, expressed his desire to

enter the Emperor's service, Shah Beg Khan was deputed from Banga-

I He forged the letter which led to Shah Man~iir being hanged, see

Matithir-ul-Umarti, Text, L p. 657·
2 The biography is freely translated by Blochmann, ;J'in I (2nd edn.),

pp. 408-4 I o.

3 Blochmann has Harik.
4 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 469, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 706 .

5 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 473,' translation, III, pp. 713, 7 I 4·

6 Op. cit., Text, p. 487, translation, III, p. 734-
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were essential for a Governor of Afahanistan-he was recalled to the0-

Court, and appointed Governor of T atta l (Sind). In the 14th year

he on the score of advanced age tendered his resignation. Emperor

Jahangir out of regard for his valuable services assigned to him the

pargana of l(hushab-which was his old assignment and which yielded

Rs. 75,000-as his:! fief.
It is stated that when he was going to T atta, and went to take

leave of A~af Jah, the latter recommended to him the brethren of

Mulla Mu1}ammad of T atta who was his companion. Shah Beg Khan

had heard that the Mulla's brethren because of his influence paid no

heed to the Governors, so he said in reply, "If they will behave pro

perly, all will be well, otherwise I will skin them." A~af Jah was

grefltly displeased, and this speech finally was the cause of ruin of

Shah Beg Khan's officers, and the loss of his rank and assignment.

Shah Beg !5ban was a simple soldier and a frank Turk. During the

reign of Emperor Akbar when at the time of his departure to Qanda

har Shaikh Farid Mir Bakhsh"i presented him the flag and drums,

Shah Beg Khan immediately remarked, "What is the use of these

things? Let my rank be increased and an assignment granted so that

I may be able to employ more soldiers for the service of the Emperor."

It is well known that in an assembly of Emperor Jahangir an eccentric

person (D"iwana) said in full D"iwan, "Your Majesty, in your father's

entourage there were heroes whom Shah Beg was not worthy to touch

(to scratch the skin of). Now these courtiers standing here are not

worthy to touch Shah Beg." He was a constant drinker. He used

to say, "Let the flask be there. It does not matter if the world is

not there." It is stated that he used to mix bhang, opium and

,[(uknar with wine, and drank the mixture which he named Char

1 A k barnama, Text, p. 397. Blochmann's translation of this passage is

incorrect. His return to the Court and his weak constitution is recorded on p.

61 of Vol. II, ill the account of the 13th year, and his leaving for Tatha {Sind;

wrongly given as Patna in the text as pointed by Beveridge) on p. 81 in the

14th year.
2 See op. cit., p. 97 where three sons and not two as in Maa!E.ir account

are mentioned.

SH~H BEG KHAN OZBEG

(Vol. II, pp. 665-667)'

743Shah Beg Khan Ozbegul-Umara]

Lagb.za 1 (Four delights), and he was, therefore, widely known as Shah

Beg Khan Kar (Blind) Char Laghza Khar. Of his sons Mirza Shih

Mu1}ammad, also known as Ghaznin Khan, was an outstanding man,

and one of the learned of the times. He rose to the rank of 1,000.

Another. Ya'qub Beg, was the son-in-law of Mirza Ja'far Asaf Khal1'. - ,
he had mean tastes and did not rise to distinction.

During the reign of Emperor Jahangir he was appointed to an

office under the Crown and had the rank of 1,000 with 400 horse.

In the 1st year of Shah Jahan's reign he received the title of Khan 2
,

and was seconded to the force deputed to the pursuit of Jujhar Singh

Bundela under 'Abdullah Khan Bahadur. In the 2nd year he was

granted an increase of soo foot with 200 horse3
, and in the 3rd year

he received4 a flag, and by the promotion his rank was5 advanced to

2,000 foot with 1,000 horse. Later he had an increase of 200 horse,

and in the 4th year of another 300 horse, and in the 6th year his

rank was increased 6 to 2,000 foot with 2,000 horse. Later he was

granted another promotion of 1,000 foot and 1,000 horse. In the 9th

year he was appointed to the force sent to chastise Sahu Bhansle, and

to ravage the country of 'Adil Khan in company with Khan Zaman;

he had the command of the left wingS. After reaching Raibagh in

the province of Bijapur he fought bravely, and killed and made pri-

. I Blochmann has Bug!:.ra in place of Lag!:.za. Bug!:.ra is a well known dish

1l1vented by Bugllra Khan of ~warazm, vide Steingass, p. 192 .

2 Badshanama, I, pt. i, p. 20I.

3 Op. cit., pp. 280, 28 I.

4 Op. cit., p. 305·
5 Op. cit., p. 306.
6 Op. cit., p. 472.
7 Op. cit., p. 543.

8 Badshahnama, 1, pt. ii, P 160.
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I Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 234.

3 Op' cit., II, p. 308.

3 Op. cit., p. 481-

4 'Amal ~ali~ II, p. 498.
5 '.Jlamgirnama, 'po 44·

soners many of the enemy. In the loth year he was promoted to the

rank of 4,000 foot with 3,000 horse, and appointed Commandant of

the fort of Junair1 • In the 151th year he received the gift of a

drum, and was afterwards appointed Governor
2

of Berar. In the

18th year he went to the Court, and did homage, apparently

in the same year he was appointed Faujdar of Mewat, as the

author of Badshahnama records that Shah Beg came
3

from

Mewat to the court in obedience to orders, and was deputed to

accompany Prince Murad Bakhsh on the Ball<-h and Badakhshan

campaign. In the 20th year he was appointed
4

Commandant of

Ghar! in place of Ihtimam Khan, and gave proofs of his valour and

bravery in repeated chastisements and fights with the independent

Ozbegs and the rebel Almanan. In the 21st year he returned from

~.-bari and presented himself at the Court. As the Faujdar'i
of Mewat had been taken from his charge in his absence, he was

granted a robe of honour, assigned certain estates in Berar, and allowed

to depart to the Deccan. In the 28th year he was appointed ~o the

high office of the Commandant of the A~madnagar fort, but 10 the

29th year was removed from this charge. In the 30th yea:. he

accompanied Prince Mu~amad Aurangzib Bahadur for chastlsmg

Qu~b-ul-Mulk, the ruler of J:Iaidarabad. After this expedition was

over. he was appointed with some officers and a force of 3,000

cavalry to remain on the borders of the imperial territory till the end

of the rains. After that when the times assumed another aspect,

and the blue heavens added a new lustre to the affairs, the said Prince

went off to the Court on the pretext of enquiring about his father's

health. Shah Beg Khan5 was left behind as Faujdar of the outskirts

of Aurangabad. Nothing further has come to light about his later

career.
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(Vol. II, pp. 536-539)'
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See Blochmann's translation of .J'in, I (2nd edn.) p. 402, and his notes

regarding Miyankal and Aimaqs.
2 Akbarntima, Text, II, p. 257, Beveridge's translation, II, P·384·
3 Op. cit., Text, II, p. 262. translation, II, p. 39 I; Beveridge has wrongly

rendered Ma~alib ~an in place of Ma~lab Khan.
4 Op. cit., Text, I!, p. 3 I 3, translation, II, p. 462,

5 Op. cit., :rext, II, p. 33 I, translation, p. 485.

He was one of the Miyankal Aimaqs of Samarqand. Under

Emperor Humayun he performed outstanding deeds and his services

were recognized by his elevation to the rank of an Am'ir. When

the world was adorned by the rule of Emperor Akbar, he in recog

nition of his valuable services rendered in various combats against

several powerful adversaries became a royal favourite and being

admitted into the galaxy of distinguished officials received successive

promotions which culminated in the rank of 3,000. In the loth

year he was2 deputed under Mir Mu'izz-ul-Mulk of Mashhad against

Bahadur Khan Shaibani. When the engagement took place, the

enemy attacked the centre, and many behaved ignominously and fled.

Shah Budagh Khan did not lose courage, and launched an attack.

After a hard struggle he fell from his horse and was taken prisoner.

His son'Abdul Ma~lab .Khan did not keep up his fidelity, and joined

the enemy3. In the 12th year when Shihab-ud-Din A~mad Khan

was ordered to put down the rebellious Mirzas and clear the country

as far as Malwa from the dust of this disturbance, Shah Budagh

Khan was sent4 with him. Later he was given the assignment of

Sarangpiir5 , and for a long time he kept the lamp of justice alight

in Mandu. He died there. Inside the fort, on the south side

near the wall of the fort, he built an imposing and strong edifice

and gave it the name of Nilkanth. The following verse was

inscribed on it.

; ,J
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SHAHDAD KHAN KHWESHGI

(Vol, II, pp. 711-715).

For his account see Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Text, III, pp. 289-3°7, De &
Prashad's translation, III, pt. ii, pp. 468-49L

2 Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Text, III, pp. 358-375; translation, III, pt. ii, pp.
553-574. For Miindii see also G. Yazdani's very detailed Monograph,

3 Text T atta, but it is the Bahat Diiiib or }ullundhur Diiiib in the Panjab.

4 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, p" f3 0 ·

His name was 'Abdur Raryim and he WaS the brother-in-law of

Shams Khan, who while Faujdar of the Bahae Duab (Jullundher) had

several fights with the Sikhs, who at the time plundered at their ease

every leading and influential person who opposed them. He was

uniformly victorious, and at last suppressed them from one part of the

country to the other (sir dar sir-hand over hand). Shahdad Khan

was a man without means and position; he was also not of any dis

tinguished lineage. In the reign of Emperor Bahadur Shah he was

appointed to the rank of 500, granted the title of Shahdiid Khan, and

was deputed to serve under Qu~-ud-Din Khan, the uncle of Shams

Khan who was carrying out operations in the Faujdari of Jammu.

When that Khan4 was killed by the oppressed Guru (Banda Bahadur)

747Shahdiid Khan Khweshgiul-Umara]'

It IS very" elegant and symmetrical. And there is a cupola of stone

and mortar which is very lofty and is the tomb of Sul~iin Hushang

Ghori1
• "Vater trickles from its roof in hot weather. Simple people

have long wondered at this phenomenon, and regard it as one of the

miracles of the Sul~an. Investigators, however, have found out the true

nature of things. Evidently the moisture in the atmosphere in the

tomb on contact with the stone is congealed into water, and the stone

appears to sweat. There is another enclosure where the Khalji princes

are buried. When Emperor Jahangir learnt that Sul~iin Na~ir-ud-Din2

son of Sul~an 0hiyath-ud-Din Khalji had for the greed of inheriting the

kingdom poisoned his revered fathell, he ordered that his bones should

be taken Out (of the tomb) and thrown into the Narbada. Except for

some fragments of bones and some earthy scum nothing else was found.

Shah Budagh Khan

Quatrain

At early dawn 1 saw an owl perched, _ 2

b f Sh Shah.Upon the pinnacle of the tom ,0 Irwan

Lamenting it uttered this warnll1g: "
"Where is all the splendour? Where all the grandeur?

. 'I pace In 1026 A.H.
the building in questIOn occupies a arge s " .

(
t 616 A.D;) when this territory was honou~ed by the VISI t of E~hPerhor

I F 'd hts went there Wit t e
Jahan ir3 , the latter on severa n ay lUg . . '
I d' g f his harem. In that year, by his order, deltghtful, bUlld1l1g

s

ales 0 d' M-ndu. and the residences of former kmgs were
were erecte Il1 a , . '

. d The fort of Mandu lies on the top of a hill. Its mcum-
repalre . J h- - was
ference on measurement under the orders of Emperor .a anglr

d b k
In the Akharnama\ however, the Circumference

foun to e ten os. .' . tl
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00

), pp. .

Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 363-368. . 6"
- _ 'Akb - Ttl P 456 }arret's translatIOn, II, pp. 19 ' 197·4 A'm-'- an, . ex, " ,

Verse

Id d 'life here engaged with water1 and clay,
One cou spen one s
As perchance some pious soul may rest here a moment. ~

. 'b d b Shah Budagh." Under it Mir
"Composed and 1l1SCfl e y , . d' I'

Ma'sum Bhakkari whose nom-de-plume was Nami, 1l1scnbe 111 liS

own 'hand the following quatrain: -



known. Meanwhile the free booters of the neighbourhood-who

also belonged to the same tribe-had plundered his belongings and

carried away all the cash. The goods fell into Shahdad Khan's hands.

He sent a part to Lahore, and despatched the rest to his home.

Diler Jang became angry, and sent for the lists, and by his investi·

gations forced them to produce all the goods of the deceased. Shahda:d

Khan, on the pretext that the property might be plundered en route,

followed it. He appointed caretakers and took up his quarters in

Oara Shikoh's buildings (at Lahore). From hunger and lack of

supplies by the shop-keepers whosoever was reached by his hand went

to his destruction. Though' Oiler Jang used threats and put on an

angry countenance, Shahdiid Khan did not give way in the least.

At last he sent for troop~ from his assignment, and a body of men

from his home, beat his drums and went off to Qa~ur. At first

Diler Jang thought of punishing him, but later realizing that this

would result in harm, he restrained himself, and swallowing his

annoyance took refuge in patience.

It so happened that Mir Jumla, who had incurred the displeasure

of the Emperor Farrukh Siyar, was banished to Lahore. After some

time he was recalled to the Court. As he was fully apprised of the

courage and bravery of Shahdiid Khan, he sent for him, and made

him accompany him to the Capital. At the time of presentation

to the Emperor, he spoke in praise of Shahdad Khan more than was

proper, but even this did not result in the latter gaining favour with

the Emperor; he did not receive recognition or honour, and luck

did not seem to favour him. Later, Qu~b-ul-Mulk interceded for

him. and he received an important rank, and was deputed to escort

the treasure from Bengal. At this time, I;-Iusain Khan Khwishgi: was

killed. But even after he had brought the treasure, the ray of favour

did not shine upon him, and he fell into want and poverty. In this

crisis also he did not disperse his followers. When the Amir-ul

Umara was killed, Qu~b-ul-Mulk again cherished him, and con

ciliated him with gifts of money. Later, when his prosperity increa

sed, he became apprehensive of the Khan Dauran-who had been

Shahdad Khan Khweshgi

Shahdad Khan exerted himself zealously in the cause of the imperialists

till the arrival of another Governor, and made himself a man of

means. When 'Abdus Samad Khan Oiler Jang was appointed Governor

of the Lahore province, he had a small force and was apprehensive of

'Isa Khan Munjl-who was behaving insolently on the roads. Shah~

dad Khan fortunately, through divine inspiration, advanced from

Qa~ur with a (orce and by his timely arrival and acting in concord

rendered valuable service. Later as Faujdiir of Lakhi Jangal he be~

came famous and well known.

As Oiler Jang was dissatisfied with 'Isa Khan Munj-who acted

in the territory between the river..s Sutlej and Beas, as if he were the

sole authority, and was ruling over this territory with great tyranny

he, after disposing off the affair of the Guru, appointed Shahdad t(han

to the Faujdart of the Ouiib and sent him to punish that unjust usurp~

er. Shahdad Khan actively engaged himself in enlisting troops, and

when a force of recruits2 was collected, he, because of the lack of

funds and limited supplies, was apprehensive lest this body might not

start quarreling among themselves, and so hastening forward started a

fight near Tihiira (on the southern bank of the Sutlej River). When

the landlord came to the field of battle-there ensued the shooting of

bullets and smiting with scimetars on an extensive scale. The freshly

hired recruits of Shahdad Khan fled, and lIsa Khan pursued them

hard. The two leaders coming face to face attacked each other, and

although Shahdiid Khan caught hold of 'Isa Khan's sword, his

fingers were severed, and meanwhile the arrows of the Afgban body.

guard of Shahdad Khan-who were round his elephant, made an end

o~ the self-respecting 'Isa Khan. They cut off his head and his camp

was plundered. As Shahdad Khan, owing to his wounds and having

to attend to his wounded followers, could not move rapidly, he was

only able to reach the Kat, as the residence of the tribe was generally

I M6mand in Khan ~an, II, p. 767.
2 Siyah'i falez in text should sipha'i·falez see Irvine Army of Indiall

Moghuls, meaning "soldiers of the melon bed" or raw recruits.
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(KliW AJA) SHAH MAN~OR2 SHIR.A,ZI

(Vol. I, pp. 653-659)'

At nrst he was in the service of Emperor Akbar, and was the

Accountant of the Perfumery department. Mu~affar Khan, the Diwan,

became displeased with him and interfered in his work. One day

Amir-ul-Umara ~am~am-ud-Daulah ~waja A'~am was kil1ed in the

battle against Nadir Shah. For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp.

81 9-825, Beveridge and Prashad's translation, I, pp. 775-778. Shahdad ~an
is also mentioned as one of the officers kil1ed in the battle. against Nadir Shah,

see Irvine Later Mughals, II, p. 349·
2 In Blochmann's translation of .J'in, I (2nd edition), pp. 475-477, there

is a good account of Shah Man~iir based mainly on Maathir.

Shah Man~ijt Shiraziul-Umara]

he had a verbal altercation with Mupffar Khan, and realizing the

critical nature of the situation retired from his post. As he was out

of employment he went to Jaunpiir. Owing to his sterling qualities

he was appointed there as the Diwiin of Kban Zaman. After that;

he allied himself with Mun'im Khan Khan Khanan, and undertook

the management of all his affairs. When the Viceroy died, Raja

Todar Mal imprisoned and put him in chains while the accounts were

being examined. As during the period of his appointment as the

Diwan of Khan Khanan he had visited the Court to transact business,

and his knowledge and skill had become known to Emperor Akbar,

he without anyone's intercession became in the 21st year, 983 A.H.

(1575-76 A.D.) the r~cipient of favours, and was exalted to the

position of the Vazir1
• The Khwaja through his correct understanding

and penetrating intellect greatly improved the administration, and

cleared up outstanding matters. - The standing orders were that every

year some skilful and honest officers should be appointed to report on

the details of each district and Pargana; and on this basis year by

year a dastur-ul·'Amal (general statement) of the annual dues was

prepared from these reports. As, however, the boundaries of the

empire were greatly extended by annexation of freshly conquered

territories, it became difficult to follow this procedure. Owing to

the delay in the receipt of the nece.!'sary papers both the soldiery

and the peasantry suffered serious hardships, and a commotion

resulted from. excessive realizations of the arrear dues, nor could equi

table rates be fixed. Accordingly in the 24th year the J(hwaja

assessed the condition of each Pargana in respect of cultivation and

value of produce, and fixed tenth part of it as the revenue for each

year; he also had proper accounts prepared. In the same year, in

accordance with the Khwaja's recommendations, the wide domains of

India-which did not include Orissa, Kaspmir, Sind, and the Deccan

which had nOj: been conquered so far-were divided into twelve

Based on Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 193, 194, Beveridge's translation,

III, pp. 273,274. He was appointed Vazir on 14th Aban.
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promoted to the highest rank in the State-on account of his having

killed 'Isa Khan Munj who was stated to have been connected with

the Khan Dauran. Through his great good fortune, however, the

Khan Dauran became his patron, and in the reign of Emperor

MulJammad Shah his rank was advanced, and he was appointed

Faujdar of Hansi and l-li~~ar-which had long been a hot bed of

strife, and had got out of hand owing to the downfall of the

sovereignty. The brave Shahdad Khan exerted himself to attack and

crush the rebels and the troublesome elements in the area. It is

well known that in Hi~~ar he sacrificed all of his men of Qasiir.

Many of his relations and tribesmen were killed in the campaign of

Garhi in the constant fighting day and night. But he was successful

in establishing his power, and his greatness was so generally accepted

as had seldom been the case in earlier times. When he had finished

settling the country, he went to the Court, and by the favour of that

great official (Khan Dauran) was promoted to the rank of 6,000, and

granted a fringed palanquin. He lost his life in the battle with

Nadir Shah along with that eminent man1. His sons attained high

rank, and received valuable assignments, and were prosperous at the

time when this notice was written.



In his administration he must follow a middle course between harsh-

ness and laxity He 1 Id b I l''. S lOU not e lave mere y hke an accountant

who. becau,se of hiS narrow vision can think only of demanding arrears

and lt1creaslt1g the revenues.

It appears from the Tabaqat l that RaJ'l To·d'lr' Mall d d. ,. la represente

from the Eastern provinces that he had been able t I M-.' ." 0 <eep a'~um

Khan Farrankhudi with hun by various expedieilts alld 'I'_' • conci iatory
measures, but that Khwap Shah Ivfansiir had ,,'rl'tten I r 1 1, _ ." 13 S 1 etters to

hun, and had made him liable for payment of a larae s n f• tJ U 1 0 arrears.

He ~lad treated T arsun Mul,lammand Khln-who was one of the chief

offiCials and the Commander-in-Chief-similarly At sucl t' I. • 1 a Ime, w len

it wot~ld be politic to insp~re a hundred hopes, what was the necessity

f~r uSing threats? Accordll1gly the Emperor removed the f5.-hwaja from

1115 offic~, and put hil~ [or some days under the charge of Shah Quli

Ma~ram. But as hiS loyalty and zeal (Dimarhsozi literally b ..b' . ~-, ram
urnmg) had unpressed themselves upon the Emperor he was '. ' " ' ,again

granted a kb11 at, and appoll1ted to the high office of the Vazir3
• B

chance, in tl~e same year Mirza Mul,lammad I:Jakim at the instiaatio~
of Ma'~iim Aasi-=who was the. head of the rebels of Bibar and Bengal

-came from Kabul, and s.tlrred up strife in the Panjab. Emperor

Akbar resolved to ~roceed lt1 ~hat direction. Evil-minded persons

produced some parwanas (orders) m the hand-writing of Mirza Munshi,

a.d~resse~ to the Khwaja, and made the Emperor suspicious of his

sldmg With the enemy. As fate would have it, Muliik Thani-who

was an old servant of the Mirza and his Divan and had-;;he title of

Wazir Kban-at this juncture left his master, and waited upon the

Empe~or~: ,Sonepat. On account of old connections he alighted at

the KbwaJa s quarters. As it was rumoured that he had come as a

spy-and it was thought at the time that ::vhen the Mirza was intent

Tabaqat-i-Akbari, De's Text, II, pp. 354, 355, De's translation, II, pp.

539, 54°,
2 Akbarnama, Text, Ill, pp. 315, 316, Beveridge's translation, III, pp.

461, 462.
3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 327, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 480.
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provinces. Each province was designated a ~ubab, and had as officers

a Sipab salar, a Divan, a Bakbsbi, a Mir-'Adal, a Sardar Katwal, a

Mir Babr and a Waqia' N avis l
•

As the Khwaja excelled in astuteness, knowledge, effecting

economies, and strict observance of rules and regulations, he in the

25th year issued full demands for the realization of arrears and resump

tions. Inasmuch as the climate of Bengal was very injurious to horses,

the allowances of the cavalry there had been doubled, while those in

Bihar had been granted a 50% increase. The Khwaja in spite of

his astuteness and deep understanding did not realize the significance

of the prevailing conditions, and out of presumption did not differentiate

between peace conditions and seasons of stress and storm, nor did he

understand that at the time-when the soldiers were jeopardising their

lives in a distant land-it was most desirable and proper to behave in

a considerate and very liberal manner by increasing the allowances

rather than reducing them. He reduced the Bengal allowances to

50% al1d Bihar ones to 20% and issued orders to Mupffar Khan to

recover the excess paymenl s. This officer, who from ,a civilian appoint

ment had risen to the rank of the Commander-in-Chief of the army,

made up the accounts from the beginning of the year, and demand

ed repayment of the extra amounts. The Bihar and Bengal officers

chose the path of disloyalty on receiving these ill-timed demands, and

raised the head of sedition2 • What rebellions did not take place, what

blood was not shed? Raja T6dar Mal-who on account of rivalry and

of his being in the same line-had been waiting for such an oppor

tunity, represented that while the Vazir should guard the finances

honestly and jealously, it was also his duty to keep an eye on the

interests of the servants, and not to ignore the prevailing conditions.

1 Based on Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 282, 283, Beveridge's translation,

II I, pp. 412-414, For list of the 12 ~iibahs see Jarret's translation of A'in. II,

p. 113; and for the Ten years' Settlement, p. 88.

2 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 292, 293, Beveridge's translation, pp. 432,

533, note 3·

t.- •
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on the conquest of India, separating Muliik Thani from himself and

sending him (to the Royal Court) could not but be the part of a plot

the earlier suspicions gained credit. And after some enquiries the

I<hwiija became the object of suspicion. At this stage forged letters

of the I<hwaja to Mirza tIakim were placed before the Emperor. A

letter from Sharaf Beg his collector, received about this time, on being

opened was found to have the following statement in it: "I waited

upon Faridiin Khan, the maternal uncle of the Mirza, and he took me

to pay my respects to him. Though collectors were appointed to all

the (other) Parganas, our Parganas were left untouched". It is st'1ted that

-the Emperor was still perplexed about the affair, but the officers and

nobles exerted themselves, and so an order was passed that he should

be imprisoned until he could give security. As no one dared to offer

a bail for him, he was hanged from a tree near Sera'i Kat Khajiih.

T hani Man~ur Ijallaj-another 1v1an~iir tIallaj (a famous martyr) was

the chronogram (989 A.H.; 1581 A.D.)l. A whole world of Turks

and Tajiks made merry on being relieved from the severe infliction

of his settling the dues. It is stated that after the flight of Mirza

J:lakim, and when the Emperor reached Kabul, though further en

quiries were made into the case of Shah Man~iir, no trace of evidence

against him was found. It has further been stated that Karam Ullah,

brother of Shahbaz Khan Kambii, had forged the letters at the insti

gation of certain officers particularly Raja Tadar Mal. Emperor Akbar

was greatly grieved at the unmerited sentence of death and at the loss

of such a capable officer, and used to remark: "From the day that the

Khwiija has died, realizations have diminished and the Accountant's

office has got out of hand." Such an accountant and so acute a financier

is rarely to be found. He had attained the rank of I ,000. For four

years he carried out the affairs of V azirship with firmness and efficacy.

Reflections

It is an old rule that whenever a sovereign is engaged in business

Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 342-344, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 501
504, and his detailed note on pp. 504-505 about Shah Man~iir's death.

f) ;J

there is less judgment and apprehension of affairs. Though the pro

minent officials may carry out their duties efficiently, they are not free

from motives of self-interest. Out of envy they d'ften misrepresented

the loyal and truthful. and lie in wait for their very lives. Stranger

still, he, who, is proud of his honesty, does not care for this man or

that, and rests assured of a false sense of security and carelessness.

Soon he experiences, what God forbid! anyone should experience.

World's great projects cannot be carried on without laxity and for

bearance. Rather, it often happens that noble deeds are ruined

through the absence of tact and humility.

Hemistich

The world is severe to the severe.

Hence it has been said that worldly 1 men rest on two feet:

Truth and Falsehood. It is not possible to stand on either foot. By

one foot they proceed with minute calculations and enquiries into the

essence of things, and with the other they as job-hunters and seekers

afte~ advancement are self seeking and d'eceivers, and in trying to

attain profit and fame they have recourse to severe measures and are

harsh to the general public-who are a wondrous trust committed to

them by the Almighty-being solely solicitous of pleasing their

master. Assuredly, the strong hands of Destiny will quickly prepare a

restitution for their evil thoughts and deeds, and make them the object

of anger with the very master and cause them to be punished by him.

Verses 2

Be not severe in the world's affairs!

For every oppressor has a harsh overlord.

Be:ware of causing grief to the weak,

Remember the severity of Fate.

. The word l~j.> here presumably means worldly men, or perhaps men
ll1 genetal.

2 See Beveridge in his translation of Akbarnama, III, p. 50 3, for a differ
ent rendering of these verses.



I This is apparently Khilat, a fort some 85 miles east of Qandahar, and

gencrally known as Khilat-i-Ghilzi, Kilat-i-Ghilgi in Erskinc, History of India,

I, p. 229, note. It is not the Kalat in Baluchistan.

2 For Shah Mul.lammad see also A'in, I, Blochmann's translation (2nd

edition), pp. 448, 449. The Maathir account is based on A kbarnama, II, Text,

p. 53, Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 82, 83. Shah Mul.lammad's name in that

work is Shah Mul.lammad Qandahari.

3 Xhis passage in the text is very involved, but for a detailed account of

the plot and the punishment of the malcontents, see Akbarnama, Beveridge's

translation, II, pp. 82, 83.

Qihit1 is a fort in the district of Qandahar in the Hazarajat terri
tory. According to correct etymology it should be written with K,
but it has come to be pronounced with a Q. Shah Mu~ammad2 was
a servant of Bairam Khan, and was trusted by him on account of his
good judgment and loyalty. When Emperor Humayun set forth to
reconquer India, Bairam Khan, who held Qandahar in fief, left it
in-charge of Shah Mu~ammad; and he carried on the government
of the place with great care. When Bahadur Khan Shaibani, the
brother of Khan Zaman, who was Governor of Zamin D~war, con
ceived the idea of capturing Qandahar, he by treachery collected a
force of men and waited for a suitable opportunity. Shah Mui~am

mad got news of this, and capitally punished this crowd3
• Bahadur

Khan, when this plan miscarried, hurriedly retired to Zamin Dawar,
and collecting troops prepared for fighting. As Shah Muq.ammad
considered arrival of reinforcements from India a remote possibility, he
appealed to Shah Tahmasp ~afavi:, the ruler of Iran. He wrote that
Humayun had arranged with the Shah that he would deliver up Qan
dahar to the Shah's representatives after the conquest of India. It
was now opportune for the Shah to send a force so that Bahadur Khan
might be checked and Qandahar taken possession of. The Shah sent
3,000 Turkaman troopers from the fiefs of Sis6n, Farah and Garmsir

See Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 78, 79; Beveridge's translation, II, pp.

120. 121. The account is materially different from the version in Iskandar

MirZl's T'lrikh 'Alam Ar;i'i 'Abbasi (Lith. edn.), p. 70 •

2 Akbarnama, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 121.
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under the command of 'Ali Yilr Beg Afshar. Bahadur J>:han had no
inkling of this force. He fell suddenly upon him, and a severe
engagement took place in which at last Bahadur Khan was put to
flight without having, achieved anything. He also could not abide in
Zamin Dawar and even in the neighbouring territory. Full of
repentance he took the road to India. Shah Muq.ammad showed
civilities to the auxiliary force but made excuse, for not handing over
t11,,: fortress and dismissed the (Iranian) troops empty handed.

When the Shah of Iran heard that Shah Mul~ammad Qilati had
not stuck to his engagements, he sent his nephew Sultan J:-Iusain
Mirza1 , son of Bahram Mirza, tJusain Beg Ichak Ogbli Istajlu Lola
(guardian), and Wall Khalifa 'Shiimlii to capture Qandahiir. Shiih
Muq.ammad took proper steps for defending the fort. When the
siege was protracted, Sultan tJusain Mirza became disgusted and
raised the siege. The Shah was displeased, and sent back the Mirza

with' Ali" Sultan, the Governor of Shiraz, to take the fort by every
means in their power. 'Ali Sul~an, who had boasted about this
enterprise, made great attempts for reducing the fort, but was sent
to the other world by a bullet. Thereafter a discord developed
amongst the Iranian troops, and as the Mirza could neither return nor

carryon, he passed his time staying outside the fort. When the news
reached Emperor Akbar from the reports of Shah ~1ul~ammad, he
wrote 2 back in reply that Humayun used to say that when India had
been reconquered, Qandahar would be handed back to the Shah.
It was not proper, therefore, that Shah Mul~ammad should have
gone to war with the Iriinians and brought the matter to such an
extremity. It was now proper that he should make over the fort to
the Shah's servants, and come back to India after rendering apologies

(to the Shah).

)

!(
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Tarikh "Alam Ar;:/i 'Abbasi (Lith. edn.), p. 70 et seq.

2 The version in Tarikh 'Alam Ar;:/j 'Abbasi is more likely to be correct

as Akbar would not voluntarily have agreed to surrender the fort.

3 Akbarnama, Text, II. p. 303, Beveridge's translation, II, P.444.
4 A,kbarnama, Text, I, p. 25. Beveridge's translation, II, p. 34.

The account by the author of the 'Alam Ara'i l is totally different

from this version. He writes that, in the first instance, the Shah of

Persia at the request of Shah Mul)ammd Qilati sent Sul~an I:Iusain

Mirza with Wall I<halifa Shamlii to assist him. When Shah Vardi, son

of Khalifa Shamlii, with a force fell unexpectedly on Bahadur Khan,

anddrove him off, Shah Mul~ammad fraudulently retained possession

of the fort. The Iran ian officials took possession of Zamin Dawar,

and sent an account of the circumstances to the Shah. In 965 A.H.

(1558 A.D.) the Shah appointed 'All Sul~an II Ogbli l)hulqadar with a

well equipped army to take Qandahar. He appointed to the chief com

mand Sultan Husain Mirza. Shah Mul~ammad Qilati: defended the fort

for six m;nths', but when no reinforcements arrived from any source, he

asked for quarter, and having arranged for terms and guarantees,

handed over the fort and went away to India. It is probable that both

the Iranians and Indian authors have been partial in their accounts. 2

A careful review alone would establish the veracity of the records.

In short Shah Muhammad Qilati came to the Court in the end, .
of the 3rd year, and was received with princely favours; he was

appointed to the rank of 2,000 and granted the title of Khan. In

the 12th year, he was appointed to the government of the fort of

Kotah3
, and this office was the source of ensuring for him a luxurious

life. In the 17th year, when Khan A'~am Koka fought a battle

with Mul~ammad I:Iusain Mirza in the territory of Gujarat, Shah

Muhammad, who was in the left wing, was wounded4
, and had to

retir~ to Al)madabad. His son 'Adil Khan was at first appointed

with Adham Khan Koka to the Malwa Expedition. Afterwards,

he was deputed with Mu~ammad Quli Khan Barlas against Iskandar

Khan Ozbeg, who had raised his rebellious standards in Oudh. He

I The accounts of the tiger hunt and Adham Khan's conduct are taken
almost verbatim from Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 328, 329, Beveridge's transla
tion, II, p. 483.

Verse

Be not heedless of retribution for your deeds!

Wheat is grown from wheat, barley from barley!

His second son was Qiyam Khan, who received the title of Khan
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did good service in the siege of Chittor. In the beginning of the

13th year, one day Emperor Akbar went for a tiger hunt. He woun

ded it with an arrow, but the infuriated tiger started to advance. The

Emperor was waiting for an opportunity to discharge another arrow

at him, but the tiger would not move towards him. Dastam Khan

was, therefore, ordered to advance and draw the tiger towards himself.

'Adil !Chan, who was under a cloud in those days, thought that general

pc;rmission had been granted (to advance), and went forward with

his bow and arrows. Unfortunately the arrow, which he shot, missed,

but he attacked the tiger. He pushed his left hand into the tiger's

mouth, and put his other hand on his dagger. The dagger stuck

to the scabbard, and while he was trying to release it, the tiger

gnawed his hand. At last, however, he drew the dagger, and

inflicted two wounds on the tiger's mouth. The tiger seized his

right hand with his mouth. Meanwhile other men arrived, and

killed the tiger with their swords. In the melee 'Adil Khan was

wounded. He lay ill for four months on a bed of pain till he died.

It is stated that he had become enamoured of the wife of his

father's Divan. She being a chaste lady would not yield to him. His

father bade him desist from his nefarious purpose, and gave him good

advice. On this account, one day becoming enraged with his father,

he struck him with his sword l
• Good God! what stone-heartedness

and what inhumaniLY! For a branch to quarrel with the trunk is to

strike one's own fout with an axe! And to fail in re5pect of one's

parents is to cast oneself into the well of baseness!

,. '
( I
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during the reign of Emperor Jahangir, and was for long a Qarawal
(Scout and huntsman).

Let it not be forgotten that of old the Qandahar fort has been a

subject of contention between the great ~afavi dynasty on the one

hand and the sublime Timllrids on the other. Sometimes it was under

the c;ntrol of the former, while at others officers of the latter managed

it. Inasmuch as Emperor Biibur conquered it from the Argbuns,

there can be no doubt that it appertained to the Chagbta'i family.

On the other hand as in earlier times, it was under the rulers of

Khurasan, and Emperor Humayun had promised the Shah of Iran to

present it to him, if the ~afavI rulers laid claims to it, their demand

was valid. But the wise men of old have regarded Kabul and Qanda

har as the two gateways of India-for one leads on to the route to

Turan, and the other to Iran-:ll1d only by guarding th:?se two

can the extensive territory of India be protected against foreign aggre

sSIOn. Consequently, it is but right and proper that the gates should

pertain to the master of the House. Especially if Kabul be in the

hands of the kings of India, so also should Qandahar be. All this

depends on the master of the House being strong and vigilant. Care

lessness in this respect would result in neither the Home nor the appur

tenances remaining under his control. Accordingly it came to pass

that the Shabinshab of the Age, Nadir Shah, converted these two into

one and so came on to Delhi, and succeeded as he did.

Although the vicissitudes of Qandahar have been described in this

work wherever it was appropriate to do so, yet we shall - include here

a summary. The territory of Qandahar was during the time of Sul~an

I:Iusain Mirza, the ruler of Khurasan, and his son, Eadi'-uz-Zaman,

in the possession of Amir Dhii-un-Niin Argbun and of his father

Shuja' Beg. When the Mirza died, and his family was' extirpated

after Khurasan passed into the hands of Shaibani Khan Ozbeg, Shuja'

Beg submitted to the latter and was graciously received. In the same

year, Babur led an army against Qandahar, and taking it from the

ArgJluns made it over to his brother Na~ir Mirza, and himself return

ed to Kabul. \Vhen Shaibani Khan heard of it, he attacked Qanda-

har, and after a siege of some days, Na~ir Mirza abandoned it to him.

Shaibiini Khan having restored it to the Arghiins returned. When,

after him, Khurasan came into the possession of Shah Isma'il ~afavi,

Shuja' Beg offered allegiance to him, and was on terms of cordiality

with the Beglar Begi of Herat. Later Babur again came and besieged

Qandahar. Shuja' Beg appealed for help to Durwesh Khan Shamlu,

the Beglar Begi of Herat. He represented to Babur that Shuja' Beg

was a servant of the Shah, and that the preservation of friendship

between Bftbur and the Shah depended upon the former not interfering

with Sbuja' Beg in any way. Thereupon Babur withdrew to KabuP.

Shuja' Beg left a trusted agent by the name of MulLi Baqi at Qanda

har, and went off to ,Khurasan. That trusted agent, however, was not

worthy of the trust, and delivered the territory to Babur; and the

latter entrusted it to his son Mirza Kamran. Later in 941 A.H.

(1534-35 A.D.) during the reign of Shah Tahmasp, Sam Mirza the

brother of the Shah without the permission or acquiescence of the Shah,

advanced to Qandahar in company with Ag9uziwar Khan Shamlii,

who was the Beglar Begi of Khurasan and the guardian of the Mirza.

Khwaja Kalan Beg, who was one of Babur's officers and was holding

Qandahar on bebalf of Mirza Kamran, defended the fortress for eight

months. 1v1eanwhi!e Mirza Kamran hastened from Lahore with

20,000 cavalry, and fought a battle with Sam Mirza. Agbuziwar

Khan was taken a prisoner and put to death, and Sam Mirza went

back defeated 2
• Mirza Kamran left Khwaja Kalan Beg in-charge

and returned to Lahore. In 943 A.H. (1536-37 A.D.) when Shah

1 This and the account of Qandahar generally is based on Tarikh 'A/am

Ara'i 'Abbasi, edn. cited, p. 69- but the year in which Babur was prevailed upon

by Durwcsh Khan to refrain from attacking Qandahar is not mentioned there.

Presumably it was during Isma'il's reign, but Isma'il died in 930 A.H. (15 2 4

A.D.) and it may be that Babur's attack on Qandahar and its subsequent surren

der by Mulla Baqi took place early in Tahmasp's reign. According to the

account in Erskine's History of India, I, p. 355. which is based on Tarikh-i-Sind,

Shuja' Beg surrcndered Qandahar to Babur in 1522 A.D. in Isma'il's reign.
2 Akbarnama, Text, I, p. 135, Beveridgc's translation, I, p. 307. also see

Tarikh-i-Rasbidi (Ross & Elias's translation), p. 468.
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Tahmasp came for the sixth time to Khurasan to put down the
disturbance caused by Ubaid I<J1an 0 zbeg. He, inasmuch as a high
official of the Iranians had been slain along with a larO"e number of his

~. b

followers, out of indignation and ardour personally came to Qandahar.
Khwaja Kalan Beg put in order all the magazines of the wardrobe,
pantry, etc., and sent the keys to the Shah. He further sent word
that he had not the means of defending the fort or of giving battle,
nor could he consistently with loyalty wait upon the Shah. He had,
therefore, considered it right to put the magazines in order, and
placing these at the disposal of the guest himself withdrew from the
fort. The Shah appointed Budagh Kl}an Qajar as the Governor of
the fort, and returned to Iran. When Khwaja Kalan returned to
Lahore by way of Ochh, Mirza Kamran did not allow him for a
month to present himself. He said, "Why could you not defend
the place till I came". He again marched to Qandahar, and
besieged it. As Budagb Khan saw that no help could reach him from
the Shah, who had gone to Adharbaijan and was engaged in fighting
with the Sul~an of Turkey, he asked for quarter, and retired to
Iran. The Mirza again strengthened Qandahar, and returned to
Lahore. When the Chaghtais were driven out of India by the
Afghans, Mirza Kamran hastened back to Kabul, and Mirza
Hindal separating from Humayun took possession of Qandahar.
Mirza Kamran again collected an army, and besieged the fort for six
months. Mirza Hindal was forced, owing to the running short of
provisions, to come to terms, and made over the fort to him. :tvIirza
Kamran gave over Qandahar to Mirza 'Askari, his second brother, and
hastened back to Kabul l

• When in the year 951 A.H. (1544 AD.)
Humayun went over to Iran to ask help from the Shah, he promised
that whenever he took Qandahar, he would make it over to the Shah's
servants. Accordingly, when Qandahar was first conquered by him,
he made it over. to Budagh Khan Qajar, who was the commander of
the Iranian contingent, and guardian of Sul~an 11urad Mirza. But

1 Akbarnama, Text, I, p. 200; Beveridge's translation, I, p. 408,

. ,
(,

, ,

-....' .

Humayun's affairs had not yet been settled, and as there was no
asylum for the families of the Chaghtai officers, so Qandahar was
taken back from the Iranians and Bairam Khan-who was a well-wisher
of both parties-was given charge of it l

• For many years Humayun
had no peace on account of contentions with Mirza Kamran in Kabul
and Badakhshan, while after the reconquest of India he had no leisure
to fulfil his promise to the Shah. At last in Emperor Akbar's time,
as has been narrated above, Shah Mu~ammad Khan Qititi moved in
the matter, and by the orders of the Shah of Iran, Qandahar was made
over to Sul~an J:Iusain MIrza. For more than thirty seven years it
was in his and his children's possession. In 1003 AH. (1595 A.D),
and in the 40th year of Emperor Akbar's reign, his eldest son Mu~a

ffar Husain made it over to the royal servants2
, and took up service

under'the Crown in India. In 1°31 A.H. (1622 A.D.), the 17th year
of Emperor Jahangir's reign, Shah 'Abbas I besieged3 it for forty
days, and took it from Khwaja 'Abdul 'Aziz Naqshbandi, who showed
extreme lack of courage in defending it. Again in the I I th year of
Emperor Shah Jahan's reign, 1047 A.H. (1637-38 AD.), 'Ali Mardan
Khan Zig becoming alarmed, on account of the wrath and cruelty
of Shah Safi Safavi, and the insouciance of the Iranians, turned to the
Emperor' Sh~h Jah:in, and made over4 the fort to his officers. Later,
Shah 'Abbas II in the 22nd year of Shah Jahan's reign, came with an
army and besieged Qandahar for two mond1S 5

• Accordingly Mirza
'Abdul Qadir of Tun has written in connection with this expedition.

1 For a detailed account of the conquest of Qandahar by Humayun see

Akbarnama, Text, I. pp. 229-241, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 459-475·
2 Akbarnama, Text, Ill, pp.668, 669; Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1026.

3 Tuzuk+lahangiri, Rogers & Beveridge's translation, II, p. 233· For

an account of the siege of Qandahar see Beni Prasad, History of lahangir, pp.

42, 350. The duration of the siege is stated there as 45 and not 40 days.
3 4 For a detailed account see Banarsi Prasad Saksena's History of Shah-

jahan, pp. 215-217. The fort was made over on 28th February, 1638. .
5 See History of Shahjahan, pp. 224, 225· The fort was occupIed by

the Persians on 1Ith February, 1649'
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Verse

From above and below the fort it appeared
As if the Iranians were fire, and the Indians smoke.

At last Khwa~ Khan the Qil'adar capitulated, and went bac~ ~o

India. From that time till the beginning of Emperor Bahadur Sha~1 s
reign Qandahar was in the possession of Iranians. When the Iranian
Kingdom became weaker, Mir Awais 'Abdali:-who had ch~rge at
Qandahar under the Shah-got possession of the fort, and sendlllg the
keys to Emperor Bahadur Shah requested for appointmel~t to a
Mansab, as has been detailed in his biography. After that It came
into ~he hands of the Shahinshah (Nadir Shah). It is stated that at
present Qandahar has assumed fresh splendour owing to the interest
of that powerful monarch, and that in the neighbourhood of the fort a

town has been founded and named Nadirabad.
Qandah ar1 is an extensive territory, and belongs to ~.he thi~d

clime. Its length from Qil&t Banjarah to Ghar and Gharpstan (m
Khurasan) is 300 kos, and its breadth from Sind to F~rah 260 koso

Its boundaries are in the East Sind, in the West Farah, 111 the North
west Ghar and Qharjistan, to the North-east Kabul and 0haznin, in the
SouthSiwi (Schwan). The fort of Qandahar is famous througho.ut
the world for its impregnability. Its longitude is 1°7

0
40" and Its

latitude 33 0 • Most of its inhabitants are Afghans, Baluchis an~

'Abdali:s. It consists of 24 Ma~als (pargallds), and the revenue is
computed at seven krors of dams; this is equal to the revenues of

Balkh and Badakhshan.

I Based on A'in, see Jarrett's translation, III, p. 68, where the longitude

is given as 1°7 0 50' and the latitude as 380 2'; 38 is ap?arently a printer~s

error for 33, as it is in the Text (II, p. 36). The com:ct latitude of Qandahar

is }I o 37' N. and the longitude from Greenwich 65
0 30' E.

SHAH NAWAZ KHAN BAHADUR MIRZA !RAJ

(Vol. II, pp. 645-648).

He was a worthy heir of Khan Khanan Mirza'Abdur Ral:im 1 • In
his early youth he was called the young Khan Khanan. He was the
distinguished of the age for his bravery, valour and military skill. In
the 40th year of Emperor Akbar's reign, he was appointed to the
rank of 400. In the 47th year corresponding to 1010 A.H. (1601
A.D.), he raised the standard of victory and greatness as a result of
fighting with Malik •Ambar I:Iabshi near Nandair, and was rewarded
with the title of Bahadur2

• It is stated that in this battle when both
sides disregarded personal safety in their brave attempts, the Mirza
performed feats which caused the stories of Rustum and Isfandiyar to
be forgotten. Malik 'Ambar, who was carried off wounded from the
battlefield, from that day became so terrified that he had an interview
with the Khan Khanan, and made peace. In Emperor Jahangir's time
Shah Nawaz Khan was appointed Governor of Berar, and the Balaghat
A~madnagar. His noble deeds in this capacity are more numerous
than can be narrated in these pages. Especially the Khirki master
piece, which was a great battle in the loth year of Jahangir's reign,
1024 A.H. (1615 A.D.). After Shah Nawaz ,Khan had established
himself in Balapur Berar, some of the Deccan leaders, such as Adam
Khan, Ya'qiit Khan and Maliiji Kantih being annoyed with Malik
'Ambar, made a compact with Shah Nawaz Khan, and urged him
to give battle to Malik 'Ambar. Shah Nawaz behaved politely and
cordially, and having given them money and goods started them off,
and himself marched out. Before the battle with J\;lalik'Ambar,
Ma~aldar Khan, Atish Khan, Dilawar Khan and other leaders of the
Nizam-ul-Mulk engaged Shah Nawaz, and after defeat fled and

I A1.aathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 693-713, Beveridge's translation, I. pp.

5°-65·
2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 815, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1223. He

was granted the title of Shah Nawaz !Sban in the 6th year of Jahangir's reign,

~~e Tiizuk-i-Jahimgiri, Rogers and Beveridge's translation,!, p. 197.

•



1 The account is taken almost verbatim from Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, Rogers &

Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 312-3 1 4.
fo Tuzuk-i-Jahangeri, Rogers & Beveridge's translation, II, p. 5·

joined Malik 'Ambar. He with a large force, abundant artillery

and many warlike elephants, and the combined forces of 'Adil Shah

and Qu~b Shah came forward to seek battle. When he was within

five or six kos of the army, Ya'qub Khan BadakhshI-who was an

old and experienced soldier, and whom the Khan Khanan had placed

in-chanr.e of the MIrza-in conjunction with Mul:ammad tcl1an
u

NiyazI fixed the battlefield at a place which had a stream in fron~.

They strengthened it with expert marksmen. As soon as the enemy s

cavalry, which consisted of young men trained by Mali~ 'Ambar,

galloped to the river bank, the marksmen on the other Sl~~ fir~d _at

them and killed many men and horses. After that Darab Khan

with the heroes of the vanguard and other brave men crossed the

stream and attacked the enemy. As Malik 'Ambar stood firm in

the centre, the flame of fighting shone for a long time. There were

heaps of dead bodies. It is stated that Shah Na"Wu'z Khan did

wonderful deeds on that day. He fell like a raging tiger on the

enemy, whichever side he turned he dispersed them like the stars of the

Great Bear. Malik 'Ambar losing heart had to withdraw, and the

MIrza, who pursued him for three kos, slew many of the fugitives.

Owing to the darkness of the night and the fatigue of his men he

retuwed. A large number of the enemy's officers, artillery, elephants,

and goods fell into his hands. Next day he went to KhirkI- at a

distance of five kos from Daulatabad and now known as Aurangabad

-which was the residence of Malik 'Ambar. As no sign of the

enemy was found there, he burned the houses and gardens, and

levelled them to the ground. From there he went by the pass of

Rohinkhera to Balapur\ All the Amirs, who accompanied him, were

promoted by the Emperor, and he was ?ranted the .high rank of

50002. Emperor JahangIr, who was in AJmer ~t the time, _ return~d
thanks for the victory by going on foot to the shnne of MU'Il1-ud-Dll1

Chishti, and offering money and food.

SHAH NAWAZ KHAN 2 $AFAVI

(Vol. II, pp. 670-676).

Shah Nawaz Khan $afavIui-Umara]

When in the 12th year Malik 'Ambar, through the exertions of

Prince Shah Jahan, handed back the imperial territories, which he

had taken possession of, and made over the keys of the forts, the

Prince ,after disposing off the affairs of the Deccan, appointed Shah

N a~az Khan with 12,000 horse to the charge of the conquered

termory of the ~alaghat. As in the prime of youth and glory he

had become addIcted to wine, he took it in excess at the instance

of evil companions. In the 14th year of the reign 1028 A.H.

(16.19 A.D.) he
l

died. Mirza Yraj was a young man of a lofty

gelllus, and one who combined wisdom with couraa-e H'e
b • was

unequalled as a leader. But with these good qualities, he was stingy,
and dressed poorly.

Gp. cit., p. 87.

2 See Blochmann's translation of A'in I (2nd edition), p. 527, note I.

3 He was rewarded with various gifts and appointments to the rank of
3,000 with 1,5000 horse, Badshahnama. I, pt. i, p. 181.

4 Gp. cit., p. 317, 5 Badshahnama. I, pt. ii, p, 140.

His name was Mirza BadI'-uz-Zaman, but he was generally known

as the Mirza DeccanI. He was the best of the sons of Ivfirza Rustam

of Qandahar. During the reign of Emperor Jahangir he gained

wealth and was raised to the rank of an Amir, and WJS exalted with

the title of Shah Nawaz Khan. He rendered service in the provinces

of :-atta (~ind)_ and Bihar. After the death of Emperor Jahangir

he SIded WIth Apf Khan in the affair of the inexperienced Shariyar,

al~d rendered good service 3
• In the 3rd year of Emperor Shah Jahan's

teJgn he was deputed 4 with Khwaja Abul J:"Iasan T urbatI to liberate

Nasik and Trililbak. In the 9th year when four large armies under

the commands of famous peers of the realm set off from Daulatabad

to devastate t~le 'Adil ShahI country and to conquer the remaining

forts of the NI~am-ul-Mulk's domain, Shah Nawaz Khan Vias ordered5

[Maathir-Shah Nawaz l(han Bahadur MIrza Yraj
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Jaunpiir1 was assigned to the said Khan, and in the 20th year he was

honoured by being appointed 2 as the Governor of Malwa.

When Islam Khan, the Governor of the Deccan died, he, on

account of his being near the Spot, was ordered to go there with all

haste, and look after the defence of the country. In the same year,

the 22nd, Prince Murad Bakhsh was sent off to govern the four

provinces of the Deccan. As Shah Nawaz showed signs of wisdom,

prudence, greatness and leadership, he was appointed as the guardian

and Vakil of the Prince3
• In the beginning Shah Nawaz Khan made

laudable efforts to bring order into the confused affairs of that terri

tory. He led an army against Deogarh, and returned after having

settled that affair. But as the Prince, as a result of his youth and

inexperience, was self-willed to the extreme, they could not get on

smoothly. Consequent on their disagreement, affairs did not prosper

and cases were not disposed of. On this account the Prince went to

the Court in the 23rd year, and Shah Nawaz Khan was sent back4

to the province of Malwa. In the 26th year he was promoted to the

rank of 5,000 foot with 5,000 horse-twp-and three-horse, and

honoured by being appointed as the Governor of Oudh, and the fief~

holder of Gorakhpiir and Bahraich5
• When towards the end of

Shah Jahan's reign Prince MUQammad Aurangzib Bahadur marched

against Bijapiir, Shah Nawaz Khan and other officers were detailed

from the Court to this expedition. The undertaking had not been

completed, when the feline tricks of Dara Shik6h caused confusion

to spread all over. Muqammad Aurangzib Bahadur prudently

marched to Upper India with proper equipment. Shah Nawaz Khan

wisely delayed, and refusing to accompany him remained in Burhan~

piir. The Prince got him out of his house, and placed him under

surveillance6 in the citadel. At last, after the battle with Dara

to accompany Saiyid Khan Jahan Barah, and was entrusted with the

vanguard.
One day-when the enemy mustered in great force-as the brunt

of a Deccaoi battle is in the rearguard, Shah Nawiiz Khan claimed

the rearguard as his post. After the meeting of the two armies

fighting went on for a watch (pahr). When the pressure of the

enemy became excessive, Saiyid Khan Jahan joined Shah Nawaz, and

drove off the foe. On that day he performed great deeds
l

• On

account of his high lineage and noble descent, his noble daughter

was married to Prince M ul}ammad Aurangzib Bahadur on 23rd Phul

tIijja of the 10th year of accessiGl1 (8th May, 1637 A.D.). Emperor

Shah Jahan at the end of the night of the feast came by boat to his

house, and in his presence the dower was fixed at four lacs of rupees.

Talib Qalim found the chronogram:

Time bound two pearls in a necklace.

(Do gauhar ba yak 'aqd dauran kashida- 1047 A.H. (1643

A.D.).
As on that night the father of the bride, in accordance with the

custom of Upper India-that the father of the bride should not appear

in the assembly-was not present, he next day proffered suitable

gifts. Articles to the value of a lac of rupees were accepted
2

• In

the 15th year another daughter was sought in marriage for Prince

Muqammad Murad Bakhsh, and as at that time Shah Nawaz Khan

was busy with settling the affairs of OrIssa province, it was ordered

that his wife Nauras Banii Begum with her daughter should come to

the Court, and conduct the ceremonies3
• Later the governorship of

Op. cit., p. 157.
2 The marriage really took place in 1046 A.H.-in the last month of the

year, 23rd Dhul f:lijia or 8th May, 1637; for a detailed account see op. cit.,

pp. 267-2 7°. The bride's name was Dilras Banu, and she was the mother of

Prince Akbar.
Banarsi Prasad Saksena, History of Shahjahan, p. 370, has confused Shah

Nawaz !9!an with Shah Nawaz !9!an son of 'Abdur Ra~im Khan !SJ]anan.

3 Biidshiihniima, II, pp, 304, 3°5·

- ,

Op. cit., P' 332.
2 Op. cit., P' 583.

3 'Amal $ali~, III. p. 64

4 Op. cit., P' 1 °3.
6 Op. cit., pp. 282, 283.
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Also see 'Alamgirnama, pp, 52, 53.
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Shike5h and the accession of Aurangzib, an order was sent appointing

Shah Nawaz Khan as Governor of Gujarat and raising him to the rank

of 6,000 with6,000 horse l
• He had not as yet settled down in

that office, when Dara Shike5h as a result of pursuit by the forces

of 'Alamgir, went from Multan to Sind, and from there to Guja6it.

When Dara Shik6h arrived in the neighbourhood of Alfmadabad,

Shah Nawaz Kban, either on account of being offended at the

Burhanpur incident, or of his not having the means of resistence:

though he could have escaped to the Deccan or to Aurangzib-wlth

all his wisdom dropped the thread of resolution and hastened to

welcome Dara Shik6h. He brought him into the city and into the

royal Hall of Audience. Dara Shik6h, out of respect to his fatl:er,

wanted to take a lower seat, but Shah N awaz Khan insisted on placing.

him in the royal window (lharoka). Though that unfortunate

wished to proceed by way of Sul~anpiir and Nandarbar to the Deccan,

and there to raise the standard of power, but on receiving the false

news about the battle with Shah Shuja' and the defeat and capture of

Aurangzib, and acceptiJ;1g these unconfirmed rumours as correct, he

resolved to march to Agra and to release Shah Jahan. He made Shah

Nawaz Khan his companion and adviser, and bade him collect troops;

he gathered some 20,000 horse.
Meanwhile a succession of letters came from Raja Jaswant Singh

to the effect that the image of loyalty to Shah Jahan was graven on

his heart, and that Dara Shik6h should come quickly to him, and that

the Raja and all other Rajpiits were ready to sacrifice their lives in his

service. Dara Shik6h thereupon gave up the idea of going to Agra

and taking with him Shah N awaz Khan and all his sons and relations

hastened to Ajmer2
• When that man, who was indifferent to the

sanctity attached to the good name of a Maharaja, did not join Dara

Shik6h, the latter was compelled to erect a circle of walls from the

fort of Garh Pathli to the low hills, and to prepare entrenchments to

'Alamg;rnama, pp. 209, 2 I O.

2 [d .• pp. 296-300.

. ,

.,
C

oppose Emperor Aurangzib. After many fights on 29th Jammada II,
1069 A.H. (14th March, 1659 A.D.) Dilcr Khan and Shaikh Mir

bravely advanced to a position opposite the defile near the Gokla

Pahari, which was held by Shah Nawaz Khan, and bravely crossing

it drove off his men by the showers of arrows (bullets). At this time

Shah N awaz Khan was in attendance on Dara Shik6h. On hearing

the news of this reverse he hastened to the spot, and exerted himself

to repel the attack. In the crisis of the battle, while he was main

taining himself on the top of the entrenchment, a bullet hit him

in the navel and killed him1• Dara Shik6h after his death lost

courage and took to Right. Aurangzib on account of old con

nections with that member of a noble family treated his body

with respect, and had it buried in the courtyard of the tomb of

Mu'in·ud-Din Chishti. From the beginning of his career Shah

Nawaz Khan strove after orderliness, method, and a comfortable

mode of life. He conducted himself with prudence and caution.

He was skilled in the management of worldly affairs and himself

used to look into both the general plans and details. He was very

fond of fishing and hunting, and was also fond of music. No

one else had so nuny singers and musicians in his entourage.

After his death, Ma'~um Khan, his eldest son, had the rank of

2,000. His second son Mir MU'aHam, who had the title of Siyadat

Khan, attained the rank of 1,5°0. In the 26th year, 1094 A.H.

(1683 A.D.) Prince Kam Bakhsh was married at Aurangabad to Azarm

Banu2
, daughter of Siyadat :Khan. In the 27th year Siyadat Khan was

granted the title of MU'aHam Khan 3
, and appointed Qushbegi (Chief

Falconer) in succession to Mughal Khan. He had a turbulent disposition.

I 'Alamgirnama, pp. 323, 324. For remarks about Shah Nawaz Khan, see
also Irvine, Staria do .Magar, I, p. 325. On page 344 of the same work
Manucci has a curious story about Shah Nawaz Khan having been killed in cold

blood after the battle. This is undoubtedly incorrect.
2 Maathir+'Alamgiri, p. 225.
3 In the 28th and not the 27th year, as in the text, see Maathir-i

'Alamgiri, p. 246,
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(MIRZA) SHAH NAWAZ KHAN ~AFAVI

(Vol. III, pp. 692-694)'

His name was ~adr-ud-Din Mu~ammad, and he was the son of
Mirza Sul~an ~afavil. He was a souvenir (Yadgar) of the ~afavi

family. Through good furtune the high rank of an Amir was inheri
ted by him from his father and grandfather, but he was the last of
the family, as after him even up to the present day, none of that
family has attained any distinction. In short, he was well known
after the death of his father, and was appointed to campaigns far and
near. In the 26th year of Emperor Aurangzib's reign he was honour
ed by the grant of the title of Khan, and appointment as Faujdar
of Ramgir2

• After that he was made Faujdar of Irij Bhander in
the province of Agra, and thereafter of Punar in the province of
Berar. In the 44th year, he was exalted by being appointed as the
Governor of Khandesh in place of MU'taqad Khan, and promoted by
increase of 500 to the rank of 2,0003

• Afterwards, he was appoin
ed as the 3rd Bakhshi, and with the addition of the word Mirza4

his name became Sadr-ud-Din Muhammad Khan Safavi. When. . -.
the imperial army proceeded from Bahadurgarh-which had been the
seat of its encampment for a time-for taking the fort of Kondhana;
the heavy baggage was left at Bahadurgarh. And the Bakhshi-ul-Mulk
Mirza ~adr-ud-Din Mu~ammad Khan, who had the rank of 2,500
with 800 horse, was granted a further increase of 500 with 200
horse, thus raising his rank to 3,000 with 1,000 horse; he was
given an elephant and left in-charge of the camp5. In the 48th
year, on the death of Rill} Ullah Khan, the 2nd Bakhsh'i, he in his

For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 581-583.

2 Maiithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 234.
3 Op. cit., p. 433·
4 He was granted the title of Mirza in the 45th year, op. cit., p. 439.
SOp. cit., p. 472, where it is recorded that he was granted a horse, an

elephant and a dress of honour on this occasion,
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absence was promoted to the post1 of 2nd Bakhshi, and summoned
from the Camp to the Presence. After the taking of Wagingera,
he received a further increase of 5002.

After Emperor Aurangzib's death, he accompanied3
Mu~ammad

A'pm Shah. When in the battle with Bahadur Shah, A'?am Shah
was killed, many of Amangzib's officers and Walashahis joined
Bahadur Shah, and only a few withdrew. Shah Nawaz Khan was
wounded 4 and remained in the field. When he waited on the new
Emperor Bahadur Shah, he was confirmed in his appointment, and
received the rank of 5,000 and the title of I;-lisam-ud-Daulah Mirza5

Shah Nawaz !5--.ban ~afavi. He was greatly honoured, and when
Bahadiir Shah died in Lahore, and four claimants contended for the
sovereignty, each officer joined the prince with whom he had been
connected. The Khan joined 'A?im-ush-Shan. Two or three days
before the battle, when strife was ripe all round, he was returning
after visiting him, and waS passing near the tents of Jahan Shah.
The latter's men mistook him, and cut him to pieces6

• According
to another account, on the day of the battle when 'A?im-ush-Shan
was killed, he wanted to join Jahan Shah. In the confusion men
riddled him with bullets. Though he cried loudly that he had no
hostile intentions, no one listened 7

• They attacked his elephant,
and struck him. He was a man devoid of good or evil, and was
very slimly built. He was wellknown for his frugal eating. It is
stated that for him, they prepared out of one partridge some roast,
some pi/au and some curry. When taking milk, he increased the
quantity by mashas, and when it reached the tola stage he developed

ind igestion.

Op. cit., p. 489. 2 Op. cit., p. 505·
3 !ihafi ~an, II, p. 572. 4 Op. cit., p. 596.
SOp. cit., p. 601. 6 Op. cit., pp. 685, 686.
7 For another version see Sir Jadunath Sarker's edition of Later Mughals,

I, p. 173 and footnote. It is stared there that he was severely wounded in the
battle, having 16 arrows sticking in his body, and withdrew. On the authority
of Tarikh-i-Mu~ammadi it is added that he died later of these wounds.



He was Baharlti 1
, and was one of the chief servants of Bairam

Khan. In the battle with He-mti-which was the first battle, and

which esta blished Emperor Akbar's power-he rendered good) service.

When during the fight, an arrow from the quiver of the Divine

wrath pierced He-mii's eye, and came out at the back of his head,

his men losing their courage took to flight. Shah Quli Khan2 reached

Hemii in time, and not knowing who he was, aimed at the elephant

driver so that, in accordance with the prevailing custom, he might be

able to claim the elephant as his share of the booty. The elephant

driver from fear of his life pointed out his master. Shah Quli Khan

on this good news became convinced of his own good fortune, and

drove the elephant out of the fray, and produced Hemii bound hands

and neck before the Emperor. He became an object of favour, But

he had become enamoured of a boy by the name of Qabtil Khan,

who was well versed in musical arts, and always kept him in his com

pany. Emperor Akbar who considered such acts, which even with

the purest of motives were not approved by many, highly disgusting,

and did not approve of them at all, and especially in the case of an

Am"ir-in the 3rd year of the reign ordered that the boy be taken

away from Shah Quli Khan. The Khan, who was a prey to his pas

sions, set fire to his house and home, and donned the dress of a jog"i
(Yogi) and went into retirement. Bairam Khan laboured hard to

straighten up the matter, and got him back into the Emperor's favour 3 •

At the time of Bairam Khan's fall those whom he called sons and

brothers forsook him, but Shah Quli Khan remained faithfull and did

not abandon1 him.

It is stated that when Bairam Khan at Talwara 2 in the Siwaliks

took refuge with }{aja Ganesh, and when the Emperor arrived near

the hills, Mun'im Khan, at his own request, rushed forward to bring

back Bairam Khan, Sl!ah Quli Khan and Babai Zanbtir:l laid hold of

Bairam Khan's skirt, ,1nd wept and lamented. Although Mun'im

Khan spoke smoothingly, it was of no avail. Consequently he told

them to remain that night where they were and wait for neWSj after

their minds were set at rest they could present themselves. From

that time they were separated from Rairam Khan, and apparently their

fears were on the Khan's account. After Bairam Khan's death, he

received great promotions, and was elevated to the rank of an A mir.
In the 20th year, when Khiin Jahan, the Govenor of Panjab was ap

pointed Governor of Bengal, Shah Quli Khan was sent as the G:lVernor4

of the former province. He always rendered good service, and. this

met with royal appoval.

It is stated that the Emperor out of great benevolence and kindness

took him inside the palace into the harem. When Shah Quli Khan

went back to his house, he castrated himself. The Emperor hearing

of this granted him the title of Maf;ram (confidant). In the 34th

year at the time of returning from Afghanistan, and after crossing the

Jhelum river, the Emperor was one day encamped at Hiliin. On the

march, it was the turn of the elephant Maltil Rai:. As he was tur

bulent and wicked, the Emperor wished to mount him from the back

of a female elephant. Before, however, he had put his foot in the

774 Shah Quli Khan Mahram- .
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(Vol. II, pp. 605-608).
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Bahiirlii is the name of one of the principal clans of Qaraquilii Turks to
which Bairam ~an also belonged, see Maathir-ul-Umara, Beveridge's translation,
I, p. 368. For a biography of Shiih Quli see Blochmann .J'in, I (2nd edn.),
p. 32 9,

2 Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 40, 41; Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 64,65.
3 Ibid, p. 79; Ibid, II, p. 121.

I Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 104, I I I, 118; Beveridge's translation, II, pp.

157, 170, 180.
2 See Jarrett's translation, of .J'in, II, p. 318.
3 See Akbarnama, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 180, note 2, where on

Biiyazid's authority it is stated that he was the elder brother of Shah Quli !Q!an

Maqram.

4 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 162; Beveridge's translation, III, p. 230.
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At the time of Bairam Khan's fall from power, he remained attached l

to him, and considered it his duty to attend on him. When Mahdi

Qa~im Khan from the Garh territory went off to the I:Iijaz without

royal permission, Shah Quli Khan, with some others, was sent in

the I I th year to settle that territory::. I--I is later history has not come

to the notice of the author.

SHAH QUU KHAN W AQAS !:lAJI

(Vol. II, pp. 658-66 I).

He was an inhabitant of Balkh. In the beginning of the 5th

year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he came to India from his native

country as an ambassador of Nadhar Mul}3mmad Khan, the ruler

of that country. When he reached near Agra, MU'taqad Khan

Bakbsbi was sent to receive him and escort him to the Presence. He

produced the ruler's letter and presents valued at fifteen thousand

rupees. He was granted a dress of honour, a decorated dagger worth

four thousand rupees, and Momin, his son, was also presented with

a dress of honour. Two days later 35 horses and 10 camels were

presented by him, and 18 horses and some camels by his son. Thirty

thousand rupees were given to him and ten thousand to his son as

gifts3. After sometime when the Solar weighing took place, he

received as a gift twenty thousand rupees and his son five thousand"'.

In the 6th year, he was presented with a dress of honour, a horse

with a gilded saddle, and an elephant, and his son a dress of honour;

he was also granted leave to return with Tarbiyat Khan and an answer

to the letter he had brought with him5
•

As he had seen the grandeur of India, and had become acquainted

with the mode of administration of justice there, his heart turned

Shah Quli Khan Naranjt

rope girdle (Kalawa) , that rogue rushed at the female, and the Emperor

fell down. Though the elephant rushed off in another direction, the

fall rendered the Emperor unconscious for a time, and he suffered from

severe pain. He himself determined that he should be bled and this

cured him. Sedition mongers in the provinces invented wild canards,

and many distant parganas were plundered. l The Shaikhawat Rajputs,

though their leaders were in attendance at the Court, plundered Birat::

and from Mewat to Rewari devastated the country. Accordingly in the

35,th year, Shah Quli Khan was deputed to put down the malcontents,

In a short time he by his bravery and courage uprooted the plant of

sedition, and restored tranquility. In the begining of the 4 I st year

he was exalted by promotion to the rank of 4,000 and later he was

given the rank of 5,,000; he also received a Bag and a drum. In the

46th year, lOla A.H. (1601-02 A.D.), he died of dysentery3 at A.~ra.

In spite of his age, he had a young heart. He had an abundant share

of courage and honesty. He adopted Narnaul as his home, and

erected magnificient buildings and built a large tank there. It is

stated that during his illness he realized that he would not survive.

He gave his soldiers two years' salary in advance, and gave away to the

needy large sums in charity; he then passed away.

SHAH QUU KHAN NARANJI

(Vol. II, pp. 535-536).

He was one of Emperor Humayun's officers. He was in constant

attendance during his journeys and at home, and rendered valuable

service throughout. In the 1St year of Emperor Akbar's reign, he

was appointed to the Panjab4 province under Khi4r Khwaja' Khan.

f'
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Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 574, 575, 578; Beveridge's translation, III,
pp. 869, 870, 874; see also the very excellent footnotes.

2 In Alwar State, Birat or Parat of Jarrett, .J'in, II, p. 191.

3 Akbarniima, Text, III, p. 799; Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1197.

4 Ibid, II, p. 47, Ibid, II, p. 73·

I Akbarntima, Text, II, p. 107; Beveridge's translation, II, p, 163.

2 Ibid, p. 272; Ibid, pp. 405, 406.

3 Badshahniima, I, pt. i, p. 43 l.

4 This was in the 6th year of the reign, op. cit., p. 451.

5 Op. cit., pp. 465, 466.
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away from his native land, and in the 9th year he came back and

had an audience. He received the rank of 1,000 with 800 horse,

a dress of honour, a decorated dagger, an ornamented sword, a horse

- with a gilded saddle, an elephant and a present of twenty thousand

rupees l
• When in the end of the same year, it was represented that

Mirza Khan Manuchehr, the Faujdar of Kangra, had, as a result of

a disturbed brain, gone into retirement, he was appointed to take

charge of the hill country, and his rank was raised to 2,000 with

2,000 horse. He received the title of Shah Quli Khan, and was

given a Rag, a dress of honour, a decorated dagger, a horse and an

elephant2
• After reaching the hill country, he set about putting it

into order. He sent for Bhupat, son of Sangram, the Zam'indar

of Jammu, who always helped the Faujdars in the area, but who had

gradually become slack in service. He came with a large force. Shah

Quli Khan collected troops and prepared for battle. After fighting,

Bhupat hurriedly retired to his home. Emperor Shah Jahan approved

of Shah Quli Khan's conduct, and in the loth year, presented him

with a dress of honour, drums and an elephant3
• In the 12th year,

when the Emperor was proceeding to the capital, Shah Quli Khan

waited on him on the way. He was removed from his existing

appointment, and sent4 as Governor of Bhakkar on the death of Jan

Nithar Khan. In the 14th year, his rank was advanced to 3,000

with 2,000 horse; he received a dress of honour and was appointed

Governor of Kashmir5
• He also received as presents a sword with

ornamented accoutrements, and fifty thousand rupees in cash. After

reaching J:Iasan Abdal, he died 6 in the year 1050 A.H. (1640 A.D.).

Mu~ammad Amin, his son, who had the rank of 900 with 500

horse, died in the 25th year.

He was the son of Mirza Ibrahim, son of Mirza Sulaiman\ the

ruler of Badakhshan. After his father was killed, he was brought

up by his grandfather. When he attained the years of discretion,

inasmuch as there had been enmity and disagreement from the start

between his mother, Mu~tarim Khanum, and his grandmother

Khurram Begam-who had full control over Mirza Sulaiman-he,

at the instigation of malevolent Badakhshis, fell out with his grand

father an~ started to oppose him. This went so far that Mirza

Sulaiman left his country and migrated to India, as has been narrated

in his account. Later, when Mirza Sulaiman after reaching India

took leave2 to go to Mecca, Shahrukh Mirza and his mothe~ s~nt

petitions and presents to Emperor Akbar, and strengthened theIr tIes

of fealty. Mirza Sulaiman returned from Mecca by way of I~an,

and with the help of Mirza Mu~ammad J:Iakim led an army agamst

Badakhshan. On the basis of conceding the lands which Mirza

~brabim had held, a peace was arranged with Mirza Sulaiman, but

soon disagreements broke out between them. So long, however, as

Shahrukh's mother was alive, these disagreements were settled peace

fully. After her death, the Mirza took to headstrong measures, ~nd
the troops becoming demoralized, the officers also started fightIng

about their fiefs. 'Abdullah Khan, the ruler of Turan, who was

watching his opportunity, hearing of this fell upon Badakhshan. The

servants behaved unfaithfully, and the Mirzas forced to bid adieu to

their hered itary territory made their esca pe with great diffic~lty.

When they reached the borders 'of Kabul, Mirza Sulaiman felt

Shah Quli Khan Waqas Baji [Maathir-
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1 BJdshJhnama, I, pt. ii, p. 166.

3 Op. cit., pp. 250, 251.

5 Op. cit., p. 223.

2 Ibid, p. 217.

4 Badshahnama, II, p. 13 I.

6 Op. cit., p. 225.

See lv.taathil'-ul-UmaI'J, Text, III, pp. 264-277 for an account of Mirza

Sulaiman.
2 For a detailed account of the intrigues und quarrels between Mirza

Sulaiman and Mirza Shahruk!! see Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 149- 158 ; Beve
ridge's translation, III, pp. 211-212. Mirza Sulaiman's obtaining leave to go to

Mecca is recorded on Text, p. 163, translation, p. 231.



Shahrukh ul-Umara] Shahrukh

ashamed in view of what had transpired earlier to proceed to India.
Mirza Shahrukh with his three sons, the twins J:-Iasan and J:-Iusain, and
Badi'-uz-Zaman, started for India. In the country of the Hazaraj"at
he heard that 'Abdullah Khan had been defeated by Kulabians, and
the Mirza returned towards Badakhshan in the hope of recovering
possession. Then it appeared that the ruler of Turan had taken
possesion of Kulab, and the Mirza worse off than ever returned. On

the way, he met Mirza Sulaiman, who on hearing the same report
had started back from Kabul. Just then the Ozbeg army arrived and
started to plunder. In this confusion Mirza Sulaiman's horse
stumbled and he fell on the ground. Mirza Shahrukh dismounted,
and offered his horse; this too ran off into the wilds. A follower set
Mirza Sulaiman on his own horse, and Mirza Shahrukh dextrously got
hold of the runaway, and they galloped away. In the confusion his
son J:-Iasan got separated, and this was a new grief for the father.
When the Mirza took the road to India and got out of the defiles,
the missing son rejoined him. Kanwar Man Singh in the neighbour
hood of the Indus river and Raja Bhagwan Das at Lahore showed him
hospitality. In the 29th year, Prince Daniyal welcomed him outside
the Capital, and introduced him to the Presence l • He was honoured
in the royal Court, and was given a present of a lakh of rupees in
cash, goods of the Farrash-Khana, five elephants, nine horses, some
camels and several servants. In the 38th year, at the end of the
year 100 I A.H. (1593 A.D.), Emperor Akbar gave him his
daughter, Shakr-un-Nisa in marriage2

• He was appointed Governor
of Malwa, raised to the rank of 5,000, and sent off to his province
with Shahbaz Khan Kambu as his guardian 3 • In the 40th year, he
was deputed with prince Murad to the Deccan.

When Shahbaz Khan left Al:Jmadnagar and came to Miilwa, Ujjain
and other choice places in that province were taken over from Shahbaz

I Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 447, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 670, 67 1.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 644; Beveridge's translation, III, p. 990. The year of

the marriage is wrongly given there as 1594 A.D.

3 Op, cit., Text, p. 644; translation, III; p. 99 I.

Khan, and assigned to Mirza Shahrukh as his fieP. The prince took
up his quarters at Balaghatpiir-Berar, and the imperial forces under
the leadership of Mirza Shahrukh and Khan Khanan, the Comman~er

in-Chief, were, in the 41st year, opposed to armies of the three chiefs
of the Deccan under the command of Khwaja Suhail Khan of Bijapiir.
There was severe fighting. Raja Ali Khan, the ruler of Khandesh, who
commanded the left wing of the imperial forces was killed with many
men; others losing heart fled. The Rajpiit leaders rallied after going

off some distance. Mirza Shahrukh and Khan Khanan drove off the
force that opposed them, and spent the dark night on horseback. At
dawn, most of the leaders of the enemy were killed, and the rest took

to flight 2
• In the 43rd year, 10°7 A.H, (1598-99 A.D.), on being

summoned he reached the Presence. In the same year, Shaikh Abiit
Fadl was sent to the Deccan. The Mirza was presented a flag and a
dr~m, and sent off to Malwa to put the army there into order. On
being called to the Deccan, he went there quickly. The Mirza never
spared himself in royal service. When Prince Daniyal, after the con
quest of Al:Jmadnagar, came to his august father at Burhanpiir, the
Mirza was left in-charge of the territory. When Khan Khanan reached
Al:Jmadnaiar from the Court, the Mirza return~d to the Presence3

•

Later from the banks of the Narbada, he was agalO sent to the Deccan
with the Prince. About the end of Emperor Akbar's reign he held
the rank of 7,000, In the 2nd year of Emperor Jahan~ir's rei~n,

10 16 A.H. (16°7 A.D.) he died at Ujjain\ and was buned outside
the city. It is stated that Kabuli Begam, the daughter of. Mirza
Muhammad Hakim, who was also married to the Mirza, took hiS body
with' the inten'tion 'of conveying it to Medina, and herself making the
pilgrimage. On account of (the fear of) molestation by the Arabs of

Op. cit., Text, III, p. 7 I 7, translation, III, p. 1069.
2 This account of the battle appears to be based mainly on Akbarnama,

Text, III, pp. 718, 719; translation, III, pp. 1°7°-1°72, See also the very useful

footnotes by Beveridge..
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 747, translation, p, I I 16.
4 Tuzuk-i-Iahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation), p. 119·



the desert, she made over the body to some camel-drivers (A1akare)
and went off to Ba~ra. From there she went to Shiraz. Allahwardi

Khan, the Governor of Fars, treated her with respect, and sent her to

I~fahall (Ispahan). In the year 1022 A.H. (1613 A.D.) ShahAbba~

II, the ruler of Iran, married her to his blinded uncle Mirza Sul~an Ali.

But there was no love between him and the Begam1. In short, Mirza

Shahrukh was distinguished for courage and good qualities. Emperor

Jahangir has written in his Memoirs 2 that although no one can be more

faithless than a Badakhshi, but Shahrukh behaved as if he were not a

Badakhshi He was in India for twenty years, but did not at all know

the Indian language. Of his sons, Mirza Mul:ammad Zaman, who

assumed power in Badakhshan, was killed by the Ozbegs. For a long

time a fictitious Muryammad Zaman raised a disturbance. Mirza Shah

Mu~ammadwas kept by Mirza Mu~ammad tIakim under his own

eye. At the time of Mirza's death six sons were alive, Of Hasan and

tIusain, the twins, I:Iasan, who ran away with Khusrau, was'caught on

the second day and imprisoned. Mirza Sul~an from his early years

was educated and trained3 in the service of Emperor Jahangir. The

Emperor proposed to give his own daughter to him in marriage. The

ladies of the harem represented that he already had many wives in

his house. When he was questioned, he swore by the Emperor's

feet denying the report. Eunuchs were sent to his house, and they

found women there in confinement; he consequently fell out of favour.

He received Ghazipiir in fief, and died there. Mirza Badi'-uz-Zaman,

known as Mirza Fa~hpiiri, was the Bakhshi of the Deccan in Emperor

Jahangir's reign. Later, he received4 Pattan in Gujarat as his fief.

He was a bundle of wicked bones for contention and strife, so much

Shahrukh [Maathir- f\
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Shiihiiji Bhonsle

so that his brothers plagued by him killed him in Pattan. His mother

coming to the Court appealed for justice. But as it should have been

she did not ~ring in a charge of murderl
• The brothers were impri~

soned for a time. Mirza Mughal did not prosper. He was married

to_the _daug~ter of Darab Kban2
, and lived on the fief of pargana

Nlmkhar-Ba1swara. The last was Mirza Shuja' Najabat Khan3 , a

separate account of whose career has been included.

(RAJA) SHAHOJI BHONSLE

(Vol. II, pp. 342-358).

It is stated 4 that his lineage extends to the Rajas of the Chittor,

who are Sisodiahs. One of his ancestors by the name of Siir Sen for

some reason migrated from Chittor to the Deccan, and for a time

resided in the village of Bhonsa, pargana Karkanab, Sarkar Parenda,

in the province .of Aurangabad. and took to himself the surname of

Bhonsle. Dada;i Bhonsle, one of the Raja's ancestors, who was the

head of the villages of Hakni, Biirhi, Devalgaon and the lower area

of the Pargana of Ponna, had two sons, Maloji and Vithoji (Pethiiji

of the text). They became alienated from the ryots there, and moving

over to the town of EJlora near Daulatabiid took up agriculture there.

Later, they moved over to the town of Sindkher (Shindkhed) to

Lakhoji Jadhavrao (Lakhi Jadii), the Deshmukh of Sarkar Daulatabad,

who held a high office in the Ni~am Shahi dominions, and had an

extensive establishment; they took up service with him. Vithoji

had eight sons, Kheloji, Panaji and others, while Maloji after long

yearning for them had two sons. As he had great faith in Shah

This account is apparently based on Tarikh '/flam /frai 'Abbasi.

2 Tuzuk-i-Jah,mgiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation),!, pp. 119, 120,

where the death of Mirza Shahruk!! is recorded, and an account of his family is

included, but this statement about his character differing from that all Badakh

shis is not included there.

3 Op. cit., p. 24·
4 Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation), II, p. 10.

Op. cit., p. 259.
2 He is probably Darab Khan Mirza Darab for whom see Maathir-ul

Umara, Text, II, pp. 14-17, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 450-453.
3 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp, 821-828, translation antea, pp. 364-371.
4 See ~afi ~an, II, pp. 111-112. Thete is also a more detailed account

of the Marhattas in Khazana-i·'/fmira (Lucknow Lith. edn.), pp. 39 et. seq.,

which is copied in Siyar-i.Mut'jJkhkhirin (Lucknow Lith. edn.), III, pp. 9ZI-926.
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For Shahji see also Kincaid & Parasnis, History of the Maratha People,

pp. 5-10, Grant Duff, History of the Mahrattas, I, pp, 57-126, Sir Jadunath

Sarkar, House of Shivaji, pp. 35-54,

these areas as his assignment. Later, Sh:ihji Bhonsle went off to
Karnatik (Carnatic), and first took Pala Kankgiri by force kOl11 tbe
landholders, and then married T ukab:ii a girl of the Mohite family.
He had two sons by Jijab:ii, one Samba, who was killed by a bullet
in the battle of Kanakgiri,' and the second Siva (Shivaji), who, on
account of his young age was with his agent at Poona, etc., which
mabals formed his assignment. By T uk:ib:ii one son was born whose

name was Vyankoji (Ekoji in the text).
\Vhen ShahjL1 was living in the district of Kolar and Balapiir, and

as fortune was favourable to him, he, at the request of the Raja of
Trichonopoly-who had been defeated by Panchi Righav, the land
holder of Tanjore-went to his assistance, and having defeated them
took possession of both the territories. Leaving Vyankoji, his son,
there, he returned to Kolar. Vyankoji had three sons, first Shahji,
second Sharifji-both these left no issues-and the third T ukoji whose
descendants inherited both these territories and remained in possession
of them. Meanwhile Shivaji-who had reached the age of 16 years
removed his father's agents from the management of the mabals of the
lag"ir, and laid the foundations of his independence. In a short time
his fortune was increased by the defection of the Bijapiir officers, and
he had collected nearly 15,000 troopers. When he SaW that the
neighbourhood-which was in the fief of Mulla AI:mad Naitha-was
left without the defending army which had been deputed there at the
request of the lag"irdar of Bijapiir, he exerted himself and took posse
ssion of most of its territory-when the power of the Bijapiiris suffered
a serious set back through the death of Mul:ammad cXdil Khan, and
as 'Ali 'Xdil Khan was not securely established, Shivaji cutting off
his connection with them assumed independence. Later, when 'Ali
cAdil Khan had been able to make secure his position, Shivaji sent
deceitful messages of sobmission, requested for pardon, and begged that

Shahiiji Bhonsleul-Umaraj

Gasht is apparently a mistake for Kusht.

Shahiiji Bhonsl~

Sharif-who is buried in A~madnagar-he called one Shiihji and the
other Sharafji. Lakhoji Jadhavrao, who except for a daughter of the
name Jijabai (Jhajawa in text) had no other issues, was so grea~ly
enamoured of Shahji-who was very handsome-that he took hun
up as a son, and gave him fine clothes, and ~olde,n jewelle~ ornaments.

On day Jadhavrao said that he would give him, th~,_ said daughter
to Shahji in marriage. Maloji the father and Vlthojl, the uncle of

Shahji, stood up saying that the betrothal had been arran_ged, ~n~
that he should not hereafter go back on his word. But Jadhavrao s

tribesmen blamed him, and made him change his vie~s., At last
Jadhavrao became angry, and turned Maloji and VlthoJi ~ut of
Sindkher. They went to Anangpal Nimbalkar, who ~as an mfluen
tial landholder, and having got an army from him came to the

'hb rhood of Daulatabad and referred the matter to the Governor
nelg ou ' f Sh h'- Bh- 1
there. In this way was brought about the marriage 0 a)1 ons e
with the daughter of Jiidhavrao, and Shahji Bhonsle became a man of

consequence. S -h'-
When Nizam-ul-Mulk killed1 Jadhavrao by a clever ruse, ha II

quarrelled wi~h him, and in the 3rd year of Emperor Shah Jahan's
, t off to A'zam Khan the Governor of the Deccan. He was

reign wen ,- .,' II d
made a Panjhazari with 5,000 horse, and received as gifts a Jewe e

dagger, a flag and a drum, ~ ho~se a~~ an elephant a~d tWO lacs o~
As a result of his evil dlsposltlon he soon left him, and wen

rupees. , 'h
back to Nizam-ul-Mulk. Gradually he gained great mfluence m t e
Ni~am Shahi kingdom, and on this account Jadh~vrao and, other
leaders had spite against him in their hearts. DUring the ~elgn of
Emperor Shah Jahan they arranged for an imperial army _b~ll?g sent

, Sh-\ )'-1 This force besieged him in the fort of Mahoh. Heagamst a 1 • , , f
addressed himself to Sikandar 'Xdil Shah and suddenly commg ou~ 0,

the fort marched off to Bijapiir. When Murari, the manager of :Adil
Shah pursued Malik 'Ambar, and established, stat~ons at Chakna,

P Sh-ah)'i Bhonsle who had accompanied him, was grantedoona, etc., '
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Afdal Khan the general of 'Adil Khan might be sent to visit him.
When Afqal Khan reached Kankan, Shivaji adopting an attitude of
supplication in the name of peace invited the said Khan with a limited
retinue to a conference near his abode. The latter put on the
appearance of fear, and came tremblingly to the palanquin of the
!<han. Then with a knife, which he was carrying concealed on his
person, he killed the Khan, and shouted to his armed followers, who
were lying in ambush in the neighbourhood. They came, and killed
or made prisoners of the remaining forces of the Khan, and plundered
his campI. By this kind of actions, Shivaji: was able to collect large

quantity of equipment, and become more turbulent. When he attacked
the imperial territory, Emperor Aurangzib, in the 3rd year of his reign,
directed Shayista Khan Amir-ul-Umara, the Viceroy of the Deccan,
to chastise him. In the 4th year "tvfaharaja Jaswant Singh, Governor
of Gujarat. was appointed to assist him and Chakna was taken out of

Shivaji:'s possession.
It is stated that when Shayista Khan was staying in Poona,

Shivaji so detailed his men for a night-attack that they could gain
admission into the inhabited area of the camp. One night they
entered by opening a window at the back of the dwelling which had
been closed up by bricks and clay. The women raised an out-cry
and Shayista Khan waking up hurried to the spot. One of the
attackers threwa sword and this lopped off his index finger. Abul
Fa~h his son was killed. Meanwhile the outside guards arrived.
and Shivaji:'s men hurriedly departed2

• In the 7th year, when
i\,1irza Raja Jai Singh was appointed to chastise him, he moved a large
force against his forts and besieged Piirandhar. Shivaji being
reduced to extremity. sent a message to the effect that he was
pr~pared to hand over to the imperialists 23 forts in the hope that
the Emperor would in future favour him. After protracted negotia-

1 For Af~tal K.ban's expedition see Sir Jadunath Sarkar's detailed account

in Shivaji and his Times, pp. 59-73, also Kincaid & Parasnis, loc, cit., pp. 37-4 1.

2 See Sarkar, loco cit., pp. 88-93 for a detailed account of the night

attack,

..
"

, >

tions he sent in the keys of all the forts, and coming unarmed had

an 1l1tervlew. Mirza Raja treated him politely, and presented him
a sword and dresses l • He accompanied the Mirza in the expedition
against Bijapiir.

When Emperor Aurangzib heard about- it, he sent an order
demanding his presence at the Court. He hurried to the Court
with his son Sambhaji. On the day of the presentation he was, in
accordance with the orders, admitted to the rank of a Panj-hazari

(5,000), but owing to his narrow-mindedness he retired to a corner,
and stayed there for a long time. He stated that he had pain
in his belly. Permission was granted that he could retire to the
house which had been allotted for his residence. On reaching there
he expressed his undisguised dis satisfaction. When this was reported
to the Emperor, he was made over to the charge of Kanwar Ram
Singh, son of Mirza Raja for being kept under guard, and later a
contingent of Fulu.d Khln Katwai's men was appointed to guard the
house. He by his attention to everyone of them put them off their
guard. One night he and his son changed th<:ir dresses and escaped.
On the way, they got on to horses, which had already been
arranged, and went off to Mathura. And having shaved his beard
and eye-brows, he reached the province of I:-Iaidarabad by the route of
Benares, Bengal and Orissa. He left Sambhajl with a Brahmin
named Krishnaji: Vishvanath (Kabkalas in the text) at Mathura, and
having promised him a suitable reward arranged that he should send
Sambhaji when he was asked to do S02.

When in the loth year, Sul~an Mu~ammad MU'a~~am-who

had been appointed Viceroy of the Deccan-left with Maharaja

1 For details of the terms ot peace see Kincaid & Parasnis loco cit., p. 72, and

Sarkar,·loc. cit., pp. 128-132. This treaty of Piirandhar was arranged in 1665.

2 For Shivaji's visit to Agra, his imprisonment and escape, see Kincaid &

Parasnis, loco cit., pp. 72-79 and Sarkar, pp. 139- I 6 I, See also 'Alamgirnama,

pp. 967-971. 1021. Shivaji escaped from Agra and not Delhi as is incorrectly.
stated in Elphinstone, History of India, pp. 613, 614. The flight took place on

29th August, 1666, and he did not reach home till 30th November.
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hswam Singh, Shivaji started creating a disturbance. He plundered

many of the imperial estates, and looted the port of Siirat. And

after the arrival of the Prince sent a message to Maharaja Jaswant

Singh saying that he was sending his son Sambhaji with the request

that he should be favoured with th~ grant of a man{ab so that he

might with a suitable force perform the duty assigned to him. Afte-r

this was accepted, he sent the said son with Pratap Rao, his agent

and a force of 1,000 horse. He received the rank of 5,000 with

5,000 horse, and was presented with an elephant with jewelled

trappings, an assignment in Berar etc. After a time he recalled his

sort, but his agent and the force remained on duty. Later, some of

the estates of Sambhaji's assignment were resumed in ardor to recover

the advance of one lac of rupees which had been made when Shivaji

had been called to the Court. Accordingly Shivaji recalled his agent,

and began plundering the imperial territories. Dalid Khan Quraishi

pursued him, and Shivaji adopted guerilla (bargigari) tactics. After

wards he concluded a treaty with the ruler of tIaidarabad, and

arranged that they should together fight the imperial forces; and they

should start by recovering Shivaji's forts. By this arrangement he

obtained troops and gold from the ruler of tIaidarabad, and started

for Tinjore. He sent for his brother Vyankoji with a view to meet

ing him and to bring reinforcements. He came and had an interview

with Shivaji at Gingee (Chinchi in text). Shivaji claimed a share of

his patrimony. Vyankoji returned a polite answer, and leavirw at

midnight departed for Tiinjore. Shivaji plundered his camp, and :ook

possession of Gingee and his other forts; he made them over to the

charge of his own men, and dismissed the tIaidarabad forces l
• In the

17th year he again made peace overtures with Bahadur Khan Kob,

Governor of the Deccan. Bahadur Khan wrote to the Court, but

while the reply came, Shiviiji stored grain and other materials, etc, in

his own forts, and took the fort or Parnala (Panhala) from the Bijapuris.

He properly entertained the emissary-who had gone on behalf of the

See Sarkar, lac. cit., pp. 304-3 I 5.

Governor of the Deccan for carrying out negotiations-:1l1d gave a

clear answer about the peace terms. In the 20th year, Sambhajl be

coming displeased with his father soaght refuge with Oiler Khan. In

the 2 I st year, however, he fled and returned to his father. In

the same year Shivaji invaded the imperial territories, and laid waste

the Pargana of Jalna. After a few days' illness, however, he died
l

•

It is stated that Shah Jan Ullah-a darwesh who lived in those

quarters, and was unique for his good qualities, and whose retreat

(Takiya) was, in spite of his remonstrances, plundered by Shivaji and

his followers-had imprecated a curse on him
2

•

Shiviiji was remarkable for his love of justice, attention to details

and military skill. He had collected large numbers of horses in

his stables, and had appointed skilled men to look after these animals.

For every ten horses there was a custodi:ll1 (Taf;wildar), a waterman and

a scullion (iHash'alchi), and a supervisor was appointed for every

thousand horses. His servants were of the nature of grooms (Biirgirs).
\Vhen a force under a leader was detailed to any area, lists were made

of the accoutrements of all the followers, After an attack on any

territory he took over whatever was in excess (i.e, of what they had

at the start of the expedition). He had his secret spies. On his death

Sambhaji succeeded him, but his presumption brought about an

estrangemmt with his father's comrades in arms, and he squandered

I He died in April, 168o. According to Beale Oriental Biographical

Dictionary his date of death was 24 Rabi'l, 109 I A.H., corresponding to 14th

April, 1680. Grant Duff, lac., cit., I, p. 227 gives 5th April as the date; see also
the note on pp. 227, 228 where the various discrepancies of the date of his

death are diSCLlssed. Kincaid & Parasnis, p. I 10, say that he died on 3rd April
at R:tygad. Sarkar, op. cit. p. 339, and note gives the date as 4th April, but
in Cambridge l-fist. India, IV, p. 278 has changed it to 2nd April, 1680 at
Raig:trh. Khafi !ili:in, II, p. 271, incorrectly states tlut he died near Murta(.I:i

bac! which is another name for Miraj.

2 This story is told in Khafi !ilian, II, p. 27 I. His chronogram of the

year of death of Shivaji is 10 too little unless either of the words [Gifir or Jahan

nam is made into [(afiri or Jahannarn i.



what his father had accumulated. He was a great believer in a Brahmin

by the name of Kalasha (Kab Kalas in text) and was notorious for his
debauchery. In the 24th year when Sulfan Mul).ammad Akbar
rebelled against his father, Sambhaji gave him shelter. In the 3

0th
year,l Khan Zaman Shaikh Ni~iim-who was the Faujdar of Kolapur
near Panhala-got information about him through capturing one of his
spies, and marching rapidly over a long distance, and after an attack
captured him and Kalasha. J:Iamid-ud-Din [(han went and escorted

him to the Court. On the day of his arrival at the camp wooden caps
and collars were fixed on their heads. High and low were delighted.
The chronogranl was found as:_

"Ba Zan Farzand Sambha shud as!r"

(With wife and child Sambha Was made prisoner,
1101 A.H., 1689 A.D.)

In the 3 1st year, in accordance with royal instructions, he was put
to death. The fort of Raygad (Rahiri in text)-which Dhulfiqar
Khan had previously been deputed to attack-was taken. Shahu
(Sahu in text), the son of Sambhaji and Sambhaji's womenfolk were

brought to the Court. The Emperor granted Shahii the tide of Raja,
and the man~ab of 7,000 with 7,0002 horse, and assigned him a
p~a,ce inside royal enclosure; he wes brought up under royal super
VISIOn.

After the death of Emperor Aurangzlb, Shahii, on the recommen
dation of Dhiilfiqar Khan Was granted leave by Mu!:ammd A'~am
Shah, and returned to his native country. The Marathas flocked
round him. He first paid a visit to the tomb of Aurangzib, but
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meanwhile his followers plundered Purjat the outskirts of Aurangab.ad 1 •

Later he went and settled down in Satara. He lived for a long tIme,
and spent his life in ease and pleasure. His chief ,offic~als-ca."ed

Pradhans in the Hindi language - and according to IndIan Id~as eIght
Pradhans are indispensible for a Raja-led expeditions and laId waste
various areas. At last in the time of Emperor Bahadur Shah, on the

d · f DI -lfiqar Khan 10 per cent of the revenues of therecommen atIon 0 --!u _
, f A -b-d Kh-andesh Berar Bidar and Bijapur wasprovInces 0 uranga a , __ , , _'

. d t him 2 But on account of the disputes between Rajaasslgne o. '.. _., ,
Shahu, and Tara Bai, the wife of Rajaram (Ran~ Rap l11.text) tI1lS
arrangement was not given effect to. Later durmg the vICeroyalty
of Amir-ul-Umara Husain 'AlI Khan the amount was fixed at 25 per

d h . f Chauth· and a grant with the seal of thecent un er t e name 0 , '

Amir-ul-Umara was issued for it3
• From then o.nwards, they

abstained from plundering. The said Raja died4
10 1163 A.H.,

1749 A.D. without leaving any children. T~e descendants of

his uncle Rajaram are still living in the fort of Pan~ala. . _'.
The old leaders of this tribe were Dhanaji Jadav and SantaJl

Ghorpare5
• They were constantly carrying out expeditions; and were

attacking and plundering different parts of the country. The second

(Santaji Ghorpare)-who was behaving presumptuously-was ,p~~_ to
death 6 by Dhanaji and others, after the death of Rana s~n of Shlvajl. at
I . . , f th latter's wife who managed the affairs as guardiant 1e IOstIgatlOn 0 e ,

~ ....

Shahuji Bh6nsle
[Maathir-

1. Khafi Khan, II, pp. 582,583,

2 Ibid, pp. 626,627.
3 Ibid, pp. 784,785. See also Kincaid & Parasnis, op. cit.. pp. 2 I 2,

The date of capture and death of Sambiiji are incorrectly given in
this account, These did not occur in the 30th and 3 r st year respectively of

Aurangzib's reign, but in the 32nd year or I 100 A.H" as described in l11aathir_

i-'Alamgiri, pp. 319c325, from where the account is taken. See alsoSir
Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, IV, pp, 398-4°4. .

2 Matithir-i-'A"lamgiri, pp. 33 I, 33 2. This occurred in the 33
r
d

year.

e·)

21
3. 'd

4 He died on 15th December, 1749, see Kincal

p. 291, and Cambridge Hist. India, IV, p. 110.

5 For these two Marhatta generals see Cambridge

29 1-295. _
6 This is incorrect; he was defeated by Dhana,

h M h-d- I I'll by the order of Radhika Bal Maul,near tea a eo 1

slain (June, 1697)'

& Parasnis, op. cit.,

Hist. India, IV, pp.

but he was murdered

whose brother he had
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of her young son, his son Ranaji Ghorpare for sometime followed his
father's example in plundering, and became more famous than the
father. The descendants of both and their tribesmen are still living
in the Deccan. One of the Pradhans, Balaji Vishvanath was a
Brahmin. In the year 1130A.H., 1718 A.D., when I:1usain 'Ali
Khan arranged with Raja Shahii the payment of Chauth and Sardesh
mukhi and issued a grant witl. his seal on it, Balaji Vishvanath
accompanied the said Khan to Shahjahanabad with 15,000 horsemen.
In I 139 A.H., 1727 AD., Malhar Rao (Malhar in text) Holkar,
qne of the companions of Bajirao-son of Balaji Vishvanath, and who
had succeeded his father after his death-came to Malwa, and fought
a battle with Girdhar Bahadur, the Governor of the province, and
killed him. In the time of the government of 1\1ulpmmad Khan
Bangash he attacked and plundered his domain, and upset his
administration. In the year 1145 A.H., 1732-33 A.D., when the
government of Malwa was assigned to Raja Jai Singh, he because of
his being a co-religionist, supported Bajirao.

In the year I 146 AH. (~733-34 A.D.) Bajirao proceeded from
the Deccan to Upper India. Mu;;affar Khan, the brother of Khan
Daman on being appointed to oppose him proceeded to Sironj
Bajirao did not want to fight with him, and returned to the Deccan.
In the year 1147 A.H. (1734-35 A.D.) he again marched to Upper
India. From the Capital of the realm two forces, one under the
leadership of I'~imad-ud-Daulah Qamar-ud-Din Khan and the other
under Khan Dauran, were sent to put him down. Bajiriio sent one
army under Pilaji Jadav against Qamar-ud-Din Khan, and the other
under Malharrao Holkar against Khan Daman. Qamar-ud-Din Khan
was VIctOriOUS three or four times over the army opposed to him.
Kh an Dauran out of jealousy for his success made peace, and botl1
forces turned back. Later at the request of Raja Jai Singh, who
wished that the government of Malwa be given to Bajirao in hi,< place,
Khan Dauran made Emperor Mu1.lammad Shah agree to this transfer,
and in the year 1148 AH., (1735-36 A.D,) the government of
Malwa was assigned to Bajirao. In the following year Bajirao went

to Malw~ with a large force, and after making a settlement of the
province proceeded against the Raja of Bhadawar. The Raja took up
his quarters in a strongly fortified place, and Bajirao reduced the
village of Abtar which was the Raja's residence. He sent Pilaji Jadav
across the Jumna to attack the Antarbed (the area between the
Ganges and the Jumna). He encountered Bmhan-ul-Mulk, who
had arrived near Agra, and fled after losing many men, and joined
Bajirao on this (the Agra) side of the Jumna. Bajirao rapidly march
ed towards Shahjahanabad, when it was too late (literally: after
Ba~ra was taken), Khan Dauran came out of the city (of Delhi).
Biijiriio saw no advantage in fighting and retired towards Agra. In
the year II 50 A.H.(1737-38 A.D.) A~af Jah at the summons of

- Emperor Mu~ammad Shah came to the Capital from the Deccan,
and was appointed Governor of Miilwa in supersession of Bajiriio.
He started for that province, and a battle took place with Bajirao
near Bhopal. A~af Jah made peace and the government of Malwa
was left in the hands of Bajiriio, and A'pf Jah returned to the Capi
taP. In 1252 AH. (1739 A. D.) there was a battle between
Na~ir Jang, the Martyr and Bajirao near Amangabad. At last
Bajirao made peace, and took the Sarkars of Khargiin and Hindia in
Khandesh. On reaching the bank of the N erbudda he died

2
in

1I53 AH, (174°-4 1 AD.). .
He was succeeded by his son Balaji, and Sadashlvrao alitls the

Bhiio, son ot Chimnaji, the brother of Bii,jirao was appointed his
Chief Minister. The terms of peace with Raja Shahii were still in
force. Upto the martyrdom of Na~ir Jang and the death of the
Raja in 1163 A.H. (1750 A.D.) there were occasional outbreaks, but
compromises were effected. After the Raja's death, one of his rela
tions was made the ostensible chief, but Balaji assumed all power, and

1 For a detailed account of the activities of Marathas during the reign

of Muhammad Shah, see Irvine, Later Mughals, II, pp. 277-306. The conven

tion w'i~h A~af Jah was signed near Sironj on 17th January, 1738, Cambridge

Rist. India, IV, p. 357·
2 Jhedate of his death was 17th April, 1740 •

100
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made all hereditary Maratha chiefs to submit to him. In the year
1164 A.H. (1751 A.D.) when Holkar and Jayappa Sindhia hurried
towards Allahabad a~d Oudh to help Abul Man~ur, and Al:mad
Khan Bangash was defeated, Abul Man~ur hanged over to them
Kal (,Aligarh), Jalesar and Qannauj up to Karra Jahanabad in
recognition of their services. Gradually they got possession of the
area up to Alliihabad. For nearly ten years the Marathas governed
there. In the year noted above, Balaji led a force against Aurangabad,
and obtained a large sum out of the revenue deposited in the treasury
of the Na~im there. In the year 1165 A. H. (175 2 A.D.),
in accordance with the grant of Amir-ul-Umara Firiiz' Jang most
of the ~uba of Khandesh and several estates in tl~e province of
Aurangabad came into their possession. In 1171 A.H. (1758 A.D.)
a battle took place in the Deccan with Ni~am-ud-Daulah A~af Jah
(the 2nd), and after the peace country with revenues of 27 lacs of
rupees was entirely made over to the Marathas. In the same year
Dattaji Sindhia, brother, and Jankoji, son of Jayappa Sindhia, besieged
Najib-ud-Daulah in Shukartal, and in the same year Raghiinathrao,
Shilmsher Bahadur and Balkar advanced as far as the neighbourhood
of Shahjahanabaq. At the. request of· AdIna Beg Khan they hastened
to the Panjab, and drove off Taimur Shah son of Shah DurranI and
lahan Khan from Lahore, and their deputy remained at Lahore.
In the year 1173 A.H. (1759-60 A.D.) Dattaji Sindhia on hearing
of the approach of Shah Durrani advanced as far as Sirhind and died.
The fort of A~madnagar in the Deccan came into the possession of
the Marathas. Balaji and Sadashivrao fell out with Amir-ul-Muma~

lik Ni?am-ud-Daulah A~af Jah, and came forward to give battle. The
leaders of the rearguard of the Muslim army were in accordance with
the dictates of Fate, killed, and a country yielding a revenue of 60
lacs and the three forts of Daulatabad, Asir and Bijapiir fell into the
hands of Marathas. ..

When in the above mentioned year Shah Durrani turned Marathas
out of the Panjab, killed Dattaji Sindhia, and dispersed H6lkar's
forces, thereupon Sadashivrao and Visvasrao son of Balaji set out

•

towards Upper India to retrieve the situation. At first they went to

the Capital (Delhi) and after capturing the fort they removed Mul:iy
ul-Millat (Shah Jahan III) son of Muhiy-us-Sunnat son of Kam
Bakhsh-whom 'Imad-ul-Mulk, after he had killed 'Alamgir II, had
placed on the throne-and in his place made Jawan Bakht son of Shah
'Alam a puppet sovereign. In 1174 A.H. (1760 A.D.) they moved
forward to encounter Shah Durrani. As the army was reduced to terri
ble straits owing to the stoppage of s~pplies, they were forced to fight.
Sadashivrao, Viswasrao and a large number of leaders were killed, and
some, who fled, were killed by the villagers1

• Balaji on hearing of
the catastrophe died of grief in the same year 2

• His second son ~adhu

rao succeeded him. For a time there was a quarrel between him and
his real uncle Raghiinathrao. At last the latter was siezed and
imprisoned, and Madhurao after ruling successfully for some years
died of illness. He had appointed Narainrao, his younger brother
as his successor. Raghiinathrao intrigued with some people, and
killed Narainrao. As the officials of his clan were not satisfied with
him, it resulted in a quarrel. Raghiinathrao was defeated, and took
shelter with the hat-wearing Europeans (the English). About the
time of the writing of this account, he with their assistance made war
on his opponents, and fell into their hands. He was granted a ~agir

in Malwa for his essential expenses, and started for' that provll1ce.
On the way, however, he quarrelled with his guides, and went off
to Siirat to the Europeans. On this account a quarrel arose between
the Marathas and the hat-wearers. Madhiira03 the young son of
Narainrao is in occupation of the place of his ancestors.

Others of' the leaders of Raja Shahii are the Dabhade (Dihariya
in text), who in the time of the government of Sarbuland Khan went

1 For a detailed account of this period !ee Cambridge Rist. India,

IV, pp, 410-426.
2 23rd June, 1761. .

3 He· committed suicide by throwing himself from the terrace of hiS
palace on 25th October, 1795; he died two days later; Grant-Duff, Of. cit.,

II, p.254·
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(Vol. II, pp. 668-670 ).

2 Op. cit., pp. 159, 160.

4 Op. cit., p. 207·
Op. cit., p. 98.

3. Op. cit., p. 167.
5 For detail see op. cit., PP·27 1-284.
6 Op. cit., p. 295. 7 Op. cit., p. 324.
8 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 646-65°, translation antea, pp. 233-2 35.

9 lbid,~p. 695-701, translation antea, pp. 243-246.

first battle against Dara Shikoh, he commanded the advance-guard of
the Centre, and distinguished himselP. As a reward, he received a
special cress of honour. Later, when the news was received that
Sulaiman Shikoh wanted to cross the Ganges and ]umna to join forces
with his father, who was marching towards Lahore, Shai~.h Mir and
other officers were2 appointed to obstruct his route. When he fled

towards Srinagar (Garhwt'd), Shaikh Mir came to the Court3
, and

after Aurangzib reached Multan, he was deputed4 to pursue Dara
Shikoh. He followed 5 him as far as Tatta (Sindh). When Dara
Shik6h left T atta, and went to Gujarat, Shaikh Mir was recalled;
he quickly rejoined Aurangzib G

• In the second battle with Dara
Shikoh, he had the command of the advance-guard of the Centre, and
on the day of the battle, he advanced before all others and gallantly
attacked the entrenchments of Shah Nawaz Khan ~afavi. At
this time, he WJS struck with a bullet in his chest, and laid down his

life in the service of his master in 1068 A.H. (16517 A.D.). Mir
Hashim, one of his fellow countrymen, who was seated behind in

the howdah, did not lose his presence of mind, but took Shaikh Mir
in his arms and watched over him 7. Aurangzib was greatly grieved
by the sad news of the death of this old and faithful officer, and
ordered dut he be buried in the cemetery of Shah Mu'in-ud-Din.
May his grave be hallowed! Two of his sons were Mul}tasham Khan
Mir Ibrahim8 and Mukarram Khan Mir Mul:ammad Isl:aq9-whose
separate accounts have been included in their respective places. His
third son was MirMulrul1mad Ya'qiib, who later became kcown
as Shamsher Khan. He was distinguished above his brothers for
courage. He was deputed with his brother Mukarram Khan to

: .

agal11st
In the

2 'Alamgirnama, p. 68.'Amal ~ali?, III, p. 227.

to Gujarat, and took pos~ession of much of the province. Another
is Raghuji Bh6nsle, who was of the same caste as Raja Shahu i. the
province of Berar formed his domain. He also took possession of the
country of Deogarh and Chanda, and marched to Bengal by way of
Kuttak (Cuttack), and in lieu of the Chauth for that territory took
possession of the province of Orissa. On his death his eldest son
]anoji succeeded him. After the latter's death there was dissension
among the brothers for a time. At the time of writing, Madhoji son
of Raghiiji was in power. He took a grant of the Chauth in the
name of his son Raghiiji from the Maratha Raj. Another of his
companions is Murarirao Gh6rpade, who is the Ta'luqdar of the
estates of Sira etc. in the province of Bijapur. He was well known
for his qualities of leadership and obtained pessession of the fort of
Gooty (Gooti) and various other estates. In the year 1190 A.H.

(1776 A.D.) I:Jaidar 'Ali Khan captured him after besieging the said
forti he died as his prisoner. Their petty sardars are too numerous
to be included in this note.

He was a Saiyid of good family, and a favourite officer of Auran
gzib, while the latter was a prince. He was distinguished for his
courage and good judgment. In -the 30th year of Emperor Shah
]ahan's reign, when the prince, in accordance with his father's orders,
proceeded against the ruler of I:Jaidarabad, Shaikh Mir was in th~

vanguard with Prince Mul:ammad Sul~an. He rendered good service
agains~ the enemy and was wounded by a bullet l • In the year when

the prl11ce went to Upper India for enquiring after his father's health,
Shaikh Mir was one of his confidants, and in the battle2
Maharaja ]asw3nt Singh, was Commandant of the reserves.



SHAMSHER KHAN ARSLAN BE OZBEG

(Vol. II, p. 633)'

He was one of Emperor Jahangi"r's officers. Formerly, he was the·

Governor of Kahmard, and he was one of the middle class officials of

Wali Mul),ammad Khan, the ruler of Turan. After handing over

Kahmard to the imperial government, Shamsher Khan came to the

Presence in the 3rd year and paid his respects; he was exalted by the

He was one of the J:Iusaini" Saiyids. It is stated that for a long

time he had forsaken the world, and was travelling about. Later, he

attached himself to Shah Jahan. On the death of Jahangi"r when

Shah Jahan's forces arrived near Surat, he was appointed Governor of

the fort there. In the 7th year his rank was increased to 2,500 with

2,000 horse, and in the loth year he had an increase of 500 horse,

and was appointed Faujdar and the fiefholder of the Pargana of Barodal

in the province of Gujarat. In the 18th year he received drums, and

in the 19th his rank was increased to 3,000 with 3,000 horse, and he

was appointed Faujdar and fiefholder of Bir. In the 25th year he

was made Faujdar and fiefholder of Pattan in Gujarat. In the 28th

year he reverted to the post of Thanadar and fiefholder of Baroda in

the dependancy of Al),madabad. In the 3 I st year on 19th Ramac;lan
1067 A.H. (21st June, 1657 A.D.) he died.
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SHAMSHER KHAN J:IAYAT TARIN

(Vol. II, pp. 677-679)'

He was the son of 'Ali" Khan, a well known officer of Shah Jahan,

who lost his l life in the battle of T atta. When Shah Jahan ascended

the throne, Shamsher Khan in the 1st year of the reign received a

dress of honour, the rank of 1,000 foot with 500 horse, and a pre

sent of seven thousand rupees 2
• In the 3rd year, when the Emperor

went to the Deccan, he went with Shayista Khan to devastate Ni~am.

ul-Mulk's territory. In the I I th year, he went with Sa'i"d Khan

Bahadur to Qandahar, and rendered good service in the taking of the

fort of Bust3
• In the 15th year, he received an increase of 300

horse\ and in the J 9th year a further increase of 200 horse, so that

the number of his troopers equalled his personal rank. Later

he was appointed with Sul~an Murad Bakhsh to conquer Balkh and

Badakhshan, and after his arrival there he, with Bahadur Khan R6hila,

engaged with Nadhar MuQ.ammad Khan, the ruler of Balkh. In ~he

20th year, he ",as exalted by promotion to the rallk of 1,500 With

1,000 horse.

grant of a suitable rank and a dress of honour. Later, on being

granted a lagir in Siwistan in Sind, he was nominated as the Governor

of that area. In the 5th year, he was promoted to the rank of an

Amir, and granted a flag. In the 9th year, when Mu~affar Khan

Ma'miiri was appointed Governor of Sind, he was removed from that

office and returned to the Court. He was appointed to accompany

Prince Sul~an Khurram in the campaign against the Rana. He died

at h;s appointed time. It is stated that he was a simple-minded man,

and one who regularly carried out his daily devotions and recited the

Qiir'an. He was well known for his courage, and attained the rank

of 3,000.

In the 18th

he stood firm,

Shams

(MIR) SHAMS

(Vol. III, p. 492).

chastise the Afgbans, and sent to the pass of Janus.

year, in the last battle when Afgbans were successful,

and was killed in the prime of his youth.

r

Pazoda in the Text is apparently incorrect. It is Baroda in Badshahnama,

1, pt. 2, p. 242, and his rank is stated to have been increased to 2,500 with

2,500 horse. The fief was probably the Baroc\a State of the present times.

1 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 1 2 4.

2 Op. cit., p. 119.

3 Badshahnama, II, p. 54' 4. Or! cit., p. 280.



When the prince adhered to his determination of giving up the

governorship of that ~uba, and started for the Court, Sa'd U11a:h Khan

arrived there for settling up affairs in that territor/. The Thanadarz
of Khanabad was entrusted to the said Khan, and at Sa'd U11ah Khan's

recommendation his rank was increased by 500 foot with 5 00 horse.:a

Later he was granted the title of Shamsher3 Khan. After the arrival

of Sul~an Aurangzib Bahadur in that territory-,-he was entrusted with

the government of the city of Balkh. In the 22nd year, he received

a flag, and went in attendance on the prince to Qandahar. On

reaching Qilat, he, at the prince's suggestion, was appointed Governor

of that fort. In the 23rd year, his rank was increased to 2,500 with

2,200 horse, and~the office of Thanadar of Ghaznin was entrusted to

him .in succession to Sa'adat Khan. As hehad done good work in

keep1l1g down the Hazaras' and the Afghans in that territory, in the

25th year he was promoted to the rank of 2,500 with 2,5°° horse.

When Aurangzib ascended the throne, he, in the I st year of the

reign, after Sa'adat Kl?an the Governor of Kabul was killed by his

own son Sherzad, was appointed Governor of the province4 • In the

4 th year on the death of Raja Rajriip he was reappointed Thanadar of

0haznin, and in the loth year was deputed to chastise the Afahans

o~ t.he Roh (Hill) country; he rendered exceptional service b:th in

kllltng the enemy and taking many prisoners. In consequence he was

promoted to the rank of 3,000 with 2,500 horse, of which 2,000

were 2-horse 3-hol·se. After Mul:ammad Amin Khan Bakhshi's

arrival in that territory he again rendered good service in the battles

against those _tribesmen, and by the Emperor's order was appointed
Thanadar of Ohend.

He was an Aczam Shahi officer, and his name was I:Iusain Khan.

At first he was a r~tainer of Diler Khan Daiidzai1, but later joined

Daiid Khan Qureshi2 • When the government of Burhanpiir was

entrustedto the latter, i:-Jusain Khan was appointed· to carryon the

administration there; he thus became a man of means. After Daiid

Khan's death, he entered the service of Prince Mu~ammad A'pm

Shah who was then Governor of Multan. Afterwards, he was

appo:nted Faujdar of Jammii which was the prin~e's fief. A~ he did

good service in the turbulent territories in the BiJapiir ca~palgn, he,

after the victory. was awarded the title of Shamsher Khan by the

Emperor's orders, and rose from the ran~ ot, a lam'adar. to that of an

A mzr. The prince had explicit trust 111 him. He died a natural

death at his appointed time. His sons were Mu~al111~ad 'Umar and

Mu~ammad Uthman. They were cherished by the pr1l1ce, and were

proud of being called Khanazads (house-born ones). Owing to youth

and inexperience of military matters, they became dissatisfied with th.c

prince's instructions, and displaying undue resentment left for their

home, which was three kos from Sirhind and known as the settlement

of Malik i:-Jaidar. After spending sometime there without employ

ment and in poverty they returned to the Court which was then. at

Ahmadnagar. For a time they remained in the Guard House, whiCh

fo~ms the entrance to the Camp, and entrance and exit from where

was prohibited without a permit. Out of regard for the prince who

had just arrived from Gujarat, no one represented their case. They

were reduced to extreme distress, that is to say the knife reached

the bone. Fortunately a Maratha army created a disturba.nce near

the camp, and a number of royal officers went out to chastise them.

800 $hamsher Khan i:-Jayat 't;1rin
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See Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, p. 245.
2 B~dshahnama, II, p. 594- 3 Op. cit., p. 612.
4 'Alamgirnama, p. 442. His rank was also raised to 2,500 with 800 horse.

Also see l."l1aathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 27.

I Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 42-56, Beveridge's

pp. 495-5°5·
2 Ibid., Text, II, PP,32-37, Ibid., I, pp. 462-464.
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4 01'. cit., P' 587.
776-793, translation antea,

These opportunists, who were waiting for the sword round their necks,

distinguished themselves on this occasion; and drove off the scattered

enemy forces. When their exploits were reported to the Emperor,

he looked favourably upon them and they were taken into service.

But as the prince was displeased with them, they saw no advantage

in remaining in attendance (on the Emperor), and went off with the

prince who had 'been deputed to Aurangabad and Burhanpur. In

spite of this devotion the prince took no notice. They had not
I

covered twd or three stages, when news of Emperor Aurangzib's death

was received. After this they were in favour and regard, and on the

day of the battle with Bahadur Shah, the younger brother displayed

exceptional devotion in front of the prince's elephant, and freed the

shoulder of courage from the burden of service (was killed). After

wards, Prince 'A?im-ush-Shan greatly favoured 'Umar Khan. In the

beginning of Emperor Farrukh Siyar's reign, he accompanied Nawab

Ni?am-ul-Mulk Fat!} Jang to the Deccan, and was appointed Faujdar
of the exchequer estate of Sangamnir. But on account of disagree

ment with J::Iaidar Quli Khan, the Divan ,Jf the Deccan, he went off

to the Court. He was appointed Faujdar of Kalabagh, which was

a turbulent territory in the Malwa ~uba; many of the sedition

mongers were forced by him to accept allegiance, while sotne who

deflecting from the path of rectitude persisted in opposition and dis

obedience, were killed. In the time of Emperor Mu!}ammad Shah,

he was appointed Qil'adar and Faujdar of Dha-r. After his death,

his Ta'luq was transferred to his sons. When the province of Malwa

fell into the hands of the Marathas, the latter were not agreeable to

any of the imperial officers remaining In tha~ territory. Malhar Rao

Halkar addressed himself to the taking of the Dhar fort, which was

one of the memorials of Raja Bhaj. He besieged it for some days,

and drove mines to the wall of the fort. They defended it as far as

they could) but when they saw that no help from outside could reach

them, they perforce surrendered the fort, and joined Raja Jai Singh

Siwai. This companionship did not work, and so they left for the

Court, but no one there took any notice of them.

1

1

... .

SHAMS-UD-DIN KHAN KHWESHGI

(Vol. II, pp. 676 , 677)'

He was the eldest son of Na~r Bahadur\ In the foth year of

Emperor Shah Jahan's reign and during his father's ~fetim~, he was

appointed Faujdar of the Daman-i-Koh (valley) of Kangra 111, succes-

" M h'd Qul-! In the 2 '""th year when his father died, theslon to urs I . )'

Emperor promoted2 him to the rank of 1,5°° foot with.l,soo.horse,

d oimed him to accompany Mu!}ammad Aurangzlb Bahadur-
an app d" "
who had been nominated to proceed on the second expe mon to

Qandahar. In the 27th year, he was appointe~ Fau!dar of Ju~agarh

and fiefholder of some Parganas in that termory 10 succeSsIOn to

M h d S-all'h son of Muhammad 'Isa Tarkhan. In the 30thu aluma " .
. h he' had a dispute with his brother Qutb-ud-Din about theyear, w en _ _ _ _ . " _

fief of Junagarh, the Faujdari and the Tlyuldarz of Pattan 10 GUJarat

, t Qutb ud D-ln and Shams-ud-Din was ordered to proceedwas given 0 • - - ,

to the Deccan to join Mu!}ammad Aurangzib Bahadur, who would

appoint him to a suitable office. Accor~ingly, ,he went to the ~eccan,

and in the 3 I st year distinguished himself 111 th~ battle With t~e

D f After a while when the honzon changed Itseccan orces.

colour, and the said prince marched to Upper, India, he was

exalted3 by promotion to the dll1k of 3,000 foot With 2,000 horse.

H lIed among the Deccan auxiliaries, and rendered good
e was enro , "., '.

" ny wl'th Amir-ul-Umara ShaYlsta Khan 111 the tak111gservice 10 compa _

f h Ch-k f t On the day of the assault he ran forward ando tea na or. ,

k h f H dl'ed at his appointed time. None of hiS sonstoo t e ort. e _

distinguished himself. His great grandson was ,Mut,hawar Khan

Bahadur, whose separate account5 has been included I~ thiS work.

I U - III 818-821; translationFor his account see Maathir-u - mara, , pp.

antea, pp. 39°-392 •

2 'Amal?ali~, III, p. 138.
3 'Alamgirnama, p. 45.
S Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, III, pp,

PP.333-344.
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joined Raja Sangram at Kharakpur. As the roads were closed he could

not join the imperial army. He collected a body of men and harassed

the enemy; he also carried away their cattle from their pastures
l

.

Later, when differences arose among the enemy party, he managed to

come to the Presence, and received royal favours and was promoted.

About the same time, in the 26th year of the Ilahi era, the royal camp

was pitched on the bank of the Indus river for the chastisement of

Mirza Mu4ammad I:Iakim. It was imperative that a fort should be

built there, and through the exertions of the Khwaja this was comple

ted in a short space of time. As the fort in the Eastern Districts was

called Katak Benares2
, the new fort was named Atak (Attock)

Benares. It was as if by this name a reference was intended to the

fact that according to the Hindu religion, it was not allowed to cross

the river, because it made void many of their religious observances.

In short, the Khwaja was for sometime Divan of Kabul. In the

39th year when Qulij Khan was appointed Governor of Kabul on the

death of Qasim Khan3
, the Khwaja was appointed' Divan-i-Kull

(Divan-general) in his vacancy. In the 40th year, 10°3 A.H. (1594

95 A.D.)., twelve Divans were appointed. There was one Divan for

each province, who had to report5 on every matter to' the Emperor

with the opinion of the l(hwaja who was the Grand Vazir (Vazir-i

Kull). When in the 43rd year, the royal standards after fourteen

years' stay in the Panjab moved to Agra for all expedition to the

Deccan, the Begams together with Sul~an J(hurram were left at

Lahore. Their care and the charge of the exchequer and affairs of the

province was entrusted to the Khwaja. When, in the 44th year,

Miriam Makani and the ladies of the harem were summoned to Agra,

Akbarnama, Text, Ill, p. 3 I 5, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 460, 461.

2 Ibid., p. 355, Ibid., p. 52 1.
3 He was assasinated, see Akbarnama, Text, III, p, 653, translation, III,

p. 1003; also Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, p. 66.
4 A kbarnama, Text, III, p. 654; translation, III, p. 1004.

5 Ibid., p. 67 0 ; Ibid., p. 1029.

(!5-HWAJA) SHAMS-UD-DIN KHAWAFl

(Vol. I, pp. 664-669)'

His father Khwaja 'Ala'-ud-Din was one of the leaders and gr~at
men oE that territory (Khawaf). Shams-ud-Din

l
rose to high ofh~e

and positiun of trust in the reign of Emperor Akbar .as a result of his

trustworthiness and ability. His word was fully relied upon, and he

was a good official. The account of his deed.s of brav:ry and coura~e
while he was with Mu~affar Khan in the provmce of Bihar and Bengal

constitutes a fine record in the history of Emperor Akbar's reign. In

reference to the Khwaja the learned Shaikh Abul Fa4l has written that

in difficult times when Turks were irresolute and leaders were be

wildered, he with high courage and magnanimity undertook difficult

tasks and carried them out successfully2. When the discontented

officers of Bihar joined the sedition-mongers of Bengal, Mu~affar Khan

lost heart, and though he was urged to engage in battle, it was of ~o
avail. After much expostulation, some soldiers were sent off by him

under the command of Shams-ud-Din. When the Commander-in

Chief loses heart, what Can be expected of the ranks. The Khwaja

had traversed only a short distance, when troops aEter troops of his

force deserted and joined the enemy. The Khwaja fought a battle

and was taken a prisoner. When Mu~affar Khan, the Governor of

Bengal died during this period of rebellion, Ma'~iim l<~an Kabuli:

took the lZl1waja ;nto his own keeping under the impression that he

was possessed of much cash. When he did not succeed by gentle

means, he resorted to violence, and the Khwaja was nearly dying of

torture. 'Arab Bahadur, in consideration of his earlier friendship,

and also because he hoped to get possession of his property by persua

sion, took him under his charge, and freed him from his shackles.

One day the Khwaja finding opportunity, fled with some others. He

I For his account see Blochmann's translation of A'in, 1 (2nd edn.), pp.

493-495. See also his account of Khawaf on pp. 493, 494 and the footnotes.
2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 140; Beveridge's translation, Ill, p, 197' Abu\

, Fa91was related to Sha1lls-ud-Din lihawafi,

Shams-ud~Din Khawafi
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all the administration of the Panjab was entrusted to the Khwaja 1.

In the 45 th year, 1008 A.H. (1599-1600 A.D.) he died 2 at Lahore.

The Khwaja was the unique of the age for uprightness, efficiency

and courage. His understanding of affairs was the secret of his

s~ccess. He was never discouraged by difficulties and boldly set

himself ~o work. He was unequalled as a writer, and honesty was

alwa~s 1115 motto. More wonderful still, in spite of his being trusted

so highly, he never took advantage of it, and did not show any signs

of ~ve~-subtlety. He was very peace-loving. Accordingly from the

begll111l~g to the end of his career, he was honoured and respected.

After 3
hls de~th the charge of the exchequer of the Panjab was trans

ferred to his younger brother, Khwaja Mumin, who was well known

for his discretion. Though he had many relations, he did not have

a.ny children. His brother's son Khwaja 'Abdul Khaliq 4 was, in the

tIme of Emyeror Ja~angir, very_intimate with Apf Jah. On the day

~he~ Mahab.at Khan brought A~af Khan out of the Attock fort, and

ImprIsoned him, he on account of this connection sent the unfortunate

Khw_aj~ to the othe~ world with the sword of violence. KhawaEipiira

at Lahore was buIlt by the Khwaja, and he was buried there. On

account of his trustworthiness, skill and good name, the men of

Khawaf obtained power and influence with the Timurid famil A d. f y. n,
111 act, most ~f this clan are innately honest and upright. The hand
of power has Implanted honesty and truth in them D' h. . ur1l1g t e
reign of Emperor Aurangzib, which was a time of appreciation, and

",:h~n th~re was a ready market for honesty, many of this clan were

d~stl~gU1shed by appointments to high positions of trust, office and
dIgnity.

!5"..bawaf is a district of I<hurasan. Amin RadiO 111 "Haft Iqlim"

Akbarntima, Text, III, p. 746; translation, III, pp. 1114, IIr5.
2 Ibid., III, p. 772, Ibid., p. 1154.

3 Ibid., p. II 54. 4 I b-l - ./ I
. q a nama-I- arJangiri, p. 268.

5 For hiS account see 'Abdul Muqtadir's preface to Haft Iqlim, p. I

(1915). The account of ~awaf is given in 4th Climate.

: .

l
!

has said that J(hawaf was always the mother-soil of just and pious

princes, of historians, Shaikhs, 'Ulemas and beneficient Viziers.

Wherever the inhabitants of that country have gone, they have by

their lofty geni·us and high sense of dignity obtained advancement,

and become favourites. The princes of the Al Mu~affar were from

among them; seven of them were rulers in Fars and Shiraz for 59
years. Among the Shaikhs was Shah Sub1:an, who received instruc

tion from Khwaja Maudud Chishti. His poems about ?ufism are

well known. Another was Shaikh Zain-al-Millat-ud-Din, and who

was known as Khawiifi. His grandson was Shaikh Zain ?adr, who

was one of the learned men of his age, and was distinguished by his

long companionship with Emperor Babur. In the time of Emperor

Humayiin, he was raised to the rank of an Amir. Among the

Viziers, was Khwaja Ghiyath-ud-Din, who for forty years was the

Vizier of Shahrukh Mirza, and whose son I<hwaja Majd-ud-Din

became Vizier in the the time of Sul~an J::Iusain Mirza, and who rose

to such dignity that he sat and did his work in front of the throne.

Verse

One of his distinctions was that before the ~ah

I All stood on their feet, while he remained seated.

The men of Khawaf have always been distinguished for their

skill and sagacity. It is related in the Tarikh-i-Hirat that when

J::Iasan ?abah reached near Khawaf, he saw few trees in a village,

and by way of enquiry asked a girl if there was a limited number

of trees in that country. She replied, "Our men are our trees". In

Dhakhirat-ul-Khwanin it is written that formerly the people of Khawaf

were 5unnis, and were very bigoted. It is stated that when Shah

-Abbas ?afavi in the beginning of his reign came to Khawaf, .he bade

them revile his companions, but they refused. Hs had seventy of

their principal men flung down from the mosque, so that each one

had his neck broken, still no one taking warning from this punish.

ment agreed to carry out his order. At the present day, they are just

as staunch 5hi'ahs.
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1 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 194; Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 301, 302.

See also the valuable notes in reference to the Jade river.

He was the son of Khwaja Mu'in, son of Khwaja Kbawand

~Tal:ll1~~d, son of Khwaja Kalan-commonly known as the Khwajagan
I-KhwaJa-eldest son of Khwaja Na~ir-ud-Din Ubaid Ullah Ahrar
May his grave be holy! Kbwaja Kalan was adorned with o~tward
and inward knowledge and in pursuance of his father's orders took
up his residence in the village of Darsin-which is one of the quarters
of Sa~arqand. In the time of the predominance of Shahi Beg Khan,
he migrated to Andjan (Badakhshan), and died in 905 A.H. (1499
1500 A.D.). His body was removed to Tashkend, and buried
beside his mother's. He had three sons by the daughter of Saiyid
Naqi-ud-Din Mu~ammad Kirmani, viz., Khwajas Ni?am-ud-Din
'Abdul I:Iadi, Khawand Ma~mud, and 'Abdul Khaliq. After his
wife's death, he married the daughter of Khwaja Mu~ammad Nizam,
brother of Shaikh-ul-Islam Khwaja 'A~am-ud-Din, who was descended,
in the fourth generation, from Maulana Burhan-ud-Din 'Ali, the
author of the Hedaya'. By her also he had three sons, viz. Khwajas
'Abdul 'Alim, '~dul Shahid, Abul Fai4. Also by a Turkish
lady, he had a son called Khwaja Mu~ammad Yusuf. Khwaja
Khawand Ma~mud after living as a dervish went on pilgrimage, and
proceeded to 'Iraq and Fars. For a while he studied with Maulana
Jalal-ud-Din Mulfammad, and from Maulana 'Imad-ud-Din Mahmud
he learnt the science of medicine. As a result of his acc:om~lish
ments he became a Qa4i, and returned to Samarkand, where he
occupi~d himself in teaching. When he came to India, he was
greatly honoured by Emperor Humayun, who became his disciple.
Afterwards for some reason he went to Kabul, and died there.
Khwaja Mu'in during his father's lifetime went to Kashghar1 and
acquired great influence with 'Abdullah Khan, the ruler of that country,
and obtaind the grant of the produce of the Jade river. As the

l
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Sharaf-ud-Din Husain Ahrari. .ul-Umara]

Khwajazada was a shrewd man, he so arranged that no one could see
any jade even in a dream, and so had to buy it (from him) at a high
price. In this way he acquired much wealth, but he was a great
llllser. Mirza Sharf-ud-Din lived on bad terms with his father.
When Humayun at the time of the expedition to India sent Khwaja
'Abdul Bari, grandson of Khwaja 'Abdul I:Iadi to 'Abdur Rashid the
ruler of Kishghar-who had always been trying to establish friendly
relationship-the latter sent with him Mirza Sharf-ud-Din to India
for the dual purpose of offering condolence on the death of Emperor
Humayun and to congratulate Emperor Akbar on his accession to

the throne. In the 1st year of Emperor Akbar's reign Sharf-ud-Din
paid his respects/ and through the influence of Maham Anaga and
Adham Khan he soon became an Amir, and was appointed to the
rank of 5,000, he was also granted the fief of Ajmer and Nagore.
He distinguished himself by his ability and courage, and put down
the recalcitrants in those districts.

As his mother Kuchak Begam2 was the daughter of Mir 'Ala'-ul
Mulk Tirmudhi and of Fakhr Jahan Begam, the daughter of Sul~an

Abu Sa'id, Emperor Akbar, in the 5th year, gave his own (half) sister
Bakshi Banu Begam in marriage to Mirza Sharf-ud-Din, and thereby
greatly exalted his position. 3 In the 7th year, 969 A.H. (1561 -62

A.D.) when the imperial cortege moved to Ajmer, Mirza Sharf-ud
Din waited upon the Emperor. He was deputed to capture the fort
of Mairtha, which belonged to Rai Maldeo, who was one of the
leading Ra:is and Rajas of India in regard to his influence and power.
Jagmal and Deo Das, who looked after the fort on behalf of Raja,
made preparations to defend it. After a long siege an armistice

\

was arranged on the condition that the evacuant soldiers should take
nothing with them from the fort except their horses. Jagmil kept
to the terms, and came out of the fort. Deo Dis, on the other hand,

I Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 21; Beveridge's translation, II, p. 37·

;1 Ibid., p. 21; Ibid., p. 37·
3 Ibid" p. 128; Ibid., p, 197.

Sharaf-ud-Din tiusain A9rari [Maathir-

(MIRZA) SHARAF-UD-DIN HUSAIN AHRARI. .
(Vol. III, pp. 232-238).
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1 A kbarnama, Text, II, pp. 161, 162; translation, II, pp. 248-25°.

2 For a fuller account see Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 195, 196, translation,
II, pp. 303-305.

Verse

When a person's destiny deserts him,

Do what he may, nothing succeeds.

The MIrza's case illustrates this precept, for disregarding all the

favours shown to him by the Emperor, he, in the same year, for some

reason; through baseless suspicion or because of his evil nature fled

from Agra towards Ajmer. The chronogram was Shash !iafr (6th

~afr=97oA.H.; 5th October, 156 A.D.). The Emperor entirely

disregarding his lack of sense and having developed a suspicion sent

tIusain Quli Khan with a force of officers in his pursuit. The Mirza

unable to find refuge anywhere fled from the imperial territories.:I

Khwaja MUCin felt greatly ashamed of his son's unworthy conduct,

and though he suffered no dimunition in respect and regard, he left

after a short time for pilgrimage. He, however, died at the port of

burnt all his goods, and moved out with SOD men. The Mirza

coming to know of it went to fight with him, A great battle ensued,

and Deo Das was killed. According to other statements, however, he

escaped af,er he was wounded. Accordingly, sometime afterwards

a person called himself Deo Das; some accepted him, but other

disbelieved him1, At last, he was killed in a battle. In the 8th

year, Kqwaja Mu'in hearing of his son's exaltation and grandeur took

leave from Abul Khair Khan on the pretext of g9ing on pilgrimage,

and came to India from Kashgbar. The Mirza went from Nag6re to

welcome his father, and brought him to the Presence. Emperor

Akbar himself welcomed him, and brought the Khwaja with all

honours to Agra. It is an age-established canon that when a person's

fortune is on the wane, and the times are out to exact vengeance, the

light of his intelligence becomes darkened. He regards loss as again,

and the unworthy as deserving of favour.

8IlSharaf-ud-Din I:Iusain A~rariul-Umara]

1 For a detailed account see Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 2 9, 30, Beveridge's

translation, III, pp. 4 1,42 •

7- Op. cit., Text, pp. 303, 304; translation, pp. 448, 449'

Cambay. They sealed his body in a coffin, and placed it on board the.

ship Fat~i, but the vessel was lost at sea.
Mirza Sharf-ud-Din wandered as a vagabond for sometime, and

then took refuge with Chingiz Khan Gujarati. Later he joined with the

rebellious Mirzas, and afterwards went over to the ruler of Khandesh.

From there after losing his prestige, he rejoined Mu~ammad tIusain

Mirza. As Fates were against him, he could not find rest anywhere.

Later, when the Gujarat territories were added to the conquered

domain~, he fled to the Deccan and passed through Baglana. Baharji,

the zamindar of the territory imptisoned him, and bringing him along

presented him before the Emperor at the time when fort of Surat was

taken. The Emperor had him thrown before an elephant who was

not a man-killer, and then put him into prison l
• After sometime,

he was sent to Mu~affar Khan, Governor of Bengal. He was directed

to give him a lagir there if he showed signs of repentance, otherwise

he was to be sent off to Mecca. As he did not show any sign of

r~pentance, Mupffar Khan kept him in confinement till the season

of sailing. Meanwhlie Ma'~um Khan Kabuli rebelled in the Bihar

province, and joined Baba Khan Qaqshal and others who had stirred

up strife in Bengal. They besieged Mupffar .Khan in Tanda. The

Mirza escaping from the fort joined them. When they were victori

ous over Mupffar Khan, Mirza Sharf-ud-Din, who had come to know

of some of the former's treasures, took possession of them and used

them as the means of gaining influence2
• Though Ma'~um Khan

did not work, Sharf-ud-Din was the nominal leader. When disagree

m~nts became ripe amongst the ungrateful Bengal Amirs, Ma'~um
Khan retired to Bihar, but on the approach of Mirza 'Aziz K6ka and

Shahbaz Khan Kambu with a larcre contingent of the imperial army,_ b

he returned to Bengal. Differences arose between the Mirza and

Ma'~um Khan, and each was lying in wait to circumvent the other.

".

[Maathir-Sharaf-ud-Di'n I:Iusain A~rari810
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At last Ma'~um Khan won over with gold a boy named Ma1}mud,

who was the favourite of the Mirza, and he at the instigation of

Ma'~um Khan made the Mirza drink poisoned opium~ water. He

died in the 25th year 988 A.H. ~I 580 A.D.).

(M'rR) SHARIP AMUU

(Vol. III, pp. 285-29°)'

His home was in AmuP, and he had received all his regular edu

cation in Iran. He gained an intimate knowledge of ~ufism and the

truth of religion, but this was mixed up with a lot of details about

impieties and heresies. He preached "He is All in All", and All in

All (Hama rli) he called God (Allah). When he came to India

during the reign of Emperor Akbar, he found that universal toleration

and breadth of view were the orders of the day (literalty : the daily
bazar). The reigning Prince's view was that Sovereignty was the

shadow of Divinity. It was wrong to hold that special grace (Fair!)
was the perquisite of anyone sect, rather the correct principle to be

adopted should be that all different people with their varying disposi

tions should share in the Divine Grace. Difference of religion was no

reason for destroying a people. The Mir eagerly kissed the threshhold,

feeling that he had gained his desire; and receiving a rank and fief

became a recipient of royal favours. It is stated in the Dabistan

Miibaidi (i.e. of Mubaid) that the Mir waited upon Emperor Akbar

at the station of Dipalpur, and publicity supported the views of

Ma1}miid of Basakhiwan in his discussions with the 'Ulemas. After

contending with the philosophers (lfukama), he came into notice\

Op. cit., Text, pp. 325, 326; translation, pp. 477, 478.
2 For his life also see Blochmann's translation of A'in (2nd edn.), pp.

502-504, which is based mainly on the Jl.1aathir account.

3 Amul also spelt as Amal and Amol in maps is an old city south of the
Caspian and west of Astrabad.

4 Apparently peshpa khurd is the opposite of pushtpa mizad, as on p.
706 of Maathir, III, which means ran away. It is also used in this sense on
p. 795 of the same work, and there means putting oneself forward.

The general benevolence of Emperor Akbar did not forsake ~i~1,

rather he was taken notice of and patronized. It appears that Dlpal

pur is in Ma:lwa, and that in the 22nd year, 984 A.H. (1576-.77
A,D.) the Emperor was encamped there for some days in connectIOn

with some state affairs.
The author of these pages has not been able to find in the A kbar·

nama the date on which Sharif Amuli waited upon Emperor Akbar,

but the date of his appointment2 is recorded. There is also a contra

diction between it and and Sikandar Beg Munshi's account. In the

'Xlam Xrii 'Abbasi3 the latter author has stated that in 1002 A.H.

e A D) .n the 7th year in the reign of Shah 'Abbas II, the1593-94 . ., 1 • "

I d that the conJ'unction of supenor and mfenor planetsastro ogers agree ."
betokened that one of the princes of the time would die, and that It

appeared probable that this would happen in Iran. When the horos

cope of the Shah was prepared, it was. found that the ~rst quadrat~r~

had found a place in the house of birth, and accordmgly Ma~lana

Jalal-ud-Din Mu1)ammad, astrologer of Jabriz, whl~ was pre-~m~nent

in the science of astrology, devised a plan for avertmg ~he.eVil ~nflu

ence. This was that for two or three days while the mdlgn mflu

ence was at its height, the Shah should withdraw himself from govern

ing, and raise to sovereignty someone who was worthy of deat~.-

D · h' . d all high and low should submit themselves 'to hiSunng t IS peno ,. .
orders so that the real functions of royalty might be performed by

him. ' After three days, he should be put to death. All approved of

this suggestion, and the lot fell upon Yiisuf the quiver-~aker, who

was a heretic and a follower of Dervish Khusrau of Qazwm, and was

more pronounced in his beliefs than his companions. The Shah

I This place is in Indore, vide Imperial Gazetteer (Old edn.), IV, p. 30;.
The reference appears to be taken from Badayuni, Text, II, pp. 245-247, Lowe s

I · II pp 252-255 The Maathir quotation is not quite correct. Thetrans atlon, ,. . _ ..
Dabistan reference is to be found on p. 407 of the Calcutt~ edmon. .

2 The date of his appointment as Amin and $adr IS recorded III Akbar-

nama, Text, III, p. 477, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 7 I 8.
3 Tarikh ',Ham /Irai 'Abbasi, Tehran edn. p. 324,
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retired from the government, and placed the crown on Yusuf's head.

When Yusuf mounted and when he alighted from the throne, the

officers and attendants waited upon him in accordance with the regula

tions, and testified obedience. That heretic, in accordance with the
saYing:

Hemistich

Sovereignty is priceless even if it is for a day.

Spent three days in luxury, and then dropped the borrowed robe

of life. After this in the same year everyone who was suspected

of heresy was put to death. Dervish Khusrau-whose ancestors

had been well-diggers, and who had turned a qalandar, and joining

the Naq~awis had become their leader-though he was very

cautious and no one heard any improper utterances from him

was hanged on the mere report that he was a Naq~awi. Mir

Saiyid A~mad Kashi, who was followed by many of the

ignorant, was split into two by the Shah with his own sword l •

Among his books were found pamphlets dealing with Naq~awi

tenets, and a rescript which Shaikh Abul Fa41 had written to

him on behalf of Emperor Akbar. Mir Sharif AmuIi, who was an

agreeable poet, and one of the chief men of the sect, on witnessing

these occurrences Red from Astrabad, and started for India. So ends
this ~ccount.

It would be clear to the learned researchers that the historical ana

chronism in the account, as repeated above, cannot be reconciled on

any grounds, and that the narrative of the 'Alam 'Arai is based on

error. The coming of the Mir to India was before the slaying of the

heretics in Iran, and there is no mention in any book oj his being

a poet, nor have any of his verses been heard by anyone.

In short, the Mir was lucky in his service at Emperor Akbar's

court, and his inRuence increased daily." When in the 30th year, 993

A.H. (1586 A.D.) Mirza Mu~ammad I:fakim, Akbar's half brother

and the ruler of Kabul, died a natural death, and that territory was

Shari:f Amuli

1 Akbarnama, Text, p. 601, translation, III, p, 916•

2 But see Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 601 where it is stated that he was

d h k f 4000 In this connection also see Beveridge's notepromote to t e ran 0 •

3 an p. 916 of the translation. "
Mohan in the Unao district in the Umted Provinces.

~ For a short account of Naq~awis see Hughes Dictionary of Islam, p

307 under the title Maq.mudiyah.

annexed to the imperial domains, the Mir was appointed A min and

~adr of that province. In the 36th year he was transferred ~o Benga~

and Bihar, and was honoured by receiving four appol11tments

there: Khalifa (Apostleship), Amin \ (Head of the Revenue De,par~

ment), ~adr (Head of the Judiciary), and Qa4i (Head o~ the Eccl~sJastlc

Department). In the 43rd year he was granted AJmer as IllS fief,

and Mohan-which was a pargana near Lucknow-was also added to

his fief. In the siege of Asir in Khandesh he hastened from his fief to

join the Emperor, and was graciously received., It is stated that ,he

finally attained the rank of 3,000 2 when he died. He was bUrled

in the village of Mohan 3
• It is stated that no, books .or papers were

maintained in his establishment. He kept a lIst of hiS troopers and

infantry, and every six months put the pay of each in a bag, and sent

it to his respective house.
Let it not be concealed that the Naq~awis4-who are also called

Umani and Mai)mudiya-are followers of Ma~mud of Basakhiwan

which is a village in Gilan. He appeared in the year 800 A.H.

(1398 A.D.). He was learned and auster~, and has .left a number

of works. It is stated that when the bodies became more perfect,

Mahmiid arose. They refer to the verse: "Peradventure thy Lord

will'raise thee to an honourable (Ma~mudian) station." He held the

view of the point of earth (Nuqta-i-Khiik), and considered it to ~e the

first element, and from which all other elements arose. He did ntlt

reckon heavens as outside the elements. He did not believe in the

isolation of the reasonable soul. He believed in the return after death

and of transmigration. This sect regards the celibate 1V~l;i~ (On~,

and the married Amin (Superintendent). Their salutatIOn IS Allah

[Maathir-Sharif Amuli
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Allah, and they de' d h' M hslgnate t elr a . mud as the Sh kh W h d
(
Th I a s-i- a i

e on y One), and regarded him as the promised Mahdi' . d
they say that the religion of Muhammad whO h 1~ db' an
b I h d . , IC 1Ia ecome

~ so ete, , a been repI~ced by the religion of Mahmud The foIl w
109 f th I d ' .' 0 -
Sh_hO 'Albsbs~ct 1a _Increased vastly in the Iranian countries. When

a as Safavi II p t fl'd . . . "u most 0 t lese Ignorant crew to death

ka~II dlO every City w~oever was suspected of belonging to this sect wa~
Ie; man '1'

f
Y went Into eXI e and migrated to various. countries. A

ew, however who h d .

h
. b I' f' were attac e to their homes, secretly followed

t elr e Ie s.

SHARIF KHAN AMIR-UL-UMARA

(Vol. II, pp. 625-629).

He was Khwaja 'Abd-u~-~amad Shirin QaIam SI- - - h
grandfather Kh -' N' _ llraZl, W ose

_ _ __waJa I~am-ul-Mulkwas the Vazir of Shah Shuja' of
Shlraz. When Humayun took leave of the Shah of the I -
Q d h

- ran to go to
an a ar, be went on a visit to T abriz and th Kh -' h

k b
" ,e - waJa-w 0 was

remar a Ie for hiS skill as a painter-waited on h' h· h. 1m t et e; e was
very graCIOusly received 0 f"h • n account 0 vanous CirCUmstances! he
was, owever, unable to accompany Hum- - B' '

(
1 ' ayun. ut 111 95 6 A.H.
549 A.D.) he waited on him in Kabul and ' d .fa 2 D' ' was receive With
vour . unng the reign of Emperor Akbar although he h d 1

a rank of h" fl a on y4 00 , IS 10 uence and intimacy were great d hho d d ., an e was
Su~:u;~hl~n trust~d. It i~ stated that the Khwaja transcribed the

. _ a~ on a smgle gram of poppy. Muryammad Sharif was
appOInted to the rank of 200. In the 34th hE'Akb' year, w en mperor

ar was ~eturnmg from Kabul, and had halted at Safed San a
base fellow dishonoured a peasant's daughter d 'II~'d I an was capita y pUnIsh-
e. t appeared that Mul~ammad Sharif was his confidant, and had

I 'Akbarnama Text lB'f ,. "p. 220; evendge's translation I pp 444 .
oDtnote 4 where other references are given. " • , 445,

2 Op. cit., :rext, 292, translation, p. 552.

Akbarnama, Text, III, p, 569; Beveridge's translation, III, p, 861.
2 lqbalnama-i-!ahangiri, p. 3. See also Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (Rogers & Beve

ridge's translation), II, pp. 14, IS, note 2 where the date of his arrival according

to various authorities is discussed.
3 This is apparently taken from the spurious edition of TUZHk, see Price's

Sharif Khan Amir-ul-Umaraul-Umara]

played a part in this episode; he was consequently censured! and

punished. As Prince Sul~an Salim, owing to being his school fellow

was greatly attached to him, so Emperor Akbar sent Mul~ammad
Sharif from Burhanpur for guiding the prince to the path of loyalty,

when the latter abandoning the qmpaign against the Ranft went oft

to Allahabad, and showed signs of disobedience. He, however,

encouraged the prince to greater excesses, and became his Vakil. He

acquired such influence over the prince, that the latter unthinkingly

promised that when he came to the throne he would give half his

kingdom to Mu1}ammad Sharif. Later, when the prince had the

grace to go to his father, Muryammad Sharif, on account of his vile

conduct, kept away, and retire into the hills. Each day he went into

another defile, and spent his time in misery. The unhealthiness of

the climate half killed him. Suddenly the world was filled with the

news of Jahangir's accession. This gave him a new life, and in fifteen

days from the accession he appeared at the Court. He was granted

the title of Amir-ul·U mara, and appointed2 Vakil. The azuk seal

was entrusted to him, and an order was issued that whatever fief he

selected should be given to him from the estates of J:Iaidarabad.

Emperor Jahangir has written in his Memoirs-which were written

by his own pen-"My connections with Sharif Khan had developed

to such a level that he had become a brother, a son, a friend and a

companion. On the day of his ruturo, I felt as if I had a new lease

of life, and really become a King. I had no title really worthy of his

ability, and so I could only give him the title of Amir-ul-Umara, and

give him the rank of a Panj-hazari (5,000). What could I do? My

father's rule was that no higher rank than this could be given.

Although whatever is mine, is his3
." In the beginning of the reign,

1
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::. ",..Sharif Khan Amir-ul-Umara816
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translation (Calcutta edn. 1917), pp. 25, 26. H' . IIIS name In a the works is
Sharif ~an instead of Mulpmmad Sharif.

1 Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation), I, p. 82.
2 Op. cit., p. 156.

the Amir-ul-Um:1ra represented that the Afghans were the enemies

of the Mughals, and that they should be ;:pelled. Orders to this

effect were sent throughout the dominions, but A'~am T5J}an protested

and they were withdrawn on the ground that there were large numbers

of them, and there was no tract without them, and that to expel them

would lead to a great disturbance. The Amir-ul-Umad was at the

head of all officers, but A'~am Khan, out of innate pride and haucYhti

ness, .paid no regard to his high office. One day Amir-ul-Umara ~ook
occasl~n to speak. har~hly to him in the open Divan about his being

a partls.an of Sul~an Khusrau. And he said boldly to the Emperor

that tl11S man was a well wisher of Khusrau, and it was politic that he

should be put to death. Afterwards, when the Emperor pardoned the

offences of Mirza Koka, he ordered that the latter should invite Amir

~l-Umara as his gu~st (Mahman), and should spend a lakh of rupees

111 cash and goods (111 entertaining him).

It is stated that when all the high officers were assembled for the

feast, Mirza Koka by way of raillery said to the Amir-ul-Umara

"Nawab, you are not kind to me, but what love did your late fathe;

M ulla .'Ab~-u~-~amad show to me! Why all the pictures and adorn

ments 111 thiS parlour were made by him with his own hands." As

Kh~n Jahan and Mahabat Khan were young, they could not control their

feel1l1gs, and ,,:ent away. \Vhen the matter was reported to the

Emperor, he saId to the Amir-ul-Umara, "He has no control over his

tongue. y o~ should not pay heed to what he says." In the second

year, he fe!l Ill, and rema~ned. behind l at Lahore when the Emperor

went to Kabul, and Vakl1shlp was entrusted to A~af Khan Ja'far.

L~ter he was appointed 2 to the Deccan, but he did not get all

With Khan Khanan, and so was recalled to the Court. He had'

collected a large force, and had given advances to many. He recovered

Verse

Sharif Khan Amir-ul·Umara

1 sift the sparks of lament with the sieve of respect,

Lest a harsh sound reach your ears.

Verse

By the might of Love we made peace with the two worlds,

Be my adversary and see the spectacle of my friendship.

Of Amir-til-Umara's sons, Shahbaz Khan having attained a high

office died during his father's life-time. He built a seral at a distance

of a kos from Lucknow, which bears his name. Mirza Gul and Mirza

Jar Ullah used to play dice and chess with Emperor Jaha:ngir, and

were his constant companions and attendants, but this state of affairs

did not last after their father's death. Accordingly after the death

of A~af Khan, Jahangir ordered Fir Ullah-who had enjoyed luxury

such as no prince had-to divorce his wife Mi~ri Begam the daughter

of A~af Jah. Out of incongruity the marrige between her and Jar

Ulla:h had never been consumated, and she was thereafter married to

Mirza Lashkari, son of Yiisuf Khan. The two brothers went with

Mahabat Khan to Kabul, and died in the prime of their youth.

ul-Umara]

these advances, but kept 3,000 horse'"s. It is stated that the disease

of forgetfulness took possession of him. Whatever he said, passed

out of his mind. Khan Jahan was deputed to visit him. He found

him out of his senses, and reported accordingly. Emperor Jahangir

wanted to place him in retirement. Khan Jahan submitted that he

had a good number of men and was a protege of His Majesty. He

should not be dismissed. He was reappointed to the Deccan, and he

spent a long time there till he died a natural death. l He was a good

composer of verses, and was the author of a Divan. His nom-de-

plume was Farisi: These are his verses-
~ 'J
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Sharif Khan Amir-ul-Umara818

Op. cit., p. 231.
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Sharif Khan Atga [Maathir- ul-Umara] Sharif Khan Bahadur

SHARIF KI:iAN ATGAI

(Vol. II, pp. 601-603)'

He was a younger brother of Shams-ud-Din Mu1:Iammad Khan

Atga
2

, and was an officer of the rank of 3,000. After the fall of

Bairam Khan, when the best areas of the Panjab were assigned in fief

to the Atga Khail, Sharif Khan also received a suitable jiigzr in that

province, and with his elder brother, Mir Muhammad Khan rendered. ----,
good service. In the 13th year, when the leaders of the Atga Khail

were removed from the Panjab, Sharif Khan was granted a fieF in

the Sarkar of Qannauj. In the 21St year, he was deputed with a

force to Mohir4 in order that he might keep watch for the Rana

coming out of the defiles of the hills-whither that rebel had retired

on the approach of the Emperor-and chastise him. Afterwards he

rendered good service in the conquest of Kombalmir, and received

favours. In the 25th year he was honoured by appointment as the

guardians of Prince Sul~an Murad. He arranged a feast on this

occasion and was honoured by a visit of the Emperor to his house.

In the same year on the death of Shuja'at Khan, Governor of Malwa,

he was appointed to succeed him, and he proceeded to that province.

An order was also issued for his son Baz Bahadur to leave Gujarat,

and assist his father. The fief-holders of the province were also bidden

to obey his instructions 6
• In the 28th year, he was appointed with

Qulij Khan and others to assist Mirza Khan Khanan. When he

joined the latter, the command of the right wing was assigned to him,

and on the day of the battle with Mu?affar, he did good service in

discharging canons and muskets. When, after the chastisement of

1 For his account see also Blochmann's translation of ji'in (2nd edn.), pp.
415,416.

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 531-555, translation antea, pp.
3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 333, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 487.
4 Ibid, p, 1 94> Ibid, p. 274.
5 Gp. cit., Text, III, p. 312.
6 Gp. cit., r ext, p. 314, translation, p. 459.

Sul~an Mu?affar of Gujarat, the Malwa officers were deputed for ~he

conquest of the sort of Sironj, he also went there and erected battenes.

On the day of the assault Na~ira the Governor l of the fort contrived

to escape close to his battery, and the fort was captured. In th: 30th

year, he and Shihab-ud-Din Al:mad Khiin went to assist Khan A'pm,

who had been appointed to the Deccan campaign. In the 35th year,

he came to the Presence from Malwa, and offered his obeisance. In

the 39th year, he was appointed to the charge2 of Ghaznin--:-which

was his home, and which he had long desired to have as hiS fief.

Upta the 47th year he was there, after which Ghazn~n was assigned

to Shah Beg Khanin his place. Nothing further IS known about

him3 • His son Baz Bahadur had received a fief in Gujarat, and was

enrolled as an auxiliary of the province. In the 25th year, he was

attached to his father's contingent, and granted a fief in Malwa. In

the 44 th year, when Emperor Akbar personally went for the conquest

of Asir, he and other officers went ahead to invest it. Later he was

appointed to A1:Imadnagar, and was one of the Deccan. auxiliaries.

In the 46th year, he was taken prisoner4 in the battIe With the me~

of T elingana. When 'Allami Shaikh Abul Fasl.l, due to the eXI·

gencies of the time, arranged an armistice, the pnsoners on both the

sides were released; he also on release joined the royal forces.

(SAIF.UD-DAULAH SAIYID) SHARiF KHAN

BAHADUR

(Vol. II, pp. 517-520).

He was Shuja'at Jang Mir 'Abdur Ra1:Iim, son of Saiyid Sha~~f
Khan Mir 'Abdul Karim, son of Mir Saiyid Mu~ammad QannauJI.

Mir Saiyid Mu~ammad was kr,own among the Saiyids of the place by

Gp. cit., p. 438; translation, p. 657.
2 Gp. cit., p. 654; translation, p. 1004. . .
3 In the 47th year Shah Beg ~an was app.ointed to succeed him 111

Ghaznin, vide Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 815; translatIOn, III, p. 1223.
- 4 Gp. cit., p. 796; translation, p. 1194.



Sharif-ul-mulk tIaidarabadi
Sharif Khan Bahadur

the title of Rasuldar; he had through diligent studies at home acquired
a position for himself. When Shah Jahan was living in retirement in
the fort of Agra, he-as he was always fond of the society of learned
men, and of history-requested Aurangzib to send the said Mir to him.
For nearly eight l years, which Shah Jahan spent in this fort, the Mir
was in constant attendance. It is stated that Shah Jahan was specially
pleased with his discourse one day, and expressed his appreciation of
it. The Mir said that he had a boon to beg which, he hoped, would
be granted. On being asked to explain, the Mir said, what he wanted
was the pardon of Aurangzib. Shah Jahan granted this, and wrote 'a
letter to Aurangzib conveying his pardon. On this account Aurangzib
always regarded Mir's rights as deserving of his personal consideration.
Saiyid Amjad Khan and Saiyid Sharif Khan, his sons received suitable
ranks and were promoted. The first had the title of Khan, and in
the 13 th year of the reign W.1S appointed 2 Censor of the camp after
the death of Qa91 Muq.ammad J:Iusain. In time, he rose to the high
office of $adr Kull. The second was exalted with the title of Saiyid
Sharif Khan, and in the 30th y;ar, when during the siege of Golconda
there was extreme commotion, was appointed Krorz of the market for
the imperial forces, and earned a good name by bringing down the
prices. Later he was appointed to collect poll-tax in the four $ubahs
of the Deccan,3 which had been under his jurisdiction from earlier
days, but Shuja'at Jang was in-charge of the collection of poll-tax in
the Berar $uba at the end of Emperor Aurangzib's reign. In the
time of Jahandar Shah-when unknown persons were given charge of
various cities-he was appointed as deputy of one of them for the
government of Agra. About the end of Muq.ammad Shah's reign.
he was in straightened circumstances, and therefore migrated to the
Deccan with A~af Jah. He received a fief in Berar, and was appoint-

'Amal ~alil;, III, p. 348; also p. 379 where a short account of Mir
Saiyid Muq.ammad is given. See also Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib,
III, p. 138.

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 98. 3 Op, cit., p. 298.
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ed Bakhshz of the troopers. In I 159 A.H. (I 746 A.~.) h~ was rrOIPO-
- G f B -;- He beSieged tWO orted to the post of the Deputy overnor a erde.

d h ' deed them was able tothree forts of some malcontents, an aVl11g re u __
establish his authority firmly in the $uba. After the death of A~af Jah,
Na~ir Jang added the title of Shuja'at Jang to his other ti~les. In the
time of Muzaffar Jang he was granted the title of Salf-ud-Daulah.
He died in ~164 A.H. (1751 A.D.). He was a good and amiabl.e
person, with a very agreeable mode of address, and used to spend IllS
time in the study of laws and the precepts (of P~o~het Mul!amma~).

In his assemblies singing and dancing were prohl~lted .. He was dlS-
. . h d fl' rage but was not well versed 111 bus111ess matters.ttngUls e or liS cou , . ,

H ' S d d DI'n Muhammad Khan who succeeded to hiS father sIS son, . a r-u.- . _ , . .
titles, was for a time the Governor of Daulatabad. He died 111 1177
A.H. (1763-64 A.D.). He was a sil~ple minded man. He left two
sons the elder had the hereditary titles, and the second was known
as SaiYid Muq.ammad. They jointly. hel.d in .fief the pargana of
Kothal in the $uba of Berar, but as it yields httle, they were 111

straightened circumstances.

SHARIF-UL-MULK J:IAIDARABADI

(Vol. II, pp. 688-690).

He was the brother-in-law of Abul tIasan Qu~b Sha~, the ru~er

of Haidarabad. Prince Bahadur Shah 'Alam was appOl~ted with
Kh~n Jahan and a large army to punish Abul tIasan-who, 111 ~mper
;;;Aurangazib's opinion for various reasons! had to be exterm~nated,
and when later, in the 29th year, there were repeated fights with the
forces of Abul Hasan, and all the strongholds of those ignorant people

d d 'and taken and he was pursued to Haidarabad, Muq.a-were estroye , .. 2 •

mmad Ibrahim, his general, joined the Impenal forces as they reached

1 See Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, lV, pp. 338-341 for a

detailed account of the position.
2 Khafi Khan, II, p. 306,



Op. cit., pp. 306,3°7 for a detailed account on which apparently the
l.11aathir version is based.

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 297.

Shayista Khan Amir-ul-U l11ar~i

SHAYISTA KHAN AMIR-UL-UMARX

(Vol. II, pp. 69 0 -7 06).

Verse

The son, the wife and the family of that wittoP,

Are a dish of varied dainties.
After receiving this quatrain he did not retaliate.

1 The point of the verse appears to be that Hidayat Khan was proud, and

would not get up to greet people.

2 The word which I have translated as wittol is I...,~~ v-> and for dainties

....,o."'j the latter involving a play on Ni'mat ~an's name. 1:!1)~i may also

mean to summon, but this would not serve in the context.
3 For his account see Maathir-ul-Umarii, Text, I, pp. 151-160, Beveridge's

translation, I, pp. 287,295.
4 Iqbalnama+!ahangiri, pp. 267,277,278.

104

He was the worthy son and heir of Yamin-ud-Daula A~af Khan
3

•

His name was Mirza Abu Talib. In the time of the usurpation of
authority by Mahabat Khan, he and his father were under restraint
by him. When the juggling heavens drove that audacious one frOI~l

the Presence, he sent A~af Khan to the Court to ask pardon for hiS
actions. He, however, kept Abu Talib for somedays in captivity
lest a force might be sent against him, and then let him depart. . He
, le and kissed the threshold4

• In the 21st year of Emperor
J "_.angir's reign, he received the title of Shayista Khan. In the begin
ning of the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan, he and his father came from

Vet'se l

He is so strong at sitting that to move him,
No other man can manage it, only God can!

When he wrote this satire on Hidayat Khan, the said Khan, 111

accordance with the maxim:
"A stone is the reply to the clod thrower" composod a quatrain

of which the following is the second couplet:

ul-Umara]
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[Maathir-Sharif-ul-mulk I:taidarabadi

the outskirts of the city. In the early part of the night Abul I:Iasan
losing heart left Chatar Mal:al-which had been skilfully and elegant
ly completed by expert architects-and taking with him his ladies,
and what jewels, Asharfis and huns they could carry, withdrew into
the fort of Golconda. A great tumult ensued. High officers took their
~ives and d~ildren by the hand, and went off on foot to the fort. Early
111 the mornll1g plunderers in the city and camp fell upon the houses

of the people, and carried off krores upon krores worth of goods and
cash from Abul I:Jasan's magazines, the effects of the traders and the
property of the gentryl. The honour of great and small was besmirch
e~, and most of Abul I:Jasan's servants willingly or unwillingly left
him, and became the King's servants. At this time,. or according to
some authority, at the beginning of this affair, Sharif-ul-Mulk joined
royal service, and with his two sons, Hidayat Ullah and 'Inayat
Ullah did homage in Sholapur.

In accordance with the recommendation of the prince, he was
given the rank of 3,000, ten thousand rupees in cash and other
gifts. During the last days of the siege of Golconda, in the close of
the 30th year, on 24th Sha'ban, 1°98 A.H. (25th June, 1687 A.D.)
he died. His sons were consoled by the grant of mourning dresses.
About the same time Iftikhar Khan, his son who was the sister's son
of Abul I:Jasan, did homage, and received2 the rank of 3,000 with
1,000 horse. Hidayat Ullah was granted the title of Hidayat Khan.
He was not without perfections and eloquence, and had a poetical
ve1l1. He was appointed Khiinsiimiin of Muhammad A'zam Shah.
It is said that Ni'mat Khan Mirza Mu~ammad ~ajr-who had lashed
many officers with his tongue, and never withheld his hand from
satire; he did not spare even Emperor Aurangzib-thus repaid for
what he had received.

\



Shayista Khan Amir-ul-Umara .... ul-Umara] Shayista Khan Amir-ul-Umara

Lahore, and paid their respects, and he was raised 1 to the rank of

5,000 with 4,000 horse. The generally held view, that Shayista

Khan was appointed to the rank of 5,000 from the day of his birth,

is not authentic. It appears, however, that out of regard for his

father and grandfather, he was in his early childhood granted the

rank of 500. On the same score he received further promotions one

after the other, until in his early youth he attained a high rank. In

the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan he was appointed as leader and

commander and in the 3rd year, when three large armies were

despatched from· Burhanpur for the elimination of Khan Jahan and

the chastisement of the Ni?am Shahis, he was appointed as the leader2

of one of these forces. As the command of all the armies was entrust

ed to A'?am Khan, Governor of the Deccan, and Shayista Khan could

not work in ullison with him, he was recalled to the Presence3
•

When, in the 9th year, Emperor Shah Jahan took up his quarters

at the Daulatabad . fort, Shayista 4 Khan, Hahwardi Khan and other

officers were sent off to free the country of Sangamnir and other

ports in that territory, which were in the possession of Shahu Bh5nsle.

Shayista Khan went to Sangamnir, and deliver;d the parganas of the

area from the possession of Shahu's son Shivaji and other sedition

mongers and stationed a force in each fort. After capturing many

famous and important forts and making proper arrangements for the

government of the territory he hastened to Junair. As Shivaji had

after leaving his father suitably strengthened the fort, it could not be

taken easily, Shayista Khan thereupon taking possession of the city and

the adjacent district, returned. In a short time he had added two

fine Sarkars with a revenue of two krors and 60 lacs of dams, and

consisting of I 7 ma~als, to the imperial domain. In the loth year

Khan Zaman, who, as deputy of Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib

Bahadur, had charge of the Balaghat, Deccan, died. As it was

Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 180.

2 Op. cit., p. 294.

4 Badshahnama, I. pt. ii, p: 132.

3 Op. cit., p. 302,

1
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essential to send in place of Khan Zaman a high official, who, during

the absence of the prince, should as his deputy be at Daulatabad, and

carryon the administration, Shayista Khan was sene in advance of the

prince who had proceeded to the Court for a marriage ceremony. In

the 12th year he was appointed Governor of the province of Behar and

Patna2 in succession to 'Abdullah Khan. In the 15th year, he led

a force against Pratap, the land-owner of Palaun (Palamau) and a nota

ble person of that territory, and having devastated his domains made

him submit. In the 18th year, when the province of Allahabad was

taken from him, and assigned in fief to Dara Shikoh, he was appoin

ted4 Governor of Malwa. When in the 20th year, Prince MuQ.ammad

Aurangzib Bahadur was summoned from A~madabad, Gujarat, for .the

management of the countries of Balkh and Badakhshan,. Shaylsta

Khan was given charge of Gujarat. As in spite of ShaYlsta Khan

having a rank of 5,000 with 9,000 horse, 2-horse, 3-horse, and also

having an annual allowance of 5 lacs of rupees from the general trea

sury of the province for 3,000 Sihbandi (local militia) horsemen, he

could not properly control the sedition mongers in the province, and

this had become apparent repeatedly from his own reports, he, in the

beginning of the 22nd year, was re-app~inted Gov~rnor o~ ~~1~~5,
and the province of AQ.mad abad was assigned to Pnnce Dara Shlkoh

as his fief. In the 23rd year he was appointed6 in succession to

Prince Murad Ba1.<.hsh, to the four provinces of the Deccan, and later

was re-appointed1 to Gujarat. In the 27th year, when that province

was assigned 8 to Murad Bakhsh, he returned to the Court. In the

28th year, he was again sent9 to Malwa as the Governor. In the

29 th year, when Prince Mulpmmad Aurangzib Bahadur, ~ove~n~r

of the Deccan, at the request of Mir Jumla, proceeded to I:Ialdara~ad

to deliver his son and belongings, and to chastise Qu~b Shah, ShaYlsta

O . 2 Badshahnama, II, p. 136.p. CIt., p. 271.

3 Op. cit., p. 248. 4 Op, cit., p. 42 5,
5 'A mal ~ali~, III, p. 64. 6 Op. cit., p. 102.

7 Op. cit., p. 149, this appointment was made in the 26th year.
O . p. 201.8 Op cit., p. 182. 9 p. CIt.,

1
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Khan, In compliance with the orders of the Emperor, went to assist

him with a large contingene of the Ivfalwa troops. He was unable

to develop close assoc iation with the prince while serving under him

in the time of the siege. After the termination of this expedition in

the 30th year, he returned to his post and as a reward for his service,

on the recommendation of the prince, was promoted to the rank of

6,000 with 6,000 horse-2-horse, 3-horse, and granted the high title

of Khan Jahan 2
• When, in the same year, Mu~ammad Aurangzib

Bahadur with the Deccan armies was deputed to chastise the 'Adil

Shahis, Khan Jahan was directed to proceed immediately to Daulatabad,

and to remain3 there till the prince's return •. When in the 31st year,

1067 A.H. (1657 A.D.), Emperor Shah Jahan fell ill of strangury,

and the administration of the country devolved on the heir apparent,

Prince Dara Shik6h, he, out of evil design and intentions, recalled

the Deccan auxiliaries to the Presence even before the Bijapur campaign

had been completed. Shayista Khan also returned to Malwa. As

that province is adjacent to the Deccan, and Dara Shik6h had other

plans, he did not deem it proper to leave :Khan Jahan-whose attach

ment and association with Prince Aurangzib were well known- in

charge of that area; he was consequently recalled to the COUrt4 and

Maharaja Jasvant Singh appointed as the Governor of Ujjain. After

the defeat of the Maharaja by Aurangzib, when Emperor Shah Jahan

heard that the latter was advancing towards the Capital, he thought

that if he were to march out in person, there was the possibility that

there would be no actual fighting-as in the opposing forces (of

Aurangzib) also most of the men were imperial servants, and probably

they would not draw their swords against their master. But Dara

Shik6h, who regarded the enterprise as an easy one, and believed him

self capable of managing it alone, by persistent representation preven~

.ted the Emperor from marching OUt. In this connection, he had a

Op. cit., p. 222.

2 Op. cit., p. 230, but the number of his 2-horse, 3-horse troopers is

given there as 5,000 and not 6,000 as in the text.

3 Op. cit., pp. 235,236. 4 Op. cit., pp. 284, 295.
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consultation with Khan Jahan; and the latter either to keep on good

terms with Dara Shik6h, or because he was a partisan of Mu~ammad

Aurangzib, and felt that he would be successful, also dissuaded (Shah

from marching out. After the defeat of Dara Shik6h, it became clear

that this would have been the best course, and that what took place

was in accordance with a plan. Emperor Shah Jahan was angry, struck

Shayista Khan on the breast with the head of his staff, and reproached

him for his treacherous advice1
• In accordance with the letters of

Dara Shik6h, and at the instance of the interested parties, he ordered

him to be placed under restraint. After two days he was released,

and his advice was again asked; he repeated what he had said before.

It is evident too that at this stage movement would have been ineffec

tual. Emperor Shah Jahan had his advance camp made ready, but as

the affair had got out of hand, even his marching (against Aurangzib)

would have been of no avail.
In short, Khan Jaban was honoured by paying his respects to

'Alamgir in the Nur Manzil Garden. After repeated messages

through Fa4il Khan Khiinsaman on behalf of Emperor Shah Jahan to

the Prince of the lucky star, Mu~ammad Aurangzib Bahadur, the

Begam ~a~iba came to her brother, and conveyed her father's message

to the effect that the Panjab with the areas appertaining to it might

be given to Dara Shik6h, Gujarat as hitherto should remain under

Murad Bakhsh, the Deccan be assigned to Sul~an Mu~ammad, the

eldest son of Aurangzib, and the high office of the heir apparent, the

title of Buland Iqbal and the complete control of the rest of the impe

rial territories be transferred to Aurangzib; and that he should wait

on the Emperor Shah Jahan and endeavour to please him. Aurangzib

refused to consider the proposals and said, "I cannot wait on the Em

peror till the affair of Dara Shik6h is liquidated." The Begam ~a~iba

returned sorrowfully, and reported the result to the Emperor; this

added to the vexation and concern of the latter. At last, on the third

l Khafi Khan, II, p. 21,



I For a detailed account see Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, I,
II, pp. 422-425. The name of the slave courier is N1ihir Dil and not B1ihir
Dil as in the text.

2 'Alamgirnama, p. 130.

day after much discussions, Aurangzib resolved to wait on his honour

ed father; and with this noble intention he rode from the Bag!}

Dahra. As the Divine decree was contrary to this action, Khan Jaban

and Shaikh Mir came after him and represented that the proFosed

plan was far from politic, and there was no necessity for Aurangzib

putting himself into a dangerous situation when he had got under his

control the servants of the fort, and the thread of authority had drop

ped out of the hands of the Emperor Shah Jahan.

Meanwhile, when Aurangzib returned after listening to the words

of his well wishers, Nahar Dil Chela arrived, and produced the letter,

which Emperor Shah Jahan had written with his own hand

to Dara Shik6h, and had entrusted it to Nahar Dil in order

chat he might quickly convey it to Dara, Shik6h at Shahjahana

bad, and bring back an answer. The purport of the letter

was that Dara Shik6h should collect troops, and consolidate

his position at Delhi, and that meanwhile Shah Jahan would himself

dispose off the matter here (at Agra), Accordingly the advice of Khan

Jahan was approved l of, and the proposed visit put off, and as

appeared imperative Aurangzib set off in pursuit of Dara Shik6h

from Agra towards Delhi. At the stage of Mathura, Khan Jahan

who, in consequence of the offence referred to earlier, had been

deprived of his rank and fief-was appointed to the rank of 7,000

with 7,000 2-horse, yhorse troopers. He was further honoured with

the grant of the title of A mir-ul-Umara and a pargana yielding a

revenue of two krors of dams was assigned to him in recognition2

(of his services). When Sulaiman Shik6h, the eldest son of Dara

Shik6h, returned from the Eastern districts, and on hearing of his

father's defeat hastened on the other side of the Ganges towards

Hardwar, and planned to proceed by way of Saharanpur to the Panjab

Shayista Khan Amir-ul-Umaraul-Umarii]

Op. cit., p. 159, also see Khafi Khan, II, p.
2 Khaf! Khan, II, p. 42 ,

3 Battle of Khajuha, 14th January, 1659.

to join his father, the Amir.ul-Umara! was deputed to check him.

That fortunate one went off as a vagabond to the hill country of

Sriaagar (Garhwal) and took refuge with the Zam'indar of the territory.

In compliance with the orders the Amir-ul-Umara returned from the

banks of the Ganges to Akbarabad (Agra), and in the service of Prince

Mul).ammad Sul~an remained in-charge of the government of that

province2 • vVhen Mul).ammad Sul~an went off in advance to

encounter Shah Shuja', the Amir-ul-Umara remained in sole charge of

that area. When, in the battle3 with Shuja' Raja Jasvant Singh

wickedly and with the perverse intention of upsetting affairs in the end

of the night immediately preceding the day on which the battle

took place, decamped from Aurangzib's camp with other Riijputs,

and took the road to Agra, this sudden affliction resulted

in so great confusion and discord 111 the forces that even

the loyalties of tried soldiers, who had rendered valuable services in

many campaigns, were shaken, and several of them selecting the path

of disloyalty deserted. The distressing news that Shah Shuja' having

made Emperor 'Alamgir prisoner was advancing towards Agra gained

so wide a currency, that the Amir-ul-Umara accepted this false report

as true, and becoming confused thought of retiring towards the

Deccan. In his bewilderment he represented to Fa4il Khan the

Khansaman, who was still in the service of Shah Jahan, the claims of

the A~af Jah family, and begged that the Emperor might forgive his

offences. That prudent and experienced official endeavoured to

comfort Amir-ul-Umara and added that he should remain quiet till

the morning, as perhaps trustworthy news would be received by that

time. Later, it turned out that the brave and steadfast IAlamgir had

with a limited force defeated Shuja', and gained the victory. After

this God-given victory, when Aurangzib reached Agra, and then

started for Ajmer to fight Dara Shik6h, the Amir-ul-Umara went in
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attendance 1
• After the second coronation, 111 1069 A.H. (July,

1659 A.D.), in the 2nd year of Emperor Aurangzib's reign, he was

exalted by being allowed to beat2 his drums in the Presence-a great

favour, which in the times of Shah Jahan and Jahangir was enjoyed

only by his father and grandfather respectively. About! this time,

he was appointed Governor3 of the Deccan in succession to Prince

MU9ammad MU'a~pm. The Amir-ul·Umara after his arrival in the

Deccan proceeded on 25th Jummada I, 1070 A.H. (28th January,

1660 A.D.) to put down Shivaji and to capture his forts. Shivaji,

on account of the confusion in the government of Bijapiir, and follow

ing the assassination of Af<;lal Khan, the chief officer of the 'Adil

Shahis, had taken possession of many forts and posts, and had placed

obstacles in the way of pilgrims proceeding by sea to Mecca. He

had also not abstained from devastating the imperial territories. The

Amir-ul-Umara marched out from Aurangiibiid, and suitably punished

his men wherever they offered battle, arid established thanas in suitable

localities in Shivaji's territories. This was the beginning of the

Maratha affair. As the rainy season had arrived, he spent somedays

in the city of Poona, and took the fort of Chiikan, which was one of

the strong forrs of the K6nkan and belonged to the Ni~am Shahi

territory. On account of the confusion in the 'Adil Shahi affairs,

Shivaji had taken possession of it. As it was near the imperial terri

tory, the Amir-ul-Umarii regarding its capture as an essential part of

the campaign, and assigned this task due priority. When he reached

the foot of the fort, he carefully inspected the neighbourhood with a

view, to placing his batteries and strenuously carried on operations in

connection with the erection of bastions and laying of mines. . For

fifty six days in spite of constant rain and heavy storms he carried

on the siege with cannon and muskets. At last the mine which

extended to the bastion opposite the Amir-ul-Umara's battery was

filled with gun-powder, and set fire to. The ,bastion was blown up,

and portions of it flew into the air like startled pigeons. The victo

rious troops were in readiness, and believing in Divine protection

altogether fell on the fort. The day closed during the fight, but the

heroes would not think of retiring, and bravely spent the night at the

foot of the fort. In the morning they renewed their attack, and

entering the city wall captured the fort on 18th Dhul I:1ijja of the

3rd year of the reign (15th August, 1660 A.D.). Those, who

escaped the sword took refuge in the citadel. As they saw that it was

beyond their resources to defend it, they asked for quarter and came

out. By the Emperor's orders the fort was renamed Islamabad1
•

After this conquest the territory of Shivaji was overrun by the

victorious troops, but that subtle strategist retreated into the inaccessI

ble defiles. The Amir-ul-Umara took up his quarters in Poona in a

house which had been Duilt by Shiviiji. Meanwhile that resourceful

schemer arranged for a night attack, and sent a party of men to the

place. An order of the day at the time had been issued that without a

signed permit, no one was to be allowed to enter the camp or the city,

and an ordinance had also laid down that Marathas on horseback should

not be allowed entry. A number of footmen of their tribe in the

beginning of the 6th year on the pretext of the marriage of their

party obtained from the Kotwal a permit for the admission of 200

Mara thas. At night they entered the city on the pretext of mar;iage

beating drums, and next day, they brought a number of men with

their hands tied and beating them saying that they were enemy

partisans whom they had made prisoners near the post (thana). Next

night at midnight these miscreants came to the kitchen behind the

female appartments, and put to the sword whosoever they encountered.

They opened up a window which had been blocked with mud and

bricks. Some pages (khawwii~an) of the Zenana, who were awakened

by the noise of the spades and pick-axes, went and reported to the

'Alamgirnama, pp. 585-587; Maathir-i-Alamgiri, p. 33. The orders
in regard to the change ot name of the fort are not mentioned in any of the
two works. Also see Jadunath Sarkar, Shivaji and His Times, pp. 79-81
(192 9)'
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2 Op. cit., pp. 394, 395.
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Amir-ul.Umara. He said that it was the month of fasting (Ran1a9an),

the cooks and other servants of the kitchen had probably got up to

prepare the early morning meal. When, however, the report was re

peated, the Amir-ul-Umara got bewildered, and rose up taking his bow

and arrow and lance in his hands. One of the assailants struck h,im

with a sword and this cut off his index-finger. His young son Abul Fat~

Khan, who exerted himself in the fight, was killed. The women

dragged the Amir-ul· Umara to one side. These noises resulted in the

men outside rushing in, and they finished the business of those who

had not completed their l work (i.e. killed the inmates of the house).

As this night affair was a proof of the carelessness on the part of that

high official, and was also indicative of lack of vigilance, which could

not be condoned by the administration, he was censured by the

Emperor, and the governorship of the Deccan was transferred to

Prince Mu~ammad MU'aHam. He was appointed to administer
2

Bengal where Mit Jumla had just died. As the turbulent men of

Arracan-who are generally designated as the Magh tribe-had

meanwhile siezing the opportunity invaded the borders of Bengal, and

had taken away as prisoners the inhabitants of some villages, the

Amir-ul-Umara decided that the only way of checking their activities

was'to capture the fort of Chittagong-which is on the border of

Arrican-and so addressed himself to this task. He despatched his

son Buzurg Umed Khan with a force, and he after much fighting

captured the strong fort of Chittagong in the end of the 8th year,

and renamed3 it Ishimabad.
The Amir-ul-Umara was long engaged in administering4 Bengal

province, and when in the 20th year A'pm Khan Koka was appointed

to this charge5 , he put on. the pilgrim's robe, and in the 2 I st year

waited upon the Emperor, and presented a tribute of 30 lakhs of

rupees, 4 lakhs of jewels and other goods. One of the ratlttes was

a mirror to which a water-melon was attached; when it dried.

water trickled from it. There was also a box to one end of which

an elephant was attached, and to the other end a goat. The elephant

could not draw it, but the goat drew both the box and the elephant.

The Amir-ul-Umara was awarded the staff made of jade, which the

Emperor had in his hand, and other presents. An order was issued

that this leader 01: the officials should bring his palanquin into the

Ghusu/khana, and that he should beat his drum after that of the

Emperor l
• In the same year he was appointed Governor of

Akbarabad 2
• In the end of. the 22nd year he was again appointed

to Bengal in succession to Prince Mu~ammad A'7,:am, who 111

compliance with orders had hurriedly started for the COUrt. After

a few years, he was reappointed Governor of the Capital, Agra.

He lived with a good reputation upto the day of his death, and

died3 in the beginning of the 38th year in 11°5 A.H. (1694 A.D.).

Few Amirs in any of the reigns equalled him in good qualities

and virtues. With all his grandeur and greatness which he had

acquired and even a much smaller degree of which would have

raised the pride of others to the highest heavens-he was extremely

gentle, amiable, courteous and humane. His liberality and charities

were famed throughout the world. The marks of his beneficence in

building serJis, mosques and bridges-on which he spent lakhs

are patent in all parts of India. The poor and needy in distant

quarters benefitted from his charities. The property, which after

his death, was escheated to the Crown, was beyond conception.

Though, repeatedly, articles, such :is gold and silver vessels, have

been taken for royal use, there are still numerous locked rooms in

the Agra fort full of his goods. Strange stories are current about

Shayista Khan Amir-ul-lJ Illara [Maathir-
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1 For a critical account see Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 88-93·

2 'Alamgirnama, p. 848; Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 45.

3 Maiitbir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 54·
4 Riya4-us-Saliitin, Text, pp. 222,223'

5 MaaU!.jr-i-'Alamgiri, p. 159·

Based on Maatbjr-i-'A'lamgiri, p. 161.

2 Op. cit., p. 168.

;3 Op. cit., p. 368,
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the abundance of his goods and stores. From a reliable source, it

has been heard that once when Emperor Aurangzib was hunting,

some wax was called for. The collectors of the Exchequer and of

the parganas in the neighbourhood, who had been ordered to procure

it, reported that as it was the rainy season, not a grain could be

procured. The Khansaman represented that wax was not to be had

anywhere, but it was reported that there was some wax available in

the stores of the Amir-ul-Umara at Delhi. An order was issued

that they should harrow some to meet the urgent requirements.

When the order was transmitted to the agent of the Amir-ul-Umara,

and as it would have taken a long time to have the permission of

his master who was in Bengal and it was impossible to wait, the agent

offered 200 maunds of wax, and one or two thousand articles of wax,

each weighing 2-3 maunds, on his own account, and excused himself

by saying that in the absence of his master, he could not venture

to give more. It became known that wells had been dug for storing

wax, and that during the hot weather water was filled in them to

keep the wax from melting. From this an idea may be ,formed of

the extent of his possessions. By Emperor Jaha-ngir's orders, the

daughter of Shah Nawaz Khan, son of Abdur Raryim Khan Khanan,

was married to him. But all his children were born of concubines.

The name of 'Aqidat Khan his son was Abu Talib. In the 2nd year

of Emperor Aurangzib's reign, when his father was the Governor of

the Deccan, he had chaFge of Daulatabad1
• He died early.

Another son was Abul Fad) ~.ban who was killed during the night

attack of Shivaji Bhonsle. Whoever of them distinguished himself

has been noticed in this work. One of his daughters was married to

Ruh Ulla~ Khan P, and another to Dhulfiqar Khan Nu~rat

Jang3
•

He was an Istalju,1 and was the table-servant of Shah Ismail II, ,
the ruler of kin. After the latter's death he migrated to India by way

of Qandahar. At Multan, he joined J(lian Khanan, the Commander

in-chief who was marching against T atta (Sindh), and at the re

commendation of the Commander-in-chief, he in his absence was

• enlisted in imperial service; he performed good deeds, and showed

great courage. When Khan Khanan returned victorious after this

expedition, Sher Afgan, at his request, was appointed to a suitable

post. At the same time, Emperor Akbar gave him in marriage

Mihr-un-Nisa, the daughter of ~hiyath Beg of Tehran, who was

serving as the Diwan-i-Biutat (Master of the Household).

It is stateo that Mirza Ghiyath's wife always used to go to the

feasts and entertainments in the palace, and that Mihr-un-Nisa, whose

name became Nur Jahan later on-often used to accompany her

-mother. By a strange chance, Prince Salim-who had reached the

age of adolescence-fell in love with her, and when this feeling

became known in the harem, the Emperor also secretly became aware

of it. He immediately gave her in marriage to 'Ali Quli Beg. When

the Prince was sent to the expedition against the Rana, 'Ali Quli Beg

was appointed to accompany him. The prince greatly favoured him,

and gave him the title of Sher Afg~n Khan. After his accession, he

made him the fief-holder of Burdwan-which is a tract .between Bengal

and Orissa-and as he was an able man, he distinguished himself

in this office, and proved to be a good Governor. When Emperor

Jahangir sent off Qu~b-ud-Din Kokaltash to be the Governr'r of Bengal,

he said one or two words to him about Sher Afgan, who learnt about

this from the letter of his agent, and became apprehensive. He knew

that there was something behind it (lit. "there was a saucer below the

Shayista Khan Amir-ul-Umara [Maathir-
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SHER AFGAN KHAN 'ALI QUU BEG

(Vol. II, pp. 622-625)'

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 26.

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, p. 309.

3 Op. cit., p. 93.

Istalju or Ustalju, a Turkish tribe of Transcaucasia, see Blochmann'~

translation of A'in (2nd edn.), p. 687.
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I For a critical study of the Sher Afgan story see Beni Prasad, History of

/ h . pp 17°-182 For an account of Qutb-1td-Din's tomb etc. seea anglT,.' .
Blochmann, /ourn, As. Soc. Bengal, XL, pt. i (1871), p. 252.

2 IqbalnJma-i-/ah'imgiri, pp. 54-56.
3 Her name was Ladili Begam; for account of her marriage see Beni

Prasad, op. cit., p. 320 where other references are given.

Sher Khan

SHER KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 651-654)'

Tuzuk-i-/ahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation), II, pp. 267,268.
His rank there is, however, given as 3,000 with 2,000 horse.

He was also known as Nahir Khan Tonwar. His ancestors were
hereditary servants of the Faruqi family of Khandesh. His father
was killed ~hile he was yet a child. Raja 'Ali ~.ban Faruqi cherished
the orphan in his early days. Later, through his innate capacity and
good luck coming into play he joined Khan Jahan Lodi. The latter
extended him his patronage and trained him; in a short time he got
a man~ab in the imperial service and was appointed to Gujarat. When
II rupture took place between Emperor Jahangir and the Prince heir
apparent, the Deputy Governorship of Gujarat was assigned to 'Abdul
lah Khan. The latter on his behalf appointed an indifferent eunuch
to defend the city of A~madabad. Nahir Khan at the instigation and
written requests of Mirza ~afi" Saif Khan-who at the time was the
Divan of Gujarat-came suddenly from his fief to A~madabad, and
with Saif Khan took possession of the city. 'Abdullah Khan heard
of it at Mandu, _and hurriedly marched for giving battle. Nahir
Khan, who commanded Saif Khan's vanguard, engaged him, and
through Divine aid was successful. As a reward for this signal ·service
the Emperor granted him the rank of 3,000 with 2,500 horse and
the title of Sher Khan1.

After Emperor Jahangir's death, when the royal cortege of Shah
Jahan reached the borders of Gujarat, a petition was received from
Sher Khan expressing his loyalty and devotion, and a warning about
the misguided directions of Saif Khan, the Governor of the province.

Afgan was given in marnage to Sul~an Shahanyar, the youngest son of
the Emperor. On this account, she had enmity with the heir-apparent,
Shah Jahan, and there was great commotion, as has been related in
detail on various pages of this work.
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cup"-a well known proverb). From that day he left off his accou
trements (yaraq), and said to the Recorder and the Emperor's officers
that he now was no longer a servant of the Emperor. When Qu~b

ud-Din rapidly marched to Burdwan in the 2nd year, Sher Afgan
Khan, who was encamped outside, went off to welcome him.

It is said that at the time of leave-taking his mother fixed the
helmet on his head and said, "Ere your mother weeps make his
mother weep", and having kissed his head and eyes gave him leave
to go. Though he was not at ease about the guile and trickery of •
Kokaltash, but for the present the latter's messages had given him
confidence. Being a doomed man he left his troops outside the camp,
and went off for the interview, attended by only two troopers one of
whom was an eunuch. When from the attitude and talk of the
Kokaltash, it became clear that treachery was intended, he anticipated
matters and killed Qu~b-ud-Din Khan. As the Kokaltash's men had
surrounded him, they did not let him depart. The chronogram of

his death is "Ma~lum" (Victim-1016y.H., 1607 A.D.y.
What they say about Sher Afgan is that in spite of his numerous

wounds everyone of which was fatal, he by extraordinary exertio~1 an~
to safeguard his honour reached his home, and wanted to. kill his
wife; his (or her) mother indicated by weeping and lamentmg and
saying that his wife had thrown herself into a well, and that thereupon
he gave up the ghost, is contrary to Iqbalnama-i-'ahangiri

2
• After

this occurence, Shaikh Chiyath,. the sister's son of Qu~b-ud-Din Khan,
brought Mihr-un-Nisa with the daughter and son o~ Sh~r Afgan, ~nd
his property to the Court. For a time, she was 111 disgrace owmg
to her husband having killed the Emperor's foster-brother. When
Emperor Jahangir married her, the daughter3 she had borne to Sher

\-
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SHER KHAN SAIYID SHIHAB BARAH

(Vol. II, pp. 667, 668).

He was the son of Saiyid 'Izzat .Khan of ]ahangir's time. In the

10th year of the reign of Emperor Shah ]ahan, he had attained the

rank of 800 foot with 600 horse, and in the 13th year was granted an

increase of 200. In the 19th year, he was deputed with Sul~an Murad

Bakhsh for the conquest of Balkh and Badakhshan, and at the time

of departure was granted a dress of honour and a horse. In the 22nd

year, he accompanied Sul~an MU9-ammad AurangzIb Bahadur on the

Qandahar Campaign, and after reaching there he was sent towards

Bust with Rustam Khan to assist Qulij Khan. In the battle against

the Iranians he distinguished himself by his valiant deeds. In the

23rd year, he was exalted by promotion to the rank of 1,500 foot

with 600 horse. In the 25th year he was honoured by the grant

of a dress of honour and a horse with a silver saddle, and again

accompanied the said Prince to the same area. In the 26th year,

he went on the same expedition in attendance on Sul~an Dara Shik6h.

In the 27th year through promotion he was raised to the rank of 2,000

foot with 700 horse. In the 28th year he accompanied ]umlat-ul

Mulk Sacd Ullah l(han to destroy the fortifications of Chittar, and in

the 30th year, he started with MU'aHam Khan for the Deccan where

he was sent to serve under Sul~an Aurangzib Bahadur; there he

rendered valuable services. In the 3 I st year on being summoned to

t~e Presence, he did homage. His rank was increased to 2,500 foot

With 1,200 horse, and he was granted the title of Sher Khan l ; his

heart's desire was fulfilled by his appointment as the· Faujdar of

Mandesiir. In the battle of Samiigarh he was with Dara Shik6h, but

when the latter was defeated and fled, he took service with Aurangzi"b 2 •

In the battle3 with Sul~an Shuja', he and Dhiilfiqar Khan MU9-ammad

Beg were with the artillery in front of the vanguard.

As the disloyalty of Saif Khan was already patent to aU, the sincerity

of the petition of Sher K1}an was accepted. Emperor Shah Jahan

granted him royal favours, and by sending him the welcome news

of his appointment as the Governor l of Gujarat made him a zealous

servant. He was ordered to take possession of A9-madabad, and

place Saif Khan under surveillance. When the Emperor halted

at Ma9-miidabad, which is some 12 kos distant from A9-madabad,

Sher Khan presented himself with a force. When on the 17 th

Rabie II, 1037 A.H. (16th December, 1627 A.D.) Emperor

Shah ]ahan encamped at the Kakariya tank in the vicinity of the city,

Sher Khan was raised to the rank of 5,000 with 5,000· horse, and

appointed Governor of Gujarat. In the year when Shah Jahan went

to Burhanpiir to extirpate Khan Jahan Ladi, and Khwaja Abiil tIasan

Tarbati was deputed to take Nasik and SangamnIr, it was arranged

that till the arrival of Sher Khan from Gujarat, the Khwaja should

spend the rainy season at Fort Lalang. The Khwaja halted at

Dhullya until Sher Khan could join him. As soon as Sher Khan

arrived, he was appointed to attack Chandaur. He plundered that

territory right and left and returned with abundant booty. There

after, he helped the Khwaja in annexing and administering the area.

Inthe'4th year,2 1040 A.R (1630-31 A.D.) he died. Hewasa

great military leader, and had a very gentle personality. He was not very

liberal, but he was very indulgent to his soldiers. He paid their

wages month by month. In his contingent there were no fines for

absences. He was a heavy drinker, but he indulged in drinking only

with the members of his household. Strange as it may seem, with

all his wealth and grandeur he pesonally attended to the animal feeds;

he used to say, "I know it is shameful, but I cannot help my nature".

Of his sons, Yasin Khan and Shamsher Khan rose high durinb their

father's lifetime, but they did not survive for any length of time.

The first, who had the rank of 1,500 with 1,000 horse, died in the

8th year. The name of the third son was Dilawar Khan.

I Bad.sJzahnama, I, pi'. i, p. 126.

Amal $aliq. III, p. 272.

3 In the battle of Khajuha,
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2 'Alamgirnama, p. I 15.

'Alamgirnama, p. 245.
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SHER KHAN TARIN

(Vol. II, pp. 654-658).

He was the Zamindiir of Fushanjl which in Arabic IS known as

Pushang; it is a village between Qandahar and Bhakkar. Th~

ancestors of Sher Khan were imperial servants. When his father did

not get on with Shah Beg Khan Kabull, who had been appointed

Governor of Qandahar by Emperor Akbar, he in Emperor Jahangir's

time went to Iran and enrered the service of Shah 'Abbas ~afav" Sher

Khan was brought up in that country. When the Shah came to

Qandahar in 1°31 A.H. (1622 A.D.), and conquered it, Sher Khan

was appointed Governor of Fiishanj and of the Afgban tribes. As

in addition to external greatness and advantages, he was possessed of

good judgement and keen knowleJge, he became the head of his

hereditary country and exercised supreme auth Jrity. From the Iranian

and Indian tra Jellers he levied whatever toll he chose, and also plun

dered them whenever he had an opportunity. After the Shah's death

he, out of presumptic,n and turbulence, contended with 'Ali Mardan

Khan Zeg, the Governor of Qandahar, and refused to acknowledge his

authority. When it was repeatedly reported to Shah ~afavi, the ruler

of kin, that traffic of caravans and traders was being impeded owing

to Sher Khan's molestation and oppression, he summoned him. Sher

Khan passed sometime by subterfuges and prevarications, but later

thinking of a way out applied for protection to Emperor Shah Jahan.

Kashmiri Khan-a Kashmiri Brahman, who had embraced Islam

during the time when the Emperor was a prince, and had rendered

good service during the time of confusion, and had also made a good

study of the people of Iran, was sent off with a gracious royal patent

and a dress of honour. Sher Khan making the season of ice and rain

a pretext detained Kashmir! Khan at Bhakkar till the Shah (of Iran)

heard of the developments, and sent Sher Khan a second missive full

Pashang in Jarrett's translation of _A"in, II, p. 397; it is Pishin, a town
north of Quetta and S.S.E. of Qandahar.
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Sher Khan Tarin

of graciousness. In secret, he instructed'Ali Mardan Khan to seek

an opportunity for destroying Shcr Khan. The latter thought that

the gentle language of the second communication from the Shah had

given him what he wanted, and so he sent back Kashmir! Khan with

out gaining his object.

When in the 4th year Sher Khan collected a force of the Afghans

of the hills, and proceeded to attack Sibi and Ganjaba in Bhakkar,

'Ali Mardan Khan found his opportunity. He made a rapid march

with 4,000 horse, and in the morning came to the fort of Fiishanj.

He made prisoners of Sher Khan's family, and sent them off to Qanda

har with much property which Sher I<han had amassed through

robbery. 'Ali Mardan Khan himself remained in Fiishanj. On

recelvlllg this terrible news, Sher Khan collected the booty and the

prisoners he had taken at Ganjaba, and made a rapid retreat. On the

way'Ali Mardan Khan gave him battle. Though the Iranian van

guard gave way, 'Ali Mardan Khan charged the centre. A bullet

struck him on the heel. He concealed the wound and continued to

charge. He heartened his men, and drove so vigorously that he

defeated the enemy, and returned to Qandahar safe and laden with

plunder. Sher Khan went off to Diiki, but in spite of all his efforts

he did not succeed. Becoming helpless he turned his heart from

his native country, and sought an alliance with A\:tmad Beg who was

the Deputy of Yamin-ud-Daulah, the Governor of Multiin. In the

5th year, 1041 A.H. (1631-32) he waited upon the Emperor and

received the rank of 2,000; a fertile fief was assigned to him in the

Panjab province, and a cash grant of twenty thousand rupees was also

given l
• But he was always sad and restless on account ~f the im

prisonment of his children, and separation from his family, and used

to weep day and night though the Shah treated his people with res

pect. As he was distinguished amongst the hillmen by his appearance,

manners and understanding, his intimacy (with Emperor Shah Jahan)

The a~ove account is based mainly on Badshahnama, I, pt. i,/pp. 4 1 9-

421. On being appointed he was given a rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse.



Sher Khan Tarin ...:~:~,
I,

ul-Umara] Sheroya Khan

rose higher day by day. He also exerted himself to be loyal and faith

ful, and accompanied Prince Mul;1ammad Shuja' all the expedition to

Parenda. In the 9th year he rendered distinguished service under

Saiyid Khan lahan in the chastisement of the 'Adil Shahis and the de

vastation of their territory. But as retribution for his evil deeds had

not yet been exacted by Fate, Time put him into another trouble. It

was reported to Shah ~afi ~afavi that Sher Khan had been appointed

to conquer Qandahar, and that he was preparing to undertake this

task. As he knew the country, and was the head of a tribe, and besides

the Tarin clan, the clans of the neighbourhood, such as Kakars and the

Pannis, were in ac~ord with him, the Shah felt anxious lest he might

succeed. Out of circumspection, he sent him a letter referring to his

loyalty, and suggesting his returning to serve under him and leaving

India by any means possible. He sent this letter with a representation

to Emperor Shah Jahan. When the latter became aware of the letter,

he deprived Sher Khan of his rank, confiscated his fief, and forbade his

departure. In the 12th year when the Emperor went to the Panjab,

Sher Khan was not allowed to accompany him, but was left under

surveillance at Agra; he was allowed one thousand rupees a month.

Though he protested his innocence, and tried to clear himself, he did

not succeed. For two or three years he remained shut up at Agra,

and then being attacked by a hectic fever (madqiiq) he died in the

prime of his life l
• Alas! The treacherous heavens enable many false

persons to wear the dress of honesty before high and low, and destroy

many true-hearted people so that they become a source of joy to their

enemies. Alas! Alas! If we look back with the eye of discernment,

we see that some mistakes do occur, for reward and retribution take

an identical form!

Hemistich

We receive what is the reward for our deeds.

According to Badshahnama, II, p. 332, he was restored to his earlier
rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse in 1052 AH. He died in the 17th year of

Shah Jahan's reign, op. cit., p. 728; this would be in 1054 AH. (1644 AD.).
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SHEROYA KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 57 2 -573).

He was the son of Sher Afgan son of Qiich Beg who was an old

servant of Humayiin. When the Afghans defeated the imperial

forces, and the time was pressing, the Emperor appointed Quch Beg

and others to look after Miriam Makani. He l sacrificed his life at

the door of the female quarters. When Emperor Humayun went to

Iran, Sher Afgan remained with Mirza Kamran at Kabul, but when

Humayiin returned, Sher Afgan, as he could not trust Mirza Kamran,

came to Humayiin, and was appointed 2 Governor of Qilat. Later

Kahmurd, 1;)ul;1ak and Bamian were made his fief. But when Mirza

Kamran became predominant in Kabul, he behaved deceitfully and

joined him 3
• On the day of the battle with Kamran, he was taken

prisoner and executed4
• His son Sheroya entered Emperor Akbar's

service, and at first as an auxiliary of Mun'im Khan was employed in

Bengal. In the battle with Daiid Afghan, which took place on the

border of Orissa, he distinguished himself. Later in the 26th year he

accompanied Prince Sul~an Murad to Kabul. Later he was deputed to

Gujarat with Mirza Khan Khanan, and in the 30th year he accom

panied Khan A'pm Koka on the Deccan campaign. In the 32nd year

he was deputed with Ma~lab Khan to chastise the Tarikis, and in the

39th year he was granted the title of Khan, and appointed Governor of
Ajmer. He held the rank of 1,0005

•

Qiich Beg was killed at Chausa, see Akbarnama, Text, I, p. 159;
Beveridge's translation, I, p. 343.

2 Gp. cit., Text, p. 24 1; translation, p, 475.
3 Gp. cit., Text, p. 259; translation, p. 502.
4 Gp. cit., Text, p. 26 I; translation, p. 506.

5 For Sheroya !}llan's aCcount see also Blochmann's translation of A'in, I
(2nd edn.), pp. 505, 506. The grant of the title of Khan to him is recorded
in Akbarniima, Text, III, p. 650; Beveridge's translation, III, p, 1000.



Shihab-ud-Din AI:mad Khanul-Umara]

Whenever rivals are regarded with favour,

We will speak to him, for words then have weight.

Bairam Khan was bewildered at receiving the Emperor's message,

and sent !:Iaji Mu~ammad Kban Sistani and Khwaja Jahan to tender

his apologies. By that time. however, things had gone so far that

no one listened to their excuses. The Chaghtai officers had been

waiting for such a day and from all sides they flocked around the

Emperor. Shihab-ud-Din Al:mad Khan was placed in-charge of

administrative and financial affairs subject to the control of Maham

Anaga; and for somedays he carried on the work of the administra
tlOn.

In the 12th year2 when the Emperor went to Chittor, Shihab-ud

Din A~mad Khan was sent from the fort of Gagriin to govern Malwa,

and to chastise the rebellious Mirzas who had laid hold of that terri

tory. These ungrateful persons losing heart without fighting retired

to Gujarat. In the 13th year he was summoned to the Court, and

as Mu?affar Khan, the Chief Diwan, could not, owing to the

multifarious nature of the administrative and financial affairs, look

after the Khal~a property, the latter was assigned to Shihab-ud-Din

A~mad Khan. He as a result of a careful study and experience fixed

conspirators found the opportunity of speaking to the Emperor, and

the field became clear for Maham :\naga and Shihab-ud-Din A~mad

Khan, they made open declarations to all that the Emperor had be

come alienated from Bairam Khan.

The verse is quoted in Firishta op. cit., and in Maathir, Text, I, p. 377
(in Bairiim Khiin~ biography); see also Beveridge's translation, I, p. 373 and
footnote. The word here is bad'insan in place of badishan. I have translated
the verse differently from Beveridge.

2 In Akbarnama, Text. II, p. 271, translation, II, p, 403 this is recorded in
the 11th year; but apparently the author of Maathir has based his account on
Tabaqat, Text, II, p. 21 5. De's translation, II, p. 342.

SHIHAB-UD-DIN AI:lMAD KHAN l

(Vol. II, pp. 567-570).

1 See also Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 352, 353 for
an account of his life. There it is also noted that during his period of governor
ship of Delhi he repaired the old canal of Fiiiz Shah and called it Nahr-i

Shihab, for a detailed history see A thar-u~-~anadid, pt. iii, pp. 3, 4 (Lucknow
edn. 1900).

2 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 94, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 141; see also
V. Smith, Akbar The Great Mogul, pp. 44, 450 (2nd edn. 1919).

3 See Tar i kh-Firishta, I, p. 248 (Newal Kishore edn. 1874), and Tabaqat

i-Akbari, Text, II, pp. 145, 146 (De's edition) and De's translation, II, pp'. 2~7,
238 and footnotes 2, 3 in which the translator directs attention to the variation
in these accounts from the narrative in A kbarnama, Text, II, pp. 94-97,
Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 141-146.

Shihab-ud-Din A~mad Khan

He was a Saivid of Nishapur, and was.distinguished by the valu

able services he ;endered and the great influence he wielded in the

state affairs. In the 1st year of Emperor Akbar's reign he was the

Governor of Delhi. On 20th Jummada2
, II, 967 A.H. (18th March,

1560 A.D.) in the 5th year of the reign of Emperor Akbar he left

Bairam Khan at Ana for the management of affairs, and himself went

off for hunting. After he had reached Sikandarabad, Maham Ana~a
taking advantage of the illness of Miryam Makani-~ho was 10

Delhi-induced the Emperor to come to Delhi to enquire after her

health. The Emperor's mind was disturbed. When Shihab-ud-Din

Ahmad Khan-who was the son-inJaw 3 and confederate of Maham

A~aga-came out to meet him, he represented that as this visi~ of the

Emperor would be without the approval of the Khan Kh~nan, its only

result for the men in attendance would be danger to hfe and loss of

honour. They, therefore, prayed that these humble servants might

be permitted to go to the holy places (Mecca) and pray (for the

Emperor). The Emperor sent a messenger to the Khan Khanan to

say that he had gone to Delhi of his own accord, no other person had

anything to do with it and that the Khan Khanan should send the

people (the supposed instigators) a letter of assurance. When the

\
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SHIR !.\.HWAJA

(Vol. II, pp. 648-650).

There he died in 999 A.H (159 I A.D.). He was unique of the age

for developing agriculture and cherishing the peasantryl. His wife

was Babi Agba, who was related to Miryam Makani. Having lived

nobly she died2 in the 42nd year 1005 A.H. (1596-97 A.D.).

lOp. cit., Text, III, p. 594, translation, III, p. 885·
2 .oP. cit., Text, III, p. 716, translation, III, p. 1066, and note 2 where it

is suggested that her correct name probably was Maina Agha.
3 According to Blochmann "Naqshband was the epithet of the renowned

Saint ~waja Baha-ud-Din of Bukhara," translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), p.

466, note 2 also see Jarrett's translation of A'in., III, pp. 358-360.
4 Apparently the reference is to his good work in the Campaign against

Mirza Hakim in the Panjab, see Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 346; Beveridge's

translation, III, p. 508.
S Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 476; translation, III, p. 7 I 8.
6 Op. cit", Text, III, p. 700; translation, III, p. 1047.
7 Op. cit" Text, pp. 718,719; translation, p. 1°7°·

Shir Khwaja

He Was one of the Saiyids of Itawa (Erawah). On his mother's

side he was a Naqshbandi 3
, and had the name of Badsbah Khwaja.

As a reward for his brave4 deeds Emperor Akbar gave him the name

of Shir Khwaja. In the 30th year he was deputed with Sa'id I<han

Chagbta for the uprooting of the Yusufzais 5
• Later he was sent with

Prince Sul~an Murad to the Deccan campaign. In the 40th year he was

sent6 with some other afficers towards Pattan by the prince and rendered

good service in the battle with Ikhla~ Khan. In the 4 I st year when

the imperial armies fought a battle with the Deccanis, and in which

Raja 'Ali Khan, the ruler of Khindesh was killed, he commanded the

Rank of the right wing, and performed great deeds 7
•• Lat~r with

Shaikh Abul Fac;ll he reQdered good and valuable services 111 the

Deccan. In the battle which took place near Bir, he attacked the

enemy and defeated them, and himself being wounded retired to the

uJ-Umara]

'"I

~t\ .'
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~,- ..
a suitable ratl! and made a proper settlemene. In the 2 I st year he

was promoted to the rank of 5,000, and appointed Commander-in

Chief (Sipah sa/ar) of Milwa 2
• In the 22nd year when it was found

that Wazir Khin had mismanaged the affairs of Gujarit, the governor

ship3 of that province was transferred to his charge. In the 28th

year when I'timid Khan reached Gujarat to relieve him, Shihib-ud

Din Al)mad Khan started from Al)madabid to return to the Court.

His disloyal servants created a disturbance, and inviting Sul~an

Mupffar-who was living under the protection of the Kaithias-made

him the head and leader of the rebellion. Shihab-ud-Din A9mad

Khan exerted himself to put down the disturbance, and marched

against them. Before any battle took place, the remainder of his

servants deserted and joined the enemy, and in the resulting confusion

one of his servants wounded him. Some of his faithful followers,

however, put him on a horse and carried him to Pattan from that

disturbed area4
• He was disgracefully defeated, and the honour of

the people was ruined. The enemy took possession of the entire coun

try, and he was about to run away from Pattan and go to Jilaur.

Men, however, collected and at the recommendation of I'timad Khan

an army was sent against Sher Khan Fuladi-who was the cause ?f
disturbance in that area-and he was defeated. Meanwhile 'Abdur

Ral)im Mirza Khan arrived from the Court, and drove off Sul~an

Mu~affar. He made the assignment of Sarkar Broach to Shihib-ud

Din Al)mad Khan, and appointed him to assist Qulij Khan, who had

been deputed with the Milwa army to retake the fort of Broach from

the officers of Sul~an Mupffar. In the 29th year he got them into

his power, and set about settling the country. In the 34th year he

was reappointed5 Governor of Malwa in place of A'pm Khan Kh6ka.

Shihibud-Din A~mad Khan

Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 333, translation, II, p. 488.
2 Op. cit., Text, III, p. 170, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 242.
3 Op. cit., Text, III, p. 217, translation. III, p. 306.
4 Op. cit., Text, III, pp. 4°9-412, translation, III, pp. 6°7-61 I.

5 Op. cit., Text, III, pp. 571, 571., translation, III, p. 865. Some of his
appointments during the intervening period are not mentioned in l'V[aathir.
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SHU].A.' AT KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 557'560).

His alias was Muqim Khan 'Arab. He was the sister's son and
son-in-law of Tardi Beg Khan6

• Through Emperor Humayun's favour
he was granted the title of Muqim Khan, and became a man of posi-

village of Bir. When the Deccanis came in great force and besieged
the town, he and his men, for want of food, were in a difficult situ
ation; for a time they subsisted on horse flesh. As owing to the
river Godavari being in flood there was no hope of a relieving army
reaching the area, he determined to sally forth and be killed. Mean
while Shaikh Abul Fagl hearing of it, arrived with a large force. The
besiegers gave up the siege and withdrew. After an interview the
Shaikh wanted to leave his son'Abdur Ral}man in the thana of Blr,
but the Khwaja did not agree, and himself remained in charge l

• In
the 46th year, he was honoured with the grant of a flag and a drum2

•

After the death of Emperor Akbar he was sent a dress of honour by
Emperor }ahangir. The date of his coming to the Presence is not
known. In the disturbance on the bank of the Jhelum river when
Mahabat Khan behaved with great presumpti.on, he was in attendance
on Emperor Jahangir. After the death of the said Emperor he took
part with A~af Jah in the battle with Shahariyar. In the I st year of
the reign of Emperor Shah ]ahan he waited on him, and his rank of
4,000 with 1,000 horse was confirmed. He was gr,'1nted the title of
Khwaja Baqi Khan, and on being appointed Governor of Tatta (Sind)
was allowed to depart to that province4

• He, however, died on the
way5 in the year 1037 AH. (1628 A.D.). His son Khwaja
Hashim attained the rank of 500 with 100 horse.

Shuja'at Khanul-UmaraJ

tlOn. During the times of confusion, he joined Mirza'Askari, and
when Humayiin returned from Iran, he was shut up with the Mi~za

in the Qandahar fort, and was responsible for defending and guardmg
the forr. When the Mirza obtained quarter and came out of the fort,
many of the faithless officers were brought before Humayiin with their
swords and quivers thrown round theit necks. Out of the Muqim
Khan and Shah Sistan had fetters put on their feet and boards round
their necks, and for sometime they were kept in confinementI

•

When Humayun started to conquer India, Muqim Khan was left at
Kabul with Mun'im Khan. When during Emperor Akbar's reign,
after the downfall of Bairam Khan, Mun'im Khan was summoned to
the Presence, Muqim Khan also accompanied him:! to India, and was

favoured by the grant of an increase in his rank. _ In the 9th year
during the Ma:lwa campaign, when 'Abdullah Khan Uzbeg, the G.over
nor of Mandu became insubordinate and wished to create a dIstur
bance, he rendered good service, and was rewarded with the tide of
Shuja'at3 Khan. In the beginning of the 15th year he invited the
Emperor to a banquet\ Emperor Akbar accepted the invitation and
spent a day and night in enjoyment at his house. He arranged a
pleasant feast, and gave a successful entertainment. In the 18th year,
when A~madaba:d was glorified by Emperor Akbar's nine days' expe
dition, Shuja:'at Khan at the royal feast made some satirical remarks
about Mun'im Khan Khan Khanan, the Commander-in-Chief, who
had been deputedfor the settlement of the Eastern Provinces. Emper
or Akbar in view of the dual offence, firstly that he did not respect
the Presence, and secondly that he had neglected the rules (Torah-i
Sal{anat) by behaving improperly towards the Commande~-in-Chief,

rebuked him-which noble minds regard as more wound109 than a
sword blow-and sent him to Khan Khanan so that he might deal

~,lf

\

A\ .'

[MaathZr-Shuja'at Khan

lOp. cit., Text, pp. 759-761; translation, pp. 1135-1138.
° Op. cit., Text, p. 786; translation, p. I In.
3 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 73.
4 Op. cit., p. 181, 5 Op. cit., p, 200.

6 Maathjr-ul-Umara, Text,!, pp. 466.471,

1 'Akbarnama, Text,!, p. 236; Beveridge's transhtion, I, p. 467'
2 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 1 r4; Beveridge's translation, II, p. 174.
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 229; translation, pp. 350, 35 r,
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 35 z; translation, p. 5 1 3.
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Shuja'at Khan ui-Umara] Shuja'at Khan Bahadur

with him as he might think right; either pardon or punish him l •

Khan Khanan offered his thanks for this gracious act, and treated
Shuja'at !'Chan with honour and regard, and requested that he might be

pardoned. This request lvas granted, and Shuja'at Khan was sent2

for. In the 22nd year, he was raised to the rank of 3,000, and
appointed Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Malwa. In the 25th
year, 988 A.H. (1580 A.D.) when some wicked officers in Bengal
and Bihar created a commotion, he, in compliance of royal summons
proceeded one stage from Sarangpur. 'IwaeJ Beg Barlas with a number
of his retainers was annoyed at his severity and his ungracious con
duct, in that he without cause withheld the pay of the soldiers, and
when reprimanding used abusive language-and disregarding loyalty
and faithfulness lay in wait with evil intentions. At the time of
marching, when most men had left with the leader's family and
goods, and others were hurrying for the march, one !:Iaji Shihab was
made their leader, and a tumult was started. Qawim Khan, his son,
was killed while he was enquiring into the matter, and Shuja'at Khan
coming out of the tent began to investigate. When he saw that he
himself was the target, he hurriedly tried to retreat into the tent. At

this moment a number of the ingrates inflicted several wounds on
him. A little life remained in him, and so his faithful followers
placed him in a haudah and took him to Sarangpur. They used such
tact and adroitness in journeying to the place that many thought he
was alive, and several on this account accompanied him. In a short
time they reached the fort, and after reaching the fort in that city
gave out that he had been saved, and so beat the drum of rejoicing.
By this clever manoeuvre the dust of turbulence which had risen high,
was laid low, and all the evil minded retired. Strange to say, many
thinking the business finished had gone off quickly. When they
heard that he was alive, they took courage and applied themselves to the

I Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 63, 64; Beveridge's translation, III, p. 89.
The words in Akbarnama are ~0'" \.:)d ~) ~l in place of __~bJ. ... t))''i •

2 Op. cit., Text, p. 85; translation, p. 1201

~( .

\,
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protection of his family and goods, and conveyed them to a place of
safety from that dangerous spot. The Emperor in consideration of
the long service of the deceased begged forgiveness of his sins from
Heaven, and had the evil-doers arrested1. They received various
punishments, and became a warning for mortals. His second son
was Muqim Khan whose account2 is recorded in the notice of the
Tarbiyat Khan 'Abdur Ra~im.

SHUJA.'AT KHAN BAHADUR

(Vol. II, pp. 70S? I I).

His name was Mu~ammad Shah, and he was one of the Faruqi
Shaikhzadas. His lineage tould be traced to Shaikh Farid-ud-Din
Shakarganj3. His home was at Jaunpur in the Allahabad province:
His grandfather's name was Ghulam Mul:ammad Khan, who during
the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan was appointed to a rank, granted
the title of Khan, and served as the Faujdar of !:Iajipiir in the pro
vince of Bihar. In the battle against Shuja', he was killed in atten
dance on Emperor Aurangzib. His father Shaikh 'Abdul Karim
Khan was granted a man~ab, and first was Faujdar of Mathura and
later of Gwalior. After that he was Faujdar of Karra Manikpur in
Allahabad, and was killed in a battle with the Rajpiit of that area.
During the time while the Emperor was residing at Galgolda in the
Deccan, Mu~ammad Shah, was honoured by appointment to the rank
of 400, the post of the Bakhshi and Superintendent of the Court of
the port of Surat and a fief in that territory. He was at one time
Faujdar of Niyapura, Datia, in the Sarkar of Siirat, and for a time
T a' luqdar of Bairamgaon, and also for a time Faujdar of Silrat,

The account is taken almost verbatim from Akbarnama, op. cit., Text.

p. 3 13; translation, pp. 458,459.
2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 483,484.
3 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 359; Beveridge'5 tanslation, II, pp. 520-522;

Jarrett's translation of Ain, III, pp. 363,364.
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Shuja'at Khan Bahadur
ul-Umara] Shuja'at Khan Bahiidur Bhakkari 855

Gujarat. His rank was raised to 700, and was given the title of
Shah 'Ali Khan. In the time of Jahandar Shah, he was deprived of
his rank and fief owing to his having joined Mul}ammad Farrukh
Siyar. in the 1st year of Emperor Mul}ammad Farrukh Siyar his
rank was restored, and he was appointed Faujdar of Mandesur, M:ilwa.
In the 2nd year of Emperor Mul}ammad Shah, when Ni~am~ul-Mulk

Apf Jah started from Malwa for the Deccan, he showed him favour,
and took him and his younger brother Nur Ull:ih with him. He was
appointed Superintendent at the Artillery and his brother Superinten
dent of the Artificers (A&sham). He distinguished himself in the
battles with Saiyids Dilawar 'Ali Khan and 'Alam 'Ali: Khan. In the
last battle, when the position became critical, he dismounted like the
devoted heroes, and fought with determination. Shaikh Nur Ull:ih
was killed in that battle, and Shaikh Mul}ammad Shah was wounded l

•

and disabled. After this he received the rank of 3,000 with 2,000
horse, the gifts of a flag and drums, and the title of Shuja'at Khan.
He obtained Pargana Bir, and some villages of Fatl}abad Dharwar in
the province of Aurangabad, the lfaveli of Pathri in Berar, and the
Sarkar Bijagarh Kharkun in Khandesh. When Bir and <:>ther estates
were included in the fief of Raja Sul~anji, Shuja'at Khan was given a
fief in Balapur and other estates in Berar. Gradually he rose to the
rank of a man~abdar of 5,000, and had the title of Bahadur. After
the death of 'A4d-ud-Daulah in 1143 A.H. (173°-3 1 A.D.) he was
appointed Deputy Governor of Berar. He was skilled in the affairs
of collections. The mukasadars of the Marathas were afraid of him,
but when he imprisoned his Divan, the latter stirred them up against
him. Raghuji Bh6nsle collected a force and marched to Elichpur.

It is said that Shuja'at Khan always kept the Vi'van of I:Iafi~ be
fore him, and used to take omens from it in emergencies. This time

the fal 2 was:

1 Yusuf Husain Khan, Nizamu'l-Mulk Asaf lah, I, pp. 13°,132 •

2 Omen.

".

Hemistich

o pigeon be alert, for the hawk has come.
He resolved to leave the city and march against the enemy so the

meaning of the line might apply to him. The battle took place some
four kos. from the city, and he was wounded after a stiff fight, and
taken pnsoner. Of these wounds, he died in I ISO A.H. (1737-38
A.D.). He used to spend a great deal on food. Every day he would
send dishes to each set of lam'adars. In addition, he had arranged for
the supply of food for both main meals, in accordance with the
customary dietary of the men of the east, that is of the country east
of Shahjahanabad, to some two hundred of his compatriots wh~ were
with him. His sons were ghulam Mul}iyy-ud-Din Shuja'at Khan
who is known as Sarwar Jang-Ashraf Khan, A'pm Khan and
~u'a~:am Khan. They had a small lagir in Pargana Bir, and were
111 serVice.

(SAIYID) SHUJA.' AT KHAN BAHADUR BHAKKARI

(Vol. II, pp. 460, 46 I).

He was the son of Saiyid Lu~f 'Ali of Bhakkar, who in the 8th
year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign, was the Faujdarl of the Miyan
Duab, and in the 16th year of the reign was appointed Governor2 of
Kangra. In the 27th year, on the score of age he was excused from
service, and was granted four lacs of dams from the Pargana of
Faridabad. Afterwards Saiyid Shuja'at was given the rank of 1,000
with 500 horse, and when the kingdom was adorned by Aurangzib
ascending the throne, he took up service under him. He was in
attendance on the royal stirrups in the battle against Mul}ammad
Shuja', and the second battle with Dara Shik6h. In the 2nd year of
the reign, he was exalted by the title of Shuja'at :Khan. Later his

1 His transfer from the post of the Faujdar in the 8th year is recorded in
Biidshahnama, I. pt. ii, p, 101.

2 Btidshahnama, II, p, 335.
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ambitions were fulfilled by his appointment as the Qi['adiir of Chanda

in succession to Khwwa~ Khan1
• It has not been possible to trace his

later history.

(SAlYID) SHUJkAT KHAN BARAH

(Vol. II. pp. 4 2 3-4 2 7).

His name was Saiyid Ja'far, and he was the son of Saiyid Jahangir,

son of Saiyid Maq.miid Khan2 Barah, the leader of the Saiyids of

Barah in Emperor Akbar's time. He was acknowledged as one of the

great nobles. Saiyid Ja'far entered the service of the heir-apparent

Shah Jahan, and through his courage and valour gained a close position

of association and trust. But in the battle on the Tons near Benares,

when the heir-apparent was signally defeated by Sul~an Parviz and

Mahabat Khan, and he retired towards Bengal, and as it was so

decreed that the prince should under the shadow of this mortification

pass some time in the wilderness of disappointment, many of his

followers losing courage would not exert themselves. Saiyid Ja'far,

who commanded the advance guard of the centre, fled without

fighting. When the prince proceeded from Nasik to T atta, and it

was rumoured that he, at the instance of Shah 'Abbas $afavi, proposed

to IrO to Iran, some of his followers left him. Among those, Saiyid

Ja'far asked for leave to go home, and withdrew from service and

the boon of companionship. After reaching his home, he was

summoned to the Presence by Emperor Jahangir, and given the rank

of 1,000. Shah Jahan, however, who did not proceed to Iran, was

greatly displeased with the Saiyid. After his accession he did not

show any graciousness to him, and so returning home he went into

retirement. In the 5th year, the Emperor out of regard for his

earlier service and passing over his offences, appointed him to the

I This is apparently incorrect, as it was Shuja' ~an and not Shuja'at

J$han Bahadur who was appointed Qil'adiir of Chanda in the 2nd year in

succession to J$hwwa~ Khan, see '.Jlamglrniima, p. 418•
2 Maiithir-ul.Umara, Text. II, pp. 375-377; translation antea, pp. 35-38,

,
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rank of 4,000 foot with 2,000 horse, and gave him the title 1 of

Sh.uja'at Khan. In the, 6th year, he was ordered to accompany

Prince MUQammad ShuJa' to the siege of Parenda. When that

~ampa.ign dragged on, and due to the haughtiness of the Commander

m.ChIef, Mahabat Khan leading officers, sl1ch as Kban Dauran Baha

dur an~ Saiyid Khan Jahan, did not apply themselves to work and did

not WIsh the affair to end; the approach of rains rendered inevitable

ma~y inflictions. The taking of the fort was bound to be a long

bus.mess and all the officers counselled the prince to retire. It was

deCIded that a council of war should be held, but on account of the

crabbedness and foul-mouthed nature of Mahabat Kha-n n d d_ , 0 one are

to take the lead. Shuja'at Khan took the initiative, and in the

presence of the prince said to the Commander-in-Chief "If lk, .. ' you u
fo~ltshly, y~~ WIll be ktlled. The fact of the matter is that this year

~hls .expe~ltIon cannot be terminated. In spending the rainy season

m thIS neIghbourhood, the imperial army will have to face famine and

~carci~~. We can give it to you in writing. 1£ you will put down

m wnt1l1g the d~te of finishing this business (i.e. the date of taking

the fort), we WIll stand by you till it comes even to subsisting on

carrion." Though Mahabat Khan wished to demonstrate the advan

tages of staying on, the prince ordered that the drums of retreat be

beat~n., Mahabat Kban lost his self-control, and said to the prince,

"ThIS vIctory was in your Highness's name (was certain). At the words

of these men you are throwing away the winning card for no reason."

Fr,om what is recorded in the Biidshiihnama and its abridgment, it is

eVIdent that the Commander-in-Chief in the Parenda campaign had

made such arrangements about supplies of the grain that there could

not be any distress in the army on that account, but there was no wood

or forage within twenty kos. The rains came on, and so Mahabat Khan

himself did not think it advisable to stay, and retreat was decided upo·n 2
•



SHUJA'AT KHAN MUI:IAMMAD BEG TURKAMAN
(Vol. II, pp. 706-708).

Shah Jahan's reign had reached the rank of 1,500 with 800 horse,
and received the title of H immat Khiin. His second son Saiyid

Najabat had the rank of 1,000 with 500 horse.

Shuja'at Khan MU9::unmad Beg Turkaman

He was one of the auxiliaries employed in the Gujarat ~uba. As
he worked for harmony with Sultan Murad Bakhsh, when the latter
Was the Governor of that province, he gained influence throuah his
person~l acquaintance with the prince. That prince following: hint
from 1115 brother, Sultan MuJ:ammad Aurangzib Bahadur, left that
province, and moving over to Malwajoined his brother. After the
battle wi~h Maharaja Jasvant Singh and the first engagement with
Dara Sll1k6h, when Prince Murad through the subtleties of the
changing fortune was imprisoned, Mul:ammad Beg hastened to the
pr~vince of his appointment. In the 2nd year of Emperor Aurartgzib's
telgn when Dara Shik6h after reaching Gujarat collected a force, he
granted MU9ammad Beg the title1 of Qizilbash Khan and took him
with him. After Dara Shik6h's flight he took up service under Emperor
Aurangzib, and received a dress cf honour, and was appointed as
before2 to the Al:unadabad $uba. He lived there a long time. As
t~e Emperor was impressed with his zeal, he was in time granted the
tl~le of Kartalab Khan, and appointed Superintendent of the port oE
Surat: In the 26th year, he was removed from this post, and
appolOted Faujdar of A91l1adabad.3 After that he was promoted to
the post of Governor of Al}l11adabad and granted the title of Shuja'at
Khan. In the 40th year he had risen4 to the rank of 4.000 with
4,000 horse, and in the 45th yearS corresponding to 1212 A.H.

'Alamgirniima, p', 326,

2 Op. cit., p. 343·
3 Maathir+'Alamgiri, p. 247. 4 0' 8p. Cit., p. 3 3·

5 On the 20th of Mu1:arram or 25th July, 1700. The account of his

character in the Maiithir is taken from the same source, p. 44 I.
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Shuja'at Khan Barah

~an, I, pp, 495-500. From these accounts it appears that 11ahabat Khan even

tually decided upon the retreat, but this was on account of the treachery of his

followers, see also Maathir-ul-Umarti, Text. III, p. 500. Also see Banarsi Prasad

Saksena, History of Shahjahan, pp. 160-162.
1 Biidshahnama, II, p. 307. 2 Op. cit., p. 3 1 9.
3 In the 9th year he was given the rank of 1,000 with 500 horse, op. cit,

p, 431.

As the prince had been ordered not to go contrary to the advice
of the Khan Khanan, he came after six months with Khan Khanan to
Burhanpur in the end of Shawwal of the 7th year. Emperor Shah Jahan
censured rv1ahabat Khan because he had brought back the prince
without taking the fort, and because it was owing to his disagreement
with his comrades that the expedition had not succeeded. In the
10th year Shuja'at Khan was appointed Governor of Allahabad. As
that province is turbulent and requires a force to manage it, 2,000
horse were added to his rank, and 2,500 of his horse were made
2-horse, 3-horse; it was hoped that with this force the affairs of that
province would be properly attended to. In the 16th year, Parganas

Irij, Bhander, etc. were taken from 'Abdullah Khan Firuz Jang, who
had been appointed Governor of Alliihabad, and given in fief to
Shuja'at Khan 1 • He laboured hard to settle the province, and to
chastise the Bundelas. In Pargana Irij he fell ill through excessive
drinking and died in 10522 A.H. (1642 A.D.). It is stated that
Shuja'at Khan was an eloquent speaker, and of a noble nature. He
alsCl was well versed in sCIences. In his manners and movements he
imitated princes. He was most liberal. Though Emperor Shah
Jahan was· very gracious to him, he never gave up the exclusiveness
and hauteur of a Saiyid. He used tel speak freely and boldly. Conse
quently Emperor Shah Jahan took a dislike to him, and always favour
ed Saiyid Khan Jahan. This proved too much for Shuja'at IZhan,
and so he was always abusing Khan Jahan. One day, the Emperor
asked him, "Where does your lineage meet that of Saiyid Khan
Jahan?" He replied, "Just as Dhaur'i Khal of Agra meets the
Jumna." His son was Saiyid M upffar\ who by the 3oth year of

(

1

1
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SHUJA.<AT KHAN RA'ADANDAZ BEG

(Vol. II, pp. 679.681).

He was an officer during the reign of Emperor Aurangzib. In the
beginning of the reign, he was appointed to a suitable rank, and
honoured with the grant of the title of Khan, and during the 1st year,
when the Emperor wanted to fight against Sul~an Shuja', he was
appointed l as the Qil'adar of the Agra fort in succession to Dhulfiqar
Khan. After sometime he was removed, and in the second battle
against Dara Shikoh, he was attached to the skirmishing forces.
Later, he was appointed Bakhsh"i of the A&ad"is2

• In the 3rd year,
he was removed from that office, and went off with Kanwar Ram
Singh for destroying the fort of the Zam"indar of Srinagar (Garhwal).
In the 4th year, he was gl'atified by being appointed3

• as Faujdar of

(17°° A.D.) he died. He was possessed of many excellent qualities.
He was also fortunate, and through his good fortune
rose from a low to a high rank. The Emperor was so well
impressed by his honesty, straight~forwardness, military talent and
administrative ability, that he never suffered any reverse. As he
had no son, he adopted a farmer's son as his own. Out of regard for
his father he received a high rank and the title of Na~~r 'Ali Khf\n.
After his father's death, he fought a badly arranged battle wirh the
Marathas. In this he was defeated and lost all his possessions.
Shuja'at Khan's daughter was married to Ma'~iim Beg son of Ka~im

Beg, who'in the time of I:Iaidar Quli Khan was the Deputy Governor
of A~madabad, and received the title of Shuja'at &..han. His (Ma'~iim

Beg's) second brother was Rustam 'Ali, who was appointed Superin~

tendent of the port of Siirat. His third brother had the title of
Ibrahim Quli Khan. All three of them were killed during the Gover
norship of Mu'izz-ud-Daulah I:Iamid Khan Bahadur.

I M.lathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 50. 2 Op. cit., p. I IS.

3 The account of the Satnamis is taken from Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. I 14
I 16. The grant of the title of Shuja'at Khan and promotion in the rank of

Ra'adandaz !Q!an is recorded on p. 1 16.

4 Op. cit., p. 129.

the Diiab in succession to 'Aqil Khan. In the 6th year he was the
Faujdar of the Agra district in place of Himmat Khan, and in the
7th year, on the death of I'tibar Khan, he was appointed Qi!'adar1 of
the Capital, and his rank W,lS raised to 2,000 foot with I ,500 horse.
In the 9th year, he was made Master of the Horse and Jl,;Jir Tuzuk
in place 01 Multafat Khan. In the 10th year, he was appointed
Superintendent of the Artillery in the room of Fidai Khan. In the
12th year he was sent after the grant of a horse with golden trappings
to root out the rebels in the neighbourhood of the capital. In the
13th year he was ordere~o accompany Fidai Khan. In the 15th
year, when the outbreak of the Satnami~ in the neighbourhood of
Mewat was reported, he was sent2 with a good force and essential
equipment to put them down.

The Satnamis were men who had gathered together from among
the lower classes and from the craftsmen. In the year in question, they
created a disturbance in the neighbourhood of Narnaul, and plundered
the towns and Parganas. It is stated that they believed themselves to
be immortal. After the arrival of Ra'adandaz Khan in that district
they began to fight; following a hard fighting many were killed,
while those who took to Right were slain in pursuit. The I5"han after
his return to Court received approbation and the tittle of Shujii'at
Khan, and his rank was increased to 3,500 with 2,000 horse/ In
the 16th year, his rank became 4,000 with 2,500 horse, and he WaS
presented a dress of honour, a turban ornament of jade, and an
Arabian horse with golden trappings. He was also deputed to
Kabul to put down the turbulent Afghans4. In the 17th year, when
he got his army ready for crossing the river by a ferry, and designed
to proceed by_ the Kharya Pass, the Afghans, who were lying in

3 Op. cit., p. 625.
1 'Alamgirnama, p, 234.
7, Op. cit" p. 336.
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He was the son at Janish Bahadur, whose accountS has been

included in its proper place. He, in the 7th year at Emperor Shah

SHUJA'AT KHAN SHADY BEG

(Vol. II, pp. 662-664)'

2 Op. cit., p. 60.
but his name there is Shad !SEan.

SOp. cit., p, 220.

7' Op. cit., p. 664'

Shuja'at Khan Shadi Beg

Biidshiihnama, I, pt. ii, p. 13·

3 See Badshahnama, II, p. 157,

4 Op. cit., p, 214-

6 Op. cit., p. 225·
8 'Amal $iili~, Ill, p. 3·

ul-Umara]

Jahan's reign was raised to the rank1 of 1,000 with 800 horse, and

received the title 2 of Shadl Khan. In the 12th year he was given a

dress of honour, a turban ornament, a decorated dagger, a sword with
ornamented golden scabbard, and a horse with silver saddle, and was

sent off to Balkh with the reply to Nadhr Mul}ammad Khan's letter

and presents to the value of a lakh of rupees3
• In the 14th year he

returned, and waited on the Emperor when he returned from Kashmir
to Lahore, and presented twenty seven4 horses. The Emperor treated •

him with favour, and raised his rank to 1,500 with 1,200 horse, and
appointed him to Bhakkar in succession to Shah Quli Khan; he was

also given a horse 5
• Later when the news of the death at Ghairat

Khan, the Governor ot Tatta was received, he received a dress at

honour, a sword and an increase of 500 foot with 500 horse, and was
appointed Governor at that province 6 (Sind). In the 15th year, the
number of his horse was increased by 300, and thereby his personal
rank and the number of his horse was equalized. In the 19th year,

he accompanied Prince Murad Bakhsh on his expedition to take Balkh,
and Badakhshan, and when the prince took a 'dislike to the country

and returned, and Jumlat-ul-Mulk Sa'd Ulliih Khan was deputed for

arrangement of the affairs at the territury, Shuja'at Khan was appointed
to govern Maimna7

: In the 21st year he was favoured with the
grant ot a dress of honour, and a horse with a golden saddle, and

appointed Governor at Kabul in succession to Siv 1tim Gaur. It was

also ordered that till his arrival there, Multafat KhC\n should act as
, --

his representatives. In the 22nd year, he went to Qandahar in atten-
dance on Prince Mul}ammad Aurangzib Bahadur, and had the com

mand at the scouts. .On arrival there, he was sent with Qulij Khan

to take Bust, and received the rank of 2,5'00 foot with 2,000 horse.
In the battle with the Qizilbashs, which was fought by Rustam

•

[Maathir-

Though a severe engagement took place,

made, he m the year 1084 A. H.
lite (was killed) in the service 1 of his

Shuja'at Khan Shadi Beg

SHUJA'AT KHAN SALAM ULLAH 'ARAB

(Vol. II, pp. 64 1 , 64 2 ).

He was the brother's son at l\1ubiirak 'Arab. In the 4th year at

Emperor Jahanglr's reign, he was appointedao the rank of 400 with
200 horse 2 , and deputed to the Deccan3 under Khan Jahan Uidl. ,In

the loth year, through promotion his rank was advanc,ed .to 5~0 ~v_lth
200 horse\ and in the 1Ith year, he was given the title" at Shup'at

Khan. He had a lagirG in Gujarat, and lived there till he died.

Rahman Ullah, his son, obtained during the time at Emperor Shah

Jal~an the rank at 700 with 400 horse, and in the third year he

bravely sacrificed7 his life in the battle against Khan Jahan Lodi.

Op. cit" p. 13 I. The name of the pass is given as Khunpa in this work.

2 Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation),!, p. 158 and not 3·

3 Op. cit., p. 162.
4 There is some confusion here, for according to th.e T~zuk, op. cit." p.

285 he was given an increase of 200 horse, which resulted III hiS ran~ becommg

1,500 personaL and 1,000 horse. Not long afterwards his rank was mcreased to

2,000 personal, and 1,100 horse, P·297· . , _
SOp. cit., p. 320; note I, where it is stated that he Jomed the J-falqa-ba-

goshiin by boring his ears in imitation of /ahangir.· ,
6 In the 12th year·, op. cit., p, 397. 7 Badshahnama, I, pt. 1, p. 3

0
5.

8 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text,I, pp. 511,512, Beveridge & Prashad's translation,

1, pp. 748,749'

ambush, blocked his path.

and great efforts were

(1674 A.D.) presented his

maSter.
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Khan and Qulij Khan, he stood firm, and his son Mu1}ammad
Sa'id was slain. In the 23rd year his rank was raised to 3,000
foot with 2,500 horse, and he was honoured by the grant of a flag
and drum l • In the 25th year he went to Qandabar a second time
with the said prince. During the time when the royal cortege arrived
at Kabul, he was the Governor there, and paid his respects. He was
granted a dress of honour, a turban ornament, a horse with golden

saddle, and an elephant, and on promotion to the rank of 3,500 foot
with 3,000 horse was granted the title2 of Shuja'at Khan. In the
26th year he went3 with Prince Dara Shikah for the conquest of the
Qandahar fort, and from there he went with Rustum Khan Bahadur

to Bust. Nothing is known of his later history.

SHUJA'AT KHAN SHAIKH KABIR

(Vol. II, pp. 630-633)'

He was known as Rustum Zaman Chishti Fariiqi. He was an
inhabitant of Mau, and was related to Islam Khan Chishti. He was
one of the high officers of Emperor Akbar. He received promotion'
in the reign of Emperor Jahangir, and when Khan Jahan Ladi was
appointed with a large force to lead an expedition to the Deccan, he,
because of the confidence he had in Shuja'at Khan, and though the
vanguard of the royal army was always reserved for the Saiyids of
Barah, ~laced him in the van of the entire force. The Saiyids pro
tested that this position was theirs by inheritance, but Khan Jahan did
not yield. After this Shuja'at !.<han was posted to Bengal

5
• In the

6th year, Islam Khan, the Governor of that province, appointed many
distinguished oilicers under the leadership of Shuja'at Khan to march
against 'Uthman Khan Lahani in fights against whom Raja Man
Singh had lost many of his relatives and tribesmen, but had not
succeeded in defeating him. When Shuja'at Khan reached the borders

Op. cit.. p" 100.

2 Op. cit., p. 143. 3 Op. cit., p. 157·
4 Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation), I, p. 29·

5 Op. cit., p, 192 •

t
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of his territory, 'Uthman Khan, who was very proud and haughty,
arranged his forces with great pomp and grandeur, and gave battle.
'Uthman drove his war elephants, whom he regarded as the pivot of
his attack, against the vanguard, but the heroes of the imperial forces

stood firm and sacrificed their lives. Iftikhar Khan, the leader of the
right wing and KishwarKhan, the leader of the ldt wing, fought
bravely and were killed. That inconsiderate and defiant leader
('Uthman), in spite of the fact that a very large number of his men
had been killed, again attacked the centre. Shuja'at Khan's relations
and brothers fought bravely and were slain, while a large number
who were severely wounded were incapacitated.

At this juncture 'Uthman Khan, who was very corpulent and had
a large belly, mounted on an elephant, in a howdah and assailed
Shuja'at Khan. That famous warrior first struck the elephant with a
spear, and then smote it twice in the face with a sword. Then he drew
a dagger and inflicted two other wounds. The elephant becoming
wild boldly advanced, and overth:ew Sbuja'at Khan and his horse.
Shuja'at Khan skilfully extricated himself from below the horse and
stood up. Meanwhile his groom so struck the elephant on its
forelegs with a sword two cubits long that it fell on its knees.
Shuja'at Khan with the help of his groom dragged the driver off
the elephant, and struck the latter with a dagger on its trunk.
The elephant trumpeting loudly moved backwards a few paces and
then fell down. Just then a bullet from some unknown quarter
struck 'Uthman in the forehead. Recognizing that the wound
was tatal, be turned and reached his quarters half dead. At mid·
night he died. Wali Khan his brother, and Mumrez Khan his son
left the camp and the baggage on the field, and carrying his dead body
hurried to the fort. As the brave warriors of the victorious army
were unable to exert themselves any further, Shuja'at Khan with
Muta'qad Khan, who had after the battle arrived with reinforcements,
started in pursuit. Wali Khan realizing that safety lay in submission

capitulated, and assurances having been "given, he came with his
relations and brothers for an interview. He presented 49 elephants

109,
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as an offering. Shuja'at Khan taking these with him went and joined
Islam Khan at Jahangirnagar (Dacca). As a reward for his services
and in re::ognition of his exceptional bravery, he was honoured by an
increase in rank and the title of Rustum1 Zaman. Islam Khan did
not observe the terms of the treaty which Shuja'at Khan had arranged
with 'Uthman's survivors, but sent them all to the Court. Accor
dingly Wali: Khan and Mumrez Khan were put to death in the Kali:
Talawari at Al:madaba.d, while Ayaz ~hulam-who was the adopted
son of 'Uthman-and others were long confined in wells. Shuja'at
Khan became distressed at Islam Khan having broken the treaty, and
left Bengal. Just then an order of his appointment as the Governor
of Bihar was received. On the day when he was to enter the city of
Patna, he was riding on a female elephant. An elephant (probably
a male) ran at her, and Shuja'at Khan, with all his nrmness, became
alarmed and tried to climb down from the elephant. His foot was

broken and he2 died.

SHUJk-UD-DAULAH BAHADUR

(Vol, II, pp. 715-722).

He was the son of Abul Man~ur3 Khan and his real name was
Mirza Jalal-ud-Din 4 -tIaidar. After his father's death he was appointed
Governor of Oudh and Allahabad in his father's vacancy, and he settled
these areas in a proper manner. In the year 1170 A.H. (1757 A.D.)

1 The account of the. battle etc. with 'Uiliman ~an is taken from the

Tiizl/k, op. cit., pp. 2°9-214. 2 Op. cit., pp. 226,227'
3. Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 365-,68; Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

137-14°. See also A.L. Srivastava-The First Two Nawabs of Oudh, pp. 91-259
(1933) for a detailed account of his life.

4 For a detailed monograph of the first half of the life-history of Shuja'
ud-Daulah see A.L. Srivastava's Shuja-ud-Daulah, I, 1754-1 765, (Calc~tta,

1939)' See also Dow-History of Hindustan. II, pp. 393-395, (London, 1770),
Keene-The Fall of the Moghal Empire, pp. 64,65,1 12 (London, 1882), and for

his character Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, II. pp. 53°-532

(1934)·
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'Imad-ul-Mulk, as has been detailed in his biography1 led an army
again~t him. He advanced from Lucknow to the plains of Sandi and
Pall which were on the borders of Oudh to meet 'Imad-ul-Mulk. A
slight engagement took place, and then through the mediation2 of SaId
Ullah Khan, son of 'Ali: Mul:ammad Khan Rohilla. a truce was
arranged for nve lakhs of rupees, part of which amount was paid in
cash and the rest was promised. In the year 1173 A.H. (1759
~o A.?) Najib Khan Rohilla and other AfgQans-who held Parganas
10 nef In the Metropolitan province on the other side of the Ganges,
assured him that the Marathas owing to the rainy season could not
possibly Cross the Ganges. Ie has to be mentioned that in 1171 A.H.
(1757-58 A.D.) Dattaji Sindia had made a settlement of the territory
near the capital Agra, and then cossed the Jumna and besieged Najib
Khan in Shukartal. After the end of the rains Govind Pant had been
sent by him with 2 0,000 horse from Thakur Dwara-which is near
the hills-across the Ganges to plunder the territory. Shuja'-ud
Daulah marched against him and signally defeated him. Sa"d Ullah
Khan, Diinde Khan and -tIafi? Ra~mat Khan, who, as a result of the
pressure by the Maratha army, had retired into the Kuma6n hills,
came and joined him. Najib Khan also was relieved from the siege.
As, however, the force of the Marathas was very large, out of fear
of the nnal result proposals for peace were made3

•

At this time, as the arrival of Shah Durrani was widely rumoured
and Dattaji Sindia had been killed in a battle4 with him, and Shah

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text. II, p. 853.
2 See Srivastava's Shuja-ud-Daulah, pp. 1-49. The amount promised is

stated to have been 15 lakhs, 5 lakhs to be paid immediately and the balance

of 10 lakhs after a year, P.49. The light fighting took place in June, 1757.
3 See Srivastava, op. cit., pp. 78-81. The place where Najib Khan was

besieged is rightly written as Shukarral by Srivastava and Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

op. cit., p. 207, but incorrectly Shukartar by Sir Wolsely Haig in Cambridge

History of India, IV, p. 444.
4 Battle of Barari Ghat, 9th January, 1760, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

op. cit., pp. 222,223; Cambridge History of India, IV, p. ,416.



•

I See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp 274-279 for a detailed account;

also Srivastava op. cit., pp. 88-92.
2 Battle of Panipat, 14th January, 1761.

3 This account is repeated in Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 448,
but see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 376,377 where it is stated that the
"parting instructions (of Abdali) were that Shah Alam should be recognized as
Emperor, Imad reappointed Wazir". Shuja'-ud-Daulah had left Delhi for
Oudh a fortnight before Abdali started on his return march. See also Srivastava,

op. cit., pp. I II-I 13·
4 See Srivastava, op. cit., p. 130, where fuJI details of the arrival of

Shah 'Alam are given.
S Srivastava, op. cit., pp. 13 1-135.
6 Srivastava, op. cit., pp. 136- I 4°·
7 15th February, 1762, vide Srivastava, op. cit., p. 14 1,

Durrani was encamped at Sikandra, Shuj'a-ud-Daulah on the recom

mendation of Najib Khan and after executing oaths and promises,

went with 10,000 horse and waited1 on the Shah. He distinguished

himself in the battle2 with Sada~hiv Rao Bhao, and was complimented.

At the time of returning to his country the Shah left the empire of

India to Sultan'Ali Gauhar, who is noW the Emperor and is known

by the high and low as Shah 'Alam, and Shuja'-ud-Daulah was

appointed as the Prime Minister~. The latter went to Oudh, and

sent a request for return to Shah 'Alam Bahadur, who after the

death of his revered father 'Aziz-ud-Din Badshah'Alamgir, II·

in 1173 A.H. (1759-60 A.D.) had assumed sovereignty in the

areas between Bihar and Bengal. He himself also went as far as the

Karmnasa river to welcome the Emperor4
• When the imperial equip

age in the end of 1174 A.H. (June, 1761 ) reaching Ja.jmau encamped

there, the Antarbed territory, which means the country between the

Ganges and the Jumna, and which for some ten years had been held

by the Marathas, once again became imperial terri tory5. In the

year 1175 A.H. (1761-62 A.D.) the victorious standards crossed the

Jumna and took Kalpi and the fort of Jhansi from the Marathas
6

• In

this year7 Shuja'-ud-Daulah was exalted by the presents of the Vazzrs'

dress of honour, a necklace of pearls and a jewelled inksrand. After-

Battle of Panch Pahari, 3rd May, 1764. The English are called

Feringis and Hat-wearers in the text.
2 Battle of Buxar, 23rd October, 1764; see Srivastava, op. cit., pp. 23°-

24°·
3 Srivastava, op. cit., pp. 285-294.
4 According to Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary, p. 382, he died

on 29th January, 1775.
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wards he went with the Emperor to Bengal, and was defeated l

by the English who had become powerful in that territory. The

Emperor had an interview with the English, and Shuja'-ud-Daulah

went to Allahabad and busied himself in collecting troops. At Buksar

there was a second 3 battle, and this- time also there was complete

defeat, and all his equipment was plundered. Shllja'-ud-Daulah was

consequently forced to seek refuge with Hafiz Rahmat Khan. He

treated him with contempt, and had an eye' on . the ~emain-der of his

property. At last coming to the Ganges opposite Farrukhabad, he

thrust himself upon Al}mad Khan Bangash; he also did not welcome

him. A third time in conjunction with 'Imad-ul-Mulk and Malhar

Rao Holkar he attempted to contend with them. They sent a small

force to meet him and a slight engagement took place. Holkar went

off to Kalpi and 'Imad-ul-Mulk to the Jat3 country. Consequently

he made peace with the English, and was content with the name of

the Vazzr. For some years with their help he engaged in the settle

ment of the provinces, and accepted them as partners in their revenues.

In the year 1 188 A.H. (1774-75 A.D.) he with their help attacked

J:Iafi~ Ral}mat Ullah Khan Rohilla-who was a companion of 'Ali

Mu~ammad Khan Rohilla and after his death had taken possession of

some of the territories held by him-and put him to the sword. In

the same year4 he died as a result of complications due to various

ailments. His son, who is in Oudh, at the time of vriting is known

as Mirza Amant. His title is A~af-ud-Daulha, but the English are

the dominat partner in his domain.

As in connection with Shuja'-ud-Daulah the name of A~mad

Shah Durrani has been mentioned, it is necessary to include some

Shuj'ii-ud-Daulah Bahadur868

;
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Shuj'a-ud-Daulah Bahadur ul-Umara) Shuj'a-ud-Daulah Bahadur

accountl of his career. It is stated that he was a follower of Nadir
Shah, and was one of his Yasawals (Guards). Later he became a
Mingbashi (Commander of 1,000). After Nadir Shah's assassination
he raised the standard of power in Kabul and Qandahar, and struck
coins and had the KIJu!ba recited in his own name. He came seven

times to India. The first was about the end of the year I 151 A.H.
(1739 A.D.) with Nadir Shah. The second in the year I 161 A.H.
(1748A.D.) when Prince A~l11ad Shah and other nobles rallied forth to
oppose him, and in which battle Qamr- ud-Din Khan was killed by a
cannon ball, the Durrani Shah then returned to Kabul and Qandahar.
The third was in 1162 A.H. (1749 A.D.), the 4th in 1165 A.H.
(1752 A.D.); on each occasion he fought with MU'in-ul-Mulk. On
the second occasion MU'in-ul-Mulk after an interview was appointed
as his Deputy in Lahore. The fifth time in 1170 A.H. (1757 A.D.,
he advanced to Shahjahanabad (Delhi). He had - an interview with
'Alamgir, II, and had the daughter of 'Izz-ud-Din the brother of
'Alamgir, II, married to his son Timur Shah. He also addressed
himself to the chastisement of Sliraj Mal, but owing to the outbreak
of cholera he speedily returned (to Afghanistan). On this occasion
he married the daughter of Mu1}ammad Shah. The sixth time was
in 1173 A.H. (1759 A.D.) when he killed Dattij! Sindia, and en
camped at Sikandra (Sikandarabad).· In the following year Sadashiv
Rio alias Bhao with a large army was defeated by him, and he then
returned to Qandahar. The seventh was in 1175 A.H. (1762 A.D.),
and on this occasion he thoroughly chastised the Sikhs, and sent Nur
ud-Din Durrani-who was a cousin of the Ashraf-ul-Vuzara Shah
Wali Khan-against Sukh }ivan the Governor of Kashmir.

Sukh Jivan2 was a Khatri by caste and an inhabitant of Kabul.
At first he was the accountant of the Ashraf-ul-Vuzara Shah Wali
Khan the Vazir of the Durrani Shah. Once Shah Durrani had sent-- ,

I The account of Ahmad Shah Abdali is based on Khazana'-i-'Amira. .
(Lith. Edn.), p, 97·

2 Sukh Jivan's account is also taken from Khazana'-i-'Amira, pp. 114.

1 15. See also Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., PP. 488,489.

(
l

him from Kabul to collect the dues from MU'in-ul-Mulk. When in
the year 1167 A.H. (1754 A.D.) Shah Durrani Sent 'Abdullah Ishak
Aqasi from Kabul to conquer Kashmir, and he took it from the
Governor who held it on behalf of 'Alamgir, II, 'Abdullah Khan alias

Khwaja Kichak was left with a force of Afghans as his Deputy, and
the Diwani was assigned to Sukh Jivan, He himself returned to Kabul.
After a time Sukh Jivan killed the Afghan leaders, and at first im
prisoned Khwaja Kichak and later deported him from Kashmir.
Sukh Jivan then sent some money to 'Alamgir, II, through
the mediation of 'Imad-ul-Mulk, the Vazir, and begged for a Farman
for the government of the country in his own name. He struck
coins and had the Khu!ba recited in the name of 'Alamgir, II. He
reduced into submission the entire province whether it consisted of
crown-lands or the Manpbdar's fiefs. Sukh Jivan was possessed of
excellent qualities and was almost a Mulpmmadan. He repaired and
restored the shrines and gardens of Kashmir and every day after
closing his court he called 200 Muslims before him and fed them on
a meal of several courses. Every month on the 12th and 11th (? 15th)
he distributed cooked food to all visitors, whether they were darweshes
or otherwise, and concerned himself in alleviating their condition.
Every week he arranged an assembly of poets, when all the poets of
Kashmir would gather together, and partake in a feast ~fter close of
the session. When Nur-ud-Din Khan reached there, Sukh Jivan sent
an army to hold the passes and stop him. The Durranis overcame the
resistance and were victorious after a hard struggle and much fighting,
and having cleared the passes and mountainous ravines of the Kash
miris killed large numbers of them. They then from the rear
advanced to the city of Kashmir (Srinagar). Sukh Jivan drew up the
armed forces, which he had with him, and exerted himself as best as
he could. But the Kashmiris were not able to withstand the Durranis
and were defeated. Sukh Jivan with all his family members was
taken prisoner, and Shah Durrani after this victorious ending appointed
Nur-ud~Din l(han as his Deputy in Kashmir.



$huj'a-ul-Mulk Amir-ul-Umara [Maathir- ul-Umara] Sipahdar Khan Mu~ammad ~a1i~

SHUJA.'-UL-MULK AMIR-UL-UMARA

(Vol. II, pp. 722 , 723)'

He was the fifth son1 of Ni?am-ul-Mulk A~af Jah. His real
name was Mir Mu~ammad Sharif. In the lifetime of his father he
was raised to the rank of a Khan, and granted the title of Basalat Jang
Bahadur. In the time of ~alabat Jang he was appointed Governor
of Bijapur, but after a time he went to his brother ~alabat Jang and
became the general manager of his household. In 1172 A.H. (1758
59 A.D.) Ni?am-ud-Daulah A~af Jah in view of his position as the
heir apparent-which position had been assigned to him earlier
came to interview ~alabat Jang. Shuja'-ud-Daulah under the circum
stances did not consider it advisable to remain with ~alabat Jang, and
giving up his office went away to his own province. When the above
mentioned A~af Jah perceived the unsuitable behaviour of $alabat
Jang, he separated from him, and with a view to collecting tributes
(peshkashat) went to Rajnlehandri in J:Iaidarabad. Slmja'-ul-Mulk
again returned to ~alabat Jang, and as in earlier times, began to
look after all his affairs. As the collection of revenues from the

estates had fallen to a low. level, and the pay of the soldiery
had been increased much more than previously, interested
colleagues-~ho were only concerned in their own good-believed
that a settlement would be difficult and hence retired. Later, when
the government of the Deccan was assigned to the said A~af Jah, he
for a time dropped the thread of ceremoniousness, and made up
various plans. All these plans failed, and several estates in the
Bijapur ~uba fell into the hands of the Marathas and J:Iaidar 'Ali
Khan-whose biography2 has been separately given-rose to power.
Shuja'-ul-Mulk, at the time of writing, contents himself in managing
certain areas of the Sarkar Imtiyazgarh alias Ad6ni and Firuzgarh
Raichur, and has adopted the principle of "slanting the jar but not
spilling its contents" (acting inconsistently with impossible results).

1 See the genealogical table in Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 622,

2 Maathir-ul-Umarti, Text, I, pp.611-613' Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

597,598•
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SIPAHDAR KHAN MUHAMMAD SALIH- . ..
(Vol. II, pp. 427-429).

He was the brother's son and adopted son of Khwaja Beg Mirza
~afavi, who in the reign of Emperor Jahangir was Governor of
Al)madnagar, and had attained the rank of 5,000; he died in the
I3th1 year. The subject of this notice, in the 51th year of Emperor
Tahangir's reign, was appointed to a suitable rank, and granted the
title of Khanjar Khan. After Khwaja Beg's death he was promoted
to the rank of 2,000, and appointed Governor of the fort of Al)mad
nagar2

• In the 15th year, when the Deccanis having broken off theit
engagements raised commotion, and besieged the fort, he took
proper precautions, and ably defended it. When he was
encouraged by the arrival in the Deccan of the imperial army
under Sul~an Khurram, he sallied out and drove off the besiegers;
some 200 of them were killed. In the 19th year, when an imperial
army was deputed to assist Multi MuJ:tammad Lari, the 'Adil Khani
general-who had a quarrel with Malik 'Ambar the Abysinnian
and when that leader was killed after a fight, and his force was
defeated and some of the imperial officers were captured by the enemy,
Khanjar Khan marched rapidly to A~madnagar3 and strengthened it.
When after Emperor Jahangir's death, Khan Jahan Lodi the Governor
of the Deccan went astray and intrigued with Ni~am-ul-Mulk

Deccani, and sent letters to the Thanadars of Balaghat---:which had
been annexed as an imperial domain-to surrender (their posts) to
Ni~am-ul-Mulk's men, the said Khan wrote "Refused' '-(Dast radd)
on his letter, and did not surrender the fort4

• In the end of that reign
his rank had risen to 5,000 with 5,000 horse, and he had the tide of
Sipahdar Khan. After the accession of Shah Tahan, and his coming to

Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation), II, p. 9.

2 Op. cit., p. 9.
3 ~a£i !'Q!an, I, p. 348, and Blidshlihnlima, I, pt. i, p. 76.

4 Op. cit., p. 384.
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Sipahdar Khan Mu1).ammad $ali1). [Maathir-

He was the son of Balram son of Raja Gopal Das. As his father

and grand-father were killed in the attack on Sind when Shah Jahan

was a prince, he became a greater favourite with the Emperor. After

his accession, Siv Ram was appointed to a suitable rank, and granted1

Dhandhera, which means some Parganas of Sarangpiir in Malwa, as

his homeland. By rhe 10th year he had advanced to the rank of

I, 500 with 1,000 horse2
, and for a time was Governor of the Asir fort.

In the 18th year he was removed3 from this office, and in the 19th

year was nominated' to accompany Prince Murad Bakhsh on the

expedition to Balkh and Badakhshan. Afterwards he somehow

returned to the Court, and in the 20th year had chargeS of the Kabul

fort. In the 2 I st year he was removed from there, but in the end of

the same year when the disputes of 'Abdul 'Aziz Khan with Nadhr

Mu~ammad Khan became known to the Emperor, a body of troops

was sent to Kabul as a precautionary measure; and he also was attached

to this force. In the 22nd year, he received a promotion of 200

horse in his rank, and was detailed to the Qandahar campaign under

Prince Mu1).ammad Aurangzib. In the 25th year, when his uncle

Raja Bethal Das (Gaur) died, his rank was increased to 2,000 with

I ,500 horse, and he was granted the title 6 of Raja; he was also

detailed a second time with the above-mentioned prince on the same

campaign. In the 26th year he was 7 with Prince Dara Shik6h on the

same campaign. From there he was sent with Rustam Khan Firiiz

Jang for reducing the fort of Bust. In the 28th year he went with

Sa'd Ullah Khan to demolish Chittor. In the 3 I st year his rank was

advanced to 2,5°0 with 2,500 horse, and he was honoured by being

Siv Ram Gaur

(RAJA) SIV RAM GAUR

(Vol. II, pp. 263-265)'

the Deccan, three armies under three leaders were sent to devastate the

country of Ni~am-ul-Mulk and to punish Khan Jahan Lodi, who had

stirred up strife, and taken refuge with the Ni~am, Sipahdar Khan

was attached to Shayista Khan. In the battle, which A'?am Khan

fought against Khan Jahan Lodi, he distinguished himself. In the 4 th
year he besieged and captured the forts of T altum1, which was on the

top of a hill, and is at present in ruin, and Sitlinda. In the same year

he was honoured by appointment as Governor 2 of the forr of A~mad

nagar in succession to Jan Ni!=.bar ~l!an, and received a dress of honour

and a horse with golden saddle. In the 7th year he came to the

Court, and received the rank of 5,000 foot and horse, of which 3,000

were 2-horse, 3-horse, and was appointed Governor3 of A~madabad in

succession to Baqir Khan Najm Thani. In the 8th year he was4

removed from there and sent to look after Elichpiir. In the 9 th

year, when the Emperor came to visit Daulatabad, he presented himself,

and was sentS with J5J~an Jahan Barah to devastate the 'Adil Shahi

territory. In this campaign also he rendered good service. In the

loth year, he had charge of a battery during the siege of Deogarh.

When a mine, which had been laid from his battery, was filled with

gun-powder and exploded, and the bastion and a part of the wall were

blown up, he bravely entered 6 the forr and pUt the enemy to the

sword. Later, he Was appointed Governor of the fort of Junair

in the Deccan. In the 17th year7 corresponding to 1054

AH. (1644 A.D.) he died, and was burried in the tomb of Khwaja

Beg Mirza at A1).madnagar. He was a God-fearing man, possessed of

good judgment and distinguished for his bravery. He was very fond

of Iranians, and had an excellent posse of retainers. He had no sons.

Many of his sons-in-law and relations held various offices.

Op. cit., p. 346. 2 Op. cit., p. 399.
3 He was appointed Governor of Gujarat-see Badshahniima, 1, pt. ii, p. 8.
4 Op. cit., p. 102.. SOp. cit., p. 140.
6 Op. cit., p. 2.33· 7 Biidshiihniima, II, p. 378.
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I Biidshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 142.
2 Op. cit., p. 304.
4 Op. cit., p. 484.
6 'Amal Siili~, III, p. 133.

3 Badshtihntima, II, p. 388.

SOp. cit., p. 641 •

7 Op. cit., p. 157.



Siyadat Khan Saiyid Ogb.lan [Maathir- .", ul-Umara] Siyadat Khan Mir Zain-ud-Din 'Ali

The jade inkstand was given to Faqil !Q!an
7 Op. cit., p. 392 .

appointed as the Governor of Mandii. In the battle of Samiigarh,
he was in the vanguard of Dara Shik6h's army, and was killed 1 there

In 1068 A.H. (1658 A.D.).

SIYADAT KHAN SAIYID OGHLAN

(Vol. II, pp. 494-496).

Oghal in Turkish means a son, and Oghlan2 is its plural. In the
Kingdom of Bokhara it is the title of Saiyids and Sharifs, and they
have a right to its use in the assemblies of the ruler of the territory.
Siyadat Khan was the son of the teacher Khan of Fi"riiz Jang3 Bahadur,
and through him he carne to the notice of Emperor Aurangzib, and
succeeded in receiving a suitable appointment. In the 27 th year of
the reign, he was appointed to teach MU9ammad Kam Bakhsh. He
was also the intermediary for presenting to the Emperor the reports of
Khan Firiiz Jang Bahadur-who was absent-and thus had aCcess to the
Presence'. When that Bahadur burnt the fort of Rahiri, and slew
the infidels and destroyed their property, Siyadat Khan in the 28th
year, as a reward for bringing in this good news, received an elephantS,
and afterwards the title of Siyadat Khan. In the 29th year, he was
appointed Examiner of Petitions in succession to Lu~f Ullah Khan, as
a special favour a jade inkstand was given to him 6

• Later although
he was removed from this office, but he carried on the duties of the
Superintendent of the Diwan-i-Khas. In the 4 I st year, corresponding
to I 108 A.H. (1697 A.D.), he died 7 of plague which had become

'Alamgirniima, pp. 95,102. a biography of Siv Ram Gaur is also published

in the Urdu work Umrii'i Hunud, pp. 39°-392 (193 2 ).

2 This is incorrect. Ogblan is not the plural of Oghal in Turkish, and

merely means a son.
3 ggazi-ud-Din Khan Bahadur Firiiz Jang, Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, II,

pp. 87 2 -879; Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 587-592 .

4 See for example Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 269.

5 Maiithir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 25 2 •

6 Malithir-i_'Alamgiri, p. 270.

and not Siyadat !Q!an.

1
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rampant in the royal camp. His son received the father's title, and

in the 43rd year was appointed 1 Examiner of Petitions. In the 47th
year having been promoted2 to the rank of 2,500 foot with 700
horse, he was repeatedly deputed as head of an army for the punish
ment of the Marathas. About this time through the jugglery of Fate
he became blind of both eyes, and on this account was excluded from
the Presence. During the government of Amir-ul-Umara Husain
'Ali Khan, he was appointed as the Governor of the fort of A'hmad-
nagar in the province of Aurangabad. .

When the government of the Deccan devolved on Nizam-ul-Mulk
A~af Jah, this noble, as he was very appreciative of his services,
confirmed him in his appointment. After his death, his son Muham
mad Mir Khan got the hereditary title and the charge of the ·fort.
For a time he was Bakhsh'i of the troopers3 of Apf Jah. After him,
his son Saiyid I:famid Khan got the title of Siyadat .Khan, and Was
appointed deputy to his brother-in-law Saiyid Lashkar Khan, the
Governor of Berar. For a time he served as the Governor of Bidar.
At last he received the title of I:famid-ud-Daulah. In the year I 184
~.H. (1770 A.D.), he died. At the time of writing his son has the
tlt~e of Namwar Jang Bahadur. He is fond of Rekhta4 compo
sltlOll. There were many brothers and uncles of Siyadat Khan Saiyid
I:famid, but none attained any eminence.

SIYADAT KIjAN MIR ZAIN-DD-DIN 'AU

(Vol. II, pp. 463-465)'

He ~as a brother of Islam KhanS of Mashhad. In the early part
of the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan he was appointed to a suitable

Op. cit., p. 407. 2 Op. cit., p. 473.
3 Apparently Sa'ir Sarkar means Customs or Miscellaneous Revenue

Department.

4 Rtikhta gOi probably means that he wrote Urdu poetry.
S For his account see lvlaiithir-ul-Umarii, Text, I, pp. 162-167; Beveridge

& Prashad's translation, I, pp. 694-696.



rank. In the 6th year he was appointed Superintendene of Brand

ing and the Master of Man~abdars. Later, when the province of

Bengal was assigned to Islam Khan, the said Khan accompanied him.

Islam Khan sent a force 2 under the leadership of his brother to Kiich

Hajo and the Morang territories on the borders of the province. A

great deal of fighting took place with the contumacious elements of

the areas, and thereafter the area was properly setded. In the 11th

year, he had the rank of 1,000 foot with 200 horse, and the tide
3

of

Siyadat Khan. In the 13th year, when Islam Khan was summoned

to the Presence for appointment as the Vazir, Siyadat Khan was

appointed4 as his DeFuty in Bengal. In the 14th year he had an
increase of 200 horse, and in the 16th year a further increase:; o£

5
00

foot. In the 19th year when Islam Khan was exalted by his

appointment as the Governor of the four provinces of the Deccan,

Siyadat Khan was raised to the rank of 2,000 foot with 500 horse,

and attached to his brother in the Deccan auxiliaries
6
. In the same

year he was appointed Governor of the fort of Daulatabad in succession

to Prithi Raj. In the 21St year, he had an increase of 200 horse, and

on his brother's death, he was granted an increase of 500 foot with

300 horse, and confirmed in hiS appointmenr7 as Governor of Daulata

bad. In the 22nd year, he returned to the Court on being removed

from this post. In the 23rd year he was appointed 2nd Bakhshi,
and promoted8 to the rank of 3,000 foot with 3,000 horse. In the

24
th

year he was granted an increase of 500 and appointed Governor
9

of the fort of the Capital in succession to Bagi Khan. In the 29
th

year he was removed from this office, but was re_instated
lO

in the 3
0th

year. After Emperor Aurangzib's accession to the throne, and when

in the 1st year the royal cavalcade reached the Capital in pursuit of

6 Op. cit., p. 160.

Suhal Singh Sesodiaul-Umara]

Dara Shikoh, he was 'd . ,

I h d

appolOte to admlOlSter the affairs of the place l

n t e 2n y f h ' .ear 0 t e reign, 1069 A.H. (1659 AD) he d' d2

natural death His F 3 •• Ie a
Khan and '~bd R hs~n a4~ Ullah Khan, and his nephews Safi
_ ur a 1m Khan a d 'Abd R h - .Kh_ . - n ur a man sons of Islam
_an were granted m ' b . ., ourmng ro es. HIS eldest son Mir Faid U11ah
was granted the title of Faid Ullah Kh- . h - .'d .' _an 10 t e 1st year of 'AlamCTir's
reign, an was Superintendent of the Jewel-r L b
Mir Tuzuk I h oom. ater he was made

• ,n tel 2th year when Dildar, son of Alif Khan

Mu~ammad Tiihlr, grandson of Daulat Kh:- -with M 1 _ ,_an, on account of an enmit
u tafat Khan, fell out With him and while th E Yt d' h ' emperor was

~eal;l 10 t e g~neral and special Hall of Audience, Fadl Ullah Khan
o y struck him with a staff on the head 0 h" -f f . ntis score he f 11
rom avour, and was degraded from his office4 I h h eh d . n t e 2at year
e wa,s restore to his earlier office and deputed:; to B -I Af'

sometime a servant killed him there6 wI'th d enga . tera agger.

SUBAL SINGH SESODIA

(Vol. II, pp. 468 , 469).

He was a grandson of Rana Amar Singh F . h .'

th
. f P' . or a time e was 111

e service 0 nnce Dara Shikoh. In th

:~ :~et~:i~a~~n:fe,~e was
f

adm~tthed into im~~:::s~::i~e~:~~ea~e~~~:~ .
. . ,000 oot Wit 1,000 horse. In the 2 th
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'Alamgirnama, p. 161.

2 Op. cit, p. 418.

3 Fai4 Ulliih in text is 1apparent y a mistake, for it is Fad,l Ulla-h
Maathir-i-'Alamgiri. in

4 Matithir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 88, 89.

SOp. cit., p. 159·

1;

[Maathir-

2 Btidshahntima, II, p. 75'

4 Op. cit., p. 164.
6 Op. cit., p. 430 •

8 Op. cit., p. 105·
lOOP. cit., p. 241.

Siyadat Khan Mir Zain-ud-Din cAli

Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 543·

3 Op. cit., p. 90 .

SOp. cit., p. 336.
7 'A mal $ali~, III, p. 9·
9 Op. cit., p. II I.
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9 Op. cit" p. 338.
I lOp. cit., p. 84.

Sujan Singh

'Amal $ali~, III, p. 18.
2 Op. cit., p. 72 . 3 Op. cit., p. 135.
4 According to 'Amal $ali~ the present was in cash, op. cit., p. 204.

5 Op. cit., p. 239. 6 Op. cit., p. 256.

7 'Alamgirnama, p. 95·
8 Op. cit., p. 306.
10 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 65.
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Jasvant Singh to Malwa. He was killed in 1068 A.H. (1658 A.D.)

in the battle which Prince Aurangzib fought with the Rajpiits. His

son Fad} Singh was a Manfabdar. The other brother (Biram Dea)

left the Rana's service and came to the Court in the 2 I st year, and

received the rank l of 800 foot with 400 horse. In the 22nd year he

was promoted to the rank of 1,000 foot with 500 horse, and sent2

with Prince Mul}ammad Aurangzib Bahadur to Qandahar. In the

23rd year he was granted an advance·1 of 500, and in the 25th year

of 200 horse, and again went to Qandahar with the said prince. In

the 26th year his rank was 2,000 foot with 800 horse, and in the

27 th he was exalted by a further increase of 200. In the 28th year his

rank was increased by 500 foot, and he was presented jewels4 worth

Rs. 10,000. In the 29th year he was allowed to proceed to Mathura

on account of his daughter's marriage which had been arranged with

Maharaja Jasvant Singh. In the 3 I st year his rank was advanced by

promotion5 to 3,000 foot with 1,000 horse, and he was sent to the

Deccan to Prince Mul}ammad Aurangzib Bahadur. In the 'AdiI

Khani battle when Raja Rai Singh Ses6dia was hard-pressed, he

dismounred6 and fought strenuously. In the Samiigarh battle he

was placed 7 in the van of Dara Shikah's forces. Later he joined

'Alamgir's forces, and was with the Emperor in the battle with Shuja'

and in the second battleS with Dara Shik6h. Afterwards he was

appointed to the Deccan 9
, and in the loth year with Raja Ram

Singh Kachwaha rendered good service10 in tbe Assam war. In the

12th year he was appointedll with ~af Shikan Khan who was sent as

the Faujdar of Mathura. He died at his appointed time.

.'

Su;an Singh

SUJAN SINGH

(Vol. II, pp. 45 2-454)'
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Sujan Singh Bundela

distinguished himself in the fights with the cAdil Khani forces. In

the 9th year, he was sent with Diler Khan on the campaign against

Chanda near Berar. In the J 1th year, 1°78 A.H. (1667-68 A.D.)

he died in the Deccan. As he had no sons, Indaraman, his younger

brother succeeded him. After the death of his father, Pahar Singh,

Indaraman had in the time of Emperor Shah Jahan reached the rank

of 500 with 400 horse, and in the 29th year had been sent with

Qasim Khan, the head of the Artillery, on the expedition against the

Zamindar of Srinagar. In the 30th year he was sent to Sul~an

Muqammad Aurangzib in the Deccan. In the time of Emperor

Aurangzib, he, 111 the 1st year, had gone with Subkaran Bundela to

chastise Champat Bundela. Later he was appointed to the Deccan,

and made good under Mirza Raja Jai Singh; in recognition of his

services his rank was increased, he was granted the title of Raja and

granted his homeland as his fief. When Khan Jahan Bahadur was

the Governor, he was for a time the Thanadar of Gulshanabad. When

he died in the 19th year, his son Jasvant Singh, who was at home,

was granted the title of Raja and the government of his native

country. In the same year, he came to the Deccan with a large

force, and joined the Emperor's setvice. In the 21st year he was

appointed to chastise the sons of Champat Bundela, who were creating

a disturbance in Bundelkhand. In the 29th year, he went to Bijapur

with Himmat Khan son of Khan Jahan Kokaltash. At thc time of

departure, he receivcd l a dress of honour and a drum. He rcndered

good servicc in the expedition against the fort of Mulkhair. In the

30th year he died. After him his son Bhagwant Singh had the title

of Raja and the government of his native country, but he died in the

3 I st year. At the request of Rani Amar Kaur, his grandmother, the

management of the estate was given in the name of Udai Singh son of

Pratap Singh-whose lineage went upto Raja Madhukar. Pratap

S~ngh had been subsisting on onc village of Pargana of Ondcha

(Oreha). He was honoured with the grant of the title of Raja. In

(RAJA) SUJAN SINGH BUNDELA

(Vol. II. pp. 29 1 - 2 95)'

He was the son of Raja Pahar Singh1
• He came to the notice of

Emperor Shah Jahan during the lifetime of his father, and was

.appointed to various offices. When his father died in the 28th year,

his rank was raised to 2,000 with 2,000 horse, 2-horse, 3-horse, and

he was given the title of Raja 2
• In the 29th year he was deputetP

with Qasim Khan, the head of the Artillery, for chastising the Zam'in
dar of Srinagar (Garhwal), and was granted a standard and a kettle

drum. In the 30th year, he, in accordance with orders, went to the

Deccan to join Sultan Aurangzib, the Viceroy of the Deccan. Later,

on recall he came to the Presence, and was appoint~d with Maharaja

(Jasvant Singh) to block the path of the army of the Deccan. On

the day of the battle with Sultan Aurangzib, he left the field, and

retired to his home. After sometime his offences were forgiven,

and he was given a suitable rank by Aurangzib. In the battle with

Shah Shuja', he was in the right wing. When after his defeat, Shah

Shuja' retired towards Bengal and Prince Muqammad Sultan was

deputed to pursue him, Sujan Singh was sent as one of the auxiliaries.

He rendered good service in that territory. In the 4th year he was

appointed with the auxiliaries of MU'aHam Khan for the conquest of

Kiich Bihar and chastisement of the Zam'indar of the place. As he

could not do this with the force which he had at his disposal, he

after Khan Khanan's arrival joined him. When he reached Assam,

he fought bravely against the Assamese, and earned a name for his

valour. In the 7 th year, he was deputed4 with Raja Jai Singh to the

Deccan. and did good service in the siege of the fort of P.iirandhar.

In the 8th year he was honoured by increase of rank to 3,000 with

3,000 horse, of which number 500 were 2-horse, 3-horse. Later he

1 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 256-260; translation antea, pp. 47 0 -472,

2 cAmal $alj~, III, p. 197·
3 Op. cit., p. 216. 4 K!!afi ~an, II, p. 178.
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the 3Vd year he came from his home and did homage. In the 47 th

year his rank was raised to 3,500 with 1,5°0 horse, and he was
appointed Governor of the fort of Khelna-which was renamed Sakh
rulna. After Aurangzib's death when his position became insecure,
he retired to his home after making over the fort to the Marathas.
After him his son Prithi Singh and his grandson Sanwal Singh had
the Zamindari of Orcha. At the time of writing Pancham S)ngh son

of Sanwal Singh is in possession.

(MIRZA) SULAIMAN (Ruler of Badakhshan)

(Vol. Ill, pp. 264-2 77)'

He was connected through five generations with the Lord of
Conjunction-Amir Timur Gurgani. This territory (Badakhshan) was
long held by a family which claimed descent from Alexander the
Great. No neighbouring princes interfered with this family, who
were content only with exacting a small tribute. When Sul~an

Abu Sa'id Gurgan came to the throne, he captured Sul~an Mu~a
mmad, who was the last of his race, and put him to death along with
his children and other relations, and took posses<ion of Badakhshan.
Later, when Sul~an Ma~mud1 Mirza son of Sul~an Abu Sa'id after
capturing Samarqand died, Amir Khusrau Shah-who had become an
Amir through the patronage of Sul~an Ma~mud-for sometime
carried on the sovereignty in the names of Mirzas Baysangbar and
Mas'iid, the sons of the late King. Then he blinded the first and
killed the second, and in 905 A H. (1499-15°0 A.D.) ascended the
throne of Badakhshan2

• In 910 A.H. (1504-°5 A.D.) Emperor
Babur, the conqueror of the world-who after fighting grand battles
with the Chag)Jtai and Ozbeg princes in Mawar-ul-Nahr saw that the
positio was not favourable to him, and therefore turned away from
his native land-- came to Badakhshan with a few followers. As

Text has Mu1).ammad which ~s incorrect.

2 Akbarnama, L Beveridge's translation, p. 230, note 2.

Khusrau Shah's men took the road of disloyalty, and joi:1ed Babur, he
~l~o ",:as obliged to join his service. Biibur in spite of Khusrau's
lll!llstices to two of his cousins gave him leave to proceed to Khurasan
With some of his possessions. Babur after arranging the affairs of
Badakhshan went to Kabul.

When in 912 A.H. (1506-07 A.D.) Babur took QanJ~har from
Shah Beg Arg)Jun, he sent Khan Mirza, who was the .<on of Sultan
Ma~mud and son of Mirza Sulaiman to Badakhshan. He after m;ny
adventures firmly established himself in that territory.. In the year
9171 A.H. (1511-12 A.D.) he died. Thereupon Babur gave Badakh
shan to Prince Humayun, and for a long time his officers administered
that territory. After the conquest of India and the battle with Rana
Sanga, Prince Humayun on 9th Rajab, 933 A.H.2 (I Ith April,
I ?27 A.D.) took leave to settle Kabul and Badakhshan.. He enjoyed
huuself for a year in Badakhshan, and then waS suddenly overcome
by a desire to see his august father. He thereupon made over
Badakhshan to Sul~an Wais3, who was the father-in-law of Mirza
Sulaiman, and proceeded towards India. It happened that during his
absence Sul~an Sa'id Khan, who was one of the Khans of Kashgbar,
proceeded to Badakhshan on the summons of Sultan Wais and other
officers. Mirza Hindal, however, arrived befor~ him, and streng
thened the fort of Zafar. Sa'id Khan after besieging it for three
~10nth~ returned unsuccessful to Kash~ar. It was, however, reported
In India that Kashgbaris had taken possession of Badakhshan. Babur
thereupon directed Prince Humayun to go there, but he represented
that he had vowed that he would not voluntarily deprive himself of
the pleasure of waiting upon his father, but that if he was ordered to
go, there was no help to it. So Mirza Sulaiman was sent to Badakh
shan, and a letter written to Sul~an Sa'id Khan saying: "This affair

As has been discllssed at length by Beveridge Akbarnama, I, translation,

p. 266, note, 5, this date appears to be wrong; it should be 927 (1521 A.D.).

2 Akbarnama, translation, I, p. 267.

3 Op. cit., p. 271.



seems strange in view of my numerous claims on your consideration.

I have now recalled Mirza Hindal and sent Mirza Sulaiman. If in

consideration of the hereditary rights you should hand over Badakh

shan to him-for he is as a son to us both-that would be desirable.

Otherwise, I having discharged my responsibility, will place the in

heritance in the hands of the heir. The rest you know1
". Before

Mirza Sulaiman's arrival at Kabul, however, Badakhshan had been

freed from the designs of the evil-minded persons, and transformed

into an abode of peace2
• The Mirza brought the whole of that

territory under his control, and established himself firmly.

After the predominance of She-r Khan in India, when Mirza

Kamran had the Khupba recited and the coins struck in his own name

in Kabul, he sent a message to Mirza Sulaiman that in Badakhshan

also the Khupba should be recited and coins struck in his name.

Mirza refused to obey this command and collected an army. But he

found that he would not be able to resist and so knocking on the

door of peace submitted to recite the Khupba and strike coins in

Kamran's name. Mirza Kamran confiscated some of the districts of

Badakhshan, and after settling these on his3 own men returned.

Mirza Sulaiman broke the compact and took possession of these dis

tricts. Mirza Kamran again led an army towards Badakhshan, and a

battle took place at Andarab. Mirza Sulaiman after being defeated

took refuge in the fort of ?,afar. Having lost heart as a result of a

prolonged siege and the unfaithfulness of his men, he was obliged to

come out of the fort and wait on Mirza Kamran. The latter im

prisoned Mirza Sulaiman a'.\ his son, Mirza Ibrahim, and brought

them to Kabul. Friday", '17th Jummada II is the chronogram of this

event (948 A.H., or 8th October, 1540 A.D.).

When on 25th Jummada 11, 952 A.H. '(3rd September, 1545

A. H.) Humayiin returned from Iran and captured the Qandahar fort

by force from Mirza' Askari, and it was reported that he was proceed-

Sulaimanul-UmaraJ

ing to Kabul, Mirza Kamran was thinking of releasing Mirza Sulaiman

in the hope that he might later prove a useful ally, but meanwhile a

number of Mirza Sulaiman's supporters joining together took possession

of the forr of ?afar, and imprisoned Mirza Kamran's officers. They

also sent a message that if Mirza Sulaiman was released they would

make over the country, otherwise they would kill the officers and

hand over the country to the Dzbegs. This coincided with the

earlier deliberations, and so Mirza Kamran soothed Mirza Sulaiman

and Mirza Ibrahim by treating them kindly, and sent them to

Badakhshan. They had not completed the journey when Mirza

Kamran repented of having let them go, and sent men to recall them.

The Mirza, however, sent a written excuse l and proceeded to Badakh

shan. When Emperor Humayiin took Kabul from Mirza Kamran

without a fight, Mirza Sulaiman became hostile, and had the Kh upba
recited in his own name. Emperor Humayiin marched towards

Badakhsh~n in 953 A.H. (1546 A.D.), and the Mirza being unable

to resist him retired to the wilds, and all that country passed into

Humayun's possession. He made the fort of ?,afar his Capital. At

this time Mirza Kamran, who had fled to Sind, finding that Kabul

was undefended, made a rapid march, and took possession of it.

Perforce Emperor Humayiin was compelled to send for Mirza Sulaiman

and to restore 2 his territory to him. After Emperor Humayiin had

crossed the Indus on his expedition to India, the Mirza also took

possession3 of some neighpouring districts. After Emperor Humayiin's

death, he, his son Mirza Ibrahim and his wife I:Iaram Begum known

as Wali Ni'mat-who managed most of his affairs-came and besieg

ed4 Kabul.

As Mun'im Khan, who was defending the fort and the city found

himself in a difficult situation, a sort of peace was arranged, and

Op. cit., P' 469' 2 Op. cit., p. 50 4.
3 Op. cit., PP' 637,638.
4 The account is based on Akbarntima, II, Beveridge's translation, pp. 39,

40. The name of Mirza Ibrahim's wife there is I-:laram Be~um, while in the

text it is ~urram Begum.

.,(
«1·

j
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2 Op. cit., p. 275.
4 Op. cit., p. 40 9.
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Op. cit., pp. 273, 274.
3 Op, cit., p. 408.
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Op. cit., pp. 4 1, 42 •

'"

Verse

I go to the land of regret like a tulip with a scar on its heart,

On the day of Resurrection I ell rise from the clay with a

scarred heart.
And one of the eloquent men composed this quatrain:

Mirza Sulaiman returned l
• In 967 A.H. (1559-60 A.D.) he

collected a force and marched towards Balkh. Far-seeing well-wishers

pointed out that it was unwise to attack with the available forces Pir

Mu~ammad Khan, who had a number of powerful supporters and also

a large force of Ozbegs. They also added that experienced comman

ders had stated that in the case of a small force opposing a much

larger force there must be large number of experienced leaders in the

smaller force. In this case they only had two leaders, one Mirza

Sulaiman and the other Mirz[t Ibrahim. He, however, paid no heed

to their words and started the fray. When later he saw that the

affair was not proceeding as he had hoped, he started retreating towards

Badal<.hshan. They also councilled Mirza Ibrahim, who was eager

for battle, to retire as his father had done, but he replied that it was

difficult to get away, and so he would fight, and see what came of it.

Mu~amll1ad Quli Khan Shiggall roughly said that it was generally

agreed amongst soldiers that when they had gone a bow's length

from the enemy, it was difficult to engage in a hand t( hand fight.

With great difficulty Mirza Ibrahim made his escape, and with a

few men, on foot and disguised, he came to a village. The people

of the place recognizing him arrested him, and took him to Pir

Mu~ammad Khan. He put him to death after keeping him under

surveillance for a few days. Mirza Sulaiman found that chronogram :

Ko nakhl umed pidr (where is the sapling of a father's hopes? 967

A.H., 1559~60 A.D.). Before this occurrence Mirza Ibrahim had

written an ode, the opening verse of which was:-

Slliaimanul-Umara]

Quatrain

Ah! Badakhshan Ruby, thou'st gone from Badakhsban,

Thou hast gone from the shade of the shining sun.

In the age thou wast like Sulaiman's signet-ring,

Alas! that thou hast gone from Sulaiman's finger l
•

When in the 8th year of Emperor Akbar's reia-n, in accordance
. • t>

with a secret request from Mirza Mul!ammad Hakim-whose mother

had been put to death by the ungrateful Shah Abul Ma'ali-Mirza

Sulaiman and his wife came to Kabul and as a retribution for his deeds

hllng 2 Abul Ma'ali. He gave his daughter to Mirza Hakim in marria

ge, and distributed two parts of the Kabul territory :0 his own men.

He appointed Dmed 'All, one of the Chief officers of Badakhshan as

the Minister of Mirza Mul!ammad 3 I:Iakim, and himselfreturned

to Badakhshan. As Mirza Mul:ammad I:Iakim was worried over the

supremacy of the Badakhsbis, he drove them out of Kabul, and made

over the country to his own followers. In 97 I A.H. (1563-64 A.D.)

Mirza Sulaiman started for Kabul to put this matter right. Mirza

Mul!aml11ad I:Iaklm on hearing this news made over the city to Baqi

Qaqshal and Ma'~um Kob, and left the place. After crossin cy the

Indus he implored for help from Emperor Akbar. When Mirza

Sulaiman heard of Mirza's escape, he started in his pursuit, but on

finding that he had got away, he returned and took Jalalabi.:l. He

also set about besieging Kabul. When, however, he heard that Mirza

Mul!ammad I:Iakim with Pir Mu~ammad Khin and other leaders of

the Atga Khail, who were the nobles of the Panjab and who had been

ordered by Emperor Akbar to assist him, had come near, he returned4
.

to Badakhshan. Again in 973 A.H. (1565-66 A.D.) when he found

that the Akbari officers had left Kabul, he came with his wife I:Iaram

The account of the invasion of Balkh all,1 Mirza Ibrahim's death, as

also the verses alld quatrain, are based on the detailed description in Akbarnama,

II, translation, pp. 188-194.

2 Op. cit., pp. 320,321, 3 Gp. cit., pp. 321,322.
4 Gp. cit., pp. 359-363.

•
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to years of discretion, and in conjunction with his mother and at the

i~stigation of the Badakhshis-who were noted for their intrigues and

disloyalty - he fell out with his respected grandfather and grandmother.

Sometimes they were at peace, and at other times they were at war.

Me~nwhile ~aram Kbanum died, and Mirza Shahrukh took possession

of hiS father s estates; and many of the people leaving Mirza Sulai

man joined his party. Mirza Sulaiman, therefore, was obliged to

make peace with the Khanum and Shahrukhj and oaths and terms

were exchanged. He got permission to leave for pilgrimage to Mecca,

and started. His secret intention, however, was to get help from Kabul

or India, and to revenge himself. When he reached Kabul, Mirza

l\1ul:ammad tJakim behaved contrary to his expectations, so much so

that he did not even give him influential guides who would see him

safely over his journey. He thereupon trusting in God took the route

to India. He crossed the Indus in the 20th year, 98 3 A.H. (1575

76 A.D.). Emperor Akbar issued orders to the Panjab officials to

welcome him suitably, and to treat him with all respect. Raja Bhagwan

Das became his guide and conducted him to the Court. Rupees 50,000

in cash and necessary goods suitable to the status of such a auest
b

were s~nt to him through Khwaja Aqa Khan. The Mirza was over-

joyed at receiving such presents which were worth more than several

years' revenue of Badakhshan.

\Vhen he reached the outskirts of the Capital, he was received by

numbers of nobles and peers of the realm, and when he was three miles

away, Emperor Akbar himself rode forward to welcome him. The

entire city w:\s illu~1inated. Two lines of elephants were drawn up

from the palace to 1115 quartersj they had gold and silver chains, and

golden coverings and trappings, and between every two elephants was

a hunting leopard (chita) adorned with jewels and gold-worked cover

ings and cows with golden headstalls which made them a very

attractive sight for all the people who had collected for witnessing the

spectacle. The Emperor alighting from his charger embraced him.

No rites of hospitality were neglected in the gorgeous feasts that

were arranged 111 l\1irzii' s honour. An order was issued to Khan

•

Sulaiman

Begum. Hakim Nfirza after strengthening the city went away to

Ghorband.· NIirza Sulaiman tried several ways, and was almost

~uccessful in having his prey fall in the net. But Mirza Mul)all:m~d
Hakim eretting the news in time departed for India. Mirza Sulallnan

• 0 I . f K-b I H I owever
thereupon was forced to renew t le sIege a aU. e, 1. '

failed in his efforts, and so had to content himself with a small tribute

and return! to Badakhshan.
After this events so shaped themselves that the Mirzft could not

live in peace in his own country. The details are as follows. l:laram

Begum, the Mirza's wife and daughter of Sul~an Wais Kulabi, who

was of the Qlbchaq tribes, assumed control of the country and the

army to such an extent, that the Mirza had to make over to her the

power of ordering executions-which was a duty that he could ~ot
delegate to another. The Badakhshis out of envy charged her ~It~
misconduct with her own beloved brother tJaidar 'All and MIrza

Ibrahim in his ycuthful folly and at the in~tigation ot the slanderers put

that innocent one to death. The Begum addressed herself to the

destruction of the Badakhshi officers, and when Mirza Ibrabim was

killed, she became annoyed with all the Badakhshi soldiers, and the

feuds and differences became general. Mul)tarim Khanum, daughter

of Shah Mul)ammad Kflsh~hari, who was married to Mirza Kamran,

came from Kabul to Badakhshan on her way back to Kashghar . Mi~za
Sulaiman wanted to marry her, but the Begum forestalling hltn

married her to her son Mirza Ibrahim j and thus prevented her becom

ing a co-wife. But on this score Mul)tarim K.h~num had a grudge 111

her heart, and was always dissatisfied and plt1111g for revenge. As

meanwhile Mirza Ibrahim was killed, she began to taunt her more

and more. tJaram Begum's sole idea was that becoming sick of her

ill treatment Mul:taril11 Khanum might depart for Kash~ar, and the

former might be able to bring up Mirza Shahrukh (Mul:tarim Kbanum's

son) herself. Mul)tarim Khanum not wanting to be separated from

her child ignored all the insults. At last Mirza Shahrukh grew up

Op. cit., pp 4°9-4 12 .
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I The long account of the intrigues in Badakhsh1in and the quarrels
between Mirza Sulaiman and Sh1ihrukh and the form~r's comi'ng over to India
is taken almost verbatim from Akbarnama, III, Beveridge's translation, pp. 2 I 1-

Jahan, the Governor of the Panjab, to arrange for accompanying! the

Mirza on an expedition to Badakhshan. It so happened, however,

that Mun'im Khln Khan Khanan, the Governor of Bengal, died in the

same year, and the Mirza was offered this appointment in his

place. Out of love for his native land the Mirza did not accept

the appointment, and consequently Khan Jahan was appointed as the

Governor of BengaP. The Mirza saw that there would now be

delay in getting the necessary help, and so he asked leave3 for going

on a pilgrimage to Mecca thinking that perhaps he might reach

Badakhshan from there, and by strategy be able to achieve his object.

Accordingly he turned aside from the holy intent, and went instead to

Iran to Shah Ismii'iI II. He treated him with great regard and

honour, and provided him with a suitable contingent for the proposed

expedition. He had only reached Herat when the Shah died. The

Mirza becoming despondent went to Qandahar, and made Mupffar

I;iusain his son-in-law. As, however, this scheme did not fructify,

he went to Kabul and joined Mirza Mul:ammad I;iakim. The

latter wanted to proceed to Panjab and create a disturbance there.

Mirza Sulaiman dissuaded him from this idea, and prevailed on him

to accompany him on a march to Badakhshan. Mirza Shahrukh

made preparations for a fight, but after a slight engagement some of

the Badakhshis deserted and joined Mirza Sulaiman. Mirza Shahrukh

suspecting his other followers also went away to Kulab. At last peace

was arranged on the condition that the territory from Taliqan to the

Hindu Kush (Hindu Koh in text) which was Mirza Ibrahim's fief

would be made over4 to Mirza Sulaiman. For a time peace reigned

in the area, and friendly relations were maintained, but sometimes

owing to the machinations of evil-minded partisans differences would be-

222.

2 Op. cit., p. 229.

4 Op. cit., pp. 42 3-42 5.
3 Op. cit., p. 231.

come quite acute, but so long as the mother of Mirza Sh1ihrukh was alive,

the differences were speedily smoothed. After the death of Khanum

Begum, however, Mirza Shahrukh behaved arrogantly, and so Mirza

Sulaiman went to 'Abdullah Khan Ozbeg the ruler of Turan, in the

hope that with his assistance, he would succeed in achieving his object.

As he I lel gone off on an expedition to Tashkand, the Mirza was

received by his father Sikandar Khan. But when the Mirza discover

ed that 'Abdullah Khan was deceitful, he hurriedly left the place.

When he reached near Badakhshan, Mirza Shahrukh came tvrward

with humility, and offered that the earlier division of the territory be

maintained. The Mirza settled down being content with Kishm.

'Abduliah Khan hearing of the disagreements between the

Mirzas and the unrest in the territory, came to Badakhshan in

992 A.H. (1584 AD.). The Mirzas abandoned the country without

a fight!, and Mirza Shahrukh left for India. Mirza Sulaiman,

however, feeling ashamed at his earlier behaviour was not inclined to

go to India. Mirza Mul:ammad J:Iakim assigned him some villiages

in the Lamgbanat for his support, and sent him off there. After

some time he sent him with a force to Badakhshrtn. He was again

defeated and returned. After !'-,1irza Mulpmmacl J:Iakim died,

Mirza Sulaiman had perforce to go to India. Kanwar Man Singh,

Governor of Kabul accompanied him as far as Peshawar. In the end

of 3 I st year he reached the Capital. Prince Sul~an Murad welcomed

him and introduced him 2 at the Court. He was granted the rank

of 5,000, and spent his days in comfort. In the year 997 AH.3

(1589 A.D.), while the Emperor was away in Kashmir, he died at the

age of 77 at Lahore. lkhsh'i (meaning beautiful, not Bakhshi as in

the text) was the date of his birth (920 AH., 1514 A.D.). He was

distinguished for his courage and military skill.

Op. cit., p. 652.

2 Op. cit., PP' 785, 786.
3 Op. cit., PP' 836, 837. The date of his death IS gIVen there as 23rd

Jtine, 1589'
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(RAJA) SULTANJI

(Vol. II, pp. 338-340).

In the M aratha tribe he had the title of N imbiilkar, He became
known with Shiihji Manik grandson of Anang Pal-who in the 15th
year of Aurangzib's reign was admitted into imperial service at the
recommendation cf Bahadur Khan Kob. Anang Pal was a leading
Zamindar of the Deccan. The Raja under notice was at first 111

the service of Raja Shahii, and was his general. In the time of
Ni~am-lil-Mulk A~af Jah after the battle with Mubariz Khan, he
entered imperial service, and received the rank of 7,000 and the
estate of Bir and some estatcs of Sarkar Fatl!abiid in the province
of Aurangabad, and the Pargana of Pathri in Berar. He had
3,000 horsemen. ,The year in which Ni~am-ul-Mulk died, he
also died a few months later in the same year, 1161 A.H. (1748
A.D.). Later, when Na~ir Jang the Martyr, proceeded towards
Pondicherry, and came near his residence, Hanunat Rao his son came
out with a large force, and pitched his tents near tho~e of the army of
the Islam. Na~ir Jang out of respect for his position went to visit
him in his camp to offer condolence. He confirmed him in his rank,
granted him the hereditary title, and the estates "..hich his father had
held. In the time of ~alabat Jang, the title of Adhiraj was added to
his name. In 1176 A.H. (1762-63 A.D.) he died. His younger
son, who survived him, succeeded him. But as service was not of
long duration (in that establishment), no settlement Was made. After
one or two years a small portion of his fief was left to him, and the
rest confiscated. At the time of writing, his son, when he had attain
ed manhood, received the name of Dhanpat Rao, and some estates in
Berar $uba were given to him as his fief, but his affairs are in a
disorganized state.

SULTAN KHWAJA NAQSHBANDJl

(Vol. II, pp. 379-396).

His name was 'Abdul 'A~i"m, and he was the son of Khwaja
Khawand Dost, who was a disciple of Khwaja 'Abdul Shahid son of
Khwaja 'AbJullah known as the Khwajgan-i-Khwaja, who was the son
of Khwaja Na~ir-ud-Di"n Ahrar. When Khwaja 'Abdul Shahi"d came2

to India from Samarqand, Emperor Akbar received him with respect
and kindness, and presented him the Pargana of Chamari in the Panjab.
The Khwaja lived there for many years. After eightecn years, how
ever, he returned to Samarqand about the end of 982 A.H. (1574-75
A.D.) and died in 984 A.H. (1576-77 A,D). Though Sul~an

Khwaja was not very learned, his learning and $ttfism made him a
favourite with the Emperor. He had much influence and developed
great intimacy with the Emperor. When in the 21 st year, 984 A.H.
(157 6-77 A.D.) Emperor Akbar resolved to go on a pilgrimage to
the I:Iijaz, his courtiers represented that most wise men, whose opinion
were worthy of consideration, had in regard to rulers-who had to
dispense justice, and particularly when these noble Kings had to
maintain by civil and military measures tranquillity and peace in their
extensive territories-laid down that such pilgrimages could only be
undertaken if life of their subjects would not in any way be affected
thereby. Accordingly, Emperor Akbar gave up the idea. As spiri.
tual feelings had been aroused, he appointed Sul~an Khwaja, who
was an upright and experienced officer, as the Amir ljaj (Director of
Pilgrimage), and made over to him six lakhs of rupees and twelve
thousand robes, so that he could distribute presents in accordance with
the rules of propriety to the deserving pilgrims. He was also ordered
to enquire into the condition of and prepare a list of the recluses-who

This is a very mixed account. The short biographical notes of KEwaja

'Abdul Shahid, and Sul~an !'iliwaja are followed by a long account of Din-i-Ilahi

or the Divine Faith introduced by Akbar.

2 Akbarntima, Text, II, p. 127; Beveridge's translation, II, p. 195. He

came to India apparently in 968 A.H. (1561 A.D.).
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owing to their devotion to spiritual pursuits could not f~llo~ any

normal professions and handicrafts-and of other contented ll1dlgents

of that land. This was with a view to sending to that area every year

a well qualified person from the Court for granting succour. to the

needy there. Many high and low joined the caravan for the Jo~rney
to I:Iijaz; and perhaps few sllch large caravans had gone prevlOusly

from India to that land i
•

The lChwaja r~turned in 986 A.H. (1578-79 A.D.) from. ~hat
edifying journey, and having made his obeisance became. the reCl~len,t

of even'greater favours. He was appointed2 Sadr Kull (ChIef Eccleslastl'

cal Officer). and given the rank of 1,000. In the 29th ~t!ar: 99
2

.

A. 1-'1 ( 84 AD) he died 3 a natural death, and was burled m the
, .. 15 " I' I
area on the north side in the fort of Fatl:pur. After his deat l<1n. ne

b
. '. f th 33rd '1 year his daughter was married to Prll1ce

egllll1lng 0 e, '. k

D
. -I H' n Mil' KhwaJ' a in the 46th year attamed the Ianamya . IS so _

of 300 . _ T -'

In Dabist'an of Mubaid it is stated that Sul~an Khwap ~as one
. d f the faith which was

of the Alhian, or 111 other wor s, was one 0 _ ' __

founded by Emperor Akbar, and which is known as the Dtrl.z-lla~z.
At the time of his death he requested the Emperor ~10t to bury. hun

like the demons. As a result he was interred 111 a tomb wl~h a
. I 1 alld a (Trill was fixed facing the Sun, so that the ltght

specla amp, b . fi d.' S' l'k I d ot n athereof might obliterate ll1s Sll1S
5

• tones let liS 0 n .
., d I b accepted as there IS

place in trustworthy hlstones, an t ley cannot e,' _ _ - lis
. . 'dence for their veracity-what Shaikh Badayu11l and I

no positive eVI

Akb - T III P F2' Beveridge's
t This account is taken from tlrnama, ext, ";>'

1
. III pp' 269-27 I Sec also the very helpful footnotes by the

trans atlon, ,. .

translator.
2 0". cit., Text, p. 263; translation, p. 382 .

r . 65 He died on 25th July,
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 437; translatl~n, f: 5·

1584 of "weakness of the stomach and heart.
4 The marriage took place in the 33l'd ~nd not the 30th year. See

Akbarnama, Text, Ill, p. 528; Beveridge's translatiOn, III, p. 806.

S Dabistan (lith. edn,), p. 8')6

1

....;

lik.e have stated either clearly or by innuendo must ~e disregarded as

be1l1g due to bigotry and exaggeration, From what is stated in the

biographies of the Chid Shaikhs in the work entitled Thamarat-ul
Qudus by La'}! Beg-who was a Man{abdar under Emperor Akbar,

and was connected with the Naqshbandi Order-it appears from the

account of Sul~an Khwaja that the above statements are unreliable and

not worthy of credence. It is stated "As at this time some new faiths

were promulgated, and people wanted to make flaws and fissures in

the Muryammadan Faith, they therefore determined that if one died

~hey. should, after the fashion of the fire-worshippers, have a window

\l1 hl.s tomb facing the sun (East). For if the light of the Great

Lummary-which is a Divine Light and the source of all other lights

does not shine on him, he would not attain Salvation. Some wicked

persons ~anted to do this with His Holiness (Sul~an Khwaja), but as

the AlmIghty God protects the (Naqshbandi) Order, no one was able

to carry it out. He was carried to the grave and buried according

to the rules of the Sunnat.

. In these pages something has been said on the subject (of Divine

Faith or Din-i-Ilahi) wherever it was appropriate, but this has always

been done with reserve. Here we propose to allow our pen full license,

and let it rush over the pages at full gallop. Emperor Akbar

from his early youth was fond of, nay enamoured of Indian customs

and institutions, either because of a natural inclination or from motives

of policy. For example, he let his hair grow, and when after a long

time he wanted to shave, he remarked that he had adopted the other

practice with a view to conciliating the natives of India, but as this

was no longer necessary he was going to shave. Although he laboured

to exalt the 'Ulemas and the chief Shaikhs, and made current the

tenets of Islam, yet as a result of his broad-mindedness and toleration

It has not been possible to identify the work Thamardt-ul-Qudus by
La'l Beg. A La'l Beg is mentioned in Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 363, but ne
indication is given that he was the author of such a biographical work.

113
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he sat with the Brahmans and Yogis, and adopted their invocations

and practices. Later, when he was charged with impiet: a.nd infide

lity, he, in order to blind the common' people, deemed It rtght .to do

something in accordance with the tenets of the Faith. ~ccordmgl~,
he announced his intention of going on a pilgrimage, appomted a Mlr

tIaj every year, and also celebrated the birthday of the. Prophet-May

the peace of God be on him and his family! And m the 2~rd year

in imitation of the Prophet, and of the Caliphs and the Pnnces of

Islam he himself took up the post of the preacher, and ascended. the

pulpit in the Jama' Mosque of Fatl:pur. As he was not acquamted

with Arabic, or for some other reason, he recited these lines composed

by Shaikh Fai4i by way of a sermon:-

Verses

The Lord has bestowed on me the Sovereignty,

And has given me a wise l:eart and a strong arm,

He has guided me in equity and in justice;

And removed from my thoughts every thing but equity;

His description surpasses human understanding;

Great is His power, Allahu Akbar\

Some historians have stated that when he entered the pulpit, he

d d bl d d that I'll gr'eat agitation he closed· thestammere an trem e ,an '
Friday prayers by reciting the above verses. He wanted to introduce,

innovations in all affairs and also desired to make current novel

ractices in reliCTious observances, but as he realised that the introduc
po.
tion of principles different from the Shari'at laws mIght upset tran-

quillity and harmony in public affairs, at the suggestion of th~ l~arn~d
'Ulemas who knew his disposition, and whose head was Ghazi [Chan

Badakhshi, they all agreed in the 24th year, 977 A.H. (15 69 A.D.)

1 For this account sec Akbamama, Text, III, pp. 270, 271. See also

Badiiyimi's account in MUlltakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Lowe's t~anslation, II, pp.

2, 76, 277 on which apparently the next paragraph of the note IS based.

1 -

to the decree that the rank of a just sovereign was higher than that

of a Mujtahid (Spiritual Director), and that the reigning Caliph

(i.e. Akbar) was just, pio.us and virtuous. A document was drawn up

and attested by several learned men to the effect that whatever

Emperor Akbar ruled in disputed points should be regarded as Divine,

and that the submission thereto was incumbent on all men1. Accor

dingly, this has been described in the notice2 of the Sadr Shaikh
'Abdul Nabi. . -

As Emperor Akbar developed an earnest desi~e to investigate the

various faiths and religions of mankind, it was not long before the

royal assembly had in it representatives of all faiths and religions.

The learned of all religions gathered there, and toleration and for

bearance were extended to all of them. Each one of them expounded

the tenets of his faith without fear of persecution, and the good and

bad points of each were freely discussed. Everyone reviled and

abused the religions of other people. The Jew, the Nazarene, the

Sunni, the Shi'a, the Fire-worshippers, the Brahmans and the Mu~a

mmadans disputed with one another. And-God forgive us-they

even spoke disparagingly and disrespectfully of the great prophets and

Imams. The altercations developed to such an extent that the

'Ulemas and theologians of Islam fell out among themselves and

accused one another 01" infidelity. tIakim Filsfi said that there were

wise men in all religions, and why should one be preferred to another.

One should obey the great Spirit of Reason-which is the ruler and

arbiter between the good and the bad-and should not give heed to

fantastic stories. The house of tradition had decayed. A Zoroastrian

Ardsher waS sent for from Iran, and he brought fire with him.

Emperor Akbar regarded it as the Divine Fire, and entrusted its charge

to Abul Fa41. He was to look after it according to the practice in

For the text of this document see Badayuni, Lowe's translation, II,
pp. 2,78-280. This happened in 987 A.H. and not 977 A.H. as is wrongly

stated in the text.

2 II-latithir-ul-Umara, Text; II, pp. 560-564; Beveridge's translation, I,

pp, 4 1-44.
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the fire-temples of Iran. An order was abo sent to Adar (Adhar)

Kaivan, who was the head of the fire-worshippers of Persia. He

excused himself, but sent a book composed by himself, which con

tained praises of angels and the constellations, and also comprised

rules and observances. It was divided into fourteen chapters. Every

line of it was pure Persian, but by changing the diacritical marks it

became Arabic, and when these were inverted they became Turkish

and when the vowels were altered, it became
1

Hindi (Sanskrit).

Shaikh Abul Fagl used to say that this book was superior to Qur'an.

No weight whatsoever was attached to the sciences of the Law and

the Traditions. Men devoted themselves to philosophy, mathe

matics, medicine, astronomy, poetry, and histbry. Orders were issued

to the provinces to restrain the laity from (religious?) studies.

They were to pay reverence to the Great Luminary, which is the

benefactor of the .Shamasiyan, who believe in the spiritual and

physical benefits thereof (?) and regard the' offering of thanks to it

as a spiritual and material bliss. At the instigation of Raja Birbal

Emperor Akbar regularly repeated invocations to and names of the

Sun in Hindi and Persian, and he regarded the time of transit of the

Sun from one sign to another, and especially its transit into Aries as

auspicious. In the same manner regarding the combinations of other

wandering stars-which receive their light from the Sun-as auspi

cious and harbingers of good fortune at specific times, he established

fourteen festivalsZ in the year. On the recommendation of Amir

Fa~h Ullah Shirazi,3 the most learned man of the age, he abandoned

1 Dabistan, p. 410, on which this account of Kaivan's work is based.

Apparently the meaning is that when the letters or vowel points were changed,

the Turkish became Hindi.
2 For a detailed account see Akbarniima, Text, II, pp. 10- 1 3; Beveridge's

translation, II, pp. 19-24. In this list; only 13 festivals are given, but Badayuni's
account on which Maathir's notice is based has fourteen, see Lowe's translation,

Of. cit., p. 316.
3 Maiithir-ul-Umarii, Text, I. pp. IOO-IOS; Beveridge's translation, I. pp.

543-546, rhe Ilahi Era was. introduced in 992 A.H, (1584 A.D.) "its firSt

, .

f!

the Arabian calendar (I;Iijri Era) and adopted the solar year and

months after the Iranian fashion. He forbade the slaughter of cattle, and

as there were Qtif/is for the disposal of cases among the Mu~ammadans.

learned Brahmans were appointed to settle the cases of the Hindus.

As every order issued by him was by way of distinction headed

with the ::itle of lltihi (Divine), he gathered the cream of all religions

and systems, and designated the result as Din-i-lltihi (Divine Faith).

A number of recluses and men of the world adopted this religion,

and said strange things. They also stated that this collecting and

selecting was a Divine work. This erring faction called Akbar

"God's Vicar" and gave out that it had been ordained that they

should say, "There is no God but Allah, and Akbar is the Vicar of

Allah."

. It is related that when on the eve of Sunday, 5th Rajab 1 949

A.H. (15th October, 1542 A.D.), Akbar was born at Amarkot, one

of the wise men saw in a vision that the Universal Reason ('Aq/kull)
came down with Universal Sense (Nafas kull), and after moulding a

form, which was composed of the excellences of the four elements

made it over to Emperor Humayun. Thus it is written in the star;

of Alanqawa2 that some were inspired in a dream, and that the Lord

oE Humanity-who is called in Turkish Kush Khan-came to her

spiritually, and that without copulation she by the Holy spirit became

year being the year of Emperor's accession, viz., nine hundred and sixty

three"-vide Badayuni Lowe's translation, op. cit., p. 316.

This is the date according to Abul Fa41, see A kbarnama, Text, I, p.

18; Beveridge's translation, I, p 54. In the regard to the controversy regarding
the name of the place Amu'kot and the date of Akbar's birth see Vincent

Smith, Akbar, the Great Mogul, p. 14 (1919) and Indian Antiquary, XLIV,

pp. 234-244 (1915), and B. Dc's translation of Tabaqiit-i-Akbari, II, p. 88,
footnote 2 and pp. 89, 90, footnote 4. Also see Hidayat Hosain's edition of

T adhkira-i-Hllmlyim w;i Akbar of Bayazid Biyat, p. 46, note 2.

2 For Alanqawa's story see Akb4rniirrp, Text, I, p. 12; Beveridge's

translation, I, p. 37, note 2,
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pregnant. Accordingly, all the sons of Biizunjar Qaan 1 who are

called Nairiin,2 were procreated from angles.

The I1ahi Sect have stated that Emperor Akbar had the power of

quitting his body, and that on one occasion he in the night watches

pttssed beyond the heavens in a spiritual body, and that his spirit

became commingled with the Wa~id Akbar-The Great absolute one

a phrase which in their language means the Divine Person. God said:

"Between Me and others Gabriel is the intermediary, between Me and

thee there is no one," and He bade him put an end to the disputes of

the world. Akbar said that he could not accomplish this without in

flicting punishment, an.d that this he could not inflict, but that he

would be a guide as far as he could be means of gentleness and tender

ness. Then God said, "Thou art the exponent of my love, others are

the exponents of my wrath." And numerous examples of such non

sense and absurdities have been made current. Most of them were

Yogis and Sanyasis, and some Muhammadans, who affected a

change in their ways. They adopted him as their leader and called

him the Jagat Guru, and the miracles stated to have been performed by

the Emperor Akbar were considered by them as the demonstrations

(Burhan) of his power.

Shaikh 'Allami has related in his history that in the 8th month

after Akbar's birth fiji Anaga was suckling him. She appeared sad and

depressed owing to the opposition of Maham Anaga and ::everal others.

At this time when no one was present, Akbar spoke soothingly

to her, and gave her joyful news; he, however, charged her not

to tell the secret to anyone. Jiji Anaga remained in state of great

exultation, but told no one. At last, one day when Emperor Akbar

was hunting at Delhi, and was in the neighbourhood of Palam, a huge

snake appeared in his path. Without hesitation, Akbar seized it by

the tail and overpowered it. Yiisuf Mu~ammad Khan Koka came and

told the marvel to his mother Ji ji Anaga. She revealed what she had

Op. cit., Text, p. 67; translation, pp. 183, 184. On p. 37, in note
2 his name is given as Budantsar Mong Khan.

7 Op. cit., Text, p. 72, translation, p. 192 •

+ -

kept secret, and said that it was no wonder if one who had performed

a Messiah-like miracle in his infancy should perform a Moses-like

niarvel in his full age. The Shaikh adds that while he heard these

stories from other people, these were also confirmed by me from that
chaste lady (Iiji Anaga)l herself. .

It is also related in the Dabistan 2 that the author had been told

by Mirza Shah Mu~ammad Khan known as Ghaznin Khan son of

Shah Beg Khan Khan Dauran that he had asked Mirza ~ziz Koka

~bout what had been said regarding Akbar having spoken (in his

tnfancy). The Mirza replied that his mother used to say that the

story was true. And Shaikh 'Allami has stated: "Why shall radiance

of the light of grandeur and magnificence be not patent in the

i~lustrious for~head of Emperor Akbar which is the repository of the

light of sovereignty and the storehouse of the treasure of Divine Power.

This very Light was reflected in the victories of Babur, and became

resplendent in the remarkable conquests of ~a~ib Qiran (Timiir). It
was the sam~ light which sparkled in the princely pearls developed in

~he Oysters m Alanqawa's Ocean of chastity. A~hur Khan flourished

tn the resplendence of the same light. The same Light has shed its

lustre in vary ing degrees from Adam to N iil:. It is not possible for

anyone to detail the miraculous properties and influences of this

~on~erful ligh~. "All cannot distinguish it, nor are they able to probe

mto Its mystenes . It should, however, be evident that if an attribute

were universally present, all descendants would inherit it from their

ancestors. But the unique faculty and attribute recorded by the

Shaikh is another matter. May God protect us!

It i~ stated in the Dabistan that in the year 1000 A.H. (159 1'9 2

A.D.) It was brought to Emperor Akbar's notice by Alhian that one

. This accoun.t of miraculous manifestations by Akbar during his infancy
and 111 later year IS taken almost verbatim from Akbarnama, Text, 1. pp. 186
188; Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 384-386.

. 2 Dabistan, p. 390. The author states that he heard the story at Lahore
111 1053 A.H. (1643 A.D.) from Ghaznin ~an. For Ghaznin Khan see in the
account of his father Shah Beg !'ilian Aghllll Maathir-ul-Umarti, T;xt, II, p. 645.



Muntakhab-ut- T awarikh, II, Lowe's translation,
. 5 I have not found this passage in Dabistan.
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See Hughes Dictionary of Islam, p. 8 where he is described as "An

implacable adversary of Muhammad",

Toqbai-who was one of the Chief servants of Khan A'~am-that

when novelties (in religious practices) were promulgated and vain

foundations made current, the Mirza out of religious bigotry departed

from Gujarat for Ka' ba in 100. A.H. (1593 A.D.). In 1002 A.H.

(1594 A.D.) he offered his homage at Lahore and embraced the Divine

Faith. The reason for this was that one night in the Ka' ba he saw

in a vision that the Apostle said, "The Ka'ba is the husk, and Akbar

the kernel. This is a house and he is the householder". Still he

did not propose to return (to India). It happened that one night he

beheld in a vision that He (? the Apostle) said to him, "You will not

depart with honour." The Sharifs started behaving badly to him,

and so he was obliged to return and to adopt what he had fled from.

Hence it is that Badayuni has said, "The going of Mirza was good,

but his coming back was not so." An amusing story is told of him

to the effect that after Emperor Akbar's death he spoke lightly of

him. When they questioned him about it he said, "There is no

doubt about Akbar's greatness, but I am Akbar's Abu JahF (Advo
catus diaboli)."

Finally when the Alhis became too obstreperous, Emperor Akbar

confined himself to instructing some special persons. The confusion

of faith consisted in acknowledging one God and in honouring those

near him, such as the angels and the planets, abstaining from injuring

living things of all types, and from evil, and the behaving without

bigotry to all sects. The highest point was to be loyal to their bene

factor to the extent of sacrificing four things, Property, Life, Honour

and Religion. Dhulfiqar Ardistani whose nom-de-plume is Mubad

has mentioned in his Dabistan several of the tenets of this religion.

His bo(\k is a collection of the doctrines of the Hindus, the Magis

and of the sects of Islam. Though at the present day no one avowedly

belongs to this religion, and also in Akbar's time no one except certain

privileged persons were instructed in it, Khan Khanan Mirza 'Abdur

u/-Umara]tMaathir~Sul~an Khwaja Naqshbandi

1 See Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 285-290, translation antea, pp.
8II-8x6. 2 According to Abjad.

3 A Persian poet of the fifth century of f:Iijra. See Blochmann's transla
tion of ;['in, I (2nd edn.) p. 199, note 2; a translation of the quatrain referred

to is also given on the same page. Perhaps f:Iakim Firuz is the Firiiza Kabuli of

Badayiini, op. cit., p. 186.
4 Based on Badayiini

P·295·

thousand years of the I:lijri Era had expired, and that like Shah Isma'il

~afavi he should now extirpate his opponents by strong measures. He

replied that he was working for tranquillity, and hoped that his prin

ciples would be generally accepted by men's goodwill, and that they

would not by force and fear of sword be coerced into acceptin g Din i

1lahi. Mir Sharif Amuli! brought forward proofs from the writings

of Mal}mud Khan showing that in the year 990 A.H. (1582 A.D.) a

person (Shakhs) would arise who would introduce the true religion.

He interpreted this to mean Akbar, for Shakhs 2
is equal to 99°·

I:lakim Firiiz-ud~Din recited this quotation of Na~ir Khusrau
3

•

Quatrain

In 999 according to the decree of Fate
The Stars from all directions shall meet together

In the year of Leo, the month of Leo, and the day of Leo,

The Lion of God will stand forth from behind the curtain.

He also said that when he saw Na~ir Khusrau in a vision, he

asked him who the Lion of God was? He replied: Jalal-ud-Din

Mu1}ammad Akbar. Khwaja Maulana of Shiraz, the Divine (Tafardan)
brought a pamphlet by some Sharifs from Mecca to th~ effect that

according to true traditions seven thousand years of the world's existence

had passed, and now was the time for the appearance of the promised

Mahdi4.. He also said that he saw in a vision the Prophet of God

standing in the Ka'ba while Jalal-ud-Din was sitting there. He asked

the reason and was told that it was now his (Akbar's) turn, and that

the Lord of the Age and Master of Laws was Jalal-ul-Akbar. The

author of the Dabist11n Mubadi also says5 that he heard from A1}mad



Verse

W~en a statement is well supported by argument,

It IS unfortunate, if you do not listen to it.

The. favo~r shown to the Iranians, most of whom belonged to that

sect (5.hla'), mcreased the suspicion, and the favour extended to the

Tiiramans as a matter of routine remained hidden to the bigoted eyes

that recent creat b l' d ., ' utes e ongmg to a ependent eXlstence and of feeble
mtellect should ascribe to tl 1 l' D'" ? A1emse ves a sure 111 IV111lty. nd mem-
bers of the leaders of hu . 1 bId .manlty-w 10 y t 10usan s of miracles have

e~pounded the prophetic office-have come into the world. Have

tlme,s changed and cycles elapsed that an opinion like this should be
chetlshed and generally acc 't d d h d f .. er~ e ,an t e ust 0 unbelief be not yet

laid. How .coul~ such a notion find a place in my mind." Another

set of them ll11agltled that the Prince of Horizons regarded with dis

favour the. MuJ.:ammadan religion. The sole evidence for this was

that the wise s~vereign, out of tolerant disposition, general benevolence

and all-embrac1l1g majesty received all classes of mankind with affec

tIOn In regard to religious matters and spiritual doctrines he

searche~ for evidence from the sages of all religions and the ascetics

of all faIths. Above all, at the time when the Christian philosophers

as~ailed the orthodox (l\1uttafiqqhan) of the day in the sublime assem

bh~s, people .became very suspicious (regarding Akbar's religious

bel~efs). . ThiS ~as. in spite of the fact that the honour and respect

which thiS appreciative personality always extended to the family of

the Prophet had rarely been found in the case of other monarchs.

Man~ of the 5aiyids had been raised to high offices. Nor did he

permit that any member of thiS family should lay his head on the

holy feet, or rub his forehead on the threshold of fortune. Another

set accused that candid believer of 5hl' 'al' om Th fbI'. ~ - e cause 0 sturn mg
of this. set was that in the sublime assem blies the arguments of two

sects, lik~ those of other sects, were discussed; and the wise Emperor

from eqUity and truth selected without any bias what was preferable.

Sul~an J(hwaja N aqshbandi

RaJ.:im sought an interview and vehemently urging said, "1 too am

an Ilahi slave." The Emperor assented and on the eve of the 'Ashii

ral (loth MuJ.:arram) gave him the loving Cup. He also one day

said to Mir ~adr jahan Mufti2
, "In your heart is the thought 'There is

MuJ.:am~nadanism in the religion which the Sovereign is introducing?

why don't you therefore adopt the 11ahi religion"? ~adr Jahan fell

at his feet, and said, "For three days 1 bad this thought, but 1 men

tioned it to no one. For if he is the true exponent of the Sun, he

will speak of his own accord. God be praised that this has happened."

With his two sons he embraced the Divine Religion. Now-a-days

the religion has been forgotten in this part of the world, for which

God be praised! Shaikh' Allami has written at length on the subject

in the Akbarnama3 ; a summary of it is given here. One group of

people charged that Unique of God's servants, who is the glory of this

race, with claiming the Godhead. Apparently they were led into the

error by the circumstances that some of the leaders of the concord

who were of the school of Na~ir, and had the enthusiasm of I:Iusain

son of 'Mansur-recognized and spoke of the Khediv of spirituality

as the "witness of God" (Mai?har-i-lfaqq). The occupant of the

throne of Fortune in view of the principle of "Peace with all" (~ulu~
kul0 did not in any way rebuke the idle talkers and the distracted

individuals. Some of them conjectured that the Prince of the age had

the desire of claiming to be the prophet of the incomparable Deity.

The proof of this imagination was that the Shahinshah was always

introducing noble laws, and pointing out the discrepancies in the

doubtful statements of the ancients. When the fact of the foolish

talk of these two factions came to the Emperor's hearing, he said

repeatedly, "How could it enter the narrow thoughts of the ignorant

1 See Hughes Dictionary of Islam, p. 25 for Ashura. It is the loth

day of Multarram, and is observed as a voluntary day of fasting.
2 For ~adr Jahan see Badayuni, Text, III, pp. 14 1 , I 42 ; Haig's translation,

III, pp. 198-20°, and note 3 on p. 198.
3 The following account is extracted almost verbatim from Akbarnama,

Text, III, pp. 271-273; Beveridge's translation, III, PP·397-4°o,

, '
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of that set. Another faction reproached the Caravan-leader of the

God-knowing with being of the Brahman (Hindu) religion. The

ground for this improper ~otion was that this experienced monarch

as a result of his very tolerant and catholic nature had received Hindu

sages into his intimacy, and for political and administrative reasons

increased the ranks of Hindus and for the good of the country had

shown them kindness. Three things supported the gossips of the

evil minded: (i) For the increase of knowledge sages of all religions

were allowed in the royal assemblies, and as each religion has some

good in it, each received some praise. Out of a spirit of justice the

bad practices of any sect could not weave a veil over its merits. (ii)

The dictum of "Peace with All" was honoured at the court of the

Caliphate, and different tribes of mankind of various natures gained

spiritual and material success. (iii) The evil nature and crooked ways

of the base ones of the Age. So ends the narrative.
It will be clear to the judicious that whatever is written above is

taken from the writings of the Shaikh. He lays great stres on the

fact that the root cause of that breadth of religious opinions and of

the maxim of "Peace with All" was that all classes of mankind (lit.
the humid and the dry) might be treated with forbearance. Good

God! The management of worldly affairs-which are not eternal-is

regarded of such importance that no individual can venture to have

an independent opinion (i.e. different from that of the Emperor). In

the affairs of Faith, which are of greater consequence, dissembling

and connivance have no other foundation than l~vity and indiffer-

ence l
•

(MIRZA SULTAN ~AFAVI

(Vol. III, pp. 581-583)'

He was the younger brother of M- -
the son-in-law of Islam Kh- M I ~rza Naudhar

l

of Qandahar and
an as lhach 2 Wh d·

Emperor Shah Jaha I -I .' en unng the reign of
. n, t le atter was appo111ted G . f
111 the Deccan Mirza S I _ overnor 0 the provinces

, u tan was promoted t h k
with 4

00
horse and . . h . 0 t e ran of 1,000 foot

, sent Wit the said Kh- Af
Islam Khan he returned t h C 1 _an.. ter the death of
. 0 t e ourt, ana was g fi db'
111 his rank. In the 2 th e . ~atl e y an 111crease
Ka:m h" 4 . Y ar, he, 111 successIOn to 111rza Murad

IS COUS111, was appo111ted Q- b- - (K
served in this post fl' ur egt eeper of the Arsenal), and

M

or a ong time. When in the h P .
uhammad Auran z-b B I-d 3

0t
year nnce. g I ala ur wa d d h'and t d' s epute to c astlse 'Adil Sh-h

a evastate hiS d acountry. an an auxiIiary
the command of MU'a Kh- _ army was sent under

~~am an Mu' Jumla M- - S 1-
promoted to the ra k

3
f'- . ' Irza u ~an was also

. n 0 3,000 foot With I 5 h d d
With the forces WI I' ,00 orse, an eputed

. len, at t le 11lstance of Da:r- Sh'k-I ..
army returned the M- _ h a I 01, the auxiltary

, Irza-w 0 through the f f .
(Aurangzib) had de I d . avours 0 the Pnnce

ve ope S111cere bonds of . f . .
leave him but stayed b k' A _ _ service or him-did not
. ac 111 urangabad WI b

time the march to UI d' . len a out the same
. pper n la was arranged

necesSIty, Prince :tv1uh d M as a matter of urgent
. amina u'azzam . .

the Deccan and A r -b .. . . was app01l1ted Governor of

f

.' u angzl ralsll1g the rank of the M- -
oot With 2,000 horse b . Irza to 4,000y an 111crease of I 00 f . h

sent him back from Phulh- _ A _ _ ' a oot Wit 5
00

horse,
en to urangabad 4 I

prince. Afterwards wh h fl _ to serve oyally with the
en t e ag of 'Ala -, f

the sky of the Khitf d h mglr s ortune rose from
_ a at, an t e thorn or th .

so that the small and gre fl . h d .e enemies was uprooted,
at ouns e under Its shelter, Mirza Sul~an

.... J.l

Sul~an Khwaja Naqshbandi

~l

",)./, ul-Umarii] Sultan Safavi. .

I,Prashad's translation,Beveridge &

See Maathir-ul-Umara T III3
88

. 3
8

9. ' ext, , pp. 555-557; translation antetl, pp.

2 Op. cit., pp. 162-167,

pp. 694-696.

3 '~mal ~alil:, III, P·236.
4 'Alamgirnama, p 46.

Apparently the author as a strict Muhammadan could not look with

favour on toleration in religious observances, and regarded it as the result of

laxity and indifference.
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hastened to the Court form the Deccan, and did homage
l

• In the

9th year, he was granted an increase of 1,000 horse in his rank, and

was appointed 2 to accompany Prince Mul}ammad MlI.'a~~am,. who,

on receipt of the news that Shah 'Abbas, II w~s comlllg to 1I1vade

India, was hurriedly sent to Kabul. The prince ha~ not yet .left

Lahore when news was received that the Shah of Iran had died of qulO~y

(Khtmaq). In the beginning of the 10th year the ~h~n returne~ 111

- l' d d'd 1 3 At this time the prlOceattendance on t 1e prl11ce an I 10mage.
was appointed to the government of the Deccan-which indeed was

his appanage, and from where he had come to the .Court in the en~ of

the 8th year in obedience to summons. At the time the Deccan l1~d

been given to the charge of Raja Jai Singh, who was engaged 10

chastising 'Adil Shah, and who was asked as hitherto to carryon the

M - - S 1 - d robe of honour, andgovernment. Irza u ~an was grante a .
permitted to go to his assignment in order that after settll11~ the

. diD 've4 with the prince.affairs the're he lmght procee to t 1e eccan to seI .
He spent a long time there. The year of his deat~1 IS. not record~d,
but he probably died in the Deccan, for his tomb IS situated outSide

Aurangabad loear Jaisinghpura on the road to the fort of Daul_atabad.

H ' 1\,f- - S dr ud Din Muhammad5 Khan Bakhshl whoseIS son was lYllrza . a - - . -

account has been written separately.

(RAJA) SORAJ MAL

(Vol. II, pp. 176-179)'

to 4,000 with 2,500 horse, and he was honoured with the gift of a

flag and a drum 1
• He was deputed 2 against Na~.hr Mu1}ammad

Khan-who had advanced with an army on Kabul-with Mahabat

Khan Khan Khanan. As Nadhr Mu1}ammad Khan had retreated

from that territory before their arrival, they also, in accordance with

orders, returned. Later he proceeded 3 with' Abdullah Khan Bahiidur

to punish Jujhar Singh, who because of some groundless suspicion

had fled from the Court. In the 2nd year he was deputed against

Khan Jahan Lodi' who had left Akbarabad (Agr.1) through the currency

of some baseless whispers. In the 3rd year he was granted an increase

of 500 horse, and sent4 with Shayista Khan in one of the three armies

which were appointed to devastate the territory of the Ni~am-t11-Mulk.

In the battle near Bir, when A'~am Khan attacked Khan Jahan Lodi,

he rendered good service. In the 4th year of the reign, correspond

ing to 1040 A.H., 1630-31 A.D., he died. The Emperor promoted

his son Karan to the rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse, and granted

him the liigir of his homeland Bikani'r with the title of Rio. Satr

Sal another son had the rank of 500 with 200 horse5 • A separate

biography 6 of Rao Karan has been given.

Rio Sur Bhurtiya [Maathir-

(', -

ul-Umara] Suraj Mal

RAG SOR BHORTIYA

(Vol. II, pp. 211-212).

H 1 f R-a-t R-a-I Singh/Rathor the Zamindiir of Bikanir.e was t 1e son 0 '
By the end of the reign of Emperor Jahangir he had been promoted to

the rank of 3,000 with 2,000 horse. In the 1St year of Emperor

Shah Jahan's reign when he came to do homage, his rank was advanced

This was in the 5th year of the reign, see 'Alamgirnama, p. 873·

2 Op. cit., p. 976. 3 Op. cit., p. 1°31. 4 Op..cit., p. 1~38:
5 His name in the account is Mirza Shah Nawaz !ihan ~a£avl, see Maathlr

ul.Umara, Text, III, pp. 692.694; translation antea, pp. ?72, 773·
6 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 148'154; translatIOn antea, pp. 566'571.

+ .

~\\
~.,

He was the eldest son of Raja f Basu. As his unseemly behaviour

and turbulent nature brought about a rupture between the son and

the father, the Raja, owing to a suspicion which was strengthened by

Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 120.

2 Op. cit., p.212. 3 Op. cit., p. 242.
4 Op. cit., pp. 295,296.

5 His death, and the ranks and jagirs granted to his sons are recorded in
the same work. op. cit., p. 398.

6 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 287-291; Beveridge & Prashad's
translation, I, pp. 764-766.

7 il1aa!f!.ir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 157-160; Beveridge's translation,!, pp.

392 -394.
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Siiraj Mal ul-Umara] Suraj Mal

his improper actIOnS, at last put him in prison. On his father's

death-as there was no other worthy son among the progeny

Emperor Jahangir for the sake of the management of the Zamindiiri

and the guarding of that territory, granted him the title of Raja and

the rank of 2,000, and bestowed on him-without his having to share

these with any other relations-the estates of the entire Zamindiiri

and the treasures and goods which his father had accumulated over

a period of manyl years. He was deputed
2

with Murta4a Khan

Shaikh Farid who was appointed to capture the Kangra fort. When

through the Shaikh's exertions the garrison were hard pressed, and

Siiraj Mal saw that victory was at hand, he adopted a non-cooperative

and obstructive attitude and started intrigues and strifes with the

men of the said Khan. Murta4a Khan reported to the Court that

signs of rebeliiousness and bad will were apparent from the behaviour

of Siiraj Mal. As the presence of a capable leader such as Murta4a

Khan with a large force in that hilly area would not permit of the

success of Suraj Mal's plans of disorder and sedition, he wrote to

Prince Shah Jahan to the effect that Murta4a Khan at the instigations

of selfish persons was not on good terms with him, and was seeking

to discredit him by accusing him of various offences including sedition.

He, therefore, prayed that in order to save the unfortunate servant

from destruction and to pteserve him, he might be recalled to the

Court. About the same time, in the beginning of the I I th year,

Murta4a Khan died, and the conquest of the fort was delayed. Siiraj

Mal was summoned 3 in accord:ll1ce with the recommendation of the

prince, and was received with favour. About the same time he was

deputed4 under the said prince to the Deccan expedition, and on his

return from there he as a result of various influences was appointed
5

Caretaker for the conquest of Kangra. Though his re-appointment

Tiizuk-i-Jahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation), II, pp. 54, 55·

2 Op. cit., I, p. 283.
3 Op. cit., p. 311, but his name is misprinted as Siiraj Singh.
4 Op. cit., p. 337. 5 Op. cit., pp, 388,389,

to t~lat hill country was an injudicious and careless decision, yet as that

affair had been assigned to the prince, the latter sent him there under

the comman~ of h.is own Bakhsht Shah Quit Khan Mul,1ammad Taqi.

As soon as hiS deSire was achieved, he started to O"ive trouble to Sh-I

Q
t KI _ b a1

u 1 _-?a~, and. sent a representation to the prince stating that he

found It ImpOSSIble to get on with the commander, and that the

latter would not be able to achieve success. If another commander

was nominated in his place, the fort would be easl'ly c d, onquere .

Consequently Shah Quli Khan was recalled to the Court al d R-',
B'k ,1 ap

I. ramajitl-who was a leading officer of the realm-was sent there

with a fresh force.
, Siiraj Mal taking advantlge of the interval upto the time of

atrlval of the Raja, at first gave leave to large numbers of imperial

servants on the ground that their equipment as a result of 10nO" service

ha~ become useless, and that they should therefore hurry back
b

to their

assignment, and till the arrival of the Raja re-equip themselves Then

h.e showed open signs of rebellion and extended the hand of oppres

sion.. He attac~ed many o~ the Parganas of the Daman-i-Koh (valley)

-which were 111 the asslO"nment of I'tim:td-ud-Daula-l d I. b ,. 1, an too (

pos~ess~on of whatever c.a~h. and goods he could find there. Saiyid

~afl Barah and other auxillanes-who in spite of having been O"t<ll1ted

leav~ had not yet left for their !iigirs-stood firm together wi~h their

relatIOnS, and were martyred. Some were wounded and others found

safety in flight 2
•

When in the end of the 13th year Raja Bikramajit arrived in that

tcrrit~ry, that unscrupulous diplomat (Suraj Mal) sought to spin out

the tune by flattery and vulpine tricks. The Raja, who was full

cog"i"nt of the true. po'ition, p,id no hood to his tolks 'nd b"vd;
went forward. Sura) Mal because of ill luck and not being able to

solve the weighty problem, very courageously and bravely started to

Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation), II, pp. 25,26, and

55,56,
2 Op. cit., PP' 56,57.
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Akbarnama, II, Beveridge's translation, p. 518.

2 See Akbarnama, III, pp. I 13,114 for a more detailed account, see also

p. 155·
3 Op. cit., pp. 224,225 and 237,238.
4 Op. cit., p. 466.
SOp. cit., p. 921, note 2 where the date of his birth is given as 5th

January, 1592, and it is stated that he was born at Lahore.

6 Op, cit., p, 985.

Maldea was tbe 16th descendant. After his death Chandar Sen his
younger son became his successor. In the 15th year of Emperor
Akbar's reign, the Emperor came to Ajmir, and after performing a
pilgrimage to the shrine (of Mu'in-ud-Din Chishti), he went off
to Nagar, and concentrated his attention on the settlement of that
territory. ChanJar Sen waited upon him! there. In the 19th year
when his rebellious intentions were reported, a number of officers were
sent against him. Kala, his brother's son, who was in the city of
Sojat, being harassed by the pursuing force submitted, and joined the
imperial forces. When the royal army after the conquest of Mahe
swara engaged in the siege of Siwana2

, another army was detailed to
chastise Chandar Sen; he, however, retreated into the hilly country.
In the 2 I st year, Kala, his brother's son, collected a force, and streng
thened the fort of Wankur. Shahbaz Khan Kambii attacked and
captured the fort 3

• In the 25th year, when Chandar Sen stirred up
strife, he was defeated by Payanda Khan Mugbal, who with other
fief-holders had been appointed to chastise4 him. But Udai Singh
alias the Mota Raja put the ring of servitude in his ear, and gave his
daughter Manmati in marriage to Sul~an Salim; Sul~an Khurram
(Shah Jahan) was her5 child. After that Udai Singh was greatly in
royal favour, and was exalted by the grant as Jag,r of his homeland,
the territory of Jodhpur. In the 23rd year, he went with ~adiq Khan
to chastise Raja Madhukar Bundela. In the 28th year he was deputed
with Bairam Khan's son Mirza Khan to settle Gujarat and put down
Mupffar Khan Gujarati. In the 38th year he was appointed6 to
chastise the Zamindar of Sirohi. In the 40th year he died. He had

Suraj Singh Rathorul-Umara]

~ .

"

Suraj Singh Riithor

Op. cit., PP.74,75·
2 See Blochmann's translation of A~in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 474, 475.

(RAJA) SORAJ SINGH RATHOR

(Vol. II, pp. 179-183)'

He was a son of Udai Singh 2 alias the Mota (fat) Raja, son of
Miildeo Zamindar of Miirwar. Marwar is a district of the province
of Ajmer; it is 100 kos long and 60 broad, and the Sarkars Ajmir,
Jodhpur, Sirohi, Nagor, and Bikanir are included in it. The Rii was
one of the influential Rajas of India, and was famed for the number
of his troops and their equipment. It is stated that when MU'izz-ud
Din Sam after disposing of Pithora went to fight with Jai Chand, the
Raja of Qannauj, the latter took to flight, but was drowned in the
Ganges which was in flood. His descendants fell on evil times.
Sahiya, his brother's son was in Shamsabiid, and he too with many
others went to annihilation. Three sons of his Sutik, Asothiima and
Uchcha went off to Gujarat, and rested for a while in Pali near Sojat.
At the time people of the Mina tribe came to plunder the inhabitants
who were Brahmans, the sons came forward, fought bravely and
defeated the Minas. The Brahmans converted them, and washed off
the dust of distress. When they had collected materials, they took
possession, by their expeditious movement, of the country of Kher
from the Gohal tribe. Sutik separated and captured Idar from the
Minas, while Dchcha went to Baglana and took that territory from the
Kolis; their progeny settled down in these areas. Asothama remained
10 Marwar, and his descendants gradually rose to importance. Rai

fight. In a short struggle large numbers of his men were killed and
he took to flight. The forts of Mau' and Mahri on whose impregna
bility he had relied were reduced without much trouble, and the
territory which he had inherited from his ancestors was taken possession
of by the imperial forces. In his wretched flight he sought shelter
in ravines which were difficult of access, and lived dishonoured and
discredited1. In this state of vagrancy he died and went to hell.



SUraj Singh Rathor ul-Umarii] Surjan Hara

Op. cit .• p. lI99.

I, pp. 140,141.

2 Op. cit., p. 1043.

It is stated that there "was some fighting

attained the rank of 1,000. Four of his wives burnt themselves with
his corpse l • After his death his son SUraj Singh was appointed to a

suitable rank.
When Prince Murad was appointed Governor of Gujarat, Suraj

Singh also was detailed2 there. In the 42nd year, when most of the
Gujarat fief-holders, accompanied Prince Murad to the Deccan, and
Bahadur, the eldest son of Mu~affar Gujarati, collecting a number of
vagabonds, attacked a number of towns and villages, Suraj Singh start~

ed from Al).mada:ba:d to fight. Both drew up their forces, but Bahadur
lost courage, and fled without3 fighting. When on Prince Murad's
death, Prince Daniyal was appointed to the Deccan, Suraj Singh was
nominated to accompany him. In the 45th year he was sent4 by the
prince with Daulat Khan Lodi to punish Ra:ju Deccani. In the 47 th

year he accompanied Khan Khanan 'Abdur Ra9im to chastise Khuda
wand Khan the Abyssinian, who was creating a disturbance in Pathri
and Palam5

• As he rendered good service there, in the 48th year
he, on the recommendations of Prince Daniyal and Khan Kbanan was
granted a drum. In the 3rd year of Emperor Jahangir's reign he did
homage6 , and in the 4th year his rank was advanced to 4,000 foot
with 2,000 horse, and was deputed with other Man~abdiirs to help
Khan Kbanan the Governor of the Deccan. In the 8th year he accom
panied Prince Khurram on the expedition against the Rana, and later
was sent with the said prince on the Deccan Campaig"n. In the loth
year, he returned to the Court, and was promoted to the rank of
5,0007

• After the affair of Kishan Singh his brother-which has been
described in detail in the biography8 of Kishan Singh-he was grant-

1. Op. cit., pp. 1027,1028.

3 Op. cit., p. 1083, where

among the skirmishers".

4 Op. cit., p. 1154· S
6 Tuzuk-i-/ahangiri (Rogers & Beveridge's translation),

7 Op. cit., p. 288.

8 Ma2itbir-ul-Umarti, Text, III, pp. 150- I 52, Beveridge

translation, 1, pp. 82 9, 830'

& Prashad's

ed leave of two months for going to his homeland. After that he with
his son Gaj Singh did homage, and was detailed l to the Deccan
command. In the 14th year, corresponding to 1028 A.H., 1619
A.D., he died 2 there. A separate accountS of his son, Gaj Singh,
has been included in this work.

(RAT) SURJAN HARA

(Vol. II, pp. 113-116).

The Hiiras are a branch of the Chauhan tribe, and Ha:ravati4


which is another name for the Sarkiir of Ranthambhor in the province
of Ajmir-includes the estates of their Zamindiiri. Originally he was
a servant of the Rana. During Emperor Akbar's reign he lived
proudly in the Ranthambhor fort, and was sure of his position5

• When
the Emperor after taking Chittor proceeded in the end of the 13th
year for the conquest of Ranthambhor, he himself went and inspected
the surroundings of the fort from the hillock, and ordered the erection
of batteries round it. In the course of a month after the completion
of sabiits the fort was captured.

It is stated that in the end of the month of Rama~an Emperor
said that if the garrison did not surrender that day, the fort on the
morrow-which was the 'Id day-would be the qabaq-bazi (archery
or gunnery) target. Surjan became frightened and losing heart sent as
emissaries to the Presence his sons Dada and Bhoj together with a
number of his officers. After the interview orders were passed for

I Tuzuk-i-/abal1giri, translation, I, p. 293.

2 Ibid, II, pp. 99, 100.

3 Matitbil'-ul-Umal'a, Text, II, pp. 223-226; Beveridge's translation, I, pp,

570 -57 2 •

4 For Haravati see Tod-Annals and Antiquities of Rajast'han (London,
1914 edn), II, p. 355 where he states that it consists of two principalities, Kotah

and Bundi.
5 Taken from Akbarntima, Text, II, pp. 87,88; Beveridge's translation,

II, p. 133,

I
f



Surjan Hara (Maathir~ ul-Umara] T ahawwur Khan Mirza Mal:mud

presentlllg both of them with robes of honour. W hen they were

taken out of the royal enclosure for putting on the Khil'ats, one

of the companion.~, whose brain was deranged, thought that an

order had been issued for the arrest of Surjan's sons. Conse

quently out of loyalty he lost control and drew his sword.

One of the servants of Raja Bhagwan Das tried to restrain him,

but that mad man used his sword on him. He ran to the royal

enclosure, and wounded Puran Mal son of Kan Shaikhawat and tWO

others, and with his sword cut into two Shaikh Baha'-ud-Din Majdhub

Badayuni. Thereupon a servant of Mupffar Khan killed him.

The sons of Surjan were stricken with remorse at this occurrence,

but as they were innocent, the Emperor excused them, and after

granting them robes of honour allowed them to return to their father.

Rai Surjan after the return of his sons begged that one of the nobles

might be sent to lead him to the Presence. Thereupon the Emperor

appointed I:Iusain Quii' Khan to this duty. Rai Surjan received the

Khan with due ceremony and respect and came with him to the Pre

sence; after making obeisance, he received innumerable favours. After

that he returned to the fort for three days to bring out the necessary

goods; and surrendered the fort to royal servants1
• He was granted

the fief of Garha, and in the 20th year Chunar in place of Garha was

assigned to him 2 as his lagir.
When Duda, his elder son, went without permission to his home

land Bundi, and began to oppress the people, and although a force

had earlier been sent for his chastisement\ yet in the 22nd year the

Emperor decided on the conquest of Bundi, and appointed Zain Khan

Kokaltash with Rai Surjan to this expedition. After the conquest

of Biindi Rili Surjan returned to the Court\ and was promoted to the

The account of the conquest of the Ranthambh6r fort is based on

Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 335-338; Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 490-495.
2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 158; Beveridge's translation, III, p. 223.

3 Op. cit., Text, 184; translation, pp. 258.
4 Op, cit., Text, pp. 201.202; translation, pp, 284,285.

•

• I

t'",
ij'
1 \/,

rank of 2,000. Dudii after this failure always followed the wrong

road, and the dust of dissension was stirred up by him. At last in

the 23rd year, at the request of Shahbaz Khan Kambii he was pardon

ed, and he waited on the Emperor. The Emperor left him in the

Panjab, and returned to the CapitaP. At that time Duda becoming

suspicious absconded. He died in the 30th year of the reign 2
•

T AHAWWUR KHAN MiRZA MAtI MOD

(Vol. I, pp. 484-486).

He was one of the noble Saiyids of holy Mashhad. He arrived

in India during the reign of Emperor Akbar, and through his good

fortune being introduced to that noble ruler was appointed to the rank

of 500. Afterwards when Jahangir became the emperor, it so

happened that a tiger, which had been shot, was brought into the

august assembly. A discussion was started abOUt the hair at the back

of the tiger's3 head, and it was remarked that it was so thick that it

could not be cut through at one blow. Strong-limbed young men on

a signal from the Emperor wielded their swords with all their might,

but only produced a gash. The Mirza was standing there, and he

said to those who had the right of audience that if he were permitted,

he also would try with his sword. As he had an insignifi:ant-looking

body, the Emperor said, "In the name of God! (Bisam Allah) let us

see (what you can do?)". The Mirza severed the head of the tiger so

dextrously, that there were cheers and acclamations fr0111 every side.

Mirza M'l~ll1ud thereafter was known as Sher badiinim (the tiger

Op. cit., Text, p. 246; translation, PP' 356,357.
2 Op. cit., Text, p.468; translation. p. 706. Beveridge has throughout

transcribed his name incorrectly as Danda.

3 There is no mention of Tahawwur ~an Mirza Mal~miid or of the
incidents mentioned in the above account in the Tuzuk-i-lahangiri translated
by Rogers & Beveridge.

In David Price's translation of the spurious Memoirs of lahallgir, p. 92, it is
mentioned that the animal must have been a lion.



For an account of Jahangir Quli Khatl see Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, 1,
pp. 524,525, Beveridge & Prashad's translation, I, pp. 729-73°. The bow is
mentioned in Price, op. cit., p, 93, but the anecdote about archery is not
recorded there.

2 The word lali as explained by Blochmanll, A'ill, I (2nd edn.), p. 106,
note 4, "is a term used by copyists to express that letters are thick, and written
with a full pen of ink."

3 See Rieu, Cat. Manuscripts Blit. Museum, II, 786c, 787 and· 519b
where there is a note abollt 'Imad.

bisecter) amongst all and sundry. He was unique for his strength as

an archer, and famous all over for his prowess. No one could com

pete with him. The athletes of the age yielded under his com

pression, and the mighty fell before his onset.

It is stated that Mirza Shamsi Jahangir Quli Khan 1 son of Mirza

'Aziz K6ka had brought a bow from Gujarat, :ll1d strong men, how

ever much they tried, ""ere unable to draw its bow-string. As soon

as the Mirza put his hand on the string he drew it up to his ear, and

the back of the bow was nearly broken. From that-day the Emperor

called him Shaikh Kaman (The Shaikh of the Bow). \Vonderful

stories are told about his archery. Emperor Jahangir in the Jahangzr

niima, which he himself composed, has mentioned his feats, but the

author is unable to remember the details at the time of writing.

When he had risen high in the Emperor's estimation, he was appoint

ed to one of the faujdarzs on the borders of Panjub, he fought there

bravely, and was victorious. As a reward he was granted the title of

Tahawwur Khan. During the time of Emperor Shah Jahan his brain

went wrong, and he became mad. His sons kept him in confinement

and he died at Lahore. He wrote clear Nasta'lzq 2 very beautifully,

and was also good at writing verses. Pleasant jests and several stories

are current about him. It is said that he one day arranged a feast,

and invited people for a feed. Aqa Rashida:>, who was the sister's

son of the famous Mil' 'Imad, and was a master of N asta'/zq writing,

was also present. A discussion arose between the two. The Khan

all at once went into his chamber, and shortly afterwards returning

Takhta BEg Sardar Khan141-Umara]

He was one of the single-fighters (yakha) of Mirza I:Jakim l
• In

the battle which the Mirza fought against the armies of Emperor

Akbar, he did great deeds, and became well known for his bravery.

After the Mirza's death T akhta Beg, in the 30th year of the reign of

that Emperor, came to the Court2 with the Mirza's sons, and

received all kinds of favours. Afterwards he was deputed to the

Kabul ~uba, and with Kanwar Man Singh and Zain Khan Koka did

great service in chastising the Yusufzais3 and the T arikis (Raushanis).

As he had rendered outstanding service, he in the 39th year was

attached to Prince Sul~an Salim, and was given a Jagzr in the pro

vince4 of Lahore. Later, on being appointed Thanadar of Peshawar he

punished the T arikis on several occasions. As he had given a good

account of himself, he was granted the title of Khan in the 49th year.

After the accession of Emperor Jahangir, and when the news of the

coming of .£:fusain Shamlu, ruler of Herat, with a large army and

besieging the Qandahar fort was received at the Court, he was pro~

mated to the rank of 2,000
5

, granted the title of Sardar Khan, and

TAKHTA BEG SARDAR J(HAN

(Vol. I, pp. 481, 482).

with a drawn sword stood at the Aqa's head. He said, "I have

heard that you deny having been my pupil." The Aqa was greatly

frightened, and at once replied, "My Khan, what do you order?" He

replied, "In the presence of the distinguished men, and with them as

witnesses write a confession to the effect that you are my pupil." The

Aqa willy-nilly wrote out a confession, and so escaped from his

tyranny.

Half-brother of Emperor Akbar.
2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 473, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 713.
3 Op. cit., Text, pp. 513, 521, 526, 565, translation, pp. 781 , 794, 853·
4 Op. cit., Text, P. 649, translation, p. 998.
5 This is incorrect; he was promoted to the rank of 3,000 from that of

2,500 in the first year, vide Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tiizuk-i-

II6

[Maathir-Tahawwur Khan Mirza Mal).mud
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Taqarrub Khan [Maathir- ui-Umara] T aqarrub Khan

deputed with Mirza Ghazi Beg to help Shah Beg Kban Governor of

Qandahar. As by the time of their arrival, the Iranian army had left

the fort, :md retired to its own territory, he was appointed Governor of

Qandahar1 in place of Shah Beg Khan. After a short time in the

3rd year corresponding to 1016 A.H. (16°7 A.D.) he died 2 there.

His sons f:'Iayiit Khan, and Hidayat f~an received minor appoint

ments.

T AQARRUB KHAN

(Va!. I, pp. 490-493)'

His name was tJakim Diiiid, and he was the son of I:Jakim

'lnayat UILih. He was the foremost pupil of Mirza Mu!).ammad the

father of J:Iakim Masi~-uz-Zaman. After his father's death he,

on account of his great skill and experience as a physician, became

an intimate companion of Shah 'Abbas I, and was at the head of the

Shah's physicians. After the death of that great sovereign, he was

through the machinations of his enemies ill treated by Shah ~afl, and

as he also did not receive proper consideration from Shah 'Abbas II

who was still young-he became averse to staying on in Iran. Osten

sibly he gave out his intention of going on pilgrimage, but in reality

he proceeded to the Court of Emperor Shah Jahan from 'Iraq via

Ba~ra, and disembarked at the port of Laherl (Lari, in Sindh). In

the 17th year 1053 A.H. (1643 A.D.) he presented himself at the

Court, and was appointed to the rank of 1,000, and received

Rs. 20,000 as a present3
•

lahiingiri, 1, p. 31, and later in the same year granted the title of Sardar Khan

and sent with Mirza Ghazi to Qandahar, op. cit., p. 71.

Op. cit., p. 86.

2 Op. cit., p. 151. The grant of half his rank to his sons is recorded on

the same page. Also see Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 523, where his
name is given as T a!ilita Beg KabulL

3 The above aCCOunt is taken almost verbatim from his biography in

Biidshiihnama, II, p. 756, where, however, it is stated that he came to India

1 .

By a fortunate coincidence Begam ~a!).ib-who was loved by

Emperor Shah Jahan more than all his sons-was, only twenty days

before his arrival, going to her bed-chamber after waiting upon her

father. Suddenly the corner of her dress caught fire l from a lamp which

was lighted in the portico on the way. As the clothes of the ladies

of the Harem of honour are extremely delicate. and fragrant oils

are sprinkled on them, the flames shot OUt and caught all over the

dress. Although four (female) servants, who were in attendance,

took all possible steps to extinguish the flames, but as their dresses

also caught fire they were obliged to look after themselves. Before

others could know of this accident, and water could be brought, the

back and both sides of the body, and both the arms of the Princess

were burnt. In great anguish the Emperor himself undertook the

task of nursing, and in the first instance had recourse to spiritual

remedies. From the first to the third day 5,000 muhars (gold coins)

and 5'00~ rupees were distributed as alms to the poor each day.

Until convalescence large sums were spent in charity, and seven lacs of

rupees of governmentdues2
, for which debtors in detention were respon

sible, were remitted. It was also ordered that after this 1,000 rupees a

day, or 360,000 rupees a year should be distributed to the poor as alms

after performing the pilgrimagc. See also id. pp. 367, 368, where it is

stated that he arrived at the Court 20 days after the accident, but the rank

to which he was appointed is given as 1,5°0 with 200 horse. The year in the

tcxt is incorrectly given as 1053 instead of 1054 AD.
The burning took place on 27th Mul}arram, 1054 AH. (5th April,

1644 AD.). A detailed account is given in Biidshiihnama, II, PP.363-369·

In !}baH !Q}an, I, pp. 598-600 the year of accident is given as 1053 AD.,
and it is srated that two of the four maidservants who tried to extinguish the

flames died of their injuries. Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894

edn.), p. 190, apparently on Stewart's authority states that she was cured

by the treatment of an English physician named Gabriel Boughton, but this is

incorrect, see Irvine's note in Storia do Mogor, I, p 219. Boughton treated

one of Shuja"s ladies.
2 'Ain-ul-mal. From Biidshtihnama, 11, p. 365 it appears that criminals

were also released.
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Taqarrub Khan [Maathir- ul-Umara] T arbiyat Khan 'Abdur Rai:im

on behalf of the Princess. Afterwards bodily remedies were resorted

to, and physicians and surgeons came from all quarters, and applied

themselves to cure the patient.
Hakim Daud, whose arrival at such a time was a lucky coinci-

denc~, made use of proper remedies for various diseases which develop

ed from the burns, such as lazum tab (hectic fever), lainat taba,1

(intermittent fever), and tahabhauj itraf chashm 2
(swellings round the

eyes). He became an object of praise and felicitation. On the occa

sion of the festival to celebrate the convalescence he was raised to the

rank of 1,000 with 200 horse, received various other gifts, and

gained a position of trust with the Emperor. Further all offerings

(to the Emperor) on Fridays were for one year assigned to him. In

the 20th year he received the high tide of T aqarrub l<han, and in

the 23rd year his rank was advanced to 3,000 with 800 horse. In

the 26th year he displayed his great skill in treating Akbaraba:di

Ma1)aI3 , and in addition to an increase of 500 in his rank received a

present of Rs. 30 ,000. In the 27th year his rank was increased to

4,000 with 3,000 horse. In the 31st year when the Emperor was

afflicted with strangury and as a result of use of cooling medicines

this ended in diabetes and great weakness of the body; no prescriptions

of the ablest physicians proved of any use. But for the relief of

strat1gury much benefit was derived from the use of manna (sh"ir-khisht)

which was ably prescribed by T aqarrub EC.han. In accordance with a

presage, the Emperor changed his residence, and in Mu1)arram 1068

A.I-I. (October, 1657 A.D.) came from the Capital to Agra, and by

taking rna'-ul-la~m (essence of meat) and strong soups recovered his

health. T aqarrub Khan was promoted to the exalted rank of 5,000,

and beat loudly the drum of his high office. After the throne of India

Badshahnama, II, p. 368. 2 Op. cit., p. 368.
3 One of Shah Jahan's wives. Her name was 'Izz-un-Nisa Begam, see

Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary, p. 45. She died on 28th January,

1678 (4th Dhul I?ijjah, 1088 A.H.), vide Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 160, and not

29th January, 1677, as stated by Beale.

, .

was adorned by the accession of Emperor Aurangzib, and Shah Jahan

Was kept in retirement in the Agra fort, Taqarrub Khan who had

made excellent endeavours in treating Shah Jahan, and had become

fully acquainted with his constitution received a reward of 30,000

ashrafis, and was again the recipient of royal favours. He was

appointed to complete the cure, and to restore Shah Jahan to health.

After this he, for some reason, became the object of censure by

Emperor Aurangzib, and for a time lived in retirement. In the

beginning of the 5th year Emperor Aurangzib suffered from a severe

attack of fever, and became extremely weak. On this occasion,

T aqarrub Khan was again restored to favour, and made the recipient

of gifts and bounties even though he was not asked to treat the

Emperor l
• He was, however, allowed to pay his respects. In the

same year, 1073 A.H. (1662 A.D.) he died 2
• His son Mu1)ammad

'Ali was relieved of his mourning dress by the grant of a robe of

honour by the Emperor. He also had been dismissed from office on

account of his father's faults, but "(as now restored to the rank of

1,500 with 200 horse. As he became the envy of the leading men of

the time owing to his close association with the Emperor, a separate

accoune about him has been included.

TARBIYAT KHAN 'ABDUR RAtIIM

(Vol. I, pp. 4 83, 484)'

He was the son of Qaim Khan, son of Muqim Khan, son of

Shujii'at ECJJan4 of Akbar's time: Muqim Khan was appointed to a

suitable rank on the death of his father, and towards the end of

Emperor Akbar's reign reached the rank of 700. Later, Emperor

'Alamgirnama, p. 749.
2 Op. cit., p. 757, and Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 42.

3 JiJaathir-ul-Umara, Text, HI, PI'. 625-627, translation anted PI" Ill, 112

4 See Mdathir-ul-U mara, Text, II, PI" 557-660, translation antea PI" 85°-

853; also Blochmann, .J'in, I (2nd edn.), PI" 401, 402.
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T arbiyat Khan Barlas [Maathir- ul-Umara] T arbiyat Khan Bartis

high office of Mir TuzuP (Master of Ceremonies). In the

19th year he was appointed Commandant2 of the Lahore fort, and
granted the rank of 1,000. In the 20th year he was reappointed

1\;lir Tuzuk 3
, and was ordered4 to go to ~l:!6rband, anc! act as a

Sazawal, and make everyone, who had been appointed to Balkh,
and hac! not joined Prince Muhammac! Aurano-zib-who had. b

been sent as the Governor of that territory-proceed there. In the

22nc! year he came to Kabul and paid his respects to the Emperor.

He was granted an increase of 500 horse, and carried out his duties as

zealously as he had done hitherto. In the 23rd year he returned from
the Qanc!ahar campaign along with Salad Ullah Khan, and appeared

at the Court. He was granted the title of Tarbiyat Khan 5
, and in

the 24th year was made Master of the Horse in succession to Murshid

Quli Khan. In the 26th year he was appointed Diiro fft-ha of the
artillery in addition to his office of the Mir Tuzuk. In the 29th

year he was granted a standard, and the rank of 2,000 foot with

I ,500 horse, and nominated to the charge of the $uba of Orissa as the

deputy for Prince Mu~ammad Shuja'. In the 3 I st year he was
granted an increase in the number of his troopers, and a drum, and

appointed Governor of Oudh. During the time of confusion in the
sovereignty he came to the Presence, and after the defeat of Dara

Sbik6h he entered the service of Aurangzib at the stage of Bagh Nur

Manzil (near Agra). Before Aurangzib left the Capital in pursuit of

Dara Shik6h, Tarbiyat Khan received an increase of I, 500 with 2,000

horse; his rank thus became 4,000 foot with 3,000 horse6
, and he

was appointed to the charge of the holy territory of Ajmer. After

Dara Shikoh in the course of his wanderings had withdrawn into
Gujarat, and renewing his plumage was marching towards Ajmer

with a fresh army, Tarbiyat Khan before his arrival in that neighbour-

Jahangir In the 3rd year of his reign married 1 ?aliha Banu, the

daughter of Qaim Khan, and gave her the title of Padshah Ma~al;
as a consequence 'Abdur Ra~im's position was greatly advanced. In
this year he was granted a suitable rank, and the title of T arbiyat

Khan:.!. Later he received the rank of 700 foot with 400

horse3 • In the 5th year he was appointed Faujdar
4

of the Pargana

of Alwar. In the 9th year his rank was increased by 500 with 500

horse5. His son Miyan Joh6 whom Padshah Mal}al had taken for

her son, was killed by Mahabat Khftn in the year when the latter

behaved insolently towards the Emperor on the banks of the river

Bihat (Jhelum).

TARBIYAT KHAN BARLAS

(Vol. I, pp. 493-498).

His name was Shafi'Ullah, and he was a foreigner (an Ozbeg) by

birth. He entered royal service in the time of Emperor Shah Jahan,

and because of his becoming well known was soon appointed to the

I The marriage is not mentioned in Ti:izuk-i-!ahangiri. For Paoshah

Mal).al see Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 edn.), p. 347; the

name of her father is wrongly given as Qasim Khan. This mistake is repeated

in Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tiizuk, Vol. I, but in Vol. II, the name is

correctly given as Qaim Khan. See also Rogers & Beveridge, op, cit., II, p. 86 note

where it is stated that she was the chief wife of the Emperorbefore Nul' Jahan.

2 Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit. I, p. 149'
3 The promotions and ranks as given in the Tiizuk are quite different

from the above ac:ount. In the 2nd year he was made paymaster of the A~dis

ancl given the rank of 700 with 200 horse, pp. 116, 117; in the 3rd year he

was promoted to the rank of 700 with 400 horse, p. 153; in the 8th year after

a promotion of 500 with 50 horse his rank is stated to have been raised to

2,000 with 850 horse, p. 236; and in the 11th year a further increase of 5°°

with 500 horse is stated to have incre:lsed his r'\I1k to 3,000 with 1,500 horse,

p. 320.
4 Op. cit., p. 178.
5 His death is recorded in the 14th ye:lr of the reign, op. cit., II, p. 86.
6 Iqbalnama-i-!ahangiri, p. 259 where he is called Jhajll grandson of

Shuja'at Khan.

t,

Badshahnama, II, p. 477.
3 Op. cit., p. 609.

5 'Amlll $4Ii~, III, p. 104.

6 'Alamgimama, p. 119, but his

with 4,000 horse.

2 Op. cit .• p. 480.

4 Op. cit., pp. 64 I, 642.

rank after promotion is given as 4,000

il

I
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In short, T arbiyat Khan after bearing insults and ill treatment

obtained after one year permission to return from Farrukhabad to

India. l Contrary to the ambassadors of the times of Emperors

Jahangir and Shah Jahan, such as Khan 'Alam Duldi2 Safdar Khan
3

Aqasi-who had conducted their great missions in a p~o~er manner

he annihilated the objects of an embassy, viz., laying the foundations

of friendship and strengthening the pillars of amity. Rather the

result was just the opposite, as ancestral good relations and regard

were changed into enmity, and it even went as far as the collecting of

armies on both sides. After T arbiyat Khan's departure the Shah

deputed a large army to Khurasin, and himself set about making

preparations for war. When this state of affair became known to

Emperor Aurangzib from the letters of T arbiyat Khan-who had

reached th:: imperial territories, he, in the 9th year, sent Prince

Mul:ammad MU'Ham with 20,000 cavalrymen to Kabul. By chance

the Shah died in the beginning of Rabi' I, 1077 A.H. (September,

1666 A.D.) of quinsy, and the disturbance raised by Tarbiyat ~hin

quieted down. The said Khan returned from Iran to the Capital, and

was censured by the Em peror and was not permitted4 to do homage.

In the 10th year he received the rank of 4,000 with 3,000 horse, and

on the death of Khan Dauran appointed Governor of Orissa5
• In the

Farrukhabad is incorrect, it should be Farrahabad in Mazandaran see

'iIlamgirnama, p. 974. The remarks about the embassy are apparently t~ken
from ~afi Khan, IT, pp. 202, 325. Bernier in his Trauels in the Moghul

Empire (Constable edn. 1891), p. 185, refers to Tarbiyat ~an's ill treatment

by the Shah. See Irvine's edition of Storia do .Mogor, II, pp. 128_ 13 I, for

Manucci's account of the indignities which Tarbiyat Khan had to suffer, and his

useful note on p. 128.
2 Maa!J'!.ir-ul-U mara, Text, I, pp. 732-736, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

389-392, and Blochmann, iI'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 577, 578. His name was
Barkhiirdar. In Badshahnama, I, pt. i, on p. 427 it is stated that he did not

possess the skill or tact necessary for an ambassador.

3. Maathir-ul-Umara, .Text, II, pp. 733-736. translation antea pp. 665-667
For hiS embassy see Banarsl Prasad Saksena, History of Shahjahan, p. 2 I 4.

4 Maathir-i-'iIlamgiri, pp. 56, 57. 5 Op. cit., p. 62.
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Op. cit., p. 304·
2 Tura is 35 kos from Fat~piir, vide ~afi ~an, II, p. 90 3.

3 'iIlamgirnama, p. 485.
4 Op. cit., p. 607·
5 For an account of the arrival of the ambassador of Persia and Tarbiyat

Khan being sent to Persia and details of the present see op. cit., pp. 844, 845,

also Maathir-i-'iIlamgiri, p. 47'

hood camel out of the fort, and at the stage of Tura
2

joined Aurang

zib's force which was proceeding to Ajmer with the intention of giving

battle. After Emperor Aurangzib's victory he was confirmed in the

government of Ajmer. Iri the 3rd year he was appointed
3

to the

charge of the Abode of Sanctity (lXir-ul-Aman, i.e., Muhan) in suc-

ce:ision to Lashkar Khan.
When Shah 'Abbas II the ruler of Iran sent4 Budaq Beg, the

son of Qalandar Sul~an Chola Tafangchi Aqasi-who was one of the

chief officers of his realm-as an ambassador with a letter of congra

tulations on the accession (of Aurangzib). The ambassador arrived

at the royal court, and in the same year was permitted to return. As

it is a well established custom that a reply should be sent-especial.y

in the case of two powerful Sul~ans, and the exchange of ambassadors

also results in amicable relations-Tarbiyat Khan-who was an excel

lent officer of position and means-was granted an increase of 1,000

horse, and with suitable presents of the rarities and precious products

of Hindustan worth nearly seven lacs of rupees was in the 6th year

sent on an embassy to Iran5
• He paid his respects to the Shah at

I~pahan which was the capital of Iran. Owing to the lack of proper

management the embassy was unsuccessful. T arbiyat Khan lacked

discretion and understanding, and behaved in a flighty manner. The

Shah was given to drinking, and being puffed up with power and

youth his brain box-which is the seat of wisdom-would get ruffled,

and he was not void of madness. He displayed conceit and arrogance

which are not at all proper for great and eminent people. The inter

views that took place are well known to the people, but are not fit

to be written about.

•••_-------------------J--....,.............
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TARBIYAT KHAN FAKHR-UD-DiN AI:IMAD BAKHSHI

(Vol. I, pp. 486~490)'

Verse:

If the inauspicious foot of Mas'ud1

Should approach a river, (even there) smoke would arise.

T arbiyat Khan Fakhr-ud~Din A!:mad Bakhshiul-Umara]

with A~af Khan Yamin-ud-Daula, he was suitably rewarded. After

Shah Jahan ascended the throne he was granted the title of T arbiyat

Khan. In the 6th year he was selected as the ambassador for Turan,

and was sent along with \Vaqas 'f:Ia:ji, the ambassador of Nadhar

Mul:ammad Khan the ruler of that country. He carried a reply to

the Khan's letter together with the rarities of India to the value of a

lac of rupees I
, In the 8th year, after having performed his commi

ssion in the most excellent manner, he returned to the royal threshold.

He brought with him a peshkash of forty five horses, and a like

number of male and female camels, and other articles. Among these

was a manuscript of the holy Quran in the handwriting of Shad Mulk

Khanum, daughter of Sul~a:n Mul:ammad Mirza, son of ]ahangir

Mirza, son of Amir Timur2
• It was beautifully written in the

Rai~ani3 characters, and at the end her name and lineage were ins

cribed in the R'iqa,4 characters. T arbiyat Khan obtained it in Balkh,

and Emperor Shah Jahan was greatly pleased with this memorial of

his ancestors.

. It is said that T arbiyat Khan on going to that country gave up the

HlOdustani dress, and until his return to India used to wear the clothes

~sed in Turan. Accordingly he appeared before the Emperor in an

Uzbeg turban. and the latter was greatly pleased. At the same time

his rank was raised to I ,500 with 1,000 horse, and he was appointed

Master of the Horse5
• In the 9th year when the royal retinue on its

return from the Deccan halted at Mandu, Tarbiyat Khan was deputed 6

with a force against the Zamindar of Jitpur, who was behaving in a

eignty see Beni Prasad, History of /ahangir, pp. 426, 427, and Banarsi Prasad

Saksena, History of Shahjahan, pp. 58, 59.
lOp. cit., pp. ~65, 466.
2 Badshahnama, 1, pt. ii, pp. 65, 66.

. 3 Rai~an is a style of writing derived from the Kufic, abounding in straight
hnes, see Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), p. 106.

4 Epistolary writing consisting of "three-fourth curved lines and one-fourth
straight lines", see Blochmann, loco cit.

S Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 67. 6 0 't 6p. CI • p. 21 •

'.

.. .

T arbiyat Khan Fakhr~ud~Din Al:mad Bakhshi

In the time of Emperor Jahangir he came from Turan to India,

and was exalted by the grant of a man{ab under the Crown. While

holding a minor rank he came to the notice of the Emperor, and as, a

result became more famous than his contemporaries and rivals. As in

the affair of Shahriyar, he rendered valuable services8 in conjunction

93°

lOp. cit., p. 104- 2 Op.cit., p. 148.

3 Op. cit., p. 157· 4 Op. cit., p. 209.

5 Op. cit., p. 261. 6 Op. cit., p. 272.
7 Th: conjunction" between na mubarak and Mas'ud in the text is appa

rently a mistake, and has been omitted in the translation.

8 Badshiinama, I, pt! i, p. 73. For an account of Shariyar's bid for sover-

13th year he was sent as Governor of Oudh1 in succession to Fida'i

Khan. After that he returned to the Court, and was appointed

Superintendent of the Man{abdars. In the 19th year he succeeded

Amir Kqan as the Governor of Bihar2
, and when in the 20th year

that province was assigned in fief to Prince Mul:ammad A'pm, the

said Khan was appointed Faujd/ir of Tirhut and Darbhanga3
• In the

24th year he was transferred as Faujdar of Jaunpur4
, and in the 28th

year'5, 1°96 A.H. (1685 A.D.) he died there. His son l:lidayat

Ullah came to the Court, and received a mourning dress of hooour6
,

A story about T arbiyat Khan apparently refers to the T arbiyat Khan

under consideration. It is said that one morning Shah]ahan was

shooting ducks on the banks of the ]amna. A mist, such as often

comes up over rivers and ponds and which is called kuhr in Hindi,

arose. The Emperor jokingly said, "Let someone recite a verse suit

able to the occasion." Tarbiyat Khan said:
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rebellious manner. The Khan conciliated him, and brought him to

salute the threshold of the Caliphate. In the loth year he was gra.nt

ed an increase of 500 Dhtit, and appointed 2nd Bakhshi
l

in succeSSIon

to MU'omad Khan. In the 14th year on the death of Shah Quli

Khan he was ap;~inted Governor 2 of Kashmir. When, in. the. 15th

year, as a result of extraordinary rains the water rose very high 111 the

river Bihat (Jhelum) and the floods destroyed the autumnal crops, and

owing to the destruction of many villages, inhabit.ants of the country

became scattered and miserable, the said Khan did not take proper

measures to relieve and help the poor and the wretched-as was es~en

tial at such times. The distressed of the territory prefetred complamts

and discontent against his behavio'.1r, and he, therefore, on being re

moveda from office returned to the Presence.
The auther of the [)J?akhirat-ul-Khwanin has stated that when

Emperor conceived the idea of conquering Balkh ~nd Badakhshan he

asked T arbiyat Khan for his opinion on the subject. T~at honest

man, who had recently become acquainted with the countnes, repre

sented without any dissimulation that the Emperor should never

contemplate carrying out any campaigns there. As horses and men

there were more numerous than ants and locusts, and as Indians would

not be able to withstand the snow and cold of the country, there

would be no end to the affair. By chance the Emperor also asked

MuWi Fadil Kabuli4 -who was one of the most learned men of the

age-what' he thought of the project of extricating his ancestral p.ro

perties from the hands of the Changezi princes. The Mulla rephed 

that to make war on the people of that country-who were all ~u~a
mmadans-was contrary to the Shari' at Law, and would e~d 111 lo~s
and destruction. The Emperor was greatly offended and said that 1f
-time-servers pronounced such judgments, and Bakhshis frightened the

soldiers about snow and cold, how could campaigns be carried out.

Op. cit., p. 279. 2 B7idshahnama, II, p. 225·

3 Op. cit., p. 283. _ _ _ .
4 Probably he is Faqil Khan alias Mulla 'Ala-ul-Mulk Tum-see MaathlT-

"l-Umara, Text, Ill, pp. 524-539, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 55°-553.

4&
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He sent off the Mulla on pilgrimage to Mecca, and removed T arbiyat

~han from his post of Bakhshi. The latter thereupon swooned and

d~ed. Though this story does not agree with the facts of T arbiyat Khan's

biography, for after being Bakhshi he was appointed Governor of Kash

mir, .and the Balkh affair occurred in the 19th year when perhaps

T arblyat Khan was still alive-although the date of his death has not

been traced-yet this can be said that he may have served as Bakhshi
a second time, or that on some former occasion there may have~en

a proposal for conquering Balkh but which was not translated into

action. In any case Tarbiyat Ktan's views were fully confirmed later.

The Indian army did not at all take to the idea of settling in that cold

coun.try, and the territory that had been conquered, had perforce to

be gIven up. Emperor Shah Jahan after seeing the state of things

approved the sage opinion of T arbiyat Khan, and favoured his sons;

the displeasure which he had felt against T arbiyat Khan was dissi

pated. He was gracious to his eldest son Mirza Muhammad Afdal

who' was unique as a horseman and an archer. It is . stated that 'hi~
father would place him on a horse that was restive and obstreperous.

Men would say that. today or tomorrow this boy's arms and legs

would be broken. HIs father replied, "Let: him die, or become a

crack ~ider". The said son was also skilled in letter writing, and in

t~e_ etlquet~e of the society. He lived as a Mirza: and was pious.

K~an Dauran Governor C?f the Deccan on account of his friendship

With the father took the son with him. After Khan Dauran's death

Islam Khan also recognized his ability and tookhim to the Deccan.

He was appointed Faujdar of Pathri. Later, when Sha:h Nawaz Khan

came to the Deccan, he made him Faujdar of Dhondapiir. H:had

the rank of ?oo with 500 horse. He died in the 25 th year. The

second son IS Faqir Ulliih ~aif Khan l whose account will be included
in its proper place.

His name was Saif-ud-Din Mul:miid alias Faqir Ullah Khan and his
biograp~y is given under Saif !'ihan-Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, ;;. 479-485,
translatIOn antea pp.683-687. .
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0-32, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I , pp.

935Tarbiyat Khan Mir Atish

Maisur of text is Masur about 21 miles south of Satara.

2. Bombay Gazetteer, XIX, p. 238. The place is some 7 miles north-west

of Karad which is 8 miles south of Masur. For the account of its conquest see

,11aathir-i-Alamgiri, pp. 410, 411.
3 For his account see Maathir-ul-Karam alias Sarv-i-Azad, II, (HaiJarabad

edn., 1913), pp. 253-286;
4 For acccunts of the siege of Satara see Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 412

42i, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, V, pp. 161-166; in the

latter work the dates are according to the Old Style, and 11 days must be added

to get the New Style dates. For a very detailed account also see the same

author's exhaustive paper in the Proceedings Ind. Hist. Records Commission, II
for 1922. pp. 2-11 (1922). A translation of Maathir-i-'Alamgiri account of the

siege was published as an appendix by Stewart in his Descr. Cat. Oriental Libra

ry of the late Tippoo Sultan of Mysore, (Cambridge, 1809).
5 Translated as cavalier by Stewart.

ui-Umara]

thana of Masur!, the Khan Mir Atisb in accordance with orders pro

ceeded to invest the fort of Basantgarh2
, which is a fortress in a moun

tainous defile three kos from Masur. By his energy he accomplished

the work of two years in two days, and brought his artillerymen under

the wall of the fort. As the garrison of the fort did not desist from dis

charging their cannon, the royal advance camp was set up on the bank

of the Kishna (Krishna) river which flows at the foot of the fort at a

distance of one koso On the same day the besieged thought it an

advantage to escape with their lives, and went away, and the fort be

came known as Kaiid-i-Fat& (the Key of Victory). Mir 'Abdul Jalil

BilgramP found the chronogram: K6h kufr shikast : I I I I A.H.; 1699

A.D. (the hill of the unbelievers was broken). From there the royal

army proceeded towards Satara4 fort, which is situated on a sky high

hill, and was the greatest and strongest of Siva's forts; accordingly it

is today the capital and residence of Raja Sahu. On 25th Jummada

II (8th December, 1699 A.D.) the royal tents were set up half a kos
from the foot of the fort, and the Khan !l1ir A tish proceeded to extend

bastions for the purpose of taking the fort, and discomfiting the enemy.

Wonderful performances were enacted. At a distance of thirteen cubits

from the fort wall the said Khan erected an out-work (damdama 5
)

.. ..

I

'I, '"' .....(Maathir-

Aurangzib's Grand Army

et seq. It was renamed
448-45°' .' b ment of

2. In Sholapur district, Bom ay, canton

6 5
° see Imnerial Gazetteer, IX, p. 10

from 1 9 -17 0 , r

IsHimpuri by Aurangzib.

3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 382. I provinces, Imperial Gazetteer,
4 Probably the Mahadeo Hills in Centra

XIII, p, 179'., . 0 under A wardah-navis.
5 See Wilson .: Glos.s~ry, p. 4 6 The Marhatta camp was in Berar.
6 Maathir-i-'Alamgm , pp. 395, 39 . S . h Bombay Presidency,

M
. '-h I'n text but should be Miraj, a tate tn t e

7 Inc '
see Imperial Gazetteer, XVII, p. 361.

T arbiyat Khan Mir Atish

TARBIYAT KHAN MIR ATISH

(Vol. 1, pp. 498-5 0 3)'

_ d Khalil and he was the eldest son
HI's name was Mlr Muhamma - ' b h'. d" . h dove IS

of Darab Khan l Bani Mukhtar. He was IsttngUlS e . a
- E A -b's reign for his stoutness

P
eers in the later years of mperor urangzi d t

. . l' f I h 40th year he was promote 0
of heart and hazardtng hIS I e. ntedf

. h horse and was depute rom
the rank of 2,000 foot Wit 1,200' h . 3 11 .d t c astlse t Ie
Brahmapuri2 - which was then the ~oya resl ence-. 0 d- Ra6-
rebels of the Mahadeo hills4

• On hiS recommend atIOn Dakn If .
- d h5 ) s granted the ran 0 1,500 ,

who was his accountant (awar a -wa . d
and appointed Thanadar of those hills. After that he was appotnteff

M -. h) I the 42nd year he was sent 0
head of the artillery ( ir A tIS. n d ranted an

d
· 6 f (bar-dashtan) the Maratha camp, an ~ .

to Isposeold press111g
. f After that he was continually emp oye 10
111crease 0 500 . . . Did was always safe and
and chastising the bandlttl of the eccan, a l

f
h M h forts he

_ . h- .) In the capture ate arat a
successful (salIm u gl2anlm • db' l' h he construct~

f
h b . s an attertes w llC

became well known or t e astlon _ I A H. (19th
. h rd ear 5th Jummada , I I II .

ed. When 111 t e 43 y, f h 1 . for four years at
AD) 1 Emperor a ter a ung

October, 1699 .., tle h forts of Siva (Sivaji)
h ly war to conquer t e

Islampuri set out on a .0 "7 Murtadabad encamped in the
Bh6nsle, and after passtng Mira) or .
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inside, and alar b· ge num er of garrison were burnt. Wh 1mIne w fi d en t le other
. as re tbe idea was that the I' . .
1I1wards and' dd' . wa i tl1lS tIme also would fall

" m a ltIon to the d'
and f:1amid-ud-Dln Kh- . h sappers an mmers Mukhli~ Khan

d

_an Wit some thousa d .
rea y to rush in 5 dd I . n troopers were standmg

. u en y the wall 11 d
addition to the large nu b f B co apse towards them. In

Ok m ers 0 aksariyas1 d h
tl and Mavles 2 00' an t e men of Kama-

• 0 • ,,0 experIenced heroes were k'll d
prtsmg thll1g was that duri hIe. A more sur-

ng t e uproar some f
top of the wall and r' d h ootmen got out on the

· alse t e cry "Come h .
thIS place." Fear h h ere, there IS no one in

· ' owever, ad so unden' d h
mmation that no one f d mne t e soldiers' deter-

o went orwar. At last th . .
to the SItuation rushed 0 h' h e garnson gettmg wise

n to t elr ead, and h d .
those brave lives with th fl' was e out the pIcture of

e water 0 t lelr swords
A more extraordinar 2 th' .

destroyed and the bY' hmgd was that after the outwork had been

d

attenes a fallen a d h b . .
rawn from the h ' n t e eSlegmg force with-

attempt, t e Mavle3 f b
by the deaths of th' b h ,ootmen ecame disheartened

elr rot ers son d f' d
with the Mir Atish Wh'I s an nen s, and were enraged

. en t ley h'bring away the c f saw t at It would be difficult to
o • orpses rom under the ston d

tlOn IS most essential dO . es an earth-and crema-

h
accor mg to theIr r r' f '1

t ey the same night fi e IglOn 0 eVI principles-
set re to the batt 0 h

O
h

entirely of wooden 1 Th' enes w IC were constructed

I
ogs. IS fire rao-ed f d

n fine, the Mir At 0 hId b or seven ays and nights.
IS emp oye such d" .

as could hardly b' . d eVlces m the tak1l1g of this fort
e Imagme • Man propos d G d d'

grandeur of the E ' f . es, an 0 Isposes! By the
mperor s ortune, nme days after this occurrence, on

T arbiyat Khan Mlr Atish

1 Camel litters, cotton and hemp clothes etc., see Maathir 'i-'Alamgiri, p.

twenty four yards high in front of a bastion. What an amount

of money was spent on it. When, however, he saw that it

would be of no avail for taking the fort, he ran an approach

(zina) from the foot of the outwork. It was constructed of strang
el

materials. Then a mine was driven to under the fort, and over

it wooden steps (zina) were erected. But as the wall (of the fort)

was all rock (kohi), and was thirty yards high, above which was a

slope
2

six yards long, heaped with stones (sa ng-chin), the attack failed.

Thereupon the Emperor ordered that Fatl: Ullah Khan
3

under the
command of Rill: Ullah Khan should push forward other batteries.

T arbiyat lC
han

did not wish that some one else should compete with

him in this affair. He, therefore, to make good his ineffectual efforts

in the matter of approaches (zina) devised a proper plan, namely th'lt

he excavated in the wall (sang-chin) of the fort a recess
4

(~aqe) four

teen yards long in one direction and ten yards long in another, and

created a big gap in the wall( ?). There waS thus no obstruction be

tween the besieged and the brave besiegers, who were on guard in

the recess, but no one on either side dared to traverse the intervenll1g

space of barely one cubit in length. He arranged to fill up the entire

tunnel with gunpowder, so that the wall should be blown up, and a

passage for attack made available. Accordingly on 5
th

Dhul Qa'da

(13
th

April, 1700 A.D.) when the siege had lasted for 4 months and

some days, one of the charges was was set on fire. The wall fell

2 ) ," (dau
r
) in text, but) j-> j'"' (mazaw war) in Maathir-i-Alamgiri,

p.4
1

4, wbence the account is taken. 1 believe it means that there was a slope

of six yards over the 30 yards high wall for rolling down stones.
3 For Fatl} U1Hih Khan see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, Ill, pp. 4

0
-47, Beve-

ridge's translation 1, pp. 537-542. Rill} Ullah ~an is the Rill} Ullah ~an
~anazad ~an for whom see lvlaathir-ul-Vmara, Text, 11, pp. 3

1
5-3

1
7' transla-

tion antea pp. 616, 61 7.4 According to ~lfi ~an, 11, p. 465, there were two recesses, and this

seems to be correct.

.1 See Irvine, Army of the Indian Mo hul
sold~ers not necessarily Rajpilts I M _ .g. ~' p. 168; they were foot

uU.(. ' n aath,r-z-'Alamgiri 6"
IJ _ T ) l,J)~ ~d.~ but in Kh-f- Kh- ' p. 4

1
, It ISor ~a 1 an II p 46 . 0..fJ j.JI.J u-.f with the variant '1l: - h~l '5' 5, It IS wrongly copied as

I..S)' , w Ie tewart ap 1 h
\J)~ for he translates I't 0 parent y as read it as

as Jews.

2 !)baH ~an, II, p. 468.
3 Bahliya is apparently a mistake for M- - .cit., p. 165, avle, see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op.

u8



1 Apparently the reference is to Fad]. Ullah ~an's account referred to

in footnote 3, p. 936.
2 See Irvine, op. cit., pp. 131, 182. These were some type of a hand

grenade.
3 Apparently the stones that were rolled down. This is confirmed by

!Slx
afi

l<-..h
an

, 11, p. 464, where the expression is sang-i-matwala or drunken

stones, so called, apparently because they rolled along and from side to side like a

reeling drunkard.
4 See Irvine, op. cit" p. 264, who is inclined to consider fa~il as "a plat-

form running round the inside of the wall, on which the guns were mounted,

or from which the defenders fired".
5 Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, lll, pp. 682-692, translation antea. His part

in the Panhala siege is detailed on pp. 688, 689' of the text.

13
th

Dhul Qa'da of the 44 th year (21St April, 1700 A.D.), after 4

months and 18 days' siege the fort was captured. Accordingly a

detailed account of it has been included elsewhere
l

• In the batteries

against Panhala (Parnala in text) and Pavangarh-which were conti

guous to one another-T arbiyat Khan exhibited such skill that the,

spectators were astonished. He tunneled out sev~ral jaribs of the

land, and thus created a passage along which three (armed) men could

pass abreast, and at distances of some paces made shelters in each of

which twenty workmen could sit. On either side there were ventila

tors and passages for sunlight. In these shelters he placed musketeers

who by their shooting prevented the besieged from putting their heads

over the wall. He extended these passages to under the tower, which

was planted with cannon, and destroyed its foundations so that a

number of brave men took up posts there, and received no hurt from

the quqqahs2 and matwalas3 fired by the enemy. Finally the tunnel

was extended under the rampart (d'iwar fa~il)4 and inside the fort.

Although Muryammad Murad I<-han one day through a lucky chance

would have taken possession of the fort, but the other leaders out of

respect for the Mir Atish-who in this matter publicly unfurled the

flag of: "I and none else" -did not give heed to him; a reference to

this has been made in the account5 of Muryammad Murad Khan.

Later before the plans of the Mir Atish had been completed, the

939

3 Op. cit., p. 485.
5 See Irvine, op. cit., p. 227.

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 460.

2 Op. cit., p. 474.
4 Op, cit., p. 516.
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besieged were reduced t ..4
6th

ye r f h 0 extremltles and surrendered the fort. In the
a a ter t e conquest of the for f Kh-I .

granted an increase f 1 Ito e na (Vlshalgarh) he was
o 500. n the 47th h 1 h' k'l

valour the fort of K d- (S' year t roug 1 IS S 11 and
(The gift of the C' on) ana IOghgarh) known as Bakhshanda Bakhsh

Iver was conquered 2 I h 8 -
for his conquest of tl f f R-' . n t e 4 th year, as a reward

1e ort 0 aJ<Tarh he d
500 foot with 200 h d h? was grante an increase of

orse, an IS rank thereb d 3

3,5
00

foot with 1 8 h I Y was a vanced to
, 00 orse. n the 49th . dd"

appointment of the M- A-' h h . year 10 a ItlOn to his
Ir tIS e was appol d S .

the Artillery of the D' . nee upenntendent of
eccan Il1 successIOn to M - Kh-

was later also made Dil 'd- f B _ _ an~ur _an. As he

h
. a ar 0 am Shahgarh and MI' b d

t e river Bhimra (Bh- ) M u 1yIa a up toIma , uhammad Ish- h'
as his deputy in-charge of the ~rtiller . aq IS son was appointed
the title of Bahad d f y. Afterwards he was granted

. ur, an a ter the conquest f W·· - .
an 1l1crease of 200 h d h' 0 ag1l1gera he received

orse, an t e gift of a drum I h h
he was sent to punish th d' . . ' n t e 59

t
year

Bakhsh
4

Af h d e se ItlOn-mongers Il1 the direction of Rahman
_ . ter t e eath ofEA'Shah 1 1 f h mperor urangzib Muryammad A'zam

a so e t t e charge f th '11 .when on the da 0 . e artl ery to him. It is stated that
be . . '.y of the battle It appeared that Bahadur Shah would

vlctonous 1l1asmuch as h . I
his elephant forward a d e was unnva led as a marksman, he drove
gun at Muham d" n _ fired b~th the barrels of a double-barreled

. ma Apm-ush-Shan. Both misfired H I
away the gun and at the ' ,.' e t 1rew
he was killed H" sMame time a ball hit him in the chest, and

• IS son uham d I I - d" ,his fath ' l'f . . ma 5 }aq Istll1gUlshed himself in
er s Ie-time L 1 .

d b

. ater le received the title of T arbiyat Khan

an ecame 1St Mir Tuz k (Ch' f - ,of E M h U Ie Master of Ceremonies) in the time
mperor u ammad Sh-l I hh d' a 1. n t e commotion of Nadir Shah h'

onour an property was wantonl 1 d d b IS
police (Nadir Sh-h' N _ Y P un ere y the Emperor's armed

a s asaqchls5 ) At th . f ..alive. • e time 0 wntmg he was

[Maathir-
T arbiyat Khan Mir Atish



ul-Umara]
T ardi Beg Khan T urkistani

TARDY BEG KHAN TURKISTANY

(Vol. I, pp. 4 66-47 1).

He was distinguished for his long and constant serVlCe under

Emperor Humayun. After the conquest of Gujarat he waS appointed

Governor of Champaner1 • When Mirza 'Askari, who had been

appointed Governor of Gujarat, was defeated by Sul~an Bahadur, and

proceeded to Agra with evil designs, and Sul~an Bahadur crossing the

Mahindri river advanced to Champaner, T ardi Beg Khan in spite of

the strength of the fortress, and its abundant stores and means of

defence, lost courage, and joined2 Emperor Humayun at Mandu.

But notwithstanding all the confidence reposed in him and his long

association, T ardi BeCT Khan was in realit}T void of the true materials
o -

of loyalty and of the fair coin oE devotion-than which there is no

better capital in the realm of service. During the period of

commotion he behaved in a manner which honest people regard

as disgraceful, and which others also disapprove, and regard

when practised towards them as exceedingly base and shameless. For

instance, one day when they were marching through the territory of

Rao Maldeo, there was no special horse for the Emperor to ride.

When they asked T ardi Beg Khan for a horse he raised difficulties.

Nadim K6ka proffered the horse on which his mother was riding, and

had to seat that old lady on a cameP. Afterwards when the august

standards reached U mark6t, and there was great distress, he, when a

demand was made, refused to give the property that he had acquired

through royal patronage. The Emperor in concert with Rai Parshad,

the ruler of the place, arrested him and others who had wealth, but

immediately out of equity returned most of it to them. He only

took a certain portion as a loan which he distributed in a fitting

1 Akbarniima, Text. 1, p. 130' Beveridge's translation,!, p. 3
16

. Champa

ncr is some 60 miles east-south-east of Ahmadabad.
z Gp. cit., Text, p. 144. translation, p. 32

1.

3 Elliot's History, V, p. 212, also Akbarniima, 1, translation. p. 39
1

,
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Tardi Beg Khan Turkistani

manner amon t h'gs IS servants1 At th . f .Beg Kh_ d h' • e tIme 0 gomg to Iran Tardi
_an an ot er faIthless I f Iand . . d M- _ servants e t t le Emperor near Qandahar
lome Irza 'Askari. The M- - ..

having property d lrza on the SUspICIon of their
rna e over everyone of th h'

them to Qand h- H k'll em to IS servants, and took
. a ar. e I ed most of them b d
large sum from T ardi Beg2. y tortures, an took a

When Emperor Humayun d freturne rom Iran, Tardi Beg Khan

came forward full of enitence dto his ' . f P an remorse, and was aCTain restored
posmon 0 an A mir. In the year A H ( b

the death of M- - UI h B- 955 . . 154
8

A.D.) on
Irza ugr eg son of M- - S I - I .fi f f Z _ _. Irza u ~an le was gIven the

e 0 amm Dawar and I. h . . ' was sent t 1ere to administer that area A
10 t e expedmon to India h d d . sM- _ h' 1- _ e ren ere valuable services, he received

3

ewat as IS agtr, and hi d . .On 7
th

Rabi' 1
4

6 s power an mAuence mcreased materially.
__ . ,9 3 A.H. (24th fanuary, I-56 AD) E H

mayun In th C . I . ,. . mperor u-
th e

d

aplta cIty of Delhi sli pped from the Aat surface of

e mosque an fell to the d d d

d
. I' groun , an eparted from this world

accor mg to t le chronoCTram . •b •

Hemistich

Hymayun Padshah az bam uftad

(E~peror Humayun fell from the roof: 962)

T ardl Beg Khan who h -Kh tb' 1 -' was t e Amlr-ul-Umara, recited
5

the
_ u. a In t le name of Emperor Akb d ' .. ar, an sent the 111 • f
sovereIgnty through Mirza Abul Qasi 6 _ _ sIgma 0m , son of MIrza Kamran to

2 Akbarniima Text I 8 ., ' " p. 1 2, translation, PP' 375, 376.
2 Gp. C,t .. Text pp 192 1 ., . , 193, trans atlon, p. 393·
3 Akbarniima Text II B"

S
.. ' " p. 14, everIdge s translation, II, p. 25·

4 ee Banerj1, Humayun Badshah II .
of Humayiin's death AI .' "pp. 254,255 for a detaJied account

. • so see BeverIdge s 10nO" note N 6
hIS translation of Vol. 1 of Akbarniima h b. o. 3 ~n. pp. 54-

6
5

6
of

the question is discussed at length Th
w

erhe varIOUS authorIties are cited and
. e c ronogram d' h

short by one year as Hum- _ d' d' 6 ' as note 111 t e text is
_ ' ayun Ie 111 9 3 A.H. (1556 A.D.).

5 A kbarnama, Text, I, p, 364, translation P 658
6 The insignia was sent through Ghulam' '~li b~t M- - - -'

also sent to do homage op 't -6 ' lrza Abul Qaslm was
, • CI ., text, p. 3 5, translation, p. 660•
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Op. cit., Text, pp. 28-3°, translation, pp! 47-50,

Verse

1£ you see anyone's back in battle,

Kill him if the enemy did not do so during engagement.

On that day Emperor Akbar had gone out hawking in the Sirhind

plains. When he returned Bairam Khan sent him the message, that

he had taken this audacious step for no other reason than loyalty.

T ardi Beg Khan had deliberately run away from this battle. His

insincerity and hypocrisy were known to all. If such offences were

overlooked, no enterprises could be accomplished. He (Bairam Khan)

WJ.s ashamed at not having obtained the Emperor's permission, but he

kne,w that owing to the latter's innate graciousness, he would never

sJ.nction the execution. Emperor Akbar in view of the prevailing

circumstances accepted Khan Khanan's excuses, but as T ardi Beg Khan

943T ardi Beg Khan T urkistani

plundering. Tardi Beg Khan with a limited number of men had

halted, and was watching the situation, when suddenly Hemii came

out of ambush and fell upon him. Af4al Khan, Khwaja SuI~an 'Ali,

and Ashraf Khan Mir Bakhshi out of cowardice, and Mulla Pir Muham-- - .
mad Shirwani-who was Bairam Khan's man, and wished for the

Commander-in-chief's (Tardi Beg Khan's) defeat-took to flight.

Tardi Beg Khan preferred life with dishonour to death with honour,

and also fled, and thm what had begun as an achievement ended in

being the opposite l
• At Sirhind he joined the imperial army which

was on its way for the extirmination of Hemii. Bairam Khan regard

ing him as a rival was apprehensive of him, while T ardi Beg Khan in

view of his assumed position uf the leader of the army was always

after overthrowing Bairam Khan; and in addition each regarded

bigotry as the basis of religion. At this time, when as a result of

defeat T ardi Beg Khan was feeling humiliated and disgraced, Bairam

Khan affected .friendship and invited him to his quarters. He left

him in his tent, and went out on the pretence of purification. His

subordinates in his absence put T ardi Beg Khan to death.

..,
T ardi Beg Khan T urkistani

Akbar who was then administering the Panjab. As a reward for this

signal service, which was greatly approved, he was raised to the ra~k of

5,000. With the other Delhi officers he took charge of that terntory,
. . H···- Kh- h was one ofand in a proper manner marching agalOst . aJl _an-w ° .

the trusted slaves of Sher Shah, and who had raised the head of dis

affection near Narnaul, and was enjoying the income from ro~nd
about that area-took that territory from him. He pursued him Into

Mewat, and punished many of the recalcitrants, and returning to

Delhi l managed its affairs with great skill.
At this time Hemii Baqal (came into the forefront).. ~e had

neither nobility nor lineage (&asb u nasb), and in the beginning was

an object of contempt; he used to sell salt in the back lanes of the

town of Riwari. By his chicanery he became enrolled among the

purveyors (baqqalan) of Salim Shah, and becam~ kno_wn, by h_is talk

and slander about other people. When Mubanz Kha~ Ad.all came

to power, he made Hemii his vakil and Commander-1l1-chlef. By

his audacity and scattering of gold he performed great feats.. He

first called himself Basant Rai, and afterwards assumed the title of

Raja Bikramajit. As he did not know riding on horseback, he always

used to go about on an elephant. Having collected a large num~er of

elephants, he had 500 war-like elephants with him. On ~eanng o~
the inevitable event of Emperor Humayun he advanced against ~elhl
with 50,000 cavalry, 1,000 elephants, 5 I guns and 500 culvetlnes,

and encamped at T ugblaqabad. The plan of most of the officers

who on account of Hemu's disturbances had come from all rou~d and

joined T ardi Beg Khan-was that while waiting for the. arrival of

Emperor Akbar they should strengthen the towers and bastIOns of the

fort. T ardi Beg Khan greatly heartened and encouraged th~~ all,

and made them ready for the battle. On the 2nd of Dhul I:lIJJah of

the said year (7th October, 1556 A.D.) he engaged the enemy, and

by his manful endeavours repulsed the opposing forces. Most of the

imperialists pursued the fugitives, and others addressed themselves to

Akbarnama, Text, I I, p. 20, translation, p. 36.
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was an old and accomplished officer, he was displeased1. The

Chajbtai officers also cherished rancour against Bairam Khan, and

grew afraid and alarmed.

TARDI KHAN

(Vol. I, p. 478).

He was the son of Qiya Khan Gung 2
• After hi ~ father's death

he became a favourite of Emperor Akbar, and was appointed to a

suitable Man~ab. Later, he was deputed to the Deccan under Prince

Sul~an Daniyal, and rendered valuable services in that area. After

wards as a result of some improper actions he fell into disgrace, but in

49th year was restored to favour, and was exalted by appointment

to the rank of 2,000 foot with 500 horse3
, and received a gift4 of

five lakhs of dams.

T ARSON MUHAMMAD KHAN. --
(Vol. I, pp. 471-475)'

He was the sister's son of Shah Mu1}ammad Saif-ul-Muluk, who

had become the ruler of Ghanjistan next to the territory of Khurasan.

Shah Tahmasp ~afavi in the year 940 A.H. (1534 A.D.) made Herat

his winter quarters, and deputed an army for extirpating Shah Mu1}am

mad, and to conquer that territory. Tarsun Mu1}ammad Khan at

first joined the service of the celebrated Mu1}ammad Bairam Khan, and

soon outstripped all his colleagues both in rank and trustworthiness.

When Emperor Akbar became alienated from Bairam Khan, and went

towards Delhi on the pret,:xt of hunting, Bairam Khan, in spite of

Op. cit., Text, pp. 32, 33, translation, pp, 51-53.
2 Maathir-ul-U mara, Text, III, pp. 54-56, translation, antea. pp. 530, 53 I ;

also see Blochmann, A'in, 1(2nd edn.), pp. 366, 367. Qiya Khan was killed in 989
A,H. (1581 A.D.).

3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 82 7; Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1239.

4 Op. cit., Text; p. 836, translation, p. 1252 •

his wisdom and ability, did not perceive that the dice had fallen the

wrong way, and the scheme of times had taken another turn, and

unconcernedly went on beating his drum of power. If any report of

the state of affairs came to his ears, he did not believe it, till the orders

of recall were issued· to the officers. He now realized that the

Emperor's hunting this time was of another type. He sent T arsun

IVful?ammad Khan with other confidential officers to the Court, and

conveyed messages of his humility and submission. When T arsun

Mu1}ammad Khan arrived at the Court, he heard weighty replies and

was unable to make any rejoinder. He waS also not permitted to

leave the Court. Bairam Khan found that the road he had taken was

closed. He wished to come to the Presence weeping and wailing.

His opponents becoming aware of this plan impressed on Emperor

Akbar, that Bairam Khan's coming in whatever form it might be,

would involve deceit and treachery. Consequently Tarsun Mu1}am

mad Khan was sent with Habib Ullah Khan to forbid Bairiim Khan- . -
from coming, and not permit him to come even in the garb of friend-

shipl. After many events, some of which are detailed in the account

of that Amir2 (Bairam Khan), Emperor Akbar gave permission to

Bairam Khan for proceeding to the I:Iijaz, and gave him as companions

Tarsun Mu1}ammad Khan and I:Iaji Mu1}ammad Khan Sistani. They

guid:d him to the confines of the imperial territory, and returned from

the borders of Nag6re3
• Thereafter T arsun IvIul!aml11ad Khan was

always in the service of the Emperor and being raised to the rank of

A mir was exalted by the high rank of an officer of 5,000. For a

time he was the Governor of Bhakkar\ and of Patan° in Gujarat.

1 Akbarnama, Text, II, pp. 96, 97, Beveridge's translation, 11, pp, 1 45.
146, whence the above account of Bairam ~an is taken.

2 Maathir-ul-Umarii, Text, I, pp. 371-384, Beveridge's translation, I. pp.

368-378.
3 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 118, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 181.
4 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 91, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 129.

5 Op. cit., Text, p, 190, translation, p. 267.



In the 23rd year he was removed 1 from there, and the next year was

appointed as Fa{ljdar of Jaunpur2
• MulLi Mu~ammad Yazdi-who

was celebrated as a learned man of the times-was sent with him as

Sadr of the province. When some of the fief-holders in Bengal and

Bihar ~ubas became insubordinate, and raised high the dust of dis

affection, T arsun Mu~ammad Khan went to Bihar3 with other loyal

officers, and made great efforts to punish Bahadur Khan Badakhshi and

'Arab Khan who belonged to the rebellious faction. When Ma'~um

Khan Farrankhudi ungratefully went astray, T arsun Mu~ammad

f(han 4 with Shahbaz Khan adorned the field of battle. When in the

27th year Mirza 'Aziz Kaka was appointed to liberate Bengal and

retake it from the unfaithful officers, T arsun Mu~ammad Khan was

deputed with him, and behaved with great energy and bravery in

subduing that country.

Later when the Qaqshal A m'irs separated from Ma'~um Khan

Kabuli-who was the ringleader of the malcontents-and joined the

imperial army, Kakaltash sent T arsun M u~ammad Khan towards

Gharaghat, the abode of the Qaqshals lest that country be plundered

by the enemy. T arsun M u~ammad Khan 5 engaged himself in settling

their territory and took up his residence at Tajpur (probably Dinajpur)

until the rebel Ma'~um Khan having collected a large number of rebels,
arrived from the country of Bhatt (Assam), and ravaged the imperial

dominions up to within seven kos of Tanda. He also sent a body of

men to plunder the neighbourhood of Tajpur. Tarsun Mu~all1mad

Khan entrenched6 himself in the fort, and Shahbaz Khan Kambu

courageously marched from Patna to chastise the malcontents. The

Bengal officers and T arsun Mu~ammad Khan joined him, and there

was a hot engagement with the enemy. In a short time the 11l1pena-

Gp. cit., Text, p. 264, translation, p. 382.
2 Gp. cit., Text, p. 281, translation, P.410.
3 Gp. cit., Text, p. 287, translation, p. 422.
4 Gp. cit., Text, p. 30 7, translation, p. 453.

5 Gp. cit., Text, p. 319, translation, p. 467.

6 Gp. cit., Text, p. 4 I 6, translation, p. 6 I 9.

lists were victorious, and Ma'~um Khan again sought shelter in the

Bhati country. Shahbaz Khan now proceeded towards that quarter

with the idea that if 'Isa-the ruler of Bhatt, who was always expres

sing his loyalty-delivered up Ma'~um Kban, his sincerity would be

est~blished, otherwise he would be punished for his duplicity. \Vhen

the bank of the river Gauges (really the river Lakhra) near Khi4rpur

which was the ferry for entering the Bhati country-became the impe

rial camp, there were engagements, Sanargaon was captured and the

country was ravaged up to Katrapur, in which was elsa's home.

Ma'~um Khan after a short fight took to Right; he was nearly cap

tured. At this time 'Isa, who had gone to the Kuch country (Coach

Bihar), arrived with a large and well-equipped army. The imperial

officers stood firm On the bank of the Brahmaputra, which is a great

river that comes from Cathay, and built a fort there. There were

river battles, and hot contests. T arsun Mu~ammad Khan was

deputed to arrange the army to come from behind so that the enemy

would be surrounded from both sides. As it happened he selected

a road which was close to the enemy, and Ma'~um Khan hearing about

it came upon him with a large force. Shahbaz Khan sent Mu~ibb

'Ali Khan with some brave men to help Tarsun Mu~ammad Khan,

and sent an drgent message asking Tarsun Mu~ammadKhan not to

engage til! reinforcements arrived; rather he was to take up some

strong position. He did not trust the message, and said that deceitful

persons had by this stratagem separated a body of men from their

leader. But at last after many endeavours on the part of his compa

nions, who represented the wisdom of caution and the folly of care

lessness, he began by taking up a strong position. But as he placed

little credence in the message, he did not stay there, but proceeded

towards the camp. Just then an army appeared, and Tarsun Mu~am

mad 1<han dropping the thread of foresight from his hand concluded

that it was the body of auxiliaries, and prepared to welcome them.

He had advanced only a short distance when hostile cries filled the

plain with the dust of contention. Though the well.wishers urged

that he must retire to the strong position till the men from the army

1
I
j
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and the auxiliaries would arrive to help him, he did not agree. With
a stout heart he advanced to give battle. Some of his men went away
on the pretext of bringing the necessary materials for fighting. Al
though he had not more than fifteen men, he fought bravely, but as
it was the dictate of Fate, he was wounded and taken prisoner.
Ma'~iim Khan entered by the door of friendship, and wished him to
come over to his side. He in his loyalty replied with abuse and
reproaches, and gave good advice. That light-headed man became
.angry, and put the grey-beard of dominion to deathl, This catas
trophe occurred in 992 A.H. (x 584 A.D.) in the 29th year of the
reign.

TASH BEG TASH KHAN

(Vol. T, pp. 482 , 483)'

He was one of the single-fighters of Mirza Mul.tammad J::Iakim.
After the death of the Mirza, he in the 30th year was gratified by
enlistment2 in the service of Emperor Akbar. He became an object
of favour, and received a Jaglr as his tankhwah in the Panjab !iiiba.
In the 31st year he3 was deputed with Raja Birbar (Birbal) to assist
Zain Khan Koka, and in 32nd4 year under 'Abdul Ma~lab Khan in
the campaign against the Tarikis (Raushanis). In the 40th year he
was sent independently to chastiseS the 'lsa I<hail tribe, and although
he exerted himself bravely, the affair, owing to his illness, could not
be executed properly. In the 42nd year he was6 deputed with A~af

lOp. cit., Text, pp. 432-434, translation, pp. 645-651. Beveridge has
discussed the localities in a series of very valuable notes on the pages cited.

2 Akbarniima, Text, III, p. 473, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 713.
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 478, translation, p. 720.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 520, translation, P' 794. For 'Abdul Ma~lab ~an see

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 769-771, Beveridge's translation, 1. pp, 40, 41
and Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 441, 442.

5 Op. cit., Text, p. 67 I, translation, p. 1031.

6 Of. cit., Text, p. ]26, translation, P' 108+ For A~af ~an See Maathir_

Khan for the capture of the fort of Mau'-which Was one of the
great strongholds of the Zamlndars of the northern hills in the Panjiib
province-and rendered valuable service. As a reward he was granted
the title of Tiij Khan. In the 47th year, when the rebellion of Basli,
the Zam'indar of the same hills, broke out afresh, and Khwaja Sulaiman i

was appointed Bakhsh'i of the province, and sent off to collect in one
place an army from Qulij Khan !iiibahdar and other fief-holders of the
territory, such as I:Iasan Beg Shaikh 'UmrL, Taj Khan and A9mad
Beg :Khan Kabuli, and chastise the presumptuous cpief, Tash J(han
did not wait for others, but by successive marches reached the Pargana

of Pathan (Pathankot) their T hanagah. It chanced that while his men
were pitching the tents, an army of that bandit arrived. ]amil Beg,
his son, and others immediately attacked it, and a severe engagement
took place. ]amil Beg and fifty of his father's retainers were killed2

•

After the accession of Emperor ]ahangir he was promoted3 to the rank
of 3,000. In the 2nd year when the Emperor returned from Kabul
to India, and the governorship of that province was assigned to Shah
Beg Khan-who on being removed from Qandahar was on the road
Tash Beg was ordered that till the arrival of the said Khan he should
take care4 of Kabul. Later his rank was increased, and he was
appointed5 Governor of Tatta (Sindh). In the 9th year, corresponding
to 1023 A.H. (1614 A.D.) he died6 there.

TATAR KHAN KHURASANI

(Vol. I, p. 471).

He was one of the officers of Emperor Akbar's reign, and reached
the rank of 1,000. His name was Khwaja Tiil.tir Mul.tammad. For

ul-Umarii, Text, I, pp. 107-1 IS. Beveridge's translation, pp. 282-287, and Bloch

mann, op. cit., pp. 451-454-
Op. cit., Text, p. 803, translation, pp. 1206, 120].

2 Op. cit., Text, pp. 804, 805, translation, pp. 1208, 1209·

3 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahtmgiri, I, p. 31.
4 Of. cit., p. 121. 5 Op, cit., p. 261, 6 Of· cit., p. 267.
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a long time he was included among the Vazzrs. In the Sth year he
was deputed with Shah Budagb Khan to pursue Shah Abul Ma'ali\
who passing near I;-li~~ar FirLiza was proceeding towards Kabul.
Later, for a long time he was in-charge of the government2 of Delhi:.
In the year 986 A.H. (1578 A.D.) he died.

TE'GH BEG KHAN MIRZA GUL3

(Vol. I, pp. 504, 505)'

He and his two elder brothers Mirza Faqir Ullah and Mirza Gada
were sister's sons of Beglar Khan Mirza AJ:.mad, who was the Divan
of Sul~an Bedar Bakht. In the time of Emperor MuJ:.ammad Shah
he was the commandant of the Surat port. Their father was an
officer of small rank. After his death Mir Na'man Khan the second_ ,
son of Khwaja 'Abdur RaJ:.im the Khan-i-Buyutat supported them.
When the said Khan died, they were supported by their maternal
uncle. Mirza Faqir U11ah died young. Mirza Gada at first had the
title of Gada Beg, and when the said Beglar Khan (his maternal uncle)
died, and as he also was his son-in-law, he was granted the title of
Beglar Khan, and appointed Commandant4 of the fort of Surat. Later,
Mirza Gul through his good fortune received the title of Tegb Beg
Khan during the reign of Emperor MuJ:.ammad Shiih, and was
a.ppoi~ted Superintendent (Mut~adi) of that port, and was for a long
time ~n complete charge of its affairs. He made a name for himself
th~re by his charitable acts (nan-dih!, lit. bread giving) and magnani
mlty.. When he left the world in I 159 A.H. (1746 A.D.) the
SuperIntendence of the port was assigned to Mucin-ud-Din Khan
Bahadur alias Miyan Achhan, son of Shah Makhan, who was related
to the said Khwaja 'Abdur RaJ:im Khan, on account of his being the

Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 200, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 3 I I.

2 Op. cit., Text, pp. 280, 288, translation, pp. 415, 424.
3 Mea Atchund of Mill's History of India, III, p. 327.

_ 4 For a detailed account of Tegh Beg ~an' s independent governorship of
Surat see Gazetteer Bombay PreSidency, II (1887), pp. JI6-I2+.

son-in-law of the elder Beglar Khan. At the time of writing though
the port has come into the possession of the hat-wearing English, but
Mu'in-ud-Din's son, who has the title of Qaim-ud-Daulah; has his
name entered (as superintendent). Gul ba khak uftad: The flower
fell to dust, is the chronogram of Tegb Beg Khan's death (1159 A.H.,

1746 A.D~).

(RAJA) TODAR MAL

(Vol. II, pp. 123-129)'

Raja Todar Mal was a Liihori l Khattri. He was an able accoun
tant, and a courageous administrator. Through Emperor Akbar's
patronage he rose to a high office, and attained the rank of an officer
of 4,0002 and was made an Amir and leader. In the 18th year when
by the Emperor's arrival Gujarat territory was cleansed of sedition
mongers, the Raja3 was left there to investigate the fiscal4 assessment of
the territory, so that an equitable and just tariff for revenue assignment
of the area might be enforced. In the 19th year after the conquest

In the text it is not stated that Raja Todar Mal was born at Lahore in

the Panjiib, and the statement that he was a Lahori Khattri is correct for it is
admitted by the people of L6harpiir in Oudh that his father was a Panjabi

Khattri. In this connection reference may be made to the letter of Mr. Ferrar
of Sitapiir, Oudh, published on p. 178 of the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal for 1871, and Mr. Blochmann's remarks on it. According to this
letter Todar Mal's father, who was Panjabi Khattri, came to Loharpiir, and

married the daughter of a Chepari Khattri, and that Todar Mal was born

there. L6harpiir is 17 miles north of Sitapiir, and is mentioned in A'in, II, p.

177 (Jarrett's translation). Mr. Ferrar states in his letter that there is a place
called Rajapiir, near L6harpiir, where a fair is held in the Raja's honour. For

Raja Todar Mal's account see Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 376-379, and
Mul]ammad J::Iusain Azad, Darbar-i-Akbari (Lahore, 1939), pp. 5 19-534.

z He was raised to the rank of 4,000 in the 30th year, Akbarnama, Text,
III, p, 457, Beveridge's translation, p. 687.

3 Akbarnama, Text, p. 65, translation, III, p. 91.

4 \.SAlle.> C"'f" Jama'dami, see Wilson's Glossary, pp. 120, 228.

5 11J's.~3 Tankhwah or assignment, see Wilson, op. cit., P' 509.
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of Patna he was honoured by the grant of a standard and a drum, and

was deputed l to help Mun'im Khan in Bengal. Though in this

campaign the leadership and planning were Khan Khanan' s share, ~et
in the actual campaigning, encouraging the soldiers, making dashl1lg

marches, chastising the recalcitrants and the opposing forces, the Raj a

played a more distinguished part. In the battle with Da'lid Khan

Kararani, when Kban 'Alal11 the leader of the vanguard was killed, and

:Khan Khanan after he was severely wounded turned the rein, the Raja

stood firm, and continued his efforts till defeat was turned into victory.

On the battle-field while the enemy were exulting over their victory,

an unpleasant report about Khan 'Alam and Khan Khanan was

brought to him. The Raja becoming angry said, "If Khan 'Alam be

dead, what harm? If Khan Kbanan has left, what fear? The

Emperor's good fortune is with us 2
." After settling that country he

returned to the Court, and was, as previously, engaged in financial

and political duties.
When 1<han Jahan was appointed Governor of Bengal, Raja Tadar

]vIal was deputed3 with him, and by his excellent arrangements the

territory which had been lost was recovered4
• He captured and kille~

Daiid. In the 2 I st year he brought to the threshold of the Cali

phate from that area glorious spoils which included three to four hun

dred elephants5 • As the province of Gujarat had not been properly

settled, and owing to the neglect of Wazir Khan affairs were in con

fusion, the Raja was deputed6 to rectify matters in that territory.

1 Akharniima, Text, III, p. 71 , translation, p. 98.
2 Op. cit., Text, pp. II8-I26; translation, pp. 169- 179· Raja TaJar Mal's

reply on hearing of the death of ~an ',AIam and the Khan Khanan being forced

to leave the battlefield is differently worded there (translation, p. 178).
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 162; translation, ;p. 229, and text, pp. 179-182,

translation, pp. 25 1 - 255.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 183; translation, p. 256.
SOp. cit., Text, p. 196; translation, p. 277· The number of elephants

brought by Raja Tadar Mal was 3°4·
6 Op. cit., Text, p. 198; translation, p. 280.

He by his skill, understanding, courage and bravery made proper

arrangements from Sul~anpiir and N andurbar to Baroda and Cham

paner, and after his arrival at AI).l11adt"tbad, he in conjunction with

\Vazir Khan lighted the lamp of justice. Suddenly the disturbance of

M u:;:affar I:Iusain Mirza instigated by Mihr'Ali Kalabi broke out.

Wazir Khan wanted to take shelter in the fort. Raja T6dar Mal by his

determination made him prepare for battle, and in the 22nd year an

engagement took place near Dholqa. As a result of the flight of his

soldiers Wazir Khan was in a very tight corner, and was about to lose

his life. The Raja who was the leader of the left winO" drove off theD'

opposing forces, and went to his help. Immediately the warp and

WOJf of the proud rebels were severed to bits, and the Mirza fled

towards Junagarh1. In the same year he retun~ed to the Court, and

resumed 2 his duties as a Vazir.
\Vhen in that year the Emperor went from Ajmer to the Panjab,

one day in the bustle of the march the Raja's idols were lost, and as he

never transacted any other business until he had performed their war·

ship according to special rites, he forswore food and sleep. The

Emperor by his advice made him gave up some of his superstitious

devotion3
• He had to perform the duties of Vazir, but he could not

sltisfactorily complete the task owing to fear and the predominance

of double-faced ten-tongued men. In the beginning of the 27th year,

990 A.H. (1582 A.D.) he was honoured by appointment as the

chief Divan. In fact he was the Vakil with absolute powers, and all

business was transacted under his direction. The Raja began to recon

struct the financial and political edifice, and laid down definite regula

tions which were adopted by royal order. Details of these are given

in Akbarnama1
• In the 29th year his house was glorified by the

Op. cit., Text, pp. 2°7-209; translation, pp. 29 2 - 2 94.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 213, translation, P' 300.
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 221, translation, p. 310.
4 His appointment as chief Divan is recorded on p. 381 of the text and

p. 581 of the translation. His cleven regulations are detailed Oll text pp. 381 

383; translation, pp. 561-566.
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Emperor's visit, and in gratitude he arranged a grand feast
1

• In the

3 2nd year a wicked Khattrt on account of enmity struck him in

his palanquin at night with a sword. The attendants of the Raja

killed the assailant2 • When Raja Birbar ,-vas killed in the hills of

Swat, Raj Todar MaP and Kanwar Man Singh were sent to punish

the Yusufzais. When in the 34th year the Emperor went to

Kashmir, the Raja was appointed with Mul),ammad Quli Kh1n

Barlas and Raja Bhagwant Das Kachwaha to the charge of Lahare
4

•

During this year while the Emperor was proceeding from Kashmir

to Kabul, the Raja wrote a petition to the effect that as age

and sickness had overcome him, and apparently his death was

near at hand, he begged that he be relieved from all business,

and be allowed to the bank of the Ganges and spend his last

breaths in prayer and meditation. Leave was granted, and he left

Lahore for Hardwar. Suddenly another order came to the effect that

no worship of God was equal to taking care of the weak. It was,

therefore, better that he should look after the affairs of the oppressed
5

•

He was obliged to return. Eleven days after the beginning of the

year 998 A.H., corresponding to the 34th year of the reign he died
6

(21st November, 1589 A.D.).
The learned Abul Fa41 writes about him that for uprightness,

straightforwardness, service, kind nature, freedom from avarice, arrang

ing expeditions, courage, capacity for putting heart into cowards,

knowledge of details, zeal and administration of Indian affairs be was

the unique of the age. But he was spiteful and vindictive. Small

Op. cit., Text, p. 440, translatioll, p. 661,

2 Op. cit., Text, pp. 519, 520 ; translatiot~, pp. 79 2 , 793·
3 Op. cit., Text, pp. 487, 488 ; translation, pp. 73 6, 737·

4 Op. cit., Text, p. 537, translation, p. 81 7.
5 Op. cit., Text, p. 567, translation, p. 858.
6 Op. cit., Text, E. 569; transhtion, p. 861. Beveridge gives 8th Novem

ber, 1589, as the date of his death; this must be according to the Old Style

for I I days from the beginning of 998 A.H. would be either 21st or 20th of

November, 1589, as the I st of the year was Friday, 10th November.

differences flourished in the garden of his mind-this has been consi

dered by wise men as the worst of all traits, especially in government

where the affairs of all people are entrusted to a person who is the

Vakil of the master of a kingdom. If the face of his nature were not

tarnished by religious bigotry, this mean personality would not have

been so contemptible. The fact, however, is that if he were not

b~goted, conventional and spiteful, and did not stick to his own opi

tll~ns, he wo~ld have been a spiritually great man. In spite of all

t~ls and c.onsld~ring the prevailing state of affairs in regard to genero

SIty and ltberahty-the m3rket of which is generally flat-he was for

service, diligence and understanding unrivalled. (His death) was a

great blow to. disinterested service, and the market of business lost its

briskness. It is accepted that an honest person may be found, though

probably he would be a fellow nestling of the phoenix ('anqa), but by

what charm could he acquire that influence (i'timad) which so seldom

falls to the share of mortals21
•

Emperor Aurangzib used to say that he heard from Emperor Shah

Jahan, that Emperor Akbar had one day remarked, "Tadar Mal is

very wise and prudent in financial and political affairs, but his uncon

cern and conceit cannot be approved." Abul Fa41, who was not on

gOOd terms. with him, broug.ht up several charges against him. Emperor

Akbar replted, "I cannot dismiss one whom I have nurtured." The

rules. and regulatio.n.s of Raj~ Todar Mal for developing the country

and 111 regard to mlhtary affairs are current throughout India, and have

bee~ the base~ for several royal rescripts. In India in the days of the

earher sovereigns and rulers they used to take one sixth (of the pro

duce) from the cultivators. The Raja classified land as po/aj, parauti,

chachar and banjar2
, and measurements were carried out of all tilled

lOp. cit., Text, p. 569, translation, pp. 861, 862. In this connection also

see Blochmann, op. cit., p. 377, regarding "the change in the language and the
character used for revenue accounts", and which Blochmann rightly considers

"as the most important reform introduced by T6dar Mal."
2 See Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p. 63, where these four classes of

land are defined.
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3 Op. cit., p. 236.

and uncultivated land-this was called Raqba'-on the basis of bighas
and biswas. The assessel11ent on cultivation of vegetables and pot

herbs, and all kinds of corn etc., was fixed in cash per bigha, and in

some cases on a division of the produce which was designated batai.
As in the earlier days the salaries of the soldiery were reckoned in

black copper coins, Todar Mal fixed the value of the rupee-which

was reckoned previously at 40 falus-at forty dams, and fixed the

assessment (jama') on the basis of the actual produce (~al-~a{iP),

and granted it in feudal tenure as an assignment-this was called

liigir 2
• And areas of the estates-whose revenue was paid directly

into the imperial treasury, were called Khiil{a-to the value of one

kror (ten million) dJms-which on the basis of collections for 12

months amounted to 2,500 for every lac of rupees, keeping in view

the good and bad yield of the crops-were each assigned to one

experienced officer, who was called the krari3 and the extra revenue

charges for the irregular troops (siwai sihbandi) to be collected were

fixed at rupees five per hundred. In the earlier days no coins other

than falus 5 (copper coins) were current. In granting rewards to

_officers, ambassadors and poets the procedure adopted was to mint coins

of silver alloyed with copper of the weight of falus, and designate

these silver tankah 5
• The Raja had ashrafis of unadulterated gold

weighing eleven mashas7
, silver rupees weighing eleven and a half

mashas coined. Many other reforms which were introduced by him,

4 Wilson's Glossary, p. 196 .
2 For !Jgir and [(hal~a, see P. Saran, Provincial Government of the

Mughals, p. 79.

3 Wilson's Glossary, pp. 2 97, 298, at1d P. Saran, op. cit., pp. 2 96, 297.
The kraris were first appointed in the end of the 19th year of Emperor Akbar's
reign after his return to Fatl).pllr Sikri in January, 1575 (Akbarnama, Text, III,
p. 117, translation, p. 167). Though the name krari is not used in A'in, the
office is defined on Text, I, p. 10, Blochmann's translation, p. 13. as "zealous and
upright men were put in charge of the revenues, each over one kror of dams".

4 Wilson's Glossary, pp. 481, 486. 5 Wilson's Glossary, p. 155.

6 Wilson's Glossary, p. 538. 7 Wilson's Glossary, p. 333,

cannot be detailed here. And in fact the disposition of Emperor

Akbar-who was the founder of the state and government-was pro

lific in all affairs. He introduced valuable innovations in all ans and

crafts. During his prosperous reign, as wise and clever men of all

the seven climes were collected round him, all these expert masters by

their clever instincts and correct understanding suggested marvellous

practices, and useful innovations for approval by the Emperor. Even

artisans and authors in their own trades and profession made marvel
lous advances.

Verse

When the King is a master of learning,

He makes experts of all workers.

The Raja had a number of sons. The eldest of them was Dharu,

who had the rank of 700 in Emperor Akbar's days. He performed

great deeds under Khan Khanan in the T atta (Sindh) campaign,

where
l

he was killed. It is stated that his horses were shod with
gold and silver.

(RAJA) TODAR MAL SHAH JAHAN!

(Vol. II, pp. 286, 287).

At first he was an associate of Af4al Khan 2
• After his death, he,

in the 13th year, received the title of Rai, and was appointed Divan,
Amin and Faujdar of the Sarkar of Sirhinds. In the 14th year the

charge of the Faujdiii4 of Lakhi Jangal was added to it. As the

Emperor was pleased with his development of the territory, in the

This was in the 37th year in Khan ~anan 'Abdur Ral).im's campaign
in Sindh against Mirza Jani Beg, see Akbarnama, III, Text, pp.608-610, transla

tion, pp. 929-93 2 • Dharll's death is recorded on p. 60 of text, and 930 of the
translation.

2 M,j.'ithir-141 Um/rd, Text, r, pp. 145-151, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

149- 1 53.
3 B.ulsh'lhnd1/1a, II, p. 206.
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I Akbarnama, Text, 1, p. 2 97, Beveridge's translation, 1, p. 560.
2 Op. cit., translation, p, 623, note I, no. 24.

3 Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 16, Beveridge's translation, II, pp. I9, 20.
Also see note 2 about the picture of Abul Ma 'ali's arrest in the Bodleian
Library, Oxford.

of service but with a heart full of guile, came near Kabul, and was
joined by treacherous officers, Emperor Humayun was compelled to
turn his reins towards Quhhak and Bamiyan, where he .had : many
faithful followers. He sent Tulak Khan with some other servants
to lo.:>k after Kabul, but except for Tulak .Khan not one returned to .
him1. His good services were approved, and he was appointed
Keeper of the Arsenal (Qurbeg). In the expedition to India he
followed 2 the royal stirrups, and rendered good service. After the
death of Emperor Humayun when Shah Abul Ma'alI went astray,
Akbar's well-wishers were anxious to arrest him. One day he was
invited to a feast, and when he stretched out his hands for a wash,
Tulak Khan-who was well known for the quickness of his move
ments-came behind him and seized both his arms. Others helped,
and the work of arrest was carried out3

• Later, he was for a long
time attached to the Kabul administration. In the 8th year of the
reign of Emperor Akbar, Ghani Khan, the son of Mun'im Beg Khan
Khanan, was supreme in Kabul. Light-headedness and turbulence
were natural to him, while he had become intoxicated by youth and
his high office. One day, he, without any cause seized Tulak Khan
who was a man of position, and put him and a number of his relatives
into confinement. Tulak Khan by the help of some sensible men
made his escape. After this affair he resided in the village of Baba
Khatun, which was his !agir, and waited for an opportunity for retri
bution. One day 0hani Khan left Kabul for seizing a caravan from
Balkh, and arranged a wine party at the stage of Khwaja Sih Yaran,
which is a delightful spot. Tulak Khan with a body of his relations
and servants fell upon him while he was drunk, and captured him and
Shagun the son of Q,lracha. He relieved his angry feelings by
abusing yhani Khan, and set off with his men to take Kabul. He

959Tulak Khan Quchinul-Umara]
Tulak Khan Quchin

Op. cit., p. 247. 2 Op. cit., p. 3 I 9·

3 Op. cit., p. 473. 4 Op. cit., p. 627.
5 'Ama10ali~, III, p. 7. 6 ';Ilamgirnama pp. I42 , I4~.

7 His removal from Sirhind is mentioned in ';Ilamgirnama, p. 220, wlnlc

his appointment as FaUjdar of Etawah in the 3rd year is recorded _on ~. 604.
8 Though the text seems to imply that he was one of Babur s ser~ants

but it is hardly likely that a man who died in I596 could have served Babur.

who died in 1530. Here the word Babl4ri probably means an old serv<\nt.

15th year he was awarded a robe of honour; a horse and ~n ele~hane,

and in the 16th year, as a reward for his valuable servICes hiS rank
was increased to 1,000 foot with 1,000 horse, two-horse three-horse

2 [n the 19th year his rank was further increased by 5°0troopers.
foot with 200 horse, two-horse three-horse troopers, and he was posted
to Sirhind3 • In the 20th year he again received an increase of 3°0
horse4, two-horse three-horse troopers. Gradually the charge for the
management of the Sarkar Dj'palpur, and Parganas Jalandhar and

S 1- - dded to it· the annual revenue of these areas amountedu tan pur was a " . .
to fifty lacs of rupees. He took proper measures for the collectIOn

of this amount. As.a result in the 21st year he was exalted by pro
motion to the rank of 2,000 with 2,000 horse, and the grant of the

title of RajaS. In the 23rd year he was awarde.d a s~and.ard. After
the battle of Samugarh when Dara Shik6h dunng hiS flight reached

Sirhind, Raja T6dar Mal as a precautionary measure had retir~~ ,to the
Lakhi Jangal. Dara Shik6h took 20 lacs of rupees o~ the Raja .s pro-

erty which were buried in various places6
• Durmg the retgn of

~mperor Aurangzib he was for a time in charge of the Faujdari of
Itawah7. (Etawah). In the 9th year, corresponding to 1076 A.H.

(1665-66 A.D.) he died.

TOLAK KHAN QOCHIN

(Vol. I, pp. 475-478).

He was one of the servanu of Emperor Babur8
• Later he joined

the stirrups of Emperor Humayun. After that monarch returned
from Iran, and took Kabul, and when Mirza Kamran, on a pretence



Tulak Khan Quchin [MaatlJir- ul-Umara] Turktaz Khan

Idted at the village of Khwaja Awash which is twO kos frol:l the
city. When Fu4ail Beg, the brother of Mun'im Kllan. and 1115 son
Abul Fad). prepared to fight against him, he agreed to make peace Ol~

condition of several estates being assigned to him, and released Qhal1l
Khan. The latter as soon as he w::ts released m::trched against Tulak
Khan with::t large army. Tulak Khan did not think it advi~able to
- . d If· I d' Neu' Ghorb::tnd river theremall1 there an so startee at n la. '_ _

. d I· , b mle Baba QuchlnKabul army caught hun up, ::tn t lete W,lS a , . . .
and some other oE his serV::tnts were killed, but he and hiS son Isfand~

yar, and a few oE his relations and serV::tn~s nunfully fought th~lr

way oue. In the same year he took up service under Emperor Akbar,
and gathered the materials of tranquility through the gran~ of a fief
in the provinc~ of Malwa. In the 28th year when the Malwa army
was ordered to assist Mirza Khan Khan Khlnan (, Abdur Ral).im) he

also went with it, and according to the orders of the Khan Khan~n

. S . 'd Daulat2 who was creating a diseurbance 111went agamst alYI , ., ..
Cambay. He punished him, and was VictoriOUS. Later he JOI.n~~

the imperial army. and in the battle against Sul~an Mup.ffar GUJratl
was in the left wing3

• and took an active part 111 the actIOn. Later

he went with Qnlij Khan to take Bahronj (Broach). In the 30th

year when the Malwa army was deputed to assist Khan A';PI~l (Mirza

'Aziz Koka) for the conquest of the Deccan, he4 :lso hurned t~le~e.

In the course of the disagreement between Khan A'pm and Shlhab
ud-Din Ahn1::td Khan he fell under suspicion on account of the talk
of the babblers, ~d was imprisoned5

• On being released he was
appointed as an auxiliary oE the Bengal and Bihar forces,. and in t~e

37 th year he was with Retja Man Singh in the battle With Qutlu s

Op. cit., Tcxt, pp. 184, 185. translation, pp. 285-287.
2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 429, Beveridgc's translation, III, p. 640'

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 430, translation, p. 642.
4 Op. cit., Tcxt, p. 465. His name is not mcntioned 1t1 the translation

on p. 701.
5 Op. cit., Text, p. 489, translation, pp. 739, 740, and note 5.

"I

sons. and assisted the left wing l
• He died in the beginning of the

4 1st year2 corresponding to 1004 A.H. (1596 A.D.).

TURKTAZ KHAN

(Vol. I. pp. 503, 504)'

His ancestors were from Turan. His father came to India during
the time of Emperor Aurangzib, and joined the royal service. He was
granted a suitable rank, and the title of Yakkahtaz3 Khan, and deputed
to chastise the Marathas. His uncle Khwaja Khan4 , who was the son
in-law of Siyadat Khan Saiyid 06~[an, was in the 5 J st year granted
the rank of 1,600. Turkcaz Khan was born in the Deccan, and
adopted Maratha Customs. In dress and even food he did not dis
tinguish himself from them, and in battle also he adopted their
cossack-type of fighting which the Deccanis call Barg'igir'i 5 • He was
on the roll of the Deccan auxiliary officers. In the battle6 with 'Alam
cAli Khan although he was with him, yet on account of his being a
fellow country man, he colluded with A~af Jah, and did not at all

exert himself. After the victory he met 7 A~af Jah with respect. and
the old associations were renewed and strengthened. Throughout his
life he lived honourably. In the year 1149 A.H. (173 6 A.D.) he
died. He had three sons. The eldest Khwaja Mul,lammad during
the time of A~af Jab had the title of ~llan and in Na~ir Jang's time
the title of his father, and in the days of ~alabat Jang was styled Qawi

Op. cit., Text, p. 61 I, translation, p. 935.

2 Op. cit., Text, p. 7 I I, translation, p. 106o. He apparently died in the
end of June, 1596.

3 He is often mentioned in 'Alamgirnama and J.1aathir.i-'Alamgiri as one
of the officers who took part in several campaigns.

4 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 5 I 8.

5 Bargi according to Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghllls, p. 17 1, is a
name for Maratha Soldiery.

6 Battle near Biiliipur, Akiila district, 6th Shawwal, I 13 2 A.H. (I ah
August, 1720).

7 IibaEi Iiban, II, p. 895.
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Jang. He reached the rank of 5,000, and was for a long time the

commandant of the Ahmadnagar fort. For some reason he delivered

the fort to the Marath~s. In 1187 A.H. (177 3 A.D.) he died of

some illness. He was a friendly man, of pleasant disposition, ancl a

patron of the learned. He was very fond of goo~ calligra phy. He

never let fall the thread of friendship with the wnter of the pages.

Of the other tWO sons (of Turhiz Khan), one was l:lam'id Khan,. and

the other Khwaja Sharif Khan. Both had ranks and Tagir. [bey

died before their elder brother.

TAHIR J(HAN*

(Vol. 1I, pp. 75 1-754)'

His name was Tahir Shaikh. In the 20th year of Emperor Shah

Jahan's reign he came from Balkh, and kissed the royal threshold.

He was awarded a robe of honour, a jewelled dagger and Rs. 10,000

in cash,! and later a sword with golden and enamelled accoutrements,

and the rank of 800 foot with 400 horses2
• Later he was exalted by

the grant of a jewelled jigba', and his rank was increased to 1,000

with 500 horse. He was also awarded th~ title of Khan, and a .horse
. h'l ddle 3 He hurried to Balkh 111 attendance on the stlrrupsWit Sl ver sa . -

of Prince Iv!uhammad Aurangz'ib Bahadur. In the 2 I st year he

received an inc;ease of 500 foot with 100 horse, and on his ret~rn
from there he placed his brow of 'loyalty on the threshold ~f faith.

In the 22nd year his rank was increased to 2,00~ fo~t with 700

horse4, and he was deputed to the Qandahar campaign I.n attendance

on Prince Mu1)ammad Aurangz'ib Bahadur. After reach111g there he

proceeded towards Bust in the company of Qulij ~h~n, and attac~ed
the fort of Khans'i, which is on the borders of Sistan, and acqUired

much booty. In the battle against the Iranians he greatly distin

guished himself, and in the 23rd year he received as a reward the

rank of 2,500 foot with 1,000 horse l
• Later, on arriving at the

Court an order 'was issued to the officers of the Buyutat that the

peshkashes received on Thursdays should for a period of one year

be sent to the said Khan:!. In the 25th year he was again deputed

to the Qandahar campaign in attendance on the said Prince. In the

26th year he accompanied 3 Prince Dara Shikoh on the same enterprise,

and with Rustam 'Khan reached Qandahar before the arrival of the

Prince. From there he in company with the said Kban proceeded

towards Bust. In the 28th year he was granted an increase of 500

horse, and sent with Jumlat-ul-Mulk Sa'ad Ullah Khan to the Chitor

fort. In the battle near Samugarh he was4 with Dara Shikoh. After

the latter's flight, wben Aurangzib's army arrived near Agra, Tahir

Khan waited 5 upon Aurangzib, and was granted a robe of honour.

Later he was deputed6 with Khalil U11ah Kban for the pursuit of

Dara Shikoh. In the second battle against Dara Shikoh he received a

quiver7
, and acted with the body of scouts. Apparently after that

he was appointed Governor of Multa.n, for the author of Maathir.i
'Alamgiri records his return from Multan in the I Ith yearS after he

had been removed from that office. In the 22nd year, when after the

death of Maharaja Jasvant Singh, the confiscation of his territory was

decided upon, he was appointed 9 Faujda,' of Jodhpur. The servants

of the said Raja with his sons after leaving Kabul reached the capital,

and disobeying the royal orders fought with the force-which had

been deputed against them- and then fled to their own country. As

Tahir Kban did not stand in the way and oppose their flight, he in

the same year was dismissed and deprived of his title of Kban l O. He

Tahir Khanul-Umara]
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[Maathir-Tahir Khan

oil< This and the next biography arc of

the letter b T
1 Badshahnama, II, pp. 608, 609.
3 Op. cit., pp. 627, 628.

officers whose names begin with

2 Op. cit., pp. 610,611.

4 'A mal ~alif;, III, p. 69·

Op. cit., p. 100.
3 Op. cit., p. 157.
5 Op. cit., p. 113.
7 Op. cit., p. 304·
9 Op. cit., p. 172 .

2 Op. cit., p. I 10.
4 'Alamgirnama, p. 95·
6 Op. cit., p. 147.
8 M aathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 74.
lOOp. cit., p. 179.
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3 13adshiihnama, II, p. 722 .
officers whose names begin with the

Thana UIl;i.h Khan and Aman Ullah Khan

THANA* ULLU-l KHAN AND AMAN ULLAH ~HAN

(Vol. I, pp. 5°6-50 7)'

letter 6 Th.
4 For 'Inayat UII5.h !S:Qan's account see Maiithir-tll.Umdra, Text, II, pp.

828-832, Beveridge & Prashad's translation,!, pp. 680 682.

5 Maiithir-i-Alamgiri, p. 47 2 •

6 ii1aathir-ul-Umarii, Text, III, pp. 729-746, translation ,wtea pp. 9°-
102

.
He married 'Imad-ul-Mulk's daughter, vide text, p. 746. Also see Irvine,

Later Mtlghals, II, pp. 138, 139·

They were the sons of J.?iya Ullah Khan son of 'Inayat U11ah Khan{
of Emperor Aurangzib's reign. J.?iya U11ah Khan was known personally
to Emperor Aurangzib, and irl the 47th year5 was appointed Divan of
Akbarabad (Agra). Of his tWO sons the first (Thana Ullah Khan)
became distinguished as a result of a marriage connection with 'Imad
ul-Mulk Mubariz Khan 6 • When the governorship of J:Iaidarabad

1 'Amal~aliq, Ill, p. 22.

2 Op. cit., p. 153·
* This a~d the next account are of

Dhan is a gold coin which was invented in the time of Emperor Akbar.
In the 2I st year he was granted a horse, and 5,000 rupees. When
in the same year the Emperor returned frou1 Kubul to India, he in
accordance with orders remained in Kabul till the arrival of his
children whom he had sent for from Balkh. Later, he in company
with his sons Khwaja M usa and Khwaja 'l~a, and the daughter's sons

of Khwaja 'Abdur Ral}im, came and did homagel . In the 22nd year
he received the gift of a horse with gilded saddle and nvo horses for
his two sons. After a short time he and his sonS received Rs. 5,000.
In the 26th year he received 1,000 ashrafis out of the weighment
money, Afterwards when Yusuf Khwaja his elder brother-who was
in the place of his ancestors-died, and as no one was left except him
to succeed, he in the same year was accorded permission to return

2

to
his homeland. It appears from the end of the second volume of the
Badshahna11'la3 that he had the rank of 4,000 foot with 400 horse.

J

Ar

ul-Umaral

l\1aiithir-ul.Umara, Text, Ill. pp. 613625, translation antea, pp.
10

9-
11

1.

2 Biidshiihniima, II, p. 611.
3 Op. cit., p. 627, where his appointment to a rank of 4,oCO and the gift

of 1,000 mil-hars is recorded. The grant of the jewelled dagger is noted on

p.632 •4 Op. cit., pp. 678, 679' The text has 150 ashrafis with 25
0

as a variant.

The latter is the figure in Biidshaniima, and has been adopted. This would be
correct as the value of Dhan which was an innovation of Emperor Akbar's

reign was "half a La'l-i-Jalali" vide Blochmann, .ifin, I (2nd edn.), p. 31.

T AIYlB KHW AJA JOmARI

(Vol. H, pp. 750, 75 1).

He was the son of Basan Khwaja, elder brother of 'Abdur Ral}il11

Khwaja, son of Kalan Khwaja, who was married to the aunt of Nadhar
Muhammad Khan, and sister of Din Mu1}ammad Khan. 'Abdur
Ra1}Tm Khwaj~-came to India as an ambassador of Imam Qu1i Khan
during the reign of Emperor Jahangir, and was treated with such
respect that he had a seat in the Emperor's assemblies. In the first

year of the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan he died. Af4
al

Khan in
accordance with orders went to his son $adiq Khwaja, and after con
veying condolences brought him to the Cour::. Basan Khwaja, the
father ofTaiyib Khwaja, died of plague which broke out before Balkh
was captured, and Yusuf Khwaja his second uncle took the place of
his ancestors. T aiyib Khwaja was married to the daughter of 'Abdur
Ra1}im Khwaja. In the 20th year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he

started for India after the conquest of Balkh. When he reached near
(the imperial seat), Qa4i Mu1}ammad Aslam and Klwiaja Abul Khair
Mir 'Adal went forward to welcome hiD', and brought him to the
Emperor. He presented 18 horses and 15 camels, and received a
robe of honour, and a gift of 1,000 gold 11'luhars

2

• Later, he was
exalted by the grant of a jewelled dagger3 . Afterwards he received
a present of 500 Dhan which were equal to IS0 ashrafis

4

• The

Taiyib Khwaja Juibari

died at his appointed time. His son was Mug1.1al Khan 'Arab Shaikh,

of whom a separate accountl has been included.



ul-Umara] Udaji Ram

THAN! !5HAN HARAVP

(Vol. I, pp. 505, 506).

For a more detailed account see Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), PP' 53 1-

532. 1-1.= was originally in the service of Mirza Hindal, and after his death was

taken into imperial service by Emperor Humayun. See also IV1untakhab-ut

Tawiirikh, Text, III, pp. 206,207, Haig's translation, III, pp. 286, 287, on which
the above account appears to be based. His name is there given as 'Ali Akbar.

2 Apparently the reference is to the expedition against Kban Zaman ,jn

the 12th year, vide Akbarniima, Text, II, p. 289, Beveridge's translation, II, p.

426.

was assigned to 'Imad-ul-Mulk, the two brothers went there, and led
a life of pleasure, and obtained offices according to their desires. The
first was appointed Faujdar of Sikiikiil (Chicacole). After' Imad-ul

Mulk was killed in the 6th year of Emperor Mul?ammad Shah's
reign, he took up service under Ni;;:am-ul-Mulk Apf Jah, and was
first appointed Governor of Bijaplir. After being signally defeated
there by Auda Chlihan (a Maratha general) he was appointed com
mandant of Parenda. He was very gay-natured and a confirmed
drunkard. He died at his appointed time. The second lived idly for
a long time in !:"Iaidarabad till he died. He had a very Mirza-like
(gentle) disposition.

UDAJl RAM

(Vol. I, pp. 142-145).

Quatrain

At night he showed repentence, next day he broke his vow.
He entered a wise man, and came out drunk.

Auspicious is approach, unlucky within and without,

My sorrow rose up (departed), your cheerfulness remained.

Verse

o royal cavalier, adorn the field on the day of battle,
The battle has begun, put your foot into the stirrup.

He prepared a versified treatise l on accidence. The following quatrain
is his composition. There are six words in each line, and every two
of them are antithetical.

He was a Brahman from the Deccan. Through his prudence and
intelligence he became distinguished, and acquired the Zamindar"i
extending from Mahar to Mabkar 2

• By his good fortune, ability and
zeal he gained the confidence of Malik'Ambar, and became possessed
of power and glory. In the time of Emperor Jahangir he was enlisted
among the imperial servants, and received the rank of 4,000 Dhtit

and horse3
; he was included among the auxiliaries of the Deccan.

As he was possessed of influence and skill, all the governors of Deccan
honoured and respected him. Whenever the victorious (imperial)
armies came to the Biilaghiit in the Deccan, they relied on his local

See Muntakhab-ut-TawCirikh, translation, III, Sir Wolsely Haig's note 5
on page 287.

2 Jarrett's translatio~ A'in, II, pp. 235, 237.

3 BadshahnCima, I, pt. i, p. 182. In Tuzuk-i-!ahCingiri, Rogers & Beve
ridge's translation, I, pp. 398, 399, his name is wrongly given as Uda Ram, and
his rank as 3,000 with 1,000 horse. In Beni Prasad's History of !ahangir he is
Uday Ram.

[Maathir-Thani Khan Haravi

He was an . officer of the rank of 500 during Emperor Akbar's

reign. His native place was Herat, and belonged to the Arlat clan.

He had long been in imperial service, and was well known for his
ability, knowledge, and pleasant temperament. If anyone was
introduced to him, the very first thing he said to him was, "My love
and friendship arc conditional on the fact that you pay no heed to the
remarks of the vulgar about me, for such people are a hindrance to

mutual friendship, and productive of strife". Later, when he was

deputed with the royal forces for the extermination2 of •Ali Quli
Khan Zaman, he wrote the following couplet in a petition to the

Emperor: -

..\.4 .•
t



knowledge of the territory which proveJ very helpful in the campaigns,
and he honestly did his best for the success of their undertakings. In
the 17th year of Emperor ]ahangir's rtign the heir-apparent Prince

Shah Jahan resolved to go to Bengal, and came from Burhanpiir to
1.1ahar. As he did not get the assistance he expected from the
officers of the Deccan, he sent them away, and left the superfluous
paraphernalia and his elephants with Udaji Rim in the Mahar fort.
As Udaji Ram exerted himself fully in the Emperor's service, Mahabat
Khan honoured him above all other officials.

In the 19th year the imperial officers with the assistance of 'Xdil
Shah's forces fought a battle with Malik 'Ambar at the village of
Bhatiiri, 5 kos from AI:l.lnadnagar. When MulLi Mu~amn1Jd Lari
the commander of Bijapiir forces was killed, his forces became dis
arranged, and Jadii Rai and Udaji Ram fled. By their disgrace l the
imperial army was heavily defeated. Lashkar Khan Abiil J:Iasan,
Mirza Khan Maniichehr, 'Aqidat Khan the Bakhshi of the Deccan
forces, his son Rashida and 42 11l,m~abdars were made prisoners by
Malik 'Ambar. Though the chief blame for the defeat was assigr.ed
to Jadii Rai Kantiya, yet the part played by Udaji: Ram was also
commented upon, and men talked about his evil planning and his
flight. His reputation suffered, and the' market of his solidarity

became flat. When in the 3rd year Burhanpiir was made glorious by
the advent of Emperor Shah Jahan, and an all conquering force was
deputed to extirpate Khan Jahan Ladi, Udaji Ram received a gift of
Rs. 40,000, and by increase of 1,000 with 1,000 horse his rank was
advanced to 5,000 with 5,000 horse 2

, and the water that had left its
course again began to flow in the stream of his hopes. In the 6th
year, 1042 A.H. (1632-33 A.D.), while he was besieging the fort of
Daulatabad with Khan Khanan Mahabat Khan, an old disease from
which he was suffering became virulent, and he died3

•

Though Udaj! Ram was notorious for trickery and plotting, he
also was famous for his ability and liberality. He never failed in
charity to mankind, and in this respect was at the head of the Deccan
officers. In spite of a weak body he even in his old age was addicted
to venery and whoredom. He had a wife known by the name of Rii
Bhagni, who after his death skilfully ma11Jged the Zamindari affairs.
As she had skilled s.ervants in her employment, the Commander-in
Chief, after the death of Udaji Ram, in accordance with the necessity
of the time and to prevent her men from deserting, proposed for her
son Jag Jivan, in spite of his tender age, the rank of 3,000 foot with
2,000 horse, and got for him the title of Udaj! RamI, When he
came to the years of discretion, he acquired a full acquaintance with
Persian prose and poetry, and calligraphy. He also abandoned the
ways of the Deccanis, and led a life like that of the officers of Upper
India. He conducted himself with honour and dignity, and held
Mahar in fief. After him everyone of his successors called himself
Udaj! Ram. A strange coincidence was that all of them were childless.
The line was kept up by adoptions. Indeed Jag Jivan is also believed
to have been an adopted son. When after him succession came to
Wankat Rao, that position, rank, and prosperity kid not abide. He
subsisted on his fees as a Deshmukh 2

• After him there were his
adopted sons, Madhli Rao and Shankar Rao. They held small offices,
and divided between them the estates of Mahar and Basim3

• Gra
dually as they grew old, and the officers became oppressive, they lost
even the position of the Deshmt1kh.9. If now and then a gumashta
gets possession of a place, nothing reveres to them. During the time
of writing the elder of them died after losing his Man~ab and lagir.
The other is in possession of [he Basim Pargana, and levies fees.

Udaji Ramui-Umara]
.}

L

It,....~

Udaj! Ram968

lqbalnama-i-ldhangiri, p. 237. In this work his name is Aiida Ram.
2 BadJhahnama. I, pt. i, pp. 293, 296.

3 Op. cit., p. 510•

Op. cit., p. 510.

2 See Wilson's Glossary, p. 132, for the duties of and fees levied by
Deshmukhs.

3 • Jarrett's translation of .J'in, II, p. 230.
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Yulaml'> Bahadur Ozbeg was his elder brother. At first both the
brothers were in the service of 'Abdullah f5.han Firuz Jang,7 and were

OZBEG KHAN NADHAR BAHXDUR

(Vol. I, pp. 195-198).

Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 6, translation, III, p. 9.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 142, translation, p. 201.

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 210, translation, p. 295. Ondcha of the text should

be Orcha.
4 It is Chita in the text, but following Akbarnama Khabita has been

adopted.
5 See Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 387, translation, III, p. 574.
6 From Yal a Turkish word meaning a hero,

7 For his account see Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II. pp. 777-789, Beveridge's

translation, I, pp. 97- I 0S·

97 1Ozbeg Khan Nadhar Bahadurul-Umara]

very prosperous. They were enlisted in the service of Shah
Jahan while he was at Junair. When the Saturn-like throne of
Hindustan was embellished by this unique jewel (i.e. Shah Jahan
ascended the throne), thes~ twO brothers received royal favours, and
each of them received a suitable Man!ab. At the time of Mahabat
Khan Khan J<hanan's appointment by the Emperor as the Governor of
the Deccan, they also were seconded for service wilh him. The
Emperor personally directed Mahabat Khan to take care of them, and
arranged out of regard for their feelings and to enable them to keep
up their position that they be provided with sufficient income from
properly developed assignments. Yiilam Beg died a' natural death.
Nadhar Beg was exalted with the title of Ozbeg Khan, and in the
14th year at the recommendation of Prince Mul}ammad !Aurangzib
Bahadur was raise.d to the rank of 2,000 with 2,000 horse by an
increase of 1,000 with 1,000 horse. He was also appointed
Commandant of the Ausa fort in succession to Mubarak Khan Niyazi1

•

In the 22nd year he received the gift of a drum. After spending a
long time as the Commandant of the said fort he returned to the COllrt,

and was appointed" to the ~iiba A~madabad Gujarat. In the 30th year
corresponding to 1066 A.H. (1656 A.D.) the morning of his life
changed to evening, and he went to everlasting sleep, i.e. died. He
was fond of society and pleasure. He used to quaff fragrant wine,
and was devoted to music. In additiol' to keeping his soldiers in good
trim he was lavish, and extravagant. Till the end of his life he saved

. nothing out of the produce of his fid. He always said that if after
his death he was found to have any property besides two suits of
clothes, he would be a sinner. When Prince Mu~ammad Aurangzib
unfurled the standards of his design for taking possessipn of the King
dom, he in his camp some half a kos from Burhanpiir gratified many
by the gifts of Man!abs and titles. Tatar Beg2 the son of Ozbeg

Badshahnama, II, p. 22 I" His name, however, is given there as Na~ar

Beg Ozbeg Khan.
2 'Alamgirnama, pp. 52, 53' The grant of the title is curiously enough

mentioned on both the- pages.

Olugb Khan-Ozbeg ~.ban Nadhar Bahadur

OLUGH KHAN ABYSSINIAN

(Vol. I, p, 87)'

He was a slave of Sul~an Mu~ammad of Gujarat. He rose to a
position of trust during his reign and was made a Sardar. In the 17th
year of the reign when Emperor Akbar went to A~madabad, Olugb
Khan l with his followers, and Saiyid I:-Iamid Bukhari came before all
other officers, and did homage. In the 18th year he was rewarded
with a suitable rank 2

• In the 22nd year he was deputed with ~adiq

~..ban to chastiseS Raja Madhukar Bundela, the Zamtndar of Orcha, and
on the day of battle distinguished himself by his valour. In the 24th
year, when Raja Todar Mal and others were appointed to quell 'Arab
-who later was styled Niyabat J<han-who was stirring up strife 111

Bihar, Olugb Khan along with ~adiq Khan was deputed as an
auxiliary of the said Raja. He with the said Khan took part in
various engagements, and in the battle. in which Khabita4 the rebel
was killed he was in commands of the left wing. He was a long
time attached to the province of Bengal, and remained there till his
death. His sons received fiefs, and spent their lives in that province.
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(MIR) WAIS GH1LZi

(Vol. Ill, pp. 701 -7 06).

The Ghilzis are an Afghan tribe who inhabit the territory

round Zamin Dawar. !n the reign of Sul~an Shah I:Iusain ~afavi,
when Gurgin Khan the ruler of Georgia (Gurjistan) was the BegIar-

I This was in the 4th and not the ,rd year, see 'Alamgirnama, p. 588.

The charge, according to the work cited, of the fort of Chakna (it is Chakan in
Grant Duff, Kincaid & Parasnis, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar) 18 miles north of

P66na, was as~igned to Ozbeg Khan.

973Wais Ghilziul-Umara]

Begi (p~ince of princes or chief) of Qandahar, he and his Georgian

companIOns oppressed the Afghans. Wir Wais, who was the leader

of his tribe, hastened to the Shah's court and complained against

their oppression. The disposition of the Shah was mild and pacific,

a~d he did nothing except to associate with the learned day and

night. He abstained from inflicting punishment-which is essential

for government-and would not make over a murderer to a complain

ant, but would pay the compensation money from his own treasury.

Consequently with the disappearance of fear slackness ruled in his

governn~ent, and no one obeyed the royal orders, still less did they

behave Justly to one another. Mir Wais on seeing this state of affairs

t~ok the road to holy Mecca, the rallying place of the pious, and after

hiS return to his native country he waited for an opportunity. In

I 120 AH. (1708 A.D.) when Gurgin Khan had gone to a place

called Dahsanj outside of Qandahar to chastise the Kakars, he fell

upon him, and taking him a prisoner put him to death. He

established himself in Qandahar, and sent a petition with a golden

key to Emperor Bahadur Shah, and begged for his support. The

Emperor-who wished to remain on friendly terms with the Shah

of Iran, and remove the cloud that had arisen between Emperor

Aurangzib and Shah 'Abbas II owing to the lack of skill on the part

of T arbiyat Khan, the ambassador from India 2-had reccurse to

diplomacy. He conferred on Mir Wais the rank of 5,000, the title

of Padshah N awaz Khan, and sent him a letters-patent for the Gover-

The reason for including this account of Mir Wais and his successors

among the biographies of the officers of the Timurid Sovereigns of India is not

clear... None of them held any office from any of the Indian Mugbal Emperors,
nor dld they owe any allegiance to them. The account is based mainly on

Tarikh lahan-Gusha-i-Nadiri (As. Soc. text edition, 1845), pp. 8-87' An

interesting book on Mir Wais was published in London entitled "The Persian

Cromwell" in 1742. According to this work he was the son of Amir Muham-

mad Baqir and was born in 1687' .

2 See Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 495, 596. The ambassador's name

was Tarbiyat Khan Barlas. Also see Muntakhab-ul-Lubbab, II. p. 325.

'.
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(Maathir-Wais Ghilzi

Khan was also favoured by an increase of his allowance and the con

ferment of his father's title on him. He accompanied the royal

stirrups in all the battles. When the garden of the realm and religion

was freed from the thorns and rubbish of the opponents of sovereignty

Tatar Beg was appointed to the Deccan, and was with Shaista "Khan

Amir-ul-Umara, Governor of that province, at the siege of the fort of

Chakna (Chakan), which was in the possession of Sivaji Bhonsle. He

did good service on this occasion. When in the 3rd1 year this strong

fort was conquerred as a result of the strong attacks, and the good

fortune of the Emperor, its charge was assigned to Tatar Beg. Later

he went to Kokan (Konkan) which is the abode of the Marathas. He

had repeated conflicts with those robbers, and won an honourable

name by sacrificing his life. His brother Mul}ammad Wall received

the hereditary tide, and was for a time the Bakhshz of the forces of

Mu1}ammad A'~am Shah, and later was promoted to the post of

Commandant of Fathabad Dharwar, and A'pmnagar Bankapur. When

he died, his son Abul Ma'ali: received his father's title, and was for

a time Faujdar of Bir, and later was in charge of the fort of Dharwar.

When A~af Jah first arrived in the Deccan, his affairs were in a very

critical condition. He died without these being improved. At

present no one is left to uphold this family.



Hemistich

The dog of"the King of Iran tore off the lion

(Asad ra sag Shah Iran darid, I 132 f1..H., 1720 A.D.)

is the chronogram of the event. As the fort was strong, he was con
tented with killing Asad Khan, and returned to Qandahar. Thinking
that he had performed a glorious service, he reponed about it to Shah
Sul~an I:Jusain. He further requested that the royal army might march
(from I~pahan) to Khurasan, and that he also would march towards He
rat. The ministers regarded his proposal as sincere, and designated Mal}-
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mud as . ~ufi of the clean heart (~ufi ~afi rjamir) and gave him the title
of Husain Quli Khan Th f Q d -. . "-' e government 0 an ahar was conferred on
him, and they sent him a robe of honour and a swo d M h -d' , r. a mu on
the pretext of chastising the Abdalis of Herat rea h d S- - . d f. c e Istan, an rom
there went to KlrIllan, and spent nine month, in bd' I. ~ su Ulng t 1at coun-
try. Later, on heanng of the disturbance of BiJ'an Sulta-n L k .
. I b" . a zal-an
1I11a Itant of Farah, whom he had left as his deputy in Qandah- d

h fi d' " ar, an
won ~ng .an. open field had in colluSoion with some persons killed
the ~fgbans Inside Farah, and had in turn been killed by the outside
A.fghans-he returned to Qandahar. Next year he proceeded against
Kirman, and killed many and took much plunder TI . f. . 1e garnson 0

the fort b~1l1g h~lpless paid a tribute, and left the disposal of the fort
to be deCided wIth the issue of Ispahan Mahmud Gh'l - b .

. • • _1 ZI eing en-
couraged started for I~pahan, and at four leagues from it he had an

eng~gement with th~ royal forces, and defeated them. He took pos-
session of all the artIllery and the army equipment Th . .. . en arnv1l1g
opposite I~pahan he besieged it in 1134 A.H. (1722 A.D.). He.
reduced the inha~itants of the place to such a state that they were
forced to eat carnon. The ministers, therefore, decided to surrender
the city, and on lIth Mul}arram, 1135 AH. (11th October, 17 22
A.D.) t~ey produced the Shah before him, and placed on his head
Khusrau s crown. Mal}mud .immediately appointed men to take charge
.of the treas.ures and ~agaz1l1es, and after entering the city had the
Khutba recited and C01l1S struck in his own name. He put to death
sever~l of t~e leading officials and all the sons and grandsons of the
~afavi faml.ly. He also took possession of Shiraz, and for nearly two
years ruled 111 I~pahan etc. After that he became mad, and paralytic,
and could .not attend to anything, On 12th Sha'ban 1137 A.H.
(1 ~th Apnl, 17 25 AD.) Ashraf, the son of his uncle, came out of
retirement, and .put~ing Mal}mud to death assumed the sovereignty.
He conquered Klrman, Yezd, Banaward, Qum, Qazwin and Tehran
up to Pulkarbi, which forms the boundary between Iran and Khura
sa~. In the 3rd year of his reign an ambassador came from Turkey
WIth harsh messages on behalf of the Sul~an, and made a demand that
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norship of Qandahar. He also sent a message through traders to
Sul~an I:Jusain to the effect that the Afgbans, who had become dis~

loyal should have quick retribution inflicted on them. He should
rest assured about the latter not assisting the Afgpans. The Shah
deputed Sul~an Kaikhusru Khan, the brother's son of Gurgin Khan,
with a force to Qandahar. He came and besieged it, but as a result
of mismanagement was killed. Later Mul}ammad Zaman Khan
Shamlu Qurchi Bashi was appointed to the task. It so happened that
before reaching there he died on the way.

Mil' Wais was the sale arbiter bf the affairs of Qandahar for eight
years, and then died. After him his brother 'Abdul 'Aziz succeeded
him as the ruler. After a year Mal}mud the son of Mil' Wais intri
gued with some of his people, killing 'Abdul 'Aziz and himself
became the ruler. When the power of the Abdalis, who
are an Afghan tribe, became supreme in Herat, 'Abdullah Khan
Abdali and his son Asad Ullah-who, out of suspicion, had for some
time been imprisoned in Herat by 'Abbas Quli Khan Shamlu, the
Governor of the place-escaped frOni imprisonment; and having
collected a force first took possession of the fort of Isfarar. In the year
1129 A.H. (1717 AD.) they took Herat. Asad UlIah attacked the
fan of Farah-which was in the possession of Ghilzis-whtle they
were off their guard, and took it. After a time Mal}mud Ghilzi
hurried to reconquer Farah, and a battle took place between Farah and
Zamin Dawar in which Asad Ullah was killed.



he should quit the sovereignty. He replied by the . tongue of t~e

sword. and cutting off the head of Shah Sul~an J:Iusaln, w~o was .111

I~pahan, sent it to the ambassador. Conse~uently the Turkish armies
marched against him, but were defeated In battle and had to make

Later he thrice1 fought with Nadir Shah, but was defeatedpeace. , .
every time. At last he went towards Shiraz, but being anable to
gain a footing he came near Qandahar. But he could not go there on
account of his having killed Ma~mud, and so proceeded towards
Baluchistan. Husain the brother of Ma~mud Ghilzi on hearing about
it sent his slave· Ibrahim with a force against him. Ibrahim came up
with him, and Ashraf was killed by a bullet of Ibrahim's gun in 124 2

A.H. (1729-30 A.D.). J:Iusain was for a time in Qandahar. At
last the fort came into Nadir Shah's possession.

(MIRZA) WAU

(Vol. III, pp. 456-460).

He was the son of Khwaja J:Iasan Nashqbandi, who having settled
down in Kabul for a long time was spending his days there. When
Mirza Sulaiman, the ruler of Badakhshan, freed the yet young Mirza
Hakim the ruler of Kabul from the oppression of Shah Abul Ma'ali,
;nd a~arded him the due punishment for his deeds; he gave his

daughter in marriage to the young Mirza, an.d made ~ver ~any of the
Kabul lands to Badakhshan. Under the gUise of friendship he acted.

the part of an enemy, and was aiming at taking possession of Kabul
2

•

After Mirza Sulaiman returned to Badakhshan, a number of people of
whom Khwaja J:Iasan and Baqi Qaqshal were the leaders, i~1pressed

the true state of affairs on the Mirza, and set about expell1l1g the
Badakhshis. Mirza Sulaiman on hearing of this development returned
to Kabul. Mirza leaving the fort in the charge of Baqi Qaqshal
retired towards Peshawar, and after crossing the Indus river, begged
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for help from Emperor Akbar. The officers of the Atka Khail and
the fief·holders of the Panjab in accordance with the royal orders
accompanied him, and replaced him on the Masnad, and in accordance
with the hint from Emperor Akbar Mir Mul.lammad I<.han Atka
undertook the management of the affairs of Kabul. Mirza Mu~am

mad J:Iakim gave his sister Najib-un-Nisa Bcgam-whom his
mother had previously given in marriage to Shah Abul Ma'ali-to
Khwaja J:Iasan without taking permission from Emperor Akbar or
consulting Mir Mul}ammad Khan. The Khwaja, having contracted
so great an alliance, became haughty, and proceeded to manage
the Mirza's affairs, and did things which were highly improper.
He paid no regard whatsoever to Mir Mu~ammad Khan. The
said Khan being too proud to endure such indignity returned to
Lahore1

• The Khwaja finding himself established as the chief minis
ter set about cultivating his own interests (lit. opened out the shop
of his own glorification), and behaved with harshness and strictly
scrutinized the details. The wits of the time composed the following
verse :-

Verse

If our master was Khwaja J:Iasan2

We should have neither sack nor rope.

When Mirza Sulaiman became assured that none of the royal offi
cers was in Kabul, he in the I I th year of the Divine Era correspond

ing to 973 A.H. (1565-66 A.D.) led an army to Kabul to redress his
past failures. The Mirza left the city to his foster brother Ma'~um
Koka, and himself went with Khwaja J:Iasan to Ghorband. As Mirza
Sulaiman could not reduce Kabul by force, he sent his wife WalL
Ni'mat Begam to Qara Bagh which is twelve kos from Kabul, and
proposed a false peace. The Mirza was deceived by the clever tactics

I

\~
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See Fraser, History of Nadir Shah, pp. 95- 1 92 •

2 Based on Akbarnama. Text, II, pp. 2°5-2°7, Beveridge's translation, II,

pp. 318'3 22.

Op. cit., Text, pp. 237-242, translation, pp. 359-365.
2 Taken from Muntakhab-ut.Tawarikh. Text, II, p. 72, Lowe's translation,

II, p. 72.
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Op. cit., Text, pp. 273-275, translation, ~p. 4°7-409. . '
2 Apparently the statement in Mirat-ul-'Alam was based on Muntakhab

ut-Tawarikh. It is not stated in either Akbarnama or Tabaqat-i-Akbari that

Khwaja J:Iasan was a minister for a long time after th~ catastro~he; The verse
is from 11,Iuntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Text, II, p. 89, Lowe s translatIOn, II, p. 91,

3 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 345, 346, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 507,

508.

of the Begam, and agreed to an interview. Mirza Sulaiman, on

receiving a hint from his wife, had made a rapid march to Kabul and

',vas waiting for the opportunity. Mirza :tIakim becoming aware of

their intentions fled. When he reached the pass of the Hindiikush,

Khwaja :tIasan wanted to take the Mirza to Pir Mulpmmad K.han ,0£
Balkh, and ask his assistance. Baqi Qaqshal would not permIt tim,

and the Mirza, therefore, started for Jalalabad with the intention of

asking assistance from Emperor Akbar. Khwaja :tIasan with a partr

of his followers separated from them and hastened towards Balkh .

In Mirat-ul-'Alam it is recorded that he died there:!.
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nobles to arrange treaties and take oaths1 • Althouah the Mirza tried
h d h h' , 0

ar _. t at IS sister should go to the Presence and apologize, the

KhwaJa would not agree, and taking his wife with him left for Bada

khshan
2

• And, probably he died about this time. The Khwaja had

two sons from hiS chaste wife. One Was Mirza Badi'-uz-Zaman, who

,,:as possessed of ability and energy. When an unknown person gave

hImself out as Humayiin, son of MIrza Sulaiman, and raised a rebel

lion in the hills of Badakhshan, Badi'-uz-Zaman in the 4 6th Divine

Y~ar went ~ff with a few men from :tIi~ar Shadman, and in a fight

With that miscreant defeated him. Badi'-uz-Zaman made the pulpit

and gold and silver glorious by the name of Emperor Akbar, and sent

a report to this effect. He was gratified by favours at the hands

of the Emperor
3

• The other was Mirza WaH: who migrated to India

and was graciously received4
• Emperor5 Jahangir gave him in

marriage Bulaqi Begam the daughter of Prince Daniyal, and in his

reign he attained the rank of I ,500 with 750 horse 6• At the acces

sion of Shah Jahan he had an increase of 500 with 25 0 horse, and so

his rank was advanced to 2,000 7 with 1,000 horse. At last he was

Op. cit., Text, pp. 352, 353, translation, pp. 517, 518.
2 Op. cit., Text, p, 359, translation, pp. 517, 518.

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 792, translation, p. 1I87. See also text, pp. 81 3,814,
translation, p. 1221, He was killed by Baqi Khan in the 47th year, see transla
tion, p. 1225, note 4.

4 The year and date of his arrival are not mentioned in Akbarnama, but

on p. 81 7 of the text and p. 1225 of the translation it is mentioned that
Payinda !'ilian the brother Bulaqi .Khan was handed over to him, and that he
out of vengeance for his brother Badi'-uz-Zaman murdered the innocent man.

5 It was not Emperor Akbar as stated in the text, but Jahangir who, in
the 14th year of his reign, gave to him in marriage Bulaqi Begam, the daughter
of Prince Daniyal, see Tuzuk+!ahangiri (R0gers & Beveridge's translation, II,
p. 9I).

6 This is also incorrect, as he was promoted to the rank of 2,000 with
1,000 horse in the 14th year of the reign of Jahangir, vide Rogers & Beveridge,
op. cit" p. 94.

7 He was granted an increase of 500 with 250 horse in the first year of

V \
.I.~ ..

,J" .'.•
~ to'
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Verse

Heart gone, life lost, faith disappeared;

o :tIasan! worse than this what shall I have to hear!

It is not clear as to what is the intention and meaning of this

verse, for the Khwaja after this catastrophe was for a long time

minister, as is mentioned in the Akbarnama and Tabaqat-i-Akbarz.
The Mirza at the instigation and persuasion of the Bengal rebels

came to Lahore for stirring up strife, but returned to Kabul on hear

ing the news of Emperor Akbar's march against him3
• ~he ~mpe:or

in the year 990 A.H. (1582 A.D.) in the 26th year of hiS reign_w~~
the intention of pursuing him crossed the Indus. In reply to. Mirza s

excuses he wrote that if his representations were true, and If out of

shame he could not make up his mind to wait on him, he should send

one of his sons along with his sister. Should his heart not agree, to

this also, he should send Khwaja :tIasan with some of the lead1l1g
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Faujdar of the Sarkar of Mandii. He died in the 22nd year, 1058

A H (6 8 A D ) He held the Pargana of AnhaP in Ujjain as• • I 4 .. .
his residential fief. He did not rise in life as his relationship would
have warranted. He was of a mean disposition. A separate account

has been given of his son Mirza Abiil Ma'ali Mirza Kban 2
•

Shah Jahan's reign, vide Badshahnama, I, pt.i, p. 187, but his rank at the end

of loth year is given as 2,000 with 1,000 horse, Badshah nama, I, pt. 2, p. 302.

I See Jarrett's translation of A'in, II, p. 198.
2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, III, pp. 557-560, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

1 36, 137. . .
3 See Blochmann A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 527, 528 where It IS stated that

his correct name was Wazir Beg Jamil.
4 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 104, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1~5. _

O 't Text p 291 translation P.4I9' He was styled Khan Zaman,5 p. Cl., "" - ,

and appointed to the office Tuzuk-Begi by the rebels, text, p. 304, tr::\nslatlon,

P·449·

WAZIR JAMIL

(Vol. III, pp. 928 , 929)'

He was one of the Mansabdars of Emperor Akbar3
• He bad

attained the rank of 700, and was admitted to the Presence both on

journey and at headquarters. After the death ~f '~li Quli ~han Khan
Zama.n, he was granted a fief in the eastern districts, and 111 the 19

0

th

year was deputed4 to the Bengal campai~n with Khan Khanan ~un:lm

Beg; he did good service in that prov111ce. Suddenly.the Jugg1111g
heavens raised a storm of disturbance, and clouds of discord rose up
between Mu~affar Khan, the Governor of the province and the Qaq
shals. As instability was part of Wazir Jamil's nature, he in the 2?th
year ignoring what was due to the master, who had. nurtured him,
joined the rebels5 , and spent some time in creating dls~urba_nce~. In
the 28th year the Qaqshftls separated from Ma'~iim Kban .Kabult, and
submitted. Ma'~iim Khan started to plunder the temtory of the
Qaqshals. Khan A'~am K6ka the Governor of the province thereupon
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WAZIR KHAN J:IAKIM 'AUM-UD-DIN

(Vol. III, pp. 933-93 6).

sent Tarsiin Mu1}ammad Kban with a force to help the Qaqshals.
Wazir Jamil came to Tarsun Mul).ammad 1 Khan. In the 29th year
he arrived at the Court2

, and was again admitted into service. From
this time up to his death he rendered faithful service.

Op. cit" Text, p. 401, translation, p. 593.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 431, translation, p. 645.
3 In the Shahpur District, Punjab.

4 Badshahniima, I, pt. i, p, 117.

His native town was Chinioe in the Panjab. He was a skilled
physician. While at the height of his youth he obtained service under
Prince Shah lahan, and because of his skill in medicine and tactful
understanding of the moods of his master, the Prince very graciously
appointed him Superintendent of his Camp Court. He distinguished
himself by his skill and honesty in deciding disputes, and gained a
place for himself in the Prince's estimation. In the campaign against the
Rana, when he was the Divan-i-Buyutat, he performed valuable services
and was promoted to a high rank. During the days of commotion
of affairs (the quarrel between Shah Jahan and his father) he was
attached to the stirrups. He never asked for anything, on the con
trary he spent ten to twelve lacs of rupees, which he had saved up to
this time, in necessary expenses for the Prince. When the Prince
was at Junair, Wazir Khan was appointed to the high office of the
Divan, and at that time no one except Mahabat Khan had a higher
office among the followers of the Prince.

On the day of accession of Emperor Shah Jahan to the throne of
Caliphate and government he was exalted by appointment to the rank
of 5,000 foot with 3,000 horse; a flag, a drum, and a lac of rupees
in cash were also granted to him'!, In the 5th year, when Fad). Khan
of Daulatabad in spite of his professions of obedience delayed to pay
the tribute, the Emperor by granting Wazir Khan an increase in the

[Maathir.Wazir Jamil980
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number of horse raised his rank to 5,000 foot with 5,000 horse, and

sent him from Burhanpiir with a force of 10,000 brave cavalrymen
l

•

He was to take the fort of Daulatabad, and to rouse Fad). Khan from

his imprudent sleep to a sense of duty. On receiving this news Fat~

Khan lost heart, and sent his eldest son to the Court with the tribute.

Consequently Wazir Khan in accordance with orders returned to. the

Court. As he had collected a large force for the Deccan campaign,

he was favoured more than hitherto, and, in the year of his return

from Burhanpiir he was appointed Governor2 of the Panjab. This

province was in the fief of Yamin-ud-Daula, and the Cr.own lands the.re,

which were of greater value than in the other provl11ces, and whlc~

were managed by this official's deputy (,Inayat Ullah ~(han), thiS

charge also was assigned to Wazir Khan who was an expenenced loyal

~fficer. He held charge of the provice for more than 7 years, and

during this period on the occasions of the Emperor's visits. he presented

suitable tributes. In the 14th year he was appointed Governor of

Akbarabad3 (Agra), but held the appointment for barely ten months.

In the year 1050 A.H. (164°-41 A.D.) he died
4

of colic.
It is stated that one day he was entering the fort from outside the

city. When he reached the HatiapiilS ga~e, his .h~rse stumb~ed an~
fell. His condition became critical. In thiS conditIOn he detailed his

movable and immovable properties, without elimination or suppression,

in a list, and sent it to the Emperor. He left many memorials of his

beneficience. In Lahore he built baths, markets and other buildings.

Op. cit., p. 410. 2 Op. cit" p. 425.
3 . He was removed from the Panjab in 1649-5° AD. in the end of .the

12th year for some improper actions, Badshahnama, II, ~. 158, a~d was appomt

ed Governor of Agra in the 14th year, 1650-51 A.D., VIde op. CIt., p. 21 5.

4 Op. cit., p. 241,
5 Spelt as Hatya Paul and shown in sketch plan of the ~ort on p. 167 of

Nur Husain's article on The Agra Fort and its Buildings In Annu~l Report

Arch. Surv. Ind. for 1903-4 (Calcutta, 1906). It was an entrance W9-1ch led up

a paved ascent from Dehli Gate, and was so named becaus~ o,~ "two stone. el~
phants with their riders stood on the two sides of It. It was bUllt In

1565 AD.

J/

1

J.~ .' .' .~

His Jama' Masjid1 (mosque) will keep his name in remembrance for

ages. He founded Wazirabad near Lahore. He built a brick fort in

Chiniot, and other substantial buildings, and handed the latter over

to the inhabitants. He also made roads and streets, shops, mosques,

rest-houses, a school, a hospital, and wells there for the public, and

freed the tradesmen from all difficulties in the way of buying or selling.

He adorned his native place in a way which no other Amir in Hindus

tan. had been able to do. But he never saw his home again; this

deSire always remained ungratified. It is stated that he was a quiet

m~n, and of an even disposition. All his life he lived simply and

Without ostentation. His expenses for the household and dress were

very ~oderate. As in Lahore everything that was bought or sold

appertal11ed to his establishments (Sarkar), he accumulated much

wealth. But the pity is that he was neither kind nor liberal. He was

e.asily offended, but the anger soon subsided. In his loyalty and devo

tlO.n he r~garded the service of the Emperor as akin to religious wor

sh.lp, HIS son was $ala~ Khan, who for long was Mir Tuzuk in the

reign of Emperor Aurangzib. In the 29th year he received the title

o~ A~war !>.han
2

and was appointed Superintendent of the Pages. He
died 111 the 36th3 year.

t The mosque was completed in 1044 AH. (1634 AD.). For a detailed

description of this beautiful mosque see G. C. Walker, Gazetteer Lahore District,

~p. 2,91, 292. (Lahore, 1894). The chronograms of completion of the mosque
Inscnbed on Its walls are Bani Masjid Wazir Khan and Sajda gah-i-ahl-Farfl,

See also Percy Brown, Cambridge History of India, IV, p. 561,

It appears as if the above biography of Wazir Khan is partly based on what
~am~am-ud-Daulahad heard in Lahore during his early youth. He was born at

Lahore on 29th Rama4an I I I A.H. (20th March. I 7°0) see l'v1aathir-ul-Umara,
Text, I, pp. 17, 18.

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 271, His name there is Salal~ Kban instead of
~ala~ Kban.

3 Op. cit., p. 352.



Wazir Khan Haravi

2

Akba~nama, Text, III, p. 214, translation, III, pp. 301, 302.

Op. CIt., Text, p. 2 17, translation, p. 306.
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 3 16, translation, p. 462.
4 Op. cit .. Text, p. 328, translation, p. 480.

5 Op. cit., Text, p, 436. translation, p. 654·
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renewed the disturbance. Wazir Khan started from Ahmadabad to

fight, but most of his men deserted him and joined the ~nemy. Con

sequently h~ was obliged to return to the city and shut himself up

the:e. ~Ihr'Ali the miscreant becoming emboldened started to

b~slege hun. One day by con"piracy with the inhabitants of the

Cit: he had placed ro~e l~dders and was about to scale into the city,

wh~n a lucky shot 1m hun and he was killed. Muzaffar Husain

Mirza, who was inexperienced lost heart1 and retired. . As, ho~ever
W a~~r Khan could not properly manage the affairs of Gujarat, and i~
addItIOn to disturbances injustice also became rampant there, he was

sllspe.nded2
, and returned to the Court. In the 25th year he was

3

appo111ted Vazir in place of Shah Man~iir of Shiraz, and about the

s:n~e t~me he was made Governor of Oudh4
• In the 28th year when

Khan A'pm was deputed to pUt down the sinner Ma'siim Khan and

to release Bengal from the hands of the dominant rebeis, Wazir ~han
also was sent with him as an auxiliary. When Mirza Kaka :fter

Ma'~iim Khan's defeat returned to Bihar owing to the unhealthy cli~

~ate, the command of the royal forces was assigned to Wazir Khan

till tbe arrival of the new Governor from the Court. He out ofhis

zeal proceeded with an army against Qutlii Khan Lahani-who had

established himself in Orissa-and drove him away from there.

Consequ.ently Qudii Khan sent a tribute in the 29th year, and agreed

to submIt and be loyal. Wazir Khan left Orissa to him and returned

to Tanda5 • He co-operated whole heartedly with ~adiq Khan and

Shahbaz Khan Kanbu in maintaining order in that territory.

I~ the 3 I s~ year when each province was put in charge of two

expenenced offIcers so that if one of them became ill the other would

be able to look after his duties, the charge of Bengal was assigned to

l ..

1~1'
,

J
I
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He was the brother of A~af Khan 'Abdul Majid
1

in whose account

the slow-moving pen has detailed an account of the affair that when

the two brothers escaping from Khan Zaman and Bahadur Khan Shai~
bani came to Karra Manikpiir, Wazir Khan hastened to Agra. While

Emperor Akbar was in the Panjab, and Mupffar Khan according to

orders was carrying on as the Divan, Wazir Khan at Delhi joined

the latter. Mu~affar Khan took him to the Emperor on receiving

the good news that he would be forgiven. When he reached the

Presence, he prayed for forgiveness for the offences of the tWO brothers.

The Emperor forgave their misbehaviour, and Wazir Khan once again

received favours, and an order of forgiveness was also issued for A~af
Khan. When Mirza Kaka Governor of Gujarat was censured in the

2 I st year, though the governorship nominally remained with Mirza

Khan, the real authority for the management of that territory was

transferred to vV'azir2 I<han. Later, when Mirza Khan was summoned

to the Court, Wazir Khan was also appointed Commander of the

Army (Sipah Salar). When in the 22nd year it became apparent that

owing to Wazir Khan's carelessness Gujarat was in confusion, Raja

Tadar Mal-who was unique for skill and bravery-was deputed
3

to

that area. By chance in the same year Mihr 'Ali Kalabi, who was

a servant of Ibrahim I:Jusain the rebel, brought Ibrahim's young son

from the Deccan and set up a commotion. Although \Vazir Khan

did not have the courage to fight, but through the bravery and courage

of the Raja the rebels were dispersed\ as has been detailed in the

latter's account5 • After the Raja returned to the Court, Mihr 'Ali

W AZIR KHAN HARAVI

(Vol. III, pp. 9 2 9-93 2 ).

Wazir Khan Haravi

1 Maathir-ttl-Umara, Text, I, pp. 77-83, Beveridge's translation, 1, pp.

3640 •

2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 166, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 236.

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 198, translation, p. 280.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 207, translation, pp. 29 2 , 293·
5 Maathlr-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 124, 125, translation, antea, pp. 952

. 953,
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. . Ad,apted from Badshahnama, II, . 10 -108 'which IS situated 0'1 tl p' M PP 5 . The conquest of Mulhall',
, 1v river osam 20-46 N 4 'A.H. (

16
3
8

AD) I h ,7 ' 7 E., took place 111
10

47
. .. n t e text I l, B- h' .,

B

-d h- ) ara IS a misprint £01' lJ B- - .
a s ahnama' th' . h I \..I) " art 111

, IS IS l' e ower fort kWilson's Glossary p 4 d S. nown as Pettah or further South, see
, . 15 an Ir Jad h S kI, p. 45. According to th I unat ar aI', History of Aurangzib

Sh

e atter author th £ h' '
ah and not Bahrji. ' e name 0 t e chief was Bairam

2 'Amal Salih, III p 149 b h.. ,. ,ut l' e exact d l' . .
the month of Sha'ban d S. a e IS not mentioned, It was in
28th July, 1652 (Ne~ ;:yl )Ir Jad~nath Sarkar gives 17

th
July (Old Style) or

_ e , op. ctt., p. 151.

3 'Alamgirniima, pp. 50,51, There is .ard and a drum, but the f ,no mentIOn of the grant of a stand-
grant 0 the title of W - Kh

and an elephant are noted. aZlr _an, a robe of honour

Wazir Khan MId T-h'_ u pmma . a Ir Khurasani 987

him l' fi fas ms e (altam[.ha). The P , .' .ed M I _ . '" - rlnce on arrival III that area appo1Ot-

u }a111111ad Tahir and Miilii'i D -country TI' f 'd J eccal1l for the conquest of the
. 1e a oresal officer (Muhamm d T-I') k'if .

valiantly attack d . h h . a . a 11r s I ully and
e Wit tree forces th B- - I IMulhair h' heart or ne ower fort of
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1

Wh . Itory-were entrusted to Muhammad
. . en 10 the year 1062 A H (6 AD'of the Decc 2' ' • I 52 ..) the government

an was asslCTned to t1 P' f I111 d T-h' . 0 1e rlnce or t 1e second time M uham-
a . a Ir was appoll1ted hi d f I ' .WI s eputy or t 1e province of Khandesh.

d . "n on 25th Jummada n, <068 A.H. (2nth Maeeh r658 AD)

1e vlctonous standards left B 1- - f "Au -b ur 1anpur or exterminating Dara Shikoh

rangzl out of consideration for his' 'and great rd' d past serVices, close associations
egar appomte Muhammad T-h' b fnor of Kh- d- h d . . a Ir, as e are, the Gover-

_an es , an exalted him b h fand the title of W _ Kh- 3 A Y t e grant a a standard, a drum
aZlr an fter I' f 1_ . lIS success u campaigns when

\;.

[Maathir-
W azi'r Khan Muq.ammad Tahir Khuras

ani

W AZIR KHAN MUHAMMAD TAHIR KHURASANI-- . .-
(Vol. Ill, pp. 93 6-940 ).

He came from the sacred soil of the holy Mashhad; May the

pe"e of God be on i" inhabi"n"! He w"' the mo" "n"ed 'nd the
leader of the loyal companions of Emperor Aurang

zib
while he was a

p,inee 'nd w" fo< a long time hi, Diuan. He r<ode«d good 'e<viee
and made excellent arrangements for campaigns, In the loth year of

the reign of Emperor Shah lahan, Aurang,zib after his marriage took

leave of his worthy father to return to the government of the Deccan

and set about the conquest of Baglana lying between Gujarat and the

Deccan and known as the Sair 1:Ia~ali-which had been granted to

Wazir Khan1 and Muq.ibb 'Ali Khan. In the 32nd year, 995 A.H.

(, 5
8

7 A.D.) he died of dy"ntety'. He w"' an o£fiCO' of the "nk
of 4,000. After his death Shahbaz Khan, who was the Bakhshi

of the forces of the area in those days, made over his men to his

son Muq.ammad ~aliq.. He did not realize that in matters of

leadership and generalship, relationship and the services of ancestors

are of little avail; they cannot be accepted in place of discre

tion, capacity, loyalty and knowledge. In a short time that wicked

person through his association with evil sycophants, and hanker

ing fo< powe< imbibed evil thongh". Dncing thi, time Mi' Mnc"d
was appointed by the Emperor to bring Wazi'r Khan's forces

and his son to the Court. Muq.ammad ~aliq. on the way behaved

with violence, and Mir Muq.ammad was forced to take shelter in

Fatq.piir Hanswa, till the fief-holders round about collected and Im

prisoned Muq.ammad ~aliq..3 When he arrived at the Court, the

Emperor put him into prison for a time.

Op. cit., Text, p. 511 , translation, p. 779·
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 525, translation, p. 801. See also Stewart, History of

Bengal, p. 179, where his death at Tanda is recorded.
3 Op. cit., Text, pp. 534, 535, translation, pp.

81
3,8

1
4.
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the throne of the Indian Empire was adorned by Aurangzib's acces

sion, the province of Khandesh was assigned1 to MU'a~pm Khan Mir

JUlnia who in view of the exigencies of circumstances of the time had

been kept under surveillance in Daulatabad. The said Khan in obe·

dience to orders hurried to Prince Mul)ammad MU'a~~am at Auran

gabad, and later in company with the said Prince arrived at the Court.

In the 3rd year he was appointed 2 Governor of the province of Agra.

In the 6th year when Prince Mulpmmad MU'aHam was deputed as

Governor of the Deccan in place of Shaista 1<han Amir-ul-Umara, the

said Khan3 was deputed in attendance on the Prince from Agra. He

was also reappointed independently Governor of Khandesh. In the 7th

year on the death of Najabat Khan he was made Governor of Malwa,4

and was promoted to the rarik of 5,000 foot with 5,000 horse, of

which 2,000 were with two-horse and three-horse troopers. He spent

a long time in that territory. In rhe 15th year
5 108 3 A.H. (16]2-73

A.D.) he died there. He laid out a garden in the centre of the town

of Aurangabad, and though it is not well tended at present, it still

bears his name. Ma~mudplira outside the city, which lies between

the small tank and the tomb of Islam Khan Mashhadi. was founded

by his elder brother Mirza Ma~mud. The latter's son Mu~ammad6

Taqi was, in the 6th year, appointed Bakhshi and recorder of Auran

gabad, and in the loth year7 died a natural death. He built an

excellent house in the said quarter on the bank of the small tank which

was a place of recreation. Prince Ridar Bakht son of Mu~arnmad

A'~am Shah used to stay there. Wazir Khan's son Mirza 'Abdur

Ra~im had a minor rank, and passed his days in this elegant house in

enjoyment. He left a son, but none of the family are now left. But

the building still exists. Another nephew of Wazir Khan Raft' Khan

7 Op.cit., p. 1057.

Wazir Khan Muhammad Tahir Khurasani-- . . -
Wazir J5'.ban Muqimul-Umara]

had Biidhil as his nom-de-plume. He was for a long time the Faujdar
of Bans Bareli. He versified the account of the holy wars of the

Prophet (May the blessings and peace of God be on him and his

family!) on the style of the Shahnama of Firdausi under the title of

ljamla' ljaidari. 1 I examined it and found that it consists of nearly

40,000 verses.

W AZIR KHAN MUQIM

(Vol. III, pp. 93 2 , 933)'

In the end of Emperor Akbar's reign he had the title of Wazir

Khan and a suitable rank 2
• When the coin of the realm was illumi

nated by the name of Emperor Jabangir, he was raised to the rank of

1,5°0, and made3 co-Vazir with Vazir-ul-Mulk Jan Beg, who was one

of the Emperor's body-guard (Wala-Shahi). Later he was appointed

Divan of Bengal4, and deputed to that province. ~hiyath Beg himad

ud-Daula was appointed to succeed him as the Vazir. In the 3rd

year he returned 5 in response to summons, and was attached to the

Court6. Later, when Prince Sul~an Parviz was nominated to the

Deccan campaign, he girt up his loins to accompany him. After

wards he was always in the Prince's service. In the I I th year he was

promoted to the rank of 2,000 foot with 1,000 horse. In the 12th

year he was exalted with the grant of a standard, and received an

increase of 500. Nothing further is known about him7.

See W. Ivanow, Descr. Cat. Persian Manuscripts As. Soc. Bwgal, pp.

377,378 (192 4)'
2 Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, Rogers & Beveridge's translation, I, p. 13. Hisname

was Muqim.

3 Op. cit., p. 20. 4 Op. cit., p. 22.

5 Op. cit., p. 139, where it is stated that he was dismissed from his office

in Bengal.

6 Op. cit., p. 147.
7 He was again appointed Divan of Bengal in the 14th year, vide Vol. 1I

of Tuzuk, p. 94, and died in the 15th year, op. cit., p. 167.

'1'..···:·.-;.' .
'If

V

r

[Maathir-

2 Op. cit., p. 48 I.

4 Op. cit., pp. 873, 880.

His name IS wrongly printed there as

Op. cit., pp. 2 18, 2 I 9·

3 Op. cit., p. 8 I 9·
5 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 120.

Wazir ~an and Mulpmmad Tahir.
6 'Alamgirnama, p. 820.
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Ya.qut Khan Abyssinianul-Umarii]

rectitude, and was one of the principal Ni~am Shahi officers. After

Malik 'Ambar's time no other officer had a higher rank than Yaqiit

Khan. In fact during Malik 'Ambar's lifetime also leadership and

arrangements in connection with the army were assigned to his charge.

He several times devastated the imperial territories by his rapid incur

sions, and even laid siege to Burhanpur. Later Ni~am Shah appointed

I;Iamid Khan, an Abyssinian slave, his Chief Officer, and left all

financial and political affairs in "his hands. This was due to the clever

intrigues of I;Iamid Khan's wifet, who every day used to entice other

people's wives for Ni~am Shah's enjoyment. The latter was so

greatly influenced by her that he was content with merely the name

of power. and left the disposal of all a~airs of state to that procuress.

For instance, when once 'Adil Shah sent an army to the borders of

Ni~am Shah's dominions. that wretched woman (zanaka), out of the

excess of her audacity and bravery, begged for the command of the

army, and casting off her veil mounted a horse. She hurried to meet

the enemy, and having killed and captured many of the leaders of the

enemy returned safe and triumphant. As she used to present large

sums of money to people, things gradually came to such a pass that

the leaders of the army and the chief men of the country attended

her retinue on foot. and proferred their requests to her. Yaqiit Khan

who was a well known officer with a following, was so disgusted at

this state of affairs that he left Ni~am Shah's service, and perceived

that service under the Emperor would be his asylum. In the 2 I st

year of the reign of Emperor Jahangir he came with 500 horse to

Jalnapiir, and wrote to Rao Ratan Hara-who was guarding the

Bala~hat-thathe with Fat~ Kha J son of Malik 'Ambar and other

Ni~am Shahi leaders had determined to be loyal to the Emperor. and

was the leader of these officers who had agreed to take up service.

Rao Ratan conciliated and encouraged him in this determination, and

The account of the influence of f:Iamid !Q!an's wife is taken almost ver
batim from Iqbalnama-i-lahangiri, pp. 284, 285. See also Elliot's History, VI"

p. 433 note.
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-
'Ambar Kat-which means the wall tshahr-panah) of Daulatabad

Ran~aulah Khan an.d Sahu Bhonsle were confronting Khan

Zam:ll1 who was stJtlOned at KaJ'hdhlwarah Ghat 1 Y--r _ . ' <Y~ ,Wlen aqut
I.<han arnved With Murari: Datt the general of 'Xdil Shah and

a large force. Khan Khanan sent his son M-Irz- L h - . h. _ _ a a rasp Wit

a force, and himself started with a small body of brave men.

Before he could arrive to help Lahrasp, a battle with a force

oE the enemy took place on the way Those fox l'k . k, . - I e warnors too to

flight, but meanwhile another band appeared fron ' d'. 1 a raVine, an It was

found that the traitor Yaqut was with this force 'I\,f - - h d k, . ~Vluran a ept

that force 111 the background and sent on the vanguard . L 1 -. . . ' agalOst a lrasp
111 order that by Its retreat he might be driven on to Yaqut Khan's

fo~ces. The Comm~nder-in-Chief(Mahabat Khan) saw that th~nly
thll1g to ~o was to give battle, and in spite of the smallness of his

force he lO his reliance on the Divine protection unfurled the standards

0: courage. Drawing the sword of revenge from its scabbard he with

hiS force a~tacked the enemy's centre, and being hard pressed by the

brave warnors the :nemy losing courage took to Hight. It happened

that t~ere was a b~ldge on the way, and its narrowness threw their

fo~ces lOto confUSIOn. The brave imperialists reached the doomed

Yaqut, and though the Abyssinians bravely withstood the attack in

the defence of their leader, but the undaunted gallant warriors slew

most of that band, and others attacking Yaqiit Khan put d
1 • ... - an en to
mm b! .IOHlctlOg twenty seven wounds with lances and swords. The

AbysslOlans gathered together like ants and locusts, and tried to carry

away that unfortunate symbol of infamy but th II . . I. ' e ga ant Impena
warr~ors exerted themselves greatly to foil their attempts, and got hold

0: hiS dead body!. The death of such a leader, who was unequalled in
hiS knowledge f T h . .. ,0 ml Itary tee nlque and arranglOg the forces proved
very d h . 'd IS eartenl11g to the leaders of the enemy's forces and the besieged

M
an lkwas the prologue to the taking of the fort. His son Fakhr-ul~

u also w . . 1 ~ -as an Imperia orncer and had the rank of 3,000 foot with

Op. cit., p. 508•

125

Yaqut J(han Abyssinian

informed Khan Jahan Lodi who at that time was the Governor of the

Deccan. Khan Jahan proposed and had the rank of 5,000 Dhat and

horse sanctioned for him, and also suitable ranks for his companion to

the extent of 20,000 with 15,000 horse, and tnrol1ed them amongst

the imperial servants. In the beginning of his reign Emperor Shah

Jahan exalted him by the grant of a Hag and a drum!. As he was the

head of the Deccan chiefs, he W~lS treated with gre:H courtesy by the

imperial officers, and the governors of the Deccan did nothing without

consulting him. When in the 6th year Mahabat Kha,n Khan Khanan

besieged with a strong force the mighty fort oE Daulatiibad, and began

to fix up batteries, and applied himself to laying up mines and making

subterranean passages2 (kucha' -i-salamat) and other measures for redu

cing it. Yaqut Khin the dotard (fartut)-who in spite of his being in

imperial service was stil1 a well wisher of Ni?am Shih-realized that

the fort was about to be taken, and that after this the Ni?u.ll1

Shahi: family would be completely ruined and the whole of that terri

tory would come into the possession oE the imperial officers. He,

therefore, secretly supported the besieged. Though he tried to convey

food, muskets3 and other articles oE defence to the besieged, the

vigilance of the officers in charge of the entrenchments prevented him

from succeeding in his designs. As supplies of corn, which were

being sent from his marketS, were repeatedly seized, his evil designs

became patent. This pusillanimous traitor took to Hight, as is usual

with slaves, and joined 'Xdil Shah's forces. As the Emperor's good

fortune was daily in the ascendant, this desertion, which might have

proved an impediment, really became the source of defeat of the

enemy. The traitor in his arrogance as a military expert passed

some censures4 on the Bijapur officers. One day after the taking of

I Biidshiihniima, I, pt. i, p. 195. 2 Op. cit" pp. 502, 5
0

3.
:> The word in the text and Badshahnama, from where the passage is

taken, is tafangchi, but it should in this place be tafang or muskets.
4 Op. cit., p. 5

0
4. The implication appears to be that his reproaches led

to their attacking active steps which resulted in their defeat.

ul-Umara] Yiqut Khan Abyssinian 993
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(SIDI) YAQOT KHAN ABYSSINIAN

(Vol. II, pp. 49 6-499)'

995Yaqut Khan Abyssinianul-UmaraJ

(Khairiyat), who all three were the slaves of the Afghan, becoming

aware of his intention siezed him l and put chains on his legs. They

also wrote about his plans to the ruler of Bijapiir and Khan Jahan

Bahadur Governor of the Deccan. The said Bahadur sent a gracious

reply, a robe of honour and Rs. 5,000 in cash, and arranged for the

rank of 400 foot with 200 horse for the first, 300 with 100 horse for

the second, and 200 foot with 100 horse for the third. He also assign

ed them a fertile fief near the port of Siirat. They were encouraged,

and set themselves to put down Siviji. S'idi Sambal died after reaching

the rank of 900. Sidi Yaqiit, who succeeded hltn, exerted hard to

collect boats, and addressed himself for the recapture of Dandarajpiiri.

One night2 during the Holt when the Hindus were carelessly enjoying

themselves, he on one side (the seaside) and Sidi Khairiyat on the other

scaled the wall by rope-ladders and entered the fort. Meanwhile the

powder magazine of the fort caught fire and blew up together with the

commandant of the fort. As Sivaji's army had been sent to attack

distant places, and he could not send any reinforcements, they were

able to take possession of other forts in the neighbourhood. When a

report of this occurrence was sent to Sultan Mul;Jammad MU'Ham, the

Governor of the Deccan, he rewarded Sidi Yaqiit and Sid'i Khairiyat

by promotion in their ranks and the grant of the title of Khans. When

in the 39th year3 Sidi Khairiyat Khan died, his property was given to

Sidi Yaqllt tehan, and the salary of the soldiers of the deceased was

made a charge upon him. In the 47th year, I I 14 A.H. (17° 2 - 03

A.D.) he died, and Sidi 'Ambar\ whom he had nominated his succes

sor, was confirmed in the ta'!uq, and received the name of Sidi Yaqiit.

The tribe (of Abyssinians) acquired a name in that area as collectors

('Amaldars), and facilitated the passage of ships to Mecca. At the

time of writing the successors of the tribe hold Dandarajpiir'i, and

K,hafi ~an, II, p. 224. It was in the 14th year of Aurangzib's reign.

Also see Kincaid & Parasnis, History of the Maratta People, p. 83·

2 01'. cit., p. 226, Kincaid & Parasllis, op. cit., pp. 88, 89'

3 Op. cit., p. 483'
4 01" cit" p. 5 I 5.

\
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During the reign of Emperor Shah Jahan when the Kokan2 (Kon

kan) Ni~am Shiih'i was conquered by the imperial forces, lands in the

newly conquered territory pertaining to the Bijapiir area were in ex

change given to the ruler of B'ijapiir. He sent an Afgban named Fatry

Khan to take possession of the lands, and the latter made the fort of Dan

darajpiiri-which was situated half on land and half in the sea-as his

residence. In Emperor Aurangzib's time Siva (Sivaji) Bhonsle, realizing

the weakness of the Bijapiiris, stretched his arm of oppression, and

first made the fort of Rajgarh (Rajgad) his residence, but later streng

thened the fort of Rahiri (Rairi)-which is 20 kos from Dandarajpiiri

and settled there. He also by strenuous efforts took possession of

other forts in the neighbourhood. Fatry Khan becoming frightened

left Dandarajpiiri, and took refuge in the island fort of Janjira3 which

lies one kos off in the sea. He was even thinking of surrendering the

fort, and saving his life. Sidi Sambal, Sidi Yaqiit and Sidi Khairii

His name also was lJasan, Biidshahnama, I, pt. ii, p. 209. The increase

in rank granted to him is mentioned on the same page.

2 Badshahnama, I, pt. ii, pp. 203, 204; Khafi K!!an, II, p. 113.

3 Elliot's History, VII, p. 289, ~afi ~an, II, p. 224, states that it was

a gun-shot distance, but in the Imperial Gazetteer, XIV, p. 61, it is stated that

Janjira is half a mile from the mainland on the east, and a mile from the main
land on the west.

2,000 horse. He died a natural death in the 5th year before the

desertion of his father. Hasan Khan and other sons of Fakhr-ul.Mulk. - -

after Yaqiit Khan's death took up service under •Xdil Shah. tJas:m

Khan's son guided by his lucky star humbly offered his submission to

the august sovereign Shah Jahan, and was enlisted in his service. In

the 9th yeat he l was exalted by J promotion of I,oeo foot with 500

horse to the rank of 3,oeo foot with 2,000 horse; and was gratified

by the grant of a fief in the Deccan.



(MIRZA) YAR 'AU BEG

(Vol. III, pp. 660-662).

He was an honest and a straightforward man. He was not at all

given to taking bribes, and for this reason was held in high regard and

greatly relied upon by Emperor Aurangzib. At first he was an assis

tant (peshdast) of Rul~ Ullah Khan Bakhshi, and became well known

for his acuteness and severity. Later he became Superintendent of

posts and of the civil courts (ktlcherry), and exerted himself in serving

the public. In the 30th year 3 he had the rank of 400 with 40 horse,

and in the 3 I st year he was granted an increase of 15 horse4
• AL

behave towards the Marathas on the principle of "slant the jar but do

not spill.

The Khan was distinguished for his bravery and for his furthering

the interests of the peasantry, and was very judicious. From morn

ing l till one watch of the night, he used to sit wearing armour in the

hall of audience. Then he went into the harem and spent another

watch in the same fashion. After that he ungirt himself and attended

to necessary things2
• In the end of the reign the Emperor summoned

him to the Court. As formerly Sidi Khairiyat Khan had gone to the

royal Darbar, and found himself unequal of the men there in appear

ance and glory, and feeling small had feigned illness and got away by

the exertions of Sidi Yaqut, the Khan (Sidi 'Ambar) was apprehensive

about going to Court. At last he got out of the difficulty by tact and

by agreeing to send a tribute.

997Yar 'Ali Begul-Umara]

though the Emperor wanted to' increase his rank he did not agree to It.

In his representations he was somewhat presumptuous. It is stated

that he presented a youth (lit. a smooth·faced boy) for an office. The

Emperor said he was (too young). He replied that he would be

Nimtar 1
(more than half) by the time he received a lagir; and Nimtar

in the language of the people of India means one declining in years.

It is stated that one day food was sent to him from the royal kitchen.

When he went to pay his respects he forgot about it. The Emperor

reminded him by asking about its taste. He remembered, and made

four bows (taslim) for the present of food, and again another four as the

bows for forgetfulness of the prostration (sajdah). It is also stated

that one day in some connection Turani evidence was given on a

question of Shari'at Law. He represented that as it was Turani evi

deIKe, little reliance could be placed on it. He did not remember that

the Emperor also was a Turani 2
• During the siege of Golkanda

(Golconda) there was a severe famine and prices rose very high. The

Emperor taking his probity into consideration wished to appoint him

Superintendent of provisions (rasad). Fearing approbrium he refused

the appointment. As A'~am Shah disliked him, he represented that

Yar 'Ali Beg bad behaved insolently by refusing to cany out the

Emperor's orders. The Emperor was extrcmely annoyed, and ordcred

that be should bc beaten and turned out of the Divan-khana3 • After

Emperor Aurangzib's death he took leave fr0111 11u9ammad A'~am

Shah and went to holy Mecca4
• In the yd year of Emperor Babadur

Shah's reign he returned from the holy places and rejoined service.

In the same year", corresponding to I 121 A.H. (170 9 A.D.) he
died.

"(
,

[MaathirYar 'Ali Beg

I Khafi ~an. II, p. 454.
2 See ~afi Khan, II, pp. 453, 454, where there is a long story about

his doings. The purport appears to be that he carried out his ablutions, etc.,

and after saying his prayers went to sleep.
3 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 283, where it is stated that in the 30th year he

was transferred from the post of peshdast of Mir Bakhshi to that of the 2nd

Bakhshi.

4 Op. cit., p. 303.

A satire on the very slowness of promotions during the reign.

2 Aurangzib considered himself to bc a Tiiranian as a dcsccndant of Timiir.

The account is takcn from !ibafi Khan, II, pp. 378, 379, where his appointmellt
in the post office and civil courts are also noted.

3 Op. cit., II, pp. 337, 338.
4 Op. cit., II, p. 572.
5 Op. cit., II, p. 662.
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YOSUF KHAN SON OF HUSAIN KHAN TUKRIYA 5- .--
(Vol. III, pp. 957, 958).

After his father's death he was favoured by Emperor Akbar and

appointed to a suitable rank. In the 50th year he had the rank of
2,000 foot with 300 horse. After Jahangir's accession 500 horse
were added to his rank 6

• In the 5th year he was deputed 7 with Kban

Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 290, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 426.
2 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 14, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 19.

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 125, translation, p. 177.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 160, translation, p. 227.
5 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 551-554, Beveridge & Prashad's tran

slation, I, pp. 644, 645.
6 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, I, p. 146.

7 01" cit., p. 184.
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YOSUF KHAN KASHMIRI

(Vol. III, pp. 954-957)'

'A'fam to the Deccan campaign. As he distinguished himself there,
he was rewarded with a Rag! in the 8th year. In the 12th year at
the recommendation of Prince Sul~an Khurram his rank was increased
to 3,000 foot with 1,500 horse2

; he was appointed Faujdar ot Gond
wana, and presented a robe of. honour and an elephant3

•

His father was 'Ali Khan Chak, the ruler of Kashmir. The latter
died of an injury received from the pommel of his saddle while playing
polo. His people raised Yusuf Khan to the throne. He first surrounded

the house of Abdal his uncle who was aiming at sovereignty. In the
fight the said Abdiil was struck by a musket shot and was killed.
His people raised Saiyid Mubarak, and a battle took place in the com
pound of the 'Idgah. The leader of Yusuf Khan's van was killed in
the battle, and the latter fled before reaching the place of contest.

In the end of the 24th year of Emperor Akbar's reign he came to the
Court, and was graciously received4

• As previously, two months had
not elapsed when the wicked men of Kashmir killed Mubarak, and
raised Lobar Chak, Yusuf Khan's cousin, to the throne. In the 25th
year the latter took leave from the Court. An order was issued to the
Panjab chiefs to send an army with him. On hearing this news the
Kashmiris had recourse to fawning, and requested Yiisuf Khan to come
by himself. He without informing the chiefs started for Kashmir,
and withom a fight got hold of Lohar Chak, and [Ook charge of the

ul-Umara]

lOp. cit., p. 255.
2 Op. cit., p. 375, but 1,000 is a misprint for 3,000 on that page.
3 Op. cit., p. 404. He died suddenly in the 16th year of Jahangir's reign,

see Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, II, p. 202. He had
become very fat. He had a son 'Aziz Ullah Khan for whose account see
Maat.E.ir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 789, 799, Beveridge's translation, I,

pp. 334, 335·
4 Adapted from Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 279, 280, Beveridge's tran-

slation, pr· 4°8, 409·
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(f:1AJI) YOSUF KHAN

(Vol. I, pp. 557, 558).

Yiisuf Khan Son of f:1usain Khan T ukriya

At first tIaji Yusuf Khan was a protege of Mirza Kamran. In the
12th year of the reign of Emperor Akbar he was appointed l with
Qiya Khan for assisting Mirza Yusuf Khan who was shut up in
Qanauj while' Ali Quli Khan was stirring up the dust of strife in that
neighbourhood. In the 17th year after the conquest of Gujarat he

was deputed ,,,ith {(han 'Alam for chastising Ibrahim J:Iusain Mirza.
When an order was sellt by the Emperor recalling the force, the said
officer came, and was in artendance on the victorious stirru ps in the

battle of Sarna12. In the 19th year he was deputed to BenfJal as all

auxiliary to Khan Khanan Mun'im Khan and did good service in the
bartle against Giijar3

• In the 20th year he was in Gaur, in Bengal,
which is notorious for its unhealthy climate. Khan Khanan Mun'im
Khan had established his camp there. A pestilence broke out, and

several of the leading officers died. He also died there'! in 983 AH.

(157'5 A.D.). His rank was 500.



Op. cit., Text, p. 318, translation, pp. 465, 466.
2 Op. cit., Text, pp. 389, 390, translation, p. 576.
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 450, translation, p. 676.
4 Op. cit., Text, p. 469, translation, p. 707.

5 Op. cit., Text, pp. 480,481, translation, pp. 722-725.
6 Op. cit., Text, p. 488, translation, pp. 738, 739.

government1
• \Vhen ~alil} Diwa.na reported to the Emperor the story

of Yusuf 1<han's constancy, the Emperor in the 27th year sent Shaikh

Ya'qub Kashmiri, one of his confidential servants, with Yusuf Khan's

son I;-Jaidar for comforting 2 him. In the 29th year Yusuf 1<han sent3

to the Court his son Ya'qub with presents of the country. When in

30th year the imperial Court was located in the Panjab, the Emperor

summoned Yusuf Khan. Ya'qub becoming suspicious took to flight.

I;-Jakim 'Ali and Baha'-ud·Din Kambu were deputed to give him geod

advice. If he could not come himself he was to send his foolish son4
•

When the ambassadors returned and reported his presumptuousness,

Mirza Shah Rukh was sent off with a large force to conquer the

country. After the army came by the Pakhli route and arrived near

Bulyas, Yusuf Khan saw no other course open to him except to submit.

He consequently came and waited on the officers. They wanted to

return taking him with them, but the Emperor did not approve of it,

and peremptory orders for the conquest of the _country were sent. On

this the Kashmiris first raised I;-Jusain Khan Chak, and later Ya'qub

Khan son of Yusuf Khan to the throne, and began the fight. They

were defeated. They sent a message that the ruler was proceeding to

the Court, and that ~znars and Dirhams would henceforth be coined

in Emperor Akbar's name. Also that mint, saffron, silk and game

would belong to the State. As the officers were troubled by the

heavy falls of snow, they appointed superintendents in the above

mentioned concerns5
, and in the beginning of the 3 I st year returned

to the Court with Yusuf Khan. The latter was handed over to Raja

T6dar Ma16
• As Ya'qub and other Kashmiris showed signs of acting

against the terms of peace, Qasim l(han was sent off with a suitable

1001Yusuf Khan Ra4avi

Op. cit., Text, p. 525, translation, p. 80r.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 557, translation, p. 846. He is again mentioned on

pp. 582 and 649 of the text. According to a K:shmir chronicle Ya~qiib was
eventually poisoned by a poisoned robe sent to hIm by Akbar, see Rleu~ ~at.

Brit. Mus. MS. 1, 30oc, but according to Bada'ani, Muntakhab-ut-Tawartkh,

Text, II, p. 354, Lowe's translation, II, p. 365, both he and his father died in

prison from melancholy and spleen. . _,_
3 For his earlier life see Akbarnama, III. The account 10 Blochmann, A tn,

(2nd edn.), pp. 369-372, is almost a verbatim translation of the Maathir

account.
4 Akbarnama, Text, 1II, p. 457, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 68 7.
5 Op. cit., Text, p. 465. translation, p. 70 r.
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(MIRZA) YOSUF KHAN RAQAYP

(Yol. III, pp. 314-]2 I).

He was one of the true Saiyids of Mashhad. He attained high

rank and influence during the reign of Empercr Akbar. In the 30th

year' he was promoted to the high rank of 2,5°°. When Shahbaz

Khan hastened from Bihar to Bengal, the Mirza was ordered~ to

proceed from Oudh and to guard Bihar. In the 3 2nd year, 995 A.H.

force. He by good arrangements conquered the country. He fought

several battles with Ya'qub Khan, son of Yusuf Khan, and other

Kashmiris, and was victorious. In the 32nd year Yusuf Khan was

released from his imprisonment, given a !agzr on the borders of Bihar1
,

and appointed to the $uba of Bengal. Up to the 37th year he per

formed good service. His son Ya'qub Khan, after his father went to

the Court, was made an instrument of strife by the Kashmiris, and for

a time he was the ruler of the country. When Qasim Khan Mir
Babr was deputed for the annexation of that territory, the good fortune

of the Emperor caused dissensions to break out amongst the people.

By this means Qasim Khan entered Srinagar. Even then .Ya'qub

Khan exhibited signs of rebellion. In the 34th year when the Em~eror

was in Kashmir, attempts were made to conciliate him. He submitted

and was exalted by kissing the royal threshold2
•

(
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(1587 A.D.) when Qasim Khan, the Governor of Kashmir, becoming

disgusted with the continual commotion there resigned, the Mirza was

appointed l to administer the country. He by his excellent arrange

ments succeeded in winning the hearts of the people. He conciliated

Shams Chak, who claimed the sovereignty of the country, and sent

him to the Coun2
• In the 34th year, 997 A.H. (1589 A.D.) Em

peror Akbar visited Kashmir, the like of which as a land for holiday

globe-trotters has not found anywhere in the world. He ordered that

skilled officers3 should carry out a survey of the Marraj and Kamraj.

i.e, the upper and lower valleys of the river Bhit (Jhelum). In that

territory every piece of land is designated as a pattah, and this equals

one bigha and one biswah of the l1ahi yard (gaz). The Kashmiris

reckon a little more than 2 ~ pattahs to be equal to a bigha. With

the government they reckon on the basis of three heaps of produce.

Accordingly every village is assessed on the basis of a certain number

of kharwars of rice. Every kharwar is equal to three maunds and

eight seers Akbarshihi. Some reckon by taraks which is equal

to eight seers. For the Rabi' (spring) crop they take for every

pattah of wheat or pulses two taraks as the ruler's share. At this

time the experienced assistants went into details, and found several

irregularities. But as a result of the importunity of the land-holders

who did not disclose all the facts, of the farmers chiefly being

soldiers, and of the Emperor being desirous of sight-seeing, and

careless (about taxation), and also in view of the fact that an

increase in the revenue would cause confusion among the peasantry

specially in a newly conquered country-the revenue was not fixed

on the basis of statistics. Two lakhs of kharwars of rice were added

to the twenty lakhs (formerly taken), and each kharwar was reckoned

Op. cit., Text, pp. 52 I, 523, translation, pr. 796, 798.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 52 3, translation, pp, 798, 799.
3 The account is based on Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 548, 549, translation,

pp. 830.832. The Maathir account is somewhat confused, and for details refer
ence may be made to the original and the detailed notes by Beveridge in the

translation cited.

I Gp. cit., Text, p. 595, translation, pp. 906, 907. The confidential clerk's
name is given there at To~a.

2 Op. cit .. Text, p. 618, translation, pp. 944,945.
3 MUlltakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Text, II, P·382, Lowe's translation, II. p. 395.
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at sixteen dams. On the basis of this estimate a settlement was

fixed with Mirza Yusuf Khan.

In the 36th year it so happened that one of the confidential ser
vants of the Mirza ran away and came to the Court. He represented

that the number of kharwars should be increased by 50 per cent,

and the rate for each kharwar should be 28 dams. On an enquiry

being made, the Mirza did not agree to this increased assessment.

Accordingly Qasli N lir Ullah and Qasli 'Ali were deputed for carrying

out an investigation1
• The Mirza's agents out of dishonest motives

proved refractory. Qasli Nur U1I3b returned and reported to the

Emperor. J:Iusain Beg Shaikh 'Umri was sent to help. The former

worked energetically at the office arrangements, and the latter at mak

ing collections. Some of the Mirza's servants combined together and

stirred up sedition-mongers, who made Yadgar, Mirza's cousin, the

pivot of disturbances. There were one or two encounters, and then

peace was made. But through the slackness of the two men (Qasli

'Ali and J:Iusain Beg Shaikh 'Umri), sedition in a short time rose to

a great height2
• Consequently Qasli 'Ali and J:Iusain Beg were forced

to leave the city and start for India. As the rebels had already taken

possession of the passes, Qa4i 'Ali was seized after slight resistance

and put to death. I:Jusain Beg escaped half alive. It is stated

that when Yadgar Kal (the bald) took the idea of sovereignty into

his head, and sent for an engraver to make a ring in his name, a

splinter of steel came off while engraving and struck him in the

eye. At the time of reciting the Khu~ba he trembled3
, and when an

assembly was arranged and he sat on rhe throne, a tarash (servant),

who was standing with a fan in his hand, at once recited the

couplet:

I
J

Ylisuf Khan Radavi- .1002
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Akbarniima, Text, III, p. 617, translation, p. 943'
2 Muntakhab-ut-Tawiirikh, Text, II, p. 382, Lowe's translation, 11,- p.

395·
3 Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 61 9, translation, p. 947·

Verse

The crown of the empire, and the diadem of the Shah2
,

How shall they come to a baldman? God forbid!

They had not proceeded many stages when the news of the Kash~

mir disturbance was received, and the hidden knowledge of the Emper~

or thus became manifest. Shaikh Farid Bakhshi-Begi was sent ahead

with a force, and the Emperor himself pushed on rapidly. Mirza

Yiisuf Khan was placed under care of Shaikh Abiil Fa4J3. When,

however, MIrza Lashkari son of Mirza Yiisuf Khan, becoming aware of

the doings of the rebel (Yadgar) brought away his family and children

1°°5Yiisuf Khan Ra<:Javiu/~Umara]

towards Lahore, and Yadgar on hearing of Mirza's imprisonment

hurriedly sent away the Mirza's family, these happenings

became the means of saving the Mirza's honour and he was released1.

Yadgar on hearing the news of the Emperor's expedition sent a large

force to guard the passes. The brave imperialists, however, easily

defeated the enemy, and entered the country. Yadgar left Srinagar

the capital of the country and hurried to Hirapiir. A party of

Mirza's men, who were lying in wait, came at midnight, and raising

a cry "The King" fell on his camp and plundered it. He was

amazed and leaving his tent Red into the fields. Except for Yiisuf he

had no attendant with him. He sent him to fetch a horse. The

men, who were astonished at not finding Yadgar, seized Yiisuf and

tortured him. At last through his indiscretion Yadgar was captured,

and his shoulders were relieved of the weight of his head.

Quatrain
In the garden the pumpkin raised its head beside the Cypress.

Forsooth this head raising is for the empire (sarwari).
Heavens know out of the Cypress and the pumpkill,

Which one is worthy of the empire.

It is stated that on the day when the Emperor heard of the sedi~

tion of the wretch, and as Yadgar's mother, Nuqra by name, was

unrivalled for her lack of modesty amongst tbe prostitutes (Iiilis), he
repeated the verse:

Akbarniima, Text, III, p. 619, translation, p. 247.

Verse
The bastard is envious; I am what my fate is.

The bastard-slayer has come like the star of Yemen.

He also remarked that the fall of this worthless fellow and the

rising of Canopus would take place about the same, time. Astrologers

represented that Yadgar would receive his punishment in two to three

months. The Emperor said: "It will not be in less than 40 days or

more than two months." Accordingly it all happened in 5 1 days.

..,

[Maath;r~Yiisuf Khan Ra4avi1004

Verse

You cannot by boasting place a cushion on the seat of the

mighty,

Unless you also prepare the paraphernalia of might.

Yadgar was astonished, and asked the man whether he had com·

posed it. He replied in the negative. Then (he asked) "Where did

you learn this couplet?" He replied, 'I do not know." Stranger

still l , Emperor Akbar had received no news of the disturbance, when

-inasmuch as kings and fortunate princes are inspired-in the 37th

year, 1000 A.H. (1591-92 A.D.) he unexpectedly ordered a march

from Lahore to Kashmir. Though men held back on account of diffi~

cuities of the journey, and some thought it improper that the Emper

or should go to such a remote quarter and hilly country. the journey

to which by any route would take a year, the Emperor in the height

of rainy season set off unattended (jaridah). It so happened that it

was the very day on which Yadgar Kal had rebelled in Kashmir.

Still stranger was that while crossing the river R:ivi the Emperor asked

to which did this verse refer:-
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Op. cit., Text, p. 62 3, translation, pp. 953, 954. Beveridge's excellent

notes may be consulted in rettard to Canopus etc.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 627, translation, pp. 959, 960.

3 Op. cit., Text, p, 654, translation, p. 10
0

4.

4 Op. cit., Text, p, 714, translation, p. 1
06

4.
5 Op. cit., Text, p. 724, translation, p. 1081.
6 Op. cit., Text, p. 790, translation, p. 1
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And on tbe d,y on wbieb Yadgat w" killed. Canopn' to,e'. Aft"
the Emperor reached Kashmir, Mirza Yiisuf Khan did not agree to
take the ptovince at tbe in«med renta\. Con"qnendy it wa> made
Ctown-

land
• and Kbwaja Sb,m.-nd-Din Kb,waH with 3.

000
bot'c

wa> appointed to tbe cbatge. Bnt at tbe teqn"t of Prince Snl\an

Salim Ka>bmir wa> again a>,igned to Mitz' Yu,uf'. In tbe 39
tb

yeat tbe Mirza wa> ptOmoted to tbe po" of tbe Superintend,"t of

Artill,ry. In tbe "me yeat••ooz A.B. ('593-94 A.D.) be wa>
in ,nee",ion ro Qulij Kban appointed to tbe cbatg

e
of )aunpur'.

In tbe 4'" y"r be wa> gtanred a lag" in Gnjatar'. and appointed
an auxiliary of rbe Deecau. Wben ~.diq Kb'n of Herat died in rbe
4.

nd
yeat. rbe Mirza wa> appoinred rbe guatdian of Prince Sul~n

Murad' • and ba>tening froro bi, Iag;' to Balapur in Berar. be rook up

bi, duri" witb tbe Prince. After Prince Mur.d·, deatb be r,"d"ed
valuable "tvie" witb •Allaroi Shaikb Abul Fa~1 in tbe admini,,,atio

n

of tbe Deccan. In tbe ,iege and later the eonque" of AI,madnag
at

be. in attendance of Pdnce Daniyal. con"ibuted more tbau any oth"
ollicer cowatd, tbe ,ucce'" of tbe campaign. A, be alway' di,liked

tbe Deccan. be in tbe beginning of tbe 46tb ye
at

in te'pon" to tbe
,umm

on
' waited on Emperor Akbat at Burb'npur. Wben tbe royal

"andatd, returned coward, Xgra. Prince Daniya! witb otber ollic
ers

wa> p"mi"ed to leave at tbe Natbada. and tbe Mirza also wa> depur
ed witb bim'. In tbe "me year. wbicb wa> .. , 0 A.H. (, 60'
A.D.) tbe Prince "nr tbe Mirz' witb Mirza Ru,cam ~afavi to a>,i"
Sbaikb Abul Fa~1 and Kb'n Kbanan in tbe B.lagbat area. The
Mirz' died in tbe montb of jummada 1\ (December. ,60') of a bubo

_I"••.-----------.IMl.---.I....'....--



Circumspection

As a result of careful experiments Fhysicians have found grape

juice (wine) to have very potent properties as a tonic in various human

ailments. In regard to its use they have, however, prescribed strict

1009Yiisuf Mu~ammad Khan Tashkandi

Vide Quran, Sura Al-Baqarah, verse 219 (in pt.), p. 99.
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YOSUF MUI:IAMMAD KHAN TASHKANDI

(Vol. III, pp. 963-967)'

Tashkand is a city in the Fargbana country, which is situated in

the fifth clime, and forms the limit of settled habitations. On its

east is Kashgbar, on its west Samarqand, on the south the mountains

of the Badakhshan border, and on the north-though in former times

there were towns such as Almaligb, Almatii and Yangi also known as

Taraz-but at the present time owing to the migrations of the Ozbegs

no traces of their habitations or ruins even are left. Except on the

west side, where there are no mountains, it is not possible for an enemy

t~ enter the country. The river Sai~iin, generally known as the

A b-i-Khujand, entering the country from the north-east runs west

wards, and after passing along the north of Khujand and to the south

of Fanakat, now known as Shahrukhiya, enters Turkistan, and enter

ing the sands disappears there. In this tract there are seven townships.

The five in the south are Andijan, Aush, Margbinan, Asfara and

Khujand, and in the north Taraz and Kasan-which is an old city,

formerly known as Niyakat and now known as Tashkand and Tash

kaniyat. The tulip gardens of the area are as superb and famous as

dosages and specified exact times and occasions. Excessive indulgence,

which destroys intellectual faculties and is the harbinger of a number

of ills, has been strictly prohibited and strongly condemned. This is

also clearly laid down in the holy book of religion. While the Shari'at

of Mu~tafa, May he be blessed and have peace! in which are revealed

the. most appropriate rules of conduct and dealings in regard to all

affairs, no differentiation has been made in regard to its injurious

effects when used in smaller or larger quantities. Rather its use has

been entirely and strictly prohibited. The injunction "theirl
S111 IS

greater than their profit" explicitly explains this dictum.

1
~ I.. ,

\
\
I

Yiisuf Mu~ammad Khan K6kaltash1008

Opt cit., Text, pp. 112, 113, translation, pp. 17°-172.

2 Opt cit., Text, pp. 174-176, translation, pp. 269-273'
3 OPt cit., Text, p. 25 2 , translation, p. 379·
4 Opt cit., Text, p. 272, translation, p. 405, where the date of his death is

given as 5th Dhul Qa'da corresponding to 24th May, 1566.

was also sent with his father. On the day of the battle he was sta

tioned with other gallant men between the centre and the A/tmash,

and when Atga Khan, after his right and left had been disorganized,

saw safety in attacking Bairam Khan's force, Yiisuf Mu~ammad

was in front of his father and did great deeds l
• He was reward

ed with the tide of Khan. When his father was killed by Adham

Khan K6ka Yiisuf Muhammad Khan armed himself and his com--, .-
panions, and barred the path of Adham {5.]}an and Maham Anaga

till he was satisfied by hearing of the punishment that Emperor

had inflicted on Adham Khan2
• After this event the said Khan. - -

and his brother 'Aziz Mu~ammad K6kaltash were encompassed

with royal favours, and were always close associates of the Emperor

both in assemblies and in battles. In the loth year when the disloyal

ty and rebellion of 'Ali Quli Khan Zaman, Bahadur Khan and Iskandar

Knan was reported the Emperor himself marched from Agra for chas

tising this band. After crossing the Ganges it was reported to the

Emperor that Iskandar Khan was still at his headquarters in Lucknow.

The Emperor turned in that direction, and ordered that Yiisuf Mu~am

mad l<han with Shuja'at Khan and some other reliable officers should

go forward as the vanguard3
• Under the benevolent patronage of

Emperor Akbar he had attained the high rank of 5,000, when in the

height of his youth he fell ill as a result of excessive indulgence in

drinking. In the I I th year of the reign, corresponding to 973 A.H.

(15 65 A.D.) he died4
•



I Adapted from Alemoirs of Babur, see the translation by Mrs. Beveridge
pp. 1-10. Atdir and Shash of the Maathir sh~uld be Taraz and Kasan as in
Baburnama, and these have been adopted in the translation.

2 Maathir-tll-Umara, Text, II. pp. 777-789, Beveridge's translation, 1, pp.

97-105.
3 Badshahnama, 1, pt. i, pp. 118, 119. In the 3rd year, p. 299, his rank

was increased to 2,500 with 1,200 horse.
4 Op. cit., pp. 380, 381.

5 Op. cit., p. 4r5. 6 Op. cit., pp. 422, 42 3.

the red roses of Bokhara, particularly the seven-coloured tulips which

are a speciality of the countryl.
After Yusuf Mu~ammad migrated from his native country to

India he spent some time in the companionship of 'Abdullah Khan

Flriiz Jang 2• Later as a result of his outstanding personality and good

fortune he became attached to Prince Shah Jahan, and through his

excellent services and constant attendance rose higher in position. He

was constantly in attendance both during the journeys and in camp.

After the accession he was appointed to the rank oE 2,000 with 1,000

ho:se, and received as gifts a flag, a drum, a horse, an elephant, and

Rs. 15,000 in cash3
• He was also granted a fief near Mandii. In

the 4th year while engaged in ,the Deccan campaign he was suddenly

involved in a strange disaster. This was on a day while he and Baha

dur Khan Rohila had gone to bring in forage that they encountered

Randaula Khan and Bahliil Khan 'Adilshahi. There was a great fight

in which he fought valiantly, but was severely wounded and fell on the

ground. The enemy regarding it as a great triumph carried him and

Bahadur Khan'. For a time he was confined as a prisoner in Bijapur.

When in the 5th year Yamin-ud-Daula A~af Khan set about devasta

ting Bijapur, and besieged it, 'Adil Shah sent both these officers to

him5 • After they arrived at the Court of the Emperor, who was well

known for favouring his loyal officers, they were recompensed by the

grant to each of them of a robe of honour, a sword, a shield with orna

mented weapons, a horse and an elephant. Yusuf Mu~ammadKhan

received the rank of 3,000 with 2,000 horse6 and the gifts of a

I Badshahnama, II, p. 22, where the increase of his rank to 3,000 with
2,500 horse is recorded.

2 This was in the I Ith year, op. cit. p. 35.
3 This is incorrect, the increase was of 500 horse, and his rank on being

appointed ~ubahdar of Multan became 3,000 with 3,000 horse, op. cit., p. 128.
4 Op. cit., p. 155.

lOllYusuf Mul~ammad Khan Tashkandiul-Umara]

drum and Rs. 20,000 in cash, and was later appointed as the $ubahdar
of Tatta.

It is stated that previously he had many Mu~hal servants from

Tliran, but when on the occasion of this catastrophe he witnessed their

unexpected faithlessness, in that they left their master in the hands of

the enemy, and themselves went off in safety to his fief, and forcibly

levied a large sum as pay from his father who had relinquished secular

life and had become a dervish, he thought less of Mugbals, and mostly

employed Hindustanis. Afterwards he was appointed Faujdar of

Bhakkar1
• In the I I th year when the Qandahar fort came into the

royal possession, he was deputed2 with the Faujdar of Siwistan for

settling that area. He performed valuable services in company with

Qulij Khan the Governor of the area in connection with the capture of

the Bust fort. In the 12th year he was transferred from the Faujdari
of Bhakkar as $ubahdar of Multan, and was granted an increase of

1,000 hotse3
• In the same year, corresponding to 1049 A.H. (IQ39

40 A.D.) he died'. He had two sons Mirza Rli~ Ullah and Mirza

Bahram. The nrst in the end of the 28th year was appointed as Fauj
dar and fief-holder of Mandli, and given the rank of 1,500 with 800

horse. After a time he was censured and his rank reduced to 1,000.

Later he was appointed Faujdar and Commandant of Kangra. In the

beginning of Emperor Aurangzib's reign he was deprived of his rank

and !agzr for certain actions which did not meet with royal approval,

and went into retirement. His sons, though they were Khiinazads,
did not owing to the Emperor's displeasure, succeed in getting any

Man~ab, and were for a time companions of Khan Jahan Bahadur

K6kaltash. Later Mirza 'Abdullah succeeded in securing service under

Prince Mu~ammad A'~am Shah. As a result of this appointment

[Maathir.Yusuf Mu~ammad Khan Tashkand1010
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ZABARDAST KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 37 2 , 373)'

*In this section are included notices beginning with the letters oS and (;,
while those beginning with j are included at the end of the work in view of j

being transliterated as Dh. The only biography under the letter uD I? has been
dealt with under the letter M.

Badshahnama, I. pt. i, p. 1 19.

2 Op. cit., p. 253.
3 Op. cit., p. 266, but his rank after this increase of 200 is given as 1,500

with 800 horse.

4 Op. cit., p. 399·

He was one of Emperor Shah Jahan's body-guard. After Shah
Jahan's accession he was granted the rank1 of 1,000 with 500 horse.
and in the 2nd year2 he had an increase of 500 with 100 horse, and
again3 of 200 horse. In the 4th year he had reached4 the rank of
1,500 with 1,000 horse. He was for a long time deputed to Bihar
province, and during this period he in collaboration with the governors
of the province distinguished himself in the chastisements of the
refractory Zam'indar.s thereof. During the governorship of hiqad

101 3Zafar Khan. -.ul-Umara]

~AFAR KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 755, 756).

I5ban, he subdued Pratap1-the Zam'indar of Palamau, who was the
leader of all the refractory elements of the province-by his devoted
exertions in the cause of the Empire, by stirring up one of his sons
against him, and in the 17th year brought him before the' Governor.
Later he returned to the Court2 and paid his homage. In the 18th
year he was promoted3 to the rank of 2,000 with 1,000 horse. In
the 19th year he was gran ted a robe of honour, and was sent for the
settlement of Siwistan in the province of Tatta (Sindh). In th(' 23rd
year, 1059 A.H. (1649 A.D.), white holding the office of Faujdiir of
Siwistan, the cup of his life became4 full (he died).

He was the son of Zain Khan Koka5
• Probably his name was

Shukr UlIah6
• In the 40th year of Akbar's reign he had the rank of

200, but after the death of his father he was raised to the rank of 700.
Apparently in the end of Akbar's reign he received the title of ~afar

Khan. After Jahangir's accession to the throne, as Zain Khan Koka's
daughter7 was married to the Emperor, ~afar Khan became the subject
of additional favours. In the 2nd yearS when the Emperor started

I
I Jadshahnama, II, pp. 357-36 I. The sentence in the text is very invol-

ved. It seems to mean that Zabardast !Shan subdued Pratap by stirring up one
of his jons against him, but according to Badshahniima, it was Pratap's uncles

or cousins who imprisoned him and forced him to come to terms with Zabardast
Khan.

2 Op. cit., p. 374. 3 Op. cit.. pp. 405, 406.

4 'Amal ~ali~, III, p. 1°3.
5 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 362-369, and Bloc!uuann, A'in, I (2nd

edn.), pp. 367-369.
6 Blochmann on pp. 588, 589 of the work cited published his accollnt

under the name Shukr Ullah Zafar Khan based mainly on Maathir.

7 Mother of Prince Parviz; she died in 1007 A.H., see Blochmann, op.
cit., p. 323, and Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, p. 363'

8 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahangiri, I, p. 100. See
also the footnote in reference to the name of the village.

Zabardast Khan

as Keeper of the Arsenal (Qurbeg'i) he was thus raised to a position
of honour and respect. Afterwards he was appointed head of the
artillery, and in the battle of Jajau having given full proof of his
loyalty was killed with that gallant Prince. His son Mirza Fat~

Ullah was young. Basalat Khan Sul~an cast a favourable eye on him
on account of acquaintance and school fellowship (khwajatash'i) and
looked after his training. After Basalat Khan's death he found service
under A~af Jah Ni~am~ul-Mulk as the Superintendent of the Divan
khana and of the messengers (harkaras). He received his ancestral
tides. At the time of writing he is alive, and is a friend and com

panion of the author.

1012
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?AFAR KIjAN KHWAJA AI:ISAN ULLAH

(Vol. II, pp. 756-763)'

He was the son of Khwaja9 A bul I:Iasan of T urbat. In the

19th year of Jahangir's reign when Khwaja Abul I:Iasan
10

was appoint

ed to succeed Mahabat Khan as the Governor of Kabul, Al}san Ullah

was appointed as his father's deputy for the government of the area.

fro111 Lahore to Kabul, he encamped enroute at the village of Ahr6h'i

near the Atrock fort, the inhabitants of the place complained against

the Khatars, who practised robberies and dacoities etc. ?afar Khan

was grantc!d Attock as fief in place of Al}mad Beg Khan l , and he was

ordered that the Khatars should, by the time of the return of the

Emperor, be removed to Lahore, that their headmen should be im

prisoned, and whatever they had taken by force from anyone restored.

?afar 1<han performed the duties assigned to him, and waited on the

Emperor on his return 2 and was commended. In the 3rd year he was

promoted to the rank of 2,000 foot with 1,000 horse, and later in the

same year received a standard, a robe of honour and a jewelled dagger
3

•

In the 7th year his rank was i~creased4 to 3,000 foot with 2,000 horse,

and he was posted as Governor of Bihar. In the loth year he was

removed5 from there, but on returning to the Court received an in

crease of 5.00 foot with 500 horse, and was deputed to the Bangash
6

campaign. His subsequent history has not been noticed
7

• His son

was Sa'adat KhanS whose account is given separately.

?afar Khan Khwaja Al}san UllahHZ-Umara] lOIS

He was raised to the rank of 1,500 with 600 horse, granted the title

of ?afar Khan, and received as gifts a standard, a dagger, a jewelled

sword an~ an elephant. By rhe end of the reign of that Emperor he

had attamed to the rank of 2,500 with 1,200 horse. In the 1st

:ear of S~a~ Jahan's reign it was reported that he was besieging

Abdul Qadir son of Al}d Dad in the valley of Kharmana l in Tirah.

On hearing of the death of Emperor Jahangir, however, he had sent

th.e force to ~abul and himself retired to Peshawar. After dealing

With the bus111ess there, according to the custom of the Governor

spending the winter in Peshawar, and summer in Kabul, he had set

out for the latter place. On the march he had neglected the rules of

cauti~n, an.d the tribes of Orakzai and Afridi-who are the leading

Afgban trl~es of the Khaibar mountains-blocked his way, and so

pl~ndered h~s c~mp that he . lost all hope and did not attempt to re
trieve the situatIOn. On thiS account Kabul was taken from his

father, an~ he hi~self repaired to the Court. In the 2nd year he

was appoll1ted With Khwaja Abul I:Iasan to pursue Jujhar Singh

Bundela. In the 3rd year, when the Emperor was encamped in the

Deccan, he was sent with the above-mentioned Khwaja for the con

quest of the territories of Nasik, Trimbak and Sangamner. In the

5th year when his father was appointed Governor of Kashmir in

succ.ession to Jctiqad Khan Shahpur, he was made3 his deputy, and

received a khiZ'at and a horse. In the 6th year after his father's death

the Emperor confirmed him as the Governor of Kashmir, increased his

rank to 3,000 with 2,000 horse, and granted him a standard and a

drum4. In the 7th year when the Emperor was going to Kashmir,

4 I

i

[Maathir-?afar Khan Kbwaja Al}san Ullah101 4

Op. cit., p. II 1, 2 Op. cit., p. 12 7.
3 Op. cit., p. 147. 4 Op. cit., p. 231.

5 Op. cit., p. 306. 6 Op. cit., p. 3 I 0.
7 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-lahiingiri, II, p. He died

in the 16th year 1621-22 A.D. His son's name is given there as Sa'adat Dmed.

8 "~;Jaiithir-ul-Umarii. Text, II, pp. 461 -463'
9 Maiithir-ul-Umarii, Text, I, Dp. 737-739, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

128- 1 3°'
10 Iqbalniima-i-lahimgiri, p. 238.

•

The account of Zafar Khan's failure against the Orakzai and Afridi

tribes is based on Biidshihnama, I, pt. i, pp. 190, 19 I. :!ibarmaha (\f the text
Kharmana in Badshiihniima, and this has been followed. His return to the
Court is recorded on p. 245.

2 This is apparently a reference to his defeat by 'Abdul Qadir, see Maathir

ul-Umara, Text, II, p. 247 ' and translation, ante p. 598. in the notice of Rashid
Khan An~ari.

3 Op. cit., p. 432 • 4 Op. cit., pp. 473, 474.



he came as far as Bhimbae to welcome him, and paid his respects.

In the 10th year he was ordered to Tibet. There are twO roads from

Kashmir to Tibet, one is called Karaj and the other Lar. The nrst

is four stages longer than the second, but the latter owing to of its

remaining covered by snow for a long time, and of having two difficult

passes across it (is a more difficult route). ~afar Khan went by the

first. By his skilful arrangements he conquered the country, and

having captured Abdal, the ruler of the area, rapidly returned by the

second route. The rapidity with which the expedition was executed

was commended by the Emperor.
2

Tibet consists of 21 Parganas3 and has 37 forts. Owing to the

large number of hills and the restricted nature of the plains in the

area very little of agriculture is possible. The chief agricultural pro~
ducts are wheat and barley. The yearly revenue is not more than a

lac of rupees. Along one bank of one of its rivers particles of gold

are found (in the sand), but the gold is of inferior quality and is not

worth more than seven rupees a tola. This form of gold washings

annually yields nearly 2,000 tolas. Fruits of colder climates such as

peaches, apricots, melons and grapes are prod uced in the country.

They are sweet and of a good quality, and are all available in one

season only. There is (also) a type of apple which is of a red colour

both inside and outside.
In the 1 Ith year, ~afar Khan4 , in compliance with the orders,

came with Abdal, the ruler of Tibet, and did homage. In the 12th

year he was removed from the Kashmir $iiba, and was appoin,ted with

Khan Dauran Nu~rat lang for the chastisement of the Hazaras
5

•

In the 13th year he was attached6 to Prince Mul)ammad Murad

Bakhsh, who had been ordered to make his headquarters at Bhera.

4 Badshiihnama, 11, p. 93'
6 Op. cit., p. 181.

Op. cit., p. 241.
3 There is some mistake h h 2 Op. cit., p. 282.

ere as c already had the k
2,000 horse at the end of the 20th _ ran of 3,000 with. year, see Badshahnama, II p 724 F h'
remstatement see 'Amal Siilih III ,. . or IS. .' , p. 143·

4 'Amal S-loh IIIwith 3,000 hor·sae.'· ' , p. 154· The rank in the text is wrongly given as 3,000
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After that he was censu d f . 10 I
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Karach in Badshtihnama.I Badshiihnama. 1, pt. ii, p. 17·
2 Op. cit., pp. 281-286. Karaj of Maathir is

c.\l~! has been printed as c.\l:i.il~j in the text.

3 Op.cit.,p~287,28~

5 Op. cit., p. 149'

~afar Khan Khwaja Al)san Ullah
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1 The reference is probably to Mahabat Khan.
2 See Rieu. op. cit., p. 261, and Elliot's History, VII, p. 73.

3 Rieu, op. cit., II, p. 547a.

Verse

It is commonly surmised that Sarmand the naked works
miracles.

The only visible proof of these is the exhibition of his

private parts.

The son like the father was equally ignorant of worldly wisdom.

He became a reduse3 in Kashmir, and in the 6th year of Aurangzib's

?afar Khan Khwaja Ahsan Ullah

Verse

I ~a'ib have seen the Khan Khanan l in battle and banquet,

He is not the equal of ?afar Khan in generosity and courage.

Zafar Khan had made an album with a selection of the poems of every

~oet, who had been connected with him by ties of intimacy, written

in their own handwriting, with the likeness (painting) of the poet on

the back of the page. He also composed poems. This (verse) is his:-
/

Verse

With your merciful sword cut short this existence as fast as

you can!

Act before the Heavens render you powerless.

He was married to Buzurg Khanam, the daughter of Malika

Banii-elder sister of Mumtaz Mahal-who was the wife of Saif Khan.

Buzurg Khanam was the mother of Mirza Mu\:ammad Tahir:!, whose

nom-dc-plume was Ashna, and who during Shah lahan's reign attained

the rank of 1,5°0 and had the title of 'Inayat Khan. He held super

intendencies connected with the Presence (lfut/ur), such as were re

served only for trustworthy houseborn ones. In the end of Shah

Jahan's reign he was appointed Superintendent of the Library. It is

stated that the Emperor sent him to make enquiries about the charac

ter and ways of Sarmand3 Majdhiib (the Attracted) who used to go

about naked. He came back and recited this verse: -

ul-Umara]
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\
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claims were ignored. In the beginning of this reign he was granted

an annual pension of Rs. 4°,000. In the 6th year 1°73 A.H.

(1662-63 A.D.) he died at Lahore, and was buried in his father's

tomb.

It is stated that his personal appearance was very unattractive, and

that he was very short statured. It is well known that one day it was

mentioned in Emperor Shah Jahan's presence that Khwaja Abul I:Jasan

drank water only once a day. Mulla J:Iif~i, who was present, re

marked that ?afar Khan's short stature was to be attributed to this

fact, and that he was a seed grown without water. But he was

unique in intellect and right-thinking. At the time of Mahabat

Khan's domination in Kabul he was a prominent partisan of Nur

Jahan Begam in the sagacious advice which led to the success of their l
,

plan. He was not devoid of merit. During the reign of Emperor

Jahangir it was a common saying that among the sons of the Amirs

there were four who excelled their fathers, viz., Jahangir Quli Khan2

son of Khan Al?am, Salad Ullah Khan son of Sa'id Khan Chagbtai,

?afar Khan3 son of Zain Khan, and the fourth was Zafar Khan son

of Khwaja Abul J:Iasan. Though the Khwaja was a Sunni, ?afar

Khan was a bigoted Shi'a. He used to give money to Iranians, and

was specially generous and kind to poets. Eloquent men giving up

their homes turned hopefully to him, and received such favours as

they had hoped for. The most noted of the moderns, Mirza ~a'ib4

of T abriz, when he went from Iran to Kabul, was filled with admira

tion by his warm welcome and liberality, and lived in his company in

India for a long time. Accordingly he has said:-

1 See lqbalnama-i-lahangiri, pp. 265-279 and Beni Prasad, History of

lahangir, pp. 408-411.
2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 521, 525, Beveridge & Prashad's

translation, I. pp. 229, 730
3 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 755, 756, translation antea pp. 1013,

1014.
4 See Rieu, Cat. Perrian Manuscripts in the British Museum, I, p. 6939.
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ZAHID KHAN

(Vol. II, p. 370).

Verse

Rest consists in freedom from care!

Sleeping in shade gets over the road (of life).

1021Za:hid Khan Kaka

ZAHID KHAN KOKA

(Vol. II, pp. 370-372).

ul-Umara]

His mother was I:Jiiri Khanan nurse of Begam ~a1)ibl, the eldest

daughter of Emperor Shah Jahan. In the 13th year he was appointed

Faujdar2 of Miyan Diiiib in succession to Niir-ud-Daulah. In the

14th year he was exalted by the grant of the title of Khan, and pro

moted to the rank of 1,000 with 1,000 horse, and was deputed to

the Deccan. In the 15th year he returned to the Court with Prince

Mu1)ammad Aurangzib Bahadur. In the 17th year his rank was

increased to 1,5°03. ~ith 1,000 horse. Later he had an increase of

500 with 200 horse, and made Qarawalbeg4
• In the 18th year on

the occasion of the feast at the recovery of the Begam ~a1)ib-who as

a result of burns was ill for a long time-he received a robe of hon

our, a jewelled dagger, a standard and an elephant, and was promoted

to the rank of 2,000 with 1,5°0 horse5
• Afterwards he was appoint

ed to the high office of Qushbegi (Chief Falconer). In the 19th year,

on 24th Rajab 1055 A.H. (5th September, 1645 A.D.) he had a

severe illness. Though I:Jakim Daiid T aqarrab Khan wanted to bleed

him, he would not agree6
, and died.

It is stated that he led an unrestrained life of pleasure, and was

very outspoken in his talks. One day Begam ~a~lib gave him a

recommendation and sent him to one of the princes. The Prince sent

I Jahan Ara Begam, for her life see Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary

(1894 edn.), pp. 189, 190, also see Irvine, Storia do Mogor, I, p. 217, note 2.
Her dress caught fire in the 17th year on 27th Mulprram 1054 A.I-I, (6th
March, 1644 A.D., not 26th March as stated in Beale), see Badshahnama, II,

pp. 363-369.
2 Badshahntima, II, p. 201. 3 Op. cit., p. 351.
4 Op. cit., p. 376. 5 Op. cit., P' 399.
6 Op. cit., p. 434. There it is also noted that his mother l;Iiiri Begam

was the nurse of the Begam ~a4ib. His eldest son Fai<;l Ulliih !Q!an who was
10 years of age was after his father's death granted the rank of 1,000 with 400
hor.se,

[Maathir-Zahid Khan

. I 'Alamgirnama, p. 822.
2 See Rieu, op. cit'. , I, p. 26 I and Banarsi Prasad S1!ksena, History of

Shahjahan, pp. vi, vii.
3 See Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd end.), pp. 382-384. He died in the 42nd

year, vide Akbarnama, III, Text, p. 720, Beveridge's translation, III, p. 1074.
4 Akbarntima, III, Text, p. 805, translation, p. 1209.
5 Op. cit., Text, p. 826, translation, p. 1239. Beveridge's note that he was

given the title of ~adiq !Q!an is incorrect, as he was known as Zahid !Q!an in

Emperor Jahangir's time.
6 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, I, p. 17. O,n

p. 46, however, it is again recorded that he was promoted from the rank of

1,500 to that of 2,000.
7 Op. cit., p. 84. The name there is Dalip son of Rai Rai Singh.

He was the son of ~adiq Khan3 of Herat. In the 40th year of

Akbar's reign he had reached the rank of 350. When his father

died in the Deccan, he in the 47th year came4 to the Court, and

was employed there. In the 49th year he was exalted by an increase

in his rank and the title of Khan5
• After the accession of Jahangir

to the throne he was promoted to the rank of 2,0006
• Later he was

deputed with a force to chastise Raa Dalpat, Bhiirith, and was com

mended for performing this service satisfactorily 7.

reIgn an annual pension of Rs. 24,000 was assigned to him. In the

year 1081 A.I-:J.1 (167°-71 A.D.) he died. He prepared an abridged

account of the thirty years of Emperor Shah Jahan' s reign from Bad
shahnama, and called it MuJakh Kha~2 (Abridginem). He was an

adept in composition and correct use of words. He also composed a

Mathnavi and a Diwan. This (verse) is his:-
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ZAIN KHAN KOKA3

(Vol. II, pp. 362-37°).

Zain Khan's mother was Picha4 Jan Anaga, one of the nurses of

Emperor Akbar. His father was Khwaja Maq~ud5 'Ali of Herat, who

was a pure-hearted, loyal and honest servant of Maryam Makani, and

wa~ always in attendance near the howdah (of her elephant) during

the journey to Iran as a devoted servant. Emperor Akbar had the

daughterG of his brother Khwaja J:Iasan-who was the uncle of Zain

1023Zain Khan K5kaui-Umara]

Khan-married to Prince Sul~an Salim, and in the year 997 A,H.

(Octob~r) ~ 5,89) she gave birth to Prince Parviz. When in the 30th
year Mirza MU9ammad J:Iakim died at Kabul Emperor Akbar, after

crossing the Indus enroute to labulistan (Afghanistan), sent Zain Khan

-who had attained the rank of 2'5001_to punish the Yusufzais2 ,

and to conquer Swat and Bajaur. The Yusufzais formerly lived in

Qarabagb and Qandahar, and later after moving over from those areas

to Kabul began to cause disturbances there. Mirza Olug!! Be

Kiibuli clever1~ exterminated most of them, and those wh~ escape~
found refuge It1 Lamghanat, and later moved over to Hashtnagar3.

For nearly one hundred years they had practised highway robberies

and turbulence in Swat and Bajaur.

In this territory there was another tribe known as the Sultani\ and

who claimed descent from a daughter of Sul~an Sikandar (Alexander

the Great). The Yusufzais began by being very useful to this tribe

but later disloyally and craftily took possession of their choice

areas. Some remnants of the former tribe lived in the defiles in

pov~rty, but from love of their native land did not migrate elsewhere.

Earlier when Emperor Akbar came to the country to chastise Mirza

Mu9.ammad J:Iakim, the headmen of the tribe (Yusufzais) waited

on him. One of them Kalu, who was treated with favour, later Red

from Agra. Khwaja Shams-ud-Din Khwafi seized him near Attock

a~d sent him to the Court. Instead of being punished he was treated

With favour, but he again ran away to his native country, and he

becam~ the leader of seditious elements in the country.

lam Khan K6ka first went to Bajaur, to the south of which lies

Peshawar and to the west the Parganas of Kabul. Its length is 25 kos

and breadth 5-10 koso 30,000 families lived there. He punished

Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 457, translation, p. 687.

2 According to Vincent Smith Akbar The Great Mogul (1919), p. 237,
note, Yiisufzai is the correct form.

. 3 Op. cit., Text, p. 475, translation, pp. 715, 7 I 6. In the text it is Sawad
111 place of Swat and Astaghar in place of Hashtnagar.

4 Loc. cit., translation, p. 716, note 2.
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[Maathir.lain Khan K6ka

MaaU2ir-ul-Umartt, Text, III, pp. 28-30, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

512 ,5 1 3.
2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 97, 98.
3 Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 367, 369. In the Maathir account

above his rank is given as 5,000, but Blochmann lists him as the first officer of
the rank of 5,500. In Tabaqat, De's translation of Vol. III, p. 659 his rank is

given as 5,000.
4 Pija Jan Anaga in Akbarnama, I, Text, p. 44, Beveridge's translation, I,

p. 131.
5 Op. cit., Text, p. 222, translation, p. 448, where he is included as NO·7

in the list of officers who. "served the State during their exile." In Bayazid

(Hidayat Hosain edn. 1941), p. 178, he is included among those accompanied
on his return from Persia, and referred to as the Divan of Kamran.

6 Her name was ~al:ib Jamal, see Rogers & Beveridge's translation of

Memoirs of Jahttngir, I, pp, 18, 19' Parviz was born at Kabul, vide Akbarnama,

III, Text, p. 568, translation, p. 859'

for him, and said that the Begam ~a~ib had recommended him, and

that, God willing, he would endeavour to promote his advancement.

He said in reply that the lame and the blind wanted recommendations.

He was free from these faults. If the Prince thought him worthy of

advancement, he might do so, otherwise it did not matter. But he

was not fickle in his friendships. One of his sons was Fai4 Ullah

Khan whose account1 has been included separately. The other was

Mu~ammad 'Abid, who in the 13th year of Aurangzib's reign had

the rank of 1,5°0 with 300 horse, and the title of Nawazish Khan
2

•
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8,000 imperials including Birbal, or Birbar as he calls him, were killed, p. 235.
see also his valuable sketch map of the campaign facing page 235.

2 See Akbarnama, III, Text, pp. 484, 485, translation, pp. 73°-73 2 • On
the last page are given the names of some of the officers who lost their lives in
the battle. See also note 1 all p. 731 in which Beveridge discusses all relevant
literature on the subject,

When they reached the pass of Malanadri, K6kaltash was in the

rear. The Afgbans pressed forward and he was forced to fight. The

Afghans shot arrows and threw stones from all sides. The men be

came bewildered and rushed down the hills. In the melee horses and

elephants getting mixed up stumbled, and a great number were

killed. K6kakish was for sacrificing his life, but Janish Bahadur

seized his rein and turned him back. After wandering for a time he

had to dismount, and reached the camp on foot. As the report be

came current that the Afgbans were in pursuit, the march became

disorderly, and in the dark men left the path and got into defiles.

Although the Afghans had halted to divide the booty, on the follow

ing day those, who had lost their way, were killed. The Raja and

many persons of note to the number of 500 lost their lives through
losing their wayl.

In the 31St year K6kaltash was deputed to chastise the Mohmand

and yh6ri tribes near Peshawar. They had made Jalal-ud-Din

Raushanias their leader, and were creating disturbances in Tirah and

Khaibar. He distinguished himself in carrying out this mission. In

the 32 nd year he was appointed Governor of 2abulistan in succession

to Raja Man Singh. In the 33rd year he was reappointed to chastise

the Yusufzais. He began by moving over to Bajaur, and by conti

nuing fighting for eight months killed a large number of them. The

survivors were forced to submit. K6kaltash resolved to take Swat.

First he came to the bank of the river Pachk6ra which is the boundary

of the country, and after erecting a strong fort there waited. The

enemy were busy celebrating the 'Id Qurban. The K6ka rushed to

Swat by a secret road. The Afghans becoming bewildered retired

into by-paths and that area was conquered. He built forts at all key-

10252ain Khan K6kau]-Umara]
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2 ain Khan K6ka

f h Ghazi Khan Mirza'Ali and other leaders of this tribemany 0 t em. -~ - , h
submitted and the thornbush of disturbance was uprooted. . Later e

proceeded to the hill country of Swat. After several bat~les the ~:Iemy

fled. He established a fort at Chakdara which, is situated m th~
middle of the country. He was victorious 23 times, and destroye

seven entrenchments (sangar). Except for the pass of Karakar and

the country of Buner the whole of the area was conquered
l
. , _

As th~ soldiery were tired of constant hill climbi~?s, 2.am Khan

asked for reinforcements. Emperor Akbar deputed. ~aja BI~bar ~nd
Hakim Abul Fat9. one after the other. When they jomed Kokaltash,

they on account of old rivalries did not agree, and there were

dissensions. During consultations Zain Khan said, "Let the fresh

troops march to chastise the rebels, and I will safeguard the central

Or you should remain at Chakdara and I shall attend to
area. 'h f th h'lll men" The Raj'a and the Hakim replied,
the PUl1lS ment 0 e· " I
"The orders are to attack the country and not to guard It. "W 1en

all have punished them, we are to return to the Presence. The

~~ka retorted, "How can we give up a country which has ~een
, d after so much fighting. If you are not agreeable to either

game " Th d'd
of my proposals, you may return by the way you came. ey ,I

I, t h'll11 and started off by the route of Karakar pass whichnot Isten 0 , , , d
is full of heights and hollows. The K6ka j through an Ill-tllne

I , ce lest these courtiers should make an adverse report andcomp alsan ,
so displease the Emperor, put aside his leadershi p2. In every raVlI1e

there was a fight, and the equipment was plundered.

1 Adapted from Akbarnama, Ill, Text, pp. 481 , 482 , ~ra~slatio11, pp. ~~6,

P- - l'n the text instead of Buner. In Akbarnama It IS 40 ,O?O familIes72 7. unalr
instead of 30,000 of Maathir. ,

F detailed account see Akbarnama, III, Text, pp. 482 , 483, translatIOn,
2 or K -akar or Karikar pass is ES.E. of Chakdara, see p, 72 9,

pp 72 7-7 2 9, ar , R
. , S' h' Akbar' The Great Mogul (19 19)' followmg aver-

note 2. Vmcent mIt m . 'h h d b '1\
t , adds that the "retirement through Karakar Pass, whlc .a een 1

Yd' Iy harassed by the tribesmen; but after passmg the crest
manage ,was gnevous " I
of the Malandarai Pass further south the retirement became a rout . Near y



1 Akbarnama, III, Text, pp. 510,532, translation, pp. 777, 778, 810, 811,
The best account of the Yusufzai campaign is by Raverty, Notes on Afghani-

stan (1888), pp. 259-266.
2 Op. cit., Text, p. 583, translation, pp. 884, 885· The names of both per-

sons and places are doubtful in several cases and do not agree with Akbarnama.

3 Op. cit., Text, p. 586, translation, p. 889·

points, and left contingents to guard! them. In the 35th year Z.ain .
Khan was appointed to punish the Zamindars of the northern h~lls.

He started from near Pathan (Pathankat) and went on to near river
Sutlej. All the inhabitants submitted. (These included) Raja Bidhi
Chand from Nagarkat, Raja Paras Ram from the Jammii hills, Raja
Basii from Mau, Raja Anrudah from Jaswal?, Raja of Kahliir, Raja

Jagish Chand from Dahwal?, Rat Sansar Chand from Pauna
(Punch ?), Rat Prarap from Mankat, Rat Basii from Jasratta, Rat
Balbadhar from Lakhanpiir (Lakhniir), Daulat from Kat (Sharkat)
Bharta, Rat Krishan from Balawari, and Rat Rao Udiya of Dhamrt
wal. Although their cavalry was limited to 10,000, their infantry

was .more than 100,000. They came to the Court with the Kaka
and presenting a large tribute did hom age2

• In the 36th year
Kakaltash was raised to the high rank of 4,000 and granted a drum

3

•

In the 37th year, when Zain Khan was deputed to guard the other
side of the Indus up to the Hindu Kah (Hindukush mountain), he
marched from Swat and Bajaur to Ttrah. The Afridts and Orakzats

submitted and Jalala retreated into the land of the Kafirs (Chitral).
The Kaka pursued him there. As WaJ::adat' Ali: the son-in-law of
Jala1a, with the help of the Yusufzats had taken the fort of Kanshan
and portions of the territory of the Kafirs, Kakaltash addressed himself
to extirpate him. A force proceeded to the hill country which ~s the
seat of the officer (Darogka nishin) of the ruler of Kashg!1ar (Chltta1),
and took many prisoners. The leaders of the Kahrs also allied them
selves with his forces and helped in putting down the Afg.hans.
Some went to Chughansara in Badakhshan, but did not withhold from
the pursuit, and the Yusufzats were thus forced to come to his si~e,

and the fort of Kanshan and many other places were taken possessIOn
Op. cit., Text, pp. 640, 641, translation, pp. 983, 984.

2 Op. cit., Text, p. 7°1, translation, p. 1049.
3 Op. cit., Text, p. 720, translation. p. 1°73.
4 Op. cit., Text, p.lIO, translation, p,I058, and note 3 in which Beveridge

has discussed the reasons for Akbar's objections to the marriage,
5 Op. cit., Text, p. 795, translation, p. 1192.
6 Op. cit., Text, p. 757, translation, p. 1194.
7 Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, III, Text, p. 236. Haig's translation, p. 327.
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of. The country up to the borders of Badakhshan and Kashghar was!
conquered. At the feast of the beginning of the 41st year his rank

was increased 2 to 5,000.
As Qulij Khan had not proved successful in the government of

Kabul, that country in the same year was made over to the Kaka3
•

Also in this year Prince Sul~an Salim fell in love with the daughter
of Zain Khan, and determined to marry her. Emperor Akbar did not
approve of this impropriety, but as the infatuation of the Prince was
beyond all bounds, he permitted the marriage4

, and it took place in
1004 AH. (1596 A.D.). As Jalal-ud-Din Raushant, who was the
root of all troubles in Kabul, had died, and the disturbances had
ceased in Afghanistan, Zain Khan from Tirah was ordered to take up
his quarters at Lahare5

• When Emperor Akbar returned from
Burhanpiir to Agra, he sent for him. Elated by his successes he had
fallen into drinking habits. He gave these up to some extent after he
was sent for. His illness increased, and his eyesight and heart
gradually failed till he died 6 in 1010 A.H. (1601 A.D.). It is
stated that Emperor Akbar entertained a dislike for him owing to his
part in the catastrophe of the death of Birbar. His dislike was further
increased when later Zain Khan sent a large contingent of horses to
Prince Sul~an Salim who was living in Allahabad and cherishing evil

designs. He died about this time.
Zain Khan was fond of Hindi poetry and music. He could play

several instruments. He also composed poems. This (verse) is his: 
The crookedly moving Universe leaves me on chance7

,

So that I may insert the thread of success (murad) in the needle.

. '

[Maathir.Zain Khan Kaka1026



DHOLFlQAR KHAN

(Vol. II, pp. 89-93)'

(His name was) MU9ammad Beg, and he was the chief attendant
of Aurangzib when he was a prince. Later he was promoted to the
post of the superintendent of the artillery. When his forces moved

I Irvine, Later Mughals, II, pp. 32 5,326, 331, 332.
2 Op. cit., p. 376.
3 Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghuls, p. 227.
4 For an account of the civil war between Dhakriya Khan's sons see Sir

Jadunath Sarkar, op! cit., pp. 193-196.

Dhiilfiqar Khanui-Umara]

Hasan Abdal to the banks of the Ravi. Dhakriya Khan deputed a
force under his officer Raja Kora Mal, who captured him and put him
to death. The second was Jang Mir Mar Zam'indar who practised
highway robberies and plundering between Lahore and the river Sutlej.
He sent Qazaq Beg Khan with a force against him. The latter after a
fight captured him and he was hung on the gallows. On Nadir Shah's
arrival as he could not resist him; he submitted and accepting service
under him helped in maintaining order l

• At the time of Nadir Shah's
~ return the latter offered to grant him a favour. He begged for the
release of the prisoners in the camp2. In accordance with his request
army police (Nasqcb'iba)3 were appointed and the Delhi prisoners were
released. In 1152 A.H. GI739 A.D.) he in compliance with Nadir
Shah's summons hur~ied to the province of Sindh, and in I 158 A.H.
(1745 A.D.) he died. His elder !lon was Mir Ya9iya Khan who even
tually became a dervish. His second son Mirza Pahlwari J::Iayat Ullah
Khan, whom Nadir Shah gave the title of Shah Nawaz Khan, was in
Multan. He fought against MU'in-ul-Mulk Mir Mannii son of
himad-ud-Daulah Qamar-ud-Din, Governor of Lahore, and lost his
life4

• His third son Khwaja Baqi Khan, who recently came to the
Court of Ni~am-ud-Daulah A~af Jah, received the title of I'zz-ud
Daulah Hizbar Jang, and is in his service. He is known to the writer

of these pages.

t '

'"

Dhakriya Khan Bahadur Hizhar Jang

He was the son of Saif~ud-Daulah 'Abd-u~-$amad Khan3
, whose

account has been included in this work. In his father's lifetime he
succeeded him as the Governor of Lahore4

• His good administration
and justice are well known5

• After his father's death the governor
ship of Multan w.as also assigned to him, and he distinguished himself
by two victories6 in the Lahore territory. One was over Jang Panah
of the Bhati caste, who was a sedition-monger and held sway from

DHAKRIYA KHAN BAHADUR HIZBAR JANG

(Vol. II, pp. 106, 1°7)'

It is stated that he entertained the Emperor at his house on such
a magnificient scale that it astonished everyone. He covered a terrace
(chabutra) with ~us (goat's hair) shawls-which were very rare in those
days-and in front had three tanks, one filled with rose water of Yazd,
another coloured with saffron, and the third with Argaja, and put into
them troops of dancing girls and singers (tawa'if) who were more than
1,000 in number. He caused streams of milk and sugar mixed to
flqw, and sprinkled rose-water in place of water in the courtyard (to
allay the dust). He filled baskets with jewels and decorated vessels,
and presented these as a peshkash along with noted elephants. It is
stated that at this time Zain Khan was famous for the number of ele
phants, Qulijl Khan for his horses, and Sa'id 2 Khan for his eunuchs.

See B1ochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 380-382, Maathir-ul-Umara,

Text, III, pp. 69-74, translation, antea, pp. 534-539'
2 See Blochmann, A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 351, 352, and Maathir-ul

Umara, Text, II, pp. 403-408, translation, antea pp. 679.682.
3 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 514-517' Beveridge's translation, I, pp!

71 -73.
4 In the 7th year of Emperor Mulpmmad Shah's reign, see his father's

biography cited above.

5 Elliot's History, VIII, p. 344, and Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of Mughal
Empire, I. p. 190.

6 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., p. 190.
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'Alamgirnama, p. 51, On p. 62 it is noted that he was an old servant

of the Prince.
2 The account of his part in the battle against Maharaja Jaswant Singh at

Dharmat is taken verbatim from 'Alamgirnama, pp. 66-68.
3 For a detailed account of the battle of Samugarh see Sir Jadunath

Sarkar, History of Aurangzib, I, pp. 388-405. Dhulfiqar Khan's receIvmg

some wounds is mentioned in 'Alamgirnama, p. 74·

Dhiilfiqar Khan

Bahadur could not agree to have an interview with his father. Emper

or Shah Jahan set about strengthening the fortifications of the fort,

and thus the veil was lifted all at once. By Aurangzib's order

Dhulfiqar Khan and Bahadur Khan came at night to the foot of the

fort with the intention of laying a siege. They saw that it would be

impossible to reduce it owing to the strength of the fortifications, and

took shelter under the wall and in the trees. There was firing from

both sides, and although the garrison were prepared bravely to defend

the fort, the A mirs and officials out of timidity and faithlessness

deserted by the wicket gate! leading to the river, and thus gave a

proof of the~r disloyalty and perfidy. Emperor Shah Jahan witnessing

this proof of the discordance of Time, again sent FaeJil Khan with a

letter written by his own hand. The purport was that the wholly

unexpected had come to pass. Aurangzib, however, should not shut

his eyes to the claims of paternity and breeding and not do a.nything

treacherous to a sovereignty of long standing the glory of which was

celebrated throughout tbe world. The Prince wrote back in reply

that he was always steady in tbe path of obedience, but the catastrophe

tbat had happened through Eternal Will bad made him suspicious,

and he had not the courage to wait on his father. But if the latter

would be gracious, and commit the cbarge of the defence of exit and

entry to the fort to his men, be would come and pay his respects.

Though the act was far from judicious, yet being overcome by Fate

the Emperor agreed 2
• On the 15th of RamaeJan3 1068 A.H. (6th

This must be "the water gate, near the centre of the river front," and

"seems to have given access to the enclosure south of the Mu!haman Burj,
or octagonal tower", see M. Ashraf Husain's Historical Guide to the Agra Fort,

(Delhi, 1937), p. 4.
2 For an account of the negotiations between Shah Jahan and Aurangzib

and the subsequent siege of the Agra fort see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, lac. cit.,

pp. 412-422 .
3 The date is 17th Rama4an in Khafi Khan, II, p. 32. This appears to be

more correct and would be nearer 8th June (according to Old Style) as given by

Sir Jadunath, lac. cit., p. 422. Irvine also gives 17th as the date.
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from Burhanpiir for Upper India to contest the kingdom, Mu1}ammad

Beg was exalted with the title of Dhiilfiqar Khan
i

• In all the battl~s

and fighting he was pre-eminent, and bravely carried the standards 10

the vanguard. In the battle with Maharaja Jasvant Singh, when the

leading Raj put chiefs fiercely attacked Aurangzib' s artillery, and in the

fight against these brave men who were in large numbers, Murshid Quli

Khan the head of the artillery, bravely sacrificed his life. Dhiilfiqar

Khan followinO" the custom of the gallant warriors of India-that when_ b

the battle becomes critical they dismount from their horses and are pre-

pared-,even to sacrifice their lives-got down from his horse, and with

a few men firmly held his ground. He gathered the flowers of a num

ber of wounds from the branches of courage. The undaunted Rajputs

left him and attacked the vanguard, and in this way his life was

saved2 • On the day of the battle with Dara Shik6h, when the latter

contrary to the rules of the tacticians dispersed the order of the troops,

and passing the artillery advanced, the left and right wings of the two

sides became confused, and many of his leading men were slain.

Dhulfiqar Khan perceiving that it was time to render assistance spurred

on his brave horse, and fell on the enemy's centre. Owing to the

extreme heal; of the wind-which was blowing very hard-many lost

their lives without being touched by an arm or a lance. Dara Shik6h

fled. In this engagement also Dhulfiqar Khan was wounded
3

• Later,

after Aurangzib encamped in the vicinity of the Capital (Xgra), letters

and messages urging his earnest desire for an interview and urgent

summons on the part of Emperor Shah Jahan were followed by pro

fession for paying his respects, but offering excuses on the side of .

Aurangzib. On account of evil suspicions Mu1}ammad Aurangzib
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June, 1658 A.D.) Sul~an Mul)ammad and Dhiilfiqar Khan entered
the fort, and taking possession of the gates turned out the Emperor's
men. On the 2 I st of the same month-when three months and some
days of the 32nd year of the reign had elapsed1-the Emperor was
deprived of all power, and degraded from his exalted position.
phiilfiqar Khan, who in loyalty and devotion was the foremost of
Aurangzib's servants, was raised to the rank of 4,000 with 2,000
horse, granted a drum and Rs. 60,000 in cash, and appointed to the
charge of Emperor Shah Jahan and the fort. When Aurangzib's
forces started from Delhi to confront Shuja', Dhiilfiqar Khan in
ac'~ordance with the orders2 left the fort in charge of Ra'dandaz
Khan, and taking a kror of rupees and some ashra/is (gold coins)
from the royal treasury left with the artillery and his own force for
Allahabad, and joined Prince Sul~an Mul)ammad who had hurried
forward with the advance troops. After the signal defeat and utter
rout of the forces of Shuja', of which large numbers were killed,
Dhiilfiqar Khan with MU'Ham !5l:!an in the company of Prince Sul~an

Muq.ammad was deputed3 to the pursuit of Shuja' who had taken to
flight. They in company with the Com1TIander-in~Chief kept in close
pursuit of Shuja' and did not allow him to settle or rest anywhere till
he was forced to leave Tanda which he had made his headquarters
and left for Jahangirnagar (Dacca).

During the period Dhiilfiqar Khan had been suffering from cold
fits, and the disease had taken such a hold, that owing to the severe
nature of the fits and their effects he was unable to ride and accom
pany the victorious troops. Consequently at his request he was
recalled to the Court, and leaving MU'~pm Khan he went to MU'H
amnagar. From there he started for the Court, but his illness became
worse during the journey, and in the month of Sha'ban at the end

From 8th Jummada II, 1037 AH. (14th February, 1628 AD.) to 21st
Ramac,lan, 1068 AH. (22nd June, 1658 AD.: ,he period is 31 lunar years, 3
months and 14 days, or 30 years four months and four days according to the
solar reckoning, see Irvine in Storia do Mogor, I, p. 294, note 1.

2 'Alamgirntima, p. 234· 3 Op. cit., p. 269'

DHOLFIQAR KHAN NU?RAT JANG

(Vol. II, pp. 93-106).

of the 2nd year 1070 A.H. (1660 A.D.) he died after reaching
~gral. He had no son. After his death, in the 3rd year, his son
lO-I~w Muq.ammad Amin Beg came from Iran, and entered royal
serVIce, and received favours at the hands of the Emperor2 •

1033

7 Op. cit., p. 213.

2 Op. cit., p. 567.
pp. 3 10-321 , Beveridge's translation, 1, pp.

Dbul£iqar Khan Nu~rat Tangut-Umara]

His name was Mul:Jammad Isma'il, and he was the son of Asad
Khan 3

A~af-~d-Daulah. His mother was Mihr-un-Nisa Begam,
daughter of A~af4 Khan Yamin-ud-Daulah, and he was born in 1067
A.H. (1657 A.D.). The chronogram is:

Ze Burj Asad ru namud A/tab
(The Sun appeared from the house of Leo: 1067)'

In the I Ith year of Emperor Aurangzib's reign he was appointed5

to t~le rank of 300, ' and in the 20th year he married the daughter of
Shalsta Khan Amir-ul-Umara, and was granted an increase in rank and
the title hiqad Khan 6

• In the beginning of tbe 25th year when the
royal standards left Ajmer for the Deccan, and Asad Khan Jumlat-ul
Mulk was left in Ajmer with Sul~an Mul~ammad 'A~im, hiqad
!5..han7 was also appointed to the Deccan. On the 13th Phul Qa'da
he rushed against the turbulent Ratllors, who had gathered in Mairtha
and were creating a disturbance, and fought a severe engagement.
He put to the sword five hundred of the enemy including Sotak and
Sanwal Das, an~ other leading officers of the deceased Maharaja Jasvant
who were the fountain heads of all the disturbances. He was reward-

lOp. cit., p. 479.
3 Maathir-fl1-Umara, Text, I,

270-279.
4 it1.aathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 151-160,
5 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 7 I.

6 Op. cit., p. 158.
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and welcomed the Prince. But the disagreement and annoyance

between the Prince and Jumlat-ul-Mulk increased to such an extent

th~t the Prince to spite Jumlat-ul-Mulk sent secret messages to

Raja Ram, and wanted to go into the fort. Jumlat-ul-Mulk making

sure of the co-operation of other officers placed the Prince under arrest.

Dh.ulfiqar Khan at once withdrew the advance posts (ThiinadiiTs)
which were investing the fort, and summoned them to his camp.

The enemy becoming encouraged sallied forth. Asad Khan looked

after the Prince and the camp, and Dhulfiqar Khan remained at the

batteries to arrange for the removal of the guns and the paraphernalia

of the siege. The Marathas fell upon Isma'il Khan Makha-who

was posted behind the fort-and wounded him and made him a

prisoner. A great confusion resulted, and Dhulfiqar Khan was forced

to spike the heavy guns, and retire to his base camp. Raja Ram and

Santaji Ghorpara attacked him in full force, and there was a great fight.

The brave Khan did not have more than 2,000 troopers with him, but

he stood firm, and behaved with great courage and bravery. Few of

the officers, who were prepared to sacrifice their lives for the sake of

their honour, escaped without wounds. At last the enemy was driven

off, and he returned a victor to his base.

After Asad Khan's dep<fl:ture for the Court with the Prince there

were several fights between Dhulfiqar Khan and Raja Ram. Every time

the lucky Khan was victorious. As later, however, there was a scarcity

of .com in the area, a kind of peace was arranged, and Dhulfiqar Khan

retired to the imperial territory. After an interval of four months he

renewed the siege of the fort, and hard-pressed the enemy. In the

39th year he was promoted to the rank of 5,000 foot with 4,000

horse, and favoured with the grant of the title of Nu~rat Jang. On

6th Sh~'ban, 1109 A.H. (7th February, 1698 A.D.) in the 41st year

~e captured the great fort of Gingee by bravely and undauntedly pres

slllg the s~ege. Gingee consists of seven forts b1.!ilt on lofty hills, and

,:as supenor to all other forts of the area both in regard to its fortifica

tIOns and the means of defence. It received the name of Nu~ratgarh.

The chronograqt is Qil'a' Chenchi maftu~-shud (The fortress of Chin-

.....................-..-..------------.01!!_--__~__•• _" j

Dhulfiqar Khan Nu~rat Jang (Maathir~

. . h' k 1 I h tIl year he was appointeded by an IOcrease 10 IS ran. n t e 3°. _ _ _
Superintendent of the Ghusul Khiina 2 in successwn to Kamgar Khan.

Before the capture of Sambha (Sambhaji) he was deputed to capture

the fortress of Raheri (Rairi) the abode of Sambha's family. On 15th

Muharram 1101 A.H. (19th October, 1689 A.D.) he capture~ t~at
. . S bh-' his family conslstlOg

areat fort and took as pnsoners am a s sons,
:f his mother and daughter and many of his chief foHowers. T.he

. . . h' k to 3 000 foot With
Emperor rewarded him by IOcreaslOg IS ran ,
2 000 horse and the grant of the title of Dhulfiqar Khan

3

• In the
, ' , d f h f h fort of Nirmal he was
, 35 th year as a rewar or t e capture ate

promoted to the rank of 4,0004
• After that h~ was d_e.put~d to the

expedition of Chenchi (Gingee5
) fort, where Rama (Raja Ram), the

brother of Sambha had gone, and coUected more than 100,000 horse

and foot. The resolute Khan proceeded there rapidly and invested

the fort, but owing to the scarcity of provisions, and the l~r~e num~
bers of bandits (Marathas) he could not maintain his posmon, and

moved to a place 12 kos distant. Prince Kam Bakhsh and Jumlat-ul

Mulk were sent with reinforcements. Dhulfiqar Khan went forward

lOp. cit., pp. 214, 215. The date of attack was 13th Dhul Q.a'da
10

9
2

A H h N b
1681 A D He was as a reward granted an mcrease of

. ., 24t ovem er, . ,

500 in his rank. _. .
2 H'is appointment as Superintendent of the Ghusul Khana IS n:e~t1oned on

p. 297 of the Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, the expedition agJinst SambhaJi IS recorded

on p. 282. . .
3 Op. cit., pp. 331, 332. The name of the fort is given as Ram, later.

known as Raygad, see Kincaid & Parasnis, History of the Maratha People; the

capture of the fort is described on pp. 154-156 of the same work, but the date

is given as October 19, 1689, apparently acc~rding to the Old St~le.. .
4 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 345, where hiS ran~ after. promotIOn IS given as

. h 2 500 horse Is this Nirmal the town m Haldarabad State on the
4,000 Wit, . . - - - ?
north bank of the Godavari almost midway between Nagpiir and l:laldarab~d. __

5
In the text it is always :lWoi... Chenchi; which is the same as Gmgee

I,J. .. dJ' ., f
of the Imperial Gazetteer, Gingi or Chenji in Thornton's Gazetteer an mJl 0

Grant Duff and Kincaid & Parasnis.
The Text also has Rama or Ram Raja for Raja Ram son of Shivaji, and the

second founder of the Maratha Empire.

\
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1 The account is based mainly on Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, pp. 339, 344, 35
2

,

353, 355-359, 39°-392. The change of the name of the fort from Ginge
e

to
N~l~ratgarh and the promotion of Dhulfiqar K!!an to the rank of 5,000 with

5,000 horse are recorded on p. 392.
For the Gingee campaigjn see Kincaid & Parasnis, op cit., pp, 159-

168
. The

date of the tall of Gingec is given there as January, 1698. A very detailed

account has been published by Sir Jadunath Sarkar in History of Aurangzib,

V, pp. 73- 1°9. His note on p. 108 in regard to the date of capture of the

fort is of special interest. Also see Cambridge History of India, IV, p.
2

93,

where the date is given as 18th January, 1698, and this would be correct, if

Rajab is read for Sha'ban as given in Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 391.

2 Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 461.
3 The new name of Wagingera is given as Raq.man Bakhsh Khera in

Maathir-i-'Alamgiri, p. 506. The campaign against Pidiya is described in the

earlier pages.

1037l)hiilfiqar Khan Nu~rat Jang

to constant fighting and opposition had reached their tether, were

relieved. Young and old all extolled the great achievements of

Nu~rat Jang.
One of Emperor Aurangzib's confidants at the instance of some per-

verse people represented to him that all men of the camp were constant

ly repeating that there was no victory save from 'Ali and no sword ex

cept of Dhiilfiqar. As Emperor Aurangzib was disposed to be mali

cious and uncharitable, he to spite phiilfiqar Khan granted increased

allowances to the Tiirani officials, and to him he only granted a sword

and robe of honour, and deputed him to capture certain forts and

chastise the Marathas. At last he reached th~ rank of 6,000 foot with

6,000 horse. After Aurangzib's death Prince Mu1)ammad A'~am
Shah honoured him by confirming him in the office of the Mir Bakhshi,
and appointed him to the vanguard with Prince Bidar Bakht who was

the leader of his father's vanguard. But in this battle Dhiilfiqar Khan

did not exert himself; rather he was more concerned about himself and

was sluggish. When the Prince and most of the leaders were killed,

phiilfiqar Khan, who had received a slight arrow wound on his lip,

realizing that the day was lost, left the battle-field with a party of men

and hurried away to his father at Gwalior
1

•

It is stated that at this time he sent a message to Mu1)ammad

A.'~am Shah to the effect that such misfortunes had happened previ

ously also. Wise generals do not neglect opportunities. The Prince

should withdraw, and consider the best way of repairing the defeat.

The lion-hearted Prince got angry and said, "Your heroism has been

tested. Go wherever you like to save your life. I shall not desert the

battlefield." Later, Bahadur Shah, who was a compact of kindness

and generosity, showed extraordinary favours and kindness to Dhiilfiqar

Khan, and promoting him to the rank of 7,000 foot with 7,000 horse,

honoured him with the title of ~am~am-ud-Daulah Amir-ul-Umara

Bahadur Nu~rat Jang, and added the governorship of Deccan to his

appointment as the Bakhshi2
•

1 For his flight from Jajau sec Irvine, Later Mughals, I, p. 30 and notes.

2 Irvine, op cit., PP' 37, 39·

Dhiilfiqar Khan Nu~rat Jang

chi is conquered: 1109)' Raja Rim waS so intimidated by the great

dash of the victorious general that he left behind his wife and

children, and fled in confusion. One hundred forts, large and

small i.e. the territory of the Karnatik (Carnatic) with several

ports of the Europeans were added to the imperial territory.

Powerful Zamindars sub~litted to his authority, and sent suitable

tributes. Nu~rat Jang's rank by an increase of 1,000 horse was

raised to 5,000 with 5,000 horse l
• In the 46th year 011 the

death of Bahramand Khan he was appointed to the high post

of Mir Bakhshi2 • He was, however, always engaged in chastising the

Marathas,~d recovering the lost territories in the Deccan. In the 49
th

year when the siege of Wagingera, known as Ra1)man Bakhsh,3 was

prolonged, and Pidiya (Piria in text) Na'ik the commandant of the fort

offering great resistance asked the Marathas to come to his help, and

they plundered the adjoining areas and the neighbourhood of the

Camp, Dhiilfiqar Khan was hastily recalled to the Court. It is stated

that when he arrived near the Court, the Emperor wrote with his own

hands: "0 Guardian Angel of the helpless, come quickly." In fact,

through his energy and heroic efforts the face of victory was soon

revealed, and as a result of this achievement the forces, which owing

........................--"".'l'i--"""'l~------------------_ ...·- ....._.......-'_.. ~



Irvine, op cit., p. 128.

Dhulfiqar Khan N u~rat Jang

1 Irvine, op cit., pp. 160-185, for a detailed account of Dhulfiqar Khan's

intrigues etc. in favour of Jahandar Shah, and how he was able to get rid of all

his brothers. His appointment as Prime Minister and promotion to the rank of

8,000 is noted on p. 188.

Hemistich

No respite should be allowed to the enemy.

Dhiilfiqar Khan at the end of the same night turned his cannon

upon Raft'-ush.Shan, who, ignorant of treachery and deceit,

with his force was taking part in the battle. At dawn the

battle took place, and that Timurid of noble descent strove

his utmost, and at last with sword and shield leapt from his

elephant, anq fought until he was killed l
• When the God

granted Kingdom of India fell to the share of Jahandar Shah,

ul-Umara]

'A~im-ush-Shan, who was either killed by trickery or was blown off by

a cannon ball-for no trace of him was ever found-he began to nego

tiate with Jahan Shah, who was the youngest brother, but wa; braver

and more ambitious than the others. It has been stated that Jahan

Shah's well-wishers suggested to him to sieze Dhiilfiqar Khan. The

latter suspecting such a move kept away. At last the division of the

territory could not be effected, and the matter ended in bloodshed.

Jahan Shah while the battle was in full swing attacked Mu'izz-ud

Din's centre and dispersed it. Upon this Lal Kanwar, the mistress of

Jahandar Shah without whom the larter could not live even for a mo

ment fled to Lahore, and Jahandar Shah himself took refuge in some

stacks of bricks. Drums of Jahan Shah's victory were beaten, and on

this news the Khutba was recited in his name in distant centres.

Suddenly a bullet struck Jahan Shah and he was killed. Dhiilfiqar

Khan, who in the van was busy in a battle of muskets and cannon, on

hearing the news fell upon Jahan Shah's force and dispersed it. He

brought his corpse and that of his eldest son Farkhunda Akhtar-who

in beauty and stature was like a glorious moon-before Jahandar Shah

who with a few companions was waiting bewildered at the changes

of fortune. In accordance with the necessity of time, for

[Maathir-Dhiilfiqar Khan N u~rat Jang

Verse

Good God! What grace and kindness is this!

His graciousness makes criminals (mujriman) courtiers

_ _ (mu~taram).

, As Dhulfiqar Khan had of old been on terms of rivalry and enmity
With Mun'im Khan Kh- Kh- - I I I' . '_ _an _anan, 1e was a ways p ottmg agamst hm1.
Although Kh-n Kh- - d ._a _anan was a pru ent and patient man, and in spite
of Dhiilfi - Kh-' . d'd .- qa~ _an s actIOns I not Ignore all old claims, but he was

for~ed by his injudicious actions to transfer Kqandesh and Payanghat,
Berar, from the Deccan I' d . h h .n accor ance Wit t e arrangements decided
on after the first conquest, whereby the administration of these tracts
Was included in Upper Ind' Af Kh- Kh- - , dla. ter _an _anan s eath a message
was sent to Nu~rat Jang offering him the post of the Vazi'r. He wished

that he should be allowed to retain all his old appointments in addition

to the ~ost of th~ Vazi'r, and so prayed tbat Vazi'rship may nominally

be a~slgned t~ his father. The Emperor, out of extreme regard and

restramt-whlch were natural and innate in him-and fully realizing

tha~ the_ combina~ion of all these posrs was impolitic, but to appease

Dhulfiqar Khan did not appoint anyone else as the Vazi'r 1 • After the

death of_Emperor Bahadur Shab at Lahore, Dhiilfiqar Khan, realizing

that 'A~lm-ush-Shanwas not friendly towalds him, attached himself to

Jahandar Shab, the eldest son of the late King, with whom he had

formerly been on good terms. And having succeeded in makinO' the

other brothers favourable to Jahandar Shah, he fought agains; and

defeated 'A~im-ush-Shan who in regard to the quantity of treasure and

the number of soldiery and followers was far abead of his brothers

, It is, s~a.ted that Nu~~at Tang by wiles and trickery, and by p;opo

sm.g a diVISIOn of the termory made Rafl'-ush-Shan and Jahan Shah to

Ulllte whole heartedly with Jahandar Shabo He also obtained from

all three the confirmation of Vazi'rship in his own name. He remarked

that th~ uniting of three Kings Was not strange, but one Vazi'r for all

three kmgdoms was certainly extraordinary. When he had got rid of



I For Lal Kanwar's influence over Jahandar Shah and the differences

between Dhulfiqar ~an and 'Ali Murad K6kaltash !ilian see Irvine, op. cit., pp.

192 - 197,

Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, p. 818, Beveridge's translation, I, p. "197.

2 See Irvine, op. cit., pp. 219-236 for Jahandar Shah's march from Delhi,

his defeat in the battle of Agra and flight to Delhi after the battle.
3 Raji ~an in text is apparently a misprint for Ra<;la Quli ~an.
4 Qui in text or Gh6l is the centre where the commander was stationed,

see Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghuls, p. 226~

Verse

Do not appoint anyone as the commander of an army,

Unless he has been through many battles.

But on account of the predominance of Kokaltash Khan he was

overruled. When I5han Dauran carried away by timidity and coward

ice fled with the Prince to Agra-as has been mentioned in the

account of Kokaltash Khan1-Jahandar Shah marched with Dhiilfiqar

Khan in the van at the head of 80,000 horse in the month of Dhul

Qa'da to Samiigarh near Agra. Farrukh Siyar with extremely inade

quate equipment and very few men, in all not more than ten or twelve

thousand horse, came and encamped on the other side of the Jamna.

There a dispute arose between Dhiilfiqar Khan and Kokaltash

Khan 2 about crossing the river which was not fordable. One wanted

to make a bridge, while the other remarked that the enemy would not

be able to stand their ground on account of hunger and wretched

circumstances, and would themselves disperse. Suddenly Farrukh

Siyar crossed at a ford and on I ]th Dhul J:Iijjah at the end of the

dar a battle took place. Dhiilfiqar Khan drew up the left wing with

guns, a large force and all well known leaders. J:Iusain 'Ali I5han

Barah came against him with cavalry, but his force was utterly routed

by the artillery and musket charges. He fell wounded amongst the

dead. But Saiyid 'Abdullah K.han defeated Rasia Quli Khan3 who

was opposing him, and coming with a force put Jahandar Shah with

the centre4 to flight. In spite of that Dhiilfiqar I<han beat the

he had never seen war and was quite alien to warfare, and

remonstrated: -

ul-Umara]
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Hemistich

As the King, so the Vazir 2
•

In Rabi"' II they marched from Lahore and reached Delhi" the Capital,

and immediately there was a glut of revelry in the city. Three or

four months had not elapsed when the news of Farrukh ~iyar's

approach was announced by the dissentient heavens. It was decided

to depute Prince A 'zz-ud-Di"n under the guardianship and command of

Khan Dauran Khwaja Husain, brother-in-law of Kokaltash Khan to. -
oppose him. Dhiilfiqar Kban was not agreeable to his leadership, for

Verse

Indulgence in drinking wine is the root of most evils.

Whoever takes to stronger beverages is bound to get worse.

As people are prone to imitate the disposition of their kings, so

Dhiilfiqar Khan also left all affairs (of the State) to Sabha Chand

Khatri-who was unique in wickedness and mischief-and passed his

time in pleasure and enjoyment.

Dhiilfiqar Khan became the Prime Minister and managed all the

affairs. But Kokaltash Khan Khan Jahan-who had long held a place

in the affections of Jahandar Shah, and was very influential in his

Court-became his prominent opponent. The disagreements and

disunion of the two upset the affairs of government, while the Emper

or, who was infatuated with Lal Kanwar, was entirely carried away

by his success. He was mad and now began taking bhang. At

first he was melancholic, and then became stupified. He became so

engrossed in drinkIng, listening to music, and in enjoyments of all

kinds that he had no thought of himself. How then could he think

of others?
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drums of victory, and remained where he was till the first watch of
the night searching for the Emperor. He often said, "Would that
they may bring the Prince (A'zz-ud-Din) in order that I may with the
support of authority disperse the enemy." As no trace of him
could be found anywhere, Dhiilfiqar Khan consulted his comrades.
Many suggested that he should march to the Deccan. The army
of Da'iid Khan his deputy was there, and there was no lack of funds
or army. But Sabhi Chand urged that he should have compassion on
his weak old father. Why did he want him by his own hand to be
delivered to death? Dhiilfiqar Khan took the road to Delhi l •

It is stated that Imam Vardi Khan-who was his Bakhshi-re
marked that it was the sign of ruin as he was asking advice of a clerk.
Dhiilfiqar Khan after some three hours followed Mu'izz-ud-Din, who
had gone straight to the house of Apf-ud-Daulah, and was trying to
find a solution of his affairs. Though Dhiilfiqar Khan urged his father
to march to the Deccan or to Kabul, Asad Khan would not agree, and
arresting Mu'izz-ud-Din sent him to the fort, as has been described 2

in the notice of Asad Khan. When Farrukh Siyar reached Barah Pula
five miles from Delhi, Dhiilfiqar Khan went with his father and did
homage; they were graciously received. On the pretence of consult
ing about the State affairs, Dhiilfiqar Khan was detained and his father
allowed to depart. Later Dhiilfiqar Khan Was permitted to retire to
the tent which had been set up for him. Soon some rough messages
were delivered to him, such as "you are the cause of all these distur

bances. You killed the helpless Prince Karim-ud-Din-who was the
Emperor's brother-who after the assassination of his father had hidden
himself in an artisan's house." Dhiilfiqar Khan realizing that things
had changed gave frank and proper answers. Meanwhile household
troops (chetas) came in accordance with orders, and drew the strap

Verse

(tasma) round his neck; and beat him with their fists and kicked him
from all sides l • On the same day Jahandar Shah was also put to
death. Next day which was 17th Mul),arram2

, 1125 A.H. (2nd
February, 17 I 3 A.D.) Farrukh Siyar entered the Capital. ~he head
of Jahandar Shah was fixed at the point of a lance and .hls body
thrown on an elephant, and that of Dhiilfiqar Khan upside down
tied to the tail, and pilloried. "Therefore take a lesson, 0 you who

I n"lave eyes."

1°43Phiilfiqar Khan Nu~rat Jang

Let the sagacious see
What is the worth of ferocity and valour!

As obedience to his father brought :lbout his death, the chronogram

was found:
Ibrahim [sma'iZ ra qurban namiid4

( 1125)
Dhiilfiqar Khan was an experienced soldie~ and a pru~ent coun

sellor. His bravery and liberality during the Gmgee campaign ~ecame

well known. Na~ir 'Ali composed a poem in his praise of which the

following is the first verse:-

Verse

The Glory of I:Iaidar shines from your brow.
Thy name in battle does the work of DhiiIfiqar.

Dhiilfiqar Khan as a reward gave him a large. sum ~f money, and an
elephant. But during the days of his prosp~nt! hiS ungenerous and

improper behaviour, his false promises al~d 1!1smc~:e. speec~es. becam~
notorious, so that both friends and foreigners (Janzb u aJanzb) ~om

I · d . him As the wine of the world upsets human belOgS,p ame agamst .

ul-Umara]
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I This is incorrect. He first went to Agra. but when he did not find

Jahandar Shah or his son there he started for Delhi. Irvine op. cit., pp. 235,
236.

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, p. 316, Beveridge's Translation, I, p. 275.

For a detailed account see Irvine, 0[1 cit., pp. 248-253'
2 The year is incorrectly given as I 124 A.H. in the text. .
3 Qur-an, ~ura lix Al-f:lashir, verse 2 (in pt.), p. 1°58 of Muhammad Ah

edn. 1917. .., .,'
4 Xhe chronogram is only correct 1£ a long a IS added 111 Isma 11.
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at last he was so led astray that for his own selfish ends he uprooted
whole families, and made beggars of rich men. He did not seem to
realize that

Quatrain

In the past and even at present delaying punishment,
Has been extensively tried by the far-seeing people.
It is stated that at the time of your downfall it will not be very

trying,
If during the days of your power you do not injure people.

Quatrain

Remember, 0 prudent man the inRuence of age
You will receive retribution for all your actions.
If you value your safety, do not injure anyone.
The market of vengeance is Rourishing.

Reflection. Power of forgiveness has been described as a great virtue
of greatness; in other words whenever one forgives the downtrodden,
one helps in putting an end to misery.

1045Dhiilfiqar Khan Qaramanlii

DHOLFlQAR KHAN QARAMANLO

(Vol. Il, pp. 85-89)'

His name was Khanlar, and he was the son of phiilfiqar Khan,
and the younger brother of Farhad Khan Qaramanlu who was one

of the great officers of Shah 'Abbas I. Farhad Khan in the year 10°7
A.H. (1598-99 A.D.) was in the vanguard in the battle against Din
Muryammad Khan Ozbeg, and had in spite of his courage and bravery
been suspected by his contemporaries, and Red. The Shah also sus
pected him of treachery. Though it appeared unlikely that he with
his wisdom and knowledge of the world would behave disloyally, parti
cularly as he enjoyed such high rank under the Shah, yet, as the Shah
was convinced of his guilt, he deputed Ilahwardi Khan with some
slaves to put him to death. Whe-n the above-mentioned Khan went to
Farhad Khan's quarters, and putting his hand to the waist drew his
dagger, Farhad Khan realized what was to happen, and said in Turki :

Salmi uldi, i.e. Thus it has happened.
After Farhad Knan had been killed, Dhiilfiqar !.<han, who was

Amir-ul-Umara of Adhurbaijan, and was in attendance, came to the
palace greatly perturbed, and waited to be killed, for he could not
believe that he would be allowed to live. The Shah was gracious to
him, and granted him a robe of honour. He represented that since
Farhad Khan had been worthy of death, why was not his appointment
granted to him. Later when Dhiilfiqar Khan received full powers as
the prince of princes (Beglar Begi) of Shirwan, some- of the officers of
Dagbistan became frightened of him. In 1009 A.H. (1600-01 A.D.)
Shah 'Abbas sent from his winter quarters of Qarabagh Qarchagha
Beg, one of his confidential officers, to Shirwan. He was to bring
about amity between Dhiilfiqar Khan and the officers of the area, and
by sending conciliating letters allay their fears, and thus to confirm
them in the path of loyalty. Any of them, who proved refractory,
were to be punished. After Qarchagha Beg arrived in that area, a
curt order without assigning any reason for putting Dhiilfiqar Khan to
death arrived suddenly from the Shah. Qarchagha Beg under the

ul-Umara]
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Hemistich

There is a delight in forgiveness which is not to be found in
vengeance.

For some slight displeasure he insulted and disgraced the good men
of the age. He exacted vengeance a hundredfold. He did not worry
about the day of retribution and retaliation. He was even not afraid
of the final Judge (God). The oppression of his permanent deputy
Da'iid Khan over the people in the Deccan, and the injuries done to
all and sundry by his all-powerful Divan Sabha Chand all caused his
downfall. He had no children, and at present there is no representa
tive of his line.



1 The account is based on Tarikh 'Alam Ara'i 'Abbasi by Iskandar Munshi,
the famous history of the ~afavids.

2 Badshahnama, I, pt. i, p. 73. In the 5th year of Shah Jahan's reign he
was granted the rank of 1,000 with 600 horse, op. cit., p. 432.

Hemistich
For a severed head cannot be joined again.

In fine, Dhulfiqar Khan's heirs were greatly perturbed by his being

put to death, and as the Shah did not show them any kindness, Kban

lar fled from Iran, and came to India in the end of Emperor Jahangir's

reign 2
• He entered royal service. The daughter of ~adiq Khan the

1°47Dhulfiqar-ud-Daulah

His name was Mirza Najaf Khan Bahadur, and he was the brother

of the wife of Mirza Mu~sin brother of ~afdar Jang. It is stated that

from his mother's side he was connected with the ~afavi family. As

Shuja'-ud-Daulah had sent for Mirza Najaf Khan's sister's son

Mu~ammad Quli .Khan-who had accompanied the reigning Sovereign

Shah 'Alam Bahadur on his expedition to Patna-and killed him5
,

Najaf Khan became alarmed, and went all alone to Qasim 'Ali Khan

the Governor of Bengal. The said Khan received him kindly, and

provided him with tents etc., such as senior officers had, and sent him

against the hat-wearers (the English). As his campaign was un-

brother-in-law of Yamin-ud-Daulah was given to him in marriage.

In the 6th year of Emperor Shah Jahun's reign he received his ances

traP title, and in the course of time was exalted to the rank of 3,000
2

•

At the end of that reign he lived in retirement in Patna. When

Prince Shuja' after the battle of Khajua fled and came to that

city. he pressed for the marriage of Dhulfiqar Khan's daughter with

his eldest son Zain-ud-Din. In the 2nd year of Aurangzib's reign,

1070 A.H. (1660 A.D.), he died3 of paralysis which had been the

cause of his retirement. He was greatly skilled in understanding

music and melody after the Persian style, and surpassed the best

singers of Iran. His eldest son was Asad Khan 4 Amir-ul-Umara

whose account is' given separately.

DHOLFIQAR-UD.DAULAH

(Vol. II, pp. 107-1°9)'

Op. cit., p. 476, where the grant of the title of Dhiilfiqar !Q!an is

recorded.

2 'Arnal $ali~, III, p. 452.
3 Maathir-i·'Alarngiri, p. 27·
4 Maatfl.ir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 310-321, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

27°-279·
5 See Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1894 edn.), p. 270 under

Mury.ammad Quli !Q!an.

ui-Umara]
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[Maathir-Dhulfiqar Khan Qaramanlu

pretence that a letter had been received from the Shah went to Dhul

fiqar Khan's tent, and took him apart. He then with the aid of some

servants, who were with him, killed him by striking him with the
sword right and left.

According to what men say, there was no other apparent reason

for killing Dhulfiqar K-qan except to reconcile the officers. This reason,

however, seems to be far from the dictates of prudence and vigilance.

Perhaps the Shah also had become convinced of his disloyalty. How

ever, the disposition of most of the ~afavi princes was blood-thirsty,

and this was specially the case with Shah 'Abbas I; he is notorious

amo.ngst the Iranians for his intolerance and impetuosity. This was

carned so far that the government of kin got out of gear. The Shah

for insignificant reasons did away with his chief officers, and regarded

these improper actions as the elements of his rule. Accordingly

Emperor Akbar wrote to the Shah several times expostulating against

this high-handed procedure. He remarked that in the regulations for

government and the laws of equity imprisonment has been laid down

as the proper instrument for testing the seditious tendencies of the

accused. Man is a strange talisman, and a riddle which baffles solu

tion. Any person should not be killed for a single fault that might

come to light, for this lofty edifice of humanity cannot be set up again

except by the hand of God. Hence wise administrators have not

approved of haste in awarding capital punishmene.



See Beale, op. cit., p. 289 for a short biography of Najaf ~an. The
accounts in Keene, Fall of the Moghul Empire (1887 edn.), pp- 129-133 and
Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, III, pp. 191-230, may be con
sulted for fuller details. Keene gives the date of his death as 26th April, 1782,
but Sarkar, p. 227, gives 6th April, 1782 as the date of his death. He also
remarks that "with him departed the last hope of Mughals in India."

successful, he returned to Qiisim'Ali Khan. Later when Qasim 'Ali:

Khan relying on Shuja'-ud-Daulah's oath resolved to enter the royal

service, Mirza Najaf Khan strongly dissuaded him saying that his

oaths could not be trusted. As he would not hearken Najaf Khan

separated from him. He went and settled in the country of Hindu

Pat Bundela. Later he presented himself before the Emperor, and

was appointed Faujdar of Karra Manikpur. Gradually he rose to the

post of the MiT Bakhshi. Afterwards, he girt up his loins and set

about collecting a force. He for a long time exerted himself to

exterminate the Jats-who had taken possession of Agra and had

extended their depredations as far as Delhi, and owing to their strong

and well fortified forts they were not afraid of anyone. Later, in

attendance on the royal stirrups he hurried to chastise Qabita Khan

son of N ajib Khan Rohila, and after the latter's flight confiscated his

dwellings. In the year I 192 A.H. (1778 A.D.). when the Emperor

proceeded towards Narnol, he in accordance with the orders went and

joined the royal suite. When after the disposal of the affairs of the

Raja of Ambar the Emperor returned to the Capital, he was permitted

to go home. At the time of writing he was engaged in besieging

Alwar, in the ~uba of Akbarabad, which was in the hands of one of

the insurgents. Although he is not possessed of much means, he has

a large and well trained force under him. Whatever he gets, he

shares it with his followers, and for this reason is greatly respected by

them. In the year 1193 A.H. (1779 A.D.) when the reigning

sovereign became displeased with Majd-ud-Daulah, he handed him

over to N ajaf ~.ban. At present all State affairs have been assigned

to him, and he is the sole arbiter of the affairs of the Kingdom!' Biidshiihniima, II, p. 28. 2 Op. cit., p. 94.
3 Op. cit., p. 166.
4 The author has mixed up the account of his appointments and promo

tions.. He was appointed Governor of Ghaznin in the 13th year, and his rank
was increased by 500 with 400 horse to 1,500 with 1,000 horse op. cit., p. 200.
In the 15th year he was promoted to the rank of 2,000 with 1,600 horse,
op. cit., p. 270.

SOp. cit., P' 484. 6 Op. cit., p. 585.
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DHOLQADAR KHAN TURKAMAN

(Vol. II, pp. 84, 85)'

Dhiilqadar Khan T urkamanul-Umara]

His name was Piri Aqa, and he was one of the officials who were

appointed to the Kabul Dominion. In the 11 th year of the reign of

Emperor Shah Jahan, when 'Ali Mardan Khan the Commandant of

the Qandahar fort becoming suspicious of the ruler of Iran represented

the matter to the royal court, Sa'id Khan, the Governor of Kabul in

compliance with the royal orders sent Piri Aqa1 to him for making

enquiries. He marched rapidly to the place, and returned with a

petition from 'Ali Mardan Khan and some of his officers, and made

his obeisance to the Emperor at Akbarabad. As a reward he was

promoted to the rank2 of 1,5°0. When after 'Ali Mardan Khan's

arrival the government of Kashmir was assigned to him, phiilqadar

Khan also was appointed 3 to that ~uba, and in the 13th year at the

recommendation of that officer was granted an increase of 100 in his

rank. Later, during the time when the Emperor visited Kashmir, he

was exalted by promotion to the rank of 1,500 foot with I,OOO horse,

and the gift of a horse. In the 14th year he was granted an increase

of 200 horse, and in the 15th year his rank was advanced to 2,000

foot with 1,600 horse. Later, he was appointed Governor of Ghaznin\

and in the 17th year he was honoured with the grant of a flag. In

the 19th year he accompanied5 Prince Murad Bakhsh who was sent

for the conquest of Balkh and Badakhshan. In the 20th year he

escorted 6 the relatives and possessions of Nadhr Mu~ammad Khan

to the royal court. He was appointed Commandant of the Kabul

[Maathir-Dhulfiqiir-ud-Daulah



EPILOGUP

(Vol. III, pp. 973-979)'

As through the grace of God this important work has been eam
pleted by inclusion of the histories of all important people, the perfect
pen now turns to adding an explanation: _

Epilogueul-Umara]

I See Beale's Oriental Biographical Dictionary ( 1894 edn.) under .the

f h· f th Shahnawaz Khan p 366. where it is stated that he r@celvedaccount 0 IS a er ' . .
the title of Samsam-ud-Daula Samsam Jang, and died on 28th Apnl, 1782,
For details see also Khazima' 'Amira (Lithograph edn. Lucknow, 187 1), pp.

296, 297·

some time was also spent studying and practising medical treatises.

In the year 1162 A.H. (1748-49 A.D.) he received a rank and the

title of Khan, and was appointed Divan of the Berar ~iiba and Mut
saddi (Superintendent) of that noble Prince Na~ir Jang the Martyr's

fiefs which were in that ~uba. During the time of ~alabat Jang he

was appointed Governor of the town of Khajastabuniyad (I:'Jaidarabad)

and Commandant of the fort of Daulatabad.

When the unfortunate incident happened to his father, May he

be pardoned! and fortune favoured th~ malevolents, t~is resulted in

hi~ remaining in concealment for a t.me, and. despair seemed to

hover round on all sides, but suddenly the mUOlficent grace of the

Nawab Nizam-ul-Mulk Ni;;;:am-ud-Daulah was directed towards this

unfortunate.' . being, and he exalted him by favour of all kinds. At

first he honoured him by reEtoratiol1 to his old rank and the grant of

his ancestral title. Later by assigning him the charge of the Divani
f the Deccan Siibas-which was his hereditary right-he made ito. .

possible for him to live on terms of equalit) wi~h people of hiS tank.

He made him share his councils and assemblies, and favoured and

commended his actions both in battles and under difficult circum

stances. At the time of writing he is honoured by being a compa-

. d f 't of that great man who is unrivalled in all respects.nlOn an avoutl e
He has been honoured by appointment to a suitable rank and has the

. I f S - 1Mulk1 In consonance with the latter he has adoptedtit e 0 amsam-u - . .
~arim (A Sharp Sword) as his no~.de-plume. A lew 'Jerses of hiS

composition are recorded on the white page:-

Verse

It is not easy to see your fire-like beauty.

The sun reRects as a mirror the grandeur of your face.

[Maathir-Epilogue

fore, and Lower Bangash was added to the fief of Upper Bangash

which had already been granted to him. He was also promoted to

the rank of 2'500, and received the present of a horse with a silver

saddle. At the same time he was sent with 15 lakhs of rupees to

Balkh for Prince Mu~am01'ad Aurangzib Bahadur. In the 21St year

when the Prince started on his return journey to India, he was appoin

ted to escort the treasure. At the time of crossing the ford of Badr:!

I:'Jarnid a fight ensued with the Hazara and Alaman tribes. As a

fearless fighter he did his best for the safeguarding of the treasure,

and brought the treasure safely to Kabul with the help of Bahadur

Khan R6hila who had joined him with the rear-guard of the army.

In the same year 1057 A.H. (1647 A.D.) he died.

Verse

Though I am a dimunitive pen, I am the dust of the feet of the good,

It would not, however, be strange if I remain thirsty as I am a

mean reed.

in the form of an historical narrative of the writer. The name of

this humble person is 'Abdul I:'Jayy, and he was born in the year

1142 A.H. (1729-30 A.D.). After reaching the age of discretion

he intermittently spent some time in schools to become literate. For

some time he was learning propriety of conduct 31ld behaviour, while

Op. cit., p. 594.

2 Badr f:Iamid is the name of the ford in Badshahnama, II, p. 67 1, on
which the account is based. The name of the ford is not given in the text.

3 This epilogue includes a brief auto-biography of 'Abdul f:Iayy, the junior
author.



1°53Epilogue

Stature, that has become bent through age, is like an arch,

Be afraid! if you treat age with discourtesy.

Quatrain

He who seals his lips with the seal of respect,

Even his enemies are forced to keep silent.

O! silent lamp while you are in an assembly,

You should never fret over the tyranny of the scissors.

Do not neglect courtesy in your treatment of the public,

If you cannot do good, do not attempt to harm;

If lik~ a rose you cannot please anyone's heart,

Do not be a thorn to scratch his skirt.

The world which has highways in all four directions

Its narrow lanes are all like hairs.

Strophe

The rose affords protectiol1 to the thorn,

Do not take away the hand of kindness from your well-wisher.

In this world retribution follows all actions,

He who digs a well himself goes down first to its bottom.

o beloved! since you left the garden in my presence,

The hairs of all my eyelids have become thorns in the skirt of
my sight.

Do not, O! stone-hearted person! prevaricate by foolish talk,

For no one derives any consolation from the echoes of a mo~n
talO.

Finally the fairy took this infatuated lad into the well.

In the bending of his body old age signals the end:

A wall must fall when it is buckled.

Unfortunates do not understand the canons of keeping secrets,

If you utter a word it is echoed throughout the country.

The moods of delicates are upset by a bee< ze,

That is why the breeze is rustling tremblingly through the
garden.

ul-UmaraJEpilogue

His faults become virtues, when he meets with approval,

The burning fire is like the water of life to the Salamander

. (Samandar).
How call a skilled person have peace under the heavens,

A round pearl does not resemble the physiognomy of a beloved

at rest.

The delineation of the rdges of his lips produces ornamentation,

Cornelian acquires a status after it is engraved.

So long as you are in meditaticn like a bud,

It is not possible to perceive hilarity.

Weak are not worried by the changing fortune,

River waves serve as the swimming paddles for reeds.

The fragrance of the perfume after use languishes from hour to

hour

The worth of the little harmony of the fair, whatever it is, is

doubtful.
The mirror since seeing the glory of the face of the beloved,

Has applied collyrium of astonishment to its eyes.

Do not be misled by the guile of the soft tongue,

In the end water acts like an ~ dze to the stone.

He pulled his locks from my hand and went,

I said I am your prey, but he gathered his net and left.

At times he is careless, sometimes amorous, while again he is

cruel,
He employs various arts for the murder of his lovers.

\Vise use speech in accordance with the needs of the occasion,

As without a talk there is no echo from the high mountain.

My mad heart always yearns for its desire from your eyes,

The drunkard is already intoxicated, and still asks for another

drink.
Although the world is not a house of mourning every morning,

Whoever he accosts strikes his head with his hands.

. The heart becoming enamoured by its beauty became a prisoner

of the dimple in her chin,

-----------------------_.._-----.............-



and a fringed palanquin, and was exalted by the title of Majd-ud
Daulah l Bahadur. He had two sons. One was Mu~ammad Parast
Kh:i.n who died early in life. The other was 'Abdul A~ad Khan 2

,

who gained a place in the affections of the then Emperor Shah 'Alam
Bahadur, and as a result all affairs of the State were decided accordinO'o

to his opinion. He received his father's title, and held a high rank.

In the year 1193 A.H. (17;9 A.D.) he went with one of the princes;j
-who was deputed as a torah (Emblem of Authority)-towards

Sirhind. As the affair there did not progress satisfactorily he with
the concurrence of the Prince had to make shameful retreat before
the Sikhs who had collected to assist Amar Singh, the Zamindiir of
Patiala. On this account the. Emperor was displeased with him. As
he and Dhulfiqar-ud-Daulah Mirza Najaf Khan were already not on
good terms, the Emperor handed him over to Dhulfiqar-ud-Daulah.
At the time of writing he was in prison, and his house and property
had been confiscated, but his fief w'\s not resumed.

1°54 [Maatizir-

Do good while you pass through them,'

As the only lasting memorial of a person is his good name.
When youth is passed and old age is come,
It is a shame to dye the white hairs black.

How long, O! }oU who are enjoying the sleep of forgetfulness,
For the night has ended and the light of morning has appeared.
The seal of the Prophet, how wonderful you are!
You who know its high dignity!

Like the personality of God which is without its compeer!
You are one of the created but are without an equal!

o great man l
, you who were favoured by the Prophet,

Your personality is like that of the noble personality of the

Prophet.
It is for this reason that no differentiation was made at Mecca,
When you slept for a night in the place of the Prophet.

.....
\
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APPENDIX

(MAJD-UD-DAULAH) 'ABDUL AHAD KHAN. -
(Vol. III, pp. 807, 808).

. His ancestors lived in Kashmir. His father' Abdul Majid Khan
migrated from his home, and spent the earlier years in the service of
.In.ayat Ullah Khan 2

• After his death he became a companion of
I't1mad-ud-Daulah Qamar-ud-Din I<han 3

, and entered the royal service.

As he was a good accountant, he was during the reign of Emperor
Mul?~lIhll1ad Shah and after the expedition of Nadir Shah promoted to
the high office of the Diviin of Khal~a and Tan, and Md the rank
of 6,000 with 6,000 horse, and received the gift of a flag, a drum,

Apparently the reference is to 'AIL who at the time of Ffijrat was left
as the representative of the Prophet.

2 Matithir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 828-832, Beveridge & Prashad's tran
slation, I, pp. 680-682.

3 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 358-361, translation antea, pp. 488-491.

(QUTB-UL-MULK SAIYID) 'ABDULLAH KHAN 4

(Vol. III, pp. 130-140)

His name was I:Iasan 'All, and he was the Prime Minister of

Emperor Farrukh Siyar. His brother Saiyid I:Iusain 'Ali Khan was
the Amir-ul-Umara; his account has been written separately5. Qu~b

ul-Mulk had the title of Khan during Emperor Aurangzib's reign,

See Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary (1881), p. 6. He was,

according to this author appointed 3rd Bakhshi in 1748 A.D., and died in 1752

A.D.

2 See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Moghul Emperor, III, pp. 88, 89,

1°7-1°9, 172-189' His full title was Majd-ud-Daulah Bahram Jang.

3 Prince Farkhunda Bakht. For a detailed account of Majd-ud-Daulah's

campaign against the Sikhs see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 172-182.

4 See Irvine, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, LXV, p. 176, 177; Later Mughals,

II, pp. 96-101.
5 Maiithir-ul-U mara, Text, I, pp. 321-338, Beveridge & Prashad's transla

tion, I, pp. 628-639'



See Irvine, /oum. As. Soc. Bengal, LXV, p. 176, and note 3, and Later

Mughals, I, pp. 2°3-205.
2 Later Mughals, I, pp. 3 I, 34.

3 Op. cit., p. 205·

and wa~ the Faujdar of Nandurbar and Sul~anpur in Baglana. Later

he was 1l1-charge of Aurangabad.

When Prince Mu~ammad MU'izz-ud-Din, son of Shah 'Alam

was appointed by Emperor Aurangzib Governor af Multiin, Hasan 'AI~
K~an was d~puted on the Prince's stirrups, but he did ;ot get on

with the Prtnce, and becoming disappointed returned to Lahore l
•

After the death of Emperor Aurangzib, when Shah' Alam's standards

reached Lahore from Peshawar, J:1asan' Ali Khan was raised to the

rank of 3,000, granted a drum, and appointed Bakhsh; of the new

force. In the battle with Mu~ammad A'pm Shah he was in the

vanguard of the force of Mu~ammad MU'izz-ud-Din, which consti·

tuted the vanguard of the army of Shah 'Alam. After the battle

started, l;"Iasan 'Ali Khan, I:Jusain 'Ali Khan,- and their third brother

Niir-ud-Di.n 'Ali Khan, according to the rule of battle adopted by the

br.ave warnors of India, dismounted from elephants, and advancing

wl~h the f~rce of Barah Saiyids engaged in fighting at close quarters.

Nur-ud-Dm 'Ali Khan was killed, and the other brothers were

wound.ed\ but they gained the glory of victory. J:Iasan' Ali Khan

was raised to the rank of 4,000, and appointed Governor of Ajmer.

Later he was promoted to the governorship of Allahabad3
•

When Mu~ammad MU'izz-ud-Din succeeded to the sovereicrnty
. 0 '

the governorship of Allahabad was assigned to Raji Khan, and Saiyid

l;"Iasan 'Ali Khan was removed from that office. Saiyid Abdul

Ghafar, a grandson of Saiyid ~adr-us-~adiir of Paihani went towards

Allahabad to act as the deputy of Raji Khan. Saiyid Hasan 'Ali

Khan started with a force to oppos.: him, and a battle took 'place near

Allahabad. Saiyid' Abdul ghafar was defeated after an initial success

and turned back. Mu~ammad MU'izz-ud-Din, on account of his negli~
gence and love of luxury did not take any steps to amend matters.

Rather he tried to conciliate Saiyid l:'lasan 'Ali Khan, and sent a royal

order confirming him as the Governor of Allahabad, and advancing his

rank. But his brother Saiyid J:Iusain 'Ali Khan, the Governor of 'A~ima

bad, Parna-who was well known for his great bravery, sedateness and

firmness-made a compact with Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar, as has

been detailed in his account, and tried to induce his elder brother

l;"Iasan 'Ali J5.l!an also to join him. l;"Iasan 'Ali Khan was not won

over by the Hattery of Mu~ammad MU'izz-ud-Din, who, he knew,

disliked him from the time when he was the Governor of Multan, and

heartily espoused Farrukh Siyar's cause\ and begged him to advance

towards Allahabad. At this juncture Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar

regarded the alliance of these brave brothers with large contingents

a good augury for his success, and marching from Patna reached

Allahabad. Having confirmed in person the compact with l:'lasan

'Ali Khan, he made him hOrJeful of increased favours, and appointing

him the leader of the vanguard marched forwards.

'Izz-ud-Din, the eldest son of Mu~ammad MU'izz-ud-Din was

deputed under the guardianship of Khwaja l:'lusain, known as the

Khan Dauran, from Shahjahanabad (Delhi) to oppose Mui};:tmmad

Farrukh Siyar. He arrived at Khajua, a dependency of Allahabad,

and waited for the enemy. As soon as Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar's

army approached, 'Izz-ud-Din without even a skirmish with th~ enemy

took to flight at midnight. The force of Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar

was in great distress and very poorly equipped, but it was able to gain

large quantities of supplies by plundering the camp of 'lzz-ud·Din
2

•

It now advanced to near Akbarabad (Agra). Mu~ammad MU'izz

ud-Din also left the Capital (Delhi), and came to Agra. He was

meditating the crossing of Jumna, when l;"Iasan 'Ali Khan anticipated

him by crossing the Jumna near the Sera'; of Rozbihani four kos from

Agra. Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar also crossed after him, but most

of his followers through distress and lack of supplies had left him, and

only a limited number crossed with him. On'l 3th Dhu'l l;"Iijja

1057

2 Op. cit., pp. 2 I 3-2 I 9·
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Op. cit., pp. 2°7-2°9.
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The year in the text is wrongly given as 1123 A.H. instead of 1124
A.H.-see Irvine, op. cit., p. 229. The date according to the Christian era
should be I I th January and not loth as given in the work cited. for it was a

Wednesday as given in ~afi ~an, II, p. 721, ~hough the year is incorrectly
given as 1123 A.H. in the latter work.

2 Op. cit., p. 236.
3 Op. cit., p. 258.

4 Op. cit., pp. 295-301. 5 Op. cit., p. 291.

1123 A.H.l (11th January, 1712 A.D.) a battle took place between

the forces, and Farru~h Siyar W:lS victorious. MU9ammad Mu'izz

ud-Din ch:lnged his appe:lrance2
, :lnd went off towards Delhi. In

this battle both the brothers greJtly distinguished themselves. tIusain

'Ali Khan the younger brother, received many wounds, and fell down

in the field. After the victory J:"Ias:ln 'Ali Khan, the elder brother,

rapidly marched towards the Capital, and the Emperor (Farrukh Siyar)

also arrived in Delhi after a week. tIasan 'Ali Khan was appointed

to the rank of 7,000 with 7,000 horse, granted the title of Saiyid

'Abdullah Khan Qu~b-ul-Mulk Bahadur Yar Wafiidar ?abr Jang, and
appointed Prime Minister3

•

When the rise of the two brothers exceeded all expectations,

envious people strove to disrupt them, and by absurd insinuations

prejudiced the Emperor's mind. It resulted in both the brothers con

fining themselves to their houses, and fortifying them they prepared

for battle. The Emperor's mother, who showed friendship for both

the brothers, and had old relations with them, came to Qu~b-ul

Mulk's residence, and renewed oaths and promises4 • Both the brothers

returned to service, and there was an exchange of friendly grievances.

For a short time there was peace, but interested people again preju

diced the Emperor. The company became more and more dis

agreeable from day to day, and discord, which uproots established

kingdoms, increased. At last Amir-lll-Umara was appointed Governor

of the Deccan, and Qu~b-ul-Mulk giving himself to pleasure and

enjoyment left the reins of premiership 5 in the hands of Raja Ratan

- - I E r's confidantChand. hiqad Khan Kashmm l became oe mpero
- "h d . f the Saiyids becameand companion; and the plan for t e estructlOn 0 _ ..,

generally known. Qu~b-ul-Mulk wrote to the Anur-ul-Umar.a d~at
things had got out of hand, and that he should return before 111Iscluef

d l 'f Th I ted great pomp fromoccurred to honour an . 1 e. e atter star 111

d . 1 . hb 1 d of Delhi. He sentthe Deccan, and encampe 111 t:1e nelg our :100

1 h ment of the fort wasa message to the Emperor that un ess t e manage .
. f 'd f . k" g his obeIsance. Theentrusted to hIm, he was a ral 0 ma 10

d . d'th the fort to the agentsEmperor made over the utles connecte Wi ....
of the Amir-ul-Umara, and the latter after strengthen111g It paid hIS

respects to the Emperor. On 8th Rabi' II (17th February, 17 1.9 A.D.)
. d" he drew up hIS forces,with the object of havmg a secon 111tervlew .

. h' . tl house of Shaylstaand entering the CIty took up is quarters m :1e
Khan. Qutb-ul-Mulk and Maharaja Ajit Singh went to the fort, and
- . . . I f They
as on the first day set about making arrangements 111 t le ort. .

took possession of the keys of the fort, and spent that day. and l1lght
. . k h h d happened 111 the fortthere. The citizens dId not now w at a

W . b . the news of the murderduring the night. hen It ecame morn1l1g,
of Qutb-ul-Mulk gained currency, and the Emperor's troops drawn

up fro~n all sides proposed to attack the Amir-ul-Umara. The latter

t Q utb ul Mulk that there was no time for delay, andsent a message a . - - C
(h E ) ut of the way. onse-that it was necessary to put t emperor 0

quently on 9th Rabi' II, 113 I. A. H. (18th February, 17 19 A: D.)
b" R f' udQu~b-ul-Mulk imprisoned the Emperor2

, and _rtng111g out a I ~ -

Darajat, son of RaH'-ush-Shan, son of Shah'Alam .from t~e pnson

laced him on the throne. The news of his accesSIOn qUIeted the

~umult that had broken out in the city. Rafi'-ud-Darajat was suffer-
. d '. h . f his imprisonment. \Vhening from consumption urmg t e time 0 1
. care and as a resu the inherited the K111gdom, he gave up necessary , ..,

died after three months and some days. According to hIS Will 1115

tran-

1059Abdul A9ad Khan

- T I 3 46 Beveridge & Prashad's
1 Maiithir-ul-Umara, ext" pp. 3 9-3 '

slatiolJ, I, P;-709-714; also see Later Mughals, I, pp. 340 - 342 .

2 Later Mughals, I, pp. 376-391.
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elder brother Rafi'-ud-Daula was placed on the throne, and styled
Shah Jahan II. After some time Nekii Siyar entered the Agra fort.
Amir-ul-Umara marched quickly with the Emperor, and reduced the
fortI. Suddenly there was another disturbance in that Jai Singh
Siwai sounded the drum of opposition. Qu~b-ul-Mulk with Emperor
Shah Jahan II hastened to Fatl:piir Sikri to put down Jai Singh, but
made peace with him. Shah lahan II also died of diarrhoea after
three months and some. days2. Consequently Raushan Akhtar, son
of Jahan Shah, son of Shah 'Alam was brought from the Capital, and

on 15th Dhul Qa'da 1131 A. H.(,8th September, 1719) was
placed on the throne with the title of Mul:ammad Shah3

•

Glory be to God ! Though the Saiyids themselves did not claim
the Sovereignty, and placed Timurid descendants on the throne, yet
the way they behaved towards Mul:ammad Farrukh Siyar proved
their undoing. They were not able to spend a moment in peace or
have a single breath in tranquility. Rivers of strife flooded from all
sides, and the signs of the decay of their dynasty developed. News
was received that in the beginning of Rajab I 132 A. H. (May,

17 20 A.D.) Nawab Ni~am-ul-Mulk Viceroy of Malwa had crossed
the N arbada, and had taken possession of the fort of Asir and the
city of Burbanpiir4

• The Amir-ul-Umara sent his Bakhshi Saiyid
Dilawar Khan with a large force against Nawiib Ni~iim.ul-Mulk, but
DiIiiwar Khan was killed in the battle. Saiyid 'Alam 'Ali Khan, the
Dep}lty governor of the Deccan, who was an impetuous young man,
fought with the N i~am and bravely sacrificed his life5

• The Amir
ul-Umara started with the Emperor for the Deccan, and Qu~b-ul

Mulk after accompanying (the Emperor) for four kos {rom Agra
towards Fatl:piir took leave, and on 19th Dhul Qa'da (I I th September,

1720 A. D.) left with several Amirs for Delhi!. He had not arrived,
when on 7th Dhul tIijja (29th September, 1720 A. D.) news of the
assassination2 of the Amir-ul-Umara greatly weakened his power.
Qu~b-ul-Mulk wrote to his younger brother Saiyid Najm-ud-Din 'Ali
Khan, who was in-charge of Delhi, to place one of the princes on the

throne. On I5Ith Dhul tIijja I 132 A. H. (7th October, 17 20

A. D.) Sul~an Ibrahim, son of Rafi-ush-Shan, son of Shah 'Alam was
consequently placed3 on the throne of Delhi. After two days Qu~b

ul-Mulk also arrived, and took steps to conciliate the old and new
officers, and arranged for raising an army. All that he had collected
during the period of his premiership, both cash and valuables-and
the amount of which is known only to God-he spent on the army and
his friends. He said, "If I live, I will recover it, but if providence
wills otherwise, why should I let it fall into the hands of others."
On the I 7th of the said month (9th October) he marched from the

Capital to fight. and on I 3th Mul:arram 1733 A. H. (3rd, Novem
ber, 1720 A. D.) he reached the village of tIasanpiir. On rhe 14th

a battle took place3 • Mul:ammad Shah's artillery under the com
mand of Haidar Quli Khan Mir A tish came into action. The Barah
Saiyids e~posing their breasts to the fire repeatedly attacked, but
owing to the discordance of fate these proved useless. By nightfall
Qu~b.ul-Mulk's forces had been dissipated by the continuous fire
of guns of all types, and in the morning only ;l limited number
were left with Qu~b-ul.Mulk. When the sun rose from the east,
Muhammad Shah's forces started to attack, and a' hot engagement
took' place. Many of the Saiyids were killed, and Saiyid Najm-ud

Din 'Ali Khan was severely wounded. Qu~b-ul-Mulk threw himself
down from his elephant. He had received an arrow wound on his

1060 Abdul Al:ad Khan
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Op. cit., pp. 40 4-428 . 2 Op. cit., pp. 42 9-43 2 .

3 Later Mughals, II, p. I. The date, according to the Christian era, as
given in this work is one day less than the correct date.

4 Op. cit., pp, 23-25.

5 Op. cit., pp. 28-34.

Op. cit., p. 52. On p. 66 the date of his leaving the imperial camp

for Delhi is given as 12th Dhul Qa'da.

2 Op. cit., p. 66.
3 Op. cit., p. 76, but the date of the coronation is incorrectly given as

15th October, 1720.

4 Gp. cit., pp. 85-93'



(Nahr Qu~b-ul-Mulk mad bahr a[Jsiin 14 karam: 1127 A.H.;
17 15 A.D.). The same learned man also wrote a poem (mathnawi)
in his praise: -

Op. cit., pp. 95, 96. The date of his dcath is givcn there as "1St
Mu!)arram 1135 A. H. (October II,1722)", but if this l:fijri date is correct, it

should be 12th October, 1722).

2 Op. cit., p. 96.

Quatrain

Through the goodness and generosity of Qu~b-ul-Mulk

'Abdullah KlJan

That great Vazir provided a canal of pure water,
For this 'Abdul Jalil Wasti said the date:
The canal of Qu~b-ul-Mulk, the extension of bounty and

kindness

~ ...... _._., ........,,......c •__ ......

Verse

Amir Khan Mir Isl~aqu/-Umaral

(,UMDAT-UL-MULK) AMIR KHAN MIR 1StIAQ

(Vol. II, pp. 839-84 I).

He was the son of Amir Khan. Mir Miran 2
• At first he had the

title of 'Aziz Ullah Khan. He performed valuable services with

Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar in the battle3 against Jahandar Shah.
After the victory, he was appointed Qurbegi4 (head of the ArtilleryL
and Superintendent of the Tosha-khtma (Royal stores). In the second
year of Emperor Mu1)ammad Shah's reign when l:lusain -Ali Kha.n
started with the Emperor for the Deccan, he5 with Qu~b-ul-Mulk

started for Shahjahanaba.d (Delhi). Later when Qu~b-ul-Mulk taking
Sul~an Ibrahim with him started to fight with the royal forces, the
said Khan was in the vanguard. After Qu~b-ul-Mulk's arrest he
took shelter in a garden. During this time as he heard that Sul~an

Ibrahim in a wretched state was wandering about in that area, he

He is an Aristotle, and for wisdom like A~af,

'Abdullah Khan is the Fortune of the State (Yamin-lid-Daub).
When he sits in the Council, he is like a new spring.
When he goes to the battlefield he is Dhulfiqar l

•

Op. cit., p. 100.

2 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, I, pp. 277-287, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

246'253.
3 Battle near Agra, 13th Dhul l:fiijah I 124 A.H., 11th January, 17 I 3

A.D. The date of the battle is given as loth January in Cambridge History

of India, IV, p. 328, but the l:fijri date Wednesday, 13th Dhul f:Iijjah 1124,
as given in ~afi !Q!an, II, p. 72 I, and Later Mughals, I, p. 229, would be 11th

and not 10th January both according to Wustenfeld-Mahler (Leipzig, 1926)
and Sir Wolseley Haig's Comparative Tables of Muhammadan and Christian

Dates (London, 1932), and this is correct in view of Wednesday being the 11th

of January.
4 Irvine, Later Mughals, I, p. 260.

5 Later Mughals, II, p. 52.
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forehead, and a sword wound on his arm. tIaidar Quli Khan with
a force attacked him, and capturing him put him on his own
elephant. Later he brought him before the Emperor, who granted
him his life, and placed him under the charge of tIaidar Quli Khan.
For a time he languished in the royal prison, but at last he was poison
ed. At first his servant gave him the bezoar stone, and by profuse
vomiting he got rid of the poison. Next day the Emperor's eunuch
brought a pill of deadly poison. Qu~b-ul-Mulk made fresh ablution,
and sat facing the Qibla, and said "0 God! you know that I am
not taking this unlawful remedy of my own accord." As soon as
he swallowed the pill, his condition changed, and he resigned his
soul to his Maker. This happened on the last day of Dhul l:lijja1

,

1135 A.H. (19th September, 1723 A.D.). His tomb 2 in Delhi
is a shrine for visitors. He was responsible for the canal of Patpor
ganj in Delhi-which for lack of water was like the Karbala-in
1127 A.H. (17 I 5 A.D.) Qu~b-ul-Mulk had a canal cut from the
main canal of Shah Jahan, and provided abundant water in that
quarter. The deceased Mir -Abdul Jalil of Bilgram wrote:-



For a more detailed account based on other contemporary sources see
Later Mughals, II, pp. 93, 94.

2 Op. cit., p. 295.
3 Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, I, pp. 33-36.
4 Op. cit., pp. 57-62.
5 Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp. 841.843, Beveridge's translation, I, pp.

194- 1 96.

brought him to the garden, and sent information about him to

Emperor\ He took the said Sul~an with him, and became the

recipient of exceptional favours. In the said reign he for a time

held the post of the 3rd Bakhshi. As the Emperor was n3tut311y

disposed to neglecting business, and leading a life of ple3sure, Amir

Khan's ple3sant conversation being so much to his taste, became the

passport for his 3dvancement, and he was always present ir. the

royal assemblies:>'. In time he was appointed to a select office, and

receiving the title of 'Umdat-uLMulk became the point of envy for

his peers. As the Emperor paid no attention whatsoever to St3te

affairs, other officials attributing it to Amir Khan's intrigues, tried by

representing strongly to the Emperor to remove him from the Court.

Consequently he was appointed Governor of Allahabad. In the year

1152 A.H. (1739-40 A.D.) he left for that province. InllS6

A.H. (1743-44 A.D.) he in obedience to summons returned to

the Court, and received further royal favours. In accordance with

his request ~afdar Jang, Governor of Oudh-with whom he was on

terms of great intimacy-was summoned to the Presence, and

appointed Superintendent of the Artillery3. The two together took

Emperor Mu~ammad Shah on a campaign4 against 'Ali" Mu~ammad

Khan Rohilla-whose account has been separately given.

As a result of the opposition of himad-ud-Daula Qamar-ud-Din Khan,

however, the affair was unsuccessful. In those days it was the gener31

belief that he would be appointed Vazir. On 23rd Dhul I:Iijjah

1159 A.H. (26th December, 1746 A.D.) he was, in obedience to

summons, going to the Darbar, when on reaching the door of the

------_~_-- ----

Anwar-ud-Din Khan Bahadur ?afar Jang

(SIRAJ-UD-DAULAH) ANWAR-UD-DIN KHAN BAHADUR

?AFAR JANG

(Vol. II, pp. 527-530).
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I See Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, I, pp. 38, 39·
The date of his death in the work according to the Old Style as 25th Decem

ber, 1746, is one day less than the date given above.

Verse

I did not gain anything from the assembly of tranquils,

Except for a brick no other pillow brings me rest during sleep.

He was the son of Anwar-ud-Din Khan Bahadur Shahamat Tang.

The latter's father J::Iaji Anwar as pesh namaz (leader at the time of

prayers) was personally known to Emperor Aurangzib. The home

of his ancestors was in Gopamau in Oudh, and the real name of

Shahamat Tang was Shaikh Khan Tahan. It is stated that when he

presented himself for appointment before Emperor Aurangzib, the

Emperor changed his name to Jan Tahan, and giving him the rank of

400 appointed him Amin (commissioner) for the jiziya (poll-tax) in

the Sarkar of Gulbarga, and afterwards in the Sarkar of Sangamnir.

At that time Khwaja Mu~ammad Amanat Khan was Faujdar of

Sangamnir, and the two became fast friends. Later when Amanat

Khan was appointed M.ut~addi (Superintendent) of the port of Siirat,

the Khan was sent as the Commissioner of jiziya for that port, and

also appointed the Mint Master. In the time of Emperor Bahadur

Shah he received an increase in rank and the title of Anwar-ud-Din

Khan. When Amanat Khan went to Malwa, and fought a battle

Diwan-i·Kha~, one of the newly appointed attendants killed l him

with a dagger. He was well known for his powers of repartee and

jests. Since becoming a favourite of the Emperor he did not care

for anyone. He was very artful. He also composed poems, and

his nom-dc-pLume was Anjam. The following verse is by him:-

uJ-Umara]
(Maathir-Amir Khan Mir Is~aq



with Raja Musallam Khan, Anwar-ud-Din distinguished himself by

his good service, as a result of which Amanat Khan appointed him

his Mukhtar (manager). When Amanat Khan was appointed

Governor of the province of I:Jaidarabad, he was made his Divan for

the province. When after the death of !'timad-ud-Daula Mu~ammad

Amin Khan Bahadur A~af Jah went to the Capital, he accompanied

him, and, after reaching the Presence, was through A~af Jah's help

appointed Faujdar of K6rah Jahanabad in the province of Allahabad.

Afterwards he was removed from there. He went to A~af Jah, who

after reaching the Deccan had been victorious in a battle with

Mubariz Khan. At first he was Deputy-governor of I:Jaidarabad,

and later Faujdar of Sikak61 'Chicacole) and finally for the second

time Deputy-governor of Farkhanda-buniyad (I:Jaidarabad). He brave

ly fought with Maratha armies, who had invaded the territory,

and managed to drive them back. After some years he was appoin

ted Faujdar of Karnatik (Carnatic) in the province of I:Jaidarabad,

and managed to straighten its affairs by punishing the seditious

Zamindars of the territory. During the time of !';Jasir Jang, the title

of Shahamat Jang was added to his honours. Later Mu~affar Tang

suddenly appeared in his territory, and out of loyalty Anwar-ud-Din

came forward to oppose him. In the year 1162 A.H. (1749 A.D.)

he bravelyl laid down his life in a battle. He was a brave, good,

and liberal man, and was a master of Sufistic doctrines. He had

great faith in faqirs. His eldest son, who was in his native coumry,

and was called ~adr-ul-Islam Khan, never came to the Deccan. The

second son Mu~ammad Ma~fu~ Khan Bahadur who in the time of

Saliibat Jang had the title of Shahamat Jang, was for a time Faujdar of

K6hir2 in the I:Jaidarabad province. He was also for a time in Arkat

(Arcot). His brother Siraj-ud-Daulah used to give him a lac of rupees

every year. On the occasion of going to Mecca he visited I:Jaidar

Anwar-ud-Din Khan Bahadur Zafar Jang

Verse

So long as times separate me or not from you,.

Others' actions matter not, but may not Alm1ghty do so.

Other sons of his have risen to suitable ranks and titles. One of his

'Ali, the ruler of Seringapatam. He took an army from him, and

attacked the fort of Trichnopoly, which belonged to Siraj-ud-Daulah,

but was taken a prisoner in the battle. For a long time he was ke~t

under restraint in that fort. He died two or three years before th1s
. Hid The third was Siraj-account was written. e was a earne man.

ud-Daulah who has been mentioned above. His real name was

Muhammad 'Ali. After the death of his father he received the title

of Khan in Na~ir Jang's time, and made several efforts to s~cure
employment. After the martyrdom of Na~ir Jang he made fnends

with the hat-wearers of Chinapatan (Madras)-who are English-and

after some time when they deafeated the hat-wearers of the port ~f

Phulcherry (Pondicherry)-who are French-he ro~e hi~h. By h~s

astuteness (sair fikri) he gained accessl to the English Kmg:-who 1S

in Europe-by means of letters (iblagbnama), messages and glfts, ~nd

became very intimate with the officials of Madras port. By show~ng

d . . h' h h t k possessIonthem great consideration, an exc1tmg t e1r opes. e 00

of the whole of Karnatik; and by this means acqUired much wealth.

At the recommendation of the hat-wearers he received from the reign

ing sovereign (of Delhi) the title of Amir-ul-Hind Wala Jah.. He
2

is very kind to the poor. His eldest son, who has the t1tl~ of

'Umdat-ul-Umara, is a pleasant man with gpod understandmg,

although he is not on good terms with his father. He greatly appre

ciates men of merit. His verses in Urdu are well known. The

following verse is his:

ul-Umara]
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Anwar-ud-Din Khan Bahadur ?afar Jang1066

Elliott's History, VIII, p. 391.

2 See ~afi ~an, II, pp. 313. 3 I 5. The place is west-north~west of
l;Iaidarabad and south of Bidar.

I A letter of his to Emperor George III is preserved in the British Mu

seum London, see Rieu, I, p. 40 3a.
2' He is Mu~ammad 'Ali whom Burke immortalised in his speech on the

"Nabob of Arcot's debts".



(MIRZA RAJA) BAHADUR SINGH1

(Vol. III, pp. 360, 361).

brothers is 'Abdul Wahab, who at the time of writing is the Ta'luqdar
of Nellore and Sarvapalli in the Karnatic. The second was Najib
Ulla:h Khan who is dead.

ui-Umara]

Singh, his brother's son, had both lost their lives through over

indulgence in drinking, he did not profit from their example, and

sacrificed his sweet life for the bitter beverage. He was a handsome

and dignified young man, and was very good natured.

[Maathir-Bahadur Singh1068

Akbarnama, Text, II, p. 225, Beveridge's translation, II, p. 346.
2 Akbarnama, Text, III, pp. 5, 6, Beveridge's translation, III, pp. 8, 9·

3... Op. cit., Text, p. I I, translation, p. 16.

(SHAH) FAJ.<HR-UD-DIN

(Vol. II, pp. 556 , 557)'

He was a Miisavi of Mashhad, and his father's name was Mir

Qasim. In the year 961 A.H. (1553-54 A.D.) he came to India

in attendance on the stirrups of Emperor Humayiin, and as a result

of his excellent service became a favourite of the Emperor. When

Emperor Akbar ascended the throne, he was raised to the dignity of

an officer. In the 9th year he rendered good service1 with the army

that was sent to pursue 'Abdullah Khan Ozheg. In the 16th year

he ~as deputed with the force, which was sent as a vanguard under

the command of Khan KaLin towards Gujarat. When the Emperor

reached Patan, Gujarat, he sene Shah Fakhr-ud-Din with royal

farmans to !'timad Khan and Mir Abii T urab, who had constantly

been sending representations urging for a campaign in Gujarat. He

met Mir Abii T urab on the way, and with him went to I'timad Khan

in Gujarat, and setting his mind at rest by comforting promises

bn ;ht him to the Emperor. Later he was seconded to the provl11ce

of Gujarar as an auxiliary3 of Khan A'pm Koka. Later, on some

occasion he came to the Court, and was sent with the officers who

went in advance of the rapid march to Gujarat. Afterwards he was

exalted by appointment as Governor of Ujjain, and honoured by ?rant

of the title of Naqahat Khan. In the 24th year he was appol11ted

..

1
._ I

Op. cit., p. 268.

Op. cit., p. 372.

Tuzuk, II, p. 108. This was in the

9 Op. cit., pp. 218, 219.

5
7

translation of

He was the son of R~ja Man Singh. During Emperor Akbar's

reign he attained the rank of 1,000, and in the 1st year after the

accession of Emperor Jahangir his rank was increased2 to 1,5°0.

In the 3rd year he was promoted to the rank of 2,000 foot with

2,000 horse3
• After the news of the death of Raja Man Singh was

received by the Emperor, and in spite of the Rajpiit custom, accord

ding to which Maha Singh son of Jagat Singh-who was the eldest

son of Raja Man Singh-should have succeeded him, the Emperor,

out of his regard for Bahadur Singh, summoned him to the Presence,

granted him the title of Mirza Raja, appointed him to the rank of

4,000 foot with 3,000 horse, and assigned to him the chiefship of

that tribe'. In the loth year he returned to his country5. In the

11th year he was granted a Turra (crest or plume) for his turban6 •

In the 12th year his rank was increased by 1,000 fooe, and he was

appointed to the Deccan campaign8
• In the 16th year of Emperor

Jahangir's reign, corresponding to the year 1030 A.H. (1620-21

A.D.) he died 9
• Although his elder brother Jagat Singh and Maha

According to Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri his name was Bhiio Singh, and this
name is also adopted in Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.), pp. '363,

543· On the second page the author refers to the omission of his name in
Akbarnama and also in Brooke's Political History of the State of !eypore.

2 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk-i-!ahiingiri, I, p. 24.

3 _ Op. cit., p. 140, but the rank after promotion is given there as 2,000
with 1,000 horse.

4 Op. cit., p. 266.

6 Op. cit., p. 329.
8 Rogers & Beveridge's

14th year.



Governor l of Patan, Gujarat, in succession to T arsun Mu~ammad

Khan. He had the rank of an A mir of 2,0002 •

GHAZi-UD-DiN KHAN3 BAHADUR GHALIB JANG

·(Vol. II, pp. 879-882).

1071Ghazi-ud-Din Khan Bahadur ~halib Jang

his uncle Jahandar Shah, and his supporters received favours in the

way of ranks and titles, A~mad Beg also was exalted by promotion to

the rank of 6,000 foot with 5,000 horse, the title of Ghazi-ud-Din

Khan Bahadur g..halib Jang, and appointed 3rd Bakhsh"i l
• Later

when a storm of dissension broke out between the Emperor and the

Barah Saiyids, he became well known as a supporter of the Emperor2
•

After the arrest of the said Emperor, Qu~b-ul-Mulk appreciating his

merits made him his ally, and after J:Iusain 'Ali Khan started with Em

peror Mu~ammad Shah for the Deccan from Akbarabad (Agra), Qu~b

ul-Mulk, who returned to the Capital, took Ghazi-ud-Din Baha4ur

Ghalib Jang with him. Later, when the affairs took a different turn,

and the blue heavens took on a fresh colour, and Qu~b-ul-Mulk

received the news of the murder of ~usain 'Ali Khan, he, consider

ring ~haIib Jang's conciliation as his best plan, went to his house and

exchanged turbans with him3
• He presented him to Sul~an Ibrahim,

son of Sultan Rafi'-ush-Shan-whom he had placed on the throne-and

had him a~pointed Mir Bakhshi with the title of Amir-ul-Umara. He

was in the van on the day of the battle4
• After Qu~b-ul-Mulk's

arrest he returned to the Capital. Emperor Mu~ammad Shah on

reaching Delhi sent Amir-ul-Umara Khan Dauran to his house, forg.ave

his transgressions, and summoned him t~ the Court. H~ was re.ms
tated in his rank and regranted his old title; he also received various

favours. After a few years he died. He looked like a military. man,

and was very touchy in respect of his position. He looked hk~ an

Indian born and treated the leaders of the times on an equal footmg., . .
It is stated that when Emperor Mu~ammad Shah was IssUlng

orders to Amir-ul-Umara Khan Dauran for the retention of his rank

and tide, the latter represented, that previously he had the title of

1 According to Irvine he was given command of the Artillery in addition

to the charge of jilau (retinue), op. cit., p. 260.

2 Op. cit., pp. 385, 386.
3 Later Mughals, II, p. 78.

4 Op. cit., p. 89'

ell-Umara]

[Maathir-G~azi-ud-Din Khan Bahadur Ghalib Jang

Generally known as Kosa or Goat-beard, his name was A~mad

Beg, and he was the foster-brother of Sul~an MU'izz-ud.Din4 • His

ancestors' home was in Turan. At first he was in the service of

Sul~an MU'izz-ud-Din. When the financial and administrative

affairs of the State were assigned to 'Ali Murad-who was also a

foster-brother of the Sul~an, and during his reign received the title of

Khan Jahan Bahadur-A~mad Beg becoming disgusted with the service

resigned. He took up service under Sul~an 'A~im-ush-Shan, and

being appointed to an office he was sent to Bengal with Sul~an Muq.a

mmad Farrukh Siyar, who was in-charge there as his father's deputy.

When after Emperor Bahadur Shah's death Sul~an 'A~im-ush-Shan

was also killed, and Mu~ammad Farrukh Siyar determined to gain

sovereignty, A~mad Beg was appointed to suitable rank, granted the

title of ghazi-ud-Din Khan, and deputed to collect an army and con

ciliate the peopleS. Meanwhile Farrukh Siyar's lucky move 6 , which

resulted in Saiyids 'Abdullah Khan and J:Iusain 'Ali Khan taking his

side, materialised. To conciliate his new partisans, he dismis$ed

A~mad Beg from his rank, deprived him of his title, and forbade him

from attendance at the Court. Later, when he was victorious over

Op. cit., Text, pp. 263, 264, translation, p. 382. His title in the text
IS Naqabat ~an, as in Tabaqat-i-Akbari but in Akbarntima it is Naqib Khan
and this has been followed.

2 See Blochmann's translation of A'in, I (2nd edn.) p. 445. He pro-
bably died in 986 A.H. (1578-79 A.D.) vide Tabaqat-i-Akbari De's Text, II,
p. 436, translation, II, p. 663.

3 For his account also see Irvine, Later Mughals, I, pp. 266, 267.
4 Emperor Jahandiir Shah.
sLater Mughals, I, p. 201.

6 For a detailed account see Later Mughals, I, pp. 2°5-2°9.



0halib Jang, and now Sher Afgan Kban had been granted the title of
'Izzat-ud-Daula Bahadur Ghalib Jang, and requested for the Emperor's
orders for distinguishing between the two. The Emperor said that
he might be styled ~afdar Jang. Ghazi-ud-Din Khan who just that
day made his obeisance, represented that the slave was in attendance,
and 'Izzat-ud-Daula was in the Court, orders might be issued for a
combat by swords between the two. Whoever is victorious would be
Ghalib Jang. The Emperor smiled and granted him the title of
Ghalib Jang, and 'Izzat-ud-Daula was styled ~afdar Tang.

(I'TIMAD-UD-DAULAH MIRZA) GHIYATH BEG
TEHRANI

(Vol. I, pp. 127-134)'

He1 was the son of Khwaja Mu~ammad Sharif, whose nom-de
plume was Hijri, and who at first was the Chief Minister of Tatar2

Sul~an, son of Mu~ammad Khan3 Sharaf-ud-Din Oghli Taklli,
the Beg/ar Begi of Khurasan. On becoming convinced of his ability
and straightforwardness, he made over to him the charge of the chief
minister of his office and all its affairs. On his death his son
Qazaq Khan made the Khwaja his manager. When Qazaq Khan
died, Shah T ahmasp ~afavi became favourably inclined towards the
!.<hwaja, and appointed him minister of Yezd for seven years. As he
performed the duties of this office creditably, he was appointed minis
ter of I~pahan. He died in 984 A. H. (1576 A. D.); the chrono
gram being "Yake kam ze maladh Vuzra4

" (one less from the asylum

1 A de:,ailed notice of Q,hiya!!! Beg with valuable notes was published by
Blochmann, A in, I (2nd edn.), pp. 571-576.

2 He is apparently the Beg/ar Begi of !'iliurasan who in accordance with
the instructions of Shah Tahmasp, sent his nobles and couriers to welcome
Humayun after he reached Farah, see Akbarnama, Text, p. 213, Beveridge's
translation, I, p. 432.

3 Akbarniima, Text, I, p. 206, translation. p. 418.

4 Maladh Vuzra yields 985, and by deducting one the proper date 984
is obtained.

1°73Ghiyath Beg Tehrani

See A, Muqtadir's Preface to the Asiatic Society's edition of Haft

[qlim, fasc. I, p. iii, where a short history of the family of th~ author inclu
ding Mirza ~iya!:h Beg is given. The account of the work wl1l be found on

pp. iv, v.
2 Her name was 'Asmat Begam, vide Beni Prasad, History of lahangir,

p. 320, and her accomplishments and good qualities are detai~ed ~n Tilzuk-i·
lahangiri, Rogers & Beveridge's translation, II, p. 216. She died In the 17th

year of the reign in 1621.
3 !Q!afi !'ilian, I, p. 263, has two daughters and a son. The above

account appears to be based on Mul;tammad Hadi's preface to the Tuzuk, see

Sir Saiyid Ahmad's edition, p. 21.

Verse

135

Our TehranI Mirza A~mad

Is our third after Khusrau and Khaqani.

The second (Khwajgi Khwaja) was a master of eloquence. His
son, Khwaja Shaplir was well known as a poet. The Khwaja
(Mu~ammad Sharif) had two sons, Aqa Mu~ammad Tahir, whose
nom-de-plume was Wa~li, and Mirza Ghiyath-ud-Din Mu~ammad

alias Ghiyath Beg. He was married to the daughter2 of Mirza 'Ala'
ud-Daulah Aqa Mulla. After his father's death Ghiyath Beg as a
result of unfortunate circumstances started for India as a fugitive
with two sons, and a daughter3

• On the journey his goods were
plundered, and his condition at last became such that he had only
two mules, which they had to ride by turns. When he reached
Qandahar, another daughter Mihr-un-Nisa (the Sun of women) was
born. Malik Mas'lid a trader, and the head of the caravan-who
was known to Emperor Akbar-becoming acquainted with his condi·
tlon behaved towards him with kindness. When he arrived at

HI-Umara]

of ministers: 984)' His brothers were Khwaja Mirzi A~mad and
Khwajgi Khwaja. The first was the father of Mirza Amin the author
of Haft lqlim 1 • He was the headman (kalantar) of Ray (Rhagas),
and was in-charge of the Khal~a (Exchequer) lands. He had a poetical
velO. The Shah in his graciousness said:

t
.,

[Maathir-Ghiyath Beg Tehrani:1°72



Fat~pur, he introduced Ghiyath Beg to the Emperor and succeeded

in getting him appointed to an office under the Crown l • Ghiyath

Beg by his good· fortune and honesty reached the rank of 300, and

in the 4 0th year was appointed Divan of Kabul. Later he attained

the rank of 1,000, and was promoted to the office of Divan-i
Buyutat 2

•

When Jahangir became the Emperor, he in the beginning of the

reign gave Mirza Ghiyath Beg the title of himad-ud-Daulah, and

made him jointly responsible for the Divani with Mirza Jan Beg

Vazir-ul-Mulk3
• In the year 1016 A.H. (1607 A.D.) his son

Mu~ammad Sharif foolishly joined others in a plot to deliver Sul~an
Khusrau from the prison. The plot was soon discovered, and the

secrets of the conspiracy fully unl:avelled. Emperor Jahangir capitally

punished him and other conspirators4
• The Mirza was confined in

the house of Diyanat Khan°, but was released on payment of a fine

of two lacs of rupees. His daughter Mihr-un.Nisa, the wife of Sher

Afgan Khan, after her husband had been killed, was brought to the

court according to· the Emperor's orders. In consequence of his

having fallen in love with her when he had seen her earlier, a project

of marriage was mooted, as has been related in the account6 of Sher

Afgan Khan. She refused the overtures because of her husband's

murder, while the Emperor blamed her for the assassination of his
foster-brother Qu~b-ud-Din l<..han 7 by her husband, and made her

Ghiyath Beg Tehrani [Maathir- ul-Umara] Ghiyath Beg 1ehrani 1°75

over to his step-mother Salima Begam1
• She passed some time in

obscurity. At the New Year's feast of the ~th year, 1020 A.H.

(March, 1611 A.D.) the old feelings were reVived as a result of the

Emperor seeing her again, and the unfulfilled desire of old times

developed more vigorously. He married her with all pomp. At

first she was called Nur Mahal, and later Nur Jahan Begam2
• As a

result of this close connectio~ himad-ud-Daulah was appointed Prime

Minister, and given the rank of 6,000 with 3,000 horse, and

elevated with the grant of a flag and a· drum. In the 10th year, he

was, as a special favour, permitted to sound his drums in the Presence,

and so was raised above all the Amirs. In the 16th year' 103 I A.H.

(1622 A.D.) when the Emperor was proceeding to Kashmir for .the

second time, he halted in the district of Sibah3
, and went by hlm

seW to visit the fort of Kangra. Next day himad-ud-Daulah fell

ill and his condition became critical. Nur Jahan Begam became

a~xious about him, and consequently the Emperor returned with ~er
to the residence of himad-ud-Daulah. The latter was in the agoOies

of death sometimes he lost his senses, and for a while recovered them.

The Be~am pointing towards the Emperor enquired of her father

"Do you recognize him." He even at this time recited a verse of

Anwari:

1 Khafi Khan, I, pp. 263-265.

2 This is mentioned in Tuzuk-i-!ahangiri, Rogers & Beveridge's transla
tion, L p. 22, where his name has been corrected to Ghiya!h Beg instead of
'Inayat Beg as in the text. Ghiyaili Beg is not mentioned in Akbarnama.

3 Price's translation of the Memoirs, p. 28.
4 See Roger's & Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 122, 123, but the impri

sonment and imposition of fine on Q.hiyaili Beg are not mentioned.

5 Probably Diyanat Khan Qasim Beg, Maathir-ul-Umara, Text, II, pp.
8, 9, Beveridge's translation, I, pp. 483, 484.

6 Maathir-ul-Umarii, Text, II, pp. 622-625, translation antea pp. 837-839.
7 Maiithir-ul-Umarii, Text, III, pp. 66-68, translation antea pp. 555-557. '",

Ruqayya Sul~an Begam in Iqbalniima, p. 56 appears to be more

correct. . .. 'd' .
2 Muhammad Hadi's preface to the Tuzuk, Sir SalYld Ahmad s e ItlOn,

p. 22, Iqbainama-i./ahangiri, pp. 55, 56, and Beni Prasad, History of /ahangir,

P 116- 182 for a detailed discussion of the contemporary sources. Thep . , ,
marriage took place about the end of May, 161 I, see Beveridge's note III

Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., I, p. 192 •

3 Rogers & Beveridge's translation of Tuzuk.i-/aha~giri, pp'. 221, :~2.

Sibah is in the Sarkar Beth Jalandhar Diiab, see Jarrett s translation of A m,

II, p. JI7.
4 The word is 'J,~),?- in the text, but according, to Tuzuk, he went

with his special servants and attendants, see Rogers & Beveridge, op,
cit., p. 222.



I See Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 222. Accordinl!J to the same
source he died of a broken heart three months and twenty days after his
wife. For an account of his tomb see Keene's Guide to Agra, and A.C.L.

Carlleyle, Arch. Surv. Report for 1871-72, Vol. IV, p. 141 (1874), and Beni
Prasad, op. cit., PP' 321. 322.

2 Tuzuk has 4 I children and dependants and 12 of his servants, vide
Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 223.

3 See Rogers & Beveridge, op. cit., p. 222, Beni Prasad, op. cit .• p. 173
and Iqbalntima-i-lahtingiri, p. 55. Also see Beni Prasad's interesting paper on

Nur Jahan etc. in Froc. Indian Historical Records Commission. IV. pp, 19-2 5
(Calcutta, 1922).

Should one born blind be here.

He would recognise His Majesty in the world-adorning1 brow.

After two or three hours he died. Forty one persons2-his

children and connections-received mourning dresses from the
Emperor.

I'timad-ud-Daulah did not compose poetry, but he was a diligent

student of the early poets. He was greatly skilled in elegant

composition. and wrote in a bold and clear Shikasta hand.

He was excellent company. and Emperor Jahangir used to say

that his society was better than thousands of carminatives. He

also understood business. and was a good writer. He was a pleasant

and even-tempered man, and did not cherish hatred even against his

enemies. He was devoid of anger ; chains, imprisonment. whippings

and. abuses were not known in his establishment. If anyone deserving

capital punishment appeared before him as a supplicant, or paid his

respects to him for a week, he was pardoned. With all this,

however. he was not self-indulgent. All his days were spent in

looking into details and writing reports. While he was the Divan,
the accounts department-which had been in arrears for a long time
-was brought into order. 5

Nur Jahan Begam in addition to her physical charms was

possessed of many meAtal excellencies. She was the unique of the

age for her quick understanding, good sense, penetration and tact.

The Emperor used to say that until she came to his house. he had

not understood domestic pleasures or the spirituality of marriage.

She invented or designed several ornamentations for dress and

jewellery which are still prevalent in India. For instance di4dami
(flowered muslin) for dress, panchtoUa for veils, badla (silver thread)

and kinara (silver-thread lace), 'aHar (perfumes), rose perfume known

as the 'A Har-i-lahangiri, and silvery carpet (farash chandani) were

all her I innovations. She exercised such influence over Emperor

Jahangir that except for the name of Emperor he exercised no powers.

He frequently remarked that he had presented the kingdom to Nur

lahan, and required nothing more than a set of wine and half a ser
of meat for himself. In fact, except2 for the Khu~ba not having

been read in her name, she exercised all the prerogatives of royalty.

so much so that she sat in the jharoka (the latticed window). and

received the respects of the officers. Coins were struck in her name.

Verse

By order of Shah Jahangir gold was adorned

A hundredfold by the name of Nur Jahan the Queen Begam.

The Tuglzra3 (royal grant) decrees also bore the following: "The

order of the exalted lady of the sublime couch Nur Jahan Padshiih

Begam". The estates assigned to her corresponded to the rank of

30,000. It is stated that the fiefs of.her relation~ (silsila) amou~ted

to half the estates of the kingdom. All relatives and connectIOns

of the family, even to slaves and eunuchs received the ranks of Khans

and T arkhans. An old female servant4 named Diii Dilaram, who

See Blochmann, op. cit., p. 574, ~afi Khan, I, p. 274 and Beni Prasad,
't 83 Apparently her mother also had a share in introducing theseop. CI ., p. 1 •

novelties.
2 Iqbalntima-i-lahangiri, p. 56. 3 See Wilson's Glossary, p. 526.
4 Text has hira kaniz, but pir kaniz of Iqbalnama, p. 56 seems more

correct, Her seal appeared on grants to women.

Ghiyath Beg Tehriiniul-Umara]
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Verse

Ghiyath Beg Tehrini



Verse

had been the Begam's nurse, became the Mistress of the women
($adr-i-Anath) in place of I;1aji Koka1•

I f:Iaji Koka is also mentioned in Akbarnama, Text, III, p. 656, Beve
ridge's translation, III, p. 1006, note I. Also see Tuzuk, text, p. 22 and
Rogers & Beveridge's translation, I, p. 46.

2 This paragpph is taken from Iqbalnama, p. 56. and MuJ:1ammad
Hiidi's preface p. 21, with minor changes.

1°79'Izzat Khan 'Abdur Razzaq Gilani

Verses.

give not my heart to form (~urat) if the disposition (sirat)
be unknown,

I am a slave of (divine) love, and know 72 creeds.
o ascetic! cast not the terrors of the Judgment-day into

our heart,
We have lived through the terrors of separation and so can

visualize the day of judgment.

(SAIYID) 'IZZAT KHAN 'ABDUR RAZZAQ GiLANi

(Vol. II, p. 475)'

At first he was in the service of Mu~ammad Dara Shikoh. In
the 30th year of Emperor Shah Jahan's reign he was, at the re~uest

of the said Prince, granted the title of 'Izzat Khan3
, and appointed

Governor of the province of Multan. In the 3 I st year4 he was given
charge of the capital city of Lahore in succession to Bahadur Khan.
When Dara Shikoh after his defeat by Emperor Aurangzib near
Akbarabad (Agra) fled to Lahore, and being unable to maintain him
self there went off to Multan, 'Izzat Khan also accompanied him.
When the said Prince losing courage started for Bhakkar, 'Izzat Khan
separated from him, and on the arrival of Aurangib's forces took up
service under him. He was exalted by appointment to the rank of

I Nur Jahan died on 29th Shawwal, 1055 A.H. (18th December, 1645

A.D.), see Badshahnama, II, p. 475. .
2 This was also the nom-de-plume of other Mughal royal ladles, such as

Salima Sul~an Begam and Zeb-un-Nisii Begam, who composed poems.

3 'Amal $aliJ;, III, pp. 23 1 , 23 2 •

4 Op. cit., pp. 266, 267.

she died at Lahore aged 721 years, and was buried in the tomb
which she had erected herself near the mausoleum of Emperor
Jahangir. The Begam was also poetically inclined, and her nom-de
plume was Makhfi 2 (concealed). The following verses are by her:-

ul-Umara]
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Your kith and kin are glorified because of you, and flourish ;
Because of the beauty of one, the whole family is glorified.

The Begam was also generous in rewards and charity. It is
stated that on the days when she went to the baths, her fixed expen
diture was Rs. 3,000. She had collected in the palace numerous
female servants aged from twelve to forty, and she married them to
AI;~dis (gentlemen troopers) and chclas (pages). But though women
are possessed of many charming qualities, yet in essence of their
natures they are beings who have been created with a defective
understanding. With all her good qualities she became at last the
leaven

2
of confusion, and 'trouble for India. Having given in

marriage her daughter by Sher Afgan Kqan to Prince Shariyar the
younger son of Emperor Jahangir, she designed to raise him to power.
And she so alienated Emperor Jahangir's mind against the legitimate
heir to the State, who was the Prince of high Destiny, Shah Jahan,
that it resulted in raising armies, murder and destruction, and a great
deal of the country was ravished by the flood of devastation. As,
however, Fate had decreed that the throne of Caliphate be adorned
by ~a~ib Qiran Thani (Shah Jahan), her useless efforts were not
crowned with success. After Shah Jahan's accession he granted her
an allowance of two lacs of rupees a year. It is stated that after the
death of Emperor Jahangir she wore nothing but white (safid i. e.,
plain, uncoloured clothes), and never voluntarily joined any joyful
assemblies. In the 19th year of the reign, 1055 A.H. (1645 A.D.)
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3,0001 with 500 horse. He was in attendance on the royal stirrups
in the battle with Mu~ammad Shuja'. In the 4th year he was
honoured by appointment at Faujdar of Bhakkar in succession to
Sanjar Khan. In the loth year he was appointed Governor2 of
Tatta (Sindh) on the death of Gha4anfar Khan, and his rank was
advanced to 3,500 foot with 2,000 horse. It has not been possible
to trace his later history. MAATHIR-UL-UMARA, TEXT, VOL. I
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